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PREFACE.

The Rise of the Dutch Republic must ever be regarded as one of the

leading events of modem times. Without the birth of this great

commonwealth, the various historical phenomena of the sixteenth and

following centuries must have either not existed, or have presented

themselves under essential modifications. Itself an organised protest

against ecclesiastical tyranny and vmiversal empire, the Republic guarded
with sagacity, at many critical periods in the world's history, that

balance of power which, among civilised states, ought always to be

identical with the scales of Divine justice. The splendid empire of

Charles the Fifth was erected upon the grave of hberty. It is a con-

eolation to watch afterwards the gradual but triumphant resurrection

of its spirit. From the hand-breadth of territory called the province ot

Holland rises a Power which wages eighty years' warfare with the most

potent empire upon earth, and which, during the progress of the

struggle, becoming itself a mighty state, and binding about its own
slender form a zone of the richest possessions of earth, from pole to

tropic, finally dictates its decrees to the empire of Charles.

So much is each individual state but a member of one great inter-

national commonwealth, and so close is the relationship between the

whole human family, that it is impossible for a nation, even while

struggUng for itself, not to acquire something for all mankind. Tha
maintenance of the right by the little provinces of Holland and Zealand

in the sixteenth, by Holland and England uliited in the seventeenth,
and by the United States of America in the eighteenth centuries, forms

but a single chapter in the great volume of human fate ; for the so-

called revolutions of Holland, England, and America, are all Unks of one

chain.

To the Dutch Repubhc, even more than to Florence at an earlier day,
is the world indebted for practical instruction in that great science of

pohtical equilibrium which must always become more and more im-

portant as the various states of the civihsed world are pressed more

closely together, and as the struggle for pre-eminence becomes more
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feverish. Courage and skill in political and military combinations

enabled William the Silent to overcome the most powerful and un-

scrupulous monarch of his age. The same hereditary audacity and

fertility of genius placed the destiny of Europe in the hands of Wilham'a

great-grandson, and enabled him to mould into an impregnable barrier

the various elements of opposition to the overshadowing monarchy of

Louis XIV. As the schemes of the Inquisition and the unparalleled

tyranny of Philip, in one century, led to the establishment of the Re-

public of the United Provinces, so, in the next, the revocation of the

Nantes Edict and the invasion of HoUaud were avenged by the elevation

of the Dutch stadholder upon the throne of the stipendiary Stuarts.

To all who speak the English language, the history of the great agony

through which the Republic of Holland was ushered into life must have

l)ecuhar interest, for it is a portion of the records of the Anglo-Saxon
race—essentially the same, whether in Friesland, England, or Massachu-

setts.

A great naval and commercial commonwealth, occupying a small

portion of Europe, but conquering a wide empire by the private enter-

prise of trading companies, girdling the world with its innumei-able

dependencies in Asia, America, Africa, Australia—exercising sove-

reignty in Bra2dl, Guiana, the West Indies, New York, at the Cape of

Good Hope, in Hindostan, Ceylon, Java, Sumatra, Nev,' Holland—mvLst

always be looked upon with interest by Englishmen, as in a great

measure the precui-sor in their own scheme of empire. For America

the spectacle is one of still deeper import. The Dutch Republic origi-

nated in the opposition of the rational elements of human nature to

sacerdotal dogmatism and persecution
—in the courageous resistance

of historical and chartered Uberty to foreign despotism.
*' To maintain,"

not to overthrow, was the device of the Washington of the sixteenth

century, as it was the aim of our own hero and his great contemporaries.

The great Western Repubhc, therefore—in whose Anglo-Saxon veins

flows much of that ancient and kindred blood received from the nation

once ruling a noble portion of its territory, and tracking its own poli-

tical existence to the same parent spring of temperate human liberty
—

must look with affectionate interest upon the trials of the elder common-

wealth. These volumes recite the achievement of Dutch independence,

for its recognition was delayed till the acknowledgment was superfluous

and ridiculous. The existence of the Repubhc is properly to be dated

from the Union of Utrecht in 1581, while the final seimration of terri-

tory into independent and obedient provinces, into the Commonwealth

of the United States and the Belgian provinces of Spain, was in reality

effected by Wilham the Silent, with whose death, three years subso-
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quently, the heroic period of the history may be said to terminate. At

this point these volumes close. Another series, with less attention to

minute details, and carrying the story through a longer range of yeai-s,

will paint the progress of the RepubUc in its palmy days, and narrate

the establishment of its external system of dependencies and its interior

combinations for self-government and European counterpoise. The

lessons of history and the fate of free states can never be sufficiently

pondered by those upon whom so large'and heavy a responsibility for

the maintenance of rational human fi-eedom rests.

I have oaly to add that this work is the result of conscientious re-

search, and of an earnest desire to anive at the truth. I have faithfully

studied all the important contemporary chi-oniolers and later histoiiana

—Dutch, Flemish, French, ItaUan, Spanish, or GeiTuan. Cathohc and

Protestant, Monarchist and Republican, have been consulted with the

same sincerity. The works of Bor (whose enormous but indispensable

fohos foi"m a complete magazine of contempoi-ary state-papers, letters,

and pamphlets, blended together in mass, and connected by a chain of

artless but earnest narrative), of Meteren, De Thou, Burgundius, Heu-

terus, Tassis, Viglius, Hoofd, Haraeus, Van der Haer, Grotius— of Van

der Vynckt, Wagenaer, Van Wyn, De Jonghe, Kluit, Van Kampen,

Dewez, Kappelle, Bakhuyzen, Groen van Prinsterer—of Ranke and Rau-

mer, have been as familiar to me as those of Mendoza, Camero, Cabrei^a,

Ilerrera, Ulloa, Bentivoglio, Perez, Strada. The manuscript relations of

those Ai'gus-eyed Venetian envoys who surprised so many couiis and

cabinets in their most imguarded moments, and dagueiTeotyped their

character and pohcy for the instruction of the crafty Eepublic, and

whose reports remain such an inestimable sovirce for the secret history
of the sixteenth century, have been carefully examined—especially the

narratives of the caustic and accomplished Badovaro, of Suriano, and

Michele. It is imnecessary to add that aU the publications of iL Gach-

ard—particularly the invaluable correspondence of Phihp 11. and of

WiUiam the SUent, as well as the " Archives et Correspondance
"
of the

Oi-ange Nassau family, edited by the learned and distinguished Groen

van Prinsterer, have been my constant guides through the labyrinth of

Spanish and Netherland poUtics. The large and most interesting series

of pamphlets known as " The Duncan Collection," in the Royal Library
at the Hague, has also afforded a great vaiiety of details by which I

have endeavoured to give colour and interest to the narrative. Besides

these, and many other printed works, I have also had the advantage of

penising many manuscript histories, among which may be particularly

mentioned the works of Poutus Payen, of Renom de France, and of

Pasquier de la Barre ; while the vast collection of impublished docu-
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ments in the Royal Archives of the Hague, of Brussels, and of Dresden,
has furnished me with much new matter of great importance. I venture

to hope that many years of labour, a portion of them in the archives

of those countries whose history forms the object of my study, will not

have been entirely in vain ; and that the lovers of human progress, the

beUevers in the capacity of nations for self-government and self-improve-

ment, and the admirers of disinterested human genius and virtue, may
find encouragement for their views in the detailed history of an heroio

people in its most eventful period, and in the life and death of the great

man whose name and fame are identical with those of his country.
No apology is offered for this somewhat personal statement. When

an unknown writer asks the attention of the public upon an important

theme, he is not only authorised, but required, to shew that by industry
and earnestness he has entitled himself to a hearing. The author, too,

keenly feels that he has no further claims than these, and he therefore

most diffidently asks for his work the indulgence of his readers.

I would take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to Dr

Hemm, Hofrath and Chief Librarian at Dresden, and to !Mr Von

Weber, Ministerial-rath and Head of the Royal Archives of Saxony,

for the courtesy and kindness extended to me so uniformly during the

course of my researches in that city. I would also speak a word of

sincere thanks to Mr Campbell, Assistant-Librarian at the Hague, for

his numerous acts of friendship during the absence of his chief, M. Hol-

trop. To that most distinguished critic and historian, M. Bakhuyzen
van den Briuck, Chief Archivist of the Netherlands, I am under deep

obligations for advice, instruction, and constant kindness, during my
residence at the Hague ;

and 1 would also signify my sense of the

courtesy of Mr Charter-Master de Schwane, and of the accuracy with

which copies of MSS. in the archives were prepared for me by his care.

Finally, I would allude in the strongest language of gratitude and respect

to M. Gachard, Archivist-General of Belgium, for his unwearied courtesy

and manifold acts of kindness to me duiing my studies in the Roya]

Archives of Brusselfi.
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THB

RISE OF THE DUTCH EEPUBLIC.

HISTORICAL IXTEODUCTION.

I.

The north-western comer of the vast

plain which extends from the German
Ocean to the Ural Mountains, is occu-

pied by the countries called the Nether-

lands. This small triangle, enclosed

between France, Germany, and the

sea, is divided by the modem king-
doms of Belgium and Holland into two

nearly equal portions. Our earliest

information concerning this territory
is derived from the Romans. The
wars waged by that nation with the

northern barbarians have rescued the

damp island of Batavia, with its neigh-

bouring niorasses, from the obscurity
in which they might have remained
for ages, before anything concerning
land or people would have been made
known by the native inhabitants. Ju-
lius Caesar has saved from obUvion the
heroic savages who fought against his

legions in defence of their dismal
homes with ferocious but unfortvmate

patriotism ;
and the great poet of Eng-

land, learning from the conqueror's
Commentaries the name of the boldest

tribe, has kept the Xervii, after almost

twenty centuries, still fresh and fami-

liar in oiu- ears.

Tacitus, too, has described with

singular minuteness the struggle be-

tween the people of these regions and
the power of Rome, overwhelming,
although tottering to its fall

;
and has,

moreover, devoted several chapttirs of

his work upon Germany to a descrip-
tion of the most remarkable Teutonic

tribea of the Netherlands.

Geographically and ethnographicallj,

the Low Coimtries belong both to GaiJ
and to Germany. It is even doubtful
to which of the two the Batavian

island, which is the core of the whole

country, was reckoned by the Romans.
It is, however, most probable that

all the land, with the exception of

Friesland, was considered a part of

Gaul.

Three great rivers—^the Rhine, the

Meuse, and the Scheld—had deposited
their slime for ages among the dimes
and sandbanks heaved up by the ocean

arovmd their mouths. A delta waa
thus formed, habitable at last for man.
It was by nature a wide morass, in

which oozy islands and savage forests

were interspersed among lagoons and
shallows

;
a district lying partly below

the level of the ocean at its higher
tides, subject to constant overflow

from the rivers, and to frequent and
terrible inundations by the sea.

The Rhine, leaving at last the re-

gions where its storied lapse, through
so many ages, has been consecrated

ahke by Nature and art—by poetry
and eventful truth—flows reluctantly

through the basalt portal of the Seven
Mountains into the open fields which
extend to the German Sea. After

entering this vast meadow, the stream
divides itself into two branches, be-

coming thus the two-homed Rhine of

Virgil, and holds in these two arms
the island of Batavia.

The Meuse, t^ing its rise in the

Vosges, pours itself through the Ar-
dennes T\ ood, pierces the rocky ridgea
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upon the outh-eastem frontier of the

Low Countries, receives the Sambre
in the midst of that picturesque an-

thracite basin where now stands the

oity of Namur, and then moves to-

ward the north, through nearly the

whole length of the coimtry, till it

mingles its waters with the Rhine.

The Scheld, almost exclusively a

Belgian river, after leaving its foun-

tains in Picardyf flows through the

present provinces of Flanders and
Hainault. In Caesar's time it was
BufiFocated before reaching the sea in

quicksands and thickets, which long
afforded protection to the savage in-

habitants against the Roman arms, and
which the slow process of nature and
the untiring industry of man have
bince converted into the archipelago
of Zeland and South Holland. These
islands were unknown to the Romans.

Such were the rivers which, with
their numerous tributaries, coursed

through the spongy land. Their fre-

quent overflow, when forced back

upon their currents bj' the stormy sea,

rendered the country almost uninha-
bitable. Here, within a half-submerged
territory, a race of wretched ichthyo-

phagi dwelt upon terpen, or mounds,
which they had raised, like beavers,
above the almost fluid soil. Here, at

a later day, the same race chained the

tyrant Ocean and his mighty streams

into subserviency, forcing them to fer-

tilise, to render commodious, to cover
with a beneficent network of veins

and arteries, and to bind by watery
highways with the furthest ends of the

world, a country disinherited by nature
of its rights. A region, outcast of

ocean and earth, \vrested at last from
both domains theu* richest treasures.

A race, engaged for generations ia

stubborn couiUct with the angry ele-

Dittch Republic.

ments, was unconsciously educating
itself for its great struggle \vith the

still more savage despotism of man.
The whole territory of the Nether-

lands was girt with forests. An ex«

tensive belt of woodland skirted the

sea-coast, reaching beyond the mouths
of the Rhine. Along the outer edge
of this barrier, the dunes cast up by
the sea were prevented by the close

tangle of thickets from drifting further

inward, and thus formed a breastwork
which time and art were to strengthen.
The groves of Haarlem and the Hague
are relics of this ancient forest. The
BadahuennaWood, horrid with Druidic

sacrifices, extended across the eastern

line of the vanished lake of Flevo.

The vast Hercynian forest, nine days'

journey in breadth, closed in the

country on the German side, stretch-

ing from the banks of the Rhine to the

remote regions of the Dacians, in such

vague immensity (says the conqueror
of the whole country) that no Gei-man,
after travelling sixty days, had ever

reached, or even heard of, its com-
mencement. On the south, the famou.s

groves of Ardennes, haimted by faun

and satyr, embowered the country, and

separated it from Celtic Gaul.

Thus inundated by mighty rivers,

quaking beneath the level of the ocean,
belted about by hirsute forests, thia

low land, nether land, hollow land, or

Holland, seemed hardly deserving the

arms of the all-accomplished Roman.
Yet foreign tyranny, from the earhest

ages, has coveted this meagre territory
as lustfully as it has sought to wrest

from their native possessors those lands

with the fatal gift of beauty for their

dower ;
while the genius of liberty has

inspired as noble a resistance to op-

pression here as it ever aroused in

Grecian or Italian breastsL

II.

It can never be satisfactorily ascer-

ained who were the aboriginal inhabi-

tants. The record does not reach be-

yond Caesar's epoch, and he found the

territoiy on the left of the Rhine

mainly tenanted by tribes of the Celtic

family. That large divasion of the

Indo-Ehiropean group which Had al-

ready overspread many portions of

Asia Minor, Greece, Germany, the

British Islands, France, and Spain, had

been long settled in Belgic Gaul, and

constituted the bulk of its population.
Checked in its westward movement by
the Atlantic, its current began to flow

backwards towards its fountains, so
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that the Gallic portion of the Nether-

land population waa derived from the

original race in its earlier wanderings
and from the Liter and refluent tide

coming out of Celtic GauL The
modem appellation of the Walloons

points to the affinity of their ancestors

with the Gallic, WeL?h, and Gaelic

family. The Belgoe were in many re-

Bpecta a superior race to most of their

blood-aUies. They were, according to

Caesar's testimony, the bravest of all

the Celts. This may be in part attri-

buted to the presence of several Ger-

man tribes, who, at this period, had

already forced their way across the

Rhine, mingled their qualities with the

Belgic material, and lent an additional

mettle to the Celtic blood. The heart

of the country was thus inhabited by
a Gallic race, but the frontiers had
been taken possession of by Teutonic
tribes.

When the Cimbri and their asso-

ciates, about a century before our era,

made their memorable onslaught upon
Rome, the early inhabitants of the

Rhine island of Batavia, who were pro-

bably Celts, joined in the expedition.
A recent and tremendous inundation
had swept away their miserable homes,
and even the trees of the forests, and
had thus rendered them still more dissa-

tisfied with their gloomy abodes. The
island was deserted of its population.
At abont the same period a civU dia-

Bension among the Chatti—a powerful
German race within the Hercynian
forest—resulted in the expatriation of

R portion of the people. The exiles

Bought a new home in the empty
Rhme island, called it

"
Bet-auw," or

"good-meadow," and were themselves

called, thenceforward, Batavi, or Ba-
tavians.

These Batavians, according to Taci-

tus, were the bravest of all the Ger-
mans. The Chatti, of whom they
formed a portion, were a pre-eminently
warlike race. "Others go to battle,"

Bays the historian,
" these go to war."

Their bodies were more hardy, their
minds more vigorous, than those of

other tribes. Their young men rut
neither hair nor beard till they had
dain an enemy. On the field of battle.

in the midst of carnage and plunder,

they, for the first time, bared theii

faces. The cowardly and sluggish,

only, remained unshorn. They wore
an iron ring, too, or shackle upon their

necks until they had performed the

same achievement, a symbol which'

they then threw away as the emblem
of sloth. The Batavians were ever

spoken of by the Romans with entire

respect. They conquered the Belgians,

they forced the free Frisians to pay
tribute, but they called the Batavians

their friends. The tax-gatherer never
invaded their island. Honourable
alliance vmited them with the Romans.
It was, however, the alliance of the

giant and the dwarf. The Roman
gained glory and empire, the Batavian

gained nothing but the hardest blows.

The Batavian cavalry became famous

thi-oughout the Republic and the Em-
pire. They were ihe favourite troops
of Ctesar, and with reason, for it was
their valour which turned the tide of

battle at Pharsalia. Fi-om the death
of Julius down to the times of Vespa-
sian, the Batavian legion was the

imperial body guard, the Batavian
island the basis of operations m the

Roman wars with Gaul, Germany, and
Britain.

Beyond the Batavians, upon the

north, dwelt the great Frisian family,

occupying the regions between the
Rhine and Ems. The Zuyder Zee and
the DoUart, both caused by the ter-

rific inundations of the thirteenth cen-

tury, and not existing at this period,
did not then interjwse boundaiies be-

tween kindred tribes. All formed a

homogeneous nation of pure German
origin.

Thus, the population of the cotmtry
was partly Celtic, partly German. Of
these two elements, dissimilar in their

tendencies and always diificult to blend,
the Netherland people has ever been

compoimded. A certain fatality of his-

tory has perpetually helped to separate
still more widely these constituent^
instead of detecting and stimulating
the elective aflBnities which existed.

Religion, too, upon all great historical

occasions, has acted as the most power-
ful of disBolTent*. Otherwia^ Bad so
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many valuable and contrasted charac-

teristics been early fused into a whole,
it would be difficult to shew a race

more richly endowed by Nature for

dominion and progress than the Belgo-
Germanic people.

Physically the two races resembled
each other. Both were of vast stature.

The gigantic Gaul derided the Roman
Boldiers as a band of pigmies. The
German excited astonishment by his

huge body and muscular limbs. Both
were fair, with fierce blue eyes, but
the Celt had yellow hair floating over

his shoulders, and the German long
locks of fiery red, which he even dyed
with woad to heighten the favourite

colour, and wore twisted into a war-

Icnot upon the top of his head. Here
the German's love of finery ceased. A
simple tunic fastened at his throat with
a thorn, while his other garments de-

fined and gave full play to his limbs,

completed his costume. The Gaul, on
the contrary, was so fond of dress that

the Romans divided his race respec-

tively into long-haired, breeched, and

gowned Gaul (Gallia comata, braccata,

togata). He was fond of brilliant and

parti-coloured clothes, a taste which
siirvives in the Higlilander's costume.

He covered his neck and arms with

golden chains. The simple and fero-

cious German wore no decoration save

his iron ring, from which his first

homicide relieved him. The Gaul was

irascible, furious in his wrath, but less

formidable in a sustained conflict with
a powerful foe.

" All the Gauls are of

very high stature," says a soldier who
fought under Julian (Amm. Marcel.

XV. 12. 1).
"
They are white, golden-

haired, terrible in the fierceness of their

eyes, greedy of quarrels, bragging and
insolent. A band of strangers could

not resist one of them ua a brawl,
assisted by his strong blue-eyed wife,

especially when she begins, gnashing
her teeth, her neck swollen, brandish-

ing her vast and snowy arms, and

kicking with her heels at the same

time, to deliver her fisticuffs, like bolts

from the twisted strings of a catapult.
The voices of many ai'e threatening
•and formidable. They are quick to

anger, but quickly appeased. All are

clean in their persona ;
nor among theiu

is ever seen any man or woman, aa

elsewhere, squalid in ra'ggt d garments.
At all ages they are apt for military
service. The old man goes forth to the

fight with equal strength of breast,
with limbs as hardened by cold and
assiduous labour, and as contemptuous
of all dangers, as the young. Not one
of them, as in Italy is often the case,
was ever known to cut off his thumbs
to avoid the service of Mars."
The polity of each race differed

widely from that of the other. The
government of both may be said to

have been republican, but the Gallic

tribes were aristocracies, in which the
influence of clanship was a predomi-
nant feature; while the German sys-

tem, although nominally regal, was in

reality democratic. In Gaul were two
orders, the nobility and the priest-

hood, while the people, says Caesar,
were all slaves. The knights or nobles
were all trained to arms. Each went
forth to battle, followed by his depen-
dents, while a chief of all the clans

was appointed to take command during
the war. The prince or chief governor
was elected annually, but only by the

nobles. The people had no rights at

all, and were glad to assign themselves
as slaves to any noble who was strong

enough to protect them. In peace the

Druids exercised the main functions of

government. They decided all con-

troversies, civil and criminal. To rebel

against their decrees was punished by
exclusion from the sacrifices—a most
terrible excommunication, through
which the criminal was cut off from
all intercovurse with his fellow crea-

tures.

With the Germans the sovereignty
resided in the great assembly of the

people. There were slaves, indeed,
but in small number, consisting either

of prisoners of war or of those unfor-

tunates who had forfeited their liberty
in games of char.ce. Their chieftains

although called Ly the Romans princes
and kings, were, in reality, generals
chosen by universal suffrage. Elected
in the great assembly to preside in

war, they were raised on the shouldars

of martial freemen, amid wild battle
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cries and the clash of Bpear and shield.

The army consisted entirely of volun-

teers, and the soldier was for life in-

famoiis who desei-ted the field while

his chief remained alive. The same

great assembly elected the village ma-

giiitrates, and decided upon all impor-
tant matters both of peace and war.

At the full of the moon it was usually
convoked. The nobles and the popu-
lar delegates arrived at irregi-xlar inter-

vals, for it was an inconvenience arising
from their liberty, that two or three

days were often lost in waiting for the

delinquents. All state afifairs were in

the hands of this fierce democracy.
The elected chieftains had rather au-

thority to persuade than power to

command.
The Gauls were an agricultiiral

people. They were not without many
arts of life. They had extensive flocks

and herds, and they even exported
salted provisions as far as Rome. The
truculent German, Ger-mann, Heer-

mann. War-man, considered carnage the

only useful occupation, and despised
agriculture as enervating and ignoble.
It was base, in his opinion, to gain by
sweat what was more easily acquired
by blood. The land was cUvided an-

nually by the magistrates, certain
farms being assigned to certain fami-

lies, who were forced to leave them at

the expiration of the year. They cul-

tivated as a common property the
lands allotted by the magistrates, but
it was easier to summon them to the
battle-field than to the plough. Thus
they were more fitted for the roaming
and ccnquering life which Pro\-idence

was to assign to them for ages, than if

they had become more prone to root
themselves in the soiL The Gauls
built to\vns and villages. The German
built his solitary hut where inclina-

tion prompted. Close neighbourhood
was not to his taste.

In their system of religion the two
races were most \videly contrasted.
The Gauls were a priest-ridden race.

Their Druids were a dominant caste,

presiding even over civil affairs, while
in religious matters their authority
was despotic. What were the princi-
ples of their wild theology will never

be thoroughly ascertained, but we
know too much of its sanguinary rites.

The imagination shudders to penetrate
those shaggy forests, ringing with tho

death-shriehi of ten thousand human
victims, and with the hideous hymna
chanted by smoke-and-blood-stained

priests to the savage gods whom they
ser^-ed.

The German, in his simplicity, had
raised himself to a purer belief than
that of the sensuous Roman or the

superstitious Gaul. He beUeved in a

single, supreme, almighty God, All-

Vater or All-Father. This divinity
was too sublime to be incarnated or

imaged, too infinite to be enclosed in

temples built with hands. Such ia

the Roman's testimony to the lofty

conception of the German. Certain
forests were consecrated to the unseen

God, whom the eye of reverent faith

could alone behold. Thither, at stated

times, the people repaired to worship.

They entered the sacred grove with
feet bound together., in token of sub-

mission. Those who fell were forbid*

den to rise, but dragged themselves
backwards on the ground. Their ritei

were few and simple. They had no
caste of priests, nor were they, when
first known to the Romans, accustomed
to offer sacrifice. It must be confessed
that in a later age, a single victim, a
criminal or a prisoner, was occasionally
immolated. The purity of their reli-

gion was soon stained by their Celtic

neighbourhood. In the course of the
Roman dominion it became contami-

nated, and at last profoundly depraved.
The fantastic intermixture of Roman
mythology with the gloomy but modi-
fied superstition of Romanised Celts
was not favourable to the simple cha-

racter of German theologj-. The en-

tire extirpation, thus brought about,
of any conceivable system of religion,

prepared the way for a true revelation.

Within that little river territory, amid
those obscure morasses of the Rhine
and Scheld, three great forms of reli-

gion—the sanguinary superstition of
tJie Druid, the sensuous polytheism of
the Roman, the elevated but dimly
groping creed of the German—stowl
for centuries, face to face, until, havinij
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mutually debased and destroyed each

other, they all faded away in the pure
light of Christianity.
Thus contrasted were Gaul and Ger-

man in religious and political systems.
The difference was no less remarkable
in their social characteristics. The
Gaul was suigularly unchaste. The
man-iage state was almost unknown.

Many tribes lived in most revolting
and incestuous concubinage; brethren,

parents, and children having wives in

common. The German was loyal as

the Celt was dissolute. Alone among
barbarians, he contented himself with
a single wife, save that a few digni-

taries, fiom motives of policy, were

permitted a larger number. On the

marriage day the Gei-man offered pre-
sents to his bride—not the bracelets

and golden necklaces \vith which the

Gaul adorned his fair-haired concubine,
but oxen and a bridled horse, a sword,
8, shield, and a spear

—
sjrmbols that

thenceforward she was to share his

labours and to become a portion of

himself.

They differed, too, in the honours

paid to the dead. The funerals of the

Gauls were pompous. Both burned
the corpse, but the Celt cast into the

flames the favourite animals, and even
the most cherished slaves and depen-
dents of the master. Vast monuments
of stone or piles of earth were raised

above the ashes of the dead. Scattored

relics of the Celtic age are yet visible

throughout Europe, in these huge but

unsightly memorials.

The German was not ambitious at

the grave. He threw neither garments

nor odours upon the funeral pyre, but
the arms and the war-horse of the de-

parted were burned and buried with
him. The turf was his only sepulchre,
the memory of his valour his only
monument. Even tears were forbidden
to the men. " It was esteemed honour-

able," says the historian,
"
for women

to lament, for men to remember."
The parallel need be pursued no

further. Thus much it was necessary
to recall to the historical student con-

cerning the prominent characteristics

by which the two great races of the
land were distinguished : characteris-

tics which time has rather hardened
than effaced. In the contrast and the

separation lies the key to much of

their history. Had Providence per-
mitted a fusion of the two races, it is

possible, from their position, and from
the geographical and historical link

which they would have afforded to the

dominant tribes of Europe, that a

world-empire might have been the re-

sult, different in many respects from

any which has ever arisen. Specula-
tions upon what might have been are

idle. It is well, however, to ponder
the many misfortunes resulting from
a mutual repulsion, which, under other

circumstances and in other spheres,
has been exchanged for mutual attrac-

tion and support.
It is now necessaiy to sketch rapidly

the political transformations under-

gone by the country, from the early

period down to the middle of the six-

teenth century; the epoch when the

long conflict commenced, out of which
the Bataviau repubhc was born.

IIL

The earliest chapter in the history
of the Netherlands was written by their

conqueror. Celtic Gaul is already in

the power of Rome; the Belgic tribes,

alarmed at the approaching danger,
ann against the univer.sal tyrant. In-

flammable, quick to strike, but too

fickle to prevail against so powerful a

foe, they hastily form a league of al-

most every clan. At the first blow of

Cccsar's sword, the frail confederacy
falls asunder like a rope of sand. The
ti-ibes (scatter in all directions. Koarly

all are soon defeated, and sue for mercy.
The Nervii, true to the Gennan blood

in their veins, swear to die rather than

surrender. They, at least, are worthy
of their cause. Ctcsar advances against
them at the head of eight legions.
Drawn up on the banks of the Sauibre,

they await the Roman's approacii. In

three days' march C;esar comes up
with them, pitches his camp upon a

steep hill sloping down to the river,
and sends some cavaliy across. Hardly
have the Roman horsemen crossed the
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Btream, than the tfervii rush from the

wooded hill-top, overthrow horse and

rider, pliinge in one great mass into

the ctirrent, and, directly afterwards,
are seen charging up the bill into the

midst of the enemy's force.
" At the

Fame moment," savs the conqueror,
"
they seemed in the wood, in the

river, and within our lines." There
is a panic among the Romans, but it is

brief. Eight veteran Roman legions,
with the world's victor at their head,
are too much for the brave but undis-

ciplined KerviL Snatching a shield

from a soldier, and otherwise unarmed,
Caesar throws himself into the hottest

of the fight. The battle rages foot to

foot and hand to hand
;
but the hero's

skill, with the cool valour of his troops,

proves invincible as ever. The Nervii,
true to their vow, die, but not a man
surrenders. They fought upon that

day tiU the ground was heaped with
their dead, while, as the foremost fell

thick and fast, their comrades, says
the Roman, sprang upon their pUed-up
bodies, and hurled their javelins at the

enemy as from a hill. They fought
like men to whom life without Uberty
was a curse. They were not defeated,
but exterminated. Of many thousand

fighting men went home but five htm-
dred. Upon reaching the place of re-

fuge where they had bestowed their

women and children, Cscsar foimd,
after the battle, that there were but
three of their senators left alive. So

perished the Nervii. Caesarcommanded
his legions to treat with respect the
little remnant of the tribe which had
just fallen to swell the empty echo of

his glory, and then, with hardly a

breathing pau.«e, he proceeded to anni-

hilate the Aduatici, the Menapii, and
the Morim.

Gaul being thus pacified, as, with
sublime irony, he expresses himself

CDUceming a coimtry some of whose
tribes had been annihilated, some sold
as slaves, and others hunted to their
lairs like beasts of prey, the conqueror
departed for Italy. Legations for peace

from many German races to Rome
were the consequence of these great
achievements. Among others the Bata-

vians formed an alliance with the

masters of the world. Their position
was always an honourable one. They
were justly proud of paying no tribute,
but it was, perhaps, because they had

nothing to pay. They had few cattle,

they could give no hides and homa
like the Frisians, and they were there-

fore allowed to furnish only their

blood. From this time forth their

cavalry, which was the best of Ger-

many, became renowned in the Ro-
man army upon every battle-field of

Europe.
It is melancholy, at a later moment,

to find the brave Batavians distin-

guished in the memorable expedition
of Germanicua to crush the libertiea

of their German kindred. They are

for ever associated with the sublime
but misty image of the great Hermann,
the hero, educated in Rome, and aware
of the colossal power of the empire,
who yet, by his genius, valour, and

political adroitness, preserved for Ger-

many her nationality, her purer reli-

gion, and perhaps even that noble

language which her late-flowering lite-

rature has rendered so illustrious—
but they are associated as enemies, not
as friends.

Galba, succeeding to the purple upon
the suicide of Xero, dismissed the Bata-

vian life-guards to whom he owed hi.s

elevation- He is murdered. Otho and
Vitellius contend for the succession,
while all eyes are turned upon the eight
Batavian regiments. In their hands
the scales of empire seem to rest.

They declare for ViteUius, and the
civU war begins, Otho is defeated;
Vitellius acknowledged by Senate and

people. Fearing, like his predecessors,
the imperious turbulence of the Bata-
vian legions, he, too, sends them into

Germany. It was the signal for a long
and extensive revolt, which had well-

nigh overturned the Roman power in

Gaul and Lower (Jermany.

IV.

Claudius Civilis was a Batavian of I years in the Roman armies. His Teu-
noble race, who had served twenty-five [

tonic name has perished, for, like most
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Bftvagea wlio becoiue denizens of a
civilised state, he had assumed an

appellation in the tongue of his 8upe-
liors. He was a soldier of fortune,
and had fought wherever the Roman
eagles flew. After a quarter of a cen-

tury's service he was sent in chains to

Home, and his brother executed, both

falsely charged with conspiracy. Such
were the triumphs adjudged to Bata-

vian auxiliaries. He escaped with hfe,
and was disposed to consecrate what
remained of it to a nobler cause. Civilis

was no barbarian. Like the German
hero Arminius, he had received a
Eoman education, and had learned
the degraded condition of Rome. He
knew the infamous vices of her rulers ;

he retained an unconquerable love for

liberty and for his own race. Desire
to avenge his own wrongs was mingled
with loftier motives in his breast. He
knew that the sceptre was in the gift
of the Batavian soldiery. Galba had
been murdered, Otho had destroyed
himself, and ViteUius, whose weekly
gluttony cost the empire more gold
than would have fed the whole Bata-

vian population and converted their

whole island-morass into fertile pas-

tures, was contending for the purple
with Vespasian, once an obscure adven-

turer like Civilis himself, and even his

friend and companion in arms. It

seemed a time to strike a blow for

freedom.

By liis courage, eloquence, and talent

for political combinations, Civilis effect-

ed a general confederation of all the

Netherland tribes, both Celtic and Ger-

man. For a brief moment there was
a uiaited people, a Batavian common-
wealth. He found another source of

strength in German superstition. On
the banks of the Lippe, near its con-

fluence with the Rhine, dwelt the

Virgin Velleda, a Bructerian weird

woman, who exercised vast influence

over the warriors of her nation. Dwell-

ing alone in a lofty tower, shrouded in

a wild forest, she was revered as an
oracle. Her answers to the demands
of her worshippers concerning future

events were delivered only to a chosen

few. To Civilis, who had formed a

close friendship with her, she pro-

Dutch Republic.

mised success, and the downfall of the
Roman world. Inspired by her pro-
phecies, many tribes of Germany sent

large subsidies to the Batavian chief.

The details of the revolt have been

carefully preserved by Tacitus, and
form one of his grandest and most ela-

borate pictures. The spectacle of a
brave nation, inspired by the soul of

one great man and rising against an

overwhelming despotism, will always
speak to the heart, from generation to

generation. The battles, the sieges,
the defeats, the indomitable spirit of

CiviHs, still flaming most brightly
when the clouds were darkest around

him, have been described by the great
historian in his most powerful manner.
The high-born Roman has thought the
noble barbarian's portrait a subject
worthy his genius.
The struggle was an unsuccessful

one. After .many victories and many
overthrows, 'Civihs was left alone. The
Gallic tribes fell ofi', and sued for peace.

Vespasian, victorious over Vitellius

proved too powerful for his old com-
rade. Even the Batavians became

weary of the hopeless contest, while

fortune, after much capricious hover-

ing, settled at last upon the Roman
side. The imperial commander Ceria-

lis seized the moment when the cause

of the Batavian hero was most despe-
rate to send emissaries among his tribe,
and even to tamper with the myste-
rious woman whose prophecies haid so

inflamed his imagination. These in-

trigues had their effect. The fidehty
of the people was sapped; the pro-

phetess fell away from her worshipper,
and foretold ruin to his cause. The
Batavians murmured that their de-

struction was inevitable, that one na-

tion could not arrest the slavery which
was destined for the whole world.

How large a part of the human race

were the Batavians ? What were they
in a contest with the whole Roman
empire ? Moreover, they were not op-

pressed with tribute. They were only

expected to furnish men and valour

to their protid allies. It was the next

thing to Uberty. If they were to have

rulers, it was better to servo a Komaa
emperor than a Geiinan witch.
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Tlius mui'iuured the people. Had
Civilis been successfiol, he would have

been deified; but hia misfprtunes, at

last, made him odious in spit« of his

heroism. But the Batavian was not a

man to be crushed, nor had he lived

60 long in the Roman service to be
outmatched in politics by the barbar-

ous Germans. He was not to be sacri-

ficed as a peaceK)£Fering to revengeful
Rome. Watching from beyond the

Rhine the progress of defection and
the decay of national enthusiasm, he
determined to be beforehand with

those who were now his enemies. He
accepted the offer of negotiation from
Cerialis. The Roman general was

eager to grant a full pardon, and to

re-enlist so brave a soldier in the ser-

vice of the empire.
A colloquy was agreed upon. The

bridge across the Nabalia was broken
asunder in the middle, and Cerialis

and Civihs met upon the Severed sides.

The placid stream by which Roman
enterprise had connected the waters of

the Rhine with the lake of Flevo,
flowed between the imperial com-
mander and the rebel chieftain.

Here the story abruptly terminates.

The remainder of the Roman's nar-

rative is lost, and upon that broken

bridge the form of the Batavian
hero disappears for ever. His name
fades from history : not a syllable
is known of his subsequent career;

everything is buried in the profound
oblivion which now steals over the

scene where he was the most imposing
actor.

The soul of CiN^ilis had proved in-

BLifficient to animate a whole people ;

yet it was rather owing to position
than to any personal inferiority, that
his name did not become as illustrious

as that of Hermann. The German pa-
triot was neither braver nor wiser than
the Batavian, but he had the infinite

forests of his fatherland to protect
him. Every legion which plunged
into those unfathomable depths was
forced to retreat disastrously, or to

perish miserably. Civilis was hemmed
in by the ocean ; his country, long the
basis of Roman military operationB,

and Spain Compared. 9

was accessible by river and caual. ITie

patriotic spirit which he had for a
moment raised, had abandoned him ;

his aUies had deserted him
; he stood

alone and at bay, encompassed by the

himters, with death or surrender as

his only alternative. Under such cir-

cumstances, Hermann could not have
shewn more courage or conduct, nor
have terminated the impossible struggle
with gi-eater dignity or adroitness.

The contest of Civilis witli Rome
contaios a remarkable foreshadowing
of the future conflict with Spain,

through which the Batavian republic,
fifteen centuries later, was to be
founded. The characters, the events,
the amphibious battles, desperate

sieges, shppery aUiances, the traits of

generosity, audacity, and cruelty, the

generous confidence, the broken faith,

seem so closely to repeat themselvejj,
that history appears to present the
selfsame drama played over and over

again, with but a change of actors and
of costume. There is more than a

fanciful resemblance between Civilu

and WUliam the Silent, two heroes of

ancient German stock, who had learned

the arts of war and peace in the service

of a foreign and haughty world-empire.
Determination, concentration of pur-

pose, constancy in calamity, elasticity
almost preternatural, self-denial, con-

summate craft in political combina-

tions, personal fortitude,and passionate

patriotism, were the heroic elements
in both. The ambition of each was
subordinate to the cause which he
served. Both refused the crown, al-

though each, perhaps, contemplated, in

the sequel, a Batavian realm of which
he would have been the inevitable

chief. Both offered the throne to a
Gallic prince, for Classicus was but the

prototype of Anjou, as Brinno of Bre-

derode, and neither was destined, in

this world, to see his sacrifices crowned
with success.

The characteristics of the two great
races of the land portrayed themselves
in the Roman and the Spanish struggle
with much the same colours. The
Southrons, inflammable, petulant, au-

da-cioufi, were the first to assault and
to defy the imperial power in both ro-
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rolts; while the iiihabitauts of the
northern provinces, slower to be
aroused, but of more enduring wrath,
were less ardent at the commencement,
but, alone, steadfast at the close of the
contest. In both wais the southern
Celts fell away from the league, their

courageous but corrupt chieftains hav-

ing been purchased with imperial gold
to bring about the abject submission of

Dvtch Republic.

their followers ; while the German
Netherlands, although eventually sub-

jugated by Rome, after a desperate
struggle, were successful in the great
conflict with Spain, and trampled out
of existence every vestige of her autho-

rity. The Batavian republic took its

rank among the leading powers of the
earth

;
the Belgic provinces remained

Roman, Spanish, Austrian property.

V.

Obscure but important movements
in the regions of eternal twilight, re-

volutions, of which history has been

silent, in the mysterious depths of Asia,

outpourings of human rivers along the
sides of the Altai Mountains, con\nil-

sions U2)-heaving .remote realms and
imknown dynasties, shock after shock

throbbing throughout the barbarian

world, and dying upon the edge of

civilisation, vast throes which shake
the earth as precursory pangs to the
birth of a new empire—as dying symp-
toms of the proud but effete realm
which called itself theworld

;
scattered

hordes of sanguinary, grotesque savages
pushed from their own homes, and

hovering with vague purposes upon
the Roman frontier, constantly re-

pelled and perpetually reappearing in

ever-increasing swarms, guided thither

V)y a fierce instinct, or by mysterious
laws—such are the well-known pheno-
mena which preceded the fall of Wes<>
em Rome. Stately, externally power-
ful, although undermined and putre-
scent at the core, the death-stricken

empire still dashed back the assaults

of its barbarous enemies.

During the long struggle intei-ven-

ing between the age of Vespasian and
that of Odoacer, during all the pre-

liminary ethnographical revolutions

which preceded the great people's

wandering, the Netherlands remained

subject provinces. Their country was

upon the high road which led the

Goths to Rome. Those low and barren

tracts were the outlying marches of

the empire. Upon that desolate

beach broke the iirst surf from the

rising ocean of Gennan freedom which
was soon to overwhelm Rome. Yet,

although the ancient landmarks were

soon well-nigh obliterated, the Nether-
lands still remained faithful to the

empire, Batavian blood was still poured
out for its defence.

By the middle of the fourth century,
the Franks and Allemanians—alle-

manner, all-men—a mass of united

Germans, are defeated by the Emperor
Julian at Strasburg, the Batavian ca-

valry, as upon many other great occa-

sions, savingthe day for despotism. This

achievement, one of the last in which
the name appears upon historic record,
was therefore as triumphant for the
valour as it was humiliating to the

true fame of the nation. Their indi-

viduality soon afterwards disappears,
the race having been partly exhausted
in the Roman service, partly merged in

the Frank and Frisian tribeswho occupy
the domains of their forefathers.

For a century longer, Rome still re-

tains its outward form, but the swarm-

ing nations are now in full career.

The Netherlands are successively or

simultaneously trampled by Franks,

Vandals, Alani, Suevi, Saxons, Frisians,

and even Sclavonians, as the great
march of Germany to universal empire,
which her prophets and bards had

foretold, went majestically forward.

The fountains of the frozen North
were opened, the waters prevailed, but
the ark of Christianity floated upon
the flood. As the deluge assuaged,
the earth had returned to chaos, the

last pagan empire had been washed
out of existence, but the faltering in-

fancy of Christian Europe had begun.
After the wanderings had subsided,

the Netherlands arc found with much
the same ethnological character. The
Frank dominion has succeeded the

Roman, the German stock prepoude-
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ratea over the Celtic, but the national

ingredienta, although in somewhat
altered proportions, remain essentially
as before. The old Belgse, having be-

come Romanised in tongue and cus-

toms, accept the new empire of the

Franks. That people, howeTer, pushed
from its hold of the Rhine by thickly-

thronging hordes of Gepidi, Quadi,

Sarmati, Heruli, Saxons, Burgundians,
moves towards the south and west.

As the empire falls before Odoacer,

they occupy Celtic Gaul with the Bel-

gian portion of the Netherlands, while

the Frisians, into which ancient Ger-

man tribe the old Batavian element
has melted, not to be extinguished,
but to renew its existence, the "

free

Frisians," whose name is synonymous
with liberty, nearest blood relations of

the Anglo-Saxon race, now occupy the

northern portion, including the whole
future European territory of the Dut<di

repubUc.
The history of the Franks becomes,

therefore, the history of the Nether-
lands. The Frisians stfuggle, for se-

veral centuries, against their dominion,
•antil eventually subjugated by Charle-

magne. They even encroach upon the
Franks in Belgic Gaxil, who are deter-

mined not to yield their possessions.

Moreover, the pious MerovLugian/at/i-
eans desire to plant Christianity among
the still pagan Frisians. Dagobert,
Bon of the second Clotaire, advances

against them as far as the Weser, takes

possession of Utrecht, foimds there
the first Christian church in Friesland,
and establishes a nominal dominion
over the whole country.
Yet the feeble Merovingians would

have been powerless against nigged
Friesland, had not their dynasty al-

ready merged in that puissant family
of Brabant, which long wielded their

power before it assumed their crown.
It was Pepin of Heristal, grandson of

the Netherlander, Pepin of Landen,
who conquered the Frisian Radbod
(a.d. 692), and forced him to exchange
his royal for the ducal title.

It was Pepin's bastard, Charles the

Hammer, whose tremendous blows

completed his father's work. The new
mayor of the palace soon diove the

Frisian chief into submission, and even

into Christianity. A bishop's indis-

cretion, however, neutralised the apos-
tolic blows of the mayor. The pagan
Radbod had already immersed one of

his royal legs in the baptismal font,

when a thought struck him. "
ArVliere

are my dead forefathers at present /

"

he said, tum'ng suddenly upon Bishop
Wolfran. " In hell, with all other un-

believers," was the imprudent answer.

"Slighty well," replied Radbod, re-

moving his leg, "then will I rather

feast with my ancestors in the halls of

"Woden, than dwell with your little

stai-veling band of Christians in

heaven." Entreaties and threats were

unavailing. The Frisian declined posi-

tively a rite which was to cause an
eternal separation from his buried kin-

dred, and he died, as he had lived, a
heathen. His son, Poppo, succeeding
to the nominal sovereignty, did not

actively oppose the introduction of

Christianity among his people, but
himself refiised to be converted. Re-

belling against the Frank dominion,
he was totally routed by Charles Mar-
tell in a gi-eat battle (a.d. 750), and

pei-ished with a vast number of Fri-

sians. The Christian dispensation,
thus enforced, was now accepted by
these northern pagans. The com-
mencement of their conversion had
been mainly the work of their brethren
from Britain. The monk Wilfi-ed waa
followed in a few yeais by the Anglo
Saxon WUlibrod. It was he who de-

stroyed the images of Woden in Wal-

cheren, abolish^ his worship, and
foimded churches in North Holland.
Charles MarteU rewarded him with
extensive domains about Utrecht, to-

gether with many slaves and other
chattels. Soon afterw ards he was con-
secrated Bishop of all the Frisians.

Thus rose the famous episcopate of

Utrecht. Another Anglo-Saxon, Win-
fred, or B.^nifacius, had been equally
active among his Frisian cousins. His
crozier had gone hand iu hand with
the battle-axe. Bonifacius followed
close upon the track of his orthodox

coadjutor Charles. By the middle of

the eighth centiu-y, some hundred thou-
sand Frisians had been slaughtered,
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and as many mora converted. The
hammer which smote the Saracens at

Tours was at last successful in beating
the Netherlanders into Christianity.
The laboiu^ of Bonifacius through
Upper and Lower Germany were im-

mense
;
but he, too, received great

material rewards. He was created

Archbishop of Mayence, and, upon the

death of Willibrod, Bishop of Utrecht.

Faithfid to his mission, however, he

met, heroically, a martyr's death at

the hands of the refractory pagans at

Dokkum. Thus was Christianity esta-

blished in the Netherlands.

Under Charlemagne, the Frisians

often rebelled, makmg common cause
with the Saxons. In 785, a.d., they
were, however, completely subjugated,
and never rose again until the epoch of

their entire separation from the Frank

empire. Charlemagne left them their

name of free Frisians, and the property
in their own land. The feudal system
never took root in their soiL

" The
Frisians," says their statute book,
"
shall be free, as long as the wind

blows out of the clouds and the world
stands." They agreed, however, to

obey the chiefs whom the Frank mo-
narch should appoint to govern them,

according to their own laws. Those
laws were collected, and are still ex-

tant. The vernacular version of their

Asega book contains their ancient cus-

toms, together with the Frank addi-

tions. The general statutes of Charle-

magne were, of course, in vigour also
;

but that great legislator knew too well

the importance attached by all man-
kind to local customs, to allow his

imperial capitulars to interfere, im-

necessarily, with the Frisian laws.

Thus again the Netherlands, for the

first time since the fall of Rome, were
united under one crown imperial.

They had already been once united,
in their slavery, to Rome. Eight cen-

turies pass away, and they are again

united, in subjection, to Charlemagne.
Their imion was but in forming a

single link in the chain of a new realm.

The reign of Charlemagne had at last

accomplished the promise of the sorcer-

ess Velleda and other soothsayers. A
German race had re-entablished the

empire of the world. The Nether-

lands, like the other provinces of the

great monarch's dominion, were govern-
ed by crown-appointed functionaries,

military and judicial. In the north-

eastern, or Frisian portion, however,
the grants of land were never in the
form of revocable benefices or feuds.

With this important exception, the
whole country shared the fate, and

enjoyed the general organisation of the

empire.
But Charlemagne came an age too

soon. The chaos which had brooded
over Europe since the dissolution of

the Roman world, Vas still too absolute

It was not to be fashioned into perma-
nent forms, even by his bold and con-

structive genius. A soil, exhausted

by the long culture of pagan empires,
was to lie fallow for a still longer
period. The discordant elements out
of which the Emperor had com-

pounded his realm, did not coalesce

during his lifetime. They were only
held together by the vigourous grasp
of the hand which had combined them.
"When the great statesman died, his

empire necessarily fell to pieces. So-

ciety had need of further disintegration
before it could begin to reconstruct

itself locally. A new civilisation was
not to be improvised by a single mind.
When did one man ever civilise a

people ? In the eighth and ninth cen-

tm-ies there was not even a people
to be civilised. The construction of

Charles was, of necessity, temporary.
His empire was supported by columns,
which fell prostrate almost as soon as

the hand of their architect was cold.

His institutions had not struck Aowa
mto the soil. There were no extensive

and vigorous roots to nourish, from

below, a flourishing empire through
time and tempest.

Moreover, the Carlovingian race had
been exhausted by producing a race of

heroes like thePepins and the Charleses.

The family became, soon, as contemp-
tible as the ox-drawn, long-haired

" do-

nothings
" whom it had expelled ; but

it is not our task to describe the

fortunes of the Emperor's ignoble
descendants. The realm was di\dded,

subdivided, at times partially reunited.
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like a family farm, among monarchs

incompetent alike to hold, to delegate,
or to resign the inheritance of the

great warrior and lawgiver. The meek,
bald, fat, stammering, simple Charles,
or Louis, who successively sat upon
his throne—princes, whose only his-

toric individuality consists in these

insipid appellations
—had not the sense

to comprehend, far less to develop, the

plans of their ancestor.

Charles the Simple was the last Car-

lovingian who governed Lotharingia,
in which were comprised most of the
Netherlands and Friesland. The Ger-

man monarch, Henry the Fowler, at

that period called King of the East

Franks, as Charles of the West Franks,

acquired Lotharingia by the treaty
of Bonn, Charles reserving the sove-

reignty over the kingdom during his

lifetime. In 925, A.D., however, the

Simpleton having been imprisoned and

deposed byhis own subjects, the Fowler
was recognised King of Lotharingia.
Thus the Netherlands passed out of

France into Germany, remaining, still,

provinces of a loose, disjointed empire.
This is the epoch in which the vari-

0X18 dukedoms, earldoms, and other

petty sovereignties of the Netherlands
became hereditary. It was in the year
922 that Charles the Simple presented
to Coimt Dirk the territory of Holland,

by letters patent This narrow hook
of land, destined, in future ages, to be
the cradle of a considerable empire,
stretching through both hemispheres,
was, thenceforth, the inheritance of

Dirk's descendants. Historically, there-

fore, be is Dirk I., Count of Holland.
Of this small sovereign and his suc-

cessors, the most powerful foe, for cen-

turies, was the Bishop of Utrecht, the

origin of whose greatness has been

already indicated. Of the other Ne-
therland provinces, now hereditary, the
first in rank was Lotharingia, once the

kingdom of Lothaire, now the dukedom
of Lorraine. In 965 it was divided into

Upper and Lower Lorraine, of which
the lower duchy alone belonged to the
Ketherlands. Two centimes later, the
Counts of Louvain, then occupying
most of Brabant, obtained a permanent
bold of Lower Lorraine, and began to

call themselves Dukes of Brabant.
The same principle of local indepen-
dence and isolation which created these

dukes, established the hereditary power
of the coimts and barons who formerly
exercised jurisdiction under them
and others. Thus arose sovereign
Counts of Namur, Hainault, Limburg,
Zutphen, Dukes of Luxemburg and
Gueldres, Barons of Mechlin, Mar-

quesses of Antwerp, and others
; all

petty autocrats. The most important
of all, after the house of Lorraine, were
the Earls of Flanders; for the bold
foresters of Charles the Great had soon
wrested the sovereignty of their little

territory from his feeble descendants,
as easily as Baldwin, with the iron

arm, had deprived the bald Charles o|
his daughter. Holland, Zeland, Utrecht,
Overyssel, Groningen, Drenthe, and
Friesland (all seven being portions of

Friesland in a general sense), were
crowded together upon a little desolata

comer of Europe ; an obsciu-e fragment
of Charlemagne's broken empire. They
were afterwards to constitute the
United States of the Netherlands, one
of the most powerful republics of his-

tory. Meantime, for century after cen-

tury, the Counts of Holland and the

Bishops of Utrecht were to exercise

divided sway over the territory.
Thus the whole country was broken

into many shreds and patches of sove-

reignty. The separate history of such

half-organised morsels is tedious and

petty. Trifling dynasties, where a

family or two were everything, the

people nothing, leave httle worth re-

cording. Even the most devout of

genealogists might shudder to chronicle
the long succession of so many illus-

trious obscure.

A glance, however, at the general
features of the governmental systerc
now established in the Netherlands, at

this important epoch in the world's

history, will shew the transfoi-mationa

which the country, in common with
other portions of the western world,
had undergone.

In the tenth century the old Bata-
vian and later Roman forms have faded

away. An entirely new poUty has suc-

ceeded. No great popular assembly
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asserts its sovereignty, as in the an- 1

cient German epoch; no generals and

temporary kings are chosen by the

nation. The elective power had been
lost under the Romans, who, after con-

quest, had conferred the administrative

avitliority over their subject provinces

dpon officials appointed by the metro-

polis. The Franks pursued the same
course. In Charlemagne's time the

revolution is complete. Popular as-

Bemblies and popular election entirely
vanish. Military, civil, and judicial
oflScers—dukes, earls, margraves, and
others—are all king's creatures, hneg-
ten des konings, 2^uen regis, and so

remain, till they abjure the creative

power, and set up their own. The

principle of Charlemagne, that his

officers should govern according to

local custom, helps them to achieve

their own independence, while it pre-
serves all that is left of national liberty
and law.

The counts, assisted by inferior

judges, hold diets from time to time—
thrice, perhaps, annually. They also

summon assemblies in case of war.

Thither are called the great vassals,

who, in turn, call their lesser vassals,

each armed with " a shield, a spear, a

bow, twelve arrows, and a cuirass."

Such assemblies, convoked in the name
of a distant sovereign, whose face his

Bubjects had never seen, whose lan-

guage they could hardly understand,
were very different from those tumul-

tuous mass-meetings, where boisterous

freemen, armed with the weapons they
loved the best, and arriving sooner or

later, according to their pleasure, had
been accustomed to elect their gene-
rals and magistrates, and to raise them

upon their shields. The people are

now governed, their rulers appointed

by an invisible hand.
'

Edicts, issued

by a power, as it were, supernatural,
demand implicit obedience. The peo-

ple, acquiescing in their own annihila-

tion, abdicate not only their political

but their personal rights. On the

other hand, the great source of power
diffuses less and less of light and

warmth. Losing its attractive and

controlling influence, it becomes gra-

dually eclipsed, while its eatellitea fly

from their prescribed bounds, and
chaos and darkness return. The

sceptre, stretched over realms so wide,

requires stronger hands than those o£

degenerate Carlovingians. It breaks
asunder. Functionaries become sove-

reigns, with hereditary, not delegated,

right to own the people, to tax their

roads and rivers, to take tithings of

their blood and sweat, to harass them
in all the relations of life. There is no

longer a metropolis to protect them
from official oppression. Power, the

more subdivided, becomes the more

tjTannical. The sword is the only
symbol of law, the cross is a weapon
of offence, the bishop is a consecrated

pirate, and every petty baron a burglar;
while the people, alternately the prey
of duke, prelate, and seignor, shorn
and butchered like sheep, esteem it

happiness to sell themselves into sla-

very, or to huddle beneath the castle

walls of some little potentate, for the

sake of his wolfish protection. Here

they build hovels, which they surround
from time to time with palisades and

muddy entrenchments; and here, in

these squalid abodes of ignorance and

misery, the genius of liberty, con-

ducted by the spirit of commerce, de-

scends at last to awaken mankind from
its sloth and cowardly stupor. A
longer night was to intervene, how-

ever, before the dawn of day.
The crown-appointed functionaries

had been, of course, financial officers.

They collected the revenue of the so-

vereign, one-third of which slipped

through their fingers into their own
coffers. Becoming sovereigns them-

selves, they retain these funds for their

private emolument. Four principal
sources yielded this revenue : royal

domains, tolls and imposts, direct

levies, and a pleasantry called volun-

tary contributions or benevolences. In

addition to these supplies were also

the proceeds of fines. Taxation upoij
sin was, in those rude ages, a consider-

able branch of the revenue. The old

Frisian laws consisted almost entirely
of a discriminating tariff upon crimes.

Nearly all the misdeeds which man is

prone to commit were punished by a

money-bote only. Murder, larceny,
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anon, rape
—all offences against the

person were commuted for a definite

price. There were a few exceptions,
such as parricide, which was followed

by loss of inheritance; sacrilege and
the murder of a master by a slave,
which were punished with death. It

is a natural inference that, as the royal

treasury was enriched by these imposts,
the sovereign would hardly attempt to

check the annual harvest of iniquity

by which his revenue was increased.

StLU, although the moral sense is

shocked by a system which makes the
ruler's interest identical with the wick-

edness of his people, and holda out a

comparative inamimity in evil-iomg for

the rich, it was better that crime should

be punished by money rather than not

be punished at aU. A severe tax,

which the noble reluctantly paid and
which the penniless culprit commuted

by personal slavery, was sufficiently

imjust as well as absurd, yet it served

to mitigate the horrors with which

tumvdt, rapine, and murder enveloped
those early days. Gradually, as the

light of reason broke upon the dark

ages, the most noxious features of the

system were removed, while the general
sentiment of reverence for law re-

mained.

VI.

Five centuries of isolation succeed.

In the Xetherlands, as throughout
Europe, a thousand obsciure and slender

rills are slowly preparing the great
stream of imiversal cultiu-e. Five dis-

mal centuries of feudalism: diuing
which period there is little talk of

hiunan right, little obedience to divine

reason. Rights there are none, only
forces; and, in brief, three great forces,

gradually arising, developing them-

selves, acting upon each other, and

opon the general movement of society.
The sword—the first, for a time the

only force : the force of iron. The
"land's master," having acquired the

property in the territory and in the

people who feed thereon, distributes to

his subalterns, often but a shade be-

neath him in power, portions of his

estate, getting the use of their faithfid

swords in return. Vavasours subdi\-ide

again to vassals, exchanging land and
cattle, human or other, against fealty,
and so the iron chain of a military
hierarchy, forged of mutually inter-

dependent links, is stretched over each
little province. Impregnable castles,
here more numerous than in any other

part of Christendom, dot the level sur-

face of the country, ilail-clad knights,
with their followers, encamp perma-
nently upon the soil. The fortimate
fable of divine right is invented to

sanction the system ; superstition and
ignorance give currency to the delu-

sion. Thus the grace of God, having
oooferred the property in a vast por-

tion of Europe upon a certain idiot in

France, makes Imn competent to sell

large fragments of his estate, and to

give a divine, and, therefore, most

satisfactory title along with them; a

great convenience to a man, who had
neither power, wit, nor will to keep
the property in his own hands. So the

Dirks of Holland get a deed from
Charles the Simple, and, although the

grace of God does not prevent the

royal grantor himself from dying a

miserable, discrowned captive, the con-

veyance to Dirk is none the less hal-

lowed by almighty fiat. So the Robei-ta

and Guys, the Johns and Baldwins,
become sovereigns in Hainault, Bra-

bant, Flanders, and other little dis-

tricts, affecting supernatural sanction

for the authority which their good
swords have won and are ever ready
to maintain. Thus organised, the' force

of iron asserts and exerts itself. Duke,
count, seignor and vassal, knight and

squire, master and man, swarm and

struggle amain. A wild, chaotic, san-

guinary scene. Here, bishop and barou

contend, centuries long, mvirdering
human creatures by ten thousands for

an acre or two of swampy pasture ;

there, doughty families, hugging old

musty quarrels to their heart, buffet

each other from generation to genera-
tion ; and thus they go on, raging and

wrestling among themselves, with all

the world, shrieking insane war-criea

which no human soul ever xmderstood
—^red caps and black, white hood* and
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gray, Hooks and Kabbeljaws, dealing
destruction, building castles and burn-

ing them, tilting at tourneys, stealing

bullocks, roasting Jews, robbing the

highways, crusading
—now upon Syrian

Bands against Paynim dogs, now in

Frisian quagmires against Albigenses,

Stedingers, and other heretics—plung-
ing about in blood and fire, repenting,
at idle times, and paying their passage

through pxirgatory with large slices of

ill-gotten gains placed in the ever-

extended dead-hand of the Church;
acting, on the whole, according to their

kind, and so getting themselves civil-

ised or exterminated, it matters little

which. Thus they play their part,
those energetic men-at-arma

;
and thus

one great force, the force of iron, spins
and expands itself, century after cen-

tury, helping on, as it whirls, the great

progress of society towards its goal,
wherever that may be.

Another force—the force clerical—
the power of clerks, arises : the might
of educated mind measuring itself

against brute violence; a force em-

bodied, as often before, as priestcraft—the strength of priests : craftmeaning,
simply, strength in our old mother-

tongue. This great force, too, develops
itself variously, being sometimes bene-

ficent, sometimes malignant. Priest-

hood works out its task, age after age :

now smoothing penitent death-beds,

consecratinggraves, feedingthe hungry,
clothing the naked, incarnating the
Christian precepts in an age of rapine
and homicide,doing a thousand deeds of

love and charity among the obscure and
forsaken—deeds of which there shall

never be human chronicle, but a leaf

or two, perhaps, in the recording
angel's book

; hiving precious honey
from the few flowers of gentle art

which bloom upon a howling wilder-

ness ; holding up the light of science

over a stormy sea ; treasuring in con-

vents and crj'pts the few fossils of an-

tique learning which become visible,

as the extinct Megatherium of an elder

world reappears after the gothic deluge ;

and now, careering in helm and hau-

berk with the other ruffians, bandying
blows in the thickest of the fight,

blasting with bell, book, and candle its

trembling enemies, while sovereigna,
at the head of armies, grovel in the
dust and offer abject submission for

the kiss of peace ; exercising the samo
conjury over ignorant baron and
cowardly hind, making the fiction of

apostolic authority to bind and loose,
as prolific in acres as the other divine

right to have and hold
;
thus the force

of cultivated intellect, wielded by a
chosen few and sanctioned by super-
natural authority, becomes as potent
as the sword.
A third force, developing itself more

slowly, becomes even more potent
than the rest: the power of gold.
Even iron yields to the more ductile

metal. The importance of municipa-
lities, enriched by trade, begins to be
felt. Commerce, the mother of Nether-
land freedom, and eventually its de-

stroyer
—even as in all human his-

tory the vivifying becomes afterwards
the dissolving principle

—commerce

changes insensibly and miraculously
the aspect of society. Cliistei-s <»f

hovels become towered cities; the

green and gilded Hanse of commercial

republicanism coils itself around the

decaying trunk of feudal despotism.
Cities leagued with cities throughout
and beyond Christendom— empire
within empire—bind themselves closer

and closer in the electric chain of hu-
man sympathy, and grow stronger and

stronger by mutual support. Fisher-

men and river raftsmen become ocean
adventurers and merchant princes.
Commerce plucks up half-drowned
Holland by the locks and pours gold
into her lap. Gold wrests power from
iron. Needy Flemish weavers become

mighty manufacturers. Armies of

workmen, fifty thousand strong, tramp
through the swarming streets. Silk-

makers, clothiers, brewers, become the

gossips of kings, lend their royal gossips
vast sums, and burn the royal notes
of hand in fires of cinnamon wood.
Wealth brings strength, strength con-

fidence. Learning to handle cross-bow
and dagger, the burghers fear less the
baronial sword, finding that their own
will cut as well, seeing that great armies—flowers of chivalry—can ride away
before them fast enough at battles of
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Rpure and other encounters. Sudden
riches beget insolence, tumults, civic

broils. Internecine quarrels, horrible

tumults stain the streets with blood,

but education lifts the citizens more
and more out of the original slough.

They learn to tremble as little at

priestcraft as at swordcraft, having

acquired something of each. Gold in

liie end, unsanctioned by right divine,

weighs up the other forces, superna-
tural as they are. And so, struggling

along their appointed path, making
cloth, making money, making treaties

with great kingdoms, making war by
land and sea, ringing great bells, wav-

ing great banners, they, too—these in-

solent, boisterous burghers— accom-

plish their worL Thus, the mighty
power of the purse develops itself, and

municipal hberty becomes a substan-

tial fact. A fact, not a principle ; for

the old theorem of sovereignty remains

undisputed as ever. Neither the na-

tion, in mas.?, nor the citizens, in class,

lay claim to human rights. All upper
attributes—legislative, judicial, adini-

nistrative—remain in the land-master's

breast alone. It is an absurdity, there-

fore, to argue with Grotius concerning
the unknown antiquity of the Batavian

repubUc. The repubhc never existed

at all till the sixteenth century, and
was only bom after long years of agony.
The democratic instincts of the ancient

German savages were to survive in the
breasts of their cultivated descendants,
but an organised, civilised republican
polity had never existed. The cities,

as they grew in strength, never claimed
the right to make the laws, or to share

in the government. As a matter of

fact, they did make the laws, and

shared, beside, in most important fimc-

tions of sovereignty, in the treaty-

making power especially. Sometimes

by bai-gains, sometimes by blood, by
gold, threats, promises, or good hard

blows, they extorted their charters.

Their codes, statutes, joyful en-

trances, and other constitutions were
dictated by the bui-ghers and sworn
to by the monarch. They were con-
cessions from above; privileges, pri-
vate Laws; fi-agments, indeed, of a

larger liberty, but vastly better than

the slavery for wliich they had been

substituted; solid facts instead of

empty abstractions, which, in those

practical and violent days, would have

yielded little nutriment ; but they still

rather sought to reconcile themselves,

by a rough, clumsy fiction, with the

hierarchy which they had invaded,
than to overturn the system. Thus
the cities, not regarding themselves as

representatives or aggregations of the

people, became fabulous personages,
bodies without souls, corporations
which had acquired vitality and

strength enough to assert their exis-

tence. As persons, therefore—gigantic
individualities—they wheeled into the

feudal ranks and asstmied feudal

powers and responsibilities. The city
of Dort, of Middleburg, of Ghent, of

Louvain, was a living being, doing
fealty, claiming service, bowing to it«

lord, struggling with its equals, tramp-
ling upon its slaves.

Thus, in these obscure provinces, aa

throughout Emope, in a thousand re-

mote and isolated comers, civilisation

builds itself up, synthetically and

slowly. Thus, impelled by great and

conflicting forces, now obliquely, now
backward, now upward, yet, upon the

whole, onward, the new society moves

along its predestined orbit, gathering
consistency and strength as it goes :

society, civilisation, perhaps, but hardly
humanity. The people has hardly be-

gun to extricate itself from the clods

in which it lies buried. There are

only nobles, priests, and, latterly, pities.

In the northern Netherlands, the de-

graded condition of the mass continued

longest. Even in Friesland, liberty,
the dearest blessing of the ancient

Frisians, had been forfeited in a variety
of ways. Slavery was both voluntary
and compulsory. Paupers sold them-
selves that they might escape starva-

tion. The timid sold themselves that

they might escape violence. These

voluntary sales, which were frequent,
were usually made to cloistera and ec-

clesiastical establishments, for the con-
dition of Church slaves was preferable
to that of other serfs. Persons worsted
in judicial duels, shipwrecked sailors,

; vagrants, strangers, criminals unable to

B
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pay the money-bote imposed upon
them, were all deprived of freedom;
but the prolific source of slavery was
war. Prisonei-s were almost univer-

Bally reduced to servitude. A free

woman who intermarried with a slave

condemned herself and offspring to per-

petual bondage. Among the Ripuarian
Franks, a free woman thus disgracing
herself was girt with a sword and a
distaff. Choosing the one, she was to

strike her husband dead; choosing the

other, she adopted the symbol of sla-

verjr, and became a chattel for life.

The ferocious im-oads of the Nor-
mans scared many weak and timid

persons into sei-vitude. They fled, by
throngs, to church and monastery, and
were happy, by enslaving themselves,
to escape the more terrible bondage of

the sea-kings. During the brief domi-
nion of the Norman Godfrey, every free

Frisian was forced to wear a halter

around his neck. The lot of a Church
slave was freedom in comparison. To
kill him was punishable by a heavy
fine. He could give testimony in

court, could inherit, could make a will,

could even plead before the law, if law
could be foxmd. The munber of slaves

throughout the Netherlands was very
large; the number belonging to the

bishopric of Utrecht, enormous.
The condition of those belonging to

laymen was much more painful. The
Lyf-eigene, or absolute slaves, were
the most wretched. They were mere
brutes. They had none of the natural

attributes of humanity, their life and
d'Cath were in the master's hands, they
had no claim to a fraction of their own
laboiu" or its fruits, they had no mar-

riage, except under condition of the
infamous jm primm noctis. The vil-

lagers, or villeins, were the second

class, and less forlorn. They could

commute the labour due to their

owner by a fixed sum of money, after

annual payment of which, the villein

worked for himself. His master, there-

fore, was not his absolute proprietor.
The chattel had a beneficial interest in

a portion of his own flesh and blood.

The crusades made great improve-
ment in the condition of the serfs. He
vcho became a soldier of the cross was

free upon his return, and many*were
adventurous enough to purchase liberty
at so honourable a price. Many others

were sold or mortgaged by the crusad-

ing knights, desirous of converting
their property into gold, before em-

barking upon their enterprise. The

purchasers or mortgagees were in ge-
neral churches and convents, so that

the slaves, thus alienated, obtained at

least a preferable servitude. The place
of the absent serfs was supplied by free

labour, so that agricultural and mecha-
nical occupations, now devolving upon
a more elevated class, became less de-

grading, and, in process of time, opened
an ever-widening sphere for the indas-

try and progress of freemen. Thus a

people began to exist. It was, how-

ever, a miserable people, with personal
but no civil rights whatever. Their

condition, although better than servi-

tude, was almost desperate. They
were taxed beyond their ability, while

priest and noble were exempt. They
had no voice in the apportionment of

the money thus contributed. There
was no redress against the lawless vio-

lence to which they were perpetually

exposed. In the manorial courts, the

criminal sat in judgment upon hi.i

victim. The functions of highwayman
and magistrate were combined in one
individual.

By degi-ees, the class of freemen,

artisans, traders, and the like, becom-

ing the more numerous, built stronger
and better houses outside the castle

gates of the " land's master," or the

burghs of the more powerful nobles.

The superiors, anxious to increase

their own importance, favoured the

progress of the httle boroughs. The

population, thus collected, began to

divide themselves into guilds. These
were soon afterwards erected by the

community into bodies corporate : the

estabUshment of the community, of

course, preceding the incorporation of

the guilds. Those communities were
created by charters or Keuren, granted

by the sovereign. Unless the earliest

concessions of this nature have perish-

ed, the town charters of Holland or

Zeland are nearly a century later than

those of Flanders, France, and England.
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Tlie oldest Kenr, or act of mtmicijwl

oorporation, in the provinces after-

svards constituting the republic, was

that granted by Covint WOliam the

First of Holland and Countess Joanna

of Flanders, as joint proprietors of

Walcheren, to the town of Middelbuig.
It will be seen that its main purport
is to promise, as a special privilege to

this community, law, in place of the

arbitrary violence by which mankind,
in general, were governed by their

betters.
" The inhabitants," ran the charter,

are taken into protection by both

ounta. Upon fighting, maiming,
wounding, striking, scolding; upon
peace-breaking, upon resistance to

peace-makers and to the judgment of

Schepens ; upon contemning the Ban,

upon selling spoiled wine, and upon
other misdeeds, fines are imposed for

behoof of the Count, the city, and
Eometimes of the Schepens
To all Middelburgers one kind of law
is guaranteed. Every man most go
to law before the Schepens. If any
one being summoned and present in

Walcheren does not appear, or refuses

Eubmission to sentence, he shall be
banished with confiscation of property.
Schout or Schepen denying justice to

a complainant shall, until reparation,
hold no tribunal again. ... A btirgher

having a dispute with an outsider

Ibixiten mann), must summon him
before the Schepens. An appeal lies

from the Schepens to the Count. No
one can testify but a householder. All

alienation of real estate must take

place before the Schepens. If an out-

sider has a complaint against a burgher,
the Schepens and Schout must arrange
it. If either party refuses submission

to them, they must ring the town bell

and summon an assembly of aU the

burghers to compel him. Any one

ringing the town bell, except by gene-
ral consent, and any one not appearing
•when it tolls, are liable to a fine. Xo
Middelbttrger can be arrested or held

in durance within Flanders or Hol-

land, except for crime."

This docuracnt was signed, sealed,
and sworn to by the two sovereigns in

the year 1217. It was the model

up^>n which many other communities,
I cradles of great cities, in Holland and
Zeland were afterwards create<;L

These charters ai-e certainly not very
extensive, even for the privileged

municipalities which obtained them,
when viewed from an abstract stand-

point. They constituted, however,
a very great advance from the stand-

point at which humanity actually
found itself. They created, not for all

inhabitants, but for great numbers of

them, the right, not to govern them-

selves, but to be governed by law.

They furnished a local administration

of jtistice. They provided against

arbitrary imprisonment. They set up
tribunals, where men of burgher clas.s

were to sit in judgment. They held

up a shield against arbitrary violence

from above and sedition from within.

Theyencouraged peace-makers, punish-
ed peace-breakers. They guarded th&

fundamental principle, ut sua tenerent,

to the verge of absurdity; forbidding
a freeman, without a freehold, from

testifying
—a capacity not denied even

to a coxmtry slave. Certainly all this

was better than fist-law and courts

manorial. For the commencement of

the thirteenth century, it was progress.
The Schout and Schepens, or chief

magistrate and aldermen, were origi-

nally appointed by the sovereign. In

process of time, the election of these

municipal authorities was conceded to

the communities. This inestimable

privilege, however, after having been
exercised during a certain period by
the whole body of citizens, was even-

tually monopoHsed by the municipal
government itself, acting in common
with the deans of the various guilds.
Thus organised and inspired with

the breath of civic life, the commu-
nities of Flanders and Holland began
to move rapidly forvrard. More and
more they assumed the appearance of

posperous little republics. For this

prosperity they were indebted to com-

merce, particularly with England and
the Baltic nations, and to manufac-

tures, especially of wooL
The trade between England and the

Netherlands had existed for ages, and
was still extending itself, to tie gre.it
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.nlvantage of l;)otli countries. A dis-

pute, however, between the merchants
of Holland and England, towards the

year 1275, caused a privateering war-

fare, and a ten years' suspension of

intercourse. A reconciliation after-

wards led to the establishment of the

English wool staple, at Dort. A sub-

sequent quarrel deprived Holland of

this great advantage. King Edward
refused to assist Count Florence in a
war with the Flemings, and transferred

the staple from Dort to Brages and
Mechlin.

The trade of the Netherlands with
the Mediterranean and the East was

mainly through this favoured city of

Bruges, which already, in the thir-

teenth century, had risen to the first

rank in the commercial world. It was
the resting-place for the Lombards,
and other Italians, the great entrepot
for their merchandise. It now became,
in addition, the great market-place for

English wool, and the woollen fabrics

of all the Netherlands, as well as for

the drugs and spices of the East. It

had, however, by no means reached its

apogee, but was to culminate \^ith

Venice, and to sink with her decline.

"When the overland Indian trade fell

off with the discovery of the Cape pas-

sage, both cities withered. Grass gi-ew
in the fair and pleasant streets of

Bruges, and sea-weed clustered about
the marble hall? of Venice. At this

epoch, however, both were in a state

of rapid and insolent j^rosperity.
The cities, thus advancing in wealth

<ind importance, were no longer satis-

fied with being governed according to

law, and began to participate, not only
in their own, but in the general go-
vernment. Under Guy the First of

Flanders, the towns appeared regularly,
as well as the nobles, in the assembly
of the provincial estates. (1826-1829,

A.D.) In the course of the following

century, the six chief cities, or capital!),

of Holland (Dort, Harlem, Delft, Ley-

den, Gonda, and Amsterdam) acquired
the right of sending their deputies re-

gularly to the estates of the provinces.
These towns, therefore, with the nobles,

constituted the parliamentary power of

the nation. They also acquire<l letters

patent from the coimt, allowing tlieia

to choose their burgo-mastera and a

limited number of councillors or sena-

tors (Vroedschappen).
Thus the liberties of Holland and

Flanders waxed daily stronger. i
great physical convulsion in the thir-

teenth century came to add its influ-

ence to the slower process of political
revolution. Hitherto there had been
but one Friesland, including Holland,
and nearly all the territory of the fu-

ture republic. A slender stream alone

separated the two great districts. The
low lands along the Vlie, often threat-

ened, at last sank in the waves. The
German Ocean rolled in upon the

inland lake of Hevo. The stormy
Zuydei Zee began its existence by en-

gulfing thousands of Frisian village.>j,

with all their population, and by
spreading a chasm between kindred

peoples. The political, aa well as the

geographical, continuity of the land

was obliterated by this tremendous

deluge. The Hollanders were cut off

from their relatives in the east by as

dangerous a sea as that which divided
them from their Anglo-Saxon brethren
in Britain. The deputies to the general
assemblies at Aurich could no longer
undertake a journey grown so perilous.
West Friesland became absorbed in Hol-
land. East Friesland remained a federa-

tion of rude but self-governed maritime

provinces, until the brief and bloody
dominion of the Saxon dukes led to

the establishment of Charles the Fifth's

authority. Whatever the nominal

sovereignty over them, this most re-

publican tribe of Netherlanders, or of

Europeans, had never accepted feudal-

ism. Tliere was an annual congress of

the whole confederacy. Each of the
seven little states, on the other handj

regulated its own internal affairs.

Each statewas subdivided into districts,

each district governed by a Griot-mann

(gi-eat-man, select-man) and assistants.

Above all these district officers was a

Podest?i, a magisti-nte identical in

name and fimctions with the chief

officer of the Italian republics. There
was sometimes but one Podesth ;

sometimes one for each provini;o. He
was chosen by .the people, took oath of
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fidelity to the separate estates, or, if

PodesUi-general to the federal diet, and
was genenilly elected for a limited

term, although sometimes for life. He
was assisted by a board of eighteen or

twenty councillors. The deputies to

the general congress were chosen by
popular suffrage in Easter-week. The

clergj^ were not recognised as a politi-

cal estate.

Thus, in those lands which a niggard
nature had apparently condemned to

perpetual poverty and obscurity, the

principle of reasonable human freedom,
without which there is no national pro-

sperity or gloiy worth contending for,

as taking deepest and strongest root.

-Uready, in the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries, Friesland waa a re-

public, except in name ; Holland, Flan-

dei-s, Brabant, had acquked a large
share of self government. The power-
ful commonwealth, at a later period to

be evolved out of the great combat be-

tween centralised tjTanny an^l the

spirit of civil and religious liberty,
was already foreshadowed. The ele-

ments of which that important repub-
lic was to be compoimded were ger-

minating for centuries. Love of free-

dom, readiness to strike and bleed at

:my moment in her cause, manly re-

sistance to despotism, however over-

shadowing, were the leading charac-

teristics of the race in aU regions
or periods, whether among Frisian

tT\"amp3, Dutch dykes, the gentle hills

and dales of England, or the pathless
forests of America. Doubtless, the

history of hvmian liberty in Holland
and Flanders, as eveiywhere else upon
..arth where there has been such a

history, unrolls many sceiies of tui-bu-

lence and bloodshed; although these

features have been exaggerated by
prejudiced historians. StUl, if there

were luxuiy and insolence, sedition

and uproar, at any rate there was life.

Those violent Utile commonwealths
had blood in their veins. They were

compact of proud, self-helping, muscu-
lar vigour. The most sanguinary
tumults which they ever enacted in

the face of day, were better than the

order and silence born of the midnight
darknees of despotism. That veryun-

i-uliness was educating the people for

their future work. Those merchants,

manufacturers, coimtry sqiures, and

hard-fighting barons, all pent up in a

narrow comer of the earth, quarrelling
with each other and with all the world
for centmies, were keeping alive a

national pugnacity of character, for

which there was to be a heavydemand
in the sixteenth century, and without
which the fatherland had perhaps suc-

cimibed in the most imequal conflict

ever waged by man against oppression.
To sketch the special history of eveu

the leading Xetherland provinces dur-

ing the five centuries which we have
thus rapidly sought to characterise, is

foreign to our purpose. By holding
the clue of Holland's history, the gene-
ral maze of dynastic transformations

throughout the country may, however,
be swiftly thre;\ded. From the time
of the first Dirk to the close of the
thirteenth century there were nearly
fourhundred years ofunbrokenmale de-

scent, a long Ime of Dirks and Florences.

This iron-handed, hot-headed, adven-

turous race, placed as sovereign upon
its little sandy hook, making ferocious

exertions to swell into larger conse-

quence, conquering a mile or two of

morass or barren furze, after harder
blows and bloodier encounters than

might have established an empire
under more favoiu-able circumstances,
at last dies out. The coimtship f;dl3

to the house of Avennes, Coimts of

Hainault. Holland, tt'gether with Ze-

land, which it had annexed, is thus

joined to the province of Hainault.
At the end of another half century
the Hainault line expues. Wilhani
the Fourth died childless in 1355.
His death ig the signal for the out-

break of an almost interminable series

of civil commotions. Those two great

parties, known by the uncouth names
of Hook and Kabbeljaw, come into

existence, dividing noble against noble,

city against city, father against sou,
for some himdred and fifty years,
without foundation upon any abstract
or intelligible principle. It may be

observed, however, that, in the sequel,
and as a general rule, the Kabbeljaw,
or cod-fish party, represfnted the ciij
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or municipal faction, while the Hooks
(fish-hooks) that were to catch and
control chem, were the nobles; iron
and audacity against brute number
and weight.
Duke William of Bavaria, sister's

son of William the Fourth, gets him-
self established in 1354. He is suc-

ceeded by his brother Albert
; Albert,

by his son William. William, who
had married Margai-et of Burgundy,
daughter of Philip the Bold, dies in

lil7. The goodly heritage of these

three Netherland provinces descends
to his daughter Jacqueline, a damsel
of seventeen. Little need to trace the
career of the fair and ill-starred Jac-

queline. Few chapters of historical

romance have drawn more frequent

tears. The favourite heroine of ballad

and drama, to Netherlanders she is

endued with the palpable form and

perpetual exist(,nce of the Iphigenias,

Mary Stuarts, Joans of Arc, or other
consecrated individualities. Exhausted
and broken-hearted, after thirteen

years of conflict with her own kins-

men, consoled for the cowardice and

brutality of . three husbands by tho

gentle and knightly spirit of the fourth,

dispossessed of her father's broad do-

mains, degraded from the rank of

sovereign to be lady forester of her

own provinces by her cousin, the bad
Duke of Burgundy, PhiUp, sumamed
" the Good," she dies at last, and the

good cousin takes undisputed dominion
of the laud. (1437).

VIL
The five centuries of isolation are at

end. The many obscure streams of

Netherland history are merged in one
broad current. Burgundy has absorbed
all the provinces which, once more,
are forced to recognise a single master.

A century and a few years more suc-

ceed, dm-ing which this house and its

heirs are undisputed sovereigns of the

soil.

Philip the Good had already acquired
the principal Netherlands, before dis-

))ossessing Jacqueline. He had in-

herited, beside the two Burgundies,
the coimties of Flanders and Artois.

He had purchased the county of Na-

mur, and had usm-ped the duchy of

Brabant, to which the duchy of Lim-

burg, the mai-quisate of Antwerp, and
the barony of Mechlin, had already
been annexed. By his assumption of

Jacqueline's dominions, he was now
lord of Holland, Zeland, and Hainault,
and titular master of Friesland. Ho
acqixired Luxemburg a few years later.

Lord of so many opuleiit cities and
fruitful provinces, he felt himself eq\ial

to the kings of Europe. Upon his

marriage with Isabella of Portugal, he

founded, at Bruges, the celebrated

order of the Golden Fleece. What
oould be more practical or more de-

vout than the conception? Did not
the Linab of God, suspended at each

knightly breast, symbolise at once the power of the uobioa were balanced by

woollen fabrics to which so much of

Flemish wealth and Burgundian power
was owing, and the gentle humility of

Christ, which was ever to characterise

the order ? Twenty-five was the limit-

ed number, including Philip himself,
as grand master. The chevaliers v/ere

emperors, kings, princes, and the most
illustrious nobles of Christendom ;

while a leading provision, at the out-

set, forbade the brethren, crowned
heads excepted, to accept or retain the

companionship of any other order.

The accession of so potent and ambi-
tious a prince as the good Philip boded
evil to the cause of freedom in the

Netherlands. The spirit of liberty
seemed to have been tjrpified in the

fair form of the benignant and unhappy
Jacqueline, and to be buried in her

grave. The usui-per, who had crushed

her out of existence, now strode for-

ward to trample upon all the laws and

privileges of the provmces which had
formed her heritage.
At his advent, the municipal power

had already reached an advanced stage
of development. The burgher clasa

controlled the government, not only of

the cities, but often of the provinces,

through its influence in the estates.

Industry and wealth had produced
their natural results. The supreme
authority of the sovereign and tho
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centre of the system waxing daily
more powerful, it more easilyunsphered
these feebler and mutually repulsive
bodies.

Philip's first step, upon assuming
the government, was to issue a decla-

ration, through the coimcU of Holland,

the municipal principle which had
even begun to preponderate over both.

All thi-ee exercised a constant and salu-

tary check tipon each other. Com-
merce had converted slaves into free-

men, freemen into burghers, and the

burghers were acquiring daUy a larger

practical hold upon the government, i that the p^i^ileges and constitutions.

The town councils were becoming al-

most omnipotent. Although with an

oligarchical tendency, which at a later

period was to be more fully developed,

they were now composed of large nimi-

bers of individuals, who had raised

themselves, by industry and intelli-

gence, out of the popular masses.

There was an unquestionably repubh-
can tone to the institutions. Power,

actually, if not nominally, was in the

hands of many who had achieved the

greatness to which they had not been
bom. _
The assemblies of the estates were

rather diplomatic than representative.

They consisted, generally, of the

nobles and of the deputations from
the cities. In Holland, the clergy had
neither influence nor seats in the par-

liamentary body. Pleasures were pro-

posed by the stadholder, who repre-
sented the sovereign- A request, for

example, of pecuniary accommodation,
waa made by that fimctionary, or by
the count himself in person. The
nobles then voted upon the demand,

which he had sworn to as Euward, or

guardian, during the period in which

Jacqueline had stiU retained a nominal

sovereignty, were to be considered null

and void, miless afterwards confirmed

by him as coiiht. At a single blow he
thus severed the whole knot of pledges,

oaths, and other political comphca-
tions, by which he had entangled him-
self during his cautious advance to

power. He was now imtrammeUed

again. As the conscience of the smooth

usurper was, thenceforth, the measure
of provincial liberty, his subjects soon

found it meted to them more spar-

ingly than they wished. From this

point, then, through the Burgundiau
period, and until the rise of the re-

public, the Uberty of the Netherlands,

notwithstanding several brilliant but
brief luminations, occmrring at irregu-
lar int«r\-als, seemed to remain in al-

most perpetual eclipse.
The material prosperity of the coun-

try had, however, vastly increased.

The fisheries of Holland had become
of enormous importance. The inven-

generally as one body, but sometimes
|

tion oi the humble Beukelzoon of

by heads. The measure was then laid

before the bvu^hers. If they had been

specially commissioned to act upon the

matter, they voted, each city as a city,

not each deputy individually. If they
had received no instructions, they took
back the proposition to lay before the
coimcils of their respective cities, in

order to return a decision at an ad-

journed session, or at a subsequent
diet. It will be seen, therefore, that

the principle of national popular re-

presentation was but imperfectly de-

veloped. The municipal deputies acted

only imder instructions. Each city
was a little independent state, suspi-
cious not only of the sovereign and
nobles, but of its sister cities. This
mutual jealousy hastened the general
humiliation nvw impending. The

Biervh-jt had expanded into a mine of
wealth . The fisheries, too, were most
useful as a niu^ery of seamen, and
were aheady indicating Holland's fu-

ture naval supremacy. The fishermen
were the militia of the ocean, and
their prowess was attested in the war
with the Hanseatic cities, which the

provinces of Holland and Zeland, ii

Philip's name, but by their own un-
assisted exertions, can-ied on triumph-
antly nt this epocL Then came into

exioteuce that race of cool and daring
maiiners who, in after-times, were
to make the Dutch name illustrious

throughout the world—the men v.hose

fierce descendants, the "
beggars of the

sea," were to make the Spanish em-

pire tremble—the men whose later

succeesors swept tbe ^ea? with broyma
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at the laiast-liead, and whose ocean-

battles with theii" equally fearless Eng-
lish lirethren often lasted four unin-

terrupted days and nights.
The main strength of Holland was

derived from the ocean, from whose
destructive grasp she had wrested her-

Eelf, but in whose friendly embrace she

remained. She was already placing

Bccurely the foundations of commer-
cial wealth and civil liberty upon those

bhifting quicksands which the Roman
doubted whether to caU land or water.

Hersubmerged deformity,as she floated,

mermaid-like, upon the waves, was to

be forgotten in her material splendour.
Enriched with the spoils of every
clime, crowned with the divine jewels
of science and art, she was, one day, to

sing a siren song of freedom, luxury,
and power.
As with Holland, so with Flanders,

Brabant, and the other leading i^ro-

vinces. Industry and wealth, agricul-

ture, commerce, and manufactures,
were constantly augmenting. The
natural sources of power were full to

overflowing, while the hand of despot-
ism was deliberately sealing the foun-

tain.

For the house of Burgundy was

rapidly culminating and as rapidly cur-

tailing the political privileges of the

Netherlands. The contest was, at first,

favourable to the cause of arbitrary

power; but little seeds were silently

germinating, which, in the progress of

their development, were one day to

undermme the foundations of tj'ranuy,
and to overshadow the world. The

early progress of the religious reforma-

tion in the Netherlands will be out-

lined in a separate chapter. Another

great principle was likewise at work at

this period. At the veiy epoch when
the greatness of Burgundy was most

swiftly ripening, another weapon was

secretly forging, more potent in the

great struggle for freedom than any
which the wit or hand of man has ever

devised or wielded. When Philip the

Good, in the full blaze of his power,
and flushed with the triumphs of tei--

ntorial aggrandisement, was institut-

ing at Bruges the order of the Golden

Fleece,
"

to the glory of God, of the

blessed Virgin, and of the holy Andrew,
patron saint of the Burgundiau fa-

mily," and enrolling the names of the

kings and princes who were to be ho-
noured with its symbols, at that very
moment, an obscure citizen of Harlem,
one Loi-enz Coster, or Lawrence the

Sexton, succeeded in printing a little

grammar, by means of moveable types.
The invention of printing was accom-

phshed, but it was not ushered in with
such a blaze of glory as heralded the con-

temporaneous erection of the Golden
P'leece. The humble setter of types
did not deem emperors and princea
alone worthy his companionship. Hia
invention sent no thrill of admiration

throughout Christendom; and j^et,

what was the good Philip of Burgundy,
with his Knights of the Golden Fleece,
and all their efiulgent trumpery, in the

eye of humanity and civilisation, com-

pared with the poor sexton and his

wooden types ?
*

Philip died in February 1467. The
details of his life and career do not

belorg to our pm-pose. The practical

tendency of bus government was to

repress the spirit of liberty, while esj^e-

cial privileges, extensive in nature, but
limited in time, were frequently gi-anted
to corporations. Philip, in one day,
conferred thirty charters upon as many
different bodies of citizens. These

were, however, grants of monopoly,
not concessions of rights. He also fixed

the number of city councils or Vroed-

schappen in many Netherlaud cities,

giving them permission to present a

double list of candidates for burgo-
masters and judges, from wliich he
himself made the appointments. He
was certainly neither a good nor great

prince, but he possessed much admi-
nistrative ability. His military talents

were considerable, and he was success-

ful in his wars. He was an adroit dis-

sembler, a practical politician. He
* The question of tlie time and place to

wliicli the invention of printing sliould bo
referred, has boon often discussed. It is not

j)robablo that it will ever bo settled to tho
tjutiro satisfiiction of Holland ;ind Gonnany.
Tho Dutch claim that moveable types weio
first used at Hai'lcm, fixing the time va-

riously between tho years 14:;3 and 1440.

Tho first and very iaulty editious of Loroin
are religiously iiicserTed at Haileui.
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had the sense to compreiieud that the

power of a prince, however absolute,

must depend upon the prosperity of

his subjects. He taxed severely the

wealth, but he protected the commerce
and the manufactures of Holland and
Flanders. He encouraged art, science,

and literature. The brothers John
and Hubert Van Eyck were attracted

by his generosity to Bruges, where

they painted many pictures. John
was even a member of the duke's

coimcil". The art of oil-painting was
carried to great perfection by Hubert's

scholar, John of Bruges. An incredible

number of painters, of greater or less

merit, flourished at this epoch in the

Netherlands, heralds of that great
school which, at a stibsequent period,
was to astonish the world with bril-

liant colours, profoimd science, start-

ling effects, and vigorous reproductions
of nature. Authors, too, like Olivier

de la Marche and Philippe de Comines,
who, in the words of the latter,

"
wrote,

not for the amusement of brutes and

people of low degree, but for princes
and other persons of quahty;" these

and other wTiters, with aims as lofty,
flourished at the court of Burgtmdy,
and were rewarded by the duke with

princely generosity. Phihp remodelled

and befriended the university of Lou-
vain. He founded at Brussels the

Burgundian library, which became
celebrated throughout Em-ope. He
levied largely, spent profusely, but
was yet so thjifty a housekeeper, as to

leave four hundred thousand crowns
of gold, a vast amount in those days,
besides three miUion marks' worth of

plate and furniture, to be wasted like

water in the insane career of his son.

The exploits of that son require but
few words of illustration. Hardly a

chapter of European history or romance
is more famiUar to the world than the
one which records the meteoric course
of Charles the Bold. The propriety
of his title was never doubtful. Xo
prince was ever bolder, but it is cer-

tain tliat no quality could be less de-

sirable at that particular moment in

the histoiy of his house. It was not
the quality to confirm a usurping
family in its ill gotten possessions.

Renewed aggressions upon the rights of

others justified retaliation and invited

attack. Justice, prudence, firmness,
wisdom of internal administration,
were desirable in the son of Philip
and the rival of Louis. These attri

butes the gladiator lacked entirely.

His career might have been a briUiant

one in the old days of chivalry. His

image might have appeared as imposing
as the romantic forms of Baldwin Bras

de Fer or Godfrey of Bouillon, had ha
not been misplaced in history. Ne-

vertheless, he imagined himself go-
verned by a profound poUcy. He had
one dominant idea, to make Burgimdy
a kingdom. From the moment when,
with almost the first standing army
known to history, and with coffers well

filled by his cautious father's economy,
he threw himself into the lists against
the crafty Louis, down to the day when
he was found dead, naked, deserted,
and with his face frozen into a pool of

blood and water, he faithfully pursuetl
this thought. His ducal cap was to

be exchanged for a kingly crown, while

all the provinces which lay beneath
the Mediterranean and the North Sea,
and between France and Germany,
were to be united under his sceptre.
The Netherlands, with their wealth,
had been already appropriated, and
their freedom crushed. Another land

of liberty remained; physically, the

reverse of Holland, but stamped with
the same courageous nationality, the
same ardent love of hvunan rights.
Switzerland was to be conquered.
Her eternal battlements of ice and

granite were to constitute the great
bulwark of his realm. The world
knows well the result of the struggle
between the lord of so many duchies
and earldoms and the Alpine moun-
taineers. With all his boldness, Charles
was but an indifferent soldier. His

only merit was physical courage. He
imagined himself a consummate com-

mander, and, in convei-sation with his

jester, was fona of comparing himself

to HannibtkL " We are getting well

Hannibalised to-day, my lord," said

the bitter fool, as they x"ode off toge-
ther from the disastrous defeat of

Gransen, Well '• HannibaHscd" bt*
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wa«, too, at Gransen, at Murten, and
at Nancy. He followed in the track

of his prototype only to the base of

the mountains.
Ajs a conqueror, he was signally

unsuccessful
;
as a politician, he could

outwit none but himself; it was only
as a tyrant within his own ground
that he could sustain the character

which ho chose to enact. He lost the

crown, which he might have secm-ed,
because he thought the emperor's
son unworthy the heiress of Burgundy;
and yet, after his father's death, her

marriage with that very Maximilian
alone secured the possession of her

paternal inheritance. Unsuccessful in

schemes of conquest, and in pohtical

intrigue, as an oppressor of the Nether-

lands, he nearly carried out his plana
Those provinces he regarded merely
as a bank to draw upon. His imme-
diate intercourse with the country was
confined to the extortion of vast re-

quests. These were granted with ever-

increasing reluctance by the estates.

The new taxes and excises, which the

sanguinary extravagance of the duke
rendered necessarj', could seldom be
collected in the various cities without

tumults, sedition, and bloodshecL Few
princes were ever a greater curse to

the people whom they were allowed

to hold as property. He nearly suc-

ceeded in establishing a centralised

despotism upon the ruins of the j)ro-

vincial institutions. His sudden death

alone deferred the catastrophe. His
removal of the supreme court of Hol-

land from the Hague to Mechhn, and
his maintenance of a standing army,
were the two great measures by which
he prostrated the Netherlands. The
tribunal had been remodelled by his

father ;
the expanded authority which

Philip had given to a bench of judges

dependent upon himself, was an infrac-

tion of the rights of Holland. The

court, however, still held its sessions
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in the country; and the sacred privilege—dc non evocando—the right of every
Hollander to be tried in his own land,

was, at least, retained. Charles threw
off the mask

;
he proclaimed that thia

council— composed of his creatures,

holding office at his pleasure
—should

have supreme jurisdiction over all the
charters of the provinces ;

that it v/as

to follow his person, and deri^•e all

authority from his will. The usual

seat of the covirt he transferred to

Mechlin. It will be seen, in the sequel,
that the attempt, under Philip the

Second, to enforce its supreme autho-

rity, was a collateral cause of the great
revolution of the Netherlands.

Chai'les, like his father, adminis-

tered the country by stadholders.

From the condition of flourishing self-

ruled httle republics, which they had,
for a moment, almost attained, they
became departments of an ill-assorted,

ill - conditioned, ill - governed realm,
which was neither commonwealth nor

empire, neither kingdom nor duchy;
and which had no homogeneousnesa
of population, no aifection between
ruler and people, small sympathies of

lineage or of language.
His triumphs were but few, his fall

ignominious. His father's treasure waa

squandered, the curse of a standing

army fixed upon his people, the trade

and manufactures of the coimtry para-

lysed by his extortions, and he accom-

pUshed nothing. He lost his life in

the forty-fourth year of his age (1477),

leaving all the provinces, duchies, and

lordships, which formed the miscel-

laneous realm of Burgundy, to his only
child, the Lady JIary. Thus already
the countries which Philip had wrested
from the feeble hand of Jacqueline,
had fallen to another female. Philip'a
own granddaughter, as young, fair,

and unprotected as Jacqueline, waa
now sole mistress of those broad
domains.

VIII.

A crisis, both for Burgimdy and the

Netherlands, succeeds. Within the

provinces there is an elastic rebound,
ns soon as the pressure is i-emoved

from them by the tyraut's death.

A sudden spasm of Uberty gives the
whole people gigantic strength. In an
instant they recover all, and more than

all, tho x-ights which they had lost.

The cities of Holland, Flanders, and
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other provinces call a convention at

Ghent. Laving aside their musty
feuda, men of all parties

—Hooks and

KabbeJjaws, patricians and people
—

move iorward in phalanx to recover

their national constitutions. On the

other hand, Louis the Eleventh seizes

Burgundy, claiming the territory for

his crowm, the heiress for his son. The
cituation is critical for the Lady Maiy.
As usual in such cases, appeals are

made to the faithfid commons. Oaths

and pledges are showered upon the

people, that their loyalty may be re-

freshed and grow green. The congress
meets at Ghent. The Lady Mary pro-
fesses much, but she will keep her

vow. The deputies are called upon to

rally the country around the duchess,
and to resist the fraud and force of

Louis. The congress is willing to

maintain the cause of its young mis-

tress. The members declare, at the

same time, very roundly,
" that the

provinces have been much impover-
ished and oppressed by the enormous
taxation imposed upon them by the

ruinous wars waged by Duke Charles

from the beginning to the end of his

life." They rather require
" to be

relieved than additionally encumber-
ed." They add that,

" for many years

past, thore has been a constant viola-

tion of the provincial and municipal
charters, and that they shoidd be

happy to see them restored."

The result of the deliberations is the

formal grant by Duchess Mary of the
" Groot Privilegie," or Great Privilege,
the Magna Charta of Holland. Al-

though this instrument was afterwards

violated, and indeed aboH.shed, it be-

came the foundation of the republic.
It was a recapitulation and recogni-
tion of ancient rights, not an acquisi-
tion of new privileges. It was a re-

storation, not a revolution. Its prin-

cipal points deserve attention from
those interested in the political pro-

gress of mankind.
" The duchess shall not marry with-

out consent of the estates of her pro-
vinces. All offices in her gift shall be
conferred on natives only. No man
phall fill two of£cQ3. Isc office shall

I e farmed. The ' Great Council and
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Supreme Couii of Holland
'

is re-estab-

lished. Causes shall be brought before

it on appeal from the ordinary couiti

It shall have no original jvu^sdiction of

matters within the cognisance of the

provincial and municipal tribunals.

The estates and cities are guaranteed
in their right not to be summoned to

justice beyond the limits of their ter-

ritory. The cities, in common with all

the provinces of the Netherlands, matf
hold diets as often and at such places ai

they choose. iV'o nac taxes shall be irii'

posed but by consent of the provincial
estates. Neither the duchess nor her

descendants shall begin either an offen-

sive or defensive war vrithout consent of
the estates. In case a war be illegally

imdertaken, the estates are not bovmd
to contribute to its maintenance. In
all public and legal documents, the

Netherland language shall be employed.
The commands of the duchess shall be

invalid, if conflicting with the privi-

leges of a city. The seat of the Su-

preme Coimcil is transferred from
Mechhn to the Hague. No money
shall be coined, nor its value raised or

lowered, but by consent of the estates.

Cities are not to be compelled to con-

tribute to requests which they have
not voted. The sovereign shall come
in person before the estates, to make
his request for supplies."
Here was good work. The land was

rescued at a blow from the helpless
condition to which it had been re-

duced. This summary annihilation of

all the despotic arrangements of Charles
was enough to raise him from his tomb.
The law, the sword, the piirse, were all

taken from the hand of th? sovereign
and placed within the control of par-
liament. Such sweeping reforms, if

maintained, would restore health to

the body politic. They gave, more-

over, an earnest of what was one day
to arrive. Certainly, ior the fifteenth

century, the '•'

Gi-eat Privilege
" was a

reasonably liberal constitution. "Where
else upon earth, at that day, was there

half so much liberty as was* thus gua-
ranteed ? The congress of the Nether-

lauds, according to their Magna Charta,
had power to levy all taxes, to regu-
late commerce and manufactures, tg
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declare war, to coin mouey, to raise

armies and navies. The executive was
required to ask for money in person,
could appoint only natives to ofiice,

recognised the right of disobedience in

his subjects if his commands should
conflict with law, and acknowledged
himself bound by decisions of courts

of justice. The cities appointed their

own magistrates, held diets at their

own pleasure, made their local by-laws
and saw to their execution. Original

cognisance of legal matters belonged
to the municipal courts, appellate juris-
diction to the supreme tribunal, in

which the judges were appointed by
the sovereign. The liberty of the citi-

B3n against arbiti-ary imprisonment was

amply provided for. The jus de non

evocando, the habeas corpus of Holland,
was re-established. ,

Truly, here was a fundamental law
which largely, roundly, and reasonably

recognised the existence of a people
with hearts, heads, and hands of their

own. It was a vast step in advance of

natural servitude, the dogma of the

dark ages. It was a noble and tem-

perate vindication of natural liberty,
the doctrine of more enlightened days.
To no peoi^le in the world more than
to the stout burghers of Flanders and
Holland belongs the honour of having
battled audaciously and perennially in

behalf of human lights.

Similar privileges to the great char-

ter of Holland are granted to many
other provinces; especially to Flanders,
ever ready to stalicl forward in fierce
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vindication of freedom. I'^or a season
all is peace and joy ;

but the duchesa
is young, weak, and a woman. There
is no lack of intriguing politicians, re-

actionary councillors. There is a cun-

ning old king in the distance, lying in

wait, seeking what he can devour. A
mission goes from the estates to France.
The well-known tragedy of Imbro-
court and Hugonet occurs. Envoys
from the states, they dare to accept
secret insti-uctions from the duchesa
to enter into private negotiations with
the French monarch, against their col-

leagues
—

against the great charter—
against their country. Louis betrays
them, thinking that policy the more

expedient. They are seized in Ghent,

rapidly tried, and as rapidly beheaded

by the enraged burghers. All the en-

treaties of the Lady Mary, who, dressed

in mourning garments, with dishe-

velled hair, unloosed girdle, and

streaming eyes, appears at the town-
house and afterwards in the market

place, humbly to intercede for her ser-

vants, are fruitless. There is no help
for the juggling diplomatists. The
punishment was sharp. Was it more
severe and sudden than that which

betrayed monarchs usually inflict?

Would the Flemings, at that critical

moment, have deserved their freedom
had they not taken sw:H and signal

vengeance for this first infraction of

their newly-recognised rights ? Had it

not been weakness to spare the traitors

who had thus stained the childhood of

the national joy at liberty regained ?

IX.

Another step, and a wide one, into

the great stream of European history.

The Lady Mary espouses the Arch-

duke Maximilian. The Netherlands

are about to become Habsburg pro-

perty. The Ghenters reject the pre-

tensions of the dauphin, and select for

husband of their duchess the very man
whom her father had so stupidly re-

jected. It had been a wiser choice for

Charles the Bold than for the Nether-

landers. The marriage takes piace on

the 18th of August 1477. Mary of

Burgundy passes from the guardiau-

ship of Ghent burghers into that ef

I

the emperor's son. The crafty hus*

j

band allies himself with the city party,

I feeling where the strength lies. He
i knows that the voracious Kabbeljaws

j

have at last swallowed the Hooks, and
run away with them. Promising him-

I

self future rights of reconsideration,

!
he is liberal in promises to the muni-

j cipal party. In the meantime he is

governor and guardian of his wife and
her provinces. His children are to in-

herit the Netherlands and all that

therein is. What can be more con-

sistent than laws of descent, regidatfd

by right divine ? At the beginning o[
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Jacqueline, because females cannot in-

herit. At its close, his granddaughter
succeeds to the property, and transmits

it to her children. Pope and emperor
maintain both positions with equal

logic. The poUcy and promptness of

Maximilian are as effective as the force

and fraud of Philip.

The Lady ilary falls from her horse

and dies. Her son, Philip, four years
of age, is recognised as siiccessor.

Thus the house of Burgundy is fol-

lowed by that of Austria, the fifth and

last family which governed Holland,

previously to the erection of the re-

public. Maximilian is recognised by
provinces as governor and guardian,

during the minority of his children,

Flanders alone refuses. The burghers,
ever prompt in action, take personal

possession of the child Philip, and

carry on the government in his name.

A commission of citizens and nobles

thus maintain their authority against
Maximilian for several years. In 14SS,
the archduke, now king of the Romans,
with a small force of cavalry, attempts
to take the city of Bruges, but the

result is a mortifying one to the Ro-

man king. The citizens of Bruges
take him. ilaximilian, with several

councillors, is kept a prisoner in a

house on the market-place. The ma-

gistrates are all changed, the affairs of

government conducted in the name of

the young Philip alone. Meantime,
the estates of the other Netherlands

assemble at Ghent; anxious, unfor-

tunately, not for the national liberty,
but for that of the Roman king. Al-

ready Holland, torn again by civil

feuds, and blinded by the artifices of

Slaximilian, has deserted, for a season,
the great cause to which Flanders has

remained so true. At last, a treaty is

made between the archduke and the

Flemings. Maximihan is to be regent
of the other provinces ; Philip, imder

guardianship of a coimcil, is to govern
Flanders. Moreover, a congre.«s of all

the provinces is to be summoned an-

nually, to provide for tho general wel-

fare. Maximilian signs and swears to

tha treaty en the 16th May 14SS. He
swears^ also, to dismiss all foreign
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troops witliin four days. Gi\ iug ho.-t

ages for his fidelity, he is set at liberty.

"What are oaths and hostages when

prerogative and the people are cou«

tending ? Emperor Frederic sends to

his son an army under the Duke of

Saxony. The oaths are broken, the

hostages left to their fate. The struggle
lasts a year, but, at the end of it, the

Flemings are subdued. AVhat could a

single province effect, when its sister

stales, even liberty-lo\'ing Holland, had

basely abandoned' the common cause ?

A new treaty is made (Oct. 1489).

Slaximilian obtains uncontrolled gviar-

dianship of his son, absolute dominion

over Flanders and the other provinces.
The insolent btxrghers are severely

punished for remembering that they -

had been freemen. The magistrates
of Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres, in black

garments, ungirdled, bare-headed, and

kneeUng, are compelled to implore the

despot's forgiveness, and to pay three

htmdred thousand crowns of gold as

its price. After this, for a brief sea-

son, order reigns in Ilanders.

The course of Maximilian had been

stealthy, but decided. Allying him-
self with the city party, he had crushed

the nobles. The power thus obtained

he then turned against the burghers.

Step by step he had trampled out the

liberties which his wile and himself

had sworn to protect. He had spumed
the authority of the " Great Privilege,"
and all other charters. Burgomasters
and other citizens had been beheaded
in great numbers for appealing to their

statutes against the edicts of the regent,
for voting in favour of a general con-

gress according to the unquestionable
law. He had proclaime<l that all

landed estates should, in lack of heira

male, escheat to his own exchequer.
He had debased the coin of the cf un-

try, and thereby authorised unliniitetl

swindling on the part of all his agents,
from stadholders down to the meanest
official. If such oppression and knav-

ery did not justify the i-esistance of

the Flemings to the giiardianship of

Slaximilian, it would be difficult to

find any reasonable course in political

affairs, save abject submission to au-

thority.
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In 1493, Maximilian Succeeds to tlie

imperial throne, at the death of his

father. In the following year his son,

Philip the Fair, now seventeen years
of age, receives the homage of the dif-

ferent states of the Ketherlands. He
swears to maintain only the privileges

granted by Philip and Charles of Bur-

gundy, or their ancestors, proclaiming
null and void all those which might
have been acquired since the death of

Charles. Holland, Zeland, and the

other provinces accept him upon these

conditions, thus ignomiuiously, and
^vithout a struggle, relinquishing the
Great Privilege, and all similar char-

ters.

Friesland is, for a brief season, poli-

tically separated from the rest of the

country. Harassed and exhausted by
centuries of warfare, foreign and do-

mestic, the free Frisians, at the sug-

gestion or command of Emperor Maxi-

milian, elect the Duke of Saxony as

their Podesth.. The sovereign prince,

naturally proving a chief magistrate
far from democratic, gets himself ac-

knowledged, or submitted to, soon

afterwards, as legitimate sovereign of

Friesland. Seventeen years afterward.

Saxony sells the sovereignty to the

Austrian house for 350,000 crowns.

This little country, whose statutes

proclaimed her to be "
free as the wind

as long as it blew," whose institutions

Charlemagne had honoured and left

unmolested, who had freed herself with

ready poniard from Norman tyranny,
who never bowed her neck to feudal

chieftain, nor to the papal yoke, now
driven to madness and suicide by the
dissensions of her wild children, for-

feits at last her independent existence.

All the provinces are thus united in a

common servitude, and regret, too late,

their supineness at a moment when
their liberties might yet have been
vindicated. Their ancient and che-

rished charters are at the mercy of au

autocrat, and liable to be superseded

by his edicts.

In 1496, the momentous marriage of

Philip the Fair with Joanna, daughter
of Ferdinand and Isabella of Castile

and Aragon, is solemnised. Of this

union, in the first year of the centurj',
is born the second Charlemagne, who
is to unite Spain and the Netherlands,

together with so many vast and distant

realms, under a single sceptre. Six

years aftenvards (September 25. 1506),

Philip dies at Burgos. A handsome

profligate, devoted to his pleasures, and

leaving the cares of state to his minis-

tei's, Philip, "croit-conseil," is the

bridge over which the house of Habs-

burg passes to almost universal mo-

narchy, but, in himself, is nothing.

Two prudent marriages, made by
Austrian archdukes within twenty
years, have altered the face of the

earth. The stream, which we have

been tracing from its source, empties
itself at last into the ocean of a world-

empire. Count Dirk the First, lord of

a half-submerged comer of Europe, is

Bucceeded by Count Charles the Second

of Holland, better known as Charles

the Fifth, King of Spain, Sicily, and

Jerusalem, Duke of Milan, Emperor
of Germany, Dominator in Asia and

Africa, autocrat of half the world.

The leading events of his brilliant

reign are familiar to every child. The
Netherlands now share the fate of so

large a group of nations, a fate, to these

provinces, most miserable. The wed-

dings of Austria Felix* were not so

prolific of happiness to her subjects as

to herself. It can never seem just or

reasonable that the destiny of many
millions of human beings should de-

pend upon the marriage settlements of

one man with one woman, and a per-
manent prosperous empire can nevei

bo reared upon so frail a foundation.

The leading tho\ight of the first Charlo

magne wius a noble and a useful one.

nor did hia imperial scheme seen,

chimerical, even although time, wiser

than monarchs or lawgivers, was tc

prove it impracticable. To weld into

one great whole the various tribes of

Fi-anks, Frisians, Saxons, Lombards,
• " Bella jferant alii, tu folix Aiistrin

imb«," etc. etc.
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Burgvmdians, and othera, still in their

turbulent youth, and still composing
one great Tentonic family ;

to enforce

the mutual adhesion of naturally co-

herent masses, all of one lineage, one

language, one history, and which were

only beginning to exhibit their tenden-

cies to insulation, to acquiesce in a

variety of local laws and customs,
while an iron will was to concentrate a

vast but homogeneous people into a

single nation; to raise up from the

grave of corrupt and buried Rome a

fresh, vigorous, German, Christian

empire; this was a reasonable and

mMily thought. Far different the con-

ception of the second Charlemagne.
To force into discordant union tribes

which, for seven centuries, had deve-

loped themselves into hostile nations,

separated by geography and history,
customs and laws, to combine many
millions under one sceptre, not because
of natural identity, but for the sake of

composing one splendid family pro-

perty, to establish unity by annihilat-

ing local institiitions, to supersede po-

pular and hberal charters by the edicts

of a central despotism, to do battle

with the whole spirit of an age, to

regard the souls as well as the bodies
of vast multitudes as the personal pro-

j»erty of one individual, to strive for

the perpetuation in a single house of

taany crowns, which accident had
blended, and to imagine the consecra-

tion of the whole system by placing
the pope's triple diadem for ever upon
the imperial head of the EEabsburgs;—
all this was not the effort of a great,
constructive geniiis, but the selfish

scheme of an autocrat.

The union of no two countries could
be less likely to prove advantageous or

agreeable than that of the Netherlands
and Spain. They were widely sepa-
rated geographically, while in history,
mannei-s, and poUtics, they were utterly
opposed" to each other. Spain, which
had but just assmned the form of a

single state by the combination of all

its kingdoms, with its haughty nobles
descended from petty kings, and arro-

gating almost sovereign power within
their domains, with its fierce enthu-
siasm for the CathoUc religion, which

in the course of long warfare with th«

Saracens, had l>ecome the absorbing
characteristic of a whole nation, with
its sparse population scattered over a

wide and stem country, with a mili-

tary spirit which led nearly all classes

to prefer poverty to the wealth atten-

dant upon degrading pursuits of trade—
Spain, with her gloomy, martial, and

exaggerated character, was the abso-

lute contrast of the Netherlands.

These provinces had been rarely com-
bined into a whole, but there was natu-

ral affinity in their character, history,
and position. There was hfe, move-

ment, bustling activity everywhere. An
energetic population swarmed in all the

flourishing cities which dotted the sur-

face of a contracted and highly culti-

vated country. Their ships were the

carriers for the world ; their merchants,
if invaded in their rights, engaged in

vigorous warfare with their own fimds
and their own frigates; their fabrics

were prized over the whole earth;
their burghers possessed the wealth of

princes, Uved with royal luxury, and
exercised vast political influence ; theif

love of liberty was their predominant
passion- Their religious ardour had
not been fully awakened; but the

events of the next generation were to

prove, that in no respect more than in

the religious sentiment were the two
races opposed to each other. It was
as certain that the NetherLmders
would be fierce reformers, as that the

Spaniai-ds would be uncompromising
persecutors. Unhallowed was the
imion between nations thus utterl)-
contrasted.

Phihp the Pair and Ferdinand bad
detested and quarrelled with each
other from the beginning. The Spa-
niards and Fleming participated \r

the mutual antipathy, and hated each
other cordially at first sight. The un-

scrupulous avarice of the Xetherland
nobles in Spain, their grasping and
venal ambition, enraged and disgusted
the haughty Spaniards. This inter-

national malignity furnishes one of the

keys to a proper understanding of the

great revolt in the next reign.
The provinces, now all united again

under an emperor, were treated, opu
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lent aud powerful as they were, as ob-

scure clependenr-ies. The regency
over them was entrusted by Charles to

his near relatives, who governed in the
interest of his house, not of the country.
His course towards them upon the re-

ligious question will be hereafter indi-
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cated. The political character of his

administration was typified, and, as it

were, dramatised, on the occasion of the
memorable insurrection at Ghent. For
this reason, a few interior details con.

cerning that remarkable event seem
requisite.

XL
Ghent was, in all respects, one of the

most important cities in Europe.
Erasmus, who, as a Hollander and a

courtier, was not likely to be partial to

the turbulent Flemings, asserted that
there was no town in all Christendom
to be compared to it for size, power,
political constitution, or the culture of

its inhabitants. It was, said one of its

inhabitants at the epoch ol the insur-

rection, rather a commonwealththan a

city. The activitj' and wealth of its

burghers were proverbial. The bells

were rxmg daily, and the drawbridges
over the many arms of the river inter-

Becting the streets were raised, in order
that all business might be suspended,
while the armies of workmen were

going to or returning from their la-

bours. As early as the fourteenth

century, the age of the Arteveldes,
Froissart estimated the number of

fighting men whom Ghent could bring
into the field at eighty thousand. The

city, by its jurisdiction over many
large but subordinate towns, disposed
of more than its own immediate popu-
lation, which has been reckoned as high
as two hundred thousand.

Placed in the midst of well-culti-

vated plains, Ghent was siirrounded by
strong walls, the external circuit of

which measured nine miles. Its streets

and sqxiares were spacious and elegant,
its churches and other public buildings
numerous and splendid. The sumptu-
ous church of Saint John or Saint

Bavon, where Charles the Fifth had
been baptized, the ancient castle whi-

ther Baldwin Bras de Fer had brought
the daughter of Charles the Bold, the

city hall with its graceful Moorish

front, the well-known belfry, where for

three centuries had perched the dragon
sent by the Emperor Baldwin of Flan-

ders from Constantinople, and where

swimg the famous Roland, whose iron
j

tongue had called the citizens, genera-
tion after generation, to arms, whether
to win battles over foreign kings at the
head of their chivalry, or to plunge
their swords in each others breasts,
were all conspicuous in the city, and
celebrated in the land. Especially the

great bell was the object of the bm--

ghers' affection, and, generally, of the

sovereign's hatred
;

while to all it

seemed, as it v ere, a living historical

personage, endowed with the human
powers and passions which it had so

long directed and inflamed.

The constitution of the city was

very free. It was a little repubhc in

all but name. Its population was
divided into fifty-+"-o <,;uilds of manu-
facturers and into ii^.ixy-two tribes oi

weavers; each fraternity electing an-

nually or biennially its own deans and
subordinate officers. The senate,
which exercised functions legislative,

judicial, and administrative, subject, of

course, to the grand council of Mechlin
and to the sovereign authority, con-

sisted of twenty-six members. These
were appointed partly from the upper
class, or the men who lived upon their

means, partly from the manufacturers
in general, and partly from theweaAcrs.

They were chosen by a college of eight
electors, who were appointed by the

sovereign on nomination by the citi-

zens. The whcle city, in its collective

capacity, constituted one of the four

estates (Membra) of the province of

Flanders. It is obvious that so mucli

liberty of form and of fact, added to

the stormy character by which its citi-

zens were distinguished, would be most
oflensive in the eyes of Charles, and that
the delinquencies of the little common-
wealth would be represented in the most

glaring colours by all those quiet sold*

who preferred the tranquillity of do.'jpot-

ism to the turbulence of freedom. The
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city claimed, moreover, the general |

provisions of the " Great Privilege
"
of

;

the Lady Mary, the Magna Charta,
'

which, according to the monarchical

party, had been legally abrogated by
Manmihan. The liberties of the town
had also been nominally curtailed by
the "

calf skin
"

(Kalf Vel). By this

celebrated document, Charles the

Fifth, then fifteen years of age, had
been made to threaten with condign

punishment all persons who should

maintain that he had sworn at his in-

auguration t-i observe any privileges
or charters claimed by the Ghenters
before the peace of Cadsand.
The immediate cause of the discon-

tent, the attempt to force from Flan-

ders a subsidy of four himdred thousand

caroli, as the third part of the twelve

hundred thousand granted by the states

of the Netherlands, and the resistance

of Ghent in opposition to the other

three members of the province, will,

of course, be judged differently, ac-

cording as the sympathies are stronger
with popular rights or with preroga-
tive. The citizens claimed that the

subsidy could only be granted by the

unanimous consent of the fotir estates

of the province. Among other proofs
of this their imquestionable right, they
appealed to a miuiiment, which had
never existed, save in the imagination
of the credulous populace. At a cer-

tain remote epoch, one of the Coimts
of Flanders, it was contended, had

gambled away his countship to the
Earl of HoUand, but had been extri-

cated from his dilemma by the gene-

rosity of Ghent. The burghers of the
town had paid the debts and redeemed
the sovereignty of their lord, and had

thereby gained, in return, a charter,
called the Bargain of Flanders (Koop
van Flandem). Among the privileges

granted by this document was an ex-

press stipulation that no subsidy should
ever be granted by the pro\ance with-
out the consent of Ghent. This charter
would have been conclusive m the pre-
sent emergency, had it not laboured
under the disadvantage of never having
existed- It was supposed by many
that the magistrates, some of whom
were favouraV-le to government, had

hidden the document Lieven Pyl, an

ex-senator, was supposed to be privy to

its concealment. He was also, with

more justice, charged with an act of

great baseness and efirontery. Deputed
by the citizens to carry to the Queen
Regent their positive refusal to grant
the subsidy, he had, on the contrary,

given an answer, in their name, in the

affirmative. For these delinquencies,
the imaginary and the real, he was m-

humanly tortured and afterwards be-

headed. "
I know, my children," said

he, upon the scaffold,
" that you will

be grieved when you have seen my
blood flow, and that you will regret
me when it is too late." It does not

appear, however, that there was any
especial reason to regret him, however

sanguinary the punishment which had

requited his broken faith.

The mischief being thus afoot, th«

tongue of Roland,and the easily-excited

spirits of the citizens, soon did the rest

Ghent broke forth into open insurrec-

tion. They had been willing to enlist

and pay troops ujider their own ban-

ners, but tliey had felt outraged at thb
enormous contribution demanded of

them for a foreign war, undertaken in

the family interests of their distant

master. They could not find the
"
Bargain of Flanders," but they got

possession of the odious " caK skin,"
which was solemnly cut in two by the
dean of the weavers. It was then torn
in shreds by the angry citizens, many
of whom paraded the streets with

pieces of the hated doctiment stuck in

their caps, like plumes. From these

demonstrations they proceeded to in-

trigues with Francis the First He
rejected them, and gave notice of their

overtures to Charles, who now resolved

to quell the insurrection at once.

Francis wrote, begging that the Em-
peror would honour him by coming
through France; "wishing to assure

you," said he,
" my lord and good bro-

ther, by this letter, written and signed
by my hand, upon my honour, and on
the faith of a prince, and of the best
brother you have, that in passing

through my kingdom every possible
honour and hospitahty will be offered

you, even a^ they could be to myself."
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Certainly the French king, after such

profuse and voluntary pledges, to con-

firm which he, moreover, offered his

two sons and other great individuals

as hostages, could not, without utterly

disgracing himself, have taken any un-

handsome advantage of the Emperor's
presence in his dominions. The re-

flections often made concerning the

high-minded chivalry of Francis, and
the subtle knowledge of human nature

displayed by Charles upon the occasion,

seem, therefore, entirely superfluous.
The Emperor came to Paris.

"
Here,"

Bays a citizen of Ghent at the time,
who has left a minute account of the
transaction upon record, but whose

sympathies were ludicrously with the

despot and against his o\vn towns-

people,
" here the Emperor was re-

ceived as if the God of Paradise had
descended." On the 9th of February
1540, he left Brussels; on the 14th he
came to Ghent. His entrance into the

city, lasted more than six hours. Four
thousand lancers, one thousand archers,
five thousand halberdmen and mus-

queteers composed his body-guard, all

armed to the teeth and ready for com-
bat. The Emperor rode in their midst,
surrounded by

"
cardinals, archbishops,

bishops, and other great ecclesiastical

/ords," so that the terrors of the Church
were combined with the panoply of

war to affright the souls of the turbu-

lent burghers. A brilliant train of

"dvikes, pru'cea, earls, barons, grand
masters, and seignors, together with

most of the Knights of the Fleece,"

were, according to the testimony of

the same eye-witness, in attendance

upon his Majesty. This unworthy son

of Ghent was in ecstasies with the

magnificence displayed upon the occa-

Bion. There was such a number of

"grand lords, members of sovereign

houses,, bishops, and other ecclesiastical

dignitaries, going about the streets,

th tt," 4S the poor soul protested with

d>flight,
" there was nobody else to be

met with." Especially the fine clothes

of these distinguished guests excited

his warmest admiration. It waa won-

derful to behold, he said,
" the nobi-

lity and great richness of the princes

aud seignur.-3, displayed as well in their

Dutch Bepuhlie.

beautiful furs, martins and sables, ad

in the great chains of fine gold which

they wore twi.sted round their necks,
and the pearls and precious stones in

their bonnets and otherwise, which

they displayed in great abundance. It

was a verj/ triumphant thing to see them
thus richly dressed and accoutred."
An idea may be formed of the size

and wealth of the city at this period,
from the fact that it received and ac-

commodated sixty thousand strangers,
with their fifteen thousand horses,

upon the occasion of the Emperor's
visit. Charles allowed a month of

awful suspense to intervene between
his arrival and his vengeance. Despair
and hope alternated during the inter-

val. On the 17th of March, the spell
was broken by the execution of nine-

teen person.s, who were beheaded aa

ringleaders. On the 29th of April, he

pronounced sentence upon the city.
The hall where it was rendered was

open to all comers, and graced by the

presence of the Emperor, the Queen
Regent, and the great functionaries of

Court, Church, and State. The de-

cree, now matured, was read at length.
It annulled all the charters, privileges,
and laws of Ghent. It confiscated all

its public property, rents, revenues,
houses, artillery, munitions of war,
and, in general, everything which the

corporation, or the traders, each and

all, possessed in common. In particu-

lar, the great bell Roland was con-

demned and sentenced to immediate
removal. It was decreed that the
four hundred thousand florins, which
had caused the revolt, should forth-

with be paid, together with an addi-

tional fine by Ghent of one hundred
and fifty thousand, besides six thou-
sand a-year for ever after. In place
of their ancient and beloved constitu-

tion, thus annihilated at a blow, waa

promulgated a new form of mimicipa!
government of the simplest kind : ad-

cording to which, all officers were in

future to be appointed by himself
;
and

the guilds to be reduced to half their

number, shorn of all political power,
and deprived entirely of self-govern-
ment. It was, moreover, decreed that

the senators, their pensionaries, clorka
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and aecretariea, thirty notable burghers,
to he named by the Emperor, with
the great dean and second dean of the

weavers, all dressed in black robes,
without their chains, and bare-headed,
should appear upon an appointed day,
in company with fifty persons from
the guilds, and fifty others, to be arbi-

trarily named, in their shirts, icith

kalters upon their necJci. This large
number of deputies, as representatives
of the city, were then to fall upon
their knees before the Emperor, say
in a loud and inteUigible voice, by the

mouth of one of their clerks, that they
were extremely sorry for the disloyalty,

disobedience, infraction of laws, com-

motions, rebellion, and high treason,
of which they had been guilty, pro-
mise that they would never do the
like again, and humbly implore him,
for the sake of the Passion of Jesus

Christ, to grant them mercy and for-

giveness.
The third day of May was appointed

for the execution of the sentence.

Charles, who was fond of imposing
exhibitions, and prided himself upon
arranging them with skill, was deter-

mined that this occasion should be

long remembered by all burghers
throughout his dominions who might
be disposed to insist strongly upon
their municipal rights. The streets

were alive with troops : cavalry and

infantry in great numbers keeping
strict guard at every point throughout
the whole extent of the city; for it

was known that the hatred produced
by the sentence was most deadly, and
that nothing but an array of invincible

force could keep those hostile senti-

ments in check. The senators in their
black mourning robes, the other depu-
ties in hnen sheets, bare-headed, with
halters on their necks, proceeded, at
the appointed hour, from the senate-
house to the imperial residence. High
on his throne, with the Queen Regent
at his aide, surrounded by princes,
prelates, and nobles, guarded by his
archers and halberdiers, his crown on
his head and his sceptre in his hand,
the Emperor, exalted, sat. The sena-
tors and burghers, in their robes of

Lumiliation, knelt in the d;ist at hia

feet. The prescribed words of contri-

tion and of supplication for mercy
were then read by the pensionary, all

the deputies remaining upon their

knees, and many of them crying

bitterly with rage and shame. " What
principally distressed them," said the

honest citizen, whose admiration for

the brilHant accoutrement of th6

princes and prelates has been recorded,
" was to have the halter on their

necks, which they found hard to bear,

and, if they had not been compellec'^

they would rather have died thaa
submit to it."

As soon as the words had been all

spoken by the pensionary, the Empe-
ror, whose cue was now to appear

struggling with mingled emotions of

reasonable wrath and of natural be-

nignity, performed his part with much
dramatic efi'ect.

" He held himself

coyly for a little time," says the eye-

witness,
" without saying a word

; de-

porting himself as though he were

considering whether or not he would

grant the pardon for which the cuJ«

prita had prayed." Then the Queea
Regent enacted her share in the show.

Turning to his Majesty,
" with all reve-

rence, honour, and humility, she begge<l
that he would concede forgiveness, in

honour of his nativity, which had oo
curred in that city."

Upon this the Emperor "made a
fine show of benignity," and replied
"
very sweetly," that in consequence

of his " fraternal love for her, by rea-

son of his being a gentle and vii-tucu.'i

prince, who preferred mercy to the

rigour of justice, and in view of thf ir

repentance, he would accord his par-
don to the citizens."

The Netherlands, after this issue to
the struggle of Ghent, were reduced,

practically, to a very degraded condi-

tion. The form of loc^ self-govern-
ment remained, but its spirit, when
invoked, only arose to be derided. The

supreme court of Mechlin, as in the

days of Charles the Bold, was again

placed in despotic authority above the

ancient charters. Was it probable that

the lethargy of provinces, which had
reached so high a point of fi-eedom

only to be deprived of it at last, could
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endure for ever ? Was it to be hoped
that the stern spirit of religious enthu-

Biasm. allying itself with the keen in-

stinct of civil liberty, would endue the

provinces with strength to throw ofl

the Spanish yoke ?

XII.

It is impossible to comprehend the

character of the great Netherland re-

volt in the sixteenth century without

taking a rapid retrospective survey of

the religious phenomena exhibited in

the provinces. The introduction of

Christianity has been already indicated.

From the earliest times, neither prince,

people, nor even prelates were veiy
dutiful to the pope. As the papal

authority made progress, strong resis-

tance was often made to its decrees.

The bishopd of Utrecht were depen-
dent for their wealth and territory

upon the good will of the Emperor.
They were the determined opponents
of Hildebrand, warm adherents of the

Hohenstaufers—GhibeUine rather than

Guelph. Heresy was a plant of eaily

gi-owth in the Netherlands. As early
as the beginning of the twelfth cen-

tury, the notorious Tanchelyn preached
Rt Antwerp, attacking the authority of

the pope and of all other ecclesiastics ;

scoffing at the ceremonies and sacra-

ments of the Church. Unless his cha-

racter and career have been grossly

misrepiesented, he was the most infa-

mous of the many impostors who have
HO often disgraced the cause of reli-

gious reformation. By more than four

centuries, he anticipated the licentious-

ness and gi-eediness manifested by a

series of false prophets, and was the

first to turn both the stupidity of a

]-opulace and the viciousness of a

piiesthood to his own advancement—
an ambition which afterwards reached

its most signal expression in the cele-

brated John of Leyden.
The impudence of Tanchelyn and

the suy)erstition of his followers seem
alike incredible. All Antwerp was his

harem. He levied, likewise, vast suras

upon his converts, and whenever he

appealed in public, his apparel and

])oinp were befitting an emperor. Three
thousand armed satellites escorted his

steps and put t<j death all who resisted

his commands. So grovelling became
the superstitioa of his followers that

they drank of the water in which h«
had washed, and treasured it as a divine
elixir. Advancing still further in hia

experiments upon human credulity, he
announced his approaching marriage
with the Virgin Mary, bade all his cUs-

ciples to the wedding, and exhibited
himself before an immense crowd in

company with an image of his holy
bride. He then ordered the people to

provide for the expenses of the nup-
tials and the dowry of his wife, placing
a coffer upon each side of the image,
to receive tlie contributions of either

sex. Which is the most wonderful
manifestation in the history of this

personage—the audacity of the im-

postor, or the bestiality of his victims ?

His career was so successful in the
Netherlands that he had the effrontery
to proceed to Rome, promulgating what
he called his doctrines as he went. He
seems to have been assassinated by a

priest in an obscure brawl, about the

year 1115.

By the middle of the twelfth cen-

tury, other and purer heresiarchs had
arisen. Many Netherlanders became
converts to the doctrines of Waldo,
From that period until the appear-
ance of Luther, a succession of sects—Waldenses, Albigenses, Perfectists,

Lollards, Poplicans, Arnaldists, Bohe-
mian Brothers—waged perpetual but

unequal warfare with the power and

depravity of the Church, fertilising
with their blood the future field of the
Reformation. Nowhere was the per-
secution of heretics more relentless

than in the Netherlands. Suspected
persons were subjected to various tor-

turing but ridiculous ordeals. After
such trial, death by fire was the usual,

but, perhaps, not the most severe form
of execution. In Flanders, monastic

ingenuity had invented another most

painful punishment for Waldenses and
similar malefactors. A criminal whose

guilt had been established by the hot

iron, hot ploughshare, boiling kettle,

or other logical proof, wa« stripped
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tnd bouud to the stake : he was then

flayed, from the neck to the navel,

while swarms of bees were let loose to

lasten upon his bleeding flesh and
torture him to a death of exquisite

agony.
Nevertheless heresy increased in the

face of oppression. The Scriptures,
translated by Waldo into French, were

rendered into Netherland rhyme, and
the converts to the Yaudois doctrine

increased in numbers and boldness.

At the same time the power and luxury
of the clergy was waxing daily. The

bishopo of Utrecht, no longer the de-

fenders of the people against arbitrary

power, conducted themselves like little

popes. Yielding in dignity neither to

king nor kaiser, they exacted homage
from the most powerful princes of the

Netherlands. The clerical order became
the most privileged of all. The acctised

priest refused to acknowledge the tem-

poral tribunals. The protection of eccle-

siastical edifices was extended over all

criminals and fugitives from justice
—

a beneficent result in those sanguinary

ages, even if its roots were sacerdotal

pride. To establish an accvisation

against a bishop, seventy-two witnesses

were necessary ; against a deacon,

twenty-seven ; against an inferior dig-

nitary, seven; while two were suffi-

cient to convict a layman. The power
to read and write helped the clergy to

much wealth. Privileges and charters

€rom petty princes, gifts and devises

from private persons, were documents
which few, save ecclesiastics, could
draw or dispute. Not content, more-

over, with their territories and their

tithings, the churchmen perpetually
devised new burthens upon the pea-

santry. Ploughs, sickles, horses, oxen,
all implements of husbandry, were
taxed for the benefit of those who
toiled not, but who gathered into bams.
In the course of the twelfth centiuy,

many religious houses, richly endowed
with lands and other property, were
foimded in the Netherlands. Was
hand or voice raised against clerical

encroachment—the priests held ever
m readiness a deadly weapon of de-

fence : a blasting anathema was thim-
dered against their antagoniBt, and

smote him into submission. The dii-

ciplea of Him who ordered his followers

to bless their persecutors, and to love

their enemies, invented such Christian

formidas as these:— " In the name of

the Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost,
tiie blessed Virgin Mary, John the

Baptist, Peter and Paul, and all other
Siiints in Heaven, do we curse and cut
off from our Communion him who has
thus rebelled against us May the
curse strike him in his house, bam,
bed, field, path, city, castle. May he
be cursed in battle, accursed in pray-

ing, in speaking, in silence, in eating,
in drinking, in sleeping. May he be
accursed in hU taste, hearing, smell,
and all his senses. May the cursa

blast his eyes, head, and his body, from
his crown to the soles of his feet. I

conjure you, DevU, and all your imps,
that you take no rest tiU you have

brought him to eternal shame ; tiU he
is destroyed by drowning or hanging,
till he is torn to pieces by wild beasts,
or consumed by fire. Let his children

become orphans, his wife a widow. I

command you. Devil, and all your
unps, that even as I now blow out
these torches, you do immediately ex-

tinguish the light from his eyes. So
be it—30 be it. Amen. Amen." So

speaking, the curser was wont to blow
out two waxen torches which he held
in his hands, and, with this practical

illustration, the anathema was com-

plete.
Sdch insane ravings, even in the

mouth of some impotent beldame,
were enough to excite a shudder, but
in that dreary ep<jch, these curses from
the lips of clergymen were deemed
sufficient to draw down celestial Ught-
ning upon the head, not of the blas-

phemer, but of his victim. Men who
trembled neither at sword nor fire,

cowered like slaves before such horrid

imprecationSjUttered by tonguesgifted,
as it seemed, with superhuman power.
Their feUow-meu 8hi°ank from the

wretches thus blasted, and refused

communication with them as unclean
and abhorred.

By the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury, however, the clerical power wa»

already beginning to decline. It waa
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not the conniption of tlie Cliurcb, but
its enormous wealth, which engendered
the hatred with which it was by
many regarded. Temporal princes and

haughty barons began to dispute the

right of ecclesiastics to enjoy vast

estates, while refusing the burthen of

taxation, and unable to draw a sword
for the common defence. At this

period, the Counts of Flanders, of Hol-

land, and other Netherland sovereigns,
issued decrees, forbidding clerical in-

stitutions from acquiring property, by
devise, gift, purchase, or any other
mode. The downfall of the rapacious
and licentious knights templar in the

provinces and throughout Europe, was
another severe blow administered at

the same time. The attacks upon
Church abuses redoubled in boldness,
as its authority declined. Towards the
end of the fourteenth century, the
doctrines of Wicklif had made great

progress in the land. Early in the

fifteenth, the executions of Huss and
Jerome of Prague produced the Bohe-
mian rebellion. The Pope proclaims a

crusade against the Hussites. Knights
and prelates, esquires and citizens, en-

list in the sacred cause, throughout
Holland and its sister provinces ;

but

many Netherlanders, who had felt the

might of Ziska's arm, come back, feel-

ing more sympathy with the heresy
which they had attacked, than with
the Church for which they had battled.

Meantime, the restrictions imposed
by Netherland sovereigns upon clerical

rights to hold or acquire property, be-

come more stern and more general.
On the other hand, with the invention

of printing, the cause of Reformation
takes a colossal stride in advance. A
Bible, which before had cost five hun-
dred crowns, now costs but five. The

people acquire the power of reading
God's Word, or of hearing it read, for

themselves. The light of truth dispels
the (;loud3 of superstition, as by a new
revelation. The Pope and his monks
are found to bear very often but faint

resemblance to Jesus and his apostles.

Moreover, the instinct of self-interest

sharpens the eye of the public. Many
greedy priests, of lower rank, had
turned shop-keepers in the Ncthor-
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lands, and were gi'owing rich by selling
their wares, exempt from taxatioc, at

a lower rate than lay hucksters could
afibrd. The benefit of clergy, thus

taking the bread from the mouths of

many, excites jealousy; the moi-e bo

as, besides their miscellaneous busi: ess,

the reverend traders have a most 1 icra-

tive branch of commerce from w dich

other merchants are excluded. The
sale of absolutions was the source of

large fortunes to the priests. The
enormous impudence .of this traffic

almost exceeds belief. Throughout the

Netherlands, the price current of the

wares thus ofiered for sale was pub-
lished in every town and village. God's

pardon for crimes already committed,
or about to be committed, was ad: er-

tised according to a graduated tariff.

Thus, poisoning, for example, was al>

solved for eleven ducats, six livrea

toumois. Absolution for incest was
afforded at thirty-six livres, three
ducats. Perjury came to seven Hvres
and three carlines. Pardon for mur-

der, if not by poison, was cheaper.
Even a parricide could buy forgiveness
at God's tribunal at one ducat, four

livres, eight carlines. Henry de Mont-

fort, in the year 1448, purchased ab-

solution for that ci'ime at that price.
Was it strange that a centuiy or so of

this kind of work should produce a

Luther ? Was it unnatural that plain

people, who loved the ancient Church,
should rather desire to see her purged
of such blasphemous abuses, than to

hear of St Peter's dome rising a little

nearer to the clouds on these proceeds
of commuted crime ?

At the same time, while ecclesiasti-

cal abuses are thus augmenting, eccle-

siastical power is diminishing in the
Netherlands. The Church is no longer
able to protect itself against the secu-

lar arm. The halcyon days of ban,

book, and candle are gone. In 1459,
Duke Philip of Burgundy prohibits
the churches from affording protection
to fugitives. Charles the Bold, in

whose eyes nothing is sacred save war
and the means of making it, lays t
heavy impost upon all clerical pro-

perty. Upon being resisted, he en-

forces collection with the armed hand
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The sword and the pen, strength and

intellect, no longer the exclusive ser-

vants or instruments of priestcraft,
are both in open revolt. Charles the

Bold storms one fortress. Doctor Grand-

fort of Groningen batters another.

This learned Frisian, called
" the light

of the world," friend and compatriot
of the great Rudolph Agricola, preaches

throughout the provinces, uttering bold

denunciations of ecclesiastical error.

He even disputes the infallibility of

the Pope, denies the utility of prayers
for the dead, and inveighs against the

whole doctiine of purgatory and abso-

lution.

With the beginning of the sixteenth

century, the great Reformation was

actually alive. The name of Erasmus
of Rotterdam was already celebrated ;

the man who, according to Grotius,
" so well shewed the road to a reason-

able reformation." But if Erasmus
shewed the road, he certainly did not

travel far upon it himself. Perpetual
type of the quietist, the moderate

man, he censured the errors of the

Church with discrimination and gentle-

ness, as if Borgianism had not been too

long rampant at Rome, as if men's
minds throughout Christendom were
not too deeply stirred to be satisfied

with mild rebukes against sin, espe-

cially when the mild rebuker was in

receipt of livings and salaries from the
sinner. Instead of rebukes, the age
wanted reforms. The Sage of Rotter-

dam was a keen observer, a shrewd

satirist, but a moderate moralist. He
loved ease, good company, the soft re-

pose of princely palaces, better than a
life of martyrdom and a death at the
stake. He was not of the stuff of

which martyrs are made, as he hund-

Bomely confessed on more than one
occasion. " Let others affect naiiyr-
dom," he said

;

" for myself I am un-

worthy of the honour." And at another

time,
"

I am not of a mind," he ob-

served, "to venture my hfe for the
truth's sake

;
all men have not strength

to endure the martyr's death. For

myself, if it came to the point, I should
do no better than Simon Peter." Mo-
derate in all things, he would have
liked, he said, to Uve without eating

and diinking, although be Jiover found
it convenient to do so, and he rejoiced
when atlvancing age diminished hia

tendency to other carnal pleasures in

which he had modei-ately indulged.

Although awake to the abuses of the

Church, he thought Luther going too

fast and too far. He began by applaud-

ing
—ended by censui'ing the monk of

Wittenberg. The Reformation might
have been delayed for centuries hatl

Erasmus and other moderate men been
the only reformers. He will long be
honour^ for his elegant Latinity. In
the republic of letters, his efforts to

infuse a pure taste, a sound criticism,

a love for the beautiful and the classic,

in place of the owlish pedantry which
had so long flapped and hooted through
mediaeval cloisters, will always be held

in grateful reverence. In the history
of the religious Reformation, his name
seems hardly to deserve the commen-
dations of Grotius.

As the schism yawns, more and more

ominously, throughout Christendom,
the Emperor naturally trembles. An-
xious to save the state, but being no

antique Roman, he wishes to close the

gulf, but with more convenience to

himself. He conceives the highly ori-

ginal plan of combining Church and

Empire vmder one crown. This is

Maximilian's scheme for Church refor-

mation. An hereditary papacy, a per-

petual pope-emperor, the Charlemagne
and Hildebrand systems united and

simplified
—thus the world may yet be

saved. "Nothing more honourable,
nobler, better, could happen to us,"
writes Maximilian to Paul Liohtenstein

(16th Sept. 1511), "than to re-annex
th'j said popedom—which properly be-

longs to us—to our empire. Cardinal
Adrian approves our reasons and encou-

rages ua to proceed, being of opinion
that we should not have much trouble

with the cardinals. It is much to be
feared that the Pope may die of hia

present sickness. He has lost his appe-
tite, and fills himself with so much
drink that his health is destroyed. Aa
such matters cannot be arranged with-
out money, we have promised the car-

dinals, whom we expect to bring over,

300,000 ducats, which we shall raise
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from tlie Fuggers, and make payable
in Rome upon the appointed day."

These business-like arrangements he

commvmicates, two days afterwards, in

a secret letter to his daughter Mar-

garet, and already exults at his future

eminence, both in this world and the
next.

" We are sending Monsieur de

Gurce," he says,
"
to make an agree-

ment with the Pope, that we may be
taken as coadjutor, in order that, upon
his death, we may he sure of the pa-

pact/, and, afterwards, of hccoming a
taint. After my decease, therefore,

you will be constrained to adore me, of

which / shall be very proud. I am be-

ginning to work upon the cardinals, in

which affair two or three hundred
thousand ducats will be of gi-eat ser-

vice." The letter was signed,
" From

the hand of your good father, Maximi-

lian, /«^«re Pope."
These intrigues are not destined,

however, to be successful. Pope Ju-
lius lives two years longer : Leo the

Tenth succeeds; and, as Medici are

not much prone to Church reforma-

tion, some other scheme, and perhaps
some other reformer, may be Wanted.

Meantime, the traffic in bulls of abso-

lution becomes naore horrible than
ever. Money must be raised to supply
the magnificent extravagance of Rome.

Accordingly, Christians throughout
Europe are offered, by papal autho-

rity, guarantees of forgiveness for

every imaginable sin,
" even for the

rape of God's mother, if that were pos-

sible," together with a promise of life

eternal in Paradise, all upon payment
of the price affixed to each crime. The
Netherlands, like other countries, are

districted and farmed for the collec-

tion of this papal revenue. Much of

the money thus raised remains in the

hands of the vile collectors. Sincere

Catholics, who love and honour the

ancient religion, shrink with horror at

the spectacle offered on every side.

Criminals buying Paradise for money,
monks spending the money thus paid in

gaming-houses, taverns, and brothels
;

this seems, to those who have studied

their Testaments, a different scheme
of salvation from the one promulgated
by Christ. There has evidently been

Dutch RepxihUc
a departure from the system of earlier

apostles. Innocent conservative souls

are much perplexed ; but, at last, all

these infamies arouse a giant to do
battle with the giant wrong. Mijtin
Luther enters the lists, all alone,
armed only with a quiver filled with

ninety-five propositions, and a bow
which can send them all over Christen-

dom with incredible swiftness. With-
in a few weeks the ninety-five proposi-
tions have flown through Germany,
the Netherlands, Spain, and are found
in Jerusalem.

At the beginning, Erasmus en-

courages the bold friar. So long as

the axe is not laid at the foot of the

tree which bears the poisonous but

golden fruit, the moderate man ap-

plauds the blows. " Luther's cause is

considered odious," writes Erasmus to

the Elector of Saxony,
" because he

has, at the same time, attacked the

bellies of the monks and the bulls of

the Pope." He complains that the

zealous man had been attacked with

railing, but not with arguments. Ho
foresees that the work will have a

bloody and turbulent result, but im-

putes the principal blame to the clergj'.
" The priests talk," said he,

"
of ab-

solution in such terms, that laymen
cannot stomach it. Luther has been
for nothing moi-e censured than for

making little of Thomas Aquinas ;
for

wishing to diminish the absolution

traffic; for having a low opinion of

mendicant orders, and for respecting
scholastic opinions less than the gos-

pels. All this is considered intolerable

heresy."
Erasmus, howerer, was offenduig

both parties. A swarm of monks wer<^

already buzzing about him for the

bold language of his Commentarie.-^

and Dialogues. He was called Eras-

mus for his errors—Anvsmus because

he would plough up sacred things—
Erasinus because he had written him-

self an ass—Behemoth, Antichrist, and

many other names of similar \m\ ort.

Lutlier was said to have bought the

deadly seed in his barn. The egg had

been laid by Erasmus, hatched by
Luther. On the other hand, he wjia

revil,-vl for not taking side manfully
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with the reformer. The moderate

man received much denunciation from

realots on either side. He soon clears

himself, however, from all suspicions
of Lutheranism. He is appalled at

the fierce conflict which rages far and

wide. He becomes querulous as the

mighty besom sweeps away sacred

dust and consecrated cobwebs. " lien

should not attempt everything at

once," he writes,
" but rather step by

step. That which men cannot improve
they must look at through the fingers.

If the godlessness of mankind requires
such fierce physicians as Luther, if

man cannot be healed with soothing
ointments and cooling drinks, let us

hope that God will comfort, as repent-

ant, those whom He ha5 punished as

rebellious. H the dove of Christ—
not the owl of Minerva—would only

fly to us, some measure might be put
to the madness of mankind."
Meantime the - man, whose talk is

not of doves and owls, the fierce phy-
sician, who deals not with ointments

and cooling draughts, strides past the

crowd of gentle quacks to smite the

fold disease. Devils, thicker than tiles

on house-tops, scare him not from his

work. Bans and bulls, excommunica-
tions and decrees, are rained upon his

head. The paternal Emperor sends

down dire edicts, thicker than haU

upon the earth. The Holy Father
blasts and raves from Rome. Louvain
doctors denounce, Louvain hangmen
bum the bitter blasphemoiis books.

The inamoderate man stands firm in

the storm, demanding argimient in-

stead of illogical thimder; shews the

hangmen and the people too, outside

the Elster gate at Wittenberg, that

papal bulls will blaze as merrily as

heretic scrolls. What need of allusion

to events which changed the world—
which every child has learned—to the
war of Titans, uprooting of hoary trees

and rock-nbbed hills, to the Worms
Diet. Peasant wars, the Patmos of

Eisenach, and huge wrestlings with
the Devil ?

Imperial edicts are soon employed
to suppress the Reformation iv the
Netherlands by force. The provinces, I

unfortvmately, arc the private property [

of Charles, his paternal inheritance;
and most paternally, according to hia

view of the matter, does he deal with
them. Germany cannot be treated

thus summarily, not being his heri-

tage.
" As it appears," says the edict

of 1521, "that the aforesaid Martin ia

not a man, but a devil under the form
of a man, and clothed in the dress of

a priest, the better to bring the human
race to hell and damnation, therefore

all his disciples and converts are to be

punished with death and forfeiture of

all their goods." This was succinct

and intelligible. The bloody edict,
issued at Worms, without even a pre-
tence of sanction by the estates, was
earned into immediat* effect. The

papal inquisition was introduced into

the provinces to assist its operations.
The bloody work, for which the reign
of Charles is mainly distinguished in

the Netherlands, now began. In 1523,

July 1st, two Augustine monks were
burned at Brussels, the first victims

to Lutheranism in the provinces.
Erasmus observed, with a sigh, that
"two had been burned at Brussels,
and that the city now began strenu-

ously to favovir Lutheranism."

Pope Adrian the Sixth, the Nether-
land boat-maker's son and the Em-
peror's ancient tutor, was sufiBcientiy
alive to the sins of churchmen. The
humble scholar of Utrecht was, at

least, no Borgia. At the diet of Nu-
remberg, summoned to put down
Luther, the honest Pope declared

roundly, through the Bishop of Fa-

briane, that " these disorders had

spnmg from the sins of men, more
especially from the sins of priests and
prelates. Even in the holy chair,"
said he,

"
many horrible crimes have

been committed. Many abuses have

grown up in the ecclesiastical state.

The contagious disease, spreading from
the head to the members—from the

Pope to lesser prelates
—has spread far

and wide, so that scarcely any one is

to be foimd who does right, and who
is free from infection. Neverthelesi?,
the evils have become so ancient and
manifold, that it will be necessary to

go step by step."
In those p^vssionate days, the ardeut
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reformers were as much outraged by
this pregnant confession as the ecclc-

eiastics. It would indeed be a slow

process, they thought, to move stup

by step in the Reformation, if between
each step a whole century was to in-

tervene. In vain did the gentle pon-
tiflF call upon Erasmus to assuage the

stormy sea with his smooth rhetoric.

The Sage of Rotterdam was old and

sickly; his day was over. Adrian's

head, too, languishes beneath the triple
crown but twenty months. He dies

13th Sept. 1523, having an-ived at the

conviction, according to his epitaph,
that the greatest misfortune of his life

was to have reigned.
Another edict, published in the

Netherlands, forbids all private assem-
bhes for devotion; all reading of the

Scriptures; all discussions within one's

own doors concerning faith, the sacra-

ments, the papal authority, or other

religious matter, under penalty of

death. The edicts were no dead letter.

The fires were kept constantly supplied
tvith human fuel, by monks who knew
the art of burning reformers better

than that of arguing with them. The
scaffold was the most conclusive of

syllogisms, and used upon all occasions.
^

Still the people remained miconvinced.
Thousands of burned heretics had not
made a single convert.

A fresh echct renewed and sharpened
the punishment for reading the Scrip-

tures in private or pubhc. At the

same time, the violent personal alter-

cation between Luther and Erasmus

upon iDredestination, together with the

bitter dispute between Luther and

Zwingli concerning the real presence,
did more to impede the progress of

the Reformation than ban or edict,

sword or fire. The spirit of humanity
hung her head, finding that the bold

reformer had only a new dogma in

place of the old ones, seeing that Dis-

senters, in their turn, were sometimes
as ready as Papists, with axe, fagot,
and excommunication. In 1526, Felix

Mants, the Anabaptist, is drowned at

Zurich, in obedience to Zwingli's pithy
formula—Qui iterum mergit mergatur.
Thus the Anabaptists, upon their first

appearance, ware exposed to the fires

of the Church, and the water of tho

Zwmglians.
There is no doubt that the Anabap-

tist delusion was so ridiculous and so

loathsome, as to p£.lliate, or at least

render intelligible, the wrath with
which they were regarded by all parties.
The turbulence of the sect was alarm-

ing to constituted authorities, its bes-

tiality disgraceful to the cause of reli-

gious reformation. The leaders were

among the most depraved of human
creatures, as much distinguished for

licentiousness, blasphemy, and cruelty,
as their followers for grovelUng super-
stition. The evil spirit driven out of

Luther seemed, in orthodox eyes, to

have taken possession of a herd of

swine. The Geraians, Muncer and

Hoffmann, had been succeeded, as

chief prophets, by a Dutch balder,

named Matthiszoon, of Harlem; who
announced himself as Enoch. Chief
of this man's disciples was the notori-

ous John Boccold of Leyden. Under
the government of this prophet, the

Anabaptists mastered the city of Mun-
f-ter. Here they confiscated property,

plundered churches, violated females,
murdered men who refused to' join the

gang, and, in brief, practised all the

enormities which humanity alone can

conceive or perpetrate. The prophet

proclaimed himself King of Sion, and
sent out apostles to preach his doctrines

in Germany and the Netherlanda

Polygamy being a leading article of

the system, he exemplified the prin-

ciple by marrying fourteen wives. Of
these the beautiful widow of Matthis-

zoon was chief, was called the Queen
of Sion, and wore a golden crown. The

prophet made many fruitless efforts to

seiize Amsterdam and Leyden. The
armed invasion of the Anabaptists was

repelled, but their contagious madness

spread. The plague broke forth in Am-
sterdam. On a cold winter'snight (Feb-

ruary 1535), seven men and five women,
inspired by the Holy Ghost, threw off

their clothes and rushed naked and rav-

ingthroughthe streets, shrieking, "Wo,
wo, wo ! the wrath of God, the wrath
of God !

" When arrested, they ob-

stinately refused to put on clothing.
" We arc," they observed,

" tho jvikcd
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truth." In a day or two, these furious
;

lunatics, who certainly deserved a mad- i

house rather than the scaffold, were aU

executed. The numbers of the sect

increasedwith the martj-rdom to which

they were exposed, and the disorder

spread to every part of the Nether-

lands. Many were put to death in
|

lingering torments, but no perceptible
^

efifect was produced by the chastise-
;

mentb Meantime the great chief of .

the sect, the prophet John, was de- I

feated by the forces of the Bishop of
|

Munster, who recovered his city, and i

caused the "
T^ing of Sion

"
to be i

pinched to death with red-hot tongs. |

Unfortunately the severity of go-
|

vemment was not wreaked alone upon !

the prophet and his mischieTous '

crew. Thousands and ten thousands i

of virtuous well-disposed men and

women, who had as little sympathy i

with anabaptistical as with Roman de-
|

pravity were butchered in cold blood,
;

under the sanguinary rule of Charles, ,

in the Netherlands. In 1533, Queen
Dowager Maiy of Hungary, sister of

the Emperor, R^ent of the provinces,
the " Christian widow

"
admired by

Erasmus, wrote to her brother that
,

' in her opinion all heretics, whether 1

refientant or not, should be prosecuted !

with such severity as that error might
be at once extingiiished. care beiog

only taken that the provinces were not

entirely depopulated." With this hu-

mane iimitataon, the " Christian wi-

dow "
cheerfully set herself to super-

intend as foul and wholesale a system
of murder as was ever organised. In

1535 ^1 imperial edict was isued at

Brussels, condemning all heretics to

death ; repentant males to be executed
with tie Bword, repentant females to

be buried alive, the obstinate of both

sexes to be burned. This and mmilar

edicts were the law of the land for

twenty years, and rigidly enforced.

Imperial and papal persecution conti-

nued its daUy deadly work with such

diligence, as to make it doubtful whe-

ther the limits set by the Regent Mary
might not be overstepped. In the

midst of the carnage, the Emperor
sent for his son Philip, that he might
receive the fealty of the Netherlands

as their future lord and master. Con-

temporaneously a new edict was pub-
lished at Brussels (29th April 1549),

confirming and re-enacting all previous
decrees in their most severe provisions.
Thus stood religious matters in the

Netherlands at ^e epoch of the impe*
rial abdication.

XIII.

The civil institutions of the country
had assumed their last provincial form,
in the Biugundo-Austrian epoch. As

already st^ed, their tendency, at a
later period a vicious one, was to sub-

Btitute fictitious personages for men.
A chain of corporations was woimd
about the Uberty of the Netherlands;

yet that liberty had been originally
sustained by the system in which it

one day might be strangled. The

spirit of local self-government, always
the life-blood of Hberty, was often ex-

cessive in its manifestations. The cen-

trifugal force had been too much deve-

loped, and, combining with the mutxial

j^oujy of corporations, had often

made the nation weak against a com-
mon foe. Instead of popular rights
there were state rights, for the large

cities, with extensive dLstricfca and "vil-

lages under their government, were

rather petty states than municipalities.

Although the suprerce legislative and
executive functions belonged to the

sovereign, yet each city made its by-
laws, and possessed, b^de, a body of

statutes and r^ulations, made from
time to time by its own authority and
confirmed by the prince. Thus a large

portion, at least, of the nation shared

practically in the l^jislative functiMis,

which, technically, it did not claim;
nor had the req\iirements of society
made constant legislation so necessary,
as that to exclude the people from the

work was to enslave the country.
There was popular power enough to

I

effect much good, but it was widely
I scattered, and, at the same time, con<

I

fined in artificial forms. The gtulds
were vassals of the towns, the towns

j

vassals of the feudal lord. The guild
voted in the " broad council

"
of the
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«ity aa one person; the city vote<l in

the estates as one person. The peon i«

of the United Netherlands was tne

personage yet to be invented. It was
a privilege, not a right, to exercise a

handiwork, or to participate in the
action of government. Yet the mass
of privdleges was so large, the share-

holders so numerous, that practically
the towns were republics. The go-
vernment was in the hands of a large
number of the people. Industry and

intelligence led to wealth and power.
This was great progress from the ge-
neral servitude of the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, an immense barrier

against arbitrary rule. Loftier ideas

of human rights, larger conceptions of

commerce, have taught mankind, in

later days, the difference between li-

berties and liberty, between guilds
and free competition. At the same
time it was the principle of mercantile

association, in the middle ages, which

protected the infant steps of human
freedom and human industry against
violence and wrong. Moreover, at this

period, the tree of municipal life was
still gi-een and vigorous. The health-

ful flow of sap from the humblest roots

to the most verdurous branches indi-

cated the internal soundness of the

core, and provided for the constant

development of exterior strength. The
road to political influence was open to

all, not by right of birth, but through
honourable exertion of heads and
hands.

The chief city of the Netherlands,
the commercial capital of the world,
was Antwerp. In the north and east

of Europe, the Hanseatic league had
withered with the revolution in com-

merce. At the South, the splendid
marble channels, through which the

overland India trade had been con-

ducted from the Mediterranean by afew

stately cities, were now dry, the great,

aqueducts ruinous and deserted. Ve-

rona, Venice, Nm-emberg, Augsburg,

Bruges, were sinking; but Antwer^i,
with its deep and convenient river,

stretched its arm to the ocean, and

caught the golden prize as it fell from

its sister cities' grasp. The city was
8o ancient that its genealogists, with

ridiculous gravity, aacended to a period
two centuries before the Trojan war,
and discovered a giant, rejoicing in

the classic name of Antigonus, estab-

lished on the Scheld. This patriarch
exacted one-half the merchandise of

all navigators who passed his castle,
and was accustomed to amputate and
cast into the river the right hands of

those who infringed this simple tariff.

Thus Hand-wei'pen, hand-throwing,
became Antwerp, and hence, two hands
in the escutcheon of the city were
ever held up in heraldic attestation of

the ti-uth. The giant was, in his turn,
thrown into the Scheld by a hero
named Brabo, from whose exploit*
Brabant derived its name

;

" de quo
Brabonica tellus." But for these anti-

quarian researches, a simpler derivation

of the name would seem an t' weif,
"on the wharf." It had now become
the principal entrepot and exchange
of Europe. The Fuggers, Velsens,

Ostetts, of Germany, the Gualterotti

and Bonvisi of Italy, and many other

great mercantile houses, were there

established. No city, except Paris,

surpassed it in population, none ap-

proached it in commercial splendour.
Its government was very free. The

sovereign, as Marquis of Antwerp, waa

solemnly sworn to govern according to

the ancient chartersand laws. The stad-

holder, as his representative, shared

his authority with the four estates of

the city. The Senate of eighteen
members was appointed by the stad-

holder out of a qutidruple number
nominated by the Senate itself and by
the fourth body, called the Borgerj'.
Half the board was thus renewed an-

nually. It exercised executive and

appellate judicial functioriS, appointed
two burgomasters, and two pension-
aries or legal councillors, and also se-

lected the lesser magistrates or officials

of the city. The board of ancient or

ex-senators held their seats cx-oj/ido.

The twenty-six ward masters, ap-

pointed, two from each ward, by the

Senate on nomination by the vvard.s,

formed the third estate. Their espe-

cial business was to enrol the militia,

and to attend to its mustering and

training. The deans of the guilds,
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guild, selected by the Senate, from a

triple list of candidates presented by
the guilds, composed the fourth estate.

This influential body was always as-

Bcmbled in the broad-council of the

city. Their duty was likewise to con-

duct the examination of candidates

claiming admittance to any guild and

offering specimens of art or handiwork,
to superintend the general affairs of

the guilds and to regulate disputes.
There were also two important func-

tionaries, representing the king in cri-

minal and civil matters. The Vicarius

capitalis, Scultetua, Schout, Sheriff, or

Margrave, took precedence of all magis-
trates. His business was to superin-
tend crimina. arrests, trials, and execu-

tions. The Vicarius civilis was called

the Amman, and his office correspond-
ed with that of the Podest^ in the

Frisian and Italian republics. His
duties were nearly similar in civil, to

those of his colleague in criminal

matters.

These four branches, with their

functionaries and dependents, com-

posed the commonwealth of Antwerp.
Assembled together in council, they
constituted the great and general court.

No tax could be imposed by the sove-

reign, except with consent of the four

branches, aJl voting separately.
The personal and domiciliary rights

of the citizen were scrupulously guard-
ed. The Schout could only make ar-

rests with the Burgomaster's warrant,
and was obliged to bring the accused,
within three days, before the judges,
whose courts were open to the public.
The condition of the population was

prosperous. There were but few poor,
and those did not seek, but were sought
by the almoners. The schools were
excellent and cheap. It was difficult

to find a child of sufficient age who
could not read, write, and speak at

least two languages. The sons of the
wealthier citizens completed their edu-

cation at Louvain, Douay, Paris, or

Padua.
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The city itself was one of the meet
beautifxil in Europe. Placed upon a

plain along the banks of the Scheld,

shaped like a bent bow with the river

for its string, it enclosed within its

walls some of the most splendid edi-

fices in Christendom. The world-re-

nowned church of Notre Dame; the

stately Exchange, where five thousand
merchants daily congregated, proto-

type of all similar establishments

throughout the world; the capacious
mole and port, where twenty-five hun-
dred vessels were often seen at once,
and where five hundred made their

daily entrance or departure, were all

establishments which it would have
been difficult to rival in any other part
of the world.

From what has already been said of

the municipal institutions of the coun-

try, it may be inferred that the powers
of the estates-general were limited.

The members of that congress were
not representatives chosen by the peo-

ple, but merely a few ambassadors
from individual provinces. This indi-

viduality was not always composed of

the same ingredients. Thus, Holland
consisted of two members or branches—the nobles and the six chief cities;
Flanders of four branches—the cities,

namely, of Ghent, Bruges, Ypres, and
the " freedom of Bruges;" Brabant, of

Louvain, Brussels, Bois le Due, and

Antwerp, four great cities, without re-

presentation of nobility or clergy ; Ze-

land, of one clerical person, the Abbot
of Middelburg, one noble, the Mar-

quis of Veer and Vliessingen, and six

chief cities ; Utrecht, of three branches—the nobility, tha clergy, and five

cities. These and other provinces,
constituted in similar manner, were

supposed to be actually present at the
diet when assembled. The chief busi-

ness of the states-general was financial;
the sovereign, or his stadholder, only
obtaining supplies by making a request
in person, while any single city, aa

branch of a province, had a right to
refuse the grant.

XIV.
Education had felt the onward move- 1 The whole system was, however, per»

ment of the country and the timea
|
vaded by the monastic spirit, which
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had originally preserved all learning
from annihilation, but which now kept
it wrapped in the ancient cerecloths,
and stiffening in the stony sarcophagus
of a bygone age. The University of

Louvain was the chief hterary institu-

tion in the provinces. It had been
established in 1423 by Duke John IV.
of Brabant. Its government consisted

of a President and Senate, forming a

close corporation, which had received

from the founder all his own authority,
and the right to supply its own vacan-

cies. The five faculties of law, canon

law, medicine, theology, and the arts,
were cultivated at the institution.

There was, besides, a high school for

under graduates, divided into four
classes. The place reeked with pe-

dantry, and the character of the uni-

versity naturally diffused itself through
other scholastic establishments. Ne-

vertheless, it had done and was doing
much to preserve the love for profoiiud

learning, while the rapidly advancing
spirit of commerce was attended by
Rn ever-increasing train of humanising
arts.

The standard of culture in those

flourishing cities was elevated, com-

pared with that observed in many
parts of Europe. The children of the

wealthier classes enjoyed great faci-

lities for education in all the great

capitals. The classics, music, and the

modern languages, particularly the

French, wei-e universally cultivated.

Nor was intellectual cultivation con-

fined to the higher orders. On the

contrary, it was diffused to a remark-

able degree among the hard-working
artisans and handicraftsmen of the

great cities.

For the principle of association had
not confined itself exclusively to poli-

tics and trade. Besides the numerous

guilds by which citizenship was ac-

quired in the various cities, were many
other societies for mutual improve-
ment, support, or recreation. The

great secret architectural or masonic
brotherhood of Gei-many, that league
to which the artistic and patient com-

pletion of the magnificent works of

Gothic architecture in the middle ages
Ip mainly to b» attributed, had its
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branches in Nether Germany, and ex-

plains the presence of so many splendid
and elaborately-finished churches in

the provinces. There were also mili-

tary sodalities of musketeers, cross-

bowmen, archers, swordsmen in every
town. Once a year these clubs kept
holiday, choosing a king, who was se-

lected for his prowess and skill in the
use of various weapons. These festi-

vals, always held with great solemnity
and rejoicing, were accompanied by
many exhibitions of archery and

swordsmanship. The people were not

likely, therefore, voluntarily to aban-

don that privilege and duty of free-

men, the right to bear arms, and the

power to handle them.
Another and most important collec-

tion of brotherhoods were the so-called

guilds of Rhetoric, which existed, in

greater or less number, in all the prin-

cipal cities. These were associations

of mechanics, for the purpose of amus-

ing their leisure with poetical effusions,
dramatic and musical exhibitions,
theatrical processions, and other harm-
less and not inelegant recreations.

Such chambers of rhetoric came origi-

nally in the fifteenth century from
France. The fact that in their very
title they confounded rhetoric with

poetry and the drama, indicates the

meagre attainments of these early
"
Rederykers." In the outset of their

career they gave theatrical exhibitions.
"
King Herod and his Deeds " was

enacted in the cathedral at Utrecht in

1418. The associations spread with

great celerity throughout the Nether-

lands, and as they were all connected

with each other, and hi habits of perio-
dical intercourse, these humble links

of literature were of great value in

drawing the people of the provinces
into closer union. They became, like-

wise, important political engines. As

early as the time of Philip the Good,
their songs and lampoons became so

offensive to the arbitrary notions of

the Burgundian government, as to

cause the societies to be prohiVjited.

It was, however, out of the sovereign's

power permanently to suppress insti-

tutions which already partook of the

character of the modern periodical
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becoming members of them in peraon.
Like the players, the Rhetoricians

were the brief abstract and chronicle

of the time, and neither prince nor

private person desired th^ir ill report.
It had, indeed, been Philip's intention

poreaa
combined \vitb functions resem-

bling the show and licence of the

Athenian drama. Viewed from the

Btand-point of literary criticism, their

productions were not very commend-

able, and perhaps smacked of the

hammer, the yard-stick, and the pin-
j

to convert them into engines for the

cers. Yet, if the style of these luca

brations was often depraved, the arti
arbitrary purposes of his house, but

fortunately the publicly-organised 30-

sans rai-ely received a better example
'

cieties were not the enly chambera.

from the literary institutions above On the contrary, the unchartered

them. It was not for guilds of me-

chanics to give the tone to literature,

nor were their efforts in more execrable

taste than the emanations from the

pedants of Louvain. The " Rhetori-

cians" are not responsible for all the

bad taste of their generation. The

gravest historians of the Netherlands

often reUeved their elephantine la-

bours by the most asinine gambols,
and it was not to be expected that

these bustling weavere and cutlers

should excel their literary superiors in

taste or elegance.

Philip the Fair enrolled himself as

a member in one of these societies. It

may easily be inferred, therefore, that

they had already become bodies of re-

cognised importance. The rhetorical

chambers existed in the most obscure

villages. The number of yards of

Flemish poetry annually manufactured
and consumed throughout the pro-
vinces almost exceeds belief. The
societies had regidar constitutions.

Their presiding officers were called

kings, princes, captains, archdeacons,
or rejoiced in similar high-soimding
names. Each chamber had its trea-

surer, its buffoon, and its standard-

bearer for public processions. Each
had its pecvdiar title or blazon, as the

Lily, the Marigold, or the Violet, with
an appropriate motto. By the year
1493, the associations had become so

important, that Philip the Fair sum-
moned them all to a general assembly
at ilechlin. Here they were organised,
and formally incorporated under the

general supervision of an upper or
mother society of Rhetoric, consisting
of fifteen members, and called by the
title of "Jesus with the balsam flower."

The sovereigns were always anxious
to eonciliate these influential guilds by

guilds were the most numerous and

influential. They exeroL«ftd a vast in-

fluence upon the progress of the reli-

gious reformation, and the subsequent
revolt of the Netherlands. They ridi-

culed, with their farces and their sa-

tires, the vices of the clergy. They
dramatised tyranny for public execra-

tion. It was also not surprising, that

among the leaders of the wild Anabap-
tists who disgraced the great revolu-

tion in Church and State by their

hideous antics, should be found many
who, like Da\-id of Delft, John of Ley-
den, and others, had been members of

rhetorical chambers. The genius for

mummery and theatrical exhibitions,

transplanted from its sphere, and ex-

erting itself for purposes of fraud and

licentiousness, was as baleful in its

effects as it was healthy in its original
manifestations. Such exhibitions were
but the excrescences of a system which
had borne good fruit. These Hterary

guilds befitted and denoted a people
which was alive, a people which had
neither sunk to sleep in the lap of ma-
terial prosperity, nor abased itself in

the sty of ignorance and political ser-

vitude. The spirit of liberty pervaded
these rude but not illiterate assemblies,

and her fair proportions were distinct-

ly visible, even through the some-

what grotesque garb which she thus

assumed.
The great leading recreations which

these chambers afforded to themselves

and the public, were the periodic jubi-
lees which they celebrated in various

capital cities. All the guilds of rheto-

ric throughout the Netherlands were
then invited to partake and to compete
in magnificent processions, brilliant

costumes, living pictures, charades,

,
and other animated, glittering groupe.
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and in trials of di-amatic and poetic
skill, all arranged under the superin-
tendence of the particular association

which in the preceding year had
borne away the prize. Such jubilees
were called "

Land-jewels."
From the amusements of a people

may be gathered much that is neces-

sary for a proper estimation of its cha-

racter. No unfavourable opinion can
be formed as to the cultm-e of a na-

tion whose weavers, smiths, gardeners,
and traders found the favoiu'ite amuse-
ment of their holidays in composing
and enacting tragedies or farces, recit-

ing their own verses, or in personify-

ing moral and sesthetic sentiments by
ingeniously-arranged groups, or gorge-
ous habiliments. The cramoisy velvets

and yellow satin doublets of the court,
the gold-brocaded mantles of priests
and princes are often but vulgar dra-

pery of little historic worth. Such
costumes thrown around the swart

figures of hard-working artisans, for

literary and artistic purposes, have a

real significance, and are worthy of a

closer examination. Were not these

amusements of the Netherlanders as

elevated and humanising as the con-

temporary bull-fights and autos-da-f^

of Spain ? What place in history does
the gloomy bigot merit who, for the

love of Christ, converted all these gay
cities into shambles, and changed the

glittering processions of their Laud-
iewels into fettered marches to the

BcafTold ?

Thus fifteen ages have passed away,
and in the place of a horde of savages,

living among swamps and thickets,

Bwarm three millions of people, the

most industrious, the most prosperous,

perhaps the most intelligent under
the sun. Their cattle, grazing on the

bottom of the sea, are the finest in

Europe, their agricultural products of

more exchangeable value than if nature
had made their land to overflow with
wine and oil. Their navigators are the

boldest, their mercantile marine the

most powerful, their merchants the

most enterprising in the world. Hol-

land and Flanders, peopled by one race,

vie with each other in the pursuits of

civiliaatior- The Flemish skill in the .
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mechanical and in the fine arts ia

imrivalled. Belgian miisicians delight
and instruct other nations. Belgian
pencils Lave, for a century, caused the
canvas to glow with colours and com-
binations never seen before. Flemish
fabrics are exported to all parts of

Europe, to the East and West Indies,
to Africa. The splendid tapestries,

silks, linens, as well as the more homely
and useful manufactures of the Nether-

lands, are prized throughout the world.

Most ingenious, as they had already
been described by the keen-eyed Caesar,
in imitating the arts of other nations,
the skilful artificers of the country at

Louvain, Ghent, and other places, re-

produce the shawls and silks of India
with admirable accuracy.

Their national industry wjvs untir-

ing ;
their prosperity unexampled ;

their love of liberty indomitable ;
their

pugnacity proverbial. Peaceful in their

pursuits, phlegmatic by temperament,
the Netherlanders were yet the most

belligerent and excitable population of

Europe. Two centuries of civil war
had but thinned the ranks of each

generation without quenching the hot

spirit of the nation.

The women were distinguished by
beauty of form and vigour of constitu-

tion. Accustomed from childhood to

converse freely with all classes and
yexes in the daily walks of life, and to

travel on foot or horseback from one
town to another without escoi-t and
without fear, they had acquired man-
ners more frank and independent than
those of women in other lands, while

their morals were pure and their de-

corum undoubted. The prominent
part to be sustained by the women of

Holland in many dramas of the revolu-

tion would thus fitly devolve upon a

class enabled by nature and education

to conduct themselves with courage.
Within the little circle which encloses

the seventeen provinces are 208 walled

cities, many of them among the mott

stately in Christendom, 150 chari.ojred

towns, 6300 villages, with their watch-

towers and steeples, besides nuruerous

other more insignificant hamlets; the

whole guarded by a belt of sixty for-

tresses of surpassing strength.
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Tims 5n thi3 rapid sketch of the

course and development of the Nether-

land nation during sixteen centuries,

we have seen it ever marked by one

prevailing characteristic, one master-

passion
—the love of liberty, the in-

stinct of self-government. Laigely

compounded of the bravest Teutonic

elements, Batavian and Frisian, the

race ever battles to the death with

tyranny, organises extensive revolts in

the age of Vespasian, maintair-s a par-
tial independence even agai~:t the

sagacious dominion of Charlrmagne,
refuses in Friesland to accept t?Jo papal

yoke or feudal chain, and, throughout
he dark ages, struggles resolutely to-

>' ards the Ught, wresting from a series

cf petty sovereigns a gradual and prac-
tical recognition of the claims of

humanity. With the advent of the

Burgimdian family, the power of the

.ommons has reached so high a point,
that it is able to measure itself, im-

daunted, with the spirit of arbitrary

rule, of which that engrossing and

tyrannical house is the embodiment.
For more than a century the struggle
for freedom, for civic life, goes on

;

Philip the Good, Charles the Bold,

Mary's husband Maximilian, Charles

v., in turn, assailing or imdermining
the btdwarks raised, age after age,

against the despotic jorinciple TJif^

combat 13 ever renewed. Lil^erty,

often crushed, rises again aul .'igain

from her native earth with redoubletl

energy. At last, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, a new and more powerful spirit,

the genius of religious freedom, comes
to participate in the great conflict.

Arbitrary power, incarnated in the

second Charlemagne, assails the new
combination with unscrupulous, un-

forgiving fierceness. Venerable civic

] magistrates, haltered, grovel in sack-

j

cloth and ashes ; innocent religious
reformers bum in holocausts. By the

I
middle of the century, the battle rages

I

more fiercely than ever. In the httlfe

Xetherland territory, Humanity, bleed-

ing but not killed, still stands at bay
and defies the hunters. The two great

powers have been gathering strength
for centuries. They are soon t*) be
matched in a longer and more deter-

mined combat than the world had
ever seen. The emperor is about to

leave the stage. The provinces, sn

passionate for nationality, for muni-

cipal freedom, for religious reforma-

tion, are to become the property of

an utter stranger ;
a prince foreign

to their blood, their tongue, their

religion, their whole habits of life and

thought. »

Such was the political, rehgious, ami
social condition of a nation who were
m-.v to witness a new and momentoua

spcctaclf!.
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On the 25th day of October 1555, the
estates of the Netherlands were assem-
bled m the great hall of the palace at

Brussels.^ They had been summoned
to be the witnesses and the guarantees
of the abdication which Charles V. had

long before resolved upon, and which he
was that day to execute. The emperor,
like many potentates before and since,
was fond of great political spectacles.
He knew their influence upon the

masses of mankind. Although plain,
even to shabbiness, in his own costume,
and usually attired in black,^ no one
ever understood better than he how to

arrange such exhibitions in a striking
and artistic style. We have seen the

theatrical and imposing manner in

which he quelled the insurrection at

Ghent, and nearly crushed the life for

ever out of that vigorous and turbu-

lent little commonwealth. The closing
scene of his long and energetic reign
he had now arranged with profoimd
study, and with an accurate knowledge

1 Eml. Van Moteren. Historicn dcrNcder-
landen, i. f. 16. Pieter Bor. Kederlandshc

Oorlofjcn, i. f. 3.

* Illibci-alior quoque quam tanttira dcce-
oat Caesarem est habitus—vcstitus fere po- I

"

«lbid. Compare Lcs Deliccs dcs Pays Baa,

piilaris, colore atro oblectabatur. Ponti '"par lo Pere Grift'et (l.ieg-c, 1769), i. 193, eqq.

of the manner in which the requisite
effects were to be produced. The ter-

mination of his own career, the open-

ing of his beloved Philip's, were to be
dramatised in a manner worthy the

august character of the actors, and the

importance of the great stage where

they played their parts. The eyes of

the whole world were directed upon
that day towards Brussels

;
for an im-

perial abdication was an event vvhich

had not, in the sixteenth century, been
staled by custom.
The gay capital of Brabant, of that

province which rejoiced in the liberal

constitution known by the cheerful

title of the "joyful entrance," was

worthy to be the scene of the impos-
ing show. Brussels had been a cit;v

for more than five centuries, and at

that day numbered about one himdred
thousand inhabitants.' Its wall?, six

miles in circumference, were already
two hundred years old.* Unlike most
Xetherland cities, lying usually upon

Ileuteri Rorum Austriacaruui Hist. (Lovauii,
164:^), xiv. 346a.

» Lud. Guicciardini. Bclgii Descript.
(Amst. 160O), p. 110. sqq.
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extenave plaiiia, it was built along the '

sides ofan abni L>t promontory. A wide

expanse c£ living verdure, cultivated

gardens, sha^ly groves, fertile corn-

fields, flowed round it like a sea. The
foot of the t-Dwn was washed by the

little river Senne, while the irr^ular
fcut picturesque streets rose up the

steep sides of the hiU like the semi-

circles and stairways of an amphi-
theatre. Nearly in the heart of the

place rose the audacious and exqui-

sitely embroidered tower of the town-

house, three hundred and sixty-six
feet in height, a miracle of needle-work
in stone, rivalling in its intricate carv-

ing the cobweb tracery of that lace

which has for centimes been synony-
mous with the city, and rearing itself

above a facade of profusely decorated
,

and brocaded architecture. The crest
'

of the elevation was crowned by the !

towers of the old ducal palace of Bra-
j

bant, with its extensive and thickly-
wooded park on the left, and by the

stately mansions of Orange, Egmont,
Arembeig, Culemburg, and other Fle-

mish grandees on the right.1 The
great forest of Soignies, dotted with
monasteries and convents, swarming
with every variety of game, whither
the ci+izens made their siunmer pil-

grimages, and where the nobles chased
the wild boar and the stag, extended
to within a quarter of a mile of the

city walls.* The population, as thrifty,
as intelligent, as prosperoxis as that of

anj city in Europe, was divided into

fifty-two guilds of artisans, among
v.hich the most important were the

armourers, whose suits of mail would
turn a musket-ball ; the gardeners,
upon whose gentler creations incredible
Bums were annually lavished

; and the

tapestry-workers, whose gorgeous fa-

> Guicciardini Le PSre Griffet. ubi sup.
2 IbM
*
Gtiicciaidini, p. 120.

*
Guicciardini, p. 111. Le Pere Griffet

» Em. Van Meteren, i. f. IT. Le Pere
Griffet, L 196. Vander Vvnckt Xe-ierl.
Beroertcn (Amst. 1S23X L iw. Gnicciar-
dini. 110.

* Guioc, 116 c/^ -1 n»-ir.« ; ins
sqq_

»Recoei!, p ^desactes
et cliosea !cs i -. advennes
^=PaysBas,Il. ......... c^cript par
-squier de Li Barre, natii' de Toumay.

brics vcre the wonder of the world.*

Seven principal churches, of which the

most strikingwasthatofSt Gudule,witb
its t^vin towers, its charming facade,
and its magnificently-painted windows,
adorned the upper part of the city.

The number seven was a magic num-
ber in Brussels, and was supposed at

that epoch, during which astronomy
was in its infancy and astrology in its

prime, to denote the seven planets
which governed all things terrestrial

by their aspects and influences.* Seven
noble families, springing from seven

ancient castles, supplied the stock from
which the seven senators were selected

who composed the upper coxincil of the

city. There were seven great squares^
seven city gates, and upon th6 occasion

of the present ceremony it was ob-

served by the lovers of wonderfid co-

incidences that seven crowned heads*
would be congregated tmder a single
roof in the liberty-loving city.

The palace where the states-general
were upon this occasion convened, had
been the residence of the Dukes of

Brabant since the days of John the

Second, who had built it about the

year 1300. It was a spacious and con-

venient building, but not distinguished
for the beauty of its ai chitectm-e. In
front was a large open square, enclosed

by an iron railing; in the rear an ex-

tensive and beautiful park, filled with
forest trees, and containing gardens
and labyrinths, fish-ponds and game-
preserves, fountains and promenades
race-courses and archery grounds.*
The main entrance to this edifice

opened upon a spacious hall, connected
with a beautiful and synmietrical

chapeL The hall was celebrated for

its size, harmonious proportions, and
the richness of its decorations.' It

(ilS. in the royal archives <Jf Bnisscls, 15.)
This verycnrioua manoscript, which we shall

often have occasion to cite in the course at
this volume, was discovered a few years
since amoag some account-books in t^e
archives of Belgium. Its author was pro-
cureur-general at Toumay, until deprived
of his office, in Feb. 1667, by Noircarmes.
The MS. is full of curious and important de-
tails for tiie eventful year 1566.—Vide Ga-
ch.trd. Xotice d'un Hanuscrit eoncemant
I'Hist. de Toumay. Com. Boy. d'Hist.. t
i. No. 1, 2emc Scrie du Compte Rendu.
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was the place where the chajiters of

the famous order of the Golden Fleece

ivere held.' Its walls were hung with
a magnificent tapestry of Arras, repre-

senting the life and achievements of

Gideon, the Midiauite, and giving par-
ticidar prominence to the miracle of

the "
fleece of wool," vouchsafed to

that renowned champion,^ the gi'cat

patron of the Knights of the Fleece.

On the present occasion there were
various additional embellishments of

flowers and votive garlands. At the
western end a spacious platform or

stage, with six or seven steps, had been

constructed, below which was a range
of benches for the deputies of the
seventeen provinces.* Upon the stage
itself there were rows of seats, covered
with tapestry, upon the right hand
and upon the left. These were i-e-

spectively to accommodate the knights
of the order and the guests of high
distinction.* In the rear of these

were other benches, for the members
of the three gi-eat councils.* In the
centre of the stage was a sjolendid

canopy, decorated with the arms of

Burgundy, beneath which were placed
three gilded arm-chairs.* All the seats

upon the platform were vacant, but
the benches below, as^:igned to the

deputies of the provinces, were already
filled. Numerous representatives from
all the states but two—Gelderland and

Overyssel—had already taken their

places. Gra\'e magistrates, in chain

and gown, and executive officers, in the

Eplendid civic uniforms for which the

Netherlands were celebrated, already
filled every seat within the space al-

lotted. The remainder of the hall was
crowded with the more favoured por-

1 Fourdays before the abdication, namely,
on the 2l8t October, Charles had held a
council of the Fleece, at which eleven knif^Iits

had been present. To these personages he
had made the first formal communication of
his intention of conceiling all nis realms to

his sf>n At the same time he intimated

that, beint' chief of the order of the Golden
Fleece, as sovereign of Burgundy and tlie

Netherlands, he wished to divest himself of

that dignity in favour of Philip. The king
then retired from the council. The knights
held a furmal discussion upon the subject,

concluding by approving unanimously the

Bpi>ointment. Philip then re-entered the

n{Mrtment, and was congratulated upon hi.q
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tion of the multitude which had been
fortunate enough to procure admission
to the exhibition. The archers and
hallebardiers of the bodyguard kept
watch at all the doors.' The theatre
was filled—the audience was eager with

expectation—the actors were yet to

arrive. As the clock struck three, the
hero of the scene appeared. Caesar, as

he was always designated in the classic

language of the day, entered, leaning on
the .shoulder of William of Orange.'
They came from the chapel, and were

immediately followed by Philip the
Second and Queen Mary of Hungarj'.
The Archduke Maximilian, the Duke
of Savoy, and other great personages,
came afterwards, accompanied by a

glittering throng of warriors, council-

lors, governors, and Knights of the
Fleece.'

Many individuals of existing or fu-

ture historic celebrity in the Nether-

lands, whose names are so familiar to

the student of the epoch, seemed to

have been grouped as if by premedi-
tated design upon this imposing plat-

form, where the curtain was to fall for

ever upon the mightiest emperor since

Charlemagne, and where the opening
scene of the long and tremendous tra-

gedy of Philip's reign was to be simul-

taneously enacted. There was the

Bishop of Arras, soon to be known
throughout Christendom by the m<jre

celebrated title of Cardinal Granvelle,
the serene and smiling priest whose
subtle influence over the destinies of

so many individuals then present, and
over the fortunes of the whole land,
was to be so extensive and so deadly.
There was that flower of Flemish chi-

valry, the lineal descendant of ancient

new office.—Inventaire de la Toison d'Or;
Brussels Archives MS., tom. i.

2 De la Barre MS., ubi sup. Judges,
chap. vi.

• Gachard. Analcctos Belgiques (Paris,

18.31)), p. 70-106.
* Ibid. » Ibid.

•Ibid., ubi sup.
» Ibid. Compare Pont. Heut., xir. S30.
8 Gachard. Analectes Belgiqucs, ubi sup.

Van Meteren, i. 10.
» Gachard. Anal. Belg., ubi sup. Pont.

Heut., xiv. 33(5. Wiilielmus Ondelne\'us.
Historiola de Abdicatione Imperii & Cuixilo

v., etc. etc. Apud bcliardii Iter. Oernx
Scj-iptorcs, tom. ii. 638-054.
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learned Frisian, Piesideut Viglius,

crafty, plausible, adroit, eloquent—a

Email, brisk man, with long yellow
hair, glittering green eyes, round,

tumid, rosy cheeks, and flowing beard-*

Foremost among the Spanish grandees,
and close to Philip, stood the famous

favourite, Euy Gomez, or as he was

familiarly called "Re y Gomez"*

(King and Gomez), a man of men-
such was the gallant and ill-fated La-

;

dionaJ aspect, with coal-black hair and
moral Egmont.i The Count of Horn, beard, gleaming eyes, a face pallid

too, with bold, sullen face, and fan- I with intense application, and slen-

shaped beard—a brave, honest, discon- der but handsome figure ;

* while in

tented, quarrelsome, unpopular man; immediate attendance tipon the Em-

i55o.] The Audience.

Frisian kings, already distinguished
for his bravery in many fields, but not

having yet won those two remarkable

victories which were soon to make the

name of Egmont Uke the sound of a

trumpet throughout the v.hole cotm-

try. Tall, magnificent in costume,
with dark flowing hair, soft brown eye,
smooth cheek, a slight moustache, and
features of almost feminine delicacy;

those other twins in doom—the Mar-

quis Berghen and the Lord of Mon- \

tigny; the Baron Berlaymont, brave,
j

intensely royal, insatiably greedy for

office and wages, but who, at least,

never served but one party ;
the Duke

of Arschot, who was to serve all, essay
to rule aU, and to betray all—a splen-
did seignor, magnificent in cramoisy
velvet, but a poor creature, who traced

his pedigree from Adam,^ according
to the family monumental inscriptions
at Louvain, but who was better known
as grand-nephew of the emperor's fa-

mous tutor, Chi^vres; the bold, de-

bauched Brederode, with handsome,
reckless face and t\u"bulent demeanour

;

the infamous Noircarmes, whose name
was to be covered with eternal execra-

tion, for aping towards his own com-

patriots and kindred as much of Alva's

atrocities and avarice as he was per-
mitted to exercise; the distinguished
soldiers, Meghen and Aremberg—these,
with many others whose deeds of arms
were to become celebrated throughout
Em-ope, were all conspicuous in the
brUliant crowd. There, too, was that

* In the royal gal cry at Amsterdam there
ate very gto-i original portraits of Lguiont,
Tlom, Alv;t, Oniufje and all his bri..thers,
/sides many other contemporary pic-
es.

s ' AmpUus jbi, res mirandse: mamiorea

principuiij Crnyorum nioi.ument, ibi genta-
logiam Dui;um tie Areschct ab Adiimo usque
ad pnesentes," etc.—Guicciardini, p. 103

(art. Lov:iiiium).
' Vita Vi^l i ab Aytta Zuichemi ab ipso

Viglio Sv;ript.i. Apud Hoynck v. Tapen-
crek;bt, i. 1-33. Leveiii'leschryvin^ bcrtc-
Diede Ned. Mauneu und Vrouwen, !v. 75-i:2.

Frcsopographia VigHi. Ex. Suf. Petri Dwade
xii. de Script. Frisiw apud ilnynuk.

peror was the immortal Prince of

Orange.
Such were a' few only of the most

prominent in that gay throng, whose

fortunes, in part, it will be our duty
to narrate ;

how many of them passing

through all this glitter to a daik and

mysterious doom !
—some to perish ou

public scaffolds, some by midnight
assassination ; others, more fortunate,
to fall on the battle-field—nearly aU,
sooner or later, to be laid in bloody
graves !

All the company present had risen

to their feet as the Emperor entered.

By his command, all iromediately after-

wards resumed their places. The
benches at either end of the platform
were accordingly filled with the royal
and princely personages invited with
the Ileece Knights, wearing the insig-
nia of their order, with the membei-s
of the three great councils, and with
the governors. The Emperor, the

King, and the Queen of Hungary, were
left conspicuous in the centre of the
scene. As the whole object of the

ceremony was to present an impressive

* " Ma il titolo principale che gli vien cato
e di Be i Gomez et non di Rui Gomez, pei cho
lion lar cijC sia state mai alcun uomo del
inondo con alcu:i priiicipe di t;inta uutorita
et cosi amato dal suo signor com e^Ii da
questo Re "—Relazione oel CL Fed. Bado-
varo Ritomato ambasciat' re dclla Ser. Rep.
Venetiana, rainio 1557. 3Ili Bibl. do Bour-

gogne. No. 6L'85 bis
* "

Buy Gomez—d'eta di 39 anni, di ms-
diocre statiira, ha occhi [ieni di sp'o, di pelo
e barba nero e riccio, di snttil ossatnra, di

gagiiarda complessioi.e, ma par debole forse

pi-r rincrcdibile fauche che egii sostit-iie. la

quale !o fanno mclto palddo," etc.—Bado
vajo 5ift
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exhibition, it is worth our wliile to

examine minutely the appeai'ance of

the two principal characters.

Charles the Fifth was then fifty-five

years and eight months old; but he
was already decrepit with premature
old age. He was of about the middle

height, and had been athletic and well-

proportioned. Broad in the shoulders,

deep in the chest, thin in the flank,

very muscular in the arms and legs, he
had been able to match himself with
all competitors in the tourney and the

ring, and to vanquish the bull with
his own hand in the favourite national

amusement of Spain. He had been
able in the field to do the duty of

captain and soldier, to endure fatigue
and exposure, and every privation ex-

cept fastiug.i These fjersonal advan-

tages were now departed. Crippled in

hands, knees, and legs, he supported
himself with difficulty upon a crutch,
with the aid of an attendant's shoul-

der.^ In face he had always been ex-

tremely ugly, and time had certainly
not improved his physiognomy. His

hair, once of a light colour, was now
white with age, close-clipped and brist-

ling ;
his beard was gray, coarse, and

shaggy. His forehead was spacious
and commanding; the eye was dark

blue, with an expre.ssion both majestic
and benignant. His nose was aquiline
but crooked. The lower part of his

face wa.s famous for its deformity. The
under lip, a Burgundian inheritance,

1 Pont. Ileut. xiv. 346a. Coinparc Rela-

ziono di Mariiio Cav.alli in Alberi, ser. i. vol.

ii. liOO ; Badovaro Rokiziono, MS.
" Hostem iiou somol propria manu fc-

riens."—Pont. Hout.
"Ilaamazzato 11 toro," etc.—Marino Ca-

valli.

2 Pont. Hout. xiv. 339.
» Pont. Hout. xlv. 346. Badovaro MS.—

"Ha 11 fronte Bpatioso, gli occhi celesti, il

nasi aqviUino alquanto torto, la mascella iu-

feriore lunga o lai-jja ondo avviene cho ella

Hon pu6 con giungore 1 dcnti ct nol finir le

parolo non 6 ben intesa. Ha pochl dcntl

diuantl et fracldi, le cam! biille, la bai'bu

corta, spinosa ct canuta."

Couip. Gasp. Contaiini apud Albsvi, ser. i.

vol. ii. p. CO: "Tutta la maacclla iaforioro e

tanto lungha che non pare naturale ma pare

yjosJiccta, ondo avviene cbe non pu6, cliiuden-

do la bocca cougiun,t,'6ielo dcnti inferioi-i con
Ii suporiori, ma gli riniano sp:izio della gi'os-

sezza d'un denie, oudo nol p.ularo. ui-isiimo

jicTiiiiire dclia olaufrula, baibutiare qird che
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as faithfully transmitted as the duchy
and county, was heavy and hanging;
the lower jaw protruding so far beyond
the upper, that it was impossible forhim
to bring together the few fragments of

teeth which still remained, or to speak
a whole sentence in an intelUgible
voice. Eating and talking, occupationa
to which he was always much addicted,
were becoming daily more arduous, in

consequence of this original defect,
which now seemed hardly human, but
rather an original deformity.'

So much for the father. The son,

Philip the Second, was a small meagre
man, much below the middle height,
with thin legs, a narrow chest, and the

shrinking, timid air of an habitual in-

valid,* He seemed so little, upon his

first visit to his aunts, the Queens
Eleanor and Marj','* accustomed to

look upon proper men in Flanders and

Germany, that he was fain to win their

favour by making certain attempts in

the tournament,® in which his success

was sufficiently problematical.
" His

body,
"
says his professed panegyrist,

"was but a human cage, in which,
however brief and narrow, dwelt a

soul to whose flight the immeasurable

expanse of heaven was too con-

tracted." ' The same wholesale adr

mirer adds, that "his aspect was so

i-everend, that rustics who met him
alone in a wood, without knowing him,
bowed down with instinctive venera-

tion."' In face he was the living

parola la qualo sposso non s'lnteade molto
bene."

* Badovai-o JIS.—" E di statura piccolo et
mcmbri minuti—la sua complessiono 6 flein-

matica ot malenconioa.
"—Tlolazione del Mag.

M. Giovan. Michele. Vonuto Amb.asc. d'ln-

gbiltorra, d'anno 1557.
" iufermo o

valetudiiiario non solo, perche .sia natural-
meiite debile, et persona di poc;i, anzi di

nossvuio oxercitio," etc.—MS. Bib. do Bourg.,
No. G003.

» " Aunque Ics parccio pcqneno de cuerpo—aoostumbnidas a vcr los AloiiiaiineH." etc.—Cabrer.a. Vita de Felipe Soj^'unlo, Key da

Espafla (Mad. 1619), lib. i. 12.
« Cabrera, ubi sup.
' "Corao si fuora ol cuorpo umana j.aulA

qui por m;w breve i mas ostrecha no la abita
auimo a cuyo buelo .sea pequuua la roJondar
del cielo."—Cabrera, i. 12.

« "— que do los rusticos quo ni le cono-
sciaron ui vierou cu coiapafiia o solo en u.ua

eelva, juzgaudulo deguo ae toda vouaraci'.'U,

era saludaio cou levcionoia."—Cabxor.i, i. 4.
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image of his fatlier.i liaving the sams
broad foreheadj and blue eye, with the

Bame aquiline, but better propor-

tioned, nose. In the lower part of the

countenance, the remarkable Burgun-
dian deformitywas likewise reproduced.
He had the same heavy, hanging lip,

with a vast mouth, and monstrously

protruding lower jaw." His com-

plexion was fair, his hair light and

thin, his beard yellow, short, and

pointed.* He had the aspect of a

Fleming, but the loftiness of a Spa-
niard.* His demeanour in pubhc was

still, silent, almost sepulchral. He
looted habitually on the ground when
he conversed, was chary of speech, em-

barrassed, and even suffering in man-
ner.* This was ascribed partly to a

natural haughtiness, which he had

occasionally endeavoured to overcome,
and partly to habitual pains in the

etomach, occasioned by his inordinate

fondness for pastry.*
Such waa the personal appearance of

the man who was about to receive into

his single hand the destinies of half

the world ; whose single will was, for

the future, to shape the fortunes of

eveiy individual then present, of many
millions .more in Europe, America, and
at the ends of the earth, and of count-

less millions yet unborn.
The three royal personages being

seated upon chairs placed triangularly
under the canopy,' such of the audi-

ence as had seats provided for them
now took their places, and the pro-

ceedings commenced. Philibert de

IJruxelles, a member of the privy
1 "L'Utessa imagine e inteiito dell'lmpe-

r.itore suo padre, couformissitno di carne et
di faccia et lineamente con quella bocci et
1 .bro pendeute pit! dall altio et coa tiitte

. tre qitalita del Imp. ma da minor sta-

va "—Michele MS
2 Michela MS. and Badova^-o M3.— "I!

La'jro di sotto grosso clie gl i des lice a! quanto—front grande e bella, gl'ocdii di color
cc'oste et assai grande," etc. etc,

* "Porta la barb;i corta, poatuta Js di pelo
bianco et biondo et ha appareuz.\ di fiamengo
ma altiero perche sta su le mauiere di Spdg-
nuolo."—Badovaro MS.

'

-

* Bxdovaro MS.
* "Ma non giiarda ordinaiiamcate c'.ii

nejotia et tien gli occbi bassi in tsrro."—
1! idovaro MS.

« "
Si co;uo la Hatura ha fatto Sua II. di

eorpo debolc cosi I'ha fatto al -quanto d'aiiimo
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council of the Netherlands, arose at

the Emperor's command, and made a

long oration.* He spoke of the Em-
peror's warm affection for the pro-

vinces, as the land of his birth ;
of his

deep regret that his broken health and

failing powers, both of body and muid,

compelled him to resign his sove-

reignty, and to seek relief for his shat-

tered frame in a more genial climate.'

Ccesar's gout was then depicted in

energetic language, which must have
cost liim a twinge as he sat there and
listened to the councillor's eloquence."

'Tls a most truculent executioner,"
said Philibert :

"
it invades the whole

body, from the crown of the head to

the soles of the feet, leaving nothing
untouched. It contracts the nerves
with intolerable anguish, it enters the

bones, it freezes the marrow, it con-

verts the lubricating fluids gf the joints
into chalk, it pauses not untU, having
exhausted and debilitated the whole

body, it has rendered all its necessary
iastruments useless, and conquered
the mind by immense torture." '" En-

gaged in mortal struggle with such an

enemy, Ctesar felt himself obliged, a^

the councillor proceeded to infonn hi.^

audience, to change the scene of the
contest from the h\imid air of Flanders
to the warmer atmosphere of Spain.
He rejoiced, however, that his son wa.s

both vigorous and experienced, and
that his recent marriage with tho

Queen of England had furnished the

provinces with a most valuable alli-

ance.^i He then again refeiTed to the

Emperor's boundless love for his sub-

timido—et qiianto ag'.i effetti delle temi)e-
ranza elle eccede r.el niaugi ire quiilit^ di cibi,

.speiialmeute intomo ^ pasticci."
—Bsdovaro

MS."—— e pastisce doglie di stomaco e dei
fianchi."—Ibid

"
si)essisaim9 sotto p-wto alio dolor!

di stomacho."—Giov. Michcle 313.
^ Godelaevua. De AbdiCiiiione, etc. p $40.
•Gachiird. Anal. Belg. Sl-lOi P. Bor,i.3.
» Bor, i. 3, 4. Pont Heut. xiv. 336-33S.

GoleUeviLS, G40, 642
w Pont. Heut. 33i5.—The historiaa was pre-

sent at the ceremony, and gives a very fuil

report of the speeciios, all of which he heaiiL
His imagination may have assisted his me-
mory in the task. The otiier reporters of tha
council's harangue have reduced this patho-
logical flight of rhetoric to a very sai.ill com-
pass.

" Pont. Heut , ubi sujn .
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jects, aucl concluded witli a tremen-

dous, but superfluous, exhortation to

Philip on the necessity of maintaining
the Catholic religion in its purity.
After this long harangue, which has
been fully repoited by several histo-

rians who wore present at the cere-

mony, the councillor proceeded to read
the deed of cession, by which Philip,

already sovereign of Sicily, Naples,
Milan, and titular Kmg of England,
France, and Jerusalem, now received
all the duchies, marquisates, earldoms,
baronies, cities, towns, and castles of

the Burgixudian property, including, of

course, the seventeen Netherlands.^

As De Eruxelles finished, there was
a buzz of admiration throughout the

assembly, miligled with muimurs of

regi'et, that in the present great dan-

ger upon the frontiers from the belli-

gerent King of France and his warlike

and restless nation, the provinces
should be left without their ancient

and puissant defender.^ The Emperor
then rose to his feet. Leaning on his

crutch, he beckoned from his seat the

personage uj^on whose arm he had
leaned as he entered the hall. A tall,

handsome youth of twenty-two came
forward— a man whose name from
that time forward, and as long as his-

tory shall endure, has been, and will be,
more familiar than any other in the

mouths of Netherlanders. At that

day he had rather a southern than a

German or Flemish appearance. He
had a Spanish cast of featiu-cs, dark,
well chiselled, and symmetrical. His
head was small and well placed upon
his shoulders. His hair was dark

brown, as were also his moustache and

peaked beard. His forehead was lofty,

spacious, and already prematurely en-

graved with the anxious lines of

thcught. His eyes were full, brown,
well opened, and expressive of pro-
found reflection.' He was dressed in

1 Godolaev\is, CIO, 641.

sPont. Heut. xiv. S38, sqq.
* The most sati-sfaotory portrait of tlie

Priiico during the e;irly |
art of liis career, is

nuo beloiighigto the private collection of the
l:ito Kiug ot HoUaud, William IV , at the

Hague.
« Apologic on Dt'fciiKe dc tris lllustre
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the magnificent apparel foi which the
Netheilanders were celebrated above
all other nations, and which the cere-

mony rendered necessarJ^ His pre-
sence being considered indispensable
at this great ceremony, he had been
summoned but recently from the camp
on the frontier, where, notwithstand-

ing his youth, the Emperor had ajv-

pointed him to command his army
ui chief against such antagonists a.s

Admiral Coligny and the Due de
Nevers.*

Thus supported upon his crutch
and upon the shoulder of William
of Orange,' the Emperor proceeded
to addi-ess the states, by the aid of

a closely-written brief v\ hich he held

in his hand." He reviewed rapidly
the progress of events from his seven-

teenth year up to that day. He spoke
of his nine expeditions into Germany,
six to Spain, seven to Italy, four to

France, ten to the Netherlands, two
to England, as many to Africa, and of

his eleven voj-ages by sea. He sketched
his various wars, victories, and treaties

of peace, assviring his hearers that the
welfare of his subjects and the security
of the Roman Catholic religion had
ever been the leading objects of his

life. As long as God had granted him
health, he continued, only enemiea
could have regretted that Charles was

living and reigning; but now that his

strength was but vanity, and life fast

ebbing away, his love for his dominion,
his afi'ection for his subjects, and his

regard for their interests, required hi.s

departure. Instead of a decrepit man
with one foot in the grave, he pre-
sented them with a sovereign in the

prime of lif-e and the vigour of health.

Turning toward Philip, he observed,
that for a dying fatlicr to bequeath so

magnificent an enijiire to his son was a

deed wortliy of gi-atitude, but that

when the father thus descended to the

Prince Oiiilliuinio, Prince d'Orange.»—Syl-
vius, 15S1. pp. W, 30, 31.

» "Stirgens i^itur, tt in pede star.s, doxtra
oh inibccillititem scipioni, sinistra humero
Gulielmi Nassimvii, Auruntii priucipis."—
Pont. Heut. 338.

« " Lt meuibranula corum quao ad sena-
tura referre 6tatuis.sct caiiito contiuento ni*
nioriau) adjuvaiis." -Go'iy'ncvus, C\i.
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grave before his time, and by au antici-

pated and living burial sought to pro-
vide for the welfare of his realms and
the grandeur of his son, the benefit

thus conferred was siirely far greater.
He added, that the debt would be paid
to him and with usury, should Philip
conduct himself in his administration

.of the provinces with a wise and affec-

tionate regard to their true interests.

Posterity would applaud his abdication,
should his sou prove worthy of his

bounty; and that could only be by
living in the fear of God, and by main-

taining law, justice, and the Catholic

religion in all their pmity, as the true

foundation of the realm. In conclu-

sion, he entreated the estates, and,

through them, the nation, to render

obedience to their new Prince, to

maintain concord and to preserve in-

violate the Catholic faith ; begging
them, at the same time, to pardon him
all errors or offences which he might
have committed towai-ds them diu-iug
his reign, and assuring them that he
ghould unceasingly remember their

obedience and affection in his every

prayer to that Being to whom the

remainder of his life was to be dedi-

cated.*

Such brave words as these, so many
vigorous a^everations of attempted

performance
of duty, such fej-vent

hopes expressed of a benign adminis-

tration in behalf of the son, could not

but affect the sensibilities of the

audience, already excited and soft-

ened by the impressive character of

the whole display. Sobs were heard

throughout every portion of the hall,

and tears poured profusely from eveiy

eye. The Fleece Knights on the plat-
form and the burghers in the back-

ground were all melted with the same
emotion. As for the Emperor himself,
he sank almost fainting upon his chair

as he concluded his addres.s. An ashy
paJeness cvei-spread his countenance.

A7

» Pout. Heut. xiv. 33S. 3G9. Gcxielaovxis,
C40-eii. Gacliari. Aua!. Bulg.. Sl-loi Com-
|«ire Bor, i. 4, 5; V.iii Mi;tcren, i. 10; F«im.

birada do Be I'j Bc'gico (Ri-m. lCo2>, i. 0. 7.

sPoiit Ucut. Metcuii, ubi sup.
»
Godclae\-ui, Wi. * Ibid.

i lb;J. Pont. Htrit. S40. Metcrsn, L I'i.

i-. i '•, 0.

and he wept like a child.' Even the

icy Philip was almost softened, as he
rose to perform his part in the cere-

mony. Dropping upon his knees before

his father's feet, he reverently kissed

his hand. Charles placed his hanils

solemnly upon his son's head, made
the sign of the cross, and blessed hiin

in the name of the Holy Trinity.'
Then raising him in his arms he ten-

derly embraced him, saying, as he did

so, to the great potentates around him,
that he felt a sincere compassion for

the son on whose shoulders so heavy %

weight had just devolved, and which

only a life-long labour would enable
him to support.* Philip now uttered
a few words ex])ressive of his duty to

his father and his affection for hia

people. Turning to the orders, he sig-
nified his regret that he was unable to

address them either in the French cr

Flemish language, and was therefore

obliged to ask their attention to the

Bishop of Arras, who would act as his

interpreter.* Antony Perrenot accord-

ingly arose, and in smooth, fluent, and
weD-tumed commonplaces, expressed
at great length the gratitude of Philip
towards his father, with his firm deter-

mination to walk in the path of duty,
and to obey his father's covmsels and

example in the future administration
of the provinces.* This long address
of the prelate was responded to at equal
length by Jacob Maas, member of the
Council of Brabant, a man of great
learning, eloquence, and prolixity, who
had been selected to reply on behalf of

the states-general, and who now, in the
name of these bodies, accepted the
abdication in an elegant and compli-
mentary harangue." Queen Mary of

Hungary, the "
Christian widow "

of

Erasmus,* and Regent of the Nether-
lands during the past twenty-five years,
then rose to resign her office, making
a brief address expressive of her affec-

tion for the people, her regrets at leav-

• G-.ichaixi. Aiia\. Bel;r.. ul.<i sup. Pont.
Ilcut. Bor. ubi sup. Godclaeviis roptirts
the bishop's speccii in si.x tolio columns, at
the most flowing commouplace. Do Abdicat.
642. sqq.

f Ib.d. Ibio.
* Hot Levcn Vau Dcsidcrius Enutiiu,

Nedorl. Mantien en Vrouwcn, i. ^Ti.
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iug them, and her hopes that all errors

which she might have committed dur-

ing her long administration would be

forgiven her. Again the redundant
Maas responded, asserting in terms of

fresh compliment and elegance the

uniform satisfaction of the provinces
with her conduct during her whole
career.^

The orations and replies having now
been brought to a close, the ceremony
was terminated. The Emperor, lean-

ing on the shoulders of the Prince of

Orange and of the Count de Buren,^

slowly left the hall, followed by Philip,
the Queen of Hungary, and the whole

court; all in the same order in which

they had entered, and by the same

passage into the chapel.*
It is obvious that the drama had

been completely successful. It had
Vjeen a scene where heroic self-sacrifice,

touching confidence, ingenuous love of

duty, patriotism, and paternal affection,

\ipon one side
;

filial reverence, with a

solemn regard for public duty and the

highest interests of the people, on the

other, were supposed to be the predo-
minant sentiments. The happmess of

the Netherlands was apparently the

only object contemplated in the great
transaction. All had played well their

parts in the past, aU hoped the best in

the times which were to follow. The

abdicating Emperor was looked upon
as a hero and a prophet. The stage
was drowned in tears. There is not

tlie least doubt as to the genuine and
universal emotion which was excited

throughout the Assembly.
"

Caesar's

oration," says Secretary Godelaevus,
who was present at the ceremony,
"
deeply moved the nobility and gen-

try, many of whom burst into tears;

even the illustrious Knights of the

Fleece were melted." * The historian,

Pontus Heuterus, who, then twenty
years of age, was likewise among the

audience, attests that " moat of the

assembly were dissolved in tears;

uttering the while such .sonorous sobs

1 Pont. Heuk., Godelaevus, Bor, Meteien,
>ibi sup.

3 Godelaevus, 645.
' Gachard. Anal. Bolg.
* "Corainovit ca Ca'saris oratio Proceves

ct multi in profusissimas eruperunt lacliry-

[1555.

as compelled his Caesarean Majesty and
the Queen to cry with them. My own
face," he adds, "was certainly quite
wet." * The English envoj-. Sir John

Mason, describing in a despatch to his

Government the scene which he had

just witnessed, paints the same picture.
" The Emperor," he said,

"
begged the

forgiveness of his subjects if he had
ever unwittingly omitted the perfor-
mance of any of his duties towards
them. And here," continues the en-

voy,
" he broke into a weeping, where-

imto, besides the dolefulness of
'

the

matter, I think, he was moche pro-
voked by seeing the whole company
to do the lyke before

;
there beyng in

niyne opinion not one man in the

whole asscmblie, stranger or another,
that dewring the time of a good piece
of his oration poured not out as abun-

dantly teares, some more, some lessc.

And yet he prayed them to beare with
his imperfections, ijroceeding of his

sickly age, and of the mentioning of so

tender a matter as the departing from
such a sort of dereandloving subjects.

' ' *

And yet what was the Emperor
Charles to the inhabitants of the

Netherlands that they should weep
for him ? His conduct towards them

during his whole career had been one

of immitigated oppression. What to

them were all these forty voyages by
sea and land, these journeyings back

and forth from Friesland to Tunis,
from Madi-id to Vienna ? The interests

of the Netherlands had never been
even a secondary consideration witli

their master. He had fulfilled no duty
towards them, he had committed tlic

gravest crimes against them. He had

regarded them merely as a treasury

upon which to draw ; while the sums
which he extorted were spent upon
ceaseless and senseless wars, which
were of no more interest to them than

if they had been waged in another

planet. Of five millions of gold annu-

ally, which he derived from all his

realms, two millions came from these

mas ttiam Ulustvcs aurci Vellcris equites."—
Godel. 642. » Pout. Heut. xiv ,S3C-.13f).

« Extracts from tliis despatch avo Kivcn Tiy

J. W. Burgon, Life and Tinm of Sir Thoinog

Gresha.nl, a work which contauis various du-

cu'usnis. both rare and important.
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jnduslaious aud opulent provinces,
while but a half million came from

Spain and another half from the

Indies.^ The mines of wealth which
had been opened by the hand of in-

dustry in that slender territory of

ancient morass and thicket,^ con-

tributed four times as much income
to the imperial exchequer as aU the

boasted wealth of Mexico and Peru.

Yet the artisans, the farmers, and the

merchants, by whom these riches were

produced, were consulted about as

much in the expenditure of the im-

posts upon their industry as were the

.eavages of America as to the distribu-

tion of the mineral treasures of their

BoiL The rivalry of the houses of

Habsburg and Valois, this was the

absorbing theme, during the greater

part of the reign which had just been

so dramatically terminated- To gain
the empire over Francis, to leave to

Don Philip a richer heritage than the

Dauphin could expect, were the great
motires of the imparalleled energy dis-

played by Charles during the longer
and the more successfid portion of his

career'. To crush the Reformation

throughout his dominions, was lus

occupation afterward, tiU he aban-

doned the field in despair. It was

certainly not desirable for the Xether-

landers that they should be thus con-

trolled by a man who forced them to

contribute so largely to the success of

schemes, some of which were at best

indifferent, and others entirely odious

to them. They paid 1,200,000 crowns

a-year regularly; they paid in five

years an extraordinary subsidy of eight
millions of ducats, and the states were

1 " Di tutti qi-iesn S'.;o: Recn; hn rai M.
cinque million;

"' " "'

pace, ciofe mez :

luio da Milano t . .

diXL€tdaUi patfi '.fr-;-. : v: ";":•'>. j;e -ir-r'ne

del CL M. Mich. Soriano. iI3 Bib. de Bourg.,
No. 12, 871.

"Le lendite do S.
'

sono al prcscnte da . : .—m-i in r"-:o r--"^. c ,

a'
'

. .

'

. _a >::a-

f>r . e tutto
il

;.
. Fiaudra

Bra^..;.
-._'-, u •c:ii c Z;. uax' —Badovaro

MS.
» Badovs'o estimated th.« annual value of

butter and che^s« prc>duc«d in thoe^ ncea-

roundly rebu"ked by the courtly repre-
sentatives of their despot, if they pre-

sumed to inquire into the objects of

the appropriations, or to express an

interest in their judicious administra-

tion.' Yet it may be supposed to

have been a matter of indifference to

them whether Francis or Charles had
won the day at Pavia

;
and it certainly

was not a cause of triumph to the

daily increasing thousands of religious
reformers in Holland and Flanders,

that their brethren had been crushed

by the Emperor at iliihlbei^. But it

was not alone that he drained their

treasure, aud hampered their industry.
He was in constant conflict with their

ancient and dearly-bought political

liberties. Lite his ancestor Charles

the Bold, he was desirous of construct-

ing a kingdom out of the provinces.
He was disposed to place all their

separate and individual charters on a

Procruste;ui bed, and shape them all

into imiformity, simply by reducing
the whole to a nulli^-. The diffi-

culties in the way, the stout opposition
offered by biurghers, whose fathers had

gained these charters with their blootl,

and his want of leisure during the vast

labours which devolved upon him as

the autocrat of so lai^ge a portion of

the world, caused him to defer inde-

finitely the execution of his plan. He
foimd time only to crush some of the

foremost of the liberal institutions of

the provinces in detaiL He found the

city of Toumay a happy, thri\-ing,

self-governed little republic in all ita

local affairs ;
he destroyed its liberties,

without a tolerable pretext, and re-

duced it to the condition of a Spanish

dorrs Trbich Holland had rescue-1 from the
'. 5-0,00') crovms, a sum which, mak-
vance for the difference in tlie prc-
e of monev from t^nt wbich it bore

. s; :.,i;un i:i ;i.e \v./;.a. Th»
;, Toumay, Brusseis, Louvain,

_ .,?, were 'entirely unriv.'dled.

A:.tw:-r! v:i, the great cominerci;U metro
; po!i3 of Christendom.

"
Aversa," says Ba-lo-

[

varo. "e st-rnata la miz^iore piazza del
'

^T
' " "

: nto sia la sonuna
I

;: -jaid'oro I'anno,

;s 3i- mplair.ts.
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or Italian provincial town.^ His me-
uioiable chastisement of Ghent for

havnng dared to assert its ancient

rights of self-taxation, is sufficiently
known to the world, and has been

already narrated at length.
^ Many

other instances might be adduced, if it

were not a superfluous task, to prove
that Charles was not only a political

despot, but most arbitrary and cruel

ui the exercise of his despotism.
But if his sins against the Nether-

lands had been only those of financial

and political oppression, it would be at

least conceivable, although cei-tainly
not commendable, that the inhabitants

should have regretted his departure.
But there are far darker crimes for

which he stands arraigned at the bar of

history, and it is indeed strange that the

man who had committed them should
have been permitted to speak his fare-

well amid blended plaudits and tears.

His hand planted the Inquisition in

the Netherlands. Before his day it is

idle to say that the diabolical institu-

tion ever had a place there. The
isolated cases in which inquisitors had
exercised functions proved the absence

and not the presence of the system,
and will be discussed in a later chap-
ter. Charles introduced and organised
a Papal Inquisition, side by side with
those terrible

"
placards

"
of his inven-

tion, which constituted a masked In-

quisition even more cruel than that of

Spain. The execution of the system
was never permitted to langui.sh. The
number of Netherlanders who were

burned, strangled, beheaded, or buried

alive, in obedience to his edicts, and for

theoifencesof readingthe Scriptures, of

looking askance at a graven image, or

of ridiculing the actual presence of

the body and blood of Christ in a

wafer, have been placed as high as one

hundred thousand by distinguished

authorities, and have rarely been put

The liise of the Dutch Rcpuhlic. [1555.
at a lower mark than fifty thousand. *

The Venetian envoy Navigero esti-

mated the victims in the provinces of

Holland and Friesland alone at thirty
thousand, and this in 1546,* ten years
before the abdication, and five before

the promulgation of the hideous edict

of 1550 !

The edicts and the Inquisition were
the gift of Charles to the Netherlands,
in return for their wasted treasure and
their constant obedience. For this,
his name deserves to be handed down
to eternal infamy, not only throughout
the Netherlands, bit in every land

where a single heart beats for political ,

or religious freedom. To eradicate

these institutions after they had been
watered and watched by the care of

his successor, was the work of an

eighty years' war, in the course of

which millions of lives were sacrificed.

Yet the abdicating Emperor had sum-
moned his faithful estates around him,
and stood up before them in his im-

perial robes for the last time, to tell

them of the affectionate regard which
he had always borne them, and to

mingle his tears with theirs.

Covdd a single phantom have risen

from one of the many thousand graves
where human beings had been thrust

alive by his decree, perhapsthere might
have been an answer to the question

propounded by the Emperor amid all

that piteous weeping. Perhaps it

might have told the man who asked
his hearers to be forgiven if he had
ever vmwittingly offended them, that

there was a world where it was deemed
an offence to torture, strangle, burn,
and di-own one's innocent fellow-croa-

tures. The usual but trifling excuse
for such enormities cannot be pleaded
for the Emperor. Charles was no fa-

natic. The man whose armies sacked

Rome, who laid his sacrilegious hands
on Christ's vicegerent, and kept the

« Extraitg dos Rcgistros des Consaiix rle

Touinay. 1472-15S1, par. M Gachaid (Bnix-
elles. 1S40), r>I). 8-13.

* Introdiictiiiii to this work.
» " N;im post caniific.ita homiiium non

minus centuiii millia, ex quo teiitatiim an

pciBsot iucondium hoc suufruiiio rostingiii,

tauta multitude per Bclgicaui insunoxcrat,
ut pnbhVft iiitcwhim snpplicia quotias insij^-

iiior reus, nut atrociorcs cniciatus sedition*

impodircntur."
—Hugouis Gvotii Aimul., lib.

i. 17 (Ai.i.st 1C53).
* Uolazione ili (JI. Bcrnnrdo Navigero, 1540.

CoiTespniid'.nooof Charles the Fifth, bv K.-t.

W. Bradford (London, 1S50), p. 471. Doubt-
less these statistics arc' iiiaccurato; but tho

veiy exaggeration iudicatos the wholosalo
chararter of tlie masKaorei*.
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infallible head of the Church a prisoner
to sene his own political ends, was then

"o bigot. He believed in nothing,
Bave that when the course of his im-

perial will was impeded, and the inte-

rests of his imperial house in jeopardy,

pontiifs were to succumb as weU as

Anabaptists. It was the political

heresy which lurked in the restiveness

of the religious reformers underdogma,
tradition, and supernatural sanction to

temporal power which he was disposed
to combat to the death. He was too

shrewda politician not to recognise the
connexion between aspirations for re-

ligious and for political freedom. His
hand was ever ready to crush both
heresies in one. Had he been a true
son of the Church, a faithful champion
of her infallibility, he would not have
submitted to the peace of Passau, so

long a.s he could bring a soldier to the
field. Yet he acquiesced in the Re-
formation for Germany, while the fires

for burning the reformers were ever

blazing in the Xetherlands, where it

was death even to aUude to the exist-

ence of the peace of Passau. Nor did
he acquiesce only from compulsion, for

long before his memorable defeat by
Maurice, he had permitted the German
troops, with whose services he could
not dispense, regularly to attend Pro-
testant worship performed by their
own Protestant chaplains. Lutheran

preachers marched from city to city of

the Netherlands under the imperial
banner, while the subjects of those

patrimonial provinces were daily suf-

fering on the scaffold for their noncon-

formity. The influence of this garrison-

preaching upon the progress of the
Reformation in the Netherlands is

well known. Charles hated Lutherans,
but he required soldiers, and he thus

helped by his ownpolicy to disseminate

what, had he been the' fanatic which
he perhaps became in retirement, he

* " Ha Sua M. ia tutti i suoi ragiona-
mcnti et atti esLeriori mostrate haver la fede
catt. ill somma osservauza, et in tutta la vita
Bua ha udita la messe ogui giomo et f;ran
tempo due et hora tre et le predicbe iiei

Kioriii soleiini, et in tutte le cose le feste
de la quaanigesima et alle vi>!te vesperi et
aitri divini offcii et hora si fe ogui giomo
le(fg«ro !a hibb?a o: conie ha usato di con-
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would have sacrificed his life to crush.

It is quite true that the growing Cal-

vinism of the provinces was more

dangerous, both religiously and politi-

cally, than the Protestantism of the

German princes, which had not yet
been formally pronoimced heresy, but
it is thus the more e^-ident that it was

political rather than religious het€ro-

doxy which the despot wished to sup-

press.
No man, however, could have been

more observant of religious ritea He
heard mass daily. He listened to a

sermon every Sunday and holiday. He
confessed and received the sacrament
four times a-year. He was sometimes
to be seen in his tent at midnight, on
his knees before a crucifix with eyes
and hands uplifted. He ate no meat
in Lent, and used extraordinary dili-

gence to discover and to punish any
man, whether courtier or plebeian, who
failed to fast during the whole forty

days.^ He was too good a politician
not to know the value of broad phy-
lacteries and long prayers. He waij

too nice an observer of hiunan nature
not to know how easily mint and cum-
min could still outweigh the "

weigh-
tier matters of law, judgment, mercy
and faith ;

"
as if the founder of the

religion which he professed, and to
maintain which he had established the

Inquisition and the edicts, had never
cried woe upon the Pharisees. Yet
there is no doubt that the Emperor
was at times almost popular in the

Netherlands, and that he was never as

odious as his successor. There were
some deep reasons for this, and some
superficial ones ; among others, a siu-

gidarly fortunate manner. He spoke
German, Spanish, Italian, French, and
Flemish, and could assume the cha-
racteristics of each country as easily
as he could use its language. He coiild

be stately with Spaniards, familiar

fesrirsi et commr.nicarsi ogni anno quatro
volte e quando alia si ritrova al IngoU
stadt et avicinata al exercitio degli prutes-
tanti, /u redvta mezza notte nel suo padi-
glioue in g^isoccliioui avanti im crocifiss<.i con
le mani quinte et la qxiadragemma innami
f'Ct una dtXtgciza esti-aoidiAana per inttndtre
chi utile cone tna^nava camo," eto. etc.—
Badovaro MS.
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with Flem'iiigs, witty with Italians,

lie could strike down a hull in the

ring like a matador at Madrid, or win
the prize in the tourney like a knight
of old; he could ride at the ring with
the Flemish nobles, hit the popinjay
with his crossbow among Antwerp
artisans, or drink beer and exchange
rude jests with the boors of Brabant.
For virtues such as these, liis grave
crimes against God and man, against

religion and chartered and solemnly-
sworn rights, have been palliated, as if

oppression became more tolerable be-

cause the oppressor was an accom-

plished linguist and a good marksman.
But the great reason for his popu-

larity, no doubt, lay in his military

genius. Charles was inferior to no

general of his age.
" When he was

born into the world," said Alva,
" he

was born a soldier,"
i and the Emperor

confirmed the statement and recipro-
cated the compliment, when he de-

clared that " the three first captains of

the age were, himself first, and then
the Duke of Alva and Constable Mont-

morency."
" It is quite true that all

his officers were not of the same opi-

nion, and many were too aj^t to com-

plain that his constant presence in the

field did more harm than good, and
" that his Majesty would do much
Vjetter to stay at home."* There is,

however, no doubt that he was both a

good soldier and a good general. He
was constitutionally fearless, and he

possessed great energy and endurance.

He was ever the first to arm when a

battle was to be fought, and the last

to take off his harness.'' He com-
manded in person and in chief, even

when surrounded by veterans and crip-

pled by the gout. He was calm in

great reverses. It was said that he
wa^ never known to change colour

except upon two occasions; after the

1 " Pcro acvierdesele Ji V. E. quo cs liijo de
t.il padre, qui ou uacicndoeii el mundo naoio

soldado. "-—Carta del Diiqiie de Alba al S.

Don Juan de Austria. Documontos ineditos

para la Historia de E.spafla, vol. iii. 273-2S3.
2 ]Jrant6me. Hommes Ilhistres et Grands

Capitaines Estraiigers; art. Charles V.
3 Rclaziouo di B. Navigero—apud Brad-

ford Correspondence, p. 450.
* " E poi avcrsi voluto trovar pro-

sente alle vere e cssere stato il pi-hno ad

[1555.
fatal destruction of his fleet at Algiers,
and in the memorable flight from

Innspruck. He was of a phlegmatic,
stoical temperament, until shattered

by age and disease ; a man without a

sentiment and without a tear. It was
said by Spaniards that he was never
seen to weep, even at the death of his

nearest relatives and friends, except
on the solitaiy occasion of the departure
of Don Ferrante Gonzaga from coi.irt.*

Such a temperament was invaluable in

the stormy career to which he had de-

voted his life. He was essentially a man
of action, a military chieftain.

"
Pray

only for my health and my life," he
was accustomed to say to the young
officers who came to him from every
part of his dominions to serve under
his banners, "for so long as I have
these I wiU never leave you idle; at

least in France. I love peace no better

than the rest of you. I was born and
bred to arms, and must of necessity

Iceep on my harness till I can bear it

no longer."* The restless energy and
the magnificent tranquillity of his

character made him a hero among
princes, an idol with his officers, a

popular favourite everywhere. The
promptness with which, at much per-
sonal hazard, he descended like a

thunderbolt in the midst of the Ghent
insurrection

;
the juvenile ardour with

which the almost bedridden man arose

from his sickbed to smite the Protes-

tants at Miihlberg ;
the grim stoicism

with which he saw sixty thousand of

his own soldiers perish in the wintry
siege of Metz

;
all insured him a large

measure of that applause which ever

follows military distinction, especially
when the man who achieves it happens
to wear a ci'own. He combined the

personal prowess of a knight of old

with the more modern accomplish-
ments of a scientific tactician. He
armarsi et ultimo Si spogliur.si ha dimostrato
in gonima d'csser grau capitano d'effotti

grandi," etc. etc.—Badovaro MS.
» " Ho da Spaainuoli .soiitito obe no

per alcun accidunte di morte di congionta di

s;«igue no di gran ministvi suoi cai-i e stata

veduta piangore, se nnn alia partita dello

corte di Don Ferrante Gonzaga. —Badovaro
MS.

6 Brant6me. Grands CapilaliJes; wt.
diaries Quint.
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coiild cliarge the enemy in person like

the most Itrilliant cavalry officer, and
he thoroughly understood the arrange-
ments of a campaign, the marshalling
andvictualling of troops, and the whole
art of setting and maintaining an aimy
in the field.i

Yet, though brave and warlike aa

the most chivalrous of his ancestors,

Gothic, Burgundian, or Suabian, he
was entirely without chivalry. Fana-

ticism for the faith, protection for the

oppressed, fidelity to friend and foe,

knightly loyalty to a cause deemed

sacred, the sacriiice of personal inte-

rests to great ideas, generosity of hand
and heart; all those qualities which
imite with courage and constancy to

make up the ideal chevalier, Charles

not only lacked but despised. He
trampled on the weak antagonist, whe-
ther burgher or petty potentate. He
was false as water. He inveigled his

foes who trusted to imperial promises

by arts unworthy an emperor or a gen-
tleman.* He led about the unfoi-tu-

nate John Frederic of Saxony, in his

own language,
"
like a bear in a chain,"

ready to be slipped upon Maurice
should " the boy

"
prove ungrateful.

He connived at the famotis forgery of

the prelate of Arras, to which the

Landgrave Philip owed his long im-

prisonment ;
a ^illany worse than many

for which humbler rogues have suf-

fered by thousands upon the gallows.*
The contemporary world knew well

the history of his frauds, on scale both
colossal and minute, and called him
familiarly

"
Charles qui triche."* ^

The absolute master of realms on
which the sim perpetually shone, he
was not only greedy for additional

dominion, but he was avaricious in

63

' "
Ella ha messosi ad imprese non solo

pericolose a -difficile ma che tenerano dell

impossibile ma iiel sostenvrii ha mostnito
gran intelligenza e nel Cire app;»roccliio delle
cose degli esercifi, nell ordine di uietter gli
insieme, vederali mareiai-e, fivr le battalie

finite," etc. etc.—Badovaro MS.
* "In rebus aze idis tractandisquo," says

one of his greatest contemporarj' admirers,
"simul.itor egregius. fidei literiori% privatl
commodi pcrqii;im studio.>\is, atque ut uno
verbo dicam alteraviismatemus Ferdinaudtts
Catholicii.s."—Poi.t. Heut. xiv. -SiCa.

* De Thou, Histoire Uuiverseile (Londres,

small matters, and hated to part with
a hundred dollars.* To the soldier

who brought him the sword and

gaimtlets of Francis the First, he gave
a hundred crowns, when ten thousand
would have been less than the custom-

ary present; so that the rnar) left his

presence full of desperation. The
three soldiers who swam the Elbe,
with their swords in their mouths, to

bring him the boats with which he

passed to the victory of Miihlbei^g,
received from his imperial bounty a

doublet, a pair of stockings, and four
crowns a-piece.* His courtiers and
ministers complained bitterly of his

habitual niggardliness, and were fain

to eke out their slender salaries by
accepting bribes fi'om every hand rich

enough to bestow them. In truth,
Charles was more than anything else

a politician, notwithstanding his signal
aTjilities as a soldier. If to have
founded institutions which could last,

be the test of statesmanship, he was
even a statesman

; for many of hid
institutions have resisted the pres-siu^
of three centuries. But those of Charle-

magne fell as soon as his hand was
cold, while the works of many ordinary
legislators have attained to a p«!i-petiuty
denied to the statutes of Solon or

Lycurgus. Durability is not the test of
merit in human institutions. Tried by
the only touchstone applicable to go-
vernments, theircapacity to insure the

highest welfare of thegoverned, we shall

not find his polity deserving of much
admiration. It is not merely that hewas
a despot by birth and inclination, nor
that he naturally substituted, as far as
was practicable, the despotic for the re-

publican element, wherever hishand can
be traced. There may be possible good

1734), L 2G7, 599.—Compare Green Van Prin-
sterer. Archives et Correspond;uice Ine-iito
de la Maison d'Oransre N.is^u (Leide. 1S3S),
t. v., 63, 65. 66. E. H. Pfcilschmidt, Vor
DrcihuudertJahren. Blatter derErinnerung
an KurfQrst Moritz Von Sachsen (Dresden,
1S52), p. 10. Vide Postea.

* Bnmtdinie; art. Cliarles Quint.
• "Ad alcuni della corte di S. M. hj inteso

dire ella haver paruto natura tale che nel
j

'? iv eenfo scudi ka consid':rato ti-ofpo ninu-
; tniAen'e," etc.—Badovaro 3IS,

!
• BadoT.'iro MSl
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in despotisms, as tliere is often much
tyranny in democracy. Tried, how-

ever, according to the standard by
which all governments may be mea-

Bured, those laws of truth and divine

juistice which all Christian nations re-

cognise, and which are perpetual, whe-
ther recognised or not, we shall find

little to venerate in the life work of

the Emperor. The interests of his

family, the security of his dynasty,
these were his end and aim. The

happiness or the progress of his people
never furnished even the indirect mo-
tives of his conduct, and the result

was a baffled policy and a crippled and

bankrupt empire at last.

He knew men, especially he knew
their weaknesses, and he knew how to

turn them to account. He knew how
much they would bear, and that Uttle

little gi-ievances would sometimes in-

flame more than vast and deliberate

injustice. Therefore he employed na-

tives mainly in the subordinate offices

of his various states, and he repeatedly
warned his successor that the haugh-
tiness of Spaniards, and the incompa-
tibility of their character with the

Flemish, would be productive of great
difficulties and dangers,

i It was his

opinion that men might be tyrannised
more intelligently by their own kin-

dred, and in this perhaps he was right.

He was indefatigable in the discharge
of business, and if it were possible that

half a world could be administered as

if it were the private property of an

individual, the task would have been

perhaps as well accomplished by Charles

as by any man. He had not the ab-

surdity of supposing it possible for him
to attend to the details of every indi-

vidual aifair in every one of his

realms; and he therefore intrusted the

stewardship of all specialities to his

^ar\ous ministers and agents. It was

his business to know men and to deal

with affairs on a large scale, and in

this he certainly was superior to his

successor. His correspondence was

* Apologie d'Onuige, 47, 48.
» Helazione di Nuvigero, apud Bradford,

p. 445.
s " ^ous avons perdu," wrote the Empe-

ror to Pliilip, on the elder Granvelle's death,
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mainly in the liand.s of Graavelle tha

elder, who analysed letters received,
and frequently wrote all but the sig-

natures of the answers. The same
minister usually possessed the imperial
ear, and farmed it out for his own
benefit. In all this there was of course

room for vast deception, but the Em-
peror was quite aware of what was

going on, and took a philosophic view
of the matter as .an inevitable part of

his system.
8 Granvclle grew enor-

mously rich under his ej'e, by trading
on the imperial favour and sparing hi 3

Majesty much trouble. Charles saw
it all, ridiculed his peculations, but
called him his " bed of down." * His

knowledge of human nature was, how-

ever, derived from a contemplation
mainly of its weaknesses, and was
therefore one-sided. He was often

deceived, and made many a fatal

blimder, shrewd politician though he
was. He involved himself often in

enterprises which could not be honour-
able or profitable, and which inflicted

damage on his greatest interests. He
often offended men who might have
been useful friends, and converted

allies into enemies. " His Majesty,"
said a keon observer who knew him
well,

"
has. not in his career shewn the

prudence which was necessary to him.

He has often oflended those whose
love he might have conciliated, con-

vert'^d friends into enemies, and let

those perish who were his most faith-

ful partisans."* Thus it must be

acknowledged that even his boasted

knowledge of human nature and hLs

power of dealing with men was rather

superficial and emjiirical than the real

gift of genius.
His personal habits during the

greater part of his life were those of

an indefatigable soldier. He could re-

main in the saddle day and night, and
endure eveiy hard.ship but hunger.
He was addicted to vulgar and miscel-

laneous incontinence.* He was an
enonnous enter. He breakfa.sted at

"un bon lit de repos."
— Dom I'Evesque,

Memoires pour serv.r Ji riusti>ire da Card,
de Gv.au volie (Paris, 1753), i. 180.

Badovaro MS.
» ' ' et fe stato ne pincori venorei di non
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five, on a fowl seethed in milk and
dressed with BUgai- and spices. After

this he went to deep again. He dined
at twelve, partaking always of twenty
dishes. He supped twice : at first,

Eoon after vespers, and the second time
at midnight or one o'clock, which meal

was, perhaps, the most solid of the

four. After meat he ate a great quan-

tity of pastry and sweetmeats, and he

irrigated every repast by vast draughts
of beer and wine. ^ His stomach, ori-

ginally a wonderful one, succumbed
after forty years of such labours. His

taste, but not his appetite, began to

faU, and he complained to his major
domo, that all his food was insipid.
The reply is, perhaps, among the most
celebrated of facetiae. The cook could
do nothing more tmless he served his

-ilajesty a pasty of watches. The allu-

sion to the Emperor's passion for ho-

rology was received with great ap-

plause. Charles "
laughed longer than

he was ever known to laugh before,
and all the courtiers (of course) laughed
as long as his Majesty."

^ The success

of so sorry a jest would lead one to

suppose that the fooling was less ad-

mirable at the imperial court than
some of the recorded quips of Tribau-

let would lead us to suppose.
The transfer of the other crowns

and dignitaries to Philip, was accom-

plished a month afterwards in a quiet
manner.' Spain, Sicily, the Balearic

Islands, America, and other portions
of the globe, were made over without
more display than an ordinary donatio

inter vivos. The Empire occasioned
some difficulty. It had been already
aignified to Ferdinand, that his brother
was to resign the imperial crown., in

his favour, and the symbols of sove-

reignty were accordingly transmitted
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temperata voluntS in ogni parte dove si i
trovata con donne di grande et smco di

;
ocola conditioue."—Baaovaro 31S.
1 " Xel magnare ha sempre S. if. ecc«so,

et fino al tempo che ella parti di Fiandra per
Spagna, la mattina svegliate che aUa era,
p;:;rUava una scatoLi di pistochi, Cappone
con latte, zuccaro e spetiarie, dojx> il quale
tomava a riposare. A mezzogiomodesinava
molto varieta di vivande, e poco di po vespro
ras reudiiva, et ad una hora di notte se
u'andava i cena, magnando cose tutte da
g^xicrui'e huuigri grossi e Tiecoei."— £adc-

j

to him by the hands of William of

Orange.^ A deputation, moreover, of
which that nobleman, Vice-Chancellor

Seld, and Dr WoKgang HaUer, were
the chiefs, was despatched to signify
to the electors of the Empire the step

"

which had been thus resolved upon.
A delay of more than two years, how-

ever, intervened, occasioned partly by
the deaths of three electors, partly by
the war which so soon broke out in

Europe, before the matter was formally
i acted upon.* In February 1553, how-

I
ever, the electors having been assem-

j

bled in Frankfort, received the abdica-

i
tion of Charles, and proceeded to the

I
election of Ferdinand.* That Em-
peror was crowned in March, and im-

": mediately despatched a legation to tho

PtJpe to apprise him of the fact. No-

thing was less expectod than any op-
position on the part of the pontiff
The querulous dotard, however, who
then sat in St Peter's chair, hated
Charles and aU his race. He accord-

ingly denied the validity of the whole
transaction, without sanction previ-

ously obtained from the Pope, to whom
all crowns belonged. Ferdinand, after

listening, through his envoys, to much
ridiculous dogmatism on the pai-t of
the Pope, at last withdrew from the

discussion, with a formal protest, and
was first recognised by Carafia'a suc-

cessor, Pius IV. ^

Charles had not deferred his retire-

ment tiU the end of these disputes.
He occupied a private house in Brus-

sels, near the gate of Louvain, until

August of the year 1556. On the 27th
of that month, he addressed a letter
from Ghent to John of Osnabruck,
president of the Chamber of Spiers,
stating his abdication in favour of

Ferdinand, and requesting that in the

varo MS. Compare Navigero, Eelazionei
apud Bradford, p. 365.

* " una nuova vivanda di pasticci di
orologii, il che mosse & quel maggior e piu
lungo riso die mai sia ttalo in hi et ccai
risfro qutUi di cameya" etc. etc.—Badovaro
Ma
»GodeIaevns, $45, sqq. Van Meteren, L

17. Bor, i. 6, sqq.
GodelaevTis, t>46, sqq. Pont Heut XIT.

645, sqq. Meteren, 17.
*
GodelaewLB, 646, sqq.' """'' *

iPJd., 654, sqq.•Ibid,
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interim the same obedience might be
rendered to Ferdinand, as could have
beeji jdelded to himselfA Ten days
later, he addressed a letter to the

estates of the empire, stating the same

fact; and on the 17th September
1556, he set sail from Zeland for

Spain.2 These delays and difficulties

occasioned some misconceptions. Many
persons, who did not admire an abdi-

cation, which others, on the contrary,
esteemed as an act of unexamjiled
magnanimity, stoutly denied that it

was the intention of Charles to re-

nounce the Empire. The Venetian

envoy informed his Government that

Ferdinand was only to be lieutenant

for Charles, under strict limitations,
and that the Emperor was to resume
the government so soon as his health

would allow.* The Bishop of Arraa
and Don Juan de Manrique had both
assured him, he said, that Charles

would not, on any account, definitely
abdicate.* Manrique even asserted

that it was a mere farce to believe in

any such intention.' The Emperor
ought to remain to protect his son, by
the resources of the Empire, against

France, the Turks, and the heretics.

His very shadow was terrible to the

Lutherans,* and his form might be

expected to rise' again in stern reality
from its temporaiy grave. Time has

shewn the falsity of all these imagin-

ings; but views thus maintained by
those in the best condition to know
the truth, prove how difficult it was
for men to believe in a transaction

which was then so extraordinary, and
how little consonant it was in their

ej-es with true propriety. It was ne-

cessary to ascend to the times of Dio-

cletian, to find an example of a similar

abdication of empire, on so deliberate

and extensive a scale, and the great

English historian of the Roman Em-

pire has compared the two acts with

each other. But there seems a vast

difference between the cases. Both

emperors were distinguished soldiers
;

1 Ciodelaevus, G54.
' Ibid, 645, sqq.
• Badoviiro.
• Ibid.
• " che era cosa di buria a credovlo."

—Ibid,

[1555
both were merciless persecutors of de-

fenceless Christians; both exchanged
imbounded empire for absolute seclu-

sion. But Diocletian was born in tha
lowest abyss of human degradation—
the slave and the son of a slave. For
such a man, after having reached the

highest pinnacle of human greatness,

voluntarily to descend from power,
seems an act of far greater magnani-
mity than the retreat of Charles. Born
in the purple, having exercised un-

limited authority from his boyhood,
and having worn from his craidle so

many crowns and coronets, the Ger-
man Emperor might well be supposed
to have learned to estimate them at

their proper value. Contemporary
minds were busy, however, to discover

the hidden motives which could have
influenced him, and the world, even

yet, has hardly ceased to wonder. Yet
it would have been more wonderful,

considering the Emperor's character,
had he remained. The end had not
crowned the work; it not unreason-

ably discrowned the workman. The
earUer, and indeed the greater part of

his career, had been one unbroken pro-
cession of triumphs. The cherLshei

dream of his grandfather,' and of liia

own youth,* to add the Pope's triple
crown to the rest of the hereditivry

possessions of his family, he had in-

deed been obliged to resign. He had
too much practical Flemish sense to

indulge long in chimeras, but he hrA
achieved the empire over formidable

rivals, and he had successively not

only conquered, but captured almost

every potentate who had arrayed him-
self in arms against him. Clement
and Francis, the Dukes and Land-

graves of Cleves, Hesse, Saxony, and

Bnmswick, he had bound to his chariot

wheels
; forcing many to eat the bread

of humiliation and captivity, during
long and weary years. But the con-

cluding portion of his reign had re-

vei-sed all its previous glories. His
whole career had been a failure. He

< " Parcudo loro clio solo I'ombra sua sia

d:i Luterani temuta."—Ibid.
' Introduction to this work.
» Brant6me. Hommes lUustres, etc.; art,

Charles Quint. Baylo, Diet. Hist. etC'rit,:

art. Chnriwi Quiut.
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!iid been defeated, after all, in most of

1 lis proj ects. He had humbled Franci3,
but Henry had most signaUr avenged
his father. He had trampled upon
Philip of He^e and Frederic of Saxony,
but it had been reserved for one of

that German race, which he charac-

terised as "
dreamy, drtmken, and in-

capable of intrigue," to outwit the

man who had outwitted aU the world,
and to drive before him, in ignomini-
ous flight, the conquei-or of the na-

tions. The German lad who had
learned both war and disaimulation in

the court and camp of him who was
80 profound a master of both arts,

was destined to eclipse hia teacher
on the most august theatre of Chris-

tendom. Absorbed at Innspruck
with the deliberations of the Trent

Covmcil, Charles had not heeded the
distant mutterings of the tempest
v^hich was gathering aroxmd him.
AThile he was preparing to crush for

ever the Protestant Church, with the
arms which a bench of bishops were

forging, lo ! the rapid and desperate
Maurice, with long red beard stream-

ing like a meteor in the wind, dashing
through the mountain passes, at the
bead of his Lancers—arguments more
convincing than all the dogmas of
GranveUe ! Disguised as anoldwoman,^
the Emperor had attempted, on the 6th

April, to escape in a peasant's waggon,
fiom Innspruck into Flanders. Saved
for the time by the mediation of Fer-

dinand, he had, a few weeks later,
after his troops had been defeated by
Maurice at Flissen, again fled at mid-

night of the 22d May, almost un-

attended, sick in body and sovl, in the
midst of thunder, hghtning, and rain,

along the difficult Alpine passes from

Innspruck into Carinthia. His pupil
had permitted his escape, only because,
in his own language,

"
for such a bird

he had no convenient cage."* The
imprisoned princes now owed their

liberation, not to the Emperor's cle-

luency, but to his f.anic. The peace of
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^ "
in arm'.icber, man sagt, sogar in

Fniueutracht."— Pieilschmidt. Vor Drei-
i.imdert Jahren, p. 56.

* "
fUr einca solchen Vogel," sagte

cr,
"
liabe er keiuoa Kafig."—Pfeilsclmiidt,

Passau, in the following Atigust, cnished

the whole fabric of the Emperor's toil,

and laid the foimdation of the Pro-

testant Chiu-ch. He had smitten the

Protestants at Miihlberg for the last

time. On the other hand, the man
who had dealt with Rome as if the

Pope, not he, had been the vassal, was

compelled to witness, before he de-

parted, the insolence of a pontiff who
took a special pride in insulting and

himibling his house, and trampling
upon the pride of Charles, Philip, and
Ferdinand. In France, too, the dis-

a.»trous siege of Metz had taught him
that in the imperial zodiac the fatal

sign of Cancer l^d been reached. The
figure of a crab, with the words "

plus
citra," instead of his proud motto of
"
plus ultra," scrawled on the walLj

where he had resided during that dis-

mal epocli, avenged more deeply, per-

haps, than the jester thought, tha

previous misfortimes of France.* Tha

j

Grand Turk, too, Solyman the Magni-
ficent, poss^sed most of Himgary, and
held at that moment a fleet ready to

I sail against Naples, in cooperatiiJn
with the Pope and France.* Thus tha

Infidel, the Protestant, and tlie Holy
, Church were aU combined together to

;

ci-ush him. Towards all the great
powers of the earth he stood, not in

j

the attitude of a conqueror, but of a

I disappointed, baffled, defeated poten-
• tate. Moreover, he had been foiled

I long before in hLs earnest attempts to
I secure the imperial throne for Philip.

j

Ferdinand and Maximilian had both
'

stoutly resisted his argtiments and hia
! blandishments. The father had repre-

{

sented the slender patrimony of tlieir

I
branch of the family, compared witli

j

the enormous heritage of Philip ; who
i being, after all, but a man, and en-

dowed with finite powers, might sink
under so gi-eat a pressure of empire as

his father wished to provide for him.*
Maximilhn ako assured his luicle that
he had as good an appetite for the
crown as Philip, rnd could digest the

* Histoire du Due d'.^be, L 3o9 (ed. Pari%
1693). *

Cabrer.i, i. 32.
* "

Principem Philippum hominein
esse finitasqiie habera vires atqua ingeni^im
captumque bmtum humauum."— Poiit.
Heut. xiL 301.
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dignity quite as easily.^ The son, too,
for whom the Emperor was thus soli-

citous, had already, before the abdica-

tion, rejiaid his affection with ingrati-
tude. He had turned out all his

father's old officials in Milan, and had
refused to visit him at Brussels, till

assured as to the amount of ceremo-
nial respect which the new-made king
was to receive at the hands of his

father.2

Had the Emperor continued to live

and reign, he would have found him-
self likewise engaged in mortal com-
bat with that great rehgious movement
in the Netherlands, which he would
not have been able many years longer
to suppress, and which he left as a

legacy of blood and fire to his succes-

sor. Born in the same year with his

century, Charles was a decrepit, ex-

hausted man at fifty-five, while that

glorious age, in which humanity was
to bursG for ever the cerements in

which it had so long been buried, was
but awakening to a consciousness of

its strength.

Disappointed in his schemes, broken
in his fortunes, with income antici-

pated, estates mortgaged, all his affairs

in confusion
; failing in mental powers,

and with a constitution hopelessly
shattered

;
it was time for him to

retire. He shewed his keenness in

recognising the fact that neither his

power nor his glory would be increased,
should he lag superfluous on the stage
where mortification instead of applause
was likely to be his portion. His frame
was indeed but a wreck. Foi-ty years
of unexampled gluttony had done their

work. He was a victim to gout, asthma,

dyspepsia, gravel. He was crippled in

the neck, arms, knees, and hands. He
was troubled with chronic cutaneous

eruptions. His appetite remained,
while his stomach, unable longer to

perform the task still imposed upon it,

occasioned him constant suffering.

Physiologists, who know how impor-

1 BrantAme, i. 49, 50.
* Dom I'Evesque. Mem. do Grauv. i 24-

26.— " Cot embarras," says the Beiiedictino,
"fut la veritable cause do son abdication et

de sa retnuctc dans le Convent de Juste. Ja
politique s'epuiscroit en vaiu £l en cherfhcr
unc autre."
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tant a part this organ plays in the
affairs of Hfe, will perhaps see in thia

physical condition of the Emperor a
sufficient explanation, if explanation
were required, of his descent from the
throne. Moreover, it is well kno>vn
that the resolution to abdicate before
his death had been long a settled

scheme with him. It had been formally
agreed between himseK and the Em-
press that they should separate at the

approach of old age, and pass the re-

mainder of their lives in a convent and
a monastery. He had, when com-

paratively a young man, been struck

by the reply made to him by an aged
officer, whose reasons he had asked

for, earnestly soliciting permission to

retire from the imperial service. It

was, said the veteran, that he might
put a little space of religious contem-

l^lation between the active portion of

his life and the grave.'
A similar determination, defen-ed

from time to time, Charles had now
carried into execution. While he still

lingered in Brussels, after his abdica-

tion, a comet appeared, to warn him
to the fulfilment of his purpose.*
From first to last, comets and other

heavenly bodies were much connected
with his evolutions and arrangements.
There was no mistaking the motives
with which this luminary hadpresented
itself. The Emperor knew very well,

says acontemporary German chronicler,
that it portended pestilence and war,

together with the approaching death
of mighty jjrinces.

" My fates call

out,"
^ he cried, and forthwith apphed

himself to hasten the preparations for

his departm-e.

The romantic picture of his philoso-

phical retirement at Juste, painted oii-

ginally by Sandoval and Siguenza, re-

produced by the fascinating pencil of

Strada, and imitated in frequent suc-

cession by authors of every age and

country, is unfortunately but a sketch

* Strada, i. 18. * Godelaovus, C45.
* "

ingens et lucidum sydus—fl.immi-
fevum crinem traliens in ocfcuo libra; gradu
conspici coeptnni

—at Carolus seicns luijua
visione inagnorum principum intcritus—co

conspecto. His inquit indiciis, nw mca fata
vacant," etc.—Godelaovua, C4p.
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of fancy. The Inveotigations of modem
writers have entirely thrown down the

Bcaffolding on which the airy fabric,

80 delightful to poets and moralists,

reposed. The departing Emperor
stands no longer in a transparency,
robed in shining garments. His trans-

figuration is at an end. Every action,

almost every moment of his retire-

ment, accurately chronicled by those

who shared his solitude, have been

placed before our eyes, in the most
felicitous manner, by able and brilliant

\vriters.^ The Emperor, shorn of the

philosophical robe in which he had
been conventionally arrayed for three

centuries, shivers now in the cold air

of reality.
So far from his having immersed

himself in profound and pioiLS contem-

plation, below the current of the

world's events, his thoiights, on the

contrary, never were for a moment
diverted from the political surface of

}

the times. He read nothing but de-

spatches ;
he wrote or dictated inter-

minable ones in reply, as dull and pro-
lix as any which ever came from his

pen. He manifested a succession of

emotions at the com^e of contempo-
rary nfiairs, as intense and as varied as

if the world still rested in his palm.
He was, in truth, essentially a man of

action. He had neither the taste nor
talents which make a man great in

retirement. Xot a lofty thought, not
a generous sentiment, not a profoimd
or acute suggestion in his retreat has

been recorded from his lips. The epi-

grams which had been invented for

him by fabtilists, have been all taken

away, and nothing hasbeen substituted,
save a few dull jests exchanged with

'
Stirlincf. The Cloister Life of Charles V.

(London, 1S53). Baklmyzen v;ui den Brink.

Analyse d'uu Maniiscrit Contemporain sur
la Retraite de Cliarles Quint (Briixelles,

1S50). Tiie works of Jlignet and Pichot, on
the same subject (Paris, 1S54), and particu-
larly the late publication of 31. Gachard,
Retraiteet Mort de Charles Quint (Bnixelles,
1S54); in which last work tlie subject may-
be oinsidered to have been fairly exhausted.
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stupid friars. So far from having on«

tertained and even expressed that sen*

timent of rehgious toleration for which
he was said to have been condemned
as a heretic by the Inquisition, and for

which Philip was ridiculously reported
to have ordered his father's body to

be burned, and his ashes scattered to

the winds,2 he became in retreat the

bigot effectually, which during his

reign he had only been conventionally.
Bitter regrets that he should have kept
his word to Luther, as if he had not

broken faith enough to reflect upon
in his retirement; stem self-reproach
for omitting to put to death, while he
had him in his power, the man who
had caused all the mischief of the age ;

fiewe instructions thundered from his

retreat to the inquisitors to hasten the
execution of all heretics,

—
including

particidarly his ancient friends, preach-
ers and almoners, Cazalla and Con-
stantine de Fuent«; furious exhorta-

tions to PhUip—as if Philip needed a

prompter in such a work—that he
should set himself to "

cutting out the
root of heresy with rigour and rude
chastisement

;

"— such explosions of

savage bigotry as these, alternating
with exhibitions of revolting gluttony,
with surfeits of sardine omelettes, Es-
tramadura sausages, eel pies, pickled
partridges, fat capons, quince syrups,
iced beer, and flagons of Rhenish, re-

lieved by copious draughts of senna
and rhubarb, to which his horror-
stricken doctor doomed him as he at-e—compose a spectacle less attractive to
the imagination than the ancient por-
trait of the cloistered Charles. Un-

fortimately it is the one which was
painted from life.

and in which the text of Siguen?^, aadof
the anonymous manuscript discovered by >L
Bakhuyzen, in the jrrerfe of the Court of"Ap-
peals at Brussels, are placed in full before
the re:\der, so far as they bear on the vexed
question as to the celebration by the Empe-
ror of his own oleequies.

• BrantAme. CEuvrea (Jomplfetes (Paria>
1822), i. 82.
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PuiLiP the Second had received the
investiture of Milan and the crov?n of

Naples, previously to his marriage with

Maiy Tudor.i The imperial crown he
had been obliged, much against his

will, to forego. The archduchy of

Austria, with the hereditary German
dependencies of his father's family,
had been transferred by the Emperor
to his brother Ferdinand, on the occa-

sion of the marriage of that prince
with Anna, only sister of King Louis
of Hungary.2 Ten years afterwards,
Ferdinand (King of Hungary and Bo-
hemia since the death of Ijouis, slain

in 1.52'] at the battle of Mohacz) was
elected King of the Romans, and

steadily refused all the entreaties after-

wards made to him in behalf of Philip,
to resign his crown and his succession

to the Empire in favour of his nephew.
With these diminutions, Philip had
now received all the dominions of

his father. He was King of all the

Spanish kingdoms and of both the

Sicilies. He was titular King of Eng-
land, France, and Jerusalem. He was
" Absolute Dominator

"
in Asia, Africa,

and America; he was Duke of Milan
and of both Burgundies, and Heredi-

tary Sovereign of the seventeen Nether-

lands.*

Thus the provinces had received a

new master. A man of foreign birth

and breeding, not speaking a word of

their language, nor of any language

* Pont. Heut., xix. Godelaevus, 645.
« Pont. Heut., viii. 197.
8
Ibid., X. 240.

which the mass of the inhabitants

understood, was now placed in supreme
authority over them, because he re-

presented, through the females, the
"
good" Philip of Burgundy, who a

century before had possessed himself

by inheritance, purchase, force, or

fi-aud, of the sovereignty in most of

those provinces. It is necessary to

say an introductory word or two con-

cerning the previous history of the man
to v/hose hands the destiny of so many
millions was now intrusted.

He was born in May 1527, and was

now, therefore, twenty-eight years of

age. At the age of sixteen he had
been united to his cousin, Maria of

Portugal, daughter of John III. and of

the IZmperor's sister, Donna Catalina.

In the following year (1544) he became
father of the celebrated and ill-starred

Don Carlos, and a widower.'' In 1548,
he had made his first appearance in

the Netherlands. He came thither to

receive homage in the various pro-
vinces as their future sovereign, and
to exchange oaths of mutual fidelity

with them all.* Andrew Doria, with
a fleet of fifty ships, had brought him
to Genoa, whence he had passed to

Milan, v/here he was received with

great rejoicing. At Trent he was met

by Duke Maurice of Saxony, who
warmly begged his intercession with

the Emperor in behalf of the im-

prisoned Landgrave of Hesse, Thia

* Cabrera, i. 8.

B Aietercn, Vi. Wagcnaer VaderlardscUe
Ilistorie (Amst., 1770), iv. 294, sqq.
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twon Philip was graciously pleased to

promise,^ and to keep the pledge as

sacredly as raost of the vows plighted

by him duiing this memorable year.

Tts Duke of Aerschot met him in

Germany with a regiment of cavalry
and escorted him to Brussels. A sum-
mer was spent in great festivities^ the

cities of the Netherlands vying with
each other in magnificent celebrations

of the ceremonies, by which Philip

successively swore allegiance to the

various constitutions and charters of

the provinces, and received their oaths

of future fealty in return. His oath

to support all the constitutions and

privileges was without reservation,
while his father and grandfather had

only sworn to maintain the charters

granted or confirmed by Philip and
Charles of Burgundy.^ Suspicion was
disarmed by these indiscriminate con-

cessions, which had been resolved

upon by the unscrupulous Charles to

conciliate the goodwOl of the people.
In view of the pretensions which

might be preferred by the Brederode

family in Holland, and by other

descendants of ancient sovereign races

in other provinces, the Emperor, wish-

ing to insure the succession to his

sisters in case of the deaths of himself,

Philip, and Don Carlos without issue,
was unsparing in those promises which
he knew to be binding only upon the
weak. Philip's oaths were therefore

without reserve, and the light-hearted

Flemings, Brabantines, and Walloons
received him with open arms. In
Valenciennes the festivities which at-

tended his entrance were on a most

gorgeous scale, but the "joyous en-

trance
"

an-anged for him at Antwerp
was of unparalleled magnificence.' A
cavalcade of the magistrates and not-

able burghers,
" aU attired in cramoisy

1 Metercn, i. 13.
' The oath which he took in Ho!l:\nd was

—"Well aud truly to maiutaiu all the privi-
leges and freedoms of the nobles, cities, com-
iDuuities, subjects (\a.y aud durical) of the
province of Holland aud West Frieslaud, to
them granted by my ancestors, counts and
couutesses of Holland ; and moreover their
customs, traditions, usages, and rights (gc-
woonte, herkomen, usaution en rechteu),
ail and several which they now have and
use." The oath in Bral»aut wa»—" To sup-
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velvet," attended by lackies in splendid
liveries, and followed by four thousand
citizen soldiers in full uniform, went
forth from the gates to receive him.

Twenty-eight triumphal arches, which

alone, according to the thrifty chroni-

cler, had cost 26,800 Carolus guldens,
were erected in the different streets

and squares, and every possible demon-
stration of affectionate welcome waa
lavished upon the Prince and the

Emperor.^ The rich and prosperous

city, uuconscio\;s of the doom which
awaited it in the future, seemed to

have covered itself with garlands to

honour the approach of its master.

Yet icy was the deportment with
which Philip received these demon-
strations of affection, and haughty tho

glance with which he looked down
upon these exhibitions of civic hilarity,
as fi'om the height of a grim and inac-

cessible tower. The impression made
upon the Xetherlanders was anything
but favourable, and when he had fully
learned the futiUty of the projects on
the Empire which it was so difficult

both for his father and himself to re-

sign, he retiu-ned to the more congenial
sod of Spain. In 1554 he had agahi
issued from the peninsula to many
the Queen of England, a privilege which
his father had graciously resigned to

him. He was imited to Mary Tudor
at Winchester, on the 25th July of

that year, and if congeniahty of tastes

could have made a marriage happy,
that union should have been thrice

blessed. To maintain the supremacy
of the Church seemed to both the
main object of existence; to execute

uubelievere, the most sacred duty im-

posed by the Deity upon anointed

princes; to convert their kingdoms into

a hell, the sm-est means of winning
heaven for themselves. It was not

port all the privileges," etc. etc. ; and tho
same form, without conditions and excep-
tions, was adopted in t!je other provinces;
whereas his father and grandfather had
sworn only to maintain the limited privileges
conceded by the usurping house of Bur-
gundy.—Vide Groot Piakkaat Boek, Iv. 3,
iii. 20; Blyde Inkommst v. Filip, apud
Jiieris, Nederl. Voorst, iii 222; Wagenaee
Yadcrl. Hist., iv. 2i>4-7, and v. 32&-341.

»
Meteren, L f. 13,

*Ibid.
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strange that tlio coiijiuiction of two
such wonders of superstition in one

sphere should seem portentous in the

eyes of the English nation. Philip's
mock efforts in favour of certain con-

demned reformers, and his pretended
intercessions in favour of the Princess

ElizaL-e
' '

-
. f : ; ! jd entirely of their obj ect.

The Parliament refused to confer upon
him more than a nominal authority in

England. His children, should they
be born, might be sovereigns ;

he
was but husband of the Queen ;

of a

woman who could not atone by her

abject but peevish fondness for him-

self, and by her congenial blood-thirsti-

ness towards her subjects, for her

eleven years' seniority, her deficiency
in attractions, and her incapacity to

make him the father of a line of Eng-
lish monarchs. It almost excites com-

passion even for Mary Tudor, when
her passionate efforts to inspire him
with affection are contrasted with his

impassiveness. Tyrant, bigot, mur-
deress though she was, she was still

woman, and she lavished upon her

husband all that was not ferocious in

her nature. Forbidding prayers to be

said for the soul of her father,^ hating
her sister and her people, burning

bishops, bathing herself in the blood

of heretics, to Philip she was all sub-

missiveness and feminine devotion.

It was a most singular contrast, Mary
the Queen of England and Mary the

1 De Thou, ii. 419.
* " E la rcgiiia M.aria di statHr<a piccola

—
di persona niagra et delicata—adesso cavate

qualche crespe caus.ate piu dagli affanni cho
dall eta—ha gli occhi vivi cho inducono iion

Bolo revcrenza ma timorc verso chi li move,
60 bone la vista molto corta non potcndo
Icggere ne far altro se iion si mettc con la

vista vicinissima a quello che voglia leggcre
o tjen discernere—^ha la voce grossa et alta

quassi d'uomo, si che quaiido parla esempro
scntita gran pezzo di lontano."—Relazionc di

Giov. Michelo, venuto Ambr. d'Inghilterra,

1557; MS. The envoy sums up the personal
attractions of her Mnjesty by observing that,
" even at her present age, slie is not en-

tirely to be abhorred for her ugliness, with-

cut any regard to her rank of Queen."
" In

somma e donna honesta ne mai perbrutezza
etiam in questa etii non considerato il grildo
di regina d'essiro abhonita."—As the Vene-
tian was exceedingly disposed to be compli-
mentary, it must be confessed that the

eulogy docs not aiipoar redundant. Com-
pare Cabrera—"Era la Rcgna pequciia do
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wife of Philip. Small, lean and sickly,

painfully near-sighted, yet with an ej a

of fierceness and fire
;
her face wrinkled

by care and evil passions stiU more than

by time; with a big man's voice, whose
harshness made those in the next room
tremble

;

*
yet feminine in her tastes,

skilful with her needle, fond of em-

broidery work, striking the lute with
a touch remarkable for its science and

feeling, speaking many languages, in-

cluding Latin, with fluency and grace;'
most feminine, too, in her constitu-

tional sufferings, hysterical of habit,

shedding floods of tears daily at Philip's

coldness, undisguised infidelity, and

frequent absences from England*—
she almost awakens compassion, and
causes a momentary oblivion of her

identity.
Her subjects, already half maddened

by religious persecution, were exas-

perated still further by the pecuniary
burthens which she imposed upon
them to supply the King's exigencies,
and she unhesitatingly confronted their

frenzy, in the hope of winning a smile

from him. When at last her chronic

maladies had assumed the memorable
form which caused Philip and Mary to

unite in a letter to Cardinal Pole, an-

nouncing not the expected but the actual

birth of a prince, but judiciously leav-

ing the date in blank,* the momentary
satisfaction and delusion of the Queen
was unbounded. The false intelligence

cuerpo, fiaca, con vista corta en vivos ojos

que poniau acatamionto—grave—mesui-ada—la voce gruesa mas que de muger:" iv.

210.

* " E instrutta di cinque linguc—quatti-o
d'essi parla

—Nella latiua farria sempre og-
nuno con lo risposte che da et con i proposite
che tiene intendentissima oltrc I'esercitio di
lavorave d'ago in ogni sorto di ricanio, anoo
della musica—specialmentc sonar di mana-
cordi et di liiito^incanta per la volocitit del

mano e per la maniera di sonare."—Michele
5IS.

* Michele. Relazionc MS.—" Per rimedio
non basta indogli los fogarsi come adesso
usa con Ic Lagrime et col piangore."

» Burgon (Life and Times of Sir T.

Grcsliam) communicates the letter from tlvi

State-paper Office. — "Wliereas it hath

pleased Almighty God of his infinite good-
ness to adde imto the great number of

other his bcncfites bestowed upon us the

gladdinff of us with the happy dolivcrio of a

prince: i. 171.
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was transmitted eveiywhere. Great

were the joy and the festivities in the

Netherlands, where people were so

easOy made to rejoice and keep holiday
for anything.

" The Regent, being in

Antwerp," wrote Sir Thomas Gresham
to the lords of council,

" did cause the

great bell to ringe to give all men to

understand that the news was trewe.

The Queene's highness' mere merchants
caused all our Inglishe ships to shoote

off with such joy and triumph, as by
men's arts and pollicey coulde be de-

vised—and the Regent sent our In-

glishe maroners one hundred crownes
to drynke."! If- bell-ringing and

cannon-firing could have given England
a Spanish sovereign, the devoutly-
wished consummationwould have been
reached. "WTifn the futility of the

royal hopes could no longer be con-

cealed, Philip left the coimtry, never
to return tiU Ids war with France made
him require troops, subsidies, and a
declaration of hostilities from Eng-
land.

The personal appearance of the new
sovereign has already been described.

His manner was far from conciliatory,
and in this respect he was the absolute

reverse of his father. Upon his first

journey out of Spain, in. 1543, into

his various dominions, he had made a

most painfid impression everywhere.
"He was disagreeable," says Envoy
Suriano,

" to the Italians, detestable

to the Flemings, odidns t» the Ger-

mans. "^

The remonstrances of the Emperor,
and of Queen Mary of Hungary, at the

impropriety of his manners, had pro-

duced, however, some effect, so that on
his wedding journey to England he

1 Burgon, i. 169.
* " Fu poco gratoad Italian!, ingratissimo

aFiamenghi eta Tedeschiodioso."—Suriano.
Relazione MS. » Suriano MS.

* " Havendo persa quella altezza—con la

quale usci la prima volta di Spagna et rlusci
COS! odiosi."—Michele MS.

* "
Is el p. passagio suo in Spagna per Ita-

lia, Gcrmania et Fiaudra era stimata superba
et .troppo eupida d'essere coadjutore dell'

Imperio ma hora e comune opinione che ella

habbia in se tutta quelle humanitil et mo-
destia che dir si possa."

—Badovaro MS.
* " Si come la natura I'ha fiitta di corpo

debolo cosi I'ha fatta al qtianto d'animo ti-

mido."'— Bii^lovavo MS. " Non nnimftkp
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manifested much "
gentleness and hu-

I manity, mingled with royal gravity."*

Upon this occasion, says another Ve-

netian, accredited to him,
" he had

divested himself of that Spanish
haughtiness which, when he first came
from Spain, had rendered him so odi-

ous."* The famous ambassador, Bado-

varo, confirms the impression.
"
Upon

his first journey," he says,
" he was

esteemed proud, and too greedy for the

imperial succession; but now 'tis the
common opinion that his humanity
and modesty are all which could be
desired."* These humane qualities,

however, it must be observed, were
exhibited only in the presence of am-
bassadors and grandees, the only repre-
sentatives of

"
humanity" with whom

he came publicly and avowedly in

contact.

He was thought deficient in manly
energy. He was an infirm valetudina-

rian, and was considered as sluggish hi

character, as deficient in martial enter-

prise, as timid of temperament, as ho
was fragile and sickly of frame.* It is

true, that on accoimt of the disappoint-
ment which he occasioned by his con-

trast to his warlike father, he mingled
in some tournaments in Brussels, where
he was matched against Coimt Mans-

feld, one of the most distinguished
chieftains of the age, and where, says
his professed panegyrist,

" he broke his

lances very much to the satisfaction of

his father and aunts."
'

That learned and eloquent author,
Estelle Calvete, even filled the greater
part of a volume, in which he described
the journey of the Prince, with a mi-
nute description of these feasts and

jousts,* but we may reasonably con-

quella grandezza et generalita d'animo et
vivezza di spirito che si convenga ad un
principe potente cume lui—e inl'ermo e rale-
tudinai-io—da natura abhorrisce molto La

gtierra, et andare en persona ne mai egli vi
si ridurra se non per grau necessita."—Mi-
chele MS. " La natura !a qual inclina piu
alia quiete ch' all' essercitio piu al ripoao ch'
al travaglio," etc.—Suriano MS.

» "
Arrojo los tro^s may en alto eon to-

zeria del pueblo, regocljo de'l Emperador e da
las Reynaa—rompiendo sus lanzas con gal-
lardia i destreza, agradados de su valor y
majestad estavan co roxon fupa(ir« y tiat"^
C^brera, i. li.

a V Crvhrrra. i. ^•l IS
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elude that to the loyal imagination of

his eulogist Philip is indebted for most
of these knightly trophies. It was the
universal opinion of unprejudiced con-

temporaries, that he was without a

spark of enterprise. He was even
censured for a culpable want of ambi-

tion, and for being inferior to his father

in this respect; as if the love of en-

croaching on his neighbour's domi-

nions, and a disposition to foreign
commotions and war, would have con-

stituted additional virtues, had he

happened to possess them. Those who
were most disposed to think favourably
of him, remembered that there was a

time when even Charles the Fifth waa

thoitght weak and indolent,^ and were

willing to ascribe Philip's pacific dispo-
sition to his habitual cholic and side-

ache, and to his father's inordinate care

for him in youth.*^ They even looked
foi'ward to the time when he should
blaze forth to the world as a conqueror
and a hero. These, however, were
views entertained by but few

;
the

general and the correct opinion, as it

proved, being, that Philip hated war,
would never certainly acquire any per-
sonal distinction in the field, and when
engaged in hostilities would be apt to

gather his laurels at the hands of his

generals, rather than with his own
sword. He was believed to be the re-

verse of the Emperor. Charles sought

great enterprises; Philip would avoid

them. The Emperor never recoiled

before threats; the son was reserved,

cautious, suspicious of all men, and

capable of sacrificing a realm from he-

sitation and timidity. The father had
a genius for action

;
the son a predilec-

tion for repose. Charles took "all

1 ' ' Era b.aviito per sapido et adormentato."—Michcle MS.
» Michcle MS.
* Suriano MS.
* The character of those apostillcs, alwaj^s

confused, wordy, and awkward, was somo-
tiinos very hidicrous; nor did it improve
:\fter his thirty or forty j'cars' daily pi-actice
ill making tliem. Thus, when he received a
letter from France in 15S9, narrating the
assassination of Henry III., and stating that" the manner in which he h.id been killed

was that a jacobin monk had given him a

pistol-shot in the head" (la fagon qne Ton
(lit qu'il a ette tue, sa cite par nn Jacobin

(lui luy a donne d'lm cou de pistolle dans la

[1555.
men's opinions, but reserved his judg-
ment," and acted on it, when matured,
with irresistible energy; Philip was led

by others, was vacillating in forming
decisions, and in-esolute in executing
them when formed.'

Philip, then, was not considered, in

that warlike age, as likely to shine as a
warrior. His mental capacity, in gene-
ral, was likewise not very highly es-

teemed. His talents were, in truth,

very much below mediocrity. Hia
mind was incredibly small. A petty
passion for contemptible details cha-

racterised him from his youth, and, aa

long as he lived, he could neither learn
to generalise, nor understand that one

man, however diligent, could not be

muiutely acquainted with all the pub-
lic and private affahs of fifty milliouij

of other men. He was a glutton of

work. He was born to write despatches,
and to scrawl comments * upon those
which he received. He often remained
at the council-board four or five hours
at a time, and he lived in his cabinet. "

He gave audiences to ambassadors and

deputies very willingly, listening at-

tentively to all that was said of him,
and answering in monosyllables.^ He
spoke no tongue but Spanish, and was

sufficiently sjmring of that, but he was

indefatigable with his pen. He hated
to converse, but he could write a letter

eighteen pages long, when his corre-

spondent was in the next room, and
when the subject was, perhaps, one
which a man of talent could have set-

tled with six words of his tongue. The
world, in his opinion, was to move
upon protocols and apostilles. Events
had no right to be born throughout
his dominions, without a preparatory

tayte), he scrawled the following luminous
comment upon the marghi. Underlining tho
word "pistolle," he observed,

"
this is per-

haps some kind of knife ; and as for
'

tayte,'
it can be nothing else but hcaii, which is not

tayte, but t§te, or teyte, as you very well
know" (quiza do a'ffima manera de cuchillo,
etc., etc.)—Gachard. Rapport JlSl. lo Minist.
de rintericur, profixci to Corrcsp. Philippa
II., vol. i., xlix., note 1. It is obvious tliat

a person who made such wonderful com-
mentaries as this, and was hard at work
eight or nine hoiii-s a-day for forty j'ears,
would leave a prodigious quantity of unpul)-
lislied matter at his death.

e Michelo MS. • Badovaro MR.
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course of his obstetrical pedantry. He
could never learn that the earth would
not rest on its axis, while he wrote a

programme of the way it was to tiun. *

He was slow in deciding, slower in

communicating his decisions. He was

prolix with his pen, not from affluence,

but from paucity of ideas. He took

refuge in a cloud of words, sometimes
to conceal his meaning, oftener to con-

ceal the absence of any meaning, thus

mystifying not only others but himself.

To one great purpose, formed early, he

adhered inflexibly. This, however, was
rather an instinct than an opinion;
bora with him, not created by him.

The idea seemed to express itself

through him, and to master him, rather

than to form one of a stock of senti-

ments which a free agent might be ex-

pected to possess. Although at certain

times, even this master -feeling could

yield to the pressure of a predominant
delf-interest—thus shewing that even
in Philip bigotry was not absolute—
yet he appeared on the whole the em-
bodiment of Spanish chivalry and

Spanish reUgious enthusiasm, in its

late and corrupted form. He was en-

tirely a Spaniard. The Burgundian
and Austrian elements of his blood

seemed to have evaporated, and his

veins were filled alone with the ancient

ardour which in heroic centuries had
animated the Gothic champions of

Spain. The fierce enthusiasm for the

Cross, which in the long internal war-

fare against the Crescent had been the

romantic and distinguishing featm-e of

the national character, had degenerated
into bigotry. That which had been
a nation's gloiy now made th& mo-
narch's shame. The Christian heretic

was to be regarded with a more intense

hatred than even Moor or Jew had ex-

cited in the most Christian ages, and

Phihp was to be the latest and most

perfect incarnation of all this tradi-

tional enthusiasm, this perpetual hate.

Thus he was hkely to be single-heai-ted

* " De Koning," says one of the most pro-
foimd and learned of modem historical

writers, Bakhuysen van den Brink,
"
Filipe

el prudente, zoo als liij zich ga;ime hoorde
noemeu, beben-schte niet zijn bureau, maar
Eijn bureau beherrscbte hem—Xooit heeft

hi; begrejien, dat de gescliiedeuis niet stil

in his life. It was believed that his

ambition would be less to extend his

dominions than to vindicate his title of

the Most Catholic King. There could

be little doubt entertained that he
would be, at least, dutiful to his father

in this respect, and that the edicts

would be enforced to the letter.

He was by birth, education, and

character, a Spaniard, and that so ex-

clusively, that the cu-cumstance woidd
alone have made him unfit to govern a

country so totally difiFerent in habits

and national sentiments from his native

land. He was more a foreigner in

BiTissels, even, than in England. The

gay, babbling, energetic, noisy life of

Flanders and Brabant was detestable

to him. The loquacity of the Xether-

landers was a continual reproach upon
his taciturnity. His education had
imbued him, too, Avith the antiquated
international hatred of Spaniard and

Fleming, which had been strengthen-

ing in the metropolis, while the more

rapid current of life had rather tended
to obliterate the sentiment in the pro-
vinces.

The flippancy and profligacy of

Philip the Handsome, the extortion
and insolence of his Flemish courtiers,
had not been forgotten in Sjiain, noL"

had Philip the Second forgiven hia

grandfather for havingbeen aforeigner.
And now his mad old gi-andmother,
Johanna, who had for years been

chasing cats in the lonely tower where
she had been so long imprisoned, had

just died;
^ and her funeral, celebrated

with great pomp by both her sons, by
Charles at Brussels and Ferdinand at

Augsburg, seemed to revive a history
which had begun to fade, and to recall

the image of Castilian sovereignty
which had been so long obscured in

the blaze of imperial gi-andeur.
His education had been but meagi-o.

In an age when aU kings and noble-

men possessed many languages, he

spoke not a word of any tongue but

stond, om op zijne beslissing te wachteii,
mair altoos meende hij, dat de gebeartenia-
sen haar rcgt om tegebeuren verkregeu door
zijne hand teekening of paraphe."— Het
Huwelijk van W. Van Oraiya met Anna.
Saxen (Amst. 1S53), p. 108.

3 De Thou, iL Wi.
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Spanish,! although he had a slender

knowledge of French and Italian,
which he afterwards learned to read
with comparative facility. He had
siudied a little history and geography,
and he had a taste for sculpture,

painting, and architecture.2 Certainly
if he had not possessed a feeling for

art, he would have been a monster.
To have been born in the earlier part
of the sixteenth century, to have been
a king, to have had Spain, Italy, and
the Netherlands as a birthright, and
not to have been inspired with a spark
of that fire which glowed so intensely
in those favoured lands and in that

golden age, had indeed been difficult.

The King's personal habits were

regular. He slept much, and took
little exercise habitually, but he had

recently been urged by the physicians
to try the effect of the chase as a cor-

rective to his sedentary habits.* He
was most strict in religious obser-

vances
;
as regular at mass, sermons,

and vespers as a monk; much more, it

was thought by many good Catholics,
.than was becoming to his rank and

age.* Besides several friars who
preached regularly for his instruction,
he had daily discussions with others

on abstruse theological points.* He
consulted his confessor most minutely
as to all the actions of life, inquiring

anxiously whether this proceeding or

that were likely to burthen his con-

Bcience." He was grossly licentious.

It was his chief amusement to issue

forth at night disguised, that he might
indulge himself in the common haunts
of vice. This was his solace at Br\is-

Bels in the midst of the gravest affairs

of state.' He was not illiberal, but,
on the contrary, it was thought that

1 Micholc MS. " Nella sua lingua parla
raiamente et I'usa sempre," says I3adovai-o

concisely : MS.
2 Badovaro MS. » Ibid.
• " Attentissimo alle incssi, alii vesperi et

alle prodiolie com' un religiose molto piu che
alio stato et et^ sua li molti pare che si con-

venga."
—Michele MS.

• " Oltre certi frati theologi predicant!
hnomini di stimo, anco altri che ogni di

trattano conlui," etc.—Michele MS.
• Michele MS. Badovaro MS.—"D.al sue

confessore vuole inteudcre se 11 far qnella et

que.sta cosa puo ag^avar la sua conscienza,"
etc.

Dutch IlepuUic. [1555.

he would have been even generous,
had he not been straitened for money
at the outset of his career. During a

cold winter, he distributed alms to the

poor of Brussels with an open hand.'
He was fond of jests in private, and
would laugh immoderately, when
with a few intimate associates, at buf-

fooneries, which he checked in public

by the icy gravity of his deportment.*
He dreseed U£ualiy in the Spanish
fashion, with clopc doiiblet, trunk hose,
and short cloak, although at times he

indulged in the more airy fashions of

France and Burgundy, wearing but-

tons on his coats and feathers in Ida

hat.^" He was not thought at that

time to be cruel by nature, but was

usually spoken of, in the conventional

language appropriated to monarchs, as

a prince
"
clement, benign, and debon-

naire." ^^ Time was to shew the justice
of his claims to such honourable epi-
thets.

The court was organised during his

residence at Brussels on the Burgun-
dian, not the Spanish model,i2 but of

the one hundred and fifty persons who

composed it, nine-tenths of the whole
were Spaniards; the other fifteen or

sixteen being of various nations, Flem-

ings, Burgundians, Italians, English,
and Germans.!* Thus it is obvious

how soon he disregarded his father's

precept and practice
!* in this respect,

and began to lay the foimdation of

that renewed hatred to Spaniards
which was soon to become so intense,

exuberant, and fatal throughout every
class of Netherlanders. He esteemed
no nation but the Spanish; with

Spaniards he consorted, with Spaniards
he counselled, through Spaniards ho

governed.!*

' "Nolle piaceri dello donno S inconti-

ncnte, prcndendo dilottatione d'and.are in

maschera la notto et nei tempi de ncgotii

gravi," etc., etc.—Badovaro MS.
» Badovaro MS. » Ibid.
'0 Badovaro AIS. Compare Suriano MS.—•

"Et veste con tanta politezza e con tan to

giuditio che non si puo veder alc.ina cosa

piu pcrfetta."u Vide, e.g., Archives et Correspondanco
de la M. d'O., ii. 443, 447 (note 1), 448, 48T.
n Badovaro MS.
w Ibid.
> Apolog. d'Orange, 47, 48.
IS Suriano MS.
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J Ruy Gomez.

His council CQnsisted of five or six

Spanish grandees, the famous Ruy
Gomez, then Count of Slelito, after-

wards Prince of Eboli; the Duke of

Alva, the Count de Feria, the Duke of

Franca Villa, Don Antonio Toledo, and
Don Juan Manrique de Lara. The " two

columns," said Suriano, "which sus-

tain this great machine, are Ruy
Gomez and Alva, and from their covm-

cils depends the government of half

the world." i The two were ever bit-

terly opposed to each other. Incessant

were their bickerings, intense their

mutual hate, desperate and difficult

the situation of any man, whether fo-

reigner or native, who had to transact

business with the Government. If he
had secured the favour of Gomez, he
had already earned the

'

enmity of

Alva. AVas he protected by the Duke,
ho was sure to be cast into outer dark-

ness by the favovu-ite.^ Alva rei^re-

Eented the war part}', Ruy Gomez the

I'acific poMcy more congenial to the

heai-t of Phihp. The Bishop of Arra.s,

who in the opinion of the envoys was
Vvorth them all for his capacity and his

experience, was then entirely in the

backgroimd, rarely entering the coun-
cil except when summoned to give
advice in affairs of extraordinary deU-

cacy or gravity.^ He was, however, to

reappear most signally in course of

the. events already preparing. The
Duke of Alva, also to play so tremen-
dous a part in the yet unborn history
of the Netherlands, was not beloved by
Philip.* He was eclipsed at this period

by the superior influence of the fa-

vourite, and his sword, moreover, be-

came necessarj' in the Italian campaign
which was impending. It is remark-
able that it was a common opinion even
at that day that the Duke was natu-

rally hesitating and timid.* One would
have thought that his previous victo-

ries might have earned for him the

1 "
Queste sono le colonne con che si

su tcnta questa gmu' macchina, et dal cou-

Biglio di questo dipcnde il govemo di mezzo
I'mondo," etc.—Suriano MS.

- Suriano AIS.
* " Ma non val tanto alcun degli pjtri ne

tutti insieme quaiito Mou. d'Antls solo."—
Buriano MS.

Suriano MS. Badovaro MS.—" Jl re ijj- i

77

reputation for courage and skill, which
he most unquestionably deser\-ed. The
futtire was to develope those other

characteristics which were to make his

name the terror and wonder of the

world.

The favourite, Ruy Gomez da Silva,

Count de Melito, was the man upon
whose shoulders the great burthen of

the state reposed. He was of a family
which was originally Portuguese. He
had been brought up with the King,
although some eight years his senior,
and their friendship dated from earliest

youth. It was said that Ruy Gomez,
when a boy, had been condemned to

death for having struck Philip, who
had come between him and another

page with whom he was quarrelling.*
The Prince threw himself passionately
at his father's feet, and implored for-

giveness in behalf of the cidprit with
such energy that the Emperor was

graciously pleased to spare the life of

the future prime minister.' The in-

cident was said to have laid the foim-
dation of the remarkable affectionwhich
was supposed to exist between the two,
to an extent never witnessed before
between king and subject. Ruy
Gomez was famous for his tact and

complacency, and omitted no oppor-
tunity of cementing the friendship thus

auspiciously commenced. He was said

to have particularly charmed his mas-

ter, upon one occasion, by hypocriti-

cally throwing up his cards at a game
of hazard played for a large stake, and

permitting him to win the game with
a far inferior hand.* The King, learn-

ing aftenvards the true state of the

case, was charmed by the grace and
self-denial manifested by the yoimg
nobleman. The complacency which
the favourite subsequently exhibited
in regard to the connexion which ex-

isted so long and so publicly between
his wife, the celebrated Piincess Eboli,

trinsecamente non amava il Duca,"—Bad«>-
varo.

» "
JTellaguerra," sj\ys Badovaro, "mostra

timidita et poca intcllio^enai," "e di

puocliissimo cuoi-c."—MS. "
troppo

reseiTato et cauto et quasi timido tiell

imprcse," savs Suriano, ilS.
• Badovaro MS. t ibid.
8 Br.iiitomc

•

art. Philippe II,
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and Philip, placed Lia power upon an

impregnable basis, and secured it till

his death.

At the present moment he occupied
the tliree posts of valet, state council-

lor, and finance miaister.^ He dressed

and undressed his master, read or

talked him to sleep, called him in the

morning, admitted those who were to

have private audiences, and superin-
tended all the arrangements of the
household.2 The rest of the day was
devoted to the enormous correspon-
dence and affairs of administration,
which devolved upon him as first mi-
nister of state and treasury. He was

very ignorant. He had no experience
or acquirement in the arts either of

war or peace, and his early education
had been limited.' Like his master,
he spoke no tongue but Spanish, and
he had no literature. He had prepos-

sessing manners, a fluent tongue, a

winning and benevolent disposition.
His natural capacity for affairs was

considerable, and his tact was so per-
fect that he could converse face to face

with statesmen, doctors, and generals,

upon campaigns, theology, or juris-

prudence, without betraying any re-

markable deficiency. He was very
industrious, endeavouring to make up
by hard study for his lack of general

knowledge, and to sustain with credit

the burthen of his daily functions. At
the same time, by the King's desire,
he appeared constantly at the freqiient

banquets, masquerades, tourneys, and

festivities, for which Brussels at that

epoch was remarkable. It was no
wonder that his^ cheek was pale, and
that he seemed dying of overwork.
He discharged his duties cheerfully,

however, for in the service of Philip he
knew no rest.

" After God," said Ba-

dovaro,
" he knows no object save the

felicity of his master."^ He was al-

1 " Ila tre cariehi del somigliar di

coi-po, del consirrlicr di stato et di contatore

maggiore."—Badovaro MS.
2 " Ha ciira di vcstiro e spoliare sua M. di

dormir nella sua camera, di sopravedere alle

cose di camera—et introduttioue dalle per-
sons," etc.—Badovaro MS.

* Badovaro MS.
* " PerchS dopo Iddio non ha altro oggetto

che la felicit^ sua."
* Badovaro MS. Suriauo MS.

[1555.

ready, as a matter of course, very rich,

havhig been endowed by Philip with

property to the amount of twenty-six
thousand dollars yearly, and the tide of

his fortunes was still at the flood.*

Such were the two men, the master
and the favourite, to whose hands the
destinies of the Netherlands were now
intrusted.

The Queen of Hungary had resigned
the office of Regent of the Netherlands,
as has been seen, on the occasion of

the Emperor's abdication. She was a
woman of masculine character, a great
huntress before the Lord, a celebrated

horsewoman, a worthy descendant of

the Lady Mary of Burgundy. Notwith-

standing all the fine phrases exchanged
between herself and the eloquent Maas,
at the great ceremony of the 25th of

October, she was, in reality, much de-

tested in the provinces," and she repaid
their aversion with abhorrence. "

I

could not live among these people,"
she wrote to the Emperor, but a few
weeks before the abcUcation,

" even aa

a private person, for it would be im-

possible for me to do my duty towards
God and my Prince. As to governing
them, I take God to witness that the
task is so abhorrent to me, that I would
rather earn my daily bread by labour
than attempt it."' She added, that a
woman of fifty years of age, who had
served during twenty-five of them, had
a right to repose, and that she was
moreover " too old to recommence and
learn her A, B, C."* The Emperor,
who had always respected her for the

fidelity with which she had carried out
his designs, knew that it was hopeless
to oppose her retreat. As for Philip,
he hated his aunt, and she hated him *

—
although, both at the epoch of the

abdication and subsequently, he was
desirous that she should administer the

government.^"

• "
Regina Maria—donna di Valore—ma 6

odiata da popoli."
—Badovaro MS.

' Papiers d'Etatdu Cardinal Grauvelle, iv.

476.— " Et peus afSrnior U V. M. et prendre
Dieu en temoing quo les gouvorner m'cst
taut abon-ible que j'aymerois mieux gaigner
ma vie que de m'y mcctro." • Ibid.

• " Et il Re di Spagna odia lei, et lei lui."

—Badovaro MS.
10 Gachard. Retmite et Mort, etc., i., xl-

XU. 341, 357, 417.
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The new Regent was to be the Duke
of Savoy. This wandering and adven-

turous potentate had attached himself

to Philip's fortunes, and had been re-

ceived by the King with as much favour

as he had ever enjoyed at the hands of

the Emperor. Emanuel Philibei-t of

Savoy, then about twenty-six or seven

years of age, was the son of the late

unfortimate duke, by Donna Beatrice

of Portugal, sister of the Empress.
He was the nephew of Charles, and
first-cousin to Philip. The partiahty
of the Emperor for his mother was
well known, but the fidelity with which
the family had followed the imperial
cause had been productive of nothing
but disaster to the duke. He had
been ruined in fortune, stripped of all

his dignities and possessions. His son's

only inheritance was his sword. The

young Prince of Piedmont, as he was

commonly called in his youth, sought
the camp of the Emperor, and was re-

ceived with distinguished favoiu*. He
rose rapidly in the military service.

Acting always upon his favovirite

motto,
"
Spollatis arma supersimt," he

had determined, if possible, to carve

his way to glory, to wealth, and even
to his hereditary estates, by his sword
alone.^ War was not only his passion,
but his trade. Every one of his cam-

paigns was a speculation, and he had

long derived a satisfactory income by
purchasing distinguished prisoners of

war at a low price fi"om the soldiers

who had captured them, and were ig-
norant of their rank, and by ransoming
them afterwards at an immense ad-

vance.^ This sort of trafiBc in men was

frequent in that age, and was considered

perfectly honourable. Marshal Strozzi,
Count Mansfeld, and other profe^ional
soldiers, derived their main income
from the system.' They were natu-

rally inclined, therefore, to look impa-
tiently upon a state of peace as an
unnattutd condition of affairs which cut
off all the profits of their particular
branch of industry, and condemned
them to both idleness and poverty.

1 Bnint6me. CEuvres, i. 351, sqq.
» Ibid.
* De Thou, iii., liv., xix. 162, sqq.
1 "

Parla poco, dice corse buone et e ac-

of Savoy. 79

' The Duke of Savoy had become one ol

the most experienced and successful

commanders of the age, and an especial
favourite with the Emperor. He had
served with Alva in the campaigns

against the Protestants of Germany,
and in other important fields. War
being his element, he considered peace
as undesirable, although he coidd re-

cognise its existence. A truce he held,

however, to be a senseless paradox,

unworthy of the slightest regard. An
armistice, such as was concluded on

the February' following the abdication,

was, in his opinion, only to be turned

to account by dealing insidious and

unsuspected blows at the enemy, some

portion of whose popvdation might re-

pose confidence in the plighted faith of

monarchs and plenipotentiaries. He
had a show of reason for his political
and military morality, for he only chose

to execute the evil which had been

practised upon himself. His fathei

had been beggared, his mother had died

of spite and despair, he had himself

been reduced from the rank of a sove-

reign to that of a mercenary soldier, by
spoliations made in time of truce. He
was reputed a man of very decided abili-

ties, and was distinguished for headlong

bravery. His rashness and personal dar-

ing were thought the only drawbacks
to his high character as a commander
He had many accomplishments. Ha
spoke Latin, French, Spanish, and Ita-

Han with equal fluency, was celebrated

for bis attachment to the fine arts, and
wrote much and with great elegance.*
Such had been Philibert of Savoy, the

pauper nephew of the powerful Em-
peror, the adventurous and vagrant
cousin of the lofty Philip, a prince
without a people, a duke without a

dukedom; with no hope but in war-

fare, with no revenue but rapine; the

image, in person, of a bold and manly
soldier, small, but graceful and athletic,

martial in bearing,
"
wearing his sword

under his arm like a corporal,"* be-

cause an internal malady made a belt

inconvenient, and ready to turn to

corte et sagace molto, tiene chiusiisuoi pen-
sieri et ha faraa di tener cosi quei cho li k)q,-»

duttl sezretanante."—Badovaro M3.
» Brantdn^. i, Sc-S.
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Bwift account every chance '.vhich a

new series of campaigns might open to

him. With his new salaiy as governor,
his pensions, and the remains of his

possessions in Nice and Piedmont, he
had now the splendid annual income of

one hundred thousand crowns, and was
Bure to spend it all.^

It had been the desire of Charles to

Bmooth the commencement of Philip's

path. He had for this purpose made
a vigorous effort to undo, as it were,
the whole work of his reign, to suspend
the operation of his whole political sys-
tem. The Emperor and conqueror,
who had been warring all his lifetime,
had attempted, as the last act of his

reign, to improvise a peace. But it was
not so easy to arrange a pacification of

Europe as dramatically as he desired,
in order that he might gather his robes

about him, and allow the curtain to

fall upon his eventful history in a

grand hush of decorum and quiet.

During the autumn and winter of 1555,
hostilities had been virtually suspend-
ed, and languid negotiations ensued.

For several months armies confronted

each other without engaging, and diplo-
matists fenced among themselves with-

out any palpable result. At last the

peace commissioners, who had been
assembled at Vaucelles since the be-

ginning of the year 1556, signed a

treaty of truce rather than of peace,

upon the 5th of February.^ It was to

be an armistice of five years, both by
land and sea, for France, Spain, Flan-

ders, and Italy, throughout all the do-

minions of the French and Spanish
monarchs. The Pope was ex])ressly

included in the truce, which was signed
on the part of France by Admiral Co-

ligny and Sebastian I'Aubespine ; on

that of Spain, by Count de Lalain,

Philibei-t de Bruxelles, Simon Eenard,
and Jean Baptiste Sciceio, a juriscon-
sult of Cremona.' Daring the previous
m'onth of December, however, the Pope
had concluded with the French mo-
narch a treaty, by which this solemn

ai-mistice was rendered an egregious
farce. While Henry's plenipotentiaries

1 Cadrvaro 5IS.
» Do Thou, iii. 14, sqq. Meteren, i. 17.
8 Ibid. Ibid

The Rue of the Didch Eepuldic. [loJa
had been plighting their faith to those
of PhilijJ, it had been arranged that
France should sustain, by subsidies

and armies, the scheme upon which
Paul was bent to drive the Spaniards
entirely out of the Italian peninsula.^
The king was to aid the pontiif, and^
in return, was to cai-ve thrones for his

own younger children out of the con-

fiscated realms of Philip. When was
France ever slow to sweep upon Italy
with such a hope? How could the

ever-glowing rivalry of Valois and

Habsburg fail to burst into a general

conflagration, while the venerable vice-

gerent of Christ stood thus beside them
with his fan in his hand ?

For a brief breathing space, however,
the news of the pacification occasioned
much joy in the provinces. They re-

joiced even in a temporary ces.sation

of that long series of campaigns from
which they could certainly derive no

advantage, and in wliich their part was
to furnLsh money, soldiers, and battle-

fields, without prospect of benefit from

any victory, however brilliant, or any
treaty, however elaborate. Manufac-

turing, agiicultural, and commercial

provinces, filled to the fuU with indus-

trial life, could not but be injured by
being converted into perjsetual camps.
All was joy in the Netherlands, while
at Antwerp, the great commercial me-

troi>olis of the provinces and of Europe,
the rapture was unbounded. Oxen
were roasted whole in the pubUc
squares ;

the streets, soon to be em-

purpled with the best blood of her

citizens, ran red with wine
;
a hundred

triumphal arches adorned the pathway
of Philip as he came thither; and a

profusion of flowers, although it was

February, were strewn before his feet."

Such was his greeting in the liglit-

hearted city, but the countenance was
more than usually sullen with which
the sovereign received these demon-
strations of i)leasure. It was thought
by many that Philip had been reallj

disappointed in the conclusion of the

armistice, that he was inspired with a

spark of that mai'tial ambition for

* Do Thou, iii. xvii.

sqq.
s
Motcren, i. 17, sqq.

Metevou, I. 17,
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which his panegyrists gave him credit,

and that, knowing fiill well the im-

probability of a long suspension of

hostilities, he was even eager for the

chance of conquest which their resiunp-

tion would afford him. The secret

treaty of the Pope was, of course, not

BO secret but that the hollow intentions

of the contracting parties to the truce of

Vaucelles were thoroughly suspected;
intentions which certainly went far to

justify the maxims and the practice
of the new governor-general of the

Netherlands upon the subject of ar-

mistices. Philip, understanding his

position, was revolving renewed mili-

tary projects while his subjects were

ringing merry bells and Hghting bonfires

in the Netherlands. These schemes,
which were to be carried out in the

immediate future, caused, however, a

temporary delay in the great purpose
to which he was to devote his life.

The Emperor had always desired to

regard the Netherlands as a whole, and
he hated the antiqviate<l charters and
obstinate privileges which interfered

with his ideas of symmetry. Two
great machines, the Coiu-t of Mechlin

and the Inquisition, would effectually

simplify and assimilate all these irre-

gidar and heterogeneous rights. The
civil tribunal was to annihilate all

diversities in their laws by a general
cassation of all their constitutions, and
the ecclesiastical court was to bixm
out all differences in their religious
faith. Between two such millstones

it was thought that the Netherlands

might be crushed into uniformity.

Philip succeeded to these traditions.

The father had never sufficient leisure

to carry out all his schemes, but it

seemed probable that the son woidd be
St worthy successor, at least in all

which concerned the religious part of

his system. One of the earliest mea-
eiu-es of his reign was to re-enact the

dread edict of 1550. This he did by
the express advice of the Bishop of

Arras, who represented to him the

expediency of making use of the po-

pularity of his father's name to sustain

the horrible system resolved upon.
^

1 Papiers d'Etat du Card. Srauvelle, ix.

Ulterior Ptwposes. 81

As Charles was the author of the edict,

it could be always argued that nothing
new was introduced; that burning,

hanging, and drowning for religious

differences constituted a part of the

national institutions; that they had
received the sanction of the wise Em-

peror, and had been sustained by the

sagacity of past generations. Nothing
coidd have been more subtle, as the

event proved, than this advice. Innu-

merable were the appeals made in sub-

sequent years upon this subject, to the

patriotism and the conservative senti-

ments of the Netherlanders. Repeat-

edly they were summoned to maintain

the Inquisition, on the ground that it

had been submitted to by theu- ances-

tors, and that no change had been made

by Phihp, who desired only to main-

tain church and crown in the authority
which they had enjoyed in the days of

his father " of very laudable memory."
Nevertheless, the King's mihtary

plans seemed to interfere for the mo-
ment with this cherished object. He
seemed to swerve, at starting, from

pursvung the goal which he was only
to abandon with life. The edict of

1550 was re-enacted and confirmed,
and all office-holders were commanded

faithfidly to enforce it upon pain of

iramediate dismissal.^ Nevertheless,
it was not vigorously carried into

effect anywhere. It was openly re-

sisted in Holland, its proclamation was

flatly refused in Antwerp, and repudi-
ated throughout Brabant.^ It waa

strange that such disobedience should

be tolerated, but the King wanted

money. He was willing to refrain for a
season from exasperating the provinces

by fresh religious persecution at the

moment when he was endeavouring to

extort every penny which it was pod-
sible to wring from their purses.-*

The joy, therefore, with which the

pacification had been hailed by the

people was far from an agreeable

spectacle to the King. The provinces
woidd expect that the forces which
had been maintained at their expense

during the war would be disbanded,
whereas he had no intention of dia<

» Bor, i. 12. »
Ibid., L IS.

*
Ibid., i. 15, sqq.
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banding them. As the truce was sure

to be temporary, he had no disposition
to diminish his available resources for

a war which might be renewed at any
moment. To maintain the existing

military establishment in the Nether-

lands, a large sum of money was re-

quired, for the pay was very much in

arrear. The King had made a state-

ment to the provincial estates upon
this subject, but the matter was kept
secret during the negotiations with
France. The way had thus been

paved for the "
Eequest

"
or "

Bede,"
which he now made to the estates as-

sembled at Brussels, in the spring of

155G. It was to consist of a tax of

one per cent, {the hundredth penny)
upon all real estate, and of two per
cent, upon all merchandise; to be col-

lected in three payments. The re-

quest, in so far as the imposition
of the proposed tax was concerned,
was refused by Flanders, Brabant,
Holland, and all the other important
provinces; but, as usual, a moderate,
even a generous, commutation in

money was offered by the estates.

This was finally accepted by Philip,
after he had become convinced that at

this moment, when he was contem-

plating a war with France, it would
be extremely impolitic to insist upon
the tax. The pubhcation of the truce

in Italy had been long delayed, and
the first infractions which it sufifered

were committed in that country. The
arts of politicians, the schemes of indi-

vidual ambition, united with the

short-lived military ardour of Philip to

place that monarch in an eminently
false position, that of hostihty to the

Pope. As was unavoidable, the secret

treaty of December acted as an im-

mediate dissolvent to the truce of

February.
Great was the indignation of Paul

Caraffa, when that truce was first

communicated to him by the Cardinal

de Toumon, on the part of the French
Government.' Notwithstanding the

1 De Thou, iii. 16, liv., xvii. Meteron.
Bor.

» "
Qu'alors at en ce mSme temps 11 se fit

d'estr.anges metamorphoses plus qu'il ne
B'en 8oit dins celles d'Ovide. Que lo plus
gnand mondain et ambitieux guerrier se
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protestations of France that the secret

league was still binding, the pontifl

complained that he was likely to be
abandoned to his own resources, and
to be left single-handed to contend
with the vast power of Spain.

Pope Paul IV., of the house of

Caraffa, was, in position, the well-

known counterpart of the Emperor
Charles. At the very moment when
the conqueror and autocrat was ex-

changing crown for cowl, and the

proudest throne of the universe for a

cell, this aged monk, as weary of

scientific and religious seclusion as

Charles of pomp and power, had abdi-

cated his scholastic pre-eminence, and

exchanged his rosary for the keys and
sword. A pontifical Faustus, he had
become disgusted with the results of

a life of study and abnegation, and

immediately upon his election appeared
to be glowing with mundane passions,
and inspired by the fiercest ambition
of a warrior. He had rushed from
the cloister as eagerly as Charles had

sought it. He panted for the tempests
of the great external world as earnestly
as the conqueror who had so long rid-

den upon the whirlwind of human
affairs sighed for a haven of repose.*
None of his predecessors had been
more despotic, more belligerent, more

disposed to elevate and strengthen the

temporal power of Rome. In the In-

quisition he saw the grand machine

by which this purpose could be accom-

plished,^ and yet found himself for a

period the antagonist of Philip ! The
single circumstance would have been

sufficient, had other proofs been want-

ing, to make manifest that the part
which he had chosen to play was above
his genius. Had his capacity been at

all commensurate with his ambition,
he might have deeply influenced the
fate of the world; but fortunately no
wizard's charm came to the aid of

Paul Caraffa, and the triple-crowned
monk sat upon the pontifical throne, a

fierce, peevish, querulous, and quarrel-

voua et so rendit rehpieux et lo Pape Paul
IV. Caraffo, qui avoit este lo plus austere

theatln, devot ot religieux, se rendit ambi-
tieux mondi\in et gucrricr."

—13i-ant*me;
art. Charles Quint.

» De Thou, iii. 19.
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eome dotird; the prey and the tool of

his vigorous enemies and hia intrigu-

ing relations. His hatred of Spain
and Spaniardi wa.3 unbounded. He
raved at them as "heretics, schis-

;

matics, accursed of Grod, the spa^vn of t

Jews and Moors, the very dregs of the !

earth." ^ To play upon such inisane

passions was not difficult, and a skilful

artist stood ever ready to strike the
chords thus vibrating with age and

fury. The master-spirit and principal
mischief-maker of the papal court was
the well-known Cardinal Caraffa, once

'

a wild and dissolute soldier, nephew to !

the Pope. He inflamed the anger of

the pontiff by his representations, that
the rival house of Colonna, sustained '

by the Duke of Alva, now viceroy of

Naples, and by the whole Spanish
power, thus relieved from the fear of

French hostilities, would be free to ,

ivreak its vengeance upon their family.' :

It was determined that the Court of

France should be held by the secret

le^ue. Moreover, the Pope had been

expressly included in the treaty of

Vaucelles, although the troops of Spain
had already assumed a hostile attitude

in the south of Italy. The Cardinal
was for immediately proceeding to I

Paris, there to excite the sympathy of I

the French monarch for the situation !

of himself and his imcle. An imme- :

diate ruptxire between France and I

Spain, a rekindling of the war flames
from one end of Europe to the other,
were necessary to save the credit and
the interests of the Carafia-s. Cardinal
de Toumon, not desirous of so sudden
a termination to the pacific relations

j

between his country and Spain, suc-

ceeded in detaining him a little longer
in Rome.^ He remained, but not in

idleness. The restless iutriguer had

already formed close relations with the
most important personage in France,
Diana of Poitiers.* This venerable

courtesan, to the enjoyment of whose
charms Henry had succeeded, with the

i

other regal possessions, on the death
'

of his father, was won by the flatteries

* '
Heretici, sciamatici, et maladetti di

Dio, seme de Giudei et de Mamni feccia
del mondo."—Navigero, Relazione, MS
Bib. de Boutg. No. W19.

of the wily Caraffa, and by the assi-

duities of the Guise family. The best
and most sagacious statesmen, the
Constable and the Admiral, were in

favour of peace, for they knew the
condition of the kingdom. The Duke
of Guise and the Cardinal Lorraine
were for a rupture, for they hoped to

increase their family influence by war.

Coligny had signed the treaty of Vau-
celles, and wished to maintain it, but
the influence of the Catholic party wag
in the ascendant. The result was to

embroil the Catholic King against the

Pope and against themselves. Tlie

Queen was as favourably inchned as

the mistress to listen to Caraffa, for

Catherine de Medici was desirous that
her cousin. Marshal Strozzi, should
have honorable and profitable employ-
ment in some fresh Italian campaigns.

In the meantime an accident fa-

voured the designs of the papal court.

An open quarrel with Spain resulted
from an insignificant circumstance.
The Spanish ambassador at Rome was
in the habit of leaving the city very
often, at an early hour in the morning,
upon shooting excursions, and had long
enjoyed the privilege of ordering the

gates to be opened for him at his plea-
sure. By accident or design, he was
refused permission upon one occasion
to pass through the gate as usual. Un-
willing to lose his day's sport, and

enraged at what he considered an in-

dignity, his excellency, by the aid of

his attendants, attacked and beat the

guard, mastered them, made his way
out of the city, and pursued his morn-

ing's amusement.* The Pope was
furious, and Caraffa artfully inflamed
his anger. The envoy was refused an
audience, which he desired for the
sake of offering explanations, and the
train being thus laid, it was thought
that the right moment had arrived for

applying the firebrand. The Cardinal
went to Paris post haste. In his audi-
ence of the King, he represented that
his Holiness had placed implicit re-

liance upon his secret treaty with his

• De Thou, iii 19, sqq.
•Ibid.
*

Ibid., ubi sup.
»

Ibid, iii., Kv. xvii 19, cqq.
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Majesty, that the recently-conchided
truce witli Spain left the pontiif at the

mercy of the Spaniard, that the Duke
of Alva had already drawn the sword,
that the Pope had long since done
liimself the pleasure and the honour of

appointing the French monarch pro-
tector of the papal chair in general,
and of the Caraffa family in particu-

lar, and that the moment had arrived

for claiming the benefit of that protec-
tion. He assured him, moreover, as by
full papal authority, that in respecting
the recent truce with Spain, his Ma-

jesty would violate both human and
divine law. Reason and justice re-

quired him to defend the pontiff, now
that the Spaniards were about to profit

by the interval of truce to take mea-
sures for his detriment. Moreover, as

the Pope was included in the truce of

Vaucelles, he could not be abandoned
without a violation of that treaty it-

self.^ The arts and arguments of the

Cardinal proved successful; the war
was resolved upon in favour of the

Pope.^ The Cardinal, by virtue of

powers received and brought with him
from his Holiness, absolved the King
from aU obligation to keep his faith

with Spain. He also gave him a dis-

pensation from the duty of prefacing
hostilities by a declaration of war.

Strozzi was sent at once into Italy,
with some hastily-collected troops,
while the Duko of Guise waited to

organise a regular army.
The mischief being thus fairly afoot,

and war let loose again upon Europe,
the Cardinal made a public entry into

Paris, as legate of the Pope. The po-

pulace crowded about his mule, as he
rode at the head of a stately proces-
sion through the streets. All were
anxious to receive a benediction from
the holy man who had come so far to

represent the successor of St Peter,
and to enlist the efforts of all true be-

lievers in his cause. He appeared to

answer the entreaties of the supersti-
tious rabble with fervent blessings,
while the friends who were nearest

Lim were aware that nothing but gibes
and sarcasms were falling from his lips.

i De Thou, iiL 23-29. ' Ibid. £or, i. 15.
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"Let us 'fool these poor creatures to

their heaa-t's content, since they will be

fools," he muttered; smihng the while

upon them oenignantly, as became his

holy office.^ Such were the mate-
rials of this new combination

; such
was the fuel with which this new
blaze was lighted and maintained.
Thus were the great powers of the
earth—Spain, France, England, and
the Papacy—embroiled, and the na-

tions embattled against each other for

several years. The preceding pages
shew how much national iutereatti, or

principles, were concerned in the

struggle thus commenced, in which
thousands were to shed their life-blood,
and millions to be reduced from peace
and comfort to suffer all the misery
which famine and rapine can inflict.

It would no doubt have increased the

hilarity of Caraffe, as he made his

triumphant entry into Paris, could the
idea have been suggested to his mind
that the sentiments, or the weKare of

the people throughout the great states

now involved in his meshes, could have

any possible bearing upon the question
of peace or war. The world was go-
verned by other influences. The wiles

of a cardinal—the arts of a concubine—the snipe-shooting of an ambassador—the speculations of a soldier of for-

tune—the ill-temper of a monk—the

mutual venom of Italian houses—•

above all, the perpetual rivalry of the
two gi-eat historical famiUes who
owned the greater part of Europe be-

tween them as their private property—such were the wheels on which
rolled the destiny of Christendom.

Compared to these, what were gi-eat
moral and political ideas, the plans of

statesmen, the hopes of nations? Time
was soon to shew. Meanwhile, go-
vernment continued to be adminis-
tered exclusively for the benefit of the

governors. Meanwhile, a petty war
for paltry motives was to precede the

gi-eat spectacle which was to prove to

Europe that principles and peoples still

existed, and that a phlegmatic nation

of merchants and manufacturers could

defy the powers of the imiverse, and

* Co Thou, iii. 29, xvii.
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risk all their blood and treasiire, gene-
ration after generation, in a sacred

cause.

It does not belong to my purpose to

narrate tlie details of the campaign in

Italy; neither is this war of politics

and chicane of any great interest at

the present day. To the military minds
of their age, the scientific duel which
now took place upon a large scale, be-

tween two such celebrated captains as

the Dukes of Guise and Alva, was no
doubt esteemed the most important of

spectacles ;
but the progress of man-

^nd in the art of slaughter has stripped
Bo antiquated an exhibition of most of

its interest, even in a technical point of

view. Not much satisfaction coidd be

derived from watching an old-fashioned

game of war, in which the parties sat

down before each other so tranquilly,
and picked up piece after piece, castle

after castle, city after city, with such
scientific dehberation as to make it

evident that, in the opinion of the

commanders, war was the only serious

business to be done in the world; that

it was not to be done in a hurry, nor

contraiy to rule ; and that when a

general had a good job upon his hands
he ought to know his profession much
too thoroughly, to hasten through it

before he saw his way clear to another.

From the point of time, at the close of

the year 1556, when that well-trained,
but not vei-y successful soldier, Strozzi,
crossed the Alps, down to the autumn
of the following year, when the Duke
of Alva made his peace with the Pope,
there was hardly a pitched battle, and

scarcely an event of striking interest.

Alva, as usual, brought his dilatory

policy to bear upon his adversary with

great eflfect. He had no intention, he
observed to a friend, to stake the whole

kingdom of Naples against a brocaded
coat of the Duke of Guise.i More-

over, he had been sent to the wai-, as

in Italy. 85

1 De la Roca. Resultaa do la Vida del

Duque de Alba, p. 6d.
* " Et come mi disse U S. Ruy Gomez

Hon si mancheri a tal fine di usare supplica-
tioni humili & S. Santiti, mendandogli il

L' : J i i'Alva colla coreggia al gollo per paci-
i^jarLi."—Badovaro MS.

» Michele. Relatione MS.
Badovaro MS.—" Ncn fu d'opinioue

Euy Gomez informed the Venetian

ambassador, "with a bridle in his

mouth."^ Phihp, sorely troubled in

his mind at finding himself in so

strange a position as this hostile atti-

tude to the Church, had earnestly in-

terrogated all the doctors and theolo-

gians with whom he habitually took

counsel, whether this war with the

Pope would not work a forfeiture of

his title of the Most Catholic King.*
The Bishop of Arras and the favovirite

both disapproved of the war, and en-

couraged with all their influence the

pacific inclinations of the monarch.*

The doctors were, to be sure, of opi-
nion that Philip, having acted in Italy

only in self-defence, and for the pro-
tection of his states, ought not to be
anxious as to his continued right to

the title on which he valued himself

so highly.^ Nevertheless, such pon-

derings and misgivings could not but
have the efi'ect of hampering the ac-

tions of Alva. That general chafed

inwardly at what he considered hi3

own contemptible position. At the
same time, he enraged the IXike of

Guise still more deeply by the forced

calmness of his proceedings. For-

tresses were reduced, towns taken, one
after another, with the most provoking
deliberation, while his distracted ad-

versary in vain strove to defy, or to

delude him into trying the chances of

a stricken field."" The battle of Saint

Quentin, the narrative of which be-

longs to our subject, and will soon oc-

cupy our attention, at last decided the
Italian operations. Egmont's brUliant

triumph in Picardy rendered a victory
in Italy superfiuous, and placed in

Alva's hand the power of commanding
the issue of his own campaign.^ The
Duke of Guise was recalled to defend
the French frontier, which the bravery
of the Flemish hero had imperilled,
and the Pope was left to make tho

che si comincia la guerra col pontefice,"
etc., etc.

Compare Suriana 5IS.—" Non fu mai
d'opiiiione che si movesse la guerra con il

papa per non metter ia pericolo le 0089

d'Italia,"etc.
Michele SIS.

* De Thou, iii. 119, liv. ZTiiL
'

Ibid., iii. 123.
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best peace which he could. All was
now prosperous and smiling, and the

campaign closed with a highly original
and entertaining exhibition. The.pon-
tiS's puerile ambition, sustained by
the intrigues of his nephew, had in-

volved the French monarch in a war
which was contrary to his interests

and inclination. Paul now found his

ally too sorely beset to afford him that

protection ui^on which he had relied,
when he commenced, in his dotage, his

career aa a warrior. He was, there-

fore, only desirous of deserting his

fi-iend, and of relieving himself from
his uncomfortable predicament, by
making a treaty with his Catholic

Majesty upon the best terms which he
could obtain. The King of France,
>vho had gone to war only for the sake
of his Holiness, was to be left to fight
his own battles, while the Pope was to

make his peace with all the world.

The result was a desirable one for

I'hilip. Alva was accordingly in-

structed to afford the holy father a

decorous and appropriate opportunity
for carrying out his wishes. The vic-

torious general was apprized that his

master desired no fruit from his com-

manding attitude in Italy and the vic-

tory of Saint Quentin, save a full par-
don from the Pope for maintaining
even a defensive war against him.^ An
amicable siege of Eome was accord-

ingly commenced, in the course of

which an assault or "camiciata" on the

holy city, was arranged for the night
of the 2Gth August 1557. The pon-
tiff agreed to be taken by surprise,
while Alva, through what was to ap-

pear only a superabundance of his

habitual discretion, was to draw off his

troops at the very moment when the

victorious assaultwasto be made.- The
imminent danger to the holy city and
to his own sacred person thus furni;3li-

ing the pontiff with an excuse for

abandoning his own cause, as well as

that of his ally, the Duke of Alva was

allowed, in the name of his master and

himself, to make submission to the

1 Do la Roca. Resultos d? la Vida, etc.,

p. 08.
» De Thoii, iii. 127-i;9, xviii. Ciibrcra,

lib. iv. c. xi. 16C-168. Cumparo Llc'eute,

Dutch Republic. fl557.

Church and his peace with Rome.^ The
Spanish general, with secret indigna-
tion and disgust, was compelled to hu-
mour the vanity of a peevish but impe-
rious old man. Negotiations were

commenced, and so skilfully had the
Duke played his game during the

spring and summer, that when he was
admitted to kiss the Pope's toe, he
was able to bring a hundred Itahan
towns in his hand, as a peace-offering
to his Holiness.'* These he now re-

stored with apparent humility and in-

ward curses, upon the condition that
the fortification should be razed, and
the French alliance absolutely re-

nounced. Thus did the fanaticism of

Philip reverse the relative position of

himself and his antagonist. Thus was
the vanquished pontiff allowed almost
to dictate terms to the victorious

general. The King who could thus
humble himself to a dotard, while he
made himself the scourge of his sub-

jects, deserved that the bull of excom-
munication which had been prepared
should be fulminated. He, at least,

was capable of feeling the scathing
effects of such anathemas.
The Duke of Guise, having been dis-

missed with the pontiff's assurance
that he had done little for the interests

of his sovereign, less for the protection
of the Church, and least of all for his

ovrw reputation, set forth with all speed
for Civita Vecchia, to do what he could

upon the Flemish frontier to atone for

his inglorious campaign in Italy. The

treaty between the Pope and the Duke
of Alva was signed' on the 14th Sep-
tember (1557), and the Spanish general
retired for the winter to Milan. Car-

dinal Caraffa was removed from the

French court to that of Madrid, there

to spin new schemes for the embroil-

ment of nations and the advancement
of his own family. Very little glory
was gained by any of the combatants
in this campaign. Neither Spain,

France, nor Paul IV. came out of the

Italian contest in better condition than
that in which they entered upon it.

Hist. Critique do I'Inquisit., ii. ITQ-ISI ; Da
la Koca, 68-72.

' Do Thnu. Cabrera, ubi sup.
« Ibid ,

iii. 128. » Ibid.
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In fact eack of them was a loser.

France had made an inglorious retreat,

the Pope a ludicrous capitulation, and
the only victorious party, the King of

Spain, had, during the summer, con-

ceded to Cosmo de Medici the sove-

reignty of Sienna. Had Venice shewn
more cordiality towards Philip, and
more disposition to sustain his policy,
it is probable that the Republic would
have secured the prize which thus fell

to the share of Cosmo. ^ That astute

and unprincipled potentate, who could

throw his net so well in troubled water,
had successfully duped aU parties

—
Spain, France, and Rome. The man
who had not only not participated in

the contest, but who had kept all par-
ties and all warfare away from his

borders, was the only individual in

Italy who gained territorial advantage
from the war.

To avoid interrupting the continuity
of the narrative, the Spanish campaign
has been briefly sketched until the

autumn of 1557, at which period the

treaty between the Pope and Philip
was concluded. It is now necessary to

go back to the close of the preceding

year.

Simultaneously with the descent of

the French troops upon Italy, hostili-

ties had broken out upon the Flemish
border. The pains of the Emperor in

covering the smovddering embers of

national animosities so precipitately,
and with a view rather to scenic effect

than to a dehberate and well-considered

result, were thus set at nought, and
within a year from the day of his abdi-

cation, hostilities were re-opened from
the Tiber to the German Ocean. The
blame of first violating the truce of

Vaucelles was laid by each party upon
the other with equal justice, for there

can be but httle doubt that the re-

proach justly belonged to both. Both
ha<l been equally faithless in their pro-
fessions of amity. Both were equally re-

sponsible for the scenes of war, plunder,
and misery, v.hich again were desolat-

ing the fairest regions of Christendom.
At the time when the French coiu^

had resolved to concede to the wishes

Projects of the Flemish Border. 87

of the Caraffci family, Admiral Coligny,
who had been appointed governor of

Picardy, had received orders to make
a foray upon the frontier of Flandei-s.

Before the formal annunciation of hos-

tilities, it was thought desirable to reap
aU the advantage possible from the

perfidy which had been resolved up-on.

It happened that a certain banker of

Lucca, an ancient gambler and de-

bauchee, whom evil courses had re-

duced from affluence to penury, had

taken up his abode upon a hiU over-

looking the city of Douay. Here ho

had built himseK a hermit's cell. Clad

in sackcloth, with a rosary at his waist,

he was accustomed to beg his bread

from door to door. His garb was- all,

however, which he possessed of sanc-

tity, and he had passed his time in

contemplating the weak points in the

defences of the city with much mora
minuteness than those in his own heart.

Upon the breaking out of hostilities in

Italy, the instincts of his old profession
had suggested to him that a good

speculation might be made in Flanders

by turning to account as a spy the ob-

servations which he had made in hij

character of a hennit. * He sought aa
interview with Coligny, and laid his

propositions before him. The noble

Admiral hesitated, for his sentiments

were more elevated than those of many
of his contemporaries. He had, more-

over, himself negotiated and signed the

truce with Spain, and he shraiik from

violating it with his own hand, before

a declaration of war. StUl he was aware
that a French army was on its way to

attack the Spaniards in Italy ; he w:ii5

under instructions to take the earliest

advantage which his position upon the

frontier might offer him
;
he knew that

both theory and practice authorised a

general, in that age, to break his fast,

even in time of tnice, if a tempting
morsel should present itself;' and,
above all, he thoroughly understooi^.

the character of his nearest antagonist,
the new governor of the XetlierLrnds,
Philibert of Savoy, whom he knew to

be the most unscrupidous chieftain in

Europe. These considerations decided

* Suriano MS.
• Brautitae ; art Due da Savoie.

3 De Tliou, i;i. TS, liv. xviii. P. C. Hoofd.
Kederl. HiEtorien (Amsterdam, \Qi9), L 7.
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him to take advantage of the hermit
banker's communication.
A day was accordingly fixed, at

which, under the guidance of this

newly-acquired ally, a surprise should
be attempted by the French forces,
and the unsuspecting city of Douay
given over to the pillage of a brutal

soldiery. The time appointed was the

night of Ejjiphany, upon occasion of

which festival it was thought that the

inhabitants, overcome^ with sleep and
wassail, might be easily overpowered.
(6th January 1557.) The plot was a

good plot, but the Admiral of France
was destined to be foiled by an old

woman. This person, apparently the

only creature awake in the town,
perceived the danger, ran -

shrieking
through the streets, alarmed the citi-

zens while it was yet time, and thus

prevented the attack.-^ Coligny, dis-

appointed in his plan, recompensed his

soldiers by a sudden onslaught upon
Lens in Arthois, which he sacked and
then levelled with the ground. Such
was the wretched condition of frontier

cities, standing, even in time of peace,
with the ground undermined beneath

them, and existing every moment, as

it were, upon the brink of explosion.^
Hostilities having been thus com-

menced, the French government was
in some embarrassment. The Duke of

Guise, with the most available forces

of the kingdom, having crossed the

Alps, it became necessary forthwith to

collect another army. The place of

rendezvous appointed was Pien-epoint,
where an army of eighteen thousand

infantry and five thousand hoi-se were
assembled early in the spring.

•' In the

meantime Philip, finding the war fairly

afoot, had crossed to England for the

purpose (exactly in contravention of

all his mairiage stipulations) of cajol-

ing his wife and browbeating her minis-

ters into a participation in his war with
France. This was easily accomplished.
The English nation found themselves

accordingly engaged in a contest with

which they had no concern, which, aa

» De Thou. Hoofd, ubi sup.
«Ibid. Ibid.

»De Thou, iii. 14S, liv. xriii.

« Hoofd, 1, 7. De Thou, lii. 144.
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the event proved, was very much
against their interests, and in which
the moving cause for their entangle-
ment was the devotion of a weak, bad,
ferocious woman, for a husband who
hated her. A herald sent from Eng-
land arrived in France, disguised, and
w^as presented to King Henry at

Rheims. Here, dropping on one knee,
he recited a list of complaints against
his Majesty, on behalf of the Enghsh
Queen, aU of them fabricated or exag-
gerated for the occasion, and none of

them furnishing even a decorous pre-
text for the war which was now for-

mally declared. * The French monarch

expressed his regret and surprise that
the firm and amicable relations secured

by treaty between the two coimtries
should thus, without sufficient cause,
be violated. In accepting the wager
of warfare forced upon him, he bade
the herald, Norris, inform his mistress
that her messenger was treated with

courtesy only because he represented
a lady, and that had he come from a

king, the language with which he
would have been greeted would have
befitted the perfidy manifested on the
occasion. God would punish this

shameless violation of faith, and this

wanton interruption to the friendship
of two great nations. With this the
herald was dismissed from the royal

presence, but treated with great dis-

tinction, conducted to the hotel of the

English ambassador, and presented, on
the part of the French sovereign, with
a chain of gold.

^

Philip had despatched Euy Gomez
to Spain for the purpose of providmg
ways and means, while he was himself

occupied with the same task in Eng-
land.'' He stayed there three months.

During this time, he " did more," saya
a Spanish contemporary,

" than any
one could have believed possible with
that proud and indomitable nation.

He caused thorn to declare war against
France with fire and sword, by sea

and land."" Hostilities having been
thus chivalrously and formally esta-

* De Thou. Hoofd, ubi sup.
« Documentos Inoditos paia In Hist, de

Epp-iHa, ix. 487.
' Ibid.
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blished, the Queen sent an army of

eight thousand men, cavalry, infantry,
and pioneers, who, "all clad in blue

uniform,"
^ commanded by Lords Pem-

broke and Clinton, with the three sona

of the Earl of Northimiberland, and
officered by many other scions of

England's aristocracy, disembarked at

Calais, and shortly afterwards joined
the camp before Saint Quentin.*

Phihp meantime had left England,
and with more bustle and activity
than was usual with him, had given
directions for organisLag at once a con-

siderable ai-my. It was composed
mainly of troops belonging to the

Netherlands, with the addition of some
GerLian auxiliaries. Thirty-five thou-

sand foot and tn^elve thousand horse

had, by the middle of July, advanced

through the province of Namur, and
were assembled at Givet under the

Duke of Savoy, who, as Governor-

general of the Netherlands, held the

chief command.^ All the most emi-

nent grandees of the provinces. Orange,
Aerschot, Berlaymont, Meghem, Bre-

derode, were present with the troops,
but the life and soul of the army,
upon this memorable occasion, was
the Count of Egmont.

Lamoral, Coimt of Egmont, Prince
of Gavere, was now in the thirty-sixth

year of his age,'* in the veiy noon of

that brilliant life which was destined

to be so soon and so fatally over-

Ehadowed. Not one of the dark clouds

which were in the future to accumu-
late around him, had yet roUed above
his horizon. Yovmg, noble, wealthy,
handsome, valiant, he saw no threat-

ening phantom in the future, and

caught eagerly at the golden oppor-

tunity, which the present placed ^vithin

his grasp, of winning fiesh laurels on
a wider and more fruitful field than

any in which he had hitherto been a

reaper. The campaign about to take

place was likely to be an imposing, if

not an important one, and could not
fail to be attractive to a noble of so

ardent and showy a character as Eg-
mont. K there were no lofty prin-
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1 Meteren, i. 18.
» Ibid., ubi sun. Hoofd, i. 8.
• Ilad. Ibid., uoisup. DeXhou, iii. liv, xix.

ciples or extensive interests to be con-

tended for, as there certainly were not,
there was yet much that was stately
and exciting to the imagination in the

warfare which had been so deUberately
and pompously arranged. The con-

tending armies, although of moderate

size, were composed of picked troops,
and were commanded by the flower of

Europe's chivalry. Ivings, princes,
and the most illustrious paladins of

Christendom, were arming for the

great tournament, to which they had
been summoned by herald and tnim-

pet; and the Batavian hero, without a

crown or even a country, but with as

lofty a lineage as many anointed so-

vereigns coidd boast, was ambitious
to distingxiish himseK in the proud
array.

Upon the north-western edge of the
narrow peninstda of North Holland,
washed by the stormy waters of the
German Ocean, were the ancient castle,

town, and lordship, whence Egmont
derived his family name, and the title

bywhich he was mostfamiliarlyknown.
He was supposed to trace his descent

through a hne of chivalrous champions
and crusaders, up to the pagan kings
of the most ancient of existing Teu-
tonic races. The eighth century names
of the Frisian Eadbold and Adgild^
among his ancestors were thought to
denote the antiquity of a house whose
lustre had been increased in later

times by the splendour of its alliances.

His father, united to Francoise de

Luxemburg, Princess of Gavere, had
acquired by this marriage, and trans-

mitted to his posterity, many of the

proudest titles and richest estates of

Flanders. Of the three children who
survived him, the only daughter was
afterwards united to the Coimt of

Vaudemont, and became mother of
Louise de Taudemont, queen of the
French monarch, Henry the Third.
Of his two sons, Charles, the elder,
had died young and immarried, leaving
all the estates and titles of the family
to his brother. Lamoral, bom in 1522,
was in early youth a page of the Em-

« He was bom in 1.322. — Leveasb. bcr
Nederl. Mau. en. vr. V. ; art. Egmoud.

» Levensb«, terosml Xederl. t. \.
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peror. When old enough to bear
arms he demanded and obtained per-
mission to follow the career of his ad-

venturous sovereign. He served his

apprenticeship as a soldier in the

stormy expedition to Barbary, where,
in his nineteenth year, he commanded
a troop of light horse, and distinguished
himself under the Emperor's eye for

his courage and devotion, doing the

duty not only of a gallant commander,
but of a hardy soldier.^ Returning,
unscathed by the war, flood, or tem-

pest of that memorable enterprise,
he reached his country by the way of

Corsica, Genoa, and Lorraine, and was
three years afterwards united (in the

year 1545) to Sabina of Bavaria, sister

of Frederic, Elector Palatine. The nup-
tials had taken place at Spiers, and
few royal weddings could have been
more brilliant. The Emperor, his

brother Ferdinand, King of the

Romans, with the Archduke Maxi-

milian, all the imperial electors, and
a concourse of the principal nobles of

the empire, were present on the occa-

sion.

In the following year, Charles in-

vested him with the order of the

I'leece at a chapter held at Utrecht.

In 1553, he had been at the Emperor's
Bide during the unlucky siege of Metz

;

in 1554, he had been sent at the head
of a splendid embassy to England, to

solicit for Philip the hand of Mary
Tudor, and had witnessed the marriage
in Winchester cathedral, the same

year. Although one branch of his

liouse had, in past times, arrived at

the sovereignty of Gueldres, and an-

Tfie Rise of the Dutch Republic.

1 "Pour avoir este nourry toute sa vie

entre Ics armes, soiibs ce grand guciTicp
Charles le Quint, n'estant cage que dix sept
ans ou dix huit ans, quaiid 11 commenca son

premier apprentissage an voyage de Thiuiis,
condiusant une compaiguio de cavaillcrie

legere oU il fit I'ofiice nou sculemcut de

capitaine mais aussy do trcs liarJy soldat."—De la Gucn-e Civile des Pays Bas, par
Poiitus Payen. MS.
Wc shall often liave occasion to cite this

manuscript in the course of this volume. It

is remarkable that so valuable and interest-

ing a frixginent of conteraporanopus history
should have remained unimblishcd. Its

author, Pontus Paj-en, Seigneur des Essai-ts,

WHS of the royal party, and a very deter-

mined Catholio. IIo was in clogo relatic'S

[1557
other had acquired the great estates

and titles of Buren, which had recently
passed, by intermarriage with the

heiress, into the possession of th&
Pi'ince of Orange, yet the Prince of

Gavere, Count of Egmont, was the
chief of a race which yielded to none
of the great Batavian or Flemish
families in antiquity, wealth, or power.
Personally, he was distinguished for

his bravery, and although he was not

yet the idol of the camp, which he
wa^ destined to become, nor had yet
commanded in chief on any important
occasion, he was accovmted one of the
five principal generals in the Spanish
service.* Eager for general admiration,
he was at the same time haughty and

presumptuous, attempting to combine
the characters of an arrogant magnate
and a popular chieftain. Terrible and
sudden in his wrath, he was yet of in-

ordinate vanity, and was easily led by
those who understood his weakness.
With a limited education, and a slender

capacity for all affairs* except those

relating to the camp, he was destined

to be as vacHlatiug and incomi^etent
a statesman as he was i>rompt and

fortunately audacious in the field. A
splendid soldier, his evil stars had
destined him to tread, as a politician,
a dark and dangerous path, in which
not even genius, caution, and integrity
could insure success, but in which
rashness alternating with hesitation,
and credulity with violence, coidd not
fail to bring ruin. Such was Count

Egmont, as he took his place at the

head of the King's cavalry in the sum-
mer of 1557.

with many important personages of the
times which he describes, and his work con-
tains striking sketches, characteristic anec-

dotes, minute traits, which shew the keen
observer of men and things. More than

any Netherlander of his day, he possessed
the dramatic power of sotting before t}:e

eyes of his readers the men and scenes fami-
liar to himself. His work is full of colour
and invaluable detail. There are several

copies extant in the different libraries of tho
Netherlands. Tho one which I have used
is that in the Royal Libraiy of the Hague
(Fonds Gerard 15. 103).

2 Suriano MS.
* " Peu vei-sS aux lettrcs, grossier ct

Ignorant on matiero d'estat, police civile,"
etc.—Pontus Payou Md-
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The early operations of the Dute of

Savoy were at first intended to deceive

the enemy. TLe army, after advanc-

ing as far into Picardy as the town of

Vervins, which they burned and pil-

laged, made a demonstration with their

whole force upon the city of Guise.

This, however, was but a feint, by
which attention was directed and forces

drawn off from Saint Quentin, which
was to be the real point of attack. In
the meantime, the Constable of France,

Montmorency, arrived upon the 2Sth

July (1557), to take command of the
French troops. He was accompanied
by the Marechal de Saint Andre and

by Admiral Coligny. The most illus-

trious names of France, whether for

station or valour, were in the officers'

list of this select arrny. Nevers and

Montpensier,. Enghien and Cond^
Vendome and Rochefoucauld, were

jJready there, and now the Constable
and the. Admiral came to add the

strength of their experience and lofty

reputation to sustain the coiu^ge of

the troops. The French were at

Pierrepoint, a post between Cham-
pagne and Picardy, and in its neigh-
bourhood. The Spanish army was at

Vervins, and threatening Guise. It

had been the opinion in France that
the enemy's intention was to invade

Champagne, and the Duo de Xevers,

governor of that province, had made a

disposition of his forces suitable for

such a contingency. It was the con-
viction of Montmorency, however, that

Picardy was to be the quarter really
attacked,! and that Saint Quentin,
which was the most important point
at which the enemy's progress, by that

route, towards Paris could be arrested,
was in imminent danger. The Con-
stable's opinion was soon confirmed by
advices received by Coligny. The
enemy's army, he was informed, after

remaining three days before Guise,
had withdrawn from that point, and
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» De Tlir^u, iil 140, >ix.
* "

Batalla de San Quintin. Copiada de
un codit* MS. de la Bib. del Es<»rial."—
Documeutos luedito.?, ix. 490.
The matnisciipt thus published in the

Madrid collection of iocuinents is by an
Biionymiins writer, but one who was present
Et the Bicje, which ho has well described.

had invested Saint Quentin with their

whole force.

This wealthy and prosperous city
stood upon an elevation rising from
the river Somme. It was surrounded

by very extensive suburbs, ornamented
with orchards and gardens, and includ-

ing within their limits large tracts of a

highly cultivated soil.^ Three sides

of the place were covered by a lake,

thirty yards in width, very deep at

some points, in others rather resem-

bling a morass, and extending on the
Flemish side a half mile beyond the

city.' The inhabitants were thriving
and industrious; many of the manu-
facturers and merchants were very
rich, for it was a place of much traffic

and commercial importance.^

Teligny was in the city with a de-

tachment of the Dauphin's regiment;
Captain Bmeuil was commandant of

the town. Both informed Coligny of

the imminent peril in which they stood.

They represented the urgent necessity
of immediate reinforcements both of

men and supplies. The city, as the
Admiral well knew, was in no condi-

tion to stand a siege by such an army,
and dire were the consequences if so

important a place should faU. It was
still practicable, they wrote, to intro-

duce succour, but every day dimi-
nished the possibility of affording effec-

tual relief. Cohgny was not the man
to let the grass grow under his feet,
after such an appeal in behalf of the

principal place in his government. The
safety of France was dependent upon
that of Saint Quentin. The bulwark

overthrown, Paris was within the next
stride of an adventurous enemy. The
Admiral instantly set out, upon the 2d
of August, with strong reinforcements.
It was too late. The English auxi-

liaries, under Lords Pembroke, Clinton,
and Grey, had in the meantime effected

their junction with the Duke of Savoy,
and appeared in the camp before Saint

Hi.s sketch is, however, entitled as above,
"T'ue Battle of St Qiiintiu," aud its rnast
roniarkiib'.e fc;ituie is, that he docs not once
zncution the uame of Eaniont as connected
with tliat action. Ceitainly national rivalry
could no further go.

» Documentoe HiedUoE, iOL 422.
«lbiJL
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Quentin. The route by which it had
been hoped that the much-needed suc-

cour could be introduced was thus

occupied and rendered impracticable.
The Admiral, however, in consequence
of the urgent nature of the letters re-

ceived from BrueuU and Tehgny, had

outstripped, in his anxiety, the move-
ments of his troops, and had flown
before his army. He now shut him-
self up in the city,^ determined to effect

its deliverance by means of his skill

and experience, or at least to share its

fate.

A few days were passed in making
ineffectual sorties, ordered by Coligny
for the sake of reconnoitering the

country, and of discovering the most

practicable means of introducing sup-

plies. The Constable, meantime, who
had advanced with his army to La
Fere, was not idle. He kept up daily
communications with the beleaguered
Admiral, and was determined, if possi-

ble, to reheve the city. There was,

however, a constant succession of dis-

appointments. Moreover, the brave
but indiscreet Teligny, who command-
ed during a temporary illness of the

Admiral, saw fit, against express orders,
to make an imprudent soi-tie. He
paid the penalty of his rashness with
his life. Meantime the garrison was

daily gi'owing weaker. Coligny sent

out of the city all useless consumers,

quartered all the women in the cathe-

dral and other churches, where they
were locked in, lest their terror and
their tears should weaken tlie courage
of the garrison; and did all in his

power to strengthen the defences of

the city, and sustain the resolution of

the inhabitants. Affairs were growing
desperate. It seemed plain that the

important city must soon fall, and
with it most probably Paris. One of

the suburbs was already in the hands

of the enemy. At last Cohgny dis-

covered a route by which lie believed

it to be still possible to introduce rehi-

forcemeuts. He communicated the

results of his observations to the Con-

Btable. Upon one side of the city the

lake, or morass, was traversed by a few

I Do Thou, iii. 251, xix. Hoofd, i. 8.

sjliid, iii. 154. Sl'teron, i. 18.

Dutch Uepxihlie, [1557.
difdcult and narrow pathways, mostly
under water, and by a running stream
which could only be passed in boats.

The Constable, in consequence of this

information received from Coligny, set

out from La Fere upon the 8th of

August, with four thousand infantry
and two thousand horse. Haltmg his

troops at the village of Essigny, he
advanced in person to the edge of the

morass, in order to reconnoitre the

groimd and prepare his plans. The
result was a determination to attempt
the introduction of men and supplies
into the town by the mode siiggested.

Leaving his troops drawn up in battle

array, he returned to La Fore for the

remainder of his army, and to com-

plete his preparations.^ Coligny in

the meantime was to provide boats for

crossing the stream. Upon the 10th

August, which was the festival of St

Laurence, the Constable advanced with
four pieces of heavy artillery, four

culverines, and four lighter pieces, and
arrived at nine o'clock in the morning
near the Faubourg d'Isle, which was

already in possession of the Spanish
troops. The whole army of the Con-
stable consisted of twelve thousand

German, with fifteen companies of

French infantiy, making in all some
sixteen thousand foot, with five thou-

sand cavalry in addition. The Duke
of Savoy's army lay upon the same
side of the town, widely extended, and

stretching beyond the river and the

morass. Montmorency's project waa
to be executed in full view of the

enemy. Fourteen companies of Spa-
niards were stationed in the fauboin-g.
Two companies had been pushed for-

ward as far as a water-mill, which lay
in the pathway of the advancing Con-

stable. These soldiers stood thoir

ground for a moment, but soon re-

treated, while a cannonade was sud-

denly opened by the French upon the

quarters of the Duke of Savoy. The
Duke's tent was torn to pieces, and he
had barely time to hurry on his cuirass,
and to take refuge with Count Eg-
mont.-* The Constable, hastening to

tiu-n this temporary advantage to ac-

»
Hoofrl, i. 8. Mct-nrcn, i. 18, Do Tiiou,

iii. isr.
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count at ouce, cc^nmenced the trans-

portation of his troops across the

morass. The enterprise was, however,
not destined to be fortunate. The
number of boats which had been pro-
vided was very inadequate ; moreover,

they were very small, and each as it

left the shore, was consequently so

crowded with soldiers, that it was in

danger of being swamped. Several

were overturned, and the men perished.
Lt was found also that the opposite
bank was steep and dangerous. Many
who had crossed the river were unable

to effect a landing, while those who
escaped drowning in the water, lost

their way in the devious and imprac-
ticable paths, or perished miserably in

the treacherous quagmires. Very few
effected their entrance into the town,
but among th^pi was Andelot, brother

of Coligny, with five hundred followers.

Meantime, a coimcil of officers was
held in Egmont's tent. Opinions were
tmdecided as to the course to be ptir-

sued under the circumstances. Should
an engagement be risked, or shoidd
the Constable, who had but indiffer-

ently accomplished his project and had
introduced but an insignificant num-
ber of troops into the city, be allowed

to withdraw with the rest of his army ?

The fiery vehemence of Egmont car-

ried aU before it.^ Here was an op-

portunity to measure arms at advan-

tage with the great captain of the age.
To relinquish the prize, which the for-

time of war had now placed within
reach of their valoiu-, was a thought
not to be entertained. Here was the

great Constable Montmorency, attend-

ed by princes of the royal blood, the

proudest of the nobility, the very
crown and flower of the chivalry of

France, and followed by an army of

her bravest troops. On a desperate
venture he had placed himself within
their grasp. Should he go thence ahve
and unmolested ? The moral effect of

destroying such an army would be

greater tiian if it were twice its actual

strength. It would be dealing a blow
at the very heart of France, from
which she could not recover. Was the

I Hoofd, L 8. M^tereii, i. 18.
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opportunity to be resigned without a

struggle, of laying at the feet of Philip,
in this his first campaign since his ac-

cession to his father's realms, a prize

worthy of the proudest hour of the

Emperor's reign ? The eloquence of

the impetuous Batavian was irresis-

tible, and it was determined to cut off

the Constable's retreat.'

Three miles from the Faubourg
d'Isle, to which that general had now
advanced, was a narrow pass or defile,

between steep and closely -hanging
hills. While advancing through this

ra\ine in the morning, the Constable
had observed that the enemy might
have it in their power to intercept his

return at that point. He had therefore

left the Rhinegrave, with his company
of mounted carabineers, to guard the

passage. Being ready to commence
his retreat, he now sent forward the
Due de Nevers, with four companies of

cavalry, to strengthen that important
position, which he feared might be

inadequately guarded. The act of

caution came too late. This was the
fatal point which the quick glance of

Egmont had at once detected. As
Nevers reached the spot, two thousand
of the enemy's cavalry rode through
and occupied the narrow passage. In-

flamed by mortification and despair,
Kevers would have at once charged
those troops, although outnumber-

ing his own by nearly four to one.

His officers restrained him with diffi-

cvdty, recalling to his memory the

peremptory orders which he had re-

ceived from the Constable to guard
the passage, but on nc account to

hazard an engagement, until sustained

by the body of the army. It was a
case in which rashne^ woidd have
been the best discretion. The head-

long charge which the Duke had been
about to make, might possibly have
cleared the path and have extricated

the army, provided the Constable had
followed up the movement by a rapid
advance upon his part. As it was, the

passagewas soon blocked up by freshly-

advancing bodies of Spanish and Fle<

mish cavalry, while Nevers slowly and

2 Hoofd. Mewren, ubi sup.
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reluctantly fell back upon the Prince
of Cond(5, who was stationed with the

light horse at the mill where the first

Bkirmish had taken place. They were
soon joined by the Constable, with the
main body of the army. The whole
French force now commenced its re-

trograde movement. It was, however,
but too evident that they were en-

veloped. As they approached the fatal

pass through which lay their only road
to La Fere, and which was now in

complete possession of the enemy, the

signal of assault was given by Count

Egmont. That general himself, at the

head of two thousand light horse, led

the charge upon the left flank. The
other side was assaulted by the Dukes
Eric and Henry of Brunswick, each

with a thousand heavy dragoons, sus-

tained by Count Horn, at the head of

a regiment of mounted gendarmerie.
Mansfeld, Lalain, Hoogstraaten, and

Vilain, at the same time made a furious

attack upon the front. The French

cavalry wavered with the shock so vi-

gorously given. The camp followers,

sutlers, and pedlers, panic-struck, at

once fled helter-skelter, and in their

precipitate retreat, carried confusion

and dismay throughout all the ranks

of the army. The rout was sudden
and total. The onset and the victory
were simultaneous. Nevers, riding

through a hollow with some companies
of cavalry, in the hope of making a

detour and presenting a new front to

the enemy, was overwhelmed at once

by the retreating French and their

furious pursuers. The daj' was lost,

retreat hardly possible, yet, by a daring
and desperate effort, the Duke, accom-

panied by a handful of followers, cut

his waythrough the enemy and effected

his escape. The cavalry had been

broken at the first onset and nearly

destroyed. A portion of the infantry
still held firm, and attempted to con-

tinue their retreat. Some pieces of

artillerj', however, now opened upon
them, and before they reached Essigny,
the whole army was completely anni-

hilated. The defeat was absolute.

Half the French troops actually en-

» De Thou, iii. 161, 162, xix.

gaged in the enterprise, lost their lives

upon the field. The remainder of the

army was captured or utterly disor-

ganised. When Nevers reviewed, at

Laon, the wreck of the Constable's
whole force, he found some thirteen

hundred French and three himdred
German cavalry, with four companies
of French infantry remaining out of

fifteen, and four thousand German foot

remaining of twelve thousand. Of

twenty-one or twenty-two thousand

remarkably fine and weU-appointed
troops, all but six thousand had been
killed or made prisoners within an
hour. The Constable himself, with a

wound in the groin, was a captive.
The Duke of Eugliien, after behaving
with brilliant valour, and many times

rallying the troops, was shot through
the body, and brought into the enemj^'s

camp only to expire. The Due de

Montpensier, the Marshal de Saint

Andre, the Due de Longueville, Prince
Ludovic of Mantua, the Baron Gorton,
la Roche du Mayne, the Rhinegrave,
the Coimts de Rochefoucauld, d'Au-

bigni, de Rochefort, all were taken.

The Due de Nevers, the Prince of

Condd, with a few others, escaped;

although so absolute was the convic-

tion that such an escape was impossible,
that it was not believed by the vic-

torious army. When Nevers sent a

trumpet, after the battle, to the Duke
of Savoy, for the purpose of negotiat-

ing concerning the prisoners, the trum-

peter was pronounced an impostor, and
the Duke's letter a forgery; nor waa
it till after the whole field had been

diligently searched for his dead body
without success, that Nevers could

persuade the conquerors that he wits

still in existence. ^

Of Philip's army but fifty lost their

lives. 3 Lewis of Brederode was smo-
thered in his armour; and the two
Counts Spiegelberg and Count Wal-
deck were also killed. Besides these,
no officer of distinction fell. All the

French standards and all their artillery
but two pieces were taken, and placed
before the King, who the next day
came into the camp before Saint Quen-

»lbl<i.
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tin. The prisoners of distinction were

likevnae presented to him in long pro-
cession. Rarely had a monarch of

Spain enjoyed a more signal triiraiph

than this which Philip now owed to

the gallantry and promptness of Count

Egmont.
^

While the King stood reviewing the

spoils of victory, a hght horseman of

Don Henrico Manrique's regiment ap-

proached, and presented him with a

sword. " I am the man, may it please

your Majesty," said the trooper,
" who

took the Constable ;
here is his sword ;

may your Majesty be pleased to give
me something to eat in my hoiise."
"
I promise it," replied Philip ; upon

wfiich the soldier kissed his Majesty's
hand and retii'ed.

* It was the custom

universally recognised in that day,
that the king was the king's captive,
and the general the general's, but that

the man, whether soldier or officer,

who took the commander-in-chief, was
entitled to ten thousand ducats. ^

Upon
this occasion the Constable was the

prisoner or Philip, supposed to com-
mand his own army in person. A cer-

tain Spanish Captain Valenzuela, how-

ever, disputed the soldier's claim to

the Constable's sword. The trooper
advanced at once to the Constable,
who stood there with the rest of the
illustrious prisoners. "Your excel-

lency is a Christian," said he ;

"
please

to declare upon your conscience and
the faith of a cavalier, whether 'twas

I that took you prisoner. It need not

surprise your excellency that I am but
a soldier, since with soldiers his Ma-

jesty must wage his wars." "Cer-

tainly," replied the Constable, "you
took me and took my horse, and I

gave you my sword. My jcord, how-

ever, I pledged to Captain Valenzuela."
It appearing, however, that the custom

» Hoofd, i. S, 9. Meteren, L IS, sqq. De
Thou, iii. ldT-160. Bor, i. 16. The Xether-
land accoonts generally give at least fovir

thousand killed of the French army. A co-

temporary proclamation for a thaiiksgiTing
issue*! by the government, fourteen days
af'.er the t>att!e, states, however, the number
of killed, wounded, ai:d prisouers, on the
French side, at forty-eight

"
com{vvnies" of

infeatry and five thotisanl awahy.—Van
Wyn, Byro^sels en Anmeridugen op W:^©-
aaar Vaderl Hist. CAmst. 17&-2>, vi. 13-15.
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of Spain did not recognise a pledge

given to any one but the actual captor,
it was arranged that the soldier should

give two thousand of his ten thousand
ducats to the captain. Thus the dis-

pute ended.*

Such was the brilliant victory of

Saint Quentin, worthy to be placed in

the same list with the world-renowned
combats of Crecy and Agincourt. The
Flemish frontier was saved for the

time from the misery which was now
to be inflioted upon the French border.

This was sufficient to cause the victory
to be hailed as rapturously by the

people as by the troops. From that

day forth the name of the brave Hol-

lander was like the sound of a trumpet
to the army. "Egmont and Saint

Quentin" rang through every mouth
to the furthest extremity of Philip's
realms. ' A deadly blow was struck to

the very heart of France. The fruits

of aU the victories of Francis and

Henry withered. The battle, with
others which were to foUow it, won by
the same hand, were soon to compel
the signature of one of the most dis-

astrous treaties which had ever dis-

graced the history of France.

The fame and power of the Con-
stable faded—his roisfortunes and cap-

tivity fell like a blight upon the
ancient glory of the house of Mont-

morency—his enemies destroyed his

influence and his popularity.
^ On the

other hand, the exultation of Philip
was as keen as his cold and stony
nature would permit. The magnificent
jKilace-convent of the Escorial, dedi-

cated to the saint on whose festival the
battle had been fought, and built in
the shape of the gridiron on which that

martyr had suffered, was soon after-

wards erected in pious commemoration
of the event.' Such was the celebra-

' Battalia de Ssm Quintin. DocumenfaTa
Ineditos, ix. 496.

* " Es COS3 may antiqvia entre gente
de guerra que el general es del general y el

Bey del Bey : pero a quien le prea ie !e daa
10,000 ducados."—^Documentos Ineditos, ix.
496.

« Ibid., ix. 496, 197.
» Hoofd, i. 0.

• De Thou, iji. IflO.

» Hoofd. L 9,
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tion of the victory. The reward re-

served for the victor was to be recorded
on a later page of history.
The coldness and caution, not to say

the pusillanimity of Philip, prevented
him from seizing the golden fruits of

his triumph. Ferdinand Gonzagawished
the blow to be followed up by an im-

mediate march upon Paris.^ Such was
also the feeling of all the distinguished
soldiers of the age. It was unquestion-

ably the opinion, and would have been
the deed, of Charles, had he been on
the field of Saint Quentin, crippled as

he was, in the place of his son. He
could not conceal his rage and mortifi-

c;ition when he found that Paris had
not fallen, and is said to have refused

to read the despatches which recorded
that the event had not been consum-
mated.2 There was certainly little of

the conqueror in Philip's nature
;

nothing which would have led him to

violate the safest principles of strate-

gy. He was not the man to follow up
enthusiastically the blow which had
been struck

;
Saint Quentin, still un-

taken, although defended by but eight
hundi-ed soldiers, could not be left be-

hind him
;

Nevers was still in his

front, and although it was notorious

that he commanded only the wreck of

an army, yet a new one might be col-

lected, perhaps, in time to embarrass
the triumphant march to Paris. Out
of his superabundant discretion, ac-

cordingly, Philip refused to advance

till Saint Quentin should be reduced.*

Although nearly driven to despair

by the total overthrow of the French
in the recent action, Coligny still held

bravely out, being well aware that

every day by which the siege could be

protracted was of advantage to his

country. Again he made fresh at-

tempts to introduce men into the city.

A fisherman shewed him a submerged
path, covered several feet deep with

water, through which he succeeded in

bringing one hundred and fifty un-

armed and half-drowned soldiers into

» De Thou, iii. 1C2.
3 Brant6me, i. ii. Hist, du Due d'Albe,

ii. 140. The statement is, however,
not corroborated by the coiitomporary
letters of Charles. See Gachavd, Ke-

trftite et llort de Charles Quint, i. 109,
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the place. His garrison consisted

barely of eight hundred men, but the

siege was still sustained, mainly by hi3

courage and sagacity, and by the spirit
of his brother Andelot. The company
of cavalry, belonging to the Dauphin's
regiment, had behaved badly, and even
with cowardice, since the death of their

commander Teligny. The citizenswere

naturally weary and impatient of the

siege. Mining and countermining con-

tinued till the 21st August. A steady
cannonade was then maintained until

the 27th. Upon that day, eleven
breaches having been made in the

walls, a simultaneous assault was or-

dered at four of them. The citizens

were stationed upon the walls, the
soldiers in the breaches. There was a

short but sanguinary contest, the garri-
son resisting with uncommon bravery.

Suddenly an entrance was eiTected

through a tower which had been

thought sufSciently strong, and which
had been left imguarded. Coligny,

rushing to the spot, engaged the enemy
almost single-handed. He was soon

overpowered, being attended .only by
four men and a page, was made a pri-
suu^r Ly a soldier named Francisco

Diaz, and conducted through one of

the subterranean mines mto the pre-
sence of the Duke of Savoy, from
whom the captor received ten thousand
ducats in exchange for the Admiral's
sword. The fighting still continued
with great determination in the streets,
the brave Andelot resisting to the last.

He was, however, at last overpowered,
and taken prisoner. Philip, who had,
as usual, arrived in the trenches by
noon, armed in complete harness, with
a page caiTj'ing his helmet, was met by
the intelligence that the city of Saint

Quentin was his owti.'*

To a horrible carnage succeeded a

sack and a conflagration still more hor-

rible. In every house entered during
the first day, every human being was
butchered. The sack lasted all that

day, and the whole of the following,

sqq.—Compare StMing, Cloister Life, 121,
1'.22.

» De Thou, iii. 162. Hoofd, i. 9.

« De Thou, iii. 164-171. Hoofd, i, la
Meteren, 1. 18. Documentos lueditos, i*
407-013.
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till the night o£ the 2Sth. There was
not a soldier who did not obtain an

ample share cf plunder, and some indi-

viduals succeeded in getting possession
of two, three, and even twelve thousand

ducats each.i The women were not

generally outraged, but they were

stripped almost entirely naked, lest

they should conceal treasure which be-

longed to their conquerors, and they
were slashed in the face with knives,

pfirtly in sport, partly as a punishment
tor not giving up property which was

not in their possession. The soldiers

even cut off the arms of many among
these wretched women,* and then

turned them loose, maimed and naked,
into the blazing streets ;

for the town,
on the 2Sth, was fired in a hundred

places, and was now one general con-

flagration. The streets were already
strewn with the corpses of the butch-

ered garrison and citizens; while the

survivoi-s were now burned in their

houses. Human heads, limbs, and

trunks were mingled among the bricks

and rafters of the houses, which were

falling on every side.'^ The fire lasted

day and night, without an attempt

being made to extinguish it ;
while

the soldiers dashed like devils through
flame and smoke in search of booty.

Bearing hghted torches, they de-

scended into every subterranean vault

and receptacle, of which there were

many in the town, and in every one of

which they hoped to discover hidden

treasure.'* The work of kiUing, plim-

dering, and burning lasted nearly three

days and nights. The streets, mean-

while, were encumbered with heaps of

corpses, not a single one of which had
been buried smce the capture of the

town. The remains of nearly all the

able-bodied male population, dismem-

bered, gnawed by dogs,* or blackened
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by fire, polluted the midsummer air.

The women, meantime, had been again
driven into the cathedral, where they
had housed during the siege, and where

they now crouched together in trem-

bling expectation of their fate.*

On the 29th August, at two o'clock

in the afternoon, Philip issued an
order that every woman, without an

exception, should be driven out of the

city into the French territory.^ Saint

Quentin, which seventy years before

had been a Flemish town, was to be

re-annexed, and not a single man,
woman, or chUd who could speak the
French language, was to remain an-

other hour in the place. The tonguea
of the men had been effectually
silenced. The women, to the number
of three thousand five hundred, were
now compelled to leave the cathedral

and the city.^ Some were in a starv-

ing condition; others had been des-

perately woimded; all, as they passed

through the ruinous streets of wnat
had been their home, were compelleii
to tread upon the unburied remains of

their fathers, husbands, or brethren.

To none of these miserable creatures

remained a living protector—hardly
even a dead body which could be re-

cognised; and thus the ghastly pro-
cession of more than three thousand

women, many with gaping wounds in

the face, many with their arms cut ofl

and festering, of all ranks and ages,
some numbering more than ninety
years, bareheaded, with gray hair

streaming upon their shoulders
; others

with nursing infanta in their arms,
escorted by arcompany of heavy-armed
troopers, left for ever their native city.
All made the dismal journey upon
foot, save that carts were allowed to

transport the children between the

ages of two and six years.^ The deso-

1 Documentos Ineditos, ix. 513, sqq.
* " T porque digesen donde teiiian los

diueros, las daban cuchillados por cara y
cabeza y ?i muclias cortazoa los brazos."—
Documeotos Ineditos, ix. 513, sqq.

* Documentos Ineditos, be. 515.
"

Queinaron eu las cas.as gran cantitad do

personas y muchas deltas se vieron despues
de raetado el fuego entre los ladiUlos que de
e'los son hechas todas las mcjoi-cs casas,
muchas cabezas de hombres quemados y
Bueaoa."

* Documentos Ineditos, ix. 516.
* " Y en muchos faltaban los pednzos

que los comian los perros de noche, y algxmos
olian mal," etc. Ibid.

* Documentos Ineditos, 510, sqq.
' Ibid.
* Documentos Ineditos, 519, sqq.
» " Cierto a los piadosos haci;» demasiada

lastima vellas ir, ver 3,500 mugcres.—
Muchas dellas Uevaban eortadoi los brazos, y
muches eon cuchilladai.—Y habia entre ellas

magcres de mas de noventa ailos, rin cofiaa
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'.ation and depopulation were now
complete.

"
I wandered through the

place, gazing at all this," says a Span-
ish soldier who was present, and kept
a diary of all which occurred,

" and it

seemed to me that it was another de-

struction of Jerusalem. What most
struck me was, to find not a single
denizen of the town left, who was or

who dared to call himself French.
How vain and transitory, thought I,

are the things of this world! Six

days ago what riches were in the city,
and now remains not one stone upon
another." ^

The expulsion of the women had
been accomplished by the express com-
mand of Philip, who moreover had
made no effort to stay the work of

carnage, pillage, and conflagration.
The pious King had not forgotten,

however, his duty to the saints. As
soon as the fire had broken out,
he had sent to the cathedral, whence
he had caused the body of Saint

Quentin to be removed, and placed
in the royal tent.^ Here an altar

was arranged, upon one side of which
was placed the coffin of that holy
personage, and upon the other the
head of the "

glorious Saint Gre-

gory
"

(whoever that glorious indi-

vidual may have been in life), together
with many other relics brought from
the church.^ Within the sacred en-

closure many masses were said daily,*
while all this devil's work was going
on without. The saint who had been
buried for centuries was comfortably
housed and guarded by the monarch,
while dogs were gnawing the carcases

of the freshly
- slain men of Saint

Quentin, and troopers were driving
into perpetual exile its desolate and
mutilated women.
The most distinguished captives

upon this occasion were, of course,

C'cligny and his brother. Andelot

v.'as, however, fortunate enough to

make his escape that night under the

edge of the tent in which he was con-
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fined. The admiral was taken to Ant-

wei-p. Here he lay for many weeks
sick with a fever. Upon his recovery,

having no better pastime, he fell to

reading the Scriptures.* The result

was his conversion to Calvinism," and
the world shudders jet at the fate in

which that conversion involved him.
Saint Quentin being thus reduced,

Philip was not more disposed to push
his fortune. The time was now wasted
in the siege of several comparatively
unimportant places, so that the fruits

of Egmont's valourwere notyet allowed
to ripen. Early in September, Le
Catelet was taken. On the 12th of

the same month the citadel of Ham
yielded, after receiving two thousand
shots from Philip's artillery, while No-

jon, Chanley, and some other places
of lesser importance, were burned
to the gi'ound. After all this smoke
and fire upon the frontier, productive
of but slender consequences, Philip
disbanded his army and retired to

Brussels. He reached that city on the

12th October. The English returned
to their own country.'' The campaign
of 1557 was closed without a material

result, and the victory of Saint Quentin
remained for a season barren.

In the meantime the French were
not idle. The army of the Constable
had been destroyed, but the Duke de

Guise, who had come post haste from

Italy after hearing the news of Saint

Quentin, was very willing to organise
another. He was burning with impa-
tience both to retrieve his own reputa-
tion, which had suffered some little

damage by his recent Italian campaign,
and to profit by the captivity of his

fallen rival the Constable. During
the time occupied by the languid and

dilatory proceedings of Philip in the

autumn, the Duke had accordingly
recruited in France and Germany a
considerable army. In January (1558)
he was re;idy to take the field. It had
been determined in the French cabi-

net, however, not to attempt to win

las canas defurra, Ibnas de sanpre. Las quo
daban a mamar Uovaban sus criaturas en sus

brazos," etc. etc.—Documentos Incditos, ix.

51(5.

» Documentos luedjtos, ix. 619.

» Ibid. 521.
» Documentos Ineditos, ix. 524. * Ibid.
» Meteren, 1. 18.
• Meteren, f. 18.
» Hoofd, i. 10. DeTliou, iii. 171-174, xlx.
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back the places whioli they had lost in

Picardy, but t'^ carry the war into the

territory of the ally. It was fated that

England should bear all the losses, and

Philip appropriate all the gain and

glory, which resulted from their united

exertions. It v\-as the war of the
. Queen's husband, with which the

Queen's people had no concern, but
in which the last trophies of the Black
Prince were to be forfeited. On the
1st January, 1558, the Due de Guise

appeared before Calais. The Marshal
Strozzi had previously made an expe-
dition in disguise, to examine the place.
The result of his examination was,
that the garrison was weak, and that
it relied too much upon the citadel.

After a tremendous cannonade, which
lasted a week, and was heard in Ant-

werp, the city was taken by assault.^

Calais had been originally won after a

siege which had lasted a twelvemonth,
had been held two hundred and ten

years, and was now lost in seven days.
Seven days more, and ten thousand

discharges from thirty-five great guns
BufiBced for the reduction of Guines.'
Thus the last vestige of English do-

minion, the last substantial pretext of
the Enghsh sovereign to wear the title

and the lilies of France, was lost for
ever. King Henry visited Calais,
which after two centuries of estrange-
ment had now become a French tov.n

again, appointed Paul de Thermes
governor of the place, and then re-

turned to Paris to celebrate soon
afterwards the marriage of the Dau- !

phin with the niece of the Guises,
jfary, Queen of Scots.*

These events, together with the brief
winter campaign of the Duke, which
had raised for an instant the drooping
head of France, were destined before

long to give a new face to affairs, while
it secured the ascendancy of the ,

Catholic party in the kingdom. Dis-
1

astrous eclipse had come over the hoiise
\

of ilontmorency and Coliguy, while
the star of Guise, briUiant with the

conquest of Calais, now culminated to
|

the zenith.
j

»
Meteren, i. 19. Da Thou, jii. 202-209. '

Tx. Hoofd, L 11. Bor, i. 16,
'

« Pe Thou, iii. 214.
1

It was at this periixl that the mo-
morable interview between the two
ecclesiastics, the Bishop of Arraa and
the Cardinal de Lorraine, took place
at Peronne. From this central point
commenced the weaving of that wide-

spread Bcheme, in which the fate of
millions was to be involved. The

!
Duchess Christina de Lorraine, cousin
of Philip, had accompanied him to
Saint Quentin. Permission had been
obtained by the Due de Guise and his

brother, the Cardinal, to visit her at
Peronne. The Duchess was accom-

panied by the Bishop of Arras, and the

consequence was a full and secret ne-

gotiation between the two priests.* It

may be supposed that Philip's short-

lived military ardour had already ex-

hausted itselJF. He had mistaken his

vocation, and already recognised the
false position in which he was placed-
He was contending against the mo-
narch in whom he might find the
Exu-est ally against the arch enemy of

both kingdoms, and of the world. The
French monarch held heresy in horror,
while, for himself, Philip had already
decided upon his life's mission.

The crafty Bishop was more than a
match for the vain and ambitious Car-
dinal. That prelate was a.ssured that

Philip considered the captivity of Co-

ligny and Montmorency a special dis-

pensation of Providence, while the
tutelar genius of France, notwithstand-

ing the reverses sustained by that

kingdom, was still preserved. The
Cii^nal and his brother, it was sug-
gested, now held in their hands the

destiny of the kingdom, and of Europe.
The interests of both nations, of reli-

gion, and of humanity, made it impe-
rative upon them to put an end to this

unnatural war, in order that the two
monarchs might imite hand and heart
for the ejctirpation of heresy. Philip
placed full reliance upon the wisdom
and discretion of the Caidinal. It

was necessary that these negotiations
should for the present remain a pro-
found secret ; but in the meantime a

peace ought to be concluded with aa

» Meteron, De Thou, Hoofd, Bor, ub*
sup

* D« Thou, iu. 223. Hoofd, i. \X
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little delay as possible

—a result which,
it was affirmed, was as heartily desired

by Philip as it could be by Henry.
The Bishop was soon aware of the im-

pression which his artful suggestions
had produced. The Cardinal, inspiredby
the flattery thus freely administered,
as well as by the promptings of his

own ambition, lent a willing ear to the

Bishop's plans.^ Thus was laid the
foundation of a vast scheme, which
time was to complete. A crusade with
the whole strength of the French and

Spanisli crowns, was resolved upon
.against their own subjects. The
Bishop's task was accomplished. The
Cardinal returned to France, deter-

mined to effect a peace with Spain.
He was convinced that the glory of his

house was to be enhanced, and its

power impregnably established, by a
cordial cooperation with Philip in his

dark schemes against religion and hu-

manity. The negotiations were kept,

however, profoundly secret. A new
campaign and fresh hvimiliations were
to precede the acceptance by France
of the peace which was thus proffered.

Hostile operations were renewed
soon after the interview at Peronne.
The Duke of Guise, who had procured
five thousand cavalry and fourteen
thousand infantry in Germany,* now,
at the desire of the King, madertook
an enterprise against Thionville,* a

city of importance and gi-eat strength
in Luxemburg, upon the river Moselle.

The assault was made upon the 22d

June, and the garrison capitulated im-

mediately afterwards.'* It was a siege
conducted in a regular and business-

like way, but the details possess no
interest. It was, however, signahsed

by the death of one of the eminent
adventurers of the age. Marshal Strozzi.

This brave, but always unlucky soldier,
was slain by a musket-ball while assist-

ing the Duke of Guise—whose arm
was at that instant resting upon his

shoulder—to point a gun at the for-

tress.''

After the fall of Thionville, the Due

J Do Thou, iii. 223-227, xx.
* Hoofd, i. 12.
* De Thou, iii. 229.
* Metcrcn, i. IJ.
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de Guise loitered seventeen days, mak-
ing no exertions to follow up the suc-
cess which had attended him at the

opening of the campaign. The good
fortune of the French was neutralised

by the same languor which had marked
the movements of Philip after the vic-

tory of Saint Quentin. The time,
which might have been usefully em-

ployed, was wasted by the ]3uke in
trivial business, or in absolute torpor.
This may have been the result of a
treacherous understanding with Spain,
and the first fruits of the interview at

Peronne. Whatever the cause, how-
ever, the immediate consequences were
disaster to the French nation, and hu-
miliation to the crown.

It had been the plan of the French
cabinet that Marshal de Thermes, who,
upon the capture of Calais, had been

appointed governor of the city, should
take advantage of his position as soon
as possible. Having assembled au

army of some eight thousand foot and
fifteen hundred horse,^ partly Gascons
and partly Germans, he was according-
ly directed to ravage the neighbouring
country, particularly the county of

Saint Pol. In the meantime, the Due
de Guise, having reduced the cities on
the southern frontier, was to move in

a northerly direction, make a junction
with the Marshal, and thus extend a
barrier along the whole frontier of the
Netherlands.
De Thermes set forth from Calais, in

the beginning of June, with his newly-
organised army. Passing by Grave-
lines and Bourbourg, he arrived before
Dunkerk on the 2d of July. The city,
which was without a garrison, opened
negotiations, during the pendency of
which it was taken by assault and pil-

laged. The town of Saint Winochsberg
shared the same fate. De Thermes,
who was a martjT to the gout, waa

obliged at this jioint temporarily to

resign the command to D'Estonteville,
a ferocious soldier, who led the pre-

datory army as far as Niewport, burn-

ing, killing, ravishing, plundering, aa

« De Thou, iii. 229-235. Mcteron, i. 19.

Hoofd, i. 12, 13.
• Bor, i. 10. Metoreii, S. 19. Coraparo

Hoofd, 1. 18; Do 'Tijou, iii.
238,

liv. xx.
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they went. Meantime Philip, who was
at Brussels, had directed the Duke of

Savoy to oppose the Due de Guise

with an army which had been hastily
collected and organised at Maubeuge,
in the province of Xamur. He now

desired, if possible, to attack and cut

off the forces of De Thermes before he

should extend the hand to Guise, or

make good his retreat to Calais,

Flushed with victory over defence-

less peasants, laden with the spoils of

sacked and burning towns, the army
of De Thermes was already on its

homeward march. It was the moment
for a sudden and daring blow. Whose
irm should deal it ? What general in

Philip's army possessed the requisite

promptness, and felicitous audacity;

who, but the most briUiant of cavalry

ofBcers, the bold and rapid hero of St

Quentin ? Egmont, in obedience to

the King's command, threw himself at

once into the field. He hastily col-

lected all the available forces in the

neighbotirhood. These, with drafts

from the Duke of Savoy's army, and
with detachments imder Marshal Big-
nicourt from the garrisons of Saint

Omer, Bethune, Aire, and Bourbourg,
soon amounted to ten thousand foot

and two thousand horse, ^ His num-
bers were still further swollen by large
bands of peasantry, both men and

women, maddened by their recent in-

juries, and thirsting for vengeance.
With these troops the energetic chief-

tain took up his position directly in

the path of the French army. Deter-

mined to destroy De Thermes with all

his force, or to sacrifice himself, he

posted his army at Gravelines, a small

town lying near the sea-shore, and
about midway between Calais and
Dunkerk. The French general was

putting the finishing touch to his ex-

pedition by completing the conflagra-
tion at Dunkerk, and was moving
homeward, when he became aware of

the lion in his path. Although suffer-

ing from severe sickness, he moimted
his horse and personally conducted his

army to Gravelines. Here he fovmd
his progi-ess completely arrested. On

^attie of Gra velines. 101

that night, w^hich Was the 12th July,
he held a council of ofl&cers. It waa
determined to refuse the combat of-

fered, and, if possible, to escape at low
tide along the sands toward Calais.

The next morning he crossed the river

Aa, below Gravelines. Egmont, who
was not the man, on that occasion at

least, to build a golden bridge for a

flying enemy, crossed the same stream

just above the town, and drew up his

whole force in battle array. De
Thermes could no longer avoid tha

conflict thus resolutely f'.uced upon
him. Courage was now his only coun-

sellor. Being not materially outnvun-

bered by his adversaries, he had, at

least, an even chance of cutting hia

way through all obstacles, and of sav-

ing his ai-my and his treasiu-e. The
sea was on his right hand, the Aa be-

hind him, the enemy in front. He
piled his baggage and waggons so aa to

form a barricade upon hjs left, and

placed his artillery, consisting of foui

culverines and three falconets, in front.

Behind these he drew up his cavalry,

supported at each side by the Gascons,
and placed his French and German in-

fantry in the rear.

Egmont, on the other hand, divided

his cavalry into five squadrons. Three
of light horse were placed in advance
for the first assault—the centre com-
manded by himself, the two wings by
Count Pontenals and Henrico Henri-

quez. The black hussars of Lazarua
Schwendi and the Flemish gendarmes
came next. Behind these was the in-

fantry, divided into three nations,

Spanish, German, and Flemish, and

respectively commanded by Carvajal,

Monchausen, and Bignicourt. Egmont,
having characteristically selected the

post of danger in the very front of

battle for himself, co\ild no longer re-

strain his impatience. "The foe ia

ours already," he shouted; "follow

me, all who love their fatherland."

With that he set spurs to his horse,
and having his own regiment well in

hand, dashed upon the enemy. The
Gascons received the charge with cool-

ness, and—under cover of a murderous

i Meteren, i. 19. Compare De Thoti, iii 239, xx,; Bor. L 16; Hoofd, L 14.
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file from the artillery in front, which
mowed down the foremost ranks of

their assailants—sustained the whole

weight of the first onset without flinch-

ing. Egmout's horse was shot under
him at the commencement of the
action. Mounting another, he again
cheered his cavalry to the attack. The
Gascons still maintained an unwaver-

ing front, and fought with characteris-

tic ferocity. The courage of despair
infianied the French, the hope of a
brilliant and conclusive victory excited

the Spaniards and Flemings. It was a

wild, hand-to-hand conflict— general
and soldier, cavalier and pikeman,
lancer and musketeer, mingled to-

gether in one dark, confused, and

struggling mass, foot to foot, breast to

breast, horse to horse—a fierce, tumul-
tuous battle on the sands. For a long
time it was doubtful on which side

victory was to incline, but at last ten

English vessels unexpectedly appeared
in the ofiing, and ranging up soon
afterwards as close to the shore as was

possible, opened their fire upon the still

unbroken lines of the French. The
ships were too distant, the danger of

injuring friend as well as foe too immi-

nent, to allow of their exerting any
important influence upon the result.

The spirit of the enemy was broken,

however, by this attack upon their

seaward side, which they had thought
impregnable. At the same time a de-

tachment of German cavalry which
had been directed by Egmont to make
its way under the downs to the south-

ward, now succeeded in turning their

left flank. Egmont, profiting by their

confusion, charged them again with
redoubled vigour. The fate of the

day was decided. The French cavalry

wavered, broke their ranks, and in

their flight carried dismay throughout
the whole army. The rout was total ;

horse and foot, French, Gascon, and
German fled from the field together.
Fifteen hundred fell in the action, as

many more were driven into the sea,

while gi'eat numbers were torn to

pieces by the exasperated peasants.

Dutch RepuUic. [1058.
who now eagerly washed out the'r

recent injuries in the blood of the dit-

persed, wandering, and wounded sol-

diers.^ The army of De Thermes was

totally destroyed, and with it the la.'.fc

hope of France for an honourable and

equal negotiation. She was now at

Philip's feet, so that this brilliant

cavalry action was, in regard to the
extent both of its immediate and its

permanent results, one of the most
decisive and striking that have ever
been fought. The French army en-

gaged was annihilated. Marshal de

Thermes, with a wound in the head,

Senarpont, Annibault, Villefon, Mor-

villiers, Chanlis, and many others of

high rank were prisoners. The French
monarch had not much heart to set

about the organisation of another

army ;

^ a task which he was now com-

pelled to undertake. He was soon

obliged to make the best terms which
he could, and to consent to a most
unfavourable treaty.
The Marshal de Thermes was se-

verely censured for having remained so

long at Dunkerk and in its neighbour-
hood. He was condemned still more

loudly for not ha^ang at least eS'ected

his escape beyond Gravelines, during
the night which preceded the contest.

With regard to the last charge, how-

ever, it may well be doubted whether

any nocturnal attempt would have
been likely to escape the vigilance of

Egmont. Touching his delay at Dmi-
kerk, it was asserted that he had been
instructed to await in that place the

junction with the Due de Guise, which
had been previou.sly an'anged.* But
for the criminal and, then, inexplicable

languor which characterised that com-
mander's movements, after the captiire
of Thionville, the honour of Franco

might still have been saved.

Whatever might have been the

faults of De Thermes or of Guise,
there could bo little doubt aa to the

merit of Ejjfmont. Thus within eleven

months of the battle of Saint Quentin,
had the Dutch hero gained another

victory so decisive as to settle the fate

1 Mctercn, i. 19. Iloofd, i. 13, iJ, 15. 13or,

i. IG, 17.- Compare Cabrora, iv. 21; DeTliou,
iii. 231-241.

* De Thou, iii. 241, xx.
*
IloofiJ, i. 15. De Tiiou, ubi sup.
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of the war, »ua ro elevate his sovereign
to a poaition from which he might
dictates the terms of a triumphant
peace.^ The opening scenes of Philip's

reign were rendered as brilliant as the

proudest days of the Emperor's career,

while the provinces were enraptured
with the prospect of eaily peace. To
whom, then, was the sacred debt of

national and royal gratitude due but
to Lanioral of Egmont ? His country-
men gladly recognised the claim. He
became the idol of the army; the

familiar hero of ballad and story; the
mirror of chivalry, and the god of

popular worship. Throughout the

Netherlands he was hailed as the right
hand of the fatherland, the 8a\-iour of

Flanders from devastation and outrage,
the protector of the nation, the pillar
of the throne.*

The victor gained many friends by
his victory, and one enemy. The bit-

terness of that foe was likely, in the

future, to outweigh all the plaudits of

his friends. The Duke of Alva had

strongly advised against giving battle

to De Thermes. He depreciated the

triumph after it had been gained, by
reflections upon the consequences
which would have flowed had a defeat
been buffered instead.'* He even held
this language to Egmont himself after

his return to Brussels. The conqueror,
flushed with his glory, was not inclined

to digest the criticism, nor what he
considered the venemous detraction of

the Duke. More vain and arrogant

J Hoofd. De Thou, ubi sup.
» Hoofd, i. 15.

»Metei-en, i. 19. Bor, L 17. Hoofd,
i. 15.
*" Et provenoit la ditte ennemiti^

Viiocipaleruent % causo de la Bataille de

CavUs. 103

than ever, he treated his powerful

Spanish rival with insolence, and an-

swered his observations with angry
sarcasms, even in the presence of the

King.* Alva was not likely to forget
the altercation, nor to forgive the tri-

iimph.
There passed, naturally, much bitter

censure and retort on both sides at

court, between the friends and ad-

herents of Egmont and those who sias-

tained the party of his adversary.
The battle of Gravelines was fought
over daily, amid increasing violence

and recrimination between Spaniard
and Fleming, and the old international

hatred flamed more fiercely than ever.

Alva continued to censure the fool-

hardiness which had risked so valuable

an army on a single blow. Egmont'a
friends replied that it was easy foi

foreigners, who had nothing at risk iq

the coimtry, to look on while the

fields of the Netherlands were laid

waste, and the homes and hearths ol

an industrious popidation made deso-

late, by a brutal and rapacious soldiery.

They who dwelt in the Provinces
would be ever grateful to their pre-
sei-ver for the result.' They had no

eyes for the picture which the Spanish

party painted of an imaginary triumph
of De Thermes and its efiects. How-
ever the envious might cavil, now
that the blow had been struck, the

popular he.T,rt remained warm as ever,
and refused to throw down the idol

which had so recently been set up.

Grevelinge, qu'il donna contra son advis et

propos haultains et superbes qu'il (Egmont)
luj tint estant de retour victorieux en la

ville de Bnixelles en la presence du Roj."— Fontus Payne MS.. 37f, 37!>.
*
Motcreii, Dor, Hoofd. u'ji sup.
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CHAPTER III.

Bccrct negotiations for peace—^Two fresli armies assembled, but inactive—^Negotiations
at Cercamp—Death of Mary Tudor—Treaty of Cateau Cambrcsis—Death of Henry II.—
Policy of Catharhie de Medici—Revelations by Henry II. to the Prince of Orange—
Funeral of Charles V. in Brussels—Universal joy in the Netherlands at the Restoration
of peace—Organisation of the government by Philip, and ))reparations for his departure—Appointment of Margaret of Parma as Regent of the Netherlands—Three councils—
The consulta—Tlie stadholders of the different provinces—Dissatisfaction caused by the

foreign troops
—Assembly of the Estates at Ghent to receive the parting instructions and

farewell of the King—Speech of the Bishop of Arras—Request for three millions—Fierce
denunciation of heresy on the jiart of Philip—Strenuous enforcement of the edicts com-
manded—Reply by the States of Arthois—Unexpected conditions—Rage of the King—
Similar conduct on the part of the other provinces—Remonstrance in the name of

States-General against the foreign soldiery
—Formal reply on the part of the crown-

Departure of the King from the Netherlands—^Autos-da-fe in Spain.

The battle of Gravelineg had decided
the question. The intrigues of the

two Cardinals at Peronne having been
Bustained by Egmont's victory, all

parties were ready for a peace. King
Henry was weary of the losing game
whichhe hadsolongbeen playingjPhilip
was anxious to relieve himself from
his false position, and to concentrate

his whole mind and the strength of

bis kingdom iipon his great enemy the

Netherland heresy, while the Duke of

Savoy felt that the time had at last

arrived when an adroit diplomacy
might stand him in stead, and place
him in the enjoyment of those rights
which the sword had taken from him,
and which his own sword had done so

much towards winning back. The

sovereigns were inclined to peace, and
US there had never been a national

principle or interest involved in the

dispute, it was very certain that peace
would be popular everywhere, upon
whatever terms it might be concluded.

Montmorency and the Prince of

Orange were respectively empowered
to open secret negotiations.^ The
Constable entered upon the task with

alacrity, because he felt that every

day of his captivity was alike prejudi-
cial to his own welfare and the inte-

rests of his country.^ The Guises,
who had quarrelled with the Duchess
de Valentinois (Diane de Poitiers),

were not yet powerful enough to re-

sist the influence of the mistress
;

while, rather to baffle them than from

> Apologie du P. d'Orange, 49,
- De Xliou, iji. '2i6, xx.

any loftier reasons, that interest was
exerted in behalf of immediate peace.
The Cardinal de Lorraine had by no
means forgotten the eloquent argix-
ments used by the Bishop of Arras;
but his brother, the Due de Guise,

may be supposed to have desired some
little opportunity of redeeming the
credit of the kingdom, and to have

delayed the negotiations until his

valour could secure a less inglorious
termination to the war.

A fresh army had, in fact, been col-

lected under his command, and was

already organised at Pierrepoint. At
the same time, Philip had assembled a

large force, consisting of thirty thou-

sand foot and fifteen thousand cavalry,
with which he had himself taken the

field, encamping towards the middle of

August upon the banks of the river

Anthies, near the border of Picardy.^

King Henry, on the other hand, had

already arrived in the camp at Pierre-

point, and had reviewed as imposing
an army as had ever been at the dis-

posal of a French monarch. When
drawn up in battle array, it covered a

league and a half of ground, while
three hours were required to make its

circuit on horseback.'* All this mar-
tial display was only for eifect. The
two kings, at the head of their great
armies, stood looking at each other
while the negotiations for peace were

proceeding. An unimportant skirmish
or two at the outposts, unattended
with loss of life, were the only mill-

8 Bor, i. 17. Hoofd, i. 10. Metcren, i. 20.
i De Tliou, iti. 244, jcx.
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taiy results of these great prepara-
tions. Early in the autumn all the

troops were disbanded, while the com-
missioners of both crowns met in open
congress at the abbey of Cercamp,
near Cambray, by the middle of Octo-

ber. The envoys on the part of Philip
were the Piince of Orange, the Duke
of Alva, the Bishop of Arras, Ruy
Gomez de Silva, the President Vighus ;

on that of the French monarch, the

Constable, the Marshal de Saint Andr^,
the Cardinal de Lorraine, the Bishop
of Orleans, and Claude I'Aubespine.i
There were also envoys sent by the

Queen of England, but as the dispute

concerning Calais was found to hamper
the negotiations at Cercamp, the Eng-
lish question was left to be settled by
another congress, and was kept en-

tirely separate from the arrangements
concluded between France and Spain.*
The death of Queen Marj-, on the

17th November,' caused a temporary
suspension of the proceedings. After

the widower, however, had made a

fruitless effort to obtain the hand of

her successor, and had been unequi-

vocally repulsed,* the commissioners

again met in February 1559, at Cateau
Cambresis. The English difficulty was
now arranged by separate commis-

Bioners, and on the 3d of April a treaty
between France and Spain was con-

cluded.'

By this important convention, both

kings bound themselves to maintain
the Catholic worship inviolate by all

means in their power, and agreed that

an oecumenical council should at once

assemble, to compose the religious dif-

ferences, and to extinguish the in-

creasing heresy in both kingdoms.
Furthermore, it was arranged that the

. conquests made by each country dur-

ing the preceding eight years should
be restored. Thus all the gains of

Francis and Henry were annulled by
a single word, and the Dukg of Savoy
converted, by a dash of the pen, from
a landless soldier of forttme into a

1 Bor, Hoofd, Aleteren, ubi sup. De Thou,
iii. 250, XX.

» Ibid. D)id.
» Ibid. Ibid
« De Xhou. iii. 264.
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sovereign again. He was to receive

back all his estates, and was, moreover,
to marry Henry's sister Margaret, with
a dowery of three hundred thousand
crowns. Philip, on the other hand,
now a second time a widower, was to

espouse Henry's daughter Isabella, al-

ready betrothed to the Infant Don -

Carlos, and to receive with her a

dowry of four hundred thousand
crowns. The restitutions were to be
commenced by Henry, and to be com-

pleted within three months. Philip
was to restore his conquests in the
course of a month afterwards.

Most of the powers of Europe were
included by both parties in this treaty :

the Pope, the Emperor, all the Elec-

tors, the Republics of Venice, Genoa,
and Switzerland, the kingdoms of

England, Scotland, Poland, Denmark,
Sweden ; the duchies of Ferrara, Savoy,
and Parma, besides other inferior prin-

cipalities. Nearly all Christendom, in

short, was embraced in this most ami<
cable compact, as if Philip were deter-

mined that, henceforth and for ever,
Calvinists and Jlohammedans, Turks
and Flemings, should be his only
enemies.

The King of France was to select

four hostages from among Philip's

subjects, to accompany him to Paris
as pledges for the execution of all the
terms of the treaty. The royal choice
fell upon the Prince of Orange, the
Duke of Alva, the Duke of Aerschot,
and the Count of Egmont.
Such was the treaty of Cateau Cam-

bresis.* Thus was a termination put
to a war between France and Spain,
which had been so wantonly under-
taken.

Marshal Monluc wrote that a treaty
so disgraceful and disastrous had never
before been ratified by a French mo-
narch.^ The accumulated plunder of

years, which was now disgorged by
France, was equal in value to one-third
of that kingdom. One hundred and

ninety-eight fortified towns were sur-

» Bor. Meteren, Hoofd, De Thou.
• De Thou, iii. 350-355. Hoofd, L 19, 20.

Bor, i. 17. 18. Meteren, i. 23.
'' De Thou. Meursii., Gulielmus Auiia<

CU8 (Leyd., 1621), p. 6.
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rendered, making, with other places of

greater or less importance, a total esti-

mated by some writers as high as four
hundred.! The principal gainer was
the Duke of Savoy, who, after so

many years of knighterrantry, had re-

gained his duchy, and found him-
self the brother-in-law of his ancient

ememy.
The well-known tragedy by which

the solemnities of this pacification
were abruptly concluded in Paris,
bore with it an impressive moral. The
monarch who, in violation of his

plighted word and against the inte-

rests of his nation and the world, had
entered precipitately into a causeless

war, now lost his life in fictitious com-
bat at the celebration of peace. On
the 10th of July, Henry the Second
died of the wound inflicted by Mont-

gomery in the tovirnament held eleven

days before." Of this weak and worth-
less prince, all that even his flatterers

could favourably urge was his great
fondness for war, as if a sanguinary
propensity, even when unaccompanied
by a spark of military talent, were of

itself a virtue. Yet, with his death
the kingdom fell even into more per-
nicious hands, and the fate of Chris-

tendom grew darker than ever. The

dynasty of Diane de Poitiers was suc-

ceeded by that of Catharine de Medici;
the courtesan gave place to the dowa-

ger ;
and France—during the long and

miserable period in which she lay

bleeding in the grasp of the Italian

she-wolf and her litter of cowardly
and sanguinary princes

—might even
lament the days of Henry and his

Diana. Charles the Ninth, Henry the

Third, Francis of Alengon, last of the

Valois race—how large a portion of

the fearful debt which has not yet
been discharged by half a century of

revolution and massacre waa of their

accumulation !

The Duchess of Valentinois had

quarrelled latterly with the house
of Guise, and was disposed to favour

Montmorency. The King, who was
but a tool in her hands, might possibly
have been induced, had he lived, to

1 Hoofci, i, 20. De Thou, iii. 20.

Meursii Gul. Aur. p. 6.

Joan.
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regard Coligny and his friends with
less aversion. This is, however, ex-

tremely problematical, for it was

Henry the Second who had concluded
that memorable arrangement with his

royal brother of Spain, to an-ange for

the Huguenot chiefs throughout both

realms, a "
Sicilian Vespers," upon the

first favourable occasion. His death
and the subsequent policy of the

Queen-Regent deferred the execution
of the great scheme till fourteen years
later. Henry had lived long enough,
however, after the conclusion of the
secret agreement to reveal it to one
whose life was to be employed in

thwarting this foul conspiracy of

monarchs against their subjects. Wil-
liam of Orange, then a hostage for the
execution of the treaty of Cateau Cam-
bresis, was the man with whom the

King had the unfortunate conception
to confer on the subject of the plot.'
The Prince, who had already gained
the esteem of Charles the Fifth by his

habitual discretion, knew how to profit

by the intelligence and to bide hia

time; but his hostility to the policy
of the French and Spanish courts was

perhaps dated from that hour.''

Pending the peace negotiations,

Philip had been called upon to mourn
for his wife and father. He did not
aifect gi-ief for the death of Maiy
Tudor, but he honoured the Em-
peror's departure with stately ob-

sequies at Brussels. The ceremonies
lasted two days (the 29th and 30th
December 1558).

If the mourning for the dead Em-
peror was but a mummery and a mas-

querade, there was, however, heartiness
and sincerity in the rejoicing which
now burst forth like a sudden illumi-

nation throughout the Netherlands,

upon the advent of peace. All waa

joy in the provinces, but at Antwerp,
the metropohs of the land, the en-

thusiasm was unbounded. Nine days
were devoted to festivities. Bells rang
their merriest peals, artillery thun-

dered, beacoits blazed, the splendid
cathedral spire flamed nightly with
three hundred burning cressets, the

2 Do Thou, iii. SC7.
* Apologie d'Orange, 53, 54. * Ibid.
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city was strewn with flowers and de-

corated with triumphal arches; the
Guilds of Rhetoric amazed the world
with their gorgeous processions, glit-

tering dresses, and bombastic versitica-

tion ; the burghei-s all, from highest to

humblest, were feasted and made
merry ; wine flowed in the streets, and
oxen were roasted whole; prizes on

poles were climbed for, pigs were
hunted blindfold, men and women
raced in sacks

; and, in short, for nine

days long there was one universal and

spontaneous demonstration of hilarity
in Antwerp and throughout the pro-
vinces."

But with tliis merry humour of his

subjects, the sovereign had but little

sympathy. There was nothing in his

character or purposes which owed

affinity with any mood of this jocund
and energetic people. Philip had not
made peace with all the woild that
the Xetherlanders might climb up on

poles or ring bells, or strew flowers in

his path for a little hoUday time, and
then return to their industrious avoca-

tions again. He had made i>eace with
all the world that he might be free to

combat heresy ; and this arch enemy
had taken up its stronghold in the pro-
vinces. The treaty of Cateau Cam-
bresis left him at liberty to devote
himself to that great enterprise. He
had never loved the Netherlands

; a
residence in these constitutional pro-
vinces was extremely irksome to him,
and he was therefore anxious to re-

turn to Spain. From the depths of
his cabinet he felt that he should be
able to direct the enterprise he was
resolved upon, and that his presence in
the Netherlands would be superfluous
and disagreeeable.

Tlte early part of the year 1559 was
spent by Philip in organising the go-
vernment of the provinces, and in mak-
ing the necessary preparations for his

departure. The Duke of Savoy, being
restored to his duchy, had, of course,
ao more leisure to act as Regent or

i Meteren, i. 23, 24.
» Vi 'e B:\khuyzen v. d. Brink. Het

Huwelijk van W. Van Oranje. 7, sqq. Reif-

feiiberg. Correspondance de Marguerite
d'Autrivhe (BniXdUes, 1642), p. 272.

' the Regency, 107

the Netherlands; and i*; was necessary,

therefore, to fix upon his successor in

this important post at once. There
were several candidates. The Duchess
Christina of Lorraine had received

many haK promises of the appoint-

ment, whicii she wa.s most anxioua

to secure; the Emperor was even
said to desire the nomination of the
Archduke Maximilian, a step which
woiUd have certainly argu«i more

magnanimity upon Philip's part than
the world could give him credit for;
and besides these regal personages, the

high nobles of the land, especially

Orange and Egmont, had hopes of ob-

taining the dignity. The Prince of

Orange, however, was too sagacious to

deceive himself long, and became sa-

tisfied very soon that no Netherlander

yras hkely to be selected for Regent.
He therefore threw his influence in

favour of the Duchess Christina, whose

daughter, at the suggestion of the

Bishop of Arras, he was desirous of

obtaining in marriage. The King fa-

voured for a time, or pretended to

favour, both the appointment of Ma-
dame de Lorraine and the marriage
project of the Prince.* Afterwards,
however, and in a manner which waa
accounted both sudden and myste-
rious, it appeared that the Duchess
and Orange had both been deceived,
and that the King and Bishop had de-

cided in favour of another candidate,
whose claims had not been considered,

before, very prominent.^ This was
the Duchesb Margaret of Parma, na-

tural daughter of Charles the Fifth. ••

A brief sketch of this important per-

sonage, so far as regards her previous
career, is reserved for the following
chapter. For the present it is suffi-

cient to state the fact of the nomina-
tion. In order to afibrd a full view ot

Philip's poUtical arrangements before
his final departure from the Nether-

lands, we defer imtil the same chapter
an account of the persons who com-

posed the boards of council organised

* Bakhuyzen, p. 8. Compare Flor. Van-
der Haer de initiis tamuUuum Belgiconim
(Lovanai, 1640). i. p. 127. Strada de BcL
Belg. i. 34, 36-42 ; Meteren, i. 24.

Strada, Yander Haer, Meteren, ubi sup.
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to assist the new Regent in the govern-
ment. These bodies themselves were
three in number : a state and privy
council and one of finance.^ They
were not new institutions, having been

orginally established by the Emperor,
and were now arranged by his suc-

cessor upon the same nominal basis

upon which they had before existed.

The finance council, which had su-

perintendence of all matters relating
to the royal domains and to the annual

budgets of the government, was pre-
sided over by Baron Berlaymont.^ The

privy council, of which Viglius waa

president, was composed of ten or

twelve learned doctors, and was espe-

cially entrusted with the control of

matters relating to law, pardons, and
the general administration of justice.

The state coimcil, which was far the

most important of the three boards,
was to superintend all high affairs of

government, war, treaties, foreign in-

tercourse, internal and interprovincial
affairs. The members of this council

were the Bishop of Arras, Viglius,

Berlaymont, the Prince of Orange,
Count Egmont, to which number were
afterwards added the Seigneur de

Glayon, the Duke of Aerschot, and
Count Horn.^ The last named noble-

man, who waa Admiral of the Pro-

vinces, had, for the present, been ap-

pointed to accompany the King to

Spain, there to be specially intrusted

with the administration of affairs re-

lating to the Netherlands.* He was

destined, however, to return at the ex-

piration of two years.
With the object, as it was thought,

of curbing the power of the great

nobles, it had been ai-ranged that the

three councils should be entirely dis-

tinct from each other, that the mem-
bers of the state council should have

no participation in the affairs of the

two other bodies
; but, on the other

hand, that the finance and privy coun-

cillors, as well as the Knights of the

Fleece, should have access to the deli-

berations of the state council. ' In the

1 Meteren, 24. Hoofd, 1. 23.
» Meteren, Hoofd, Vandcr Vynckt.
» Hoofd, i. 23. Meteren, i. 24.
« Vandor Vyuckt, i. 149.
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course of events, however, it soon be-

came evident that the real power of the

governmentwas exclusively in the hands
of the consulta, a committee of three
members of the state council, by whose
deliberations the Regent was secretly
instructed to be guided on aU impor-
tant occasions. The three, Viglius,

Berlaymont, and Arras, who composed
the secret conclave or cabinet, were in

reality but one. The Bishop of Arras
was in all three, and the three together
constituted only the Bishop of Arras.

There was no especial governor or

stadholder appointed for the province
of Brabant, where the Regent was t«

reside and to exercise executive func-
tions in person. The stadholders for

the other provinces were, for Flanders
and Artois, the Count of Egmont ;

for

Holland, Zeland, and Utrecht, the
Prince of Orange ; for Gueldres and

Zutfen, the Count of Meghem; for

Friesland, Groningen, and Overyssel,
Count Aremberg ;

for Hainault, Valen-

ciennes, and Cambray, the Marquis ol

Berghen ; for Tournay and Tournaisis,
Baron Montignv : for Namur, Baron

Berlaymoht; for Luxemburg, Count
Mansfeld; for Ryssel, Douay, and

Orchies, the Baron Coureires.^ All

these stadholders were commanders-in-
chief of the military forces in their re-

spective provinces. With the single

exception of Count Egmont, in whose

province of Flanders the stadholders

were excluded from the administration

of justice,^ all ^vere likewise supreme
judges in the civil and criminal tribu-

nal.^ The military force of the Nether-
lands in time of peace was small, for

the provinces were jealous of the pre-
sence of soldiery. The only standing
army which then legally existed in the
Netherlands were the Bandes d'Ordon-

nance, a body of mounted gendarmerie—amounting in all to three thousand
men—which ranked among the most

accomplished and best-disciplined ca-

valry of Europe.^ They were divided

into fourteen squadrons, each under
the command of a stadliolder, or of a

» Hoofd, Meteren, ubi sup.
• Meteren, i. 24. Hoofd, i, 22.
' Hoold, 22.
« Meteren, 24. • Ibid.
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distinguished noUe. Besides these

troops, however, there still remained in

the provinces a foreign force, amount-

ing in the aggr^ate to four thousand

men.^ These soldiers were the remain-

der of those large bodies which year
after year had been quartered upon
the Netherlands during the constant

warfare to which they had been ex-

posed. Living upon the substance of

the coimtry, paid out of its treasury,
and as offensive by their licentious and

ribald habits of life as were the ene-

miea against whom they were enrolled,

these troops had become an intolerable

burthen to the people. They were
now disposed in different garrisons, no-

minally to protect the frontier. As a
firm peace, however, had now been
concluded between Spain and France,
and as there was no pretext for com-

pelling the provinces to accept this

protection, the presence of a foreign

soldiery strengthened a suspicion that

they were to be used in the onslaught
which was preparing against the reli-

gious freedom and the political privi-

leges of the country. They were to

be the nucleus of a larger army, it was

believed, by which the land was to be
reduced to a state of servile subjection
to Spidn. A low, constant, but gene-

rally unheeded murmur of dissatisfac-

tion and distrust upon this subject was

already perceptible throughout the

Netherlands;* a warning presage of

the coming storm.

All the provinceswere now convoked
for the 7th of August (1559), at Ghent,
there to receive the parting communi-
cation and farewell of the King.* Pre-

viously to this day, however, Philip

appeared in person upon several solemn

occasions, to impress upon the country
the necessity of attending to the great

subject with which his mind was ei-

cl'osively occupied.* He came before
the great coimcil of Mechlin,* in order
to address that body with his own lips

upon the necessity of supporting the
edicts to the letter, and St trampling

1 Bor, i. 1 9. Meteren.
» Ibid, roid., 24. » Meteren. 24.
* Joach. Hopperus. Becueil et Memorial

dca Troubles dea Pays B« {apad Hoynckt,
U-X p. 30.
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out every vestige of heresy, wherever

it should appear, by the immediate
immolation of all heretics, whoever

they might be.

He likewise caused the estates of

Flanders to be privately assembled,
that he might harangue them upon the

same great topic In the latter part
of July he proceeded to Ghent, where
a great concourse of nobles, citizens,

and strangers had already assembled.

Here, in the last week of the month,
the twenty-third chapter of the Golden
Fleece was held with much pomp, and
with festivities which lasted three

days. The fourteen vacancies which
existed were filled with the names
of various distinguished personages.
With this last celebration the public

history of Philip the Good's ostenta-

tioua and ambitioios order of knight-
hood was closed. The subsequent
nominations were made ex indultu

apostolico, and without the assembling
of a chapter.*
The estates having duly assembled

upon the day prescribed, Philip, at-

tended by Margaret of Parma, the
Duke of Savoy, and a stately retinue

of ambassadors and grandees, made his

appearance before them. After the

customary ceremonies had been per-
formed, the Bishop of Anas arose and
delivered, in the name of his sove-

reign, an elaborate address of instruc-

lions and farewells. In tln'a important
harangue, the states were informed
that the King had convened them in

order that they might be informed ot
his intention of leaving the Nether-
lands immediately. He would gladly
have remained longer in his beloved

provinces, had not circumstances com-

pelled his departure. His father had
come hither for the good of the country
in the year 1543, and had never re-

turned to Spain, except to die.

Upon the King's accession to the

sovereignty he had arranged a truce
of five years, which had been broken

through by the faithlessness of France.

*Joacb. Hoppems. Compare Gachaid,
Collectioii des Documents IsUits C(HU:eruxmt
I'Histoire de la Belgiqoe (Bmxelles, 1SS3X i.

31S—337.
• Van'der Vynckt, j. 1S&
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He liail, therefore, lieon obliged, not-

withstanding his anxiety to return to

a country where his presence was
so much needed, to remain in the

provinces till he had conducted the
new war to a triumphant close. In

doing this he had been solely governed
by his intense love for the Netherlands,
and by his regard for their interests.

All the money which he had raised

from their coffers had been spent for

their protection. Upon this account
his Majesty expressed his confidence
that the estates would pay an earnest

attention to the "
Request" which had

been laid before them, the more so, as

its amount, three millions of gold
florins, would all be expended for the

good of the provinces. After his re-

turn to Spain he hoped to be able to

make a remittance. The Duke of

Savoy, he continued, being obliged, in

consequence of the fortunate change in

his affairs, to resign the government of

the Netherlands, and his own son, Don
Carlos, not yet being sufficiently ad-

vanced in years to succeed to that im-

portant post, his Majesty had selected

his sister, the Duchess Margaret of

Parma, daughter of the Emperor, as

the most proper person for Regent.
As she had been born in the Nether-

lands, and had always entertained a

profound affection for the provinces,
he felt a firm confidence that she
would prove faithful both to their in-

terests and his own. As at this

moment many countries, and parti-

cularly the lands in the immediate

neighbourhood, were greatly infested

bj' various
"
new, reprobate, and damn-

able sects ;" as these sects, proceeding
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from the foul fiend, father of discord,
had not failed to keep those kingdoms
in perpetual dissension and misery, to

the manifest displeasure of God Al-

mighty ;
as his Majesty was desirous

to avert such terriblt? evils from his

own realms, according to his duty to

the Lord God, who would demand
reckoning from him hereafter for the

wellbeing of the provinces; as all ex-

perience proved that change of religion
ever brought desolation and confusion
to the commonweal ; as low persons,

beggars, and vagabonds, under colour of

religion, were accustomed to traverse

the land for the purpose of plunder
and disturbance; as his Majesty was
most desirous of following in the foot-

steps of his lord and father; as it

would be well remembered what the

Emperor had said to him upon the

memorable occasion of his abdication ;

therefore his Majesty had commanded
the Regent Margaret of Parma, for the

sake of rehgion and the glory of God,

acciiratehj and exactly to cause to be

enforced the edicts and dea-ecs made by
his imperial Majesty, and renewed by
his present Majesty, jor the extirpation

of all sects and heresies. All governors,
councillors, and others having autho-

rity, were also instructed to do their

utmost to accomplish this great end.^

The great object of the discourse

was thus annomiced in the most im-

pressive manner, and with all that

conventional rhetoric of which the

Bishop of Arras was considered a con-

summate master. Not a word was
said on the subject which was nearest

the hearts of the Netherlanders—the

withdrawal of the Spanish troops.*

1 Sou tiie Speech in Bor, i. 19-21. Com-
pare Gacbard, Docum. luod. i. .S13-322.

> Beutivoglio. Guerra di Fiandra, i. 9

(Opero, Parigi, 1G48), sivcs a different report,
wliich ends with a distinct iiromiso on the

part of the King to dismiss the troops as

soon as possible:
" in segiio di che

Bpotiahnente liavrcbbe qtianto prima, c fatti

uscire i i)residij straniori dalle fortezzo e

levata ogii' insolita contvibutione al paose."
It is almost superfluous to state that the

Cardinal is no authority for speeches, except,
indeed, for those which were never nnuk*.

Long orations by generals upon the battle-

field, by royal personages in their cabinets,

by conspirators in secret conclave, arc re-

ported by him with much rcinuteoess, and

none can gainsay the accuracy with wliich
these harangues, which never had any exis-

tence, except in the author's imagination,
are jilaccd before the ri.ader. Bentivoglio'e
stately an 1 graceful style, elegant descrij)-

tions, and general acquaintance witli hia

subject, will always make his works attrac-

tive, bnt the classic and conventional sys-
tem of inventing long speeches for histori-

cal cliiiractcra has fortunately gone out of

fashion. It is very interesting to kno'v
what an important personage really did

say or write \ipon reniark;tJ-ilo occisions;

j^but
it is less instructive to bo told what

•the historian thinks migiit have been a

good speech or epistle for bita to utter ox

indite.
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Answers to Royal Address.

Not a hint was held out that a reduc-

tion of the taxation, under which the

provinces had co long been groaning,
waa likely to take place ; but, on the

contrary, the King had demanded a

new levy of considerable amount. A
few well-tumed paragraphs were added

on the subject of the admuiistratiou of

justice
—" without which the republic

was a dead body without a soid
"—in

the Bishop's most approved style, and
the discourse concluded with a fervent

exhortation to the provinces to trample

heresy and heretics out of existence,

and with the hope that the Lord God,
in such case, would bestow upon the

Netherlands health and happiness.^
After the address ha<i been con-

cluded, the deputies, acconling to

ancient form, recpiested permission to

adjourn, that the representatives of

each province might deliberate among
themselves on the point of granting or

ivithholding the Request for the three

millions."' On the follo^ving day they
again assembled in the presence of the

King, for the purpose of returning
their separate answers to the proposi-
tions.^

The address first read was that of

the Estates of Artois.^ The chairman of

the deputies from that province read a

series of resolutions, drawn up, says a

contemporary, "with that elegance
which characterised all the public acts

of the Artesians, bearing witness to the

vivacity of their wits." ' The deputies

spoke of the extreme affection which
their province had always borne to his

Majesty and to the Emperor. They
had proved it by the constancy with
which they had endured the calamities

of war so long, and they now cheerfvdly
consented to the Request, so far as

their contingent went. They were

wiUtng to place at his Majesty's dis-

posal, not only the remains of their

property, but even the last drop of

their blood.

As the eloquent chairman reached
this point in kis discourse, Philip, who

^ Bor, ubi sup.
'Pontus Payen MS., 14-18.
»Ibid. *IWd.
* " En termes fort elegans comme

Eoiit ordinaiiementlesactes et depechfts qui
ee font aux {kssemblSes desdicts Etat« vcu-
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was standing with his arm resting uj)-

on Egmont's shoulder, listening eagerly
to the Artesian address, looked upon
the deputies of the province with a

smiling face,® expressing by the un-

wonted benignity of his countenance

the satisfaction which he received from

these loyal expressions of affection,

and this dutiful compliance with his

Request.
"^

The deputy, however, proceeded to

an unexpected conclusion, by earnestly

entreating his Majesty, as a compensa-
tion for the readiness thus evinced in

the royal service, forthwith to order the

departure of all foreign troops then in

the Netherlands. Their presence, it

was added, was now rendered com-

pletely 8ui>erfluous by the ratification

of the treaty of peace so fortunately

arranged with all the world.

At this sudden change in the de-

puty's language, the King, no longer

smiling, threw himself violently upon
his chair of state, where he remained,

brooding with a gloomy countenance

upon the language which had been
addressed to him. It was evident,
said an eye-witness, that he was deeply
offended. He changed coloiu: frequently,
so that all present "could remark, from
the working of his face, how much his

mind was agitated."*
The rest of the provinces were even

more explicit than the deputies of

Artois. All had voted their contin-

gents to the Request, but all had made
the withdrawal of the troops an ex-

press antecedent condition to the pay-
ment of their respective quotas.'
The King did not affect to conceal

his rage at these conditions, exclaim-

ing bitterly to Coimt Egmont and
other seigniors near the throne, that it

was very easy to estimate, by these

proceedings, the value of the protes-
tations made by the provinces of their

loyalty and affectiou.^*^

Besides, however, the answers thus

addressed by the separate states to

the royal address, a formal remon-

dana bon tesmoiguage de la vivacitfi des

esjints d'jVrtois."—IbM.
« Tontus Payen MS , 14-18. ' Foid.
8 Ibid. 9 Ibid.
M Ibid. Compare Vander Ilaer, i. 1 OS-l iO;

Wagenaer, VaderL Hikt, ^^. 62.
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Btrance had also been drawn up in the
name of the States-General, and signed
by the Prince of Orange, Count Eg-
mont, and many of the leading patri-
cians of the Netherlands. This docu-

ment, which was formally presented
to the King before the adjournment
of the assembly, represented the in-

famous "
pillaging, insults, and dis-

orders
"
daily exercised by the foreign

soldiery ; stating that the burthen had
become intolerable, and that the in-

habitants of Marienburg, and of many
other large towns and villages, had

absolutely abandoned their homes
rather than remain any longer exposed
to such insolence and oppression.^
The King, already enraged, was

furious at the presentation of this

petition. He arose from his seat, and
rushed impetuously from the assembly,
demanding of the members as he went,
whether he too, as a Spaniard, was

expected immediately to leave the

land, and to resign all authority over
it.'' The Duke of Savoy made use of

this last occasion in which he appeared
in public as Regent, violently to re-

buke the estates for the indignity thus
offered to their sovereign.-*

It could not be forgotten, however,
by nobles and burghers, who had not

yet been crushed by the long coui-se

of oppression which was in store for

them, that there had been a day when
Philip's ancestors had been more
humble in their deportment in the
face of the provincial authorities. His

great-grandfather, Maximilian, kept in

durance by the citizens of Bruges ; his

great-grandmother, Jlary of Burgundy,
with streaming eyes and dishevelled

hair, supplicating in the market-place
for the lives of her treacherous am-

bassadors, were wont to hold a less

imperious language to the delegates of

tlie states.

This burst of ill temper on the part
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of the monarch was, however, succeed-
ed by a different humour. It was still

thought advisable to dissemble, and to
return rather an expostulatory than a

peremptory answ^er to the remonstanco
of the States-General. Accordingly, a

paper of a singular tone was, after the

delay of a few days, sent into the as-

sembly. In this message it was stated
that the King was not desirous of

placing strangers in the government—
a fact which was proved by the ap-
pointment of the Duchess Margaret;
that the Spanish infantry was neces-

sary to protect the land from invasion;
that the remnant of foreign troopa
only amounted to three or four thou-
sand men, who claimed considerable
arrears of pay, but that the amount
due would be forwarded to them im-

mediately after his Majesty's return to

Spain. It was suggested that the

troops would serve as an escort for
Don Carlos when he shoidd airive in
the Netherlands, although the King
would have been glad to carry them
to Spain in his fleet, had he known
the wishes of the estates in time. He
would, however, pay for their support
himself, althoiigh they were to act

solely for the good of the provinces.
He observed, moreover, that he had
selected two seigniors of the provinces,
the Prince of Orange and Count Eg-
mont, to take command of these

foreign troops, and he promised faith-

fully that, in the course of three or
four months at furthest, they shoidd
all be withdrawn.'*

On the same day in which the
estates had assembled at Ghent, Philip
had addressed an elaborate letter to
the grand council of Mechlin, the su-

preme court of the provinces, and to
the various provincial councils and
tribunals of the whole country.' The
object of the communication was to

give his final orders on the subject of

• Meteren, i. 24. Bor. i. 22. Wagrenaer,
vi. 48-52. " Romonstranco addressee an
roy par lea etats generi-mlx pour le renvoi
dos troupes etrangercs ot pour que les affaires

fus.sciit admiuistrees del'avns desSeig-nenrs."—G.ichard. Documents Inedita, i. 323-325.
' Wagenaer, vi. 62. Compare Vander

Ilaer,
" Subiratum de sede Regcm surrcxissa

eteo digreaso/'etc.—viU. 110.

* Vander Haer, ubi sup.
* "

Reponso du Roj' Ji la Rcmontranco,"
etc.—Documents Iiiedits, i. 32G-329.

» Lettre de Phil. II. au grand con.seil do
Malincs par laquelle il hii foit connaitro son
intention .sur lo fait do la religion et de i'ex-

tirpation dcs heresies, 8 Aoflt, 1559.—Docu-
meuts Incdits, i. S32-3S&.
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the edicts, and for the execution of

all heretics in the most universal and

summary manner. He gave stringent
and unequivocjil instructions that these

decrees for burning, strangling, and

burying alive, should be fulfilled to

the letter. He ordered all judicial
officers and magistrates

"
to be curious

to inquire on all sides as to the execu-

tion of the placards," stating his inten-

tion that " the utmost rigour should
be employed without any respect of

persons," and that not only
" the

transgressors should be proceeded
against, but also the judges who
should prove remiss in their prosecu-
tion of heretics." ^ He alluded to a
false opinion which had gained cur-

rency, that the edicts were only in-

tended against Anabaptists. Correcting
this error, he stated that they were to

be '' enforced against all sectaries,
without any distinction or mercy, who
might be sjKJtted merely with the
errors introduced by Luther." '^

The King, notwithstanding the vio-

lent scenes in the assembly, took leave

of the estates at another meeting with

apparent cordiaUty. His dissatisfaction

was sufficiently manifest, but it ex-

pressed itself principally against indi-

viduals. His displeasure at the course

pursued by the leading nobles, parti-

cularly by the Prince of Orange, was

already no secret.

Philip, soon after the adjournment
of the assembly, had completed the

preparations for his departure. At
Middelburg he was met by the agree-
able intelligence that the Pope had
consented to issue a bvill for the crea-

tion of the new bishoprics which he
desired for the Netherlands. ^ This

important subject will be resumed in
another chapter ;

for the present wc ac-

company the King to Flushing, whence
the fle«^.t was to set sail for Spain. He

* "
Que V0U3 soyez curieuli pour

vous enquerir si a toxia costelz I'executicn se
lera coutre ceulx qiii y centre viendront
laquelleexecution nous entendons et voulons
se face avec toute rigueur et sans y respecter
persorine qui que ce soil, et de proceder noii
eeulleiueut coutre lea transgresaeurs mais
aussi contre les juges qui vouldroient user
de dissimulation et connivance," etc., etc.—
855.

* "
Centre ceulx <jui pourroient estre
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was escorted thither by the Duchess

Regent, the Duke of Savoy, and by
many of the most eminent personages
of the pro\-inces.'' Among others, ^Vil-

liam of Orange was in attendance to

witness the final departm-e of the

King, and to pay him his farewell

respects. As Philip was proceeding
on board the ship which was to bear
him for ever from the Netherlands,
his eyes lighted upon the Prince. His

displeasure could no longer be re-

strained. With angry face he turned

upon him, and bitterly reproached him
for having thwarted all his plans by
means of his secret intrigues. "William

replied with humility that everything
which had taken place had been done

through the regular and natural move-
ments of the states. Upon this the

King, boiling with rage, seized the
Prince by the wrist, and shaking it

violently, exclaimed in Spanish,
" No

los estados, ma vos, vos, vos !

"—Not
the estates, but you, you, you !

—re-

peating thrice the word '"

vos," which is

as disrespectful and imcomieous ia

Spanish as
"
toi

"
in French.*

After this severe and pubhc insult,
the Prince of Oi"ange did not go on
board his Majesty's vessel, but con-
tented himself with wishing Philip,
from the shore,* a fortunate journey.
It may be doubted, moreover, whether
he would not have made a sudden and

compulsory voyage to Spain had he
ventm'ed his person in the ship, and
whether, under the circumstances, he
would have been hkely to effect as

si>eedy a return. His caution servetl
him then as it was destined to do on
many future occasions, and Philip left

the Netherlands with this parting ex-

plosion of hatred against the man who,
as ne perhaps instinctively felt, was
destined to circumvent his measures
and resist his tyranny to the last.

seuUemeut entachez des articles et erreura
introduitz et sousteaus p.irle diet Luthere."
—337.

*
Hopi>er, Ree. et. Mem., p. 21, c. ii.

* Vauder Vynckt, i. 140.
* ilemoires'de I'Aubery du Maurier (Mau-

rier, 16S0), p. 9, who relates the anecdota
upon the authority of his father, who had it
lr«m a gtntlemau present iit the scene, a
friend of tlie rriucc of OrAn;;e.
•Ibl.i
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TLe fleet, which consisted of ninety
vessels, so well provisioned that, amoTig
other mattei's, fifteen thousand capons
were put on board, accoi'ding to the

Antwerp chronicler,^ set sail upon the

26th August (1559), from Flushing.^
The voyage proved tempestuous, so

that much of the rich tapestry and
jther merchandise which had been
accumulated by Charles and Philip was
lost. Some of the vessels foundered;
to save others it was necessary to

lighten the cargo, and " to enrobe the

roaring waves with the silks," for

which the Netherlands were so famous
;

so that it was said that Philip and his

fijther had impoverished the earth only
to enrich the ocean.* The fleet had
been laden with much valuable pro-

perty, because the King had deter-

mined to fix for the future the wander-

ing ca])ital of his dominions in Spain.

Philip landed in safety, however, at

Laredo, on the 8th September.* His

escape from imminent peril confirmed

him in the great purpose to which he
liad consecrated his existence. He
believed himself to have been reserved

from shipwreck only because a mighty
mission had been confided to him

;
and

lest his enthusiasm against heresy
should languish, his eyes were soon

feasted, upon his arrival in his native

country, with the spectacle of an auto-

da-fe.

Early in January of this year, the

ICing being persuaded that it was ne-

cessary everywhere to use additional

means to check the alarming spread of

Lutheran oj^inions, had written to the

Pope for authority to increase, if that

were possible, the stringency of the

Spanish Inquisition. The pontiff,

nothing loath, had accordingly issued

a bull directed to the Inquisitor-Gene-

ral, Valdez, by which he was instructed

to consign to the flames all prisoners

whatever, even those who were not

accused of having
"
relapsed."^ Great

preparations had been made to stiike

1
RIeteion, i. 25.

9 Ibid.
• Meteren, i. 25. Hoofd, i. 27. Compare

Cabrera, v. 235.
* Bor, i. 22.
« " Had the King and the Inquisitor never

cooimitted any other evil," Bays Llorente

[1559.

terror into the hearts of heretics by a
series of horrible exhibitions, in the
course of which the numerous victims,

many of them persons of high rank,

distinguished learning, and exemplary
lives, who had long been languishing
in the dungeons of the holy office,

were to be consigned to the flames.

The first auto-da-fe had been consum-
mated at Valladolid on the 21st May
(1559), in the absence of the King, of

course, but in the presence of the

TOjal family and the principal notabi-

lities, civil, ecclesiastical, and mihtary.
The Princess Regent, seated on her
throne close to the scaffold, had held

on high the holy sword. The Arch-

bishop of Seville, followed by the
ministers of the Inquisition and by
the victims, had arrived in solemn

procession at the "
cadahalso," where,

after the usual sermon in praise of the

holy office and in denunciation of

heresy, he had administered the oath
to the Infante, who had duly sworn

upon the crucifix to maintain for ever

the sacred Inquisition and the apostolic
decrees. The Archbishop had then
cried aloud,

" So may God prosper your
Highnesses and your estates;"^ after

which the men and women who formed
the object of the show had been cast

into the flames.^ It being afterwards

ascertained that the King himself

would soon be enabled to retuni to

Spain, the ne.xt festival was reserved

as a fitting celebration for his arrival.

Upon the 8th October, accordingly,
another auto-da-fe took place at Valla-

dolid. The King, with his sister and
his son, the high officers of state, the

foreign ministers, and all the nobility
of the kingdom, were present, together
with an immense concourse of soldiery,

clergy, and populace. The sermon
was preached by the Bishop of Cuen^a.
When it was finished. Inquisitor
General Valdez cried with a loud voice,

"O God, make speed to help us!""
The King then drew his sword.

"
tills alone would bo sufficient to consign

theirnames to otertial infamy."
« Cabrera, v. 235, sqq. Llorente. Hist

Crit. del'Inquis., ii. xviiL
1 Cabrera, iv. 209.
» Ibid.
» "Domine adjuva nos."—Cabrera, v. 235.
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Taldez, advancing to tlie platforin

npon which Philip waa seated, pro-
ceeded to read the protestation :

" Your

Slajesty swears by the cross of the

sword, whereon your royal hand re-

poses, that you will give all necessary
favour to the holy office of the Inqui-
sition agriinst heretics, apostates, and
those who favour them, and will de-

nounce and inform against all those

who, to your royal knowledge, shall

act or speak against the faith." ^ The

King answered aloud,
"

I swear it,"

and signed the paper. The oath was
read to the whole assembly by an
oiScer of the. Inquisition. Thirteen

distinguished victims were then bm-ned
alive before the monarch's eyes, be-

sides one body which a friendly death

had snatched from the hands of the

holy office, and the effigy of another

person who had been condemned, al-

though not yet tried or even appre-
hended. Among the sufferers waa
Cark>5 de Sessa, a young noble of dis-

tinguished character and abilities, who
said to the King as he passed by the

throne to the stake,
" How can you

thus look on and permit me to be
burned ?

"
Philip then made the

memorable reply, carefuUy recorded

by his historiographer and pan^yrist :

I " Domine odjava nos."—Cabrera, v. 23o. : De Thou, iii. 410-113, xxiii. Cabrera, ir.
* " Yo trasre iena para quemar a rai hijo

'

i^<9, and v. 233, sqq —Compwirs L'arenta
si fuere tan malo como vos."—Cabrera, v.

^
(Hist. Crit. de i'lnquis. ii. xviiL xx. aud

?i6.
I xxi.), who has corrected many errors made

' Iloofd, i. 27. Ueteren, L 25. Bor, L 23. by rreoediuj historians.

"
I would cany the wood to bum my

own son withal, were he as wicked as

you."^
In Seville, immediately afterward^

' another aut^a-fe was held, in which
! fifty living heretics were burned, be-

sides the bones of Doctor Constantine
Ponce de la Fuente, once the friend

chaplain, and almoner of Philip'c
father. This learned and distinguished
ecclesiastic had been released from a

dreadful dungeon by a fortunate fever.

i The holy office, however, not content
with punishing his corpse, wreaked
also an imp3t«nt and ludicrous malice

i upon his effigy. A stuffed figure, at-

tirei in his robes, and with its aims
extended in the attitude which waa

;
habitual with him in prayer, was

, placed upon the scaffold among the
i living victims, and then cast into the
: flames, that bigotry might enjoy a
fantastic triumph over the grave.

'

Such were the religious ceremonies
with which Philip celebrated his escape

I
from shipwreck, and his marriage with

I Isabella of Franco, immediately after-

wards solemnized. These human vic-

tims, chained and burning at the

stake, were the blazing torches which

lighted the monarch to his nuptial
couch.^
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Margaret of Parma, newly appointed

Regent of the Netherlands, was the

natural daughter of Charles the Fifth,
and his eldest-born child. Her mother,
of a respectable family called Van der

Genst, in Oudenarde, had been adopted
and brought up by the distingvtished
house of Hoogstraaten. Peculiar cir-

cumstances, not necessary to relate at

length, had palliated the fault to which

Margaret owed her imperial origin, and

gave the child almost a legitimate claim

upon its father's protection. The claim

was honourably acknowledged. Mar-

garet was in her infancy placed by the

Emperor in the charge of his paternal

aunt, Margaret of Savoy, then Regent
of the provinces. Upon the death of

that princess, the child was intrusted

to the care of the Emperor's sister,

Mary, Queen Dowager of Hungary,
who had succeeded to the government,
and who occupied it until the abdica-

tion. The huntress-queen communi-
cated her tastes to her youthful niece,

and Margaret soon outrivaUed her in-

etructress. Tho ardour with which

she pursued the stag, and the coura-

geous horsemanship which she always
displayed, proved her, too, no degenerate
descendant of Mary of Burgundy. Her
education for the distinguished position
in which she had somewhat surrepti-

tiously been placed, was at least not

neglected in this particular. When,
soon after the memorable sack of Rome,
the Pope and the Emperor had been

reconciled, and it had been decijied
that the Medici family shoidd be
elevated upon the ruins of Florentine

liberty, Margaret's hand was conferred
in marriage iipon the pontiff's nephew
Alexander. The wretched profligate
who was thus selected to mate with
the Emperor's eldest-born child, and
to appropriate the fair demesnes of tho
Tuscan republic, was nominally the

offspring of Lorenzo de Medici by a
Moorish slave, although generally re-

puted a bastard of the Pope himself.
The nuptials were celebrated -with

great pomp at Naples, where the

Emperor rode at the tournament in

the guise of a Mooriali waiTJor. At
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Florence splendid festivities had abo
been held, which were troubled with
omens believtd to be highly unfavour-

able. It hardly needed, however, pre-
ternatural appearances in heaven or

on earth to proclaim the marriage ill-

Btarred which united a child of twelve

years with a worn-out debauchee of

twenty-seven. Fortunately for Mar-

garet, the funereal portents proved
true. Her husband, within the first

year of their wedded life, fell a victim

to his own profligacy, and was assassi-

nated -by his kuisman, Lorenzino de
Medici. Cosmo, his successor in the

tyranny of Florence, was desirous of

succeeding to the hand of Margaret,
but the politic Emperor, thinking that

hehadalready doneenough to conciHat«

that house, was inclined to bind to his

interests the familywhichnow occupied
the papal throne. Margaret was ac-

cordingly, a few years afterwards,
united to Ottavio Famese, nephew of

Paul the Third. It was still her fate

to be unequally matched. Having,
while still a child, been wedded to a

man of more than twice her years, she

was now, at the age of twenty, united
to an immature youth of thirteen.

She conceived so strong an aversion to

her new husband, that it became im-

possible for them to live together in

peace. Ottavio accordingly Went to

the wars, and in 1541 accompanied the

limperor in his memorable expedition
to Barbary.
Rumours of disaster by battle and

tempest reaching Europe before the

results of the expedition were accu-

rately known, reports that the Emperor
had been lost in a .storm, and that the

young Ottavio had perished with him,
awakened remorse in the bosom of

Margaret. It seemed to her that he
had been driven forth by domestic

inclemency to fall a victim to the
elements. TNTien, however, the truth
became known, and it was ascertained

that her husband, although stiU hving,
was lying dangerously ill in the charge
of the Emperor, the repugnance which
had been founded ujwn his extreme

youth changed to passionate fondness.

I
Strada, L 35-44.
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His absence, and his faithful military
attendance upon her father, caused a
revulsion in her feelings, and awakened
her admiration. "When Ottavio, now
created Duke of Parma and Piacenza,
returned to Rome, he was received by
his wife with open arms. Their imiou
was soon blessed with twins, and but
for a certain imperiousness of disposi-
tion which Margaret had inherited from
her father, and which she was too apt
to exercise even upon her husband, tho

marriage would have been sufficiently
fortunate.^

Various considerations pointed her
out to Phihp as a suitable person for

the office of Regent, although there
seemed some mystery about the ap-

pointment which demanded explana-
tion. It was thought that her birth

would make her acceptable to the

people ; but, perhaps, the secret reason

with Phihp was, that she alone of all

other candidates would be amenable
to the control of the churchman in

whose hand he intended placing the
real administration of the provinces.

Moreover, her husband was very de-

sirous that the citadel of Piacenza, stilj

garrisoned by Spanish troops, should
be surrendered to him. Phihp waa

disposed to concihate the Duke, but

tmwilling to give up the fortress. He
felt that Ottavio would be flattered by
the nomination of his wife to so im-

portant an office, and be not too much
dissatisfied at finding himself reheved
for a time from her imperious fond'

ness. Her residence in the Xether-
lands would guarantee domestic tran-

quilhty to her husband, and peace in

Italy to the King. Margaret would
be a hostage for the fidehty of tho
Duke, who had, moreover, given his

eldest son to PhUip to be educated in

his service.

She was about thirty-seven years of

age when she arrived in the Nether-

lands, with the reputation of possess-

ing high talents, and a proud and

energetic ckaracter.* She was an en-

thusiastic Cathohc, and had sat at tha
feet of Loyola, who had been her con-

fessor and si^ii-itual guide. She felt a

»
Stracla. i. 42
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greater horror for heretics than tor

any other species of malefactors, and
looked up to her father's bloody edicts

as if they had been special revelations

from on high. She was most strenuous
in her observance of Roman rites, and
was accustomed to wash the feet of

twelve virgins every holy week, and to

endow them in marriage afterward.i.i

Hw acquirements, save that of the
art of horsemanship, were not remark-
able.

Carefully educated in the Machia-
vellian and Jledicean school of politics,
she was versed in that "dissimula-

tion," to which liberal Anglo-Saxons
give a shorter name, but which formed
the main substance of statesmanship
at the Court of Charles and Philip. In

other respects her accomplishments
were birt meagi'e, and she had little

acquaintance with any language but
Italian. Her personal appearance,
which was masculine, but not without
a certain grand and imperial fascina-

tion, harmonised with the opinion

generally entertained of her charac-

ter. The famous moustache upon her

upper lip
3 was supposed to indicate

authority and virility of purpose, an

impression which was confirmed by
the circumstance that she was liable

to severe attacks of gout, a disorder

usually considered more appropriate to

the sterner sex.*

Such were the previous career and

public reputation of the Duchess Mar-

garet, It remains to be unfolded
whether her character and endow-

ments, as exemplified in her new po-

eition, were to justify the choice of

Philip.
The membera of the state council,

A3 already observed, were Berlaymont,
Viglius, Arras, Orange, and Egmont.
The first was, likewise, chief of the

finance depiirtment. Most of the

Catholic wiiters described him as a

noble of loyal and highly honourable

character. Those of the Protestant

party, on the contrary, uniformly de-

nounced him as greedy, avaricious, and

1 Strada, i, 42.
» Ibid.
* Loroasbosch, Nodorl. Man. euVrouwsn.

ir. 75.
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extremely sanguinary. That he was a
brave and devoted soldier, a bitter

Papist, and an inflexible adherent to

the royal cause, has never been dis-

puted. The Baron, himself, with his

four courageous and accomplished sons,
were ever in the front raiiks to defend
the crown against the nation. It

must be confessed, however, that fa-

natical loj"alty loses most of the ro-

mance with which genius and poetry
have so often hallowed the sentiment,
when the "

legitimate
"

prince for

whom the sword is drawn is not only
an alien in tongue and blood, but fiUcd

with undisguised hatred for the land
he claims to rule.

Viglius van Aytta van Zuichem was
a learned Frisian, born, according to

some writers, of "boors' degree, but

having no inclination for boorish

work."* According to other authori-

ties, which the President himself fa-

voured, he was of noble origin ;
but

whatever his race, it is certain that,
whether gentle or simple, it derived its

first and only historical illustration

from his remarkable talents and ac-

quirements. These in early youth
were so great as to acquire the com-
mendation of Erasmus. He had
studied in Louvain, Paris, and Padu.-x,

had refused the tutorship of Philip
when that prince was still a child, and
had afterwards filled a professorship at

Ingolstadt. After rejecting several

offers of promotion from the Emperor,
he had at last accepted in 1542 a seat

in the council of Mechlin, of which

body he had become jiresident in

1545. He had been one of the peacB
commissioners to France in 1558, and
was now president of the pri-vy coun-

cil, a member of the state council, and
of the inner and secret committee of

that board, called the Cousulta. Much
odium was attached to his name for

his share in tlio composition of the

famous edict of 1550. The rough
draught was usually attributed to his

pen, but ho complained bittcrlj', in

letters written at this time, of injus>

3 " Xeo dccrat n'iqua mento Ruijcrioriiiue
l;ibcllo bnrbula, ex qua virilis ci now maxia

tpccies quam auotoritas cuU'iJiabatur.—
Stra la, i. 42.
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tice done Mm in tliia respect, and
maintained that he had ender.voured,
Tithout 6uccts3, to induce the Em-
peror to mitigate the severity of the

edict. One does not feel very strongly
inclined to accept his excuses, however,
%vlien his general opinions on the sub-

ject of religion are remembered. He
was most bigoted in precept and prac-
tice. Religious liberty he regarded as

the most detestable and baleful of doc-

trines ; heresy he denounced as the

most unpardonable of crimes.

From no man's mouth flowed more
bitter or more elegant commonplaces
than from that of the learned presi-
dent against those blackest of male-

factors, the men who claimed within
their own walls the right to worship
God according to their own con-

sciences. For a common person, not

learned in law or divinity, to enter

into his closet, to shut the door, and
to pray to Him who seeth in secret,

was, in his opinion, to open wide the

gate of destruction for all the land, and
to bring in the Father of Evil at once
to fly away with the whole population,

body and souL "
If every man," said

he to Hopper,
"

is to believe what he
likes in his own house, we shall have
hearth gi^ds and tutelar divinities^

again, the country will swarm with a

thousand errors and sects, and very
few there will be, I fear, who will

allow themselves to be enclosed in the

sheepfold cf Christ. I have ever con-

sidered this opinion," continued the

president,
" the most pernicious of

all. They who hold it have a con-

tempt for all reUgion, and are neither
more nor less than atheists. This

vague, fireside liberty shoidd be by
every possible means extirjiated ;

therefore did Christ institute shep-
herds to di'ive his wandering sheep
back into the fold of the true Church

;

thus only can we guard the Limbs

against the ravening wolves, and pre-
vent them being^ carried away from
the flock of Christ to the flock of

BeliaL Liberty of religion, or of con-

^ "
lares lonaiu-esque," etc.—^En. ad

nopp., 421.
-

Vu{iii Kplst. ad Joacb. Hopjjei-um, p.
iZl, 1C2.—Compir« Yit. Viglii ab ifso VigUo 1 Vvnckt, i 1
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science, as they call it, ought never to

be tolerated."^

This was the cant with which

Tiglius was ever ready to feed not

only his faithful Hopper, but aU the

world beside. The president was na-

turally anxious that the fold of Christ

shoidd be intrusted to none but re^-
lar shepherds, for he looked forward
to taking one of the most lucrative

crooks into his own hand, when he
should retire from his secular career.

It is now necessary to say a few in-

troductory words concerning the man
who, from this time forth, begins to

rise upon the history of his covmtry
with daily increasing grandeur and
influence. William of Nassau, Prince

of Orange, although still yoimg in

years, is already the central pei-sonage
about whom the events and the cha-

racters of the epoch most naturally-

group themselves
;

destined as he is

to become more and more with each

succeeding year the ^-ivifying source of

light, strength, and national life to a
whole people.
The Nassau family first emerges

into distinct existence in the middle
of the eleventh century. It divides

itself almost as soon as known into

two great branches. The elder re-

mained in Germany, ascended the im-

perial throne in the thirteenth cen-

tiuy in the person of Adolph of

Nassau, and gave to the country many
electors, bishops, and generals. The
yoimger and more illustrious branch
retained the modest property and

petty sovereignty of Nassau Dillen-

bourg, but at the same time trans-

planted itself to the NetherLinds^
where it attained at an early period to

great power and large posse.s.sions.
The ancestors of VrUliam, as Dukes of

Gueldres, had begun to exercise sove-

reignty in the pro\-ince3 four centuries

before the advent of the house of

Burgund\-.^ Tliat overshadowing fa-

mily aftenvards numbered the Nether-
land Nassaus among its most stanch
and powerful adherents. Engelbert

Script, (apud Hoynck, L) 1-33 ; Viglii

Epist. Select, ad liiver-ws, cslviii. ; Leveasb.
Ned«rl. Mail, ea Yiuuw., iv. 75rS2; -Van lor

» Apoiogie d Onin;;e, 43,
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the Second was distinguished in the
turbulent councils and in the battle-

fields of Charles the Bold, and was
aftewards the unwavering supporter of

Maximilian, in court and camp. Dying
childless, he was succeeded by his

brother John, whose two sons, Henry
and William of Nassau, divided the

gi-eat inheritance after their father's

death. WiUiam succeeded to the
German estates, became a convert to

Protestantism, and introduced the Re-
formation into his dominions. Heniy,
the eldest son, received the family pos-
Bessions and titles in Luxembourg,
Brabant, Flanders, and Holland, and

distinguished himself as much as his

imcle Engelbert, in the service of the

Burgundo-Austrian house. The confi-

dential friend of Charles the Fifth,
whose governor he had been in that

Emperor's boyhood, he was ever his

most efficient and reliable adherent.

It was he whose influence placed the

imperial crown upon the head of

Charles.^ In 1515 he espoused Claudia
de Chalons, sister of Prince Philibort

of Orange,
"
in order," as he wi-ote to

his father,
"
to be obedient to his im-

perial Majesty, to please the King of

France, and more particularly fm- the

mice of his own honour and profit."^
His son Rene de Nassau-Chalons suc-

ceeded Philibert. The little princi-

pality of Orange, so pleasantly situated

between Provence and Dauphiny, but
in such dangerous proximity to the

Beat of the "
Babylonian captivity" of

the Popes at Avignon, thus passed to

the family at Nassau. The title was
of high antiquity. Already in the

reign of Charlemagne, Guillaume au

Court-Nez, or
" William with the Short

Nose," had defended the little town
of Orange against the assaults of the

Saracens. The interest and authority

acquired in the demesnes thus j^re-

Berved by his valour became exten-

1 " C'est lui qui a mis la couronno

imporiale sur la teste do rEmpeicur ....
il persuada les elccteiii-s de prcferer I'Ein-

pereur an Roi de Prance Et coumio
il est notoii-e S. un cliaoun que oeste couronno

iniperiale a est6 lo pont qui par aprcs a faict

passage & I'Empcreur pour taut de cou-

questes," etc.—Apologie, 23.
* " Om geeoirsam te zyn der Keis.

Maj. ende ooc om te wille te zyn den Couic

Dutch Republic. [1559,

sive, and in process of time heredi-

tary in his race. The principality
became an absolute and free sove-

reignty,' and had already descended,
in defiance of the Salic law, through
the three distinct families of Orange,
Baux, and Chalons.

In 1544, Prince Rdnd died at tie

Emperor's feet in the trenches of

Saint Dizier. Having no legitimate

children, he left all his titles and
estates to his cousin-german, William
of Nassau, son of his father's brother

W^illiam, who thus at the age of

eleven years became William the

Nmth of Orange. For this child,
whom the future was to summon to

such high destinies and such heroic

sacrifices, the past and present seemed
to have gathered riches and power to-

gether from many sources. He was
the descendant of the Othos, the

lungelberts, and the Henries, of the

Netherlands, the representative of the
Philiberts and the Rends of France:
the chief of a house, humbler in re-

sources and position in Germany, but
still of high rank, and which had al-

ready done good service to humanity
by being among the first to embrace
the gi-eat principles of the Reforma-
tion.

His father, younger brother of the

Emperor's friend Henry, was called

William the Rich—he was, however,

only rich in cliildren. Of these he
had five sons and seven daughters by
his wife Juliana of Stolberg. She
was a person of most exemplary cha-

racter and unafTected piety. She in-

stilled into the minds of all her chil-

dren the elements of that devotional

sentiment which was her own striking

characteristic, and it was destmed that

the seed sown early should increase to

an abundant harvest. Nothing can

be more tender or more touching than

the letters which still exist from hor

van Yrancryk ende soiidorling om mj'ncr
eeren en de prouffyts willc."—Arnoldi, Hist.

Dcnk., p. 187. Groeu v. Prinstcrer, Ar-

cliivcs, etc., i. 64*, note 2.

» " Et moins m'a il (rEmjiereur) peri
favoriscr en mon priucipaiilte d'Orange, on
il n'avoit rien d veoir ni lui ni prince quel-

conquo, le tenant en souvtrainete nue et

absoluo, ce que peu d'autres seigneurs pour-
ront dire."— Apolngie, 15.
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hand, written to her illustrious sons

in hours of anxiety or anguish, and to

the last, recoiumending to them with
as much earnest simplicity as if they
were still Httle children at her knee,
to rely always in the midst of the

trials and dangers which were to beset

their paths through life, upon the

great hand of God. Among the mo-
thers of great men, Juliana of Stol-

berg deserves a foremost place, and it

is no slight eulogy that she was worthy
to have been the mother of William of

Orange-and of Lewis, Adolphus, Henry,
and John of Nassau.
At the age of eleven years, William

having thus unexpectedly succeeded to

Buch great possessions, was sent from
his father's roof to be educated in

Brussels. No destiny seemed to lie

before the young prince but an educa-

tion at the Emperor's court, to be
followed by military adventures, em-

bassies, viceroyalties, and a life of

luxury and magnificence. At a very
early age he came, accordingly, as a

page into the Emperor's family. Charles

recognised, with his customary quick-
ness, the remarkable character of the

boy. At fifteen, William-was the in-

timate, almost confidential friend of

the Emperor, who prided himself,
above all other gifts, on his power of

reading and of using men. The youth
was so constant an attendant upon his

imperial chief that even when inter-

views with the highest personages, and

upon the gravest afFaii-s, were taking
place, Charles would never suffer him
to be considered superfluous or intru-

sive. There seemed to be no secrets

which the Emperor held too high for

the comprehension or discretion of his

page. His perceptive and reflective

faculties, naturally of remarkable keen-
ness and depth, thus acquired a preco-
cious and extraordinary development.
He was bro^ight up behind the curtain
of that great stage where the world's
dramas were daily enacted. The ma-

chinery and the masks which produced
the grand delusions of history had no

deceptions for him. Carefully to ub-

Bcrve men's actions, and silently to

ponder upon their motives, was the
favourite occupation of the Prince dur-

ing his apprenticeship at court. As
he advanced to man's estate, he was
selected by the Emperor for the high-
est duties. Charles, whose only merit,
so far as the provinces were concerned,
was in having been bom in Ghent, and
that by an ignoble accident, was glad
to employ this representative of so

many great Netherland houses, in the
defence of the land. Before the Prince
was twenty- one he was appointed
general-in-chief of the army on the
French frontier, in the absence of the
Duke of Savoy. The post was coveted

by many most distinguished soldiers—
the Counts of Buren, Bossu, Lalaing,

Aremberg, Meghem, and particularly

by CoimtEgmont ;
i
yet Charles shewed

his extraordinary confidence in the
Prince of Orange, by selecting him
for the station, although he had hardly
reached maturity, and was moreover
absent in France. The young Prince

acquitted himself of his high command
in a manner which justified his appoint-
ment.

It was the Prince's shoulder upon
which the Emperor leaned at the ab-
dication

;
the Prince's hand which bore

the imperial insignia of the discrowned
monarch to Ferdinand, at Augsburg.
With these duties his relations with
Charles were ended, and those with

Philip begun. He was with the army
diuing the hostilities which were soon
after resumed in Picardy ;

he was the
secret negotiator of the preliminary
arrangement with France, soon after-

wards confirmed by the triumphant
treaty of April 1559. He had con-
ducted these initiatory conferences
with the Constable Montmorency and
Marshal de Saint Andre with great
sagacity, although hardly a man in

years, and by so doing he had laid

Philip imder deep obligations. Tha
King was so inexpressibly anxious for

peace that he would have been capable
of conducting a treaty upon almost

any terms. He assured the Prince
that "the greatest service he could
render him in this world was to make

Apologie, 2i>.
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peace, and tliat lie tlesired to have it

at any pi-ice whatever, so eager was he
to return to Spain."

^ To the envoy
Suriano, Philip had held the same lan-

guage.
"
Oh, Ambassador," said he,

"
I wish peace on any terms, and if the

King of France had not sued for it, I

would have begged for it myself."
^

With such impatience on the part of

the sovereign, it certainly manifested

diplomatic abilities of a high character

in the Prince, that the treaty nego-
tiated by him amounted to a capitula-
tion by Fi-ance. He was one of the

hostages selected by Henry for the due
execution of the treaty, and while in

France made that remarkable discovery
which was to colour his life. While

hunting with the King in the forest

of Vincennes, the Prince and Henry
found themselves alone together, and

separated from the rest of the com-

pany. The French monarch's mind
was full of the great scheme which
had just secretly been formed by
Philip and himself, to extirpate Pro-

testantism by a general extirpation of

Protestants. Philip had been most
anxious to conclude the pubhc treaty
with France, that he might be the

sooner able to negotiate that secret

convention by which he and his Most
Christian Majesty were solemnly to

bind themselves to massacre all the
converts to the new reUgion in France
and the Netherlands. This conspiracy
of the two Kings against their subjects
•was the matter nearest the hearts of

both. The Duke of Alva, a fellow

hostage with William of Orange, was
the plenipotentiary to conduct this

more important arrangement. The
French monarch , somewhat impru-
dently imagining that the Prince was
also a party to the plot, opened the

whole subject to him without reserve.

He complained of the constantly-in-

creasing numbers of sectaries in his

kingdom, and protested tliat his con-

science would never be easy, nor his

state secure, until his realm should be
delivered of

" that accursed vermin."

1 Apologie d'Orange, 49.
• "—r-Se ben era cosi poco honorevole

fu grau cosaeiuella ch' w serissi al Scttcnj'uro

passato chc lui dis.-o S. M., uuH'cfcrcilo cmi

cjueslo parole 6 siiaili; o luiba.sciatoie, io

Dutch liepublic. [1559.
A civil revolution, under prttext of a

religious reformation, was his constant

apprehension, particularly since so

many notable personages in the realm,
and even princes of the blood, were

already tainted with heresy. Never-

theless, with the favour of heaven, and
the assistance of his son and brother

Philip, he hoped soon to be master of

the rebels. The King then proceeded,
with cynical minuteness, to lay before

his discreet companion the particulars
of the royal plot, and the manner hi

which all heretics, whether high or

humble, were to be discovered and
massacred at the most convenient

season. For the furtherance of the

scheme in the Netherlands, it was
understood that the Spanish regiments
would be exceedingly efficient. The
Prince, although horror-struck and in-

dignant at the royal revelations, heU
his peace, and kept his countenance.

The King was not aware that, in open-

ing this delicate negotiation to Alva's

colleague and Philip's plenipotentiary,
he had given a warning of inestimable

value to the man who had been born
to resist the machinations of Philip ami
of Alva. William of Orange earned

the surname of
" the Silent," from the

manner in which he received these

communications of Henry without re-

vealing to the monarch, by word or

look, the enormous blunder which he
had committed. His purpose was
fixed from that hour. A few days
aftenvards he obtained permission
to visit the Netherlands, where he
took measures to excite, with all his

influence, the strongest and most gene-
ral oppoF<ition to the continued pre-
sence of the Spanish troops,-* of which

forces?, much against his will he had

been, in conjunction with Eguiout,

appointed chief. He already felt, in

his own language, that " an Inquisition
for the Netherlands had been resolved

upon more cruel than that of Spain ;

since it would need but to look aikanee

at an image to bo cast into the flames." *

Although having as yet no spark of

voglio pace in offni mode e s'il Re di Fnmcfa
no I'bavesse douimidata, la doniandeioi io.''

—SlUTXUlO II H.
» P.ijitus r.iyeu M.S.. S-13.
*
Apt'io-k-, 54-
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religious symp;ithT for the reformers,
he could not, he said,

" but feel com-

passion for 60 many virtuous men and

women thus devoted to massacre,"^
and Jie delemiined to save them if he

could
.!

At the departure of Philip he
had received instructions, both patent
and secret, for his guidance as stad-

Lolder of Holland, Friesland, and
Utrecht. He was ordered " most ex-

pressly to correct and extirpate the

sects reprobated by our Holy Mother
Church ;

to execute the edicts of his

Imperial , Majesty, renewed by the

King, with absolute rigovu-. He was to

see that the judges carried out the

edicts, trithoiU infraction, aiU-ration,

or moderation, since they were there to

enforce, not to make or to discuss the

law." In his secret instructions he
was informed that the execution of the

edicts was to be with all rigour, and
without any respect of pen?ons. He
was also reminded that, where.is some

persons had imagined the severity of

the law " to be only intended against

Anabaptists, on the contrary, the edicts

were to be enforced on Lutherans and
all other sectaries without distinc-

tion." *
Moreover, in one of his last

interviews with Philip, the King had

given him the names of several " ex-

cellent persons suspected of the new
rehgion," and had commanded him to

have them put to death. This, how-

ever, he not only omitt-ed to do, but,
on the contraiy, gave them warning, so

that they might effect their escape,

"thinking it more necessary to obey
God than man." ^

William of Orange, at the departure
of the King for Spain, was in his

twenty - seventh year. He was a

widower; his first wife, Anne of Eg-
mont, having died in 1558, after seven

years of wedlock. This lady, to whom
he had been iinited when they were
both eighteen yeai-s of aje, was the

*
Apologie, 53.

* Archives et Correspondance, i. 41, 43.
»

A;y/:oT:c, SO.
* Arthiri.s ct Correspond.-Jice, i. 1-29.
* Wilhe'ms Toa Oranien Elie roit Aiuia v.

Bachsen, von Dr K. AT. Bottiger (Lcipzis,
1>36).

* For the historv ci William of Orange up
.9 iveri-->d of Philip's departure fh>iii the

Development. 123

daughter of the celebrated general.
Count de Buren, and the greatest
heires in the Netherlands. William
had thtis been faithful to the family

traditions, and had increased his pos-
sessions by a wealthy alliance. He
had two children, Philip and Mary.
The marriage had been more amicable

than princely marriages arranged- for

convenience often prove. The letters

of the Prince to his wife indicate

tenderness and contentment.'* At the

same time he was accused, at a later

period, of
"
having murdered her with

a dagger."' The ridiculous tale was
not even credited by those who re-

ported it, but it is worth mentioning,
as a proof that no calimmy was too

senseless to be invented concerning the

man whose character was from that

hour forth to be the mark of slander,
and whose whole life was to be ita

signal, although often imavailing, re-

futation.*"

Yet we are not to regard William of

Orange, thus on the thieshold of his

great career, by the light diffused from
a somewhat later period. In no his-

torical character more remarkably than
in his is the law of constant develop-
ment and progress illustrated. At

twenty-six he is not the "
paterpatriae,"

the great man struggling upward and
onward against a host of enemies
and obstacles almost beyond human
strength, and along the dark and

dangerous path leading through con-

flict, privation, and ceaseless labour to

no repose but death- On the contrary,
his foot was hardly on the first step of

that difficult ascent which was to rise

before him all his lifetime. He was
still among the primrose paths. He
was rich, powerful, of sovereign rank.

He had only the genns within him of

what was thereafter to expand into

moral and intellectual greatne^ss. He
had small sympathy for the religious

Ifethcriands, see Gr»en v. Priusterer, 1-30
and 54*; Gachard, C< iTcsp. de Guillaume le

Taciturue (Bniielk.-;), tome i. ; Apologie
d'Orangc, 1-64; Vaudtr H.ier, cnp. xv. 1S3,

sqq.
—

C'lnpaj-e Stra.'.a, iL T5-S4; BeEtircn

glio; Guerra di Fiaudra. i. 5, 6; Hoofd,
i. 22; Joan. Mfcuriii Guliclmiis .iurLicua,

1-7; Levensb«:£C>. yc-lc-ri. Man. euYrouwon,
vi. 172-179.
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reformation, of wliicli he was to be
[1559.

one of the most distinguished cham-

pions. He was a Catholic, nominally,
and in outward observance. With
doctrines he troubled himself but
little. He had given orders to enforce

conformity to the ancient Church, not
with bloodshed, yet with comparative
strictness, in his principality of Orange.^

Beyond the compliance with rites and
forms, thought indispensable in those

days to a personage of such high de-

gree, he did not occupy himself with

theology. He was a Catholic, as Eg-
mont and Horn, Berlaymont and Mans-

field, Montigny and even Brederode,
were Catholic. It was only tanners,

dyers, and apostate priests who were
Protestants at that day in the Nether-
lands. His determination to protect
a multitude of his harmless inferiors

from horrible deaths did not proceed
from sympathy with their religious

Bentiraents, but merely from a generous
and manly detestation of murder. He
carefully averted his mind from sacred

matters. If, indeed, the seed implanted
by his pious parents were really the

germ of his future conversion to Pro-

testantism, it must be confessed that

it lay dormant a long time. But his

mind was in other pursuits. He was

disposed for an easy, joyous, luxurious,

princely life. Banquets, masquerades,
tournaments, the chase, interspersed
with the routine of official duties, civil

and military, seemed likely to fill out

his life. His hospitality, like his

fortune, was almost regal. While the

King and the foreign envoys were still

in the Netherlands, his house, the

Bplendid Nassau i^alaee of Brussels,
was ever open. He entertained for

tne monarch, who was, or who ima-

gined himself to be, too poor to dis-

charge his own duties in this respect,
but he entertained at his own expense."
This splendid household was stih con-

tinued. Twenty-four noblemen and

eighteen pages of gentle birth officiated

regidarly in his family. His establish-

- Archives ct Corresp., i. 203*.

* ApoiOgio, 20, 27.

s Vander Haor, 182.

«
Coiicsp. dc Guill. Ic Tacit., ii. S9.

* Vandcv Haor, 182.

ment was on so extensive a scale that

upon one day twenty-eight master
cooks were dismissed, for the pinrpose
of diminishing the family expenses,
and there was hardly a princely house
in Germany which did not send cooks
to learn their business in so magni-
ficent a kitchen.'* The reputation of

his table remained undiminished for

years. We find at a later period that

Philip, in the course of one of the
nominal reconciliations which took

place several times between the mo-
narch and William of Orange, wrote

that, his head cook being dead, he

begged the Prince to " make him a

present of his chief cook. Master Her-

man, who was imderstood to be very
skilful."*

In this hospitable mansion the

feasting continued night and day.
From early morning tiU noon, the
breakfast-tables were spread with
wines and luxurious viands in constant

succession, to all comers, and at every
moment.'' The dinner and supper
were daily banquets for a multitude
of guests. The highest nobles were
not those alone who were entertained.

Men of lower degree were welcomed
with a charming hospitality, which
made them feel themselves at their

ease." Contemporaries of all parties
unite in eulogising the winning address
and gentle manners of the Prince.
"
Never," says a most bitter Catholic

historian,
" did an ari'ogant or indis-

creet word fall from his lips. He,
upon no occasion, manifested anger to

his servants, however much they might
be in fault, but contented himself

with admonishing them graciously,
without menace or insult. He had a

gentle and agi-eeable tongue, with
wliich he could turn all the gentlemen
at court any way he liked. He wiis

beloved and honoured by the whole

community."
'' His manner was grace-

ful, familiar, caressing, and yet digni-
fied. He had the good breeding which
comes from the heart, refined into an

• " A la verite c'cstoit im pcrsoiL-ige d'lino

merveilleuso vivacite d'osprit, loquol sur
tous a'itrcs tonoit table magfnifiqi.c, oh Its

potits comp.if,nions cstoycnt .intant bieu-

venus que les grands."—rcmtus rayon 3IS.
? Poutus r«yen MS,
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inexpressible charm from his constant

intercourse, almost from his cradle,

with mankind of aU ranks.

It may be supposed that this train

of living was attended with expense.

Moreover, he had various other estab-

lishments in town and country, besides

his almost royal residence in Brussels.

He was ardently fond of the chase,

particularly of the knightly sport of

falconry. In the country he " con-

soled himself by taking every day a

heron in the clouds." ^ His falconers

alone cost him annually fifteen hun-

dred florins, after he had reduced their

expenses to the lowest possible point.
^

He was much in debt, even at this

early period and with his princely for-

tune.
" We come of a race," he wrote

carelessly to his brother Louis,
" who

are somewhat bad managers in om-

young days, but when we grow older,

we do better, like our late father :

sicut erat in principio, et nunc, et

semper et in secula seculorum. My
greatest difficulty," he adds,

" as usual,

is on accoimt of the falconers." ^

His debts already amounted, accord-

ing to Granvelle's statement, to eight or

nine hundred thousand florins.'* He had
embarrassed himself, not only through
his splendid extravagance, by which
all the world about him were made to

partake of his wealth, but by accepting
the high oSices to which he had been

appointed. ^NTien general-in-chief on
the frontier, his salary was three him-

dred florins monthly; "not enough,"
as he said,

"
to pay the servants in his

tent,"
' his necessary expenses being

twenty-five hundred florins, as appears

by a letter to his wife.*" His embassy
to carry the crown to Ferdinand, and
his subsequent residence as a hostage
for the treaty in Paris, were also very
onerous, and he received no salary;

1 Letter to Count Louis de Kaasau. Ar-

chives, etc., i 173.
' Arcliives et Correspondance, i. 196.
« Ibid.
* Papiers d'Etat, vii. 51. Archives, etc.,

L £S. * Apologie, 27.
" Archives et Correspondance, i. 16.
'
Apologie, 27.

• " De Ranjons dea prisonniers fran-

5ois, prisonniei-s irins aux batailles de S.

Quilltin et Graveiinges qiii portereut ii une
iutiuite des dcuiers, cutre lesqucls Messire
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according to the economical system in

this respect pm^ued by Charles and

Philip. In these two embassies or

missions alone, together with the enter-

taimnents ofi'ered by him to the covtrt

and to foreigners, after the peace at

Brassels, the Prince spent, according
to his own estimate, one million five

hundred thousand florins.'' He was,

however, although deeply, not des-

perately involved, and had already
taken active measiires to regtilate and
reduce his establishment. His revenues

were vast, both in his own right and
in that of his deceased wife. He had

large claims upon the royal treasury
for service and expenditure. He had
besides ample sums to receive from
the ransoms of the prisoners of St

Quentin and Gravelines, having served

in both campaigns. The amoimt to

be received by individuals from this

source may be estimated from the

fact that Count Horn, by no means
one of the most favoured in the victo-

rious armies, had received from Leonor

d'Orleans, Due de LongueviUe, a ran-

som of eighty thousand crowns.^ The
sum due, if payment were enforced,
from the prisoners assigned to Egmont,
Orange, and others, must have been

very large. Granvelle estimated the
whole amount at two millions ; adding,

characteristically, "that this kind of

spec\ilation was a practice
"
which our

good old fathers, lovers of virtue,
would not have found laudable.^ In
this the churchman was right, but he

might have added that the "
lovers of

virtue
"
would have found it as little

" laudable
"
for ecclesiastics to dispose

of the sacred oflices in their gift, for

carpets, tapestry, and annual payments
of certain per centages upon the cure

of souls."" If the profits respectively

gained by military and clerical specu-

Leouor d'Orleans Due de LoDguevUIe paia
comptant au Compte de Homes quatre-
vingt mil Escus—pensez maintenant si le

Compte d'Egmont avoit eu moycn de iiiire

ses besoignes," etc.—Poiitu-s Payen MS.
» " Chose a la verite mal s&iute, et

que nos bona vieux pferes, amateui-s de la

vertu, n'etissont trouve louable."—Archives
et Correspondance, i. 33.

•* V. Gachard. CoiTcspoudance da Philippe
II. sivr les affaires des Pays-Bas (Bni^
134S>, i. 31&-320.
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latora In tfiat day should be compared,
the disadvantage would hardly be

fcnind to lie with those of the long
robe.

Such, then, at the beginning of 1560,
waa William of Orange—a generous,

stately, magnificent, powerful gi-andee.
As a militarj'^ commander, he had ac-

quitted himself very creditably ofhighly

important functions at an early age.

Nevertheless,itwas the opinion of many
persons, that he was of a timid tem-

perament.^ He was even accused of

having manifested an uns-^emly panic
at Philippeville, and of h iving only
been restrained by the ex]iustulation8
of his officers from abandoning both
tliat fortressand Charlemont toAdmiral

Coligny, who had made his appearance
in the neighbourhood, merely at the
head of a reconnoitring party.^ If the

story were true, it would be chiefly

important as indicating that the Prince
of Orange was one of the many his-

torical characters, originally of an ex-

citable and even timorous phj^sical

organisation, whom moral courage and
a strong will have afterwards converted

into dauntless heroes. Certain it is

that he was destined to confront open
danger in every form, that his path
was to lead through perpetual ambush,
yet that his cheerful confidence and

tranquil courage were to become not

only unquestionable but proverbial.'^
It may be safely asserted, however,
that the stoiy was en invention, to be
classed with those fici:ions which made
him the murderer of his first wife, a

common conspirator against Philip's
crowTi and person, and a crafty male-

factor in general, without a single
virtue. It must be remembered that

even the teriible Alva, who lived in

harness almost from the cradle to the

grave, was, so late as at the period with

which we are now occupied, censured

for timidity, and had been accused in

youth of flat cowardice.* He despised
the msinuation, which for him had no

meaning. There is no doubt, too, that

1 " D'un naturel craintif, comrae il

Evoifc souventes fois inonstie durrint la

^fuerre de Fr.inco."—Pontus Payeii MS.
•i Pontus Payen MS.
•i
"
Soo-i-s tranquillus in undis," was the

Dul'h RepulUc. [1559.

caution was a predominant charac-

teristic of the Piince. It was one of

the chief sources of his greatness. At
that period, perhaps at any period, ho
would have been incapable of such
brilliant and dashing exploits as had
made the name of Egmont so famous.
It had even become a proverb,

" the
counsel of Orange, the execution of

Egmont ;

" *
yet we shall have occasion

to see how far this physical prompt-
ness which had been so felicitous upon
the battle-field was likely to avail the
hero of St Quentin in the great poli
tical combat which was approaching.
As to the talents of the Prince,

there was no difference of opinicn.
His enemies never contested the

subtlety and breadth of his intellect,
his adroitness and capacity in conduct-

ing state affiiirs, his knowledge ol

human nature, and the profoundness
of his views. In many respects it

must be confessed that his surname
of the Silent, like many similar appel-

lations, was a misnomer. William of

Orange was neither "
silent

"
nor "

ta-

citurn," yet these are the epithets
which will be for ever associated with
the name of a man who, in private,
was the most affable, cheerful, and

delightful of companions, and who on

many great public occasions was to

prove himself, both by pen and by
speech, the most eloquent man of his

age. His mental accomplishments were
considerable. He had studied history
with attention, and he spoke and wrote
with facility Latin, French, German,
Flemish, and Spanish.
The man, however, in whose hands

the administration of the Netherlands
was in reality placed, was Anthony
Perrenot, then Bishop of Arras, soon
to be known by the more celebrated
title of Cardinal Granvelle. He was
the chief of the Consulta, or secret

council of three, by whose delibera-

tions the Duchess Regent was to bo

governed. His father, Nicholas Perrtv

not, of an obscure family in Burgundy,

motto oftettengraved upon the medals struck
at different periods in his honour.

* Badovaro MS. Suriano MS.

» Pontus Payen MS.
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bad becu long the favourite uiiuister

and mail of business to the Emperor
Chaiies. Anthony, the eldest of

thirteen children, was bom in 1517.

He was early distinguished for his

talents. He studied at Dole, Padua,

Paris, and Louvain. At the age of

twenty he spoke seven languages with

perfect facility, while his acquaintance
with civil and ecclesiastical laws was
considered prodigious. At the age of

twenty-three he became a canon of

Liege Cathedral. The necessary eight

quarters of gentility produced upon
that occasion have accordingly been

displayed by his panegyrists in trium-

phant refutation of that theory which

gave him a blacksmith for his grand-
father.^ At the same period, although
he had not reached the requisite age,
the rich bishopric of Arras had already
been prepared for him by his father's

care. Three years afterwards, in

1543, he distinguishetl himself by a

most learned and brilliant harangue
before the Coimcil of Trent, which

display so much charmed the Emperor,
that he created him councillor of state.

A few years afterwards he rendered
the imscrupulous Charles still more
valuable proofs of devotion and dex-

terity by the part he played in the
memorable imprisonment of the Land-

grave of Hesse and the Saxon Dukes.
He was thereafter constantly employed
in embassies and other offices of trust

and profit.

There was no doubt as to his pro-
found and varied learning, nor as to

his natural quickness and dexterity.
He was ready-witted, smooth and fluent

of tongue, fertile in expedients, coura-

geous, resolute. He thoroughly under-
Btood the art of managing men, parti-

cularly his superiors. He knew how
to govern under the appearance of

obeying. He possessed exquisite tact

in appreciating the characters of those
far above him in rank and beneath
him in intellect. -He could accommo-
date himself with gieat readiness to
the idiosyncrasies of sovereigns. He
was a chameleon to the band which
fed him. In his intercourse with the

Perrenot. 12>

King, he coloured himsell, as it were,
with the King's character. He was
not himself, but Philip; not the sul-

len, hesitating, confused Philip, how-

ever, but Philip endowed with elo-

quence, readiness, facility. The King
ever found himself anticipated \yiih.

the most deUcate obsequiousness, be-

held his struggling ideas change into

winged words without ceasing to be
his own. No flattery could be more
adroit. The bishop accommodated
himself to the King's epistolary habits.

The silver-tongued and ready debater

substituted protocols for conversation,
in deference to a monarch who could

not speaL He corresponded with

Phihp, with Margaret of Parma, vrith

every one. He wrote folios to the

Duchess when they were in the same

palace. He would write letters forty

pages long to the King, and send oU
another courier on the same day with
two or three additional despatches of

identical date. Such prolixity en-

chanted the King, whose greediness
for business epistles was insatiable.

The painstaking monarch toiled, pen
in hand, after his wonderful minister

in vain. Philip was only fit to be the

bishop's clerk; yet he imagined him-
self to be the directing and governing
power. He scrawled apostilles in the

margins to prove that he had read
with attention, and persuaded himself
that he suggested when he scarcely
even comprehended. The bishop gave
adrice and issued instructions when lie

seemed to be only receiving them. He
was the substance while he affected to

be the shadow. These tactics were

comparatively easy, and likely to be

triumphant, so long as he had only to

deal with inferior intellects, Uke those
of Philip and Margaret. When he
should be matched against pohtical

genius and lofty character combined,
it was possible that his resources might
not prove so all-sufficient.

His political principles were sharply
defined in reality, but smoothed over

by a conventional and decorous bene-

volence of language, which deceived

vulgar minds. He was a strict abso-

1 Dom I'Evesque, Memoires pour servir a VHi-'^toire du Cardinal Granveile (Pam, 1753).
U. 148-293. Compare Strada, ii, 60.
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lutist. His deference to arbitary

power was profound and slavish. God
and " the master," as lie always called

Philip, he professed to serve with

equal humility.
"

It seems to me,"
said he, in a letter of this epoch,

" that

I shall never be able to fulfil the obli-

gation of slave which I owe to your
majesty, to whom I ain bound by so

firm a chain
;

—at any rate I shall never
fail to struggle for that end with sin-

cerity."
^

As a matter of course, he was a firm

opponent of the national rights of the

Netherlands. He had strenuously
warned Philip against assembling the

states-general before his departure for

the sake of asking them for supplies.
He earnestly deprecated allowing the

constitutional authorities any control

over the expenditures of the govern-
ment, and averred that this practice
under the Regent Mary had been the

cause of endless trouble.^ It may
easily be supposed that othei- rights
were as little to his taste as the claim

to vote the subsidies, a privilege which
was in reality indisputable. Men who
stood forth in defence of the provincial
constitutions were, in his opinion,
mere demagogues and hypocrites;
their only motive being to curry favour

with the populace. Yet these charters

were, after all, sufficiently limited.

The natural rights of man were topics
which had never been broached. Man
had only natural wrongs. Noneventured
to doubt that sovereignty was heaven-

born, anointed of God. The rights of

the Netherlands were special, not gene-
ral ; plural, not singular ; libeities, not

liberty;
"

privileges," not maxims.

They were practical, not theoretical
;

historical, not philosophical. Still,

such as they were, they were facts,

acquisitions. They had been purchased

by the blood and toil of brave ances-

tors; they amounted— however open
to criticism upon broad humanitarian

grounds, of which few at that day had

ever dreamed—to a solid, substantial

1 " Y jamas me parcceva que bastaria para

quo yo ijucdo cumplir con la obligacion de

esclavo en que me ha puesto V. M. atando

mo con tan firme catena ; a lo menos b6 que
1X0 me falta ny mo faltara—de acertar en las

cosaa del servic'o ...... coo
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dyke against the arbitrary power which
was ever chafing and fretting to destroy
its barriers. No men were more subtle
or more diligent in corroding the
foundation of these bulwarks than the

disciples of Granvelle. Yet one would
have thought it possible to tolerate an
amount of practical freedom so differ-

ent from the wild, social speculations
w hich, in later days, have made both

tyrants and reasonable lovers of our race
tremble with apprehension. The Ne-
therlanders claimed, mainly, the right
to vote the money which was demand-
ed in such enormous profusion from
their painfully-acquired wealth; they
were also unwUHng to be burned alive

if they objected to transubstantiation.

Granvelle was most distinctly of an

opposite opinion upon both topics.
He strenuously deprecated the inter-

ference of the states with the sub-

sidies, and it was by his advice that
the remorseless edict of 1550, the

Emperor's ordinance of blood and fire,

was re-enacted as the very first mea-
sure of Philip's reign."* Such were his

sentiments as to national and popular
rights by representation. For the

people itself—" that vile and miscliiev-

ous animal called the people,"
^ as he

expressed it—he entertained a cheerful

contempt.
His aptitude for managing men was

very great ; his capacity for affairs in-

contestable; but it must be always
understood as the capacity for tlie

affairs of absolutism. He was a clever,

scheming politician, an adroit manager;
it remained to be seen whether he had
a claim to the character of a states-

man. His industry was enormous.
He could write fifty letters a day with
his own hand. He could dictate to

half a dozen amanuenses at once, on
as many different subjects, in as many
different languages, and send them all

away exhausted.

He was already rich. His income
from his see and -other livings was

estimated, in 1557, at ten thousand

limpieza y amor," etc. — Paijici-s d'PJtat,
vi. 96.

»
Papiei-s d'Etat, vi. 27.

9 Ibid ,
ix. 478, 479.

* " tan ruin iuiimal como es el pue-
blo,"—Papiers d'Etat, vii. o(i7.
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dollaro ;
his property in ready money,

"
furniture, tapestry, and the like," at

two hundred and tifty thousand dol-

lars.^ When it is considered that, as

compared with our times, these sums

represent a revenue of a hunehed

thousand, and a capital of two millions

and a half in addition, it may be safely
asserted that the prelate had at least

made a good beginning. Besides his

regular income, moreover, he had
handsome receipts from that simony
which was reduced to a system, and
which gave him a liberal profit, gene-

rally in the sliape of an annuity, upon
every benefice which he confeiTed.

He was, however, by no means satisfied.

His appetite was as boundless as the

sea; he was still a shameless mendi-
cant of pecuniary favours and lucrative

oitices. Already, in 1552, the Emperor
had roundly rebuked his gi-eediness.
"As to what you say of getting no
' nierced

'

nor '

ayuda de costa,'
"

said

he,
"

'tis nierced and ayuda cle costa

quite sufficient, when one has fat

benefices, pensions, and salaries, with
v. hich a man might manage to support
himself."^ The bishop, however, was
not easily abashed, and he was, at the

epoch which now occupies us, ear-

nestly and successfully soliciting from

Philip the lucrative abbey of Saint
Armand. Kot that he would have

accepted this preferment,
" could the

abbey have been annexed to any of

the new bishoprics ;

" * on the contrary,
he assured the King that " to carry
f>ut so holy a work as the erection of

those new sees, he would willingly
have contributed even out of his own
miserable pittance."

"* It not being
considered expedient to confiscate the

abbey to any particular bishop, Philip
accordingly presented it to the prelate
of Arras, together with a handsome
Bum of money in the shape of an
"
ayuda de costa" beside. The thrifty

bishop, who foresaw the advent of
troublous times in the Netherlands,

1 Vive honoratanicme—la puo fare, ha-
\ eiido tra Tentrata tcniporale chi se ritrova
nelle Eonrogna e quelle del vescovado et
altri beuefitij piii di 10,000 scudi di enti-ata,
e tra pioje, argeuto, tappezzerie cou altri
uiobili e denari cuutanti p:u di 250,000 scudi,
et 6 opiuione di5 giuditiosi che riuecira.
Cardinalo

" etc—Budovaro iiS.
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however, took care in the lettera by
which he sent his thanks to instruct

the King to secure the money upon
crown i^roperty in An-agon, Xaples,
and Sicily, as matters in the provinces
were beginning to look very precari-
ous.'

Such, at the commencement of the
Duchess Margaret's administration,
were the characters and the previoua
histories of the persons into whose
hands the Netherlands were intrusted.

None of them have been prejudged.
Their characters have been sketched,
not according to subsequent develop-
ments, but as they appeai-ed at the

opening of this important epoch.
The aspect of the country and its in-

habit;\nta offered many shai-j) conti-asts,
and revealed many sources of futm^e
trouble.

The aristocracy of the Netherlands
was excessivelv extravagant, dissipated,
and already considerably embarrassed
in circumstances. It had been the

policy of the Emperor and of Phihp
to confer high offices, civil, militaiy
and diplomatic, upon the leading
nobles, by which enormous expenses
were entailed upon them, without any
corresponding salaries. The case oi

Orange has been already alluded to,
and there were many other nobles less

able to aSbrd the expense, who had
been indulged with these ruinous
honours. During the war, thers had
been, however, many chances of better-

ing broken fortimes. Victory brought
immense prizes to the leading officers.

The ransoms of so many illustrious

prisoners as had graced the triumphs
of Saint Quentin and Gravelines had
been extremely profitable. These
sources of wealth had now been cut

ofi"; yet, on the departure of the King
from the Netherlands, the luxury in-

creased instead of diminishing.
" In-

stead of one court," said a contempo-
rary,

'•'

you would have said that there
were fifty."*' Nothing could be more

- Groeu v. Priusterer. AicUives, etc. i.

ISO*.
»
Papicra d'Etat, vi. 31.

* " Mas que de 1?. rniseria que yo
tengo bolgaria que se toma- so para cuaipl>
mento de tan sancta ftrx"—ibiil,

*
Papiei-s d'Etat, vi 21.

* Poufo-s Paj-eu lia.
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Bumptuous tl!:\n the modes of life in

Brussels. The household of Orange
has been already painted. That of

Eg7nont was almost as magnificeut.
A rivalry in hospitality and in display

began among the highest nobles, and
extended to those less able to main-
tain themselves in the contest. Dur-

ing the war there had been the valiant

emulation of the battle-field
; gentle-

men had vied with each other how
best to illustrate an ancient name with
deeds of desperate valour, to repair the

fortunes of a ruined house with the

spoils of war. They now sought to

surpass each other in splendid extra-

vagance. It was an eager competition
who should build the stateliest palaces,
have the greatest number of noble

pages and gentlemen in waiting, the

most gorgeous liveries, the most hospi-
table tables, the most scientific cooks.

There was also much dep^a^^ty as well

as extravagance. The morals of high
Bociety were loose. Gaming was prac-
tised to a frightful extent. Drunken-
ness was a prevailing characteristic of

the higher classes. Even the Prince

of Orange himself, at this period, al-

though never addicted to habitual ex-

cess, was extremely convivial in his

tastes, tolerating scenes and compan-
ions not likely at a later day to find

much favour in his sight.
" We kept

Saint Martin's joyously," he wrote, at

aboiit this period, to his brother,
" and

in the most jovial company. Brede-

rode was one day in such a state that

I thought he would certainly die, but

he has now got over it."^ Count Bre-

derode, soon afterwards to become so

conspicuous in the early scenes of the

revolt, was, in truth, most notorioua

for his performances in these banquet-

ing scenes. He appeared to have

vowed as uncompromising hostility to

cold water as to the Inquisition, and

always denounced both with the same

fierce and ludicrous vehemence. Their

constant connexion with Germany at

that period did not improve the so-

briety of the Netherland nobles. The

aristocracy of that country, as is well

1 Archives et Correspondanco, i. 185.
s Tbi'l., i. 93.
8 '• Jla nel bera s'iinbriacono ogni
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known, were most "
potent at potting."

" When the German finds hiniftelf

sober," said the bitter Badovaro,
" he

believes himself to be ill." Gladly,
since the peace, they had welcomed
the opportunities afforded for many a

deep carouse with their Netherland
cousins. The approaching marriage of

the Prince of Orange with the Saxon

princess
—an episode which will soon

engage our attention—gave rise to

tremendous orgies. Count Schwartz-

burg, the Prince's brother-in-law, and
one of the negotiators of the marriage,
foimd many occasions to strengthen
the bonds of harmony between tlie

countries by indulgence of these com-
mon tastes.

"
I have had many princes

and counts at my table," he wrote to

Orange,
" where a good deal more was

drunk than eaton. The Rhiuegrave's
brother fell down dead after drinking
too much malvoisic

;
but we have had

him baksamed and sent home to his

family."
-

These disorders among the higher
ranks were in reality so extensive as

to justify the biting remark of the

Venetian :

" The gentlemen intoxicata

themselves every day," said he,
" and

the ladies also
;
but much less than

the men." •* His remarks as to the

morality, in other respects, of both
sexes were equally sweeping, and not
more complimentary.

If these were the characteristics oi

the most distinguished society, it may
be supposed that they were repro-
duced with more or less intensity

throughout all the more remote but
concentric circles of life, as far as tlie

seductive splendour of the court could
radiate. The lesser nobles emulated
the grandees, and vied with each other
in splendid establishments, banquets,

masquerades, and equipages. Their

estates, in consequence, were mort-

gaged, deeply and more deeply ; then,
after a few yeai-s, sold to the merchants,
or rich advocates and other gentlemen
of the robe, to whom they liad been

pledged. The more closely ruin
stared the victims in the face, the

(fiomo, et lo donno ancora, ma molto mono
degli nomliii," etc.
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more heetUeasly did they plunge into

excesaes. Jloiiy of the nobles being
thus embam.ssed, and some even

desperate, in their condition, it was
•

liought that they were desirous of

reating disturbances in the common-
wealth, that the paj-mentof just debts

might be avoided, that their mort-

gaged lands might be wrested by main
force fi-om the low-born individuals

who had b^ame possessed of them,
that, in pa^Rndar, the rich abbey
lands held by idle priests might
ve appropriated to the use of impo-
erished gentlemen, who could tiun
:hem to so much bettor account.i It

is quite probable that interested mo-
tives such as these were not entirely
inactive among a comparatively small
class of gentlemen. The religious re-

formation in every land of Europe
derived a portion of its strength from
the opportunity it afibrded to poten-
tates and great nobles for helping
themselves to Church property. No
doubt many Netherlanders thought
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ing. Care should be taken, however,
not to exaggerate that influence. It

is a prodigious mistake to refer this

great historical event to sources so

insuiScient as the ambition of a few

great nobles, and the embarrassments
of a larger number of needy gentle-
men. The Xetherland revolt was not
an aristocratic, but a popular, although

cei-tainly not a democratic movement.
It was a great episode

—the longest,
the darkest, the bloodiest, the most

important episode in the history of

the religious reformation in Europe.
The nobles bo conspicuous upon the

surface at the outbreak, only drifted

before a storm which they neither

caused nor controlled.

For the state of the people was very
different from the condition of the

aristocracy. The period of martjT-
dom hafl lasted long and was to last

longer ; but there were symptoms that

it might one day be succeeded by a

more active stage of popular disease.

The tumults of the Netherlands wer*
that their fortimes might be improved : long in ripening ;

when the final outr

at the expense of the monks, and for

the benefit of religion. Even without
;

apostasy from the mother Church,
they looked with longing eyes on the
wealth of her favoured and indolent
children. They thought that the

King would do well to carve a round :

number of handsome military com- \

manderies out of the abbey lands,
j

whose possessors should be bound to
I

miUtary service after the ancient man- I

ner of fiefs, so that a splendid cavalry, i

headed by the gentlemen of the coim- i

try, should be ever ready to moimt •

and ride at the royal pleasure, in place
'

of a horde of kizy epicureans, telling i

beads and indulging themselves in
!

luxurious vice.* I

Such views were entertained
; such !

language often helcL These circum-
j

stances and sentiments had their in-

break came, it would have been mora

philosophical to inquire, not why it

had occurred, but how it could have
been bo long postponed. During the

reign of Charles, the sixteenth cen-

tury had been advancing steadily in

strength as the once omnijiotent Em-
peror lapsed into decrepitude. That

extraordinary century had not dawned
upon the earth only to mcrease the

strength of absolutism and supersti-
tion. The new world had not been

discovered, the ancient world recon-

quered, the printing-press perfected,

only that the Inquisition might reigu
undisturbed over the fairest portions
of the earth, and chartered hypocrisy
fatten upon its richest lands. It waa

impossible that the most energetic
and quick-witted people of Europe
should not feel sympathy with the

fluence among the causes which pro-
'

great effort made by Christendom to
duced the great revolt row impend- shake off the incubus which had so

' Pontus Payeu MS.
* " Xe tenofeiit autres propos i table

que de reformer, I'estat, eoclesiastique, sig-
namment les riches abbayes, scavoir vous
convient, leur ostant Ie3 grruids biens qui
estoyt-ut cause, si qu'ils disoyeat, de leur
iptiuvaise vie et lea eriger en croiaades que

Ton poMroit conforcr a unc infinite de«

pauvres gentiihommes, qid seraicnt t«nTj»

de Ciire service . . . . au Feu d'ling tas do
fidneans vivans k repicurieniie, Ton auroit

toiyvurs une belle cavallerie a la main . . .

au proffict du Roy et sou'iureaient du pays,*
etc., etc.—^Pontus Payen, MS.
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long paralysed her Lands and brain.

In the Netherlands, where the attach-

ment to Eome had never been intense,
where in the old times the Bishops of

Utrecht had been i-atlier Ghibelline

than Guelph, where all the earliest

sects of dissenters— Waldenses, Lol-

lards, Hussites—had found numerous
converts and thousands of martyrs, it

\vas inevitable that there should be a

response from the popvdar heart to the

deeper agitation which now reached to

the very core of Christendom.
The people were numerous, indus-

trious, accustomed for centuries to a

state of comparative civil freedom,
and to a lively foreign trade, by which
their minds were saved from the stag-
nation of bigotry. It was natural that

they should begin to generalise, and
to pass from the concrete images pre-
Bented them in the Flemish monas-
teries to the abstract character of

Ittmie itself. The Flemings, above all

iheir other qualities, were a commer-
cial nation. Commerce was the mo-
tlier of their freedom, so far as they
bad acquired it, in civil matters. It

was struggling to give birth to a larger

liberty, to freedom of conscience. The
provinces were situated in the very
heart of Europe. The blood of a

world-wide traffic was daily coursing

through the thousand arteries of that

water-inwoven territory. There was a

mutual exchange between the Nether-

lands and all the world; and ideas

were as liberally interchanged as goods.
Truth was imported as freely as less

precious merchandise. The psalms of

Marot were as current as the drugs of

Molucca or the diamonds of Borneo.

The prohibitoiy measures of a despotic

government could not annihilate this

intellectual trade, nor could bigotry de-

vise an elfective quarantine to exclude

the religious pest which lurked in every
bale of merchandise, and was w^afted on

every breeze from East and West.

The edicts of the Emperor had been

endured, but not accepted. The hor-

rible persecution under which so many
thousands had sunic had produced its

inevitable result. Fertilised by all this

innocent blood, the soil of the Nether-

lands became us a watered garden, ia
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which liberty, civil and religious, was
to flourish perennially. The scaffold

had its daily victims, but did not
make a single convert. The statistics

of these crimes will perhajJS never be

accurately adjusted ;
but those who

love horrible details may find ample
material. The chronicles contain the
lists of these obscure martyrs; but
their names, hardly pronounced in

their lifetime, sound barbarously in
our ears, and will never ring through
the ti-umpet of fame. Yet they were
men who .dared and suffered as much
as men can dare and suffer in this

world, and for the noblest cause which
can inspire humanity. Fanatics they
certainly were not, if fanaticism con-

sists in show without corresponding
substance. For them all was terrible

reality. The Emperor and his edicts

were realities ; the axe, the stake were
realities

;
and the heroism with which

men took each other by the hand and
walked into the flames, or with which
women sang a song of triumph wliile

the grave-digger was shovelling the
earth vipon their Uving faces, was a

reality also.

Thus, the people of the Netherlands
were already pervaded, throughout
the whole extent of the country, with
the expanding spiiit of religious re-

formation. It was inevitable that

sooner or later an explosion was to

arrive. They were jilaced between
two great countries, where the new
principles had already taken root. The
Lutheranism of Germany and the Gal-

vanism of France had each its share in

producing the Nctherland revolt, but
a mistake is often made in estimating
the relative j)roportion of these several

influences. The Reformation first en-

tered the provinces, not through the

Augsburg, but the Huguenot gate.
The fiery field-preachers from the
south of France first inflamed the ex-

citable hearts of the kindred popula-
tion of the south-weateni Netherlands.
The Walloons were the first to rebol

against and the first to reconcile them-
selves with papal Home, exactly as

their Celtic ancestons, fifteen centuries

earlier, had been foremost in the re-

volt against imperial Home, and pre-
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cipitate in their submission to her : qtiered Rome, and to the princes, not

uvershadowins: power. The Batavians,
[

the people, were secured the beneBts

elower to bj moved, but more stead-

fast, retained the impulse which they
received from the same source which
was already agitating their

" Welsh"

compatriots. There were already
French preachers at Valenciennes and

Toumay, to be fullowed, as we shall

have occasion to see, by many others.

AVithout undervaluing the influence

of the German Churches, and particu-

larly of the garrison-preaching of the

(Jerman military chaplains in the

Netherlands, it may be safely assei-ted

that the eai-ly Reformers of the pro-
vinces were mainly Huguenots in their

bchef. The Dutch Church became,

accordingly, not Lutheran, but Calvin-

ialic, and the founder of the common-
' ealth hardly ceased to be a nominal
ntholic before he became an adherent
to the same creed.

In the mean time, it is more na-

tural to regard the great movement,
psychologically speaking, as a whole,
whether it revealed itself in France,

Germany, the Netherlands, England,
or Scotland. The policy of govern-
ments, national character, individual

interests, and other collateral circimi-

Etances, modified the restdt ;
but the

great cause was the same
;
the source

of all the movements was single. The
Reformation in Germany had been

adjourned for half a century by the

Augsburg religious peace, just con-

cluded. It was held in suspense in

France through the Macchiavellian po-
licv which Catharine de Medici had

of the victory
—the spoils of churches,

and the right to worship according to

conscience. The people had the right
to conform to their ruler's creed, or to

depart from his land. StiU, as a mat-
ter of fact, many of the princes being
reformers, a large mass of the popu-
lation had acquired the privilege for

their own generation and that of their

children to practise that religion which

they actually approved. This was a

fact, and a more comfortable one than
the necessity of choosing between
what they considered wicked idolatry
and the stake—the only election left

to their Netherland brethren. In

France, the accidental splinter from

Mogjgomery's lance had deferred the

Huguenot massacre for a dozen years.

During the period in which the Queen
Regent was resolved to play her fast

and loose policy, all the persuasions
of Philip and the arts of Alva were

powerless to induce her to carry out
the scheme which Henry had revealed
to Orange in the forest of Vincennea
When the crime came at last, it waa
as blimdering as it was bloody; at
once premeditated and accidental ; the
isolated execution of an inter-r^al
conspiracy, existing for half a genera-
tion, yet exploding without concert;
a wholesale massacre, but a piecemeal
plot.
The aristocracy and the masses

being thus, from a variety of causes,
in this, agitated and dangerous condi-

tion, what were the measures c£ the

just adopted, and was for several years
]

Government ?

to prosecute, of balancing one party The edict of 1550 had been re-

against the other, so as to neutralise
|
enacted immediately after Philip's

.1 power but her own. The great accession to sovereignty. It is nec^s-
ntest was accordingly transferred to sary that the reader should l-e made

;;ie XetherLinds, to be fought out for
|
acquainted with some of the leading

the rest of the century, while the
whole of Christendom was to look

anxiously for the result. From the East
and from the West the clouds rolled

away, lea^ing a comparatively bright
aud peacefid atmospliere, only that

they might concentrate themselves
witii portentous llackness over the
soil cf the Netherlands. In Germany,
the princesj, not the people, had con-

provisions of this famous document,
thus laid down above all the constitu-

tions as the organic law of the land.
A few plain facts, entirely without
rhetorical varnish, will prove more
impressive in this case than super-
fluous declamation. The American
will judge whether the wrongs in-

flicted by Laud and Charles upon hi.i

Puritan ancestors were the severest
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that a people has had to undergo, and
whether the Dutch Kepublic does not
track its source to the same high reli-

gious origin as that of our own coiu-

nionwealth.

"No one," said the edict,^ "shall

print, wiite, cojiy* keep, conceal, sell,

buy or give in chvirches, streets, or

other places, any book or writing
made by Martin Luther, John Eco-

lampadius, Ulrich Zwinglius, Martin

Bucer, John Calvin, or other heretics

reprobated by the Holy Church; . . .

nor break, nor othenvise injure the

images of the holy virgin, or canonised

saints
;

. , . . nor in his house hold

conventicles, or illegal gatherings, or

be present at any such in which the
adherents of the above-mentioned
heretics teach, baptize, and foi-m con-

Bpiracics against the Holy Church
and the general welfare More-

over, we forbid," continues the edict,
in name of the sovereign,

"
all lay

persons to converse or dispute concerning
the Holy Scriptures, ojjcnly or secretly,

especially on any doubtful or difficult

matters, or to read, teach, or expound ih.e

Scriptures, imless theyhave duly studied

theology and been approved by some
renowned tmiversity ; .... or to

preach secretly, or openly, or to enter-

tain any of the opinions of the above-

mentioned heretics; .... on pain,
should any one be found to have con-

travened any of the points above-men-

tioned, as perturbators of our state

aud of the general quiet, to be

punished in the following manner."
And how were they to be punished?
What was the penalty inflicted upon
the man or woman who owned a

hymn-book, or who hazarded the opi-
nion in private, that Luther was not

quite w'rong in doubting the power of

a monk to sell for money the licence

to commit murder or incest; or upon
the parent, not being a Roman Catlio-

lic doctor of divinity, who should read

Christ's Sermon on the Mount to his

children in his own parlour or shop ?

How were crimes like these to be
visited upon the transgressor? Was
it by reprimand, fine, imprisonment.
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banishment, or by branding on tho

forehead, by the cropping of the ears

or the slitting of nostrils, as was prac-
tised upon the Puritan fathers of New
England for their nonconformity ? It

was by a sharper chastisement than

any of these methods. The Puritan
fathers of the Dutch Republic had to

struggle against a darker doom. The
edict went on to provide

—
" That such perturbators of the

general quiet are to be executed, to

wit : the men with the sword and tho

women to be buried alive, if they do not

persist in their errors
;
if theydo persist

in them, then they are to be executed
with fire

;
all their property in both

cases being confiscated to the crowTi."

Thus, the clemency of the sovereign

permitted the repentant heretic to be
beheaded or buried alive, instead of

being burned.
The edict further i^rovided against

all misprision of heresy by making
those who failed to betray the sus-

pected liable to the same punishment
as if suspected or convicted them-
selves :

" we forbid," said the decree,
"

all persons to lodge, entertain, fur-

nish with food, fire, or clothing, or

othenvise to favour any one holden or

notoriously suspected of being a here-

tic
;

. . . and any one failing to de-

nounce any such, we ordain shall bo
liable to the abovementioned punish-
ments."
The edict went on to provide,

" that

if any person, being not convicted of

heresy or error, but greatly suspected
thereof, and therefore condemned by the

spiritual judge to abjure such heresy,
or by the secular magistrate to make

jDublic fine and reparation, shall again
become suspected or tainted with

heresy
—

although it should not appear
that he has contravened or violated any
one of our above-mentioned commands—
nevertheless, we do will and ordain

that such person shall be considered

as relapsed, and, as such, be punished
with loss of life and property, without

any hope of moderation or mitigation
of the above-mentioned penalties."

Furthermore, it was decreed, that

1 The text of tlie edict is given by Bor, 1., 7-12.
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he b-piritual judges, desiring to pro-
ceed against any one for tlie crime of

heresy, shall request any of our sove-

reign courts or provincial councils to

appoint any oue of their college, or

Buch other adjimct aa the council shall

select, to preside over the proceedings
to be instituted against the suspected.
All who know of any person tainted

with heresy are required to denounce
and give them up to all judges, officers

of the bishops, or others having autho-

rity on the premises, on pain of being

punished according to the pleasure of

the judge. Likewise, all shall be

obhged, who know of any place where
such heretics keep themselves, to de-

clare them to the authorities, on f>ain
of being held as accomplices, and

punished as such heretics themselves
would be if apprehended."

In order to secure the greatest num-
ber of arrests by a direct appeal to the
most ignoble, but not the least power-
ful principle of human nature, it was
ordained " that the informer, in case of

conviction, should be entitletl to one-

half the property of the accused, if

not more than one hundi-ed pounds
Flemish ; if more, then ten per cent,

of all such excess."

Treachery to one's friends was en-

couraged by the provision,
" that if any

man being present at any secret con-

venticle, shall afterwards come for-

ward and betray his fellow-members of

the congregation, he shall receive full

pardon."
In order that neither the good

people of the Netherlands, nor the

judges and inquisitors should delude
themselves with the notion that these
fanatic decrees were only intended to

inspire terror, not for practical execu-

tion, the sovereign continued to ordain—"to the end that the judges and
officers may have no reason, vmder pre-
text that the penalties aie too great
and heavy, and only devised to teniiy
delinquent.s, to punish them less se-

verely than they deserve—that the

culprits be really punished by the

penalties above declared; forbidding
I
Vi^lii Epist. ad diversos, cxlvUL Brandt,

Historie der Rcformatie in en oiiitrent de
Nederlanden (.^mst., 10T7), i. Iv3, b. iii.

Grotii Ann., i. 17.

all judges to alter or moderate the

penalties in any manner—forbidding

any one, of whatsoever condition, to

ask of us or of any one having autho-

rity, to gra.ntpardaH, or to present any
petition in favour of such heretics,

exiles, or fugitives, on penalty of being
declared for ever incapable of civil and

mihtary office, and of being arbitrarily

punished besides."

Such were the leading provisions of
this famous e<hct, originally px-omul-

gated in 1550 as a recapitulation and
condensation of all the previous ordi-

nances of the Emperor upon religious

subjects. By its style and title it wa.s

a pei-petual edict, and, according to one
of its clauses, was to be published for

ever once in every six months, in

every city and village of the Xether-

landa. It had been promulgated at

Augsbtu^, where the Emperor was

holding a diet, upon the 25th of Sep-
tember. Its severity had so appalletl
the Dowager Queen of Hungary, that

she had made a journey to Augsburg
expressly to procure a mitigation of

some of its provisions.^ The principal
alteration which she was able to obtain

of the Emperor was, however, in the

phraseology only. As a concession to

popular prejudice, the words "spiritual

judges" were substituted for
"
inquisi-

tors" wherever that expression had
occurred in the original draft."

The edict had been re-enacted by
the express adN^ice of the Bishop of

Arras, immediately on the accession of

Philip. The prelate knew the value

of the Emperor's name ;
he may have

thought, also, that it would be diffi-

cult to increase the sharpness of the

ordinances. "
I advised the King,"

says GranveUe, in a letter written a
few years later,

" to make no change
in the placards, but to proclaim the

text drawn up by the Emperor, re-

publishing the whole as the Iving's

edict, with express insertion of the

phrase,
'

Carolus,' &c. I recommend-
ed this lest men should calumniate his

3Iajesty as wishing to introduce novel-

ties in the matter of reUgion."
^

* Braadt, Heformatie, ubi sup. Bor, L

*
Papiers d'Etat, ix. 4TS, i7i.
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This edict, containing tlie provisions

wliich have been laid before the reader,
was now to be enforced with the nt-

xnost rigour; every official personage,
from the stadholders down, having re-

ceived the naost stringent instructions

to thp.t pT" t, under PhUip's own hand.

This was the first gift of Philip and of

Granvelle to the Netherlands
;
of the

monarch who said of himself that he
had always, "from the beginning of

his government, followed the path of

clemency, according to his natural dis-

position, so well known to all the

world
;

" ^ of the prelate who said of

himself, "that he had ever combated
the opinion that anything cotild be

accomplished by terror, death, and
violence."^

Iiliringthe_period of the French and

Papal war, it has been seen that the

execution of these edicts had been pei"-

mitted to slacken. It was now re-

eumed with redoubled fury. More-

over, a new measure had increased the

disaffection and dismay of the people,

already sufficiently filled with appre-
hension. As an additional security for

the supremacy of the ancient religion,

it had been thought desirable that the

number of bishops should be increased.

There were but four sees in the

Netherlands,— those of Arras, Cam-

bray, Toumay, and Utrecht. That of

Utrecht was within the archiepiscopate
of Cologne ;

the other three were with-

in that of liheims."* It seemed proper
that the prelates of the Netherlands

should owe no extra-provincial allegi-

ance. It was likewise thought that

three millions of souls required more
than four spiritual superintendents.
At any rate, whatever might be tlie

interest of the flocks, it was certain

that those broad and fertile pastures
would sustain more than the present
number of shepherds. The wealth of

the religious hotises in the provinces
Kas very great. The abbey of AfHig-
iiem alone had a revenue of fifty thou-

eand florins, and there were many
others scarcely infei'ior in wealth."*

But these institutions were compara-

1 Grocn v. Pvinst. Arcliives, etc., ix. 40.
2 Archives, etc., i. 1ST*.
'i Wagen.itr, vi. 62, 03.

[1559.

tively independent both of King and

Pope. Electing their own superior.?
from time to time, in nowise desirous
of any change by which their ease

might be disturbed and their riches

endangered, the honest friars were not

likely to engage in any very vigorous
crusade against heres}', nor for the
sake of introducing or strengthening
Spanish institutions, which they knew
to bo abominated by the people, to

take the risk of driving all their dis-

ciples into revolt and apostasy. Com>
forting themselves with an Erasmian

philosophy, which they thought best
suited to the times, they were as little

likely as the Sage of Rotterdam him-
self would have been, to make martjns
of themselves for the sake of extirpat-

ing Calvinism. The abbots and monks
were, in political matters, very much
tmder the influence of the great nobles,
in whose company they occupied the
benches of the upper house of the

states-general.
Dr Francis Sonnius had been sent on

a mission to the Pope, for the purpose
of representing the necessity of an in-

crease in the Episcopal force of the
Netherlands. Just as the King was

taking his departure, the commissioner

arrived, bringing with him the Bull of

Paul the Fourth, dated May 18, 1559.

This was afterwards confirmed by that
of Pius the Fourth, in January of the

following year.** The document stated*"

that " Paul the Fourth, slave of slaves,

wishing to provide for the welfare of

the provinces and the eternal salvation

of their inhabitants, had determined to

I)lant in that fruitful field several new
bishoprics. The enemy of mankind

being abroad," said the Bull, "in so

many forms at that particular time,
and the Netherlands, then under tlie

sway of that beloved son of his holi-

ness, Philip the Catholic, being com-

passed about with heretic and schis-

matic nations, it was believed that the
eternal welfare of the land was in

great danger. At the period of tlie

original establishment of Cathedral

cluu-ches, the provinces had been

* Bor, i. 23.
'

Ibid., i. 'H, sqq.
« See the document in Bor, i. 24-26.
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q^arsely people<l; they had now be-

come filled to overflowing, so that the

original ecclesii:;tical arrangement did

not siifnce. The harvest iras plentiful,

hut (he labourers trerefeic."

In consideration of these and other

reasons, three archbishoprics were ac-

cordingly appointed. That of Mechlin

was to be principal, under which were

constituted six bishoprics, those, name-

ly, of Antwerp, Bois le Due, Rurmond,
Ghent, Bruges, and Ypres. That of

Cambray was second, with the four

Bubordinate dioceses of Toiumay, Arras,

Saint Omer, and Xamur. The third

archbishopric was that of Utrecht, with
the five sees of Haarlem, Middelburg,
Leeuwarden, Groningen, and Deven-
ter.i

The nomination to these important
offices was granted to the King, sub-

ject to confirmation by the Pope.
Moreover, it was ordained by the Biill

that "each bishop should appoint 7iiiie

additional j>rchendanes, who were to

Agitation in the NetJierlamh. 137

assist him in the matter -if the Inquini-

lion throughout his bishopric, ttro of

tchom irere ikemselres to be inqui-silors"

To sustain these two great measures,

through which Philip hoped jonce and
for ever to extinguish the Netherland

heresy, it was considered desirable that

the Spanish troops still remaining in

the provinces should be kept there in-

definitely.^
The force was not large, amounting

hardly to four thousand men, but they
were unscrupulous, and admirably dis-

ciplined. As the entering wedge, by
which a military and ecclesiastical

despotism was eventually to be forced

into the very heart of the land, they
were invaluable. The moral efiect to

be hoped from the regular presence of

a Spanish standing army during a time
of peace in the Netherlands could

hardly be exaggerated. Philip was
therefore determmed to employ every
argument and subterfuge to detain the

troops.

CHAPTER IL

A;ritation in the Ketberlanda—^The ancient charters resorted to as barriers against tho
m&isiires of goTeniment—"Joyous entraace" of Braljant—Cou!-titut;on of llo'l.-in'l—

Growing iinpopulanty of AuthDnyPerrenot, Archbishop cif MecUlin—Opposition to the
new bishoprics, by Orange, Egmont, and other influenml nobles—Fui-y of the people at
the continued presence of the foreign soldiery—Orange resigns the command of tha

legion—The troops recalled—PhUip's personal attention to t!:e deiais of persecution—
Perrenot becomes Cardinal de Gninvelle—All the power of government hi bis hands—
His increasing unpopularity

—Animosity and violence of Egmcr.t towards the Cardinal-
Illations between Orange and Granvelle—Ancient fri_ndship gradually changing to

enmity—Renewal of the magistracy at Antwerji—Quarrel between the Prince and Cardi-
nal—Joint Ittter of Orange and Egmont to the Kiij-^

—Ai-swer of the_King
—

Indignatii>n
of PhUip against Count ±iom—fcecret coiTespondencs between the King and Cardinal-
HemoiiStnmcoi aT".::-st the new bishrprics—Philip's private financial statements—•

Penury of tli la Spain and in the provinces—Plan for debasing the coin—
Marriage of V,' : . nt with the Princess of Lorraine circumvei'.te i—^Xegotiations
for his matri: ce with Piincess Anna of Saxony—Correspondence between
Granvelle and fci.:^. v.i on the subject—Oppositionof Landgrave Philip and of Philip tha
Second—Chriracter and' conduct of Elector Augustus—Jlission of Count Schwartzburg—
Communications of Orange to the King and to Duchess Marearet—Characteristic letter
ff Plilip

—Artful conduct of Granvelle nnd of the Regent—Vis:t of Orange to Dresden—
Prop'Tsed

" note" of Elector Augtisttis—Refusal of the Prince—Protest of the Lat.dgrava
against the m:vrriage—Preparations for the wedding at Leipzig—Notarial instrumtut
dx-.iwn up on the mairiage d;iy

—Wedding ceremonies and festivities—Entrance of Gran-
velle into Mechlin as Archbishop—Compromise in Brabant between the abbeys and
bishojB.

The years 15G0 and 15G1 were mainly
occupied with the agitation and dis-

may produced by the causes set forth

in the preceding cliapter.
^ Bor, i. 24^26.~Bentiv^iio, i. 10.

Against the arbitrary policy embo-
died in the edicts, the new bishoprics
and the foreign soldiery, the Nether-
landers appealed to their ancient con-

* Pontus Payen -j^.
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stitntions. These charters were called

"handvests" in the vernacular Dutch
and Flemish, because the sovereign
made them fast with his hand. As

already stated, Philip had made them
faster than any of the princes of his

house had ever done, so far as oath and

signature could accomplish that jDur-

pose, both as hereditary prince in 1549,
and as monarch in 1555. The reasons

for the extensive and unconditional

manner in which he swore to suppoi-t
the provincial charters, have been

already indicated.

Of these constitutions, that of Bra-

bant, known by the title of ihQJoyeme
entree hlyde inkomst, or blythe entrance,
furnished the most decisive barrier

against the present wholesale tyranny.
First and foremost, the "joyous entry"
provided,

" that the prince of the land
should not elevate the clerical state

higher than of old has been customary
and by former princes settled; unless

by consent of the other two estates,
the nobility and the cities."^

Again; "the prince can prosecute
no one of his subjects, nor any foreign

resident, civilly or criminally, except
in the ordinary and open courts of

justice in the province, where the

accused may answer and defend him-
self with the help of advocates."*

Further
;

" the prince shall appoint
no foreigners to office in Brabant. "**

Lastly ;

" should the prince, by force

or otherwise, violate any of these

privileges, the inhabitants of Brabant,
after regular protest entered, are dis-

charged of their oaths of allegiance,

and, as free, independent, and unboimd

people, may conduct themselves ex-

actly as seems to them best."'*

Such were the leading features, so

far as they regarded the jioints now at

issue, of that famous constitution

which was so highly esteemed in the

Netherlands, that mothers came to

the province in order to give birth to

their children, who might thus enjo}',

as a birthright, the privileges of Bra-

1 Die Bh'de Inkomste dem Hwtochdom
r. BraUont," by Philippus, Couink v. Hi.sjta-
iiieu soleiinlick geschworcn. Gediuckt tot

Cuelcn, 1564.—Compare Bor, i. 19 ; Mctcxcn,
i. S8.
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bant. Yet the charters of the other

provinces ought to have been as effec-

tive against the arbitrary course of the

government.^ "No foreigner," said

the constitution of Holland, "is eli-

gible as councillor, financier, magis-
ti-ate, or member of a coui-t. Justice

can be administered only by the ordi-

nary tribunals and magistrates. The
ancient laws and customs shall remain
inviolable. Should the prince infringe

any of these provisions, no one is

bound to obey him."'^

These provisions, from the Brabant
and Holland charters, are only cited as

illustrative of the general spirit of the

provincial constitutions. Nearly all the

provinces possessed privileges equally
ample, duly signed and sealed. So far

as ink and sealing-wax could defend a
land against sword and fire, the Nether-
lands were impregnable against the
edicts and the renewed Episcopal In-

quisition. Unfortimately, all histoiy
shews how feeble are barriers of paper
or lambskin, even when hallowed with
a monarch's oath, against the torrent of

regal and ecclesiastical absolutism.

It was on the reception in the provinces
of the new and confirmatory Bull con-

cerning the bishoprics, issued in Jan-

uary 1560, that the measure became
known, and the dissatisfaction mani-
fest. The discontent was inevitable

and universal. The ecclesiastical esta-

blishment, which was not to be en-

larged or elevated but by consent of

the estates, was suddenly expanded
into three archiepiscopates and fifteen

bishoprics.
The administration of justice, which

was only allowed in free and local

courts, distinct for each province, was
to be placed, so far a.s regarded the

most important of human interests, in

the hands of bishops and their crea-

tures, many of them foreigners, and
most of them monks. The lives and

property of the whole population were
to be at the mercy of these utterly ir-

responsible conclaves. All classes were

2 Ibid. « Ibid.
* Ibid.—Compare Apologie d'Orango, 69,

70.
» Bor, ubi siip. Meteren, 2S, 29.
« Ibid. Ibid.
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outragetl. The noblea were offended
j
gaidetl the first accusatioii. They weiB

because ecclesiastics, ijerhapa foreign

ecclesiastics, were to be empowered to

sit in the provitfcial estates and to con-

trol their proceedings, in place of ea^y,

indolent, ignorant abbots and friars,

who had generally accepted the in-

fluence of the great seigiuors.^ The

priests were enraged because the re-

ligious houses were thus taken out of

their control and confiscated to a bench
of bishops, usui-ping the places of those

8ui>eriora who had formerly been

elected by and among themselves. The

people frere alarmed because the mo-

nasteries, although not respected nor

popular, were at least charitable ^ and
without ambition to exercise ecclesias-

tical cruelty ; while, on the other hand,

by the new Episcopal arrangements, a

force of thirty new inquisitors was
added to the apparatus for enforcing

orthodoxy already established. The
odium of the measure was placed upon
the head of that churchman, already

appointed Archbishop of Mechlin, and
soon to be known as Cardinal Gran-

veUe. From this time forth, this pre-
late began to be regarded with a daily

increasing aversion. He was looked

upon as the incarnation of all the odi-

ous measures which had been de\Tsed ;

as the source of that policy of abso-

mistaken as to the other charges.
The King had not considted An-

thony Perrenot with regard to the

creation of the new bishoprics. The
measure which hiid been successively

contemplated by Philip "the Good,"

by Charles the Bold, and by the Em-
peror Charles, had now been carrid out

by Philip the Second, without the

knowledge of the new Archbishop of

Mechlin. The King had for once been

able to deceive the astuteness of tha

prelate, and had concealed from him
the intended arrangement, until the

arrival of Sonnius with the Bulls.

Granvelle gave the reasons for tliis

mystery with much simphcity.
" His

Majestyknew," he said,
" that I should

oppose it, as it was more honourable

and lucrative to be one of four than one

of eighteen."'' In fact, according to

his owTi statement, he lost money by
becoming Archbishop of Mechhn, and

ceasing to be Bishop of An-as.^ For
these reasons he declined, more than

once, the proffered dignity, and at last

only accepted it from fear of giving
offence to the King, and after having
secured compensation for his alleged
losses. In the same letter (of 29th May
1560) in which he thanked Philip for

conferring upon him the rich abbey of

lutLsm which revealed itself more and i Saint Amiand, which he had solicitefl,

more rapidly after the King's depar- |

in addition to the "merced" in ready
ture from the country. It was for this

reason that so much streiss was laid

by popidar clamour upon the clause

prohibitingforeignersfromoffice. Gran-

velle was a Burgundian ;
his father had

passed most of his active life in Spain,
while both he and his more distin-

guished son were identified in the

general mind ^vith Spanish pohtics.
To this prelate, then, were ascribed

the edicts, the new bishoprics, and
the continued presence of the foreign

troops. The people were right as re-

1
Papiers d'Etat, v. 309.

» Hoofd, i. 29, 30. Bor, L 19. Mcleren, L
28.

• *• Et Ton a vouhi persuader ancuns
que je fusse auteur de ce.-'te nouveilite
et par sa lettre sa M. me dit que I'ou me
faisoit grand tort, confessant que eu ccste

r.egotiation ellc s'estoit cjiche-de moy
";' .'.'.tant que Ics aultrcs ct tr«is eresques

money, concerning the safe investment
of which he had aheady sent directions,
he observed that he was now willing
to accept the archbishopric of Mechlin ;

notwithstanding the odium attached

to the measure, notv.ithstanding his

feeble powei-s, and notwithstanding
that, during the life of the Bishop of

Toumay, who was then in rude hcalih,
he could only receive three thousand
ducats of the revenue, g^^'ing up Arras
and gaining nothing in Mechlin ; not-

withstanding all this, and a thousand

que nous estions lorg et moy le contredi-

sious, comme il estoit vraysemblab'e, i>our
que il est plus honorable estre im de quutre
queung de dix-sept."

—Memoir of Graiivuile
in Groen v. PrinsL Archives, etc., u 70.
Sea also ArcbiTcs, etc., viii. 64.
*" Et quant au prouffit jc faroyap-

p;u-oir quan revcKU q-tc je y ay r-.t^u pcctfl
notable."— IbiiL
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otlier things besides, lie assured his

Majesty that "since the royal desire

was so strong that he should accept, he
would consider nothing so difficult that
he would not at least attempt it."'^

Having made up his mind to take the
pee and support the new arrangements,
he was resolved that his profits should
he as large as possible. We have seen
how he had already been enabled
to indemnify himself. "We shall find

him soon afterwards importuning the

King for the Abbey of Aftlighem, the
enormous revenue of which the pre-
late thought woidd make another hand-
some addition to the rewards of his

sacrifices. At the same time, he was
most anxious that the people, and par-

ticularly the great nobles, should not
ascribe the new establishment to him,
as they persisted in doing.

"
They

say that the episcopates were devised
to gratify my ambition," he wrote to

Philip two years later
;

" whereas your
Majesty knows how steadily I refused

the see of Mechlin, and that I only
accepted it in order not live in idle-

ness, doing nothing for God and your
Majesty."^ He therefore instructed

I'hilip, on several occasions, to make it

known to the government of the Re-

gent, to the seigniors, and to the coun-

try generally, that the measure had been

arranged without his knowledge ;
that

the Marquis Berghen had known of it

first, and that the prelate had, in truth,
been kept in the dark on the subject
until the arrival of Sonnius with the

Bulls. The King, alwaj's docile to his

miiaister, accordingly wrote to the Du-
chess the statements required, in al-

most the exact jjhraseology suggested ;

taking pains to repeat the declarations

on several occasions, both by letter and

by word of mouth, to many influential

persons.
'^

The people, however, persisted in

identifying the Bishop with the

scheme. They saw that he was the

head of the new institutions ;
that ho

was to receive the lion's share of the

1
rapiers d'Etit, vi. 86, 9S.

2 Ibid., v. 552-J02.
» C'oi respoiidance de Philippo II., i. 207.

"Tan saiicta obra."— Papiers d'Ktat,
vi. 3.

' Con"espcndanc9 de Philippe II., i. 189.
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confiscated abbeys, and that he waa
foremost in defending and cariying
through the measure, in spite of all

opposition. That opposition waxed

daily more bitter, till the Cardinal,

notwithstanding that he characterised
the arrangement to the King as "a,

holy work,"* and warmly assured

Secretary Perez that he would con-

tribute his fortune, las blood, and hia

life to its success,' was yet obliged to

exclaim in the bitterness of his spirit,
" Would to God that the erection of

these new sees had never been thought
of ! Amen ! Amen !

"
"^

Foremost in resistance was tlie

Prince of Orange. Although a Ca-

thohc, he had no relish for the hor-

rible persecution which had been
determined upon. The new bishoprics
he cliaracterised afterwards as parts
"
of one grand scheme for establish-

ing the cruel Inquisition of Spain;
the said bishops to serve as inquisi-

tors, burners of boches, and tyrant.^
of conscience : two prebendaries in

each see being actually constituted

inquisitors."^ For this reason he
omitted no remonstrance on the sub-

ject to the Duchess, to Granvelle, and

by direct letters to the King. His
efforts were seconded by ICgmont,

Berghen, and other influential nobles.

Even Berlaymont was at first dis-

j

posed to side with the opposition, but
I upon the argument used by the
I Duchess, that the bishoprics and

j

prebends would furnish excellent

places for his sons and other mem-
bers of the aristocracy, he began
warmly to support the measure."

1
Most of the labour, however, and all

I the odium of the business fell upon
I the Bishop's shoulders. There was
still a large fund of loyalty left in the

popular mind, which, not even forty

I
years of the Emperor's dominion had

I consumed, and which Philip was des-

I

tined to draw upon as prodigally as if

I
the treasure had been inexhaustible.

For these reasons it still seemed most
« Papiors d'Etat, vi. 341.

"
Plugidra.

k Dios que jamas se Imviorapensado en cst;i

erection destas ygltsias. Amen 1 Anieu 1
"

'

' Apolojfie, 92, 93.

I » Papiers d'Etat, vi. 332.
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decorous to load all the hatred upon
the minister's back, and to refaiin the

consolatory formula that Philip was

a prince,
"
clement, benign, and de-

bonair."

The Bishop, true to his habitual

conviction, that words, with the

people, are much more imi^ortant
than things, was disposed to have the

word "inquisitor" taken out of the

text of the new decree. He was

anxious at this jimctiu-e to make

things pleasant, and he saw no reason

why men should be unnecessarily
Btartled. If the Inquisition could be

practised, and the heretics burned, he

was in favour of its being done com-

fortably. The word "
inquisitor" was

unpopular, almost indecent. It was
better to supi>res3 the term and retain

the thing.
"
People are afraid to

speak of the new bishoprics," he

wrote to Perez, "on account of the

clause providing that of nine canons

one shall be inquisitor. Hence people
fear the Spanish Inquisition."^ fie,

therefore, had written to the King to

suggest instead, that the canons or

graduates should be obliged to assist

the bishop, according as he might
command. Those temis would suffice,

because, although not expressly stated,

it was clear that the Bishop was an

ordinary inquisitor; hut it was neces-

sai-y to expunge words that gave

offence?
It was difficult, however, with all

the Bishop's eloquence and dexterity,
to construct an agreeable Inquisition.
The people did not like it in any
shape, and there were indications, not

to be mistaken, that one day there

woiild be a stonn which it would be

b^ond human power to assuage. At

present the people directed its indig-
nation only upon a part of the ma-

chinery dev-ised for their oppression.
The Spanish troops were considered

as a portion of the apparatus by
which the new bishoprics and the

edicts were to be forced into execu-

tion. Moreover, men were weary of

> Correspondance de Philippe II., L 200.
» Bor, i. 13-2-2. Strada, iii. 87.
* See a proces verbal of this Session in

Gacliai'd, OocunieiUs luedits, i. 33i», 3ol.

Hi
the insolence and the pilkge which
these mercenaries had so long exer-

cised in the lancL When the King
had been first requested to withdraw

them, we have seen that he had biu^
into a violent passion. He had after-

ward dissembled. Promising, at last,

that they should all be sent from the

coimtry within three or four months
after has departure, he had determined

to use every artifice to detain them in

the provinces. He had succeeded, by
various subterfuges, in keeping them
there foiurteen months ; but it was at

last evident that their presence woidd
no longer be tolerated. Towards the

close of 1560 they were quartered in

Walcheren and Brill. The Zelanders,

however, had become so exasperated

by their presence that they resolutely
refused to lay a single hand upon the

dykes, which, as usual at that season,

re<|uired great repairs.* Rather than
see their native soil profaned any
longer by these hated foreign mer-

cenaries, they would see it simk for

ever in the ocean. They swore to

perish
—men, women, and children to<

gether
— in the waves, rather than

endiure longer the outrages which the

soldiery daily inflicted. Such was the

temper of the Zelanders that it was
not thought wise to trifle with their

irritation. The Bishop felt that it was
no longer practicable to detain the

troops, and that all the pretext de-

vised by Philip and his Government
had become ineffectual. In a session

of the State CouncU, held on the

25th October 1560,* he represented
in the strongest terms to the Regent
the necessity for the final departure
of the troops. VigUus, who knew the
character of his countrymen, strenu-

ously seconded the proposal. Oi-ange

briefly but firmly expressed the same

opinion, declining any longer to serve

as commander of the legion, an office

which, in conjunction with Egmont,
he had accepted provisionally, with
the be.st of motives, and cu the plt-dge
of Philip that the soldiers should be

* " Puea aunque no Be diga, claro es qua
el obisi.-o es inquisidor ordinario, siiio que es
uieuester quirai- la.s pfJubras que ofcudou."—

CoiTeapfiidaiice do riiilipiic II., i. 200.
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withdrawn. The Duehess urged tliat

the order should at least be deferred
until the arrival of Count Egmont,
tlien in Spain, but the proposition was

unanimously negatived.^
Letters were accordingly wTitten, in

the name of the Regent, to the King.
It was stated that the measure could
no longer be delayed, that the pro-
vinces all agreed in this point, that so

long as the foreigners remained not a

stiver shoidd be paid into the trea-

sury; that if they had once set sail,

the necessary amount for their arrears

would be furnished to the govern-
ment; but that if they should return
it was probable that they would be
resisted by the inhabitants with main

force, and that they would only be
allowed to enter the cities through a

breach in their wall.^ It was urged,
moreover, that throe or four thousand

Sj)aniard3 would not be sufficient to

coerce all the provinces, and that

there was not money enough in the

royal exchequer to pay the wages of a

single company of the troops.-'
"

It

cuts me to the heart," wrote the

Bishop to Philip,
" to see the Spanish

infantry leave us; but go they must.
Would to God that we could devise

any pretext, as your Majesty desires,
under which to keep them here ! We
have tried all means humanly possible
for retaining them, but I see no way
to do it without putting the provinces
in manifest danger of sudden revolt.'*

Fortunately for the dignity of the

government, or for the repose of the

country, a respectable motive was
found for employing the legion else-

where. The important loss which

1 Sec a proces verbal of this Session in

G.ioiiard, Documents Iiiedits, i. 330, 331.
2 Aithives et Correspoudancc, i. 62.
» Meteren, I. 24. Bor, i. 18-22. Strada,

iii. S7-S9.
* " En el alma siento ver partlr la infau-

teria Espaiiola."
—Papicrs d'Eut. vi. 25.

"Confcri con su Alt. sobi-e el negocio de
la quedada aqui de los E.spauoles, y se hau
intendado todas las vias humanamente pos-
pibiles, mas enfin no veo forma ny camino

que, sin poner estos estados en manifiesto

poligro de subita icbuclta, se puede diferir

fa execucion de su yda, si el tiempo lo con-

siente "—Groonv. Prinst. Archives, etc. , i. 61.
« Meteren, i. 21. Bor, i. lS-22. Strada,

iii. 87-89.
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Spain had recently met with in the

capture of Zerbj', made a reinforce-

ment necessary in the army engaged
in the Southern service. Thus, the
disaster in Barbary at last relieved the

Netherlands of the pest which had
afflicted them so long.' For a brief

breathing space the countrywas cleared

of foreign mercenaries.

The growing unpopularity of the

royal government, still typified, how-

ever, in the increasing hatred enter-

tained for the Bishop, was not mate-

rially diminished by the departure of

the SjDaniards. The edicts and the

bishoprics were still there, even if the
soldiers were gone. The churchman
worked faithfully to accomplish Yna

master's business. Philip, on his side,

was industrious to biing about the

consummation of his measures. Evei

occupied with details, the monarch,
from his palace in Spain, sent frequent
infonnations against the humblest in-

dividuals in the Netherlands. It ia

curious to observe the minute reticu-

lations of tyranny which he had begun
already to spin about a whole people,
while cold, venomous, and patient ha
watched his victims from the centre

of his web. He forwarded particular
details to the Duchess and Cardinal

concerning a variety of men and

women, sending their names, ages,

personal appearance, occupations, and

residence, together with directions for

their immediate immolation.* Even
the inquisitors of Seville were set to

work to increase, by means of their

branches or agencies in the provinces,
the royal information on this all-

important subject.
" There are but

• Strada, iv. 1-12.—" Gubem.itricem
doccret ralionem haeroticos interoipiendi ;

eorum tanquam vestigia et cubilia ipsa
nioiisti-aret : etiara indice (quns habeo regiis
Utleris inchuof) ea diligtntia conftctos, ita

cujusquc conditiono vicinin, atate, Matuta
ad unptteiii ixpticati/." Tlio Jesuit can

hardly find words strong enough to express
his admiration for the diligence thus dis-

played by the King ;

" ut miro profccto .sit,"

lie continues, "i>rincipem in tarn multia
distractum diversumque Rcgnomra euros,
huic rei quasi per olium vacwfc : iuquiren-

disque hominibux pUmni'). o'jscuris, toUi-

citudiiie etiam in privato cive admirarula

cOt^itationem manunique flexiseo."— Com-

pare Hoofd, i. S8.
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.V of us left in tho world/' he rao-

. lisetl in a letterto tiie Bishop, who care

fur religion. 'Tia necessary, therefore,
for us to take the greater heed for

Christianity. We must lose our all,

if need be, in order to do our duty ;

for in fine," added he, with his usual

tautology,
"

it is right that a man
should do his duty."

^

Granvelle—as he must now be called,

for his elevation to the cardinalship
wiU be immediately alluded to—wrote
to assiu-e the King that every pains
would be taken to ferret out and exe-

cute the individuals complained of.'

He bewailed, however, the want of

heartiness on the part of the Xether-
land inquisitors and judges.

"
I find,"

said he,
" that all judicial officers go

into the matter of executing the edicts

with reluctance, which I believe is

caused by their fear of displeasing the

populace. ^Yhen they do act they do
it but languidly, and when these

matters are not taken in hand with
the necessary liveliness, the fniit

desired is not gathered. We do not
fail to exhort and to command them
to do their work.' He added that

Viglius and Berlaymont displayed
laudable zeal, but that he could not

say as much for the Council of

Brabant. Those councUiors were "for
ever prating," said he,

" of the consti-

tutional rights of their province, and
deserved much less commendation."*
The popularity of the churchman,

not increased by these desperate ex-

ertions to force an inhuman policy
\ipon an unfortimate nation, received
likewise no addition from his new
elevation in rank. During the latter

part of the year 1560, Margaret of

Parma, who still entertained a pro-
found admiration of the prelate, and
had not yet begim to chafe under his

smooth but imperious dominion, had
been busy in preparing for him a de-

* " Y quau pocos ay va en el mundo
qite ciiren deila reUgiou y assi los p 'Cos

que quedanios es meiiestor que tengimos
njaa cuydado de la Chiistiaudad y si fuere
menester lo perd;wri03 todo por hazor en
esto lo que devemos ; pero en fin es bien

que bombre h'xga lo que deve."—Papiers
d'Etat, vL 149.

»
Pi^piers d'Etat, vi 208-810. » Ibid.
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light ful auiiirise. Without eithLT his

knowledge or that of the King, she
had corresponded with the Pope, and
succeeded in obtaining, as a personal
favour to herself, the Cardinal's hat
for Anthony Perrenot.* In February
15G1, Cardinal Borromeo wrote to

announce that the coveted dignity
had been bestowed.® The Duchess

hastened, with joyous alacrity, to

communicate the intelligence to the

Bishop, but was extremely hurt to

find that he steadily refused to assume
his new dignity, until he had written
to the King to announce the appoint-
ment, and to ask his permission to

accept the honour.' The Duchess,

ju-stly wounded at his refiisal to ac-

cept from her hands the favour which

she, and she only, had obtained for

him, endeavoured in vain to overcome
his pertinacity. She represented that

altliough Philip was not aware of the

application or the appointment, he
was certain to regard it as an agree-
able STirprise.* She urged, moreover,
that his temporary refusal would be
misconstrued at Rome, where it would

certainly excite ridicule, and very pos-

sibly give offence in the highest quar-
ter.' The Bishop was inexorable. He
fearetl, says his panegj-rist, that he

might one day be on worse terms than
at freseut with the Duchess, and that
then she might reproach him with her
former benefits.^^ He feared also that
the King might, in consequence of the

step, not look with satisfaction upon
him at some future period, when he

might stand in need of his favours."
He wrote, accordingly, a most charac-
teristic letter to Philip, in which he
informed him that he had been ho-
nom-ed with the Cardinal's hat. He
observed that many persons were al-

ready congratulating him, but that
before he made any demonstration of

accepting or refusing, he waited for

* "Con alegar il cada passo su joyeuse
enti-ee."—Ib-.d.

*
Strada, iii 92. Dom I'Evesque Memoircs.

i. 256-264.
*
Papiers d'Etat, tI 296. 297.

»
Strada, iiL 93. Dom I'Evesque, i. 258.

» Strada. Dom I'Evesque, ubi fi.p.
» Dom I'Evesque, i. 25S.
»« Ibid. u IbW
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his Majesty's orders; upon his will

he wished ever to depend. He also

had the coolness, under the circum-

stances, to express his conviction that
"

it was his Mo.jesty who had secretly

procured this favour from his Holi-

ness."^

The King received the information

very graciously, observing in reply,
that although he had never made any
suggestion of the kind, he had " often

thought upon the subject."^ The

royal command was of course at once

transmitted, that the dignity should be

accepted. By special favour, moreover,
the Pope dis2;)ensed the new Cardinal
from the duty of going to Rome in

person, and despatched his chamber-

lain, Theophilus Friso, to Brussels,
with the red hat and tabbard.**

The prelate having thus reached the

dignity to which he had long aspired,
did not grow more humble in his de-

portment, or less zealous in the work

through which he had already gained
so much wealth and preferment. His
conduct witu regard to the edicts and

bishoprics had already brought him
into relations which were far from
amicable with his colleagues in the

council. More apd more he began to

take the control of affairs into his own
band. The consulta or secret com-
mittee of the state council, constituted

the real government of the countiy.
Here the most impoi'tant affairs were
decided upon without the concurrence
of the other seigniors, Orange, Egmont,
and Glaj'on, who, at the same time,
were held responsible for the action of

government. The Cardinal was smooth
in manner, plausible of speech, gene-

rally even-tempered, but he was over-

bearing and blandly insolent. Accus-

tomed to control royal personages,
under the garb of extreme obsequious-

ness, he began, in his intercourse with

those of less exalted rank, to omit a

portion of the subserviency while

claiming a still more undisguised au-

thority. To nobles like Egmont and

Orange, who looked down upon the sou

of Nicolas Perreuot and Nicola Bon-

i Papiers d'Eiat, vi. 290, 207.
= Uoni rKvosque, i. 'Ai)C-SA, Pajners

d'liut, vi. 302, 303.
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valot as a person immeasurably be-

neath themselves in the social hier-

archy, this conduct was sufficiently

irritating. The Cardinal, placed as far

abov3 Philip, and even Margaret, in

mental power as he was beneath them
in woi-idiy station, found it compara-
tively easy to deal with them amicably.
With such a man as Egmont, it was

impossible for the churchman to main-
tain friendly relations. The Coimt,
who, notwitlistauding his romantic

appearance, his brilliant exploits, and
his interesting destiny, was but a com-

monplace character, soon conceived a

mortal aversion to Granvelle. A rude

soldier, entei-taining no respect for

science or letters, ignorant and over-

bearing, he was not the man to submit
to the airs of superiority which pierced

daily more and more decidedly through
the conventional exterior of the Cardi-

nal. Granvelle, on the other hand,
entertained a gentle contempt for Eg-
mont, which manifested itseK in all

his private letters to the King, and
was sufficiently obvious in his deport-
ment. There had also been distinct

causes of animosity between them.
The governorship of Hesdin having
become vacant, Egmont, backed by
Orange and other nobles, had demand-
ed it for the Count de Roeulx, a

gentleman of the Croy family, who, as

well as his father, had rendered many
important services to the crown.^ The

appointment was, however, bestowed,

through Granvelle's influence, upon
the Seigneur d'Helfault,^ a gentleman
of mediocre station and character, who
was thought to possess no claims

whatever to the office. Egmont, more-

over, desired the abbey of TruUe for a

poor relation of his own
;
but the Car-

dinal, to wliom nothing in this way
ever came amiss, had already obtained

the King's permission to appropriate
the abbey to himself.'' Egmont was
now furious against the prelate, and
omitted no ojjportunity of expressing
his aversion, both in his presence and
behhid his back. On one occasion, at

least, his wrath exploded in something

* Dom I'Evesque.
« Pimtus P.iyen SIS. » Ibid.
« D'iiu rEvostjue MeiuoircB, i 231.



more thau words. Exasperated by
Gnmvelle's polished insolence in reply
to his own violent language, he drew
Lis dagger upon him in the presence of

the Regent herself,
"
and," says a con-

temporary,
•' would certainly have sent

the Cardinal into the next world had
he not been forcibly restrained by the

Prince of Orange and other persons

present, who warmly represented to

him that such griefe were to be settled

by deliberate advice, not by choler."^

At the same time, while scenes like

these were occurring in the very bosom
of the state covmcil, GranveUe, in his

confidential letters to secretary Perez,
asserted warmly that all reports of a
want of harmony between himself and
the other seigniors and cotmcillors

were false, and that the best relations

existed among them aU. It was not
his intention, before it should be neces-

sary, to let the King doubt his abUity
to govern the coimcil according to the
secret commission with which he had
been invested.

His relations with Orange were

longer in changing from friendship to

open hostility. In the Prince the
Cardinal met his match. He found
himself confronted by an intellect as

Bubtle, an experience as fertile in ex-

pedients, a temper as even, and a dis-

position sometimes as haughty as his

own. He never afiected to undervalue
the mind of Orange.

"
"Tis a man of

profound genius, vast ambition—
dangerous, acute, politic," he wrote to

the King at a very early period. The
original relations between himself and
the Prince had been veiy amicable.
It hardly needed the prelate's great
penetration to be aware that the friend-

ship of so exalted a personage as the
uthful heir to the principality of

range, and to the vast possessions of
the Chalons-Xassau house in Burgundy
and the Netherlands, would be advan-

tageotis to the ambitious son of the

I Pontas Payea MS.—Yrmder FUeralluiies
to, but discredits, a simiLir storr, according^
to which E^mont gave the Card-.nal, pub'.ic-
!;•'.

a b.x on theear. " Ut vulgi sermoniijiis
.1 valuerit, quae Cardinalem ab Eg-
e alap4 perciissum mentiretur."—i.

. De Issiiiis Turn. Belg.
-
Apciogie d'Oraagci 15-£0.
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Bui-gundian Councillor Granvelle. The

young man was the favoiuite of the

Emperor from boyhood j
his high rank

and his remarkable talents marked him

indisputably for one of the foremost
men of the coming reign. Therefore
it was politic in Perrenot to seize every
opportunity of making himself useful

to the Prince. He busied himself with"

securing, so far as it might be neces-

sary to secure, the succession of

William to his cousin's principality.
It seems somewhat ludicrous for a
merit to be made not only for Gran-
veUe but for the Emperor, that the
Prince should have been allowed to

take an inheritance which the will of

Rene de Nassau most unequivocally
conferred, and which no h\-ing crea-

ture disputed.* Yet, because some of

the crown lawyers had propounded the

dogma that " the son of a heretic ought
not to succeed," it was gravely stated,
as an inmiense act of clemency upon
the part of Charles the Fifth, that ha
had not confiscated the whole of the

young Prince's heritage. In return
GranveUe's brother Jerome had ob-

tivined the governorship of the youth,
upon whose majority he had received
an honourable military appointment
from his attached pupiL The prelate
had afterwards reconmiended the

marriage with the Count de Bureu's
heiress, and had used his influence
with the Emperor to overcome certain

objections entertained by Charles, that
the Prince, by this great accession of

wealth, might be growing too power-
fid.'* On the other hand, there were

always many poor relations and de-

pendants of Granvelle, eager to be
benefited by Orange's patronage, who
livipd in the Prince's household, or re-

ceived handsome appointments from
his generosity.

•
Thus, there had been

great intimacy, founded upon various
benefits mutually conferred; for it

could hardly be asserted that the debt

* Pontns Payen MS.
* Vous eussiez veu lore a sa roaison

tin Abb^ de Saveruey frere dudt. Cardinal le
servir de maistre d'liotel, un Boidet son
cousin, son gnvnd ecuycr autre une infinite
de c«->nimunicatio:i3 S';cn:te3 et lainilieres.—
Poutus Pavfexi Mij.

K
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of fi-iciulsliip wag wholly upon one
6ule.

When Orange arrived in Brussels
from a journey, he would go to the

liisliop's before alighting at his own
lioiise.i AA'hen the churchman visited

the Prince, he entered his bed-chamber
without ceremony before he had risen;
for it was William's custom, through
life, to receive intimate acquaintances,
and even to attend to important nego-
tiations of state, while still in bed.

The show of this intimacy had lasted

longer than its substance. Granvelle
was the most politic of men, and the
Prince had not served Ms apprentice-
ehip at the court of Charles the Fifth
to lay himself bare prematurely to the
criticism or the animosity of the Car-
dinal with the recklessness of Horn and

Egmont. An explosion came at last,

however, and very soon after an ex-

ceedingly amicable correspondence be-

twecji the two upon the subject of an
edict of religious amnesty which

Orange was preparing for his princi-

pality, and which Granvelle had re-

commended him not to make too
lenient.'' A few weeks after this, the

Antwerp magistracy was to be renew-
ed. The Prince, as hereditary bur-

grave of that city, was entitled to a

large share of the appointing power in

these political arrangements, which at

the moment were of great importance.
The citizens of Antwerp were in a

state of excitement on the subject of

the new bishops. They openly, and
in the event successfully, resisted the

installation of the new prelate for

whom their city had been constituted

a diocese. The Prince was known to

be opposed to the measure, and to the

W'hole s3-stem of ecclesiastical persecu-
tion. When the nominations for the

new magistracy came before the Re-

gent, she disposed of the whole matter

in the secret consulta, without the

knowledge, and in a manner opposed
to the views, of Orange. He was then
furnished with a list of the new magis-

trates, and was informed that ho had
been selected as commissioner along

1 Hoofd, i. 21, 22.
•• Correspoiidauoe do Ouill, lo Tacit., ii.

15-22.
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with Count Aremberg, to see that tlie

appointments were carried into effect.

The indignation of the Prince was ex-
treme. He had already taken offence

at some insolent expressions upon this

topic which the Cardinal had permitted
himself. He now sent back the com-
mission to the Duchess, adding, it was
said, that he was not her lackey, and
that she might send some one else with
her errands. The words were repeated
in the state council. There was a
violent altercation—Orange vehement-

ly resenting his appointment merely to

carry out decisions in which he claimed
an original voice. His ancestors, he

said, had often changed the whole of
the Antwerp magistracy by their own
authority. It Mas a little too much
that this matter, as well as every other

state affair, should be controlled by
the secret committee of which the
Cardinal was the chief. Granvelle, on
his side, was also in a rage. He flung
from the coiuicil-chamber, summoned
the Chancellor of Erabant, and de-

manded, amid bitter execrations against
Orange, what common and obscure

gentleman there might be, whom he
could appoint to execute the commis-
sion thus refused by the Prince and by
Ai-emberg. He vowed that in all im-

portant matters he would, on future

occasions, make use of nobles less in-

flated by pride, and more tractable

than such grand seigniors. The Chan-
cellor tried in vain to appease the
churchman's wrath, representing that
the city of Antwerp would be highly
ofifended at the turn things were tak-

ing, and offering his services to induce
the withdrawal, on the part of the

Prince, of the language which had

given so much offence. The Cardinal
was inexorable and peremptory.

"
I

will have nothing to do with the Prince,
Master Chancellor," said he, "and these
are matters which concern you not."

Thus the conversation ended, and thus

began the open state of hostilities be-

tween the great nobles and the Cardi-

nal, which had been brooding so long.'''

On the 23d July 1561, a few weeks

» Bakli V. d. Brink.—"Hot Huwelijk van
Vf. Orauje," etc., p. 47, 48.
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after the scenes lately descril>e<l, the 1

Count of Egtuont and the Prince of

Orange adtlressed a joint letter to the

King. They reminded him in this

despatch that they had originally been
reluctant to take office in the stat«-

coimcil, on account of their previous

experience of the manner in which
business had been conducted during
the administration of the Duke of

Savoy. They had feared that impor-
tant matters of state might be trans-

acted without their concurrence.

The King had, however, assured them,
when in Zeland, that all affairs would
be uniformly treated in full councU.

If the contrary should ever prove the

case, he had desired them to give him
information to that effect, that he

might instantly apply the remedy.
They accordingly now gave him that

information. They were consulted

upon small matters : momentous affairs

were decided ufKin in their absence.

Styi they would not even now have

complained had not Cardinal Granvelle

declared that all the members of the
state-coimcil were to be held respon-
sible for its measures, whether they
were present at its decisions or not.

Not liking such responsibility, they re-

quested the King either to accept their

resignation or to give orders that all

afiairs should be communicated to the
v.hoie board and deliberated upon by
all the councillors.^

In a private letter, written some
weeks later (August 15^, Egmont
b^ged secretary Erasso to assure the

King that their joint letter had not
been dictated by passion, but by zeal

for his service. It was impossible, he
said, to imagine the insolence of the

Cardinal, or to form an idea of the ab-

solute authority which he arrogated.*
In truth, Granvelle, with all his

keenness, coidd not see that Orange,
Egmon+., Berghen, Montigny, and the
rest, were no longer pages and young
captains of cavalry, whale he was the

politician and the statesman.^ By
six or seven years the senior of Eg-

1
Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 195,

a tbid.
» Bakhuyzcn, 44, 45.
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mont, and by sixteen years of Oranjre,

he did not divest himself of the super-
ciliousness of superior wisdom, nof: un-

just nor so irritating when they had
aU been boys. In his deportment ti <-

wards them, and in the whole tone c :"

his private correspondence with Philip,
there was revealed, almost in spite of

himself, an affectation of authority,

against which Egmont rebelled, and
which the Prince was not the man to

acknowledge. Philip answered the

letter of the two ncbles in his usual

procrastinating manner. The Coimt
of Horn, who was about leaving Spain
(whither he had accompanied tl c

King) for the Netherlands, would i

intrusted with the resolution which h •

should think proper to take upon the

subject suggested. In the meantime,
he assured them that he did not doubt
their zeal in his service.*

As to Coimt Horn, Granvelle had

already prejudiced the King against
him. Horn and the Cardinal had
never been friends. A brother of the

prelate had been an aspirant for the
hand of the Admiral's sister, and haJ
been somewhat contemptuously re-

jected.
'

Horn, a bold, vehement, and
not very good-tempered personage, had

long kept no terms with Granvelle,
and did not pretend a friendship which
he had never felt. Granvelle had just
wi-ittento instruct the King that Horn
was opposed bitterly to that measure
which was nearest the King's heart—
the new bishoprics. He had been using
strong langtiage, according to the Car-

dinal, in opposition to the scheme,
while still in Spain. He therefore ad-

vised that his Majesty, concealing, of
course, the source of the information,
and speaking, as it were, out of the

royal mind iteelf, should expostulate
with the Admiral upon the subject.**
Thus prompted, PhUip was in no gra-
cious himiour when he received Coimt
Horn, then about to leave Madrid for

the Netherlands, and to take with him
the King's promised answer to the com-
mvmication of Oransre and E^miont.

*
Correspondance de Philippe II., i 197.

» La Deduction de I'lnnocence du Comto
de Homes.

«
Papiers d'Etat, tL 332.
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His Majesty had rarely been known to

exhibit so much anger towards any
person as he manifested upon that occa-

Bion. After a few words from the Ad-

miiTilj in which he exjiressed his sym-
pathy with the other Netherland no-

bles, and his aversion to Granvelle, in

general terms, and in reply to Philip's

interrogatories, the King fiercely in-

terrupted him: " What! miserable

man !"—he vociferated,
"
you all com-

plain of this Cardinal, and always in

vague language. Not one of you, in

spite of all my questions, can give me a

single reason for your dissatisfaction. "^

"With this the royal wrath boiled over

in such unequivocal terms that the
Admiral changed colour, and was so

confused with indignation and astonish-

ment that he was scarcely able to find

his way out of the room.^

This was the commencement of

Granvelle's long mortal combat with

Egmont, Horn, and Orange. This was
the first answer which the seigniors
were to receive to their remonstrances

against the churchman's arrogance.

Philip was enraged that any opposition
should be made to his coercive mea-

sures, particularly to the new bishop-

rics, the "
holy work " which the Car-

dinal was ready to
" consecrate his for-

tune and his blood" to advance. Gran-

velle fed his master's anger by con-

stant communications as to the efforts

made by distinguished individuals to

delay the execution of the scheme.

Assouville had informed him, he wrote,
that much complaint had been made
on the subject by several gentlemen,
at a supper of Count Egmont's. It was
said that the King ought to have con-

sulted them all, and the state council-

lors especially. The present nominees

to the new episcopates were good
enough, but it would be found, they
said, that very improper personages
would be afterwards appointed. The
estates ought not to permit the execu-

1 " Quoi malheureux ! Vous voiis plaiarnez
tou3 de cet homrae, ct n'y a persouue quoy
que jo demaudo qui m'eu saiche diro la

cause."—Papiors d'Etat, viii. 443.
2
Papiers d'Etat, viii. 443. »Ibid., vi. 201.

* " (jomo son los gallos do los estados."—
P.apiers d'Etat, vi. 307.

» " No qucrriau que en el primer brajo
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tion of the scheme. In shoi-t, conti-

nued Granvelle,
"
there is the samellnd

of talk which brought about the recall of
the Spanish troops."'^ A few months
later, he wrote to inform Philip that
a petition against the new bishoprics
was about to be drawn up by "the
two lords." They had two motives,

according to the Cardinal, for this

step : first, to let the King know
that he coiald do nothing without
their permission ; secondly, because in

the states assembly they were then
the coclcs of the loallc.

*
They did not

choose, therefore, that in the clerical

branch of the estates anybody should
be above the abbots, whom they could

frighten into doing whatever they
chose. •' At the end of the year, Gran-
velle again wrote to insti-uct his sove-

reign how to rejjly to the letter which
icas about to be addressed to him by the
Prince of Orange and the Marquis Ber-

ghen on the subject of the bishoprics.

They would tell him, he said, that the

incorporation of the Brabant abbeys
into the new bishoprics was contrary
to the constitution of the "

joyful en-

trance." Philip was, however, to make
answer that he had consulted the uni-

versities, and those learned in the laws,
and had satisfied himself that it was

entirely constitutional. He was there-

fore advised to send his command that
the Prince and Marquis should use all

their influence to promote the success
of the measure. ^ Thus fortified, the

King was enabled not only to deal with
the petition of the nobles, but also with
the deputies from the estates of Bra-

bant, who arrived about this time at

Madrid. To these envoys, who asked
for the appointment of royal commis-

sioners, with whom they might treat

on the subject of the bishoprics, the

abbeys, and the "joyful entrance,"
the King answered proudly,

" that in

matters which concerned the service of

God, he was his own commissioner,"^

que es el do los prelados liuviesse qtiien eii-

tendicsse y las osasso coiitradecir, que hazea
de los abadcs frayles lo quo quioren, poui-
endo los ruie-ir.."—Papier.s d'Eut, vi. 307.

» Papiors o'Etat, vi. 463, 4(34.

' " Yd les n andS responder quo per scr del
scivicio de Iiios. lo qucria yo mcsnio,"—
Papiers d' Etat, vi. 504."
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He afterwards, accordingly, recited to

them, with great accuracy, the lesson

which he hr.d privately received from
the ubiquitous Cardinal.

Philip was determined that no re-

monstrance from great nobles or from

private citizens should interfere with
the thorough execution of the grand
scheme on which he was resolved, and
of which the new bishoprics formed an

important part. Opposition irritated

him more and more, till his hatred of

the opponents became deadly ;
but it,

at the same time, confirmed him in his

purpose.
"
'Tis no time to temporise,"

he wrote to Granvelle ;

" we must in-

flict chastisement with full rigoiu" and

severity. These rascals can only be
made to do right through fear, and not

always even by that means." ^

At the same time, the royal finances

did not admit of any very active mea-

sures, at the moment, to enforce obe-

dience to a policy which was already so

bitterly opposed. A rough estimate,
made in the King's own handwriting,
of the resources and obligations of his

exchequer, a kind of balance sheet for

the years 1560 and 1561, drawn upmuch
in the same manner as that in which
a simple individual would make a
note of his income and expenditure,

gave but a dismal pictiu-e of his pecu-

niary condition. It served to shew
how intelligent a financier is despot-
ism, and how little available are the
resources of a mighty empire when re-

garded merely as private property, par-

ticxilarly when the owner chances to

have the vanity of attending to all de-

tails himself. "
Twenty miUions of

ducats," began the memorandum,
*

'•
will be required to disengage my re-

venues. But of this," added the liing,
with whimsical pathos for an account-

book,
" we will not speak at present,

as thematter is so entirelj' impossible."'*
He then proceeded to enter the vari-

ous items of expense which were to be
met during the two years ;

siich a.s so

many millions due to the Fuggers (the
^ " En hs de l.-\ religion no se gufre

temporizar sine castipnrlos con todo n;4or y
Bereiiidad, quo estf s vellacos sine es per
ciiedo r.o liazcn coj^u Imcna y aun lou c!, no
todasTczes.'*—Papicrs d'Ktal, vi. 421.

* Tiie doouuicut is iu tlicPaiiici-sd'Etatdo
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Rothschilds of the sixteenth century),
so many to merchants in Flanders, Se-

ville, and other places, so much for

Prince Doria's galleys, so much for

three years' pay due to his guards, so

much for his household expenditure,
so much for the tuition of Don Carlos

and Don Juan d'Austria, so much for

salaries of ambassadors and councillors—mixing personal and state expenses,

petty items and great loans, in one sin-

gular jumble, but arriving at a total de-

mand upon his purse of ten million nine
hundred and ninety thousand ducats.

To meet this expenditure he pain-

fully enumerated the funds upon which
he could reckon for the two years.
His ordinary rents and taxes being all

deeply pledged, he could only calcu-

late from that source upon two hundred
thousand ducats. The Indian revenue,
so called, was nearly spent; still it

might yield him four hundred and

twenty thousand ducats. The quick-
silver mines would produce something,
but so little as hardly to require men-

tioning. As to the other mines, tl)ey
were equally imworthy of notice, being
so very imcertain, and not doing as
well as they were wont. The licences

accorded by the crown to carry slaves

to America were put down at fifty
thousand ducats for the two years.
The product of the " crozada

"
and

"
cuai-ta," or money paid to him iu

small sums by individuals, with the

permission of his Holiness, for the

liberty of abstaining from the Church
fasts, was estimated at five hundred
thousand ducats. These and a few
more meagre items only sufficed to
stretch his income to a total of one
million three hundred and thirty thou-
sand for the two years, against an ex-

penditure calculated at near eleven
millions. "

Thvis, there are nine mil-

lions, less tliree thousand ducats, de-

ficient," he concluded, ruefully {and
making a midakc in hisfjures in his oicn

favour of si.c hundred and sixty-three
thousand besides), "which I may look

CimnvcUo (vi. 156-1C5), and is entitled,' ilemorial de las Fianan5;is de Espiiiia en
Ics aCos 1560 ct 1561."

* "
Peixj dci-to nou se tracta arron

come do cos.a t.im in)po."5Sibile."
—raiaere

•lElat, vi. lOiJ-lGO.
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for in the sky, or try to raise by inven-

tiuiis already exliausted." ^

Thus, the man who owned all Ame-
rica and half of Europe could only
raise a million ducats a j-ear from his

estates. The possessor of all Peru and
Mexico could reckon on "

nothing
worth mentioning

"
from his mines,

and derived a precarious income mainly
from permissions granted his subjects
to carry on the slave-trade, and to eat

meat on Fridays. This was cei-tainly
a gloomy condition of affairs for a mo-
nai'ch on the threshold of a war which
was to outlast his own life and that of

his children
;
a war in which the mere

anny expenses were to be half a mil-

lion florins monthly, in which about

seventy per cent, of the annual dis-

bursements was to be regularly em-
bezzled or appropriated by the hands

through which it passed, and in which
for every four men on paper, enrolled

and paid for, only one, according to

the average, was brought into the field.
-

Granvelle, on the other hand, gave
his master but little consolation from
the aspect of financial afliiirs in the pro-
vinces. He assured him that " the

government was often in such embar-

rassment as not to know where to look

for ten ducats." ^ He complained

bitterly that the states would meddle
with the administration of money
matters, and were slow in the granting
i>i subsidies. The Cardinal felt espe-

cially outraged by the interference of

these bodies with the disbui-sement of

the sums which they voted. It has

been seen that the states had already

compelled the government to withdraw

the troops, much to the regret of

Granvelle. They continued, however.

1 "
Que so hail de bnscar del ayre y do in-

fCTiciones qua estan ya t;ii) busoadas como
Rlla."—Piipicrs d'Etat, vi. 156-1()5.

2 Simon ytyl. De Opkomst ea Bloei der

Vereonigde Nederlandcn (Amst., 1773) x>.

119.—Compare Hcidani Bulj^arum Annaios

(I-uf?d. Bat. 1633), lib. ii.

s Papiers d'Etat, vi. 180.
4 " Y 03 tainUen muy ruin cosa Ic

autliovidad que ban tomado'y la os.ida de
dezir lo que se les antoja y de iirdponcr con-

diciones tau desaforadas a que bo los va

opiuiendo quauto so puedc," etc. eu;.—
Papiers d'Etat, vi. 178-lSO.

"
s " X'o uu ultra straorlinaria laqual

porioche B poco liouorcvulo ha peru tcnuta

to be intractable on the subject of sup-

plies.
" These are very vile things," he

wrote to Philip,
"
this authority wlii(^h

they assume, this audacity with which

they say whatever they think proper ;

and these impudent conditions which

they affix to every proposition for svib-

sidies." * The Cardinal protested that

he had in vain attempted to convuice
them of their error, but that they re-

mained perverse.
It was probably at this time that

the plan for debasing the coin, sug-

gested to Philip some time before by
a skilful chemist named Malen, and

always much approved of both by him-
self and Ruy Gomez, recurred to his

mind. " Another and an extraordinary
source of revenue, although perhai3a
not a very honoiu'able one," wrote

Suriano,
" has hitherto been kept

secret
;
and on account of differences

of opinion between the King and his

confessor, has been discontinued."

This source of revenue, it seemed, was
foimd in

" a certain powder, of which
one ounce mixed with six ounces of

quicksilver would make six ounces of

silver." The composition was said to

stand the test of the hammer, but not

of the fire. Partly in consequence of

theological scruples, and partly on ac-

count of opposition from the states, a

project formed by the King to pay
his army with this kind of silver was

reluctantly abandoned. The invention,

however, v.as so very agreeable to the

King, and the inventor had received

such liberal re\vard3, that it was siq)-

posed, according to the envoy, that in

time of scarcity his Majesty would
make use of such coin without reluc-

tance.^

secreta—quest e unaiiidustriache fu priuci-

piata gia duo anni et piu con titolo di zecca
ben conosciuta d'alcmii di qucsta citbv ma
non fu coutinuata essendo occorsi ccrti dis-

pareri fra lui (Phil°. 1!°) ct il confessore per
le mani del qiiale passo tutto questa prattica.
Si trovi poi por uu Tedesco M.iliiic.^ che la

inessc in opera et con uu oiicia di corUi sua

polverc et soi d'argrento viv.i fa sei oncie

d'argento chc sta al toeco et all martello ma
iiou al fuoco ct fa qualclie opinioue di valer-

seno di quella sorto d'argento iu pagar I'es-

sorcito : ma li slati uoii hanuo voiuto cori-

Beiitiro perchc con quest occasiono tutlo il

buouo oro si saria portato in altri pacs^i

ma (jucst invcutiouo c moUo (/yaia al Ii et a
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It m necessary before concluding
tliis chapter, which relates the events

of the years 1560 and 1561, to allude

t« an important affair which occu-

pied much attention during the whole
of this period. This is the celebrat-

ed marriage of the Prince of Orange
with the Princess Anna of Saxony.

By many superficial writers, a moving
cause of the great Netherland revolt

was found in the connexion of the

great chieftain with this distinguished
Lutheran house. One must have
studied the characters and the times

to very httle purpose, however, to be-

lieve it possible that much influence

could be exerted on the mind of Wil-

liam of Orange by such natures as

those of Anna of Saxony, or of her

ancle the Elector Augustus, stu-named
'
tlie Pious."

The Prince had become a widower
in 155S, at the age of twenty-five.

GranveUe, who was said to have been
influential in airanging his fiist mar-

riage, now proposed to him, after the

year of mourning had expired, an
alhance with Mademoiselle Renee,^

daughter of the Ducheas de LoiTaine,
and granddaughter of Christiem the
Third cf Denmark, and his wife Isa-

bella, sister of the Emperor Charles
the Fifth. Such a connexion, not only
with the royal house of Spain, but
mth that of France—for the young
Duke of Lorraine, brother of the lady,
had espoused the daughter of Henry
the Second— was considered highly
desirable by the Prince. Philip and
the Duchess Margaret of Parma both

approved, or pretended to approve, the

match. At the same time the Dowager
Duchess of Lorraine, mother of the
intended bride, was a candidate, and
a veiy urgent one, for the Regency of

the Netherlands. Being a woman of

restl&ss ambition and mtriguing cha-

Rxy Gonuz, viene presentato largauiente
<iuollo ch' r ha rittrovato, si puo credere cli'

in tempo di qualche stretteza, sua M. sc ne
Valeria senza rispetto."

—Suriiuio MS.
1 Poiitus Payen M3.
' "

Que V. Mtfe m'eust escript, par sc3

lottres, le desir que icelle avoit toi'joui-s eu
de sa gKindeur et que, desirant I'.illier

pltis pres de son sang, icclle avoit instance,
telle qu'il sjavolt, p>iir prociu^r son iii.iriage
aTe-T L» fiUe aiuee de Sladame de Lorraiuo,
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racter, she naturally saw in a man of

William's station and talents a most
desirable ally in her present ar.d futuro

schemes. On the other hand, Philip
—

who had made open protestatir.n of

his desire to connect the Prince thus

closely with his own blood,* and had

warmly recommended the match to

the young lady's mother—^soon after-

wards, while walking one day v.-ith tlio

Prince in the park at Brussels," an-

noimced to him that the Duchess of

Lorraine had declined his proposals.*
Such a result astonished the Prince,
who was on the best terms with the

mother, and had been ui-ging her ap-

pointment to the llegenc}'- with all his

influence, having entirely withdrawn
his own claims to that ofBce. No
satisfactory explanation was ever given
of this singular conclusion to a court-

ship, begun with the apparent consent

of all parties. It was hinted that the

young lady did not fancy the Prince • ^

but, as it was not known that a word
had ever been exchanged between

them, as the Prince, in appeai-ance
and reputation, was one of the most
brilliant cavaliers of the age, and as

the approval of the bride was not

usually a matter of primaiy conse-

quence in such marriages of state, the

myst-ery seemed to require a furt'uer

solution. The Prince suspected Gran-
veUe and the King, who were believed

to have held mature and secret delibe-

ration together, of insincerity. The
Bishop w;is said to have expressed the

opinion, that although the friendship
he bore the Prince would induce hint

to urge the marriage, yet his duty to

his master made him think it ques-
tionable whether it were right to ad-

vance a personage already placed so

high by birth, wealth, and popularity,
still higher by so near an alliance witli

his Majesty's family.^ The King, in

comme il se ponvoit souveiiii-."—Letter of

Margiret of Parma ia IJeiffenberg. Cono-
spondance de Marg. d'Aiitriche, p. 271, 8T-.

»
R'.iffeubei-g, p. 273, 274.

* Ibid.
» " Mais comme I'affiure tr.unait ea

lonrueur et comms aucuns disent qn'il n'ea-
toit a la boune grace de la demoiselle."—
Pontus Fayen Mri.

• " Gninvello autwoord.le, dat de Trien i-

schap do by dca Piinse droogli, honnlryven
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consequence, secretly instructed the

Duchess of Lorraine to decline the

proposal, while at the same time he
continued openly to advocate the con-

nexion.^ The ]?rince is said to have
discoA^ered this double dealing, and to

have found in it the only reasonable

explanation of the whole transaction.^

Moreover, the Duchess of Lorraine,

finding herself equally duped, and her
own ambitious scheme equally foiled

by her unscrupvilous cousin—who now,
to the surprise of every one, appointed
Margaret of Parma to be Regent, with
the Bishop for her prime minister—
had as little reason to be satisfied with
the combinations of royal and ecclesias-

tical intrigue as the Prince of Orange
himself. Soon after this unsatisfactory

mystification, William turned his at-

tentions to Germany. Anna of Saxony,
daughter of the celebrated Elector

Maurice, lived at the court of her

uncle, the Elector Augustus. A
musket-ball, perhaps a traitorous one,
in an obscure action with Albert of

Brandenbourg, had closed the adven-

turous career of her father seven years
before.-* The young lady, who was

thought to have inherited much of his

restless, stonny character, was sixteen

years of age. She was far from hand-

some, was somewhat deformed, and

limped.'' Her marriage-portion was

deemed, for the times, an ample one
;

she had seventy thousand rix dollars

in hand, and the reversion of thirty
thousand on the death of John Frederic

the Second, who had married her

mother after the death of Maurice.®

Her rank was accounted far higher
in Germany than that of William of

Nassau, and in this respect, rather

zoude, om het aan te raadcn iiidicn de trouw,
die hy zyncn meestor schuldigh was, niet

bedenkolyk vond ecn jiersooiiadje, ondcr-

stountvonoovergrooteacbbaarbcit, engun.jt
der Landtzaatou, door'fc behuweii van zoo
naa een bloedt verwandtscliap zyuer Majes-
teit, in top te trekken."—Hoofd, i. 35. This

was precisely the same arguincnt used by
the Emperor Charles against the marriage
with Mademoiselle do Buren, and success-

fully combated by Granvelle. i Hoofd, i. 80.
2 Ibid.—Compai-e Bakliuyzcnv. d. Blink;

Hot Huwelijk,ctc., 8, 9, 10, to whose publi-
cation on this most intricate sulijoct every
candid historical student must foci the

deepest sense of i.ib;i;;ation.
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than for pecuniary considerations, tho

marriage seemed a desirable one for

him. The man who held the great
Nassau-Chalons property, togetherwith
the heritage of Count Maximilian de

Buren, could hardly have been tempted
by 100,000 thalers. His own provision
for the children who might spring
from the proposed marriage was to be
a settlement of seventy thousand florins

annually.'' The fortune which per-
mitted of such liberality was not one
to be very materially increased by a

dowry which might seem enonnous to

many of the pauper princes of Ger-

many.
" The bride's portion," says a

contemporary,
"
after all, scarcely paid

for the banquets and magnificent festi-

vals which celebrated the marriage.
When the wedding was paid for, there

was not a thaler remaining of the whole
sum." ^

Nothing, then, could be more

puerile than to accuse the Prince of

mercenary motives in seeking tiiis

alliance; an accusation, however, which
did not fail to be brought.

There were difficulties on both sides

to be arranged before this mairiage
could take place. The bride was a

Lutheran, the Prince was a Catholic.

With regard to the religion of Orange
not the slightest doubt existed, nor
was any deception attempted. Gran-
velle himself gave the mo.st entire

attestation of the Prince's orthodoxy." This proj^osed marriage gives me
great pain," he wrote to Philip,

" but
I have never had reason to suspect his

principles."^ In another letter he
observ'ed that he wished the marriage
could be broken off; but that he hoped
so much from the vii-tue of the Prince
that nothing could suffice to separate

«
Pfeilschmidt, p. 64. 9-11 July 1553.

* "
Uiige?chickten Leibes, wahr-

scheinlieh etwas hinkend."—Bottiger, p. 87,

»
Bottiger, 86.

•
Ibid., 03.—Compare Bakliuyzcn, p. 15.

' "C'esto AUem.ande qui no luy .ivoit

porte en mariagc <5iie cent .^ six vin.;t niilla

daldres, qui a gi'ande peine avoit cu pen
suffir pour payer les banquets, festins ct

masnincences de ces nopces p.ayes liii cstoit
reste boni pas un daldre tant sculemeiit du
dot ct ixu'temcnt do sa fennuo."— Poutua
r.iycn MS.

" Green v. Triust., Arciiivcs, etc., i. 82.
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him from the true religion.^ On the

other side there was as little doubt as

to his creed. Old Landgrave Phihp
of Hesse, grandfather of the young
lady, was bitterly opposed to the match.
"

'Tis a Papist," said he,
" who goes to

mass, and eats no meat on fast-days."
^

He had no great objection to his

character, but insurmountable ones to

his religion.
" Old Covmt AYilUam,"

said he,
" was an evangelical lord to

his dyuig day. This man is a Papist."
^

The marriage, then, was to be a mixed

marriage. It is necessary, however, to

beware of anachronisms upon the sub-

ject. Lutherans were not yet formally
denounced as heretics. On the con-

trary, it was exactly at this epoch that

the Pope was inviting the Protestant

princes of Germany to the Trent

CovmcU, where the schism was to be

closed, and all the erring lambs to be
received again into the bosom of the
[old. So far from manifesting an out-

ward hostihty, the papal demeanourwas

conciUating. The letters of invitation

from the Pope to the princes were sent

by a legate, each commencing with the

exordium,
" To my beloved son," and

were all sent back to his Holiness, con-

temptuously, with the coarse jest for

answer,
" We believe our mothers to

have been honest women, and hope
that we had better fathers."* The
great council had not yet given its

decisions. Marriages were of continual

occmrence, especially among princes
and potentates, between the adherents
of Rome and of the new religion. Evep
Philip had been most anxious to marry
the Protestant Elizabeth, whom, had
she been a peasant, he would unques-
tionably have burned, if in his power.
Throughout Germany, also, especially
in high places, there was a disposition
to cover up the rehgious controversy ;

^

to abstain from disturbing the ashes
where devastation still glowed, and
was one day to rekindle itself. It was
exceedingly difficult for any man, from
the Archduke MaximUian down, to

(he Land(jmve. 153

define his creed. A mamage, there-

fore, between a man and woman of dis-

cordant views upon this topic was not

startling, although in general not con-

sidered desirable.

There were, however, especial rea-

sons why this alliance shouild be dis-

tasteful, both to PhUip of Spain upon
one side, and to the Landgrave Philip
of Hesse on the other. The bride
was the daughter of the Elector
Maurice. In that one name were
concentrated nearly all the disasters,

disgrace, and disappointment of the

Emperor's reign. It was Maurice who
had himted the Emperor through the

TjTolean mountains; it was Maurice
who had compelled the peace of

Passau; it was Maurice who had
overthrown the Catholic Church in

Germany; it was Maurice who had
frustrated Philip's election as king of

the Romans. If William of Orange
must seek a wife among the pagans,
could no other bride be foimd for him
than the daughter of such a man ?

Anna's grandfather, on the other

hand. Landgrave Philip, was the cele-

brated victim to the force and fraud
of Charles the Fifth. He saw in the

proposed bridegroom a youth who had
been from childhood the petted page
and confidant of the hated Emperor,
to whom he owed his long imprisott
ment. He saw in him, too, the inti-

mate friend and ally
—for the brooding

quarrels of the state-council were not

yet patent to the world—of the still

more deeply-detested Granvelle ; the

crafty priest whose substitution of
"
einig" for "ewig" had inveigled him

into that terrible captivity. These
considerations alone would have made
him unfriendly to the Prince, even had
he not been a CatJiolic.

The Elector Augustus, however,
uncle and guardian to the bride, was
not only well-disposed but eager for
the maniage, and determined to over-

come all obstacles, including the op-

position of the Landgrave, without

1 Archives, etc., i. 70.—"Yo todavLi es-

pcro de la bondad y virtnd del priucipe qtie
no bastara todo cs'to p.ua ajMiliU-Ie dc l;i

voidridcra rcli^'ioii."
* Bakbiiyzcii, J4.

' V. Uomiuel, Pliilipp der Grosmiithigc,
iii. ."U>, sqq. ; cited by Cirocn van IhiHStcrur
i. f.9.

* tiri>eii V. Trijist., ArcIiivM, elr , i. 92.
*
L'jUhuyzcii, llii-iij.
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whose consent he had been long
pledged not to bestow the hand of

Anna. For this there vra-s more than
one reason. Augustus, who, in the
words of one of the most acute his-

torical critics of our daj% was " a

Uyzantine Emperor of the lowest

clacis, re-appearing in electoral hat
and mantle,"

1 was not firm in his

rights to the dignity he held. He had
inherited from his brother, but his

brother had dispossessed John Fre-

deric. Maurice, when turning against
the Emperor, who had placed him in

his cousin's seat, had not thought it

expedient to restore to the i-ightful
owner the rank which he himself
owed to the violence of Charles.

Those claims might be re-vindicated,
and Augustus be degraded in his

turn, by a possible marriage of the

Princess Anna with some turbulent or

intriguing German potentate. Out of

the land she was less likely to give
trouble. The alliance, if not particu-

larly desirable on the score of rank,

was, in other worldly respects, a most
brilliant one for his niece. As for the

religious point, if he could overcome
or circumvent the scruples of the

Landgrave, he foresaw little difnculty
in conquering his own conscience.

The Prince of Orange, it is evident,
was placed in such a position, that it

would be diificult for him to satisfy
all parties. He intended that the

marriage, like all marriages among
persons in high places at that day,
ehould be upon the "

uti possidetis"

principle, v.hich was the foundation of

the religious peace of Germany. His

wife, after marriage and removal to

the Netherlands, would "live Catho-

lically;" she would be considered as

belonging to the same Church with
her husband, was to give no offence

to the government, and bring no sus-

picion ujKin himself, by violating any
of the religious decencies. Further
than tins, William, who at that day
was an easy, indifferent Catholic,
averse to papal persecutions, but
almost equally avei-se to long puri-
tonical prayers and faces, taking far

i
Bakliuyzcii, llet iluwolijk, ctu, \\ 11.
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more pleasure in worldly matters than
in ecclesi;istical controversies, was not

disposed to advance in this thorny
path. Having a stem bigot to deal

with in Madrid, and another in Cassol,

he soon convinced himself that he
was not likely entirely to satisfy either,

and thought it wiser simjily to satisfy
himself.

Early in 1560, Count Gunther de

Schwartzburg, betrothed to the

Prince's sister Catharine, together
with Colonel George von Holl, were

despatched to Germany to open the

marriage negotiations. They found
the Elector Augustus already ripe
and anxious for the connexion. It

was easy for the envoj's to satisfy all

his requirements on the religiou.'^

question. If, as the Elector after-

wards stated to the Landgrave, they
really promised that the young lady
should be allowed to have an evan-

gelical preacher in her own apart-

ments, together with the befitting

sacraments,^ it is very certain that

they travelled a good way out of their

instructions, for such concessions were

steadily refused by William^ in per-
son. It is, however, more probable
that Augustus, whose slippery feet

were disposed to slide smoothly and

swiftly over this dangerous ground,
had represented the Prince's com-

munications under a favourable gloss
of his own. At any rate, nothing in

the subsequent proceedings justified
the conclusions thus hastily fonned.

The Landgrave Philip, from tiie

beginning, manifested his repugnance
to the match. As soon as the propo
sition had been received by Augxistus,
that potentate despatched Hans von

Carlowitz to the grandfather at Cassel.

The Prince of Orange, it was repre-

sented, was yoimg, handsome, wealthy,
a favourite of the Spanish monarch ;

the Princess i\jma, on the other hand,
sjiid her uncle was not likely to grow
straighter or better proportioned in

body, nor was her crooked and per-
verse character likely to improve with

years. It was therefore desirable to

find a settlement for her as soon as pos-

' Grocn v. Trinst., Archives, etc., 82, 83.
a J bid.
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Bible.^ The Elector, however, would
decide upon nothing without the

Landgrave's cons'^nt.

To this frank, and not very flatter-

mg statement, so far as -the jorng
lady was concerned, the Landgrave
answered stoutly and characteristi-

cally. The Prince was a Spanish sub-

JQCt, he said, and would not be able

to protect Anna in her belief, who
woidd sooner or later become a fugi-
tive : he was but a count in Germany,
and no fitting match for an Elector's

daughter;^ moreover, the lady her-

self ought to be considted, who had
not even seen the Prince. If she

were crooked in body, as the Elector

stated, it was a shame to expose her;
to conceal it, however, was question-
able, as the Prince might complain
afterwards, that a straight princess
had been promised, and a crooked one

fraudidently substituted,' and so on,

though a good deal more of such

quaint casiustry, in which the Land-

grave was accomplished. The amount
of his answer, however, to the mar-

riage proposal was an unequivocal
negative, from which he never wa-
vered.

In consequence of this opposition,
the negotiations were for a time sus-

j>ended. Augustus implured the Prince
not to abandon the project, promising
that every effort should be made to

gain over the Landgrave, hinting that
the old man might "go to his long
rest soon," and even suggesting that if

the worst came to the worst, he had
boimd himself to do nothing without
the knaiclcdfje of the Landgrave, but
was not obliged to wait for his con-

tent.*

' " Hans von Kailowitz sollte vorstellcn
dasz die Priuzessin in ihreni Alter schwer-
lieh an geradem Wuchse luid proportion des
I^ibes zuDchmen werdc, daliei von einer
selt-amen Gematlisart uiid haitem Siune
sei, uud man daher biilig.i'.ifihre Versor^iiug
bcdacut sein rniissc."—BGttiger, 93.

»
Bottiger, 91.

* " Da nun ober dcr Kurfiirst melde, dosz
Bie eiiien ungeschickten Leib liiittc, so wiire
ea schimpSich. ihm soIcUes ?e}ien zx\ I.issen,
zu verbergcn abcr um desu-illen bedenklich,
well er alsdann sagen diirfte, d-isz man ihm
eiiie wohleg-ebildate Prinzessin ane-eriihmt,
cine ungeschickte aber lististrwciie aage-
blngt hatUe," etc.—EOttigcr.'dl.
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On the other hand, thft Prince had
communicated to the King of Spain,
the fact of the proposed marriage. Ha
had also held many long conversations

with the Regent, and with Granvelle.

In all these interviews he had uniformly
used one language : his future wife was
to "

live as a Catholic,"
' and if that

point were not conceded, he woidd
break off the negotiations. He did not

pretend that she was to abjure her

Protestant faith. The Duchess, in de-

scribing to Philip the conditions, as

sketched to her by the Prince, stated

expressly that Augustus of Saxcny was
to consent that his niece " should live

CatholicaUy after the marriage,"
'^ but

that it was quite improbable that "
be-

fore the nuptials she would be permit-
ted to abjure her errors, and receive

necessary absolution, according to the

rules of the Church."^ The Duchess,
while stating her fidl confidence in the

orthodoxy of the Prince, expressed at

the same time her fears that attempts
might be made in the fut^^ire by hia

new connexions '"'to pervert him to

their depraved opinions."
^

A silence of many months ensnetl on
the part of the sovereign, dm-ing which
he was going through the laborious

process of making up his mind, or ra-

ther of having it made up for him by
people a thousand miles off In the
auttimn Granvelle wrote to say that

the Prince was very much surpiised to

have been kept so long waiting for a
definite reply to his communications,
made at the beginning of the year, con-

cerning his intended marriage, and to

learn at last that his Majesty had sent

no answer, upon the groimd that the
match had been broken off; the fact

* " Dan im vortrazk stunde iiicLts

andcrs dan ohne vorsvissen, und niclit obne
Tp;.rwilligur-g, derwegen die vorwillignng
bci ihr Ch.Gii. allein stunde," etc—Archivea
et Corresponrlaiice, i. SS.
" Ce raisounement," oljserves M. Groen

van Prinsterer, very judicioasly, '-a I'liir

d'un subterfuge psu honomble."—Ibid.

» "De Eorte que le Prince fust asseure
d'culx qu'elle vivroit catholicq-ieraent se
iiiariantavec ku."—Letter ofllarg. of Parma.
Reifleub., -201.

•
Reiffenberg, 251.

» Ibid., 2tjl.

» lUd., m.
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being, that the negotiations were pro-

ceeding more earnestly than ever.-^

Nothing could be more helpless and
more characteristic than the letter

which Philip sent, thus pushed for a

decision.
" You wrote me," said he,

" that you had hopes that this matter
of the Prince's marriage would go no

further, and seeing that you did not

write oftener on the subject, I thought
certainly that it had been terminated.

This pleased me not a little, because it

was the best thing that could be done.

Likewise," continued the most tautolo-

gical of monarchs,
"
I was much pleased

that it should be done. Nevertheless,"
he added, "if the marriage is to be pro-
ceeded with, I really don't knoio ichat

to say about it, except to refer it to my
Bister, inasmuch as a person being upon
the spot can see better what can be
done with regard to it

;
whether it be

possible to prevent it, or whether it be

best, if there be no remedy, to give

permission. But if there be a remedy,
it would be better to take it, because,"
concluded the King, pathetically, "I
don't see how the Prince could think

of marrying with the daughter of the

man who did to his Majesty, now in

glory, that which Duke Maurice did."*

Armed with this luminous epistle,

which, if it meant anything, meant a

reluctant affirmation to the demand of

the Prince for the royal consent, the

llegent and Granvelle proceeded to

summon William of Orange, and to

catechise him in a manner most galling
to his pride, and with a latitude not at

all justified by any reasonable inteqire-
tation of the royal instructions.'^ They
even infomied him that his Majesty
had assembled

"
certain persons learned

in cases of conscience and versed in

theology," according to whose advice a

final decision, not yet possible, woidd

[15G1.

be given at some future period.^ This

assembly of learned conscience-keepers
and theologians had no existence save
in the imaginations of Granvelle and

Margaret. The King's letter, blind
and blundering as it was, gave the
Duchess the right to decide in the af-

firmative on her own responsibility;

yet fictions like these formed a part of

the "
dissimulation," which was ac-

counted profotmd statesmanship by the

disciples of Macchiavelli. The Print-e,
however irritated, maintained his steadi-

ness, assured the Regent that the ne-

gotiation had advanced too far to be

abandoned, and repeated his assurance
that the future Princess of Orange was
to

"
live as a Catholic."

In December 1560, "WiUiam made
a visit to Dresden, where he was re-

ceived by the Elector with great cor-

diality. This visit was conclusive as

to the maiTiage. The appearance and

accomplishments of the distinguished
suitor made a profound impression
upon the lady. Her heart was car-

ried by storm. Finding, or fancying
herself, very desperately enamoured of

the proposed bridegroom, she soon
manifested as much eagerness for the

marriage as did her imclc, and ex-

pressed herself frequently with the
violence wliich belonged to her charac-

ter.
" What God had decreed," she

said, "the devil should not hinder."^
The Prince was said to have exhi-

bited much diligence in his attention to

the services of the Protestant Church

during his visit at Dresden.'' As that

visit lasted, however, but ten or eleven

days, there was no gi'eat opportunity
for shewiug much zeal.^

At the same period one William
Knuttel was despatched by Orange on
the forlorn hope of gaining the old

Landgrave's consent, without making

1
r.-ipiovs d'EUit, vi. ICP, 170.

- " Vos me Eciivistes que teniades espo-

ran^a que no passaria adelanto la Y>'atica del

casiimiento del Principe d'Oranore, yeon ver

quo no so me scrivia mas dclla, yo pcnse
cierto que havia ccssado, de que no holgava
poco per que fuora lo mejor y lo que yo hol-

garia liarto que se hiziossc : mas si todavia

passa adclante no se que me dczir en ello,

eino romitirlo k mi hermiina, puos como
<juien csta sobve cl iiogocio, vera nicjor lo

qv.e sc podia liazcv en cl, o si so podra cstor-

var, y quando no luivioro otro remedio, dar
la liceneia : mas quando lo huviosse, seria lo

mejor tomar lo porque no sd como pucda
parecer casarsc el principo con hija del quo
liize con su majcstad, que liaya glori.a, lo

que el Duquc J»Iaurielo."—Papiers d'iiUit,
vi. 175, 170.

' Bakhuyzcn, 41, 42.
* Ibid.
8 "

W,-i.s Oott auscrstlicn wcrdc dcr Tcnfol
niclit woliren."— Uiitti^cv, 101.

*
livWy^vr, 95. ' 15ukhuyzcu, 03.
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any vital concessions.
" Will the

Prince," asked the Landgrave, "per-
mit my granddaughter to have an

evangelical preacher in the house?"
'•'

Xo," answered Knuttel. "
May she

at least receive the sacrament of the

Lord's Supper in her own chamber,

according to the Lutheran form?"
"
No," answered Knuttel,

" neither in

Breda, nor anywhere else in the Ne-
therlands. If she imperatively re-

quires such sacraments, she must go
over the border for them, to the nearest

Protestant sovereign."
^

Upon the 14th April 1561, the

Elector, returning to the charge,
caused a Uttle not« to be dra'wn up
on the rehgious point, which he for-

warded, in the hope that the Prince
would copy and sign it. He added a

promise that the memorandum should
never be made public to the signer's

disadvantage.* At the same time he
observed to Count Louia, verbally,
" that he had been satisfied with the
declarations made by the Prince when
in Dresden, upon all points, except that

concerning religion. He therefore felt

obliged to beg for a httle agreement
in writing."-^ "By no means! by no
means !

"
interrupted Louis, promptly,

at the very first word; "the Prince
can give yom- Electoral Highness no
such assurance. 'Twould be risking
life, honour, and fortune to do so, as

your grace is well aware.'* The Elector

jirotested that the declaration, if signed,
should never come mto the Spanish
monarch's hands, and insisted upon
sending it to the Prince.* Louis, in a
letter to his brother, characterised the
document as "

singular, prolix, and
artful," and strongly ad^ised the Prince
to have nothing to do with it.*

This note, which the Prince was
thus requested to sign, and which his
brolier Louis thus strenuously ad^•ised
him not to sign, the Prince never did

sign. Its tenor was to the following

1 Bakhuyzen, 63.
* Archives et Correspon dance, i. 98.
' '* So vicl die laLncten bclangt do sich der

PriiiZ geeen mich erkkret hat allhie an
Dreseu, bin ich mitimgarwolzu fridenimd
lasz es auch darbey bleiben aufiienommen so
?iel die religion beliaijfet, so niusz i^h eine
kleine veischrejbupg von im habeii."—

The Elector's Memorandum. 157

effect:—The Princess, after maiTmge,
was neither by menace nor persuasion,
to be turned from the true and pure
Word of God, or the use of the sacra-

ment according to the doctrines of the

Augsburg Confession. The Prince was
to allow her to read books written in

accordance with the Augsburg Con-
fession. The Prince was to permit
her, as often, annually, as she required
it, to go out of the Netherlands to some

place where she could receive the sac-

i-ament according to the Augsburg
Confession. In case she were in sick-

ness or perils of childbirth, the Prince,
if necessary, would caU to her an evan-

gelical preacher, who might administer
to her the holy sacrament in her cham-
ber. The childreu who might spring
from the marriage were to be instruct-

ed as to the doctrines of the Augsbmg
Confession."

"

Even if executed, this celebrated
memorandum would hardly have been
at variance -with the declarations made
by the Prince to the Spanish govern-
ment. He had never pretended that
his bride was to become a Catholic,
but only to hve as a Cathohc. All
that he had promised, or was expected
to promise, was that his wife should
conform to the law in the Netherlands.
The paper, in a general way, recog-
nised that law. In case of absolute

necessity, however, it was stipulated
that the Princess should have the ad-

vantage of private sacraments. This

certainly would have been a mortal
offence in aCalvinist orAnabaptist, but
for Lutherans the practice had never
been so strict. Moreover, the Prince

already repudiated the doctrines of the

edicts, and rebelled against the com-
mand to administer them within hia

government. A general promise, there-

fore, made by him privately, in the
sense of the memorandum drawn up
by the Elector,would have been neither

hypocritical nor deceitful, but worthy

Archives, etc., 1. 100. Letter of Louis de
Nas.sau.

« Archives et Correspondance, i. 100, 101.
» Ibid. « Ibid.
' The note has been often published : V.a

g. Groen v. Prinst., Archives et Correspr.ud-
aiice, i. 102, 103. 13;tki'.uvztn, Utt Iluweliik,
etc , 75, 76.
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the man who looked over such grovel-

ling heads as Granvelle and Philip on
the one sitle, or Augustus of Saxony
on the other, and estimated their re-

ligious pretences at exactly what they
were worth. A fomial document,
however, technically according all

these demands made by the Elector,
would certainly be regarded by the

Spanish government as a very culpable
instrument. The Prince never signed
the note,i but as we shall have occasion

to state in its proper place, he gave a

verbal declaration, favourable to its

tenor, but in very vague and brief

terms, before a notary, on the day of

the marriage.
If the reader be of opinion that too

much time hag been expended upon
the elucidation of this point, he shovdd
remember that the character of a great
and good man is too precious a posses-
sion of history to be lightly abandoned.
It is of no great consequence to ascer-

tain the precise creed of Augustus of

Saxony, or of his niece; it is of com-

paratively little moment to fix the

point at which William of Orange
ceased to be an honest but liberal

CathoUc, and opened his heart to the

light of the Reformation; but it is of

very grave iutei'est that his name
should be cleared of the charge of de-

liberate fraud and hypocrisy. It has

therefore been thought necessary to

1 This has always been a disputed question.
The opinion more generally entertained,
particularly by the enemies of AVilliam, is

tliat ho did sign it. M. Bakhuyzen (82,

.sqq.), almost alone, maintains tlie contrary,
as':iiiist many distinguished publicists ; and,
alter a strong chain of cirouuistantial evi-

dence to make his position as firm as a nega-
tive usually can bo made, arrives at the con-
chislon that a signed and sealed document
to that cfiToct never will be found (p. SO). I

am iortunately able to attest the accuracy of

liis a prioH argument, and to prove the ne-

gative by positive and indisputable evidence.

According to the text of a notarial instru-

ment executed on the 24th of August 1561,
between four and five p.m., just before the

maiTiagc ceremony (a document still exist-

ing in the Roj'al Arcliivos at Dresden, and

published in the first edition of this work),
tlie Elector testified that the Prince never
would and never did consent to make such
a.n hfilugraphic, signed and sealed in.stru-

njent as the one in question. Whatever may
bo the o)iinion formed as to the general na-

ture of the transaction, no one henceforth
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prove conclusively that the Princo
never gave, in Dresden or Cassel, any
assurance inconsistent with his asser-

tions to King and Cardinal. The whola
tone of his language and demeanour on
the religious subject was exhibited in

his reply to the Electress, who, imme-

diately after the marriage, entreated

that he would not pervert her niece

from the paths of the true religion.
" She shall not be troubled," said the

Prince,
" with such melancholy things.

Instead of holy writ she shall read
' Amadis de Gaule,' and such books of

pastime which discourse de amore; and
instead of knitting and sewing she shall

learn to dance a gaUiarde, and such
curtokies as are the mode of our country
and suitable to her rank." ^

The reply was careless, flippant,
almost contemptuous. It is very cer-

tain that William of Orange was not

yet the "father William" he was des-

tined to become—gi-ave, self-sacrificing,

deeply religiou.s, heroic; but it was

equally evident from this language
that he had small sympathy, either in

public or private, with Lutheranism
or theological controversy. Landgrave
William was not far from right when
he added, in his quaint style, after

recalling this well-known reply,
" Your

grace will observe, therefore, that when
the abbot has dice in his pocket, the

convent will play."
^

can pretend that the Prince of Orange exe-
cuted the document in the manner in which
ho was requested to execute it.—V. poste;\,

pages 274.

* Extracts from this letter (of Landsrrava
William, son of Philip) have been published
by Bjittiger and others. I quote from the

original in the Roj-al Archives at Dresden,
partly in the handwriting of the Landgrave :

" Was er nun danuiff E. L. Gemahlin gcant-
wortett das ist beydenn E. L. bev,'us.st, nem-
blicli, das er sie mit den melancoli.schen

Dingcn nicht bemuhen wollte, sondern dos
sie ann statt dcr hoyligen schrift Amadis do
Gaule und dergleichen Kurzweiligo Biicher,
die do Amore tractirten losenn, luid an statt

strickens luidt nahenns ein GaUiarde tan-
tsienn lernon solte und dergleichen curtoisio,
wio solclie ctwa dcr Landt preuchlich undt
wol stondig."

' MS. Dresden Archives.—"Nunn haben
E. L. zuerachten, wann der Ai)tt wcrflel

treiitt, das deni convent das spielenn er-

Icuhtt." The Landgrave was always as lull

of homely proverbs as Sancho Panza.
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So gr&Tt ^as the excitement at the

litle court of Cassel, that many Pro-

testant princes and nobles decliired

that "they woid«l sooner give their

daughters to a boor or a swineherd
than to a Papist."^ The Landgrave
was equally Angorous in his protest,
diawn up in- due form oa the 2Gth

April 156]. He was not used, he

said,
" to flatter or to tickle with a fox-

tail." " He was sony if his language
gave offence, nevertheless "the mar-

liage was odious, and that wasenough."
*

He had no especial objection to the

Prince,
" who before the world was a

In-ave and honourable man." He con-
ceded that his estates were large, al-

though he hinted that his debts also

were ample ; allowed that he lived in

magnificent style, had even heard " of

one of his banquets, where all the

tablecloths, plates, and everything else,

were made of sugar,"
* but thought he

might be even a httle too extravagant;
concluding, after a good deal of skimble-
skamble of this nature, with "

protest-

ing before God, the world, and all

pioTos Christians, that he was not re-

sponsible for the marriage, but only
the Elector Augustus and others, who
therefore would one day have to ren-

der accoimt thereof to the Lord." *

Meantime the wedding had been
fixed to take place on Sunday, the 24th

August 1561. This was St Bartholo-

mew's, a nuptial day which was not
destined to be a happy one in the six-

teenth century. The Landgrave and
his family declined to be present at the

wedding, but a large and brilliant com-

pany were invited. The King of Spain
sent a bUl of exchange to the Regent,
that she might purchase a ring worth
three thousand crowns, as a present on
his part to the bride.** Besides this
liberal evidence that his opposition to
the marriage was withdrawn, he autho-
rised his sister to appoint envoys from

* V. Rommel in Eottiger, 102.
* ' • Wir nitgewondt sc iu zuo fiichsschwent-

zen cder zue schmeichein."—liottiger, 104.
' " Es ist aber Oiiiosuni, d.-irumb wollcn

Wirs di&^tni\!s bleibeu kiasea."—lb d.
*
Ibid, 104.

»
Ibid, 106.

*
Corres>pondance de Margiictite d'An-

triche, ISi.
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rtniong the most distinguished nobles

to represent him on the occasion. The
Baron de Montigny, accordingly, with

a brilliant company of gentlemen, was

deputed by the Duchess, although she

declined sending all the governors of

the provinces, according to the request
of the Prince." The marriage was to

take place at Leipsic. A slight picture
of the wedding festivities, derived en-

tirely from unpublished soiu-ces, may
give some insight into the manners and
customs of high life in Germany and
the Netherlands at this epoch.*
The Kings of Spain and Denmark

were invited, and were represented by
special ambassadors. The Dukes of

Brun3\vick, Lauenburg, Mecklenbui-g,
the Elector and Margraves of Branden-

burg, the Archbishop of Cologne, the
Duke of Cleves, the Bishops of Naum-
burg, Meneburg, Meissen, with many
other potentates, accepted the invita-

tions, and came generally in person, a
few only being represented by envoys.
The to%vn-councils of Erfurt, Leipsic,

Magdeburg, and other cities, were also

bidden. The bridegroom was person-

ally accompanied by his brothers John,

Adolphus, and Louis; by the Burens^
the Leucht«nberg3, and various othei

distinguished personages.
As the electoral residence at Leipsic

was not completely finished, separate

dwellings were arranged for each of the

sovereign families invited, in private
hou.ses, mostly on the market-place.
Here they were to be furnished with

provisions by the Elector's ofEciaLs,
but they were to cook for themselves.
For this purpose all the princes had
been requested to bring their own cooks
and butlers, together with their plate
and kitchen utensils. The sovereigns
themselves were to dine daily with the
Elector at the town-hoiise, but the at-

tendants and suite were to take their

meals in their own lodgings. A bril-

» Ihid, 2SS.
• Thei-e are many p.ipcra and documents

in the Roj-fd Archives of Dresden reiatinw to
this cclcbn^ted maniage. The collection
which I have priucipally consulted for the
lolloping account l3 entitled,

" Acta des
Prinzen tzu Uranioiai und Frawlein Annea
tzu S;\xcu Beylagep, 1501." It is entirely
tippubliiilied.
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liant collection of gentlemen and pages,

appointed by the Elector to wait at his

t;ible, were ordered to assemble at

Leipsic on the 22d, the guests having
been all invited for the 23d. Many-
regulations were given to these noble

youths, that they might discharge their

duties with befitting decorum. Among
other orders, they received particular

injmictions that they were to abstain

from all drinking among themselves,
and from all riotous conduct whatever,
while the sovereigns and potentates
should be at dinner. "

It would bo a

shameful indecency," it was urged,
"

if

the great people sitting at table should
be unable to hear themselves talk on
account of the screaming of the attend-

ants."^ This provision did not seem
unreasonable. They were also in-

structed, that if invited to drink by any
personage at the great tables, they were

I'espectfully to decline the challenge,
and to explain the cause after the

repast.
Particular arrangements were also

made for the safety of the city. Besides

the regular guard of Leipsic, two hun-
dred and twenty arquebusiers, spears-

men, and halberdmen, were ordered

from the neighbouring towns. These
were to be all dressed in uniform; one

arm, side, and leg in black, and the other

in yellow, according to a painting distri-

buted beforehand to the various autho-

rities. As a mounted patrole, Leipsic
had a regular force of tico men. These
were now increased to ten, and received

orders to ride with their lanterns up
and down all the streets and lanes, to

accost all persons whom they might
find abroad without lights in their

hands, to ask them their business in

courteous language, and at the same
time to see generally to the peace and

safety of the towu.^ Fifty arquebusiers

I " Dasz dieselben in dem Essgemache auf
dem Rathh.auso des Zutrinkens uud alien

Gcschrei waliroud der ordentlichen Mahl-
Kciten sich enthalten solltoii, iiidom diea

nicht allien Unordnung und Mangel in der

Aufwartung vcrursacbe, sondem auch ts ein

schimpflicher Uibelstand sei, wonn die frem-
dcu Hen-schaften an dor Tafel vor dem
(Jefdirei der UmsU hend/:" (A rpignes wort nicht
lu'Iroii konntou,"etc.—MS. Dresden Archives,
ubi sup.
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were appointed to protect the town-
house, and a buj-gher watch of six
hundred were distributed in different

quarters, especially to guard against
lire.

On Saturday, the day before the

wedding, the guests had all arrived at

Leipsic, and the Prince of Orange, with
his friends, at Meneburg. On Sunday,
the 24th August, the Elector, at tlie

head of his guests and attendants, in

splendid array, rode forth to receive
the bridegroom. His cavalcade num-
bered four thousand. William of

Orange had arrived, accompanied by
one thousand mounted men. The
whole troop now entered the city to-

gether, escorting the Prince to the.

town-house. Here he dismoimted, and
was received on the staircase by the
Princess Anna, attended by her ladies.

She immediately afterwards withdrew
to her aijartments.

It was at this point, between four and
five P.M., that the Elector and Electress,
with the bride and bridegroom, accom-

panied also by the Dame Sophia von
Miltitz and the Councillors Hans von
Ponika and Ubrich WoltersdorfF upon
one side, and by Count John of Nassau
and ii^,iurich von Wiltberg upon the

other, as witnesses, appeared before
Wolf Seidel, notary, in a corner room
of the upper storey of the town-house.
One of the councillors, on the part of

the Elector, then addressed the bride-

groom. He obsei-ved that his highness
would remember, no doubt, the con-
tents of a memorandum or billet, sent

by the Elector on the 14th April of

that year, by the terms of which the
Prince 'vas to agree that he would,
neithei by throat nor persuasion, pre-
vent his future wife from continuing
in the Augsburg Confession; that he
would allow her to go to places where

» " Als Rcuterwacbe hatte der Rath zu
Leipisig zwoi Mann, diose wurden bis auf
zehen manngebracbt.uni mitihren Leuchten
die eine Gasso auf die andere ab zu roiten
und die sich auf den Gassen ohno Licht
tretfen lasseii mit glimpflichen Worten zuRedt
zu. stelien, dabei auch auf das Peuergute Acht
zu liaben."—SIS. Dresden Archives, ubi sup.
The regu!ati(pns have a remarkable rcseni-

bianco to Dogberry's iustruttiina to liW
Vfutojl.
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she might receive the Augsburg sacra-

ments; that in case of extreme need
she should receive them in her cham-
ber ; and that the children who might
spring from the marriage should be

instructed as to the Augsburg doc-

trines. As, however, continued the

councillor, his highness the Prince of

Orange has, for various reasons, de-

clined giving any such agreement in

writing, as therefore it had been ar-

ranged that before the mairiage cere-

mony the Prince should, in the presence
of the bride and other witnesses, make
a verbal promise on the subject, and as

the parties were how to be immediately
united in marriage, therefore the Elec-

tor had no doubt that the Prince would
make no objection in presence of those

nritnesses to give his consent to main-

tain the agreements comprised in the

memorandum or note. The note was
then read. Thereupon, the Prince

answered verbally :

" Gracious Elector,
I remember the writing which you sent

me on the 14th April. All the points

just narrated by the Doctor were con-

tained in it. I now state to your high-
ness that I will keep it all as becomes
a prince, and conform to it." There-

upon he gave the Elector his hand.^

\Miat now was the amount and

meaning of this promise on the part of

the Prince? Almost nothing. He
would conform to the demands of the

Elector, exactly as he had hitherto said

he would conform to them. Taken in

connexion with his steady objections to

sign and seal any instrument on the

subject
—with his distinct refusal to the

Landgrave (through Knuttel) to allow

the Princess an evangelical preacher or

to receive the sacraments in the Nether-
lands—with the vehement, formal, and

public protest, on the part of the Land-

grave, against the marriage—with the
Prince's declarations to the Elector at

Dresden, which were satisfactory on all

points save the religious point—what

meaning could this verbal promise
have, save that the Prince would do

1 "
Gnedii^er cliurfurst. ich knnn mich dcs

schreibens das mir, «. g., diescr sachen halben
\mder obcbome'ttm dato gabcn freundtlich
und wol t-rinncm, das alle die punct so der
her Doctor itziint erzelt doriime begriffen.

The Xotarial Iminiment. IGl

exactly as much with regard to the

religious question as he had always

promised, and no moi-e ? This was pre-

cisely what did happen. There was no

pretence on the part of the Elector,

afterwards, that any other arrangement
had been contemplated. The Pi-incess

lived Catholically from the moment of

her maniage, exactly as Orange had
stated to the Duchess Margaret, and aa

the Elector knew would be the case.

The first and the following children

bom of the marriage were baptized by
Catholic priests, with very elaborate

Catholic ceremonies, and this with the

full consent of the Elector, who sent

deputies and officiated as sponsor on
one remarkable occasion.

AVho, of all those guileless lambs,

then, Philip of Spain, the Elector of

Saxony, or Cardinal Granvelle, had
been deceived by the language or ac-

tions of the Prince? Not one. It

may be boldly asserted that the Prince,

placed in a transition epoch, both o{

the age and of his own character, sur-

rounded by the most artf\il and intrigu-

ing personages known to history, and
involved in a network of most intricate

and difficult circumstances, acquitted
himself in a manner as honourable as

it was prudent. It is difficult to regard
the notarial instmment otherwise than
as a memorandum, filed rather by Au-

gustus than by WiUiam, in order to

put upon record, for his own justifica-

tion, his repeated though imsuccessful
efforts to procnre from the Prince a

regularly signed, sealed, and holo-

graphic act, upon the points stated in

the famous note.

After the delay occasioned by these

private formalities, the bridal proces-

sion, headed by the court musicians,
followed by the court marshals, coun-

cilloi-s, great officers of state, and the
electoral family, entered the grand hall

of the town-house. The nuptial cere-

mony was then performed by
" the

Superintendent Doctor Pfeffinger."

Immediately afterwards, and in the

\md tbu, e. n., biemit zue sagenn das ich
solchs alles furs: ich wil balden und dem
nach kommen, iind hat solchs hieraiifS. Ch.
G. mit hand gcbcr.den treu bewilligit und
zu^esagt."—MS. Dresden Archives.
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same liall, the bride and bridegroom
were placed publicly upon a splendid,

gilded bod, with gold-embroidered cur-

tains, the Princess being conducted
thither by the Elector and Electress.

Confects and spiced drinks were then
served to them and to the assembled

company. After this ceremony they
were conducted to their separate
chambers to dress for dinner. Before

they left the hall, however. Margrave
Hans of Brandenburg, on part of the
Elector of Saxony, solemnly recom-
mended the bride to her husband, ex-

horting him to cherish her with faith

and affection, and
" to leave her undis-

turbed in the recognised truth of the

holy gospel and the right use of the

sacraments."^

Five round tables were laid in the
same hall immediately afterwards—
each accommodating ten guests. As
soon as the first course of twenty-five
dishes had been put upon the chief

table, the bride and bridegroom, the

Elector and Electress, the Spanish and
Danish envoj's and others, were es-

corted to it, and the banquet began.

During the repast, the Elector's choir

and all the other bands discoursed the
" merriest and most ingenious music."

The noble vassals handed the water,
the napkin*^, and the wine, and every-

thing was conducted decorously and

appropriately. As soon as the dinner

was brought to a close, the tables v.-ero

cleared away, and the ball began in

the sam.e apartment. Dances, pre-

viously aiTanged, were performed, after

which " confects and diinks
"

were

again distributed, and the bridal pair
were then conducted to the nuptial
chamber.
The wedding, according to the Lu-

theran custom of the epoch, had thus

taken place, not in a church,
^ but in a

private dwelling ;
the hall of the town-

Dutch liepublic. [loGl.
house representing, on this occasion,
the Elector's own saloons. On the fol-

lowing morning, however, a procession
was formed at seven o'clock to conduct
the newly-married couple to the church
of St Nicholas, there to receive an
additional exhortation andbenediction.^
Two separate companies of gentlemen,
attended by a great number of

"
fifers,

drummers, and trumpeters," escorted
the bride and the bridegroom,

" twelve

counts, wearing each a scarf of th»
Princess Anna's colours, with golden
garlands on their heads and lighted
torches in their hands," preceding her
to the choir, where seats had been pro-
vided for the more illustrious portion
of the company. The church had been

magnificently decked in tapestry, and,
as the company entered, a fuU orches-

tra performed several fine motettos.

After listening to a long address from
Dr Pfeffinger, and receiving a blessing
before the altar, the Prince and Prin-

cess of Orange returned, with their

attendant processions, to the town-
house.

After dinner, upon the same and
the three following days, a tournament
was held. The lists were on the

market-place, on the side nearest the

town-house ; the Electress and the
other ladies looking down from balcony
and window to " ram influence and

adjudge the prize." The chief hero
of these jousts, according to the ac-

counts in the Archives, was the Elec-

tor of Saxony. He "
comported him-

self with such especial chivalry
"

that

his far-famed namesake and remote

successor, Augustus the Strong, could

hardly have evinced more knightly
prowess. On the first day he encoun-
tered George von Wiedebach, and un-

horsed him so handsomely that the

discomfited cavalier's shoulder was dis-

located. On the following day he tilted

i " Sie bei dcr erkaimten Wahrheit
(1p3 lieiligon Evaiigolii uiid dom recliten

ISraiich laid Genuss dor liochwiirditren
Bacramentc unvchinderlich bloibeii lassou

wolle."—3IS. Drosden Archives. Acta des
P. z. Oranien et Frawluiu Anneu tzu Saxeu

Beylatjer," 15til.
3 MS. Diesden Archives, ubi sup.
» Bottigor, iu his instructive and able

work, has fallen into an enor upon tliis

point iu stating tiiat the man-iage (Traung) j

took place iu the Nicholas Church ujjuu the
25th of August. The raarriacje, as we have
seen, was in the city hall, upon the preced-
ing day. The bridal pair went upun the

Jlonilay following, to the church, for tiie

benediction. That day was called the
" hochzeitliche Ehruntag,

" the day in honour
of the wedding.—MS. Dresden Archives.
Acta des P. z. Oranion, ot<;., Beylager, 1561,—Compare Bcittigcr, 109.



Tiltinj and Mumming,
w'lih. Michael von Denstedt, and waa

.igaiii victorious, hitting hia adversary
full in the targul, and "

bearing him
cff over hia horse's tail so neatly, that

the knight came down, heels over head,

upon the earth." ^

On Wednesday, there was what wa3
called the palliatoumey.* The Prince

of- Orange, at the head of six bands,

amounting in all to twenty-nine men;
the Margrave George of Brandenburg,
with seven bands, comprising thirty-
four men; and the Elector Augustus,
with one band of four men, besides

himself, all entered the lists. Lots

were drawm for the "
gate of honour,"

and gainedby the Margrave,who accord-

inglydefended it with his band. Twenty
courses were then run between these

champions and the Prince of Orange,
with his men. The Brandenburgs
broke seven lances, the Prince's party
only six, so that Orange was obliged
to leave the lists discomhted. The ever-

victorious Augustxis then took the field,

and ran twenty courses against the de-

fenders, breaking fourteen spears to

the Brandenbui-gs' ten. The Alargi-ave,
thus defeated, surrendered the "gate
of honour" to the elector, who main-

tained it the rest of the day against all

comers. It is fair to suppose, although
the fact is not recorded, that the Elec-

tor's original band had received some
reinforcement. Otherwise, it would be
difficult to account for these constant

victories, except by ascribing more
than mortal strength, as well as valour,
to Augustus and his four champions.
His party broke one hundred and fifty-

six lances, of which nurnber the elector

himself broke thirty-eight and a half.

He received the first prize, but declined

other guerdons adjudged to him. The
reward for the hardest hitting was con-

ferred on Wolf Von Schonberg,
" who

thrust Kurt Von Amim clean out of

the saddle, so that he fell against the

barriers."'

On Thursday was the riding at the

ring. The knights who paitook of this

Bport woi-e various strange garbs over

* " Und ihn so geschwind ledig hintem
Bchwantz berabgeranut das er eher mit dem
Kopfe als tnit dem Fucssku zut Erde gokom-
men ist."—MS. Dresden Archives, ubi sup.
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their armour. Some were dLsguiaed as

hussars, some as miners, some as laiis-

queuettes ;
others as Tartans, pilgrims,

fools, bird-catchers, hunters, monks,

peasants, or Netherland cuirassiers.

Each party was attended by a party
of musicians, attired in similar cos-

tume. Moreover, Coimt Gunter Von
Schwartzburg made his appearance in

the lists, accompanied
"
by five remark'

able giants of wonderful proportions
and appearance, very ludicrous to be-

hold, who performed all kind of odd
antics on hoi-seback."

The nextday therewas a foot tourney,
followed in the evening by "mumme"
riea," or masquerades. These masques
were repeated on the following evening,
and afforded great entertainment. The
costumes were magnificent,

" with

golden and pearl embroidery," the

dances were very merry and artistic,

and the musicians, who formed a part
of the company, exhibited remarkable

talent. These " mummeries" had been

brought by WiUiam of Orange from
the Netherlands, at the express request
of the Elector, on the ground that

such matters were much better under-

stood in the provinces than in Ger-

many.
Such is a slight sketch of the revels

by which this iU-fated Bartholomew

marriage was celebrated. WhOe Wil-
liam of Orange was thus employed in

Germany, Granvelle seized the oppor-

timity to make his entry into the city
of Mechlin, as archbishop; believing
that such a step woxild be better ac-

complished in the absence of the Prince

from the coimtry.'* The Cardinal found
no one in the city to welcome him.

None of the great nobles were there. ^

The people looked upon the procession
with silent hatred. No man cried, God
bless him. He wrote to the Bang that

he should push forward the whole
matter of bishoprics as fast as possible,

adding the ridiculous assertion that

the opposition came entirely from the

nobility, and that "
if the seigniors did

not talk BO much, not a man of the

s "Pallia Rennen."—MS. ubi sup.
* 3IS. ubi sup.
«
Papiers d'Etat, vi S32.

* Hopper, Rec. et Mom., ciiL Si.
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people would open his mouth on the

subject."-^
The remonstrances offered by the

three estates of Brabant against the
scheme had not influenced Philip. He
had replied in a peremptory tone. He
had assured them that he had no in-

tention of receding, and that the pro-
vince of Brabant ought to feel itself

indebted to him for having given them
prelates instead of abbots to take care

of their eternal interests, and for having
erected their rehgious houses into epis-

copates.^ The abbeys made what re-

sistance they could, but were soon fain

to come to a compromise with the

bishops, who, according to the an-ange-

ment thus made, were to receive a
certain portion of the abbey revenues,
while the remainder was to belong to
the institutions, together with a con-

tinuance of their right to elect their
own chiefs, subordinate, however, to
the approbation of the respective pre-
lates of the diocese.^ Thus was the

episcopal matter settled in Brabant.
In many of the other bishoprics the
new dignitaries were treated with dis-

respect, as they made their entrance
into their cities, while they experienced
endless opposition and annoyance on

attempting to take possession of the
revenue assigned to them.

CHAPTER III.

The Inciulsition the great cause of the revolt—The three varieties of the institution—The
Spanish Inquisition described—The Episcopal Inquisition in the Netherlands—The Papal
Inquisition established in the provinces by Charles V.—His instructions to the inquisitors—They are renewed by Philip—Inquisitor Titelmann—Instances of his manner of pro-
ceeding—Spanish and Netherland Inquisitions compared—Conduct of Granvelle—Faveau
and Wallart condemned at Valenciennes—"Jouniee des raaubrules"—Severe measures
at Valenciennes—Attack of the Rhetoric Clubs upon Granvelle—Granvelle's insinuations

against Egraont and Simon Renard—Timidity of Viglius—Universal hatred towards the
Cardinal—Buffoonery of Bredeiode and Lumey—Courage of Granvelle—Philip taxes the
Netherlands for the suppression of the Huguenots in France—Meeting of the Knights of

the Fleece—Assembly at the house of Orange—Demand upon the estates for supplies—
Montigny appointed envoy to Spain—Open and determined opposition to Granvelle—.
Secret repre.-'cntations by the Cardinal to Philip, concerning Egmont and other Seigniors
—Line of conduct traced out for the King—Montigny's representations in Spain—Un-
satisfactory result of his mission.

them. As across the bright plains of

Sicily, when the sun is rising, the vast

pyramidal shadow of Mount Etna ia

definitely and visibly projected
—the

phantom of that ever-present enemy,
which holds fire and devastation in its

bosom—so, in the morning hour of

Philip's reign, the shadow of the inqui-
sition was cast from afar across those

warm and smiling provinces
—a spectre

menacing fiercer flames and wider de-

solation than those which mere physical

agencies could ever compass.
There has been a good deal of some-

what superfluous discussion concerning
the different kinds of inquisition. The
distinction drawn between the papal,
the episcopal, and the Spanish inquisi-

tions, did not, in the sixteenth century.

The great cause of the revolt which,
within a few years, was to break forth

throughout the Netherlands, was the

inquisition. It is almost puerile to

look further or deeper, when such a

source of convulsion lies at the very
outset of any investigation. During
the war there had been, for reasons

already indicated, an occasional pause
in the religious persecution. Philip
had now returned to Spain, having ar-

ranged, with great precision, a compre-
l.ensive scheme for exterminating that

religious belief which was already ac-

cepted by a very large portion of his

Netherland subjects. From afar there

rose upon the provinces the prophetic
vision of a coming evil still more terri-

ble than any which had yet oppressed

1
Papiers d'Etat, vi. 332.—" Si no hablaraii

tnnto los t^ouores, B9 babkra bombre dol

puoblo uida."

» Bor, 1. 28.
»
Hoofd, i. Sf. Bor. Hoyper, ?p.
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convince many tinsopliisticatcd minds
of the merits of the establishment in

any of its shapes. However classified

or entitled, it was a machine for in-

quiring into a man's thoughts, and for

burning him if the result was not

satisfactory.
The Spanish Inquisition, strictly so

called, that is to say, the modem or

later institution established by Pope
Alexander the Sixth and Ferdinand the

CathoUc, was doubtless invested with
a more complete apparatus for inflict-

ing human misery, and for appalling
human imagination, than any of the
other less artfully arranged inquisi-

tions, whether papal or episcopal. It

had been originally devised for Jews or

Moors, whom the Christianity of the

age did not regard as human beings,
but who could not be banished without

depopulating certain districts. It was

soon, however, extended from pagans
to heretics. The Dominican Torque-
mada was the first Moloch to be placed
upon this pedestal of blood and fire,

and from that day forward the "
Holy

Office
"
was almost exclusively in the

hands of that band of brothers. In the

eighteen years of Torquemada's admi-

nistration, ten thousand two hiandred
and twenty individuals were burned
alive, and ninety-seven thousand three
hundred and twenty-one pimished with

infamy, confiscation of property, or

perpetual imprisonment, so that the
total number of families destroyed by
this one friar alone amounted to one
hundred and fourteen thousand four
hundred and one.^ In course of time
the jurisdiction of the office was ex-

tended. It taught the savages of India
and America to shudder at the name of

Christianity. The fear of its introduc-
tion froze the earlier heretics of Italy,
France, and Germany into orthodoxy.
It was a court owning allegiance to no
temporal authority, superior to all other
tribunals. It was a bench of monks
without appeal, having its familiars in

every house, diving into the secrets of

every fireside, judging, and executing
its horrible decrees without responsi-
bility. It condemned not deeds, but
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thoughts. It affected to descend into

individual conscience, and to punish
the crimes which it pretended to dis-

cover. Its process was reduced to a
horrible simplicity. It arrested on

suspicion, tortured till confession, and
then pimished by fire. Two witnesses,
and those to separate facts, were suffi-

cient to consign the victim to a loath-

some dungeon. Here he was sparingly
supplied with food, forbidden to speak,
or even to sing

—to which pastime it

could hardly be thought he would feel

much inclination—and then left to

himself, till famine and misery should
break his spirit. When that time was

supposed to have arrived he was ex-

amined. Did he confess, and forswear
his heresy, whether actually innocent
or not, he might then assume the sacred

shirt, and escape with confiscation of
all his property. Did he persist in the
avowal of his innocence, two witnesses
sent him to the stake, one witness to
the rack. He was informed of the tes-

timony against him, but never con-
fronted with the witness. That accuser

might be his son, father, or the wife of

his bosom, for all were enjoined, tmdei
the death-penalty, to inform the inqui-
sitors of every suspicious word which
might fall from their nearest relatives.

The indictment being thus supported,
the prisoner was tried by torture. The
rack was the court of justice ;

the cri-

minal's only advocate was his fortitude—for the nominal counsellor, who was
permitted no communication with the

prisoner, and was furnished neither
with documents nor •n-ith power to

procure evidence, was a puppet, aggra-
vating the lawlessness of the proceed-
ings by the mockery of legal forms.
The torture took place at midnight, in
a gloomy dungeon, dimly lighted by
torches. The victim—whether man,
matron, or tender virgin

—was stripped
naked and stretched upon the wooden
bench. Water, weights, fires, pulleys,
screws—all the apparatus by which the
sinews could be strained without crack-

ing, the bones bruised without break-

ing, and the body racked exquisitely
without giving up its ghost—was now

* Uoreute, i. 2S0.
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put into operation. The executioner,

euvclopcd in a black robe from head to

^'"oot, with his eyes glaring at his victim

through holes cut in the hood which
muffled his face, practised successively
all the forms of torture which the
devilish ingenuity of the monks had in-

vented. The imagination sickens when

striving to keep pace with these dread-

ful realities. Those who wish to in-

dulge their curiosity concerning the
details of the system, may easily satisfy
themselves at the present day. The
flood of hght which has been poured
upon the subject more than justifies
the horror and the rebellion of the
Netherlanders.

The period during which torture

might be inflicted from day to day waa
unlimited in dui'ation. It could only
be terminated by confession; so that

the scaffold was the sole refuge from
the rack. Individuals have borne the

torture and the dungeon fifteen years,
and have been burned at the stake at

last.

Execution followed confession, but
the number of condemned prisoners
was allowed to accumulate, that a mul-
titude of victims might grace each

great gala-day. The auto-da-fe was a

solemn festival. The monarch, the

high functionaries of the land, the

reverend clergy, the populace, regarded
it as an inspiring and delightful recrea-

tion. When the appointed morning
arrived, the victim was taken from his

dungeon. He was then attired in a

yellow robe without sleeves, like a

herald's coat, embroidered all over

with black figures of devils. A large
conical paper mitre was placed upon
his head, upon which was represented
a human being in the midst of flames,
surrounded by imjjs. His tongue was
tlien pamfully gagged, so that he could

neitheropen nor shut his mouth. After

he was thus accoutred, and just as he
was leaving his cell, a breakfast, con-

eisting of every delicacy, was placed
before him, and he was urged, with

ironical politeness, to satisfy his hun-

ger. He was then led forth into the

public square. The procession was
formed with great pomp. It was
beaded by the little school childi-en,
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who were immediately foil awed by
the band of prisoners, each attired in

the horrible yet ludicrous manner
described. Then came the magistrates
and nobility, the prelates and other

dignitaries of the Church: the holy
inquisitors, with their officials and

familiars, followed, all on horseback,
with the blood-red flag of the " sacred

office" waving above them, blazoned

upon either side with the portraits
of Alexander and of Ferdinand, the

pair of brothers who had established

the institution. After the procession
came the rabble. When all had
reached the neighbourhood of the

scaffold, and had been arranged in

order, a sermon was preached to the

assembled multitude. It w.as filled

with laudations of the Inquisition, and
with blasphemous revilings against the
condemned prisoners. Then the sen-

tences were read to the individual vic-

tims. Then the clergy chanted the

fifty-first psalm, the whole vast throng
uniting in one tremendous miserere. If

a priest happened to be among the

culprits, he was now stripped of the

canonicals which he had hitherto worn,
while his hands, lips, and shaven crow-n

were scraped with a bit of glass, by
which process the oil of his consecra-

tion was supposed to be removed. He
was thep thrown into the common herd.

Those of the prisoners who were recon-

ciled, and those whose execution was
not yet appointed, were now separated
from the others. The reet were com-

pelled to mount a scafFold, where the
executioner stood ready to conduct
them to the fire. The inquisitors
then delivered them into his hands,
with an ironical request that he would
deal with them tenderly, and without

blood-letting or injury. Those who
remained stedfast to the last were
tlien burned at the stake; they who
in the last extremity renounced their

faith were strangled before being
thrown into the flames. Such was
the Spanish Inquisition

—
technically

so called. It was, according to the

biographer of PhUip the Second, a
"
heavenly remedy, a guardian angel

of Paradise, a lion's den in which
Daniel and other just men could sua-
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tain no injury, but in which pervei-se
Binnera were torn to pieces."

^ It was
a tribunal superior to all human law,
without appeal, and certainly owing no

allegiance to the powers of earth or

heaven. No rank, high or humble,
was safe from its jurisdiction. The

royal family were not sacred, nor the

pauper's hoveL Even death afiford-

ed no protection. The Holy Ofnce

invaded the prince in his palace
and the beggar in his shroud. The

corpses of dead heretics were muti-

lated and burned. The inquisitors

preyed upon carcases and rifled graves,
A gorgeous festival of the Holy Office

had, as we have seen, welcomed Philip
to his native land. The news of these

tremendous autos-da-fe, in which so

many illustrious victims had been sac-

rificed before their sovereign's eyes,
had reached the Netherlands almost

simultaneously with the buUs creating
the new bishoprics in the provinces. It

was not hkely that the measure would
be rendered more palatable by this in-

telligence of the royal amusements.'
The Spani^ Inquisition had never

flourished in any soil but that of the

peninsula. It is possible that the

King and Granvelle were sincere in

their protestations of entertaining no
intention of introducing it into the

Netherlands, although the protesta-
tions of such men are entitled to but
little weight. The truth was, that

the inquisition existed already in the

pro\Tnces. It waa the main object of

the government to confirm and extend
the institution. The Episcopal Inquisi-

tion, as we have already seen, had been

enlarged by the enormous increase in
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• "
Lago de los leones de Daniel que a los

gustos no hazen mal, si despeda^an los obsti-

nados impeuitentes pecalcres, reniedio dUl

eUlo i Angel de la ffuarda del Paraiso," etc.—
Cabrera, v. 236.

- Bor, iiL 113-119; who had used the
works of his contemporaries, Gonsalvo
Montano and Giorgio Nigrino; Hoofd, i. 30-
Si. Compare Llorer.te, Hist. Crit. de I'ln-

quis., p.articu'arlr 1 chap. S and 9, and iv.

c. 46
; Van der Vj-nckt, i. £00-238; Hopper,

p. ii. c. 9; Grot. Ann., i 14, 15.
* Histoire des ciuses de la desunion, re-

voltes et alterations des Pays-Bas depuis
I'abdication de Churles Quint en 1555 jusqu'a
]a mon du Prince do Parme en 1592. Par
Messire Renom de France, Chtvalier, Seig-

the number of bishops, each of whom
was to be head inqtdsitor in his diocese,

with two special inquisitors under

him. With this apparatus and with

the edicts, as already described, it

might seem that enough had already
been done for the suppression of

heresy. But more had been done.

A regular Papal Inquisition also existed

in the Netherlandk This establish-

ment, like the edicts, was the gift of

Charles the Fifth. A word of intro-

duction is here again necessary
—nor

let the reader deem that too much
time is devoted to this painful subject.
On the contrary, no definite idea can

be formed as to the character of the

Netherland revolt without a thorough
understanding of this great cause—
the rehgious persecution in which the

country had lived, breathed, and had
its being, for half a century, and in

which, had the rebellion not broken
out at last, the population must have
been either exterminated or entirely
embruted. The few years which are

immediately to occupy us in the pre-
sent and succeeding chapter, present
the country in a daUy increasing fer-

ment from the action of causes which
had existed long before, but which
received an additional stimulus as the

policy of the new reign developed
itsek".

Previously to the accession of

Charles V., it cannot be said that an

inquisition had ever been established

in the provinces. Isolated instances

to the contrary, adduced by the canon-

ists who gave their advice to Margaret
of Parma, rather proved the absence
than the existence of the sj-stem.*

nenr de Xoyelles, President d'Artois.—MS.
Bibl. de Bourgogne, i. chap. 5. et 7.

This important liistorical work, by a noble
ofthe Walloon provinces, aii'i a contemporary
of the events he describes, has never been
published. The distingriished M. Dumonier,
of the "Commission Royale d"Histoire," h.-v3

long promised an edition which cannot fail

to be as satisfactory as le;iming and expe-
rience can make it. The work is of con-
siderable length, in five manuscript folio

volumes. It was written mainly from tha
pajiers of Ccimcillor d'Assonleville. Tha
almost complete revelations of state secrets
in the inestimable publications of the Siman-
cas Correspondence, by M. Gach;ird, has

deprived the work, however, of a large por-
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In the reign of Pliilip the Good, the
vicar of the inquisitor-general gave
Bentence against some heretics, who
were burned in Lille (1448). In 1459,
Pierre Troussart, a Jacobin monk, con-

demned many Waldenses, togetherwith
6ome leading citizens of Artois, accused
of sorcery and heresy. He did this,

however, as inquisitor for the Bishop
of Arras, so that it was an act of Epis-

copal, and not Papal Inquisition.^ In

general, when inquisitors were wanted
in the provinces, it was necessary to

borrow them fr«>m France or Germany.
The exigencies of persecution making
a domestic staff desirable, Charles the

Fifth, in the year 1522, applied to his

ancient tutor, whom he had placed on
the papal throne.*

Charles had, however, already, in the

previous year, appointed Francis Van
der Hulst to be inquisitor-general for

the Netherlands.^ This man, whom
Erasmus called a " wonderful enemy
to learning," was also provided with
a coadjutor, Nicholas of Egmond by
name, a Carmelite monk, who was cha-

racterised by the same authority as " a

madman armed with a sword." The

inquisitor-general received full powers
to cite, arrest, imprison, torture here-

tics without observing the ordinary
forms of law, and to cause his sen-

tences to be executed without appeal.*
He was, however, in pronouncing defi-

nite judgments, to take the advice of

Laurens, president of the grand council

of Mechlin, a coarse, cruel, and igno-
rant man, who

" hated learning with a

more than deadly hatred,"
'' and who

might certainly be relied upon to sus-

tain the severest judgments which the

inquisitor might fulminate. Adrian

accordingly commissioned Van der

Hulst to be universal and general in-

quisitor for all the Netherlands.'' At

tioii of its value. On the subject of national

politics and the general condition of the

country, the writer cannot for a moment be

compared to Bor, in erudition, patience, or

fulness of detail. He is a warm Catliolic,

but his style has not a tithe of the vividly

descriptive and almost dramatic power of

Pontus Payen, another contemporary Catho-

lic historian, who well deserves publication.
1 Renom de France MS., ubi sup.
' Ibid. Introduction to Gachard, Corre-

spondauce de Philippe 11. . vol. i.
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the same time it was expressly stated
that his functions were not to super-
sede those exercised by the bishops aa

inquisitors in their own sees. Thus
the Papal Inquisition was established
in the provinces. Van der Hulst, a

person of infamous character, was not
the man to render the institution less

odious than it was by its nature. Be-
fore he had fulfilled his duties two
years, however, he was degraded from
his office by the Emperor for having
forged a document.'' In 1525, Bue-

dens, Houseau, and Coppin were con-
firmed by Clement the Seventh as in-

quisitors in the room of Van der Hulst.
In 1537 Ruard Tapper and Michael
Drutius were appointed by Paul the

Third, on the decease of Coppin, the
other two remaining in office. The

powers of the papal inquisitors had
been gradually extended, and they
were, by 1545, not only entirely inde-

pendent of the Ef)iscopal Inquisition,
but had acquired right of jurisdiction
over bishops and archbishops, whom
they were empowered to arrest and im-

piison. They had also received and
exercised the privilege of appointing
delegates, or sub-inquisitors, on their

own authority. Much of the work
was, indeed, performed by these offi-

cials, the most notorious of whom were
Barbier, De Monte, Titelmann, Fabry,
Campo de Zon, and Stryen.^ In 1545.

and again in 1550, a strmgent set of

instructions was drawn uj) by the Em-
peror for the guidance of these papal
inquisitors. A glance at their context
shews that the establishment was not
intended to be an empty form.

They were empowered to inquire,

proceed against, and chastise all here,

tics, all persons suspected of heresy,
and their protectors." Accompanied
by a notary, they were to collect writ-

* By commission, 23d April, 1522. Gachard.
Introduction Philippe II., cix.

* Gachard. Introduction, etc., cix.
» Expression of Erasmus. Brandt. Refor-

matio, i. 93.

By brief, June, 1523. Gachard. lutrocL

Philippe II., i. cxi.
1 Gachard. Introduction Philippe II., i

cxi.
* Ibid., cxiv.
» See the instructions in Vander Ilacr, f,

lCl-176.
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ten information concerning every per-
8on in the provinces,

" infected or

vehemently suspected," They were
authorised to summon all subjects of

his Majesty, whatever their rank, qua-

lity, or station, and to compel them to

give evidence, or to communicate sus-

picions. They were to punish all who

pertinaciously refused such depositions
with death. The Emperor commanded
his presidents, judges, sheriffs, and all

other judicial and executive officers to

render all
" assistance to the inquisi-

tors and their familiars in their holy
and pious Inquisition, whenever re-

quired so to do," on pain of being
punished as encoiiragers of heresy

—
that is to say, with death. Whenever
the inquisitors should be satisfied as to

the heresy of any individual, they were
to order tus arrest and detention by the

judge of the place, or by others arbi-

trarily to be selected by them. The

judges or persons thus chosen were

enjoined to fulfil the order, on pain of

being punished as protectors of heresy
•—that is to say, with death, by sword
or fire. If the prisoner were an eccle-

siastic, the inquisitor was to deal sum-

marily with the case,
" without noise or

form in the process—selecting an im-

perial coimcilior to render the sentence
of absolution or condemnation."^ If

the prisoner were a lay person, the

inquisitor was to order his punish-
ment, according to the edicts, by the
council of the province. In case of

lay persons suspected but not convic-

t«i of heresy, the inquistor was to

proceed to their chastisement, "with
the advice of a counsellor or some other

expert" In conclusion, the Emperor
ordered the "inquisitors to make it

known that they were not doing their

own work, but that of Christ, and to

persuade all persons of this fact."*

This clause of their instruction seemed
difficult of accomplishment, for no
reasonable person could doubt that

Christ, had he re-appeared in human
form, would have been instantlv cru-

liistrudions to Inquisitors. 1G9

cified again, or burned alive in any
place within the dominions of Charles

or Philip. The blasphemy with which
the name of Jesua was used by such
men to sanctify all these nameless hor-

rors, is certainly not the least of their

crimes.

In addition to these instructions, a

special edicthad been issuedon the 26tli

April 1550, according to which all judi-
cial officers, at the requisition of the in-

quisitors, were to render them all assist-

ance in the execution of their office, by
arresting and detaining all persons sus-

pected of heresy, according to the in-

structions issued to said inquisitors;
and this, notwith^anding an

i/ privileges
or charters io the contrary.^ In short,
the inquisitors were not subject to the
civil authority, but the civil authority
to them. The imperial edict em-

powered them "to chastise, degrade,
denounce, and deliver over heretics to

the secular judges for punishment ;
to

make iise of gaols, and to make arrests,
without ordinary warrant, but merely
with notice given to a single counsel-

lor, who was obliged to give sentence ac-

cording to their desire, without applica-
tion to the ordinary judge.""*

These instructions to the inquisitors
had been renewed and confirmed by
Philip, in. the very first month of his

reign^ (2Sth Nov. 1555). As in the
case of the edicts, it had been thought
desirable by Granvelle to make use of
the supposed magic of the Emperor's
name to hallow the whole machinery
of persecution. The action of the sys-
tem during the greater part of the im-

perial period had been terrible. Suf-
fered for a time to languish during the
French war, it had lately been renewed
with additional vigour. Among all the

inqiiisitors, the name of Peter Titel-

mann was now pre-eminent. He exe-

cuted his infamous functions through-
out Flanders, Douay, and Toumay, the
most thriving and populous portions
of the Xetherlands, with a swiftness,

precision, and even with a jocularity

1 " Summatim et de p'.ano sine figura et

Btrepitu judicii et proceasu instructo," etc.—Vandcr Haer, 16S.
* " In hoc praecipue laborabant dicti in-

qnisitores ut omuibus pers'iadeant^ se

non quae sua simt, sed quae sunt Curisti

quaerere, hoc sc'lum couartea."—V. d.Uaer
173.

» Brandt, Hist Refonnatie, i. 158.
*
ileteren, ii. 37. » Vander Haer, 175.
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wliich hardly seemed human. There
was a kind of grim hiimour about the
man. Contemporary chronicles give a

picture of him as of some grotesque
yet terrible goblin, careering through
the country by night or day, alone, on

liorseback, smiting the trembling pea-
sants on the head with a great club,

spreading dismay far and wide, drag-

guig suspected persons from their fire-

sides or their beds, and thinasting them
into dungeons, arresting, torturing,

strangling, bvu-ning, with hardly the
shadow of warrant, information^ or pro-
cess. ^

The secular sheriff, familiarly called

Red-Rod, from the colour of his wand
of office, meeting this inquisitor Titel-

mann one day upon the high road,
thus wonderingly addressed him:—
"How can j'^cu venture to go about

alone, or at most with an attendant or

two, arresting people on every aide,

while I dare not attempt to execute

my office, except at the head of a

strong force, armed in proof ; and then

only at the peril of my life ?"

"Ah! Red-Rod," answered Peter,

jocosely,
"
you deal with bad people.

I have nothing to fear, for I seize

only the innocent and virtuous, who
make no resistance, and let themselves

be taken like lambs."
"
Mighty well," said the other

;
"but

if you arrest all the good people and I

all the bad, 'tis difficult to say who in

the world is to escape chastisement." ^

The reply of the inquisitor has not

been recorded, but there is no doubt
that he proceeded like a strong man to

run his day's course.

He was the most active of all the

agents in the religious persecution at

the epoch of which we are now treat-

ing, but he had been inquisitor for

many years. The martjTology of the

provinces reeks with his murders. He
burned men for idle words or sus-

pected thoughts ;
he rarely waited,

according to his frank confession, for

deeds. Hearing once that a certain

1 Branrlt, i. 228; 108, et passim. Kock,
Varicrl. Worterbuch ; iirt. Titclmaim.—Com-
piiro the brilli-iiitly -written episode of
Pi-ofossor Altnuvcr: *' Uue siiccursale du
tiibunal de sang" (Bnix., \^'o?.), p. 37, 38.

« Brandt. Hist, dei- ReJormatie, L 228.
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schoolmaster, named Geleyn deMuler,
of Audenarde,

"
vsas addicted to read-

inff the Bible," he summoned the cul-

prit before him and accused him of

heresy. The schoolmaster claimed, if

he were guilty of any crime, to be
tried before the judges of his town.
" You are my prisoner," said Titel-

mann, "and are to answer me and
none other." The inquisitor pro-
ceeded accordingly to catechise him,
and soon satisfied himself of the
schoolmaster's heresy. He command-
ed him to make immediate recanta-

tion. The schoolmaster refused.
" Do

you not love your wife and children ?
"

asked the demoniac Titelmann. " God
knows," ansv/ered the heretic, "that
if the whole world were of gold, and

my own, I would give it all only to

have them with me, even had I to live

on bread and water and in bondage."
" You have then," answered the in-

quisitor, "only to renounce the en-or

of your opinions." "Neither for

wife, children, nor all the world, can
I renounce my God and religious

truth," answered the prisoner. There-

upon Titelmann sentenced him to the
stake. He was strangled, and then
thrown into the flames. ^

At about the same time, Thomas
Calberg, tapestry weaver, of Tournay,
within the jurisdiction of the same

inquisitor, was convicted of haviiig

copied some hymns from a book

printed in Geneva. He was burned
alive.'' Another man, whose name has

perished, was hacked to death with
seven blows of a rusty sword, in

presence of his wife, who was so

horror-stricken that she died on the

spot before her husband.' His crime,
to be sure, was Anabaptism, the most

deadly offence in the calendar. In

the same year, one Walter Kapell was
burned at the stake for heretical opi-
nions." He was a man of some pro-

perty, and beloved by the poor people
of Dixmuyde, in Flanders, where he

resided, for his many charities. A
» Hist. c!es Martvrs, f. 227, clxvii. ; itpud

Brandt, i. 168.
"

Brandt, i. 169.
» Hist, der Doopsg. Mart., p. 229; apud

Biaiidr, i. 10~.
« Hist, der Doopsg. Mart., 229, il. 849

apud Brandt, i. 167.
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poor idiot, who had been often fed by
his bounty, called out to the inquisi-
tor's subalterns, as they bound his

patron to the stake,
" Ye are bloody

murderers ;
that man has done no

wrong; but has given me bread to

eat." With these words, he cast him-

self headlong into the flames to perish
with his protector, but was with diffi-

culty rescued by the officers.^ A day
or two afterwards, he made his way
to the stiike, where the half-burnt

skeleton of Walter KapeU still re-

mained, teok the body upon his

shoulders, and carried it through the

streeta to the house of the chief bur-

gomaster, where several other magis-
trates happened then to be in session.

Forcing his way into their presence,
he laid his burden at their feet, crying,
"
There, murderers ! ye have eaten his

flesh, now eat his bones !

" ' It haa
not been recorded whether Titelmann
sent him to keep company with his

friend in the next world. The fate of

BO obscure a victim could hardly find

room on the crowded pages of the

Netherland martyrdom.
This kind of work, which went on

daily, did not increase the love of the

people for the Inquisition or the edicts.

It terrified many, but it inspired more
wifh that noble resistance to oppres-
sion, particularly to religious oppres-
sion, which is the sublimest instinct

of human nature. Men confronted

the terrible inquisitors with a courage
e^iual to their cruelty. At Tomnay,
one of the chief cities of Titelmann's

district, and almost before his eyes,
one Bertrand le Bias, a velvet manu-
facturer, conunitted what was held
an almost incredible crime. Having
begged his wife and childi-en to pray
for a blessing upon what he was about
to undertake, he went on Christmas-

» Hist, der Doopsg. Mart., 110, ii. 849 ;

apud Brandt, i. 167 * Ibid.
' Histoire des Jlartyrs, f. S56, cxcv. ;

apud Brandt, i. 171, 172. It may be well

supposed that this would be regarded as a
crime of almost inconceivable magnitude.
Tt was death even to refuse to kneel in the
streets when the wafer was carried by.
Thua, for example, a poor huckster, named
Simiin, at Bergeu-op-Zoom, who nt^lected
to prostrate himself before his booth at the
passage of the host, was immedi-\te)j

day to the Cathedral of Tovmiay, and
stationed himself near the altar.

Having awaited the moment in which
the priest held on high the consecrated

host, Le Bias then forced his way
through the crowd, snatched, the wafer

from the hands of the astonished eccle-

siastic, and broke it into bits, crying

aloud, as he did so,
"
Misguided men,

do ye take this thing to be Jesus

Christ, yotir Lord and Saviour ?
" With

these words, he threw the fragments
on the ground and trampled them
with his feet."* The amazement and
horror were so universal at such an

appalling oflfence, that not a finger
was raised to arrest the criminal.

Priests and congregation were alike

paralysed, bo that he would have
found no difficulty in making his

escape. He did not stir, however ; he
had come to the church determined to

execute what he considered a sacred

duty, and to abide the consequences.
After a time he was apprehended.
The inquisitor demanded if he re-

pented of what he had done. He
protested, on the contrary, that he

gloried in the deed, and that he would
die a hundred deaths to rescue from
such daily profanation the name of

his Redeemer, Christ. He was then

put thrice to the tortiu-e, that he

might be forced to reveal his accom-

plices. It did not seem in himian

pow^er for one man to accomplish such
a deed of darkness without confede-

rates. Bertrand had none, however,
and could denounce none. A frantic

sentence v.'as then devised as a feeble

pimishment for so much wickedness.

He was dragged on a hurdle, with his

mouth closed with an iron gag, to the

market-place. Here his right hand
and foot were burned and twisted off

between two red-hot irons. His

burned. Instances of the same punishment
for that offence might be multiplied. In
this particular case, it is recorded that the
sheriff who was present at the execution
was so much effected by the courage and
ftrvotir of the simple-minded victim, that
he went home, took to his bed, became
deliriou.s, crying constantly. Ah, Simou !

Simon! and daod miserably, "notwith-

standing all that the monks could do to

console him."—Hist, des Doojisg. Mart. iL

849, ccxxx. ; apud Brandt, L KT.
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ton;T.ie wag then torn out by the

roots, and because he still endea-

voured to call upon the name of God,
the iron gag was again applied. With
his arms and legs fastened together
behind his back, he was then hooked

by the middle of his body to an ii-on

chain, and made to swing to and fro

over a slow fire till he was entirely
roasted. His life lasted almost to the
end of these ingenious tortures, but
his fortitude lasted as long as his

life.i

In the next year, Titelmann caused
one Robert Ogier, of Ryssel, in

Flanders, to be arrested, together with
his wife and two sons. Their crime
consisted in not going to mass, and in

practising private worship at home.

They confessed the offence, for they
protested that they cotdd not endure to

see the profanation of their Saviour's

name in the idolatrous sacraments.

They were asked what rites they
practised in their own house. One of

the sons, a mere boy, answered,
" We

fall on our knees, and pray to God
that He may enlighten our hearts, and

forgive our sins. We pray for our

sovereign, that his reign may be pros-

perous, and his life peaceful. We
also pray for the magistrates and
others in authority, that God may
protect and preserve them all." The

boy's simple eloquence drew tears

even from the eyes of some of his

judges; for the inquisitor had placed
the case before the civil tribunal. The
father and eldest son were, however,
condemned to the flames. " O God !

"

prayed the youth at the stake,
" Eter-

nal Father, accept the sacrifice of our

lives, in the name of Thy beloved

Son." " Thou liest, scoundrel !" fiercely

interrupted a monk, who was lighting
the fire

;

" God is not yoiir father
; ye

are the devil's children." As the

flames rose about them, the boy cried

out once more,
"
Look, my father, all

heaven is opening, and I see ten hun-
dred thousand angels rejoicing over

1 Hist, des Martyrs, 356, cxcv. ; apud
Brandt, i. 171, 172.—De la Barre. Hecutil
des actes et choses plus notables qui sont
ftdvenues es Pays-Bas.—MS. iu the 13russols

Archives, i. lij.

* Braudt, i. 259.
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us. Let us be glad, for we are dying
for the truth."

" Thou liest ! thou
liest !

"
again screamed the monk

;

"all hell is opening, and you see ten
thousand devils thrusting you into
eternal fire." Eight days afterwards,
the wife of Ogier and his other son
were burned

;
so that there was an end

of that family.^
Such are a few isolated specimens of

the manner of proceeding in a single
district of the Netherlands. The in-

quisitor Titelmann certainly deserved
his terrible reputation. Men called

him Saul the Persecutor, and it was
well known that he had been originally
tamted with the heresy which he had,
for so many years, been furiously chas-

tising.'' At the epoch which now en-

gages our attention, he felt stimulated

by the avowed policy of the govern-
ment to fresh exertions, by which all

his previous achievements should be
cast into the shade. In one day he
broke into a house in Ryssel, seized
John de Swarte, his wife and four

children, together with two newly-
married couples, and two other persons,
convicted them of reading the Bible,
and of praying in their own doors, and
had them all immediately burned.*
Are these things related merely to

excite superfluous horror? Are the

suff'erings of these obscure Christians

beneath the dignity of history? Is it

not better to deal with murder and

oppression in the abstract, without

entering into trivial details ? The
answer is, that these things are the

history of the Netherlands at this

epoch ;
that these hideous details fur-

nish the causes of that immense move-

ment, out of which a great rejiublic
was born and an ancient tyranny de-

stroyed; and that Cardinal Granvelle

was ridiculous when he asserted that
the people would not open their mouths
if the seigniors did not make such a

noise. Because the great lords " owed
their very souls"*—because convulsions

might help to pay their debts, and fur-

* Hist, des Martyrs, 233, 385, 387, 388 ;

apud Brandt, i. 193-197.
• Jacobus Kok. Vaderlandsche Woor-

donbook, t. 27; art. Titelmann.
» Puuiera d'Etut, viL 61. "Deven todoe

el aliua.
'
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nish forth their masquerades and ban-

quets
—because the Prince of Orange

was ambitious, and Egmont jealous of

the Cardinal— therefore superficial

writers found it quite natural that the

country should be disturbed, although
that

" vUe aud mischievous animal, the

people," might have no objection to a

continuance of the system which had

been at work so long. On the contrary,
it was exactly because the movement
was a popular and a religious move-

ment that it will always retain its place

among the most important events of

history. Dignified documents, state

papers, solemn treaties, are often of no

more value than the lambskin on which

they are engrossed. Ten thousand

nameless \ictims, in the cause of re-

ligious and ci\-il freedom, may build

up gi-eat states and alter the aspect of

whole continents.

The nobles, no doubt, were conspi-

cuoiis, and it is well for the cause of

the right that, as in the early hours of

English liberty, the crown and mitre

were opposed by the baron's sword and
shield. Had all the seigniors made
common cause with Philip and Gran-

velle, instead of setting their breasts

against the Inquisition, the cause of

truth and Uberty would have been still

more desperate. Nevertheless they
were directed and controlled, under

Providence, by humbler, but more

powerful agencies than their own.
Nor is it, perhaps, always better to

rely upon abstract phraseology to

produce a necessary impression. Upon
some minds, declamation concerning

liberty of conscience and rehgious

tyranny makes but a vague impression,
while an effect may be produced upon
them, for example, by a dry, concrete,

cynical entry in an account book, such
as the following, taken at hazard from
the register of mimicipal expenses at

Toumay, during the years with which
we are now occupied :

^

" To Mr Jacques Barra, executioner,
for having tortured, twice, Jean de

Lannoy, ten sous.
" To the same, for having executed,

1 Gachard, Kapport concemant los Ar-
chives de Lille, S7.

2 Ibid.
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by fire, said Lannoy, sixty sous. For

having thrown his cinders iiito the

river, eight sous." ^

This was the treatment to which
thousands had been subjected in the

provinces. Men, women, and children

were burned, and their
" cinders"

thrown away, for idle words against

Rome, spoken years before,
^ for pray-

ing alone in their closets, for not

kneeling to a wafer when they met it

in the streets,
• for thoughts to which

they had never given utterance, but

which, on inquiry, they were too

honest to deny. Certainly with thia

work going on year after year in every

city in the Netherlands, and now set

into renewed and vigorous action by a
man who wore a crown only that he

might the better torture his feUow-

creatiures, it was time that the very
stones in the streets should be moved
to mutiny.
Thus it may be seen of how much

value were the protestations of Philip
and of Granvelle, on which much stress

has latterly been laid, that it was not

their intention to introduce the Spanish
Inquisition. "With the edicts and the

Netherland Inquisition, such as we
have described them, the step was

hardly necessary.
In fact, the main difference between

the two institutions consisted in the

greater efficiency of the Spanish in dis-

covering such of its victims as were

disposed to deny their faith. Devised

originally for more timorous and less

conscientious infidels who were often

disposed to skiilk in obscure places,
and to renoimce without really aban-

doning their errors, it was provided
with a set of venomoiia familiars who
gUded through every chamber and
coiled themselves at every fireside.

The secret details of each household
in the realm being therefore known to

the Holy Office and to the monarch,
no infidel or heretic could escape dis-

covery. This invisible machinery was
less requisite for the Netherlands.
There was comparatively little diffi-

culty in ferreting out the "vermin"'

» Brandt, i. 243.
*

Ibid., i paasim.
• Renom de France, i. 13. MS.
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—to use the expression of a Walloon
historian of that age

—so that it was

only necessaiy to maintain in good
working order the apparatus for de-

stroying the noxious creatures when
unearthed. The heretics of the pro-
vinces assembled at each other's houses
to practise those rights described in

Buch simple language by Baldwin Ogier,
and denounced under such horrible

penalties by the edicts. The inquisi-
torial system of Spain was hardly
necessary for men who had but little

prudence in concealing, and no inclina-

tion to disavow their creed. "It is

<iuite a laughable matter," wrote Gran-

velle, who occasionally took a comic
view of the Inquisition,

" that the King
should send us depositions made in

Spain by which we are to hunt for

heretics here, as if we did not know of

thousands already. Would that I had
as many doubloons of annual income,"
he added, "as there are public and

professed heretics in the provinces."^
No doubt the Inquisition was in such

eyes a most desirable establishment.
" To speak without passion," says the

Walloon,"the Inquisition well adminis-
tered is a laudable institution, and not
less necessary than all the other offices

of spirituality and temporality belong-

ing both to the bishops and to the com-
missioners of the Roman see." ^ The

Papal and Episcopal establishments,
in co-operation with the edicts, were

enough, if thoroughly exercised and

completely extended. The edicts alone

v.'cre sufficient.
" The edicts and the

Inquisition are one and the same

thing,"
^ said the Prince of Orange. The

circumstance, that the civil authorities

were not as entirely superseded by the
Netherland as by the Spanish system,
was rather a difference of form than of

fact. We have seen that the secular

officers of justice were at the command
of the inquisitors. Sheriff, gaoler,

judge, and hangman, were all required,
under the most terrible penalties, to do

Daica Repuhlic. [1 oG3.

1 "
Si lo osasse dezir, es cosa de risa em-

biarnos doposiciouea que se hfizen ay dolante,
etc y tu'iesse yo tantos dobloiies de ^ 10
de reiita como los hay publicos hereges,"
etc.—Papiers d'Etat, viL 105-107.

» Reuoin de France, i. 8. MS.

their bidding. The reader knows what
the edicts were. He knows also the in-

structions to the corps of Pa.pal inqui-

sitors, delivered by Charles and Philip.
He knows that Philip, both in person
and by letter, had done his utmost to

sharpen those instructions, during the
latter portion of his sojourn in the
Netherlands. Fourteen new bishops,
each with two special inquisitors under

him, had also been appointed to carry
out the great work to which the so-

vereign had consecrated his existence.

The manner in which the hunters of

heretics performed their office has
been exemplified by slightly sketch-

ing the career of a single one of the

sub-inquisitors, Peter Titelmann. The
monarch and his ministers scarcely

needed, therefore, to transplant the

peninsular exotic. Why should they
do so ? Philip, who did not often say
a great deal in a few words, once ex-

pressed the whole truth of the matter
in a single sentence :

" Wherefore in-

troduce the Spanish Inquisition ?" said

he
;

" the Inquisition ofthe Netherlands

is much more pitiless than that of

Spain."*
Such was the system of religious

persecutica commenced by Charles,
and perfected by Philip. The King
could not claim the merit of the inven-

tion, which justly belonged to the

Emperor. At the same time, his re-

sponsibility for the unutterable woe
caused by the continuance of the

scheme is not a jot diminishecL There
was a time when the whole system
had fallen into comparative desuetude.

It was utterly abhorrent to the insti-

tutions and the manners of the Nether-

landers. Even a great number of the

Catholics in the provinces were averse

to it. Many of the leading grandees,

every one of whom was Catholic, were
foremost in denouncing its continu-

ance. In short, the Inquisition had
been partially endiu-ed, but never ac-

cepted. Moreover, it had never been

» Groenv. P. Archives etCoiTespondanoe,
iii. 29.

* " D'ailleurs I'Inquisition des Pays-Basest

Elus
impitoyable que celle d'Espagne."—

«tter to Margaret of Parma. Con'espon-
dance de Philippe II., i. ^o^.
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introduced into Luxemburg or Gron-

ingen.i Jq Gelderland it had been

prohibited by tiie treaty^ through
which that province had been annexed
to the Emperor's dominions, and it had
been uniformly and successfully re-

sisted in Brabant. Therefore, although
Phihp, taking the artfid advice of

Granvelle, had sheltered himself under
the Emperor's name by re-eaacting,
word for word, his decrees, and re-

issuing his instructions, he cannot be
allowed any such protection at the bar
of history.

Already, in the beginning of 1562,
Granvelle was extremely unpopular." The Cardinal is hated of all men,"
wrote Sir Thomas Gresham.* The
great struggle between him and the

leading nobles had already commenced.
The people justly identified him with
the whole infamous machinery of per-

secution, which he had either origi-
nated or warmly made his own. Vigliua
and Berlaymont were his creatures.

"With the other members of the state-

council, according to their solemn

statement, already recorded, he did
not deign to consult, while he affected

to hold them responsible for the mea-
sures of the administration. Even the

Regent herself complained that the
Cardinal took affairs quite out of her
hands, and that he decided upon many
important matters without her cog-
nisance.* She already began to feel

herself the puppet which it had been
intended she should become

;
she al-

ready felt a diminution of the respect-
ful attachment for the ecclesiastic

which had inspired her when she pro-
cured his red hat.

Granvelle was, however, most re-

solute in carrj-ing out the intentions
of his master. We have seen how

1 Gachard. Introduction to Philippe II.,
i. 123, iv.

2 Ibid.
'
Burgon, ii. 267.

*
Papiers d'Etat, vi. 543-543.

» Dom I'Evesque. Jlemoiies, i. 302-308.
*
Papiers d'Etit. vii. 75.

' "
Histoire des choses les plus memorables

qui se sont passees eu la ville et Compte de
Valenciennes depuis le commencement des
troubles des Pavs-P-is sous le re.jne de PhilH . jusqu' a I'amiee li}'21."—JJ3. (Collect!
Gerard).
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vigorously he had already set himself

to the inauguration of the new bishop-

rics, despite of opposition and obloquy.
He was now encouraging or rebuking
the inquisitors in their

"
pious office

"

throughout all the provinces. Not-

withstanding his exertions, however,

heresy continued to spread. In the
AValloon provinces the infection waa
most prevalent, while judges and exe-

cutioners were appalled by the mutin-
ous demonstrations which each succes-

sive sacrifice provoked. The victims

were cheered on their way to the

scaffold. The hynms of Marot were

sung in the very faces of the inquisi-
tors. Two ministers, Faveau and Mal-

lart, were particidarly conspicuous at"

this moment at Valenciennes. The
governor of the province. Marquis
Berghen, was constantly absent, for

he hatetl with his whole sotd the sys-
tem of persecution. For this negli-

gence Granvelle denounced him secret-

ly and perpetually to Philip.*
" The

Marquis says openly," said the Cardinal,
" that 'tis not right to shed blood for

matters of faith. With such men to

aid us, your 3Iajesty can judge how
much progress we can , make." * It

was, however, important, in GranveUe's

opinion, that these two ministers at

Valenciennes shoidd be at once put to

death. They were avowed heretics,
and they preached to their disciples,

although they certainly were not
doctors of divinity. Moreover, they
were accused, most absurdly, no doubt,
of pretending to work miracles. It

was said that, in presence of several

witnesses, they had imdertaken to cast

out devils
;
and they had been appre-

hended on an accusation of this nature.'

Their offence really consisted in read-

ing the Bible to a few of their friends.

This is a contemporary manuscript belong-
ing to the Gerard collectiou in the Royal
Library at the Hague. Its author w;is a
citizen of Valencieiines, and a personal wit-
ness of most ofthe events which he describes.
Ue appeai-s to have attained to a great age,
as he minutely narrates, from personal
observation, many scenes which occiured
before 1566, and his work is continued till

the year 1621 . It is a mere sketch, without
much literary merit, but contairing many
local ru;ecdutcs of interest. Its anonymoua
author wa« a very sincere Catholic.
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Granvelle sent Phillbert de Bi'uxelles

to Valenciennes to procure tlieir im-

mediate condemnation and execution.-^

He rebuked the judges and inquisi-

tors, he sent express orders to Marquis
Berghen to repair at once to the scene

of his duties. The prisoners were con-

demned in the autumn of 1561. The

magistrates were, hov/ever, afraid to

carry the sentence into effect." Gran-

velle did not cease to censure them
for their pusillanimity, and wrote al-

most daily letters accusing the magis-
trates of being themselves the cause of

the tumults by which they were ap-

palled. The popular commotion was,

however, not lightly to be braved.

Six or seven months long the culprits
remained in confinement, while daily
and nightly the people crowded the

streets, hurling threats and defiance

at the authorities, or pressed about
the prison windows, encouraging their

beloved ministers, and promising to

rescue them m case the attempt should

be made to fulfil the sentence.' At
last Granvelle sent down a peremptory
order to execute the culprits by fire.

On the 27th of April 1562, Faveau
and Mallart were accordingly taken

from their gaol and carried to the

market-place, where arrangements had
been made for burning them. Simon

Faveau, as the executioner was binding
him to the stake, uttered the invo-

cation,
"

! ]<]ternal Father !

" * A
woman in the crowd, at the same

instant, took off her shoe, and threw it

at the funereal pile.'' This was a pre-
concerted signal. A movement was at

once visible in the crowd. Jlen in

great numbers dashed upon the barriers

which had been erected in the square
around the place of execution. Some
seized the fagots, which had been

already lighted, and scattered them in

cveiy direction; some tore up the

pavements ;
others broke in pieces the

barriers. The executioners were pre-

vented from carrying out the .. entence,

1 Dom I'Evesque, i. 302-308.
"

Ibid. Valenciennes MS.
3 Dom I'Evesque, i. 302-308. Valenciennes

JIS.
* Ibid.
* Valehcieuues US.
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but the guard were enabled, with great
celerity and determination, to bring
off the cidprits and to place them in

their dungeon again. The authorities
were in doubt and dismay. The in-

quisitors were for putting the ministers
to death in prison, and hurling their

heads upon the street. Evening ap-

proached while the officials were still

pondering. The people, who had been

chanting the Psalms of David through
the town, without having decided what
should be their coui'se of action, at last

determined to rescue the victims. A
vast throng, after much hesitation,

accordingly directed their steps to the

prison.
" You should have seen this

vile populace," says an eye-witness,®"
moving, pausing, recoiling, sweeping

forward, swaying to and fro hke the
waves of the sea when it is agitated by
contending winds." The attack was

vigorous, the defence was weak—for

the authorities had expected no such
fierce demonstration, notwithstanding
the menacing language which had been
so often uttered. The prisoners were

rescued, and succeeded in making their

escape from the city. The day iu

which the execution had been thus

prevented was called, thenceforward,
the "

day of the ill-burned
" '

(Joumde
des mau-binilez). One of the ministers,

however, Simon Faveau, not discour-

aged by this near apjiroach to martyi--

dom, persisted in his heretical labours,
and was, a few years aftenvards, again
apprehended.

" He was then," says
the chronicler, cheerfully,

" burned
well and handsomely" in the same

place whence he had formerly been
rescued.'

This desperate resistance to tyranny
was for a moment successful, because,

notwithstanding the murmurs and
menaces by which the storm had been

preceded, the authorities had not be-

lieved the people capable of proceeding
to such lengths. Had not the heretics—in the words of Inquisitor Titelmann

« Valenciennes MS.
» Ibid.
» " Le 28 Mars, 1568. Simon F.nveaTi qui

avait estc un dcs '

vimi-hrultz,' ayant est^

rattrappe fust brule him tt beau & Valen«
tiennes."—Valenciennes JIS.
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—allowed tliemselves. year after year,
to be taken and slaughtered like lambs ?

The cousternatien of the magistrates
was soon succeeded by auger. The

government at Brussels was in a frenzy
of rage when informed of the occur-

rence. A bloody vengeance was in-

etantly prepared, to vindicate the insult

to the Inquisition. On the 29tli of

April, detachments of Bossu's and of

Berghen's
" band of ordonnance

"
were

sent into Valenciennes, together with
a company of the Duke of Aerschot's

regiment. The prisons were instantly
filled to ovei-flowing with men and
women arrested for actual or suspected

pai-ticipation in the tumidt. Orders
had been sent dov.-n from the capital
to make a short process and a sharp
execution for all the criminals. On
the 16th of May, the slaughter com-
menced. Some were burned at the

stake, some were beheaded; the num-
ber of victims was frightfuL "No-

thing was left imdone by the magis-
trates," says an ej-e-witness, with great

approbation,
' which could serve for

the con-ection and amendment of the

poor people."
^ It was long before the

judges and hangmen rested from their

labours. When at last the havoc was

complete, it might be supposed that a
sufficient vengeance had been taken
for the "day of the ill-burned," and
an adeqviate amount of

" amendment"

provided for the "
poor people."

Such scenes as these did not tend to

increase the loyalty of the nation, nor
the popidarity of the government. On
Granvelle's head was poured a daily

increasing torrent of hatred. He was
looked upon in the provinces as the

impersonation of that religious op-

pression which became every moment
more intolerable. The King and the

Eegent escaped much of the odium
which belonged to them, because the

people chose to bestow all their male-
dictions upon the Cardinal. There

was, however, no great injustice in !

this embodiment. Granvelle was the

government. As the people of that

day were extremely reverent to royalty,

they vented all their rage upon the
minister, while maintaining still a con-

i Valencitiiiies ^^
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ventional respect for the sovereign.
The prelate had aheady become the
constant butt of the " Rhetoric Cham-
bers." These popular clubs for the

manufacture of home-spun poetry and
street farces out of the raw material of

public sentiment, occupied the place
which has been more effectively filled

in succeeding ages, and in fi'ee coim-

tries, by the A.\ily press. Before the
invention of that most tremendous

weapon which liberty has ever wieldeil

against tyranny, these himible but in-

fluential associations shared with the

pulpit the only power which existed

of moving the passions or directing
the opinions of the people. They
were eminently hberal in their ten-

dencies. The authoi-s and the actors

of their comedies, poems, and pasquila
were mostly artisans or tradesmen, be-

longing to the class out of which pro-
ceeded the early victims, and the latej

soldiers of the Reformation. Their
bold farces and truculent satii-e hzA

already eiFected much in spreading

among the people a detestation of

Chm-ch abuses. They were particU'

larly severe upon monastic licentioua-

ness.
" These corrupt comedians,

called rhetoricians," says the Walloon

contemporary already cited,
"

affoixled

much amusement to the people. Al-

ways some poor little nuns or honest
monks were made a part of the farce.

It seemed as if the people coidd take

no pleasure except in ridiculing God
and the Church." * The people, how-

ever, persisted in the opinion that the
ideas of a monk and of God were not

inseparable. Certainly the piety of

the early reformers was sufficiently

fervent, and had been proved by the
steadiness with which they confronted
torture and death, but they knew no
measure in the ridicule which they
heaped upon the men by whom they
were daily murdered in droves. The
rhetoric comedies were not admirable
in an Eesthetic point of view, but they
were wrathful and sincere. Therefore

they cost many thousand hves, but

they sowed the seed of resistance to

religious tyranny, to spring up one

day in a hundredfold harvest. It W"afl

» Eeuom de France MS., i. c 6.
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natural that the authorities should
have long sought to suppress these

l-.erambulatmg dramas. " There was
at that tyme/' wrote honest Richard

Clough to Sir Thomas Gresham,
"syche playes (of Reterj-ke) played
thet hath cost many a 1000 man's

h'ves, for iu these plays was the Word
of God first opened in thys country.
Weche playes v/ere and are forbidden

moche more strictly than any of the
bookes of Martin Luthei'."-^

These rhetoricians were particularly
inflamed against Granvelle. They
wove personally excited against him,
because he had procured the suppres-
sion of their relignous dramas.

" Those
rhetoiicians who make farces and
street i:)lays," wrote the Cardinal to

Philip,
" are particularly angiy with

me, because two years ago I prevented
them from ridiculing the holy Scrip-
tures."

"

Nevertheless, these institu-

tions continued to pursue their oppo-
sition to the course of the government.
Their uncouth gambols, their awkward
but stunning blows rendered daily
service to the cause of religious free-

dom. Upon the newly-appointed
bishops^ they poured out an endless

succession of rhymes and rebuses,

epigrams, caricatures, and extravagan-
zas. Poems were pasted upon the
walls of every house, and passed from
hand to hand. Farces were enacted
in every street

;
the odious ecclesias-

tics figuring as the principal buffoons.

These representations gave so much
offence, that renewed edicts were
issued to suppress them.* The prolii-

bition was resisted, and even ridiculed

jn many provinces, particularly in

Hollatid." The tyranny wliich was
able to drown a nation in blood and

tears, was powerless to prevent them
from laughing most bitterly at their

oppressors. The tanner, Cleon, was
never belaboured more soundly by the

vits of Athens, than the prelate by
these Flemish "rhetoricians." With

infinitely less Attic salt, but with as

1 Burgon, i. 377-391.
-
Papicrs d'Etat, vi. 552-562.

» Hoofd, i. S8.
*
Repert. dor Plakaten, Bl. 90. Wagenaer,

•vi. 76.
* Wagenaer, vi. 76, sqq.
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much heartiness as Aristophanes could
have done, the popular I'hymers gave
the minister ample opportunity to

understand the position which he occu-

pied in the Netherlands. One day a

petitioner placed a paper in his hand
and vanished. It contained some
scurrilous verses upon himself, together
with a caricature of his person. In
this he was represented as a hen seated

upon a pile of eggs, out of which ho
was hatching a brood of bishops. Some
of these were clipping the shell, some

thrusting forth an arm, some a leg,
while others were running about witli

mitres on their heads, all bearing
whimsical resemblance to various pre-
lates who had been newly appointed.
Above the Cardinal's head the Devil
was represented hovering, with these

words issuing from his mouth :

"
Thi.^

is my beloved Son, listen to him, my
people.""

There was another lampoon of a

similar natin-e, which was so well exe-

cuted, that it especially excited Gran-

velle's anger. It was a rhjnned satire

of a general nature, like the rest, but
so delicate, and so stinging, that the

Cardinal ascribed it to his old friend

and present enemy, Simon Renard.
This man, a Burgundian by birth, and

college associate of GranveUe, had been
befriended both by himself and his

father.^ Aided by their patronage
and his own abilities, he had arrived

at distinguished posts; having been

Spanish Envoy both in France and

England, and one of the negotiators of

the truce of Vaucelles. He had lat-

terly been disappointed in his ambi-

tion to become a councillor of state,

and had vowed vengeance upon the

Cardinal, to whom he attributed his

ill success. He was certainly guilty
of much ingratitude, for he had been
under early obligations to the man in

whose side he now became a perpetual
thorn.* It must be confessed, on the

other hand, that Granvelle repaid the

enmity of his old associate with a male-

• " Hie eat filius mens, ilium andite,"etxj.
—Hoofd, ii. 42.

' Groen v. Priiistei-er. Archives ot Cor-

ve-spondance, i. 177*, sqq. Dom I'Evesque.
Memoirs, etc., i. 97, sqq.

* Dom rEvesque, ubi sup,
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vulence eqvuU to Lis own, and if Re-

nard did not lose his bead as well aa

his political siition, it was not for

want of sufficient insinuation on the

part of the minister.^ Especially did

GranveUe denounce him to
" the

master" as the perverter of Egmont,
while he usually described that noble-

man himself as weak, vain,
" a friend

of smoke,"
^

easily misguided, but in

the main well-intentioned and loyaL
At the same time, with all these vague
commendations, he never omitted to

supply the suspicious King with an
account of every fact or every rumour
to the Count's discredit. In the case

of this particular satire, he informed

Phihp that he could swear it came
from the pen of Renard, although, for

the sake of deception, the rhetoric

comedians had been employed.^ He
described the production as filled

with "
false, abominable, and infernal

things,"'' and as treating not only
himself, but the Pope and the whole
ecclesiastical order with as much con-

tumely as could be she%vn in Germany.
He then proceeded to insinuate, in the

subtle manner which was peculiarly
his own, that Egmont was a party to

the pubUcation of the pasquil. Re-

nard visited at that house, he said, and
was received there on a much more
intimato footing than was becoming.
Eight days before the satire was cir-

culated, there had been a conversation

in Egmont's house, of a nature exactly
similar to the substance of the pam-
phlet. The man in whose hands it

was first seen, continued Granvelle,
was a sword cutler, a god-son of the
Count.® This person said that he had
torn it from the gate of the City Hall,
but God grant, prayed the Cardinal,
that it was not he who had first posted
it up there. 'Tis said that Egmont
and ilansfeld, he added, have sent

many times to the cutler to procure
copies of the satire, all which augments
the suspicion against them.^

Vrith the nobles he was on no better

»
Pajjiers d'Etat, vi. 568, 569, 552-502.

' "Es atuigo de humo."—Papiers d'Etat,
•. 115.
*
Pajiiers d'Etat vi. 5o2-562.
" Cosas {al&xs, .•ib':>muiabies y inSenialcs."

—Ibid.
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terms than with the people. The

gieat seigniors. Orange, Egmont, Horn,
and others, openly avowed their hos-

tility to him, and had already given
their reasons to the King. Mansfeld
and his son at that time were both
with the opposition. Aerschot and

Ai-emberg kept aloof from the league
which was forming against the prelate,
but had small sympathy for his peraon.
Even Berlaymont began to listen to

overtures from the leading nobles, who,

among other inducements, promised
to supply his children with bishoprics.
There were none truly faithful and
submissive to the Cardinal but such

men as the Prevot Morillon, who had
received much advancement from liim.

This distinguished plurahst was pro-

perly called
" double A, B, C," to in-

dicate that he had t%\-ice as many bene-

fices as there were letters in the

alphabet.' He had, however, no ob-

jection to more, and was faithful to

the dispensing power. The same
course was pursued by Secretary Bave,

Esqvdre Bordey, and other expectants
and dependants. Yiglius, always re-

markable for his pusillanimity, was at

this period already anxious to retire.

The erudite and opulent Frisian pre-
ferred less tempestuous career. He
was in favour of the edicts, but he
trembled at the uproar which their

hteral execution was daily exciting, for

he knew the temper of his countrjTneru
On the other hand, he was too saga-
cious not to know the inevitable conse-

quence of opposition to the will of

Philip. He was therefore most eager
to escape the dilemma. He was a

scholar, and could find more agreeabla

employment among his books. He
had accumulated vast wealth, and was
desirous to retain it a.3 long as possible.
He had a learned head, and wa.« an-

xious to keep it upon his shoulders.

These simple objects could be better

attained in a life of privacy. The post
of president of the privy council and
member of the "Consulta" was a

» " Un espadero ahijado de M. d'Egtnont,"
etc—Ibid.

•
Papiers d'Etat, vi. 552-562.

* Letter of Duchess of Parma to Philip —
drresrondanco de Philippe IL, i. 319-3av
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dangerous one. He knew that the

King was sincere in his purposes. He
foresaw that the people would one day
be terribly in earnest. Of ancient

Frisian blood himself, he knew that

the spirit of the ancient Batavians and
Frisians had not wholly deserted their

descendants. He knew that they were
not easily roused, that they were

patient, but that they would strike at

last and would endure. He urgently
Bolicited the King to release him, and

pleaded his infirmities of body in ex-

cuse.^ Philip, however, would not

listen to his retirement, and made use

of the most convincing arguments to

induce him to remain. Four hundred
and fifty annual florins, secured by
good reclaimed swamps in Friesland,
two thousand more in hand, with a

promise of still larger emoluments
when the King should come to the

Netherlands, were reasons which the

learned doctor honestly confessed him-
self imable to resist.* Fortified by
these arguments, he remained at his

post, continued the avowed friend and
adherent of Granvelle, and sustained

with magnanimity the invectives of

nobles and people. To do him justice,

he did what he could to conciliate an-

tagonists and to compromise princi-

ples. If it had ever been possible to

find the exact path between right and

wrong, the President would have found

it, and walked in it with respectability
and complacency.

In the council, however, the Cardi-

nal continued to carry it with a high
hand

; turning his back on Orange and

Egmont, and retiring with the Duchesa
and President to consult, after every
session. Proud and important per-

sonages, like the Prince and Count,
could ill brook such insolence

;
more-

over, they suspected the Cardinal of

prejudicing the mind of their sovereign

against them. A report was very
current, and obtained almost luiiversal

belief, that GranveUe had expressly
advised his Majesty to take off the

heads of at least half a dozen of the
1 Vit. Viglii. Ixxvi. p. 36. » Ibid.
« Papicrs d'Etac, vi. S68, 569.—Compare

Correspondaiice de Philippe II., 1. 2U2, 2oy.
'
Con-espoudauce de Philippe IJ., i. 204,

20*
'
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principal nobles in the land. This
was an error ;

" These two seigniors,"
wrote the Cardinal to Philip, "have
been informed that I have written to

your Majesty, that you will never be
master of these provinces without tak-

ing off at least half a dozen heads, and
that because it would be difiiculfc, on
account of the probable tumults which
such a course would occasion, to do it

here, your Majesty means to call them
to Spain and do it there. Your

Majesty can judge whether such a

thing has ever entered my thoughts. I

have laughed at it as a ridiculous in-

vention. This gi'oss forgery is one of

Kenard's."^ The Cardinal further
stated to his Majesty that he had been
informed by these same nobles that the

Duke of Alva, when a hostage for the

treaty of Cateau Cambresis, had nego-
tiated an alliance between the crowna
of France and Spain for the extirpation
of heresy by the gword. He added,
that he intended to deal with the
nobles with all gentleness, and that he
should do his best to please them.
The only thing which he could not

yield was the authority of his Majesty ;

to sustain that, he would sacrifice his

life, if nece.ssary.* At the same time
Granvelle carefully impressed upon
the King the necessity of contradicting
the report alluded to, a request which
he took care should also be made
through the Regent in person." He
had already, both in his own person
and in that of the Duchess, begged for

a formal denial, on the King's part,
that there was any intention of intro-

ducing the Spanish Inquisition into

the Netherlands, and that the Cardinal
had counselled, originally, the bishop-
rics.* Thus instructed, the King ac-

cordingly wrote to Margaret of Parma
to furnish the required contradictions.

In so doing, he made a pithy remark.
" The Cardinal had not counselled the

cutting off the half a dozen heads,"
said the monarch, "but perhaps it

would not he so had to do it I" ^

The contradictions, however sincere.
* Correspondanco do Philippe II„ i. 202,

203.
«

Ibid., i. 202, 207.
"I
"
Aiuiqiie quiza no seria mal liazoUo."—

Corres;)oudaiice de Philippe II., i. 207.
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vvere not believed by the persons most
interested. Nearly all the nobles con-

tinued to regard the Cardinal with sus-

picion and aversion. Many of the

ruder and more reckless class vied

with the rhetoricians and popular cari-

Granvellts Philosoplip. 181

was continually menacedby the nobles,
but that he feared them little, for h©
believed them too prudent to attempt
anything of the kind.' There is no

doubt, when his position with regard
to the upper and lower classes in the

caturists in the practical jests which
| country is considered, that there waa

they played off almost daily against
the common foe. Especially Count

Brederode,
" a madman, if there ever

were one,"^ as a contemporary ex-

pressed himself, was most untiring in

his efforts to make Granvelle ridiculous.

He went almost nightly to masque-
rades, dressed as a cardinal or a monk

;

*

and as he was rarely known to be
sober on these or any other occasions,
the wildness of his demonstrations may
easily be imagined. He was seconded
on aJl these occasions by his cousin

Robert de la Marck Seigneur de Lu-

mey, a worthy descendant of the fam-
ous " Wild Boar of Ardennes ; ". a man
brave to temerity, but utterly depraved,
licentious, and sanguinary. These two

men, both to be widely notorious, from
their prominence in many of the most

striking scenes by which the great re-

volt waa ushered in, had vowed the

most determined animosity to the Car-

dinal, which was manifested in the
reckless buffooning waywhich belonged
to their characters. Besides the ec-

clesiastical costimies in which they al-

ways attired themselves at their fre-

quent festivities, they alsowore fox-tails

in their hats instead of plumes.-* They
decked their servants also with the
same ornaments

; openly stating, that

by these symbols they meant to signify
that the old fox Granvelle, and his

cubs, Viglius, Berlaymont, and the

rest, shoidd soon be hunted down by
them, and the brush placed in their

hats as a trophy.*
Moreover, there is no dotibt that

frequent threats of personal violence

were made against the Cardinal. Gi-an-

velle informed the King that his life

' "
Personage escervelife si oucqiies eu hit."—Pontus Paycn MS.

2 Ibid.
» Poiitu.s Payeti MS. « Ibid.
»
P;ip;ers d'Etat, vi. 5d-2-5C2,

• Ibid., vii. 426.
' Ev. Reydani, Ann., i. 4.
'

r.ipii-rsft'Etcit, vii. 4I!>, 45').
* Poiitiis I'rtyeu JIS.

enough to alarm a timid man ; but
Granvelle was constitutionally brave.

He was accused of wearing a secret

shirt of mail," of li\Tng in pei-petual

trepidation, of having gone on his

knees to Egmont and Orange," of hav-

ing sent Richardot, Bishop of Arras, to

intercede for him in the same humi-

liating manner with Egmont.^ All
these stories were fables. Bold as he
was arrogant, he affected at tliis time
to look down with a forgiving con-

tempt on the animosity of the nobles.

He passed much of his time alone,

writing his eternal despatches to the

King. He had a country-house, cidled

La Fontaine, surrovmded by beautiful

gardens, a httle way outside the gates
of Bru.ssels, where he generally re-

sided, and whence, notwithstanding
the remonstrances of his friends, he
often returned to town, after sunset,

alone, or with but a few attendants."

He avowed that he feared no attempts
at assassination, for, if the seigniora
took his life, they would destroy the
best friend they ever had.^* This villa,

where most of his plans were matured
and his state papers di-awn up, was
called by the people, in derision of his

siipposed ancestry,
" The Smithy."-'^

Here, as they believed, was the anvil

upon which the chains of their slavery
were forging; here, mostly deserted

by those who had been his earlier

associates, he assumed a philosophical
demeanour, which exasperated, without

deceiving, his adversaries. Over the

great gate of his house he had placed
the marble statue of a female. It

held an empty wine-cup in one hand,
and an urn of flowing water in the

10 •'

Hespoudit constaninicut ave;q una
face joieuse, a quel propos voules vcr.s quo
jc roe garde dcs seigneurs, 11 n'y a prxs uji
d'cntre eux a qui je n'ay fait plaisir et ser-
vice. S'ils Die tueiit, au noni de Dieu, je
serai qiiiete de vivi-e, et eux d'r.n trcs l>©a

amy, qu'ils regrettcront xu\ jdur lamentable-
ment."—Pi'iitus Paven MS.
u ViUidti Y\-uckt, i. 104.
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other.i The single word "Durate"
was engraved upon the pedestal.* By
the motto, which was his habitual de-

vice, he was supposed, in this applica-
tion, to signify that his power would
outlast that of the nobles, and that,

pereimial and pure as living water, it

would flow tranquilly on, long after

the wine of their life had been drunk
to the lees. The fiery extravagance of

his adversaries, and the calm and

limpid moderation of his own charac-

ter, thus symbolised, were supposed to

convey a moral lesson to the world.
The hieroglyphics, thus mterpreted,
were not relished by the nobles—all

avoided his society, and declined his

invitations. He consoled himself with
the company of the lesser gentry,^ a

class which he now began to patronise,
and which he urgently recommended
to the favour of the King,* hinting
that military and civil offices bestowed

iipon their inferiors would be a means
of lowering the pride of the grandees.^
He also affected to surround himself
with even humbler individuals.

"
It

makes me laugh," ho wrote to Philip," to see the great seigniors absenting
themselves from my dinners; never-

theless, I can alwaj-3 get plenty of

guests at my table, gentlemen and
councillors. I sometimes invite even

citizens, in order to gain their good
will."«

The Regent was well aware of the

anger excited in the breasts of the lead-

ing nobles by the cool manner in which

they had been thrust out of their share

In the administration of affairs. She
defended herself with acrimony in her
letters to the King,'' although a defence
was hardly needed in 'that quarter for

implicit obedience to the rojval com-
mands. She confessed her unwilling-
ness to consult with her enemies.^ She
avowed her determination to conceal

the secrets of the government from
those who were capable of abusing her

confidence. She represented that

there were members of the council

» Ibid.1 Hoofd, i. 39.
*
Papiers d'Etat, ubi sup.

* Dom rEvesquo, ii. 53. » Ibid.
* "Y a'lii bui-gi" 09 que yo llaiuo per

gouarlcs la voluut ad."—Papiers dT/at, vi.

JJiilch Mepuhllc. [la 62.

who would willingly take advantage of

the trepidation which she really felt,

and which she should exhibit if she

expressed herself without reserve be-
fore them.'' For this reason she con-
fined herself, as Philip had always in-

tended, exclusively to the Consulta.^'

It was not difficult to recognise the
hand which wrote the letter thus

signed by Margaret of Parma.
Both nobles and people were at this

moment imtated by another circum-
stance. The civil war having again
broken out in France, Philip, accord-

ing to the promise made by him to

Catharine de Jledici, when he took her

daughter in marriage, was called upon
to assist the Catholic party with auxi-
liaries. He sent three thousand infan-

try, accordingly, which he had levied
in Italy, as many more collected in

Spain, and gave immediate orders that
the Duchess of Parma should despatch
at least two thousand cavalry from the
Netherlands." Great was the indigna-
tion in the council when the commands
were produced. Sore was the dismay
of Margaret. It was impossible to

obey the King. The idea of sending
the famous mounted gendat'mcHe of

the provinces to fight against the French

Huguenots could not be tolerated for

an instant. The "bands of ordon-
nance

"
were veiy few in number, and

were to guard the frontier. They were

purely for domestic purposes. It

formed no part of their duty to go
upon crusades in foreign lands; still

less to take a share in a religious

quarrel, and least of all to assist a mon-
arch against a nation. These views
were so cogently presented to the
Duchess in council, that she saw the

impossibility of complying with her
brother's commands. She wrote to

Philip to that effect. Meantime, an-

other letter arrived out of Spain, chid-

ing her delay, and impatiently calling

upon her to furnish the required
cavalry at once.^* The Duchess was in

a dilemma. She feared to provoke an-

'
Sti-ada, iii. 116, 117.

» Ibid. » Ibid.
1* Ibid.—Compare Grdon v. Piicoteror.

Arcliivos, i. 117, 118.
»• Shada. iii. 102, 103,
"

Ibid., m. 104.
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Dther stonn iu the council, for there

was already sufficient wrangling there

upon domestic subjects. She knew it

was impossible to obtain the consent,
even of BerlajTnont and Yiglius, to

such an odious measure as the one

proposed. She was, however, in great

trepidation at the peremptory tone of

tte King's despatch. Under the ad-

vice of Granvelle, she had recourse to

a trick. A private and confidential

letter of Philip was read to the coun-

cil, but with alterations suggested and

interpolated by the Cardinal. The

King was represented as being furious

at the delay, but as willing that a sum
of money should be furnished instead

of the cavalry, as originally required.^
This compromise, after considerable

opposition, was accepted. The Duchess
^VTote to Philip, explaining and apo-

logising for the transaction. The King
received the substitution with as good
a grace as could have been expected,
and sent fifteen himdred ti-oopers from

Spain to his Medicean mother-in-law,

drawing upon the Duchess of Parma
for the money to pay their expenses.
Thus was the industry of the Nether-
lands taxe<l that the French might be

persecuted by their own monarch."-'

The Regent had been forbidden, by
her brother, to convoke the states-

general; a body which the Piince of

Orange, sustained by Berghen, Mon-

tigny, and other nobles, was desiroua

of having assembled. It may be easily
understood that Granvelle would take

the best care that the royal prohibition
should be enforced. The Duchess,
however, who, as already hinted, was

beginning to feel somewhat uncomfort-
able under the Cardinal's dominion,
was desirous of consulting some larger
council than that with vrhich she held
her daily deliberations. A meeting of

the Knights of the Fleece was accord-

ingly summoned. They assembled in

Brussels in the month of May 1562.*
The learned Viglius addressed them in
n long and eloquent speech, in which
he discusswl the troubled and danger-
ous condition of the proA^inces, alluded

183

to some of its causes, and suggested
various- remedies. It may be easily

conceived, however, that the Inquisi-
tion was not stated among the causes,

nor its suppression included among the

remedies. A discourse, in which the

fundamental topic was thus conscien-

tiously omitted, was not likely, with
all its concinnities, to make much im-

pression upon the disaffected knights,
or to exert a soothing influence upon
the people. The orator was, however,

delighted with his own performance.
He informs us, moreover, that the

Duchess was equally charmed, and that

she protested she hatl never in her
whole life heard anj-thing more "

deli-

cate, more suitable, or more eloquent."'*
The Prince of Orange, however, did

not sj-mpathise with her admiration.

The President's elegant periods pro-
duced but little effect upon his mind.
The meeting adjourned, after a few
additional words from the Duchess, in

which she begged the knighta to pon-
der well the causes of the increa-sing

discontent, and to meet her again,

prepared to announce what, in their

opinion, would be the course best

adapted to maintain the honour of the

King, the safety of the provinces, and
the glory of God.'
Soon after the separation of the as-

sembly, the Piince of Orange issued

invitations to most of the knights, to

meet at his house for the purpose of

privato deliberation,® The President
and Cardin;d were not included in

these invitations. The meeting was,
in fact, what we should call a caucus,
rather than a generd gathering. Never-

theless, there were many of the govern-
ment party present

—men who differed

from the Prince, and were inclined to

support Gnrnvelle. The meeting was
a stormy one. Two subjects were dis-

cussed. The first was the proposition
of the Duchess, to investigate the

general causes of the popular cli3.sati3-

faction; the second was an inquiry
how it could be rendered practicable
to discuss poUtical matters in future—
a proceeding now impossible, in con-

i Strad-*. iii. 104.
» Ibii.. US. Vit. YJi.'tii,30
« Vit VigUi, 86

* Ibid. *
Hojiper. Rec. et Mom., iv

« Hoofd, i

- •

sup.

10. Vit. Viglii. Hi.<ppcr, uti
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8e(;",ence of the pcrvereeness and arro-

gance of certain functionaries, and one

which, whenever attempted, always led
to the same inevitable result. This
direct assault upon the Cardinal pro-
duced a furious debate. His enemies
were delighted with the opportunity
of venting their long-suppressed spleen.

They indulged in savage invectives

against the man whom they so sin-

cerely hated. His adherents, on the
other hand—Bossu, Berlaymont, Cou-
]-ieres—were as wai-m in his defence.

They replied by indignant denials of

the charge against him, and by bitter

insinuations against the Prince of

Orange. They charged him with nou-

rishing the desire of being appointed
governor of Brabant, an office consi-

dered insep.^rable from the general
pt^adholdei-ate of all the j^rovinces.^

They protested for themselves that

they were actuated by no ambitious

designs
—that they were satisfied with

their own position, and not inspired by
jealousy of personages more powerful
than themselves.^ It is obvious that

Buch charges and recriminations could

excite no healing result, and that the

lines between Cavdinalists and their

opponents would be defined in conse-

quence more sharply than ever. The
adjourned meeting of the Chevaliers

of the Fleece took place a few days
afterwards.'* The Duchess exerted

herself as much as possible to reconcile

the contending factions, without being
able, however, to ajtply the only remedy
which could be effective. The m^n
who was already fast becoming the

great statesman of the country knew
that the evil was beyond healing, un-

less by a change of purpose on the part
of the government. The Bcgent, on
the other hand, who it must be con-

fessed never exhibited any remarkable

proof of intellectual ability during tlie

jieriod of her residence in the Nether-

lands, was often inspired by a feeble

and indefinite hope that the matter

might be arranged bj" a compromise be-

tween the views of conflicting parties.

[15G2.

1 Giocn V. Piinfit., i. 14'
= llo.,f J »; 40, 4]. Ko

ubi Ml)'.
*

IlijU'Cr. \'it. Vi^'Iii, ul i suj).

pqq. Stndn.
)tr. Vit. Vi'^l

'

Unfortunately, the Inquisition was not
a fit .subject for a compromise.

Nothing of radical importance v^aa

accomplished by the Assembly of the
Fleece. It was decided that an appli-
cation should be made to the different

states for a grant of money ;•*
and that,

furthermore, a special envoy should be

despatched to Spain. It was supposed
by the Duchess and her advisers that

more satisfactory information concern-

ing the provinces could be conveyed to

Philip by Avord of mouth than by the

most elaborate epistles.'^' The meeting
was dissolved after these two measures
had been agreed upon. Doctor Vigliiu,

upon whom devolved the dut}' of mat-

ing the report and petition to the states,

l^roceeded to draw up the necessary

api^lication. This he did with his cub-

tomary elegance, and, as usual, very
much to his own satisfaction.**

" On
returning to his house, however, after

having discharged this duty, he was

very much troubled at finding that a

large midberrj'-tree, which stood in hLs

garden, had been tern up by the roots

in a ATiolent hurricane. The disaster

was considered ominoiis by the Presi-

dent, and he was accordingly less sur-

prised than mortified, when he found,

subsequently, that his demand upon
the orders had remained as fruitless

as his ruined tree.^ The tempest
M-hich had swept his garden he con-

sidered typical of the storm which wa.s

soon to rage thiough the land, and
he felt increased anxiety to reach a
haven while it was yet comparatively
calm.

The estates rejected the Request for

supplies, on various grounds; among
others, that the civil war was drawing
to a conclusion in France, and that less

danger was to be apprehended fron.

that source than had lately been the

case. Thus, the "cup of bitterness,"
of which Granvclle h.ad alreadj' com- ,

plained, was again commended to his

lijis, and there was more reason than
ever for the goveniment to regret that

the national representatives had con-

•• Vit. Viglii, cr>.

''
Sti-arla, iii. 119.

" Vit. Viglii, ubi smi,
' I'.nil.
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tracted the hatit of meddling with
financial matters.'

Florence de Montmorency, Seigneur
de Montigny, was selected by the Re-

gent for the mission which had been
decided upon for Spain. This gentle-
man was brother to Count Horn, but

jwssessed of higher talents and a more
"laiable character than those of the

Vdmiral. He was a warm friend of

i."range, and a bitter enemy to Gran-

velle. He was a sincere Catholic, but
a determined foe to the Inquisition.
His brother hdd declined to act as en-

voy.* This refusal can excite but little

surprise, when Philip's wrath at their

parting inter\-iew is recalled, and when
it is also remembered that the new mis-

sion would necessarily lay bare fresh

complaints against the Cardinal, still

more extensive than those which had

produced the former explosion of royal

indignation. Montigny, likewise, would
have preferred to remain at home, but
he was overnded. It had been written

in his destiny that he should go twice

into the angry Uon's den, and that he
should come forth once, aHve.

Thus it has been shewn that there
was an open, avowed hostility on the

part of the grand seigniors and most of

the lesser nobihty to the Cardinal and
his measures. ITie people fully and

*nth\i.sia3tically sustained the Prince
of Orange in his covu-se. There was

•nothing \mderhand in the opposition
laade to the government. The Nether-

lands did not constitute an absolute

monarchy. They dJd not even consti-

tute a monarchy. There was no king
in the Provinces. Philip was King of

Spain, Naples, Jerusalem, but he was

only Duke of Brabant, Count of Flan-

ders, Lord of Friesland, hereditary
chief, in sho't, imder various titles, of

seventeen states, each one of which, al-

though not republican, possessed con-

stitutions as sacred as, and much more

1
rapiers d'Etat, vi. 543-5i5, and 27.

*
Correspondaace de PiiiajixxJ U., i. 202,

233 (note).
* "Oa respondra qu'il est Roi : et je dis

p.u contraire que ce nom de Koi m'est iu-
c j^-.-w. Qu'il le soit eu Castille ou Arragon,
^ X . Is, aux Indcs et )iar tout ou il com-
T'l \ji-\ i i>laisir: qu'il le soit s'il veult eu
Jcru^cni, paisibto Doiuiuateur en Aaie et
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ancient than, the Crown.' The resist'

ance to the absolutism of Granvelle and

Philip was, therefore, logical, legal,
constitutional. It was no cabal, no
secret league, as the Cardinal had the

effrontery to term it, but a legitimate
exercise of powers which belonged of
old to those who wielded them, and
which only an unrighteous innovation
coidd destroy.

Granvelle's coiu-se was secret and
subtle. Diuing the whole course of
the proceedings which have just been

described, he was in daily confidential

correspondence with the King, besides

being the actual author of the nume-
rous despatches which were sent with
the signature of the Duchess. Ho
openly asserted his right to monopolise
ail the powers of the government ; he
did his utmost to force upon the reluc-

tant and almost rebellious people the
odious measures which the King had
resolved upon, while in his secret let-

ters he uniformly represented the
nobles who opposed him, as being in-

fluenced, not by an honest hatred of

oppression, and attachment to ancient

rights, but by resentment, and jealousy
of their own importance. He assumed,
in his letters to his master, that the
absolutism already existed of right and
in fact, which it was the intention of

Philip to establish. While he was de-

priving the nobles, the states, and the
nation of their privileges, and even of
their natural rights (a slender heritage
in those days), he assiu-ed the King
that therewas an evident determination
to reduce his authority to a cipher.
The estates, he wrote, had usurped the

whole administration of the finances,'*
and had farmed it out to Antony Van
Straalen and others, who were mak
ing enormous profits in the business.*
" The seigniors," he said,

'•
declare at

their diimer-parties that I wish to make
them subject to the absolute despotism

Al'rique, tact v a que je lie cognoi en ce pals
qu'ua Due et un Compte, duquel la p\iis-
amce esc limitee selon nos privileges lesque's
il a jure ii la joiouse entree," etc—Apoiogie
d'Orange, 39, 40.

* • ' Per havtr ustupado los do los estados
la administr.icion de ios dincros."—Papiers
d Ft >t. vi. iis-cia.

s Ihi'l.
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of your Majesty. In point of fact,

however, they really exercise a great
deal more power than the governors of

particular provinces ever did before;
and it lacks but little that Madame and

your Majesty should become mere

ciphers, while the grandees monopolise
the whole power.^ This," he continued,
"

is the principal motive of their oppo-
sition to the new bishoprics. They
were angry that your Majesty should

have dared to solicit such an arrange-
ment at Rome, loithout first obtaining
their conserd.^ They uish to reduce

your Majestj''s authority to so low a

foint that you can do nothing unless they
desire it. Their object is the destruc-

tion of the royal authority and of the

administration of justice, in order to

avoid the jiayment of their debts
;

tell-

ing the creditors constantly that they
Lave spent their all in your Majesty's
service, and that they have never re-

ceived recompense or salary. This they
do to make your Majesty odious."'^

As a matter of course, he attributed

the resistance on the part of the great

nobles, every man of whom was Catho-

lic, to base motives. They were mere

demagogues, who refused to burn their

fellow creatures, not from any natural

repugnance to the task, but in order to

curry favour with the populace.
" This

talk about the Inquisition," said he,
"

is all a pretext. 'Tis only to throw
dust in the eyes of the vulgar, and to

persuade them into tumultuous de-

monstrations, while the real reason is,

that they choose that your Majesty
ehould do nothing without their per-

mission, and through their hands." *

He assumed sometimes, however, a

tone of indulgence toward the seigniors—who formed the main topics of his

letters—an affectation which might,

perhaps, have offended them almost as

much as more open and sincere denun-
ciation. He could forgive offences

against himself. It was for Philip to

decide as to their merits or crimes so

1 "Y 110 nos faltari.T. otra cos.a sine q
Madama y aniiqiie V. M., estiivicsscn aqiii

for ti/i-a, y que olios hiziescn todo."—Pa)iicrs

U'F'jtat, vi. 6d2-6C2.
J Ibid.
8 Ibid.
* "

JS"o es Sino colur para el vulgo k quion
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far as the Crown was concerned. Hia

language often was beiitting a wise man
who was speaking of very little child-

ren.
" Assonleville has told me, m

coming from Egmont," he wrote, "that

many of the nobles are dissatisfied with
me

; hearing from Spain that I am en-

deavouring to i^rejudice your Majesty
against them." Cei'tainly the tone of

the Cardinal's daily letters would have

justified such suspicion, could the
nobles have seen them. Granvelle

begged the Kiug, however, to disabuse

them upon this point. "Would to

God," said he, piously,
" that they all

woTild decide to sustain the authority
of your Majesty, and to procure such
measures as tend to the service of G od
and the security of the states. May I

cease to exist if I do not desire to ren-

der good service to the very least of

these gentlemen. Your Majesty knows
that, when they do anything for the
benefit of your service, I am never
silent. Nevertheless, thus they are

constituted. I hope, however, that

this flurry will blow over, and that

when your Majesty comes, they wOl
all be found to deserve rewards of

merit." ^

Of Egmont, especially, he often

spoke in terms of vague, but somewhat

condescending commendation. He
never manifested resentment in his

letters, although, as already stated, the

Count had occasionally indulged, not

only in words, biit in deeds of extreme
violence against him. But the Cardi-

nal was too forgiving a Christian, or

too keen a politician not to pass by
such offences, so long as there was a

chance of so great a noble's remaining
or becoming his friend. He, accord-

ingly, described him, in general, as a

man whose principles, in the main,
were good, but who was easily led by
his own vanity and the perverse coun-

sels of others. He represented him as

having been originally a warm sup-

porter of new bishoprics, and as having

persu.adeii estar cosas pai-n jirocurar alboroto,

poro la vovdadcia causa do los quo piesunion
ontendor mas es, que avriba digo y no quci'or

quo V. M. iiuetla nada sino con su pavtici(ia-
cioii y por su luauo."—I'apicrs d'Kut-, vi.

5or>, :>70.

5
F;ipiprs d'litat, vi. 535.
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expressed satiafaction thattwo of them,
those of Bruges and Ypres, should have

been within hi? own stadliolderate.^

He regretted, however, to inform the

King, that the Coimt was latterly-

growing lukewarm, perhaps from fear

of finding himself separated from the

other nobles.* On the whole, he was
tractable enough, said the Cardinal, if

he were not easily persuaded by the

vile ; but one day, perhaps, he might
open his eyes again.'* Notwithstanding
these vague expressions of approbation,
which GranveUe permitted himself in

his letters to Philip, he never failed to

transmit to the monarch every fact,

every rumour, every innuendo which

Tnsimtations against E^mont. isr

ter of the bishoprics against the pri\-i-

leges of Brabant, the nobles would
elect for theirsovereign some otherprinct

of the blood. This, said the Cardinal,
was perhaps a fantasy rather than an
actu:d determination. Count Egmont,
to be sare, he said, was constantly ex-

changing letters with the King of B<>

hemia (Maximilian), and it was sup-

posed, therefore, that he was the

prince of the blood who was to be
elected to govern the provinces. It

was determined that he should be
chosen King of the Romans, by fair

means or by force, that he should as-

semble an army to attack the Nether-

lands, that a corresponding movement

might prejudice the royal mind against ;

shoxild be made within the states, and
that nobleman or against any of the

noblemen, whose characters he at the

same time protested he was most un-

willing to injure. It is true that he
dealt mainly by insinuation, while he
was apt to conclude his statements

with disclaimers upon his own part,
and with hopes of improvement in the

conduct of the seigniors. At this par-
ticular point of time he furnished

Philip with a long and most circum-

stantial accoimt of a treasonable cor-

respondence which was thought to be

going on between the leading nobles
and the future emperor, Maximilian.^
The narrative w.is a good specimen of

the masterly style of innuendo in which
the Cardinal excelled, and by which he
was often enabled to convince his mas-
ter of the truth of certain statements
while affecting to discredit them. He
had heard a story, he said, which he
felt boimd to communicate to his Ma-

jesty, although he did not himself im-

plicitly believe it. He felt himself the
more bound to speak upon the siibject
because it tallied exactly icith intelli-

gence which he had received from
another source. The story was,' that
one of these seisnioi-s (the Cardinal did

that the people should be made to rise,

by giving them the reins in the matter
of religion. The Cardinal, after re-

counting all the particulars of this

fiction, with great minuteness, added,
with apparent frankness, that the cor-

respondence between Egmont and
Maximilian did not astonish him, be-

cause there had been much intimacy
between them in the time of the late

Emperor. He did not feel convinced,

therefore, from the frequency of the
letters exchanged, that there was a
scheme to raise an army to attack the

provinces and to have him elected by
force. On the contrary, Maximilian
covdd never accomplish such a scheme
without the assistance of his imperial
father the Emperor, who Granvelle
was convinced would rather die than
be mixed up with such villany against
Philip.^ Moreover, \mles8 the people
should become still more corrupted by
the bad covmsels constantly given
them, the Cardinal did not believe

that any of the great nobles had the

power to dispose in this way of the

provinces at their pleasure. Therefore,
he concluded that the story was to be

rejected as improbable, although it

not hiow which, for he had not yet
|

had come to him directly from the

thought proper to investigate the mat- i house of the said Count Egmont.^ It

ter) had said that rather than consent I is remarkable that, at the commence-
that the King should act in this mat- ! ment of his narrative, the Cardinal

»
Papici-s d'Etat vi. 5S3. » Ibid. intontar tanta vellaqueria contra Y. M."—

» Ibid , vii. 45, 46. Fopiera d'£tat, vi. 53,>-53S.
* Ibid , vi. 5.?5-535. » Ibid I

» " Aunque me dezj.in que 5 ilia Jo In
* "T ante* cligcda 5. 3L C. el morir que ! casa propria del dicho condc."—Ihid.
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had expressed his ignorance of the
name of the seignior who was hatching
all this treason, while at the end of it

he gave a local habitation to the plot
in the palace of Egmont. It is also

quite characteristic that he should
add that, after all, he considered that

nobleman one of the most honest of

all, if appearances did not deceive?-

It may be supposed, however, that

all these details of a plot which was

quite imaginary, were likely to produce
more effect upon a mind so narrow
and so suspicious as that of Philip,
than could the vague assertions of the

Cardinal, that in spite of all, he would
dare be sworn that he thought the

Count honest, and that men should be
what they seemed.

Notwithstanding the conspiracy,
which according to Granvelle's letters

had been formed against him, notwith-

Btanding that his hfo was daily threat-

ened, he did not advise the King at

this period to avenge him by any pub-
lic explosion of wrath. He remem-

bered, he piously observed, that ven-

geance belonged to God, and that He
would repay.* Therefore he passed
over insults meekly, because that com-

ported best with his majesty's service.

Therefore, too, he instructed Philip to

make no demonstration at that time,
In order not to damage his own affairs.

He advised him to dissemble, and to

preteiid not to know what was going
on in the provinces.* Knowing that

his master looked to him daily for in-

structions, always obeyed them with

entire docility, and, in fact, could not

move a step in Netherland matters

without them, he proceeded to dictate

to him the terms in which he was to

write to the nobles, and especially laid

down rules for his guidance in his

coming interviews with the Seigneur
de Montigny.* Philip, whose only
talent consisted in the capacity to

learn such lessons with laborious

1 " Por uno do los mas cluros y do quicn

pudiesse V. M. mas coufiar si las axnircncias

no me tuQanan.
—

Pai^iers d'Etat, vi. 535-538.
-•

Ibid., 552-562.
s Ibid.
* Ibid., 52^-502. Correspondanoo do

Philip) o II
, i. 2iy.

'- l\ii<L.
« Ibid.
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effort, was at this juncture particularly
in need of tuition. The Cardinal in-

structed him, accordingly, that he waa
to disabuse all men of the impression
that the Spanish Inquisition was to

be introduced into the provinces. He
was to write to the seigniors, promising
to pay them their arrears of salary ;

he
was to exhort them to do all in their

power for the advancement of religion
and maintenance of the royal autho-

rity ; and he was to suggest to them
that, by his answer to the Antwerp
deputation, it was proved that there

was no intention of establishing the

Inquisition of Spain, under pretext of

the new bishoprics.® The King was^
furthermore, to signify his desire that
all the nobles should exert themselves
to efface this false impression from the

popular mind. He was also to express
himself to the same effect concerning
the Spanish Inquisition, the bishoprics,
and the religious question, in thepuhlic
letters to Madame de Paima, which
were to be read in full council.^ The
Cardinal also renewed his instructions

to the King as to the manner in which
the Antwerp deputies were to be an-

swered, by giving them, namely, assu-

rances that to transplant the Spanish
Inquisition into the provinces would b©
as hopeless as to attempt its establish-

ment in Naples.^ He renewed his

desire that Philip should contradict

the story about the half dozen heads,**

and he especially directed him to in-

form Montigny that Berghen had
known of the new bishoprics before the

Cardinal. This, urged Granvelle, was

particularly necessary, because the

seigniors were irritated that so impor-
tant a matter should have been decided

upon without their advice, and becau,sj

the Marquis Berglien was now the
" cock of the opposition.""
At about the same time, it was de-

cided by Granvelle and the Regent, in

conjunction with the King, to sow dis-

f
P.apior.s d'Etat, vi. 564.

8 "
Que yo haya escripto a V. M. quo

no cortando les las cabe^as y ll otros hasta
media dozena no sera senor destos estaiios

y V. M. pueda juzgar si jamas tel cosa

me dove haver pasado por cl pcusamiento.'
—Ibid., 56S, 66H.

» Conosixiiidauce do riiilifpe II., 1. 210.
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ti-ust and jealousy among the nobles,

by giving greater
" mercedes

"
to some

than to others, although large smus
were really due i.o all. In particular,

the attempt was made in this i)altry

manner, to humiliate William of

Orange.^ A considerable sum was

paid to Egmont, and a trifling one to

the Prince, in consideration of their

large claims upon the treasury."'' More-

over, the Duke of Aerschot was selected

as envoy to the Frankfort diet, where
the King of the Romans was to be

elected, with the express intention, as

Slargaret -wrote to Philip, of creating
tlivisions among the nobles, as he had

suggested. The Duchess at the same
time informed her brother that, accord-

ing to Berlaymont, the Prince of

Orange was revolving some great de-

sign, prejudicial to his Majesty's ser-

vice.*

Philip, who already began to suspect
that a man who thought so much must
be dangerous, was eager to find out the

scheme over which WilEam the Silent

was supposed to be brooding, and wrote
for fresh intelligence to the Duchess.
Neither Margaret nor the Cardinal,

however, could discover anything
against the Prince—who, meantime,
although disappointed of the mission
to Frankfort, had gone to that city in

his private capacity
—

saying that he
had been heard to say,

'• One day we
shall be the stronger."

* Granvelle and
Madame de Parma both communicated
this report upon the same day, but this

was all that they were able to discover

of the latent plot.^
In the autumn of this year (1562)

Montigny made his visit to Spain, as

confidential envoy from the Regent.
The Iving being fvilly prepared as to

the manner in which he was to deal

with him, received the ambassador
with great cordiality. He informed
him in the course of their interviews,
that Granvelle had never attempted to

create prejudice against the nobles,
that he was incapable of the mahce

1
Strada, iii. 121. Dom I'Evesque, iL 41-

45.
2 Dom I'Evesque. Strada, ubi sup. Cor-

respondnEce de Philippe II., i. 225.
» Ibid.
* "

Que algim dia serian los mas fiiertes.^
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attributed to him, and that even were
it otherwise, his evU representations

against other piibUc servants would

produce no efi'ect.'' The King further-

more protested that he had no inten-

tion of introducing the Spanish Inqm-
sition into the Xetherlands, and that

the new bishops were not intended aa

agents for such a design, but had been

appointed solely with a view of smooth-

ing religious difficidties in the pro-

vinces, and of leading his people back
into the fold of the faithful. He added,
that as long ago as his visit to England
for the purpose of espousing Queen
Mary, he ha<l entertained the project
of the new episcopates, as the Marquis
Berghen, with whom he had converse<l

freely upon the subject, could bear
witness. '^ With regard to the con-

nexion of Granvelle with the scheme,
he assured Montigny that the Cardinal

had not been previously consulted, but
had first learned the plan after the
mission of Sonnius.*

Such was the piurport of the King's
commimications to the envoy, as ap-

pears from memoranda in the royal
-

hand-writing and from the correspond-
ence of Margaret of Parma. Philip's
exactness in conforming to his instruc-

tions is sufficiently apparent, on com-

paring his statements with the letters

previously received from the omni-

present Cardinal Beyond the limits

of those directions the King hardly
hazarded a syllable. He was merely
the plenipotentiary of the Cardinal, as

Montigny of the Regent. So long aa

Granvelle's power lasted, he was abso-

lute and infallible. Such, then, waa
the amoimt of satisfaction derived from
the mission of Montigny. There was
to be no diminution of the religious

persecution, but the people were as-

sured, upon royal authority, that the

Inquisition, by which they were daUy
burned and beheaded, could not be

logically denominated the Spanish In-

quisition. In addition to the comfort,
whatever it might be, which the nation

—
P.ipiers dTtat, vii. 5. Correspoudance da

Philippe II., i. 241, 242.
4 Ibid. Ibid.
•
Correspoudance de PhUippe II., t. 230li

Strada, ii. 122, 123
I Ibid •Ibid
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conW derive fioin tliis statement, tlioy
were also consoled with the information
that Granvelle was not tlie inventor of

thts bishoprics. Although he had vio-

lently supported the measure as soon
as published, secretly denouncing as

traitors and demagogues, all those who
lifted their voices against it, although
he was the originator of the renewed

edicts, although he took, daily, per-
sonal pains that this Netherland In-

quisition, "more pitiless than the

Spanish," should be enforced in its

ligour, and, although he, at the last,

opposed the slightest mitigation of its

horrors, he was to be represented to

the nobles and the peoj^le, as a man of

mild and unprejudiced character, in-

capable of injuring even his enemies.
"

I will deal with the seigniors most

blandly," the Cardinal had written to

Philip, "and will do them pleasure,
even if they do not wish it, for the
sake of God and your Majesty."^ It

was in this light, accordingly, that

Philip di-ew the picture of his favom-ite

minister to the envoy. Montigny, al-

though somewhat influenced by the

King's hypocritical assurances of the

benignity with which he regarded the

Netherlands, was, nevertheless, not to

be deceived by this flatterhig portrait-
ure of a man whom he knew so well

and detested so cordially as he did

Granvelle. Solicited by the King, at

their parting interview, to express his

candid opinion as to the causes of the

dissatisfaction in the provinces, Mon-

tigny very frankly and most impru-
dently gave vent to his private animo-

sity towards the Cardhial. He spoke
of his licentiousness, greediness, osten-

tation, despotism, and assured the

monarch that nearly all the inhabi-

tants of the Netherlands entertained

the same opinion concerning him. He
then dilated upon the general horror

inspired by the Inquisition, and the

great repugnance felt to the establish-

ment of the new episcopates. These
three evils, Granvelle, the Inquisition,
and the bishoprics, he maintained were
the real and sufficient causes of the

1 ' Yo usare con ellos toda blanduni. y los

liare pluzer eu quanto pudiero .auiique no
qiiietan para servicio de Dies e de V. M."—
Papiers d'Etat, vi. 573.
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increasing popular discontent.^ Time
was to reveal whether the open-hearted

envoy was' to escape punishment for

his frankness, and whether vengeance
for these crimes against Granvelle and

Philip were to be left wholly, as the
Cardinal had lately suggested, in the
hands of the Lord.

Montigny returned late in Decem-
ber.^ His report concernmg the re-

sults of his mission was made in the
state council, and was received with

great indignation.'* The professions
of benevolent intentions on the part
of the sovereign made no impression
on the mind of Orange, who was al-

ready in the habit of receiving secret

information from Spain with regard to

the intentions of the government. He
knew very well that the plot revealed

to him by Henry the Second in the

wood of Vincennes was still the royal

programme, so far as the Spanish
monarch was concerned. Moreover,
his anger was heightened by informa-
tion received from Montigny that tha

names of Orange, Egmont, and their

adherents, were cited to him as he

passed through France as the avowed
defenders of the Huguenots, in politics
and religion.* The Prince, who was
still a sincere Catholic, while he hated
the persecutions of the Inquisition,
was furious at the statement. A vio-

lent scene occurred in the councU.

Orange openly denounced the report
as a new slander of Granvelle, while

Margaret defended the Cardinal and
denied the accusation, but at the same
time endeavoured with the utmost
earnestness to reconcile the conflicting

parties.^
It had now become certain, however,

that the government could no longer
be continued on its present footing.
Either Granvelle or the seigniors must
succumb. The Prince of Orange waa
resolved that the Cardinal should fall,

or that he would himself withdraw
from all participation in the affairs of

government. In this decision he waa
sustained by Egmont, Horn, Montigny,
Berghen, and the other leading nobles,

2 Strada, iii. 122, 123. Correspoiidance do

Philippe II , i. 232.
s
Strada, iii, 123.

* Wd. » Ibid. « Ibid.
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Ox the lltli of llarch 1563, Orange,
Horn, and Egmout unitetl in a remark-

able letter to the King.^ They said

that a3 their longer
"
taciturnity"

might cause the ruin of his Majesty's

affairs, they were at last compelled to

break silence. They hoped that the

King would receive with benignity a

communication which was p'are, frank,
and free from all passion. The leading

personages of the province, they con-

tinued, having thoroughly examined
the nature and extent of Cardinal

Granvelle's authority, had arrived at

the conclusion that everything was in

liis hands. This persuasion, they said,

was rooted in the hearts of all his

Majesty's subjects, and particularly in

their own, so deeply, that it could not
be eradicated as long as the Cardinal

remained. The King was therefore

implored to consider the necessity of

remedying the evil The royal affairs,

it was affirmed, would never be suc-

cessfully conducted so long as they
were entrusted to Granveile, because
he was so odious to so many people.
If the danger were not imminent, they
should not feel obliged to write to his

Majesty with so much vehemence. It

was, however, an affair which allowed
neither delay nor di.ssimulation. They
therefore prayed the King, if they had
ever deserved credence in things of

weight, to beheve them now. By so

doing, his Majesty wovdd avoid great
mischief. Many grand seigniors, go-

vernors, and others, had thought it

necessary to give this notice, in order
that the King might prevent the ruin
of the covmtry. If, however, his Ma-

jesty were willing, as they hoped, to

avoid discontenting all for the sake of

satisfying one, i'c was possible that

affairs might yet prosper. That they
might not be thought influenced by
ambition or by hope of private profit,
the writers a^sked leave to retire from
the state-council. Neither their repu-

tation, they said, nor the interests of

the royal service would permit them
to act with the Cardinal. They pro-
fessed themselves dutiful subjects and
Catholic vassals. Had it not been for

the zeal of the leading seigniors, the

nobility, and other well-disposed per-

sons, affairs would not at that moment
be so tranquil; the common people hav-

ing been so much injured, and the man-
ner of life piu^ued by the Cardinal not

being calculated to give more satisfac-

tion than was afforded by his unlimited

authority. In conclusion, the writers

begged his Majesty not to throw the
blame upon them, if mischance should
foUow the neglect of this warning.

This memorable letter was signed
by Guillaiune de Nassau, Lamoral

d'Egmont, and Philippes de Montmo-
rency (Count Horn). It was despatched

I Correspondance de Guilkume le Tacit., ii. 35-38.
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under cover to Charles de Ti&nacq/
ci Belgian, and procurator for the affau-s

of the Netherlands at Madrid, a man
whose relations with Count Egmont
were of a friendly character. It was

impossible, however, to keep the mat-
ter a secret from the person most in-

terested. The Cardinal wrote to the

King the day before the letter was

written, and many weeks before it was

sent, to apprize him that it was coming,
and to instruct him as to the answer
he was to make.^ Nearly all the lead-

ing nobles and governors had adhered
to the substance of the letter, save the
Duke of Aerschot, Count Aremberg,
and Baron Berlaymont. The Duke
and Count had refused to join the

league; violent scenes having occurred

upon the subject between them and
the leaders of the opposition party.

Egmont, being with a large shooting

party at Aerschot's country place,
Beaumont had taken occasion to urge
the Duke to join in the general demon-
stration against the Cardinal, arguing
the matter in the rough, off-hand,
reckless manner which was habitual

with him. His arguments offended

the nobleman thus addressed, who waa
vain and irascible. He replied by
affirming that he was a friend to Eg-
mont, but would not have him for his

master. He would have nothing to

do, he said, with their league against
the Cardinal, who had never given him
cause of enmity. He had no disposi-
tion to dictate to the King as to his

choice of ministers, and his Majesty
was quite right to select his servants

at his own pleasure. The Duke added,
that if the seigniors did not wish him
for a friend, it was a matter of indif-

ference to him. Not one of them was
his superior; he had as large a band of

noble followers and friends as the best

of them, and he had no disposition to

accept the supremacy of any nobleman

in the land. The conversation carried

on in this key soon became a quarrel,
and from words the two gentlemen

1 Strada, iii. 126.
2 Papicrs d'Etiit, vii. 11-21.
» Papiers d'Etat, vii. 6, 11-21. Coirespou-

d.inco de Philippe II., i. 241, 242. Stiada,
iii. 1-24.

* Papiers d'Etat, vii, 11-21.—" Coiiverso
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would soon have come to blows, but
for the interposition of Aremberg and
Robles, who were present at the scene.
The Duchess of Parma, narrating the
occurrence to the King, added that a
duel had been the expected result of
the affiiir, but that the two nobles had
eventually been reconciled.^ It waa
characteristic of Aerschot that he con-
tinued afterward to associate with the
nobles upon friendly terms, while main-

taining an increased intimacy with the
Cardinal.*

The gentlemen who sent the letter

were annoyed at the premature publi-

city which it seemed to have attained.

Orange had in vain solicited Cotmt

Aremberg to join the league, and had
quarrelled with him in consequence.*

Egmont, in the presence of Madame
de Parma, openly charged Aremberg
with having divulged the secret which
had been confided to him. The Count

fiercely denied that he had uttered a

syllable on the subject to a human
being; but added that any communi-
cation on his part would have been

quite superfluous, while Egmont and
his friends were daily boasting of what

they were to accomplish. Egmont
reiterated the charge of a breach of

faith by Aremberg. That nobleman

replied by laying his hand upon his

sword, denouncing as liars all persona
who should dare to charge him again
with such an offence, and offering to

fight out the quaiTel upon the instant.

Here, again, personal combat was, with
much difficulty, averted."

Egmont, rude, reckless, and indis-

creet, was already making manifest
that he was more at home on a battle-

field than in a political controversy
where prudence and knowledge of

human nature were as requisite aa

courage. He was at this period more
liberal in his sentiments than at any
moment of his life. Inflamed by his

hatred of Granvelle, and determined
to compass the overthrow of that mi-

nister, he conversed freely with all

con ellos, y ellos con el, con miiy bueua cara,

y ny mas ny moiios el coumigo y yo cou
el."

» Papiers d'Etat, vii. 18, 13.
« Strada, iii. 120. Conespondauce de

Pliilippe II., 1. 248.
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kinda of people, sought popularity

among the burghers, and descanted to

every one with much imprudence upon
the necessity of union for the sake of

liberty and the national good.^ The

Eegent, while faithfully recording in

her despatches everything of this na-

ture which reached her ears, expressed
her astonishment at Egmont's course,

because, as she had often taken occa-

sion to inform the King, she had always
considered the Count most sincerely
attached to his Majesty's service.^

Berlaymont, the only other noble of

prominence who did not approve the
11th of March letter, was at this period

attempting to " swim in two waters,"

and, as usual in such cases, fovmd it

very difficult to keep himself afloat.

He had refused to join the league, but
he stood aloof from Granvelle. On a

hope held out by the seigniors that his

son should be made Bishop of Liege,
he had ceased during a whole year
from visiting the Cardinal, and had
never spoken to him at the coimcil-

board.' Granvelle, in narrating these

circmnstances to the King, expressed
the opinion that Berlaymont, by thus

attempting to please both parties, had

thoroughly discredited himself with
both.*

The famous epistle, although a most
reasonable and manly statement of an
incontrovertible fact, was nevertheless
a document which it required much
boldness to sign. The minister at that
moment seemed omnipotent, and it

was obvious that the King was deter-

mined upon a course of political and reli-

gious absolutism. It is, therefore, not

surprising that, although many sus-

tained its principles, few were willing
to alfix their names to a paper which

might prove a death-warrant to the

signers. Even Montigny and Berghen,
although they had been active in con-

ducting the whole cabal, if cabal it

could be called, refused to subscribe the
letter.* Egmont and Horn were men
of reckless daring, but they were not

keen-sighted enough to perceive fully

1
Corrospondance de Philippe II., L 248.

- Ibid.
a Papiers d'Etat, vii. 11-21. * Ibid.
* Correepondapce 4o Philippe II., i. 2.
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the consequences of their acts. Orange
was often accused by his enemies of

timidity, but none ever doubted hia

capacity to look quite through the
deeds of men. His political foresight
enabled him to measure the dangerous
precipice which they were dehberately

approaching, while the abyss might
perhaps be shrouded to the vision of

his companions. He was too tranquil
of nature to be hurried, by passion, into

a grave political step, which in cooler

moments he might regret. He reso-

lutely, therefore, and with his eyes

open, placed himseK in open and re-

corded enmity with the most powerfid
and dangerous man in the whole Spa-
nish re^m, and incurred the resent-

ment of a King who never forgave.

Philipanswered the letter of the three

nobles on the 6th June following. In
this reply,

^ which was brief, he acknow-

ledged the zeal and affection by which
the writers had been actuated. He
suggested, nevertheless, that, as they
had mentioned no particular cause for

adopting the advice contained in their

letter, it would be better that one of

them should come to Madrid to con-

fer with him. Such matters, he said,

coxild be better treated by word of

mouth. He might thus receive suffi-

cient information to enable him to form
a decision, for, said he in conclusion, rt

was not his custom to aggrieve any of

his ministers without caiise. '

This was a fine phrase, but under
the circumstances of its application,

quite ridiculous. There was no ques
tion of aggrieving the minister. The
letter of the three nobles was very
simple. It consisted of a fact and a
deduction. The fact stated was, that
the Cardinal was odious to all classes

of the nation. The deduction drawn
was, that the government could no

longer be carried on by him without
imminent danger of ruinous convul-

sions. The fact was indisputable. The
person most interested confirmed it in

his private letters.
"
'Tis said," wrote

Granvelle to Philip, "that grandees.

« Correspondance de Guillaume lo Tadt,
ii. 41, 42.

» Ibid — ' ' Car ce n'est pas ma coustume do
grever aucups d« mes ministres sans cause.''
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nobles, and people, all abhor me, nor
am I sui'j:)rised to find that grandees,

nobles, and people are all openly against

me, since each and all have been in-

vited to join in the league."^ The
Cardinal's reasons for the existence of

the unpopularity, which he admitted
to the full, have no bearing upon the

point in the letter. The fact was re-

lied upon to sustain a simple, although
a momentous inference. It was for

Philip to decide upon the propriety of

the deduction, and to abide by the

consequences of his resolution when
taken. As usual, however, the monarch
was not capable of making up his

mind. He knew very well that the

Cardinal was odious and infamous,
because he was the willing impersona-
tion of the royal policy. Philip was,

therefore, logically called upon to aban-

don the policy or to sustain the minis-

ter. He could make up his mind to do
neither the one nor the other. In the

meantime a well-turned period of mock

magnanimity had been furnished him.

This he accordingly transmitted as his

first answer to a most important com-
munication upon a subject which, in

the words of the writers, "admitted
neither of dissimulation nor delay."
To deprive Philip of dissimiilation and

delay, however, was to take away his

all.

At the same time that he sent his

answer to the nobles, he wrote an ex-

planatory letter to the Regent. He
informed her that he had received

the communication of the three seigni-

ors, but instructed her that she was
to appear to know nothing of the mat-

ter until Egmont should speak to her

upon the subject. He added that,

althoughhe had signified hiswish to the

three nobles, thai one of them, with-

out specifying which, should come to

Madrid, he in reality desired that Eg-
mont, who seemed the most tractable

of the three, should be the one deputed.
The King added, that his object was to

divide the nobles, and to gain time. ^

It was certainly superfluous upon

1 "Que agora grandes y nobles y pueblo
me abliorrecian," etc.—Papiors d'Etat, vii.

11-21.
*
Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 251.
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Philip's part to inform his sister that
his object was to gain time. It was,
however, sufficiently puerile to recom-
mend to his sister an affectation o£

ignorance on a subject concerning which
nobles had wrangled, and almost drawn
their swords in her presence. This,

however, was the King's statesman-

ship when left to his unaided exertions.

In order more fully to divide the nobles,
the King also transmitted to Egmont
a private note, in his own handwriting,
expressing his desire that he should
visit Spain in person, that they might
confer together upon the whole sub-

ject.
^

These letters, as might be supposed,

produced anything but a satisfactory
effect. The discontent and rage of the

gentlemen who had written or sus-

tained the 11th of March communica-
tion was much increased. The an-

swer was, in truth, no answer at all.

"'Tis a cold and bad reply," wrote
Louis of Nassau, "to send after so

long a delay. 'Tis easy to see that the
letter came from the Cardinal's smithy.
In summd, it is a vile business, if the

gentlemen are all to be governed by
one person. I hope to God his power
will come soon to an end. Neverthe-

less," added Louis,
" the gentlemen are

all wide awake, for they trust the red

fellow not a bit more than he de-

serves." *

The reader has already seen that the
letter was indeed from "the Cardinal's

smithy," Granvelle having instructed

his master how to reply to the seigni-
ors before the communication had been
despatched.
The Duchess wrote immediately to

inform her brother that Egmont had

expressed himself willing enough to go
to Spain, but had added that he must
first consult Orange and Horn.' As
soon as that step had been taken, she

had been informed that it was neces-

sary for them to advise with all the

gentlemen who had sanctioned their

letter. The Duchess had then tried

in vain to prevent such an assembly,

» Strada, iii. 127. Hopper Reo. et Mem.,
33. Hoofd, ii. 42, 43.

* Green v. Prinst., Archives, etc., 164, 165,
»
Correspond, de Philippe II., i. 255-259.
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but finding that, even if forbidden, it

would still take place, she had per-
mitted the meeting in Brussels, as she

could better penetrate into their pro-

ceedings there, than if it should be
held at a distance. She added that

she should soon send her secretary
Armenteros to Spain, that the King
might be thoroughly acquainted with
what was occurring.^

Egmont soon afterwards wrote to

Philip, decHning to visit Spain ex-

pressly on account of the CardinaL
He added, that he was ready to under-

take the journey, should the King
command his presence for any other

object.* The same decision was for-

mally communicated to the Regent by
those Chevaliers of the Fleece who had

approved the 11th of March letter—
Montigny, Berghen, Meghem, Mans-

feld, Ligne, Hoogstraaten, Orange,

Egmont, and Horn. The Prince of

Orange, Speaking in the name of all,

informed her that they did not con-

sider it consistent with their reputa-
tion, nor with the interest of his Ma-

jesty, that any one of them should
make so long and troublesome a jour-

ney, in order to accuse the Cardinal.

For any other pmpose, they all held
themselves ready to go to Spain at

once. The Duchess expressed her

regret at this resolution. The Prince

repUed by affirming that in all their

proceedings they had been governed,
not by hatred of Granvelle, but by a
sense of duty to his Majesty. It was
now, he added, for the King to pursue
what course it pleased him.'^

I

Four days after this interview with
I the Regent, Orange, Egmont, and Horn
L addressed ajecond letter to the King.*
In this communication they stated that

they had consulted with all the gentle-
men with whose approbation their first

letter had been written. As to the

journey of one of them to Spain, as

suggested, they pronotmced it very
dangerous for any seignior to absent
himself, in the condition of affairs

1 Conespondance da Philippe II., i. 2oi)-

259.
2 Ibid.
»

Ibid., 259.
*
CorresponcUnce de GuiUamjie le Tacit,

ij. 42-47.
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which then existed. It was not a

sufficient cause to go thither on ac-

count of Granvelle. They disclaimed

any intention of making themselvea

parties to a process against the Car-

dinal They had thought that their

simple, brief announcement would
have sufficed to induce his Majesty
to employ that personage in other

places, where his talents would be
more fruitful. As to

"
aggrieving the

Cardinal without cause," there was no

question of aggrieving him at all, but
of relieving him of an office which
could not remain in his hands without
disaster. As to "no particular cause

having been mentioned," they said the

omission was from no lack of many
such. They had charged none, how-

ever, because, from their past services

and their fidelity to his Slajesty, they
expected to be believed on their honour,
without further witnesses or evidence.

They had no intention of making
themselves accusers. They had pur-

posely abstained from specifications.
If his Majesty should proceed to

ampler information, causes enough
would be found. It was better, how-

ever, that they should be furnished

by others than by themselves. His

Majesty would then find that the

public and general complaint was
not without adequate motives. They
renewed their prayer to be excused
from serving in the council of state,
in order that they might not be after-

wards inculpated for the faults of

others. Feeling that the controversy
between themselves and the Cardinal de
Granvelle in the state-council produced
no fruit for his Majesty's affairs, they
preferred to yield to him. In conclu-

sion, they begged the King to excuse
the simplicity of their letters, the

rather that they were not by nature

great orators, but more accustomed to

do well than to speak well, which was
also more becoming to persons of their

quality.*
On the 4th of August, Coimt Horn
* "D'aiitant que ne sommes point de na-

ture grans orateurs ou harangxievirs, et plus
accoustumez a bien faire que a bien dire,
comme au?sy il cast mieulx seant a gens da
norre qualite."— Corresix>ndanco de Guil-
laume lo Tacit, u. 42-47.
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also addressed a jirivate letter to the

King, written in the same ipirit as

that which characterised the joint let-

ter just cited. He assured his Majesty
that the Cardinal could render no
valuable service to the crown on ac-

count of the hatred which the whole
nation bore him, but that, as far as

regarded the maintenance of the an-

cient religion, all the nobles were will-

ing to do their duty.^
The Regent now despatched, accord-

ing to promise, her private secretary,
Thomas de Armenteros, to Spain. His

instructions,^ which were very elabo-

rate, shewed that Granvelle was not
mistaken when he charged her with

being entirely changed in regard to

him, and when he addi'cssed her a

reproachful letter, protesting his as-

tonishment that his conduct had be-

come suspicious, and his inabihty to

divine the cause of the weariness and
dissatisfaction which she manifested
in regard to him.-*

Armenteros, a man of low, mercen-

ary, and deceitful character, but a
favourite of the Regent, and already
beginning to acquire that influence

over her mind which was soon to be-

come so predominant, was no friend of

the Cai'dinal. It was not probable
that he would diminish the effect of

that vague censure mingled with faint

commendation which characterised

Margaret's instruction by any lauda-

tory suggestions of his own. He was
directed to speak in general terms of

the advance of heresy, and the increas-

ing penury of the exchequer. He w as

to request two hundred thousand
crowns toward the lottery, which the

Regent proposed to set up as a finan-

cial scheme. He was to represent that

the Duchess had tried, unsuccessfully,

every conceivable means of accommo-

dating the quarrel between the Cardi-

nal and the seigniors. She recognised
Granvelle's great capacity, experience,

zeal, and devotion—for all which quali-
ties she made much of him—while on
the other hand she felt that it would
be a great inconvenience, and might

'- Corrospondance de Pliilippe II., ;.. 2C1,
363.

» Ibid., 265-267.
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cause a revolt of the country, were she
to retain him in the Netherlands

against the will of the seigniors. These
motives had compelled her, the mes-

senger was to add, to place both views
of the subject before the eyes of the

King. Armenteros was, furthermore,
to narrate the circumstances of the
intei-views which had recently taken

place between herself and the leaders
of the opposition party.'*
From the tenor of these instructions,

it was sufficiently obvious that Mar-

garet of Parma was not anxious to re-

tain the Cardinal, but that, on the

contraiy, she was beginning, already to
feel alarm at the dangerous position in

which she found herself. A few days
after the three nobles had despatched
their last letter to the King, they had
handed her a formal remonstrance.
In this document they stated their

conviction that the country was on the

high road to ruin, both as regarded hia

Majesty's service and the common
weal. The exchequer was bare, the

popular discontent daily increasing,
the fortresses on the frontier in a dila-

pidated condition. It was to be appre-
hended daily that merchants and other
inhabitants of the provinces woiild be
arrested in foreign countries, to satisfy
the debts owed by his Majesty. To
provide against all these evils, but one

course, it was suggested, remained to
the government—tosummon the states-

general, and to rely upon their counsel
and suj^port. The nobles, however,
forbore to press this point, by reason
of the prohibition which the Regent
had received from the King. They
suggested, however, that such an inter-

diction could have been dictated only
by a distrust created between his Ma-

jesty and the estates by persons having
no love for either, and who were deter-

mined to leave no resource by which
the distress of the country could be

prevented. The nobles, therefore,

begged her highness not to take it

amiss if, so long as the King were in-

disposed to make other arrangements
for the administration of the provinces,

' Dom I'Evesque, ii. 41-45.
*
Correspoudaiico do Philippe II., uU

sup.
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they should abstain from appearing at

the state-counciL They preferred to

cause the shadow at last to disappear,
which they had so long personatei In

conclusion, however, they expressed
their determination to do their duty in

their several governments, and to serve

the Regent to the best of their abili-

ties.!

After this remonstrance had been

delivered, the Prince of Orange, Count

Horn, and Coimt Egmont abstained

entirely from the sessions of the st^te-

council. She was left alone with the

Cardinal,whom she already hated, and
with his two shadows, Yiglius and

Berlaymont.
Armenteros, after a month spent on

his journey, arrived in Spain, and was
soon admitted to an audience by Philip.
In his first interview, which lasted four

hours,* he read to the King all the

statements and documents with which
he had come provided, and humbly re-

quested a prompt decision. Such a
result was of course out of the ques-
tion. Moreover, the Cortes of Tar-

ragon, which happened then to be in

session, and which required the royal

attention, supplied the monarch with
a fresh exciise for indulging in his ha-

bitual vacillation.^ Meantime, by way
of obtaining additional counsel in so

grave an emergency, he transmitted
the letters of the nobles, together with
the other papers to the Duke of Alva,
and requested his opinion on the sub-

ject.
* Alva rephed -with the roar of

a wild beast.
"
Every time," he wrote,

" that I see

the despatches of those three Flemish

seigniors, my rage is so much excited

that if I did not use all possible efforts

to restraia it, my sentiments would
seem those of a madman." ' After this

exordiiun he proceeded to express the

opinion that all the hatred and com-

plaints against the Cardinal had arisen
from his opposition to the convocation
of the statesgeneraL With regard to

* Hcofd, ii. 43.—Compare Correspondance
de Guillaume le Tacit, iii. 50 (note by JI.

Gachard). »
Strada, iii. 130. » Ibid.

*
Correspondance de PhUippe II., i. 271.

* "Cada vez que veo los despachos de
aquellos tres seBorea me muevan la colera,
de mancra que si uo procuiasse mucho teni-
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persons who had so richly deserved
such chastisement, he recommended
" that their heads should be taken off;

but, vmtil this could be done, that the

King should dissemble with them."
He advised Philip not to reply to their

letters, but merely to intimate,through
the Regent, that their reasons for the
course proposed by them did not seem

satisfactory. He did not prescribe
this treatment of the case as

" a true

remedy, but only as a palliative; be-

cause for the moment oiJy weak medi-
cines could be employed, from which,
however, but small effect could be an-

ticipated."^ As to recalling the Car-

dinal,
"
as they had the impudence to

propose to his Majesty," the Duke most

decidedly ad^dsed against the step. In
the meantime, and before it should be

practicable to proceed
" to that vigo-

rous chastisement already indicated,'
he advised separating the nobles aa

much aa possible by administering
flattery and deceitful caresses to Eg-
mont, who might be entrapped more

easily than the others.

Here, at least, was a man who knew
his own mind. Here was a servant
who could be relied upon to do hia

master's bidding whenever this master
should require his help. The vigorous
explosion of wrath with which the
Duke thus responded to the first symp-
toms of what he regarded as rebellion,

gave a feeble intimation of the tone
which he would assume when that
movement should have reached a more
advanced stage. It might be guessed
what kind of remedies he would one

day prescribe in place of the "mild
medicines" in which he so reluctantly
acquiesced for the present.

While this had been the course pur-
sued by the seigniors, the Regent and
the King, in regard to that all-absorb-

ing subject of Xetherland pohtics—
the struggle against Granvelle—the

Cardinal, in his letters to Philip, had
been painting the situation by minute

plarla, creo pareceria ^ V.M. mi opinion de
hombre frenetico," etc. etc.—G. v. Prinst.,
Archives, etc., i. 175-177.

• "
Que no se pueden aplicar sino

medicinas muy flojas y dudando mucho da
la operacion que podran hazer,"— G. t,

Prinst., Archives, etc., L 17^177.
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daily touches, in a manner of which
his pencil alone possessed the secret.

Still maintaining the attitude of an

injured but forgiving Christian, he

epoke of the nobles in a tone of gentle
BoiTOw. He deprecated any rising of

the royal wrath in his behalf ; he would
continue to serve the gentlemen, whe-
ther they would or no; he was most
anxious lest any considerations on his

account should interfere with the

King's decision in regard to the course
to be i^ursued in the Netherlands. At
the same time, notwithstanding these

general professions of benevolence to-

wards the nobles, he represented them
as broken spendthrifts, wishing to

create general confusion in order to

escape from personal liabilities; as

conspiratorswho had placed themselves
within the reach of the attorney-gen-
eral;^ as ambitious malcontents who
were disposed to overthrow the royal

authority, and to substitute an aristo-

craticrepublic upon its ruins. He would
say nothing to prejudice the King's
mind against these gentlemen, but he
took care to omit nothing which could

possibly accomplish that result. He
described them as systematically op-

posed to the policy which he knew lay
nearest the King's heart, and as deter-

mined to assassinate the faithful mi-
nister who was so resolutely carrying
it out, if his removal could be effected

in no other way. He spoke of the
state of religion as becoming more
and more unsatisfactoi-y, and bewailed

the difficulty with which he could pro-
cure the burning of heretics

;
difficul-

ties originating in the reluctance of

men from whose elevated rank better

things might have been expected.
As Granvelle is an important per-

Bonage, as his character has been alter-

nately the subject of much censure
and of more applause, and as the epoch
now described was the one in which
the causes of the great convulsion

were rapidly germinating, it is abso-

lutely necessary that the reader should

be placed in a position to study the

main character, as painted by his own

1 Papiers d'Etat, vii. 18, 19, sqq.
a

Ibid., 5, 11-21; IS, 19, sqq.
• IWd.
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hand; the hand in which were placed,
at that moment, the destinies of a

mighty empire. It is the historian's

duty, therefore, to hang the picture of

his administration fully in the light.
At the moment when the 11th of

March letter was despatched, the Car-

dinal rejiresented Orange and Egmont
as endeavouring by every method of

menace or blandishment to induce all

the grand seigniors and petty nobles
to join in the league against himself.

They had quarrelled with Aerschot and

Aremberg, they had more than half

seduced Berlaymont, and they stigma-
tised all who refused to enter into

their league as cardinalists and fami-

liars of the Inquisition.^ He protested
that he should regard their ill-will with

indifference, were he not convinced
that he was himseH only a pretext,
and that their designs were really much
deeper."* Since the return of Mon-

tigny, the seigniors had estabHshed a

league which that gentleman and his

brother, Count Horn, had both joined.
He would say nothing concerning the

defamatory letters and pamphlets of

which he was the constant object, for

he wished no heed taken of matters
which concerned exclusively himself.

Notwithstanding this disclaimer, how-

ever, he rarely omitted to note the ap-

pearance of all such productions for

his Majesty's especial information.
"
It was better to calm men's spirits,"

he said, "than to excite them." As
to fostering quarrels among the seig-

niors, as the King had recommended,
that was hardly necessary, for discord

was fast sowing its own seeds. "It

gave him much pain," he said, with a

Christian sigh,
" to observe that such

dissensions had already risen, and un-

fortunately on his account.
' ' * He then

proceeded circumstantially to describe

the quarrel between Aerschot and

Egmont, already narrated by the Ee-

gent, omitting in his statement no par-
ticular which could make Egmont re-

prehensible in the royal eyes. He
likewise painted the quarrel between
the same noble and Aremberg, to which

* " Pero pfesa me quo la primera causa
tome fundameuto sobre lo que me toca."—

Papiers d'Etat, vii. 6, 11-21; 18, 19, eqq.
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he had ah-eady alluded in previous let-

ters to the King, adding that many
gentlemen, and even the more prudent
part of the people, vrere dissatisfied

with the coiirse of the grandees, and
that he was taking imderhand but
dexterous means to confirm them in

such sentiments.^ He instructed Philip
how to reply to the letter addressed to

him, but begged his Majesty not to

hesitate to sacrifice him if the interests

of his crown should seem to require
it.»

"With regard to religious matters,
he repeatedly deplored that, notwith-

standing his own exertions and those

of Madame de Parma, things were not

going on as he desired, but, on the

contrary, very badly
—" For the love

of God and the service of the holy re-

ligion," he cried out fervently,
"
put

your royal hand valiantly to the work,
otherwise we have only to exclaim.

Help, Lord, for we perish !

" ^
Having

uttered this pious exhortation in the
ear of a man who needed no stimulant
in the path of persecution, he pro-
ceeded to express his regrets that the

judges and other officers were not tak-

ing in hand the chastisement of heresy
with becoming vigoiir.*

Yet, at that very moment Peter
Titelmann was raging through Flan-

ders, tearing whole families out of bed
and burning them to ashes, with such
utter disregard to all laws or forms as

to provoke in the very next year a
solemn protest from the four estates

of Flanders; and Titelmann was but
one of a dozen inquisitors.

Granvelle, however, could find little

satisfaction in the exertions of subor-
dinates so long as men in high station
were remiss in their duties. The Mar-

quis Berghen, he informed Philip,
Bhewed but little disposition to put
down heresy in Valenciennes, while

Montigny was equally remiss at Tour-

\
" Y yo procuro diestramente y so mano

de informarloscomo conviene," etc.—Papiers
d'Etct, vii. 5, 11-21 ; 18, 19, sqq.

» Ibid. » Ibid., vii. 83. «
Ibid., vlL 33.

» Ibid., vii. 45-51. • Ibid.
' "Yeslanegraquandodominaelinteresse

y no me espanto que deven todos el alma y
cada dia gastan mas," etc., etc.—Ibid.

8 Ibid.
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nay.' They were often heard to say,
to any who chose to listen, that it was
not right to inflict the punishment of

death for matters of religion.* This

sentiment, uttered in that age of

cruelty, and crowning the memory of

those unfortunate nobles with eternal

honour, was denovmced by the Chiu-ch-

man as criminal, and deserving of cas-

tigation. He intimated, moreover,
that these pretences of clemency were
mere hypocrisy, and that self-interest

was at the bottom of their compassion.
"
'Tis very black," said he,^

" when
interest governs; but these men are

all in debt, so deeply that they owe
their very souls. They are seeking

every means of escaping from their

obligations, and are most desirous of

creating general confusion." As to

the Prince of Orange, the Cardinal as-

serted that he owed nine hundi-ed thou-

sand florins, and had hardly twenty-
five thousand a-year clear income,
while he spent ninety thousand, hav-

ing counts, barons, and gentlemen in

great numbers, in his household.^ At
this point, he suggested that it might
be well to find employment for some
of these grandees in Spain and other
dominions of his Majesty, adding that

perhaps Orange might accept the vice-

royalty of Sicily.*

Resi.miing the religious matter, a
few weeks later, he expressed himseM
a little more cheerfully.

" We have
made so much outcry," said he,

" that

at last Marquis Berghen has been
forced to bum a couple of heretics at

Valenciennes. Thus, it is obvious,"
moralised the Cardinal, "that if he
were really willing to apply the remedy
in that place, much progress might be
made

;
but that we can do but little

so long as he remains in the govern-
ment of the provinces and refuses to

assist us."^'-* In a subsequent letter,

he again uttered complaints against

» Papiers d'Etat, vii. 51.
10 " T se ha gridado tanto que al cabo

el Marques de Bersrhes ha hecho quemar doa

hcreges en Valencianes sin ruydo que si

de veras se quiriesse atender el remedio do
aquella tierra mucho se podna aprovechar;
pero no lo jyodremos hazer mientras esii ea
quel goviemo si el no quiere ny de otra mv

I nera oue Dor su meno."—Ibid. 63.
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the Marquis and Montigny, who were
evermore his scapegoats and bugbears.

Berghen will give us no aid, he wrote,

despite of all the letters we send him.
He absents himself for private and po-
litical reasons. Montigny has eaten

meat in Lent, as the Bishop of Tour-

nay informs me.^ Both he and the

Marquis say openly that it is not right
to shed blood for matters of faith, so

that the King can judge how much
can be effected with such coadjutors.^

Berghen avoids the persecution of

heretics, wrote the Cardinal again, a

month later, to Secretary Perez. He
has gone to Spa for his health, although
those who saw him last say he is fat

and hearty.* Granvelle added, how-

ever, that they had at last
" burned

one more preacher alive." The here-

tic, he stated, had feigned repentance
to save his life, but finding that, at

any rate, his head would be cut off as

a dogmatiser, he retracted his recanta-

tion.
"
So," concluded the Cardinal,

complacently,
"
they burned him." *

He chronicled the sayings and do-

ings of the principal personages in the

Netherlands, for the instruction of the

King, with great regularity, insinuat-

ing suspicions when tmable to furnish

evidence, and adding charitable apolo-

gies, which he knew wovild have but
email effect upon the mmd of his cor-

respondent. Thus he sent an account
of a "very secret meeting" held by
Orange, Egmont, Horn, Montigny, and

Berghen, at the abbey of La Forest,^
near Brussels, adding, that he did not

know what they had been doing there,
and was at loss what to suspect. He
would be most happy, he said, to pixt

the best interpretation upon their

actions, but he could not help remem-

bering with great sorrow the observa-

tion so recently made by Orange to

Montigny, that one day they should

be stronger. Later in the year, the

1 Papiers d'Etat, vii. 75. * Ibid.
» "Bueno y gordo."—Ibid., vii. 105.
• " Y assi le qucmarou."—Ibid.
» Ibid., vii. 69.
• Ibid., vii. 263. Correspondance do

Philippe II., 1. 275.
1 Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 277.
• "Quiercii dar eu mi pnmero porquc

hecho esto va lo dcnias eu passo."—Papiers
d'Etat, vii. 1G7.
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Cardinal informed the Kir g that the
same nobles were holdii ig a conference
at Weerdt, that he hsii r^ot learned
what had been transacted there, but

thought the affair very suspicious.^

Philip immediately communicated the

intelligence to Alva, together with an

expression of Granvelle s fears and of

his own, that a popular outbreakwould
be the consequence of the continued

presence of the minister in the Nether-
lands.^

The Cardinal omitted nothing in

the way of anecdote or innuendo,
which could injure the character of

the leading nobles, with the exception,
perhaps, of Count Egmont. With
this important personage, whose cha-

racter he well understood, he seemed

determined, if possible, to maintain

friendly relations. There was a deep
policy in this desire, to which we shall

advert hereafter. The other seigniors
were described in general terms as dis-

posed to overthrow the royal autho-

rity. They were bent upon Granvelle'a

downfall as the first step, because, that

being accomplished, the rest would
follow as a matter of course.^ "

They
intend," said he,

" to reduce the state

into the form of a republic, in which
the King shall have no power except
to do their bidding."

^ He added, that
he saw with regret so many German
troops gathering on the borders; for

he believed them to be in the control

of the disaffected nobles of the Nether-
lands.-^'' Having made this grave in-

sinuation, he proceeded in the same
breath to express his anger at a state-

ment said to have been made by
Orange and Egmont, to the effect that
he had charged them with intending
to excite a civil commotion, an idea,
he added, which had never entered lus

head.^^ In the same paragraph, he

poured into the most suspicious ear

that ever listened to a tale of treason,
3 " Y qiieiTian reduzir csto en forma da

republica, en la qual no piidiesse el Roy sino

qiie ellos quisiessen."—Papiers d'Etat, vii.

165.

1' Ibid.—Compare G. v. Prinst., Archives,
etc. ; supplement, 14-16.

11 Papiers d'Etat, vii. 167.—" Procuravan
do levantar estos pueblos lo quele jamas
me passo por consamicuto."
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his conviction that the nobles were

planning a republic by the aid of fo-

reign troops, and uttered a complaint
that these nobles had acctised Mm of

sxispecting them. As for the Prince

of Orange, he was described as eter-

nally boasting of his influence in Ger-

many, and the great things which he
could eSect by means of his connexions

there,
" so that," added the Cardinal,

" we hear no other song."
He had much to say concerning the

projects of these grandees to^aboBsh
all the councils, but that of state, of

which body they intended to obtain

the entire controL Marquis Berghen
was represented as being at the bottom
of all these intrigues. The general
and evident intention was to make a

thorough change in the form of govern-
ment-^ The ilarquis meant to com-
mand in everything, and the Duchess
would soon have nothing to do in the

provinces as regent for the King. In

fact, Philip himself would be equally

powerless, "for," said the Cardinal,
"
they will have succeeded in putting

your Majesty completely under guar-

dianship."
' He added, moreover, that

the seigniors, in order to gain favour
with the people and with the estates,
had allowed them to acquire so much
power, that they wotild respond to any
request for subsidies by a general
popular revolt.

" This is the simple
truth," said Granvelle,

" and moreover,

by the same process, in a very few

days there will likewise be no religion
left in the land."^ When the depu-
ties of some of the states, a few weeks

later, had been irregularly convened
in Brussels, for financial purposes, the
Cardinal informed the monarch, that

the nobles were endeavouring to con-

ciliate their good-will, by offering
them a splendid series of festivities

and banquets.
He related various anecdotes which

came to his ears from time to time,
aU tending to excite svispicions as to
the loyalty and orthodoxy of the prin-

' " En fin el pi\nto es que querrian mudar
esta forma de goviemo."—Papiera d'Etat,
vii 1S6, 187.

* " Pues havriaa acabado de poner la
en tutela."—Ibid.
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cipal nobles. A gentleman coming
from Burgundy had lately, as he in-

formed the King, been dining with the

Prince of Orange, with whom Horn
and Slontigny were then lodging. At
table, Montigny called out in a very
loud voice to the strange cavalier, who
was seated at a great distance from

him, to ask if there were many Hugue-
nots in Burgundy. 2\o, replied the

gentleman, nor would they be per-
mitted to exist there. Then there can
be very few people of intelligence in

that province, retximed Montigny, for

those who have any wit are mostly all

Huguenots.* The Prince of Orange
here endeavoured to put a stop to the

conversation, saying that the Burgun-
dians were very right to remain aa

they were; upon which Montigny
affirmed that he had heard masses

enough lately to last him for three
months.' These things may be jests,
commented Granvelle, but they are

very bad ones
;

® and 'tis evident that
such a man is an improper instrument
to remedy the state of religious affairs

in Toumay.
At another large party, the King

was faithfully informed by the same
chronicler," that Marquis Berghen had
been teasing the Duke of Aerschot

very maliciously, because he would
not join the league. The Duke had
responded as he had formerly done to

Egmont, that his Majesty was not to
receive laws from his vassals

; adding,
that, for himself, he meant to f*.>llow

in the loyal track of his ancestors, fear-

ing God and honouring the king. In

short, said Granvelle, he answered
them with so much wisdom, that al-

though they had never a high opinion
of his capacity, they were silenced.

This conversation had been going on
before all the servants, the Marquia
being especially vociferous, although
the room was quite full of them. As
soon as the cloth was removed, aind

while some of the lackeys still re-

mained, Berghen had resumed the coiv

»
Papiers d'Etat, viL 1S6, 187.

Ibid., vii. 1S7, 1&8. » Ibid.
* "Devian de ser burlas pero maias mo

parecen."—Ibid.
» Papiers d'Etat, vii 390-194.
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versation. He said he was of the same
mind aa his ancestor John of Berghen
had been, who had once told the King's

grandfather, Philip the Fair, that if

his Majesty was bent on his own per-

dition, he had no disposition to ruin

himself. If the present monarch means
to lose these provinces by governing
them as he did govern them, the Mar-

quis affirmed that he had no wish to

lose the little property that he himself

possessed in the country.
" But if,"

argued the Duke of Aerschot,
" the

King absolutely refuse to do what you
demand of him

;
what then ?

" " Par
la cordieuf" responded Berghen, in a

rage,
" we will let him see !

"
where-

upon all became silent.-^

Granvelle implored the King to keep
these things entirely to himself

;
add-

ing that it was quite necessary for his

Majesty to learn in this manner what
were the real dispositions of the gen-
tlemen of the provinces. .

It was also

stated in the same letter, that a ruffian

Genoese, who had been ordered out of

the Netherlands by the Regent, be-

cause of a homicide he had committed,
was kept at Weert, by Count Horn,
for the purpose of murdering the Car-

dinal.*

He affirmed that he was not allowed

to request the expulsion of the assas-

sin from the Count's house ;
but that

he would take care, nevertheless, that

neither this ruffian nor any other

should accomplish his purpose. A
few weeks afterwards, expressing his

joy at the contradiction of a report
that Philip had himself been assassi-

nated, Granvelle added :

"
I too, who

am but a worm in comparison, am
threatened on so many sides, that

many must consider me already dead.

Nevertheless, I will endeavour, with
God's help, to live as long as I can,

and if they kill me, I hope they will

not gain everything."^ Yet, with

characteristic Jesuitism, the Cardinal

could not refrain, even in the very
letter in which he detailed the rebel-

1 " '

Que seiia?
'

rcspondio el Marques con
col era,

'

par la cordieu, uous luy ferons voir !

'

Bobre que callaron todos."—Papicrs d'Etat,
vii. 190-194. ' Ibid.

s Correspondance do Philippe II., i. 2S4.
* " No djgo esto parer alterar & V. M. contra
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lious demonstrations of Berghen, and
the murderous schemes of Horn, te

protest that he did not say these

things
"

to prejadicehis Majesty against

any one, but only that it might be
known to what a height the impu-
dence was rising."* Certainly the

King and the ecclesiastic, like the Ro-
man soothsayers, would have lavighed
in each other's face, could they have

met, over the hoUowness of such de-

monstrations. Granvelle's letters were

filled, for the greater part, with pic-
tures of treason, stratagem, and bloody
intentions, fabricated mostly out of

reports, table-talk, disjointed chat in

the careless freedom of domestic inter-

course, while at the same time a mar-

gin was always left to express his own
wounded sense of the injurious suspi-
cions uttered against him by the vari-

ous subjects of his letters.
" God

knows," said he to Perez,
" that I

always speak of them Avith respect,
which is more than they do of me.
But God forgive them all. In times

like these, one must hold one's tongue.
One must keep still, in order not to

stir up a hornet's nest."^

In short, the Cardinal, little by
little, during the last year of his resi-

dence in the Netherlands, was enabled

to spread a canvas before his sove-

reign's eye, in which certain prominent
figures, highly coloured by patiently
accumulated touches, were represented
as driving a whole nation, against its

own will, into manifest revolt. The
estates and the people, he said, were

already tired of the proceedings of the

nobles, and those personages would
find themselves very much mistaken

in thinking that men who had anything
to lose would follow them, when they

began a rebellion against his Majesty.®
On the whole, he was not desirous of

prolonginghis own residence, although,
to do him justice, he was not influenced

by fear. He thought, or affected to

think, that the situation was one of a

factitious popular discontent, procured

nadie, mas boIq paraque conosca que crcca

la desverguenga," etc.—Papiera d'Jitat, vii.

190-194.
» Correspondance do Philippe II., i. 291.—

" Per no initar crabroncs."
» Papiers d'Etat.. vii. 2«4.
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by the intrigues of a few ambitious

and impoverished Catilines and Ce-

thegi, not a rising rebellion such as

the world had never seen, bom of the

slowly-awakened wrath of a whole

people, after the martyrdom of many
years. The remedy that he recom-
mended was that his Majesty should
come in person to the provinces. The
monarch would cure the whole dis-

order as soon as he appeared, said the

Cardinal, by merely making the sign
of the cross.^ Whether, indeed, the

rapidly-increasing cancer of national

discontent would prove a mere king's

evil, to be healed by the royal touch,
as many persons besides Granvelle be-

lieved, was a point not doomed to be
tested. From that day forward Philip

began to hold out hopes that he would
come to administer the desired remedy,
but even then it was the opinion of

good judges that he would give mil-

lions rather than make his appearance
in the Netherlands.* It was even the

hope of William of Orange that the

King would visit the provinces. He
expressed his desire, in a letter to

Lazarus Schwendi, that his sovereign
should come in person, that he might
see whether it had been right to sow
80 much distrust between himself and
his loyal subjects.^ The Piince asserted

that it was impossible for any person
not on the spot to imagine the false-

hoods and calumnies circulated by
Granvelle and his friends, accusing

Orange and his associates of rebellion

and heresy, in the most infamous man-
ner in the world. He added, in con-

clusion, that he could write no more,
for the mere thought of the manner
in which the government of the Nether-
lands was carried on filled him with

disgust and rage.* This letter, to-

gether with one in a similar strain

from Egmont, was transmitted by the
valiant and highly intellectual soldier

to whom they were addressed, to the

King of Spain, ^vith an entreaty that
he would take warning from the bitcer

truths which they contained. The

* "T con su presencia se podrian remediar
anctiguaudo."—Pajners d'Etut, vii. 261,

» Papiers d'Etat, ix. 184,
»lbid.

CO one , who was a most tnisty friend

of Orange, wrote afterwards to Mar-

garet of Parma, in the same spirit,

warmly urging her to moderation in

religious matters. This application

highly enraged Morillon, the Cardinal's

most confidential dependant, who ac-

cordingly conveyed the intelhgence to

his already departed chief, exclaiming
in his letter,

" what does the vmgrate-
ful baboon mean by meddling with our
affairs ? A pretty state of things, truly,
if kings are to choose or retain their

ministers at the vvill of the people ;

little does he know of the disasters

which would be caused by a relaxation

of the edicts."® In the same sense,
the Cardinal, just before his departure,
which was now imminent, wrote to

warn his sovereign of the seditious

character of the men who were then

placing their breasts between the peo-

ple and their butchers.

It is sufficiently obvious, from the

picture which we have now presented
of the respective attitudes of Granvelle,
of the seigniors, and of the nation,

during the whole of the year 1563,
and the beginning of the following

year, that a crisis was fast approaching
Granvelle was, for the moment, trium-

phant ; Orange, Egmont, and Horn had
abandoned the state coimcU; Philip
could not yet make up his mind to

yield to the storm, and Alva howled
defiance at the nobles and the whole

people of the Netherlands. Neverthe-

less, Margaret of Parma was utterly

weary of the minister, the Cardinal
himseK was most anxious to be gone,
and the nation—for there was a nation,
however "

vile the animal
"
might be—was becoming daily mor^ enraged at

the presence of a man in whom, whe-
ther justly or falsely, it beheld the
incarnation of the religious oppression
under which they groaned. Meantime,
at the close of the year, a new incident

came to add to the gravity of the situ-

ation. Caspar Schetz, Baron of Grob«

bendonck, gave a great dinner-party
in the month of December 1563.® Thia

* Correspondance de Philippe II. i. 2P0.
* ' De quoi se mesle cet ingrat 'jabcm,''

etc.—Papiers d'Etat, viii. 427.
« Hoold, L S2.
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personage, whose name was prominent
for many years in the public affairs of

the nation, was one of the four brothers

who formed a very opulent and influen-

tial mercantile establishment. He was
the King's principal factor and finan-

cial agent. He was one of the great

pillars of the Bourse at Antwerp. He
was likewise a tolerable scholar, a de-

testable poet, an intriguing politician,
and a corrupt financier. He was regu-

larly in the pay of Sir Thomas Gresham,
to whom he furnished secret informa-

tion, for whom he procured differential

favours, and by whose government he
was rewarded by gold chains and pre-
sents of hard cash, bestowed as secretly
as the equivalent was conveyed adroit-

ly.^ Nevertheless, although his venality
was already more than stispected, and

although his peculations during his long
career became so extensive that he was

eventually iDrosecuted by government,
and died before the process was termi-

nated, the Lord of Grobbendonck was
often employed in most dehcate nego-

tiations, and, at the present epoch,
was a man of much importance in the

Netherlands.
The treasurer-general accordingly

gave his memorable banquet to a dis-

tinguished pai-ty of noblemen. The

conversation, during dinner, turned, as

was inevitable, upon the Cardinal.

His ostentation, greediness, insolence,

were fully canvassed. The wine flowed

freely, as it always did in those Flemish

festivities—the brains of the proud
and reckless cavaliers became hot with

excitement, while still the odious eccle-

siastic was the topic of their conver-

sation, the object alternately of fierce

invective or of scornfvil mirth. The

pompous display which he affected

in his equipages, liveries, and all the

appurtenances of his household, had

frequently excited their derision, and

now afforded fresh matter for their

ridicule. The customs of Germany,
the simple habiliments in which the

retainers of the greatest houses were

arrayed in that country, were con-

trasted with the tinsel and glitter in

which the prelate pranked himself. It

[1563.
was proposed, by way of shewing con-

tempt for Granvelle, that a livery
should be forthwith invented, as dif-

ferent as possible from his in general
effect, and that all the gentlemen pre-
sent should indiscrimately adopt it for

their own menials. Thus would the

people whom the Cardinal wished to
dazzle with his finery learn to estimate
such gauds at their true value. It was
determined that something extremely
plain, and in the German fashion,
should be selected. At the same time,
the company, now thoroughly inflamed
with wine, and possessed by the spirit
of mockery, determined that a symbol
should be added to the livery, by which
the universal contempt for Granvelle
should be expressed. The proposition
was hailed with acclamation, but who
should invent the hieroglyphical cos-

tume? All were reckless and ready
enough, but ingenuity of device was

required. At last it was determined
to decide the question by hazard.
Amid shouts of hilarity the dice were
th^o^vn. Those men were staking their

lives, perhaps, upon the issue, but the
reflection gave only a keener zest to

the game. Egmont won.^ It was tho
most fatal victory which he had ever

achieved, a more deadly prize even
than the trophies of St Quentin and

Gravehngen.
In a few days afterwards, the re-

tainers of the house of Egmont sur-

prised Brussels by making their appear-
ance in a new livery. Doublet and
hose of the coarsest gray, and long
hanging sleeves, without gold or silver

lace, and having but a single ornament,
comprised the whole costume. An
emblem which seemed to resemble a
monk's cowl, or a fool's cap and bells,
was embroidered upon each sleeve.

The device pointed at the Cardinal, as

did, by contrast, the affected coarse-

ness of the dress. There was no doubt
as to the meanmg of the hood, but

they who saw in the symbol more re-

semblance to the jester's cap, recalled

certain biting expressions which Gran-
velle had been accustomed to use. He
had been wont, in the days of hia

tBuigon, SC5, 366, 367. » Iloofd, i. 39, 40. Stiftda iv. 132, 133. Bcntivoglio, i. 17
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greatest insolence, to speak of the most
eminent nobles as zanies, lunatics, and
buffoons. The embroidered fool's cap
was supposed to typify the gibe, and
to remind the arrogant priest that a

Brutu5, as in the olden time, might be
found lurking in the costume of the

fooL^ However witty or appropriate
the invention, the livery had an im-

mense success. According to agree-

ment, the nobles who had dined \vith

the treasurer ordered it for all their

servants. Never did a new dress be-

come so soon the fashion. The vmpo-

pularity of the minister assisted the

quaintness of the de\-ice. The fool's-

cap livery became the rage. Never
was such a run upon the haberdashers,

mercers, and tailors, since Brussels had
been a city. All the frieze-cloth in

Brabant was exhausted. All the serge
in Flanders was clipped into monastic
cowls. The Duchess at first laughed
with the rest, but the Cardinal took
care that the King should be at once
informed upon the subject. The Re-

gent was, perhaps, not extremely sorry
to see the man ridicvded whom she so

cordially disliked, and she accepted
the careless excuses made on the sub-

ject by Egmont and by Orange without
severe criticism. She wrote to her
brother that, although the gentlemen
had been influenced by no evil inten-

tion, she had thought it best to exhort
them not to push the jest too far.^

Already, however, she found that two
thousand pairs of sleeves^ had been

made, and the most she could obtain

was that the fools' caps, or monks'

hoods, should in future be omitted
from the hvery.'* A change was ac-

cordingly made in the costume, at

about the time of the Cardinal's de-

parture. A bundle of arrows, or in

some instances a wheat-sheaf, was sub-
stituted for the cowls.^ Various inter-

pretations were placed upon this new
iStrada.
*
Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 294-

297. » Ibid. * Ibid.
»

Pajv.ers d'Etat, viL 455.
* Strada. Hoofd. BentivogUo, ubi sup.
* " Portant une cabotte d leurmode de ca-

loelot sans unde, gamie de boutons d'argent,
avec flesches, et le bonnet demesmes boutons
d'argent."—Q. v. Priust., Aighives, etc., i.
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emblem. According to the nobles

themselves, it denoted the imion of all

their hearts in the King's service,
while their enemies insinuated that it

was obviously a symbol of conspiracy.®
The costume thus amended was worn

by the gentlemen themselves, as well

as by their servants. Egmont dined
at the Regent's table, after the Cardi-

nal's departure, in a camlet doublet,
with hanging sleeves, and buttons

stamped with the bundle of arrows.''

For the present the Cardinal affected

to disapprove of the fashion only from
its rebellious tendency. The fools'

caps and cowls, he meekly observed to

Philip, were the least part of the

offence, for an injury to himself could

be easily forgiven. The wheat-sheaf

and the arrow-bundles, however, were

very vUe things, for they betokened
and confirmed the existence of a con-

spiracy, such as never could be toler-

ated by a prince who had any regard
for his own authority.^

This incident of the livery occupied
the public attention, and inflamed the
universal hatred during the later

months of the nainister's residence in

the country. Meantime the three

seigniors had become very impatient
at receiving no answer to their letter.

Margaret of Parma was urging her
brother to give them satisfaction, re-

peating to him their bitter complaints
that their characters and conduct were
the subject of constant misrepresenta-
tion to their sovereign, and picturing
her own isolated condition. She re-

presented herself as entirely deprived
of the support of those great person-

ages, who, despite her positive assu-

rances to the contrary, persisted in be-

lieving that they were held up to the

King as conspirators, and were in

danger of being punished as traitors.^

PhiUp, on his part, was conning Gran-
veUe's despatches, filled with hints of

* "Muy ruin punto es el de la Ubrea que
ban sacado aquellos seilores y sus adheientes
no per la invencion de las cabejas de locos y
capirotes que es lo menos, sine porque parece
dar confinnacion de liga cosa no jutridera
debaxo de un priucipe que tenga cuentacon
su autboridad en sus estados."— Papiera
d'Etat, vu. 503.

9 Con-espondance de Philippe 11., i. 2^6,
276 283.
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conspiracy, and holding council with

Alva, who had already recommended
the taking off several heads for treason.

The Piince of Orange, who already
had secret agents in the King's house-

hold, and was supplied with copies of

the most private papers in the palace,
knew better than to be deceived by
the smooth representations of the

Regent. Philip had, however, at last

begun secretly to yield. He assked

Alva's advice,^ whether on the whole
it would not be better to let the "Car-

dinal leave the Netherlands, at least

for a time, on pretence of visiting his

mother in Burgundy, and to invite

Count Egmont to Madrid, by way of

striking one link from the chain, as

GranveUe had suggested. The Duke
had replied that he had no doubt of

the increasing insolence of the three

seigniors, as depicted in the letters of

the Duchess Margaret, nor of their in-

tention to make the Cardinal their first

victim; it being the regular principle
in all revolts against the sovereign, to

attack the chief minister in the first

place. He could not, however, per-
suade himself that the King should

yield and Granvelle be recalled. Never-

theless, if it were to be done at all, he

preferred that the Cardinal should go
to Burgimdy without leave asked either

of the Duchess or of Philip, and that

he should then write, declining to re-

turn, on the ground that his life was
not safe in the Netherlands.^

After much hesitation, the monarch
at last settled upon a plan, which re-

commended itself through the extreme

duplicity by which it was marked, and
the complicated system of small decep-

tions, which it consequently required.
The King, who was never so thoroughly
happy or at home as when elaborating
the ingredients of a composite false-

hood, now busily employed himself in

his cabinet. He measured off, in vari-

ous letters to the Regent, to the three

nobles, to Egmont alone, and to Gran-

velle, certain proportionate parts of his

whole plan, which, taken separately,
were intended to deceive, and did de-

1 Papiors d'Etat, vii. 273, 291, 316.
2
Ibid., vii. 289-291.

8
Correspond, do Philippe II., i. 285, 286.
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ceive nearly every person in the world,
not only in his own generation, but for

three centuries afterwards, but which,

arranged synthetically, as can now be

done, in consequence of modem reve-

lations, formed one complete and con-

siderable lie, the observation of which
furnishes the student with a lesson in

the political chemistry of those days,
which was called Macchiavellian states-

manship. The termination of the
Granvelle regency is, moreover, most

important, not only for the grave and
almost interminable results to which
it led, but for the illustration which it

affords of the inmost character of the
Cardinal and "

his master."

The courier who was to take Philip's
letters to the three nobles was detained

three weeks, in order to allow Armen-
teros, who was charged with the more

important and secret despatches for

the Duchess and Granvelle, to reach
Brussels first. All the letters, however,
were ready at the same time. The
letter of instructions for Armenteros

enjoined upon that envoy to tell the

Regent that the heretics were to be
chastised with renewed vigour, that

she was to refuse to convoke the states-

general imder any pretext, and that if

hard pressed, she was to refer directly
to the King. With regard to Gran-

velle, the secretary was to state that

his Majesty was still deliberating, and
that the Duchess would be informed
as to the decision when it should bo
made. He was to express the royal
astonishment that the seigniors should

absent themselves from the state-coun-

cil, with a peremptory intimation that

they should immediately return to

their posts. As they had specified no

particularities against the Cardinal, the

King would still reflect upon the sub-

ject.-^

He also wrote a private note to the

Duchess, stating that he had not yet
sent the letters for the three nobles,
because he wished that Armenteros
should arrive before their courier.*

He, however, enclosed two notes for

Egmont,* of which Margaret was to

* CoiTCspondanco do Guillaumo le Tacit.,
ii. cr, 68.

» Con-espond. do Philippe II., i. 284, 285.
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deliver that one which, in her opinion,

was, under the circumstances, the best.

In one of these missives the King
cordially accepted, and in the other he

politely declined, Egmont's recent offer

to visit Spain. He also forwarded a

private letter in his own hand-writing
to the Cardiaal. Armenteros, who
travelled b\it slowly on account of the

state of his health, arrived in Brussels

towards the end of February. Five or

six days afterwards—on the 1st March,

namely
^—the courier arrived bringing

the despatches for the seigniors. In
his letter to Orange, Egmont, and

Horn, the Ring expressed his astonish-

ment at their resolution to abstain

from the state-council. Nevertheless,
said he, imperatively, fail not to return

thither, and to shew how much more

highly you regard my service and the

good of the country than any other

particularity whatever.^ As to Gran-

velle, continued Philip, since you will

not make any specifications, my inten-

tion is to thiSok over the matter longer,
in order to arrange it as may seem
most fitting.*

This letter was dated February 19

(1564),'* nearly a month later therefore

than the secret letter to Granvelle,

brought by Armenteros, although all

the despatches had been drawn up at

the same time, and formed parts of the
same plan. In this brief note to Gran-

velle, however, lay the heart of the
whole mystery.

"
I have reflected much," wrote the

King, "on all that you have written
me during these last few months, con-

cerning the ill-wiU borne you by cer-

tain personages. I notice also your
suspicions that if a revolt breaks out,

they will commence with yoxir person,
thus taking occasion to proceed from
that point to the accomplishment of

their ulterior designs. I have particu-

larly taken into consideration the no-
* " Sur la chute du Cardinal de Granvelle."

Tax M. Gachard (Bulletins de I'Academie
Royale de Belgique, xvi., No. 6), p. 22.

»
Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,

H, er, 6s.
» " Puisque vous ne voulez dire les parti-

colarites, mon intention est d'y penser en-
ooircs pour y ponrveoir comma il oonviend-
ra."—Ibid.

*lbid.
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tice received by you from the curat«

of Saint Gudule, as well as that which

you have learned concerning the Genoese

who is kept at Weert; all which haa

given me much anxiety, as well from

my desire for the preservation of your
life, in which my service is so deeply
interested, as for the possible results if

anything should happen to you, which
God forbid. I have thought, therefore,
that it would be well, in order to give
time and breathing space to the hatred

and rancour which those persons enter-

tain towards you, and in order to see

what course they will take in preparing
the necessary remedy for the provinces,

for you to leave the country for some

days, in order to visit your mother,
and this with the knowledge of the

Duchess, my sister, and with her per-

mission, which you wiU request, and
which I have written to her that she

must give, without allowing it to ap-

pear that you have received orders to

that effect from me. You wiU also

beg her to write to me requesting my
approbation of what she is to do. By
taking this coiirse neither my autho-

rity nor yours will suffer prejudice;
and according to the turn which things

may take, measxrres may be taken for

your return when expedient, and for

whatever else there may be to arrange.'

Thus, in two words, Philip removed
the unpopular minister for ever. The
limitation of his absence had no mean-

ing, and was intended to have none.
If there was not strength enough to

keep the Cardinal in his place, it was
not probable that the more difficult

task of reinstating him after his fall

would be very soon attempted. It

seemed, however, to be dealing more

tenderly with Granvelle's seK-respect
thus to leave a vague opening for a

possible return, than to send him an
unconditional dismissal.

Thus, while the King refused to

» The text of this famous note is given in
a paper extracted from the "Bulletins de
I'Academie Koyale de Bruxelles," torn. xii.

pp. 9, 10, by M. Gachard. That acute histo-
rical investigator, to whom the discovery of
this secret billet is due, well remarks:
" L'Academic comprendra la joie que me fit

eprouver cette decouverte ; ce scut la dea
jouissances qui dedommagent de bien dfc3

fatigues, de bien des ennuis."—P. 8.
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give any weight to the representations
of the nobles, and affected to be still

deliberating whether or not he should

recall the Cardinal, he had in reality

already recalled him. All the minute
directions according to which permis-
sion was to be asked of the Duchess to

take a step which had already been

prescribed by the monarch, and Phi-

lip's indulgence craved for obeying his

own explicit injunctions, were fulfilled

to the letter.

As soon as the Cardinal received

the royal order, he privately made

preparations for his departure. The

Kegent, on the other hand, delivered

to Count Egmont the one of Philip's
two letters in which that gentleman's
visit was declined,^ the Duchess be-

lieving that, in the present position of

afFaii-s, she should derive more assist-

ance from him than from the rest of

the seigniors. As Granvelle, however,
still delayed his departure, even after

the arrival of the second courier, she

was again placed in a situation of

much perplexity. The three nobles

considered Philip's letter to them ex-

tremely "dryand laconic,"^ and Orange
absolutely refiised to comply with the

order to re-enter the state-council. At
a session of that body on the 3d of

March, where only Granvelle, Viglius,
and Berlaymont were present, Mar-

garet narrated her fruitless attempts
to persuade the seigniors into obe-

dience to the royal orders lately trans-

mitted, and asked their opinions. The

extraordinary advice was then given,
that " she should let them champ the

bit a little while longer, and after-

wards see what was to be done." •*

Even at the last moment, the Cardi-

nal, reluctant to acknowledge himself

beaten, although secretly desirous to

retire, was inclined for a parting

struggle. The Duchess, however, being
now armed with the King's express

commands, and having had enough of

holding the reins while such powerful
1 CoiTespond. de Philippe II., i. 291-293.
» Con-espondanco de Guillaume le Tacit.,

ii. 69, 70.
* "8ur quoy eembla qu'ello dovroit less

laisser encoirea quelque peu ronger le frain

BUT oecv et aprds regarder."— Corrcspon-
dftnoo do Philippe II., i. 294-297.
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and restive personages were "champ*
ing the bit," insisted privately that
the Cardinal should make his imme-
diate departlu-e known.* Pasquinades
and pamphlets were already appear-
ing daily, each more bitter than the

other; the livery was spreading rapidly

through all classes of jjpople, and the

seigniors most distinctly refused to re-

cede from their determination of ab-

senting themselves from the council
so long as Granvelle remained.' There
was no help for it, and on the 13th of

March® the Cardinal took his depar-
ture. Notwithstanding the mystery of

the whole proceeding, however, Wil-
liam of Orange was not deceived.

He felt certain that the minister had
been recalled, and thought it highly
improbable that he would ever be per-
mitted to return.

"
Although the Car-

dinal talks of coming back again soon,"
wrote the Prince to Schwartzburg," we nevertheless hope that, as he Hed
about his departure, so he will also

spare the truth in his present asser-

tions."'' This was the general con-

viction, so far as the question of the
minister's compulsory retreat was con-

cerned, of all those who were in the
habit of receiving their information
and their opinions from the Prince of

Orange. Many even thought that

Granvelle had been recalled with in-

dignity, and much against his will.
" When the Cardinal," wrote Secretary
Lorich to Coimt Louis,

" received the

King's order to go, he growled like a

bear, and kept himself alone in hia

chamber for a time, making his pre-

parations for departure. He says he
shall come back in two months, but
some of us think they will be two

long months, which will eat them-
selves up like money borrowed of the

Jews."* A wag, moreover, posted a

large placard upon the door of Gran-

velle's palace in Brussels as soon as

the minister's departure was known,
with the inscription, in large letters.

* Ibid. » Ibid.
• Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 219.
1

Ibid., 277.
«

Ibid., 228, 229.—" Hatt er gebrombtwe
ein biir, etc. etc. es werdeii zwen lango
monat sein und, gleich der Judon wuchoT
ufflaufen und aich sclbcr versichorn."



" For sale. Immediately."
^ In spite of

the royal ingemiity, therefore, many '[

shrewdly suspected the real state of

the case, although but very few ac-

tually knew the truth.

The Cardinal left Brussels with a

numerous suite, stately equipages, and
much parade. The Duchess provided
him with her own m\des and with a

sufficient escort, for the King had

expressly enjoined that every care

should be taken against any mur-
derous attack. There was no fear of

such assault, however, for all were

sufficiently satisfied to see the minister

depart. Brederode and Count Hoog-
straaten were standing together, look-

ing from the window of a house near

the gate of Caudenberg, to feast their

eyes with the spectacle of their ene-

my's retreat. As soon as the Cardinal

had passed through that gate, on his

way to Namur, the fii-st stage of his

journey, they rushed into the street,

got both ujwn one horse, Hoogstraaten,
who alone had boots on his legs, taking
the saddle and Brederode the croup,
and galloped after the Cardinal, with
the exultation of school-boys.* Thus
mounted, they continued to escort

the Cardinal on his journey. At one

time, they were so near his carriage
while it was passing through a ravine,
that they might have spoken to him
from the heights above, where they
had paused to observe him ;

but they
pulled the capes of their cloaks over
their faces and sviffered him to pass

imchallenged.
" But they are young

folk," said the Cardinal, benignantly,
after relating all these particulars to

the Duchess,
'•' and one should pay

little regard to their actions." He
added, that one of Egmont's gentle-
men dogged the party on the journey,
lodging in the same inns with them,
apparently in the hope of learning

something from their conversation or

proceedings. If that were the man's

object, however, Granvelle expressed
tha conviction that he was disap-

pointed, as nothing covdd have been
more merry than the whole company.
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or more discreet than their converaa-

tion.''

The Cardinal began at on.« to put
into operation the system of decep-

tion, as to his departure, which had
been pliuined by Philip. The man
who had been ordered to leave the

Xetherkmds by the King, and pushed
into immediate compliance with the

royal command by the Duchess, pro-
ceeded to address letters both to

PhUip and Margaret. He wrote fiom
Namur to beg the Regent that she

would not fail to implore his Majesty
graciously to excuse his having ab-

sented himself for private reasons at

that particular moment."* He wrote
to Philip from Besancon, stating that

his desire to visit his mother, whom
he had not seen for nineteen years,
and his natal soil, to which he had
been a stranger during the same

period, had induced him to take

advantage of his brother's journey to

accompany him for a few days into

Burgvmdy.' He had, therefore, he

said, obtained the necessary permis-
sion fi-om the Duchess, who had

kindly promised to write very par-

ticularly by the first courier, to beg
his Majesty's approval of the liberty
which they had both taken.* He
wrote fiom the same place to the

Regent again, saying that some of the

nobles pretended to have learned from
Armenteros that the King had ordered
the Cardinal to leave the country and
not- return

;
all which, he added, was a

very false Renardesque invention, at

which he did nothing but laugh."
As a matter of course, his brother,

in whose company he was about to

visit the mother whom he had not
seen for the past nineteen years, was
as much mystified as the rest of the
world.^ Chantonnay was not aware
that anything but the alleged motives
had occasioned the journey, nor did
he know that his brother wovdd per-

haps have omitted to visit their com-
mon parent for nineteen years longer
had he not received the royal order to

leave the Netherlands.

» Pontus Payen MS.
"

Papiers d'Efcit, vii. 4"26.

lUa., vii. 401*, 410. « Ibid.

»
loiiu, Tii. 4S3, 4S4.

'
Ibid.. \-ii. 501.

* iWkL, ix. 565.

• lUO.
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Philip, on the other side, had sus-

tained his part in the farce with much
ability. Viglius, Berlaymont, Moril-

lon, and all the lesser cai-dinalists

were entirely taken in by the letters

which were formally despatched to

the Duchess in reply to her own and
the Cardinal's notification.

"
I cannot

take it amiss," wrote the King,
" that

you have given leave of absence to

Cardinal de Granvelle, for two or
three months, according to the advices

just received from you, that he may
attend to some private affairs of his

own.^ As soon as these letters had
been read in the council, Viglius faith-

fully transmitted them to Granvelle
for that personage's enlightenment;
adding his own innocent reflection,
that "

this was very different language
from that held by some people, that

your most illustrious lordship had
retired by order of his Majesty.^ Mo-
rillon also sent the Cardinal a copy of

the same passage in the royal des-

patch, saying, very wisely,
"

I \wnder
what they will all say now, since these
letters have been read in council."^

The Duchess, as in duty bound, denied

flatly, on all occasions, that Armenteros
had brought any letters recommending
or ordering the minister's retreat.'' She

conscientiously displayed the lettei's of

his Majesty, proving the contrary, and

yet, said Viglius, it was very hard to

prevent people talkmg as they liked.*

Granvelle omitted no occasion to mys-
tify every one of his correspondents
on the subject, refeiring, of course,
to the same royal letters which had
been written for public reading, ex-

pressly to corroborate these state-

ments. " You see by his Majesty's
letters to Madame de Parma," said he
to Morillon,

" how false is the report
that the King had ordered me to leave

Flanders, and in what confusion those

persons find them.selves who fabricated

the story."® It followed of necessity
that he should carry out his part in

1 Papiers d'Etot, vii. 600-63S.
s Ibid.—Letter of Viglius to Granvelle,

Otli lilay 1564.
»

Ibid., 638.
* " La Duche.<!se reiiia fort et ferme que

Armenteros avait apporteaucunes Icttres d-s

voBtre restraicte, et monstroit bien par lea
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the royal progi'amme, but he accom.

plished his task so adroitly, and with
such redundancy of zeal, as to shew
his thorough sympathy with the

King's policy. He dissembled with
better grace, even if the King did it

more naturally. Nobody was too

insignificant to be deceived, nobody
too august. Emperor Ferdinand fared
no better than "Esquire" Bordey." Some of those who hate me," he
wrote to the potentate,

" have circu-

lated the report that I had been
turned out of the country, and was
never to return. This story has
ended in smoke, since the letters

wi-itten by his Majesty to the Duchess
of Parma on the subject of the leave
of absence which she had given me."^

Philip himself addressed a private
letter to Granvelle, of course that
others might see it, in which he
affected to have just learned that the
Cardinal had obtained permission from
the Regent

"
to make a visit to his

mother, in order to arrange certain

family matters," and gravely gave his

approbation to the step.' At the
same time it was not possible for the

King to resist the temptation of

adding one other stroke of dissimula-

tion to his own share in the comedy.
Granvelle and Philip had deceived all

the world, but Philip also deceived
Granvelle. The Cardinal made a

mystery of his departure to PoU-

willer, Viglius, Morillon, to the Em-
peror, to his own brother, and also to
the King's secretary, Gonzalo Perez

;

but he was not aware that Perez,
whom he thought himself deceiving
as ingeniously as he had done all the

others, had himself drawn up the
letter of recall, which the King had
afterwards copied out in his own
hand and marked "secret and confi-

dential."' Yet Granvelle might have

guessed that in such an emergency
Philip would hardly depend upon his

own literary abilities.

demieres lettres de S. Jlaj. le contraire,*
etc.—Papievs d'Etat, vii. 653.

» Papiera d'Etat, vii. 653.
• Ibid., viii. 108. '

Ibid., 113.
» Ibid., 218, 219.
» M. Gachard.—Bull, de I'Acad. Roy., xiL

11.
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Granvelle remained month after

month in seclusion, doing his best to

philosophiae. Already, during the

latter period of his residence in the

Netherlands, he had lived in a compa-
rative and forced solitude. His house
had been avoided by those power-
worshippers whose faces are rarely
turned to the setting sim. He had,
in consequence, already, before his

departure, begun to discourse on the
beauties of retirement, the fatigues of

greatness, and the necessity of repose
for men broken with the storms of

state.^ A great man was like a lake,
he said, to which a thirsty multitude

habitually resorted tOl the waters
were troubled, sullied, and finally
exhausted.* Power looked more at-

tractive in front than in the retrospect.
That which men possessed was ever
of less value than that which they
hoped.' In this fine strain of elo-

quent commoni^lace the falling minis-

ter had already begun to moralise

upon the vanity of human wishes.

When he was established at his

charming retreat in Burgimdy, he had
full leisure to pursue the theme. He
remained in retirement till his beard

grew to his waist,* having vowed,
according to report, that he would not
shave till recalled to the Netherlands.
If the report were true, said some of

the gentlemen in the provinces, it

would be likely to grow to his feet.'

He professed to wish himself bUnd
and deaf," that he might have no

knowledge of the world's events,
described himself as buried in litera-

ture, and fit for no business save to
remain in his chamber, fastened to his

books, or occupied with privato affairs

and religious exercises.^ He possessed
a most charming residence at Or-

champs, where he spent a great por-
tion of his time. In one of his letters

to Vice-Chancellor Seld, he described
the beauties of this retreat with much
delicacy and vigour :

—"
I am really

not as badly off here," said he,
" as I

* "Optandum homini laboribus fracto

.equietem," etc., etc.—Btrada, iv. 135.
< Ibid. » Ibid.
*
Pai)iere d'Etat, ix. 21S, 219.

» Ibid.
«

Ibid., viiL 9L

should be in the Indies. I am in sweet

places where I have wished for you a
thousand times, for I am certain that

you woidd think them appropriate for

philosophy and worthy the habitation

of the Muses. Here are beautiful

moimtaine, high as heaven, fertile on
all their sides, wreathed with vine-

yards, and rich with every fruit ;
here

are rivers flowing through charming
valleys, the waters clear as crystal,
filled with trout, breaking into num-
berless cascades. Here are umbrageous
groves, fertile fields, lovely meadows ;

on the one side great warmth, on
the other side delectable coolness,

despite the summer's heat. Nor is

there any lack of good company,
friends, and relations, with, as you
well know, the very best wines in the

world."*

Thus, it is obvious that the Cardinal

was no ascetic. His hermitage con-

tained other appliances save those for

study and devotion. His retired life

was, in fact, that of a voluptuary. His

brother, Chantonnay, reproached him
with the sumptuousness and disorder

of his establishment.' He Hved in

"good and joyous cheer." He pro-
fessed to be thoroughly satisfied with
the course things had taken, knowing
that God was above all, and woidd
take care of alL He avowed his de-

termination to extract pleasure and

profit even from the ill-will of his adver-

saries.
" Behold my philosophy," he

cried,
"
to Uve joyously as possible,

laughing at the world, at passionate

people, and at aU their calumnies."^"

It is evident that his philosophy, if it

had any real existence, was sufficiently

Epicurean. It was, however, mainly
compounded of pretence, like his whole
nature and his whole Hfe. Notwith-

standing the mountains high as hea-

ven, the cool grottos, the trout, and
the Burgundy, concerning which ha
descanted so eloquently, he soon be-

came most impatient of his compul-
sory seclusion. His pretence of " com-

» Ibid., viiL 91, 102. Groen v. Prinst.

Archives, i. 42S.
» Paiiiers d'Etat, viii. 115.
» Grben v. Prinst. Archives, etc., i. 428

(note).

^
w

Ibid., S40.
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posing himself as much as possible to

tranquillity and repose"^ could de-

ceive none of the intimate associates

to whom he addressed himself in that

edifying vein. While he affected to

be blind and deaf to politics, he had

eyes and ears for nothing else. Worldly
affairs were his element, and he was

shipwrecked upon the chstrming soli-

tude which he affected to admire. He
was most anxious to return to the
world again, but he had difficult cards

to play. His master was even more
dubious than usual about everything.
Granvelle was ready to remain in Bur-

gimdy as long as Philip chose that he
should remain there. He was also

ready to go to "
India, Peru, or into

the fire," whenever his King should

require any such excursion, or to re-

turn to the Netherlands, confronting
any danger which might lie in his

path.^ It is probable that he nourished
for a long time a hope that the storm
would blow over in the provinces, and
his resumption of power -become pos-
sible.

William of Orange, although more
than half convinced that no attempt
would be made to replace the minis-

ter, felt it necessary to keep strict

watch on his movements. " We must
be on our guard," said he,

" and not
be deceived. Perhaps they mean to

put us asleep, in order the better to

execute their designs. For the pre-
sent things are peaceable, and all the

world is rejoiced at the departure of

that good Cardinal." ' The Prince

never committed the error of under-

valuing the talents of his great adver-

sary, and he felt the necessity of being
on the alert in the present emergency.
"
'Tis a sly and cunning bird that we

are dealing with," said he,
" one that

sleeps neither day nor nig) re if a blow
is to be dealt to us." * •Hoiieat Brede-

rode, after solacing himself with the

spectacle of his enemy's departure, soon

began to suspect his return, and to ex-

press himself on the subject, as usual,

1 Papicrs d'Etat, viii. 91.
s

Ibid., viii. 103. Groeuv. Prinst., i. 311.
» Groen v. Prinst. Archives, i. 22G, 227,
« Ibid., 259. » Ibid., i. 305.
B Vit. YigUi, 38,
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with ludicrous vehemence. "

They saj
tlie red fellow is back again," he wrote
to Count Louis,

" and that Berlaymont
has gone to meet him at Namur. The
devil after the two would be a good
chase." ^

Nevertheless, the chances of
that return became daily fainter. Mar-

garet of Parma hated the Cardinal with

great cordiality. She fell out of her
servitude to him into far more con-

temptible hands, but for a brief inter-

val she seemed to take a dehght in the

recovery of her freedom. According
to Viglius, the court, after Granvelle'a

departure, was like a school of boys
and girls when the pedagogue's back
is turned.® He was very bitter against
the Duchess for her manifest joy at

emancipation.'' The poor President
was treated with the most marked dis-

dain by Margaret, who also took pains
to shew her dislike to all the cardinal-

ists. Secretary Armenteros forbade

Bordey, who was Granvelle's cousin
and dependant, from even speaking to
him in public.** The Eegent soon be-

came more intimate with Orange and
Egmont than she had ever been with
the Cardinal. She was made to see—
and, seeing, she became indignant—
the cipher which she had really been

during his administration. " One can
tell what's o'clock,"^ wrote Morillon
to the fallen minister,

"
since she never

writes to you nor mentions your name."
As to Armenteros, with whom Gran-
velle was still on friendly relations,
he was restless in his endeavours to

keep the once powerful priest from

rising again. Having already wormed
himself into the confidence of the

Ilegent, he made a point of shewing
to the principal seigniors various let-

ters, in which she had been warned

by the Cardinal to put no tiiist in

them. "That devil," said Armente-
ros, "thought he had got into Para-
dise here

;
but he is gone, and we shall

take care that he never returns." ^' It

was soon thought highly probable that
the King was but temporising, and that

1 Ibid.
«
Papicrs d'Etat, vii. 593.

* " L'on pcult facillcmcnt voir quelle
lieiu-c il est," etc., etc.—Papicrs d'Etat, viii

92-94, w ibid.
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the voluntary departitre of the minis-

ter had been a deception. Of course,

nothing was accurately kno^vn upon
the subject. Philip had taken good
care of that, but meantime the beta

were very high that there would be
no restoration. Men thought if there

had been any royal favour remaining
for the great man, that the Duchess
woidd not be so decided in her de-

meanour on the subject. They saw
that she was scarlet with indignation
whenever the Cardinal's name was
mentioned.! They heard her thank
Heaven that she had but one son, be-

cause if she had had a second, he must
have been an ecclesiastic, and as vUe
as priests always were.- They wit-

nessed the daily contumely which she

heaped upon poor Viglius, both be-

cause he was a friend of Granvelle and
was preparing in his old age to take

orders. The days were gone, indeed,
when Margaret was so filled with re-

spectful affection for the prelate, that

she coidd secretly correspond with the

Holy Father at Rome, and solicit the

red hat for the object of her venera-

tion. She now wrote to Philip, stating
that she was better informed as to

affairs in the Netherlands than she
had ever formerly been. She told her
brother that all the views of GranveUe
and of his followers, Viglius with the

rest, had tended to produce a revolu-

tion which they hoped that Pliilip
woidd find in full operation when he
should come to the Netherlands. It

was their object, she said, to fish in

troubled waters, and, to attain that

aim, they had ever pursued the plan
of gaining the exclasive control of all

affairs. That was the reason why they
had ever opposed the convocation of

the states-general. They feared that

their hooki would he read, and their

frauds, injustice, simony, and rapine
discovered.' This would be the resul t,

if tranquillity were restore<l to tlie

country, and therefore they had done

1
Papiers d'Etat, viii. 132—"Que sou Al-

teze devient rou<^ comme escailate quiuid
I'ou pai-le de V. S." etc.

* Papiers d'Etat, viii. 132.
»
Correspond, de rhiliri)e 11., i 311-3H.

*
ILid., C. sa.8-320.
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their best to foment and maintain dis-

cord. The Duchess soon afterwards
entertained her royal brother with very
detailed accounts of various acts of

simony, peculation, and embezzlement
committed by Viglius, which the Car-

dinal had aided and abetted, and by
which he had profited.'* These reve-

lations are inestimable in a historical

point of view. They do not raise our
estimate of Margaret's character, but

they certainly give us a clear insight
into the natiu-e of the Granvelle ad-

ministration. At the same time it

was characteristic of the Duchess, that
while she was thus painting the por-
trait of the Cardinal for the private

eye of his sovereign, she should ad-

dress the banished minister himself in

a secret strain of condolence, and even
of penitence. She wrote to assure

Granvelle that she repented extremely
having adopted the views of Orange.
She promised that she would state pub-
licly everywhere that the Cardinal wa.s

an upright man, intact in his morals and
his administration, a most zealous and
faithful servant of the King.' She
added that she recognised the obliga-
tions she was under to him, and that

she loved him like a brother.* She
affirmed that if the Flemish seigniors
had induced her to cause the Cardinal
to be deprived of the government, she
was already penitent, and that her faidt,

deserved that the King, her brother,
should cut off her head, for hiving
occasioned so great a calamity.''

There was certainly discrepancy be-

tween the language thus used simid-

taneously by the Duchess to Granvelle
and to Philip, but Margaret had been
trained in the school of Macchiavelli,
and had sat at the feet of Loyola.
The Cai-dinal replied with equal

suavity, protesting that such a letter

from the Duchess left him nothing
more to desire, as it furnished him
with an " entire and perfect justifica-
tion" of his conduct.* He v.as aware

* Dom I'Evesque, ii. Vl. • Ibid.
* Dom I'Eyesqiie, ubi sup. He cites the

MS. collection entitled "Memoires de Gnm-
vello," torn, xxxiii p. C7.

» Dora I'Evcsqno, ii. Tl, 72. Mliisoirra
"I" Granvelle, torn, xxxiii. i\ 95,
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of her real sentiments, no doubt, but
he was too politic to quarrel with so

important a personage as Philip's
Bister.

An incident which occuiTed a few
months after the minister's departure,
served to shew the general estimation
in which he was held by all ranks of

Nethferlanders. Count Mansfeld cele-

brated the baptism of his son, PhUip
Octavian, bj' a splendid series of festi-

vities at Luxemburg, the capital of his

government. Besides the tournaments
and similar sports, with which the

upper classes of European society were
accustomed at that day to divert them-

selves, there was a grand masquerade,
to which the public were admitted as

spectators. In this "
mummery" the

most successful spectacle was that pre-
Bcnted by a group arranged in obvious
lidicule of Granvelle. A iigure dressed

in Cardinal's costume, with the red
hat upon his head, came pacing through
the arena upon horseback. Before him
marched a man attired like a hermit,
witli long white beard, telling his

beads upon a rosary, which he held

ostentatiously in his hands. Behind
the mounted Cardinal came the Devil,
attired in the visual guise considei-ed

appropriate to the Prince of Darkness,
who scourged both horse and rider

with a whip of fox-tails, causing them
to scamper about the lists in great

trepidation, to the immense delight of

the spectators. The practical pun upon
Simon Renard's name embodied in the

fox-tail, with the allusion to the effect

of the manifold squibs perpetrated

by that most bitter and lively enemy
upon Granvelle, were understood and
relished by the multitude. Nothing
could be more hearty than the blows
bestowed upon the minister's repre-

sentative, except the applause with
which this satire, composed of actual

fustigation, was received. The humor-
ous spectacle absorbed all the interest

of the masquerade, and was frequently
repeated. It seemed difficult to satisfy
the general desire to witness a tho-

rough chastisement of the culprit."*

1 Papiers d'Etat, \iii. TO, 77; S)2-,04f
»

Ibid., Ls. 236.
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The incident made a great uoi?e \v

the counti-y. The cardinalists felt natu-

rally very much enraged, but they were
in a minority. No censure came from
the government at Brussels, and Mans-
feld was then, and for a long time

afterwards, the main pillar of royal

authority in the Netherlands. It was

suflficiently obvious that Granvelle, for

the time at least, was supported by no

party of any influence.

Meantime he remained in his seclu-

sion. His unpopularity did not, how-

ever, decrease in his absence. More
than a year after his departure, Ber-

laymont said the nobles detested the
Cardinal more than ever, and would
eat him alive if they caught him.^
The chance of his returning was dymg
gradual^ out. At about the same

period Chantonnay advised his brother
to shew his teeth.' He assured Gran-
velle that he was too quiet in his dis-

grace, reminded him that princes had
warm affections when they wished to

make use of people, but that when
they could have them too cheaply,

they esteemed them but little; mak-

ing no account of men whom they
were accustomed to see under their

feet. He urged the Cardinal, in re-

peated letters, to take heart again, to

make himself formidable, and to rise

from his crouching attitude. All the
world say, he remarked, that the game
is up between the King and yourself,
and before long every one will be

laughing at you, and holding you for a

dupe.*

Stung or emboldened by these re-

monstrances, and weary of his retire-

ment, Granvelle at last abandoned all

intention of returning to the Nether-

lands, and towards the end of 15G5,

departed to Rome, where he partici-

pated in the election of Pope Pius V.
Five years afterwards he was employed
by Philip to negotiate the treaty be-

tween (Spain, Rome, and Venice against
the Turk. He Vv'as afterwards Viceroy
of Na])les, and in 1575 he removed to

Madrid to take an active part in the

management of the public business.

* " Monstrer le vifsnge et lea dents,"
etc.—Papiers d'Etat, i.t. ISO, 1S7.

* Papiers d'Etat, ix. 1S1-1S7.
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''the disorder of which," says the

AbW Boisot, "coxtld be no longer
tiTested by men of mediocre capa-

Pulky of Orange. >15

city.'*' He died ia that city on the

21st September 15S6, at the age of

seventy, and was buried at Basauyon.-

CHAPTER V.
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The remainder of the year, in the

spring of which the Cardinal had left

the Netherlands, was one of anarchy,
confusion, and corruption. At first

there had been a sensation of relief.

Phihp had exchanged letters of exceed-

ing amity with Orange, Egmont, and
Hora. Thesethreeseigniorshadwritten,

immediately upon Granvelle's retreat,
to assure the King of their willingness
to obey the royal commands, and to re-

sume their duties at the state-counciL^

They had, however, assured the
Duchess that the re-appearance of the
Cardinal in the coxmtry would be the

signal for their instantaneous with-
drawal.'' They appeared at the coimcil

daily, working with the utmost ai5si-

«liiity often till late into the night.

Orange had three great objects in

ew,* by attaining which the country,
.1 his opinion, might yet be saved,

1
Papiers d'Etat. Notice preiiminahe «ie

;•!. Ch. Weisz. * Ibid.
»
Coniespoudance de Guiiiaume le Tadt.,

ii. 71, V2.

and the threatened convulsions averted.

These were to convoke the states-gene-

ral, to moderate or abolislrthe edicts,
and to siippress the council of finance

and the privy coimcil, leaving only the
council of state. The two first of

these points, if gained, would, of

course, subvert the whole absolute

policy which Philip and Granvelle had

enforced; it was, therefore, hardly
probable that any impression would
be made upon the secret determina-
tion of the government in these re-

spects. As to the coimcil of state, the
limited powers of that body, under
the administration of the Cardinal,
had formed one of the principal com-

plaints against that minister. Tlia

justice and finance councils were sinks

of iniquity. The most barefaced de-

pravity reigned supreme. A gangrene
had spread through the whole govem-

* Correspondance de Philippe IL, i. 29^
297.

* Grocu V. Prinst. AicMtc,-?, etc., i. 222L
223.
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ment. The public functionaries were

notoriously and outrageously venal.

The administration of justice had been

poisoned at the fountain, and the

people were vmable to slake their daUy
thirst at the polluted stream. There
was no law but the law of the longest

purse. The highest dignitaries of

Philip's appointment had become the

most mercenaiy hucksters that ever

converted the temple of justice into a

den of thieves. Law was an article of

merchandise, sold by judges to the

highest bidder. A poor customer
could obtain nothing but stripes and

imprisonment, or if tainted with sus-

picion of heresy, the faggot or the

sword, but for the rich everything was
attainable. Pardons for the most
atrocious crimes, passports, safe-con-

ducts, offices of trust and honour,
were disposed of at auction to the

highest bidder.^ Against all this sea

of corruption did the brave William of

Orange set his breast, undaunted and

unflinching. His honour was ever

untarnished by even a breath of sus-

picion. The Cardinal could accuse

him of pecuniary embarrassment, by
which a large proportion of his reve-

nues were necessarily diverted to the

Jiquidation of his debts, but he c&uld
aiot suggest that the Prince had ever

freed himself from difficulties by
plunging his hands into the public

treasury, when it might easUy have

been opened to him.

It was soon, however, sufficiently
obvious that as desperate a struggle
was to be made with the many-headed
monster of corrtiption as with the Car-

dinal by whom it had been so long fed

and governed. The Prince was ac-

cused of ambition and intrigue. It

was said that he %vas determined to

coucenti-ato all the powers of govern-
ment in the state-council, which was
tlius to become an omnipotent and

irresponsible senate, while the King
would be reduced to the condition of

a Venetian Doge.* It was, of course,

suggested that it was the aim of

Orange to govern the new Tribunal of

Ten. No doubt the Prince was am-
bitious. Birth, wealth, genius, and
virtue could not have been bestowed
in such eminent degree on any man
without carrying with them the deter-

mination to assert their value. But
he practised no arts to arrive at the

supremacy which he felt must always
belong to him, whatever might be his

nominal position in the political hier-

archy. He was already, although but

just turned of thirty years, vastly

changed from the brilliant and careless

grandee, as he stood at the hour of the

imperial abdication. He was becom-

ing careworn in face, thin of figure,

sleepless of habit. The wrongs of

which he was the daily witness, the

absolutism, the cruelty, the rottenness
of the government, had marked his

face with premature furrows. "
They

say that the Prince is very sad," wrote
Morillon to Granvelle

;

" and 'tis easy
to read as much in his face. They
say he cannot sleep."

^
Truly might

the monarch have taken warning that
here was a man who was dangerous,
and who thought too much. "

Sleek-

headed men, and such as slept o'

nights," would have been more eli-

gible functionaries, no doubt, in the

royal estimation, but, for a brief period,
the King was content to use, to watch,
and to suspect the man who was one

day to bo his great and invincible an-

tagonist. He continued assiduous at

the council, and he did his best, by
entertaining nobles and citizens at his

hospitable mansion, to cultivate good
relations with large numbers of his

countrymen. He soon, however, hail

become disgusted with the court.

Egmont was more lenient to the foul

practices wliich prevailed there, and
took almosta childish pleasure in dining
at the table of the Duchess, dressed,
as wore many of the younger nobles,
in short camlet doublet with the wheat-
sheaf buttons.

The Prince felt more unwilling to

compromise his personal dignity by

' Iloofd, ii. 4S, 49. Iloppor, Rcc. etMeiu.,
•U). Vit. Viglii, 38, 39.

* " Coninio par nn coup d'essny j o!i';a

d'abolir lo cuiiscil prhf pouv abolir la
j

pniKsaucc du Roy ct Ic I'ondro scmblable
a iiu ducq de Venisc," cli.',

—IVntus Tnyeu
MS.

s
I'niiiers d'Etat, vii. 431.
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countenancing tlie flagitious proceed-

ings and the contemptible supremacy
of Armenteros, and it was soon very
obvious, therefore, that Egmont was
a greater favourite at court than

Orange. At the same time the Count
was also diligently cultivating the good
graces of the middle and lower classes

in Brussels, shooting with the burghers
at the popinjay, codling every man by
his name, and assisting at jovial ban-

quets in town-house or giiild-halL

I'he Prince, although at times a ne-

cessary partaker also in these popular
amusements, could find small cause

for rejoicing in the aspect of affairs.

"When his biisiness led him to the

palace, he was sometimes forced to

wait in the ante-chamber for an hour,
while Secretary Armenteros was en-

gaged in private consultation with

Margaret upon the most important
matters of administration.^ It could

not be otherwise than galling to the

pride and offensive to the patriotism
of the Prince, to find great public
transactions intnisted to such hands.

Thomas de Armenteros was a mere

private secretary
—a simple clerk. He

had no right to have cognisance of

important affairs, which could only
come before his 3Iajesty's sworn ad-

visers. He was, moreover, an infamous

peculator. He was rolling up a for-

tune with great rapidity by his shame-
less trafiic in benefices, charges, offices,

whether of chiu-ch or state. His name
of Armenteros was popularly con-

vei-ted into Argeuteros,* in order to

symbolise the man who was made of

public money. His confidential inti-

macy with the Duchess procured for

him also the name of " Madame's
barber,"-^ in allusion to the famoxis

oraaments of ilargaret's upper lip,
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and to the celebrated infliVeuce en-

joyed by the barbers of the Duke oi

Savoy and of Louis tlie Eleventh.
This man sold dignities and places of

high responsibility at public auction.*

The Eegent not only connived at

these proceedings, which would have
been base enough, but she was full

partner in the disgraceful conmierce.

Through the agency of the Secretary,
she, too, was amassing a large private
fortune.' " The Duchess has gone
into the business of vending places to

the highest bidders," said Morillon,
"with the bit between her teeth."''

The spectacle presented at the council-

board was often sufficiently repulsive
not only to the cardinahsts, who were
treated with elaborate insolence, but
to all men who loved honour and

justice, or who felt an interest in the

prosperity of government. There
was nothing majestic in the appear-
ance of the Duchess, as she sat con-

versing apart with Armenteros, whis-

pering, pinching, giggling, or disputing,
while important aSairs of state were
debated, concerning which the Secre-

tary had no right to be informed.^ It

was inevitable thst Orange should be
offended to the utmost by such pro-

ceedings, although he was himself
treated with comparative respect. As
for the ancient adherents of GranveUe,
the Bordeys, Baves, and Morillons,

they were forbidden by the favourite
even to salute him in the streets.

Berlaymont was treated by the Duchess
with studied insult.

" What is the
man talking about?" she would ask
with languid superciliousness, if he

attempted to express his opinion in
the state-councU.* Viglius, whom
Berlaymont accused of doing his best,
without success, to make his peace

1
Tapiei-s d'EUt, viL 503.

=
Ibid., viii. CoO; ix. 33'J.

»
Ibid., viiL 6W.

*
Ibid., vii. C35-67S. Groen v. Prinst.,

Archives et Corresixmdance, i. •405, 406.
' " Mesmes aucuus, pour la rendic odieuse

au petiple semoyentun bruit qu'clle amassoit
un grand thresor de demici-s du Eoy, oiiltre
line infinite d'or et d'argcnt qu'eUe tiroit

subtilemeat dcs oKces, benefices, et rcmis-
sious qu'clle faisoic vendrc soubs main ca
beaux denleri coiiiptant par le dit An vr-
teros."—PCntus tayen MS.

The correspondence of the time proves
that the story was no calumny, but an in-

disputable fact.
• " Son Altezo y vat bride avallee."—

Papiers d'Etat, vii. 635.
I " L'aultro jour. Van der Aa me diet avec

larrocs qu'il ne scavoit i);u3 comporter les
termes que Ton y tint: p;a-lant a roreiUe,
riant, picqu-ont, debatant et donnant souveut
des lourdes attaches, et quand IloftUio y
est aiissi picscnt pour escoulter."—Paj>iere
','Kfat, viii. 67, 5S.

'

Papiers d'Etat, ix. £38.
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with the seigniors, was in even still

greater disgi-ace than his fellow-car-

dinalists. He longed, he said, to be in

liui'gundy, drinking Granvelle's good
wine.i His patience under the daily
insults which he received from the

government made him despicable in

the eyes of his own party. He was
described by his friends as piisillani-

mous to an incredible extent, timid
from excess of riches, afraid of his

own shadow. '^ He was becoming ex-

ceedingly pathetic, expressing fre-

quently a desire to depart and end his

days in peace. His faitliful Hopper
sustained and consoled him, but even
Joachim could not soothe his sorrows

when he reflected that after all the

work performed by himself and col-

leagues,
"
they had only been beating

the bush for others,"-* while their own
share in the spoils had been withheld.

Nothing could well be more contume-
lious than Margaret's treatment of the

learned Frisian. When other council-

lors were summoned to a session at

tlu-ee o'clock, the President was in-

cited at four. It was quite impossible
for him to have an audience of the

Duchess except in the presence of the

inevitable Armenteros. He was not
allowed to open his mouth, even when
he occasionally plucked up heart

enough to attempt the utterance of

his opinions. His authority was com-

pletely dead. Even if he essayed to

combat the convocation of the states-

general by the arguments which the

Duchess, at his suggestion, had often

used for the purpose, he was treated

with the same indifference.
" The

poor President," wrote Granvelle to

the King's chief secretary, Gonzalo

Perez,
"

is afraid, as I hear, to speak a

word, and is made to write exactly
what they tell him." At the same

time, the poor President, thus mal-

treated and mortified, had the vanity

occasionally to imagine himself a bold

and formidable personage. The man
whom his most intimate friends de-

scribed as afraid of his own shadow,

1 Groen v. Priust., Archives, etc., J. 223.
a Papjers d'Etat, viii. 267, 311.
• "Qu'on aurat battu le buisson pour la

noblesse,"—Pajners d'Etat, viii. 57, 58.
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described himself to Granvelle as one
who went his own gait, speaking his

mind frauldy upon every opportunity,
and compelling people to fear him a

little, even if they did not love him.
But the Cardinal know better than to

believe in this magnanimous picture of

the doctor's fancy.*

VigliTis was anxious to retire, but

unwilling to have the appearance of

being disgraced. He felt instinctively,

although deceived as to the actual

facts, that his great patron had been
defeated and banished. He did not

wish to be placed in the sam^ posi-
tion. He was desirous, as he piously

expressed himself, of withdrawing from
the world,

" that he might balance his

accounts with the Lord, before leav-

ing the lodgings of life." He was,

however, disposed to please
" the mas-

ter" as well as the Lord. He wished
to have the royal permission to depart
in peace. In his o^vn lofty language,
he wished to be sprinkled on taking
his leave

" with the holy water of the

court." Moreover, he was fond of liis

salary, although he disliked the sar-

casms of the Duchess. Egmont and
others had advised him to abandon the

office of President to Hopper, in order,
as he was getting feeble, to reserve hia

whole strengh for the state-council.

Viglius did not at all relish the pro-

position. He said that by giving up
the seals, and with them the rank and

salary which they conferred, he should

become a deposed saint. He had no

incUnation, as long as he remained on
the ground at all, to part with those

emoluments and honours, and to be
converted merely into the "

ass of the

state-council."'' He had, however,
with the sagacity of an old navigator,

already thrown out his anchor into

the best holding-ground during tlie

storms which he foresaw were soon to

sweep the state. Before the close of

the year which nov/ occupies us, the

learned doctor of laws had become a

doctor of divinity also ;
and had al-

ready secured, by so doing, the wealthy

• * Papiers d'Etat, viii. 77-91, 190, 20G, 372,

377, 409, 410, 425, 426, 619.
1 " Et do me laisser coiitcnter d'estro I'iisna

du cousoil-d'etat."—Papiers d'Etat, viii. 102.
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prebend of Saint Bavon of Ghent.^

Tliis would be a consolation in the

loss of secular d'^ities, and a recom-

pense for the cold looks of the Duchess.

He did not scruple to ascribe the

pointed dislike which Margaret mani-

fested towards him to the awe in which
she stood of his stem integrity of

character. The true reason why Ar-

menteros and the Duchess disliked

him was because, in his own words,
" he was not of their mind with regard
to lotteries, the sale of offices, advance-

ment to abbeys, and many other things
of the kind, by which they were in

such a hurry to make their fortune."

Upon another occasion he observed,
in a letter to Granvelle, that, "all

offices were sold to the highest bidder,
and that the cause of Margaret's re-

sentment against both the Cardinal
and himself was, that they had so

long prevented her from making the

profit which she was now doing from
the sale of benefices, offices, and other

favoiu^." ^

The Duchess, on her part, charac-

terised the proceedings and poUcy,
both past and present, of the cardi-

nalists as factious, corrupt, and selfish

in the last degree. She assured her

brother, that the simony, rapine, and

dishonesty of GranveUe, Viglius, and
all their followers, had brought affairs

into the ruinous condition which was
then but too apparent. They were

doing their best, she said, since the
Cardinal's departure, to shew, by their

sloth and opposition, that they were
determined to allow nothing to pro-

sper in his absence. To quote her
*wn vigorous expression to Philip

—
"
Viglius made her suffer the pains of

hell."' She described him as per-

jjetually resisting the course of the

administration, and she threw out
dark suspicions, not only as to his

honesty but his orthodoxy. Philip
lent a greedy ear to these scandalous
hints concerning the late onmipotent
ministor and his friends. It is an
instructive lesson in human history
to look through the cloud of dissimu-

1
Correspond, de Philippe IL, ii. 31S-320.

« Groon v. Piinst., Aicluvcs, etc., i. 205:
406,400.
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Lxtion in which the actors of this

remarkable epoch were ever enve-

loped, and to watch them all stabbing

fiercely at each other in the dark, with
no regard to previous friendship, or

even present professions. It is edify-

ing to see the Cardinal, with aU his

genius and all his grimace, correspond-

ing on familiar terms with Armenteros,
wlio was holding him up to obloquy
upon all occasions ; to see Philip in-

clining his ear in pleased astonishment
to Margaret's disclosures concerning
the Cardinal, whom he was at the

very instant assviring of his undi-

minished confidence;^ and to see

A'iglius, the author of the edict of

1550, and the uniform opponent of

any mitigation in its horrors, silently

becoming involved, without the least

suspicion of the fact, in the meshes of

Inquisitor Titelmann.

Upon Phihp's eager solicitations for

further disclosures, Margaret accord-

ingly informed her brother of addi-

tional facts communicated to her, after

oaths of secrecy had been exchanged,
by Titelmann and his colleague del

Canto. They had assured her, she

said, that there were grave doubts

touching the orthodoxy of Viglius.
He had consorted with heretics during
a large portion of his life, and had put
many suspicious persons into office.

As to his nepotism, simony, and fi-aud,

there was no doubt at all. He had

richly provided all his friends and re-

lations in Fiiesland with benefices. He
had become in his old age a priest and
churchman, in order to snatch the

provostship of Saint Bavon, although
his infirmities did not allow him to

saj' mass, or even to stand erect at the
altar. The inquisitors had fmi;her
accused him of having stolen rings,

jewels, plate, linen, beds, tapestry, and
other furniture, from the establish-

ment, all which property he had sent

to Friesland, and of having seized one
himdred thousand florins in ready
money which had belonged to the last

abb«5—an act consequently of pure em-
bezzlement. The Duchess aftei-wards

»
Correspondaiico dc Philippe II., i. 314.

*
Papiei-s d'Etat, vii. 593; viii. Sl-Si. Ckjr.

de Pkilirre II., i. 309-317.
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transmitted to Pliilip an inventory of

the plundered property, including the

furniture of nine houses, and begged
him to command Viglius to make in-

6tant restitution.^ If there be truth

in the homely proverb, that in case of

certain quarrels honest men recover

their rights, it is perhaps equally cer-

tain that when distinguished public

personages attack each other, histo-

rians may arrive at the truth. Here

certainly are edifying pictures of the

corruption of the Spanish regency in

the Netherlands, painted by the Presi-

dent of the state-council, and of the

dishonesty of the President painted by
the Regent.
A remarkable tumult occurred in

October of this year at Antwerp. A
Carmelite monk, Christopher Smith,

commonly called Fabricius, had left a

monastery in Bruges, adopted the prin-

ciples of the Reformation, and taken to

himself a wife. He had resided for a

time in England; but, invited by his

friends, he had afterwards undertaken
the dangerous charge of gospel-teacher
in the commercial metropolis of the

Netherlands. He was, however, soon

betrayed to the authorities by a cer-

tain bonnet-dealer, popularly called

Long Margaret, who had protended,
for the sake of securing the informer's

fee, to be a convert to his doctrines.

He was seized, and immediately pvit

to the torture. He manfully refused

to betray any members of his congre-

gation
—as manfully avowed and main-

tained his religious creed. He was
condemned to the flames, and during
the interval which preceded his exe-

cution, he comforted his friends by
letters of advice, religious consolation

and encouragement, which he wrote

from his dungeon. He sent a naessage
to the woman who had betrayed him,

assuring her of his forgiveness, and

oxliorting her to repentance. His calm-

ness, wisdom, and gentleness, excited

the admiration of all. Wh^n, there-

fore, this humble imitator of Christ

was led through the streets of Antwei-p
to the stake, the popular emotion was
at once visible. To the multitude who
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thronged about the executioners with

threatening aspect, he addressed an

urgent remonstrance that they would
not compromise their own safety by a
tumult in his cause. He invited all,

however, to remain steadfast to the

great truth for which he was about to

lay down his life. The crowd, as they
followed the procession of hangmen,
halberdsmen, and magistrates, sang the

himdred and thirtieth psalm in full

chorus. As the victim arrived upon
the market-place, he knelt upon the

ground, to pray for the last time. He
was, however, rudely forced to rise

by the executioner, who immediately
chained him to the stake, and fastened

a leatheni strap around his throat. At
this moment the popular indignation
became uncontrollable, and stones were
showered upon the magistrates and

soldiers, who, after a sliglit resistance,
fled for their lives. The foremost of

the insurgents dashed into the enclosed

arena, to rescue the prisoner. It was
too late. The executioner, even as he

fled, had crushed the victim's head
with a sledge hammer, and pierced him
throiigh and through with a poniard.
Some of the bystanders maintained
afterwards that his fingers and lips
were seen to move, as if in feeble

prayer, for a little time longer, until,

as the fire mounted, he fell into the

flames. For the remainder of the day,
after the fire had entirely smouldered
to ashes, the charred and half-consimied

body of the victim remained on the

market-place, a ghastly sjiectacle to

friend and Jfoe. It was afteinvards

bound to a stone and cast into the

Scheld. Such was the doom of Chris-

topher Fabricius, for having preached
Christianity in Antwerp. During the

night an anonymous placard, written

with blood, was posted upon the wall

of the Town House, stating that there

were men in the city wJio would sig-

nally avenge his murder. Notliing was

done, however, towards the accom-

plishment of the threat. The King,
when he received the intelligence of

the transaction, was furious with in-

dignation, and wrote savage letters to

i Fapieis d'Etat, i, 8U-320; 350, 851.
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his Bister, commanding instant ven-

geance to be taken upon all concerned

in so foul a riot. As one of the persons

engaged had, however, been arrested

and immediately hanged^ and as the

rest had effected their escape, the affair

was suffered to drop.^
The scenes of outrage, the frantic

persecutions, were fast becoming too

l.orrible to be looked upon by Catholic

or Calvinist. The prisons swarmed
with victims, the streets were thronged
with processions to the stake. The

population of thriving cities, particu-

larly in Flanders, were maddened by
the spectacle of so much barbarity in-

flicted, not upon criminals, but usually

upon men remarkable for propriety of

conduct and blameless lives. It was

precisely at this epoch that the burgo-
masters, senators, and council of the

city Bruges (all CathoUcs) humbly re-

presented to the Duchess Regent that

iPeter Titelmann, Inquisitor of the

Faith, againet aU forms of law, was

daily exercvsing inquisition among the

inhabitants, not only against those s;i3-

pected or accused of heresy, but against
all, however untainted their characters

;

that he was daily citing before him
whatever persons he liked, men or

women, compelling them by force to

say whatever it pleased him; that he
was dragging people from their houses,
and even from the sacred precincts of

the church ; often in revenge for verbal

injuries to himself, always imder pre-
text of heresy, and without form or

legal warrant of any kind. They there -

fore begged that he might be com-

pelled to make use of preparatory
examinations with the co-operation of
the senators of the city, to suffer that
witnesses should make their deposi-
tions without being intimidated by
menace, and to conduct all his subse-

quent proceedings according to legal

forms, which he had imiformly vio-

lated—pubhcly declaring that he would

1
Strada, iv. 143. 144. Hist, des Martyrs

apud Bi-aiidt, i. 262-264. Compare Papiers
d'Etat, viii. 44(M43.

> Brandt, i. 278, 279. Papiers d'Etat, -iiii.

434-43S. Correspondauco de Philippe 11.. L
320-331.

'
Bnitidt, ubi sup.
Papiei-s d'Etat, viii, 431.
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govern himself according to his own
pleasme.*
The four estates of Flanders having,

in a solemn address to the King, re-

presented the same facts, concluded
their brief but vigorous description of

Titelmann's enormities by calling upon
PhUip to suppress these horrible prac-
tices, so manifestly in violation of the
ancient charters which he had sworn
to support.-* It may be supposed that
the appeal to Philip would be more

likely to call down a royal benediction
than the reproof solicited upon the in-

quisitor's head. In the privy councU,
the i>etitions and remonstrances were
read, and, in the words of the Presi-

dent,
'• found to be in extremely bad

taste.
" * In the debate which followed,

Vighus and his friends recalled to the

Duchess, in earnest language, the de-

cided will of the King, which had been
so often expressed. A faint repre-
sentation was made, on the other hand,
of the dangerous consequences, in case
the people were driven to a still deeper
despair. The result of the movement
was but meagre. The Duchess an-
novmced that she could do nothing in
the matter of the req»«tf!t untU further

information, but that meantime she
had charged Titelmann to conduct
himself in his office

" with discretion
and modesty."^ The discretion and

modesty, however, never appeared in

any modification of the inquisitor's pro •

ceedings, and he continued imchecked
in his infamous career until his death,
which did not occur till several years
afterwards. In truth, Margaret was
herself in mortal fear of this horrible

personage. He besieged her chamber-
door almost daily, before she had risen,

insisting upon audiences which, not-

withstanding her repugnance to the

man, she did not dare to refuse.
"
May

I perish," said Morillon,
"

if she does
not stand in exceeding awe of Titel-

mann."^ Under such circumstances.

«
Papiei-s d'Etat, viii. 439.—" De so coii-

duyre en I'exercice de son office avec tout*
discretion, modestie et resjiect."

• "Dispeream," writes Morillon to Gran-
velle, "si ipsa non tinieat Titelmannum et
del Campo qiii indies etiiun ilia iiivit;\, ante
fores cubiculi ejus vei-santur," etc.—rapiers
d'Etat, viji. 425, 426.
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Bustaiuecl by tlie King in Spain, the
Duchess in Brussels, the privy coun-

cil, and by a leading member of what
had been thought the hberal party, it

was not difficult for the Inquisition to

maintain its ground, notwithstanding
the solemn protestations of the estates

and the suppressed curses of the people.

Philip, so far from having the least

disposition to yield in the matter of

the great religious persecution, was
more determined as to his coiirse than
ever. He had already, as early as

August of this year, despatched orders

to the Duchess that the decrees of the

Council of Trent should be pubhshed
and enforced throughout the Nether-
lands.i The memorable quarrel as to

precedency between the French and

Spanish delegates had given some

hopes of a different determination.

Nevertheless, those persons who ima-

gined that, in consequence of this

quarrel of etiquette, Philip would
slacken in his allegiance to the Church,
were destined to be bitterly mistaken,
lie informed his sister that, in the
common cause of Christianity, he
should not be swayed by personal
rcsentments.2 How, indeed, could a
different decision be expected ? His

envoy at Rome, as well as his repre-
eentatives at the council, had univer-

sally repudiated all doubts as to the

sanctity of its decrees. " To doubt
the iiifalUhilihj of the council, as

some have dared to do," said Francis
de Vargas,

" and to think it capable of

error, is the most devilish heresy of

all. Nothing could so much disturb

and scandalise the world as such a

sentiment. Therefore the Archbishop
of Granada told, very properly, the

Bishop of Tortosa, that if he should

express such an opinion in Spain, they
would bum him."-* These strenuous

notions were shared by the King.
Therefore, although all Europe waa
on tip-toe with expectation to see

how Philip would avenge himself for

the slight put upon his ambassador,

Pffilip disappointed all Europe.
In August 1564, he wrote to the

Duchess Regent that the decrees were

Dutch liepuhlic. [1564
to be proclaimed and enforced without

delay. They related to three sub-

jects, the doctrines to be inculcated

by the Church, the reformation of

ecclesiastical morals, and the educa-
tion of the people. General police

regulations were issued at the same
time, by which heretics were to be
excluded from all share in the usual
conveniences of society, and were, in

fact, to be strictly excommunicated.
Inns were to receive no guests, schools

no children, alms-houses no paupers,

grave-yards no dead bodies, unless

guests, children, paupers, and dead
bodies were furnished with the most

satisfactory proofs of orthodoxy.
Midwives of unsuspected Romanism
were alone to exercise their functions,
and were bound to give notice within

twenty-four hours of every birth which

occurred; the parish clerks were as

regularly to record every such addi-

tion to the population, and the autho-

rities to see that Catholic baptism wa3
administered in each case with the
least possible delay. Births, deaths,
and marriages could only occur with

validity under the shadow of the

Church. No human being could con-

sider himself born or defunct unless

provided with a priest's certificate.

The heretic was excluded, so far as

ecclesiastical dogma could exclude

him, from the pale of humanity, from
consecrated eai-th, and from eternal

salvation.

The decrees contained many pro-
visions which not only conflicted with
the privileges of the provinces, but
with the prerogatives of the sovereign.
For this reason many of the lords in

coimcil thought that at least the

proper exceptions should be made

upon their promulgation. This waa
also the opinion of the Duchess; but
the King, by his letters of October
and November (1564), expressly pro-
hibited any alteration in the ordi-

nances, and transmitted a copy of the

form according to which the canons

had been published in Spain, together
with the expression of his desire tliat

a similar course should be followed

1
Strada, iv. 147. llogpcr, Rec. et Mem.,

61, sqq.

2 Strada, ubi sup.
* Papiera d'Eta^ vi. 618,
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m the Netherlands.! Margaret of

Parma was in great embarrassment
It was evident that the publicaticn
could no longer be deferred. Philip
had issued his commands, but grave
senators and learned doctcra of the

university had advised strongly in

favour of the necessary exceptions.
The extreme party, headed by VigUus,
vrere in favour of carrying out the

royal decisions. They were over-

ruled, and the Duchess was induced

to attempt a modification, if her

brother's permission could be ob-

tained. The President expressed the

c{)imon that the decrees, even with

the restrictions proposed, woidd
"
give

no contentment to the people, who,
moreover, had no right to meddle with

theology."* The excellent Viglius

forgot, however, that theology had
been meddling altogether too much
with the people to make it possible
that the public attention should be

entirely averted from the subject.
Men and women who might be daily
gummoned to rack, stake, and scaffold,

in the course of these ecclesiasti-

cal arrangements, and whose buths,
deaths, marriages, and position m the
next world, were now to be formally
decided upon, could hardly be taxed

with extreme indiscretion if they did

meddle with the subject.
Inthe dilemma to which the Duchess

was reduced, she again bethought her-

self of a special mission to Spain. At
the end of the year (1564), it was
determined that Egmjait should be
the envoy. Montigny exciised himself
on account of private affairs ; Marquis
Berghen

" because of his indisposition
and corpulence."' There was a stormy
debate in council after Egmont had

accepted the mission and immediately
before his deptarture. Viglius had
been ordered to prepare the Count's
instructions. Having finished the

rough dratight, he laid it before the
board.* The paper was conceived in

general terms, and might mean any-
thing or nothing. No criticism upon
its language was, however, offered un-
til it came to the turn of Orange to

1 Strada, iv. 14S.
8 Groeu v. Prinst, Archives, eta, i. 321.
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vote upon the document. Tlien, how-

ever, WiUiam the Silent opened hiij

lips, and poured forth a long and vehe-

ment discourse, such as he rarely pro-

nounced, but such as few except
himself could utter. There was no

shufBing, no disguise, no timidity in

his language. He took the ground
boldly that the time had arrived for

speaking out. The object of sending
an envoy of high rank and Eiuropean

reputation like the Count of Egmont,
was to tell the King the truth. Let

Philip know it now. Let him be un-

equivocally informed that this whole

machinery of placards and scaffolds,

of new bishops and old hangmen, of

decrees, inqxiisitors, and informers,
must once and for ever be abolishetl.

Their day was over. The Netherlantls

were free provinces, they were sur-

rounded by free countries, they were
determined to vindicate their ancient

privileges. Moreover, his Majesty was
to be plainly informed of the fright-
ful corruption which made the whole

judicial and administrative system
loathsome. The venality which no-

toriously existed everywhere—on the

bench, in the council chamber, in all

public offices, where purity was most
essential—was denounced by the
Prince in scathing terms. He tore

the mask from individual faces, and

openly charged the Chancellor of Bra-

bant, Engelbert Maas, with knavery
and corruption. He insisted that the

King should be informed of the ne-

cessity of abolishing the two inferior

councils, and of enlarging the coimcil

of state by the admission of ten or

twelve new members selected for their

patriotism, purity, and capacity. Above
aU, it was necessary plainly to inform
his Majesty that the canons of Trent,

spumed by the whole world, even by
the Catholic Princes of Germany,
could never be enforced in the Nether-

lands, and that it would be ruinoua
to make the attempt. He proposed
and insisted that the Count of Egmont
should be instructed accordingly. He
avowed in conclusion that he was a
Catholic himself and intended to re*

*
Papiers d'Etat^ nii 6i5.

« Tit. Yiglii, «.
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main in t.he Faith, but that he coixld

not look on with pleasure when princes
strove to go\'ern the souls of men, and
to take away their liberty in matters
of conscience and religion.

i

Here certainly was no daintiness of

phraseology, and upon these leading

points, thus slightly indicated, Wil-
liam of Orange poured out his elo-

quence, bearing conviction upon the

tide of his rai)id invective. His

speech lasted till seven in the even-

ing, when the Duchess adjourned the

meeting. The council broke up, the

Eegent went to supper, but the effect

of the discourse upon nearly all the
members was not to be mistaken.

Viglius was in a state of consterna-

tion, perplexity, and despair. He
felt satisfied that, with perhaps the

exception of Berlaymont, all who had
listened or should afterwards listen to

the powerful arguments of Orange
would be inevitably seduced or be-

wildered. The President lay awake,

tossing and tumbling in his bed, re-

calling the Prince's oration, point by
point, and endeavouring to answer it

in order. It was important, he felt,

to obliterate the imprestsion produced.
Moreover, as we have often seen, the

learned Doctor valued himself upon
his logic. It was absolutely necessary,

therefore, that in his reply next day
his eloquence should outslune that of

his antagonist. The President thus

passed a feverish and uncomfortable

night, pronouncing and listening to

imaginary harangues. With the

dawn of day he arose and proceeded
to dress himself. The excitement of

the previous evening, and the subse-

quent sleeplessness of his night had,

however, been too much for his feeble

and slightly superannuated frame.

Before he had finished his toilet, a

stroke of apoplexy stretched him
senseless upon the floor. His ser-

vants, when they soon afterwards en-

tered the apartment, found him rigid,
and to all appearance dead.'^ After a

few days, however, he recovered his

physical senses in part, bvit his reason

remained for a longer time shattered,

1 Vit. Viglii. 41, 42. « Ibid., 42.
* Ibid. Lgveusb. Nederl. Man. en Vrou-

[1504.
and was never perhap.s fully restored
to its original vigour.

This event made it necessary that
his place in the council should be

supplied. Viglius had frequently ex-

pressed intentions of retiring
—a mea-

sure to which he could yet never fully
make up his mind. His place was now
temporarily suj^plied by his friend and

countryman, Joachim Hopper, like him-

self, a Frisian doctor of ancient blood
and extensive acqviirements,weU versed
in philosophy and jurisprudence, a pro-
fessor of Louvain, and a member of

the Mechlin Council. He was like-

wise the original founder and projec-
tor of Douay University

— an institu-

tion which, at Philip's desire, he had

successfully organised in 1556, in order
that a French university might be fur-

nished for Walloon youths, as a sub-

stitute for the seductive and poisonous
Paris. For the rest. Hopper was a

mere man of routine. He was often

employed in private affairs by Philip,
without being intrusted with the secret

at the bottom of them. His mind was
a confused one, and his style inex-

pressibly involved and tedious. " Poor
Master Hopper," said Gi-anvelle,

" did

not wTite the best French in the world;

may the Lord forgive him ! He was
learned in letters, but knew very Httle

of great affairs." His manners were
as cringing as his intellect was naiTOW.

He never ojiposed the Duchess, so that

his colleagues always called liim Comi-
cillor

"
Yes, Madam," and he did his

best to be friends with all the world.^

In deference to the arguments of

Orange, the instructions for Egmonfc
were accordingly considerably modified

from the original draughts of Viglius.
As drawn up by the new President,

they contained at least a few hints to

his Majesty as to the propriety of

mitigating the edicts and extending'
some mercy to his suffering people.''

*

The document was, however, not very

satisfactory to the Prince, nor did he

perhaps rely very implicitly upon the

character of the envoy.

Egmont set forth upon his journey

early in January (1565). He travelled

wen, iv. 105-111. Grocn v. Prinst., Arcliivos,

v. 37^. Dom I'Evesquc, i. Dl. * Ibid.
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in great state. He waa escorted as far

as Cambray bv several nobles of his

acquaintance, wlio improred the occa-

sion by a series of tremendous ban-

quets daring the Count's sojourn,
which was protracted till the end of

January. The most noted of these

gentlemen were Hoogstraaten, Brede-

lode, the younger Mansfeld, Culem-

burg, and Noircarmes. Before they

parted with the envoy, they drew up
a paper, which they signed with their

blood, and afterwards placed in the

hands of his Countess. In this docu-

ment they promised, on account of

their
"
inexpressible and veiy singular

affection" for Egmont, that if, during
his mission to Spain, any e\'il should

befall him, they would, on their faith

as gentlemen and cavaUers of honour,
take vengeance therefor upon the Car-

dinal Granvelle, or upon all who should
be the instigators thereof.^

Wherever Brederode was, there, it

was probable, would be much severe

carousing. Before the conclusion, ac-

cordingly, of the visit to Cambray,
that ancient city rang with the scan-

dal created by a most uproarious scene.

A banquet was given to Egmont and
his friends in the citadel. Brederode,
his cousin Lumey, and the other nobles
from Brussels, were all present. The

Archbishop of Cambray, a man very
odious to the liberal party in the pro-

vinces, was also bidden to the feast.

During the dinner, this prelate, al-

though treated with marked respect

by Egmont, was the object of much
banter and coarse pleasantry by the
ruder portion of the guests. Espe-
cially, these convivial gentlemen took
infinite pains to overload him with

challenges to huge bumpers of wine—
it being thought desirable, if possible,
to place the Archbishop under the
table. This pleasantry was alternated

with much rude sarcasm concerning
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I Groen v. P., Archives, etc., i. 345, from
Arnold!, Hist. Denkwiird, page 2S2. It is

remarkable that after the retura of the
Count from Spain, Hoogstraaten received
this singular bond from the Countess, and
gave it to Miuisfeld, to be burned in his pre-
sence. Mansteld, however, advised keeping
it, on account of Noirc;\rmes, whtiso signa,-
turo was attached to ihe doc«uneut, and

the new bishoprics. The conversation

then fell upon other topics
—among

others, naturally upon the mission of

Count Egmont. Brederode observed
that it was a very hazardous matter to

allow so eminent a personage to leave

the land at such a critical period-
Should anything happen to the Count,
the Netherlands would sustain an im-
mense loss. The Archbishop, irritated

by the previous conversation, ironi-

cally requested the speaker to be com-

forted,
'•

because," said he,
"

it will

always be easy to find a new Egmont."
Upon this, Brederode, beside himself
with rage, cried out vehemently,

" Are
we to tolerate such language fi-om this

priest?" Culemburg, too, turning upon
the offender, observed,

" Your obser-

vation would be much more applicable
to your own case. If you were to die,
'twould be easy to find five hundred
of yoiu- merit to replace you in the see

of Cambray." The conversation was,
to say the least, becoming personal
The Bishop, desirous of terminating
this keen encounter of wits, lifted a

goblet full of wine and challenged
Brederode to drink. That gentleman
declined the invitation. After the
cloth had heea removed, the cup cir-

culated more freely than ever. The
revelry became fast and furious. One
of the yoimger gentlemen who was
seated near the Bishop snatched the
bonnet of that dignitary from his head,
and placed it upon his own. He then
drained a bumper to his health, and
passed the goblet and the cap to his
next neighbour. Both circulated till

they reached the Viscount of Ghent,
who arosefrom his seat and respectfully
restored the cap to its owner. Brede-
rode then took a large

"
cup of silver

and gold," filled it to the brim, and
drained it, to the confusion of Cardi-
nal Granvelle, stigmatising that de-

parted minister, as he finished, by an

whom he knew to be so false and deceitful
a man that it might be well to have it within
their power at some future day to reproach
him therewith.—Ibid. It will be seen in the
sequel tliat Noircarmes more than j ustified
the opinion of Mansfel4 but that the sub-
sequent career of Mansteld himself did not
entitle him to reproach any of PMLip'a noble
hangmen.
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ejiitliet of more vigour thau deceucj'.
He then called upon ail the company
to pledge him to the same toast, and
denounced as cardinalists all those who
should refuse.

The Archbishop, not having digested
the affronts which had been put upon
him already, imprudenth'- ventured
himself once more into the confusion,
and tried to appeal to the reason of

the company. He might as well have
addressed the crew of Comus. He
gained nothing but additional insult.

Brederode advanced upon him with

threatening gestures. Egmont im-

plored the prelate to retire, or at least

not to take notice of a nobleman so

obviously beyond the control of his

reason. The Bishop, however, insisted—
mingling reproof, menace, and some-

what imperious demands that the in-

decent Saturnalia should cease. It

would have been wiser for him to re-

tire. Count Hoogstraaten, a young
man, and small of stature, seized the

gilt laver, in which the company had

dipped then- fingers before seating
themselves at table; "Be quiet, be

quiet, little man," said Egmont, sooth-

ingly, doing his best to restrain the
tumult. " Little man, indeed," re-

sponded the Count, wrathfully;
"
I

would have you to know that never
did little man spring from my race."

With those words he hurled the basin,
water and all, at the head of the Arch-

bishop. Hoogstraaten had no doubt
manifested his bravery before that

day; he was to display, on future oc-

casions, a very remarkable degree of

heroism
;
but it must be confessed that

the chivalry of the noble house of La-

laing was not illustrated by this attack

txpon a priest. The Bishop was sprinkled

by the water, but not struck by the

vessel. Young Mansfeld, ashamed of

the outrage, stepped forward to apolo-

gise for the conduct of his companions,
and to soothe the insulted prelate.
That personage, however, exasperated,

very naturally, to the highest point,

pushed him rudely away, crying,
" Be-

gone, begone ! who is this boy that is

preaching to me ?
"

Whereupon Mans-
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feld, much irritated, lifted hia hand
towards the ecclesiastic, and snapped
his fingers contemptuously in his face
Some even said that he pulled the

archiepiscopal nose, others that he
threatened his life with a drawn dag-
ger. Nothing could well have been
more indecent or more cowardly than
the conduct of these nobles upon this

occasion. Their intoxication, together
with the character of the victim, ex-

plained, but certainly could not pal-

liate, the vulgarity of the exhibition.
It was natural enough that men like

Bi-ederode should find sport in this re-

markable badgering of a bishop, but
we see with regret the part played by
Hoogstraaten in the disgraceful scene.

The prelate, at last, exclaiming that
it appeared that he had been invited

only to be insulted, left the apartment,
accompanied by Noircarmes and the
Viscount of Ghent, and threatening
that all his friends and relations should
be charged with his vengeance. The
next day a reconciliation was effected,
as well as such an an-angement was

possible, by the efforts of Egmont,
who dined alone with the prelate. In
the evening, Hoogstraaten, Culemburg,
and Brederode, called upon the Bishop,
with whom they were closeted for an

hour, and the party separated on nomi-
nal terms of friendship.^

This scandalous scene, which had
been enacted not only before many
guests, but in presence of a host of

servants, made necessarily a great sen-

sation throughout the country. There
could hardly be much difference of

opinion among respectable people as

to the conduct of the noblemen who
had thus disgraced themselves. Even
Brederode himself, who retained, as

was natural, but a confused impres-
sion of the transaction, seemed in the

days which succeeded the banquet, to

be in doubt whether he and his friends

had merited any great amount of

applause. He wag, however, somewhat
self -

contradictory, although always
vehement in his assertions on the sub-

ject. At one time he maintained—•

after dinner, of course—that he would

I Po&tus Payen MS. Papiers d'Etat, viii. 631-688; tx. 16, 17. Vander Haer, 279-283.
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have killed the Archbishop if they had
not been forcitly separated; at other

moments he denounced as liars all

persons who should insinuate that he

had committed or contemplated any

injury to that prelate; offering freely

to fight any man who disputed either

of his two positions.^
The whole scene was dramatised,

and represented in masquerade at a

wedding festival given by Councillor

d'Assonleville, on the marriage of

Councillor Hopper's daughter, one of

the principal parts being enacted by a

son of the President-judge of Artois."^

It may be supposed that if such emi-

nent personages, in close connexion

with the government took part in such

proceedings, the riot must have been

considered of a very pardonable nature.

The truth was, that the Bishop was a

cardinalist, and therefore entirely out

of favoiu- with the administration. He
was also a man of treacheroiis, san-

guinary character, and detested by the

people. He had done his best to de-

stroy heresy in Valenciennes by fire

and sword. "
I wiU say one thing,"

laid he in a letter to Granvelle, which
had been intercepted,

" since the pot
is uncovered, and the whole cookery
known, we had best push forward and
make an end of all the principal here-

tics, whether rich or poor, without re-

garding whether the city vnll be entirely
ruined by such a course. Such an

opinion I should declare openly were
it not that we of the ecclesiastical pro-
fession are accused of always crying
out for blood."* Such was the pre-
late's theory. His practice may be
inferred from a specimen of his pro-

ceedings which occurred at a Uttle

later day. A citizen of Cambray, hav-

ing been converted to the Lutheran

Confession, went to the Archbishop,
and requested permission to move out

of the country, taking his propertywith
him. The petitioner having made his

appearance in the forenoon, was re-

>
Papiei-s d'Etat, ix. 16, 17.

*
ibid., 17.—Pierre Arset, President of

Artois, was afterwards a member of that
infamous tribunal called tlio Council of

Troubies, and popularly "of Blood."
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 180,

3SI.
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quested to call again after ilinner, to

receive his answer. The burgher did

so, and was received, not by the pre-

late, but by the executioner, who im-

mediately carried the Lutheran to the

market-place, and cut off his head.* It

is sufiiciently evident that a minister

of Christ, with such propensities, could
not excite any great sympathy, how-
ever deeply affronted he might have
been at a drinking party, so long aa

any Christians remained in the land.

Egmont departed from Cambray
upon the 30th January, his frienda

taking a most affectionate farewell of

him, a-nd Brederode assuring him, with
a thousand oaths, that he would for-

sake God for his sei-vice.^ His recep-
tion at Madrid was most briUiant.

When he made his first appearance at

the palace, Philip rushed fi'om his

cabinet into the grand hall of recep-

tion, and fell upon his neck, embrac-

ing him heartily, before the Count had
time to drop upon his knee and kiss

the royal hand." During the whole

period of his visit he dined frequently
at the King's private table, an honour

rarely accorded by Philip, and was
feasted and flattered by all the great

dignitaries of the court as never a sub-

ject of the Spanish crown had been
before. All vied with each other in

heaping honours upon the man whom
the King was determined to honour/

Philip took him out to drive daily ia

his own coach, sent him to see the

wonders of the new Escorial, which he
was building to commemorate the

battle of St Quentin, and, although it

was still winter, insisted upon shewing
him the beauties of his retreat in the

Sego^nan forest.* GranveUe's counsels

as to the method by which the " friend

of smoke" was so easily to be gained,
had not fallen unheeded in his royal

pupil's ears. The Count waa lodged
in the house of Ruy Gomez, who soon
felt himself able, according to previ-
ous assurances to that effect, contained

*
Ibid., ii. 4-5S, 4.39 —Letter from WiUiani

of Orange to L;mdgrave William of Hesse.
»
Papiers d'Etat, ix. 16, 17.

« Pontus Paycn MS.
' Ibid.

•
Corrcspondance de Philippe II., L ZiX
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in n, private letter of Armenteros, to

persuade the euvoy to any course
which Philip might command.^ Flat-

tery without stint was administered.
More solid arguments to convince the
Count that Philip was the most gene-
rous and clement of princes were also

employed with great effect. The royal
dues upon the estate of Gaasbecque,
lately purchased by Egmont, were re-

mitted.'^ A mortgage upon his Seig-
neurie of Ninove * was discharged, and
a considerable sum of money presented
to him in addition. Altogether, the

gifts which the ambassador received
from the royal bounty amoimted to
one himdred thousand crowns.*

Tlius feasted, flattered, and laden
with presents, it must be admitted
that the Count more than justified the

opinions expressed in the letter of

Ai'menteros, that he was a man easily

governed by those who had credit

with him. Egmont hardly broached
the public matters which had brought
him to Madrid. Upon the subject of

the edicts, Philip certainly did not

dissemble, however loudly the envoy
may have afterwards complained at

Brussels. In truth, Egmont, intoxi-

cated by the incense offered to him at

the Spanish court, was a different man
from Egmont in the Netherlands, sub-

ject to the calm but piercing glance
and the irresistible control of Orange.
Philip gave him no reason to suppose
that he mtended any change in the

religious system of the provinces, at

least in any sense contemplated by the
liberal party. On the contrary, a
council of doctors and ecclesiastics

was summoned,' at whose deUbera-
tions the Count was invited to assist

;

on which occasion the King excited

general admiration by the fervour of

his piety and the vehemence of his

ejaculations. Falling upon his knees
before a crucifix, in the midst of the

assembly, he prayed that God would

keep him perpetually in the same

mind, and jJrotestcd that he would

1 Conespondancc do Philippe II., i. 343,
841.

* Pontvis Payeu MS.
*
Correspoadance do Philippe II., i 347,

318.
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never call himself master of those who
denied the Lord God." Such an exhi-
bition could leave but little doubt in
the minds of those who witnessed it

as to the royal sentiments, nor did

Egmont make any effort to obtain any
relaxation of those religious edicta
which he had himself declared worthy
of approbation, and fit to be main-
tained.^ As to the question of enlarg-
ing the state-council, Philip dismissed
the subject with a few vague observa-

tions, which Egmont, not very zealous
on the subject at the moment, per-
haps misunderstood. The punishment
of heretics by some new method, so
as to secure the pains but to take

away the glories of martyrdom, was
also slightly discussed

;
and here again

Egmont was so unfortunate as to mis.

conceive the royal meaning, and to

interpret an additioual refinement of

cruelty into an expression of clemency.
On the whole, however, there was not
much negotiation between the monarch
and the ambassador. When the Count
spoke of business, the King would
speak to him of his daughters, and of

his desire to see them provided with
brilliant marriages.^ As Egmont had

eight girls, besides two sons, it was
natural that he should be pleased to
find Philip taking so much interest in

looking out husbands for them. The
King spoke to him, as hardly could be

avoided, of the famous fool's-cap livery.
The Count laughed the matter off aa
a jest, protesting that it was a mere
foolish freak, originating at the wine
table, and asseverating, with warmth,
that nothing disrespectful or disloyal
to his Majesty had been contemplated
upon that or upon any other occasion.
Had a single gentleman uttered an un-
dutiful word against the King, Egmont
vowed he would have stabbed him
through and through upon the spot,
had he been his own brother.'-' These
warm protestations were answered by
a gentle reprimand as to the past by
Philip, and with a firm caution aa to

< Papiers d'Etat, ix. 3S5.
» Strada, iv. 152.
f Papiers d'Etat, ix. 217.
8

Bciitivoglio, ii. 24.
» Strad.i. iv. l.'i.'J.

« Ibid,
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the future.
" Let it be discontinued decision until he should hear, at

entirely, Count," said the King, as the i length, from the Duchess Eegent upon
two were driving together in the royal I the subject.

carriage.' Egmont expressed himseK
j

Certainlyherewas a sufficientamcunt

in handsome terms concerning the
,
of plain speaking upon one ^reat sub-

Cardinal,* in return for the wholesale i ject, and very little encouragemrnt

approbation quoted to him in regard
|

with regard to the other. Yet Egmont,
to his own character, from the private ;

who immediately after receiving these

letters of that sagacious personage to :
instructions set forth upon his return

his Majesty. Certainly, after aU this,
;

to the Netherlands, manifested no-

the Count'might suppose the affair of ; thing but satisfaction. Philip pre-

the livery forgiven. sented to him, as his travelling corn-

Thus amicably passed the hours of panion, the yoimg Prince Alexander

that mission, the preliminaries for
;

of Parma, then about to make a visit

which had called forth so much elo- to his mother in Brussels, and recom-

quence from the Prince of Orange and i mended the youth, afterwards destined

60 nearly carried off with apoplexy j

to play so prominent a part in Flemish

the President Viglius. On his de-
j
history, to his peculiar care.* Egmont

parture Egmont received a letter of addressed a letter to the King from

instructions from Phihp as to the VaUadolid, in which he indulged in

report which he was to make upon ecstasies concerning the Escorial and

his arrival in Brussels, to the Duchess. ' the wood of Segovia, and declared

After many things personally flatter-
|

that he was returning to the Nether-

ing to himself, the envoy was directed ! lands
" the most contented man in tb*»

to represent the King as overwhelmed I world." s

with incredible grief at hearing the He reached Brus-sels at the end of

progress made by the heretics, but as April. Upon the 5th of Slay he ap-

immutably determined to permit no peared before the council, and pro-

change of religion within his domi- ceeded to give an account of hi^

nions, even were he to die a thousand interview with the King, together
deaths in consequence. The King, he with a statement of the royal inten-

was tij state, requested the Duchess tions and opinions. These were al-

forthwith to assemble an extraor-
|
ready sufficiently weU known. Letters,

dinary session of the council, at which
-,
written after the envoy's departure,

certain bishops, theological doctors, i

had arrived before him, in which,
and very orthodox la^vyers, were to

|
while in the main presenting the

assist, in which, under pretence of I same views as those contained in the

discussing the Council of Trent matter, i instructions to Egmont, Philip had
it was to be considered whether there i expressed his decided prohibition of

could not be some " new way devised
j

the project to enlai-ge the state-council

for execating heretics; not indeed one
j

and to suppress the authority of the

by uhich any deduclion should be made other two.* Nevertheless, the Count

from their sufferings (which certainly I
made his report according to the brief

was not the royal wish, nor likely to
j

received at Madrid, and assured hia

be grateful to God or salutary to reli- i hearers that the King was all be-

gion), but by which all hopes of glory ! nignity, having nothing so much at
—that powerful incentive to their im-

|

heart as the temporal and eternal

piety
—might be precluded."-* With

|

welfare of the provinces. The siege

regard to any suggested alterations in of Malta, he stated, would prevent
the council of state, or in the other the royal visit to the Netherlands for
two councils, the King was to be the moment, but it was deferred only
represented as unwilling to form any for a brief period. To remedy the

» "
CoQde, no se haga mas."—Papiers

j
Pliilippe U., i. S47. Hopper, Rec. et Mem.,

d'Etat, is. 277. 4t>. « Strada. iv. 155.
» Papiers d'Etat, is. 565.

I

* Correspondance de Philippe II., L 34a
'
Strada, iv. 153, sqq. Correspondance do i

•
Strada, iv. 154.
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deficiency in the provincial exchequer,

large remittances would be made im-

mediately from Spain. To provide
for the increasing difficulties of the

religious question, a convocation of

nine learned and saintly personages
V'as recommended, who should de-

vise some new scheme by which the

objections to the present system of

chastising heretics might be ob-

viated.^

It is hardly necessary to state that

so meagre a result to the mission of

Egmont was not likely to inspire -the

hearts of Orange and his adherents

with much confidence. No imme-
diate explosion of resentment, how-

ever, occurred. The general aspect
for a few days was peaceful. Egmont
manifested much contentment with
the reception which he met with in

Spain, and described the King's

friendly dispositions towards the lead-

ing nobles in lively colours. He went
to his government immediately after

his return, assembled the states of

Artois, in the city of Arras, and de-

livered the letters sent to that body
by the king. He made a speech on

this occasion,^ informing the estates

that his Majesty had given orders that

the edicts of the Emperor were to be
enforced to the letter

; adding that he
had told the King, freely, his own
opinion upon the subject, in order to

dissuade him from that which others

were warmly urging. He described

Philip as the most liberal and de-

bonair of princes; his council in

Spain as cruel and sanguinary. Time
was to shew whether the epithets
thus applied to the advisers were not
more applicable to the monarch than
the eulogies thus lavished by the blind

and predestined victim. It will also

be perceived that this language, used
before the estates of Artois, varied

materially from his observation to

the Dowager Duchess of Aerschot,

denouncing as enemies the men who
accused him of having requested a

moderation of the edicts. In truth,
this most vacillating, confused, and
unfortunate of men scarcely compre-

*
Hopper, Reo, et Mem., 44-47. Hoofd,

ii. 60-62.

hended the purport of his recent ne-

gotiations in Spain, nor perceived the
drift of his daily remarks at home.
He was, however, somewhat vain-

glorious immediately after his return,
and excessively attentive to business.
" He talks like a King," said Morillon,

spitefully, "negotiates night and day,
and makes all bow before him." ^ His
house was more thronged with peti-

tioners, courtiers, and men of affairs,

than even the palace of the Duchess.
He avowed frequently that he would
devote his life and his fortune to the

accomplishment of the King's com-

mands, and declared his uncompro-
mising hostility to all who should
venture to oppose that loyal deter-

mination.
It was but a very short time, how-

ever, before a total change was dis-

tinctly perceptible in his demeanour.
These halcyon days were soon fled.

The arrival of fresh letters from Spain
gave unequivocal evidence of the royal
determination, if, indeed, any doubt
could be rationally entertained before.

The most stringent instructions to

keep the whole machinery of persecu-
tion constantly at work were trans-

mitted to the Duchess, and aroused
the indignation of Orange and his

followers. They avowed that they
could no longer trust the royal word,
since, so soon after Egmont's depar-
ture, the King had written despatchea
so much at variance with his language,
as reported by the envoy. There was

nothing, they said, clement and de-

bonair in these injunctions upon
gentlemen of their position and senti-

ments to devote their time to the

encouragement of hangmen and in-

quisitors. The Duchess was unable
to pacify the nobles. Egmont was
beside himself with rage. With hia

usual recklessness and wrath he ex-

pressed himself at more than one
session of the state-council in most
iinmeasured terms. His anger had
been more inflamed by information

which he had received from the second
son of Berlaymont, a young and indis-

creet lad, who had most unfortunately

2 Papiers d'Etat, ix. 316.
* Poutus Tayoa MS.
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commimicateJ many secrets which he
had learned from his father, but which
were never intended for Egmont's
ear.^

Philip's habitual dissimulation had
thus produced much unnecessary per-

plexity. It was his custom to carry
on correspondence through the aid of

various secretaries, and it was his

invariable practice to deceive them
all. Those who were upon the most
confidential terms with the monarch,
were most sure to be duped upon all

important occasions. It has been seen

that even the astute Granvelle could

not escape this common lot of all who
believed their breasts the depositories
of the royal secrets. Upon this occa-

sion Gonzalo Perez and Euy Gomez
complained bitterly that they had
known nothing of the letters which
had recently been despatched from

Talladolid, while Tisnacq and Courter-

ville had been ignorant of the commu-
nications forwarded by the hands of

Egmont. They avowed that the

King created infinite trouble by thus

treating his affairs in one way with
one set of coimcillors and in an

opposite sense with the others, thus

di3.sembUng with all, and added that

Philip was now much astonished

at the dissatisfaction created in

the provinces by the discrepancy be-

tween the French letters brought by
Egmont and the Spanish letters since

despatched to the Duchess. As this

was his regular manner of transacting
business, not only for the Nether-

lands, but for all his dominions, they
were of opinion that such confusion
and dissatisfaction might well be ex-

pected.*
After all, however, notwithstanding

the indignation of Egmont, it must be
confessed that he had been an easy

•
Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 355,

S56.
» Drid., 35S.
»
Papiers d'Etat, is. 345.—"II y a estS

parole picaiite du Prince d'Orange centre le

Comte d'Egmont oomme s'U n'auroit rien
obUe de son pm-ticulier ; mais bien de ce qui
conctmoit des seigneurs, dont d'Egniont at
este ag^ravie ct ne fust jeudi en court ny en
la procession."—Letter of Morillon to Gran-
Telle, of date 22d June 1565.

"liO Prince d'Orange ne Be pouvoit ab-
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dupe. He had been dazzled by royal

smiles, intoxicated by court incense,

contaminated by yet baser bribes. He
had been turned from the path of

honour and the companionship of the

wise and noble to do the work of

those who were to compass his de-

struction. The Prince of Orange re-

proached him to his face with having

forgotten, when in Spain, to represent
the views of his associates and the

best interests of the coimtry, while he
had well remembered his own private

objects, and accepted the lavish bounty
of the King.^ Egmont, stung to the

heart by the reproof, from one whom
he honoured and who wished him
well, became sad and sombre for a

long time, abstained from the court

and from society, and expressed fre-

quently the intention of retiring to hia

estates.'* He was, however, much go-
verned by his secretary, the Seigneur
de Bakkerzeel,* a man of restless,

intriguing, and deceitful character,
who at this period exercised as great
influence over the Count as Armen-
teros continued to maintain over the

Duchess, whose tmpopularity from
that and other circumstances was daily

increasing.*
In obedience to the commands of

the King, the canons of Trent had been

published. They were nominally en-

forced at Cambray, but a fierce oppo-
sition was made by the clergy them-
selves to the innovation in Mechlin,
Utrecht, and many other places. This

matter, together with other more vi-

tally important questions, came before

the assembly of bishops and doctors,

which, according to PhiUp's instruc-

tions, had been convoked by the

Duchess. The opinion of the learned

theologians was, on the whole, that

the views of the Trent Council, with

stenir d'user des mots picquants contra
le Comte d'Egmont qu'il n'avoit fait aultra
chose en Espagiie que remplir sa bourse, et

que les 50,000 pistolets qiio luy avoit doune
le Roy luy avoyent f;uct oublier le.s causseil

de son voyage et charges de sa legation."-—
Po:itU3 Piiyen MS. Compare Bcntivoglio,
U. 24. 25. 4 Papiers d'Etat, is. 3S6.

»
Papiers d'Et.it, is. 459. Letter of Bave

to Grativelle. Correspondance de Philippe
II., i. 365, 366. Armenteros to G. Peres.

* Groen v. Piiost., Archives, L 42d.
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regard to reformation of ecclesiastical

morals and popular education, was
Bound. There was some discordancy
between the clerical and lay doctors

upon other points. The seigniors, law-

yers, and deputies from the estates,
were all in favour of repealinfj the

penalty of death for heretical offences

of any kind. President Viglius, with
all the bishops and doctors of divinity,

including the prelates of St Omer,
Namur, and Ypres, and four theologi-
cal professors from Louvain, stoutly
maintained the contrary opinion} The
President especially, declared himself

vehemently m favour of the death

punishment, and expressed much anger
against those who were in favour of

its abolition.^ The Duchess, upon the
second day of the assembly, propound-
od formally the question, whether any
change was to be made in the chas-

tisement of heretics. The Prince of

Orange, with Counts Horn and Eg-
mont, had, however, declined to take

part in the discussions, on the ground
that it was not his Majesty's intention

that state councillors should deliver

their opinions before strangers, but
that persons from outside had been
Bummoned to communicate their ad-

vice to the council.'^ The seigniors

having thus washed their hands of the

matter, the doctors came to a conclu-

sion with great alacrity. It was their

unanimous opinion that it comported
neither with the service of God nor

the common weal to make any change
in the punishment, except, perhaps,
in the case of extreme youth; but

that, on the contrary, heretics were

only to be dealt with by retaining the

edicts in their rigour, and by coura-

geously chastising the criminals.'* After

Bitting for the greater part of six days,
the bishops and doctors of divinity re-

duced their sentiments to writing, and
affixed their signatures to the docu-

ment. Upon the great point of the

change suggested in the penalties of

heresy, it was declared that no altera-

tion was advisable in the edicts, which
had been working so well for thirty-

1
Papiers d'Etat, ix. 40S.

* Ibid.—"Y respondio con luuclio animo
contra im tal opinion."
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five years.^ At the same time, it was

suggested that "some persons, in re-

spect to their age and quality, might
be executed or punished more or less

rigorously than others ; some by death,
some by galley slavery, some by per-

petual banishment and entire confis-

cation of property." The possibility
was also admitted of mitigating the

punishment of those who, imthout being
heretics or sectaries, might bring them-
selves within the provisions of the

edicts, "through curiosity, noncha-

lence, or otherwise." Such offendera,
it was hinted, might be "

whipped with

rods, fined, banished, or subjected to

similar penalties of a lighter nature." '^

It will be perceived by this slight
sketch of the advice thus offered to

the Duchess, that these theologians
were disj:)osed very carefully to strain

the mercy which they imagined pos-
sible in some cases, but which was to

drop only vipon the heads of the just.
Heretics were still to be dealt with, so

far as the bishops and presidents could

affect their doom, with unmitigated
rigour.
When the assembly was over, the

Duchess, thus put in possession of the

recorded wisdom of these special coun-

cillors, asked her constitutional ad-

visers what she was to do with it.

Orange, Egmont, Horn, Mansfeld, re-

plied, however, that it was not their

affair, and that their opinion had not
been demanded by his Majesty in the

premises.'' The Duchess accordingly
transmitted to Philip the conclusiona

of the assembly, together with the

reasons of the seigniors for refusing to

take part in its deliberations. The
sentiments of Orange could hardly be

doubtful, however, nor his sUence fail

to give offence to the higher powers.
He contented himself for the time
with keeping his eyes and ears open
to the course of events, but he watched
well. He had "

little leisure for amus-

ing himseK," as Brederode suggested.
That free-spoken individual looked

\iY>on the proceedings of the theologi-
cal assembly witli profound disgust*

» Hopper, Eoc. ct Mem., 47.

* Ibid., 4S. » Ibid., 48, 49.

T Ibid,, 48, 49.

« Ibid.
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" Your letter," he wrote to Cotmt

Louis,
"

is full of those blackguards of

bishops and presidents. I would the

race were extinct, like that of green

dogs. They wiU always combat with

the arms which they have ever used,

remaining to the end avaricious, brutal,

obstinate, ambitious, et cetera. I leave

you to supply the rest."^

Thus, then, it was settled beyond
peradventure that there was to be no

compromise with heresy. The King
had willed it. The theologians had
ad^Tsed it. The Duchess had pro-
claimed it. It was supposed that with-

out the axe, the fire, and the rack, the

Cathohc religion would be extinguish-

ed, and that the whole population of

the Netherlands would embrace the

Reformed Faith- This was the dis-

tinct declaration of Viglius, in a pri-

vate letter to Granvelle.
"
Many seek

to abolish the chastisement of heresy,"
said he; "if they gain this point, ac-

tum est de reliffione Cathciicd; for, as

most of the people are ignorant fools,

the heretics will soon be the great

majority, if by fear of punishment
they are not kept in the true path."^
The uneasiness, the terror, the wrath

of the people, seemed rapidly culmi-

nating to a crisis. Nothing was talked

of but the edicts and the Inquisition, i

Nothing else entered into the minds
|

of men. In the streets, in the shops,
j

in the taverns, in the fields; at market, !

at church, at funerals, at weddings ;
in I

the noble's castle, at the farmer's fire-

side, in the mechanic's garret, upon
the merchant's exchange, there was
but one perpetual subject of shudder-

ing conversation. It was better, men
began to whisper to each other, to
die at once than to live in perpetual
sLivery. It was better to fall with
arms in hand than to be tortured and
butchered by the Inquisition. Who
could expect to contend with such a
foe in the dark ?

They reproached the municipal au-

thorities with lending themselves as

instnunents to the institution. They
a-sked magistrates and sheriffs how f;ur

they would go in theii- defence before

1 Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 3S2. i

•
IWd., L 370, 371. i
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God's tribunal fov the slaughter of hia

creatures, if they could only answer
the divine arraignment by appealing
to the edict of 1550.^ On the other

hand, the inquisitors were clamorous
in abuse of the languor and the coward-
ice of the secular authorities. They
wearied the ear of the Duchess with

complaints of the difficulties which

they encountered in the execution of

their functions—of the slight alacrity
on the part of the various officials to

assist them in the discharge of their

duties. Notwithstanding the express
command of his Majesty to that effect,

they experience, they said, a constant

deficiency of that cheerful co-opera-
tion which they had the right to claim,
and there was perpetual discord in con-

sequence. They had been empowered
by papal and by royal decree to make
use of the gaols, the constables, the
whole penal machinery of each pro-

vince; yet the officers often refused

to act, and had even dared to close the

prisons. Nevertheless, it had been in-

tended, as fully appeared by the im-

perial and royal instructions to the

inquisitors, that their action through
the medium of the provincial autho-

rities should be imrestrained. Not
satisfied with these representations to

the Regent, the inquisitors had also

made a direct appeal to the King.
Judocus Tiletanus and Michael de Bay
addressed to Philip a letter from Lou-
vain. They represented to him that

they were the only two left of the five

inquisitors-general appointed by the

Pope for aU the Netherlands, the other
three having heen recently converted into

bishops. Daily complaints, they said,
were reaching them of the prodigious
advance of heresy; but their own office

was becoming so odious, so calumni-

ated, and exposed to so much resist-

ance, that they could not perform its

duties without personal danger. They
urgently demanded from his Majesty,
therefore, additional support and assist-

ance.^ Thus the Duchess, exposed at

once to the rising wrath of a whole

people, and to the shrill blasts of in«

quisitorial anger, was tossed to and
* Hoofd, ii. 65.
*
Coirespondance de PMJippe II., L 363.
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fro, as upon a stormy sea. The com-
mands of the King, too explicit to be

tampered with, were obeyed. The
theological assembly had met and given
advice. The Council of Trent was
here and there enforced. The edicts

were republished and the inquisitors

encouraged. Moreover, in accordance
with Philip's suggestion, orders were
now given that the heretics should be
executed at midnight in their dun-

geons, by binding their heads between
their knees, and then slowly suffocating
them in tubs of water.^ Secret disown-

ing was substituted for public burning,
in order that the heretic's crown of

vain-glory, which was thought to con-

sole him in his agony, might never be

placed upon his head.

In the course of the summer, Mar-

garet wrote to her brother that the

popular frenzy was becoming more
and more intense. The people were

crying aloud, she said, that the Span-
ish Inquisition, or a worse than Spanish
Inquisition, hadbeen establishedamong
them by means of bishops and eccle-

siastics.'* She urged Philip to cause
the instructions for the inquisitors to

, be revised. Egmont, she said, was
vehement in expressing his dissatisfac-

tion at the discrepancy between

, Philip's language to him by word of

mouth, and that of the royal despatches
on the religious question. The other

seigniors were even more indignant.
While the popular commotion in the

Netherlands was thus fearfully in-

creasing, another circumstance came
to add to the prevailing discontent.

The celebrated intei'view between
/ Catharine de Medici and her daughter,
the Queen of Spain, occurred in the
middle of the month of June, at Bay-
onne. The darkest suspicions as to

the results to humanity of the plots
to be engendered in this famous con-

ference between the representatives of

France and Spain were universally
entertained. These suspicions were
most reasonable, but they were never-

1 Meteren, ii. .SOd. Brandt, Reformalie,
1. V. 27S.—Comi)are de Thou, v. xl. 206;
Hopper, Rec. et Mem., 50, 57.

2
Con-espoudauce de Philippe II., i. 360-

[1565.
theless mistaken. The plan for a con*

certed action to exterminate the here-
tics in both kingdoms had, as it was

perfectly well known, been formed

long before this epoch. It was also

no secret that the Queen Regent of

France had been desirous of meeting
her son-in-law in order to confer with
him upon important matters, face to

face. Philip, however, had latterly
been disinclined for the personal in-

terview with Catharine.'* As his wife
was most anxious to meet her mother,
it was nevei-theless finally arranged
that Queen Isabella should make the

journey; but he excused himself, on
account of the multiplicity of hia

affairs, from accompanying her in the

expedition. The Duke of .^Jva was,

accordingly, appointed to attend the

Queen to Bayonne. Both were secret-

ly instructed by Philii) to leave no-

thing undone in the approaching in-

terview toward obtaining the hearty
co-operation of Catharine de Medici
in a general and formally

-
arranged

scheme for the simultaneous extermi-
nation of all heretics in the French
and Spanish dominions.

Alva's conduct in this diplomatic
commission was stealthy in the ex-

treme. His letters •* reveal a subtlety
of contrivance and delicacy of hand-

ling, such as the world has not gene-

rally reckoned among his characteris-

tijcs. All his adroitness, as well as the
tact of Queen Isabella, by whose

ability Alva declared himself to have
been astounded, jDroved, however,
quite powerless before the steady
fencing of the wily Catharine. The
Queen Regent, whose skill the Duke,
even while defeated, acknowledged to
his master, continued firm in her de-

sign to maintain her own power by
holding the balance between Guise
and Montmorency, between Leaguer
and Huguenot. So long as her ene-

mies could be employed in extermi'

nating each otlier, she wis willing to

defer the extermination of the llugue-

» Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 3S0, 381.
* Those remarkable letters are published

in the Papiers d'Jiltat, du Card. Granvelle,
ix. 281-330, and reveal the whole truth con-

ceruiug the famous cou&reuco of 13ayoiine.
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replied that she was the only person
in her kingdom who held that opinion.
She expressed an intention of convok-

ing an assembly of doctors, and Alva
ridicxiled in his letters to Philip the

affectation of such a proceeding. la

short, she made it sufficiently evident,
that the hour for the imited action of

the French and Spanish sovereigns

against their subjects had not struck,
so that the famous Bayonne conference

terminated without a result. It seem-

ed not the less certain, however, in

the general opinion of mankind, that

aU the particulars of a regular plot
had been definitely arranged upon this

occasion, for the extermination of the

Protestants, and the error has been

propagated by historians of great cele-

brity of all parties, down to ovu- own
days. The secret letters of Alva, how-

ever, leave no doubt as to the facts.

In the course of November, fresh

lettere from Philip arrived in the

Netherlands, confirming everything
which he had previovisly written. He
wrote personally to the inquisitors-

general, Tiletanus and De Riy, encour-

aging them, commending them, pro-

mising them his support, and urging
them not to be deterred by any con-

sideration from thoroughly fulfilling

their duties. He wrote Peter Tit«l-

thus hypocritically taught him could
\

mann a letter in which he applauded
not have simk into his heart. The i

'

Duke did his best to bring forward
the plans and wishes of his royal :

master, but vrithout success. The
Queen Regent proposed a league of

the two Kings and the Emperor against
the Turk, and wished to arrange vari-

ous matrimonial alliances between the
bons and daughters of the three houses.

Alva expressed the opinion that the
alliances were already close enough,
while, on the contrary, a secret league
against the Protestants would make
all three families the safer. Catharine,

however, was not to be turned from
her position. She refused even to ad-

mit that the Chancellor de 1' Hospital
was a Huguenot, to which the Duke

1565.]

nots. The gi-eat massacre of St Bar-

tholomew was xo sleep for seven years

longer. Alva was, to be sure, much
encoiu^ed at first by the language of

the French princes and nobles who
were present at Bayonne. Monluc

protested that "they might saw the

Queen Dowager in two before she

would become Huguenot."^ Mont-

pensier exclaimed that " he would be

cut in pieces for Philip's service—that

the Spanish monarch was the only

hope for France," and embracing Alva
with fervour, he affirmed that if his

body were to be opened at that mo-

ment, the name of PhUip would be
found imprinted upon has heart."*

The Duke, having no power to pro-
ceed to an autopsy, physical or moral,
of Montpensier's interior, v.as left

Eomewhat in the dark, notwithstand-

ing these ejaculations. His first con-

versation with the youthful King,
however, soon dispelled his hopes.
He found immediately in his own
words, that Charles the Ninth had
been doctored?'^* ^o take up arms,
for religious reasons, against his own

subjects, the monarch declared to be
ruinous and improper. It was obvious

to Alva that the royal pupU had learn-

ed his lesson for that occasion. It was
a pity lor humanity that the wisdom

* "Se dexaria asserrar que hazerse ugo-
nota."—Papiers d'Etat, ubi sup.

' "Que por V. M. se dexaria hacer pe-
d&aos— y q^ue si le abriaaen el corajou le

the pains taken by that functionary
to remedy the ills which religion was

suffering, assvu-ed him of his gratitude,
exhorted him to continue in his virtu-

ous course, and avowed his determina-

tion to spare neither pains, expense,
nor even his own life, to sustain the

Catholic Faith. To the Duchess he
WTOte at great length, and in most

imequivocal language. He denied that

what he had written from Valladohd
was of different meaning from the

sense of the despatches by Egmont.
With regard to certain Anabaptist pri-

soners, concerning whose fate Margaret
had requested his opinion, he com-
manded their execution, adding that

such was his will in the case of all.

hallarian cscxipto el nombre do V. M."—
Ibid.

» "Como ea, descubri lo que le tenian

predicado."—Ibid.
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whatever tlieir quality, who could be

caught. That which the people said

in the Netherlands touching the Inqui-
Bition, he pronounced extremely dis-

tasteful to him. That institution,
which had existed under his prede-
cessors, he declared more necessary
than ever; nor would he suffer it to

be discredited. He desired his sister

to put no faith in idle talk, as to the

inconveniences likely to flow from the

rigour of the Inquisition. Much greater
inconveniences would be the result if

the inquisitors did not proceed with
their labours, and the Duchess was
commanded to write to the secular

judges, enjoining upon them to place
no obstacles in the jpath, but to afford

all the assistance which might be re-

quired.''
To Egmont, the King wrote with

his own hand, applauding much that

was contained in the recent decisions

of the assembly of bishops and doctors

of divinity, and commanding the Count
to assist in the execution of the royal
determination. In affairs of religion,

Philip expressed the opinion that dis-

simulation and weakness were entirely
out of place.''

When these decisive letters came
before the state-council, the conster-

nation was extreme. The Duchess
had counted, in spite of her inmost

convictions, upon less peremptory in-

structions. The Prince of Orange, the

Count of Egmont, and the Admiral,
were loud in their denunciations of the

royal pohcy. There was a violent and

protracted debate. The excitement

spread at once to the people. Inflam-

matory hand - bills were circulated.

Placards were posted every night upon
the doors of Orange, Egmont, and

Horn, calling upon them to come forth

boldly as champions of the people
and of liberty in religious matters.^

Banquets were held daily at the houses

of the nobility, in which the more
ardent and youthful of their order,

with brains excited by wine and anger,

indulged in flaming invectives against
the government, and interchanged

1 Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 369-
873.

2
Ibid., i. 375.
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vows to protect each other and the
cause of the oppressed provinces,
Meanwhile the pri'V'y council, to which

body the Duchess had referred the
recent despatches from Madrid, made
a report upon the whole subject to the
state -

council, during the month of

November, sustaining the royal views,
and insisting upon the necessity of

carrj'ing them into effect. The edicts

and Inquisition having been so vigor-

ously insisted upon by the King, no-

thing was to be done but to issue new
proclamations throughout the country,
together with orders to bishops, coun-

cils, governors, and judges, that every
care should be taken to enforce them
to the full.*

This report came before the state-

council, and was sustained by some of

its members. The Prince of Orange
expressed the same uncompromising
hostility to the Inquisition which he
had always manifested, but observed
that the commands of the King were
so precise and absolute, as to leave no

possibility of discussing that point.
There was nothing to be done, he said,

but to obey, but he washed his hands
of the fatal consequences which he
foresaw.^ There was no longer any
middle course between obedience and
rebellion. This opinion, the soundness
of which could scarcely be disputed,
was also sustained by Egmont and
Horn.

Viglius, on the contrary, nervous,

agitated, appalled, was now disposed
to temporise. He observed that if the

seigniors feared such evil results, it

would be better to prevent, rather than
to accelerate the danger which would
follow the proposed notification to the

governors and municipal authorities

throughout the country, on the sub-

ject of the Inquisition. To make haste,
was neither to fulfil the intentions, nor

to serve the interests of the King, and
it was desirable

" to avoid emotion and
scandal." Upon these heads the Pre-

sident made a very long speech, avow-

ing, in conclusion, that if his Majesty
should not find the course proposed

8 Hoofd, ii. 66.
* Hopper, 5S, 59.
»

Ibid., 59.
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agreeable, he was ready to receive all

the indignation upon his own head.^

Cerrainly, thia position of the Presi-

dent was somewhat inconsistent with

his previous course. He had been

most violent in his denunciations of

all who should interfere with the exe-

cution of the great edict of which he

had been the original di-aughtsman.
He had recently been ferocious in com-

bating the opinion of those civilians in

the assembly of doctors who had advo-

cated the abolition of the death penalty

against heresy. He had expressed with

great energy his private opinion, that

the ancient religion would perish if

the machinery of persecution were
taken away; yet he now for the first

time seemed to hear or to heed the

outcry of a whole nation, and to trem-

ble at the soimd. Xow that the die

had been cast, in accordance with the

counsels of his whole life—now that

the royal commands, often enigmatical
and hesitating, were at last too dis-

tinct to be misconstrued, and too

peremptory to be tampered with—the

President imagined the possibility of

delay. The health of the ancient Fri-

sian had but recently permitted him
to resume his seat at the council-board.

His presence there was but temporary,
for he had received from Madrid the

acceptance of his resignation, accom-

panied with ordera to discharge the

duties of President 3 until the arrival

of his successor, Charles de Tisnacq.

Thus, in his own language, the Duchess
was stUl obhged to rely for a season

"upon her ancient Palinurus""*— a

necessity far from agreeable to her, for

Bhe had lost confidence in the pilot.

It may bp supposed that he was anxious
to smooth the troubled waters during
the brief period ia which he was still

to be exposed to their fury; but he

poured out the oil of his eloquence in

vain. Nobody sustained his proposi-
tions. The Duchess, although terrified

at the probable consequences, felt the

^
Hopper, 59. 60.

* Groeu v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 442.
Vit. VigUi, 15.

» Vit. Viglii, 45.
* Bor, i. S2, 33. Meteren, ii. 37.
* "

VisurcMS nos brevi ^regise tragoeduB
taitium,"—Vit. Viglii, 4.5.
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impossibility of disobeying the delibe-

rate decree of her brother. A procla-
mation was accordingly prepared, by
which ft was ordered that the Council

of Trent, the edicts and the Inquisi-

tion, should be published in every to%vn

and village in the provinces immedi-

ately, and once in six months for ever

afterwards."* The deed was done, and
the Prince of Orange, stooping to the

ear of his next neighbour, as they sat

at the council-board, whispered that

they were now about to witness the

commencement of the most extraordi-

nary tragedy which had ever been
enacted.* The prophecy was indeed
a proof that the Prince could read the

future, but the sarcasm of the Presi-

dent, that the remark had been made
in a tone of exultation," was belied by
every action of the prophet's life.

The fiat went forth. In the mar-

ket-place of every town and village oi

the Netherlands, the Inquisition was

again formally proclaimed. Every
doubt which had hitherto «xisted as

to the intention of the government
was swept away.
No argument was thenceforward to

be permissible as to the constitution-

ahty of the edicts—as to the compati-

bility of their provisions with the pri-

vileges of the land. The cry of a

people in its agony ascended to Heaven.
The decree was answered with a howl
of execration. The flames of popular
frenzy^ arose lurid and threatening
above the house-tops of every town
and village. The impending conflict

could no longer be mistaken. The
awful tragedy which the great watch-
man in the land had so long predict-

ed, was seen sweeping solemnly and

steadily onward. The superstitious

eyes of the age saw ominous indica-

tions in the sky. Contending armies

trampled the clouds; blood dropped
from heaven; the exterminating angel
rode upon the wind.

There was almost a cessation of the

• "
Quasilaetiis, gloriabimdusque."—Ibid.

^ "Depuis iceiles pablieea par lettres da
8. A, aux evesques, consaulx et bonnes
villas, c'est chose incroyable queiles flammea
jecta le feu, d'auparavant cache soiilz lee

ccudxes," etc , etc.—Hopper, Rec et Hem.,
6i
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ordinary business of mankind. Com-
merce was paralysed. Antwerp sliook

as with an earthquake. A chasm
seemed to open, in which her pro-

Fperity and her veiy existence were to

be for ever engulphed. The foreign

merchants, manufacturers, and arti-

sans, fled from her gates as if the

plague was raging within them. Thriv-

ing cities were likely soon to be de-

populated. The metropolitan heart of

the whole country was almost motion-
less.i

Men high in authority sympathised
with the general indignation. The

Marquis Bergheu, the younger Mans-

feld, the Baron Montigny, openty re-

fused to enforce the edicts within their

governments. Men of eminence in-

veighed boldly and bitterly agamst the

tyranny of the government, and coun-

selled disobedience. The Netherland-

ers, it was stoutly maintained, were
not such senseless brutes as to be

ignorant of the mutual relation of

prince and people. They knew that

the obligation of a king to his vassals

was as sacred as the duties of the sub-

jects to the sovereign.''
The four principal cities of Brabant

first came forward in formal denuncia-

tion of the outrage. An elaborate and
conclusive document was drawn up
in their name, and presented to the

Regent.' It set forth that the recent

proclamation violated many articles in

the "joyous entry." That ancient

constitution had circumscribed the

power of the clergy, and the jealousy
had been felt in old times as much by
the sovereign as the people. No eccle-

siastical tribunal had therefore been

allowed, excepting that of the Bishop
of Cambray, whose jurisdiction was

expressly confined to three classes of

cases—those growing out of marriages,

testaments, and moi-tmains.

It would be superfluous to discuss

the point at *the present day, whether
tlie directions to the inquisitors and
~
i^Ioofd, ii. 68. Bor, i. 34, 35.
t Hopper, 62.
* Hopper, 63, sqq. Bor, i. 35. Metcren,

ii. 37. Hoofd, ii. 68, 69. Supplement &
riiisfc. des GueiTcs Civilcs du P6re F. Strada,

par Foppens (Amst., 1729), vol. ii. 291, 292.
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the publication of the edicts conflicted

with the "
joyous entrance." To taka

a man from his house and burn him,
after a brief preliminary examination,
was clearly not to follow the letter and

spirit of the Brabantine habeas cm-pus,

by which inviolability of domicile and

regular trials were secured and sworn
to by the monarch

; yet such had been
the uniform practice of inquisitors

throughout the country. The petition
of the four cities was referred by the

Regent to the Council of Brabant.
The chancellor, or president judge of

that tribunal, was notoriously corrupt—a creature of the Spanish govern-
ment. His efi'orts to sustain the policy
of the administration were, however,
vain. The Duchess ordei'ed the ar-

chives of the province to be searched

for precedents, and the council to re-

port upon the petition.* The case was
too plain for argument or dogmatism,
but the attempt was made to take re-

fuge in obscurity. The answer of the'

council was hesitating and equivocal.^
The Duchess insisted upon a distinct

and categorical answer to the four

cities. Thus pressed, the Council of

Brabant declared roundly that no in-

quisition of any kind had ever existed

in the provinces.® It was impossible
that anj"^ other answer could be given,
but Viglius, with his associates in .the

privy council, were extremely angry
at the conclusion.'' The concession

was, however, made, notwithstanding
the bad example which, accoi-ding to

some persons, the victory thus ob-

tained by so important a province
would afi"ord to the people in the other

parts of the country. Brabant was de-

clared free of the Inquisition.* Mean-
while the pamphlets, handbills, pas-

quils, and other popular productions,
were multiplied. To use a Flemish ex-

pression, they
" snowed in the streets."

They were nailed nightly on all the

great houses in Brussels.® Patriots

were called upon to strike, speak, re-

* Strada, v. 168. Hoofd, ii. 69. Hopper,
ubi Slip.

» Bor, i. 39, 40. Hoofd. Hopper, ubi supi
* Hopper, 64. Bor. Hoofd, ubi sup.
' Hopper, ubi sup.
* Hopper, Co.
» Bor, ii. 53. Iloofd, ii. 70, 71.
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(lres3. Pungeut lampoons, impassioned
invectives, and earnest remonstrances,

were thrust into the hands of the

Duchess. The publications, as they

appeared, were greedily devoure<l by
the people.

" We are willing," it was

eaid, in a remarkable letter to the

King,
" to die for the Gospel, but we

read therein,
' Render unto Caesar that

which is Cfesar's, and unto God that

which is God's.' We thank God that

our enemies themselves ai'e compelled
to bear witness to our piety and pa-

tience; so that it is a common saying,
' He swears not, he is a Protestant; he
is neither a fornicator nor a drunkard;
he is of the new sect.' Yet, notwith-

standing these testimonials to our cha-

racter, no manner of punishment has

been forgotten by which we can pos-

sibly be chastised."^ This statement

of the morality of the Puritans of the

Netherlands was the justiiication of

martyrs—not the seK-glorification of

Phai-isces. The fact was incontrovert-

ible. Their tenets were rigid, but
their lives were pure. They belonged

generally to the middling and lower
classes. They were industrious arti-

sans, who desired to hve in the fear of

God and in honour of their King.
They were protected by nobles and

gentlemen of high position, very many
of whom came afterwards warmly to

espouse the creed which at first they
had only generously defended Their
whole character and position resem-

bled, in many features, those of the

English Piiritans, who, three quarters
of a century afterwards, fled for refuge
to the Dutch Republic, and thence

departed to establish the American

Republic. The difference was, that
the Xetherlanders were exposed to a

longer persecution, and a far more in-

tense martyrdom.
Towards the end of the year (1565)

which was closing in such universal

gloom, the contemporary chronicles
are enlivened vnth a fitful gleam of

Biinshine. The light enlivens only the
more elevated regions of the Flemish

world, but it is pathetic to catch a

glimpse of those nobles, many of whose
1 Bor, i. 43-50. » Archives et Corio-

gpondance, i. i3X. Pasq. de la Barre MS.
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lives were to be so heroic, and whose
destinies so tragic, as amid the shadows

projected by coming evil they still

found time for the chivalrous festivals

of their land and epoch. A splendid
tournament was held at the Chateau

d'Antoing to celebrate the nuptials of

Baron Montigny with the daughter of

Prince dEsprnoy. Orange, Horn, and
,

Hoogstraaten were the challengers, and
maintained themselves victoriously

against all comers, Egmont and other

dLtinguished knights being among the

number.*
Thus brilliantly and gaily moved

the first hours of that marriage which
before six months had fled was to be
BO darkly terminated. The doom
which awaited the chivalrous bride-

groom in the dungeon of Simancas was
ere long to be recorded in one of the

foulest chapters of Philip's tyranny.
A still more elaborate marriage-fes-

tival, of which the hero was, at a later

day, to exercise a most decisive influ-

ence over the fortunes of the land,
was celebrated at Brussels before the

close of the year. It will be remem-
bered that Alexander, Prince of Parma,
had accompanied Egmont on his retium

from Spain in the month of ApriL
The Duchess had been delighted with
the appearance of her son, then twenty
years of age, but already an accom-

plished cavalier. She had expressed
her especial pleasure in finding him so

thoroughly a Spaniard "in manner,
costume, and conversation," that it

could not be supposed he had ever

\-isited any other land, or spoken any
other tongue than that of Spain.

•*

The nobles of the Flemish court did
not participate in the mother's enthu-

siasm. It could not be denied that he
was a handsome and gallant young
prince; but his arrogance was so in-

tolerable as to disgust even those most

disposed to pay homage to Margaret's
son. He kept himself mainly in

haughty retirement, dined habitually
alone in his own apartments, and

scarcely honoured any of the gentle-
men of the Netherlands with hia

notice.* Even Egmont, to whose care

* Correspondance de Philippe II., u 3o4.
«
Papiers d'Etat, xji. 2%i.
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he had been especially recommended
by Philip, was slighted. If, occasion-

ally, he honoured one or two of the

Beigniors with an invitation to his

table, he sat alone in solemn state at

the head of the board, while the guests,
to whom he scarcely vouchsafed a

syllable, were placed on stools without

backs, below the salt.^ Such insolence,
it may be supposed, was sufTiciently

galling to men of the proud character,
but somewhat reckless demeanour,
which distinguished the Netherland

aristocracy. After a short time they
held them.selves aloof, thinking it suf-

ficient to endure such airs from Philip.
The Duchess at first encouraged the

young Prince in his haughtiness, bvit

soon became sad, as she witnessed its

effects. It was the universal opinion
that the yoimg Prince was a mere

compound of pride and emptiness." There is nothing at all in the man,"^
said Chantonnay. Certainly the ex-

pression was not a fortunate one. Time
was to shew that there was more in

the man than in all the governors de-

spatched successively by Philip to the

Netherlands; but the proof was to be
deferred to a later epoch. Meantime,
his mother was occupied, and exceed-

ingly perplexed with his approaching
nuptials. He had been affianced early
in the year to the Princess Donna
Maria of Poi-tugal. It was found ne-

cessary, therefore, to send a fleet of

several vessels to Lisbon, to fetch the
bride to the Netherlands,'* the wedding
being appointed to take place in Brus-

sels. This expense alone was consi-

derable, and the preparations for ban-

quets, jousts, and other festivities,

1
Papiers d'Etat, ix. 224.—" Au bas boult

de la table sur scabeaux."
' Groen v. Prmst., Archives, etc., i. 394.

•—" Certes jusques a maiiitenaut nihil est in
homiue je ue sjay que ce sera avec le tempa."

»
Papiers d'Ktat, ix. 218.

*
Ibid., ix. 385, 386, 601.

* Archives et Correspoudance, i. 425.
*

Ibid., ix. 601.
1 Ibid., ix. 386.—"

Lejeunehommosciente
matre diet qu'il vouldruit que tout ce que
vad et revieudra demcurast au foud de la

mer."
8 "La folle et oultrageuse depense des

nopces," etc.—Papiers d'Etat, ix. 601.
* "

Que Ton s<;ait Ji parler piu-toute la villo

do cesvo ploiorie."
—Ibid.
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were likewise undertaken on so magni-
ficent a scale that the Duke, her hus-

band, was offended at Margaret's extra-

vagance.* The people, by whom she
was not beloved,' commented bitterly
on the prodigalities which they were

witnessing in a period of deai-th and
trouble.*^ Many of the nobles mocked
at her perplexity. To crown the whole,
the young Prince was so obliging as to

express the hope, in his mother's hear-

ing, that the bridle fleet, then on its

way from Portugal, might sink with
all it contained, to the bottom of the
sea.^

The poor Duchess was infinitely
chagrined by all these circumstances.
The "

insane and outrageous ex-

penses
"^ in which the nuptials had

mvolved her, the rebukes of her hus-

band, the sneers of the seigniors, the
undutiful epigrams of her son, the
ridicule of the people, aflected her

spirits to such a degree, harassed aa
she was with grave matters of state,
that she kept her rooms for days to-

gethei', weeping, hour after hour, in
the most piteous manner. Her distress
was the town talk;'' nevertheless, the
fleet arrived in the autumn, and brought
the youthful Maria to the provinces.
This young lady, if the faithful histo-

riogi-apher of the Farnese house is to
be credited, was the paragon of prin-
cesses, i** She was the daughter of Prince

Edward, and gi-anddaughter of John
the Third. She was yomig and beau-

tiful; she could talk both Latin and
Greek, besides being well versed in

philosophy, mathematics, and theo-

logy.i^ She had the Scriptures at her

tongue's end, both the old dispensation

10 Strada, iv. 157-162.
11 Ibid.—"

Prsedicabaturque una iiigenio
omnia comprehendere : Latina lingua expe-
dite ac perbeue loqui : Gi-ajcas litteras prox>
ime callere : philosophiam non ignoruro,
Mathematiconun disciplinas apprime nosse:
divina utriusque Tostameuti oracula in

promptu habere."
This princess, in her teens, might already

exclaim, with the venerable Faustus;
"Habe nun Philosophie

Juristerei und Medicin
Und leider ach; Theologio
DurchstudirtmitheissemBemUhen,"etc.

The panegyrists of royal houses in the six-
teenth century were not accustomed to do
there work by halvea.
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and the new., rjid could quote from I being one of hilarity, the younger
the fathers wirh the promptness of a nobles became restive under the ia-

bishop. She was so strictly orthoflox
i
fliction of a very long and very solemn

that, on being compelled by stress of

weather to land in England, she de-

clined aU communication with Queen
Elizabeth, on account of her heresy.
She was so eminently chaste that she

could neither read the sonnets of Pe-

trarch, nor lean on the arm of a gentle-
man.^ Her delicacy upon such points

was, indeed, carried to such excess,

that upon one occasion when the ship
which was bringing her to the Nether-

lands was discovered to be burning,
she rebuked a rude fellow who came
forward to save her life, assming him
that there was less contamination in

the touch of fire than in that of man.*

Fortimately, the flames were extin-

guished, and the Phoenix of Portugal
was permitted to descend, unbumed,
upon the bleak shores of Flanders.

The occasion, notwithstanding the

recent tears of the Duchess, and the

arrogance of the Prince, was the signal
for much festivity among the courtiers

of Brussels. It was also the epoch
from which movements of a secret and

important character were to be dated.

The chevaliers of the Fleece were as-

sembled, and Yiglius pronovmced be-

fore them one of his most classical

orations. He had a good deal to say
concerning the private adventures of

Saint Andrew, patron of the Order,
and went into some details of a con-

versation which that venerated person-

age had once held with the proconsul
.^geas.'^ The moral which he deduced
from his narrative was the necessity of

union among the magnates for the
maintenance of the Catholic faith; the

nobihty and the Chm-ch being the two
columns upon which the whole social

fabric reposed.* It is to be feared that

the President became rather prosy
upon the occasion. Perhaps his homily,
like those of the fictitious Archbishop
of Granada, began to smack of the

apoplexy from which he had so re-

cently escaped. Perhaps, the meeting

1 Strada, iv. 127-102.
* " Tu vevo, inqiiit, manum actutxim

ubstiue: qioasi non minus ab hiijus, quam
a fiammarum tactu tiraerec sibj," etc. —Ibid.

harangue. At any rate, as the meet-

ing broke up, there was a good deal of

jesting on the subject. De Hammes,
commonly called

" Toison d'Or," coun-
cillor and king-at-arms of the Order,
said that the President had been see-

ing visions and talking with Saint
Andrew in a dream. Marquis Ber-

ghen asked for the source whence he
had derived such intimate acquaint-
ance with the ideas of the Saint. The
President took these remarks rather

testily, and, from trifling, the company
became soon earnestly engaged in a
warm discussion of the agitating topics
of the day. It soon became evident to

Vighus that De Hammes and others of

his comrades had been dealing ^vith

dangerous things. He began shrewdly
to suspect that the popular heresy wa^

rapidly extending into higher regions;
but it was not the President alone who
discovered how widely the contamina-
tion was spreading. The meeting, the
accidental small talk, which had passed
so swiftly from gaiety to gravity, the

rapid exchange of ideas, and the free-

masonry by which intelligence upon
forbidden topics had been mutually
conveyed, became events of historical

importance. Interviewsbetween nobles,
who, in the course of the festivities

produced by the Montigny and Parma
marriages, had discovered that they
entertained a secret similarity of senti-

ment upon vital questions, became of

frequent occurrence.* The result to
which such conferences led will be nar-

rated in the foUo\ving chapter.
Meantime, upon the 11th November

1565, the marriage of Prince Alexander
and Donna Maria was celebrated with

great solemnity by the Archbishop of

Cambray, in the chapel of the Court at

Brussels, On the following Sunday the

wedding banquet was held in the great
hall, where, ten years previously, theme-
morable abdication of the bridegroom's
imperial grandfather had taken place.

» Vit. Vjglii, a.
* Ibid.

'
Boi. u. 63. Hoofu', n. 70. 71.
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The walls were again hung with the

magnificent tapestry of Gideon, while
the knights of the Fleece, with all the
other grandees of the land, were assem-

bled to grace the spectacle.^ The King
was represented by his envoy in Eng-
land, Don Guzman De Silva, who came
to Brussels for the occasion, and who
had been selected for this duty be-

cause, according to Armenteros,
" he

was endowed, beside his prudence,
with so much witty gracefulness with
ladies in matters of pastime and enter-

tainment."^ Early in the month of

December, a famous tournament was
held in the great market-place of

Brussels, the Duke of Parma, the Duke
of Aerschot, and Coimt Egmont being
judges of the jousts. Count Mansfeld
was the challenger, assisted by his son

Charles, celebrated among the gentry
of the land for his dexterity in such

eports. To Count Charles was awarded

upon this occasion the silver cup

Dutch RepuhUc. [1560.

from the lady of the lists. Cotmt
Bossu received the prize for breaking
best his lances; the Seigneur de Beau-
Toir for the most splendid entrance;
Count Louis, of Nassau, for having
borne himself most gallantly in the
melee. On the same evening the

nobles, together with the bridal pair,
were entertained at a splendid sup-

per given by the city of Brussels in

the magnificent Hotel de Ville. On
this occasion the prizes gained at the

tournament were distributed, amid
the applause and hilarity of all the

revellers.'

Thus, with banquet, tourney, and

meriy marriage bells, with gaiety gild-

ing the surface of society, while a

deadly hatred to the Inquisition waa

eating into the heart of the nation,
and while the fires of civil war were

already kindling, of which no living
man was destined to witness the ex-

tinction, ended the year 1565.

CHAPTER VI.

Prancis Junius—His sermon at Culemburg House—The Compromise—Portraits of Sainte

Aldegoude, of Louis Nassau, of "Toison d'Or," of Charles Mansfeld—Sketch of the Com-
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Indiscretion of the Confederates—Espionage over Philip by Orange—Dissatisfaction of
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ration"—Vacillation of Egmont—Mission of Montigny and Borghen to Spain—Instruc-

tions to the envoys—Secret correspondence of Philip with the Pope concerning the
Netlierland Inquisition and the edicts—Field-preaching in the provinces—Modet at

Ghent—Other preachers characterised—Excitement at Tournay—Peter Gabriel at Harlem
—Field-preaching near AntweriJ—EmbaiTassment of the Regent—Excitement at Antweii)
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Misrepresentation of the Ducliess—Intemperate zeal of Dr Rythovius—Meeting at St
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negotiations.

The most remarkable occurence in the

earlier part of the year 1566 was the

famous Compromise. This document,

by which the signers pledged them-

i De la BaiTC MS., 57.
- "Tione tambien gracia y donaire eon las

iamas en las cosas de passatiempo y ontre-

selves to oppose the Inquisition, and
to defend each other against all con-

i sequences of such a resistance, waa

probably the work of PhiUp de Mar-

tenimiento."—Correspond inco do Philippe
IL,i. 365, 365.

8 De la Burre Ma



1566.] Francis Junius.

nix. Lord of Sainte Aldegonde. Much
;

obscurity, however, rests upon the

origin of this league. Its foundations

had ah-eady been laid in the latter

part of the preceding year. The nup-
tials of Parma -with the Portuguese

princess had been the cause of much
festivity, not only in Brussels, but at

Antwerp. The great commercial me-

trofiolis had celebrated the occasion by
a magnificent banqxiet. There had
been triumphal arches, wreaths of

flowers, loyal speeches, generous senti-

ments, in the usual profusion. The
chief ornament of the dinner-table had
been a magnificent piece of confec-

tionary, setting elaborately forth the

mission of Coimt Mansfeld ^vith the

fleet to Portugal to fetch the bride

from her home, with exquisitely finish-

ed figures in sugar
—

portraits, it is to

be presumed—of the principal person-

ages as they appeared dimng the most

striking scenes of the history.^ At the

very moment, however, of these delec-

tations, a meeting was held at Brussels

of men whose minds were occupied
.vith sterner stuff than sugar-work.
On the wedding-day of Parma, Francis

Junius, a dissenting minister then re-

siding at Antwerp, was invited to Brus-
sels to preach a sermon in the house
of Count Culemburg on the horse-

market (now called Little Sablon), be-

fore a small assembly of some twenty
gentlemen.^

This Francis Jimius, bom of a noble

family in Bourges, was the pastor of

the secret French congregation of Hu-
guenots at Antwerp. He was very
young, having anived from Geneva,
where he had been educated, to take

charge of the secret church, when but
just turned of twenty years.^ He was,
however, already celebrated for his

learning, his eloquence, and his cou-

rage. Towards the end of 1565, it had
already become kno^vn that Junius
was in secret understanding with
Louis of Nassau, to prepare an address
to government on the subject of the

Inquisition and edicts. Orders were
given for his arrest. A certain painter
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1
Meteren, ii. 36.

» Brandt, i. 2Si>, sqq. Ex vita F. Juuii ab
Ipao couscripta, 1 15, apud Brandt.

of BrusseLs affected conversion to the

new rehgiou, that he might gain ad-

mission to the congregation, and after-

wards earn the reward of the informer.

He played his part so well that he was

permitted to attend many meetings,
in the course of which he sketched the

portrait of the preacher, and delivered

it to the Duchess Regent, together
with minute statements as to his resi-

dence and daily habits. Nevertheless,
with all this assistiince, the govern-
ment could not succeed in laying hands
on him. He escaped to Breda, and
continued his labours in spite of per-
secution. The man's courage may be
estimated from the fact that ha

preached on one occasion a sermon,

advocating the doctrines of the Re-

formed Church, with his usual elo-

quence, in a room overlooking the

market-place, where, at the very in-

stant, the execution by fire of several

heretics was taking place, while the

light fi-om the flames in which the
brethren of their faith were biuTiing,
was flickering through the glass win-

dows of the conventicle.'' Such was
the man who preached a sermon in

Culemburg Palace on Parma's wed-

ding-day. The nobles who listened to

him were occupied with grave dis-

course after conclusion of the reli-

gious exercises. Junius took no part
in their convei-sation, but in his pre-
sence it was resolved that a league
against the " barbarous and violent

Inquisition" shovdd be formed, and
that confedei-ates should mutuallj
bind themselves both within and with-

out the Netherlands to this great pm--

pose.^ Junius, in giving this explicit

statement, has not mentioned the
names of the nobles before whom he

preached. It may be inferred that

some of them were the more ardent
and the more respectable among the

somewhat miscellaneous band bywhom
the Compromise was aftenvards signed-
At about the same epoch, Louis of

Nassau, Nicolas de Hammes, and cer-

tain other gentlemen met at the baths
of Spa. At this secret assembly, the

' Vit. Junii, 14, 15, 16.
* Ibid., f. 16, apud Brandt, 290.
•
Ibid., p. 25, apud Brandt, 289.
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foundations of tlie Compromise were

definitely laid.^ A document was
afterwards drawn up, which was cir-

culated for signatures in the early-

part of 1566. It is, therefore, a mis-

take to suppose that this memorable

paper was simultaneously signed and
sworn to at aiiy solemn scene like that

of the declaration of American Inde-

pendence, or like some of the subse-

quent transactions in the Netherlaud
revolt arranged purposely for dramatic

effect. Several copies of the Compro-
mise were passed secretly from hand
to hand, and in the course of two
months some two thousand signatures
had been obtained.^ The original copy
bore but three names, those of Bre-

derode, Charles de Mansfeld, and Louis
of Nassau."* The composition of the

paper is usually ascribed to Sainte

Aldegonde, although the fact is not

indisputable.'' At any rate, it is very
certain that he was one of the origi-

nators and main supporters of the

famous leagvie.

Sainte Aldegonde was one of the

most accomplished men of his age.
He was of ancient nobility, as he

proved by an abundance of historical

heraldic evidence, in answer to a scurri-

lous pamphlet in which he had been

accused, among other delinquencies, of

having sprung from plebeian blood.

Having established his " extraction

from true and ancient gentlemen of

Savoy, paternally and maternally," he
rebuked his assailants in manly strain.
" Even had it been that I was with-

out nobility of birth," said he, "I
should be none the less or more a

virtuous or honest man; nor can any
one i-eproach me with ha\'ing failed in

the point of honour or duty. What
greater folly than to boast of the

1 This appears from tlio sentence pro-
nounced against do Hammcs (Toisin d'Or)
hj the Blood-Council on tlie ITtli May 1608.
"

Cliai'g6 d'avoir csto ung des autlieursdo la

Beditieuse et peniicieuse conjuration et ligue
des conlbderez (qu'ils appellent Compromis)
ct dicclle premierement avoir jecte les fonde-
mcns ii la foutaine de Spa, avccq le Coniptc
Loys de Nassau et aultres et apres environ
Ic mois de Decembre 1565, I'arreste la signe
et jure en cesto ville de Bruxolle en sa
maison et a icellc attire et induict plusieurs
aul tres.

"—Registre des Condamncs ct Baimis
a cause des Troubles des Pays-Bas dep. I'an
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virtue or gallantry of others, as do

manynobles who,having neither a grain
of virtue in their souls nor a drop of

wisdom in their brains, are entirely
useless to their country! Yet there
are such men, who, because their an-

cestors have done some valorous deed,
think themselves fit to direct the ma-

chinery of a whole country, having
from their youth learned nothing but
to dance and to spin like weathercocks
with their heads as well as their heels."'

Certainly SainteAldegonde had learned
other lessons than these. He was one
of the many-sided men who recalled

the symmetry of antique patriots. He
was a poet of much vigour and imagi-
nation, a prose writer whose style was

surpassed by that of none of his con-

temporaries, a diplomatist in whose
tact and delicacy William of Orange
afterwards reposed in the most diffi-

cult and important negotiations, an
orator whose discourses on many great

public occasions attracted the atten-

tion of Europe, a soldier whose bravery
was to be attested afterwards on many
a well-fought field; a theologian so

skilful in the polemics of diviuity>

that, as it will hereafter appear, he
was more than a match for a bench of

bishops upon their own ground ;
and a

scholar so accomplished, that, besides

speaking and writing the classical and
several modern languages with facility,
he had also translated for popular use
the Psalms of David into vernacular

verse, and at a very late iDeriod of his

life was requested by the states-general
of the republic to translate all the

Scriptures
—a work, the fulfilment of

which was prevented by his death.**

A passionate foe to the Inquisition
and to all the abuses of the ancient

Church, an ardent defender of civil

156S a 1572. Chambre des C'omptes, iii. M.S.

in the Brussels Archives.
2 Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 400.
' Archives ot CorrespondMico, ii. 2-7.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives et CoiTcspon-

danco, ii. 13.
* Eeponso a un libelle fameux naguferes

publiecontreMonseigneurle Prince d'Orange
ct intitule Lcttrcs d'un gcntilhomme vray
patriote, etc.—Faicte du Men. de S. Alde-

gonde. Auvers : chcz Giles van den Kade,
1579.

» Groen v. Priust., Archives, etc., iii. 412^
41?.
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liberty, it must be admitted ttat he

partook also of the tyrannical spirit of

Calvinism. He never rose to the lofty

heights to which the spirit of the great
founder of the commonwealth was
destined to soar, but denoimced the

gi-eat principle of religious liberty for

aU consciences as godless. He was
now twenty-eight years of age, having
been bom in the same year with his

friend Louis of Nassau. His device,
"
Repos ailleurSf"^ finely typified the

restless, agitated and laborious life to

which he was destined.

That other distinguished leader of

the newly-formed league. Count Louis,
was a true knight of the olden time,
the very mirror of chivalry. Gentle,

generous, pious; making use, in his

tent before the battle, of the prayers
which his mother sent him from the

home of his childliood,* yet fiery in

the field as an ancient crusader—do-

ing the work of general and soldier

with desperate valour and against any
numbers—cheerful and steadfast \in-

der all reverses, witty and jocund in

social intercourse, animating with his

imceasing spirits the graver and more

toreboding soid of his brother ;
he was

the man to whom the eyes of the most
ardent among the Netherland Reform-
ers were turned at this early epoch,
the trusty staff upon which the great
Prince of Orange was to lean tUl it

was broken. As gay as Brederode, he
was unstained by his' vices, and exer-

cised a boundless influence over that

reckless personage, who often protested
that he would " die a poor soldier at

his feet." •* The career of Louis was
destined to be short, if reckoned by
years ; but if by events, it was to at-

tain almost a patriarchal length. At
the age of nineteen he had taken part
in the battle of St Quentin, and when
once the war of freedom opened, his

Bword was never to be sheathed. His

days were filled with life, and when
he fell into his bloody but unknown
grave, he was to leave a name as dis-

tinguished for heroic valour and un-
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1 Groeu r. Prinst., Archives, etc., tii. 412,
413.

' Ibid , ii. 260, 309.

*IbicL, ii. 410.

tu-ing energy as for spotless integrity.
He was small of stature, but well

formed; athletic in all knightly exer-

cises, with agreeable features, a dark

laughing eye, close-clipped brown hair,

and a peaked beard-
" Golden Fleece," as Nicolas de

Hanamea was universally denominat-

ed, was the illegitimate scion of a

noble house.'' He was one of the

most active of the early adherents to

the league, kept the list of signers in

his possession, and scoured the country

daily to procure new confederates.*

At the public preachings of the re-

formed rehgion, which soon after this

epoch broke forth throughout the

Netherlands as by a common impulse,
he made himself conspicuous. He
was accused of wearing, on such occa-

sions, the ensigns of the Fleece about
his neck, in order to induce ignorant

people to beUeve that they might
themselves legally follow, when they
perceived a member of that illustrioua

fraternity to be leading the way.* As
De Hanames was only an official or

servant of that Order, but not a com-

panion, the seduction of the lieges by
such false pretences was reckoned

among the most heinous of hii

offences. He was fierce in his hos-

tility to the government, one of thos«

fiery spirits whose premature zea]

was prejudicial to the cause of liberty,
and disheartening to the cautious pa-
triotism of Orange. He was for

smiting at once the gigantic atrocity
of the Spanish dominion, without

waiting for the forging of the weapons
by which the blows were to be dealt.

He forgot that men and money were
as necessary as wrath, in a contest

with the most tremendous despotism
of the world. "

They wish," he wrote
to Count Louis,

" that we should meet
these hungry wolves with remon-

• strances, using gentle words, while

they are burning and cutting oflf

heads. Be it so then. Let us take
the pen— let them take the sword.
For them deeds, for us words. We

* Corrcspondance de Pliilippe II., i. 399;
note 2.

» Ibid., 400. Strada, v. 172.
• R(^istre des Condamcft M8., ubi. sup.
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shall weep, they will laugh. The
Lord be praised for all

;
but I cannot

write this without tears. "^ This ner-

vous language painted the situation

and the character of the writer.

As for Charles Mansfeld, he soon
fell away from the league which he
had embraced originally with excessive
ardour. -

By the influence of the leaders

many signatures were obtained during
the first two months of the year. The
language of the document was such
that patriotic Catholics could sign it

as honestly as Protestants. It in-

veighed bitterly against the tyi-anny
of "3. heap of strangers," who, in-

fluenced only by private avarice and
ambition, were making use of an
affected zeal for the Cathohc religion,
to persuade the King into a violation
of his oaths. It denounced the re-

fusal to mitigate the severity of the
edicts. It declared the Inquisition,
which it seemed the intention of go-
vernment to fix permanently upon
them, as "iniquitous, contrary to all

laws, human and divine, surpassing
the greatest barbarism which was ever

practised by tyrants, and as redound-

ing to the dishonour of God and to

the total desolation of the country."
The signers protested, therefore, that

"having a due regard to their duties
as faithful vassals of his Majesty, and

especially as noblemen—and in order
not to be deprived of their estates

and their lives by those who, under

pretext of religion, wished to enrich

themselves by plunder and murder,"
they had bound themselves to each
other by holy covenant and solemn
oath to resist the Inquisition. They
mutually promised to oppose it in

every shape, open or covert, under
whatever mask it might assume,
whether bearing the name of Inquisi-

tion, placard, or edict,
" and to extir-

pate and eradicate the thing in any
1 Groeii V. Prinst., Archives, etc., ii. E6, 37.
*
Corrcspondance de Philippe II., S03-308,

422. Qroen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., ii. 409.
* The Compromise has been often printed.

Vide, e. g. Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc.,
ii. 2, sqq. Foppens, Supplement a Strada,
Ii. 209, sqq. Bor, ii. 53, 54.

* Groen v. Prinst., ii 11, 15.
» 24th January 1560. Ihe letter is j.ub-

[1566.

form, as the mother of all, iniquity
and disorder." They protested before
God and man, that they would at-

tempt nothing to the dishonour of
the Lord or to the diminution of tha

King's grandeur, majesty, or domi-
nion. They declared, on the contrary,
an honest purpose to "maintain the
monarch in his estate, and to suppress
all seditions, tumults, monopolies, and
factions." They engaged to preserve
their confederation, thus formed, for

ever inviolable, and to permit none
of its members to be persecuted in

any manner, in body or goods, by
any proceeding founded on the In-

quisition, the edicts, or the present
league.^

It will be seen, therefore, that the

Compromise was in its origin, a
covenant of noMes. It was directed

against the foreign influence.by which
the KethSTands were exclusively
governed, and against the Inquisition.

whether Papal, Episcopal, or by edict.
'

There is no doubt that the country
was controlled entirely by Spanish
masters, and that it was intended to

reduce the ancient liberty of the
Netherlands into subjection to a junta
of foreigners sitting at Mp^drid. No-

thing more legitimate could be ima-

gined than a constitutional resistance

to such a policy.
The Prince of Orange had not been

consulted as to the formation of tha

league.* It was sufficiently obvioua
to its founders that his cautious mind
would find much to censure in the
movement. His sentiments with

regard to the Inquisition and the
edicts were certainly known to all

men. In the beginning of this year, too,
he had addressed a remarkable letter®

to the Duchess, in answer to her writ-

ten commands to cause the Coimcil of

Trent, the Inquisition, and the edicts,
in accordance with the recent com-
mands of the King, to be published
lishcd liy Groen v. Prinstcrer, Archives, etc.,
ii. 10-21, and in Bor, 33, 3i. It may bo
found also in Cachard, Corrcs])oiid.'\noe de
Guillaume le Tacit., ii. 106, sqq., and in

Reiffenberg, Corre.spondance de Marg. d'Au-
triche, 16-20.

The original, entirely in the handwriting
of tlio Princo, is in the Aixhives of the State
Coiuicil at Bnis.iels,
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and enforced throngliout his govem-
ment. Although his advice on the

Eubject had not been asked, he ex-

pressed his sense of obligation to

speak his mind on the subject, pre-

ferring the hazard of being censured
ior h^ remonstrance, to that of in-

curring the suspicion of connivance

.it the desolation of the land by hu
eilence. He left the question of re-

formation in ecclesiastical morals un-

touched, as not belonging to his

vocation. As to the Inquisition, he
most distinctly informed her highness
that the hope which still lingered in

the popular mind of escaping the

permanent estabUshment of that in-

stitution, had alone prevented the

utler depopulation of the country,
with entire subversion of its commer-
cial and manufacturing industry. With
regard to the edicts he temperately
but forcibly expressed the opinion
that it was very hard to enforce those

placards now in their rigour, when the

people were exasperated, and the

misery universal, inasmuch as they
had frequently been modified on for-

mer occasions. The King, he said,
could gain nothing but difBculty for

himself, and would be sure to lose the
affection of his subjects by renewing
the edicts, strengthening the Inquisi-

tion, and proceeding to fresh execu-

tions, at a time .when the people,
moved by the example of their neigh-
bours, were naturally inclined to

novelty. Moreover, when by reason
of the daily-increasing prices of grain

L a famine was JmpencUng over the

land, lio worse moment could be
chosen to enforce such a policy. In
conclusion, he observed that he was
at all times desirous to obey the
commands of his Majesty and her

Highness, and to discharge the duties
of "a good Christian." The use of
the latter term is remarkable, as

marking an epoch in the history of
the Prince's mind. A year before he
wotdd have said a good Catholic, but
it was during this year that his mind
began to be thoroughly pervaded by
religious doubt, and that the great

of Orange. 247

question of the Reformation forced

itself, not only as a political, but as a

moral problem upon him, which he felt

that he could not much longer neglect
instead of solving.
Such were the opinions of Orange.

He could not, however, safely entrust

the sacred interests of a common-
wealth to such hands as those of

Brederode—however deeply that en-

thusiastic personage might drink the
health of

" Younker William," as he

affectionately denominated the Prince— or to " Golden Fleece," or to

Charles Mansfeld, or to that younger
wild boar of Ardennes, Eobei-t de la

Marck. In his brother and in Sainte

Aldegonde he had confidence, but he
did not exercise over them that con-

trol which he afterwards acquirt>
His conduct towards the confederacy

-

was imitated in the main by the other

great nobles. The covenanters never

expected to obtain the signatures of

such men as Orange, Egmont, Horn,
Meghem, Berghen, or Montigny, nor
were those eminent personages ever

accused of having signed the Com-
promise, although some of them were
afterwards charged with having pro-
tected those who did affix their names
to the document. The confederates
were originally found among the lesser

nobles. Of these some were sincere

Catholics, who loved the ancient
Church but hated the Inquisition;
some were fierce Calvinists or deter-

mined Lutherans; some were troublous
and adventurous spirits, men of broken

fortunes, extravagant habits, and
boundless desires, who no doubt

thought that the broad lands of the

Church, with their stately abbeys,
would furnish much more fitting
homes and revenues for gallant gen-
tlemen than for lazy monks.^ All
were young, few had any prudence or

conduct, and the history of the league
m.ore than justified the disapproba-
tion of Orange. The nobles thu?
banded together, achieved httle by
their confederacy. They disgraced a

gi-eat cause by their orgies, almost
ruined it by their inefliciency, and

i Poutus Payon MS.
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when, the rope of sand -which they
had twisted fell asunder, the people
had gained nothing and the gentry
had almost lost the confidence of the

nation. These remarks apply to the

mass of the confederates and to

some of the leaders. Louis of Nassau
and Sainte Aldegonde were ever ho-

noured and trusted as they deserved.

Although the language of the Com-

promise spoke of tlie leaguers as nobles,

yet the document was circulated among
burghers and merchants also, many of

whom, according to the satirical re-

mark of a Netherland Cathohc, may
have been influenced by the desire of

writing their names in such aristocra-

tic company, and some of whom were
destined to expiate such vainglory upon
the scaffold.^

With such associates, therefore, the

profound and anxious mind of Orange
could have httle in common. Con-
fidence expanding as the number in-

creased, their audacity and turbulence

grew with the growth of the league.
The language attheir wild banquets was
as hot as the wine which confused tlieir

heads
; yet the Prince knew that there

was rarely a festival in which there did

not sit some calm, temperate Spaniard,

watching with quiet eye and cool brain

the extravagant demeanour, and listen-

ing with composure to the dangerous
avowals or bravadoes of these revel-

lers, with the purpose of transmitting
a record of their language or demon-
strations to the inmost sanctuary of

Philip's cabinet at Madrid.*^ The
Prince knew, too, that the King was

very sincere in his determination to

maintain the Inquisition, however dila-

tory his proceedings might appear. He
was well aware that an armed force

might be expected ere long to support

1 Poutus Piiyen MS.
* " Les faisant seoir le plua souvent aw

plus beau do leurs tables par una courtoise
manidre de faire que nous avons de caresser

log utraugers ; sy tost que le vin cstoit moiite

aucerveaudenosscifnieursctgeiitilshommes
parloient libremcnt a lour accoustumeo
da toutes chosea, descouvrant par grande
Bimplesse co qu'ils avoient an cojur, sans
considerer qua ces oiseaux estoyont a leurs

tables, lesquols demcurans tousjours en cer-

velle notoyent diligemmcnt le propos dea
convivans jus'jucs a rcinarqner leurs cou-

Dutch liepuhlic. [I06G.
the royal edicts. Already the Prince
had organised that system of espionage

upon Philip, by which the champion of

his country was so long able to circun>

vent its despot. The King left letters

carefully locked in his desk at night,
and unseen hands had forwarded copies
of them to "William of Orange before

the morning. He left memoranda in

his pockets on retiring to bed, and
exact transcripts of those papers found
their way, likewise, ere he rose,** to the

same watchman in the Netherlands.

No doubt that an inclination for poli-

tical intrigue was a prominent charac-

teristic of the Prince, and a blemish

upon the purity of his moral natui"e,

yet the dissimulating policy of his age
he had mastered only that he might
accomplish the noblest purposes to

which a gi'eat and good man can de-

vote his life—the protection of the

liberty and the religion of a whole

people against foreign tyranny. His

intrigue served his country, not a nar-

row personal ambition, and it was only

by such arts that he became Philip's

master, instead of falling at once, like

so many great personages, a blind and
infatuated victim. No doubt his pur-

veyors of secret infoi-mation were often

destined fearfully to atone for their

contfaband commerce, but they who
trade in treason must expect to pay
the penalty of their traffic.

Although, therefore, the great nobles

held themselves aloof from the confe-

deracy, yet many of them gave unequi-
vocal signs of their dissent from tho

policy adopted by government. Mar-

quis Berghen wrote to the Duchess,

resigning his posts, on the ground of

his inability to execute the intention

of the King in the matter of religion.

Meghem replied to the same summons

tenances pour en faire rapport S certains
commis qu'ils appelloyent auditeurs." —
Pontus Payen MS. iiv. i.

* Pontus Paycn MS.—"Entro aultres p<ar
le Secretaire Van den Esse, lequel abusant
do la privaulte du Itoy son maistre, avoit

(commo aulcuns veulleiit dire) este si teroe-

raire de fureter sa pocho, pendant qu'il cstoit

au lict, ct lii'o les letters secretes qu'il recc-

voit de Madame de Panne ct du Cardinal,
faisant apres entendre le conteuu au Priuco

d'Orange,
"
etc., etc.
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by a similar letter. Egmont assured

her that he -would have placed his

offices in the King's hands in Spain,
could he have foreseen that his Ma-

jesty would form such resolutions as

had now been proclaimed. The senti-

ments of Orange were avowed in the

letter to which we have already alluded.

His opinions were shared by Montigny,

Culemburg, and many others. The
Duchess was also almost reduced to

desperation. The condition of the

coimtry was frightful. The most de-

termined loyalists, such as BerlajTnont,

Viglius, and Hopper, advised her not

to mention the name of inqiusition in

a conference which she was obhged to

hold with a deputation from Antwerp.^
She feared, all feared, to pronounce the

hated word. She wrote despairing
letters to Philip, describing the condi-

tion of the land and her own agony in

the gloomiest colours. Since the arrival

of the royal orders, she said, things
had gone from bad to worse. The

King had been ill advised. It was use-

less to teU the people that the Inquisi-
tion had always existed in the pro-
vinces. They maintained that it was
a novelty; that the institution was a

more rigorous one than the Spanish

Inquisition, which, said Margaret, "was
most odious, as the King knew."- It

was utterly impossible to carry the

edicts into execution. Nearly aH the

governors of provinces had told her

plainly that they would not help to

bum fifty or sixty thousand Nether-

landers.'' Thus bitterly did Margaret
of Parma bewad the royal decree; not
that she had any sympathy for the

victims, but because she felt the in-

creasing danger to the executioner.

One of two things it was now neces-

sary to decide upon,
—concession or

armed compulsion. Meantime, while

Philip was slowly and secretly making
his levies, his sister, as well as his

people, was on the rack. Of all the

seigniors, not one was placed in so

1
Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 350,

8S7, 397.
« Ibid. « Ibid.

Ibid.. 391.

•Pasquierde l.i Earre, MS., Ivo. Corre-
»pondauce de Philippe II., i. 392.

«Ib:i.
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painful a jwsition as Egmont. His

military reputation and his popularity
made him too important a personage
to be slighted, yet he was deeply mor-

tified at the lamentable mistake which
he had conunitted. He now averred

that he would nei-cr take arms against
the King, but that he would go where
man should never see him more.*

Such was the condition of the nobles,

greater and less. That of the people
could not well be worse. Famine

reigned in the land.' Emigration,
caused not by over-population, but by
persecution, was fast weakening the

coimtry. It was no wonder that not

only foreign merchants should be scared

from the great commercial cities by the

approaching disorders, but that every
industrious artisan who could find the

means of escape should seek refuge

among strangers, wherever an asylum
could be found. That asykun was
afforded by Protestant England, who
received these intelligent and unfor-

timate wanderers with cordiaUty, and
learned with eagerness the lessons in

mechanical skill which they had to

teach. Already there were thirty
thousand emigrant Netherlanders es-

tablished in Sandwich, Norwich, and
other places, assigned to them by Eliza-

beth.* It had always, however, been
made a condition of the liberty granted
to these foreigners for practising their

handiwork, that each house should em-

ploy at least one English apprentice.'
"
Thus," said a Walloon historian,

splenetically,
"
by this regulation, and

by means of heavy duties on foreign

manufactures, have the English built

up their own fabrics and prohibited
those of the Netherlands. Thus have

they drawn over to their own country
our skilful artisans to practise their in-

dustry, not at home but abroad, and
our poor people are losing the means
of earning their hveUhood. Thus has

cloth-making, sdk-making, and the art

of dyeing declined in this coimtry, and

' Rennm de France, MS. — "Et afBn da
faire croistre ces mestieis ct aitiSces en
Angleterre, nul de ceulx qui se sont retires

iilecq ont pea faire mestiei-s s'ils n'avoient

apprentisseurs Anglois, un pour le moiugs."
—J. c. iT.
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would heave been quite extinguisliecl
out by our wise countervailing edicts."-'

The WTiter^ who derived most of his

rnaterials and his wisdom from the

papers of Councillor d'Assonleville,
could hardly doubt that the persecu-
tion to which these industrious arti-

sans, whose sufferings he aifected to

deplore, had been subjected, must have
had something to do with their expa-
triation; but he preferred to ascribe

it wholly to the protective system
adopted by England. In this he fol-

lowed the opinion of his preceptor." For a long time," said Assonleville," the Netherlands have been the Indies

to England; and as long as she has

them, she needs no other. The French

try to suprise our foi-tresses and cities r

the English make war upon our wealth
and upon the purses of the people."

^

Whatever the cause, however, the cur-

rent of trade was already turnecL The

cloth-making of England was already
gaining preponderance over that of the

provinces. Vessels now went every
week from Sandwich to Antwerp, laden

with silk, satin, and cloth, manufac-
tured in England, while as many, but
a few years before, had borne the
Flemish fabrics of the same nature
from Antwerp to England.

''

It might be supposed by disinte-

rested judges that persecution was at

the bottom of this change in commerce.
The Prince of Orange estimated that

up to this period fifty thousand persons
in the provinces had been put to death
in obedience to the edicts.^ He was a

moderate man, and accustomed to

weigh his words. As a new impulse
had been given to the system of

butchery
—as it was now sufficiently

plain that "
if the father had chastised

his people with a scourge, the son held

a whip of scorpions
" ^—as the edicts

were to be enforced with renewed

vigour
—it was natural that commeri;e

and manufactures should make their

escape out of a doomed land as soon

as possible, whatever system of tarifl's

1 Rcnom do Franco, MS., iibi sup.
2 Con-espondance de Philippe II.. i. 382.

»
Ibid., i. 392.

Groen v. Prinst., Arcliives, etc., ii. 22,

»
Apologia d'Orange, 58,
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might be adopted by neighbouring na-

tions.

A new step had been resolved upon
early in the month of March by the
confederates. A petition, or " Ee-

quest," was drawn up, which was to

be presented to the Duchess Regent in

a formal manner by a large number
of gentlemen belonging to the league.
This movement was so grave, and like-

ly to be followed by such formidable

results, that it seemed absolutely ne-

cessary for Orange and his friends to

take some previous cognisance of it

before it was finally arranged. The
Prince had no power, nor was there

any reason why he should have the in-

clination, to prevent the measure, but
he felt it his duty to do what he could
to control the vehemence of the men
who were moving so rashly forward,
and to take from their manifesto, as

much as possible, the character of a

menace.
For this end, a meeting, ostensibly

for social purposes and "
good cheer,"

was held, in the middle of March, at

Breda, and afterwards adjourned to

Hoogstraaten. To these conferences

Orange invited Egmont, Horn, Hoog-
straaten, Berghen, Meghem, Montigny,
and other great nobles. Brederode,

Tholouse, Boxtel, and other members
of the league, were also present." The

object of the Prince in thus assembUng
his own immediate associates, gover-
nors of provinces, and knights of the

Fleece, as well as some of the leadhig
members of the league, was tAvofold.

It had long been his opinion that a

temperate and loyal movement was
still possible, by which the impending
convulsions might be averted. The
line of policy which he had marked
out required the assent of the mag-
nates of the land, and looked toward?
the convocation of the states-general.
It was natural that lie should indulge
in the hope of being seconded by the

men who were in the same political
and social station with himself. All,

6 Groen v. Prinst., Arcliives, etc., ii. 38,

sqq. Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 397,

3118, 399. Foppens, Supplement, i. 78, 79

(Pioces d'Egmont). — Compare Bcntivoglio,
ii. 27; Wageuaer, vi. ]33. I3i; VauderHaer,
305, sqq. ; Apologia cTOrange, i>(>, Bqej.
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although Catholics, hated the Inquisi-

tion. As Vigliua pathetically exclaim-

ed, "Saint Paul himself would have

been imable to persuade these men
that good fruit was to be gathered
from the Inquisition in the cause of

religion."^ Saint Paul could hardly
be expected to reappear on earth for

such a purpose. Meantime, the argu-

ments of the learned President had

proved powerless, either to convince

the nobles that the institution was

laudable, or to obtain from the Duchess
a postponement in the publication of

the late decrees. The Prince of Orange,

however, was not able to bring his

usual associates to his way of thinking.
The violent purposes of the leaguei-s
excited the wrath of the more loyal
nobles. Their intentions were so dan-

gerous, even in the estimation of the

Prince himself, that he felt it his duty
to lay the whole subject before the

Dnchess, although he was not opposed
'

• the presentation of a modest and
:derat« Request.* Meghem was ex-

cessively indignant at the plan of the

confederates, which he pronovmced an
insult to the government, a treason-

able attempt to overawe the Duchess,

by a " few v.Tetched vagabonds."-* He
iwore that " he would break every one
of their heads, if the King would fur-

nish him with a couple of hundred
thousand florins."' Orange quietly
rebuked this trucident language, by
assuring him both that such a pro-
cess would be more difficult than he

thought, and that he would also find

many men of great respectabihty

among the vagabonds.
The meeting separated at Hoog-

straaten Tsithout any useful residt, but
it was now incumbent upon the Prince,
in his own judgment, to watch, and in

a measure to superintend, the pro-

ceedings of the confederates. By his

care tlie contemplated Request was
much altered, and especially made
more gentle in its tone. Meghem
Beparated himself thenceforth entirely
from Orange, and ranged himself ex-

i
Vi„'l. £i)ist. ad Hopperum, 35y.

* Apologie d'Orange, 5S.
» Vander Haer, 300.—"Pauci nebulcncs."
* Ibid. s

Ibid., 309.
* Hopper, Rec. et Jleui., 69, sqq. F^^p-

201

clusively upon the side of government.
Egmont vacillated, as usual, satisfying
neither the Prince nor the Duchess.*

Margaret of Parma was seated in

her coiuicil-chamber very soon after

these occuiTences, attended both by
Orange and Egmont, when the Count
of Meghem entered the apartment.
With much precipitation, he begged
that all matters then before the board

might be postponed, in order that he

might make an important announce-
ment. He then stated that he had
received information from a gentle*
man on whose word he could rely

—a

very affectionate servant of the King,
but whose name he had promised not

to reveal—that a very extensive con-

spiracy of heretics and sectaries had
been formed, both within and without
the Xetherlands; that they had ah-eady
a force of thirty-five thousand men,
foot and horse, ready for action

;
that

they were about to make a sudden in-

vasion, and to plunder the whole coim-

try, unless they immediately received

a formal concession of entire Uberty
of conscience; and that, within sis or

seven days, fifteen hundred men-at-
anns would make their appearance l>e-

fore her Highness.* These ridiculous

exaggerations of the truth were con-

firmed by Egmont, who said that he
had received similar information from

persons whose names he was not at

liberty to mention, but from whose
statements he could announce that
some great tumult might be expected
every day. He added that there were

amon^ the confederates many who
wished to change their sovereign, and
that the chieftains and captains of the

conspiracy were all appointed.^ The
same nobleman also laid before the
council a copy of the Compromise,*
the terms of which famous document

scarcely justified the extravagant lan-

guage ^vith which it had been herald-

ed. The Duchess was astounded at

these communications. She had al-

ready received, but probably not yet
reatl, a letter from the Prince of Orange
pens, Supplement, ii. 293, sqq. Hoofd, iL

71, 72.
' Foppens, Supplement, 293, sqq. (Letter

of Margaret of Parma to Pldbppe LI.)
•
H'">pper, 70,
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upon the subject, in which a moderate
and plain statement of the actual facts

was laid down, which was now reite-

rated by the same personage by word
of mouth. -^ An agitated and incon-

clusive debate followed, in which, how-

ever, it sufficiently appeared, as the
Duchess informed her brother, that

one of two things must be done without
further delay. The time had arrived

for the government to take up arms
or to make concessions.

In one of the informal meetings of

councillors, now held almost daily, on
the subject of the impending Request,
Aremberg, Meghem, and Berlaymont,
maintained that the door should be
shut in the face of the petitioners
without taking any further notice of

the petition. Berlaymont suggested,
also, that if this course were not found

advisable, the next best thing would
be to allow the confederates to enter
the palace vdth their Request, and
then to cut them to pieces to the very
last man, by means of troops to be

immediately ordered from the fron-

tiers.^ Such sanguinary projects were

indignantly rebuked by Orange. He
maintained that the confederates were
entitled to be treated with respect.

Many of them, he said, were his

friends—some of them his relations—
and there was no reason for refusing,
to gentlemen of their rank, a right
which belonged to the poorest ple-
beian in ^he land. Egmont sustained

these views of the Prince as earnestly
as he had on a isrevious occasion ap-

peared to countenance the moi'e vio-

lent counsels of Meghem.'
Meantime, as it was obvious that

the demonstration on the part of the

confederacy was soon about to be made,
the Duchess convened a grand assem-

bly of notables, in which not only all

the state and privy councillors, but all

the governors and knights of the Fleece

were to take part. On the 2Sth of

JIarch,* this assembly was held, at

Dutch Republic. [1566.
which the whole subject of the Re-

quest, together with the proposed
modification of the edicts and aboli-

tion of the Inquisition, was discussed.
The Duchess also requested the ad-

vice of the meeting, whether it would
not be best for her to retire to some
other city, like Mons, which she had
selected as her stronghold in case of

extremity. The decision was, that it

would be a high-handed proceeding to

refuse the right of petition to a body
of gentlemen, many of them related to

the greatest nobles in the land; but it

was resolved that they should be re-

quired to make their appearance with-

ovit arms. As to the contemplated
flight of the Duchess, it was urged,
with much reason, that such a step
would cast disgi-ace upon the govern-
ment, and that it would be a sufficient-

ly precautionary measure to strengthen
the guards at the city gates

—not to

prevent the entrance of the petition-

ers, but to see that they were unac-

companied by an armed force.

It had been decided that Count
Brederode should present the petition
to the Duchess at the head of a depu-
tation of about three hundred gentle-
men. The character of the nobleman
thus placed foremost on such an im-

portant occasion has been sufficiently
made manifest. He had no quahtiea
whatever but birth and audacity to

recommend him as a leader for a poli-
tical party. It was to be seen that

other attributes were necessary to

make a man useful in such a position,
and the Count's deficiencies soon be-

came lamentably conspicuous. He
was the lineal descendant and repre-
sentative of thf old Sovereign Counts
of Holland. I'ive himdred years be-

fore his birth, his ancestor Sikko,

younger brother of Dirk the Third,
had died, leaving two sons, one of

whom was the first Baron of Brede-

rode." A descent of five centuries in

unbroken male succession from the

1 Foppens, Supplement, 233, sqq. (Letter
of Margai'et of Parma.) Uopper, 70.

2 Pontus Payen, ii., MS.—" Le3 Comtes de

Megiie, d'Aremboi-g, et S, de Berlaymont
estoyent d'advis do leur fermer la porte au
visiage ou bieii Ics laisser au Palais et

puis les faire tailler en pieces par les gens

de guerre, que I'on fcroit venir dos fron-

tiferes."—Compare Vandcr Ilacr, 307, 30S
3 Pontus Payen US. Vander Haer, 303.
* Foppens, Supplement, li. 304-318. {Ijot-

ter of Margaret of Parma, 3rd April 1505.)

Osn-esponiiancc de Philippe II., i. 403-406.
» Wagenaer, ii. 150.
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original sovereigns of Holland, gave
him a better genealogical claim to the

provinces than any which Philip of

Spain could assert through the usurp-

ing ho'.ise of Burgundy. In the ap-

proaching tumults he hoped for an

opportunity of again asserting the

ancient honours of his name. He was
% sworn foe to Spaniards and to

"water of the fountain."^ But a

short time previously to this epoch he
had written to Louis of Nassau, then

lying iU of a fever, in order gravely
to remonstrate with him on the neces-

sity of substituting wine for water on
all occasions,^ and it will be seen in

the sequel that the wine-cup was the

great instrument on which he relied

for effecting the deliverance of the

country. Although
" neither bache-

lor nor chancellor,"-' as he expressed
it, he was supposed to be endowed
with ready eloquence and mother
wit.^ Even these gifts, however, if

he possessed them, were often found

wanting on important emergencies.
Of his courage there was no question,
but he was not destined to the death
either of a warrior or a martyr.
Headlong, noisy, debauched, but

brave, kind-hearted, and generous, he
was a fitting representative of his an-

cestors, the hard-fighting, hard-drink-

ing, crusading, free-booting sovereigns
of Holland and Friesland, and woidd
himself have been more at home and
more useful in the eleventh century
than in the sixteenth.

It was about six o'clock in the even-

ing, on the third day of April (1566),
that the long-expected cavalcade at last

entered Brussels.' An immense con-

course of citizens of all ranks thronged
around the noble confederates as soon
as they made their appearance. They
were about two hundred in number,
all on hoi-seback, with pistols in their

holsters, and Brederode, tall, athletic,
I Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., i. 397i~
s Ibid. *

Ibid., ii 95.
* "Ingentl verborum factorumque auda-

da "—Yander Haer, 303.
5 Bor, ii. 5S. Fopjiens, Supplement, ii.

337. Correspondance de Philippe II., L 403-
406.

' "Hy is geweest een man van ian;^" sta-

ture, rosagtig van aeugesicht, met b'.ondge-
kruit haar, wel gemackt van Ujf en van l«xlca
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and martial in his bearing, with hand-

some features and fair curling locks

upon his shoulders, seemed an appro-

priate chieftian for that band of Bata-

vian chivalry.® The procession was

greeted with freqtient demonstrations

of applause as it wheeled slowly

through the city till it reached the

mansion of Orange Nassau. Here
Brederode and Count Louis alighted,
whUe the rest of the company dis-

persed to diflferent quartei-s of the

town.
"
They thought that I shoxild not

come to Brussels," said Brederode, as

he dismounted. "Very well, here I

am ;
and perhaps I shall depart in a

different manner." ' In the course of

the next day. Counts Ciilemburg and
Van den Berg entered the city with
one hundred other cavaliers.

On the morning of the 5th of April,
the confederates were assembled at

the Culemburg mansion, which stood

on the square called the Sablon,*
within a few minutes' walk of the

palace. A straight handsome street

led from the house along the summit
of the hUl, to the splendid residence

of the ancient Dukes of Brabant, then
the abode of Duchess Margaret. At
a little before noon, the gentlemen
came forth, marching on foot, two by
two, to the number of three himdred,

Nearly all were yoimg, many of them
bore the most ancient historical names
of their country, every one was ar-

rayed in magnificent costume.^ It

was regarded as ominous that the man
who led the procession, Philip de

BaiUeul, was lame. The line was
closed by Brederode and Count Louis,
who came last, walking arm in arm.
An immense crowd was collected in

the square in front of the palace, to

welcome the men who were looked

upon as the deliverers of the land

from Spanish tyranny, from the car-

ont vert sacgt en klock ter wapenen,"
etc., etc.—^Bor, iii. 16ab.

' " Eh bien, j'y suis, et j'en sortirai d'une
autre maniere, peut-etre."

—Correspondance
de Philippe II., ii. 403-k;6.

» The site of the Culemburg mansion was
afterwards occupied by the church of the
" Cannes dcschausses," upon the nui;s c4

•which a "maison de deteuiioi}" Las riseu.
> JPontUB Pajeu, iL, Mis.
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diiialists, and from the Inquisition.

They were received with deafening
huzzas and clappings of hands by the
assembled populace. As they entered
the council-chamber, passing through
the great hall, where ten years before

the Emperor had given away his

crowns, they found the Emperor's
daughter seated in the chair of state,
and surrounded by the highest per-

sonages of the country. The emotion
of the Duchess was evident, as the

procession somewhat abruptly made
its appearance ;

nor was her agitation
diminished as she observed among the

petitioners many relatives and re-

tainers of the Orange and Egmont
houses, and saw friendly glances of

recognition exchanged between them
and their chiefs.^

As soon as all had entered the

Benate-room^rederode advanced, made
a low obeisance7"and spoke a brief

speech.
2 He said that he had come

thither with his colleagues to present
an humble petition to her Highness.
He alluded to the reports which had
been rife, that they had contemplated
tumult, sedition, foreign conspiracies,

and, what was more abominable than

all, a change of sovereign. He de-

nounced such statements as calumnies,

begged the Duchess to name the men
who had thus aspersed an honourable
and loyal company, and called upon
her to inflict exemplary punishment
upon the slanderers. With these

prefatory remarks he presented the

petition. The famous document was
then read aloud.-* Its tone was suffi-

ciently loyal, particularly in the

preamble, which was filled v/ith pro-
testations of devotion to both King
and Duchess. After this conventional

introduction, however, the petitioners

proceeded to state, very plainly, that

the recent resolutions of his Majesty,
^, ith regard to the edicts and the In-

quisition, were likely to produce a

general rebellion. They had hoped,

* According to Viglius, he read the speecli ;

"ex scripto pauca prsefatus."
—Ep. ad Hop-

per, vii. 358.
s It has been often printed, vide «. g.,

Groen v. Prinst., Archives, ii. 80-84. Fop-
pens, Supplement, ii. 31S-323. Bor, ii. 68,

f>^,
et miut. ai.
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they said, that a movement would ba
made by the seigniors or by the

estates, to remedy the evil by striking
at its cause, but they had waited in

Tain. The danger, on the other hand,
was augmenting every day, universal
sedition was at the gate, and they had
therefore felt obliged to delay no
longer, but come forward the first and
do their duty. They professed to do
this with more freedom, because the

danger touched them very nearly.

They were the most exposed to the
calamities which usually spring from
civil conimotion, for their houses and

lands, situate in the open fields, were

exposed to the pillage of all the world.

Moreover there was not one of them,
whatever his condition, who was not
liable at any moment to be executed
under the edicts, at the false com-

plaint of the first man who wanted to

obtain his estate, and who chose to de-

nounce him to the inquisitor, at

whose mercy were the lives and pro-

perty of all. They therefore begged
the Du.chess Regent to despatch an

envoy on their behalf, who should

humbly implore his Majesty to abolish

the edicts. In the meantime they re-

quested her Highness to order a

general surcease of the Inquisition,
and of all executions, until the King's
further pleasure was made known, and
until new ordinances, made by his

Majesty with advice and consent of

the states-general duly assembled,
should be established. The petition
terminated as it had commenced, with

expressions of extreme respect and
devoted loyalty.
The agitation of Duchess Margaret

increased very perceptibly during the

reading of the paper. When it was

finished, she remained for a few
minutes quite silent, with tears rolling
down her cheeks.* As soon as she
could overcome her excitement, she

uttered a few words to the effect that

she would advise with her councillors

1 Pontus Payen, ii., MS.
* Madame la Duchcsse se trouva do prime

face fort troublee demeura bonne espaco
do temps sans dire mot, nc pouvant contenin
les larraes q>io Ton voioit conller dc sa face,

tesmoignage certain de la tvistcsse qu'on-
duroit son esprit."—Pontus Payen, ii

, M!i.
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aud give the petitionera such answer

as shovild be found suitable. The
confederates then passed out from the

council-chamber into the grand hall ;

each individual, as he took his de-

parture, advancingtowards the Duchess

and making what was called the "
ca-

racole," in token of reverence. There

was thus ample time to contemplate
the whole company, and to count the

nmnbers of the deputation.^
After this ceremony had been con-

cluded, there was much earnest de-

bate in the covmcil. The Prince of

Orange addressed a few words to the

Duchess, with the view of calming her

irritation. He observed that the con-

federates were no seditious rebels, but

loyal gentlemen, well-bom, well-con-

nected, and of honourable character.

They had been influenced, he said, by
an honest desire to save their country
from impending danger—notbyavarice

or ambition. Egmont shrugged his

shoulders,* and observed that it was

necessary for him to leave the court

for a season, in order to make a visit

to the baths of Aix, for an inflamma-

tion which he had in the leg.^ It was
then that Berlaymout, according to

the account which has been sanc-

tioned by nearly every contemporary
writer, whether Catholic or Protestant,
uttered the gibe which was destined

to become immortal, and to give a

popular name to the confederacy.
"
What, Madam !

"
he is reported to

have cried in a passion,
"

is it possible
that your highness can entertain feare

of these beggars? (gueux). Is it not

1 "Toumoyans et faisans la caracole devaut
la dite Dame "'

etc.—Pontus Payea, M3.
* " En haussant les epaules a I'ltalienne,"

etc.—Pontus Payen MS.
s Ibid.—Compare Foppens,- Supplement,

ii. 345. and i. 68.
* " Le S. de Berlaymont prononga par

trande colere les paroUes memorables que
livent changer de nom aux gentilshommes
confederez Et comment, Madame, votre
Alteze at elle crainte de ces gueux? Par
le Dieu vivant, qui croirait mon conseil lour

Eequeste seroit appostillea a belles bas-
tonnades. et les ferions descendre les degres
de la court plus vistement qu'ils les ont
montes "—Pontus Payen, ii., MS.

» Pontus Payen, ii., 313.
* " AUerent tiire la piaffe par la ville ^—

repartis en liiyerses bandes," etc—Pontus
Payen, ii., MS^
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obvious what manner of men they
are? They have not had wisdom

enough to manage their own estates,

and are they now to teach the King
and your Highness how to govern the

country ? By the living God, if my
advice were taken, their petition
should have a cudgel for a commen-

tary, and we would make them go
down the steps of the palace a great
deal faster than they mounted
them." *

The Count of Meghem was equally
violent in his language. Aremberg
was for ordering

"
their reverences, the

confederates," to quit Brussels with-

out delay.* The conversation, carried

on in so violent a key, might not un-

naturally have been heard by such of

the gentlemen as had not yet left the

grand hall adjoining the council-

chamber. The meeting of the council

was then adjourned for an hour or two,
to meet again in the afternoon, for

the purpose of deciding deliberately

upon the answer to be given to the

Request. Meanwhile, many of the

confederates were swaggering about

the streets, talking very bravely of the

scene which had just occurred, and it

is probable, boasting not a little of

the effect which their demonstration

would produce.'' As they passed by
the house of Berlaymout, that noble-

man, standing at his window in com-

pany with Count Aremberg, is said to

have repeated his jest.
" There go

our fine beggars again," said he.
"
Look, I pray you, with what bravado

they are passing before us !

" ^

iT
" Voila 1103 beaux gueux," dict-il, "Re-

gardez, je vous prie, avec quelle bravade ils

passent devant nous."—Pontua Payen, ii.,

MS.
Xotwithstanding the scepticism of M.

Gachard (Note sur I'origine du nom da
Gueux ; t. xiii. des Bulletins de la Com. Roy
d'Histoire), it is probable that the Seigneur
de Berlaymont will retain the reputation of

originating the famous name of the "beg-
gars." M. Gachard cites Wesetnbeck. Bor,
Le Petit, Meteren, among contemporaries,
and Strada and Vander Vynckt among later

wiiters, as having sanctioned the anecdote
in which the taunt of Berlaymout is re-

corded. The learned and acute critic is

disposed to question the accuracy of the re-

port, both upon d prion grounds, and l)e-

cause there is no mention made of the
cJrcumstance either iu the official or ooufi«
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On tlie 6th of April, Brederode,
attended by a large number of liis

companions, again made his appear-
ance at the palace. He then received

the petition, which was returned to

him with an Apostille or commentary
to this effect:—Her Highness would

despatch an envoy for the purpose of

inducing his Majesty to grant the Re-

quest. Everything worthy of the

King's unaffected (naive) and custom-

ary benignity might be expected as to

the result. The Duchess had ah-eady,
with the assistance of the state and

privy councillors, knights of the Fleece
and governors, commenced a project
for moderating the edicts to be laid

before the King. As her authority
did not allow her to suspend the In-

quisition and placards, she was con-

fident that the petitioners would be
satisfied with the special application
about to be made to the King. Mean-

time, she would give orders to all in-

quisitors, that they should proceed
"
modestly and discreetly

"
in their

office, so that no one would have cause

to complain. Her Highness hoped
likewise that the gentlemen on their

part would conduct themselves in a

loyal and satisfactory manner; thus

proving that they had no intention to

make innovations in the ancient re-

ligion of the country.^

Upon the next day but one, Mon-

day, 8th of April, Brederode, attended

dential correspondence of Duchess Margaret
with the King. It is possible, however, that
the Duchess in her agitation did not catch
the expression of Beriaymont, or did not
understand it, or did not tliink it worth
while to chronicle it, if slie did. It must be
remembered that she was hei-self not very
familiar with the French language, and that
she was writing to a man who thought that
"
pistolle meant some kind of knife." She

certainly did not and could not report every-
thing said upon that memorable occasion.

On the other hand, some of the three hun-
dred gentlemen present might have heard
and understood better than Madame de
Parma the sarcasm of the finance minister,
whether it were uttered upon their an-ival

in the council-chamber, or during their with-
drawal into the hall. The testimony of

Pontus Payen—a contemporary almost al-

ways well informed, and one whose position
as a Catholic Walloon, noble and official,

necessarily brought him into contact with

many personages engaged in the transactions

which he describes— is worthy of much
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by a number of the confederates, again
made his appearance at the palace, for

the purpose of delivering an answer to

the Apostille. In this second paper
the confederates rendered thanks for

the prompt rej^ly which the Duchess
had given to their Request, expressed

regrets that she did not feel at libeity to

suspend the Inquisition, and declared

their confidence that she would at

once give such orders to the inquisi-
tors and magistrates that prosecutiona
for religious matters should cease,
until the King's further pleasure
should be declared. They professed
themselves desirous of maintaining
whatever regulations should be there-

after established by his Majesty, with
the advice and consent of the states-

general, for the security of the ancient

religion, and promised to conduct
themselves generally in such wise that

her Highness would have every reason

to be satisfied with them. They, more-

over, requested that the Duchess would
cause the petition .to be printed in

authentic form by the government
printer.^
The admission that the confede-

rates would maintain the ancient re-

ligion had been obtained, as Margaret
informed her brother, through the

dexterous management of Hoogstraa-

ten, without suspicion on the part of

the petitioners that the proposition
for such a declaration came from her."

respect. It is to be observed, too, that this

manuscript alludes to a repetition by Beriay-
mont of liis famous sarcasm upon the sama
day. To the names of contemporary histo-

rians, cited by M. Gachard, may be added
those of Vander Haer, ii. 314, and of two
foreign writers, President De Thou (Hist.
Universolle, V. lib. xx. 216), and Cai-dinal

Bentivoglio (Guerra di Fiandra, ii. Z'i).

Hoofd, not a contemporary certainly, but
born within four or five years of the event,
relates the anecdote, but throws a doubt

upon its accuracy. Hist. ii. 77. Tiioso in-

clined to acquit the Baron of having perpe-
trated the immortal witticism, will give him
the benefit of the doubt if they thnik it a
reasonable one. That it is so, they have the

high authority of M. Gachard and of the
Provost Hoofd.

1 Foppens, 324, sqq. Groen v. Prinst., iL

84, sqq. Strada, v. 186. Bor, ii. 59. Hop-
per, 74, 75. * Bor, ii. CO. Hopper, 74,

75. Groen v. Prinst., Archives, ii. SO, 87.

Foppens, Supplement, ii. 333.

»
Ibid., 339. (Letter of Margaret ofParingJ
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The Ducheas replied by word of

mouth to the second add^-esa thus

made to her by the confederates, that

she could not.g;o beyond the Apostille,
which she had put on record. She
had already caused letters for the in-

quisitors and magistrates to be drawn

up. The minutes for those instruc-

tions should be laid before the con-

federates by Count Hoogstraaten and

Secretary Berty. As for the printing
of their petition, she was wiling to

grant their demand, and would give
orders to that effect.^

The gentlemen having received this

answer, retired into the great halL

After a few minutes' consultation,

however, they returned to the council-

chamber, where the Seigneur d'Es-

querdes, one of their number, ad-

dressed a few parting words, in the

name of his associates, to the Regent ;

concluding with a request that she

would declare the confederates to have
done no act, and made no demonstra-

tion, inconsistent with their duty and

with a perfect respect for his Majesty.
To this demand the Duchess an-

swered somewhat drily that she could

not be judge in such a cause. Time
and their future deeds, she observed,
could only bear witness as to their

purposes. As for declarations from

her, they mvist be satisfied with the

Apostille which they had already re-

ceived.'

With this response, somewhat more
tart than agreeable, the nobles were

obliged to content themselves, and

they accordingly took their leave.

It mus\ be confessed that they had
been dis] osed to slide rather cavalierly
over a good deal of ground towards
the great object which they had in

view. Certainly the petitio principii
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1 Foppens, Supplement, ii. 335, 336. Bor,
U. 60, til.

» Bor, Hoofd, Strada, ubi sup.
» Stradi, V. 1S6-1S8. Hoofd, iL 77. Ben-

tivoglio, ii. 32. Vander Vynckt, L 265-207.
The manuscript entitled,

" Pieces concer-
asjit le3 troubles des Pays-Bas," belonging
to the Gerard Collection in the Archives of
the Hague, and ascribed to Weyenburg, gives
a similar account ; f;uTiisbing, alchoxjgh Ber-

laymont's name is not actuaUly meutioned,
an additional contemporary authoritv to (be

was a main feature of their logia

They had, in their second address, ex-

pressed perfect confidence as to two

very considerable concessions. The
Duchess was practically to suspend
the Inquisition, although she had de-

clared herself without authority for

that purpose. The King, who claimed,
de jure and de facto, the whole legis-

lative power, was thenceforth to make
laws on rehgious matters by and with
the consent of the states -

general

Certainly, these ends were veiy laud-

able, and if a civil and religious revo-

lution could have been effected by a

few gentlemen going to court in fine

clothes to present a petition, and by
sitting down to a tremendous banquet
afterwards, Brederode and his associ-

ates were the men to accomplish the

task. Unfortunately, a sea of blood

and long years of conflict lay between
the nation and the promised land,

which for a moment seemed so nearly
within reach.

Meantime the next important step
in Brederode's eyes was a dinner. He
accordingly invited the confederates

to a magnificent repast which he had
ordered to be prepared in the Culem-

burg mansion. Three hundred guests
sat down, upon the 8th of April, to

this luxurious banquet, which was
destined to become historical*

The board glittered with silver and

gold. The wine circulated with more
than its usual rapidity among the band
of noble Bacchanals, who were never

weary of drinking the healths of Bre-

derode, of Orange,'and Egmont. It was

thought that the occasion imperiously
demanded an extraordinary carouse,
and the political events of the past
three days lent an additional excite-

ment to the wine. There was an

acciu"acy of the commonly-received narra-
tive. "Le Sig. de Brederode fit un festin

magfnifique, ou se trouverent 300 gentile-
bommes, \eaqaais s^fLrs-ntappiller gueulx, na

sjay I'occasion pourquoy, aultrement qu'aul-
cuns disent que ie source et divine en eeroit

qu'en presentant leur req., xax e^icvalitr de
Vordrt dts principa alx du couseil de son alt«xe
eust a liire,

'

Madame, ne craignez rien se sont
Gueulx et gens de petit pouvoir, et de faict

les dits gfentUshommes de la ligue s'entro

appellerent ordinairemont les gueulx."*—
C^mp^i-e Strada, Poofd, ubi. sup.

R
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earnest disc assion as to an appropriate
name to be given to their confederacy.
Should they call themselves the "So-

ciety of Concord," the restorers of lost

liberty, or by what other attractive

title should the leaguebe baptized ? Bre-

derode was, however, already prepared
to settle the question. He knew the

value of a popular and original name;
he possessed the instinct by which
adroit partisans in every age have been
accustomed to convert the reproachful

epithets of their opponents into watch-
words of honour, and he had already
made his preparations for a startling
theatrical effect. Suddenly, amid the
din of voices, he arose, with all his

rhetorical powers at command. He
recoimted to the company the obser-

vations which the Seigneur de Berlay-
mont was reported to have made to

the Duchess, upon the presentation of

the request, and the name which he
had thought fit to apply to them col-

lectively.^ Most of the gentlemen
then heard the memorable sarcasm for

the first time. Great was the indig-
nation of all, that the state-councillor

should have dared to stigmatise as

beggars a band of gentlemen with the
best blood of the land in their veins.

Brederode, on the contrary, smoothing
their anger, assured them with good
humour that nothing could he more
fortunate. "They call us beggars!"
said he; "let us accept the name.
We will contend with the Inquisition,
but remain loyal to the King, even
till compelled to wear the beggar's
Back."

He then beckoned to one of his

pages, who brought him a leathern

wallet, such as was worn at that day
«y professional mendicants, together
with a large wooden bowl, which also

formed part of their regular appurte-
nances. Brederode immediately hung
the wallet around his neck, filled the

powljWith wine, lifted it with both

hands, and drained it at a draught.
**
Long live the beggars !

"
he cried, as

ke Wiped his beard and set the bowl

Dutch Republic. [1566,
down. ". Vivent les gueidx.' Then
for the first time, from the lips of those
reckless nobles rose the famous cry,
which was so often to ring over land
and sea, amid blazing cities, on blood-
stained decks, through the smoke and

carnage of many ai stricken field. The
humour of Brederode was hailed with

deafening shouts of applause. The
Count then threw the waUet around
the neck of his nearest neighbour and
handed him the wooden bowl. Each
guest in turn, donned the mendicant's

knapsack. Pushing aside his golden
goblet, each filled the beggar's bowl to

the brim, and drained it to the beg-
gars' health. Roars of laughter and
shouts of " Vivent les gueulx," shook the
walls of the stately mansion, as they
were doomed never to shake agaiii.
The shibboleth was invented. The
conjuration which they had been

anxiously seeking was found. Their
enemies had pro\dded them with a

spell, which was to prove, in after-

days, potent enough to start a spirit
from palace or hovel, forest or wave,
as the deeds of the "wild beggars,"
the "wood beggars," and the "beggars
of the sea," taught Philip at last to un-
derstand the nationwhich hehad diiven
to madness.
When the wallet and bowl had made

the circuit of the table, they were

suspended to a pillar in the hall.

Each of the company in succession

then threw some salt into his goblet,

and, placing himself under these sym-
bols of the brotherhood, repeated a

jingling distich, produced impromptu
for the occasion.

"By this salt, by this bread, by tliis wallet

still,

These beggars change not, fret who will."*

This ridiculous ceremony completed
the rites by which the confederacy re-

ceived its name; but the banquet was

by no means terminated. The uproar
became furious. The younger and
more reckless nobles abandoned them-
selves to revelry, which would have
shamed heathen Saturnalia. They re-

1 Poutus Pivyen, ii., MS.
* "Parle sei, par le pain, par le bosache,

Les gueulx ne changeront qiioy qu'ou se fache."

Pontus Payeu MS. Vander Haer.
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newed to each other, every moment,
their vociferous oaths of fidelity to the

common cause, drained huge beakers

to the beggars' health, turned their

caps and doublets inside out, danced

upon chairs and tables.^ Several ad-

dressed each other as Lord Abbot, or

Reverend Prior, of this or that religi-

ous institution, thus indicating the

means by which some of them hoped
to mend their broken fortunes.*

While the tumult v.as at its height,
the Prince of Orange with Counts
Horn and Egmont entered the apart-
ment. They had been dining quietly
with Mansfeld, who was confined to

his house with an inflamed eye,'^ and

they were on their way to the council-

chamber, where the sessions were now
prolonged nightly to a late hour.

Knowing that Hoogstraaten, somewhat

against his will, had been induced to

be present at the banquet, they had
come round by the way of Culemburg
House, to induce him to retire.* They
were also disposed, if possible, to

abridge the festivities which their in-

fluence would have been powerless to

prevent.
These great nobles, as soon as they

made theirappearance, weresurroimded

by a crew of
"
beggars," maddened

and dripping with their recent bap-
tism of wine, who compelled them to

drink a cup amid shouts of "
Vivent le

rot et les gueulx/" The meaning of this

cry they, of course, could not under-

stand, for even^hose who had heard

Berlaymont's contemptuous remarks,

might not remember the exact term
which he had used, and certainly could
not be aware of the importance to

which it had just been elevated. As
for Horn, he disliked, and had long
before quarrelled with, Brederode,* had

prevented many persons from signing
the Compromise, and, although a guest
at that time of Orange, was in the
habit of retiring to bed before supper,"
to avoid the company of many who
frequented the house. Yet his pre-
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sence for a few moments, with the best

intentions, at the conclusion of this

famous banquet, was made one of the

most deadly charges which were after-

wards drawn up against him by the

Crown. The three seigniors refused

to be seatedj and remained but for a

moment,
" the length of a Miserere,"

taking with them Hoogstraaten as they
retired. They also prevailed upon the

whole party to break up at the same

time, so that their presence had served

at least to put a conclusion to the dis-

graceful riot. When they arrived at

the council-chamber they received the '

thanks of the Duchess for what they
had done.'^

Such was the first movement made

by the members of the Compromise.
Was it strange that Orange shoidd feci

little affinity with such companions •

Had he not reason to hesitate, if the

sacred cause of civil and religious

liberty could only be maintained by
these defenders and with such assist-

ance?

The "beggars" did not content

themselves with the name alone of the

time-honoured fraternity of Mendi-
cants in which they had enrolled them-
selves. Immediately after the Culem-

bui^ banquet, a costume for the con-

federacy was decided upon. These

young gentlemen, discarding gold laca

and velvet, thought it expedient to

array themselves in doublets and hose

of ashen gray, with short cloaks of the

same colour, all of the coarsest mate-
rials. They appeared in this guise in

the streets, with common felt hats ou
their heads, and beggars' pouches and
bowels at their sides. They caused
also medals of lead and copper to be

struck, bearing upon one side the head
of Phihp ; upon the reverse, two hands

clasped within a wallet, with the motto.
Faithful to the King, even to wear-

1 Vaouder Haer, 315.
» Pontii.5 Payon MS.
• Proc&3 du Cumte de Homes.—Foppens,

I- 161. « Ibid., i. 100-162.
» Vander Haor. 315, 316.
" No touifea du lict quand 1 ou disnoit

j
de Philippo U., I 409,

ing the beggar's sack." "^ These badges
they wore aroimd their necks, or as

buttons to their hats. As a further

distinction they shaved their beards

ousouppoit."
—Procesde Homes. Foppeus,

L 103. 1
F'jppens, Supp emeut, u6i sup.

8 Pontus Payen MS. Pieces conceniant,
etc., MS.—Comp. Strada; Hoofd; Bentivog-
Uo; Vander Haer, iibi sup.; Corres^ndaowe
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close, excepting their moustachios,
which were left long and pendant in

the Turkish fashion/ that custom,
as it seemed, being an additional cha-

racteristic of Mendicants.

Very soon after these events the

nobles of the league dispersed from
the capital to their various homes.

Brederode rode out of Brussels at the

head of a band of cavaliers, who saluted

the concourse of applauding spectators
with a discharge of their pistols. Forty-
three gentlemen accompanied him to

Autwei-p, where he halted for a night.
^

The Duchess had already sent notice

to the magistrates of that city of his

intended visit, and warned them to

have an eye upon his proceedings.
" The gi-eat beggar,"

^ as Hoogstraaten
called him, conducted himself, how-

ever, with as much propriety as could

be expected. Four or five thousand of

the inhabitantsthrongedabout the hotel

where he had taken up his quarters.
He api:)eared at a window with his

wooden bowl, filled with wine, in his

hands, and his wallet at his side. He
assured the multitude that he was

ready to die to defend the good people
of Antwerp and of all the Netherlands

against the edicts and the Inquisition.
Meantime he drank their healths, and

begged all who accepted the pledge to

hold up their hands. The populace,

highly amused, held up and clapped
their hands as honestBrederode drained

his bowl, and were soon afterwards

persuaded to retire in great good
humour.'*

These proceedingswere all chronicled

and transmitted to Madrid. It was
also both publicly reported and secretly

registered, that Brederode had eaten

capons and other meat at Antwerp,
upon Good Friday, which happened to

be the day of his visit to that city. He
denied the charge, however, with ludi-

crous vehemence. "They who have

told Madame that we ate meat in Ant-

werp," he wrote to Count Louis,
" have

1 " LaissaiiS en dcssoubs Ics naiiiics

loiigties moiirmerst;icque.s Jl la turcquesquc.
"

—Pieces coiiccrnant I'Hist. dcs P. B., eto.,

MS.—Comp. Strada, v. XSO.
2 Stiada, V. 19.
s " Le grant goa,"—Groen v. Prinst., Ar-

chives, otc, ii. 184. * Sti-ada, v. 191.
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lied wickedly and miserably, twenty-
four feet down in their throats."'' He
added that his nephew, Charles Mans-

feld, who, notwithstanding the indig-
nant prohibition of his father, had
assisted at the presentation of the

Request, and was then in his uncle's

company at Antwerp, had ordered a

capon, which Brederode had counter-

manded. "
They told me afterwards,"

said he,
" that my nephew had broiled

a sausage in his chamber. I suppose
that he thought himself in Spain,
where they allow themselves such
daintie.s."^

Let it not be thought that these

trifles are beneath the dignity of his-

tory. Matters like these filled the

whole .'joul of Philip, swelled the bills

of indictment for thousands of higher
and better men than Brederode, and
furnished occupation as well for secret

coiTespondents and spies as for the
most dignified functionaries of govern-
ment. Capons or savisages on Good

Friday, the Psalms of Clement Marot,
the Sermon on the Mount in the ver-

nacular, led to the rack, the gibbet and
the stake, but ushered in a war against
the Inquisition which was to last fur

eighty years. Brederode was not to

be the hero of that party which he

disgraced by his buffoonery. Had he

lived, he might, perhaps, like many of

his confederates, have redeemed, by
his bravery in the field, a character

which his orgies had rendered despi-
cable. He now left Antwerp for the

north of Holland, where, as he soon

afterwards reported to Count Louis,
" the beggars were as numerous as the

sands on the sea-shoi-e.^

His "
nephew Charles," two months

afterwards, obeyed his father's injunc-

tion, and withdiew formally from the

confederacy.^
Meantime the rumour had gone

abroad that the Request of the nobles

had already produced good fruit, that

the edicts were to be mitigated, the

* Corrcspondance do Philippe II., i. 410,
411. Groen v. Priust,, Arcliives, etc., iL

98, 99. « Ibid.
' " Les geus sont pnr icy seme commo la

sable du Ion de la mor."—Groea v. Prinst.,

Archives, etc., 130.
8 Coirespoudanco do Philippe H., i. 421.
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Inquisition abolished, liberty of con-
[

Bcieuce eventually to prevail.
"
Upon

these reports^" says a contemporary, |

"
all the vermin of exiles and fugitives ;

for religion, as well as those who had

kept in concealment, began to lift np
their heads and thrust forth their

horns." ^ It was known that Margaret
of Parma had ordered the inquisitors
and magistrates to conduct themselves

"modestly and discreetly." It was
known that the privy council was hard
at work upon the project for " mode-

rating
"

the edicts. Modestly and dis-

creetly ! Margaret of Parma, almost

immediately after giving these orders,
and while the " Moderation

"
was still

in the hands of the lawyers, informed
her brother that she had given personal

{

attention to the case of a person who
had snatched the holy wafer from the

priest's hand at Oudenarde. This
"
quidam," as she called him—for his

name was beneath, the cognisance of I

an Emperor's bastard daughter—had

by her orders received rigorous and

exemplary j ustice.
^ And what was the

"
rigorous and exemplary justice

"
thus

inflicted upon the "quidam?" The
procurator of the neighbouring city of

Toumay has enabled us to answer.
The young man, who was a tapestry
weaver, Hans Tiskaen by name,-^ had,

upon the 30th May, thrown the holy
wafer upon the groimd. For this

crime, which was the same as that
committed on Christmas-day of the

previous year by Bertrand le Bias, at

Toumay, he now met with a similar

although not quite so severe a punish-
ment. Ha%-iag gone quietly home after

doing the deed, he was pursued, ar-

rested, and upon the Saturday ensuing
taken to the market-place of Oude-
narde. Here the right hand with
which he had committed the offence
was cut off, and he was then fastened
to the stake and burned to death over
a slow tire. He was forttmately not

* Kencm de France, 11 S.

_

' "Si comme ayaut commaiide que la jus-
tice sa faict d'un quidLim a Audenaerde, qui
«es jours ayant prinse la saincte hostie cou-
Siicree hors des mains du prestre, I'ajectee
par terre, duquel s'est laict rigoureuse et ex-
emplaire justice."—Reiffeaberg, Correspoa-
Uaace llarg, d'Autr., 45.

more than a quarter of an hour in tor-

ment, but he persisted in his opinions,
and called on God for support to his

last breath.'*

This homely tragedy was enacted at

Oudenarde, the birth-place of Duchess

Margaret. She was the daughter of

the puissant Charles the Fifth, but her

mother was only the daughter of a

citizen of Oudenarde; of a "quidam"
like the nameless weaverwho had thua
been burned by her express order. It

was not to be supposed, however, that

the circiunstance could operate in so

great a malefactor's favour. More-

over, at the same moment, she sent

orders that a like punishment should
be inflicted upon another person then
in a Flemish prison, for the crime of

anabaptism.^
The privy councU, assisted by thir-

teen knights of the Fleece, had been
hard at work, and the result of their

wisdom was at last revealed in a
"Moderation" consisting of fifty-three
articles.*

What now was the substance of

those fifty-three articles, so painfully
elaborated by Viglius, so handsomely
drawn up into shape by Councillor
d'Assonleville ? Simply to substitute

the halter for the fagot. After elimi-

nation of all verbiage, this fact was
the only residumn.'^ It was most dis-

tinctly laid down that all forms of re-

ligion except the Roman Catholic were

forbidden; that no public or secret

conventicles were to be allowed; that
all heretical writings were to be sup-

pressed ;
that aU curious inquiries int /

the Scriptures were to be prohibited.
Persons who infringed these regula-
tions were divided into two classes—
the misleaders and the misled. There
was an afiectation of granting mercy
to persons in the second category, while
death was denounced upon those com-

posing the first. It was merely an
afiectation; for the rambling statute

5 Eor, ii. 62.
* Pasquier de la Barre. Recoeil, etc., 313.

in the Brussels Archives, f. 16vo.
»
Reifl'enberg-, Corresix)ndance, 45.

• Ep. ad Hopperum, 45&.
'' See the text of the proposed Jfodera-

tion in fiity-three articles, in Bor, l £. Gi.

65, 6«.
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was so open in all its clauses, that the

Juggernaut car of persecution could
be driven through the whole of them,
whenever such a course should seem

expedient. Every man or woman in

the Netherlands might be placed in

the list of tlie inisleaders, at the dis-

cretion of the officials. The pretended
mercy to the misguided was a mere
delusion. The superintendents, preach-
ers, teachers, ministers, sermon-makers,
deacons, and other officers, were to be
executed with the halter, with confis-

cation of their whole property. So
much was very plain. Other heretics,

however,who would abjure their heresy
before the bishop, might be pardoned
for the first ofiFence, but if obstinate,
were to be banished. This seemed an
indication of mercy, at least to the re-

pentant criminals. But who were these

"other" heretics? All persons who
discussed religious matters were to be

put to death. All persons, not having
studied theology at a " renowned uni-

versity," who searched and expounded
the Scriptures, were to be put to death.

All persons in whose houses any act of

tlie perverse religion should be com-

mitted, were to be put to death. All

persons who harboured or protected
ministers and teachers of any sect,
were to be put to death. All the cri-

minals thus carefully enumerated were
to be executed, whether repentant or

not. If, however, they abjured their

errors, they were to be beheaded in-

stead of being strangled. Thus it was
obvious that almost any heretic might
be brought to the halter at a moment's
notice.

Strictly speaking, the idea of death

by the halter or the axe was less shock-

ing to the imagination than that of

being burned or buried alive. In
this respect, therefore, the edicts were
softened by the proposed "Modera-
tion." It would, however, always be
difficult to persuade any considerable

number of intelligent persons, that the

infliction of a violent death, by what-
ever process, on account of religious

opinions, was an act of clemency. The
Netherlanders were, however, to be

1 Meteren, ii. 38. Hoofd, iii 81.
3 Correspondance de Pliilippe II., i. 412.
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persuaded into this belief. The draft

of the new edict was ostentatiously
called the "

Moderatie," or the " Mo-
deration." It was very natural, there

fore, that the common people, by a

quibble, which is the same in Flemish
as in English, shoidd call the proposed
"Moderation" the " Murderation."^
The rough motherwit of the people
had already characterised and annihi-

lated the project, while dull formalists

were caiTying it through the prelimi-

nary stages.
A. vote in favour of the project hav-

ing been obtained from the estates of

Artois, Hainault, and Flanders, the in-

structions for the envoys. Baron Mon-

tigny and Marquis Berghen, were made
out in conformity to the scheme.'^

Egmont had declined the mission,^ not

having reason to congratulate himself

upon the diplomatic success of his visit

to Spain in the preceding year. The
two nobles who consented to imder-

take the office were persuaded into

acceptance sorely against their will.

They were aware that their political
conduct since the King's departxxre
from the country had not always been
deemed satisfactory at Madrid, but

they were, of course, far fi"om suspect-

ing the time state of the royal mind.

They were both as sincere Catholics

and as loyal gentlemen as Granvelle,
but they were not aware how con-

tinuously, during a long course of

years, that personage had represented
them to Philip as renegades and rebels.

They had maintauied the constitu-

tional rights of the state, and they had
declined to act as executioners for the

Inquisition, but they were yet to learn

that such demonstrations amounted to

high treason.

Montigny departed, on the 29tli

May, from Brussels.* He left the

bride to whom he had been wedded,
amid scenes of festivity, the preceding
autumn—the unboni child \\ho was
never to behold its father's face. He
received warnings in Paris, by which
he scorned to profit. The Spanish
ambassador in that city informed him
tliat Philip's wrath at the recent trana-

8 Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 40T-
*
Ibid., 418.
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actions in tlie Netherlands was high.
He was most significantly requested,

by a leading personage in France, to

feign illness, or to -take refuge in any
expedient by which he might avoid

the fulfilment of his mission.^ Such
hints had no effect in turning him
from his course, and he proceeded to

Madrid, where he arrived on the 17th
.: June.*

His colleague in the mission, 5Iar-

quis Berghen, had been prevented from

setting forth at the same time, by an
accident which, under the circum-

stances, might almost seem ominous.

Walking through the palace park, in a

place where some gentlemen were play-

ing at paU-mall, he was accidentally
struck in the leg by a wooden ball.^

The injury, although trifling, produced
so much irritation and fever, that he
was confined to his bed for several

weeks. It was not until the Ist of

July* that he was able to take his de-

parture from Brussels. Both these un-

fortunate nobles thus went forth to

fulfil that dark and mysterious destiny
from which the veil of three centmies
has but recently been removed.

Besides a long historical discourse,
in eighteen chapters, deUvered by way
of instruction to the envoys, Margaret
sent a covu-ier beforehand with a variety
of intelligence concerning the lat«

events. Alonzo del Canto, one of

Philip's spies in the Netherlands, also

wrote to inform the King that the two
ambassadors were the real authors of

all the troubles then existing in the

country.' Cardinal Granvelle, too, re-

newed his previous statements in a
confidential communication to his Ma-

jesty, adding that no persons more
appropriate could have been selected
than Berghen and Montigny, for they
knew better than any one else the state

of affairs in which they had borne the

principal part.* Nevertheless, Mon-
tigny, upon his aiTival in Madiid on
the 17th of June, was received by
Philip with much apparent cordiahty,

1 Hoofd, UL so.
'
Correspond.'xnce do PhUippe II., i. 426.

» IWd., 412. Hoofd, ii 80. Strada, v. 1P5.
*
Ibid., 428, 429.

»
Ibid., 410. 411.

*iiM.,iir.
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admitted immediately to an audience,'
and assured in the strongest terms that

there was no dis-satisfaction in the royal
mind against the seigpiors, whatever
false reports might be circidated to

that effect. In other respects, the re-

sult of this, and of his succeeding in-

ter^iews with the monarch, was suffi-

ciently meagre.
It could not well be otherwise. The

mission of the envoys was an elaborate

farce to introduce a terrible tragedy.

They were sent to procm-e from Philip
the abohtion of the Inquisition and
the moderation of the edicts. At the

very moment, however, of all these

legislative and diplomatic arrange-

ments, Margaret of Parma was in pos-
session of secret letters from Philip,
which she was charged to deliver to the

Archbishop of Sorrento, papal nuncio
at the imperial court, then on a spe-
cial visit to Brussels. This ecclesiastic

had come to the Netherlands osten-

sibly to confer with the Prince of

Orange upon the affairs of his princi-

pality, to remonsti-ate with Count Cu-

lemburg, and to take measures for tha

reformation of the clergy. The real

object of his mission, however, was to

devise means for strengthening the

Inquisition, and suppressing heresy ui

the provinces. Philip, at whose re-

quest he had come, had charged him
by no means to divulge the secret, as

the King was anxious to have it be-

lieved that the ostensible was the only
business which the prelate had to per-
form in the country. Margaret accor-

dingly delivered to him the private
letters, in which Philip avowed his de-

termination to maintain the Inquisi-
tion and the edicts in all their rigour,
but enjoined profoimd secrecy upon
the subject.^ The Duchess, therefore,
who knew the face of the cards, mu.st

have thought it a superfluous task to

continue the game, wWch to Philip's
cruel but procrastinating temperament
was perhaps a pleasurable excitement.
The scheme for mitigating tha

T Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 428.

Hopper, 78, 79, states that the envoys were
indulged with almost daily interviews.

»
Reitfenberg, Correspondance de Mat^.

d'.lr.t., 5S-C1. Corresrwndance io Philippe
II., i 4-22.
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edicts by the substitution of strangling

[1566.

for burning, was not destined, there

fore, for much success either in Spain
or in the provinces; but the people by
whom the next great movement was
made in the drama of the revolt, con-

ducted themselves in a manner to

shame the sovereign who oppressed,
and the riotous nobles who had imder-

taken to protect their liberties.

At this very moment, in the early
Bummer of 1566, many thousands of

burghers, merchants, peasants, and

gentlemen, were seen mustering and

marching through tlie fields of every
provdnce, armed with arquebus, javelin,

pike, and broadsword. For what pur-

pose were these gatherings ? Only to

hear sermons and to smg hymns in

the open air, as it was unlawful to

profane the churches with such rites.

This was the first great popular phase
of the Netherland rebellion. Not-

withstanding the edicts and the In-

quisition with their daily hecatombs,
notwithstanding the special publica-
tion at this time throughout the

country by the Duchess Regent, that

all the sanguinary statutes concerning
religion were in as great vigour as

ever,^ notwithstanding that Margaret
offered a reward of seven hundred
crowns to the man who would bring
her a preacher dead or alive,^ the po-

pular thirst for the exercises of the

reformed religion could no longer be
slaked at the obscure and hidden
fountains where their priests had so

long privately ministered.

Partly emboldened by a temporary
lull in the persecution, partly en-

couraged by the presentation of the

Request and by the events to which it

had given rise, the Reformers now
came boldly forth from their lui'king

places and held their religious meet-

ings in the hght of day. The con-

eciousness of numbers and of right
had brought the conviction of

strength. The audacity of the Re-
formers was wonderful to the mind
of President Viglius, who could find

no language strong enough with which

1 Pontus Paycii MS. Pasquicr de la Bane
MS. - Pontus Payen MS.

3 Ep, ad Joach. Hopjjorum, 362.

to characterise and to deplore such

blasphemous conduct.^ The field'

preaching seemed in the eyes of go-
vernment to spread with the rapidity
of a malignant pestilence. The mias-
ma flew upon the wings of the wind.
As early as 1562, there had been pub-
lic preaching in the neighbourhood of

Ypres. The executions which fol-

lowed, however, had for the time sup-
pressed the practice both in that place
as well as throughout Flanders and
the rest of the provinces. It now
broke forth as by one impulse from
one end of the country to the other.

In the latter part of June, Hermann
Strycker or Modet, a monk who had
renounced his vows to become one of

the most popular preachers in the Re-
formed Church, addressed a congrega-
tion of seven or eight thousand per-
sons in the neighbourhood of Ghent.'*

Peter Dathenus, another unfrocked

monk, preached at various places in

West Flanders, with great effect. A
man endowed with a violent, stormy
eloquence, intemperate as most zealots,
he was then rendering better senices
to the cause of the Reformation than
he was destined to do at later periods.
But apostate priests were not the

only preachers. To the inefiable dis-

gust of the conservatives in Church
and State, there were men with little

education, utterly devoid of Hebrew,
of lowly station— hatters, cm-riers,

tanners, dyers, and the like,
—who

began to preach also; remembering,
unseasonably perhaps, that the early

disciples, selected by the founder of

Christianity, had not all been doctors

of theology, with diplomas from a

"renowned university." But if the
nature of such men were subdued to

what it worked in, that charge could

not be brought against ministers with
the learning and accomplishments of

Ambrose WUle, Marnier, Guy de Bray,
or BVancis Jimius, the man whom
Scaliger called the "greatest of all

theologians since the days of the

apostles."* An aristocratic sarcasm
could not be levelled against Peregi-ine

* Brar.dt, 304, 305.
» Bakhuyzcn v. d. Brink Ilet HuwelijVr,

110.
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de la Grange, of a noble family in

Provence, with the fiery blood of

Bouthem France in his veins, brave as

Ilia nation, learned, eloquent, enthusi-

astic, who galloped to his field preach-

ing on horseback, and fired a pistol-

shot as a signal for his congregation to

give attention.^

On the 2Sth of June 1566, at eleven

o'clock at night, there was an assem-

blage of six thousand people near

Toumay, at the bridge of EmonviUe,
to hear a sermon from Ambrose Wille,
a man who had studied theology in

Geneva, at the feet of Calvin, and who
now, with a special price upon his

head,* was preaching the doctrines he
had learned. Two days afterwards,
ten thousand people assembled at the

same spot, to hear Peregrine de la

Grange. Governor Moulbais thun-

dered forth a proclamation from the

citadel, warning all men that the

edicts were as rigorous as ever, and
that every man, woman, or child who
went to these preachings was incur-

ruig the penalty of death.^ The

people became only the more ardent

and excited. Upon Sunday, the 7th
of July, twenty thousand persons
assembled at the same bridge to hear
Ambrose Wille. One man in three
was armed Some had arquebusses,
others pistols, pikes, swords, pitch-

forks, poniards, clubs. The preacher,
for whose apprehension a fresh re-

ward had been offered, was escorted

to his pulpit by a hundred mounted

troopei-s. He begged his audience not
to be scared from the Word of God
by menace; assured them that al-

though but a poor preacher himself,
he held a divine commission ; that he
had no fear of death

; that, should he

fall, there were many better than he
to supply his place, and fifty thousand
men to avenge his murder.*
The Duchess sent forth proclama-

tions by himdreds. She ordered the
instant suppression of these armed
assemblies and the arrest of the

preachers. But of what avail were

proclamations against such numbers

1 Bakhuvzen, 127. Do la Earre MS., f. 16.
a Ibid, f. IS.
• De k Barre MS. « Ibid.
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with weapons in their hands • VTLy
irritate to madness these hordes of

enthusiasts, who were now entirely

pacific, and who marched back to the

city, after conclusion of divine ser-

vice, with perfect decorum ? All

classes of the population went eagerly
to the sermons. The gentry of the

place, the rich merchants, the no-

tables, as well as the humbler artisans

and labourers, all had received the

infection. The professors of the

Reformed religion outnumbered the

Cathohcs by five or six to one. On
Sundays and other holidays, during
the hovirs of service, Toumay was

literally emptied of its inhabitants.

The streets were as silent as if war
or pestilence had swept the place.
The Duchess sent orders, but she
sent no troops. The trained-bands of

the city, the cross-bow-men of St

Maurice, the archers of St Sebastian,
the sword-players of St Christopher,
could not be ordered from Toumay
to suppress the preaching, for they
had all gone to the preaching them-
selves. How idle, therefore, to send

peremptory orders without a match-
lock to enforce the command.'

Throughout Flanders similar scenes

were enacted. The meetings were en-

campments, for the Reformers now
came to their religious services armed
to the teeth, determined, if banished
from the chiu-ches, to defend their

right to the fields. Barricades of up-
turned waggons, branches, and planks,
were thrown up around the camps.

Strong guards of mounted men were
stationed at every avenue. Outlying
scouts gave notice of approaching dan-

ger, and guided the faithful into the

enclosure. Pedlars and hawkers plied
the trade upon which the penalty of

death was fixed, and sold the for-

bidden hymn-books to all who choso
to purchase.* A strange and contra-

dictory spectacle ! An army of cri-

minals doing deeds which could only
be expiated at the stake; an en-

trenched rebellion, bearding the

government with pike, matchlock,

» Da la Rirre M3.
•Bnuidt, i. 305. JTic Bergund. Hist.

Belg., iii. 213.
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ja^•elin, and barricade, and all for no
more deadly purpose than to listen to

the precepts of the pacific Jesus.

Thus the preacliing spread through
tlie Walloon provinces to the northern

Kctherlands. Towards the end of

July, an apostate monk, of singular

eloquence, Peter Gabriel by name,
was announced to preach at Overeen
near Harlem.^ This was the first field

meeting which had taken place in

Holland. The people were wild with

enthusiasm; the authorities beside

themselves with apprehension. People
from the country flocked into the
town by thousands. The other cities

were deserted, Harlem was filled to

overflowing. Multitudes encamped
upon the gi'ound the night before.

The magistrates ordered the gates to

be kept closed in the morning till long
after the usual hour. It was of no
avail. Bolts and bars were but small

impediments to enthusiasts who had
travelled so many miles on foot or

ho)-.seback to listen to a sermon. They
climbed the walls, swam the moat and

thronged to the place of meeting long
before the doors had been opened.
When these could no longer be kept
closed without a conflict, for which
the magistrates were not prepared, the

whole population poured out of the

city with a single impulse.^ Tens of

thousands were assembled upon the

field. The bulwarks were erected as

usual, the guards were posted, the ne-

cessary precautions taken. But upon
this occasion, and in that region, there

was but little danger to be apprehend-
ed. The multitude of lleformers

made the edicts impossible, so long
as no foreign troops were there to en-

force them. The congregation was

encamped and arranged in an orderly
manner. The women, of whom there

were many, were placed next the

pulpit, which, upon this occasion, was
formed of a couple of spears thrust

into the earth, sustaining a cross-piece,

against which the preacher might lean

his back. The services commenced
with the singing of a pv'.Iiu by the
whole vast assemblage. Clement

1 Brandt, 320. 321. Memoricn van Laurens
Jacq. Reael, f. '.'i)- 1'i, apud Bniadt " Ibid.

Marot's verses, recently translated by
Dathenus, were then new and popular.
The strains of the monarch minstrel,
chanted thus in their homely but ner-

vous mother tongue by a multitude
who had but recently learned that all

the poetry and rapture of devotion

were not irrevocably coffined with a

bmied language, or immured in the

precincts of a church, had never pro-
duced a more elevating efifect. No an-

them from the world reno^vned organ
in that ancient city ever awakened
more lofty emotions than did those

ten thoiisand human voices ringing
from the grassy meadows in that fer-

vid midsummer noon. When all was
silent again, the preacher rose; a little,

meagre man, who looked as if he might
rather melt away beneath the blazing
sunshine of July, than hold the multi-

tude enchained four uninterrupted
hours long, by the magic of his tongue.
His text was the 8th, 9th, and 10th

verses of the second chapter of Ephe-
sians; and as the slender monk spoke
to his simple audience of God's grace,
and of faith in Jesus, who had de-

scended from above to save the low-

liest and the most abandoned, if they
would put their trust in Him, his

hearers were alternately exalted with
fervour or melted into tears. He
prayed for all conditions of men—for

themselves, their friends, their enemies,
for the government which had perse-
cuted them, for the King whose face

was turned upon them in anger. At
times, according to one who was pre-

sent, not a dry eye was to be seen in

the crowd. When the minister had

finished, he left his congregation ab-

ruptly, for he had to travel all night
in order to reach Alkmaar, where lie

was to preach upon the following day.**

By the middl* of July the custom
was established outside all the princi-

pal cities. Camp-meetings were held

in some places; as, for instance, in the

neighbourhood of Antwerp, where the

congregations numbered often fifteen

thousand;'* and on some occasions

were estimated at between twenty and

thirty thousand persons at a time;
3 Ibid. *

Rciffenbei-g. Correspou-
danco de Jlarj;. d'Antriclie, 84.
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"
very many of tbem," said an eye-

witness,
" the best and wealthiest in

the town."^
The sect to ;vhich most of these

worshippers belonged was that of Cal-

vin. In .Antwerp there were Luthe-

rans, Calvinists, and Anabaptists.
The Lrttherans were the richest sect,'

but the Calvinists the most numerouB
jHid enthusiastic. The Prince of

Orange at this moment was strenu-

ously opposed both to Calvinism and

Anabaptism, but inchning to Luthe-
ranism.' Political reasons at thia

epoch doubtless influenced his mind
in religious matters. The aid of the

Lutheran prin'-es of Germany, who de-

tested the doctrines of Geneva, could

hardly be relied upon for the Nether-

landers, unless they would adopt the

Confession of Augsburg. The Prince

knew that the Emperor, although in-

clined to the Reformation, was bitterly
averse to Calvinism, and he was, there-

fore, desirous of healing the schism
which existed in the general Reformed
Church. To accomplish this, however,
would be to gain a greater victory over
the bigotry which was the prevaUing
characteristic of the age than perhaps
could be expected. The Prince, from
the first moment of his abandoning the
ancient doctrines, was disposed to

make the attempt.*
The Duchess ordered the magistrates

of Antwerp to put down these mass-

meetings by means of the guild-militia.

They replied that at an earlier day
such a course might have been prac-
ticable, but that the sects had become

quite too numerous for coercion. If

the authorities were able to prevent
the exercises of the Reformed religion
within the city, it would be as success-

Alarm of the Duchess. 267

ful a result as could be expected. To

prevent the preaching outside the

waUs, by means of the burgher force,

was an utter impossibility.® The dila-

toriness of the Sovereign placed the

Regent in a frightful dilemma, but it

was sufficiently obvious that the strug-

gle could not long be deferred.
" There

will soon be a hard nut to crack,"

wrote Count Louis. " The King will

never grant the preaching; the people
will never give it up, if it cost thera

their necks. There 's a hard puff com-

ing upon the country before long."*
The Duchess was not yet atithorised

to levy troops, and she feared that if

she commenced such operations, she

should perhaps offend the King, while

she at the same time might provoke
the people into more effective military

preparations than her own.' She felt

that for one company levied by her,
the sectaries could raise ten. More-

over, she was entirely without money,
even if she should otherwise think it

expedient to enrol an army. Mean-
time she did what she could with
"
public prayers, processions, fasts, ser-

mons, exhortations," and other eccle-

siastical machinery which she ordered

the bishops to put in motion.' Her
situation was indeed sufficiently alarm-

ing.

Egmont, whom many of the sec-

taries hoped to secure as their leader

in case of a ci\'il war,** shewed no dis-

position to encourage such hopes, but
as little to take up arms against the

people. He went to Flanders, where
the armed assemblages for field-preach-

ing had become so numerous that a
force of thirty or forty thousand men
might be set on foot almost at a mo-
ment's warning, and where the con-

1 Letter of Ciough, in Biirgon, ii. 135.
* There were, h^>\vcver, but two Lutheran

churches in all the Netherlands, according
to the statement of the Prince of Orange.
Both were in Antwerp.

" Es ist aber zu
erbarmen das der Caivinismus so'weitt ein-
reisset und die Ar.gsbiirgische Confession
ubei-wachsett, das iu alien diesen landen
Bcint nur zwo kirchen der Augsburgischen
Confession und die werden in dieser stadt
Antoifferhalttn." — Der aiidere hauff ist
durchaus Calvinisch. Letter from W. of
Orange to Elector Augustus, 1st Sept 1666.
MS. Dresden Archives.

* Groen v. Prinsterer, Archives, etc.. ii. 157.

* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., ii. 454,

455. 473, 4S0, 4S9, sqq.
» Bor, ii. 69, 70.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., IL 208.
^ " Aussi si je lieve gens pour la guarde t^

deffence de ce dit pays. Ton en treuve dIu-

sieurs au contraire qui les retiennent en leur

domiant plus grande soulde."—Unpublished
letter of Margaret of Parma to Philippe IL,
in the Corresix)nd.'mce de Philippe H. avec
la Duchesse de Parme, 156tj, 1567, No.
104. MS. Archives du Royaume. Papiers
d'EUt.

* Correspondancedc ifju^. d'Autriche, 122,
» P'>ntus Payen MS.
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Bervatives, in a state of alarm, desired

the presence of tlieir reno^vned gover-
nor.^ The people of Antwerp, on their

part, demanded William of Orange.
The Prince, who was hereditary bur-

grave of the city, had at first declined
the invitation of the magistracy. The
Duchess united her request with the
universal prayer of the inhabitants.

Events meantime had been thickening
and suspicion increasing. Meghem
had been in the city for several days,
much to the disgust of the Reformers,

by whom he was hated. Aremberg
was expected to join him, and it was
rumoured that measures were secretly
in progress under the auspices of these

two leading cardinaUsts, for introduc-

ing a garrison, together with great
store of ammtmition, into the city.
On the other hand, the "

great beggar,"
Brederode, had taken up his quarters
also in Antwerp; had been daily en-

tertaining a crowd of roystering nobles

at his hotel, previously to a second

political demonstration Avhich will

soon be described, and was constantly

parading the street, followed by a

swarm of adherents in the beggar

liveiy. The sincere Reformers were
made nearly as imcomfortable by the

presence of their avowed friends, as

by that of Meghem and Aremberg,
and earnestly desired to be rid of them
all. Long and anxious were the pon-

derings of the magistrates upon all

these subjects. It was determined,
at last, to send a fresh deputation to

Bnissels, requesting the Regent to

order the departure of Meghem, Arem-

berg, and Brederode from Antwerp ;

remonstrating with her against any
plan she might be supposed to enter-

tain of sending mercenary troops into

the city; pledging the word of the

eenate to keep the peace, meanwhile,

by their regular force; and, above all,

imploring her once more, in the most

urgent terms, to send thither the bur-

gi-ave, as the only man who was cap-
able of saving the city from the cala-

mities into which itwas so likely to fall.^

1 Corrcspondance de M. d'Autriche, 136.

5 Bor, ii. 73, 74. Meteren, ii. 39b.

* Hopper, 81.

*i!trada, v. 202. Hoofd, ii. 87. Corre-

[1566.
The Prince of Orange being thus

urgently besought, both by the govern-
ment of Antwerp, the inhabitants of

that city, and by the Regent herself;
^

at last consented to make the visit so

earnestly demanded. On the 13th

July, he arrived in Antwerp.^ Tho
whole city was alive with enthusiasm-
Half its population seemed to have
come forth from the gates to bid him
welcome, lining the road for miles.

The gate through which he Avas to

pass, the ramparts, the roofs of the
houses were packed close, with expec-
tant and eager faces. At least thirty
thousand persons had assembled to

welcome their guest. A long caval-

cade of eminent citizens had come
as far as Berghen to meet him and to

escort him into the city. Brederode,
attended by some of the noble con-

federates, rode at tho head of the pro-
cession. As they encountered the

Prince, a discharge of pistol-shots was
fired by way of salute, which was the

signal for a deafening shout from the

assembled multitude. The crowd

thronged about the Prince as he ad-

vanced, calling him their preserver,
their father, their only hope. Wild
shouts of welcome rose upon every
side, as he rode through the town,
mingled with occasional vociferations

of "
Long life to the beggars." These

party cries were instantly and sharply
rebuked by Orange, who expressed, in

Brederode's presence, the determina-
tion that he would riiake men unlearn
that mischievous watchword.^ He
had, moreover, little rehsh at that

time for the tumultuous demonstra-
tions of attachment to his person,
which were too fervid to be censured,
but too unseasonable to be approved.
When the crowd had at last been
made to understand that their huzzas
were distasteful to the Prince, most of

the multitude consented to disperse,

feeling, however, a relief from imjjend-

ing danger in the presence of the man
whom they instinctively looked upon
as their natural protector.

Bpoiidance do Marg. Autriclie, 87. Cono-
spondaiice do Guillaume lo Tacit., 13G, 137.

» Bor, ii. 76. Strada, v. 203. Hopper, 91.
is no less explicit :

' ' Des quoUes le
priiis© so

moustroit foi°t flclie et malconteut."
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The senators liarl come forth in a

body to receive tbe burgrave and

escort him to t*ie hotel prepared for

him. Arrived there, he lost no time

in opening the business which had

brought him to Antwerp. He held at

once a long consultation with the upper
branch of the government. After-

wards, day after day, he honestly,

arduously, sagaciously laboured to re-

store the pubUc tranquiUity. He held

repeated dehberations -vvith every se-

parate portion of the httle common-

wealth, the senate, the coimcil of an-

cients, the corporation of ward-mastei-s,

the deana of trades. Nor did he confine

his communication to these organised

poHtical bodies alone. He had fre-

quent interviews with the officers of

the military associations, with the

foreign merchant companies, with the

giulds of " Rhetoric."^ The chambers
of the "Violet" and the ''Marigold"
were not too frivolous or fantastic to

be consulted by one who knew human
nature and the constitution of Xether-

land society so well as did the Prince.

Kight and day he laboured with all

classes of citizens to bring about a

better understanding, and to establish

mutual confidence. At last by his

efforts tranquillity was restored. The
broad-council having been assembled,
it was decided that the exercise of the

Reformed religion should be excluded

from the city, but silently tolerated in

the suburbs, while an armed force was
to be kept constantly in readiness to

suppress aU attempts at insurrection.

The Prince had desired that twelve

hundred men should be enUsted and

paid by the city, so that at least a

small niunber of disciplined troops

might be ready at a moment's warn-

ing; but he found it impossible to

cairj' the point with the counciL The

magistrates were willing to hold them-
selves responsible for the peace of the

city, but they would have no mercen-
aries.*

Thus, during the remainder of July
and the early part of August, was Wil-
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liam of Orange strenuously occur)ied in

doing what shovild have been the Re-

gent's work. He was stall regarded
both by the Duchess and by the Cal-

vinist party
—although having the sjtii-

pathies of neither,—as the only man in

the Netherlands who could control the

rising tide of a national revolt. He
took care, said his enemies, that his

conduct at Antwerp should have every
appearance of loyalty;^ but they in-

sinuated that he was a traitor from
the beginning, who was insidiously fo-

mentingthe troubleswhich he appeared
to rebuke. No one doubted his genius,
and all felt or affected admiration at its

display upon this critical occasion.
" The Prince of Orange is doing very
great and notable services at Antwerp
to the King and to the country," said

Assonle\Tlle.
" That seignior is very

skilful in managing great affairs."*

Margaret of Parma wrot« letters to

him filled with the warmest gratitude,

expressions of approbation, and of

wishes that he ooiiid both remain in

Antwerp and return to assist her in

Brussels.^ PhiUp, too, with his own
pen, addressed him a letter, in wluch

imphcit conudence in the Prince's

character was avowed, all suspicion on
the part of the Sovereign indignantly

repxidiated, earnest thanks for bis ac-

ceptance of the Antwerp mission

uttered, and a distinct refusal given to

the earnest request made by Orange
to resign his oflnces.® The Prince read
or listened to all this commendation,
and valued it exactly at its proper
worth. He knew it to be pure grimace.
He was no more deceived by it than if

he had read the letter sent by Margaret
to Philip, a few weeks later, in which
she expressed herself as "thoroughly
aware that it was the intention of

Orange to take advantage of the im-

pending tumvdts, for the purpose of

conqueiing the provinces and of divid-

ing the whole territorj' among himself

and friends." ^
Nothing could be more

utterly false than so vUe and ridiculoua

a statement.

1 Bor, ii. T6. Hoofd, ii. SS.
»
Ibid., 77. Ibid., iii SS, 89.

»
BentXToglio, iL 37.

• Foppois, Supplen:iemeut, '^ 361.

' Correspondance de Guillaiune le Tacit;,
iL US, 149, 104-ldO.

• Ibid.. 170, 171.
' fctrwia, T. 2«7.
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Thecoarseof the Prince had hitherto

been, and was still, both consistent and

loyal. It was in the monarch's power
to convoke the assembly of the states-

general, so loudly demanded by the
whole nation, to abolish the Inquisi-

tion, to renounce persecution, to accept
the great fact of the Reformation. To
do so he must have ceased to be PhiUp.
To have faltered in attempting to

bring him into that path, the Prince
must have ceased to be William of

Orange. Had he succeeded, there
would have been no treason and no

Republic of Holland. His conduct at
the outbreak of the Antwerp troubles
was firm and sagacious. Even had his

duty required him to piifc down the

public preaching with peremptory vio-

lence, he had been furni&hed with no
means to accomplish ths purpose. The
rebellion, if it were one, was already
full-grown. It could not be taken by
the throat and strangled with one hand,
however firm.

A report that the High Sheriff of

Brabant was collecting troops by com-
mand of government, in order to attack

the Reformers at their field-preachings,
went far to undo the work already ac-

complished by the Prince.^ The as-

semblages swelled again from ten or

twelve thousand to twenty-five thou-

sand, the men all providing themselves
more thoroughly with weapons than
before. Soon afterwards, the intem-

perate zeal of another individual, armed
to the teeth—not, however, like the
martial sheriff and his forces, with

arquebus and javehn, but with the

Btill more deadly weapons of polemical

theology
— was very near causing a

geneial outbreak. A peaceful and not

very numerous congregation were lis-

tening to one of their preachers in a

field outside the town. Suddenly an
unknown individual in plain clothes

and with a pragmatical demeanour in-

terrupted the discourse"by giving a flat

contradiction to some of the doctrines

advanced. The minister replied by a

rebuke, and a reiteration of tho dis-

puted sentiment. The stranger, evi-

1 Groen v. Priiist., Archives, etc., ii. 182.

CoiTcspoadanco da Guillauino ic Tacit., ii.

U9, 150.

[156(5.

dently versed in ecclesiastical matters,

volubly and warmly responded. The
preachei", a man of humble condition
and moderate abilities, made as good
shew of argument as he could, but was

evidently no match for his antagonist.
He was soon vanquished in the wordy
warfare. Well he might be, for it ap-

peared that the stranger was no l6ss

a personage than Peter Ilythovius, a
doctor of divinity, a distinguished
pedant of Louvain, a relation of a

bishop, and himself a church digni-

tary.^ This learned professor, quite at

home in his subject, was easily trium-

phant, while the poor dissenter, more
accustomed to elevate the hearts of his

hearers than to perplex their heads,
sank prostrate and breathless under
the storm of texts, glosses, and hard
Hebrew roots with which he was soon
overwhelmed. The professor's triumph
was, however, but shoii-lived, for the

simple-minded congregation, who loved
their teacher, were enraged that he
should be thus confounded. Without
more ado, therefore, they laid violent

hands upon the Quixotie-knight-errant
of the Church, and so cudgelled and be-

laboured him bodily that he might
perhaps have lost his life in the en-

counter had he not been protected by
the more respectable portion of the

assembly. These persons, highly dis-

approving the whole proceeding, for-

cibly rescued him from tho assailants,
and earned him off to town, whore the

news of the incident at once created

an uproar. Here he was thrown into

prison as a disturber of the peace, but
in reality that he might be personally
secure.^ The next day William of

Orange, after administering to him a

severe rebuke for his ill-timed exhi-

bition of pedantiy, released him from

confinement, and had him convej'ed
out of the city.

" This theologian,"
wrote the Prince to Duchess Margaret,
" would have done better, methinks,
to stay at home ; for I suppose he had
no especial orders to perform this

piece of work."*

Thus, so long as the Prince could

a Bor, ii. 81 ; Hoofd, iii. 89.
« Bor, Uoofd. iibi sun. *

Cf^rrospoU'
daaco de Quillaums Id Tucit., ii. ISl.
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reiuaiu in the metropolis, his firmness

J)revented

the explosion which had so

ong been expected. His own govern-
ment of Holland and Zeland, too, de-

manded his care. The field-preaching
had spread in that region with prodi-

gious rapidity. Armed assemblages,

utterly beyond the power of the civil

authorities, were taking place daily in

the neighbourhood of Amsterdam.^
Yet the Duchess could not allow him
to visit his government in the north.

If he could be spared from Antwerp
for a day, it was necessary that he
should aid her in a fresh compUcation
with the confederated nobles. In the

very midst, therefore, of his Antwerp
labours, he had been obliged, by Mar-

garet's ordei-s, to meet a committee at

Dirffel.* For in this same eventful
month of July a great meeting

^ was
held by the members of the Compro-
mise at St Trond, in the bishopric of

Liege. They came together on the
13th of the month, and remained as-

sembled till the beginning of August.
It was a wild, tumultuous convention,

numbering some fifteen hundred cava-

liers, each with his esquires and armed
attendants—a larger and more impor-
tant gathering than had yet been held.

Brederode and Count Louis were the
chieftains of the assembly, which, as

may be supposed from its composition
and numbers, was likely to be neither

very orderly in its demonstrations nor
wholesome in its results. It was an
iU-timed movement. The convention
was too large for deliberation, too riot-

ous to inspire confidence. The nobles

quartered themselves everywhere in
the taverns and the farm-houses of the

neighbourhood, wMle large numbers
encamped upon the open fields. There
was a constant din of revelry and up-
roar, mingled with wordy warfare, and
an occasional crossing of swords. It
seemed rather like a congress of ancient

savage Batavians, assembled in Teuto-
nic fashion to choose a king amid hoarse

shouting, deep drinking, and the clash
of spear and shield, than a meeting

* Hoofd, iii. 89, 90.
*
Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit..

U. 148. 149.

»Bor, ii 78-«0. Hoofl, iii. 9^9S. Stra-
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for a lofty and earnest purpose, by
their civilised descendants. A crowd
of spectators, landlopers, mendicants,

daily aggregated themselves to the

aristocratic assembly, joining with na-

tural unction, in the incessant shout
of" Vivent les gueulx I" It was im-

possible that so soon after their bap-
tism the self-styled beggars should re-

pudiate all connexion with the time-

honoured fraternity in vv"hich they had
em'oUed themselves.

The confederates discussed—if an ex-

change of vociferations could be called

discussion— principally two points :

whether, in case they obtained the

original objects of their petition, they
should pause or move still fiulher on-

ward; and whether they should insist

upon receiving some pledge from the

government, that no vengeance should
be taken upon them for their previous

proceedings. Upon both questions,
there was much vehemence of argu-
ment and great difference of opinion.

They, moreover, took two very rash
and very grave resolutions—to guaran-
tee the people against all violence on
accoimt of their creeds, and to engage
a force of Gei-man soldiery, four thou-
sand horse and forty companies of in-

fantry, by "wart geld," or retaining
wages.* It was evident that these

gentlemen were disposed to go fast

and far. If they had been ready in

the spring to receive their baptism of

wine, the "
beggars

"
were now eager

for the baptism of blood. At the same
time it must be observed that the
levies which they proposed, not to

make, but to have at command, were

purely for defence. In case the King,
as it was thought probable, should visit

the Netherlands with fire and sv.-ord,
then there would be a nucleus of re-

sistance already formed.

Upon the 18th July, the Prince of

Orange, at the earnest request of the

Regent, met a committee of the con-

federated nobles at DufieL Count Eg-
mont was associated with him in tins

duty. The conference was not very

da, V. 203-£06. Hopper, Rea et Mem..
90-96.

* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., li. 169^
sqq. ; 167, sqq. 179; Poatus Poiea MS.
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Batisfactoiy. The deputies from St

Trond, consisting of Biederode, Culem-

burg, and others, exchanged with the

two seigniors the old arguments. It

was urged upon the confederates, that

they- had made themselves responsible
for the public tranquillity bo long as

the Regent should hold to her promise ;

that, as the Duchess had sent two dis-

tingmshed envoys to Madrid, in order

to accomplish, if possible, the wishes
of the nobles, it was their duty to re-

deem their own pledges; that anned

assemblages ought to be suppressed by
their efforts rather than encouraged by
their example; and that, if they now
exerted themselves zealously to check
the tumults, the Duchess was ready to

declare, in her own name and that of

his Majesty, that the presentation of

the Eequest had been beneficial.

The nobles replied that the pledges
had become a farce, that the Eegent
was playing them false, that persecu-
tion was as fierce as evei-, that the
" Moderation" was a mockery, that the

letters recommending
"
modesty and

discretion" to the inquisitors had been

mere waste paper, that a price had been
set upon the heads of the preachers as

if they had been wild beasts, that there

were constant threats of invasions from

Spain, that the- convocation of the

states-generiil had been illegally de-

ferred, that the people had been diiven

to despair, and that it was the conduct
of government, not of the confederates,
which had caused the Reformers to

throw ofi" previous restraint, and to

come boldly forth by tens of thousands

into the fields, not to defy their King,
but to worship their God.i

Such, in brief, was the conference

of Duffel. In conclusion, a paper was
drawn up which Brederode carried

back to the convention, and which it

was proposed to submit to the Duchess
for her approval. At the end of the

month, Louis of Nassau was accor-

i~Coirespoiidance de Marg. d'Autriche,

129, sqq. Arcliives ct Correspondance (Gr.

V. Prinst.) 167, sqq. IJenoni de France MS.,
i. 17. Bor, ii. Tb-80. Hoofd. iii. OC-SS.—

Compare Hopper, 90-06; Stiada, v. 203-206;
Ecntivoglio, li. 34, 35.

-
Ibid., 120, sqq. ; 141, sqq. The date ap-

pears to be the SOthofJuly 15(56. YideKcilfen-

t)erg, Ccrrespoiid., ubi auj>. ; GachaTO, Cor-

[1566.

dingly sent to Brussels, accompaniet?
by twelve associates, who were fami-

liarly called his twelve apostles.'^ Here
he laid before her Highness in council
a statement, embodying the views of

the confederates. In this paper they
asserted that they were ever ready to

mount and ride against a foreign foe,
but that they wovild never draw a
sword against their innocent country-
men. They maintained that their past
conduct deserved commendation, and
that in requking letters of safe-con-

duct in the names both of the Duchess
and of the Fleece knights, they were

governed not by a disposition to ask
for pardon, but by a reluctance with-
out such guarantees to enter into sti-

pulations touching the public tran-

quillity'. If, however, they should be
assured that the intentions of the Ee-

gent were amicable, and that there
was no design to take vengeance for

the past
—

if, moreover, she were will-

ing to confide in the covinsels of Horn,
Egmont, and Orange, and to take no

important measure without their con-

currence—if, above all, she would con-

voke the states-general, then, and then

only, were the confederates willing to

exert their energies to preserve peace,
to restrain popular impetuosity, and
banish universal despair.**

So far Louis of Nassau and his twelve

apostles. It must be confessed that;,

whatever might be thought of the jus-

tice, there coidd be but one opinion as

to the boldness of these views. The
Duchess was furious. If tha language
held in April had been considered

audacious, certainly this new request
was, in her own words, "still moi-e

bitter to the taste, and more difficult

of digestion."
•* She therefore answered

in a very unsatisfactory, haughty, and

ambiguous manner, reserving decision

upon their propositions till they had
been discussed by the state-council,
and intimating that they would also

respoudance de Philippe II., 437. According
to a letter ofCount Louis, liowever (Arcliivea
ct Correspondance iL 177-180), the Itequcst
would seem to have been presented upon
the 26tli of July.—Strada, v. 205.

* Hopper, 94, 95. Hoold, iii. 98. Sti-ada,
V, 206, 206.

*
CciTcspondjiuce de Marg.-irot d'Avtricbai

li2,
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be laid before the kniglits of the Fleece,

who were to hold a meetuig upou the

26th of August.
There was some further conversa-

tion without any result. Esquerdes

complained that the confederates were

the mark of constant calumny, and

demanded that the slanderers should

be confronted with them and punished.
'•
I understand perfectly well," inter-

rupted Margaret, "you wish to take

justice into your own hands, and to be

king yourself.! jt ^y^g further inti-

mated' by these reckless gentlemen,
that if they should be driven by vio-

lence into measures of self-protection,

they had already secured friends in a

certain coimtry.'^ The Duchess, pro-

bably astonished at the fi-ankness of

this statement, is said tj have de-

manded further explanations. The
confederates replied by observing that

they had resouices both in the pro-
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vinces and in Germany. The state-

council decided that to accept the pro-

positions of the confederates would
be to establish a triiimvirate at once,

and the Duchess wrote to her brother

distinctly advising against the accept-

ance of the proposal.^ The assembly
at St Trond was then dissolved, hav-

ing made violent demonstrations which
were not followed by beneficial results,

and having laid itself open to various

suspicions, most of which were ill-

foxmded, while some of them were just
Before gi^'ing the reader a brief ac-

coimt of the open and the secret policy

pursued by the government at Bnis-

sels and Madiid, in consequence of

these transactions, it is now necessary
to allude to a startling series of events,

which at this point added to the com^

plications of the times, and exercised

a fatal influence upon the situation of

the commonwealth.

CHAPTER VII.

Ecclesiastical arcliitecture in the Netherlands—The image-breaking—Description of Ant-

werp Cathedral—Ceremony of the Ommegang—Pi-ecursory distiirbances—Iconoclasts at

Antwerp— Incidents of the image-breaking in various cities—Events at Toumay—
Preaching of WUle—Disturbance by a little boy—Churches sacked at Toumay—Disin-

terment of Duke Adolphus of Gueldres—Iconoclasts defeated and massacred at Auchin
—Bartholomew's Day at Valenciennes—General characteristics of the image-breakiug—
Testimony of contemporaries as to the honesty of the rioters— Cciisteruation of the
Duchess Projected flight to Mons—Advice of Horn and other seigniors—Accord of 2oth

August.

Q'he Netherlands possessed an extrar

ordinary number of churches and
monasteries. Their exquisite architec-

ture and elaborate decoration had
been the earliest -indication of intel-

lectual culture displayed in the coun-

tiy. In the vast number of cities,

towns, and villages whichwere crowded

upon that narrow territory, there had

been, from circumstances operating

throughout Christendom, a great ac-

cumulation of ecclesiastical wealth.

The same causes can never exist

again which at an early day covered
the soil of Europe with those magnifi-
cent creations of Christian art. It was in

these anonymoua but entirely original

1 Renom de France, MS., i. IS.
* Ibid. Correspondauce (Jo Uarg. d'Au-

tiche. Mi.

achievements that Gothic genius,

awaking from its long sleep of the
dark ages, first expressed itself. The
early poetry of the German races was
hewn and chiselled in stone. Around
the steadfast principle of devotion then
so firmly rooted in the soil, clustered

the graceful and vigorous emanations
of j;he newly-awakened mind. All
that science could invent, aU that art

could embody, all that mechanical

ingenuity could dare, all that wealth
could lavish,

—^whatever tiere was of

human energy which was panting for

pacific utterance, wherever there
stirred the vital principle which in-

stinctively strove to create andto adom
* Le Petit : Grancte Chronique de Hollande,

109a, lUb. Gi-XKMi v. Prii.st., Archivt-s, ii

3
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at an epoch when vulgar violence and
destructiveness were the general ten-

dencies of humanity, all gathered
around these magnificent temples, as

their aspiring pinnacles at last pierced
the mist which had so long brooded
over the world.

There were many himdreds of

churches, more or less remarkable, in

the Netherlands. Although a severe
criticism might regret to find in these

particular productions of the great
Germanic school a development of

that practical tendency which dis-

tinguished the Batavian and Flemish

v)ranches,—although it might recog-
nise a departure from that mystic
principle which, in its efforts to sym-
bolise the strivings of humanity to-

wards the infinite object of worship
above, had somewhat disregarded the
wants of the worshippers below,—
although the spaces might be too wide
and the intercolumniations too empty,
except for the convenience of congre-

gations,—yet there were, nevertheless,

many ecclesiastical masterpieces, which
could be regarded as very brilliant

manifestations of the Batavian and

Belgic mind during the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. Many were
filled with paintings from a school

which had precedence in time and
merit over its sister nurseries of art

in Germany. All were peopled with
statues. All were filled with pro-

fusely-adorned chapels, for the churches
had been enriched generation after ge-
neration by wealthy penitence, which
had thus purchased absolution for

crime and smoothed a pathway to

heaven.

And now, for the space of only six

or seven summer days and nights,
there raged a storm by which all these

treasures were destroyed. Nearly
every one of these temples was en-

tirely rifled of its contents; not for

the purpose of plunder, but of de-

struction. Hardly a province or a

town escaped. Art must for ever

weep over this bereavement; Huma-
nity must regret that the reforming is

thus always ready to degenerate into

the destructive principle ; but it is

impossible to censure very severely
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the spirit which prompted the brutal,
but not ferocious deed. Those .statues,
as.^ociated as they were with the re-

morseless persecution which had so

long desolated the provinces, had
ceased to be images. They had grown
human and hateful, so that the people
arose and devoted them to indiscrimi-
nate massacre.

No doubt the iconoclastic fury is to
be regretted; for such treasures can

scarcely be renewed. The age for

building and decorating great cathe-
drals is past. Certainly, our own age,

practical and benevolent, if less poeti-
cal, should occupy itself with the

present, and project itself into the
future. To clothe the naked, redeem
the criminal, feed the hungry, less by
alms and homilies than by preventive
institutions and beneficent legisla-

tion; above all, by the diffusion of

national education, to lift a race upon
a level of culture hardly attained by a

class in earlier times, is as lofty a task
as to accumulate piles of ecclesiastical

splendour.
It would be tedious to recount in

detail the events which characterised
the remarkable image-breaking in the
Netherlands. As Antwerp was the
central point in these transactions, and
as there was more wealth and magnifi-
cence in the great cathedral of that

city than in any church of northern

Europe, it is necessary to give a rapid
outline of the events which occurred
there. From its exhibition in that

place the spirit everywhere will best
be shewn.
The Church of our Lady, which

Philip had so recently converted into

a cathedral, dated from the year 1124,

although it may be more fairly consi-

dered a work of the fourteenth cen-

tury. Its college of canons had been
founded in another locality by Godfrey
of Bouillon. The Brabantine hero,
who so romantically incarnated the

religious poetry of his age, who first

mounted tlie walls of redeemed Jeru-

salem, and was its first Christian

monarch, but who refnsed to accept a

golden diadem on the spot where the
Saviour liad been crowned with

thorns; the Fleming who lived and
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was the epic which the great Italian,

centuries afterwards, translated into

immortal verse, is thas fitly associated

with the beautiful architectural poem
which was to grace his ancestral

realms The body of the church—
the interior and graceful perspectives
of which were not liable to the re-

proach brought against many Xether-
land churches, of assimilating them-

selves already to the municipal palaces
which they were to suggest—^was com-

p!et?fl in the fourteenth century. The
beautiful facade, with its tower, was
not completed till the year 1518. The
exquisite and daring spire, the gigan-
tic st«m upon which the consummate
flower of this architectural creation

was to be at last unfolded, was a plant
of a whole century's gro%vth. Rising
to a height of nearly five himdred feet,

over a church of as many feet in

length, it worthily represented the

upward tendency of Gothic architec-

ture. Externally and internally the
cathedral was a true expression of the
Christian principle of devotion. Amid
its vast accumulation of imagery, its

endles ornaments, its multiplicity of

episodes, it? infinite variety of details,
the central, maternal principle was
ever visible. Everything pointed up-
wards, from the spire in the clouds to

the arch which enshrined the smallest

sculptured saint in the chapels Ijelow.

It was a sanctuary, not like pagan
temples, to enclose a ^-isible deity, but
an edifice where mortals might wor-

ship an xmseen Being in the realms
above.

The church, with the noisy streets
of the metropolis eddying around its

walls, was a sacred island in the tumul-
tuous main. Through the perpetual
twilight, tail columnar trunks in thick

profusion grew from a floor chequered
with lights and shadows. Each shaft
of the forest rose to a preternatural
height, the many branches interming-
ling in the space above, to form a stately
canopy. Foliage, flowers, and fruit of
colossal luxuri-Jnce, strange birds,
beasts, grififins and chimeras in end-
less multitudes, the rank vegetation
and the fantastic zuolt>gy of a fabu-
Vooa world, seemed to decorat« and to
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animate the serried trunks and pen-
dant branches, while the shattering

sjTnphonies or dying murmurs of the

organ suggested the rushing of the
wind through the forest,—now the
full diapason of the storm, and now
the gentle cadence of the evening
breeze.

Internally, the church was rich be-

yond expression. All that opulent
devotion could devise, in wood, bronze,
marble, silver, gold, precious jewellery,
or sacramental furniture, had been

profusely lavished. The penitential
tears of centuries had incrusted the
whole interior with their glittering
stalactites. Divided into five naves,
with external rows of chapels, but

separated by no screens or partitions,
the great temple forming an imposing
whole, the effect was the more impres-
sive, the vistas almost in finite in ap-

peafance. The wealthy citizens, the

twenty-seven guilds, the six military
associations, the_ rythmical collies,
besides many other secular or religious
sodalities, had their own chapels and
altars. Tombs adorned with the effi-

gies of mailed crusaders and pious
dames covered the floor, tattered ban-
ners himg in the air, the escutcheons
of the Golden Fleece, an order typical
of Flemish industry, but of which

Emperors and Kings were proud to be
the chevaliers, decorated the columns.
The vast and beautifully-painted win-
dows glowed with scriptural scenes,

antique portraits, homely allegories, .

painted in those brilliant and forgotten
colours which Art hns not ceased to

deplore. The daylight melting into

gloom or colotu^ed with fantastic bril-

liancy, priests in effulgent robes chant-

ing in unknown language, the sublime

breathing of choral music, the suffo-

cating odours of myrrh and spikenard,
suggestive of the oriental scenery and

imagery of Holy Writ, all combined to

bew-ilder and exalt the senses. The
highest and himiblest seemetl to fir 1

themselves upon the same level witli: i

those sacred precincts, where even ih-i

blood-stained criminal was seeing, and
the arm of secular justice was para-
lysed.
But the work of degeiieraticm had
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commenced. The atmosphere of the
cathedral was no longer holy in the

eyes of increasing multitudes. Better

the sanguinary rites of Belgic Druids,
better the yell of slaughtered victims

from the " wild wood without mercy
"

of the pagan forefathers of the nation,
than this fantastic intermingling of

divine music, glowing colours, gor-

geous ceremonies, with aU the burning,

beheading, and strangling work which
had characterised the system of human
sacrifice for the past half-century.

Such was the church of Notre Dame
at Antwei-p. Thus indifferent or

hostile towards the architectural trea-

sure wsre the inhabitants of a city,

where in a previous age the whole

popvdation would have risked their

lives to defend what they esteemed
the pride and garland of then* metro-

polis.
The Prince of Orange had been

anxiously solicited by the Regent to

attend the conference at Duffel. After

returning to Antwerp, he consented,
in consequence of the urgent entreaties

ef the senate, to delay his departure
imtil the 18th of August shoidd be

past. On the 13th of that month he
had agreed with the magistrates upon
an ordinance, which was accordingly

published, and by which the preach-

ings were restricted to the fields. A
deputation of merchants and others

waited upon him with a request to be

pennitted the exercises of the Re-

formed religion in the city. This

petition the Piince peremptorily re-

fused, and the deputies, as wcU as

their constituents, acquiesced in the

decision,
" out of especial regard and

respect for his person." He, however,

distinctly informed the Duchess that

it would be difficult or impossible to

maintain such a j^osition long, and
that his departure from the city would

])robably be followed by an outbreak.

He warned her that it was very im-

prudent for him to leave Antwerp at

that particular junctme. Neverthe-

less, the meeting of the Fleece knights

seemed, in Margaret's opinion, impera-

tively to requu'e his presence in Brus-
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sels. She insisted by repeated letters

that he should leave Antwerp imme-

diately.^

Upon the 18th of August, the great
and time-honoured ceremony of the

Ommegang occurred. Accordingly,
the great procession, the priucipal

object of which was to conduct around
the city a colossal image of the Virgin,
issued as usual from the door of the
cathedral. The image, bedizened and

effulgent, was borne aloft upon the
shoulders of her adorers, followed by
the guilds, the military associations,
the rhetoricians, the reHgious sodaU-

ties, all in glittering costume, bearing
blazoned banners, and marcliing tri-

umphantly through the streets with
sound of trumj^et and beat of drimi.*

The pageant, solemn but noisy, was

exactly such a show as was most fitted

at that moment to irritate Protestant

minds and to lead to mischief. No
violent explosion of ill-feeling, however,
took place. The procession was fol-

lowed by a rabble rout of scoffei-s, but

they confined themselves to words
and insulting gestures.'^ The image
was incessantly saluted, as she wasi

borne along the streets, with sneers,

imprecations, and the rudest ribakh-y.
"
Mayken ! Mayken ! (httle Mary) your

hour is come. 'Tis your last pro-
menade. The city is tired of you."
Such were the greetmgs which the re-

presentative of the Holy Virgin re-

ceived from men grown weary of anti-

quated mummery. A few missiles

were thrown occasionally at the pro-
cession as it pjissed through the city,
but no damage was inflicted. When
the image was at last restored to its

l^lace, and the pageant brought to a

somewhat hurried conclusion, there

seemed cause for congratulation that

no tumult had occurred.

On the following morning there waa
a large crowd collected in front of the

cathedral. The image, instead of

standing in the centre of the church,

where, upon all former occasions, it

had been accustomed during the week

succeeding the ceremony to receive

congi-atulatory visits, was now ignomi-

1 Bor, ii. 81-S3. Hooftl, iii, 09. CorrcsrondancedeGiiillamnc le Tacit., i. 1S8, ISiJ. Green

V, I'rinst., Archives, etc., ii. 230, 237. » Bor, ii. 83. Aletcrwi, ii. 40,
'
lior. ul i eup.
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niously placed behind an iron railing

within the choir. It had been deemed

imprudent to leave it exposed to sac-

rilegious hands. The precaution ex-

cited derision. Many vagabonds of

dangerous appearance, many idle ap-

prentices and ragged urchins were

hanging for a long time about the

imprisoned image, peeping through the

railings, and indulging in many a brutal

jest
"
Mayken ! Mayken !

"
they cried,

"art thou terrified so soon? Hast

flown to thy nest so early? Dost

think thyself beyond the reach of

mischief? Beware, Mayken! thine

hour is fast approaching !

"
Others

thronged around the balustrade, shout-

ing,
" Vivent les rpteulxl

" and hoarsely

commanding the image to join in the

beggars' cry. Then, leaving the spot,

the mob roamed idly about the mag-
nificent chiu-ch, sneering at the idols,

execrating the gorgeous ornaments,

Bcofiing at crucifix and altar.

Presently one of the rabble, a rag-

ged fellow of mechanical aspect, in a

tattered black doublet and an old

straw hat, ascended the pulpit. Open-
ing a sacred volume which he foimd

there, he began to deUver an extem-

poraneous and coarse caricature of a

monkish sermon. Some of the by-
standers applauded, some cried shame,
some shouted,

"
Long live thebeggars !"

some threw sticks and rubbish at the

mountebank, some caught him by the

legs and strove to pull him from his

place. He, on the other hand, man-

fully maintained his ground, hurling
back every missile, struggling with his

assailants, and continuing the while to

pour forth a malignant and obscene
discourse. At last a yoimg sailor,

warm in the CathoHc faith, and im-

pulsive as mariners are prone to be,
ascended the pulpit from behind, sprang
upon the mechanic, and flimg him
headlong down the steps. The preacher
grappled with his enemy as he fell,

and both came roUing to the ground.
Neither was much injiired, but a tu-

mult ensued. A pistol-shot was fired,
and the sailor was wounded in the
Enn. Daggers were drawn, cudgels
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brandished, the bystanders takuig part

generally against the sailor, while those

who protected him were somewhat
bruised and belaboiired before they
could convey him out of the church.

Nothing more, however, transpired
that day, and the keepers of the cathe-

dral were enabled to expel the crowd
and to close the doors for the night.^

Information of this tumult was

brought to the senate, then assembled
in the Hotel de YUle. That body
was thrown into a state of great per-
turbation. In losing the Prince of

Orange they seemed to have lost their

own brains, and the first measure
which they took was to despatch a

messenger to implore his return. In
the meantime, it was necessary that

they should do something for them-
selves. It was evident that a storm
was brewing. The pest which was

sweeping so rapidly through the pro-
vinces would soon be among them.

Symptoms of the dreaded visitation

were already but too manifest. What
precaution should they take ? Should

they issue a proclamation? Such
documents had been too plenty of late,

and had lost their virtue. It was the

time not to assert but to exercise

authority. Should they summon the

ward-masters, and order the instant

arming and mustering of their respec-
tive companies ? Should they assemble
the captains of the military associa-

tions? Nothing better could have
been desired than such measures in

cases of invasion or of ordinary tumult,
but who should say how deeply the

poison had sunk into the body poUtic ;

who should say with how much or

how little alacrity the burgher militia

would obey the mandates of the magis-

tracy? It would be better to issue no

proclamation unless they could enforce

its provisions; it would be better not
to call out the citizen soldiery imless

they were likely to prove obedient.

Should mercenary troops at this late

hour be sent for? Would not their

appearance at this crisis rather inflame

the rage than intimidate the insolence

of the sectaries ? Never were magi*

1 Ikir, ii. 83. HoofJ, iii. PO. Stru.la, v. 211. Metercn, JO.
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ti-atea in greater pei-plexity. Tbey
knew not what course was likely to

prove the safest, and in their anxiety
to do nothing wrong, the senators did

nothing at all. After a long and an-

xious consultation, the honest burgo-
master and his associates all went
home to their beds, hoping that the

threatening flame of civil tumult would
die out of itself, or perhaps that their

dreams would supply them with that

wisdom which seemed denied to their

waking houi's.^

In the morning, as it was known
that no preca\ition had been taken,
the audacity of the Reformers was

natvirally increased. Within the cathe-

dral a great crowd was at an early
hour collected, whose savage looks and

ragged appearance denoted that the

day and night were not Ukely to pass

away so peacefully as the last. The
same taunts and imprecations were
hurled at the image of the Virgin; the

game howling of the beggars' cry re-

sounded through the lofty arches.

For a few hours, no act of violence

was committed, but the crowd in-

rreased. Afew trifles, drifting, as usual,
before the event, seemed to indicate

the approaching convixlsion. A very

paltry old woman excited the image-

breaking of Antwerp. She had for

years been accustomed to sit before

the door of the cathedral with wax-

tapers and wafers, earning a scanty
subsistence from the profits of her

meagre trade, and by the small coins

which she sometimes received in charity.
Some of the rabble began to chaffer

with this ancient hucksteress. They
scoffed at her consecrated wares

; they
bandied with her ribald jests, of which
her public position had furnished her

with a supply; they assured lier that

the hour had come when her idola-

trous traffic was to be for ever termi-

nated, when she and her patroness,

]\Iary, were to be given over to de-

struction together. The old woman,
enraged, answered threat with threat,

and gibe with gibe. Passing from

words to deeds, she began to catch

from the ground evei-y offensive mis-
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sile or weapon whicli she could find,

and to lay about her in all directions.

Her tormentors defended themselvea
as they could. Having destroyed her
whole stock-in-trade, they provoked
others to appear in her defence. The
passers-by thronged to the scene ; the
cathedral was soon filled to overflow-

ing; a furious tumult was already in

progress.^

Many persons fled in alarm to the
Town House, carrying information of

this outbreak to the magistrates.
John Van Immerzeel, Margrave of

Antwerp, was then holding communi-
cation with the senate, and awaiting
the airival of the wardmasters, whom
it had at last been thought expedient
to summon. Upon intelligence of

this riot, which the militia, if previ-

ously mustered, might have prevented,
the senate determined to proceed to

the cathedral in a body, with the hope
of quelling the mob by the dignity of

their presence. The margi-ave, who
was the high executive officer of the
little commonwealth, marched down
to the cathedral accordingly, attended

by the two burgomasters and all the

senators. At first their authority,

solicitations, and personal influence,

produced a good efi'ect. Some of those

outside consented to retire, and the
tumult partially subsided within. As
night, however, was fast approaching,

many of the mob insisted upon re-

maining for evening service. They
were informed that there would be
none that night, and that for once
the people could certainly dispense
with their vespers.

Several persons now manifesting an
intention of leaving the cathedral, it

was suggested to the senators that if

they should lead the way, the popu-
lace would follow in their train, and
so disperse to their homes. The ex-

cellent magistrates took the advice,
not caring, perhaps, to fulfil any longet
the dangerous but not dignified func-

tions of police-officers. Before depart-

ing, they adopted the precaution o»

closing all the doors of the church,

leaving a single one open, that the

» Bor, 11. 83, 84 HoofJ, ill. W. * Ibid , S3. Ibid., 100. Meteren, u. 40,
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rabble still remaining might have an

opportunity to depait. It seemed not

to occur to the senators that the same

gate would as conveniently afford an
entrance for those without as an egress
for those within. That imlooked-for

event happened, however. No sooner

had the magistrates retired than the

rabble burst through the single door

which had been left open, overpowered
the margrave, who, with a few atten-

dants, had remained behind, vainly

endeavouring by threats and exhorta-

tions to appease the tumult, drove
him ignominiously from the church,
and threw all the other portals wide

open. Then the populace flowed in

like an aiigiy sea. The whole of the

cathedral was at the mercy of the

rioters, who were evidently bent on
mischief. The wardens and treasurers

of the church, after a vain attempt to

secure a few of its most precious pos-

sessions, retired. They carried the

news to the senators, who,-accompanied
by a few halberdmen, again ventured
to approach the spot. It was but for

a moment, however, for appalled by
the furious sounds which came from
within the church, as if invisible forces

were preparing a catastrophe which
no human power could withstand,
the magistrates fled precipitately from
the scene. Fearing that the next
attack would be upon the Town House,
they hastened to concentrate at that

point their available strength, and left

the stately cathedral to its fate.^

And now, as the shadows of night
were deepening the perpetual twilight
of the church, the work of destruction

commencecL Instead of vespers rose

the fierce mxisic of a psalm, yelled by
a thousand angry voices. It seemed
the preconcerted signal for a general
attack. A band of marauders flew

upon the image of the Virgin, dragged it

forth from its receptacle, plunged
daggers into its inanimate body, tore

off its jewelled and embroidered gar-

ments, broke the whole figure into a
thousand pieces, and scattered the

fragments along the floor. A wild
fhout succeeded, and then the work
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which seemed delegated to a compara-
tively smaU nimiber of the assembled

crowd, went on with incredible cele-

rity. Some were armed with axes,
some with bludgeons, some w ith sledge-

hamjners; others brought laddens,

pulleys, ropes, and levers. Every
statue was hmied from its niche, every
picture torn from the wall, eveiy

painted window shivered to atoms,

every ancient monument shattered,

every sculptured decoration, however
inaccessible in appearance, hurled to

the ground. Indefatigably, audaci-

ously,
—endowed, a.s it seemed, with

preternatural strength and nimblenes.s,
these furious iconoclasts clambered up
the dizzy heights, shrieking and chat-

tering like malignant apes, as they tore

off in triumph the slowly-matured fruit

of centuries. In a space of time woi>-

derfully brief, they had accomplished
their task.

A colossal and magnificent group of

the Saviour crucified between two
thieves adorned the principal altar.

The statue of Christ was wrenched
from its place with ropes and pulleys,
while the malefactors, with bitter and

blasphemous irony, were left on high,
the only representatives of the marble
crowd which had been destroyed. A
very beautif-J. piece of architecture

decorated the choir,
—^the "repository,"

as it was called, in which the body of

Christ was figuratively enshrined- This
much-admired work rested upon a

sijigle column, but rose, arch upon
arch, pillar upon pillar, to the height-
of three hundred feet, till quite lost in

the vault above.' It was now shattered
into a million pieces. The statues,

images, pictiu-es, ornament?, as they lay
upon the ground, were broken with

sledge-hammers, hewn with axes,

ti-ampled, torn, and beaten into shred*
A troop of harlots, snatching waxen

tapers from the altai-s, stood around
"the destroyers and lighted them at

their work. Nothing escaped their

omnivorous rage. They' desecrated

seventy chapels, forced open all the
chests of treasure, covered their own
squahd attire with the gorgeous robea

»
Bor, ii. S3, 84, Hoofl, iii 100, «<iq. Btraclrv, r, 212. 3Ie teres, ii. 10. »Fontu3Pa7eD]tfli.
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of the ecclesiastics, broke the sacred

bread, poured out the sacramental wine
into golden chalices, quaffing huge
draughts to the beggars' health;
burned all the splendid missals and

manuscripts, and smeared their shoes

with the sacred oil, with which kings
and prelates had been anointed. It

seemed that each of these malicious

crea'cures must have been endowed
with the strength of a hundred giants.
How else, in the few brief hours of a

midsummer night, could such a mon-
strous desecration have been accom-

plished by a troop, which, according
to all accounts, was not more than one
l\undred in number.^ There was a

multitude of spectators, as upon all

such occasions, but the actual spoilers
were very few.

The noblest and richest temple of

the Netherlands was a wreck, but the

fury of the spoilers was excited, not

appeased. Each seizing a burning
torch, the whole herd rushed from the

cathedral, and swept howling through
the streets.

"
Long live the beggars !

"

resounded through the sultry mid-

night air, as the ravenous pack flew to

and fro, smiting every image of the

Virgin, every crucifix, every sculptured
Baint, every Catholic symbol which

they met with upon their path. All

night long, they roamed from one
sacred edifice to another, thoroughly
destroying as they went. Before

morning they had sacked thirty
churches within the city walls. They
entered the monasteries, burned their

invaluable libraries, destroyed their

altars, statues, pictures, and descend-

ing into the cellars, broached every
cask which they found there, pouring
out in one great flood all the ancient

%vine and ale with which those holy
men had been wont to solace their re-

tirementfrom generation to generation.

They invaded the nunneries, whence
the occupants, panic-stricken, fled for

1
Correspondance de Marg. d'Autriclie,

183.—Coiupaie Hoi^per. Rec. et Mom., 97;
Strada, v. 213; Hoold, iii. 101. Buigon, ii.

137-141. Bor, ii. 84; Metercn, ii. 40; Bcnti-

voglio, ii. 3-5, 3fl.

- Strada, v. 215. Hoofd. Bor, ubi sup.
"Vous oussiez vou," says Poiitus Payen,
"Ips pauvrcs nonaiiis sortir de leurs nionas-
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refuge to the houses of their friends

and kindred. The streets were filled

with monks and nuns, running this

way and that, shrieking and fluttering,
to escape the claws of these fiendish

Calvinists.2 The terror was imaginary,
for not the least remarkable feature in

these transactions was, that neither in-

sult nor injury was offered to man or

woman, and that not a farthing's value

of the immense amount of property

destroyed was appropriated. It was a

war, not against the living, but against

graven images, nor was the sentiment

which prompted the onslaught in the
least commingled with a desire of

plunder. The principal citizens of

Antwerp, expecting every instant that

the storm would be diverted from the

ecclesiastical edifices to private dwell-

ings, and that robbery, rape, and ftiur-

der, would follow sacrilege, remained
all night expecting the attack, and pre-

pared to defend their hearths, even if

the altars were profaned. The precau-
tion was needless. It was asserted by
the Catholics that the confederates and
other opulent Protestants had orga-
nised this company of profligates for

the meagre pittance of ten stivers a--

day. On the other hand, it was be«

lieved by many that the Catholics h.ad

themselves plotted the whole outrage
in order to bring odium upon the Ee-

formers. Both statements were equally
unfoimided. The task was most

thoroughly performed, but it was

prompted by a furious fanaticism, not

by baser motives."*

Two days and nights longer the
havoc raged unchecked through all the

churches of Antwerp and the neigh-

bouring villages. Hardly a statue or

picture escaped destruction. Yet the

rage was directed exclusively against
stocks and stones. Not a man was
woimded nor a woman outraged. Pri-

soners, indeed, who had been lan-

guishing hopelessly in dungeons wer«

tSres en habits degiiisez et les aiicunea a
deniye couveites, se sauver es maisons da
leurs parens et amis, et les prestroB et Moiiiea
couroiont que 5a et que la, fuians les griffes
de CCS nialins roformcs," etc., ete.—MS.,
liv. ii.

•

« Burgon, ii. 137-141. Bor, ii. 89. Hoofd,
iii. 101. Hopper, 97.
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liberated. A monk, wlio had been in

the prison cf the Barefoot Monasteryfor

twelve years, recovered his freedom.

Art was trampled in the dust, but hu-

manity deplored no victims.^

These leading features characterised

the movement everywhere. The pro-
cess was simultaneous and almost uni-

versaL It was difficult to say where
it began and where it ended. A few

days in the midst of August sufficed

for the whole work. The number of

charche3_ desecrated has never been

coimted. In the single province of

Flanders, four himdred were sacked.^

In Limburg, Luxemburg, and Namur,*
there was no image-breaking. In

Mechlin, seventy or eighty persons ac-

complished the work thoroughly, in

the very teeth of the grand-council,
and of an astonished magistracy.*

In Toumay, a city distinguished for

its ecclesiastical splendour, the Reform
had been making great progress during
the simimer. At the same time the

hatred between the two rehgions had
been growing more and more intense.

On the 22d of August the news
reached Toumay that the churches in

Antwerp, Ghent, and many other

places, had been sacked. There was
an instantaneoxis movement towards

imitating the example on the same

evening. Pasquier de la Barre, pro-

eurem-general of the city, succeeded

by much entreaty in tranquillising the

people for the night. The "
guard of

terror
" was set, and hopes were enter-

tained that the storm might blow over.

The expectation was vain. At day-
break next day, the mob swept upon
the chui-ches and stripped them to the

very walls. Pictures, statues, organs,

ornaments, chalices of sUver and gold,

reliquaries, albs, chasubles, copes, cibo-

ries, crosses, chandeliers, lamps, censers,
all of richest material, glittering with

1
Jleteren, ii. 40. Bor, iL &L Strada, v.

215, 216.
* Corrcswondancedc 3Iarg. d'Autriche, 183.
* Hoofd, iii. 103.
* Pontus Payen ilS. According to Renom

de France, tlie work, was done by tliirty or
forty "personnes de nnlle qualite."—MS., L
C. 20.

*
Pasquier dc la Bxne MS., 33.

•Xio. B-org-mdi Hist. Belg. (Ingolst*!,
1629), iii. 515-31*.
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pearls, rubies,and otherprecious stone*,
were scattered in heaps of ruin upon
the ground.*
As the spoilers burrowed among the

ancient tombs, they performed, in one
or two instances, acts of startling pos-
thumous justice. The embalmed body
of Duke Adolphus of Gueldres, last of

the Egmonts, who had reigned in that

province, was dragged from its se-

pulchre and recognised.^ Although it

had been there for ninety yeai-s, it

was as uncorrupted,
"
owing to the

excellent spices which had preserved
it from decay,"

^ as upon the day of

buriaL Thrown upon the marble
floor of the church, it lay several days
exposed to the execrations of the mul-
titude.* The Duke had committed a
crime against his father, in consequenca
of which the province which had been
ruled by native races had passed under
the dominion of Charles the BoKL

Weary of waiting for the old Duke's

inheritance, he had risen against him
in open rebeUion. Dragging him from
his bed at midnight in the depth of

winter, he had compelled the old man,
with no covering but his night-gear,
to walk with naked feet twenty-five
miles over ice and snow from Grave
to Buren, while he himself performed
the same journey in his company on
horseback. He had then thrown him
into a dungeon beneath the tower of

Buren Ca.5tle, and kept him a close

prisoner for six months.^ At last, tho
Duke of Burgundy summoned the
two before his council, and proposed
that Adolphus should allow his father

6000 florins annually, with the title

of Duke till his death. " He told us,"
said Comines,

'"' that he would sooner
throw the old man head-foremost
down a well and jump in himself
afterwards. His father had been
Duke forty-four years, and it was time

.T Pontus Payea M.S. « Ibid.
» ileaioires de Piiilippe de Comines (Lond.

et PiUTS, 1747), liv. iv. 194-196. I:i tho

Royal Gallery at Berlin is a startling picture
by Rembrandt, in wliich the old Duke is

represented looking out of the bars of l:is

dungeon at his son, who is threatening him
with uplifted hand and savage face. Tso

subject could be imagined better adapted
to the gloomy and sarcastic genius of Uiat
painter.
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for him to retire." Adolphus, being
thus intractable, had been kept in

prison till after the death of Charles

the Bold. To the memorable insurrec-

tion of Ghent, in the time of the Lady
Maiy, he owed his liberty. The insur-

gent citizens took him from prison, and
caused him to lead them in the foray

against Tournay.^ Beneath the walls

of that city he was slain, and buried
under its cathedral. And now, as if

his offence had not been sufficiently
atoned for by the loss of his ancestral

honoiirs, his captivity, and his death,
the earth, after the lapse of nearly a

century, had cast him forth from her
bosom. There, once more beneath
the sunlight, amid a ribald crew of a
later generation which had still pre-
served the memoiy of his sin, lay the

body of the more than parricide,
whom "excellent spices" had thus

preserved from corruption, only to

be the mark of scorn and demoniac

laughter."
A large assemblage of rioters, grow-

ing in numbers as they advanced,

swept over the province of Tournay,
after accomplishing the sack of the

city churches. Armed with halberds,

hammers, and pitchforks, they carried

on the war, day after day, against the

images. At the convent of Mar-

chiennes, considered by contempo-
raries the most beautiful abbey in all

the Netherlands, they halted to sing
the ten commandments in Marot's

verse. Hardly had the vast chorus

finished the precept against graven

images :
—

Tailler ne te feras imaigo
Do quelque chose quo cc soit,

Sy lionnour luy fais ou hommaige,
Bon Dieu jalousie en reeoit,

when the whole mob seemed seized

with sudden madness. Without wait-

ing to complete the Psalm, they
fastened upon the company of marble

martyrs, as if they had possessed sen-

sibility to feel the blows inflicted. In
an hour they had laid the whole in

ruins.'*

Having accomplished this deed,

• Memoires do Pliilippf^deComiuea (Loud.
Ct Pari!?, 1747), liv. iv. Id4-106.

» Pontus Payon MS., iL
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they swept on towards Anchin. Here,

however, they were confronted by the

Seigneur de la Tour, who, at the head
of a small company of peasants, at-

tacked the marauders and gained a

complete victory. Five or six hun-
dred of them were slain, others were
drowned in the river and adjacent

swamps, the rest were dispersed.^ It

was thus proved that a little more

spirit upon the part of the orderly

portion of the inhabitants might have

brought about a different result thau
the universal image-breaking.

In Valenciennes, "the tragedy," as

an eye-witness calls it, was performed
upon Saint Bartholomew's day. It

was, however, only a tragedy of

statues. Hardly as many senseless

stones were victims as there were to

be living Huguenots sacrificed in a

single city upon a Bartholomew which
was fast approaching. In the Valen-

ciennes massacre not a human being
was injured.

Such in general outline and in cer-

tain individual details, was the cele-

brated iconomachy of the Nether-

lands. The movement was a sudden

explosion of popular revenge against
the symbols of that Church by which
the Reformers had been enduring such
terrible persecution. It was also an

expression of the general sympathy
for the doctrines which had taken pos-
session of the national heart. It w;i3

the depravation of that instinct which
had in the beginning of the summer
drawn Calvinists and Lutherans forth

in armed bodies, twenty thousand

strong, to worship God in the open
fields. The diflerence between the

two phenomena was, that the field-

preaching was a crime committed by
the whole mass of the Reformers;

men, women, and children confronting
the penalties of death, by a general de-

termination, while the image-breaking
was the act of a small portion of the

populace. A hundred persons belong-

ing to the lowest order of society
sufficed for the desecration of the

Antwerp churches. It was, said

' Nic. Burpfundi, ubi sup. Pontus P.iyeo
MS. G. Brandt, i. 355, 356.

Poutus Payou MS., ii. Hoj'pcr, P8, 90.
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Orange, "a mere handful of rabble,"
who did the deed.^ Sir Richard

Clough saw ten or twelve persons

entirely sack church after church,
while ten thousand spectators looked

on, indifferent or horror-struck. The
bands of iconoclasts were of the lowest

character, and few in number. Per-

haps the largest assemblage was that

which ravaged the province of Tour-

nay, but this was so \feak as to be

entirely routed by a small and deter-

mined force. The duty of repression
devolved upon both Catholics and
Protestants. Neither party stirred. All

seemed overcome with special wonder
as the tempest swept over the land.

The mimsters of the Ptcformed reli-

gion, and the chiefs of the liberal

party, all denounced the image-break-

ing. Francis Junius'^ bitterly regret-
ted such excesses. Ambrose Wille,

pure of all participation in the crime,
stood up before ten thousand Re-
formers at Toumay—even while the

Btorm was raging in the neighbouring
cities, and when many voices around

Mm were hoarsely commanding simi-

lar depravities
— to rebuke the out-

rages by which a sacred cause was

disgraced-' The Prince of Orange, in

his private letters, deplored the riots,

and stigmatised the perpetrators. Even
Brederode, while, as Suzerain of his

city of Viane, he ordered the images
there to be quietly taken from the

chiu-ches, characterised this popular
insurrection as insensate and flagi-

tious.^ Many of the leading confede-

rates not only were oSended with the

proceedings, but in their eagerness to

chastise the iconoclasts and to escape
from a league of which they were

weary, began to take severe measures

against the ministera and Reformers,
of whom they had constituted them-
selves in April the especial protectors.

the Rioters. 283

1 " Ein hauffen leichtfertieres gesindlins."—
Groen v. Pi-iii=* *' '

^^, ii. 262. "So
sind ea nuhr ^ . 3 und schlechto
leuthe gewese: szei^^ier bewe-
KUngunduriErt-.J...^ .!.> . .u.oii zcict geabtten
liiiEQenschlirlien vert'oigung begangea ha-
ben."—Letter of Orauge to the Elector of

Boxony in Archives et Correspondance, ii.

' Groen v. Prinst , Arclilve!>, ii. 217, 219.
» D« I« Barre M^S.

The next remarkable characteristic

of these tumults was the almost entue
abstinence of the rioters from personal

outrage and from pillage. The testi-

mony of a very bitter, but honest
CathoUc at Valenciennes, is remark-

able upon this point.
" Certain chro-

niclers," said he, "have greatly mis-

taken the character of this image-

breaking. It has been said that the

Calvinists killed a hundred priesta in

this city, cutting some of them into

pieces, and burning others over a slow

fire. Iremember very well everything which

happenedupon that abominable day, and
I can af&rm that not a single priest was

injured. The Huguenots took good
care not to injure in any way the living

images."^ This was the case every-
where. Cathohc and Protestant writera

agree that no deeds of violence were
committed against man or woman.®

It would be also very easy to aC'

cumulate a vast weight of testimony
as to their forbearance from robbery.

They destroyed for destrtiction's sake,
not for purposes of plunder. Although
belonging to the lowest classes of so-

ciety, they left heaps of jewellery, of

gold and silver plate, of costly embroi-

dery, lying unheeded upon the ground.

They felt instinctively that a great

passion would be contaminated by
admixture with paltry motives. In
Flanders a company of rioters hanged
one of their own number for stealing
articles to the value of five shillings.'
In Valenciennes tlie iconoclasts were
offered large sums if they would re-

frain from desecrating the churches
of that city, but they rejected the

proposal with disdain. The honest
Catholic burgher who recorded the

fact, observed that he did so because
of the many misrepresentations on the

subject, not because he wished to

flatter heresy and rebellion.^

* tji-oen T. Prinst., Archives, etc., ii. 261,

263, 4S3. * Histoire deschoses
les p'.ua memorables etc.—M3.

« See Letter of Ciougb already quoted.—.
Compare Strada, v. 215, for proofs of the
abitinoaco frum insult of the nuns and othet
women on this memorable occasion.

1 Burgon, ubi sup.
• "Ce n'est pas que ja veuilla flatter la

rebellion et I'hereaie, ny la qualiaer b«Digi>i
et debonupu-e."—ValeiKi^uud^ MS.
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A*; Toumay, the greatest scrupu-
lousness was observed upon tliis point.
The floor of the cathedral was strewn

witli
"
pearls and precious stones, with

chalices and reliquaries of silver and

gold;" but the ministers of the Ke-

formed religion, in company with the

magistrates, came to the spot, and
found no difficulty, although utterly
without power to prevent the storm,
in taking quiet possession of the wreck.
" We had evei-ything of value," says
Procureur-Gendral De la Barre,

"
care-

fully inventoried, weighed, locked in

chests, and placed under a strict guard
in the prison of the Halle, to which
one set of keys were given to the

ministers, and another to the magis-
trates."^ Who wUl dare to censure in

very severe language this havoc among
stocks and stones in a land where so

many living men and women, of more
value than many statues, had been

slaughtered by the Inquisition, and
where Alva's "Blood Tribunal" was
so soon to eclipse even that terrible in-

stitution in the number of its victims

and the amount of its confiscations ?

Yet the eflect of the riots was des-

tined to be most disastrous for a time
to the reforming party. It furnished

plausible excuses for many lukewarm
friends of their cause to withdraw from
all connexion with it.^ Egmont de-

nounced the proceedings as highly

flagitious, and busied himself with

punishing the criminals in Flanders.^

The Regent was beside herseK with

indignation and teiTor. Philip, when
he heard the news, fell into a paroxysm
of frenzy.

"
It shall cost them dear !

"

he cried, as he tore his beard for rage;
"

it shall cost them dear ! I swear it

by the soul of my father !

" ^ The Re-

formation in the Netherlands, by the

fury of these fanatics, was thus made

apparently to abandon the high ground
upon which it had stood in the early
summer. The sublime spectacle of the

1
Pasqiiicr de la Bawe MS., f. 33.

2 Groen v. Prinst., Archives, ii 2S2.
* Poiitus Payeii MS.
< Letter of Morillon to Granvelle, 20th

September 1566, in Gachard, Anal, liclg.

2o4.
* CoiTcspondaiice de Mavg, d'Autiicho,

188 sqq. Letter of Horn iu Foi>pcii5, Sup-

[156G.

multitudinous field-preaching was sul-

lied by the excesses of the imago-
breaking. The religious war, before

imminent, became inevitable.

Nevertheless, the first efl'ect of the
tumults was a temporary advantage to

the Reformers. A great concession was
extorted from the fears of the Duchesa

Regent, who was certainly placed in a

terrible position. Her conduct was
not heroic, although she might be for-

given for trepidation. Her treachery,

however, under these trying circum-

stances, was less venial. At three

o'clock in the morning of the 22d of

August,^ Orange, Egmont, Horn, Hoog-
straaten, Mansfeld, and others, were
summoned to the palace. They fomid
her already equipped for flight, sur-

rounded by her waiting-women, cham-
berlains and lackej's, while the mulea
and hackneys stood harnessed in the

court-yard, and her bodyguard were

prepared to mount at a moment's
notice." She announced her intention

of retreating at once to Mens, in which

city, owing to Aerschot's care, she

hoped to find refuge against the fury
of the rebellion then sweeping the

country. Her alarm was almost be-

yond control. She was certain that

the storm was ready to burst upon
Brussels, and that every Catholic waa
about to be massacred before her eyes.

Aremberg, Berlajonont, and Noircai'-

mes, were with the Duchess when the

other seigniors arrived.

A part of the Duke of Aerachot'a

company had been ordered out to

escort the projected flight to Jlons.

Orange, Horn, Egmont, and Hoog-
straaten implored her to desist from
her fatal resolution. They represented
that such a retreat before a mob would
be the very means of ruining the coun-

try. They denounced all persons who
had counselled the scheme, as enemien

of his Majesty and herself. They pro-
tested their readiness to die at her feet

plCmeiit, ii. 477, sqq. Vit. Viglii, 47, 43.

Vigl. Epist. nd Hoppeniin, 873.
« Letter of Horn to Montijjuy, in Foppens'

and in BwoegscLs' Aiitheut. Stukkcu tot

de Hist. v. P. Bor. i. 91, 92. Vit. Viglii, ubi

supra. Correspoudaiicc de Marg. d'Autriche,
ubi sup. Correspondaneo do Philippe II.,

i. io'Z-ioi,
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in Ler dofence, but besouglit liei- not

to abandon the post of duty in the

hour of peril. While they were thus

anxiously debating, Yiglius entered

the chamber. \Yith tears streaming
down her cheeks, Margaret tmned to

the aged President, uttering fierce re-

proaches and desponding lamentations,

yiglius brought the news that the citi-

zens had taken possession of the gates,
and were resolved not to permit her

departure from the city. He remind-

ed her, according to the indispensable

practice of all wise counsellora, that

he had been constantly predicting this

result. He, however, faUed in admi-

nistering much consolation, or in sug-

gesting any remedy. He was, in truth,
in as great a panic as herself; and it

was, according to the statement of the

Duchess, mainly in order to save the

President fi'om threatened danger, that

she eventually resolved to make con-

cessions.
"
Yiglius," wrote Margaret

to Philip,
"
is so much afraid of being

cut to pieces, that his timidity has be-

come incredible."^ Upon the warm
assurance of Count Horn, that he would
enable her to escape from the city,
should it become necessary, or would

perish in the attempt—a promise in

which he was seconded by the rest of

the seigniors
—she consented to remain

for the day in her palace.'' Mansfeld
was appointed captain-general of the

city; Egmont, Horn, Orange, and the

others agreed to serve under his ordei-s;

and all went down together to the
Town-House. The magistrates were

Brunmoned, a general meeting of the
citizens was convened, and the an-

nouncement made of Mansfeld's ap-

pointment, together with an earnest

appeal to aU honest men to support
the government. The appeal was an-

swered by a shout of unanimous ap-

probation, an enthusiastic promise to

live or die with the Regent, and the

expression of a resolution to permit
neither Reformed preaching nor image-
breaking within the city.-*

Nevertheless, at seven o'clock in the
1
Correspondance de Philippe II., i 460,

461.
8 Letter of Horn to Montiguy, ubl sup.
» Ibi.l.
* Ibid. Hoofd, Ui. 107. Bor, ii, S5.

2S5

evening, the Duchess again sent for the

seigniors. She informed them that she

had received fresh and certain infor-

mation that the churches were to be
sacked that very night; that Yiglius,

Berlaymont, and Aremberg were to bo

killed, and that herself and Egmont
were to be taken prisoners. She re-

peated many times that she had been

ill-advised, expressed bitter regret at

having deferred her flight from th«

city, and called upon those who had
obstnicted her plan, now to fulfil their

promises. Turning fiercely upon Count

Horn, she uttered a volley of reproaches

upon his share in the transaction. " You
are the cause," said she,

" that I am
now in this position. Why do you not
redeem your pledge, and enable me to

leave the place at once?"* Horn re-

plied that he was ready to do so if she

were resolved to stay no longer. He
would at the instant cut hiswaythrough
the g\iard at the Caudenberg gate, and

bring her out in safety, or die in the
effort. At the same time, he assured
her that he gave no faith to the idle

reports flying about the city, reminded
her that nobles, magistrates, and citi-

zens were imited in her defence, and,
in brief, used the same argumenta
which had before been used to pacify
her alarm. The nobles were again
successftd in enforcing their counsels,
the Duchess was spared the ignominy
and the disaster of a retreat before an
insurrection which was only directed

against statues, and the ecclesiastical

treasures of Bnissels were saved from

sacrilege.'
On the 25th August came the crown-

ing act of what the Reformers con-

sidered their most complete triiunph,
and the Regent her deepest degrada-
tion. It was foimd necessary, under
the alarming aspect of afiairs, that

hberty of worship, in places where it

had been already established, should
be accorded to the new religion. Ar-
ticles of agreement to this eflect were

accordingly drawn up and exchanged
between the government and Louis of

* Ibid. Ibid. Ibid. Correspondance de
Marg. d' Autriche, ubi sup. Correspondance
de Phllipjie II., i. ubi sup. Gi-oeii v. Pi-iiist.,

Archives, ii. 237, i:33. Iloi'icr, Bee. et
Mew,. t>L'.
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Nassau, attended by fifteen others of

the confederacy. A corresponding
pledge was signed by them, that so

long as the Regent was true to her

engagement, they would consider their

previously existing league annulled,
and would assist cordially in eveiy en-

deavour to maintain tranquillity and

support the authority of his Majesty.
The important Accord was then duly
signed by the Duchess. It declared

that the Inquisition was abolished, that
his Majesty would soon issue a new
general edict, expressly and unequivo-

vocally protecting the nobles against

[1560,
all evil consequences from past trans-

actions, that they were to be employed
in the royal service, and that public

preaching according to the forms of

the new religion was to be practised
in places where it had already taken

place. Letters general were immedi-

ately despatched to the senates of all

the cities, proclaiming these articles of

agreement, and ordering their execu-
tion.^ Thus for a fleeting moment
there was a thrill of joy throughout
the Netherlands. The Inquisition was

thought for ever abolished—the era of

religious reformation arrived.

CHAPTEIl YIII.

Secret policy of tho government—Berghen and Montigny in Spain—Debates at Segovia—*
Correspondence of tlie Duchess with Philip—Procrastination and dissimulatiou of tha
Kincf—Secret comiimnicatioii to tlie Pope—Effect in the provinces of the Kin^r's letters
to the frovernment—Secret instnictions to the Duchess—Desponding statements of Mar-
garet—Her misrepresentations concerning Oransje, Egmont, and others—Wrath and
dnplicity of Philip—Egmont's exertions in Flanders—Orange returns to Antwerp—Hi3
tolerant spirit

—Agr<;ement of 2d September—Horn at Tonniay—Excavations in the Ca-
thedral—Almost universal attendance at the preaching—Building of Temples commenced—Difficult position of Horn—Preacliing in the Clothiers' Hall—Horn rec.illed—Noircannc9
at Tournay—Friendly correspondence of Margaret with Orange, Egmont, Hoin, and

Hoogstraaten—Her secret defamation of these persons.

Egmont in Flanders, Orange at Ant-

werp, Horn at Tournay, Hoogstraaten
at Mechlin, were exerting themselves
to suppress insurrection and to avert

ruin.'' What, meanwhile, was the

policy of the government? The secret

course pursued both at Bnissels and at

Madrid may be condensed into the

usual formula—dissimulation, procras-

tination, and again dissimulation.

It is at this point necessary to take

a rapid survey of the open and the

Kecret proceedings of the King and his

representatives from the moment at

which Berghen and Montigny arrived

in Madrid. Those ill-fated gentlemen
had been received with apparent cor-

diality, and admitted to frequent, but

unmeaning, interviews with his Ma-

jesty. The current upon which they
were embarked was deep and treache-

rous, but it was smooth and very slow.

I Bor. ii. 97, 98. poofd, iii. 109, Strada,
V. 222. Hopper, l<«c. et Mem., 09-202.

* Pontus P.ayen JIS. La Defense de Mes-
Biro Autoine de Lalaing, Compte de Huu-

They assured the King that his letters,

ordering the rigorous execution of the

Inquisition and edicts, had engendered
all the evils under which the pro\dnces
were labouring. They told him that

Spaniards and tools of Spaniards had

attempted to govern the country, to

the exclusion of native citizens and
nobles, but that it would soon be found
that Netherlanders were not to be
trodden upon like the abject inhabi-

tants of Milan, Naples, and Sicily.'
Such words aa these struck with an
unaccustomed sound upon the royal
ear, but the envoys, who were both
Catholic and loyal, had no idea, in

thus expressing their opinions, ac-

cording to their sense of duty, and in

obedience to the King's desire, upon
the causes of the discontent, that they
were committing an act of high treason.

When the news of the public preach-

strate, etc., etc., Mons (republished by M.
Gachard). fjctter of Horn to Montigny.
Fopi)en3, ii. 480. Boi-, ii. 84-80. Wesenbeck.

» Hopper, Bee. et Mem., 7S-80.
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it.g readied Spain, there were almost

daily cousiUtations at the grove of

Segovia. The tminent personages who

compcsed the royal councU were the

Duke of Alva the Count de Feria,
Don Antonia de Toledo, Don Juan

Maurique de Lara, Ruy Gomez, Qui-

xada, Councillor Tisnacq, recently ap-

pjiuted President of the State CouncU,
and Councillor Hopper.^ Six Spa-
Diards and two Netherlanders, one of

whom, too, a man of dull intellect and

thoroughly subservient character, to

deal with the local affairs of the Nether-

L\nd3 in a time of intense excitement !

The instructions of the envoys had
been to represent the necessity of ac-

cording three great points
—abolition

of the Inquisition, moderation of the

edicts, according to the draft prepared
in Brussels, and an ample pardon for

past transactions. There was much
debate upon all these propositions.'

Philip said little, but he listened at-

tentively to the long discourses in

coimcil, and he took an incredible

quantity of notes. It was the general

opinion that this last demand on the

part of the Xetherlanders was the
fc^urth link in the chain of treason.

The first had been the cabal by which
Granvelle had been expelled; the

second, the mission of Egmont, the
main object of which had been to pro-
cure a modification of the state coun-

cil, in order to bring that body under
the control of a few haughty and re-

beUioua nobles; the third had been
the presentation of the insolent and
eeditioua request; and now, to crown
the whole, came a proposition embody-
ing the three points—abolition of the

Inquisition, revocation of the edicts,
and a pardon to criminals, for whom
death was the only sufficient pimiah-
ment.^

With regard to these three points,
was, after much wrangling, decided

'> grant them under certain restric-

tions. To abolish the Inquisition
woidd be to remove the only instru-
ment by which the Church had been
accustomed to regulate the consciences
and the doctrines of its subjects. It
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1 Hopper, Rec. et Mem., 83.
*
Ibid., 81. Bqq., 88, sqq.

would be equivalent to a concession of

religiouii freedom, at least to indivi-

duals within their own domiciles, than

which no concession could be more

pernicious.'* Nevertheless, it might be
advisable to permit the temporary ces-

sation of the Papal Inquisition, now
that the Episcopal Inquisition had been
80 much enlarged and strengthened in

the Xetherlands, on the condition that

this branch of the institution should

be maintained in energetic condition.*

With regard to the Moderation, it was

thought better to defer that matter till

the proposed visit of his Majesty to

the provinces. If, however, the Regent
shoiild think it absolutely necessary to

make a change, she must cause a new
draft to be made, as that which had
been sent was not found admissible.^

Touching the pardon general, it would
be necessary to make many conditions

and restrictions before it coidd be

granted. Pro^-ided these were suffi-

ciently minute to exclude all persons
whom it might be foimd desirable to

chastise, the anmesty was possible.
Othenvise it was quite out of the

question.

Meantime, Margaret of Parma had
been urging her brother to come to a

decision, x>ainting the distracted condi-

tion of the country in the livehest

colours, and insisting, although per-

fectly aware of Philip's private senti-

ments, upon a favourable decision as

to the three points demanded by the

envoys. Especially she urged her in-

capacity to resist any rebellion, and
demanded succour of men and money
in case the "Moderation" were not

accepted by his Majesty.
It was the last day of July before

the King wrote at all, to communicate
his decisions upon the crisis which had
occurred in the first week of ApriL
The disorder for which he had finally

prepared a prescription had, before his

letter arrived, already passed through
its subsequent stages of the field-

preachiug and the image-breaking. Of
course these fresh symptoms would

require much consultation, pondering,
and note-taking before they could be

» Hopper, 81-83.
«

Ibid., 8«.

• Ibil. 86.
s
Ibid., 87.
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dealt with. In the ineautime they
would be considered as not yet having
happened. This was the masterly pro-
crastination of the sovereign, when his

provinces were in a blaze.

He wrote accordingly to say that the

pardon, under certain conditions, might
be granted, and that the Papal Inquisi-
tion might cease—the bishops now
being present in such numbers,

" to

take care of their flocks," and the

Episcopal Inquisition being therefore

established upon so secure a basis.i

He added, that if a moderation of the

edicts were still desired, a new project

might be sent to Madrid, as the one

brought by Berghen and Montigny was
not satisfactory.^ In arranging this

wonderful scheme for composing the

tumults, which had grown out of a

determined rebellion to the Inquisition
in any form, he followed not only the

advice, but adopted the exact language,
of his councillors.

Certainly, here was not much en-

couragement for patriotic hearts in the

Netherlands. A pardon, so restricted

that none were likely to be forgiven
pave those who had done no wrong; an

Episcopal Inquisition stimulated to re-

newed exertions, on the ground that

the papal functionaries were to be dis-

charged; and a promise that, although
the proposed moderation of the edicts

seemed too mild for the monarch's ac-

ceptance, yet at some future period
another project would be matured for

setthng the matter to universal satisfac-

tion—suchwere the propositions of the

Crown. Nevertheless, Philip thought
he had gone too far, even in adminis-

tering this meagi'e amount of mercy,
and that he had been too frank in em-

ploying so slender a deception, as in

the scheme thus sketched. He there-

fore summoned a notary, before whom,
in presence of the Duke of Alva, the

Licentiate Menchaca and Dr Velasco,
he declared that, although he had just
authorised Margaret of Parma, by force

of circumstances, to grant pardon to

all those who had been compromised
in the late disturbances of the Nether-

lands, yet as he had not done this

1 Corrcspondivnce do M.irg. d'Autiiche,

100-103, oi^q.
2 ibia.
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spontaneoiisly nor freely, he did not
consider himself bound by the autho-

risation, but that, on the contrary, he
reserved his right to punish all the

guilty, and particularly those who had
been the authors and encouragei-s of

the sedition.^

So much for the pardon promised in

his official correspondence.
With regard to the concessions,

which he supposed himself to have
made in the matter of the Inquisition
and the edicts, he saved his conscience

by another process. Revoking 'with
his right hand all which his left had
been doing, he had no sooner de-

spatched his letters to the Duche.ss

Regent than he sent off another to hia

envoy at Rome.** In this despatch he in-

structed Requesens to inform the Pope
as to the recent royal decisions upon the
three points, and to state that there
had not been time to consult his Holi-
ness beforehand. Nevertheless, con-
tinued Philip "the prudent," it teas

perhaps better thus, since the abolition

could have no force, unless the Pope, by
whom the institution had been estab-

lished, consented to its suspension.
This matter, however, teas to be l-ept a

profound secret.^ So much for the In-

quisition matter. The papal institu-

tion, notwithstanding the official

letters, was to exist, unless the Pope
chose to destroy it; and his Hohnesa,
as we have seen, had sent the Arch-

bishop of Sorrento, a few weeks before,
to Bnissels, for the purjiose of concert-

ing secret meaaiu-es for strengthening
the "

Holy Office
"

in the provinces.
With regard to the propsed mode-

ration of the edicts, Philip informed
Pius the Fifth, through Requesens,
that the project sent by the Duchess
not having been approved, orders

had been transmitted for a new draft,
in which all the articles providing
for the severe punishment of heretics

icere to be retained, whUe alterations, to

be agreed upon by the state and privy
coimcils, and the knights of the Fleece,
were to be adopted—certainly in no
sense of clemency. On the contrary,
the King assured his Holiness, that if

f
Corrospondance de Philippe If., i. 443.

*
Ibid., 1. 445, 4-lp. t Ibid.
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the iereritij of eltasllsement should be

mitigated the least in the world by
the new articles, they woiild in no
case ieceive the royal approbation-

Philip further implored the Pope
" not to be scandalized" with regard
to the proposed pardon, as it would be

by no means extended to offenders

against religion. All this was to be

kept entirely secret. The King added,
that rather than permit the least pre-

judice to the ancient religion, he would
sacrilice all his states, and lose a hvm-
dred lives it he had so many; for he
would never couseut to be the sove-

reign of heretics. He said he would

arrange the troubles of the Nether-

lands, without violence, if possible, be-

cause forcible measures would cause

the entire destruction of the country.
Nevertheless they should be employed,
if his purpose could be accomplished
in no other way. In that case the

King would himself be the executor of

his own design, without allowing the

peril which he should inciu-, nor the

ruin of the provinces, nor that of his

other realms, to prevent him from do-

ing all which a Christian prince was
boimd to do, to maintain the Catholic

religion and the authority of the Holy
See, as weU as to testily his personal

regard for the reigning pontiff, whom
he so much loved and esteemed.^

Here was plain speaking. Here were
bU the coming horrors distinctly fore-

shadowed. Here was the truth told

to the only being with whom Philip
ever was sincere. Yet even on this

occasion, he permitted himself a false-

hood by which his Holiness was not
deceived. Philip had no intention of

going to the Netherlands in person,
and the Pope knew that he had none.
'•
I feel it in my bones," said Granvelle,

mournfully, "that nobody in Rome
bcUeves in his ilajesty's journey to

the provinces."
* From that time for-

ward, however, the King began to jiro-
mise this visit, which was held out as
a i>anacea for every ill, and made to
Eerve as an excuse for constant delay.

It may well be supposed that if

'
Correspond;mce de Philippe 11., ii. 445,

» "Sicu'jO en los huessos."—Ibid, 318.
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I Philip's secret poKcy had been tho-

roughly understood in theNetheilandr;,
the outbreak would have come soouer.

On the receipt, however, of the public
despatches from Madrid, the admini-
stration in Brussels made great efforts

to represent their tenor as highly satis-

factory. The Papal Inquisition waa
to be abolished, a pardon was to be

granted, a new moderation was to be

arranged at some indefinite periotl;
what more would men have? Yet
without seeing the face of the cards

the people suspected the real truth,
and Orange was convinced of it. Vig-
lius wrote that if the King did net
make his intended visit soon, he would
come too late, and that every week
more harm was done by procrastination
than could be repaired by months of

laboiu- and perhaps by torrents of

blood.-* What the precise process was,

through which Philip was to euro all

disorders by his simple presence, the
President did not explain.
As for the measures propounded by

the King after so long a delay, they
were, of course, worse than useless;
for events had been marching while he
had been mvising. The course sug-
gested was, according to Viglius, but
'• a plaster for a wound—but a drag-
chain for the wheel" •* He urged that
the convocation of the states-general
was the only remedy for the perils in

which the country was involved, un-
less the King should come in person.
He, however, expressed the hope that,

by general consultation, some means
would be devised by which, if not a

good, at least a less desperate aspect
would be given to public affairs, "so
that the commonwealth, if fall it must,
might at least fall upon its feet like a

cat, and break ita legs rather than its

neck."^

Notwithstanding this highly figura-
tive view of the subject, and notwith-

standing the urgent representations of

Duchess Margaret to her brother, that
nobles and people were all clamouring
about the necessity of convening the

states-general,*" Philip was true to hi?

s Ep. ad Joach. Hoppenim, 36C, 367.
*
Ibid., 3Td. » Ibid.

• Unpublished letter of Kar^raret ofHtrca
X
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mstincta on this as on tlie other ques-
tions. He knew very well that the

states-general of the Nethei'lands and

Spanish despotism were incompatible
ideas, and he recoiled from the idea of

ihe assembly with infinite aversion.

At the same time, a little wholesome

deception could do no harm. He wrote
to the Duchess, therefore, that he waa
determined never to alloio the states-

general to be convened. He forbade
her to consent to the step under any
circumstances, but ordered her to Iccep

his prohibition a profound seci'et. He
wished, he said, the people to think

that it was only for the moment that

the convocation was forbidden, and
that the Duchess was expecting to re-

ceive the necessary permission at an-

other time. It was his desire, he dis-

tinctly stated, that the people should

not despair of obtaining the assembly,
but he ivas resolved never to consent to

the step, for he knew very well what
was meant by a meeting of the states-

general.^ Certainly after so ingenuous
but secret a declaration from the dis-

ciple of Macchiavelli, Margaret might
well consider the arguments to be used
afterward by herself and others, in

favour of the ardently-desired measure,
as quite sviperfluous.

Such, then, was the policy secretly
resolved upon by Philip, even before

he heard of the startling events which
were afterwards to break upon him.

He would maintain the Inquisition
and the edicts; he would exterminate

the heretics, even if he lost aU his

realms and his own life in the cause;
he would never hear of the national re-

presentatives coming together, ^\llat,

then, were likely to be his emotions

when he should be told of twenty
thousand armed heretics assembling
at one spot, and fifteen thousand at

another, in almost every town in every

])rovince, to practise their blasphemous
rites; when he should be told of the

whirlwind which had swept all the

(13th Sept. 1566). Brussels Archives, before

cited.
1 Correspondance de Philippe II., i. 439.
S Strada, v. 222, 223.
8 Ibid. Compare Correspondance de Marg.

d'Autriche, 187-200. CojTespondauce de

rhilippo II., i. 452-464.
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ecclesiastical accumulations of ages out
of existence; when he should read

Margaret's despairing letters, in which
she acknowledged that she had at last

committed an act unworthy of God, of

her King, and of herself,^ in permit-

ting liberty of worship to the rene-

gades from the ancient church !

The account given by the Duchess

was, in truth, very dismal. She said

that grief consumed her soul and crim-

son suffused her cheeks while she re-

lated the recent transactions. She took
God to witness that she had resisted

long; that she had passed many sleep-
less nights; that she had been wasted
with fever and grief.'' After this peni-
tential preface she confessed that, being
a prisoner and almost besieged in her

palace, sick in body and soul, she had

promised pardon and security to the

confederates, with liberty of holding
assemblies to heretics in places where
the practice had already obtained.

These concessions had been made valid

until the King, by and with the con-

sent of the states-general, should defi-

nitely arrange the matter. She stated,

however, that she had given her con-

sent to these two demands, not in the

royal name, but in her own. The King
was not bound by her promise, and
she expressed the hope that he looidd

have no regard to any such obligation.
She further implored her brother to

come forth as soon as possible to avenge
the injuries inflicted upon the ancient

church, adding, that if deprived of

that consolation, she should inconti-

nently depart this life. That hope
alone would prevent her death.'*

This was certainly strong language.
She was also very explicit in her re-

presentations of the influence which
had been used by certain personages
to prevent the exercise of any autho-

rity upon her own part.
" Where-

fore," said i\Iargaret,
"

I eat my heart,

and shall never have peace till the

arrival of your Majesty."^

* Strada, v^Jai sup. Correspondance do

Mars;. d'Autriche, ubi sup. Correspondance
de Pliilippe II., i. ubi sup.

» "
Pourquoy je me mange lo coeur, ct

n'en serois quitto sans la presence de Voslre

Majeste."—Corresp mdance de Marg. d'Au^
tcche. 202.
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There w.ia no doubt who those per-

sonages were who, as it was pretended,
had thus held ihe Duchess in bondage,
and compelled her to grant these in-

famous concessions. In her secret

Italian letters, she furnished the King
with a tissue of most extravagant and

improbable falsehoods, supplied to her

mainly by Noircarmes and 3Iansfeld,

as to the course pursued at this mo-
mentous crisis by Orange, Egmont,
Horn, and Hoogstraaten. They had

aU, she said, declared against God and

religion.^ Horn, at least, was for

killing all the priests and monks in the

country, if full satisfaction were not

given to all the demands of the

heretics. Egmont had declared openly
for the beggars, and was levying troops
in Germany. Orange had the firm in-

tention of making himself master of

the whole coimtry, and of dividing it

among the other seigniors and him-

self.'' The Prince had said that if

she took refuge in Mona, as she had

proposed, they would instantly con-

voke the states-general, and take all

necessary measures. Egmont had
held the same language, saying that

he would march at the head of forty
thousand men to besiege her in that

city.* All these seigniors, however,
had avowed their determination to

prevent her flight, to assemble the

estat€3, and to drag her by force be-

fore the assembly, in order to compel
her consent to every measure which

might be deemed expedient.'* Under
all these circumstances she had been

obliged to defer her retreat, and to

make the concessions which had over-

vrhelmed her with disgrace.
With such infamous calumnies,

utterly disproved by every fact in the

case, and unsupported by a tittle of

evidence, save the hearsay reports of

a man like Noircarmes, dad this
"
woman, nourished at Rome, in whom

no one could put confidence,"* dig the

graves of men who were doing their

best to serve her.

Philip's rage at first hearmg of the

*
Correepondauuu de Philippe IL, i. 452-

» Ibid. » Ibid. « Ibid.
• Hopper. B«c et Uem , 101.
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image breaking has been indicated.

He was Ul of an intennittent fever at

the wood of Segovia when the news

arrived," and it may well be supposed
that his wrath at these proceediuga
was not likely to assuage his malady.
Nevertheless, after the first burst of

indignation, he foimd relief in his usual

deception. While slowly maturing
the most tremendous vengeance which,

anointed monarch ever deUberately
wreaked upon his people, he wTote to

say, that it was " his intention to treat

his vassals and subjects in the pro-
vinces like a good and clement prince,
not to ruin them nor to put them into

servitude, but to exercise all hmnanity,
sweetness, and grace, avoiding all

harshness."^ Such werethe avowed
intentions of the sovereign towards

his people at the moment when the

teiTible Alva, who was to be the expo-
nent of all this

"
humanity, sweetness,

and grace," was already beginning the

preparations for his famous invasion of

the Netherlands.

The essence of the compact agreed
to upon the 2od August betv.-een the

confederates and the Regent, was that

the preaching of the Reformed religion
should be tolerated in places where it

had previously to that date been esta-

blished. Upon this basis Egmont,
Horn, Orange, Hoogstraaten, and

others, were directed once more to

attempt the pacification of the different,

provinces.

Egmont departed for liis govern-
ment of Flanders, and from that mo-
ment vanished all his pretensions,
which at best had been slender enough,
to the character of a national chief-

tain. During the whole of the year
his cotirse had been changefuL He
ha^l felt the influence of Orange ;

he
had generous instincts ;

he had much
vanity ;

he had the pride of high rank,
which did not easily brook the domi-

nation of strangera, in a land which he
considered himself and his com{>eers
entitled by their birth to rule. At this

juncture, however, particularly when

» Oi-oo'.i V. Prinst. Archives, etc., iL 401.

Expression of Egmonfs.
' CoiTespondaiico de JIarg. d'Autriche

2«J, 207.—Letter of Nov. 27, 15(16.
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in tlie company of Noii'caimes, Berlay-

mont, and Viglins, lie expressed, not-

withstanding their calumnious mis-

statements, the deepest detestation of

the heretics.^ He was a fervent Ca-

tholic, and he regarded the image-

breaking as an uuj^ardonable crime.
" We must take up arms," said he,
"sooner or later, to bring these Re-

formers to reason, or they will end by
laying down the law for us." ^ On the

other hand, his anger would be often

appeased by the grave but gracious
remonstrances of Orange. During a

part of the summer, the Reformers
had been bo strong in Flanders that

upon a single day sixty thousand
armed men had been assembled at the

different fleld-preachinga within that

jirovince.
" All they needed was a

Jacquemart, or a Philip van Artevelde,"

says a Catholic contemporary,
" but

they would have scorned to march
under the banner of a brewer; having
dai-ed to raise their eyes for a chief, to

the most illustrious warrior of his age.'
No doubt, had Egmont ever listened

to these aspirations, he might have
takeu the field against the government
with an invincible force, seized the

capital, imprisoned the Regent, and
mastered the whole country, which
was entirely defenceless, before Philip
would have had time to wi'ite more
than ten despatches upon the subject.

These hopes of the Reformers, if

hopes they could be called, were now
desthied to be most bitterly disap-

pointed. Egmont entered Inlanders,

not OS a chief of rebels—not as a wise

pacificator
—but as an unscrupulous

partisan of government, disposed to

take summary vengeance on all sus-

pected persons who should fall in his

way. He ordered numerous executions

of image-breakers and of other heretics.

The whole province was in a state of

alarm
; for, although he had not been

furnished by the Regent with a strong

body of troops, yet the iianie of the

conqueror at Saint Quentin and Grave-
lines was worth many regiments. His

» Pontus Payen, MS.
a Ibid. » Ibid.
* Ibid. Compare Groen v, Prisst., Ar-

chives, etc., ii. 282, 297.
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severity was excessive.'* His sanguin-

ary exertions were ably seconded also

by his secretary Bakkerzeel, a man
who exercised the greatest influence

over his chief, and who was now
fiercely atoning for having signed the

compromise by persecuting thosewhom
that league had been formed to pro-
tect.

" Amid aU the perplexities of

the Duchess Regent," says a Walhwn
historian,

"
this virtuous priccess was

consoled by the exploits of Bakkerzeel,
agentleman in Count Egmont's service.

On one occasion he hanged twenty
heretics, including a ministei", at a

single heat."^

Such achievements as these by the
hands or the orders of the distin-

guished general who had been most

absurdly held up as a possible protec-
tor of the civil and religious liberties

of the coimtry, created profound sen-

sation. Flanders and Artois were filled

with the wives and children of sus-

pected thousands who had fled the

country to escape the wrath of Egmont.''
The cries and piteous lamentations of

these unfortunate creatures were heard
on every side. Count Louis was

earnestly implored to intercede for the

persecuted Reformers. " You who
have been so nobly gifted by Heaven,
you who have good will and singular

bounty written upon your face," said

Utenhove to Louis,
" have the power

to save theae poor victims from the
thi'oats of the ravenous wolves."' The
Count responded to the appeal, and
strove to soften the severity of Egmont,
without, however, producing any very
.signal effect. Flanders was soon paci-

fied, nor was that important province
permitted to enjoy the benefits of the

agreement which had been extorted
from the Duchess. The preachings
were forbidden, and the ministers and

congregations arrested and cnastised.

even in places where the custom had
been established previously to the 23d

August.^ Certainly such vigorous ex-

ertions upon the part both of master
and man did not savour of treason to

» Renom do Franco Mfj.. 1. 33.
« Groen v. Priust., Archives etc., li. 296,

297.
T Ibid. • Ibid.
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Philip, and Larrlly seemed to indicate

the final docan of Egmont and Bak-
kerzeel.

The course of Orange at Antwerp
was consistent with his whole career.

He honestly came to arrange a ffeciSca-

tion, but he knew that this end could

be gained only by loyally maintaining
the Accord which had been signed be-

tween the confederates and the Regent.
He came back to the city on the 26th

August/ and found order partially re-

established. The burghers having at

last become thoroughly alarmed, and
the fury of the image-breakers entirely

appeased, it had been comparatively
easy to restore tranquillity. The tran-

quillity, however, rather restored itself,

and when the calm had succeeded to

the tempest, the placid heads of the

burgomasters once more emerged from
the waves.

Three image-breakers, who had been
taken in the act, were hanged by order

of the magistrates upon the 2Sth of

August.* The presence of Orange
gave them courage to achieve these

executions, which he could not pre-

vent, as the fifth article of the Accord

enjoined the chastisement of the
rioters. The deed was not his, how-

ever, and he hastened, in order t.)

obviate the necessity of further vio-

lence, to prepare articles of agreement,
upon the basis of Margaret's conces-

sions. Public preaching, according to
the Reformed religion, had already
taken place within the city. Upon
the 22d, possession had been taken of
at least three churches. The senate
had deputed pensionary Wesenbeck
to expostulate with the ministers, for
the magistrates were at that moment
not able to command. Taffin, the
Walloon preacher, had been tractable,
and had agreed to postpone his exer-
cises. He furthermore had accom-

panied the pensionary to the cathetlral,
in order to persuade Herman Modet

1 Groen v. Pnnst., Archives, etc., ii. £61.
» This is the account of Hoofd, iii. 110, 111.

The three rioters were executed, not bv com-
mand of the Prince (a.s stated by M. Groen
V. Prjnsterer, Archives, et Corrcspondance,
ii. 261), but by that of the ci\ic authorities
—"en alstoen moedt geschept hebbende,
ten derden daaghen c lar naa, drie van de

AiUuerp. 29S

that it wotdd be better for him like-

wise to defer his intended ministra-

tions.* They had found that eloquent
enthusiast already in the great church,

burning with impatience to ascend

upon the ruins, and quite unable to

resist the temptation of setting a
Flemish psalm and preaching a Fle-

mish sermon within the walls which
had for so many centiu-ies been vocal

only to the Roman tongue and tho

Roman ritual. All that he would
concede to the entreaties of his col-

league and of the magistrate, was that

his sermon should be short. In this,

however, he had overrated his powers
of retention, for the sermon not only
became a long one, but he had preached
another upon the afternoon of the same

day. The city of Antwerp, therefore,
was clearly within the seventh clause

of the treaty of the 2-tth August, for

preaching had taken place in the

cathedral, previously to the signing of

that Accord.*

Upon the 2d September, therefore,
after many protracted interviews with
the heads of the Reformed religion,
the Prince drew up sixteen articles of

agreement between them, the ma-
gistrates, and the government, which
were duly signed and exchangeii'
These articles assigned three churches

to the different sects of reformers, sti-

pulated that no attempts should be
made by Catholics or Protestants to
distiu-b the religious worship of each

other, and provided that neither by
mutual taimts in their sermons, nor

by singing street ballads, together
with improper allusions and overt acts
of hostUity, should the good-fellow-
ship which ought to reign between
brethren and feUow-citizens, even

although entertaining difierent opi-
nions as to religious rites and doc-

trines, be for the futiu"e interrupted.*
This was the basis upon which the

very brief religious peace, broken al-

gevange beeldstormers met do galge, de rest
met baUingshap oft auders strafleu " —
Hoofd, ubi sup.
SBor, li. So. HoofJ, iii. 102. T\'es«a-

*
Ibid., ii. 85, 86. Ibid. Ibid.

* Bor, iii. 98, 09, gives the articles.
* Articles in Bor, ii 98, 99.
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most as soon as established, was
concluded by William of Orange, not

only at Antwerp, but at Utrecht,^ Am-
sterdam,"^ and other principal cities

within hid government.
The Prince, however, notwithstand-

ing his unwearied exertions, had
slender hopes of a peaceful result.

He felt that the last step taken by the
Reformation had been otf a precipice.
He liked not such rapid progress. He
knew that the King would never for-

give the image-breaking. He felt

that he would never recognise the

Accord of the 24th August. Sir

Thomas Gresham, who, as the repre-
sentative of the Protestant Queen of

England in the great commercial me-

tropolis of Europe, was fully conversant

with the turn things were taking, was

alrearly advising some other place for

the sale of English commodities. He
gave notice to his government that

commerce would have no security at

Antwerp
"
in those brabbling times."

He was on confidential terms with
the Prince, who invited him to dine

upon the 4th September, and caused

pensionary Wesenbeck, who was also

present, to read aloud the agi-eement
which was that day to be proclaimed
at the Town-house. Orange expressed
himself, however, very doubtfully as

to the future prospects of the pro-

vinces, and as to the probable temper
of the King.

" In all his talke," saj 3

Gresham, "the Prince saide unti me,
*
I know this will nothing content e the

King.'
"3

While Egmont had been thus busied

in Flanders, and Orange in Antwerp,
Count Horn had been doing his best

in the important city of Toumay.*
The Admiral waa not especially gifted
with intellect, nor with the power of

managing men, but he went there with

an honest purpose of seeing the Accord

executed, intending, if it should prove

practicable, rather to favour the Go-

vernment than the Reformers. At
the same time, for the purpose of

» Bor, ii. 101, 102.
9
Ibid., ii., 101.

» Burgon, ii. 161, 162.
* Groen v. Priiist., Archives, eto., ii. .362,

note.
» Piisquier de la Ban-o 113., 30vo.
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giving satisfaction to the members of

"the religion," and of manifesting his

sincere 'desire for a pacification, he

accepted lodgings which had been pre-

pared for him at the house of a

Calvinist merchant in tJie city,'' rather
than take up his quarters with fierce

old Governor Jloulbaia in the citadel.

This gave much offence to the Catho-

lics, and inspired the Reformers with
the hope of having their preaching
inside the town. To this privilege

they were entitled, for the practice
had already been established there,

previously to the 24th October." Ne-

vertheless, at first he was disposed to

limit them, in accordance with the
wishes of the Duchess, to extra-mural

exercises.

Upon his arrival, by a somewhat
ominous conjuncture, he had supped
with some of the leading citizens in

the hall of the "
gehenna," or torture-

room,^— certainly not a locality calcu-

lated to inspire a healthy appetite.
On the following Sunday he had been
entertained with a great banquet, at

which all the princijjal burghers were

present, held in a house on the market-

place.^ The festivities had been in*

terrupted by a quarrel, which had been

taking place in the cathedral. Be-

neath the vaults of that edifice, tradi-

tion said that a vast treasure waa

hidden, and the canons had been
known to boast that this buried
wealth would be sufficient to rebuild

their temple more magnificently than

ever, in case of its total destruction.''

The Admiral had accordingly placed a

strong guaid in the church as soon as

he arrived, and commenced very ex-

tensive excavations in search of this

imaginary mine. The Regent in-

formed her brother that the Count
was prosecuting this work with the
view of appropriating whatever might
be found to his own benefit.^" As she

knew that he was a ruined man, ther»>

seemed no more satisfactory mode of

accounting for , these proceedings.
• Letter of Horn to Duchess of Parma in

Fc>iipena, Supplement, ii. 3P3.
' Pasquier de la Barro MS., 36vo.
« De la Dane MS., 42vo. « Ibid.
^f CoiTCspoudaueo de Philippe II., i. 46C-

463.
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Horn had, however, expressly Stated

to her that every penny which shovdd

come mto his possession from that or

any > ther source would carefully be

restored to the rightful owners.^ No-

thing of consequence was ever found

to justify the golden legends of the

monks, but in the meantime the

money-diggers gave great offence. The

canons, naturally alanned for the

safety of their fabulous treasure, had
forced the guard, by surreptitiously

obtaining the countersign from a cer-

tain official of the town.* A quarrel

ensued, which ended in the appear-
ance of this personage, together with

the commander of the mihtary force

ou guard in the cathedral, before the

banqueting company. The Count, in

the rough way habitual with him, gave
the cidprit a sound reb\ake for his

intermeddling, and threatened, in case

the ofFence were repeated, to have him

instantly bovmd, gagged, and for-

warded to Brussels for further-punish-
ment.* The matter thus satisfacto-

rily adjusted, the banquet proceeded,
the merchants present being all de-

lighted at seeing the said ofiBcial, who
was exceedingly unpopular,

"
so well

huifed by the Coimt.""* The excava-

tions were continued for a long time,
until there seemed danger of destroy-

ing the foundation of the church, but

only a few bits of money were disco-

vered, with some other articles of

small value.*

Horn had taken his apartments in

the city in order to be at hand to

uppress any tumults, and to inspire
onfidence in the people. He had
come to a city where five-sixths of

the inhabitants "^ were of the Reformed

religion, and he did not, therefore,
hink it judicious to attempt violently
iie suppression of their worship. Upon
his arrival he had issued a proclama-
tion, ordering that all property which

might have been pillaged from the

religious houses should be instantly

' Letter of Horn to Duchess of Parma.
Foppcns. Supplement, ii. -127. — Compare
letter of Duchess; to Horn, p. 408.

» De la Barre MS., 4:vo. » Ibid.

*"Fort joyeulx que le contente avoit
ainsi espouffe le diet prociueur."—Ibid:

• Let. of Horn. Foppens, Supptemeut, S96.
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restored to the magistracy, imder

penalty that all who disobeyed the

command should "be forthwith

strangled at the gibbet." Nothing
was brought back, however, for the

simple reason that nothing had been

stolen.' There was, therefore, no one

to be strangled.
The next step was to publish the

Accord of 24th August, and to signify
the intention of the Admiral to en-

force its observance. The preachings
were as enthusiastically attended as

ever, while the storm which had been

raging among the images had in the

meantime been entirely allayed. Con-

gregations of fifteen thousand were
still going to hear Ambrose Wille in

the suburbs^ but they were very tran-

quil in their demeanour.' It was

arranged between the Admiral and
the leaders of the reformed consis-

tories, that three places, to be selected

by Horn, shoidd be assigned for theu-

places of worship.' At these spots,
which were outside the walls, permis-
sion was given the Reformers to build

meeting-houses.^" To this arrange-
ment the Duchess formaUy gave her

consent. ^^

Nicholas TafBn, councillor, in the

name of the Reformers, made " a
brave and elegant harangue" before

the magistrates, representing that as,

on the most moderate computation,

three-quarters of the popidation were

dissenters, as the Regent had ordered

the construction of the new temples,
and as the Catholics retained -posses-

sion of all the churches in the city, it

was no more than fair that the com-

munity should bear the expense of

the new buildings. It was indig-

nantly replied, however, that Cathohca
could not be expected to pay for the

maintenance of heresy, particularly
when they had just been so much
exasperated by the image-breaking.
Coimcillor Tafiin took nothing, there-

fore, by his
" brave and elegant ha-

• De la Barre 113., f. 46-CO. Foppen*,
Supplement, 39o.

'
Foppens, Supplement, ii. 3S2.

» De la Barre MS., 38 sqq.
» Ibid, 44. 1» Ibid.

U Foppens, Supplement, ii, 407.
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rangue," saving a small vote of forty
livres.

The building was, however, imme-
diately commenced. Many nobles
and rich citizens contributed to the

work ;
some making donations in

money ;
others giving quantities of

oaks, poplars, elms, and other timber

trees, to be used in the construction.

The foundation of the first temple
outside the Porte de Cocquerel was

immediately laid. Vast heaps of

broken images and other ornaments of

the desecrated churches were most

unwisely used for this purpose, and
the Catholics were exceedingly en-

raged at beholding those male and
female saints, who had for centuries

been placed in such " reverend and
elevated positions," fallen so low as to

be the foundation-stones of temples
whose builders denounced all those

holy things as idols.^

As the autumn began to wane, the

people were clamorous for permis-
sion to have their preaching inside

the city. The new buildings could

not be finished before the winter ;
but

in the meantime the camp-meetings
were becoming, in the stormy seasons

fast approaching, a veiy inconvenient

mode of worship. On the other hand,
the Duchess was furious at the propo-
sition, and commanded Horn on no
account to consent that the interior of

Tournay should be profaned by these

heretical rites.^ It was in vain that

the Admiral represented the justice of

the claim, as these exercises had taken

place in several of the city churches

previously to the Accord of the 24th

of August.'' That agi-eement had
been made by the Duchess only to be
broken. She had already received

money and the permission to make

levies, and was fast assuming a tone

very different from the abject de-

meanour which had characterised her

in August. Count Horn had been
used even as Egmont, Orange, and

Hoogstraaten had been employed, in

order that their personal influence

with the Reformers might be turned

' De la B.arre MS., 46 sqq.
' Letter of Duchess of Faiina. Foppons,

Buppleraont, ii. 406.
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to account. The tools and the work
accomplished by them were to bo
thrown away at the most convenient

opportunity.
The Admiral was placed in a most

intolerable position. An honest, com-

mon-place, sullen kind of man, he had
come to a city full of heretics, to

enforce concessions just made by the

government to heresy. He soon found
himself watched, paltered with, sus-

pected by. the administration at

Brussels.-- Governor Moulbais in the

citadel, who was nominally under his

authority, refused obedience to his

orders, was evidently receiving secret

instructions from the Regent, and waa
determined to cannonade the city into

submission at a very early day. Horn
required him to pledge himself that

no fresh troops should enter the castle.

Moulbais swore he would make no
such promise to a living soul. The
Admiral stormed with his usual vio-

lence, expressed his regi-et that his

brother Montigny had so bad a lieu-

tenant in the citadel, but could make
no impression upon the determined

veteran, who knew, better than Horn,
the game which was preparing.'* Small
reinforcements were daily arriving at

the castle
;
the soldiers of the garrison

had been heard to boast " that they
would soon carve and eat the towns-
men's flesh on their dressers,"^ and
all the good effect from the Admiral's

proclamation on arriving had com-

pletely vanished,

Horn complained bitterly of the
situation in which he was placed. He
knew himself the mark of incessant

and calumnious misrepresentation
both at Brussels and Madrid. He had
been doing his best, at a momentous
crisis, to serve the government with-

out violating its engagements, but ho
declared himself to be neither tlieo-

logian nor jurist, and incapable, while

suspected and unassisted, of perform-
ing a task which the most learned

doctors of the council would find im-

practicable. He would rather, he bit-

terly exclaimed, endure a siege in any
'
Foppeiis, Supplement, ii. 393. .

* De
la Barre MS., SOvo. * "

lis Truinglievoiciit
lour chair sur leur trestchoir."—Ibid. 24.
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fortress by the Turks, tlian be placed
in such a position. He was doing all

that he was capable of doing, yet what-

ever he did was wrong. There was a

great difference, he said, between being
in a place and talking about it at a

distance.^

In the middle of October he was re-

colled by the Duchess, whose letters

had been uniformly so ambiguous that

he confessed he was quite unable to

divine their meaning.* Before he left

the city, he committed his most un-

pardonable crime. Urged by the

leaders of the Reformed congregations
to permit their exercises in the

Clothiers' Hall until their temple
should be finished, the Count accorded

his consent provisionally, and subject
to revocation by the Regent, to whom
the arrangement was immediately to

be communicated-
Hom departed, and the Reformers

took instant possession of the hall. It

was found in a very dirty and dis-

orderly condition, enctmibered with

benches, scaffoldings, stakes, gibbets,
and all the machinery used for public
executions upon the market-place. A
vast body of men went to work with a

wiU; scrubbing, cleaning, whitewash-

ing, and removing all the foul lumber
of the hall

; singing in chorus, as they
did so, the hymns of Clement Marot.

By dinner-time the place was ready.-*
The pulpit and benches for the con-

gregation had taken the place of the

gibbet timber. It is difficult to com-

prehend that such work as this was a

deadly crime. Nevertheless, Horn,
tcAo was himgelf a sincere Catholic, had
committed the most mortal of all his

offences against Philip and against
God, by having countenanced so flagi-

tious a transaction.

The Admiral went to Brussels.

Secretary de la Torre,'' a very second-

rate personage was despatched to

1 Letter to Duchess of Parma. Foppeiis,
Supplement, ii. 412. 413.

- Letter of Horu to Philip II., in Foppens,
Supplement, ii. 49&-506.

» Da la Barre Ma, SOvo.
* La Torre arrived in Toum.ay upon the

28th October 156(5, according to the narrative
of De la Barre. That maimsciipt (now in
the Brussels Archives, and the only copy
known to exist) was afterwards laid before
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Toumay to convey the orders of tha

Regent. Governor Moulbais, now in

charge of affaii-s both civil and military,
was to prepare all things for the gar-

rison, which was soon to be despatched
under Xoircarmss. The Duchess had
now arms in her hands, and her lan-

guage was bold. La Torre advised the

Reformers to be wise " while the rod

was yet green and growing, lest it

shoidd be gathered for their backs;
for it was unbecoming in subjects to

make bargains with their Iving."'
There was hardly any decent pretext
used in violating the Accord of the
24th August, so soon as the govern-
ment was strong enough to break it.

It was always said that the preachings
suppressed, had not been established

previously to that arrangement; but
the preachings had in reality obtained
almost everywhere, and were now uni-

versally abolished. The ridicidoua

quibble was also used that, in tha

preachings, other religious exercises

were not included, whereas it was no-

torious that they had never been sepa-
rated. It is, however, a gratuitoua
task to unravel the deceptions of ty-

ranny when it hardly deigns to dis-

guise itself. The dissimulations which
have resisted the influence of centuriea

are more worthy of serious investiga-

tion, and of these the epoch offers ua
a sufficient supply.
At the close of the year, the city

of Toumay was completely subju-
gated and the Reformed religion sup-

pressed. Upon the 2d day of January
1567, the Seignior de Noircarmes
arrived before the gates at the head
of eleven companies, with orders from
Duchess Margaret to strengthen the

garrison and disarm the citizens.®

He gave the magistrates exactly one
hour and a half to decide whether they
would submit without a murmur.'
He expressed an intention of main-an

the Blood Council. Secretary La Torre haa
noticed in several places on the margin,
"the author lies" (I'autheur ment). Tha
passages thus discredited by this very com-
mon-place tool of tyranny havo only reie-

reiice to himself. Pasquier de la Barro MS.,
fo. STvo., 59.

» Renom de France MS., i. c. 2S.
• Pasquier de la Barre MS.
f Ibid., 7Tvo., 78.
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tixiiiing tba Accord of 24tb August;
- a ridiculous affectation under the

circumstances, as tlie event proved.
Tiie notables were summoned, submis-

sion agreed upon, and witbin tbe pre-
scribed time the magistrates came be-

fore Noircarmes, with an unconditional

acceptance of bis terms.i That truc-

ulent personage told them, in* reply,
that they had done wisely, for if they
bad delayed receiving the garrison a

minute longer, he would have instantly
burned the city to ashes and put every
one of the inhabitants to the sword.'^ He
had been fully authorised to do so, and

subsequent events were to shew, upon
more than one dreadful occasion, bow
capable Noircarmes wovild have been
of fidfilling this menace.
Tbe soldiers who had made a forced

march all night, and who bad been

firmly persuaded that the city would
refuse the terms demanded, were ex-

cessively disappointed at being obliged
to forego the sack and pillage upon
which they had reckoned.'* Eight or

nine hundred rascally peasants, too,
who had followed in the skirts of the

regiments, each provided with a great

empty bag, which they expected to

fill with booty which they might pur-
chase of the soldiers, or steal in the

midst of the expected carnage and

rapine, shared tbe discontent of the

Boldieiy, by whom they were now
driven ignominiously out of tbe town.*

Tbe citizens were immediately dis-

armed. All the fine weapons which

they had been obliged to purchase at

their own expense, when they bad been

arranged by the magistrates \inder

eight banners, for defence of the city

againsttumult and invasion, were taken

from them ;
tbe most beavitiful cutlasses,

carbines, poniards, and pistols, being
divided by Noircarmes among his offi-

cers.® Thus Toumay was tranquillized.

During tbe whole of these proceed-

ings in Flanders, and at Antwei-p,

Tournay, and Mechlin, the conduct of

1 Pasquier do la Barre MS., 78vo,
* ' '

Disrait que la ville estait bien conseillee

d'avoir obey a Sa Jlaj. sans avoir faitquelque
rebellion, ajoutant que si quelquo resistauee

luy heust osto donnee a iiitroduire la jrarni-

Bon, qu'il avoit charge expressede luy boutor

par lorclie et mettre la vilie on feu et tous
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the Duchess had been marked with
more than her usual treachery. She
had been disavowing acts which tho
men upon whom she relied in her ut-

most need had been doing by her au-

thority ;
she had been affecting to

praise their conduct, while she was

secretly misrepresenting their actions

and maligning their motives, and she
had been straining every nerve to make
foreign levies, while attempting to

amuse the confederates and sectaries

with an affectation of clemency.
When Orange complained that she

had been censuring his proceedings at

Antwerp, and holding langiiage un-
favourable to his character, she pro-
tested that she thoroughly appro\'ed
his arrangements—excepting only tho
two points of the intra-mural preach-

ings and the permission to heretics of

other exercises than sermons—and
that if she were displeased with him
he might be sure that she would
rather tell him so than speak ill of him
behind his back.'' The Prince, who
had been compelled by necessity, and

fully authorised by the terms of tho
"
Accord," to grant those two points

which were the vital matter in hia

arrangements, answered very calmly,
that be was not so frivolous as to be-

lieve in her having used language to

his discredit had be not been quite
certain of the fact, as he would soon

prove by evidence.^ Orange was not
the man to be deceived as to the posi-
tion in which he stood, nor as to the
character of those with whom be dealt.

Margaret wrote, however, in the same
vein concerning him ^^o Hoogstraaten,

affirming that nothing could be further

from her intention than to characterise

the proceedings of " her cousin, the

Prince of Orange, as contrary to the

service of his Majesty; knowing, as she

did, bow constant bad been his affection,
and how diligent his actions, in the

cause of God and the King."^ She
also sent Councillor d'Assoijlevillo on

Ics manaiis et habit.ina au fil do I'espco."—
Do la Bane MS., 7Svo.

« De la Barre MS., 79.
«
Ibid., 81. »

Ibid., 91.

•Correspondance de Guillaume lo T.-icIt.,

ii. 233-L'.S.^). 1 Ibid., 'J:i9.

* La defense du Cumtc do Hocsti-ate, U6.
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K special mission to the Prince, in-

structing that smooth personage to in-

form her said cousin of Orange that

he was and always had been "loved

and cherished by his Majesty, and that

for herself she had ever loved him like

a brother or a child." ^

She wrote to Horn, approving of his

conduct in the main, although in ob-

sc\ire terms, and expressing great con-

fidence in liis zeal, loyalty, and good
intentions.* She accorded the same

pra"J5e to Hoogstraaten, while, as to

Eguiont, she was peii^etually reproach-

ing him for the suspicions which he
seemed obstinately to entertain as to

her disposition and that of Philip, in

regard to his conduct and character.'

It has already been partly seen what
were her private sentiments and secret

representations as to the career of the

distinguished personages thvis encou-

raged and commended. Her pictures
were painted in daily darkening colours.

She told her brother that Orange, Eg-
mont, and Horn were about to place
themselves at the head of the confede-

rates, who were to take up arms and
had been levying troops; that the
Lutheran reUgion was to be forcibly
established ; that the whole power of

the government was to be placed in

the triumvirate thus created by those

seigniors, and that Philip was in reality
to be excluded entirely from those

provinces which were his ancient patri-

mony.* All this information she had
obtained from Mansfeld, at whom the

nobles were constantly sneermg as at

afaithfid valet who would never receive
his v.ages.'
She also informed the King that the

scheme for dividing the country was

already arranged: that Augustus of

Saxony was to have Friesland and

Overyssel; Count Brederode, Holland;
the Dukes of C'leves and LoiTaine,

Gueldres; the King of France, Flan-

ders, Artois, and Haiuault, of which
territories Egmont was to be perpetual
Btadholder; the Prince of Orange,
Brabant; and so on indefinitely.'' A

1
Corresp. deGuillaume le Tacit., ii. 391-3y7!

'
Fopj^eus, Supplement, ii. 4J0. 4-21, 436.

*
Coiresp<jnd;ii!ce de Pliilippe II., i. 493.

Ii)id., i. 4oo, 450, 460, 401. » lijid.
C
Ibid., L 473-473. ^ Ibid, i. 4S4. « Ibid.
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general massacre of all the Catholics

had been arranged by Orange, Horn,
and Egmont, to commence as soon as

the King should put his foot on ship-
board to come to the country.^ This

last remarkable fact Margaret reported
to Philip, upon the respectable autho-

rity of Noircarmes.^

She apologised for having employed
the service of these nobles on the ground
of necessity. Their proceedings in Flan-

ders, at Antwerp, Toumay, Mechlin,
had been highly reprehensible, and she

had been obliged to disavow them in

the most important particulars. As
for Egmont, she had mo:rt unwillingly
intrusted forces to his hands for the

purpose of putting down the Flemish
sectaries. She had been afraid to shew
a want of confidence in his character,
but at the same time she believed that

all soldiers under Egmont'a orders

would be so many enemies to the King.*

Xotwithstanding his protestations of

fidelity to the ancient rehgion and to

his Majesty, she feared that he was
busied with some great plot against
God and the King.^" When we remem-
ber the ruthless mamner in which the

unfortunate Coimt had actually been

raging against the sectaries, and the

sanguinary proofs which he had been

gi%-ing of his fidelity to
'" God and the

King," it seems almost incredible that

Margaret could have written down all

these monstrous assertions.

The Duchess gave, moreover, re-

peated warnings to her brother, that

the nobles were in the habit of obtain-

ing possession of all the correspondence
between Madrid and Brussels, and that

they spent a vast deal of money in

order to read her own and Philip's
most private letters.^ She warned

him, therefore, to be upon his guard,
for she believed that almost all their

despatches were read.^* Such being
the case, and the tenor of those docu-

ments being what we have seen it to be,
her complaints as to the incredulity

^^

of those seigniors to her afiFectionate

protestations, seem quite wonderful.
9
Correspoudaiice de Fhilippe II., i. 459.

»o Ibid. 11
Ibid., i. 475.

"
Ibid., i. 393.

1* Ibid., i. Correspondance de Guillaume
le TuoiU, n. passim.
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CHAPTER IX.

t'osilion of Orange—The l:itcrview at Dendermonde—The supposititious Icttfivs of Alava—
Views of Egmont—Isolation of Oranjrc—Conduct of E^imont and of Horn—Confederacy
of the nobles dissolved—Weak behaviour of prominent personages—Watchfulness of

Orange—Convocation of States-General demanded—Pamphlet of Grange—City of Valen-
ciennes refuses a gan-ison—Influence of La Grange and Ue Bray—City declared in a state
of siege-Invested by Noircarmes—Movements to relieve the place—Calvinists defeated
at Lannoy and at Waterlots—Elation of the Government—The siege pressed more closely
—Cruelties practised upon the country people—Courage of the inhabitants—Reraou-
strance to tlie Knights of tlie Fleece—Conduct of Brederode—Orange at Amsterdam-
New oath demanded by Government—Orange refuses—He offers his resignation of all

offices—Meeting at Breda—New "
Request" of Brederode—He creates disturbances and

levies troops in Antwerp—Conduct of Hoogstraaten—Plans of Brederode—Supposed con-
nivance of Orange—Alarm at Brussels—Tholouse at Ostrawell—Brederode ir. Holland—
De Beauvoir defeats Tholouse—Excitement at Antwerp—Determined conduct of Orango—Three days' tumult at Antwerp suppressed by the wisdom and courage of Orange.

It is necessary to allude to certain im-

portant events contemporaneous with

those recorded in the last chapter, that

the reader may thoroughly understand

the position of the leading personages
in this great drama at the close of the

year 1566.

The Prince of Orange had, as we
have seen, been exerting all his ener-

gies faithfully to accomplish the paci-

fication of the commercial metropolis,

upon the basis assented to beforehand

by the Duchess. He had established

a temporary religious peace, by which
alone at that crisis the gathering tem-

pest could be averted; but he had

permitted the law to take its course

upon certain rioters, who had been

regularly condemned by courts of jus-

tice. He had worked day and night
—

notwithstanding immense obstacles,

calumnious misstatements, and con-

flicting opinions
—to restore order out

of chaos
;
he had freely imperilled his

own life—-dashing into a tumultuous
mob on one occasion, wounding several

with a halberd which he snatched

from one of his guard,^ and dispersing
almost with his single arm a dangerous
and threatening insurrection—and he

had remained in Antwerp, at the press-

ing solicitations of the magistracy,
who represented that the lives of not

a single ecclesiastic would be safe as

Boon as his back was turned, and that

all the merchants would foiihwith de-

1 Antwerpseh Chronykje, p. 96; cited by
Groen van Prinsterer, ii. 310.

* Oorrespondance de Quillaume le Tacit.,

LL239.

part from the city.s It was nevei-the-
less necessary that he should make a

personal visit to his government of

Holland, where similar disorders had
been prevailing, and where men of all

ranks and parties were clamouring for
their stadholder.

Notwithstanding all his exertions,

however, he was thoroughly aware of
the position in which he stood towards
the government. The sugared phrases
of Margaret, the deliberate commen-
dation of the "

benign and debonair"

Philip, produced no effect upon this

statesman, who was accustomed to
look through and through men's ac-

tions to the core of their hearts. In
the hearts of Philip and Margaret ho

already saw treachery and revenge in-

delibly imprinted. He had been

especially indignant at the insult

which the Duchess Regent had put
upon him, by sending Duke Eric of

Brunswick with an armed force into
Holland in order to protect Gouda,
Woerden, and other places within the
Prince's own government.' He was

thoroughly conversant with the general
tone in which the other seigniors and
himself were described to their sove-

reign. He was already convinced that

the country was to be conquered by
foreign mercenaries, and that his own
life, with those of many other nobles,
was to be sacrificed.* The moment
had arrived in which he was justified

* Groen van Prinsterer, Archives, ii. 322-
320.

*
Correspondanco de Guillaume le Tacit.,

ii. 391-3i)7.
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in looting about him for mean3 of de-

fence, both for himself and his country,
if the King should be so insane as to

carry rut the purposes which the

Prince suspected. The time was fast

approaching in which a statesman

placed upon such an elevation before

the world as that which he occupied,
would be obliged to choose his part for

life. To be the unscrupvdous tool of

tyranny, a rebel, or an exile, was his

necessary fate. To a man so prone to

read the futiire, the moment for his

choice seemed already arrived. More-

over, he thought it doubtful, and
events were most signally to justify
his doubts, whether he could be ac-

cepted as the instrument of despotism,
even were he inclined to prostitute i

himseK to such service. At this

point, therefore, imdoubtedly began
the treasonable thoughts of William
the SUent, if it be treason to attempt
the protection of ancient and char-

tered hberties against a foreign op-

pressor. , He despatched a private

envoy to Egmout,^ representing the

grave suspicions manifested by the
Duchess in sending Duke Eric into

Holland, and proposing that means
should be taken into consideration for

obviating the dangers with which the

coxmtry was menaced. Catholics, as

well as Protestants, he intimated, were
to be crvished in one imiversal con-

quest as soon as Philip had completed
the formidable preparations which he
was making for invading the pro-
vinces. For himself, he said, he would
not remain in the land to witness the
utter desolation of the people, nor to
fall an unresisting victim to the ven-

geance which he foresaw. If, how-
ever, he might rely upon the co-

operation of Egmont and Horn, he
was willing, with the advice of the

states-general, to risk preparations
against the armed invasion of Spaniards
by which the coimtry was to be re-

duced to slavery. It was incumbent,
however, upon men placed as they
were,

" not to let the grass grow under
1 Groea v. Prinst., Archives, etc., ii. 323-

8£G. a Ibid.
» Foppens, Supplement, L (Eroces d'Eg-

mont, 73-76, and Procia de Home*. 16«i-

170), Groen t. Prinst., ii. 360, sqq. Cono-

ConUrence at Dendermoncle, 301

their feet \

"
and the moment for action

was fast approaching.*
This was the scheme which Orange

was willing to attempt. To make use
of his own influence and that of his

friends, to interpose between a sove-

reign insane with bigotry, and a

people in a state of religious frenzy,
to resist brutal violence if need should
be by force, and to compel the sove-

reign to respect the charters which he
had sworn to maintain, and which
were far more ancient than his sove-

reignty ;
so much of treason did Wil-

liam of Orange already contemplate,
for in no other way coiild he be loyal
to his country and his own honour.

Nothing came of this secret em-

bassy, for Egmont's heart and fat«

were already fixed. Before Orange
departed, however, for the north,
where his presence in, the Dutch
provinces was now imperatively re-

quired, a memorable interview took

place atDendermonde between Orange,
Horn, Egmont, Hoogstraaten, and
Count Louis. ** The nature of this

conference was probably similar to
that of the secret mission from Orange
to Egmont just recorded. It was not
a long consultation. The gentlemen
met at eleven o'clock, and conversed
until dinner was ready, which was be-
tween twelve and one in the afternoon.

They discussed the contents of a letter

recently received by Horn from his

brother Montigny at Segovia, giving a

hvely picture of Philip's fury at the
recent events in the Netherlands, and
expressing the Baron's own astonish-

ment and indignation that it had been

impossible for the seigniors to prevent
such outrages as the public preaching,
the image-breaking, and the Accord.

They had also some coversation con-

cerning the dissatisfaction manifested

by the Duchess at the proceedings of

Cotmt Horn at Toumay, jnd they read
a very remarkable letter which had
been furnished them, as having been
written by the Spanish envoy in Paris,
Don Francis of Alava, to Margaret of

spondai;c;e de Guillaume le Tacit, ii. Intro-
duction of Gaohard, 74, sqq. Comp.-ire
BtT, ii lOS; Hoofd, ii. 114; Strada, v. iic,

sqq. ; Bentivoq-lio, iii. 42, sqq. Cjrre-

spond/uice de Fbilippe II., i. 474-476.
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J'arma. This letter was forged. At
least the Regent, in her Italian cor-

respondence, asserted it to be ficti-

tious,^ and in those secret letters to

Philip she usually told the truth. The
astuteness- of William of Orange had
in this instance been deceived. The
BtrikiTig fidelity however, with which
the present and future policy of the

government was sketched, the accu-

racy with which many unborn events

were foreshadowed, together with the
minute touches which gave an air of

genuineness to the fictitious despatch,
might well deceive even so sagacious
an observer as the Prince.

The letters
"
alluded to the deep and

long-settled hostility of Philip to

Orange, Horn, and Egmont, as to a

fact entirely within the writer's know-

ledge, and that of his correspondent,
but urged vipon the Duchess the

assumption of an extraordinary degree
of ajiparent cordiality in her inter-

course with them. It was the King's
intention to use them and to destroy
them, said the writer, and it was the

Pegeut's duty to second the design.
" The tumults and troubles have not
been without their secret concur-

rence," said the supposititious Alava,
" and your Highness may rest assured
that they will be the first upon whom
his Majesty will seize, not to confer

benefits, but to chastise them as they
desei've. Your Highness, however,
Bhould shew no symptom of dis-

pleasure, but should constantly main-
tain in their minds the idea that his

Majesty considers them as the most
faithful of his servants. While they
are persuaded of this, they can be
more easily used, but when the time

comes, they will be treated in another
manner. Your Highness .may rest

assured that his Majesty is not less

inclined than your Highness that they
should receive the punishment which

they merit."-* The Duchess was fur-

thermore recommended " to deal with
the three seigniors according to the

example of the Spanish governments
in its intercourse with the envoys,

1 Correspondance do Philippe II., i. 470.
* The letters are given by Bor, ii. 109, 110,

tritbout a doubt $» to their genuineness.
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I Berghen and Montigny, who are met
with a smiling face, but who are

closely watched, and who will never
be permitted to leave Spain alive."*

The remainder of the letter alludes to

supposed engagements between France
and Spain for the extirpation of heresy,
from which allusion to the generally ac-

cepted but mistaken notion as to the

Bayonne Conference, a decided proof
seems to be furnished that the letter

was not genuine. Great complaints,
however, are made as to the conduct
of the Queen Regent, who is described
as "

a certain lady well-known to her

Highness, and as a person without

faith, friendship, or truth
;
the most

consummate hypocrite in the world."
After giving instances of the duplicity
manifested by Catherine de Medici,
the writer continues—" She sends her
little black dwarf to me upon frequent
errands, in order that by means ol

this spy she may worm out my secrets.

I am, however, upon my guard, and
flatter myself that I learn more from
him than she from me. She shall

never be able to boast of having de-

ceived a Spaniard."
*

An extract or two from this very
celebrated document seemed indispen-

sable, because of the great importance
attached to it, both at the Dender-
monde Conference, and at the trials of

Egmont and Horn. The contem-

porary writers of Holland had no
doubt of its genuineness, and, what is

more remarkable, Strada, the historio-

grapher of the Farnese family, after

quoting Margaret's denial of the authen-

ticity of the letter, coolly observes i

" Whether this were only an invention

of the conspirator.s, or actually a de-

spatch from Alava, I shall not decide.

It is certain, however, that the Duchess
declared it to be false.""

There was doubtless some conversa-

tion at Doidermonde on the propriety
or possibility of forcible resistance to a

Spanish army, with which it seemed

probable that Philip was about to in-

vade the provinces, and take the lives

of the leading nobles. Count Louis

* Bor, ubi sup.
Ibid. » Ibid,

e
Btrada, t. 281.
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was iu favour of making provision in

Germany for the accomplishment of

this purpose. It is also highly probable
that the Prince may have encouraged
the proposition. In the sense of his

former communication to Egmont, he

may have reasoned on the necessity of

making levies to sustain the decisions

of the states-general against violence.

There is, however, no proof of any such

fact. Egmont, at any rate, opposed
the scheme, on the ground that "

it

was wrong to entert^un any such ill

opinion of so good a king as Philip,
that he had never done anything un-

just towards his subjects, and that if

any one was in fear, he had better

leave the country."^ Egmont, more-

over, doubted the authenticity of the

letters from Alava, but agreed to carry
them to Brussels, and to lay them be-

fore the Regent. That lady, when she

saw them, warmly assured the Count
that they were inventions.*

The conference broke up after it had
lasted an hour and a half. The nobles

then went to dinner, at which other

persons appear to have been present,
and the celebrated Dendermonde meet-

ing was brought to a close. After the

repast was finished, each of the five

nobles mounted his horse, and departed
on hi* separate way.'
From this time forth the position of

these leading seigniors became more

sharply defined. Orange was left in

almost complete isolation. Without
the assistance of Egmont, any effective

resistance to the impending invasion

from Spain seemed out of the ques-
tion. The Count, however, had taken
his irrevocable and fatal resolution.

After various oscillations diu-ing the

stormy period which had elapsed, his

mind, notwithstanding all the disturb-

ing causes by which it had hitherto

been partially influenced, now pointed
steadUy to the point of loyalty. The
guidance of that pole star was to lead

1 Proems d'Efrmont (Foppens, i. 75).
* Letter of Egmont in Groen v. Prinst.,

Archives, ii. 400, 401.
» Procfes d'Egmont, 73-76. Proces de

Homes, 166-170 (Foppens, Supplement).
Oorreapondanca de Guillaume ]e Tacit., u.
lutroduction of SL Gachard, Ixxiv. sqq.
OompareBor.ii.lOS; Hoofd,iii.ll4; Strada,

Position of Oravge and Horn. ^-(^^S

him to utter shipwieek. The uul'or-

tvmate noble, entrenched again.st all

fear of Philip by the brazen wall of

an easy conscience, saw no fault in

his past at which he should grow pale
with apprehension. Moreover, he was

sanguine by nature, a Catholic in reli-

gion, a royalist from habit and convic-

tion. Henceforth he was determined
that his services to the crown should

more than coimterbalance any idle

speeches or insolent demonstrations of

which he might have been previously

guilty.
Horn pursued a different course, but

one which separated him also from the

Prince, while it led to the same fate

which Egmont was blindly pursuing.
The Admiral had committed no act of

treason. On the contrary, he had
been doing his best, under most diffi-

cult circumstances, to avert rebellion

and save the interests of a most un-

grateful sovereign. He was now dis-

posed to wrap himself in his virtue, to

retreat from a court life, for which he
had never felt a vocation,* and to re-

sign all connexion with a government
by which he felt himself very badly
treated. Moody, wrathful, disap;

pointed, ruined, and calumniated, he
would no longer keep terms with KLing
or Duchess. He had griefs of long

standing agcunst the whole of the royal

family. He had never forgiven the

Emperor for refusing him,when young,
the appointment of chamberlain.* He
had served Philip long and faithfully,
but he had never received a stiver of

salary or "merced," notwithstanding
all his work as state councillor, as ad-

miral, as superintendent in Spain;
while his younger brother had long
been in the receipt of nine or ten thou-
sand florins yearly. He had spent four
hundred thousand florins in the King'a
service ;

his estates were mortgaged to

their full value; he had been obliged
to sell his family plate.® He had done

V. 230, sqq. ; Beutivoglic, iii. 42, sqq.
Correswndance de Philippe II., L 474-476.

* " Aiant par trop coamu ii'estre ma voca-
tion estre eu court," etc., etc.—Letter <A

Horn to his secretary, Alonao de la Loa
Foppens, il 470, 471.

' Renom de Francs MS., 1. c 81.
• Ibid.
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his best in Toumay to servo the

Duchess, and he had averted the

"Sicilian vespers," which had been
imminent at his arrival.' He had
saved the Cathohcs from a general
massacre, yet he heard nevertheless

from Montiguy, that all his actions

were distorted in Spain, and his mo-
tives blackened.^ His heart no longer
inclined him to continue in Philip's

service, even were he furnished with
the means of doing so. He had in-

structed his secretary, Alonzo de la

Loo, whom he had despatched .many
months previously to Madrid, that he
was no longer to press his master's

claims for a "
merced," but to signify

that he abandoned all demands and re-

signed all posts. He could turn hermit
for the rest of his days, as well as the

Emperor Charles.'* If he had little, he
could live upon little. It was in this

sense that he spoke to Margaret of

Parma, to Assonleville, to all around
him. It was precisely in this strain

and temper that he wrote to Philip,

indignantly defending his course at

Tournay, protesting against the tor-

tuous conduct of the Duchess, and

"•bluntly declaring that he would treat

no longer with ladies upon matters

which concerned a man's honour.*

Thus, smarting under a sense of

gross injustice, the Admiral expressed
himself in terms which Plailip was not

likely to forgive. He had undertaken
the pacification of Tournay, because it

was Montigny's government, and he
had promised his services whenever

they should be requisite. Horn was a

loyal and affectionate brother, and it

is pathetic to find him congratulating

Montigny on being, after all, better off

in Spain than in the Netherlands.'

Neither loyalty nor the sincere Catho-

licism for which Montigny at this

1 Renom de France MS., i. c. 31.
- Ibid.
s Ibid. Foppens, Supplement, ii. 506-,'i09.
* Foppens, Supplemcut, ii. 501-505.
» "Pour faschfe quo estes l^, estes plus Jl

rotre aise que id."—Letter to Montigny.
Foppens, ii. 49G.

6 "J'ai reju ung gi-and contcntcmeut de
lassurance que mo donnez, quo nuls ne
basteront do vous faire changer d'opinion,
en chose qui touclie 1o fait de la religion

(uicicniie, qui est corios coiifonue a co que

The like yf (fie Dutch I?epiiblic. [1506.

period commended Horn in his private
letters,*" could save the two brothera
from the doom which was now fast ap-
proaching.
Thus Horn, blind as Egmont—not

being aware that a single step beyond
implicit obedience had created an im-

passable gulf between Philip and him-
self—resolved to meet his destiny in
sullen retirement. Not an entirely
disinterested man, perhaps, but au
honest one, as the world went, me-
diocre in mind, but brave, generous,
and direct of purpose, goaded by the
shafts of calumny, hunted down by the
whole pack which fawned upon power
as it grew more powerful, he now re-

treated to his "desert," as he called
his ruined home at Weert,'' where he
stood at bay, growling defiance at the

Regent, at Philip, at all the world.
Thus were the two prominent per-

sonages upon whose co-operatiou

Orange had hitherto endeavoured to

rely, entirely separated from him.
The confedci-acy of nobles, too, was
dissolved, having accomplished little,

notwithstanding all its noisy demon-
strations, and having lost all credit
with the people by the formal cassa-

tion of the Compromise in conse-

quence of the Accord of August.^ As
a body, they had justified the sarcasm
of Hubert Languet, that " the confe-

derated nobles had ruined their coun-

try by their folly and incapacity."
They had profaned a holy cause by in-

decent orgies, compromised it by sedi-

tious demonstrations, abandoned it

when most in need of assistance. Bak-
kerzeel had distinguished himself by
hanging sectaries in Flanders. " Golden
Fleece

"
de Hammes, after creating

great scandal in and about Antwerp,
since the Accord .had ended by ac-

cepting an artillery commission in the

j'en ay tousjoiirs ferement ponse ot cru, oi-s

quo le diable est subtil, et sos niinistres. Je
n'iiy faillyde la faire entendre aux lieux que
m'avez escrit."—Montigny to Horn, 26tli

May 1567.
The whole letter is published in Willems,

Mengelingcn van HistorischVaderlaudscheu
Inhoud (Aiitwcrpcn, lS-'7-lSuO), j)p. 325-
334.

' Proces de Homes. Foppeas, Supplfr
moiit.

* Groon v. Prinst., ii. 282.
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Emperor's army, together with three

himclred erovms for convoy from
Duchess Margaret.^ Culemburg was

serving the cause of religioxis freedom

by defacing the churches within his

ancestraldomains, pullingdown statues,

dining in chapels, and giving the holy
wafer to his parrot.- Nothing could
be more stupid than these acts of irre-

verence, by which Catholics were
offended and honest patriots disgusted.

Nothing could be more opposed to the

sentiments of Orange, whose first prin-

ciple was abstinence by all denomina-
tions of Christians from mutual insults.

At the same time, it is somewhat re-

volting to observe the indignation with
which such offences were regarded by
men of the most abandoned character.

Thus, Armenteros, whose name was sy-

nonymous with government swindling,
whohadbeenrollingupmoneyyearafter
year, by peculations, auctioneering of

high posts in church and state, bribes,
and all kinds of picking and stealing,
could not contain his horror as he re-

ferred to wafers eaten by parrots, or
" toasted on forks "•*

by renegade
priests; and poured out his emotions
on the subject into the faithful bosom
of Antonio Perez, the man with whose
debaucheries, political ^•illanie3, and
deliberate murders all Europe was to

ring.
No doubt there were many indi-

viduals in the confederacy for whom it

was reserved to render honourable ser-

vice in the national cause. The names
of Louis Nassau, Mamix of St Alde-

gonde, Bernard de Merode, were to be
written in golden letters in their

country's rolls; but at this moment
they were impatient, inconsiderate, out
of the control of Orange. Louis was
anxious for the King to come from

Spain with his army, and for "the
bear dance to begin."'* Brederode,
noisy, brawling, and absiird as ever,

1 Unpublisiicd letter, 13th September,
Margaret of Parma to Philip II. Brussels
Archives MS.—The Duchess expressed gretit
regT^t that shevras prohibited by the statutes
of tbe order to which De H;immes was a
servaiit or official, frum arresting :\iid punish-
ing him for nis crimes. Eer It-jj-al advisers,
Viglius, Assou'cville, and the rest, wei-e to
make new discoveries with regard to these

privileges when not servants merely, but
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was bringing ridicTile upon the national

cause by his buffoonery, and endanger-
ing the whole people by his inadequate
yet rebellious exertions.

What course was the Prince of

Orange to adopt ? He coidd find no
one to comprehend his views. He felt

certain at the close of the year that the

purpose of the government was fixed-

He made no secret of his determina-
tion never to lend himself as an instru-

ment for the contemplated subjugation
of the people. He had repeatedly re-

signed all his offices. He was now
determined that the resignation once
for aU shoidd be accepted. If he used

dissimulation, it was because Philip's

deception permitted no man to be
frank. If the sovereign constantly
disavowed all hostile piu-poses against
his people, and manifested extreme
affection for the men whom he had al-

ready doomed to the scaffold, how
could the Prince openlydenoimce him?
It was his duty to save his country
and his friends from impending ruin.

He preserved, therefore, an attitude of

watchfulness. Philip, in the depth of
his cabinet, was under a constant in-

spection by the sleepless Prince. The
sovereign assured his sister that her

apprehensions about their correspon-
dence was grotmdless. He always
locked up his papers, and took the key
with him.* Nevertheless, the key was
taken out of his pocket and the papers
read. Orange was accustomed to ob-

serve, that men of leisure might occu-

py themselves with philosophical pur-
suits and with the secrets of nature,
but that it was his business to study
the hearts of kings.^ He knew the
man and the woman with whom he
had to deal. We have seen enough of
the policy secretly piu^ued by Philip
and Margaret to appreciate the accu-

racy with which the Prince, groping
as it were in the dark, had judged the
illustrious chevaliers of the order were to be
put to death.—Compare Correspond^mce do
PhUippe U., 463.

« Ibid., i. 472, 4S0, 4S1.
* " Asar en un asiidor."—Correspondanc*

de Philippe II., i. 480, 4SI. Tomas Armetk>
teros to Antonio Perez.

* xVrchives et Correspond.mce, ii. 309,
* Foppens, Supp'.e;uent, ii, 51i
* Strada, v. 231.
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^\hole sitiiation. Had his friends

taken his warnings, they miglit have
lived to render services against ty-

ranny. Had he imitated their example
of false loyalty, there would have been
one additional victim, more illustrious

than all the rest, and a whole country
hopelessly enslaved.

It is bj keeping these considerations

in view that we can explain his con-

nexion with such a man as Brederode.

The enterprises of that noble, of

Tholouse, and others, and the resist-

ance of Valenciennes, could hardly
have been prevented even by the op-

position of the Prince. But why
should he take the field against men,
who, however rashly or ineffectually,
were endeavouring to oppose tyranny,
when he knew himself already pro-
scribed and doomed by the tyrant?
Such loyalty he left to Egmont. Till

late in the autumn, he had still be-

lieved in the possibility of convoking
the states-general, and of making pre-

parations in Germany to enforce their

decrees.

The confederates and sectaries had
boasted that they could easily raise an

army of sixty thousand men within

the provinces,-' that twelve hundred
thousand florins monthly would be
furnished by the rich merchants of

Antwerp,^ and that it was ridiculous

to suppose that the German mercen-
aries enrolled by the Duchess in

Saxony, Hesse, and other Protestant

countries, would ever render serious

a.ssistance against the adherents of the

reformed religion.^ Without placing
much confidence in such exaggerated
statements, the Prince might well be

justified in believing himself strong

enough, if backed by the confederacy,

by Egmont, and by his own boundless
' " Mesmes oseiit aucims des confoderez et

r.ectaircs inonasscr d'oser d'armes et force

coiitro raoi Se vantans que Ton fera

voiiir en armes contro inoy cinqiianto on
soix.ante mil hommos de ccs pays sans les

estrant;icrs."— Unpublished letter of Mar-

garet of Parma, heretofore cited. Brussels
Archives MS.

» " Disans avc>ir les bourses des marchans
d'Ativers qui en ce cas leur furniront par
niois j)lus de xii. mil florins," etc., etc.—Ibid.

• ' ' C'est moins mal les assembler que
IfO.ixt assembler," etc., etc.—Unpublished
letter of Duchess of Panna.

Duicli Repiiblic. l^'^'^^'

influence, both at Antwerp and in his

own government, to sustain the consti-

tuted authorities of the nation even

against a Spanish army, and to inter-

pose with legitimate and iri-esistible

strength between the insane tyrant
and the country which he was prepar-

ing to crush. It was the opinion of

the best-informed Catholics that, if

Egmont should declare for the con-

federacy, he could take the field with

sixty thousand men, and make himself
master of the whole country at a blow.*

In conjunction with Orange, the moral
and physical force would have been
invincible.

It was therefore not Orange alone,
but the Catholics and Protestants

alike, the whole population of the

country, and the Duchess Regent her-

self, who desired the convocation of

the estates. Notwithstanding Philip's
deliberate but secret determination
never to assemble that body, although
the hope was ever to be held out that

they should be convened, JIargaret
had been most importunate that her

brother should permit the measure.
" There was less danger," she felt her-

self compelled to say,
"
in assembhng

than in not assembling the states; it

was better to preserve the Catholic re-

ligion for a part of the country, than
to lose it altogether."'

" The more it

was delayed," she said,
" the more

ruinous and desperate became the pub-
lic .affairs. If the measure were post-

poned much lougei-, all Flanders, half

Brabant, the whole of Holland, Zeland,

Gueldres, Tournay, Lille, Mechlin,
would be lost forever, without a chance
of ever restoring the ancient religion."*
The country, in short, was " without

faith, king, or laws,"^ and nothing
worse could be apprehended from any

* "
Que en fait de la religion les dits Ale-

mans les favoriseront oires qu'ili soicnt en la

souldo deV. Mat. et consequemment oscront

plus tot b.orbouiller quelque chose."—Ibid.
* " Vous I'eussiez veu m.archer en cam-

paipme avec une aimeo de 60,000 honimcs ct

avoir reduict en sa puissance la ville de Brux-
elles par un exploit souduin .se fust

aisement ompare de la principaulte du Pays
Bus," etc., etc.—Pontiis Payen MS.

* Unpublished letterof Duchess of Parma.
' " Estant quasi tout le pays sans foy, n>y

et loy, et le peu que demeuro entier 8'e!l «n

gouraellement empirant."—Ibid.
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deliberation of the states-general. These

being the opinions of the Duchess, and

according to her statement those of

nearly all the good Catholics in the

country, it could hardly seem astonish-

ing or treasonable that the Prince

should also be in favour of the mea-

sure.

As the Duchess grew stronger, how-

ever, and as the people, aghast at the

fate of Toumay and Valenciennes, be-

gan to lose courage, she saw less reason

for assembling the states. Orange, on

the other hand, completely deserted

by Egmont and Horn, and having little

confidence in the characters of the ex-

confederates, remained comparatively

quiescent but watchful.

At the close of the year, an impor-
tant pamphlet^ from his hand was cir-

culated, in which his views as to the

necessity of allowing some degree of

religious freedom were urged upon the

royal government with his usual saga-

city of thought, moderation of lan-

guage, and modesty in tone. The
man who had held the most important
civil and military offices iu the country
almost from boyhood, and who was
looked up to by friend and foe as the
most important personage in the three

millions of its inhabitants, apologised
for his "

presumption
"

in coming for-

ward publicly with his advice. "
I

would not," he said, "in matters of

such importance, affect to be wiser or

to make greater pretensions than my
age or experience warrants, yet seeing
affairs in such perplexity, I will rather

incur the risk of being charged with
forwardness than neglect that which I

consider my duty."
*

This, then, was the attitude of the

principal personages in the Nether-

lands, and the situation of aS\iirs at

the end of the eventful near 1566, the
last year of peace which the men then

living or their children were to know.
The government, weak at the com-

mencement, was strong at the close.

The confederacy was broken and scat-

tered. The Request, the beggar ban-

Tlif Princt'i Farnphlet. 307

* Archives et Correspondmice, ii. 429-450.

Compara Hopper, Rec. et Mem , iii. It is

I so given iu Ik)r. iii. 131-133.
* Archives et Correspoiidance, ii. 430, 431.
*
Guicciardini, 458, sqq.

queta, the public preaching, the image-

breaking, the Accord of August, had
been followed by reaction. Tournaj'
had accepted its garrison. Egmont,
completely obedient to the crown, was

compelling all the cities of Flanders

and Artois to receive soldiers sufficient

to maintain implicit obedience, and to

extinguish all heretical demonstrations,
so that the Regent was at comparative
leisure to effect the reduciion of Va-

lenciennes.

This ancient city, in the province of

Hainault, and on the frontier of France,
had been founded by the Emperoi
Valentinian, from whom it had derived

its name.* Originally established by
him as a city of refuge, it had received

the privilege of affording an asylum to

debtors, to outlaws, and even to mur-
derers. This ancient right had been

continued, under certain modifications,
even till the period with which we are

now occupied.* Never, however, ac-

cording to the government, had the

right of asylum, even in the wildest

times, been so abused by the city be-

fore. What were debtors, robbers,

murderers, compared to heretics ? yet
these worst enemies of their race

swarmed in the rebellious city, prac-

tising even now the foulest rites of

Calvin, and obeying those most pesti-
lential of all preachers, Guido de Bray,
and Peregrine de la Grange. The

place was the hot-bed of heresy and

sedition, and it seemed to be agreed,
as by common accord, that the last

struggle for what was called the new

religion, should take place beneath iU
walls,"

Pleasantly situated in a fertile valley,

provided with very strong fortifications

and very deep moats, Valenciennes,
with the Scheld flowing through its

centre, and furnishing the means of

laying the circumjacent meadows un-

der water, was considered in those

days almost impregnable,^ The city
was summoned, almost at the same
time as Touruay, to accept a garrison.
This demand of government was met

* Guic:iardini, 458, sqq.
* "

II sembloit que de La fortiuae da
Valenciermea dependoit cells de touce If

gueuserie."—^Valenciennes MS.
*
Ouicciardini, ubi sup.
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by a peremptory refusal. Noircarmes,
towards the middle of December,
ordered the magistrates to send a de-

putation to confer with him at Condd.

Pensionary Outreman accordingly re-

paired to that neighbouring city ac-

companied by some of his colleagues.^
This committee was not unfavourable
to the demands of governnient. The

tnagistracies of the cities, generally,
were far from rebellious; but in the
case of Valenciennes the real power
at that moment was with the Calvin-

ist consistory and the ministers. The
deputies, after their return from Cond^,
summoned the leading members of the
reformed religion, together with the

preachers. It was urged that it was
their duty forthwith to use their in-

fluence m favour of the demand made
by the government upon the city.''

"
May I grow mute as a fish !

"
an-

swered de la Grange, stoutly,
"
may

the tongue cleave to the roof of my
mouth, before I persuade my people
to accept a garrison of cruel merce-

naries, by whom their rights of con-

science are to be trampled upon !

"•^

Councillor Outreman reasoned with
the fiery minister, that if he and his

colleague were afraid of their own
lives, ample provision should be made
witli governnient for their departure
under safe conduct. La Grange re-

plied that he had no fears for himself,
that the Lord would protect those who
preached and those who believed in

His holy Word, but that He would not

forgive them should they now bend
their necks to his enemies.*

It was soon very obvious that no

arrangement could be made. The

magistrates could exert no authority,
the preachers were aU-powerful, and
tho citizens, said a Catholic inhabitant

of Valenciennes, "allowed themselves
to be led by their ministers like oxen."^

Upon the I7th December 1566, a pro-
damation was accordingly issued by
the Duchess Regent, declaring the city

1 Valenciennes MS.
2 Ibid.
« Ibid, rontus Payen MS.
* Ibid. « Valenciennes MS.
« The proclamation is given in Bor. ui.

134-13(5.
1 Frovlamatiou in Bor, ubi sup.
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in a state of siege, and all its inhabi-

tants rebels.® The crimes for which
this penalty was denounced were ela-

borately set forth in the edict. Preach-

ing according to the reformed religion
had been permitted in two or threft

churches, the sacrament according tc

the Calvinistic manner had been pub-

licly administered, together with a
renunciation by the communicants of

their adhesion to the Catholic Church,
and now a rebellious refusal to receive

the garrison sent to them by the
Duchess had been added to the list of

their iniquities. For offences like

these the Regent deemed it her duty
to forbid all inhabitants of any city,

village, or province of the Nether-
lands holding communication with

Valenciennes, buying or selling with
its inhabitants, or furnishing them
with provisions, on pain of being con-

sidered accomplices in their rebellion,
and as such of being executed with the
halter.^

The city was now invested by
Noircarmes with all the troops which
could be spared. The confederates

gave promises of assistance to the

beleaguered citizens. Orange privately

encouraged them to hold out in their

legitimate refusal
;

^ Brederode and
others busied themselves with hostile

demonstrations which were destined

to remain barren; but in the mean-
time the inhabitants had nothing to

rely upon save their own stout hearts

and arms.

At first, the siege was sustained

with a light heart. Frequent salliea

were made, smart skirmishes were

ventured, in which the Huguenots, on
the testimony of a most bitter Catho-

lic contemporary, conducted them-
selves with the bravery of veteran

troops, and as if they had done

nothing all their lives but fight ;

"

forays were made upon the mona.?-

teries of the neighbovirhood for the

purpose of procuring supplies, and the

8 Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,

preface, cxlix., el., notes.
9 " Sortoient jouvuollemont aux escar-

mouches combatt;in3 avec hardiesse et do.x-

torite comme si toutte leur vie n'eussent
faict aultre chose que porter les armes."—
PoutuB Payen MS.
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broken statues of the dismantled

cliurch38 were used to build a bridge
across an arm of the river, which was
callea in derision the bridge of idols.^

Noircarmes and the six officers under

him, who were thought to be con-

ducting their operations with languor,
were christened the Seven Sleepers.'

Gigantic spectacles, three feet in cir-

cumference, were planted derisively

upon the ramparts, in order that the

artillery, which it was said that the

Papists of Arras were sending, might
be seen, as soon as it should arrive. ^

Coimcillor Outreman, who had left

the city before the siege, came into it

again, on commission from Noircarmes.

He was received with contempt, his

proposals on behalf of the government
were answered with outcries of fury ;

he was pelted with stones, and was

very glad to make his escape alive.'*

The pulpits thundered with the va-

liant deeds of Joshua, Judas Macca-

beus, and other Bible heroes.' The
miracles wrought in their behalf

served to encourage the enthusiasm
of the people, while the movements

making at various points in the

neighbourhood encouraged a hope of

a general rising throughout the

coimtrj-.
Those hopes were destined to dis-

appointment. There were large as-

semblages made, to be sure, at two

points. Nearly three thousand sec-

taries had been collected at Lannoy,
imder Pierre Comaille, who, having
been a locksmith, and afterwards a

Calvinist preacher, was now disposed
to try his fortune as a general.® His
band was, however, disorderly. Rustics
armed with pitchforks, young students
and old soldiers out of employment,
furnished with rusty matchlocks, pikes,
and halberds, composed his force." A

1 Pontus Payen MS.
* " Les giieux Ics appelloient les sept

dormans."—Valenciennes ilS.
* "

lis avoient £cliez sur leurs ramparts
de fort longues picques et .-ju bout d'icel les

attache de fort grandes lunettes aintes trois

pieds en diametre, et qu;\nd on leur deman-
doit & quoy elles servaient, respoiidideni;
joyeus«ment que c'estoit pour descouvrir de
plus long rartillerie que les Papistes d'Arras
debvoieiit cnvoier/'etc, etc.—Pontus Paven
US.
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company Eimilar in character, and

already amounting to some twelve
hundred in number, was collecting at

Watrelots.^ It was hoped that an

imposing array would soon be as-

sembled, and that the two bands,

making a jvmction, would then march
to the relief of Valenciennes, It

was boasted that in a very short

time thirty thousand men would be
in the field.* There was even a fear

of some such result felt by the

Catholics.

It was then that Noircarmes and
his

" seven sleepers" shewed that they
were awake. Early in January 1567,
that fierce soldier, among whose vices

slothfulness was certainly never reck-

oned before or afterwards, fell upon
the locksmith's army at Lannoy, while
the Seigneur de Rassinghem attacked
the force at Watrelots on the same

day.^* Noircarmes destroyed half his

enemies at the very first charge. The
ill-assorted rabble fell asunder at

once. The preacher fought well, but
his imdisciplined force fled at the first

sight of the enemy. Those who car-

ried arquebusses threw them down
without a single discharge, that they
might nm the faster. At least a

thousand were soon stretched dead

upon the field
;

others were hunted
into the river. Twenty-six hundred,
according to the Catholic accoimts,
were exterminated in an hour.^^

Rassinghem, on his part, with five

or six himdred regulars, attacked
Teriel's force, numbering at least

twice as many. Half of these were
soon cut to pieces and put to flight. Sir

himdred, however, who had seen some
service, took refuge in the cemetery of

Watrelots. Here, from behind the
stone wall of the enclosure, they sus-

tained the attack of the Catholics witt

* Valenciennes MS.
» Ibid.
« Ibii Pontus Payca MS.
* Pontus Payen MS.
* Ibid.
» Ibid.
1* Ibid. Valenciennes MS. CompareHooH,

ui. 125; Stiada, tL 256, 257. Vit. Viglii,
49.
" Grocn v. Prinst., Archives, etc., ilL 7,

8. Compare Strada, ubi sup. ; Hoofd, uU .

«'ip.; Pontus Payen MS.
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some spirit.^ The repose of the dead

[l^G-

in the quiet country churchyard was
disturbed by the uproar of a most

sanguinary conflict. The temporary
fort was soon carried, and the Hugue-
nots retreated into the church. A
rattling arquebusade was poured in

upon them as they struggled in the

narrow door-way.^ At least four hun-
dred corpses were soon strewn among
the ancient graves. The rest were
hunted into the church, and from the
church into the belfry. A fire was
then made in the steeple, and kept up
till all were roasted or Bufibcated.^ Not
a man escaped.

This was the issue in the first

stricken field in the Netherlands for

the cause of religious liberty. It

must be confessed that it was not very
encouraging to the lovers of freedom.
The partisans of government were

elated, in proportion to the apprehen-
Bion which had been felt for the

result of this rising in the Walloon

country. "These good hypocrites,"
wrote a correspondent of Orange,

" are

lifting up their heads like so many
dromedaries. They are becoming un-

manageable with pride."* The Duke
of Aerschot and Count Meghem gave
great banquets in Brussels, where all

the good chevaliers drank deep in

honour of the victory, and to the

health of his Majesty and Madame.
"
I saw Berlaymont just go by the

window," wrote Schwartz to the

Prince.
" He was coming from Aer-

Bchot's dinner with a face as red as the

Cardinal's new hat." '

On the other hand, the citizens of

Valenciennes were depressed in equal
measure with the exultation of their

antagonists. There \llfcs no more talk

of seven sleepers now, no more
lunettes stuck upon lances, to spy the

coming forces of the enemy. It was
felt that the government was wide

awake, and that the city would soon

1 Pontus Payen MS.
« Ibid. 8 Ibid.
* " Haulcent pour I'heure la testo comroe

trommet;iires, et ne sont quacy plus traict-

ftblos d'orguoil."—Archives et Corresiiou-
dance, iii. 13.

» Ibid., 9.
• flemonstrance addressed by the iiihabi-

see the impending horrors without

telescopes. The siege was pressed
more closely. Noircarmes took up a

commanding position at Saint Aruiand,

by which he was enabled to cut off all

communication between the city and
the surrounding country. All the

villages in the neighbourhood were

pillaged; all the fields laid waste. All

the infamies which an insolent soldiery
can inflict upon helpless peasantry
were daily enacted. Men and women
who attempted any communication
with the city, were murdered in cold

blood by hundreds.* The villagers
were plundered of their miserable

possessions; childi-en were stripped
naked in the midst of winter for the

sake of the rags which covered them
;

matrons and virgins were sold at pub-
lic auction by the tap of drum

;

' sick

and wounded wretches were burned
over slow fires, to afibrd amusement
to the soldiers.^ In brief, the whole

immitigated curse which military

power inflamed by religious bigotry
can embody, had descended upon the
heads of these unfortunate provincials
who had dared to worship God in

Christian churches without a Romau
ritvial.

Meantime the city maintained a

stout heart still. The whole popula-
tion were arranged under different

banners. The rich and pooi alike took
arms to defend the walls which shel-

tered them." The town paupers were
enrolled in three companies, which
bore the significant title of the " Tous-
nuda" or the "Stark-naked.^,"^" and

many was the fierce conflict delivered

outside the gates by men, who, in the
words of a Cathohc then in the city,

might rather be taken for "
experi-

enced veterans than for burghers and
artisans."-'^ At the same time, to the
honour of Valenciennes, it must b«

stated, upon the same incontestable

authority, that not a Catholic in the

tints of Valenciennes to the Kniglits of the
Fleece.—§ 9, apud Cor, iii. 13C-141.

' Ibid. « Ibid.
» Valenciennes MS. !» Ibid.
11 "Qu'ou out pris toa« pour de vioux

routiors et soldata c.xpcrimcntos, et nou pas
pour dcs bourgeois et artisans do prime
abord, "— lUd.
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city was injured or iustilted. The

priests who had remained there were
not allowed to say mass, but they
never met with an opprobrious word or

look from the people.i
The inhabitants of the city called

upon the confederates for assistance.

They also issued an address to the

Knights of the Fleece;'' a paper which
narrated the story of their wrongs in

pathetic and startling languaga They
appealed to those puissant and illus-

trious chevaliers to prevent the perpe-
tration of the great wrong which was
now impending over so many innocent
heads. " Wait not," they said,

"
till

the thunderbolt has fallen, till the de-

luge has overwhelmed us, till the fires

already blazing have laid the land in

coals and ashes, till no other course be

possible, but to abandon the coimtry
in its desolation to foreign barbarity.
Let the cause of the oppressed come to

your ears. So shall your conscience
become a shield of kon; so shall the

happiness of a whole covmtry witness
before the angels, of your truth to his

Majesty, in the cause of his true gran-
deur and glory."*
These stirring appeals to an order of

which Philip was chief, Viglius chan-

cellor, Egmont, Mansfeld, Aerschot,
Berlaymont, and others, chevaliere,
were not likely to produce much effect.

The city could rely upon no assistance

in those high quarters.

Meantime, however, the bold Brede-
rode was attemptijig a very extensive

diversion, which, if successful, would
have saved Valenciennes and the whole

coimtry beside. That eccentric per-

sonage, during the autumn and winter,
had been creating disturbances in vari-

ous parts of the country. WTierever
he happened to be established, there
came from the windows of his apart-
ments a sound of revelry and uproar.
Suspicious characters in various cos-

tumes thronged his door and dogged

1 "
Si ne receurent ila toutes fois aucunes

Injiires ny fa.scherie except e qu'on leur de-
feudjt de dire la messe, laquelle le bon Pre-
lat de S. Jeaa disoit secretteinent eu sa
chambrepoursaconsi)latioii."—Valenciennea
MS. * Aijto, page 42.

* Remonstrance, eti?., \ibi sup.
Bor, iii. 147, 1<«.
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his footsteps.* At the same time tha
authorities felt themselves obliged to

treat him with respect. At Horn he
had entertained many of the leading
citizens at a great banquet. The health

of the beggars had been drunk in

mighty potations, and their shibboleth
had resounded through the house. In
the midst of the festivities, Brederode
had suspended a beggar's medal around
the neck of the burgomaster, who had
consented to be his guest upon that

occasion, but who had no intention of

enrolling himself in the fraternities of

actual or political mendicants. The
excellent magistrate, however, was near

becoming a member of both. The
emblem by which he had been con-

spicuously adorned proved very em-

barrassing to him upon his recovery
from the effects of his orgies with the

"great beggar," and he was subse-

quently punished for his imprudence
by the confiscation of half his pro-

perty.*'

Early in January, Brederode had
stationed himself in his city of Viane.

There, in virtue of his seignorial rights,
he had removed aU statues and other

Popish emblems from the churches,
performingthe operation, however,with
much quietness and decorum. He
had also collected many disorderly men-
at-arms in this city, and had strength-
ened its fortifications, to resist, as he
said, the threatened attacks of Duke
Eric of Brunswick and his German
mercenaries.'' A printing-press was
established in the place, whence satiri-

cal pamphlets, hymn books, and other

pestiferous productions, were con-

stantly issuing, to the annoyance of

government.'' Many lawless and up-
roarious individuals enjoyed the
Count's hospitality. All the dregs
and filth of the provinces, according
to Doctor Yiglius, were accumulated
at Viane as in a cesspooL' Along the

placid banks of the Lech, on which

* Veiius Hoorn, bl. 2&3; citedby Wagenaar,
vi. 1S9.

• Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,
ii. 255-257. Compai-e Bor, iii. 1-47, 148;
Bentivoglio, iii. 46.

* Bor, ubi sup. Correspondance de Guil-
la'ime le Tacit., ii. 32S-3ai.

•
Vi<?i. ad J. Hopj^rum, 41 S- 421.
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river the city stands, tlie
"
hydra of

rebellion "^ lay ever coiled and threat-

ening.
Brederode was supposed to be re-

volving vast schemes, both political
and military, and Margaret of Parma
was kept in continual apprehension by
the bravado of this very noisy con-

spirator. She called upon William of

Orange, as usual, for assistance. The
Prince, however, was very ill-disposed
to come to her relief. An extreme

disgust for the policy of the govern-
ment already began to characterise his

public language. In the autumn and
winter he had done all that man coidd

do for the safety of the monarch's

crown, and for the people's happiness.
His services in Antwerp have been re-

corded. As soon as he could tear him-

self from that city, where the magis-
trates and all classes of citizens clmig
to him as to their only saviour, he had
hastened to tranquillise the provinces
of Holland, Zeland, and Utrecht. He
had made arrangements in the principal
cities there upon the same basis which
he had adopted in Antwerp, and to

which Margaret had consented in

August. It was quite out of the

question to est;xblish order without

permitting the reformers, who consti-

tuted much the larger portion of the

population, to have liberty of religious
exercises at some places, not conse-

crated, within the cities.

At Amsterdam, for instance, as he
informed the Duchess, there were

swarnls of unlearned, barbarous people,
mariners and the like,^ who could by
no means perceive the propriety of

doing their preaching in the open

country, seeing that the open country,
at that season, was quite under water.-*

Margaret's gracious suggestion that,

perhaps, something might be done

with boats, was also considered inad-

missible.
"

I know not," said Orange,
" who could have advised your High-
ness to make such a proposition."^ He
informed her, likewise, that tlie bar-

barous mariners had a clear right to

i
Vigl. ad J. Hopperum, 4-.'5.

s CoiTOspondanco do Guillaume lo Tacit,

li. 2S3, 2S4.—" Maronnirrs et gons indoctz,
bavbares." » Ibid. * Ibid.

* "Am \wm do Dicu i\\\"\\i ayenl leurs
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their preaching, for the custom had

already been estabhshed previously to

the August treaty, at a place called the
"
Lastadge," among the wharves. " In

the name of God, then," wrote Mar-

garet,
"
let them continue to preach in

the Lastadge."'' This being all the
barbarians wanted, an Accord, with
the full consent of the Eegent, was
drawn up at Amsterdam and the other
northern cities. The Catholics kept
churches and cathedrals, but in the
winter season, the greater part of the

population obtained permission to wor-

ship God upon dry land, in warehouses
and dock-yards.
Within a very few weeks, however,

the whole arrangement was coolly can-

celled by the Duchess, her permission
revoked, and peremptory prohibition of

all preaching within or without the walls

proclaimed.'' The government was

growing stronger. Had not Noircarmes
and Rassinghem cut to pieces three or

four thousand of these sectaries march-

ing to battle under parsons, locksmiths,
and similiar chieftains ? Were not all

lovers of good government
"
erecting

their heads like dromedaries"?
It may easily be comprehended that

the Prince could not with complacency
permit himself to be thus perpetually
stultified by a weak, false, and im]:)eri-

ous woman. She had repeatedly called

upon him when she was appalled at

the tempest and shiking in the ocean ;

and she had as constantly disavowed
his deeds and reviled his character

when she felt herself in safety again.
He had tranquillised the old Bataviau

provinces, where the old Bataviau

spirit still lingered, by his personal in-

fluence and his imwearied exertions.

Men of all ranks and religions were

grateful for his labours. The Re-
formers had not gained much, but they
wei-e satisfied. The Catholics retained

their churches, their property, their

consideration. The states of Holland
had voted him fifty thousand florins,''

as an acknowledgment of his efforts in

restoring peace. He had refused the

prcsches :iu diet Lastaige."
—Correspoudauca

de Guillaumo le Tacit., ii. 296.
« CoiTcspondance de Guillaume lo Ticit.,

ii. 351-353.
7 Bor, iii. 147. Hoofd, iv. 120.
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present. He was in debt, pressed for

money, but he did not choose, as he

informed Philip, "that men should

think h's actions governed by motives

of avarice or particular interest, instead

of the true affection which he bore to

his Majesty's service and the good of
the country."^ Nevertheless, his back

was hardly turned before all his work
was undone by the Regent.

new and imnortAnt. Rt-en nn the

the Kevf Oath. 313

part of the'govemment had now plac(

him in an attitiide~of almost avowed
rebellion. All functionaries, from go-
vernors of provinces down to subalterns

in the army, were required to take a

new oath of allegiance,
" noviun et

hactenus inusitatum religionis jura-

mentum," * as the Prince characterised

it, which was, he said, quite equal to

the Inquisition. Every man who bore

'- his Majesty's commission was ordered

\ solemnly to pledge himself to obey the

1 orders of government, everywhere, and
'

against every person, without limita-

tion or restriction.* Count Mansfeld,
tow " factotum at Brussels,"

* had
taken the oath with great fervoiu-. So
had Aerschot, Berlaymont, Meghem,
and, after a little wavering, Egmont.'

^ Orange spumed the proposition. He
had taken oaths enough which he
had never broken, nor intended now
to break. He was ready stiU to do

everything conducive to the real interest

of the monarch. Who dared do more
was no true servant to the government,
no true lover of the countn,-. He would
never disgrace himself by a blind

pledge, through which he might be
constrained to do acts detrimental, in

his opinion, to the safety of the crown,
the happiness of the commonwealth,
and his own honour. The alternative

presented he willingly embraced.^ He
renounced all his offices, and desired no

longer to serve a government whose

poUcy he did not approve, a King by
whom he was suspected.

His resignation was not accepted by
1
Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,

U. 36<)-365.
' Archives et Corresxwndance, iii. 29.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., iii. 20-

31. Correspondance de Guiilaume lo Tacit..
ii. 312, 313, 317-321, 416-418.

« Reaom de Franco MS., i. c. SQ.

the Duchess, who still made efforts to

retain the services of a man who was

necessary to her administration. She

begged lum, notwithstandingthe purely
defensive and watchful attitude which
he had now assumed, to take meastur«s

that Brederode should abandon his

mischievous courses. She also re-

proached the Prince with having fur-

nished that personage with artillery
for his fortifications. Orange answered
somewhat contemptuously, that he was
not Brederode's keeper, and had no
occasion to meddle with his affairs. '^

He had given him three small field

pieces, promised long ago; not that he
mentioned that circumstance as an
excuse for the donation. " Thank
God," said he, "we have always had
the liberty in this coimtry of making
to friends or relatives what presents
we liked, and methinks that things
have come to a pretty pa.ss when such
trifles are scrutinised."^ Cei-tainly,
as Suzerain of Viane, and threatened
with invasion in his seignorial rights,
the Count might think himself justi-
fied in strengthening the bxilwarks of
his little stronghold, and the Prince
could hardly be deemed very seriously
to endanger the safety of the crown

by the insignificant present which had
annoyed the Regent.

It is not so agreeable to contemplate
the apparent intimacy which the Prince
accorded to so disreputa ble a character ;

but that Orange was now in hostility to
the government, was convinced by evi-

dence, whose accuracy time was most

signally to estabUsh, that his cwn
head, as well as many others, were

already doomed to the block, while the
whole country was devoted to abject
servitude, and he was therefore dis-

posed to look with more indulgence
upon the follies of those who were

endeavouring, however weakly and in-

sanely, to avert the horrors which he
foresaw. The time for reasoning had
passed. All that time wisdom and

* Expression of Orange. Archives et Cor-

respondance, iii. 40.
»
Correspondance de Guii'aume le Tacit.,

ii. 312, 313. Strada, vi. 264.
'

Correspondance de Guilhiime le Tacit,
ii. 339, 340.
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practical statesmanship could suggest,
he had .already placed at the disposal
of a woman who stabbed him in tlie

back even while she leaned upon his

his arm—of a King who had ah-eady
di'awn his death-warrant, while re-

proaching his " cousin of Orange
"

for

want of coniidence in the royal friend-

ship. Was he now to attempt the

subjugation of his country by inter-

fering with the proceedings of men
whom he had no power to command,
and who, at least, were attempting to

oppose tyranny? Even if he should do

BO, he was perfectly aware of the re-

ward reserved for his loyalty. He
liked not such honours as he foresaw

for all those who had ever interposed
between the monarch and his ven-

geance. For himself, he had the libe-

ration of a country, the foimdation of a

free commonwealth, to achieve. There
was much work for those hands before

he should fall a victim to the crowned
assassin.

Early in February, Brederode, Hoog-
straaten, Horn, and some other gentle-

men, visited the Prince at Breda.^

Here it is supposed the advice of

Orange was asked concerning the new
movement contemplated by Brederode.

He was bent upon presenting a new

petition to the Duchess with great

solemnity. There is no evidence to

shew that the Prince approved the

step, which must have seemed to him

superfluous, if not puerile. He pro-

bably regarded the matter with in-

difference. Brederode, however, who
was fond of making demonstrations,
and thought himself endowed with a

genius for such work, wrote to the

liegent for letters of safe conduct that

he might come to Brussels with his

petition. The passports were con-

temptuously refused. He then came
to Antwerp, from which city he for-

warded the document to Brussels in a

letter.

By this new Request, the exercise of

the Reformed religion was claimed as a

right, while the Duchess was sum-

J Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,
H. 404, aqq.'

» Ibid. Bor, iil. 149-151.
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moned to disband the forces which he
had been collecting, and to maintain
in good faith the "

August
"

treaty.*"

These claims were somewhat bolder

than those of the previous April, al-

though the liberal party was much
weaker, and the confederacy entirely
disbanded. Brederode, no doubt,

thought it good generalship to throw
the last loaf of bread into the enemy's
camp before the city should surrender.

His haughty tone was at once taken
down by Margaret of Parma. " She

wondered," she said,
" what manner of

nobles these were, who, after request-

ing, a year before, to be saved only
from the Inquisition, now presumed
to talk about preaching in the cities.

The concessions of August had always
been odious, and were now cancelled.
" As for you and your accomplices,"
she continued to the Coimt, "you
will do well to go to your homes at

once without meddling with public

affairs, for, in case of disobedience, ]

shall deal with you as I shall deem ex-

pedient.^

Brederode, not easily abashed, dis-

regarded the advice, and continued
in Antwerp. Here, accepting the

answer of the Regent as a foi-mal de-

claration of hostilities, he busied him-

self in levying troops in and about the

city.*

Orange had returned to Antwerp
early in February. During his ab-

sence, Hoogstraaten had acted as gover-
nor at the instance of the Prince and
of the Regent. During the winter that

nobleman, who was young and fiery,

had carried matters with a high hand,
whenever there had been the least

attempt at sedition. Liberal in prin-

ciples and the devoted friend of

Orange, he was disposed, however, to

prove that the champions of religious

liberty were not the patrons of sedi-

tion. A riot occurring in the cathedral,
where a violent mob were engaged in

defacing whatever was left to deface

in that church, and in heaping insults

on the Papists at their worship, the

» Bor, iii. 149-151. Archives et Corre-

Bpondanco, iii. 31.
» Correspoudauco do Guilhi'ime lo Tacit-,

u 410, 411.
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little Count, who, says a Catholic con-

temporary,
" had the courage of a

lion," dashed in anong them, sword in

hand, kiUed three upon ttie spot, and,
aided by his followers, succeeded in

slaying, wounding, or capturing all the

rest.^ He had also tracked the ring-

leader of the tumult to his lodging,
where he had caused him to be arrest-

ed at midnight, and hanged at once

in his shirt without any form of trial.*

Such rapid proceedings little resembled

the calm and judicious moderation of

Orange up<:)n all occasions, but they
certainly might have sufficed to con-

vince Philip that all antagonists of

the Inquisition were not heretics and
outlaws. Upon the arrival of the

Prince in Antwerp, it was considered

advisable that Hoogstraaten should
remain associated with him in the

temporary government of the city.^

During the month of February,
Brederode remained in Antwerp, se-

cretly enrolling troops. It was pro-

bably his intention—if so desultory
and irresponsible an individual could

be said to have an intention—to make
an attempt upon the Island of Wal-
cheren. If such important cities as

Flushing and iliddelburg could be

gained, he thought it possible to pre-
vent the armed invasion now soon

expected from Spain. Orange had
Bent an officer to those cities, who
was to reconnoitre their condition, and
to advise them against receiving a

garrison from government without
his authority.* So far he connived at

Brederode's proceedings, as he had a

perfect right to do, for Walcheren
was within what had been the Prince's

goveniment, and he had no disposi-
tion that these cities should share the
fate of Tournay, Valenciennes, Boia
le Due, and other towns which had

already passed or were passing under
tiie spears of foreign mercenaries.

It is also probable that he did not
take any special pains to check the
enrolments of Brederode. The peace
of Antwerp was not endangered, and

Alarm at Brunels. 31.5

1 Pontus Paven MS. s ibid.
» Bor, iii. 163.
* Gachuird, Preface to Correspondance de

Guillaumele Tacit., iL, csliv., sqq.—Compare
Green v. Piinst., Archi-e?, etc., iiu 4S-50;

to the preservation of that city the

Prince seemed now to limit himself.

He was hereditary burgrave of Ant-

werp, but officer of Philip's never more.

Despite the shrill demands of Duchess

Margaret, therefore, the Prince did

not take very active measiu-es by
which the crown of Philip might be
secured- He, perhaps, looked upon
the struggle almost with indifference.

Nevertheless, he issued a formal pro-
clamation by which the Count's en-

listments were forbidden. Van der

Aa, a gentleman who had been active

in making these levies, was compelled
to leave the city.' Brederode was al-

ready gone to the north to busy him-

self with further enrolments.®

In the meantime there had been
much alarm at Brussels. Egmont,
who omitted no opportunity of mani-

festing his loyalty, offered to throw
himself at once into the Isle of Wal-

cheren, for the purpose of dislodging

any rebels who might have effected an
entrance.^ He collected accordingly
seven or eight hvmdred Walloon vete-

rans, at his disposal in Flanders, in

the little port of Sas de Ghent, pre-

pared at once to execute his intention,
"
worthy," says a Catholic writer,

"
of.

his well-known courage and magna-
nimity."* The Duchess expressed

gratitude for the Count's devotion and

loyalty, but his services in the sequel

proved unnecessary. The rebels, se-

veral boat-loads of whom had been

cruising about in the neighbourhood
of Flushing during the early part of

ilarch, had been refused admittance
into any of the porta on the island.

They therefore sailed up the Scheld,
and landed at a little village called Os-

trawell, at the distance of somewhat
more than a mile from Antwerp.^
The commander of the expedition

was Mamix of Tholouse, brother to

Mamix of Saint Aldegonde. This

young nobleman, who had left college
to fight for the cause of religioua

liberty, was possessed of fine talents

and accomplishments.^'' Like his Ulu*

Bor, iii. 150 ; JleLeren, ii. 45 ; Hoofd, lii.

1-20. » Bor, iii. 156. • Ibid.
' Poutus Payen M3. » Ibid.
»
Bor, iii. 15G. Hoofd, iii. 120. Meteren,

ii. 15. i^ Poutus Faym MS,
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trious brother, lie was already a sincere

convert to the doctrines of the Reformed
Church.^ He had nothing, however,
but courage to recommend him as a
leader in a military expedition. He
was a mere boy, utterly without ex-

perience in the field.^ His troops were
raw levies, vagabonds, and outlaws.

Such as it was, however, his army
was soon posted at Ostrawell in a con-

venient position, and with considerable

judgment. He had the Scheld and its

dykes in his rear, on his right and left

the dykes and the village. In front

he threw up a breastwork and sunk a

trench.-* Here then was set up the

standard of rebellion, and hither flocked

daily many malcontents from the coun-

try round. Within a few days three

thousand men were in his camp. On
the other hand, Brederode was busy in

Holland, and boasted of taking the

field ere long with six thousand soldiers

at the very least. Together they would
march to the relief of Valenciennes,
and dictate peace in Brussels.*

It was obvious that this matter
could not be allowed to go on. The
Duchess, with some trepidation, ac-

cepted the offer made by "Philip de

Lannoy, Seigneur de Beauvoir, com-
mander of her bodyguard in Brussels,
to destroy this nest of rebels without

delay.'' Half the whole number of

these soldiers was placed at his dispo-

sition, and Egmont supplied De Beau-

voir with fom- bundled of his veteran

Walloons."

With a force numbering only eight

hundred, but all picked men, the in-

trepid officer undertook his enterprise,
with great despatch and secrecy. Upon
the 12th March, the whole troop was
Bent off in small parties, to avoid sus-

picion, and armed only with sword
and dagger. Their helmets, bucklers,

arquebusses, corselets, spears, standards

and drums, were delivered to their

officers, by whom they were conveyed
noiselessly to the place of rendezvous.''

Before daybreak upon tlie following

1 Pontiia Payou MS. " \h\<\.

» Ibid. * Ibid,
t Ibid. « Ibid.
1 Ibid. —Oonipare Gachard, Preface to

Gtiillaume Ic Tacit., ii., cxxiv.-cxxx,
« Poutus Payeu MS.

tiutch MepuhUc. [1567.

morning, De Beauvoir met his soldiers

at the abbey of Saint Bernard, within
a league of Antwerp. Here he gavo
them their arms, supplied them with

refreshments, and made them a brief

speech.^ He instructed them that

they were to advance, with furled
banners and without beat of drum, till

within sight of the enemy, that the
foremost section was to deliver its fire,

retreat to the rear and load, to be fol-

lowed by the next, which was to do the

same, and above all, that not an arque-
bus should be discharged till the faces

of the enemy could be distinguished."
The troop started. After a few

minutes' march they were in full sight
of Ostrawell. They then displayed
their flags and advanced upon the fort

with loud huzzas. Tholouse was as

much taken by surprise as if they had

suddenly emerged from the bowels of

the earth.^" He had been informed
that the government at Brassels was
in extreme trepidation. When he first

heard the advancing trumpets and
sudden shouts, he thought it a detacli-

ment of Brederode's promised force.

The cross on the banners^^ soon unde-
ceived him. Nevertheless,

"
like a brave

and generous young gentleman as he

was,"^^ he lost no time in drawing up
his men for action, implored them to

defend their breastworks, which were

impregnable against so small a force,
and instructed them to wait patiently
with their fire, till the enemy were
near enough to be marked.

These orders were disobeyed. The
"
young scholar," as De Beauvoir had

designated him, had no power to infuse

his own spirit into his rabble rout of

followers. They were already panic-
struck by the unexpected appearance
of the enemy. The Catholics came on
with the coolness of veterans, taking as

deliberate aim as if it had been they,
not their enemies, who were behind
breastworks. The troops of Tholouse
fired wildly, precipitately, quite over

the heads of the assailants. Many of

9 Ibid.—Compare the Lettcra of De Beau-
voir, publislied by M. Gachard, Preface, etc,
ubi sup.

10 PontusPaycnMS.
11 Letter of Ue Beauvoir, ubi sup," Ponlu8 P^<yen MS.
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tlie defenders were slain as fast as they
Bhewed themselves above their bul-

warks. The dit'^h was crossed, the

breastwork carried at a single deter-

mined charge. The rebels made little

resistance, but fled as soon as the

enemy entered their fort. It was a

hunt, not a battle. Hundreds were

stretched dead in the camp; hundreds
were driven into the Scheld; six or

eight hundred took refuge in a farm-

house; but De Beauvoir's men set fire

to the building, and every rebel who
had entered it was burned alive or shot.

No quarter was given. Hardly a man
of the three thousand who had held

the fort escaped. The body of Tholouse

was cut into a hundred pieces.- The

Seigneur De Beauvoir had reason, in

the brief letter which gave an accoimt

of this exploit, to assure her Highness
that there were "some very valiant

fellows in his little troop." Certainly

they had accomplished the enterprise
intrusted to them with promptness,
neatness, and entire success. Of the

great rebellious gathering, which every

day had seemed to grow more formid-

able, not a vestige was left.'

This bloody drama had been enacted
in fuU sight of Antwerp. The fight
had lasted from daybreak tUl ten

o'clock in the forenoon, during the

whole of which period the city ram-

parts looking towards Ostrawell, the

roofs of houses, the towers of churches,
had been swarming with eager specta-
tors. The sound of drum and trmnpet,
the rattle of musketry, the shouts of

victory, the despairing cries of the van-

quished, were heard by thousands who

deeply sympathised with the rebels

thus enduring so sanguinary a chastise-

ment.^ In Antwerp there were forty
thousand people opposed to the Church
of Eome.* Of this number the greater

proportion were Calvuiists, and of

these Calvinista there were thousands

looking down from the battlements

upon the disastrous fight.

Excitement at Antwerp.

* "Le S. Tholoixze qui at este hache en
cent pieces, non obstant roffre de deux mil
escus qu'U faisoit pour ranson,'" etc.—Letter
of De Beauvoir in G:ichard, ubi sup.

2 Gachard, Preface, ubi sup. Pontus Payen
MS.—Compare Bor, iii. 157. Meteren, f. 45.

Stra'la, vi. 250, 25L
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The excitement soon became imcon-

trollable. Before ten o'clock vast

numbers of sectaries came pouring to-

wards the Eed Gate, which afibrded

the readiest egress to the scene of

action; the drawbridge of the Ostra-

well Gate having been destroyed the

night before by command of Orange.'

They came from every street and alley
of the city. Some were armed with

lance, pike, or arquebus; some bore

sledge-hammers; others had the parti-

sans, battle-axes, and huge two-handed
swords of the previous century;® all

were determined upon issuing forth to

the rescue of their friends in the fields

outside the town. The wife of Tholouse,
not yet aware of her husband's death,

although his defeat was obvious, flew

from street to street, calling upon the

Cal\-inist3 to save or to avenge their

perishing brethren.^

A terrible tumult prevailed. Ten
thousand men were already up and in

arras. It was then that the Prince of

Orange, who was sometimes described

by his enemies as timid and pusillani-
mous by nature, shewed the mettle he
was maide of. His sense of duty no

longer bade him defend the crown of

PhiUp—which thenceforth was to be
intrusted to the hirelings of the Inqui-
sition—but the vast population of AJit-

werp, the women, the children, and
the enormous wealth of the richest

city in the world, had been confided to

his care, and he had accepted the re-

sponsibihty. Mounting his horse, he
Eoade his appearance instantly at the
Eed Gate, before as formidable a mob
as man has ever faced.' He came there
almost alone, without guards. Hoog-
straaten arrived soon afterwards with
the same intention. The Prince was
received with howls of execration. A
thousand hoarse voices called him the

Pope's servant, minister of Antichrist,
and lavished upon him many mure
epithets of the same nature.* His life

was in imminent danger. A furious

» Strada, Bor, Meteren, ubi sup.
* Letter of Sir T. Gresham in Buigon, ii

195.
» Bor, iU. 157. Hoofd, iii 121.
* Pontus Payen MS. J Strada, vi. 252.
8 Ikr, iii. 157. Hoofd, iii. 121.—Comjxire

Strida, vi, 25::, 2c-3. » Poutus Payen US.
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clothier levelled ai\ arquebus full at

Lis breast.
"
Die, treacherous villian !

"

he cried;
" thou who art the cause that

our brethren have perished thus mise-

rably in yonder field. "^ The loaded

weapon was struck away by another

hand in the crowd, while the Prince,
neither daiuited by the ferocious de-

monstrations against his life, nor en-

raged by the virulent abuse to which
he was subjected, continued tranquilly,

earnestly, imperatively to address the

crowd. William of Orange had that

in his face and tongue "which men
willingly call master — authority."
With what other talisman could he,
without violence and without soldiers,

have quelled even for a moment ten

thousand furious Calvinists, armed,
enraged against his person, and thirst-

ing for vengeance on Catholics. The

postern of the Red Gate had already
been broken through before Orange
and his colleague, Hoogstraaten, had

• arrived. The most excited of the

Calvinists were preparing to rush forth

Aipon the enemy at Ostrawell. The
prince, after he had gained the ear of

the multitude, urged that the battle was
now over, that the Reformers were en-

tirely cut to pieces, the enemy retiring,
and that a disorderly and ill-armed mob
would be unable to retrieve the for-

tunes of the day. Many were per-
suaded to abandon the design. Five

hundred of the most violent, however,
insisted upon leaving the gates; and
the governors, distinctly warning these

zealots that their blood must be upon
their o^vn heads, reluctantly pennitted
that number to issue from the city.

The rest of the mob, not appeased, but

uncertain, and disposed to take ven-

geance upon the Catholics within the

walls, for the disaster which had been

occurring without, thronged tumultu-

ously to the long, wide street, called

t)ie Mere, situate in the very heart of

tlie city.*
Meantime the ardour of those who

had sallied from the gate grew sensi-

bly cooler, when they found thera-

1 Bor, iii. 157. .noofd, iii. 1-21.

» Bor, iii 157, sqq. Poutus Payen MS.
Letter of Sir T. Gresham.

» Pontus Payea MS.—" Leur coinmanda
de tuer sur le champ tous leurs prisonpioi-o."
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selves in the open fields. De Beauvoir,
whose men, after the victory, had
scattered in pursuit of the fugitives,
now heard the tumult in the city.

Suspecting an attack, he rallied his

compact little army again for a fresh

encounter. The last of the vanquished
Tholousians who had been captured,
more fortunate than their predeces-

sors, had been spared for ransom.
There were three hundred of them

;

rather a dangerous number of pri-
soners for a force of eight hundred,
who were just going into another
battle. De Beauvoir commanded his

soldiers, therefore, to shoot them all.^

This order having been accomplished,
the Catholics marched towards Ant-

werp, drums beating, colours flying.
The five hundred Calvinists, not liking
their appearance, and being in reality

outnumbered, retreated within the

gates as hastily as they had just issued

from them. De Beauvoir advanced
close to the city moat, on the margin
of which he planted the banners of

the unfortunate Tholouse, and sounded
a trumpet of defiance. Finding that

the citizens had apparentlj"^ no stomach
for the fight, he removed his trophies,
and took his departure.*
On the other hand, the tumult

within the walls had again increased.

The Calvinists had been collcxiting in

great numbers upon the Mere. This
was a large and splendid thoroughfare,
rather an oblong market-place than a

street, filled with stately buildings,
and communicating by various cross

streets with the Exchange and with

many other public edifices. By an

early hour in the afternoon twelve or

fifteen thousand Calvinists,'' all armed
and fighting men, had assembled upon
the place. They had barricaded the

whole precinct with pavements and

upturned waggons. They had already
broken into the arsenal and obtained

many field-pieces, which were planted
at the entrance of every street and

by-way. They had stormed the city

jail and Hberated the prisoners, all of

— "Qui fust aussiWt execute que coin-

raande."
* Pontus Payen MS.
»
Correapondiiiica de Marg. d'Autrinho,

226. 227. .
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whom, gniteful and fei-ocio\;3, came to
!
fore the assembly at the Mere by their

swell the numbers who defended the
j
deputies, were not received with

Btronghold on tho Mere. A tremen-

dous nurcliief was afoot. Tiu-eata of

pillaging the churches and the houses

of the Catholics, of sacking the whole

opulent city, were distinctly heard

among this powerful mob, excited by
religiotLS enthusiasm, but containing
within one great heterogeneous masa
the elements of every crime which

humanity can commit. The alarm

throughout the city was indescribable.

The cries of women and children, as

they remained in trembUng expecta-
tion of what the next hour might bring
forth, were, said one who heard them,
enough to soften the hardest hearts."^

Nevertheless, the diligence and

courage of the Prince kept pace with
the insiurection. He had caused the

eight companies of gxiards enrolled

in September, to be mustered upon
the square in front of the city haU,
for the protection of that building
and of the magistracy. He had sum-
moned the senate of the city, the
board of ancients, the deans of guilds,
the ward masters, to consult with him
at the council-room. At the peril of

his life he had again gone before the

angry mob in fiie Mere, advancing
against their camion and their out-

cries, and compelling them to appoint
eight deputies to treat with him and
tiie magistrates at the town-haU. This

done, quickly but deliberately he had
drawn up six articles, to which those

deputies gave their assent, and in

which the city government cordially
united. These articles provided that
the keys of the city should remain in

the possession of the Prince and of

Hoogstraaten, that the watch should
be held by burghers and soldiers to-

gether, that the magistrates should

permit the entrance of no garrison,
and that the citizens should be in-

trusted with the care of the charters,

especially with that of the joyful
entrance.'

These arrangements, when laid be-

*
Bor, iU. 159a. who has incorporated iiito

his work the "justification" published co-

tc-ruporaneously by the magistracy of Ant-
werp.

favour. The Calvinists demanded the

keys of the city. They did not choose
to be locked up at the mercy of any
man. They had already threatened
to blow the city hall into the air if

the keys were not delivered to them."

They claimed that bvughers, without
distinction of religion, instead of mer-

cenary troops, should be allowed to

guard the market-place in front of the
town-halL

It was now nightfall, and no de-

finite arrangement had been concluded.

Nevertheless a temporary tnice was
made, by means of a concession as to

the guard. It was agreed that the

burghers, Calvinists and Lutherans,
as well as Catholics, should be em-

ployed to protect the city. By
subtlety, however, the Calvinists de-

tailed for that service, were posted not
in the town-house square, but on tho

ramparts and at the gates.*
A night of dreadful expectation

was passed- The army of fifteen

thousand mutineers remained en-

camped and barricaded on the Mere,
with guns loaded and artillery

pointed- Fierce cries of "Long live

the beggars," "Down with the Pa-

pists," and other significant watch-

words, were heard all night long, but
no more serious outbreak occurred.''

During the whole of the following
day, the Calvinists remained in theu-

encampment, the Catholics and the

city guardsmen at their posts near the

city haU- The Prince was occupied
in the council-chamber from morning
till night with the municipal autho-

rities, the deputies of
" the religion,"

and the guild officers, in £i-aming a
new treaty of peace. Towards even-

ing fifteen articles were agreed upon,
which were to be proposed forthwith
to the insurgents, and in case of non-

acceptance to be enforced. The ar-

rangement provided that there should
be no garrison; that the September
contracts permitting the Reformed wor^

s Bor, iiL 157-
* Letter of Sir T. Gresham. Bor, ubi sup.
« Bor.
• Bor, ubi sup. Iloofd, iii. 121, sqq.
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ship at certain places within the city
should be maintained; that men of

different partifes shonld refrain from
mutual insults; that the two gover-
nors, the Prince and Hoogstraaten,
should keep the keys ;

that the city
should be guarded by both soldiers

and citizens, without distinction of

religious creed
;

that a band of four
hundred cavalry and a small flotilla

of vessels of war should be maintained
for the defence of the place, and that

the expenses to be incurred should be
levied upon all classes, clerical and Lay,
Catholic and Reformed, without any
exception.^

It had been intended that the go-

vernors, accompanied by the magis-
trates, should forthwith proceed to the

Mere, for the purpose of laying those

terms before the insurgents. Night
had, however, already arrived, and it

was understood that the ill-temper of

the Calvinists had rather increased

than diminished, so that it was doubt-
ful whether the arrangement would
be accepted. It was, therefore, neces-

sary to await the issue of another day,
rather than to provoke a night battle

in the streets.^

During the night the Prince la-

boured incessantly to provide against
the dangers of the morrow. The Cal-

vinists had fiercely expressed their

disinclination to any reasonable ar-

rangement. They had threatened,
without further pause, to plunder the

religious houses and the mansions of

aU the wealthy Catholics, and to drive

every Papist out of town.-* They had
summoned the Lutherans to join with
them in their revolt, and menaced

them, in case of refusal, with the

same fate which awaited the Catho-
lics.* The Prince, who was himself a

Lutheran, not entirely free from the
imiversal prejudice against the Cal-

1 Bor, iii. 15S.
' Bor, iii. 158b.
» Ibid. « Ibid.
»

Ibid., iii. 158, 159. Strada, vi. 252, 253.

Hoofd, iii. 120, 122. Letter ofSir T. Gresham.
* Tho government estimate, as to the

numbers of tlie armed Calvinists alone, was
fourteen thousand.—Cone^=pondance de JI.

d'Autriche, 22ti, 227. Sir Thomas Gresham
estimated them at ten thousand armed and
fighting men, while be placed the total oum-
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j
vinists, whose sect he aftenvards em-

braced, was fully aware of the de-

plorable fact, that the enmity at that

day between Calvinists and Lutherans
was as fierce as that between Re-
formers and Catholics. He now made
use of this feeling, and of his in-

fluence with those of the Augsburg
Confession, to save the city. During
the night he had interviews with the
ministers and notable members of the
Lutheran churches, and induced them
to form an alliance upon this occasion
with the Catholics and with all friends

of order, against an army of outlaws
who were threatening to burn and
sack the city. The Lutherans, in

the silence of night, took arms and

encamped, to the number of three or

four thousand, upon the river's side,
in the neighbourhood of Saint
Michael's Cloister. The Prince also

sent for the deans of all the foi-eign
mercantile associations—Italian, Spa-

nish, Portuguese, English, Hanseatio—engaged tlier assistance also for the

protection of the city, and commanded
them to remain in their armour at

their respective factories, ready to act

at a moment's warning. It was agreed
that they should be informed at fre-

quent intervals as to the progress of

events.®

On the morning of the 15th, the

city of Antwerp presented a fearful

sight. Three distinct armies were

arrayed at different points within its

walls. The Calvinists, fifteen thousand

strong, lay in their encampment on
the Mere; the Lutherans, armed, and

eager for action, were at Saint

Michael's; the Catholics and the re-

gulars of the city guard were posted
on the square. Between thirty-five
and forty thousand men were uji, ac-

cording to the most moderate compu-
tation.'' All parties were excited, and

ber upon both sides as high as fifty thou-
sand. "So that, sir, by cndiblo report.
tbOTO rose up all sorts above fyftic tlionsaiid

nienne very well armed."—Letter of March
17, 15i36, in Burgon.
Tho Prince of Orange, vho was always

moderate in his computations on such occa-

sions, stated the whole force on both sides

at twenty-eight thousand osily
—" Dan lO. L.

n;iogcn luis vcrtrauen da.s 7.u baidoii stiton

in die acht uud awantii; tbauseud buwcvtc-r
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eager for the fray. The fires of reli-

gions hatred bunied fiercely in every
breast. Many malefactors and out-

laws, who had' found refuge in the

coiu-se of recent events at Antwerp,
were in the ranks of the Calvinists,

profaning a sacred cause, and inspiring
a fanatical party with bloody resolu-

tions. Papists, once and for ever,

were to be hunted down, even as they
had been for years pursuing Refor-

mers. Let the men who had fed fat

on the spoils of plundered Christians

be dealt with in like fashion. Let
their homes be sacked, their bodies

^iven to the dogs— such were the

cries uttered by thousands of armed
men.
On the other hand, the Lutherans,

as angry and as rich as the Catholics,
saw in every Calvinist a miuderer and
a robber. They thirsted after their

blood; for the spirit of religious

frenzy, the characteristic of the cen-

tm-y, can with difficulty be compre-
hended in our colder and more scepti-
cal age. There was every probability
that a bloody battle was to be fought
that day in the streets of Antwerp—a

general engagement, in the course of

which, whoever might be the \'ictor3,

the city was sure to be delivered over
to fire, sack, and outrage. Such would
have been the result, according to the
concurrent testimony of eye-witnesses,
and contemporarj- historians of every
country and creed, but for the courage
and wisdom of one man. "WUham of

Orange knew what would be the con-

sequence of a battle, pent up within
the walls of Antwerp. He foresaw
the horrible havoc which was to be

ejected, the desolation which would
be brought to every hearth in the

city.
" Xever were men so desperate

and so willing to fight,"
^ said Sir

Thomas Gresham, who had been ex-
j

pecting every hour his summons to
share in the conflict. If the Prince '

were unable that morning to avert the
|

impending calamity, no other power, '•

imder heaven, could save Antwerp
from de-struction.

man geweseu seiudt."—Letter to Landgrdse
William. Archives et Correspondaiice, iii.

69. This aoplies e-xcluaivcly to armed ai»d
fighting me'tt
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The articles prepared on the 14th
had been already approved by those
who represented the Catholic and Lu-
theran interests. They were read early
in the morning to the troops assembled
on the square and at St Michael's, and
received with hearty cheers.* It was
now necessary that the Cal^-inists

should accept them, or that the quar-
rel should be fought out at once. At
ten o'clock, William of Orange, attend-

ed by his colleague, Hoogstraaten, to-

gether with a committee of the muni-

cipal authorities, and followed by a
himdred troopers, rode to the Mere.

Theywore red scarfs over their armour,^
as symbols by which all those who had
tmited to put down the insurrection

were distinguished. The fifteen thou-

sand Calvinists, fierce and disorderly as

ever, maintained a threatening aspect.

Nevertheless, the Prince was allowed
to ride into the midst of the square.
The articles were then read aloud by
his command, after which, with great

composure, he made a few observations.

He pointed out that the arrangement
offered them was foxmded upon the

September concessions, that the right
of worship was conceded, that the

foreign garrison was forbidden, and
that nothing further could be justly
demanded or honourably admitted.
He told them that a struggle upon
their part would be hopeless, for the
Catholics and Luthenuis, who were aU

agreed as to the justice of the treaty,
outnumbered them by nearly two to

one. He, therefore, most earnestly and

affectionately adjured them to te.stify

their acceptance to the peace offered

by repeating the words with which he
shoidd conclude. Then, with a firm

voice, the Prince exclaimed,
" God

save the King !

"
It was the last time

that those words were ever heard fi-om

the Ups of the man already proscribed

by Phihp. The crowd of Calvinista

hesitated an instant, and then, unable

to resist his tranquil influence, con-

vinced by his reasonable language, they
raised one tremendous shout of " Vive
]e Eoi!"

1 Letter in Burgon, 17th March.

* Bor. Letter of Sir T. Greslionu
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The deed was done, the peace ac-

cepted, the dreadful battle averted,

Antwerp saved. The deputies of the
Calvinista now formally accepted and

signed the articles. Kind words were

exchanged among the various classes

of fellow-citizens, who but an hour be-

fore had been thirsting for each other's

blood
;
the artillery and other weapons

of war were restored to the arsenals;

Calvinists, Lutherans, and Catholics,
all laid down their arms

;
and the city,

by three o'clock, was entirely quiet.

Fiftythousand armed men had been up,

according to some estimates, yet, after

three days of dreadful expectation, not
a single person had been injured, and
the tumult was now appeased.^
The Prince had, in truth, used the

mutual animosity of Protestant sects

to a good purpose—averting bloodshed

by the very weapons with which the
battle was to have been waged. Gres-
liam was right, however, in his conjec-
ture that the Regent and com-t would
not " take the business well." Mar-

garet of Parma was incapable of com-

prehending such a mind as that of

Orange, or of appreciating its efforts.

She was surroimded by unscrupulous
and mercenary soldiers, who hailed

the coming civil war as the most pro-
fitable of speculations.

" Factotum
"

Mansfeld, the Counts Aremberg and

Dutch liepnblic. [1567.

Meghem. the Duke of Aerschot, the

sanguinary Noircannes, were already
counting their share in the coming
confiscations. In the internecine con-

flict approaching, there would be gold
for the gathering, even if no honour-
able laurels would wreath their swords.
"
Meghem with his regiment is deso-

lating the country," wrote William of

Orange to the Landgrave of Hesse," and reducing many people to poverty.

Aremberg is doing the same in Fries-

land. They are only thinking how,
under the pretext of religion, they
may grind the poor Christians, and

grow rich and powerful upon their

estates and their blood." ^

The Seignior de Beauvoir wrote to

the Duchess, claiming all the estates of

Tholouse, and of his brother St Alde-

gonde, as his reward for the Ostrawell

victory,
** while Noircarmes was at this

very moment to commence at Valen-
ciennes that career of murder and

spoliation which, continued at Mons a

few years afterwards, was to load his

name with infamy.
As a matter of course, therefore,

Margaret of Parma denounced the
terms by which Antwerp had been
saved as a " novel and exorbitant capi-

tulation," and had no intention of sig-

nifying her approbation either to prince
or magistrate.*

CHAPTER X.

Egmont and Aerschot before Valenciennes—Severity of Egmont—Capitulation of the city—Escape and capture of the ministers—Execution of La Grange and l)e Bray—lloi-ribre

cruelty at Valenciennes— Eifects of the reduction of Valenciennes—The Duchess at Ant-
werji—Armed invasion of the provinces decided ujton in Spain—Apjjointment of Alva—
Indignation of Margaret—Mission of De Billy—Pretended visit of Philii)

—Attemjits of

the Duchess to gain over Orange—Mission of Berty—Interview between Orange and
Egmont at AVillebroek—Orange's letters to Philip, to Egmont, and to Horn—Orange
depai-ts from the Netherlands—Philip's letter to Egmont—Secret intelligence received

by Orange—La Torre's mission to Bredcrode—Bredorode's departure and death—Death
of JJerghen—Despair in the provinces—Great emigration—Cruelties practised upon those
of the new religion—Edict of 24th May—Wrath of the King.

Valexciennes, whose fate depended
so closely upon the issue of these vari-

ous events, was now trembling to her

fall. Noircannes had been drawing
~l Bor, iii. 159. Hoold, iv. 121, 122. Strada,
vi. 252, 253. Archives et Correspondancc,
iii. 48-52, 58, 59.

2 Ai-chives et Correspondance, iii. 80.

the lines more and more closely about
the city, and by a refinement of cruelty
had compelled many Calvinists from

Tournay to act as pioneers in the
' Correspondance do Philippe 11., i,

546.
*
Con-espDndance de Uarg. d' Autriche

2?7.
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trenches against their own brethren in

Valenciennes.* After the defeat of

Tholovise, and the consequent frustra-

tion of ,vll Brederode's arrangements to

relieve the siege, the Duchess had sent

a fresh summons to Valenciennes, to-

gether with letters acquainting the

citizens with the results of the Ostra-

well battle. The intelligence was not

believed. Egmont and Aerschot, how-

ever, to whom Margaret had intrusted

this last mission to the beleaguered
town, roundly rebuked the deputies
who came to treat with them, for their

insolence in daring to doubt the word
of the Regent. The two seigniors had
established themselves in the Chateau
of Beusnage, at a league's distance from
Valenciennes. Here they received

commissioners from the city, half of

whom were Catholics appointed by the

magistrates, half Calvinists deputed by
the consistories. These envoys were
informed that the Duchess would par-
don the city for its past offences, pro-
vided the gates should now be opened,
the garrison received, and a complete
suppression of all rehgion except that

of Rome acqviiesced in without a mur-
mur. As nearly the whole population
was of the Calvinist faith, these terms
could hardly be thought favourable.

It was, however, added, that fourteen

days should be allowed to the Re-
formers for the purpose of converting
their property, and retiring from the

country.*
The deputies, after conferring with

their constituents in the city, returned
on the following day with counter-pro-
positions, which were not more likely
to find favour with the government.
They offered to accept the garrison,

provided the soldiers should live at
their own expense, without any tax to
the citizens for their board, lodging, or

pay. They claimed that all property
which had been seized should be re-

Btored, all persons accused of treason
liberated. They demanded the un-
conditional revocation of the edict by
which the city had been declared re-

beUious, together with a guarantee
from the Ivnights of the Fleece and the
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state coimcil that the teruis of th*

proposed treaty should be strictly ob-

served.^

As soon as these terms had been
read to the two seigniors, the Duke of

Aerschot burst into an immoderate fit

of laughter. He protested that no-

thing could be more ludicrous than
such propositions, worthy of a con-

queror dictating a peace, thus offered

by a city closely beleaguered, and en

tirely at the mercy of the enemy. The
Duke's hilarity was not shared by Eg-
mont, who, on the contrary,, fell into a

fiuious passion. He swore that the

city shoLild be burned about their ears,

and that everj- one of the inhabitants

should be put to the sword for the in-

solent language which they had thus

dared to address to a most clement

sovereign. He ordered the trembling

deputies instantly to return with this

peremptory rejection of their terms,
and with his command that the pro-

posals of government should be ac-

cepted within three days' delay.
The commissioners fell upon their

knees at Egmont's feet, and begged for

mercy. They implored him at lea^t to

send this imperious message by some
other hand than theirs, and to permit
them to absent themselves from the

city. They should be torn Hmb from

limb, they said, by the enraged inha-

bitants, if they dared to present them-

selves with such instructions before

them. Egmont, however, assiu-ed thero

that they should be sent into the city,

boimd hand and foot, if they did not

instantly obey his orders. The depu
ties, therefore, with heavy hearts, were
fain to return home with this bitter

result to their negotiations. The terms
were rejected, as a matter of course,
but the gloomy forebodings of the

commissioners, as to their own fate at

the hands of their fellow-citizens, were
not fulfilled.*

Instant measures were now taken to

cannonade the city. Egmont, at the

hazard of his life, descended into the

foss, to reconnoitre the works, and to

fonn an opinion as to the most eligible

quarter at which to direct the bat-

»
Piisquier de la Barre MS., f. 92.

» Poutus Payen MS. Valenciennes MS.
* Pontus Payen MS.
* ibid. Valoucieuues lf&
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teries.^ Kaviiig communicated the re

Bult of his investigations to Noir-

carmes, he returned to report all these

proceedings to the Regent at Brussels.

Certainly the Count had now separated
himself far enough from William of

Orange, and was manifesting an energy
in the cause of tyranny which was

sufficiently unscrupulous. Many people
who had been deceived by his more

generous demonstrations in former

times, tried to persuade themselves
that he was acting a part. Noircarmes,
however—and no man was more com-

petent to decide the question
—dis-

tinctly expressed his entire confidence

in Egmont's loyalty.^ Margaret had

I'esponded warmly to his eulogies, had
read with approbation secret letters

from Egmont to Noircarmes, and had

expressed the utmost respect and afifec-

tion for "the Count." Egmont had
also lost no time in writing to Philip,

informing him that he had selected the

most eligible spot for battering down
the obstinate city of Valenciennes, re-

gretting that he could not have had
the eight or ten military companies,
now at his disposal, .at an earlier day,
in which case he should have been
able to suppress many tumults, but

coiigratulating his sovereign that the

preachers were all fugitive, the Re-
formed religion suppressed, and the

people disarmed. He assured the

King that he would neglect no effort

to prevent any renewal of the tumults,
and expressed the hope that his Ma-

jesty would be satisfied with his con-

duct, notwithstanding the calumnies of

which the times were full.^

Noircannes meanwhile, had un-

masked his batteries, and opened his

fire exactly according to Egmont's sug-

gestions.^ The artillery played first

upon what was called the " White
Tower," which happened to bear this

ancient, rhyming inscription :
—

"When every man receives his own.
And ju.sticc reigns fur strong and weak,

1 Por.tus Paycn MS. Valeucieiiiics MS.
' Correspondauce de Guillaumo le Tacit.,

ii. 502.
* Corrcspondance de Philippe II., i. 524.
< Pontus Paycn MS. Correspoudancj da

Pliilippo It., i., ul>) sup.
* \ ulencjcnnca il':'. ' Pontus Paj'eu MS.
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Perfect shall be this tower of stone,
And—all the dumb wii! leani to speak."'*

For some unknown reason, the rather

insipid qiiatrain was toi-tured into a bale-
ful prophecy. It was considered very
ominous that the battery should be
first opened against this Sibylline
tower. The chimes, too, which had
been playing, all through the siege,
the music of Marot's sacred songs, hap-
pened that morning to be sounding
forth from every belfry the twenty-
second psalm :

"
My God, my God, why

hast thou forsaken me?"**
It was Palm Sunday, 23d of March,

The women and children were going
mournfully about the streets, bearing
green branches in their hands, and

praying upon their knees, in every part
of the city. Despair and superstition
had taken possession of citizens who up
to that period had justified La Noue'a

assertion, that none could endure a

siege like Huguenots. As soon as the

cannonading began, the spirit of the in-

habitants seemed to depart. The minis-

ters exhoi-tcd their flocks in vain as the
tiles and chimneys began to topple into

the streets, and the concussions of the

artillery were responded to by the uni-

versal wailing of affrighted women.^

Upon the very first day after the

unmasking of the batteries, the city
sent to Noircarcaes, offering almost an
unconditional surrender. Not the

slightest breach had been effected—
not the least danger of an assault ex-

isted—yet the citizens, who had earned
the respect of their antagonists by the

courageous manner in which they had
sallied and skirmished during the siege,
now in despair at any hope of eventual

succour, and completely demoralised

by the course of recent events outside

their walls, surrendered ignominiously,
and at discretion.^ The only stijiula-

tion agreed to by Noircarmes was, that

the city should not be sacked, and that

the lives of the inhabitants should be

spared.
"*

» "
Qiiand chacuu sera sntisfaict,
Et la justice regnei-a,

Ce boulevard seva parfaict,
Kt—la muotte parleru."

Valenciennes MS.
' Ibid. Valenciennes MS. Bor, iii. 142,
» Bor, iii. 142 Hoofd, iv. 129 (Ins).
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This pledge was, however, only made
to be broken. Noircannes entered the

city and closed the gates. All the

richest citizens, who, of course, were
deemed the most criminal, were in-

irtantly arrested. The soldiers, al-

though not permitted formally to sack

the city, were quartered upon the in-

habitants, whom they robbed and mur-

dered, according to the testimouy of a

Catholic citizen, almost at their plea-
Bvu-e.^

Michael Herhn, a very wealthy and

distinguished burgher, was arrested

upon the first day. The two ministers,
Guido de Bray and Peregrine de la

Grange, together with the son of Her-

lin, effected their escape by the water-

gate. Having taken refuge in a tavern

at Saint Amaud, they were observed,
as they sat at supper, by a peasant, who
forthwith ran off to the mayor of the

borough with the intelligence that some
indi\'iduals, who looked hke fugitives,
had arrived at Saint Amaud. One of

them, said the informer, was richly
dressed, and wore a gold-hQted sword
with velvet scabbard. By the descrip-

tion, the mayor recognised Herlin the

younger, and suspected his companions.
They were all arrested, and sent to

Noircarmes. The two Berlins, father

and son, were immediately beheaded.*
Guido de Bray and Peregrine de la

Grange were loaded with chains, and
thrown into a filthy dungeon, pre-

viously to their being hanged.' Here

they were visited by the Countess de

Roeulx, who was curious to see how
the Calvinists sustained themselves in

their martyrdom. She asked them
how they could sleep, eat, or drink,
when covered with such heavy fetters.
" The cause, and my good conscience,"
answered De Bray,

" make me eat,

drink, and sleep better than those who
are doing me ^v^ong. These shackles
are more honourable to me than golden
rings and chains. They are more use-

ful to me, and as I hear their clank.

1 Valenciennes ilS.
» Pontus Payen ilS.
* Brandt, Reformarie. L 448, 449.
T Pontus Payen MS.—"

Bciucoup d'antrea
bourgeois reccurent depuis jiareil traicte-

inent, qui estoient pereonnages de petite
qualite et a moy incognua."
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methinkfl I hear the music of sw tel

voices and the tinkling of lutes."*

This exiiltation never deserted tl/es©

courageous enthusiasts. They received

their condemnation to death "
as it it

had been an invitation to a marriage
feast."* They encouraged the friends

who crowded their path to the scaffold

with exhortations to remain true in

the Reformed faith. La Grange stand-

ing ujwn the ladder, proclaimed with
a loud voice, that he was slain for hav-

ing preached the pure Word of God to

a Christian people in a Christain land.

De Bray, under the same gibbet, testi-

fied stoutly that he, too, had committed
that offence alone. He warned his

friends to obey the magistrates, and all

others in authority, except in matters
of conscience; to abstain from sedi-

tion, but to obey the will of God. The
executioner threw him from the ladder
while he wag yet speaking. So ended
the lives of two eloquent, learned, and

highly-gift«d divines.®

Many hundreds of victims were sacri-

ficed in the unfortimate city.
" There

were a great many other citizens stran-

gled or beheaded," says an aristocratic

Cathohc historian of the time, "but

they were mostly personages of little

quaiity, whose names are quite un-
known to me."'^ The franchises of
the city were all revoked. There was
a prodigious amount of property confis-

cated to the benefit of Xoircarmes and
the rest of the " Seven Sleepers."

Many Calvinists were burned, others
were hanged.

" For tico xchole years,"

says another Catholic, who was a citi-

zen of Valenciennes at the time,
"
there

was scarcely a tceek in which several citi-

zens wei-e not executed, and often a great
number icere despatched at a time. All
this gave so much alarm to the good
and innocent, that many quitted the

city as fast as they could." ^ If the

good and innocent happened to be

rich, they might be sure that Noir-
carmes would deem that a crime for

* Brandt, Re'ortnatie. L 443, 449. Hist.
des Mart., f. 661, 6&J, apud Brandt.

» " En schickteu sich soo blij moedelyk
tot sterven als of ze ter bruiloft giugen."—
Brandt, ubi sup.

• Brandt. Hist, des Martyrs, ubi sup.
5 Valenciennes MS.
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which no goodness and innocence could
atone.

Upon the fate of Valenciennes had

depended, as if by common agreement,
the whole destiny of the auti-Catholie

party.
"
People had learned at last,"

Bays another Walloon,
" that the King

had long arms, and that he had not
been enlisting soldiers to string beads.

So they drew in then* horns and their

evil tempers, meaning to put them
forth again, ehould the government not
succeed at the siege of Valenciennes."^
The government had succeeded, how-

ever, and the consternation was ex-

treme, the general submission imme-
diate, and even abject.

" The capture
of Valenciennes," wrote Noircarmes to

Granvelle,
" has worked a miracle. The

other cities all come forth to meet

me, putting the rope around their own
necks." ^ No opposition was offered

anywhere. Toumay had been crushed
;

Valenciennes, Bois le Due, and all other

important places, accepted their garri-
sons without a murmur. Even Ant-

werp had made its last struggle, and
as soon as the back of Orange was

turned, knelt down in the dvist to re-

ceive its bridle. The Prmce had been

able, by his courage and wisdom, to

avert a sanguinary conflict within its

walls, but his personal presence alone

could guarantee anything like religious

liberty for the inhabitants, now that

the rest of the country was subdued.
On the 26th April, sixteen companies
of infantry, under Count Mansfeld, en-

tered the gates.
^ On the 28th the

Duchess made a visit to the city, where
she was received with respect, but
where her eyes were shocked by that

which she termed the "
abominable.

Bad, and hideous spectacle of the deso-

lated churches."^

To the eyes of all who loved their

fatherland and their race, the sight of

a desolate country, with its ancient

charters superseded by brute force, its

industrious population swarming from
the land in di'oves, as if the pestilence
were raging, with gibbets and scaffolds

1 Renom de Prance MS., i. 35, 37.
2 G.achard, Preface to Guillaume le Tacit,,

ii. clxi., note 2.

8 Gachard, Pi-eface, etc., Ixxxix.
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erected in every village, and with a

sickening and universal apprehension
of still darker disasters to follow, was
a spectacle still more sad, hideous, and
abominable.

For it was nov/ decided that the Duke
of Alva, at the head of a Spanish army,
should forthwith take his departure for

the Netherlands. A land already sub-

jugated was to be crushed, and every
vestige of its ancient liberties destroyecL
The conquered provinces, once the
abode of municipal hberty, of science,

art, and literature, and blessed with an

unexampled mercantile and manufac-

turing prosperity, were to be placed in

absolute subjection to the cabinet coim-

cil at Madrid. A dull and malignant
bigot, assisted by a few Spanish gran-

dees, and residing at the other extre-

mity of Europe, was thenceforth to ex-

ercise despotic authority over countries

which for centuries had enjoyed a local

administration, and a system nearly

approaching to complete self-govern-
ment. Such was the policy devised by
Granvelle and Spinosa,'' which the Duke
of Alva, upon the 15th April, had left

Madrid to enforce.

It was very natural that Margaret of

Parma should be indignant at being thus

superseded. She considered herself as

having acquired much credit by the

manner in which the latter insurrec-

tionary movements had been suppress-

ed, so soon as Philip, after his endless

tergiversations, had supplied her with
arms and money. Therefore she wrote
in a tone of great asperity to lier

brother, expressing her discouLeiit. She
had always been trammelled in her ac-

tion, she said, by his restrictions upon
her authority. She complained that

he had no regard for her reput;ition or

her peace of mind. Notwithstanding
all impediments and dangers, she had
at last settled the coimtry, and now
another person was to reap the honouf.''

She also despatched the Seigneur de

Billy to Spain, for the purpose of mak-

ing verbal representations to his Ma-

jesty upon the inexpediency of send-

* Correspondanco de Guillaume lo Tacit^
ii. 383-386.

' Confessions of Del Rio.
* Corrcspoudance de Pliilippo II. i. 523.
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tng the Duke of Alva to the Nether-

lands at that juncture with a Spanish

army.^
Margaret gained nothing, however,

by her letters and her envoy, save a

round rebuke from Philip, who was
not accustomed to brook the language
of remonstrance, even from hia sister.

His purpose was fixed. Absolute sub-

mission was now to be rendered by alL

"He was highly astonished and dis-

."satisfied," he said, "that she shoulddare

to write to him with so much passion,
and in so resolute a manner. If she

received no other recompense, save the

glory of having restored the service of

God, die ought to express her grati-

tude to the King for having given her

the opportunity of so doing."
*

The affectation of clement intentions

was still maintained, together with the

empty pretence of the royal visit. Alva
and his army were coming merely to

prepare the way for the King, who still

represented himseK as
" debonair and

gentle, slow to anger, and averse from
bloodshed." Superficial people be-

lieved that the King was really com-

ing, and hoped wonders from his ad-

vent. The Duchess knew better. The

Pope never beUeved in it, Granvelle

never believed in it, the Prince of

Orange never believed in it. Councillor

d'Assonleville never beheved in it.

'•' His Majesty," says the Walloon his-

torian, who wrote from Assonleville's

papers,
" had many imperative reasons

for not coming. He was fond of quiet,
he was a great negotiator, distinguished
for phlegm and modesty, disiucUned to

long journeys, particularly to sea voy-
ages, which were very painful to him.

>roreover, he was then building his Es-

': 'rial with so much taste and affection

that it was impossible for him to leave

home.""* These excellent reasons suf-

ficed to detain the monarch, in whose

place a general was appointed, who, it

must be confessed, was neither phleg-
matic nor modest, and whose energies
were quite equal to the work required.
There had in truth never been any-
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thing in the King's project of visiting
the Netherlands but pretence."*
On the other hand, the work of

Orange for the time was finished. He
had saved Antwerp, he had done his

best to maintain the liberties of the

country, the rights of conscience, and
the royal authority, so far as they were

compatible with each other. The alter-

native had now been distinctly forced

upon every man, either to promise
blind obedience or to accept the posi-
tion of a rebel. "William of Orange
had thus become a rebel. He had
been requested to sign the new oath,

greedily taken by the Mansfelds, the

Berlaymonts, the Aerschots, and the

Egmonts, to obey eveiy order which ha

might receive, against every person
and in every place, without restriction

or limitation,* and he had distinctly
and repeatedly declined the demand.
He had again and again insisted upon
resigning all his offices. The Duchess,
more and more anxioiis to gain over

such an influential personage to the

cause of tyrarmy, had been most im-

portimate in her requisitions.
" A man

with 80 noble a heart," she wrote to

the Prince,
" and with a descent froni

such illustrioxis and loyal ancestors, can

surely not forget his duties to his Ma-

jesty and the country."''
WiUiam of Orange knew his duty to

both better than the Duchess could
understand. He answered this fresh

summons by reminduig her that he had

unifonnly refused the new and extra-

ordinMy pledge required of him. He
had been true to his old oaths, and
therefore no fresh pledge was neces-

sary. Moreover, a pledge without limi-

tation he would never take. The case

might happen, he said, that he should
be ordered to do things contrary to hia

conscience, prejudicial to his Majesty's
service, aiid in violation of his oaths to

maintain the.laws of the coimtry. He
therefore once more resigned all his

offices, and signified his intention of

leaving the provinces.^

Margaret had previously invited him

1 Pontus Paven 'SIS. Correspondance de
Philippe II., i. 535.

*
Correspondance de Philippe II , L 510.

» Renoni de Fi-ance 313., i. 29.

* "Nihil profectionia inerat, preeter epe-
cicm," says Strada, vL 2S0.

- Green v. Prinst.. Archivea, iii. 43-43.
« Ibid. T Ibid.
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to an interview at Brussels, which he
had declined, because he had discover-

ed a conspiracy in that place to
"
play

him a trick." Assonleville had already
been sent to him without effect. He
had refused to meet a deputation of

Fleece Knights at Mechlin, from the
same suspicion of foul play. After the
termination of the Antwerp tumult.

Orange again wrote to the Duchess,

upon the 19th March, repeating his

refusal to take the oath, and stating
that he considered himself as at least

suspended from all his functions, since

shehadrefused, upon the ground of inca-

pacity, to accept his formal resignation.

Margaret now determined, by the ad-

vice of the state council, to send Se-

cretary Berty, provided with an ample
letter of instructions, upon a special
mission to the Prince at Antwerp. That

respectable functionary performed his

task with credit, going through the
usual formalities, and adducing the
threadbare arguments in favour of the
unlimited oath, with much adroitness

and decorum. He mildly pointed out
the impropriety of laying down such

responsible posts as those which the
Prince now occupied at such a junc-
ture. Me alluded to the distress which
the step must occasion to the debonair

sovereign.
William of Orange became some-

what impatient under the official lec-

ture of this secretary to the privy
council, a mere man of sealing-wax
and protocols. The slender stock of

platitudes with which he had come

provided was soon exhausted. His ar-

guments shrivelled at once in the scorn

with which the Prince received them.

The great statesman, who, it was hoped,
would be entrapped to ruin, dishonour,
and death by such very feeble artifices,

asked indignantly whether it were

really expected that he should acknow-

ledge himself perjured to his old obli-

gations by now signing new ones; that

he should disgrace himself by an un-

limited pledge which might require
Lim to break his oaths to the provin-

1 Strada, vi 2C5-268. Iloofd.iv. 130. Cor-

respondance de Guillaume lo Tacit., ii. 354,

866-360, 370, 891-417. ''
fetrada, m».

2 Concspondance do Guillniime lo Tacit.,
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cial statutes and to the Emperor ;

that
he should consent to administer the

religious edicts which he abhoned ;

that he should act as executioner of

Christians on account of their religious

opinions, an office against which his

soul revolted
;

that he should bind
himself by an unlimited promise which

might require him to put his own wife
to death, because she was a Lutheran?

Moreover, was it to be supposed that
he would obey without restriction any
orders issued to him in his Majesty's
name, when the King's representative

might be a person whose supremacy it

ill became one of his race to acknow-

ledge ? Was William of Orange to re-

ceive absolute commands from the
Duke of Alva ? Having mentioned
that name with indignation, the Prince
became silent.^

It was very obvious that no impi-es-
sion was to be made upon the man by
formalists. Poor Berty returned to

his green-board in the council-room

with his proces verbal of the confer-

ence. Before he took his leave, how-

ever, he prevailed upon Orange to hold
an interview with the Duke of Aer-

schot, Count Mansfeld, and Coimt Eg-
mont.2

This memorable meeting took place
at Willebroek, a village midway be-

tween Antwerp and Brussels, in the

first week of April. The Duke of

Aerschot was prevented from attend-

ing, but Mansfeld and Egmont—ac-

companied by the faitliful Berty, to

make another proces verbal— duly
made their appearance.^ The Princo
had never felt much sympathy with

Mansfeld, but a tender and honest

friendship had always existed between
himself and Egmont, notwithstanding
the difference of their characters, the

incessant artifices employed by the

Spanish court to separate them, and
the impassable cha.sm which noAv ex-

isted between their respective posi-
tions towards the government.
The same common-places of argu-

ment and rhetoric were now discussed

ii. 416-418. The procfes verbal made by
Berty upon this occasion Las been lost.

Gacliard, note, p. 417. Guillannic le Tacit,
ii.—Compare Strada, vi. 2C8, 260.
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Lad Interview between

between Orange and the other three

personages, the Prince distinctly stat-

ing, in conckision, that he considered

himseL" as discharged from all his

offices, and that he was about to leave

the Netherlands for Gennany. The

interview, had it been contined to

such formal conversation, would have
but little historic interest. Egmont's
choice had been made. Several months
before he had signified his determina-

tion to hold those for enemies who
should cease to conduct themselves as

faithful vassals, declared himself to

be without fear that the country was
to be placed in the hands of Spaniards,
and cfi.savowed all intehtion, in any
case whatever, of taking arms against
the King.^ His subsequent course,
as we have seen, had been entirely
in conformity with these solemn decla-

rations. Nevertheless, the Prince, to

whom they had been made, thought
it still possible to withdraw his friend

from the precipice upon which he

stood, and to save him from his im-

pending fate. His love for Egmont
had, in his own noble and pathetic lan-

guage,
"

stiiick its roots too deeply
into his heart" to permit him, in this

their parting interview, to neglect a

last effort, even if this solemn warning
were destined to be disregarded.

By any reasonable construction of

history, Philip was an unscrupulous
usurper, who was attempting to con-

vert himself from a Duke of Brabant
and a Count of Holland into an abso-

lute king. It was William who was

maintaining, Phdip who waa destroy-

ing; and the monarch who was thus

blasting the happiness of the provinces,
and about to decimate their population,
was by the same process to undermijie
his own power for ever, and to divest

himself of his richest inheritance.

Could a vision, like that imagined by
the immortal dramatist for another

tjTant and murderer, have revealed
the futiue to Philip, he, too, might
have beheld his victim, not crowned
himself, but pointing to a Hue of kings,

1 Gachard, Preface to vcl. ii. GuxUauiue
le Tacit., cix.

»
.Strada, vi. 2S6. Compare Bentivoglio,

iii. 55.
• Ibid.—Hoofd alludes to a rumour, accord-
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even to some who two-fold balh and
treble sceptres carried, and smOing on
them for his. But such considerationa

as these had no effect upon the Prince

of Orange. He knew himself already
proscribed, and he knew that the
secret condemnation had extended to

Egmont also. He was anxious that

his friend should prefer the privations
of exile, with the chance of becoming
the champion of a struggling country,
to the wretched fate towards which his

blind confidence was leading him.
Even then it seemed possible that the
brave soldier, who had been recently

defiling his sword in the cause of ty-

ranny, might become mindful of his

brighter and earlier fame. Had Eg-
mont been as true to his native land

as, until " the long divorce of steel fell

on him," he was faithful to Philip, he

might yet have earned brighter laurels

than those gained at St Quentin and

Gravelingen. "Was he doomed to fall,

he might find a glorious death upon
freedom's battle-field, in place of that
darker departure then so near him,
which the prophetic language of Orange
depicted, but which he was too san-

guine to fear. He spoke with con-
fidence of the royal clemency.

"
Alas,

Egmont," answered the Prince,
" the

King's clemency, of which you boast,
will destroy you. Would that I might
be deceived, but I foresee too clearly
that you are to be the bridge which
the Spaniards will destroy so soon as

they have passed over it to invade our

country."^ With these last, solemn
words he concluded his appeal to
awaken the Count from his fatal secu-

rity. Then, as if persuaded that he
was looking upon his friend for the
last time, William of Orange threw his
arms around Egmont, and held him
for a moment in a close embrace.
Tears fell from the eyes of both at
this parting moment—and then the
brief scene of simple and lofty pathos
terminated—Egmont and Orange sepa-
rated from each other never to meet
again on earth.^

ing to which tgniout said to Orange at part-
ing, "Adieu, landless Piiiice!" and was an-
swered by his friend with,

"
Adieu, heaiilesa

Count !" " Men vocght'er l)y dat zy voorts
clka:.dre, Prins zonder gwAt, Graaf Konder
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A few days afterwards, Orange ad-

dressed a letter to Philip, once more
resigning all his offices, and announc-

ing his intention of departing from the
Netherlands for Germany. He added,
that he should be always ready to

place himself and his property at the

King's orders in everything which he
believed conducive to the triie sei-vice

of his Majesty.^ The Prince had al-

ready received a remarkable warning
from old Landgi-ave Philip of Hesse,
who had not forgotten the insidious

manner in which his own memorable

captivityhadbeenbrought aboutby the
arts of Granvelleand ofAlva. " Letthem
not smear your mouths with honey,"
said the Landgrave.

"
If the three

seigniors, of whom the Duchess Mar-

garet has had so much to say, are in-

vited to court by Alva, under pretext
of friendly consultation, let them be

wary, and think twice ere they accept.
I know the Duke of Alva and the Span-
iards, and how they dealt with me."-
The Prince, before he departed, took

a fi'ial leave of Hosn and Egmont, by
letters, which, as if aware of the monu-
mental character they were to assume
for posterity, he drew up in Latin. "*

He desired, now that he was turning
his back upon the country, that those
two nobles who had refused to imitate,
and had advised against his course,
should remember that he was acting

dehberately, conscientiously, and in

pursuance of a long-settled plan.
To Count Horn he declared himself

uuable to connive longer at the sins

daily committed against the country
and his own conscience. He assured

him that the government had been

accustoming the country to panniers,
in order that it might now accept

patiently the saddle and bridle. For

himself, he said, his back was not

strong enough for the weight already

imposed upon it, and he preferred to

hroft, zoudcii adieu gezeit hcbbcn." The
stciry has been often repeated, yet nothing
could well be more insipid than such an in-

vention. Hoofd observes that the whole
conversation was reported by a person whom
the Calvin ists had concealed in the chimney
of the apartment where the interview took

place. It would be diflficult to believe in
Buch epigrams even had the histoiian him-
Eeif been in the chimney, lie, however.

[15G7.
endure any calamity which might hap-
pen to him in exile, rather than be

compelled by those whom they had all

condemned to acquiesce in the object
so long and steadily pui-sued.^
He reminded Egmont, who had been

urging him by letter to remain, that
his resolution had been deliberately
taken, and long smce communicatea
to his friends. He could not, in con-

science, take the oath required, nor
would he, now that aU eyes were
turned upon him, remain in the land,
the only recusant. He preferred to

encounter all that could happen, rather
than attempt to jDlease others by the
sacrifice of liberty, of his fatherland,
of his own conscience.

"
I hope, there-

fore," said he to Egmont, in conclusion," that you, after weighing my reasons,
will not disapprove my departure.
The rest I leave to God, who will dis-

pose of all as may most conduce to the

glory of His name. For yourself, I

pray you to believe that you have no
more sincere friend than I am. My
love for you has struck such deep root
into my heart, that it can be lessened

by no distance of time or place, and I

pray you in return to maintain the
same feelings towards me which you
have always cherished." *

The Prince had left Antwerp upon
the 11th April, and had written these
letters from Breda, u])on the 13th of

the same month. LTpon the 22d, he
took his daparture for Dillenburg, the
ancestral seat of his family in Germany,
by the way of Grave and Cleves."

It was not to be supposed that this

parting message would influence Eg-
mont's decision with regard to his own
movements, when his determination
had not been shaken at his memorable
interview with the Prince. The
Count's fate was sealecL Had he not
been praised by Noircarmes; had he
not earned the hypocritical commen-

only gives the anecdote as a rumour, which
ho docs not himself believe. "Twelk ik
iiochtans nict zoo zoeker houde," etc.—
Hoofd, Nederl. Hist. iv. 131.

1 Archives et Correspondauce, iii. C4, 65.
2

Ibid., iii. 42.
» Ibid., iii. 09-73.
* Ibid.
» Ibid.
«

Ibid., ill. 73, 74
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dations o£ Duchess Margaret; nay,
more, had he not just received a most
affectionate letter of thanks and ap-

probation from the King of Spain him-
self? This letter, one of the most

striking monuments of Philip's cold-

blooded perfidy, was dated the 26th of

March, "
I am pleased, my cousin,"

wrote the monarch to Egmont,
" that

you have taken the new oath, not that

I conMdced it at all necessoTy so far as

regards yourself, but for the example
which you hare thus given to others,
and which I hope they will all follow.

I have received not less pleasure in

hearing of the excellent manner in

which you are doing your duty, the
assistance you are rendering, £md the
offers which you are making to my
sister, for which I thank you, and re-

quest you to continue in the same
course." ^

The words were written by the royal
hand which had already signed the
death-warrant of the man to whom
they were addressed. Alva, who came

pro\-ided with full powers to carry out
the great scheme resolved upon, unre-

strained by provincial laws or by the
statutes of the Golden Fleece, had left

Madrid to embark for Carthageua, at

the very moment when Egmont was

reading the royal letter.* "The
Spanish honey," to use once more old

Landgrave Philip's homely metaphor,
had done its work, and the unfortunate
victim was already entrapped.

Count Horn remained in gloomy
eilence in his lair at Weert, awaiting
the hunters of men, already on their

way. It seemed inconceivable that he,

too, who knew himself suspected and
disliked, should have thus blinded
himself to his position. It will be
Been, however, £bat the same perfidy

1 Foppens, Supplement, ii. oi4.
»
Correspondaiice de Phiiippe II., L 528,

15th April 1567.
* This appears in a docnraent, never yet

published, iu the Royal Archives at Dresden.
It is a report drawn up by Captain von
Bariepsch, of an interview he'd with the
Prince of Oransre, to whom he had been
deputed by the Elector Augustus of Saxony.
It ia to be remarked, moreover, that Augtis-
tufl at this period (November 15(57) declined
receiving the IMnce at I>r>sden, while pro-
fessing the gre-itest interest in his welfare 1

Unpobliahed letter fixim Elector Augustus I
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was to be employed to ensnare him
which proved so successful with Eg-
mont.
As for the Prince himself, he did not

move too soon. Not long after his

arrival in Germany, Vandenesse, the

King's private secretary, but Orange's
secret agent, wrote him word that ho
had read letters from the King to Alva,
in which the Duke was instructed to
"
arrest the Priuce as soon as he could

lay hands upon him, and not to let his

trial la^ more than twenty-four hours."^

Brederode had remained at Viane,
and afterwards at Amsterdam, since

the ill-starred expedition of Tholouse,
which he had organised, but at which
he had not assisted. He had given
much annoyance to the magistracy of

Amsterdam, and to aU respectable per-

sons, Calvinist or Catholic. He made
much mischief, but excited no hopes
in the minds of reformers. He was
ever surrounded by a host of pot com-

panions, swaggering nobles disguised
as sailors, bankrupt tradesmen, fugi-
tivesand outlaws of every description—
excellent people to drink the beggars*
health and to bawl the beggars' songs,
but quite unfit for any serious enter-

prise.* People of substance were wary
of him, for they bad no confidence in

his capacity, and were afraid of his

frequent demands for contributions to
the patriotic cause. He spent his time
in the pleasure gardens, shooting at the
mark with arquebus or crossbow,

drinking with his comrades, and

shrieking
" Yivent les gueux."*

The Regent, determined to dislodge
him, had sent Secretary La Torre to
him in March, with instructions that
if Brederode refused to leave Amster-

dam, the magistracy were to call for

assistance upon Count Meghem, who
to Prince W. of Orange, 10th Nov. 1567, in
Dresden Archives. So hatte auch des Kon-
nings Vortrauter Kemmerling Signor Van-
denes .luch in grosser geheim wamen laszen
dasz ehr hette aufs Konnings tische briefe

gesehea ahn Hertrogen von Alba, dariu

bewohlen, s. fg. nachzutrsichten und wan
nmn ihn bekeme, seinen procesz nicht uber
24 Stunden ruvorlengem."— Bench t von
Hauptiu. V. Berlepsch.

* Cnrrespondance de Guillaume le Tacit.,
iL 434, 454. Bor, iiL 161. Ilocfd. .
127.

» Ibid.
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had a regiment at Utrecht.^ This

[1567.

clause made it impossible for La Torre
to exhibit his instructions to Brederode.

Upon his refusal, that personage, al-

though he knew the secretary as well

as he Icnew his own father, coolly in-

formed him that he knew nothing
about him; that he did not consider

him as respectable a person as he pre-
tended to be

;
that he did not believe

a word of his having any commission
from the Duchess, and that he should

therefore take no notice whatever of

his demands. La Torre answered

meekly, that he was not so presump-
tuous, nor so destitute of sense, as to

put himself into comparison with a

gentleman of Count Brederode's qua-

lity, but that as he had served as

secretaiy to the privy council for

twenty-three years, he had thought
that he might be believed upon his

word. Hereupon La Torre drew up a

formal protest, and Brederode drew up
another. La Torre made a proces ver-

bal of their interview, while Brederode

stormed like a madman, and abused

the Duchess for a capricious and un-

reasonable tyrant. He ended by im-

prisoning La Ton-e for a day or two,
and seizing his papers. By a singular

coincidence, these events took place on

the 13th, 15th, and 24th, of March,''

the very days of the great Antwerp
tumult. The manner in which the

Prince of Orange had been dealing
with forty or fifty thousand armed

men, anxious to cut each other's

throats, while Brederode was thus oc-

cupied in browbeating a pragmatical
but decent old secretary, illustrated

the diflFerence in calibre of the two
men.

This was the Count's last exploit.

He remained at Amsterdam some
weeks longer, but the events which
succeeded changed the Hector into a

faithful vassal. Before the 12th of

April, he wrote to Egmont, begging
his intercession with Margaret of

Parma, and offering
" carte l^lanche"

as to terms, if he might only be allowed

i^l>'orrespondance de Giiillaume le Tacit.,

u. 439, 440. Dor, iii. 161, 162.
2 Cor. de Guillaumc le Tacit., ii. 444-454.
s •• Brederode lia siiplicado do ser per-

tlonado y embiado a Monsieur d'Egniont

to make his peace with government.'
It was, however, somewhat late in the

day for the "
great beggar

"'

to make
his submission. No terms were ac-

corded him, but he was allowed by the
Duche.ss to enjoy his revenues provi-

sionally, subject to the King's pleasiue.

Upon the 25th April, he entertained a

select circle of friends at his hotel in

Amsterdam, and then embarked at

midnight for Embden. A numerous
procession of his adherents escorted
him to the ship, bearing lighted torches,
and singing bacchanalian songs. He
died within a year afterwards, of dis-

appointment and hard drinking, at

Castle Hardenberg, in Germany, after

all his fretting and fiiry, and notwith-

standing his vehement protestations to

die a poor soldier at the feet of Louis
Nassau.*
That "

good chevalier and good
Christian," as his brother affection-

ately called him, was in Germany,
girding himself for the manly work
which Providence had destined him to

perform. The life of Ereilerodc, wha
had engaged in the early struggle, per-

haps from the frivolous expectation of

hearing himself called Count of Hol-

land, as his ancestors had been, had
contributed nothing to the cause of

freedom, nor did his death occasion re-

gi-et. His disorderly band of followei'S

dispersed in every direction upon the

departure of their chief. A vessel in

wliich Batenburg, Galaina, and other

nobles, with their men-at-arms, were

escaping towards a German port, was
caiTied into Harlingen, while those

gentlemen, overpowered by sleep and

wassail, were unaware of their danger,
and delivered over to Count Meghem,
by the treachery of their pilot. The
soldiers were immediately hanged. The
noblemen were reserved to grace the
first great scaffold which Alva was to

erect upon the horse-market in

Brussels.*

The onfederacy was entirely broken
to pieces. Of the chieftains to whom
the people had been accustomed to look

carta blanca."—MS. Letter of Granvclle to

Alba. Bibl. de Bourg.
* Bor, iii. 168. Hoofd, iv. 135. Vit. VigliL

'1 Compare Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.
» Pontus Payeu MS.
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for support and encouragement, some
had i-aUied to the government, some
were in exile, eome were in prison.

Montignv, closely watched in Spain,
was virtually a captive, pining for the

young bride to whom he had been

wedded amid such brilliant festivities

but a few months before his departure,
and for the child which was never to

look upon its father's face.^ His col-

league. Marquis Berghen, more fortu-

nate, was already dead. The excellent

Viglius seized the opportimity to put
in a good word for Noircarmes, who
had been grinding Tournay in the

dust, and butchering the inhabitants

of Valenciennes.
" We have heard of

Berghen's death," wrote the President

to his faithful Joachim.
" The Lord

of Koircarmes, who has been his sub-

stitute in the governorship of Hainault,
has given a specimen of what he can

do. Although I have no private inti-

macy with that nobleman, I cannot

help embracing him with all my bene-

volence. Therefore, oh my Hopper,

pray do your best to have him ap-

pointed governor."^
With the departvue of Orange, a

total eclipse seemed to come over the

Netherlands. The country was ab-

solutely helpless, the popular heart

cold with apprehension. All persons
at all imphcated in the late troubles,

or suspected of heresy, fled from their

homes. Fugitive soldiers were hunted
into rivers, cut to pieces in the fields,

hanged, burned, or drowned, like dogs,
without quarter, and without remorse.

The most industrious and valuable

part of the population left the land in

droves. The tide swept outwards with
such rapidity that the Netherlands

seemed fast becoming the desolate

waste which they had been before the

Christian era. Throughout the coun-

try, those Reformers who were vmable

to effect their escape betook themselves
to their old lurking-places. The new

religion was banished from all the

cities, every conventicle was broken up
by armed men, the preachers and lead-

1 The child was baptized at Tournay on
the 1st December 166<5.—Pasquier de Ui Barre
MS., f. V3.

* Foppens, Supplement, u- U&
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iug membera were hanged, their dis-

ciples beaten with rods, reduced to

beggary, or imprisoned, even if they
sometimes escaped the scaffold. An
incredible number, however, were ex-

ecuted for religious causes. Hardly a

village so small, says the Antwerp
chronicler, but that it could furnish

one, two, or three hundred victims to

the executioner.-^ The new churchea
were levelled to the groimd, and out
of their timbers gallows were con-

structed.* It was thought an ingeni-
ous pleasantry to hang the Refoi-mera

upon the beams under which they had

hoped to worship God, The property
of the fugitives was confiscated. The

beggars in name became beggars in

reality. Many who felt obUged to re-

main, and who loved their possessions
better than their creed, were suddenly
converted into the most zealous of

Catholics. Persons who had for years
not gone to mass, never omitted now
their daily and nightly visits to the

churches.' Persons who had never

spoken to an ecclesiastic but with con-

tumely, now could not eat their din-

ners without one at their table.* Many
who were suspected of having partici-

pated in Calvinistic rites, were fore-

most and loudest in putting down and

denouncing all forms and shows of the

Reformation. The country was as

completely
'•'

pacified," to use the con-

queror's expression, as Gaul had been

by Caesar.

The Regent issued a fresh edict

upon the 2ith May, to refresh the
memories of those who might have

forgotten previous statutes, which

were, however, not calcxilated to make
men oblivious. By this new procla-

mation, all ministers and teachera

were sentenced to the gallows. All

persons who had suffered their houses
to be used for rehgious purposes were
sentenced to the ^Uows. All parents
or masters whose children or sen'ants

had attended such meetings were sen-

j

tenced to the gallows, while the chil-

dren and sei'vants were only to be

* Meteren, ii f. 45.
* De la Baire MS., 96. HooOj, iv. 13a

Sti-Kiv. vi. 27S.
» Ijor, iii. Kt « JUO.
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beaten with rods. All people who
Bang liyiims at the burial of their re-

lations were sentenced to the gallows.
Parents who allowed their newly-born
children to be baptized by other hands
than those of the Catholic priest were
sentenced to the gallows. The same

punishment was denounced against
the persons who should christen the
child or act as its sponsors. School-

masters who should teach any error or

false doctrine were likewise to be

punished with death. Those who in-

fringed the statutes against the buying
and selling of religious books and

songs were to receive the same doom,
after the first offence. All sneers or

insults against priests and ecclesiastics

were also made capital crimes. Vaga-
bonds, fugitives, apostates, runaway
monks, were ordered forthwith to

depart from every city, on pain of

death. In all cases confiscation of the
whole property of the criminal was
added to the hanging.i

This edict, says a contemporary his-

torian, increased the fear of those

professing the new religion to such an
extent that they left the country

" in

great heaps."^ It became necessary,

therefore, to issue a subsequent pro-

clamation, forbidding all persons,
whether foreigners or natives, to

leave the land or to send away their

property, and prohibiting all ship-

masters, waggoners, and other agents
of travel, from assisting in the flight of

such fugitives, all upon pain of death."

Yet will it be credited that the

edict of 24th Slay, the provisions of

which have just been sketched, ac-

tually excited the wrath of Philip on
account of their clemency ? He wrote

1 Tho edict is published in Bor, iii. 170,
in.

' Ibid., 171.

[1567.
to the Duchess, expressing the pain
and dissatisfaction which he felt, that

an edict so indecent, so illegal, so

contrary to the Christian religion,
should have been published. Nothing,
he said, could offend or distress him
more deeply, than any outrage what-

ever, even the slightest one, offered

to God and to His Eoman Catholic

Church. He therefore commanded
his sister instantly to revoke the

edict.* One might almost imagine
from reading the King's letter that

Phihp was at last appalled at the hor-

rors committed in his name. Alas, he
was only indignant that heretics had
been suffered to hang who ought to

have been burned, and that a few
narrow and almost impossible loop-
holes had been left through which
those who had offended might effect

their escape.
And thus, while the country ia

paralysed with present and expected
woe, the swiftly advancing trumpets
of the Spanish army resound from

beyond the Alps. The curtain ia

falling upon the prelude to the great

tragedy which the prophetic lips of

Orange had foretold. When it is

again lifted, scenes of disaster and of

bloodshed, battles, sieges, executions,
deeds of unfaltering but valiant ty-

ranny, of superhuman and successful

resistance, of heroic self-sacrifice, fa-

natical courage and insane cruelty,
both in the cause of the Wrong and
the Right, will be revealed in awful

succession — a spectacle of human
energy, human suffering, and human
strength to suffer, such as has not

often been displayed upon the stage of

the world's events.

» Bor, iii. 175.
* Correspoudauco do Philippe II., i. 550-
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Description of the citadeL

The armed invasion of the Nether-
lands was the necessary consequence
of aU which had gone before. That
the inevitable result had been so long
deferred lay rather in the incompre-
hensible tardiness of Philip's character

than in the circumstances of the case.

Never did a monarch hold so stead-

fastly to a deadly purpose, or proceed
80 languidly and with so much cir-

ctimvolution to his goal. The mask
of benignity, of possible clemency,
was now thrown off, but the delusion
of his intended visit to the provinces
was still maintained. He assiured the

Regent that he should be governed by
her advice, and as she had made aU.

needful preparations to receive him in

Zeland, that it would be in Zeland he
should arrive.^

The same two men among Philip's
advisers were prominent as at an
earlier day—the Prince of Eboli and
the Duke of Alva. They still repre-
sented entirely opposite ideas, and in

character, temper, and history, each
was the reverse of the other. The

policy of the Prince was pacific and

temporising; that of the Duke im-

compromishig and ferocious. Ruy
Gomez was disposed to prevent if

possible, the armed mission of Alva,
and he now openly counselled the

King to fulfil lus long-deferred pro-

^
Correspoudance de Philippe II., L 550.
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mibe, and to make his appeai-ance in

person before Ion rebellious subjects.
The jealousy and hatred which existed

between the Prince and the Duke—be-

tween the man of peace and the man
of wrath— were constantly exploding,
even in the presence of the King. The

wrangltng in the coimcil was inces-

sant. Determined, if possible, to pre-
vent the elevation of his rival, the fa-

vourite was even for a moment disposed
to ask for the command of the army
himself. There was something ludi-

crous in the notion, that a man whose
life had been pacific, and who trem-
bled at the noise of arms, should seek

to supersede the terrible Alva, of

whom his eulogists asseited, \\ith

Castilian exaggeration, that the very
name of fear inspired him with hon-or.

But there was a limit beyond which
the influence of Anna de Mendoza and
her husband did not extend. Philip
was not to be driven to the Nether-
lands against his will, nor to be pre-
vented from assigning the command of

the army to the most appropriate man
in Europe for his purpose.^

It was determined at last that the

Netherland heresy should be con-

quered by force of arms. The in-

vasion resembled both a crvisade

against the infidel, and a treasure-

hunting foray into the auriferous

Indies, achievements by which Spanish
chivalry had so often illustrated it-

self. The banner of the cross was to

be replanted upon the conquered bat-

tlements of three hundred mfidel

cities, and a torrent of wealth, richer

than ever fl.owed from Mexican or

Peruvian mines, was to flow into the

royal treasury from the perennial
fountains of confiscation. Who so fit

to be the Tancred and the Pizarro of

this bicoloured expedition aa the
Duke of Alva, the man who had been
devoted from his earliest childhood,
and from his father's gi'ave, to hos-

tility against unbelievers, and who
had prophesied that treasure would
flow in a stream, a yard deep, from

1 Cabrera, 1. 7, c. vii. p. 414. Strada, i.

2S'J, 2S3. Hist, du Duo d'Albe, ii. 15J,
ii4-2.

Brandt, Hist, der Ref., i. 496. De Thou,
v., 1. 41, pp. 2S9, 290. Bevii. do MeUuo^ja.

Dutch Republic. 1567.

the Netlierlands so soon as the here-
tics began to meet with their deserts f

An army of chosen troops was forth-

with collected, by taking the four

legions, or terzios, of Naples, Sicily,

Sardinia, and Lombardy, and filling
their places in Italy by fresh levies.

About ten thousand picked and vete-

ran soldiers were thus obtained, of

which the Duke of Alva was appoint-
ed general-inchief.^

Ferdinando Alvarez de Toledo,
Duke of Alva, was now in his six-

tieth year. He was the most suc-

cessful and experienced general of

Spain, or of Europe. No man had
studied more deej^ly, or practised
more constantly, the miUtary science.

In the most important of all arts at

that epoch he was the most consum-
mate artist. In the only honourable

profession of the age, he was the most

thorough and the most pedantic pro-
fessor. Smce the days of Demetrius

Poliorcetes, no man had besieged so

many cities. Since the days of Fa-
bius Cvmctator, no general had avoided
so many battles, and no soldier coura-

geous as he was, ever attained to a
more sublime indiflerence to calumny
or depreciation. Having proved in

his boyhood, at Fontarabia, and in his

maturity at Miihlberg, that he could
exhibit heroism and headlong courage,
when necessary, he could afford to

look with contempt upon the witless

gibes which his enemies had occasion-

ally perpetrated at his expense. Con-
scious of holding his armies in his

hand, by the power of an unrivalled

discipline, and the magic of a name
illustrated by a hundred triumphs,
he could bear with patience and bene-

volence the mui-murs of his soldiers

when their battles were denied them.
He was born in 1508, of a family

which boasted imperial descent. A
Palseologus, brother of a Byzantine
emperor, had conquered the city of

Toledo, and transmitted its ap[jolla-
tion as a family name.^ The father of

Ferdinando, Don Garcia, had been

Guerras do los Payees Baxos, etc., til, 21,
29.

« De la Roca. Resiiltas du la Vida de Don
F. A. (le Diique do Alva, p. i. Hist, du Dv
d'Albe, i. $,
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Bon Ferdinand.

slain on the Isle of Geibes, in battle

with the Moors, when his son was but

four years of age.^ The child was

brought up by tis grandfather, Don
Frederic and trained from his ten-

derest infancy to arms. Hatred to the

infidel, and a determination to avenge
his father's blood, crying to him from
a foreign grave, were the earliest of

his instincts. As a youth he was dis-

tinguished for his prowe^. His maiden
sword was fleshed at Fontarabia, where,

although but sixteen years of age, he
was considered, by lus constancy in

hardship, by his brilliant and despe-
rate courage, and by the example of

mflitarj' discipline which he aflbrded

to the troops, to have contributed in

no small degree to the success of the

Spanish arms.

In 1530, he accompanied the Empe-
ror in his campaign against the Turk.

Charles, instinctively recognising the

merit of the youth who was destined

to be the life-long companion of his

toils and glories, distinguished him
with his favour at the opening of his

career. Young, brave, and enthusias-

tic, Ferdinand de Toledo at this period
was as interesting a hero as ever illus-

ti-ated the pages of CastUian romance.
His mad ride fi-om Hungary to Spain
and back again, accomplished in seven-

teen days, for the sake of a brief visit

to hid newly-married wife, is not the

least attractive episode in the history
of an existence which was destined to

be so dark and sanguinary. In 1535
he accompanied the Emperor on his

memorable expedition to Tunis. In
154G and 1547 he was generalissimo in

the war against the Smalcaldian league.
His most brilhant feat of arms—per-

haps the most brilhant exploit of the

Emperor's reign—was the passage ofthe
Elbe and the battle of Miihlberg, accom-

plished in spite of Maximihan's bitter

and violent reproaches, and the tremen-
dous possibilities of a defeat* That

33:

I Hist, du Due d'Albo, i. 8.
* Hist, du Due d' Albe, liv. i. c. vii. De

Thou, liv. iv.
» Hist du Due. d'Albe, i. 274. Brantfime,

Horn, lllust., etc. (ch. v.X says that one of
the boots was "large enough to hold a camp
bedstead," p. 11. I inisert the anec rote only
18 a specimeu of the maimer in which simi-

battle had finished the war. The gi-

gantic and magnanimous John Frede-

ric, surprised .it his devotions in the

church, fled in dismay, leaving his boots

behind him, which, for their super-
human size, were ridiculously said

aften\-ards to be treasured among the

trophies of the Toledo house.* The
rout was total "

I came, I saw, and
God conquered," said the Emperor, in

pious parody of his immortal predeces-
sor's epigram. 3Iaximilian with a

thousand apologies for his previous in-

sults, embraced the heroic Don Ferdi-

nand over and over again, as, arrayed
in a plain suit of blue armour, un-

adorned save with streaks of his ene-

mies' blood, he returned from pursuit
of the fugitives. So complete and so

sudden was the victory, that it was
found impossible to accoimt for it, save

on the ground of miraculous interposi-
tion. Like Joshua, in the vale of Aja-
lon, Don Ferdinand was supposed to

have commanded the sun to stand still

for a season, and to have been obeyed.
Otherwise how could the passage of

the river, which was only concluded at

six in the evening, and the complete
overthrow of the Protestant forces,
have all been accomplished within the
narrow space of an April twilight ? The
reply of the Duke to Henry the Second
of France, who questioned him subse-

quently upon the subject, is well
known. " Your Majesty, I was too
much occupied that evening with what
was taking place on the earth beneath,
to pay much heed to the evolutions of
the heavenly bodies." Spared as he
had been by his good fortune from

taking any part in the Algerine expe-
dition, or in witnessing the ignomi-
nious retreat from Innspruck, he waa
obliged to submit to the intercalation

of the disastrous siege of Metz in the

long history of his successes. Doing
the duty of a field-marshal and a sen-

tinel, supporting his army by his firm-

lar ahsui-dities, both of great ai.d of little

consequence, are perpetuated by writers in
every land and age. TLic arniour of the noble-
heaned and unfortunate Johu Fredtric may
still be seen in Drtsden. Its size indicates
a raixa very much above the avemge height,
while the external Iei:gth of the iron shoe^
• u the coutrarj-, is lt£s than eleven iuchee.

Y
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ness and his dLscipline when nothing
else could have supi^orted them, he
was at last enabled, after half the hun-
dred thousand men with whom Charles
had begun tlie siege had been sacri-

ficed, to induce his imperial master to

raise the siege before the remaining
lifty thousand had been frozen or

starved to death. ^

The culminating career of Alva
seemed to have closed in the mist which

gathered around the setting star of the

I'^mpire. Having accompanied Philip
to England in 1554, on his matrimo-
nial expedition, he was destined in the

following year, as viceroy and general-
issimo of Italy, to be placed in a series

of false positions. A great captain

engaged in a little war, the champion
of the cross in arms against the succes-

sor of St Peter, he had extiicated him-

self, at last, with his usual adroitness,
l)ut with very little glory.^ To him
had been allotted the mortification, to

another the triumph. The lustre of

his own name seemed to sink in the

ocean while that of a hated rival, with
now spangled ore, suddenly

" flamed
in the forehead of the morning sky."
AVhile he had been paltering with a

dotard, whom he was forbidden to

crush, Egmout had struck down the
chosen troops of France, and con-

quered her most illustrious command-
ers. Here was the unpardonable crime
which could only be expiated by the
blood of the victor. Unfortunately for

his rival, the time was now approach-

ing when the long-deferred revenge
was to be satisfied.

On the whole, the Duke of Alva was
inferior to no general of his age. As
a disciplinarian he was foremost in

Spain, perhaps in Europe. A spend-
thrift of time, he v/as an economist of

blood, and this was, perhaps, in the eye
of humanity, his principal virtue. Time
and myself are two, was a frequent ob-

servation of Philip, and his favourite

general considered the maxim as appli-
cable to war as to politics. Such were

1 Hist, du Due d'Albe; i. 272-283, liv. iii.,

chaps. 21-24.
s

Ibid., liv. iv. et v. Do Thou, liv. xviii.

Do la l?ooa, Rusviltas, etc., 68-72.
s V. d. Vynckt, ii. 41.
* Ibid^ 48.
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his qualities as a military commander.
As a statesman, he had neither expe-
rience nor talent. As a man, his cha-

racter was simple. He did not com-
bine a great variety of vices, but thosa

which he had were colossal, and he po.s-

sessed no virtue.s. He was neither

lustful nor intemperate, but his pro-
fessed eulogists admitted his enormous

avarice, while tJhe world has agreed
that such an amoimt of stealth and

ferocity, of patient vindictiveness and
universal bloodthirstiness, were never
found in a savage beast of the forest,
and but rarelym a hiunan bosom. Hia

history was now to shew that his pre-
vious thrift of human life was not de-

lived from any love of his kind. Per-

sonally he was stern and overbearing.
As difficult of access as Philip himself,
he was even more haughty to those

who were admitted to his presence.
He addressed every one with the depre-

ciating second person plural.^ Possess-

ing the right of being covered in the

presence of the Spanish monarch, he
had been with difficulty brought to re-

nounce it before the Germaia Emperor.''
He was of an illustrious family, but his

territorial possessions were not exten-

sive. His duchy was a small one, fur-

nishing him v^'ith not more than four-

teen thousand crowns of annual income,
and with four hundred soldiers.* He
had, however, been a thrifty financier

aU his life, never having been without
a handsome sum of ready money at in-

terest. Ten years before his arrival in

the Netherlands, he was supposed to

have already increased his income to

forty thousand a year by the proceeds
of his investments at Antwerj).** As

already intimated, his military charac-

ter was sometimes profoundly misun-
derstood. He was often considered

rather a pedantic than a practical com-

mander, mtii-e capable to discourse of

battles than to gain them. Notwith-

standing that his long life had been an
almost unbroken campaign, the ridicu-

lous accusation of timidity was fre-

» Eadovaro MS.
* " Ila d'entiata come Duca 14,000 scudi,

nia fino a 40,000 per danari investiti in An-
versa et se stima clie egli si trova sempre
buona soiama di coutanti."— Badovaw
MS.
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quentiy made against him.' A gentle-
man atthecourtof the Emperor Charles

or.
^u- ---,.j a letter to the Duke

w: >t
" General of his 5ia-

jec ^
- in the Duchy of ililan

in time of peace, and major-domo of

the household in the time of war."' It

waa said that the lesson did the Duke

good, but that he rewarded very badly
the nobleman who gave it, having sub-

sequently caused his head to be taken

oft'' In general, however, Alva mani-

fesi-ed a philosophical contempt for the

opinions expressed concerning his mili-

tary fame, and was esptecially disdainful

of criticism expressed by his own sol-

diers.
"
Recollect," said he, at a little

later period, to Don John of Austria,
" that the first foeswith whom one has

to contend are one's own troops, with
their clamours for an engagement at

tiiis moment, and their murmurs about
Tcsolts at another; with their

'
I thought

that the battle should be fought ;

'

or,

''it was my opinion that the occasion

ought not to be lost.' Your highness
wiU have opportunity enough to dis-

play valour, and will never be weak

enough to be conquered by the babble
of soldiers." *

In person he was tall, thin, erect,
with a small head, a long visage, lean

yellow cheek,darktwinkling eyes, adust

complexion, black bristling hair, and a

long sable-aUvered beard, descending
in two waving streams upon his breast*
Such being the design, themachinery

was well selected. The best man in

Europe to lead the invading force was

placed at the head of ten thousand

I»icked veterans. The privates in this

Charact^ri$tics of Alva.
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* " Ha visto et maneggiato mo'.te puerre
et pCT la pnttica che ha discorre meglio efae
iu habfaia mai oonoBciato in qaella corte—ma
le due oppositiom rana che iaod le pfrovi-
Etoni sue con troppo leservato et orato
at quasi timido neU' imprese."— &>riaao
MS.
Badovaio is much more severe :

" Nella
guerra mosfcrs timidity et poca intelligenza
et pooo stimato uella corte come per persona
avara, saperba et ambitiosa; adulatore et
invido molto et di paiichissimo caore."

» This anecdote is attribated by Dom
I'Evesque and by M. Gachani to Badovaro.
It 1% however, not to be found in the copy
of hjs Manuscnpt in the BibUoth^ue de
Boorgogne.

» Dom I'Eresqtie, Mem. de Granvelle, i.

36, aqq.—The Benedictine does not further

5ia«:'.c conr.
"
ra-

velled post i;.^. ^... .,.„- ...J. ... to

see them on their march, ail wore en-

graved or gilded armour, and were in

every respect equipped like captainss.

They were the first who carried mus-

kets, a weapon which very much asto-

nishedthe Flemingswhen it first rattled

in their ears. The musketeers, he ob-

served, might have been mistaken for

princes, with such agreeable and grace-
ful arrogance did they present them-
selvea. Elach was attended by his

servant or esquire, who carriwi his

piece for him, except in battle, and all

were treated with extreme deferenco

by the rest of the army, as if theyharl
been ofiicera.^ The four regiments of

Lombardy, Sardinia, Sicily,and Naples,

composed a total of not quite nine

thousand of the best foot soldiers in

Europe. They were commanded re-

spectively by Don Sancho de Lodrono,
Don Gottzalo de Bracamonte, Julien

Romero, and Alfonso de Ulloa, aU dis-

tinguished and experienced generala*
The cavalry, amounting to about twelve

hundred, was imder the conmiand of

the natural son of the Duke, Don Fer-

dinando de Toledo, Prior of the Knights
of St John. Chiapin Vitelli, Marquis
of Cetona, who had served the King in

many a campaign, was appointed Mare-

chal-de-camp, and Gabriel CerbeUoni
was placed in command of the artUlery.
On the way the Duke received, as a

present from the Duke of Savoy, the

services of the distinguished engineer,

Pacheco, or Paciotti.^' whose name was
to be associated with the most cele-

indicate the author of the pleasantry. Ona
is disposed to imagine it to have been 'Eg-
mont. Nevertbdi^s, the Dake caused tha
heads of so many gentlemen to be taken otf,

that the description is sufficiently va^e.
* Documentos Ineditos para la Historia de

Espaiia. iii. 2T3-2S3.
* " Di persona grande, magra. piccola

testa, coUerico et adusto."—Badoraro MS.
There is a very good contemporary per-

trait of the Duke, by Barends, in the Royal
Gallery at Amsterdam, which accords very
exactly with the desciiptious preserved oou-

ceming his person.
* "Gentiue et gaillaTde armfe."
* Bra:it6me,GrandesC;ipitamesEtranger^

etc. fusi 75). (Due d'Albe).
* Menloza, Guemis de los Payses Eaxa^

foL 20, 21, 29. 30. » Hoofd, iv. 14S.
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brated citadel of the Netherlands, and
whose dreadful fate was to be contem-

poraneous with the eai'liest successes of

the liberal party.
With an army thus perfect, on a

small scale, in all its departments, and

furnished, in addition, with a force of

two thousand prostitutes, as regularly

enrolled, disciplined, and distributed^

as the cavalry or the artillery, the

Duke embarked upon his momentous

enterprise, on the 10th of May at Car-

thageua. Thirty-seven galleys, under
command of Prince Andrea Doria,

brought the principal part of the force

to Genoa, the Duke being delayed a

few days at Nice by an attack of fever.

On the 2d of June the army was mus-
tered at Alexandria de PaUa, and or-

dered to rendezvous again' at San Am-
brosio at the foot of the Alps. It was
then directed to make its way over

Moimt Cenis, and through Savoy, Bur-

gundy, and Lorraine, by a regularly

arranged treble movement. The se-

cond division was each night to encamp
on the spot which had been occupied

upon the previous night by the van-

guard, and the rear was to place itself

on the following night in the camp of

the corps de bataille.^ Thus coiling
itself along almost in a single lino by
slow and serpentine windings, with a

deliberate, deadly, venomous purpose,
this army, which was to be the instru-

ment of Phihp's long-deferred ven-

geance, stole through narrow moun-
tain pass and tangled forest. So close

and intricate were many of the defiles

through which the journey led them,^

that, had one tithe of the treason which

they came to punish, ever existed,

eave in the diseased imagination of

their monarch, not one man would
have been left to tell the tale. Eg-
mout, had he really been the traitor and

the conspirator he was assumed to be,

might have easily organised the means
1 Iloofd, iv. 148. Correspoiidance de Phi-

lippe II., i. 5G3.—"On dit qu'ils ont plus
de doux milles putaines avecques eux, tclle-

meut que nous ne serons en faulte des

Eutaines
avecq ceulx que nous avons."—

ott. de Jean de Homes a Amoul Munten.
13rant6me particularly commends the or-

g-iUiisation of this department.
" De plus il

y avoit quatre cens courtezaues a chevul,

iitUa et braves convue princesses, et huit cons

Dutch Republic. [1567.

\

of cutting off the troops before they
could have effected their entrance into

the country which they had doomed
to destruction. His military experi-

ence, his qualifications for a daring
stroke, his great popularity, and the
intense hatred entertained for Alva,
would have furnished him with a suffi-

cient machinery for the purpose.
Twelve days' march carried the

army through Burgundy, twelve more

through Lorraine. Durmg the whole
of the jouniey they were closely ac-

companied by a force of cavalry and

infantry, ordered upon this service by
the King of France, who, for fear of

exciting a fresh Huguenot demonstra-

tion, had refused the Spaniards a pass-

age through his dominions. This re-

connoitring army kept pace with them
like their shadow, and watched all

their movements. A force of six thou-

sand Swiss, equally alarmed and \\n-

easy at the progress of the troops,
hovered likewise about their flanlcq,

without, however, offering any impe-
diment to their advance. Before the

middle of August they had reached

Thionville, on the Luxemburg fron-

tier, having on the last day marched
a distance of two leagues through a fo-

rest, which seemed expressly arranged
to allow a small defensive force to

embarrass and destroy an invading
army. No opposition, however, was

attempted, and the Spanish soldiers

encamped at last within the tex-ritory
of the Netherlands, having accom-

plished their adventurous journey in

entire safety, and under perfect disci-

pline*
The Duchess had in her secret let-

ters to Philip continued to express her

disapprobation of the enterprise thus
committed to Alva. She had bitterly

complained that now, when the coun-

try had been pacified by her efforts,

another should be sent to reap all the

h pied, bien d point aiinsi."—Vie des Grands
Hommes, etc. (us& p. 80). (D'Aibe).
Such was the moral physiognomy of the

ariuy which came to enforce the high reli-

gious purposes of PhOip. In such iufamou3

.sl'.ape was the will of God suppcised to maui-
fost itself before the eyes of the heretics in

the Netherlands.
2 B. de Jlendoza, 30.
»

Ibia.. 30, 31. < Ibid.
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glory, orperliaps toundo all that shehad
8i }»iufiilly and so successfully done.

She stated to htr brother, in most un-

equivcoal language, that the name of

Alva was odious enough to make the

whole Spanish nation detested in the

Netherlands. She could find no lan-

guage sufficiently strong to express
her surprise that the King should have
decided upon a measure likely to be
attended with such fatal consequences
without consulting her on the subject,
and in opposition to what had been
her imiform advice. She also wrote

jjersonally to Alva, imploring, com-

manding, and threatening, but with

equally iU success.^ The Duke knew
too well who was sovereign of the
Netherlands now, his ma.ster'3 sister

or himself. As to the effects of his

armed invasion upon the temper of

the provinces, he was supremely indif-

ferent. He came as a conqueror, not
as a mediator. "

I have tamed people
of ii-on in my day," said he, contemp-
tuously; "shaU I not easily crush these
men of butter ?

" *

Aft Thionville he was, however, offi-

oially waited upon by BerlajTiiont and

Noircarmes, on the part of the Regent.
He at this point, moreover, began to

receive deputations from various cities,

bidding him a hollow and trembling
welcome, and deprecating his displea-
sure for anything in the past which

might seem offensive. To all such
embassies he replied in vague and con-
ventional language; saying, however,
to his confidential attendants :

—I am
here—so much is certain—whether I

am welcome or not is to me a matter
of little consequence.-^ At Tirlemont,
on the 22d August, he was met by
Count Egmont, who had ridden forth
from Brussels to shew him a becoming
respect, as the representative of his

sovereign. The Count was accom-

panied by several other noblemen, and
brought to the Duke a present of se-

veral beautiful horses.'' Alva received

EgriwnCs Meeting with Alva. 341

him, however, but coldly, for he waa
unable at first to adjust the mask to

his countenance as adroitly as was ne-

cessary. Behold the greatest of all

the heretics, he observed to his at-

tendants, as soon as the nobleman's

presence was announced, and in a

voice loud enough for him to hear.'

Even after they had exchanged salu-

tations, he addressed several remarks
to him in a half-jesting, half-biting

tone, saying, among other things, that

his countship might have spared hiiu

the trouble of making this long jour-

ney in his old age.^ There were other

observations in a similar strain which

might have well aroused the suspicion
of any man not determined, like Eg-
mont, to continue blind and deaf.

After a brief interval, however, Alva
seems to have commanded himself.

He passed his arm lovingly over that

stately neck," which he had already
devoted to the block, and—the Count

having resolved beforehand to place
himself, if possible, upon amicable
terms with the new Viceroy

—the two
rode along side by side in friendly

conversation, followed by the regiment
of infantiy and three companies of

light horse, which belonged to the
Duke's immediate command.^ Alva,
still attended by Egmont, rode soon
afterwards through the Louvain gate
into Brussels, where they separated
for a season. Lodgings had been taken
for the Duke at the house of a certain

Madame de Jasse,^ in the neighbour-
hood of Egmont's palace. Leaving
here the principal portion of his at-

tendants, the Captain-General, with-
out alighting, forthwith proceedetl to
the palace, to pay his respects to the
Duchess of Parma.

For three days the Regent had been

deliberating with her council as to the

propriety of declining any visit from
the man whose presence she justly
considered a disgrace and an insult to

herself.^* This being the reward of

1
Corrrespondanco de Philippe 11., L 546,

556, etc. Strada, i. 2Sa. Hoofd, iv. 14S
Strada, i. 292. « Hoofd, iv. 143.

» Bor, iv. 1S2.
* MS., 12-941. Bib. de Bourg.—Troubles

des Pays Bas de Je:m de Grateie; Extrai*-'
l«ir M. Eiaild Gaclict ()st Xodt, IS 17).

»
Bor, iv. 1S2. Hoofd, iv. 150.

* Jean de Grutere MS. Extmits de M.
Gachct.

T n.xifd, 150.
» Jean de Gratere 313. E.xtriitd do M

G:ichet. 9 lbi>l

l" Gori-espondanco de Philippe II., i. 6;iL
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her eight years' devotion to her bro-

ther's commands; to be superseded by
a subject, and one, too, who came to

carry out a policy which she had ur-

gently deprecated, it could hardly be

expected of the Emperor's daughter
that she should graciously submit to

the indignity, and receive her succes-

sor with a smiling countenance. In

consequence, however, of the submis-
sive language with which the Duke
had addressed her in his recent com-

munications, offering with true Cas-

tilian but empty coui-tesy, to place
his guards, his army, and himself at

her feet, she had consented to receive

hisvisitwithorwithout his attendants. ^

On his appearance in the court-yard,
a scene of violent altercation and al-

most of bloodshed took place between
his bodyguard and the archers of the

Regent's household, who were at last,

with difficulty, persuaded to allow the

mercenaries of the hated Captain-Ge-
neral to pass.* Presenting himself at

three o'clock in the afternoon, after

these not very satisfactory prelimina-

ries, in the bed-chamber of the Duchess,
where it was her habit to grant con-

fidential audiences, he met, as might
easily be supposed, with a chilling re-

ception. The Duchess, standing mo-
tionless in the centre of the p.partment,
attended by Berlaymont, the Duke of

Aerschot, and Count Egmont, acknow-

ledged his salutations with calm se-

verity. Neither she nor any one of

her attendants advanced a step to

meet him. The Duke took off his hat,
but she, calmly recognising his i-iglit

as a Spanish gi-andee, insisted upon
his remaining covered. A stiff and
formal conversation of half an hour's

duration then ensued, all parties re-

mauiing upon their feet.^ The Duke,
although respectful, found it difficult

to conceal his indignation and his

haughty sense of approaching triumph,
Slargaret, was cold, stately, and for-

bidding, disguising her rage and mor-
tification under a veil of imperial

pride.* Alva, in a letter to Philip,

describing the interview, assured his

1
Cfiii-cKpoiiduuce de riiilijipe II., i. Cyi.

2 Hnd. 3 ibid.
* btiada, j. 2i>7.
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Majesty that he had treated the Duch-
ess with as much deference as he could

have shewn to the Queen ;^ but it is

probable, from other contemporaneous
accounts, that an ill-disguised and even

angryarrogancewas at times very visible

in his demeanour. The state council

had advised the Duchess against re-

ceiving him until he had duly exhi-

bited his powers. This ceremony had
been waived, but upon being question-
ed by the Duchess at this interview as

to their nature and extent, he is re-

ported to have coolly answered that
he really did not exactly remember,
but that he would look them over, and
send her information at his earliest

convenience.''

The next day, however, his com-
mission was duly exhibited. In this

document, which bore date 31st Jan-

uary 1567, Philip appointed him to

be Captain-General
"
in correspondence

with his Majesty's dear sister of Par-

ma, who was occupied with other
matters belonging to the government,"
begged the Duchess to co-operate with

him, and to command obedience for

him, and ordered all the cities of the
Netherlands to receive such garrisons
as he should direct.'^

At the official interview between
Alva and Madame de Parma, at which
these powers were produced, the ne-

cessaiy preliminary arrangements were
made regarding the Spanish troops,
which were now to be immediately
quartered in the principal cities. The
Duke, however, informed the Regent
that as these matters were not within
her province, he shoidd take the

liberty of arranging them with the

authorities, without troubling her in

the matter, and would inform her of

the result of his measures at their

next interview, which was to take

place on the 26th August^.
Circular letters signed by Philip,

which Alva had brought with him,
were now despatched to the different

municipal bodies of tne country. In
these the cities were severally c<im-

manded to accept the garrisons, and to

6 Correspond.ance dc Philijijio II., i. Co6.
6 V. do Vyiickt, ii. 53. i Hor, iv. lS-2, 183.
8 Coixe;>i-uudauco do Pliilii'iio 11., i. 63i
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nro\'ide for the armies whose active

services the King hoped woidd not be

required, but which he had sent be- ,

forehand to prepare a peaceful eatiunce

for himself. He enjoined the most
absolute obedience to the Duke of

Alva untn his own arrival, which was
to be almost immediate. These letters

were dated at Madiid on the 2Sth

February, and were now accompanied
by a brief of&cial circular, signed by ;

Margaret of Parma, in which she an-
|

nounced the arrival of her dear cousin
|

of Alva, and demanded unconditional
[

submission to his authority.^ !

Having thus complied with these

demands of external and conventional
;

propriety, the indignant Duchess un-
j

bos<3mecl herseK, in her private Italian

letters to her brother, of the i-age .

which had been hitherto partially sup-

pressed. She reiterated her profound
regret that Philip had not yet accept-
ed the resignation which she had so

recently and so earnestly offered. She
disclaimed all jealousy of the supreme
powers now conferred upon Alva, but

thought that his Majesty might have
allowed her to leave the country be-

fore the Duke arrived with an autho-

rity which was so extraordinary, as

well as so humiliating to herself. Her
honour might thus have been saved.

She was pained to perceive that she
was like to finmish a perpetual example
to all others, who, considering the
maimer in which she had been treated

by the King, would henceforth have
but little inducement to do their duty.
At no time, on no occasion, could any
person ever render him such services
a3 hers had been. For nine years she
iiad enjoyed not a moment of repose.
If the King had shewn her but little

gratitude, she was consoled by the

thought that she had satisfied her
^'

>d, herself, and the world. She had
nproraised her health, perhaps her

- -3, and now that she had pacified
the countiy, now that the King was
more absolute, more powertid than
ever before, another was sent to enjoy
the fruit of her labours and her suffer-

ings.'

»
Bi.r, iv. 183, 1S4.

»
Bor, iv. 1S4. Ho^ra, iv. 150.

The Duchess made no secret of her

indignation at being thus superseded,
and, as she considered the matter, out-

raged. She openly avowed her dis-

pleasure. Sue was at times almost
beside herself with rage. There was
universal sympathy with her emotions,
for all hated the Duke, and shuddered
at the arrival of the Spaniards. The
day of doom for all the crimes which
had ever been committed in the coui-sa

of ages, seemed now to have dawned

upon the NetherLmds. T'le sv.-oni

which had so long been hanging over

them, seemed about to descend.

Throughout the provinces, there wa
but one feeling of cold and hopaless

dismay. Those who still saw a [Mjssi-

bility of effecting their escape from the
fated land, swarmed across the frontier.

All foreign merchants deserted the

great mai-ts. The cities became as
still as if the plague banner had been
unfurled on every house-top.
Meantime the Captain-General pro-

ceeded methodically with his work.
He distributed his troops through
BriLssels, Ghent, Antwerp, and other

principal cities. As a measure of ne-

cessity and mark of the last humilia-

tion, he required the municipalities to

transfer their keys to his keeping.
The magistrates of Ghent humbly re-

monstrated against the indignity, and

Egmout wa.s imprudent enough to

make himself the mouth-piece of their

remonstrance, which, it is needless to

add, was unsuccessfid.-* Meantime
his own day of reckoning had arrived.

As already observed, the advent of

Alva at the head of a foreign ai-my
was the natm-jxl consequence of all

which had gone before. The delusion
of the royal visit was still maintained 1,

and the affectation of a possible cle-

mency still displayed,while the monarclf
sat quietly in his cabinet without a
remote intention of leaving Spaiji, and
wiiile the messengers of his accumu-
lated and long-concealed wrath were

already descending upon their prey.
It was the delibenite intention of

PhiUp, when the Duke was despatchefl
to the Netherlands, that all the leiulers

* Corres|ioudauco de Piiilii)i< II., i 6ii.

I btraJ;!, i. 2'j3.
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of tlie anti-inquisition party, and all

who had, at any time or in any way,
implicated themselves in opposition to

the government, or in censure of its

proceedings, should be put to death.

It was determined that the provinces
should be subjugated to the absolute

domination of the council of Spain, a

small body of foreigners sitting at the

other end of Europe, a junta in which
Netlierlanders were to have no voice

and exercise no influence. The des-

potic government of the Spanish and
Italian possessions was to be extended
to these Flemish territories, which
were thus to be converted into the

helpless dependencies of a foreign and
an absolute croxcn} There was to be
a re-organisation of the Inquisition,

upon the same footing claimed for it

before the outbreak of the troubles,

together with a re-enactment and

vigorous enforcement of the famous
edicts against heresy.'*
Such was the sclieme recommended

by GranveUe and Espinosa, and to be
executed by Alva.^ As part and parcel
of this plan, it was also arranged at

secret meetings at the house of Espi-

noza, before the departure of the

Duke, that all the seigniors against
whom the Duchess Margaret had made
so many complaints, especially the

Prince of Orange, with the Counts

Egmont, Horn, and Hoogstraaten,
should be immediately arrested and

brought to chastisement. The Mar-

quis Berghen and the Baron Montigny,
being already in Spain, could be dealt

with at pleasure. It was also decided

that the gentlemen imjihcated in the

confederacy or compromise, shoidd at

once be proceeded against for high
treason, without any regard to the

1 "
Touchantl'ordrequ'ilclebvoitteuir

ftudict pays I'ou s'est peu appercevoir
que V intention estait dc mcclre ai'ec Ic temps
I'ordre do I'administration de justice et gou-
veimemerU d, la /agon d'Espagne, en quoy le

feu Courtcwille et moy avous toujours re-

eiste."—Confessions of Counselor Louis del

Eyo.
2 Con-espondance do Philippe II., i. 562.
* "Kt que nusnument le Canlinal Oran-

vdle cl rnsideiU Vigliun, M. (U Berlaymoat et

Noircai-mes av.raient d, s<i Majcsii conseillS le

memo. VoiicsexpreKseinent qu'il coiivcnoii

nne anhic O'dpp'finolz avecq quclquc clio:
j

pour muiiilcuii' Ic jayis cu roboissauca de sa i
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promise of pardon granted by the
Duchess.
The general features of the great

project having been thus mapped out,
a few indispensable preliminaries weie
at once executed. In order that Eg-
mont, Horn, and other distinguished
victims might not take alarm, and thus

escape the doom deliberately arranged
for them, royal assurances were de-

spatched to the Netherlands, cheering
their despondency and dispelling their

doubts. With liis own hand Philip
wrote the letter, full of affection and
confidence, to Egmont, to which allu-

sion has already been made. He wrote
it after Alva had left Madrid upon
his mifision of vengeance. The sanxs

stealthy measures were pursued with

regard to others. The Prince of Orange
was not capable of falling into the

royal trap, however cautiously bated.

Unfortunately he could not communi-
cate his wisdom to his friends.

It is difficult to comprehend so very
sanguine a tem]oerament as that to

which Egmont owed his destruction.

It was not the Prince of Orange alono
who had prophesied his doom. Warn-
ings had come to the Count from every
quarter, and they were now frequent-
ly repeated. Certainly he was not
without anxiety, but he had made his

decision
;
determined to believe in the

royal word, and in the royal gratitudo
for his services rendered, not only
against Montmorency and De Thermes,
but against the heretics of Flanders.
He was, however, much changed. Ho
had grown prematurely old. At forty-
six years his hair was white, andhe never

slept without pistols under his pillow.'*
Nevertheless he aifected, and some-
times felt, a light-heartedness which

Majeste et en la religion Catholique. Etquo
le Due d'Alve fut envoye pour chef par con-
seil du Cardinal Spinosa et advis du Cardinal
de GranveUe, comme il est assez apparu par
2'>lusieur.< kttrcs acriptes en ce temps la ii ses

amys, et tout cecy est aussy selou la coin-
mune opinion Siu- le second seavoir les
motifs et raisons qui en out cste pour per-
suader au Koy de I'envoycr, iie puis direi

nultro sinon que leur.sembloitselonque j'ay
peu entendre que le Roy pur co raoytn ft

dtbvroit /aire absolut. Roy ct rcstablir la reli-

gion Catholique."—Ci'iilessions of Del Kio.
• Croon V. Trinst., Aithivos, etc. tSuppIe-

uiont, 35, 36.
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Burprised all around him. The Portu-

guese gentleman Robles. Seigneur de

Billy, who had returned early in the

Bummer from Spain, whither he had
been sent upon a confidential mission

by Madame de Parma, is said to have
made repeated communications to

Egmont as to the dangerous position
in which he stood.^ Immediately
after his arrival in Brussels he had
visited the Count, then confined to his

house by an injury caused by the fall

of his horse. '"' Take care to get
well very fast," said De Billy,

"
for

there are very bad stories told about

you in Spain." Egmont laughed
heartily at the obsei-vation, as if no-

thing could well be more absurd than
siich a warning. His friend—for De
Billy is said to have felt a real attach-

ment to the Count—persisted in his

prophecies, telling him that " birds in

the field sang much more sweetly than
those in cages," and that he would do
well to abandon the country before the
arrival of Alva.''

These warnings were repeated al-

most dady by the same gentleman,
and by others, who were more and
more astonished at Egmont's infatua-

tion. Xevertheless, he had disregarded
their admonitions, and had gone forth
to meet the Duke at Tirlemont. Even
then he might have seen, in the cold-

ness of his first reception, and in the

disrespectfid manner of the Spanish
soldiers, who not only did not at fii-st

salute him, but who murmured audi-

bly that he was a Lutheran and traitor,
that he was not so gi-eat a favourite
with the government at Madrid as he
desired to be.

Aft«r the first few moments, how-
ever, Alva's manner had changed,
while Chiappin Vitelli, Gabriel de

Serbelloni, and other principal offi-

cers, received the Count with great
courtesy, even upon his first appear-
ance. The grand prior, Ferdinando
de Toledo, natural son of the Duke,
and already a distinguished soldier,
seems to have felt a warm and un-
affected friendship for Egmont, whose

\
Ponlus Payen MS. a Ibid.

'
Correspondance de Philippo II., i.

* Poutus Piij-eu 313. » Ibid.
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brilliant exploits in the field had ex-

cited his youthful admiration, and of

whose destruction he was, neverthe-

less, comp>elIed to be the unwilling
instrument.-* For a few days, accord-

ingly, after the arrival of the new
Governor-General, all seemed to be

going smoothly. The grand prior and

Egmont became exceedingly intimate,

passing their time together in ban-

quets, masquerades, and play,'* as

joyously as if the men-y days which
had succeeded the treaty of Cateau
Cambresis were rettimed. The Duke,
too, manifested the most friendly dis-

positions, taking care to send him
large presents of Spanish and Italian

fruits, received frequently by the go-
vernment couriers.^

Lapped in this fatal security, Eg-
mont not only forgot his fears, but

unfortunately siicceeded in inspiring
Count Horn with a portion of his con-

fidence. That gentleman had still

remained in his solitary mansion at

Weert, notwithstanding the artful

means which had been used to lure

him from that "
desert." It is singu-

lar that the very same person who,
according to a well-infonned CathoUe

contemporary, had been most eager
to warn Egmont of his danger, had
also been the foremost instrument for

effecting the capture of the AdmiraL
The Seigneur de Billy, on the day
after his arrival from Madrid, had
written to Horn, telling him that the

Iving was highly pleased with his ser-

vices and character. De Billy also

stated that he had been commissioned

by Philip to express distinctly the

royal gratitude for the Coimt's con-

duct, adding that his Majesty was
about to visit the Xetherlands in

August, and would probably be

preceded or accompanied by Baron

Montigny.''
Alva and his son Don Ferdinando

had soon afterwards addressed letters

from GerverbUler (dated 26th and
27th July) to Count Horn, filled with

expressions of friendship and confi-

dence.^ The Admiral who had sent

* Foppens. Siippl. ii Strada, ii. Lo3, 5^4."

Cuirc^pou'liui.e do Philippe II., i. i><i'i.
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one of his gentlemen to gi-eet the

Duke, now responded from Weert that
he was very sensible of the kindness
manifested towards him, but that for

reasons wliich his secretary, Alonzo de
la Loo, would more fully communi-
cate, he must for the present beg to

be excused from a personal visit to

Brussels. The secretary was received

by Alva with extreme courtesy.-^ The
Duke expressed infinite pain that the

King had not yet rewarded Count
Horn's services according to their

merit, said that a year before he had
told his brother Montigny how very
much he was the Admiral's friend,
and begged La Loo to tell his master
that he should not doubt the royal

generosity and gratitude. The Go-
vernor added, that if he could see the
Count in person he could tell him
things which would please him, and
which woxild prove that he had not
been forgotten by his friends. La
Loo had afterward a long conversa-

tion with the Duke's secretary, Al-

bornoz, who assured him that his

master had the greatest affection for

Count Horn, and that since his affairs

were so much embarrassed, he might
easily he provided v/ith the post of

governor at Milan, or Viceroy of Naples,
about to become vacant. The secre-

tary added, that the Duke was much
huit at receiving no visits from many
distinguished nobles whose faithful

friend and servant he was, and that

Count Horn ought to visit Brussels, if

not to treat of great affairs, at least to

visit the Captain-General as a friend.
" After all this," said honest Alonzo,
"

I am going immediately to Weeit, to

urge his lordship to yield to the Duke's
desires." *

This scientific manoeuvring, jomed
to the urgent representations of Eg-
mout, at last produced its effect. Tlie

Admiral left his retirement at Weert
to fall into the pit which his enemies

bad been so skilfully preparing at

1 Letter of Alonzo de la Loo in Corra-

fpondanco do Philipjm IL, i. 503, 504.
3 Ibid.—Compare "La deduction dcl'inno-

cejiocduComtede Homes "(150S), pp. 3o-IJ5.
<• "Voices le jour precedent, quclque Seig-

neur du conKcil I'avoit pi eadvcrti, aiaut Ma-
daiuo Bii Icmmo souvciit dcciairS lua uiig

[1567.
Brussels. On the night of the 8th

September, Egmont received another
most significative and mysterious warn-

ing. A Spaniard, a^jparently an offi-

cer of rank, came secretly into hia

house, and urged him solemnly to

effect his escape before the moiTow.
The Countess, who related the story
afterwards, always believed, without

being certain, that the mysterious
visitor was Julian Romero, mardchal
de camp.'* Egmont, however, conti-

nued as blmdly confident as before.

On the following day, September
9, the grand prior, Don Ferdinando,
gave a magnificent dinner, to which

Egmont and Horn, together with Noir-

carmes, the Viscount de Ghent, and

many other noblemen were invited.

The banquet was enlivened by the
music of Alva's own military band,
which the Duke sent to entertain the

company. At three o'clock he sent a

message begging the gentlemen, after

their dinner should be concluded, to

favour him with their company at his

house (the maison de Jassy), as ho
wished to consult them concerning the

plan of the citadel, which he proposed
erecting at Antwerp.*
At this moment, the gi-and prior,

who was seated next to Egmont,
whispered in his ear,

" Leave this

place. Signer Count, instantly; take
the fleetest horse in your stable, and
make your escape without a moment's

delay." Egmont, much troubled, and

remembering the manifold prophecies
and admonitions which he had passed

by unheeded, rose from the table and
went into the next room. He was fol-

lowed by Noii-carmes and two other

gentlemen, who had observed his agi-

tation, and were curious as to its cause.

The Count repeated to them the mys-
terious words just whispered to him
by the grand prior, adding that he was
determined to take the advice without
a moment's delay.

" Ha ! Count," ex-

claimed Noircarmes,
" do not put

captaine Espapmol qu'on soubjoiinoit avoir
esto Julian Romero, etait veuii do uuict en
son logis lui couseillor la rctraicto, mais la

confidence do ses Kervices, l'o.spi)ir do 8"u
innoccnco le iit dasmeurer."— Eenom de
Franca MS., ii.. c. 1.

* Poiitiis I'ayen JiIS., book iv.
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lightly sucii implicit confidence in tLis

stianger, who i» coimselling you to

your destruction. WTiatwiU the Duke
ol Alva and all the Spaniards say of

Buch a precipitate flight ? Will they
not say that your Excellency has fled

from the consciousness of guilt? Will

not your escape be construed into a

coiifession of high treason?"^

If these words were really spoken
by Noircarmes, and that they were so

we have the testimony of a Walloon

gentleman in constant communication
with Egmont's fi-iends and with the

v.hole Catholic pai-ty, they furnish ano-

ther proof of tlie malignant and cruel

character of the man. The ad\-ice

fixed for ever the fate of the vacillating

Egmont. He had risen from table de-

termined to take the advice of a noble-

minded Spaniard, who had adventured
his life to save his friend. He now re-

timied in obedience to the counsel of

I!, fellow-covmtryman, a Flemish noble,
to treat the well-meant warning with

indifference, and to seat himself again
at the last banquet which he was ever
to grace with his presence.^
At four o'clock, the dinner being

finished, Horn and Egmont, accompa-
nied by the other gentlemen, proceeded
to the "

Jaasy
"

house, then occupied
by Alva, to take part in the delibera-

tions proposed. They were received

by the Duke with great courtesy. The
engineer, Pietro Urbino, soon appeared
and laid upon the table a large parch-
ment containing the plan and elevation

of the citadel to be erected at Ant-

werp.' A warm discussion upon the

subject soon arose, Egmont, Horn,
Noircarmes, and others, together with
the engineers Urbino and Pacheco, all

taking part in the debate.* After a

short time, the Duke of Alva left the

apartment, on pretext of a sudden in-

disposition, leaving the company still

warmly engaged in then- argument.-'
The councU lasted till near seven in
the evening. As it bioke up, Don
Sancho d'Avila, captam of the Duke's

guard, requested Egmont to remain
1 Pontua Payea MS., booklvi
' Ibid. » Ibid.
« Ibid.—Compare CorresiHjudance do Plii-

IJ; i« II., i. 573.
» Pontus Pay.ea MS.

for a moment after the rest, as he had
a communication to make to him.
After an insignificant remark or two,
the Spanish officer, as soon as the two
were alone, requested Egmont to sur-

render his sword. The Count, agitated,
and notwithstanding everything which
had gone before, still taken by surprise,

scarcely knew what reply to make.'^

Don Sancho repeated that he had been
conunissioned to aiTCst him, and again
demanded his sword. At the same
moment the doors of the adjacent

apartment were opeue«l, and Egmont
saw himself surroimded by a company
of Spanish musqueteers and halberd
men. Finding himself thus entrapped,
he gave up his sword, saying bitterly,
as he did so, that it had at least ren-

dered some service to the King in

times which were past. He was then
conducted to a chamber, in the upper
storey of the house, where his tempo
rary prison had been arranged. The
windows were barricaded, the daylight
excluded, the whole apai-tment hung
with blacli. Here he remained four-

teen days (from the 9th to 2.3d, Sep-
tember). During this period, he waa
allowed no communication with hia

friends. His room was lighted day and

night with candles, and he was servetl

in strict silence by Spanish attendants,
and guarded by Spanish soldiers. The
captain of the watch drew hia curtain

evtay midnight; and aroused him from

sleep that he might be identified by
the relieving officer.^

Count Horn was arrested upon the
same occasion by Captain Salinas, as
he was proceeding through the comt-

yard of the house, after the breaking
up of the counciL He was confined in

another chamber of the mansion, and
met with a precisely similar treatment
to that experienced by Egmont, Upon
the 23d September both were removed
under a strong guard to the Caatle of

Ghent.s
On this same day, two other impor-

tant arrests, included and arranged in

the same programme, had been suc-
* Correspondauce de Pliiiippe II., L 573.
' Pontus P.iye:i MS.
* Ibid.—Ci>iiii)are Bor, iv. 1S4 ; IloofJ, iv.

lai", 151; Sir.ida. vi. 25)3-300: Cjitssiou-
d-Uicc de Piiilippe II., ubi sup.
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cessfully accomplisliecL Bakkcrzeel,

private and confidential secretary of

Egmont, and Antony Van Straalen,
the rich and influential 'burgomaster of

Antwerp, were taken almost simultane-

ously.^ At the request of Alva, tlie

"burgomaster had been invited by the
Duchess of Parma to repair on business
to Brussels. He seemed to have feared

an ambuscade, for as he got Into his

coach to set forth upon the journey,
he was so muffled in a multiplicity of

clothing, that he was scarcely to be

recognised.' He was no sooner, how-

ever, in the open country, and upon a

spot remote from human habitations,
than he was suddenly beset by a band
of forty soldiers under command of

Don Alberic Lodron and Don Sancho
de Lodrono.'^ These officers had been

watchinghis movements for many days.
The capture of Bakkerzeel was accom-

plished with equal adroitness at about
the same hour.

Alva, while he sat at the covmcil

board with Egmont and Horn, was

secretly informed that those important
personages, Bakkcrzeel and Straalen,
with the private secretary of the Ad-

miral, Alonzo de la Loo, in addition,
had been thus successfully arrested.

He could with difficulty conceal his

satisfaction, and left the apartment
immediately, that the trap might be

sprung upon the two principal victims

of his treacherj'. He had himself ar-

ranged all the details of these two im-

portant arrests, while his natural son,

the Prior Don Ferdinando, had been

compelled to superintend the proceed-

ings,^ The plot had been an excellent

plot, and was accompUshed as success-

fully as it had been sagaciously con-

ceived. None but Spaniards had been

employed in any part of the afTair.*

Officers of high rank in his Majesty's

army had performed the j^art of spies

and policemen with much adroitness,

nor was it to be expected that the duty
would seem a disgi-ace, when the Prior

of the Knights of Saint John was

Buperintendent of the operations, when

t Pontus Piij-en MS., i. 637, 638.
• Stiada, i. i^99.

» Conespondauce de Plulipitc II., i., iiLi

tup.
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the Captain-General of the Netherlands
had arranged the whole plan, and when
all, from subaltern to viceroy, had re-

ceived minxite mstructions as to tlio

contemplated treachery from the gi-eat
chief of the Spanish police, who sat on
the throne of Castile and Aragon.
No sooner were these gentlemen in

custody than the secretary Alborno
was despatched to the house of Count
Horn, and to that of Bakkerzeel, where
all papers were immediately seized,

inventoried, and placed in the hands
of the Duke.^ Thus, if amid the most
secret communications of Egmont and
Horn or their correspondents, a single
treasonable thought should be lurking,
it was to go hard but it might be
twisted into a cord strong enough to

strangle them all.

The Duke wrote a triumphant letter

to his Majesty that very night. He
apologised that these important cap-
tures had been deferred so long, but
stated that he had thought it desirable

to secure all these leading personages
at a single stroke. He then narrated
the masterly manner in which the

operations had been conducted. Cer-

tainly, when it is remembered that tho
Duke had only reached Brussels upon
the 23d August, and that the two
Counts were securely lodged in prison
on the 9th of September, it seemed a

superfluous modesty upon his part
thus to excuse himself for an apparent
delay. At any rate, in the eyes of the
world and of posterity, his zeal to carry
out the bloody commands of his master
was sufiiciently swift.

The consternation was universal

throughout the provinces when the

an-ests became known. Egmont's
great popularity and distinguished ser-

vices placed him so high above the

mass of citizens, and his attachment to

the Catholic religion was, moreover, so

well known, as to make it obvious that

no man could now be safe, when men
like him were in the power of Alva
and liis myrmidons. The animosity to

the Sjianiards increased hourly.^ The

« Ibid — Compave Hoof I, iv 151. Stradiv

i. 2&'j.
*
CoiTcspondance d<i Pliilippc IT,, i. 638.

« iU'l. 7 I3or. iv, 166.
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Duchess affected indignation^ at the I there was neither a spark of real 3}tii-

ai-rest of the two nobles, although it
! pathy for the oppressed milMons, nor

nowhere appears tLat she attempted
a word in their defence, or lifted, at

any subsequent moment, a finger to

save them. She was not anxious to

wash her hands of the blood of two
innocent men ;

she was only offended

that they had been arrested without

her permission. The Duke had, it is

true, sent Berlaymont and Mansfeld to

give her information of the fact, as

soon as the captiu"e had been made,
with the plausible excuse that he pre-
ferred to save her from aU the respon-

sibility and all the vmpopularity of the

measure.* Nothing, however, could

apf)ease her wrath at this and every
tther indication of the contempt in

which he appeared to hold the sistet

of his sovereign. She complained of

his conduct daily to every one who
was admitted to her presence. Her-

self oppressed by a sense of personal

indignity, she seemed for a moment
to identify herself with the cause of

the oppressed provinces. She seemed
to imagine herself the champion of

their hberties, and the Netherlanders,
for a moment, to participate in the

delusion. Beca\ise she was indignant
at the insolence of the Duke of Alva
to herself, the honest citizens began to

ive her credit for a sympathy with

a throb of genuine womanly emotion

for the impending fate of the two
nobles. Her principal grief was, that

she had pacified the provinces, and that

another had now arrived to reap the

glory; but it was difScult, while the

imburied bones of many heretics were
stUl hanging, by her decree, on the

rafters of their own dismantled

churches, for her successfully to enact

the part of a benignant and merciful

Regent. But it is very true that the

horrors of the Duke's administration

have been propitious to the fame oi

Margaret, and perhaps more so to that

of Cardinal Granvelle. The faint arid

struggling rays of humanity which

occasionally illirmined the course of

their government, were destined to be

extinguished in a chaos so profound
and dark, that these last beams of

light seemed clearer and more bounti-

ful by the contrast.

The Coimt of Hoogstraaten, wlio

was on his way to Brussels, had, by
good fortune, injured his hand through
the accidental discharge of a pistol.
Detained by this casualty at Cologne,
he was informed, before his arrival at

the capital, of the arrest of his two dis-

tinguished friends, and accepted the
hint to betake himself at once to a

their own wrongs. She expressed her- ! place of safety."

6elf determined to move about from
one city to another, until the answer
to her demand for dismissal should

arrive.^ She allowed her immediate
attendants to abuse the Spaniards in

good set terms upon every occasion.

Even her private chaplain permitted
himself, in preaching before her in the

palace chapel, to denounce the whole

The loyalty of the elder Mansfeld
was beyond dispute even by Alva.
His son Charles had, however, been

imprudent, and, as we have seen, had
even affixed his name to the earliest

copies of the Compromise. He had
retired, it is true, from all connexion
with the confederates, but his father
knew well that the young Coimt's

nation as a race of traitors and ravish-
j

signature upon that famous document
ers, and for this offence was only re- ! would prove his death-warrant, were

I>rimanded, much against her will, by i

he found in the country. He there-

the Duchess, and ordered to retire for
|

fore had sent him into Germany be-

a season to his convent.* She did not i fore the arrival of the Duke.*

attempt to disguise her dissatisfaction
;

The King's satisfaction was un-
at every step which had been taken by ,

bounded when he learned this impor-
the Duke. In all this there was much

;

tant achievement of Alva, and he

petulance, but very little dignity, while
,

wrote immediately to express his ap-

1 Strada, i. 301.
» Bor, iT. 1S5. 8tr:\da. i 500. 301.
*
Corrcsiiondance de Piuliiipe II., i. 031.

* Ibid-
» Bor. iv. 185.
• Ibid. Corrwp. da Philippe XL, L 647.
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probation in the most extravagant
terma.^ Cardinal Granvelle, on the

contrary, affected astonishment at a
course which he had secretly counselled.

He assured his Majesty that he had
never believed Egmont to entertain

Bentimeuts opposed to the Catholic

religion, nor to the interests of the

ci-o\vn, up to the period of his own de-

parture from the Netherlands. He
was persuaded, he said, that the Count
had been abused by others, although,
to be sure, the Cardinal had learned with

regret what Egmont had written on the

occasion of the baptism of Count Hoog-
straatens child. As to the other per-
sons arrested, he said that no one re-

gretted their fate. The Cardinal

added, that he was supposed to be him-

self the instigator of these captures, but
that he was not disturbed by that, or

by other imputations of a similar

nature.^

In conversation with those about

him, he frequently expressed regret
that the Prince of Orange had been
too crafty to be caught in the same
net m wdiich his more simple com-

panions were so inextricably entangled.

Indeed, on the first arrival of the news,
that men of high rank had been ar-

rested in Brussels, the Cardinal eagerly

inquired if the taciturn had been taken,
for by that term he always charac-

terised the Prince. Receiving a nega-
tive reply, he expressed extreme dis-

appointment, adding, that if Orange
had escaped, they had taken nobody,
and that his captvu-e would have been
more valuable than that of eveiy man
in the Netherlands.-*

Peter Titelmann, too, the famous

inquisitor, who, retired from active

life, was then living upon Philip's

bounty, and encouraged by friendly
letters from that monarch,* expressed
the same opinion. Having been in-

formed that Egmont and Horn had
been captured, he eagerly inquired if

"wise William" had also been taken.

He was, of course, answered in the

1 CoiTespondance de Philippe 11., i. 606.
» Ibid., i. 674.
» lioofd, iv. 151. Strada, i. 300. Metercn,

eo.
* Correspnndance do Philippe II., i. 523.
6 " Si (inquit) astutus Uulielmiis

negative.
" Then will our joy bo

but brief," he observed. " Woe unto
us for the wrath to come from Ger

many."*
On the 32th July, of this year,

Philip wrote to Granvelle to inquire
the particulars of a letter which the
Prince of Orange, according to a pre-
vious communication with the Cardinal,
had written to Egmont on the occa-

sion of the baptism of Count Hoog-
straaten's child." On the 17th of

August, the Cardinal replied, by set-

ting the King right as to the error

which he had committed. The letter,
as he had already stated, was not
written by Orange, but by Egmont, and
he expressed his astonishment that

Madame de Parma had not yet sent it

to his Majesty. The Duchess must
have seen it, because her confessor had
shewn it to the person who was Gran-
velle's informant. In this letter, the
Cardinal continued, the statement'had
been made by Egmont to the Prince
of Orange that theirplots were discovered,
that the King was making armaments,
that they were unable to resist him,
and that therefore it had become neces-

saiy to dissemble and to accommodate
themselves as well as possible to the

present situation, while waiting for
other circumstances under which to ac-

complish their designs. Granvelle ad-

vised, moreover, that Straalen, who
had been privy to the letter, and per-

haps the amanuensis, should be forth-

with arrested.^

The Cardinal was determined not to

let the matter sleep, notwithstanding
his protestation of a kindly feeling to-

wards the imprisoned Count. Against
the statement that he knew of a letter

which amounted to a full confession of

treason, out of Egmont's own mouth—
a fact which, if proved, and, perhaps, if

even insinuated, would be sufficient

with Philip to deprive Egmont of

twenty thousand hves—against these

constant recommendations to his sus-

picious and sanguinary master, to ferret

(Aiiraritius) evaait uon erunt soHda gaiidia
nosti-a, vai nobis a bello Germanlco."—Pan-
dorse sive veuiae Hisjianicse editas Anatomiii.
Promethco auctoro, 1574.

* Correspondance de Philippe II
, i. 564-«

610. ' Ibid., i. 624.
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out this document, if it vrei-e jwssible,

it must be confessed that the duu-eh-

man's vague and hypocritical espres-
eions on the sid» of mercy were very
little wOith.

Certainly these seeds of suspicion did

not fall upon a barren soil. Philip

immediately communicated the infor-

mation thus received to the Duke of

Alva, charging him on repeated occa-

sions to find out what was written,
either by Egmont, or by Straalen at

Egmont's instigation, stating that such

a letter was written at the time of the

Hoogstraaten baptism, that it would

probably illustrate the opinions of
|

Egmont at that period, and that the .

letter itself, which the confessor of \

Madame de Parma had once had in his
;

hands,ought,ifpossible,tobeprocured.i
I

Thus the very language used by Gran-

velleto Philip wasimmediatelyrepeated
by the monarch to his representative
in the Netherlands, at the moment
when all Egmont's papers were in his

possession, and when Egmont's private

secretary was undergoing the torture,^

in order that secrets might be wrenched
from him which had never entered his

brain. The fact that no such letter

was found, that the Duchess had never
alluded to any such document, and that

neither a careful scrutiny of papers,
nor the application of the rack,-* could
elicit any satisfactory information on
the subject, leads to the conclusion

that no such treasonable paper had
ever existed, save in the imagination
of the Cardinal. At any rate, it is no
more than just to hesitate before afiix-

ing a damning character to a document,
in the absence of any direct proof that
there ever was such a document at all.

The confessor of Madame de Parma
told another person, who told the Car-

dinal, that either Count Egmont, or

Burgomaster Straalen by command of

Count Egmont, wrote to the Prince of

Orange thus and so. What evidence
was this upon which to found a charge
of high treason against a man whom
Granvelle affected to characterise as

other-vsTse neither opposed to ihe Catho-

1 Correspondance de Philippe II., i.

866-702.
»
VigL Epist. ad Hopp., xxvi. 400. V. d.

lie religion, nor to the true service ol

the King ? What kind of mercy waa
it on the part of the Cardinal, while

making such deadly insinuations, to re-

commend the imprisoned victim to

clemency ?

The unfortimate envoys. Marquis
Berghen and Baron Montigny, had re-

mained in Spain under cLsse observa-

tion. Of those doomed victims who,
in spite of friendly remonstrances and
of ominous warnings, had thus ven-

tured into the Uon's den, no retreating
footmarks were ever to be seen. Their

fate, now that Alva had at last been

despatched to the Netherlands, seemeil

to be sealed, and the Marquis Berghen,

accepting the augury in its most evil

sense, immediately afterwards had sick-

ened unto death. Whether it were
the sickness of hope deferred, suddenly
changing to despair, or whether it were
a still more potent and unequivoad
poison which came to the relief of the

unfortunate nobleman, will perhaia
never be ascertained with certainty.^
The secrets of those terrible prison-
houses of Spain can never perhaps be

accurately known, imtU the grave gives

up its dead, and the buried crimes of

centuries are revealed.

It was very soon after the depart lu-e

of Alva's fleet from Carthagena, that

the Marquis Berghen felt his end ap-

proaching. He sent for the Prince of

Eboli, with whom he had always main-
tained intimate relations, and whom ha
believed to be his disinterested friend.

Relying upon his faithful breast, and

trusting to receive from his eyes alone

the pious drops of sympathy which he

required, the dying noble poiu^d out
his long and last complaint. He charged
him to tell the man whom he would no

longer call his king, that he had ever

been true and loyal, that the bitterness

of having been constantly svispected,
i when he was conscious of entire fidelity,

I

was a sharper sorrow than coiild be

I lightly believed, and that he hoped the

I

time would come when liis o^vn truth

I

and the artifices of his enemies would

I

be brought to light. He closed his

I V\-ackt, iL 82. Correspondance de Philippe
i if., i. 671. * Strada, i. 290. Hoofd, iv. 146.

:
* Conespondance de Philippe II., 1. 671.
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pai-ting message by predicting that after

he bad been long laid in tlie grave, the

impeachments against his cliaracter

^vould be at last, although too late, re-

tracted.^

So spake the unhappy envoy, and
his friend replied with words of con-

solation. It is probable that he even

ventured, in the King's name, to grant
him the liberty of returning to his

home
;
the only remedy, as his physi-

cians had repeatedly stated, which could

possibly be applied to his disease. But
the devilish hypocrisy of Philip, and
the abject perfidy of Eboli, at this

junctm-e, almost surpass belief. The
Prince came to press the hand and to

close the eyes of the dying man whom
he called his friend, having first care-

fully studied a billet of most minute
and secret instructions from his master
as to the dej^ortment he was to observe

Tijion this solemn occasion and after-

wards. This paper, written in Philip's
own hand, had been delivei-ed to Eboli

on the very day of his visit to Berghen,
and bore the superscription that it was
not to be read nor opened till the mes-

senger who brought it had left his pre-
sence. It directed the Prince, if it

should be evident that the Marquis
was past recovery, to promise him, in

the King's name, the permission of re-

turning to the Netherlands. Should,
however, a possibility of his surviving

appear, Eboli was only to hold out a

hope that such permission might even-

tually be obtained. In case of the

death of Berghen, the Prince was im-

mediately to confer with the Grand

Inquisitor and with the Count of Feria,

upon the measures to be taken for his

obsequies. It might seem advisable,
in that event, to exhibit the regret
which the King and his ministers felt

for his death, and the gi-eat esteem in

which they hold the nobles of the

Netherlands. At the same time, Eboli

was further instructed to confer with

the same personages as to the most effi-

cient means fur preventing the escape
of Baron Montigny ;

to keep a vigilant

1 Strada, i. 290.
2 Corrospoiirtiuice de Philijipe II., i. 572.
» Stvada, i. 2'JO.

» Y. d. Vynckt, ii. 77.

[1567.

eye upon his moN'ements, and to give
general directions to governors and to

postmasters to intercept his flight,
should it be attempted. Finally, in

case of Bergheu's death, the Prince was
directed to despatch a special messen-

ger, apparently on his own responsi-

bility, and as if in the absence and
without the knowledge of the King,
to infoi-m the Duchess of Parma of the

event, and to urge her immediately to
take possession of the city of Bergen-
op-Zoom, and of all other property be-

longing to the Marquis, \mtil it should
be ascertained whether it were not

possible to convict him, after death, of

treason, and to confiscate his estates

accordingly.^
Such were the instructions of Philip

to Eboli, and precisely in accordance
with the programme was the horrible

comedy enacted at the deathbed of

the envoy. Three days after his part
ing inter\-iew with his disinterested

friend, the Marquis was a corpse.^ Be-
fore his limbs were cold, a messenger
was on his way to Brussels, instruct-

ing the Begent to sequestrate his pro-

perty, and to airest, iqmn suspicion o_f

heresy, the youthful kinsman and niece,

who, by the %oUl of the Marquis, were to

be united in marringe, and to share his

estate.'* The vyhole drama, beginning
with the death-scene, was enacted ac-

cording to order. Before the arrival

of Alva in the Netherlands, the pro-

perty of the MarquLs was in the hands
of the Government, awaiting the con-

fiscation,'' which was but for a brief

season delayed ;
while on the other

hand, Baron Montigny, Berghen's com-

panion in doom, who was not, how-

ever, so easily to be carried off by
home-sickness, was closely confined in

the alcazar of Segovia, never to lea^•e

a Spanish prison alive." There is

something pathetic in the delusion in

which Montigny and his brother, the

Count Horn, both indulged, each be-

lieving that the other was out of

harm's way, the one by his absence

from the Netherlands, the other by his

* Correspondance de Philippe 1 1., i. 547-

590; Stvad.% i. 291; and note of Gacluird.
« Hoofd, iv. 172, 17M. CoiTespoudancc dc

Pl^lippt) JI., i. 048, 654, COfi.
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al>sence from Spain, while both, in-

volved in the same meshes, were ra-

pidlyand surelyapproaching their fate.'

In the same despatch of the 9th

Septembei-, in which the Duke com-

municated to Philip the capture of

Egmont and Horn, he annoimced to

him his determination to establish a

new court for the trial of crimes com-

mitted during the recent period of

troubles.^ This -wonderful tribimal

was accordingly created with the least

possible delay. It was called the

Covmcn of Troubles, but it soon ac-

quired the terrible name, by which it

will be for ever known in history, of

the Blood-CouncLL^ It superseded all

other institutions. Every court, from
those of the mimicipal magistracies tip

to the supreme coimcils of the pro-

vinces, were forbidden to take cog-

nisance in future of any cause grow-

ing out of the late troubles.* The
Council of State, although it was not

formally disbanded, fell into complete
desuetude, its members being occasion-

ally summoned into Alva's private
chambers in an irregular manner, while

its prmcipal functions were usurped
by iJie Blood-CouncU. Not only citi-

zens of every province, but the muni-

cipal bodies, and even the sovereign

provincial estates themselves, were

compelled to plead, like humble indi-

viduals, before this new and extraordi-

nary tribimaL' It is imnecessary to

allude to the absolute violation which

w,as thus committed of all charters,

laws, and privileges, because the very
creation of the council was a bold and
brutal proclamation that those laws

and privileges were at an end. The
constitution or maternal principle of

this suddenly erected court was of a
twofold nature. It defined and it pun-
ished the crime of treason. The defi-

nitions, couched in eighteen articles,

declared it to be treason to have de-

livered or signed any petition against
1 Vide D6iuction de I'lnnocence du Comte

do Homes, pp. £08, 204,
*
Correspondiince de Philippe II., i. 637.

» Hoofd, iv. 153. Bor, iv. 185. 1S6.

Meteren, t 49. Reidani, Ann. Eulg.,
j'. 5.

«
i3or, iv. 185, 186.

» Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, ubi sup,
B ileteren, 49

the new bishops, the Inquisition, or

the edicts ;
to have tolerated public

preaching rnider any circumstances*

to have omitted resistance to the im-

age-breaking, to the field-preaching, or

to the presentation of the Request by
the nobles, and "

either through sym-
pathy or surprise" to have asserted

that the King did not possess the right
to deprive zill the provinces of their

liberties, or to have maintained that

this present tribunal was bound to re-

spect in any manner any laws or any
charters.® In these brief and simple,
but comprehensive terms, was the

crime of high treason defined- The

pimishment was still more briefly,

simply, and comprehensively stated,
for it was instant death in ^ cases.'

So well, too, did this new and terrible

engine perform its wcrk, that in less

than three months from the time of

its erection, eighteen himdred human
beings had sufiered death* by its sum-

mary proceedings ; some of the high-

est, the noblest, and the most virtuous

in the land among the number; nor
had it then manifested the slightest in-

dication of faltering in its dread career.

Yet, strange to say, this tremendous

court, thus established upon the ruins
of all the ancient institutions of the

country, had not been provided with
even a nominal authority from any
source whatever. The King had grant-
ed it no letters patent or charter, nor
had even the Duke of Alva thought it

worth while to grant any commissions,
either in his own name or as Captain-
General, to any of the members com-

posing the board.* The Blood-Council
was merely an informal club, of which
the Duke was perpetual president,
while the other members were all ap-

pointed by himself.

Of these subordinate councillors, two
hadthe right ofvotingjSubject, however,
in all cases, to his final decision, while the
rest of the number did not vote at alL^"

"

Hoo:d, Bor, ubi sup. Alewren.
8 Brandt, Hist, der Ref , i. 468. Bor, iv.

116.
• v. Kotice sur le Cons, des Troubles, p«r

M. Gachard. p. 7. MS. Letters cf Requessnj^
SOth December 1573, and of Geron. de Boda,

I 18th Mav 1576.
1* Gachard. Notice, etc., 8 and 9, with the

Ivtters vited from Alva, lith Septembet
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It had not, therefore, in any sense, the
character of a judicial, legislative, or

executive tribunal, but was piu-ely a
board of advice by which the bloody
labours of the Duke were occasionally

lightened as to detail, while not a
feather's weight of power or of respon-

sibility was removed from his shoul-

ders. He reserved for himself the final

decision upon all causes which should
come before the council, and stated his

motives for so doing with grim sim-

plicity.
" Two reasons," he wrote to

the King,
" have determined me thus

to limit the power of the tribunal;
the first that, not knov/ing its mem-
bers, I might be easily deceived by
them; the second, that the men of law

only condemn for a'lmes which are

proved ; whereas your Majesty knows
that aiFairs of state are governed by
very dili'erent rules from the laws ichich

they have here." ^

It being, therefore, the object of the
Duke to compose a body of men who
would be of assistance to him in con-

demning for crimes which could not

be proved, and in slipping over statutes

which were not to be recognised, it

must be confessed that he was not un-

fortunate in the appointments which
he made to the office of councillors.

In this task of appointment he had
the assistance of the experienced Vig-
lius.^ That learned jurisconsult, with
characteristic lubricity, had evaded the

dangerous honour for himself, but he
nominated a number of persons, from
whom the Duke selected his list. The
sacerdotal robes which he had so re-

cently and so "craftily" assumed, fur-

nished his o^vn excuse, and in his let-

ters to his faithful Hopper, he repeat-

edly congratulated himself upon his

success in keeping himself at a dis-

tance from so bloody and perilous a

post.'*

It is impossible to look at the con-

duct of the distinguished Frisian at

this important juncture without con-

Didch Eepuhlic. [1567.

tempt. Bent only upon saving him-

self, his property, and his reputation,
he did not hesitate to bend before the
" most illustrious Duke," as he always
denominated him, with fulsome and

fawning homage.* While he declined

to dip his own fingers in the innocent
blood which was about to flow in tor-

rents, he did not object to officiate at

the initiatory preliminaries of the

great Netherlaud holocaust. His de-

cent and dainty demeanour seems even
more offensive than the jocularity of

the real murderers. Conscious that

no man knew the laws and customs of

the Netherlands better than himself,
he had the humble effrontery to ob-

serve that it was necessary for him at

that moment silently to submit his

own unskilfulness to the superior

judgment and knowledge of others.'

Having at last been relieved from the
stone of Sisyphus, which, as he plain-

tively expressed himself, he had been

rolling for twenty years;
''

having, by
the arrival of Tisnacq, obtained his

discharge as President of the State

Council, he was yet not iinwilling to

retain the emoluments and the rank of

President of the Privy Council, al-

though both offices had become sine-

cures since the erection of the Council
of Blood. Although his life had been

spent in administrative and judicial

employments, he did not blush upon a

matter of constitutional law to defer

to the authority of such jurisconsidts
as the Duke of Alva and his two Span-
ish bloodhounds, Vargas and Del
Rio. He did not like, he observed in

his confidential correspondence, to

gainsay the Duke, when maintaining,
that in cases of treason, the privileges
of Brabant were powerless, although
he mildly doubted whether the Bra-

bantines would agree with the doc-

trine.^ He often thought, he said, of

remedies for restoring the pi-osperity
of the provinces, but in action he only
assisted the Duke, to the best of hia

15G7, and from Requesens, SOth December
]S7a.

1 Gachard, Notice, etc., p. 5.—"La otraes

quo letrados no sentencian sine eu casos
ttrobados ; y como V. M. sabe, ]os ncgocios
GC Estado son muy difToreiitcs do las levcs

2 Correspondauco do Philippe II., i. 637.

Vigl. Eijist. ad Hopp., xli. 441, 442; xxvU.
410.

8 Vigl. ad Hojjp., Epist. 27 et 41.
* Ibid., 26, etc. »

Ibid., 26.
« Vita Viglii, cxi.
T Viorl. ad Hoim.. Eniat. 24.
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abilities, in arranging the Blood-Coun-
"

ciL He wTfhed weU to his country, ,

but he was more anxious for the fa-
j

voiir of Alva. " I rejoice," said he, in '

one of his letters, "that the most illus-
]

trious Duke haa •written to the King ^

in praise of my obsequiousness ;
when

|

I am censured here for so reverently

cherishing him, it is a consolation that
;

my services to the King and to the
,

governor are not unappreciated there."^

Indeed, the Duke of Alva, who had

originally suspected the President's

character, seemed at last overcome by
his indefatigable and cringing homage.
He wrote to the King, in whose good
graces the learned doctor was most
anxious at that portentous period to

maintain himself, that the President

was very serviceable and diligent, and
that he deserved to receive a crumb
of comfort from the royal hand-*

Philip, in consequence, wrote in one
of his letters a few lines of vague com-

pliment, which could be shewn to Tig-
liiis, according to Alva's suggestion.
It is, however, not a httle character-

istic of the Spanish coiu-t and of the

Spanish monarch, that, on the very
day before, he had sent to the Captain-
General a few docimients of very dif-

ferent import. In order, as he said,

that the Duke might be ignorant of

nothing which related to the Nether-

lands, he forwarded to him copies of

the letters written by Margaret of

Parma from Brussels, three years be-

fore. These letters, as it will be re-

collected, contained an accoimt of the
secret investigations which the Du-
chess had made as to the private cha-

racter and opinions of YigUus—at the

very moment when he apparently
stood highest in her confidence—and

charged him with heresy, s^sdndling,
and theft. Thus the painstaking and

time-serving President, with all his

learning and experience, was succes-

sively the dupe of Margaret and of

Alva, whom he so obsequiously court-

> VigL ad Hopp., Epist. 26.

*
Correspondance de Philippe IL, i. 647.

»
Ibid., L 666.

* "Xorcarme y Bariemon——iw solo no
ban rehusado, pero me piirece lo ban acetaao
4e muj- bueua gana."—ilS. Letter of Alba,

Virrgas. 355

ed, and always of Philip, whom he so

feared and worshipped.*
With his assistance, the list of blood-

coimcillore was quickly completed. No
one who was offered ^e office refused

it. Noircarmes and Berlaymont ac-

ceptedwithvery great eagerness.* Seve-

ral presidents and ^councillors of the

different provincial tribunals were ap-

pointed, but all the Xetherlanders were
men of straw. Two Spaniards, Del
Rio and Vargas, were the only mem-
bers who coidd vote; while their deci-

sions, as already stated, were subject
to reversal by Alva. Del Rio was a
man without character or talent, a
mere tool in the hands of his superiors,
but Juan de Vargas was a terrible

reality.
Xo better man could have been

found in Europe for tl»e post to which
he was thus elevated. To shed human
blood was, in his opinion, the only im-

portant business and the only exhila-

rating pastime of life. His youth had
been stained with other crimes. He
had been obliged to retire from Spain,
because of his violation of an orphan
child to whom he was guai-dian,* but,
in his manhood, he foimd no pleasvu-e
but in murder. He executed Alva's

bloody work with an industry which
was almost superhuman, and with a
merriment which would have shamed
a demon. His execrable jests ring

through the blood and smoke and
death-cries of those days of perpetual
sacrifice. He was proud to be the
double of the iron-hearted Duke, and
acted so uniformly in accordance with
his views, that the right of revision re-

mained but nominaL There could be
no possibility of collision where the sub-
altern was only anxious to surpass an

incomparable superior. The figure of

Vargas rises upon us through the mist
of three centuries with terrible dis-

tinctness. Even his barbarous gram-
mar has not been forgotten, and his

crimes against sj-ntax and against hu-

10th September 1567; cited in Gachard,
Xoiice sxir le Conceil dea Troubles, p. ",

note.
» Hoofd, ir. 152. See Corresijondance

de Philippe II.. u. 713, 731 ; also I^ Dedutv
tioQ de Vixmooence du Comte de Boruec,
pp. 60, 61.
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manity have acqiiii-ed the same im-

laortality.
" Heretici fraxeriint templa,

boni iiihili faxerunt contra, ergo debent
omiies patibulai-e," was the compre-
hensive but barbarous formula of a

man who murdered the Latin language
as ruthlessly as he slaughtered his con-

temporaries.^

Among the ciphers who composed
the ]-est of the board, the Flemish
Councillor Hessels was the one whom
the Duke most respected. He was not

without talent or learning, but the

Duke only valued him for his cruelty.

Being allowed to take but little share

in the deliberations, Hessels was accus-

tomed to dose away his afternoon hours
at the council table, and when awakened
from his nap in order tliat he might
express an opinion on the case then
before the court, was wont to rub his

eyes and to call out " Ad patibulum,
ad patibulum," {" to the gallows with

him, to the gallows with him,") with

great fervour, but in entire ignorance
of the culprit's name or the merits of

the case. His wife, naturally disturbed

that her husband's waking and sleeping
hours were alike absorbed with this

hangman's work, more than once omi-

nously expressed her hope to him, that

he, whose head and heart were thus en-

grossed with the gibbet, might not one

day come to hang upon it himself; a

gloomy prophecy which the future

most terribly fulfilled. "•'

The Council of Blood, thus consti-

tuted, held its first session on the 20th

Sei)tember, at the lodgings of Alva.''

Springing completely gi-own and armed
to the teeth from the head of its inventor,
the new tribunal—at the very outset

in possession of all its vigour—forth-

\vith began to manifest a terrible acti-

vity in accomplishing the objects of its

existence. The councillors having been
sworn to " eternal secrecy as to any-

thing which should be transacted at the

board, and having likewise made oath

to denounce any one of their number
who should violate the pledge," the

1 V. d. Vynckt, ii. 75, 76, 77; Brandt, i.

465, 4C6; Reidani, p. 5; Hoofd, 152.
" The

heretics destroyed the temples, the pood
men did nothing to prcvoiic it, thersforo

they should .all ba hanged."
« Hoof<i, xiv. 694. Brandt, 49*.

DutcTi RepnhUc. [loG7.

court was considered as organised.
Alvaworlced therem seven hours daily.^
It may be believed that the subordi-

nates were not spared, and that their

office proved no sinecure. Their

labours, however, were not encum-
bered by antiquated forms. As thia

supreme and only tribunal for all tha

Netherlands had no commission or

authority save the will of the Captain-
General, so it was also thought a matter
of supererogation to establish a set of

rules and orders such as might be use-

ful in less independent courts. The
forms of proceeding were brief and
artless. There was a rude organisa-
tion by which a crowd of commis-

sioners, acting as inferior officers of the

Qouncil, were spread over the provinces,
whose business was to collect informa-

tion concerning all persons who might
be incriminated for participation in

the recent troubles.^ The greatest

crime, however, was to be rich, and
one which could be expiated by no

virtues, however signal. Alva was
bent upon proving himself as accom-

plished a financier as he was indisput-

ably a consummate commander, and
he had promised his master an annual

income of 500,000 ducats from the con-

fiscations which were to accompany
the executions.®

It was necessary that the blood tor-

rent should flow at once through the

Netherlands, in order that the pro-
mised golden river, a yard deep, ac-

cording to his vaunt,^ should begin to

irrigate the thirsty soil of Spain. It

is obvious, from the fundamental laws

which were made to define treason at

the same moment in which they estab-

lished the council, that any man might
be at any instant summoned to the

court. Every man, whether innocent
or guilty, whether Papist or Protestant,
felt his head shaking on his shoulders.

If he were wealthy, there seemed no^

remedy but flight, which was now al-

most impossible, from the heavy pen-
alties affixed by the new edict upon all

» Gachard. Notice, etc., 9.

*
Ibid., 10. '

Ibid., 14.
«

Ibid., 22.— Compare Brandt, i. 475;
Metoren, 29; Hoofd, iv.; V. d. Vynckt, ii.

81, et aUos.
V Brandt, i, 400.
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carriers, shipmasters, and waggoners,
who shoulil aid inthe escape of heretics.^

A certain number of these commis-

eioners were particularly instructed to

collect information as to the treason of

Orange, Louis Nassau, Bredercde, Eg-
mont, Horn, Culemburg, Van den Berg,

Berghen, and Montigny. Upon such

information the proceedings against
those distinguished seigniors were to

be summarily instituted. Particular

councillors of the Court of Blood were

charged with the arrangement of these

important suits, but the commissioners

were to report in the first instance to

the Duke himself, who afterwards

returned the paper into the hands of

his subordinates,*

With regard to the inferior aad mis-

cellaneous cases which were daily

brought in incredible profusion before

the tribunal, the same preliminaries
were observed, by way of aping the

proceedings in courts of justice. Alva
sent the cart-loads of information which
were dnily brought to him, but which
neither he nor any other man had time
to read, to be disposed of by the board
of councillors. It was the duty of the
different subalterns, who, as already
stated, had no right of voting, to pre-

pare reports upon the cases. Nothing
could be more summary. Information
was lodged against a man, or against a

hundred men, in one document. The
Duke sent the papers to the coimcil,
and the inferior councillors reported at

once to Vargas. If the report con-

cludedwith a recommendation of death
to the man, or the hmidred men in

question, Vargas instantly approved it,

and execution was done upon the man,
or the hundred men, within forty-eight
hoxirs. If the report had any other

conclusion, it was immediately sent
I Bor, til 17o, ITu.
*
GacK-u-d, Ifotice, etc., 10, 11.

» Gachard, Notice, etc., 19, 20.—"
Eii

fiiendo el aviso de condenaer a muerte se
docia que estaba muy bien y no habia mas
qt'.e ver; einjiero, si el aviso era de men'r
pena, no se esfciba !l lo que e'.los decian, sino
tomabase i ver el proceso, y decian lea sobre
ellos niiUas pul;ibr.is y hacian les ruin tr.ita-

miento," etc.—OflScial document cited by
M. Gachard in Notice sur le Conseil, etc.

* Hoofd, iv. Brandt, ix.
' See in particular the " Sentention van

Alva gezammelt run J. Markus," passim; a
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back for revision, and the repoitera
were overwhelmed with reproaches by
the President.*

Such beujg the method of operation,
it may be supposed that the council-

lors were not allowed to slacken in

their terrible industry. The register
of every city, village, and hamlet

throughout the Netherlands shewed
the daily lists of men, women, and
children thus sacrificed at the shrino

of the demon who had obtained the

mastery over this unhappy land.* It

was not often that an individual was
of sufficient importance to be tried—if

trial it could be called—by himself.^

It was found more expeditious to send
them in batches to the furnace. Thus,
for example, on the 4th of January,
eighty-four inhabitants of Valenciennes
were condemned; on another day,

ninety-five miscellaneous individuals,
from different places in FlanderS; on

Miother, forty-six inhabitants of Ma-

lines; on another, thirty-five persona
from different localities, and so on.*

The evening of Shrovetide, a fa-

vourite holiday in the Netherlands,
afforded an occasion for arresting and

carrying off a vast number of doomed
individuals at a single swoop.^ It was

correctly supposed that the burghers,
filled with wine and wassail, to which

perhaps the persecution under which

they Hved lent an additional and hor-

rible stimulus, might be easily taken
from their beds in great numbers, and
be delivered over at once to the coun-
ciL The plot was ingenious, the net
was spread accordingly. Many of the
doomed were, however, luckily warned
of the terrible termination which was

impending over their festival, and be-

stowed themselves in safety for a
season. A prize of about five hundred
work in whicii a few thousand sentences of
death upon men and women still in the
Netherlands, or of banishment under pain
of death upon such as had escaped, have
been collected and published. The sentences
were given mainly upon the culprits in lots
or pangs.—See also the Correspondance da
Philippe 11., ii., pa--sim, and the "

Registra
des Ccndamnes et Bauuis a Cause dea
Troubles des Pays Bas." 3 vob>. MS. Brus-
sels Archives.

6 Hoofd, iv. 157, loS. Meteren, 49. Ga-
cliard, 15, 16. T Hoofd, iv. 157, 158,

Brandt, i. 471. Bor, iv. 230. Gachard, 1^
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prisoners was all which rewarded the

Bagacity of the euterprise.^ It ia

needless to add that they were imme-

diately executed. It is a wearisome
and odious task to ransack the mouldy
records of three centuries ago, in order
to reproduce the obscure names of the
thousands who were thus sacrificed.

The dead have buried their dead, and
are forgotten. It is likewise hardly
necessary to state that the proceedings
before the council were all ex parte,
and that an information was almost

inevitably followed by a death-war-

jant. It sometimes happened even
that the zeal of the councillors out-

6trip})ed the industry of the commis-
sioners. The sentences were occa-

sionally in advance of the docket.

Thus upon one occasion a man's case

was called for trial, but before the

investigation was commenced it was
discoyered that he had been alrea'\v
executed. A cursory examination <^i

the papers proved, moreover, as usual,
that the culprit had committed no
ci-ime. "No matter for that," said

Vargas, jocosely,
"

if he has died inno-

cent, it will be all the better for him
when he takes his trial in the other

world." ^

But, however the councillors might
indulge in these gentle jests among
themselves, it was obvious that inno-

cence was in reality impossible, accord-

ing to the ndes which had been laid

down regarding treason. The practice
was in accordance with the precept,
and persons were daily executed with
senseless pretexts, which was worse
than executions with no pretexts at

all. Thus Peter De Wit of Amster-
dam was beheaded, because at one of

the tumidts in that city he had per-
suaded a rioter not to fire upon a

magistrate. This was taken as suffi-

cient proof that he was a man in au-

thority among the rebels, and he was

accordingly put to death. '^ Madame
Juriaen, who, in 1566, had struck with
her slipper a little wooden image of

the Virgin, together with her maid-

1 Hoofd, Brandt, Bor, Gacli.ird, iibi

Blip.
*
Brandt, i. 4Q4. Hoofd, v. 191.

»
Hooftl, V. 183. Braudt, i. 48S.
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servant, who had witnessed without

denouncing the crime, were both
drowned by the hangman in a hogs-
head placed on the scaifold.*

Death, even, did not in all cases

place a criminal beyond the reach of

the executioner. Egbert Meynartzoon,
a man of high official rank, had been

condemned, together with two col-

leagues, on an accusation of collecting

money in a Lutheran church. He
died in prison of dropsy. The sheriff

was indignant with the physician, be-

cause, in spite of cordials and strength-

ening prescriptions, the cidprit had

slipped through his fingers before he
had felt those of the hangman. He
consoled himself by placing the body
on a chair, and having the dead man
beheaded in company with his col-

leagues.®
T!.us the whole country became a

charnel-house; the death-bell tolled

hourly in every village ;
not a family

but was called to mourn for its dearest

relatives, while the survivors stalked

listlessly about, the ghosts of their for-

mer selves, among the wrecks of their

former homes. The spirit of the na-

tion, within a few months after the
arrival of Alva, seeemed hopelessly
broken. The blood of its best and
bravest had already stained the scaf-

fold
;
the men to whom it had been

accustomed to look for guidance and

protection, were dead, in prison, or in

exile. Submission had ceased to be
of any avail, flight was impossible, and
the spirit of vengeance had alighted
at every fireside. The mourners went

daily about the streets, for there was

hardly a house which had not been
made desolated The scaffolds, the

gallows, the funeral piles, which had
been sufficient in ordinary times, fur-

nished now an entirely inadequate ma-

chinery for tlie incessant executions.

Columns and stakes in every street,
the door-posts of private houses, the
fences in the fields, were laden with
human carcasses, strangled, burned,
beheaded. The orchards in the coxm-

* Brandt, i. 4

Martvrs, 449.

Brandt, 4S8.

I 181, 182.

8. Roael, 43

Reael, 60, 6.

Hist, doa

Hoofd. .
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try bore on many a tree the hideous
fruit of human bodies.^

Thus the Netherlands were crushed,
and but for the stringency of the

tyranny which had now closed their

gates, would have been depopulated.
The grass began to grow in the streets

of those cities which had recently
nourished so many artisans. In all

those great manufacturing and indus-

trial marts, where the tide of human
life had throbbed so vig<irously, there

now reigned the silence and the darkness
of midnight. It was at this time that

the learned Yiglius wrote to his friend

Hopper, that allvenerated the prudence
and gentleness of the Duke of Alva.*

Such were among the first-fruits of

that prudence and that gentleness.
The Duchess of Parma had been

kept in a continued state of irritation.

She had not ceased for many months
to demand her release from the odious

position of a cipher in a land where
she had so lately been sovereign, and
and she had at last obtained it. Philip
transmitted his acceptance of her re-

signation by the same courier who
brought Alva's commission to be Go-
vernor-General in her place.^ The
letters to the Duchess were full of

conventional compliments for her past
services, accompanied, however, with
a less barren and more acceptable ac-

knowledgment, in the shape of a life-

income of 14,000 ducats instead of

the 8000 hitherto enjoyed by her

Highness."*
In addition to this liberal allow-

ance, of which she was never to be

deprived, except upon receiving full

payment of 140,000 ductits, she was

presented with 25,000 florins by the
estates of Brabant, and with 30,000 by
those of Flanders.*

With these substantial tokens of the
success of her nine years' fatigue and
intolerable anxiety, she at last took
her departure from the Netherlands,
having communicated the dissolution
of her connexion with the provinces
by a farewell letter to the estates,

» Hoofd, IV. 153.
~^

'
VigL ad Hopp. Ep., slvi. 451.

* Correspondauce de Philippe II., i. 653,
602, 6S0, etc. IbM.esS. cscrada, L 305.

« See it in Bor. iv. 186, 187.
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dated 9th December 1567.* Within
a few weeks afterwards, escorted by
the Duke of Alva across the frontier

of Brabant, attended by a consider-

able deputation of Flemish nobility
into Germany, and accompanied to

her journey's end at Parma by the

Count and Countess of Mansfeld, she

finally closed her eventful career in the

Netherlands."

The horrors of the succeeding ad-

ministration proved beneficial to her

reputation. Upon the dark ground of

succeeding years the lines which re-

corded her history seemed written with
letters of light. Yet her conduct in

the Netherlands ofiers but few points
for approbation, and many for indig-
nant censure. That she was not en-

tirely destitute of feminine softness

and sentiments of bounty, her parting

despatch to her brother proved. In
that letter she recommended to him a
course of clemency and forgiveness,
and reminded him that the nearer

kings approached to God in station,
the more they should endeavour to

imitate Him in his attributes of be-

nignity.^ But the language of this

farewell was more tenuer than had
been the spirit of her government
One looks in vain, too, through the

general atmosphere of kindness which

pervades the epistle, for a special re-

commendation of those distinguished
and doomed seigniors, whose attach-

ment to her person and whose chival-

rous and conscientious endeavo\uTs to

fulfil her own orders, had placed them

upon the edge of that precipice from
v\hich they were shortly to be hurl»>d.

The men who had restrained her from

covering herself with disgrace by a

precijMtate retreat from the post of

danger, and who had imperilled their

lives by obedience to her express in-

structions, had been long languishing
in solitary confinement, never to be
terminated except by a traitor's death—

^jet we search in vain for a kind
word in their behalf.

Meantime the second civil war in

*
Vigl. ad Hopp., Ep. xlv. Correspon-

danee de Philippe II., it. 715.
t VigL ad Hopp. xiv. xlvL Strada, L

305, 306.
» Correspondance de Philippe II., 6ST.
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France had broken out. The hollow
tnice by which the Guise party and
the Huguenots had partly pretended
to deceive each other was hastened to

its end, among other causes, by the
march of Alva to the Netherlands.
The Huguenots had taken alarm, for

they recognised the fellowship which
united their foes in all countries

against the Reformation, and Conde
and Coligny knew too well that the
Game influence which had brought
Alva to Brussels would soon create an

exterminating army against their fol-

lowers. Hostilities were resumed
with more bitterness than ever. The
battle of St Denis—fierce, fatal, but
indecisive—was fought. The octoge-
narian hero, Montmorency, fighting
like a foot soldier, refusing to yield
his sword, and replying to the respect-
ful solicitations of his nearest enemy
by dashing his teeth down his throat

with the butt-end of his pistol, the

hero of so many battles, whose defeat

at St Quentin had been the fatal

point in his carreer, had died at last

in his armour, bravely but not glori-

ously, in conflict with his own country-
men, led by his own heroic nephew.^
The military control of the Catholic

party was completely in the hand of

the Guises
;
the Chancellor de I'Hopi-

tal liad abandoned the court after a

last and futile efibrt to reconcile con-

tending factions, which no human
power could unite

;
the Huguenots

had possessed themselves of Rochelle

and of other strong places, and, under
the guidance of adroit statesmen and

accomplished generals, were pressing
the Most Christian Monarch hard in

the very heart of his kingdom.^
As early as the middle of Octo-

ber, while still in Antwerp, Alva had
received several secret agents of

the French monarch, then closely

beleaguered in his capital. Cardi-

nal Lorraine offered to place several

strong places of France in the hands
-if the Spaniard, and Alva had
written to Phihp that he was disposed

1 De Thou, 374, et scq., liv. xli. t v.
a

Ibid., 378.
•
Correspondanco de Philippo II., i. 693,

CM.
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to accept the off'er, and to render the
service. The places thus held would
be a guarantee for his expenses, he

said, while in case King Charles and
his brother should die,

" their posses-
sion would enable Philip to assert his

own claim to the French crown in

right of his wife, the Salic law heiriQ

inerehj a pleasantry."'^
The Queen Dowager, adopting now

a very different tone from that which
characterised her conversation at the

Bayonne interview, wrote to Alva, that

if, for want of two thousand Spanish
musketeers, which she requested him
to furnish, she should be obliged
to succumb, she chose to discul-

pate herself in advance before God
and Christian princes for the peace
which she should be obliged to

make.* The Duke wrote to her in

reply, that it was much better to have
a kingdom ruined in preserving it for

God and the king by war, than to have
it kept entire without war, to the pro-
fit of the devil and of his followers.'

He was also reported on another occa-

tion to have reminded her of the

Spanish proverb—that the head of one
salmon is worth those of a himdred

frogs.' The hint, if it were really

given, was certainly destined to be
acted upon.
The Duke not only furnished Catha-

rine with advice, but with the mus-
keteers which she had sohcited. Two
thousand foot and fifteen hundred

horse, under the Count of Aremberg,
attended by a choice band of the

Catholic nobility of the Netherlands,
had joined the royal camp at Paris

before the end of the year, to take

their part in the brief hostilities by
which the second treacherous peace
was to be preceded.

'^

Meantime, Alva was not unmindful
of the business which had served as a

pretext in the arrest of the two Counts,

The fortifications of the principa.
cities were pushed on with great rapi-

dity. The memorable citadel of Ant-

werp, in particular, had already been

* Ibid., i. 694. »
Ibid., i. 690.

6 De Thou, t. v., liv. xliv, 515. Hug. Grot
Annul., lib. ii. 40. Bor, iv. 210.

' Ibid., iv. 219.
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commeuced in October under the 1

Buperintendence of the celebrated en-
[

gineers, Pachcco and Gabriel de Cer-
j

bello-u.^ In a few months it was
,

completed, at a cost of one million four
^

hundred thousand florins, of which
j

Bum the citizens, in spite of their re-
I

monstrances, were compelled to con-
j

tribute more than one quarter. The
:

sum of four hundred thousand florins
|

was forced from the burghers by a tax

upon all hereditary property within

the municipality.* Two thousand ,

workmen were employed daily in the
construction of this important fortress,

which was erected, as its position most

plainly manifested, not to protect, but
to control the commercial capital of

the provinces. It stood at the edge of

the city, only separated from its walls

by an open esplanade. It was the
most perfect pentagon in Europe,*
having one of its sides resting on the

Scheld, two turned towards the city,
and two towards the open country.
Five bastions, with walls of hammered
stone, connected by curtains of turf

and masonry, surrounded by walls

measiuing a league in circumference,
and by an outer moat fed by the

Citadel. m
Scheld, enclosed a spacious encieute.

where a little church with many small

lodging-houses, shaded by trees and

shrubbery, nestled among the brist-

ling artillery, as if to mimic the appear-
ance of a peaceful and pastoral village.
To fourof the five bastions, the Captain-
General, with characteristic ostenta-

tion, gave his own names and titles.

One was called the Duke, the second

Ferdinando, a third Toledo, a fourth

Alva, while the fifth was baptized with

the name of the ill-fated engineer,
Pacheco. The water-gate was deco-

rated with the escutcheon of Alva,
surrounded by his Golden Fleece

collar, with its pendant Lamb of

God ; a symbol of blasphemous irony,
which still remains upon the for-

tress, to recall the image of the

tjrant and murderer. Each bastion

was honey-combed with casemates and
subterranean store-houses, and capable
of containing within its bowels a vast

supply of provisions, munitions, and
soldiers. Such was the celebrated

citadel built to tame the turbu-

lent spirit of Antwerp, at the cost of

those whom it was to terrify and to

insult. *

CHAPTER II.

Orange, Comit Louis, Hoogstraaten, and others, cited before the B!oid-Council— Charges
against them—Letter of Orauge in reply

—Position and 8entin[ients of the Prince—Seizvire
of Count de Biiren—Details of that transaction—Petitions to the Council from Louvain
smd other places—Seutence of death against the whole population of the Netherlands
pronounced by the Spanish Inquisition and proclaimed by Philiii

—Cruel inventions
against heretics—The Wild Begsars—Preliminary proceedings of the CouncU against
Egmont and Horn—Interrogatories addressed to them in prison—Articles of accusation
against them—Foreclosure of the eases—Pleas to the jurisdiction

—Efforts by the Coun-
ties Egmont and Horn, by many Knights of the Fleece, and by the Emperor, in favour
of the prisoners—Answers of Alva and of Philip—Obsequious behaviour of Viglius—Diffi-

culties arising from the Golden Fleece st.atutes set aside—Particulars of the charges
against Count Horn and of his defence—Articles of accusation against Egmont—Sketch
of his reply—Reflections Jipon the two trials—Attitude of Orange—His published "Jus-
tification"—His secret combinations—His commission to Count Louis—Large sums of

money subscribed by the Xassau family, by Xether'and refugees, and others—Great
persoii.ll sacrifices made by the Prince—Quadruple scheme for invading the Ketherlanda—Defeat of the patriots under CocqueviUe—Defeat of Villers—Invasion of Friesland by
Count Louis—Measures of Alva to oppose him—Command of the royalists intrusted to

Aremberg and Meghem—^The Duke's plan for the campaign—-Skirmish at Dam—Deten-
tion of Meghem—Count Louis at Heil;ger-Lee—Nature of the ground—Advance of .Arem-

berg—Disposition of the jxitriot for*.s—Imjjatience of the Spanish troops to engage—

1
Correspoadanco de Philippe XL, ii. 725,

t26. Bor, iv.

«
Ibid., iv. 219.

* " La nompareille forteressc du monde."—Brautime. Vie de Don Sancho d'Avila.
* De Thou, T. 300. Bor, iv. 219. Hoofd,

Iv. 151. Bentivoglio, iv. 53.
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Battle of Heilisfii'Lec—Defeat and death of Aroniberg—Death of Adolphus Nassau-
Effects of the battle—Anger and sovore measures of Alva— Ei^'hteen nobles executed ut
Brussels—Sentence of death pronounced upon Kgmont and Horn—The Bishop of Ypres
sent to Egmont—Fruitless intercession by the Prelate and the Countess—Egmont's last

night in prison—The "Grande Place" at Brussels—Details concerning the execution of

Egmont and llom—Observation upon the characters of the two nobles—Destitute con-
dition of Egmont's family.

Late in October, the Diike of Alva
made liis triumphant entry into the

new fortress. During his absence,

which was to continue during the re-

mainder of the year, he had ordered

the Secretary Courteville and the

Councillor del Rio to superintend the

commission, which was then actually

engaged in collecting materials for the

prosecutions to be instituted against
the Prince of Orange and the other

nobleswho hadabandoned the country.^

Accordingly, soon after his return, on
the 19th of January 1568, the Prince,
his brother Louis of Nassau, his

brother-in-law. Count Van den Berg,
the Count Hoogstraaten, the Count

Culemburg, and the Baron Montigny,
were summoned in the name of Alva
to appear before the Blood-Council,
within thrice fourteen days from the

date of the proclamation, under pain
of perpetual banishment with confis-

cation of their estates. '^ It is needless

to say that these seigniors did not

obey the summons. They knew full

well that their obedience would be

rewarded only by death.

The charges against the Prince of

Orange, which were drawn up in ten

articles, stated chiefly and briefly, that

he had been, and was, the head and
front of the rebellion ;

that as soon as

his Majesty had left the Netherlands,
he had begun his machinations to

make himself master of the country,
and to expel his sovereign by force, if

he should attempt to return to the

provinces; that he had seduced his

Majesty's subjects by false pretences
that the Spanish Inquisition was about
to be introduced; that he had been

the secret encoui-ager and director of

Brederode and the confederated nobles;
and that when sent to Antwerp, in the

name of the Regent, to put down the

rebellion, he had encouraged heresy

1 Gachard. Notice, etc., 10, 11.
= Bor, iv. 220, 221, 222. Meteren, 50. V.

d. Vynckt, ii. 77.

and accorded freedom of religion to

the Reformers.'*

The articles against Hoogstraaten
and the other gentlemen were of

similar tenor. It certainly was not a

slender proof of the calm effrontery of

the government thus to see Alva's

proclamation charging it as a crime

upon Orange that he had inveigled the

lieges into revolt by a false assertion

that the Inquisition was about to be

established, when letters from the
Duke to Philip, and from Granvelle to

Philip, dated upon nearly the same

day, advised the immediate restoration

of the Inquisition as soon as an ade-

quate number of executions had paved
the way for the measure.^ It waa
also a sufficient indication of a reckless

despotism, that while the Duchess,
who had made the memorable Accord
with the Religionists, received a flattei--

ing letter of thanks and a farewell

pension of fourteen thousand ducats

yearly, those who, by her orders, had
acted upon that treaty as the basis of

their negotiations, were summoned to

lay down their heads upon the block.

The Prince replied to this summons
by a brief and somewhat contemptuous
plea to the jurisdiction. As a Knight
of the Fleece, as a member of the

Germanic Empire, as a sovereign

prince in France, aa a citizen of the

Netherlands, he rejected the authority
of Alva and of his self-constituted

tribunal. His innocence he was -will-

ing to establish before competent
courts and righteous judges. As a

Knight of the Fleece, he said he could

be tried only by his peers, the brethren

of the order, and, for that purpose, ho
could be summoned only by the King
as Head of the Chapter,- with the sanc-

tion of at least six of his fellow-knights.
In conclusion, he offered to appear be-

fore his Imperial Majesty, the Electors,

' See the document condensed in Bor, ubi

supra.
* Correspondance de Philippe II» (. 624.
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and other members of the Empire, or

before the Knights of the Golden
Fleece. In the latter ease, be claimed

the right, under the statutes of that

order, to be placed while the trial was

pending, not in & solitary prison, as

had been the fate of Egmont and

Horn, but under the friendly charge
and protection of the brethren them-
selves. The letter was addressed to

the prociirator-general, and a duplicate
was forwarded to the Duke.^
From the general tenor of the docu-

ment, it is obvious both that the
Prince was not yet ready to' throw
down the gauntlet to his sovereign,
nor to proclaim his adhesion to the
new religion. On departing from the

Netherlands in the spring, he had said

openly that he was still ia possession
of sixty thousand floriiis yearly, and
that he should commence no hostilities

against Philip, so long as he did not
disturb him in his honour or his

estates.*

His character had, however, already
been attacked, his property threatened
with confiscation. His closest ties of

family were now to be severed by the
hand of the tyrant. His eldest child,
the Count de Buren, torn from his

protection, was to be carried into in-

definite captivity in a foreign land.

It was a remarkable oversight, for a

person of his sagacity, that, upon his

own departiu-e from the provinces, he
should leave his son, then a boy of

thirteen years, to pursue his studies
at the college of Louvain. Thus ex-

posed to the power of the government,
he was soon seized as a hostage for the

good behaviour of the father. Gran-
veUe appears to have been the first to
recommend the step in a secret letter
to PhUip,* but Alva scarcely needed

prompting. Accordingly, upon the
13th of February 1568, the Duke sent
the Seignior de Chassy to Louvain,
attended by four officers and by twelve
archers. He was furnished with a
letter to the Count de Buren, in which
that young nobleman was requested
to place implicit confidence in the

» See the letter in Bor, iv. 222, 223, 22-t.
'
Reidani, i. 5.

"
Oorrespondaoce de Philippe II, i. 70L

3G3

bearer of the despatch, and was in-

formed that the desire which his

Majesty had to see him educated for

his service, was the cause of the com-
munication which the Seignior de

Chassy was about to make.'*

That gentleman was, moreover, mi-

nutely instructed as to his method of

proceeding in this memorable case of

kidnapping. He was to present the

letter to the yoimg Coimt in presence
of his tutor. He was to invite him to

Spain in the name of his Majesty. He
was to assure him that his Majesty's
commands were solely with a view to

his own good, and that he was not
commissioned to arrest, but only to

escort him. He was to allow the

Coimt to be accompanied only by two

valets, two pages, a cook, and a keeper
of accounts. He was, however, to in-

duce his tutor to accompany him, at

least, to the S}>anish frontier. He was
to arrange that the second day after his

arrival at Louvain, the Count should

set out for Antwerp, where he was to

lodge with Count Lodron, after which

they were to proceed to Flushing,
whence they were to embark for Spain.
At that city he was to dehver the

young Prince to the person whom he
would find there, commissioned for

that piurpose by the Duke. As soon
as he had made the first proposition at

Louvain to the Count, he was, with
the assistance of his retinue, to keep
the most strict watch over him day
and night, but without allowing the

supervision to be perceived.'
The plan was carried out admirably.

It was fortunate, however, for the kid-

nappers, that the young Prince proved
favom-ably disposed to the plan. He
accepted the invitation of his captors
with alacrity. He even wrote to thank
the governor for his friendly offices in

his behalf.® He received with boyish
gratification the festivities with which
Lodron enlivened his brief sojourn at

Antwerp, and he set forth without re-

luctance for that gloomy and terrible

land of Spain, whence so rarely a Yie-

mish traveller had returned.^ A change-

*
Ibid., ii. 730.

•
Ibid., ii. 729. •

Ibid., ii. 734.
f
Ibid., ii. 729, 730, 733, 734, 735, 737.—
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ling, as it were, from his cradle, he
Beemed completely transformed by liis

Spanish tuition, for he M'as educated
and not sacrificed by Philip. When
he returned to the Nethei'lands, after

a twenty years' residence in Spain, it

was difficult to detect in his gloomy
brow, saturnine character, and Jesuiti-

cal habits, a trace of the generous spirit
which characterised that race of heroes,
the house of Orange-Nassau.

Philip had expressed some anxiety
as to the consequences of this capture

upon the governments of Germany.^
Alva, however, reassured his sovereign

upon that point, by reason of the ex-

treme docility of the captive, and the

quiet manner in which the arrest had
been conducted. At that particular

juncture, moreover, it would have been
difficult for the government of the Ne-
therlands to excite surprise anywhere,
except by an act of clemency. The

president and the deputation of pro-
fessors from the university of Louvain
waited upon Vargas, by whom, as act-

ing president of the Blood-Council, the

arrest had nominally been made, with
a remonstrance that the measure was
in gross violation of their statutes and

])rivUeges. That personage, however,
with his usual contempt both for law

and Latin, answered brutally,
" Non

curamus vcstros privilegios," and with
this memorable answer, abruptly closed

his interview with the trembling pe-
dants.'

Petitions now poured into the coun-

cil from all quarters, abject recanta-

tions from terror-stricken municipali-

ties, humble intercessions in behalf of

doomed and imprisoned victims. To
a deputation of the magistracy of Ant-

werp, who came with a prayer for

mercy in behalf of some of their most

distinguished fellow-citizens, then in

prison, the Duke gave a passionate and
ferocious reply. He expressed his won-

der that the citizens of Antwerp, that

hotbed of treason, should dare to ap-

proach him in behalf of traitors and
heretics. Let them look to it in future.

Compare Strada, i. 311, 312. lloofd, iv. lo'I

Bi-andt, i. 463. Bor, iv. 222. V. d. Vynckt,
u. 97, 93.

1 Correspondance de Philippo II., i, 731.
2 Bor, iv. 222. V. d. Vynckt, ii. 93.
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he continued, or he would hang every
man in the whole city, to set an exam-

ple to the rest of the country; for his

Majesty would rather the whole land
should become an uninhabited wilder-

ness, than that a single dissenter should
exist within its territory.^

Events now marched with rapidity.
The monarch seemed disposed literally
to execute the threat of his viceroy.

Early in the year, the most sublime
sentence of death was promulgated
which has ever been pronounced since

the creation of the world. The Roman
tyrant wished that his enemies' heads
were all upon a single neck, that ho

might strike them off at a blow
;
the

Inquisition assisted Philip to place the
heads of all his Netherland subjects

upon a single neck for the same fell

purpose. Upon the 16th Februai7/
1568, a sentence of the Holy Office

condemned all the inhabitants of the
Netherlands to death as heretics. From
this universal doom 07ily a few persons,

especially navied, were excej^ted.'' A
proclamation of the King, dated ten

days latei', confirmed this decree of the

Inquisition, and ordered it to be carried

into instant execution, without regard
to age, sex, or condition." This is pro-

bably the most concise death-warrant
that was ever framed. Three millions

of people, men, women, and children,
were sentenced to the scaffold in three

lines ; and, as it was well known that

these were not harmless thimders, like

some bulls of the Vatican, but serious

and practical measures, which were to

be enforced, the horror which they
produced may be easily imagined. It

was hardly the purpose of government
to compel the absolute xiompletion of

the wholesale plan in all its length and

breadth, yet in the hon-ible times upon
whichthey had fallen, the Netherlandera

might be excused for believing that no
measure was too monstrous to be ful-

filled. At any rate, it was certain that

when all were condemned, anj might
at a moment's warning be carried to

the scaffold, and this was precisely the

"^"lloofd, iv. 157. Bor, iv. 215, 210, 217.

* Bor, iv. 226. Iloofd, iv. 158. Meteroa,
49.

* Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, ubi eup.
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course adopted by the authorities. Un-
der this universal decree the industiy
of the Blood-CovmcU might now seem

Bupenluous. Why should not these

mock prosecutions be dispensed with

against individuals, now that a common
sentence had swallowed the whole po-

pulation in one vast grave ? Yet it may
be supposed that if the exertions of the

commissioners and councillors served

no other purpose, they at least fur-

nished the government with valuable

evidence as to the relative wealth and
other circumstances of the individual

victims. The leading thought of the

government being, that persecution,

judiciously managed, might fructify
into a golden harvest,^ it was stUl de-

sirable to persevere in the cause in

which already such bloody progress had
been made.
And under this new decree, the exe-

cutions certainly did not slacken. Men
in the highest and the humblest posi-
tions were daily and hourly dragged to

the stake. Alva, in a single letter to

Philip, coolly estimated the number of

executionswhich were to take place im-

mediately after the expiration of holy
week,

" at eight hundred heads." -

Many a citizen, convicted of a hun-
dred thousand florins and of no other

crime, saw himself suddenly tied to a

horse's tail, with his hands fastened

behind him, and so dragged to the

gallows.* But although wealth was an

impardonable sin, povertyproved rarely
a protection. Reasons sufficient could

alwaysbe found fordooming the starve-

ling labourer as well as the opulent
burgher. To avoid the disturbances
created in the streets by the frequent
harangues or exhortations addressed to

the bystanders by the victims on their

way to the scaffold, a new gag was in-

vented. The tongue of each prisoner
was screwed into an iron ring, and then
seared with a hot iron. The swelhng
and inflammation which were the im-
mediate result, prevented the tongue
from slipping through the ring, and of

1 " Hem (den Koniirg) opvullcnde met de
hoope van een ander Indie in 't .lenslaea der
rerbeurde goederen opgedaen te liebben ;

boewel 't nergens 200 breedt uitviel—Brandt,
i. 475. Bataviahe Arcadia, 677. Meteren,
(0, et mult, al

i
course effectually precluded all possi-

bility of speech.''

Although the minds of men were
not yet prepared for concentrated re-

volt against the tyranny under which

they were languishing, it was not pos-
sible to suppress all sentiments of hu-

manity, and to tread out every spark
of natiuxil indignation. Unfortunately,
in the bewilderment and misery of tlua

people, the first development of a for-

cible and organised resistance was of a

depraved and mahgnant character. Ex-
tensive bands of marauders and high-

way robbers sprang into existence, who
called themselves the Wild Beggars,'
and who, wearing the mask and the

symbols of a revolutionary faction,
committed great excesses in many
parts of the country, robbing, plunder-
ing, and murdering. Their principal
wrath was exercised against religious
houses and persons. Many monasteries
were robbed, many clerical persona
maimed and maltreated. It became a
habit to deprive priests of their noses
or ears, and to tie them to the tails of

horses.® This was the work of ruffian

gangs, whose very existence was en-

gendered out of the social and moral

putrescence to which the coimtry was
reduced and who were willing to profit

by the deep and imiversal hatred
which was felt against Catholics and
monks. An edict thimdered forth by
Alva,^ authorising and commanding all

persons to slay the wild beggars at

sight, without trial or hangman, was of

comparatively slight avail. An armed
force of veterans actively scouring the

countiy was more successful, and the
freebooters were, for a time, sup-
pressed.*
Meantime the Counts Egmont and

Horn had been kept in rigorous con-
finement at Ghent. Not a warrant
had been read or drawn up for their
arrest. Not a single preliminary in-

vestigation, not the shadow of an in-

formation, had preceded the long im-

prisonment of two men so elevated ia

* Correspondacce de Philippe IL. i. 754.
» Meteren, 50.
«

Ibid., 64. Hoofd, y. 173.
* Bor, iv, 224. Hoofd, •

Bor, iv. 224.
f Dated 27th Marcli 16«3, Bor, It. 2U.
8

11)14.
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rank, so dicstinguisibed in the public
setvicc* After the expiration of two
months, however, the Duke conde-
scended to commence a mock process
against them. The councillors ap-

pointed to this work were Vargas and
Del Rio, assisted by Secretary Praets.

These persons visited the Admiral on
the 10th, 11th, 12th, and 17th of

November, and Count Egmont on the

12th, 13th, 14th, and 16th of the same

month; requiring them to respond to

a long, confused, and rambling collec-

tion of interrogatories.* They were

obliged to render these replies in prison,
unassisted byany advocates, on penalty
of being condemned in contumaciam.^
The questions, awkwardly drawn up as

they seemed, were yet tortuously and

cunningly arranged with a view of en-

trapping the prisoners into self-contra-

diction. After this work had been com-

pleted, all the papers by which they in-

tended to justify their answers were
t-aken awayfrom them.* Previously, too,
their houses and those of their secreta-

ries, Bakkerzeel and Alonzo de la Loo,
had been thoroughly ransacked, and

every letter and document which could
be found placed in the hands of govern-
ment. Bakkerzeel, moreover, as al-

ready stated, had been repeatedly
placed upon the rack, for the purpose
of extorting confessions which might
implicate his master. These prelimi-
naries and precautionary steps having
been taken, the Counts had again been
left to their solitude for two months

longer. On the 10th January, each
was furnished with a copy of the de-

clarations or accusations filed against
him by the procurator-general. To
these documents, drawn up respectively
in sixty-tkree, and in ninety articles,"

they were required, within five days'
time, without the assistance of an ad-

vocate, and without consultation with
' La Deduction de riiinoceuce du Comte

de Homes, a.d. 156S, etc., 35, 3(5. Bor, iv.

195

si'Bor, iv. 190.
« La Deduction, etc., 36, 37.
«

Ibid., 39.
* Foppeus, Supp. a I'Hist. de Strada, etc.,

i. 24-63.
• Bor, iv. 195. La Deduction, etc., 39-

41.
w Ibid. La Deduction, etc., 45, 45.
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any human being, to deliver a written

answer, on pain, as before, of being
proceeded against and condemned by
default."

This order was obeyed within nearly
the prescribed period, and here, it may
be said, their own participation in their

trial ceased ; while the rest of the pro-

ceedings were buried in the deep
bosom of the Blood-CouncU. After
their answers had been delivered, and
not till then, the prisoners were, by an
additional mockery, permitted to em-

ploy advocates.^ These advocates,

however, were allowed only occasional

interviews with their clients, and al-

ways in the presence of certain per-

sons, especially deputed for that pur-

pose by the Duke.^ They were also

allowed commissioners to collect e\'i-

deuce and take depositions; but before
the witnesses were ready, a purposely
premature day, 8th of May, was fixed

upon for declaring the case closed, and
not a single tittle of their evidence,

personal or documentary, was ad-

mitted." Their advocates petitioned
for an exhibition of the evidence pre-

pared by government, and were r*
fused.^* Thus, they were forbidden to

use the testimony in their favour,
while that Avhich was to be employed
against them was kept secret. Finally,
the proceedings were formally con-

cluded on the 1st of June, and the

papers laid before the Duke.^^ The
mass of matter relatmg to these two
monster processes was declared, three

days afterwards, to have been examined—a physical impossibility in itself*^—
and judgment was pronoimced upon
the 4th of June. This issue was preci-

pitated by the campaign of Louis
Nassau in Friesland, forming a series

of important events which it will be
soon oiu: duty to describe. It is pre-

viously necessary, however, to add a

' La Deduction, etc., 42, 43. Compare
Vigl. !id Hopp, Ep., 44 and 45.

8 La Deduction de I'lnnocence, etc. 42,
43.

• La Deduction, etc., 48, 44. In the ciso
of EoTuojit, lie was declared "oxclns et de-

barte," and therefore dojirivcd of all right to

make defence, on the 14th May.—V. Supp.
to Strada, i. 102, 193. Appointment of AJ va.

10 La Deduction, etc., 43.
U Bor, iv. 23d.
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few words in eUicidatiou of the tno
mock trials which have been thus

briefly sketched.

The proceedings had been carried

on, from first to last, under protest

by the prisoners, under a thi-eat of con-

tumacy on the part of the government.^
Apart from the t-otally irresponsible
and illegal character of the tribunal

before Avhich they were summoned—
the Blood-CouncU bemg a private in-

stitution of Alva's, without pretext or

commission — these nobles acknow-

ledged the jurisdiction of but three

covjts.

As Knights of the Golden Fleace,
both claimed the privilege of that

order to be tried by its statutes. As a

citizen and noble of Brabant, Egmont
claimed the protection of the "

Joyeuse
Entree," a constitution which had been
Bwom to by Philip and his ancestors,
and by Philip more amply than by all

his ancestors. As a member and Comit
of the Holy Roman Empire, the Ad-
miral claimed to be tried by his peei-s,

the electoi-s and princes of the realm."^

The Countess Egmont, smce her hus-
band's arrest, and the confiscation of

his estates before judgment, had been
reduced to a life of poverty as well as

agony. With her eleven children, all

of tender age, she had taken refuge in

a convent. Frantic with despair, more
utterly desolate, and more deeply
wronged than high-bom lady had ever
been before, she left no stone unturned
to save husband from his fate, or at

least to obtain for him an impartial
and competent tribunal. She addressed
the Duke of Alva, the King, the Em-
peror, her brother the Elector Palatine,
and many leading Knights of the
Fleece.^ The Countess Dowager of

Horn, both whose sons now lay in the

jaws of death, occupied herself also

with the most mo-ving appeals to the
same high personages.* Xo pains were
spared to make the triple plea to the

367

1 La Deduction, etc., 40, 41.
' Bor, iv. 195.
»

Ibid., iv. 1S3, 189, 190.
* La Deductii.n, etc., C05-t>42. Bor, ubi

•up. » La Deduction, etc., ubi sup.• Bor, iv. 1S3. Foppeus, Sunn, do Strailn.
I. 16-22.
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juiisdictiou valid. Tlie leading Knights
of the Fleece, Slansfeld, whose loyalty
w:i3 unquestioned, and Hoogstraaten.

although himself an outlaw, called

upon the King of Spain to protect the

statutes of the illustrious order of

which he was the chief.^ The estates

of Brabant, upon the petition of Sabina,
Countess Egmont, that they woidd
take to heart the pri\-ilege3 of the pro-

vince, so that her husband might enjoy
that protection of which the meanest
citizen in the land could not be justly

deprived, addressed a feeble and trem-

bling protest to Alva, and enclosed to

him the lady's petition.** The Em-
peror, on behalf of Count Horn, wrote

personally to Philip, to claim for him
a trial before the membera of the
realm. '^

It was all in vain. The conduct of

Philip and his Viceroy coincided in

spirit with the honest brutality of

Vargas.
" Non curamus reshvs privi-

leffios," summed up the whole of the

proceedings. Non curamiis resfrospri'

t-ileffios had been the unanswerable re-

ply to every constitutional argument
which had been made against tyranny
since Phihp mounted his father's

throne. It was now the only re-

sponse deemed necessary to the crowd
of petitions in favour of the Coimts,
whether they proceeded from sources

humble or aug\ist. Personally, the

King remained silent as the grave. In

writing to the Duke of Alva, he ob-

served, that " the Emperor, the Dukes
of Bavaria and Lon-aine, the Duchess
and the Duchess-Dowager, had writteii

to him many times, and in the most

pressing manner, m favour of the
Counts Horn and Egmont." He added,
that he had made no replj' to them,
nor to other Knights of the Fleece
who had implored him to respect the
statutes of the order, and he begged
Alva " to hasten the process as fast as

possible." To an earnest autograph

de rinuoeence, etc., 609. It is dated 20th
October 1567. The Emperor claims for the
Admiral, as member of tlie Enipire, a trial

before tlie electors and princes of the holy
realm, speaks of Iiis diatiuguislied services,
and implores his i-elease from a cnnfinemenfe
"the reasons for wiiicli are eatirely oon-

' The letter is published iu the Deduction i cealed and m^lcnowii."
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letter, in which the Emperor, on the

2cl of March I0G8, made a last effort

to save the illustrious prisoners, ho re-

plied, that " the whole world would
at last approve his conduct, but that,
at any rate, he would not act differ-

ently, even if he should risk the loss

of the i^rovinces, and if the sky should

fall on his head." ^

But little heed was paid to the re-

monstrances in behalf of the imperial
courts, or the privileges of Brabant.

These were but cobweb impediments
which, indeed, had long been brushed

away. President Viglius was even pa-
thetic on the subject of Madame Eg-
mont's petition to the Council of Bra-

bant. It was so bitter, he said, that

the Duke was slightly annoyed, and
took it ill that the royal servants in

that council should have his Majesty's
interests so little at heart.'' It seemed
indecent in the eyes of the excellent

Frisian, that a wife pleading for her

husband, a mother for her eleven

children, so soon to be fatherless,
shoixld indulge in strong language !

The statutes of the Lleece were ob-

stacles somewhat more serious. As,

however, Alva had come to the Nether-
lands ^

pledged to accomplish the de-

struction of these two nobles, as soon

as he should lay his hands upon them,
it was only a question of form, and
even that question was, after a little

reflection, unceremoniously put aside.

To the petitions in behalf of the two

Counts, therefore, that they should be

placed in the fiiendly keeping of the

order, and be tried by its statutes, the

Duke replied, peremptorily, that he
had undertaken the cognisance of this

affair by commission of his Majesty,
as sovereign of the land, not as head
of the Golden Fleece, that he should

carry it through as it had been com-

menced, and that the Counts should

discontinue presentations of petitions

upon this point.*
In the emban-assment created by the

stringent language of these statutes,

1
Correspond ance de Philippe II., ii. 7C2.

S3e also Ibid., 738, 739, 746, 750.
2
Vigl. ad Hopp., Epist. xxiv. 400.

* V. Gachard. Notice sur le Conseil des

Troubles, 13, 14. Wagenaer, Vadevl. Hist.

Deel. vi, 2T8. Hoofd, iv.
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Doctor Viglius found an opportunity
to make himself veiy useful. Alva
had been turaing over the laws and

regulations of the order, but could find

no loophole. The President, however,
came to his rescue, and annoiinced it

as his legal 02">inion that the Governor
need concern himself no further on
the subject, and that the code of the
Fleece offered no legal impediment to

the process.* Alva immediately wrote
to commimioate this opinion to Philip,

adding, with great satisfaction, that he
should immediately make it known to

the brethren of the order, a step which
was the more necessary because Eg-
mont's advocate had been making
great trouble with these pri%-ileges,
and had been protesting at every step
of the proceedings.'' In what manner
the learned President argued these

troublesome statutes out of the way,
has nowhere appeared; but he com-

pletely reinstated himself in favour,
and the King wrote to thank him for

his legal exertions.

It was now boldly declared that the

statutes of the Fleece did not extend
to such crimes as those with which
the prisoners were charged. Alva,

moreover, received an especial patent,

ante-datgd eight or nine months, by
wliich Philip empowered him to pro-
ceed against all persons implicated in

the troubles, and particularly against

Knights of the Golden Fleece.^

It is superfluous to observe that

these were merely the arbitrary acts

of a despot. It is hardly necessary to

criticise such proceedings. The exe-

cution of the nobles had been settled

before Alva had left Spain. As they
were inhabitants of a constitutional

country, it was necessary to stride over

the constitution. As they were Knights
of the Fleece, it was necessary to set

aside the statutes of the order. The
Netherland constitutions seemed so

entirely annihilated already, that they
covdd hardly be considered obstacles

;

but the order of the Fleece was an

* Bor. iv. ISO. La Deduction, etc., 64_'.

Suppl. a I'Hlst. de Strada, i. 11-16.
* "La chose ne laiss-e rien t desirer."—

Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 712.
* Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 714
' Ibid., i. 653, 705; and ii. 731.
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august little repviblic, of which Pliilip

\v;X3 the hereditary chief, of which

emperors, kings, and great seignioi-s

were the citizens. Tyranny might be

erabnn-assedby such subtle and golden
filaments as these, even while it crashed

through miinicipal charters as if they
had been reeds and bulrushes. Never-

theless, the Iviug's course was taken.

Although the thirteenth, fourteenth,
and fifteenth chapters of the order ex-

pressly provided for the trial and pu-
nishment of brethren who had been

guilty of rebellion, heresy, or treason,^

and although the eleventh chapter,

peri^etual and immutable, of additions

to that constitution by the Emperor
Charles,'' conferred on the order exclu-

sive jurisdiction over all crimes what-
ever committed by the knights, yet it

was coolly proclaimed by Alva, that

the crimes for which the Admiral and

Kgmont had been an-ested were be-

yond the powers of the trib\mal.

So much for the plea to the jurisdic-
tion. It is hardlyworth while to look any
further into proceedings whichwere ini-

tiated andbrought to a conclusion in the

manner already nairated. Nevertheless,
as they were called a process, a single

glance at the inteiior of that mass of

documents can hardly be superfluous.
The declaration against Count Horn,

upon which, supported by invisible

witnesses, he was condemned, was in

the nature of a narrative. It consisted
in a rehearsal of circumstances, some
tiiie and some fictitious, with five in-

ferences. These five inferences amount-

1 Vide "Repouse en Forme de Missive
fiiite par Monseigneur le Comte de Hoch-
strate au Procureur-General du Conseil de
Crime, 28th Feb. 156S,

"
vs-ith a letter of same

date from that nobleman to the Duke of
Alva, euclosiiig copies of the text of all the
statutes of the Golden Fleece bearing upon
these questions, with the addition of copious
citations from the text of the "

Jojeuso En-
tree."—Byv. Van. Auth. Stukken tot de
Hist. van. P. Bor, 17-3i

^ See tbe text of tliis chapter of additions
in the pamphlet above cited. The manner
of proceeding aj,'ainst a knight is therein
minutely prescriljed.
His arrest required a warrant, signed by

at least six kniglits, and he was afterwaris
to be kept, not in prison, but in " the ami-
able company of the said Order" (" I'aimable
comp:ignie du dit ordre"), while the jirocess,

according to tbe proper form, was taking its

cd to five crimes—Mgh treason, rebel-

lion, conspiracy, misprision of treason,
and breach of trust.-* The proof of

these crimes was evolved, in a dim and

misty manner, out of a purposely con-

fused recital. No events, however,
were recapitulated which have not
been described in the course of thia

history. Setting out with a general
statement, that the Admiral, the Prince
of Orange, Count Egmont, and other

lords, had organised a plot to expel his

Majesty from the Netherlands, and t<v

divide the provincesamong themselves ;

the declaration afterwai'ds proceeded
to particiUars. Ten of its sixty-thi-ee
articles were occupied with the Cardi-
nal Granvelle, who, by an absurd af-

fectation, was never directly named,
but called "a certain personage—a

principal personage
—a grand person-

age, of his Majesty's state council."'^

None of the offences committed against
him were forgotten : the 11th of March
letter, the fool's-cap, the livery, were

reproduced in the most violent colours,
and the cabal against the minister waa

quietly assumed to constitute treason

against the monarch.
The Admiral, it was further charged,

had advised and consented to the fu-

sion of the finance and privy councils
with that of state, a measure which
was clearly treasonable. He had, more-

over, held inteiwiews with the Prince
of Orange, with Egmont, and other

nobles, at Breda, and at Hoogstraaten,
at which meetings the confederacy
and the petition had been engendered.

course. These details are curious. Tha
cause of the Golden Fleece is not one of uni-
versal interest, but the stringent and impe-
rious character of the statutes, which wera
thus boldly and contemptuously violated,
seemed a barrier which would have resisted
even the attacks of the destroyer of tho
Brabant constitution. Philip had no more
difficulty in violating his oath as head of tha
Fleece than he had as Duke of Brabant.
The charter of the "Joyeuse Entree" and
its annihilation deserve a memorable placa
in the history of constitutional Uberty. The
article xvii. alone, was a sufficient shield to
protect not only a grand seignior like Eg-
mont, but the humblest citizen of the pro-
vince.—Deduction de I'lunocence, etc., 68X-
590.

3 La Deduction, etc., 72, T3.
*
Interrogatories of Count Horn, ia Bor,

ir. 190 and seq.

2a
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That petition bad been the cause of all

the evils which had swept the land.
"

It had scandalously injured the King,
by affii-ming that the inquisition was a

tyranny to humanity, which was an in-

famous and umcortky proposition."
^

The confederacy, with his knowledge
and countenance, had enrolled 30,000
men. He had done nothing, any more
than Orange or Egmont, to prevent
the presentation of the petition. In
the consultation at the state-council

which ensued, both he and the Prince
were for leaving Brussels at once, while
Count Egmont expressed an intention

of going to Aix to drink the waters.

Yet Count Egmont's appearance (pro-
ceeded this indiciment ar/ainst another

indiiidual) exhibited not a single sign of

Bickness. - The Admiral had, moreover,
drunk the toast of

"
Vivent Ics gueux

"

on various occasions, at the Culemburg
House banquet, at the private table of

the Prince of Orange, at a supper at

the monastery of Saint Bernard's, at

a dinner given by Burgomaster Straa-

len. He had sanctioned the treaties

with the rebels at Duifel, by which he

kad clearly rendered himself guilty of

high treason. He had held an inter-

view with Orange, Egmont, and Hoog-
Btraaten, at Denremonde, for the trea-

sonable purpose of arranging a levy
of troops to prevent his Majesty's en-

trance into the Netherlands. He had
refused to come to Brussels at the re-

quest of the Duchess of Parma, when
the rebels were about to present the

petition. He had written to his se-

cretary that he was thenceforth re-

solved to serve neither King nor Kaiser.

He had received from one Taffin, with
marks of approbation, a paper, stating
that the assembling of the states-gene-
ral was the only remedy for the troubles

in the land. He had repeatedly afiii-m-

ed that the Inquisition and edicts ought
to be repealed.
On his arrival at Toumay, in August,

1566, the people had cried
"
Vivent les

giieux;" a proof that he liked the cry.

1
Cliargea against Count Horn, art. xv.

Bor, iv. 191.—The same words occur also in

tlie ch.irges against Count Egmont. Proces

d'Egmont, art. xii. "Scavoir de proposer
par jurement que I'inquisition contient en
eoi tyrauuie impassant toute barbarie, qui

AW his transactions at T<.iurnay, fi-ora

first to last, had been criminal. H'i

had tolerated reformed preaching, he
ha,d forbidden Cathohcs and Protestants
to molest each other, he had omitted
to execute heretics, he had allowed the

religionists to erect an edifice for pub-
lic worship outside the walls. He had
said, at the house of Prince Espinoy,
that if the King sliOTdd come mto the

provinces with force, he would oppose
him with 15,000 troops. He had said,
if his brother Montigny should be de-

tained in Spain, he would march to hia

rescue at the head of 50,000 men whom
he had at his command. He had on
various occasions declared that " men
should live according to their con-

sciences"—as if divine and human laws

were dead, and men, like wild beasts,

were to follow all their lusts and de-

sires. Lastly, he had encouraged <ho
rebellion in Valenciennes.-^

Of all these crimes and misdeeds the

procurator declared himself sufficiently

informed, and the aforesaid defendant

entirely, commonly, and publicly de-

famed.*

Wherefore, that officer terminated
his declaration by claiming

" that the

cause should be concluded summarily,
and without figure or form of process;
and that^therefore, by his Excellency,
or his sub-delegated judges, the afore-

said defendant should be declared to

have in diverse ways committed high
treason, should be degraded from his

dignities, and should be condemned to

death, with confiscation of aU his

estates." '

The Admiral thus peremptorily sum-

moned, within five days, without assist-

ance, without documents, and from the
walls of a prison, to answer to these

charges, solus ex vinculis causam dicere,

imdertook his task with the boldness

of innocence.'' He protested, of course,
to the jm-isdiction, and complained of

the want of an advocate, not in order

to excuse any weakness in his defence,
but only any inelegance in his state-

sont ijarolles infiimes et iudignes d'fitre

pcusez."
—Supp. de Strada, i. 31.

2 Charges against Count Horn, art. xx.
'

Ibid., V. Bor, iv. 190-195.
« Ibid. Bor, iv. 195. » Ibid.
« Ibid. La Deduction, etc, 57, G8.
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meut. He then proceeded flatly to

deny some of the facts, to admit others,

and to repel tae whole treasonable iu-

feren^e.^ His answer in all essential

respects was triumphant. Supported

by the evidence which, alas ! was not

collected and published till after his

death, it was impregnable.
He denied that he had ever plotted

against his King, to whom he had ever

been attached, but admitted that he

had desired the removal of Granvelle,
to whom he had always been hostile.

He had, however, been an open and
avowed enemy to the Cardinal, and had
been engaged in no secret conspiracy

against his character, or against his

life.- He denied that the livery (for

which, however, he was not responsible)
had been intended to ridicule the Car-

dinal, but asserted that it was intended

to afford an example of economy to an

extravagant nobUity.^ He had met

Orange and Egmont at Breda and

Hoogstraaten, and had been glad to do

BO, for he had been long separated from
them. These interviews, however, had
been social, not political, for good cheer

and merrymaking,* not for conspiracy
and treason. He had never had any
connexion with the confederacy ;

he
had neither advised nor protected the

petition, but, on the contrary, after

hearing of the contemplated movement,
had written to give notice thereof to

the Duchess. He was in no manner
allied with Brederode, but, on the con-

trary, for various reasons, was not upon
friendly terms with him.^ He had not
entered his hoiise since his return from

Spain.® He had not been a party to

the dinner at Culemburg House. Upon
that day he had dined with the Prince
of Orange, with whom he was lodging,
and, after dinner, they had both gone
together to visit Mansfeld, who was con-

fined with an inflamed eye. There they
had met Egmont, and the three had pro-
ceeded together to Culemburg House
in order to bring away Hoogstraaten,
whom the confederates had compelled

1 Answer of Count Horn to the charges of
the procureur-general, in Bor, iv. 19&-209.

'
Ibid., 196, 197.

»
Ibid., art. V. Bor, 197.
Answer of Count Horn, art xiil., xiv.,

11)8,
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to dine with them; and also to warn
the nobles not to commit themselves

by extravagant and suspicious excesses.

They had remauied in the house but a

few minutes, during which time the

company had insisted upon their diiuk-

ing a single cup to the toast of
" Viient

le roy et lesgueux." They had then re-

tired, taking with them Hoogstraaten,
and all thinking that they had rendered

a service to the government by their

visit, instead of having made them-
selves liable to a charge of treason.'

As to the cries of
"

Viieiit Ics gueux"
at the tables of Orange, of the Abbot
of Saint Bernard, and at other places,
those words had been uttered by sim-

ple, harmless fellows; and as he con-

sidered the table a place of freedom,
he had not felt himself justified in re-

buking the manners of his associates,

particvilarly in houses where he was
himseK but a guest.* As for commit-

ting treason at the Dufiel meeting, he
had not been there at all.^ He thanked
God that, at that epoch, he had been
absent fi'om Brussels, for had he, as

well as Orange and Egmont, been com-
missioned by the Duchess to arrange
those difficult matters, he should have
considered it his duty to do as they
did.^* He had never thought of levy-

ing troops against his Majesty. The
Denremonde meeting had been held to

consult upon four subjects : the affairs

of Toumay; the intercepted lettere of

the French Ambassador, Alava; the

letter of Montigny, in which he warned
his brother of the evil impression which
the Netherland matters were making
in Spain; and the affairs of Antwerp),
from which city the Prince of Orange
found it necessary at that moment to

withdraw.^^ With regard to his absence
from Brussels, he stated that he had

kept away from the Court because he
was ruinedL He was deeply in debt,
and so complete was his embarrass-

ment, that he had been unable in Ant-

werp to raise 1000 crowns upon his

property, even at an interest of one

«
Ibid., art. xxi., 199, 200. « Ibid.

1 Ibid., ai-t. xxii.
8

Ibid., art. xxiv. xxv., 200.
*

Ibid., art. xxvi.
10 Ibid., art xxx.
11 Ibid., art, xxxiiX
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hundred per ceiit,^ So far fi-om being
able to levy troops, lie was hardly able

to pay for his daily bread. With re-

gard to his transactions at Toumay, he

had, throughout them all, conformed
himself to the instructions of Madame
de Parma. As to the cry of "

Virent

les gueux," he should not have cared at

jhat moment if the populace had cried

Vh'e Comte Horn, for his thoughts
were then occupied with more substan-

tial matters. He had gone thither

under a special commission from the

Duchess, and had acted under instruc-

tions daily received by her own hand.

He had, by her orders, effected a tem-

porary compromise between the two

religious parties on the basis of the

Duffel treaty. He had permitted the

public preaching to continue, but had
not introduced it for the first time.

He had allowed temples to be built

outside the gates, but it was by express
command of Madame, as he could prove

by her letters. She had even reproved
him before the council, because the

work had not been accomplished with

sufficient despatch.^ With regard to

his alleged threat, that he would oppose
the King's entrance with 15,000 men,
he answered with astonishing simpli-

city, that he did not remember making
any such observation, but it was im-

possible for a man to retain in his mind
all the nonsense which he might occa-

sionally utter.-* The honest Admiral

thought that his poverty, already plead-

ed, was so notorious, that the charge
was not worthy of a serious answer.

He also treated the observation which
he was charged with having made, rela-

tive to his marching to Spain with

50,000 men to rescue Montigny, as

"frivolous and ridiculous."'* He had

no power to raise a hundred men.

Moreover he had rejoiced at Montigny's

detention, for he had thought that to

be out of the Netherlands was to be

out of harm's way.^ On the whole, he

claimed that in all those transactions

of his which might be considered anti-

Catholic, he had been governed entirely
1 Answer of Count Horn, art., xxxiv.
2 Ibid., art. x.Kxix. xlvii.
» " Niot moglijk to gedenkon v.in alle

snlke kloino proposton."
—Answer of Count

Horn, art. i. 205.

[1568.

by the instructions of the Regent, and

by her Accord with the nobles. That
Accord, as she had repeatedly stated to

him, was to be kept sacred until his

Majesty, by advice of the states-general,
should otherwise ordain."

Finally, he observed that law was
not his vocation. He was no pettifog-

ger, but he had endeavoured loyally to

conform himself to the broad and gene-
ral principles of honour, justice, and
truth. In a very few and simple words,
he begged his judges to have regard to

his deeds, and to a life of loyal service.

If he had erred occasionally in those

times of tumult, his intentions had ever
been faithful and honourable.''

The charges against Count Egmont
were very similar to those against
Count Horn. The answers of both
defendants were nearly identical. In-

terrogations thus addressed to two dif-

ferent persons, as to circumstances
which had occurred long before, could

not have been thus separately, secretly,
but simultaneously answered iu lan-

guage substantially the same, had not
that language been the words of trutli.

Egmont was accused generally of plot-

ting with others to expel the King
from the provinces, and to divide the

territory among themselves. Through
a long sefries of ninety articles, he was
accused of conspiring against the cha-

racter and life of Cardinal Granvelle.

He was the inventor, it was charged,
of the fool's-cap liveiy. He had joined
in the letters to the King, demanding
the prelate's removal. He had favoured
the fusion of the three councils. He
had maintained that the estates-general

ought to be forthwith assembled, that

otherwise the debts of his Majesty and
of the country could never be paid, and
that the provinces would go to the

French, to the Germans, or to the

devil. ^ He had asserted that he would
not be instrumental in burning forty
or fifty thousand men, iu order that the

inquisition and the edicts might be sus-

tained.^ He had declared that the

edicts were rigorous. He had advised

*
Ibid., artTiiT » Ibidl

• Ibid.,passim, butparticularlyart.iv ,205.
7 Ibid. Conclusion, 208. 200.
8 Inteirogatoircs de Comte d'EgmoDt, SlSi
» Ibid.
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the Duchess to moderate them, 'and

remoye the Inquisition, saying that

these measures, with a pardon general,
in addition, were the only means of

quieting the country. He had advised

the formation of the confederacy, and

promised to it his protection andfavour.
He had counselled the presentation of

the petition. He had arranged all these

matters, in consultation with the other

nobles, at the interviews at Breda and

Hoogstraaten. He had refused the

demand of Madame de Pai-ma, to take

arms in her defence. He had expressed
his intention, at a most critical moment,
of going to the baths of Aix for his

health, although his personal appear-
ance gave no indi&^tion of any malady
whatever.^ He had countenanced and
counselled the proceedings of the rebel

nobles at Saint Trond. He had made
an accord with those of "the religion"
at Ghent, Bruges, and other places.
He had advised the Duchess to grant
a pardon to those who had taken up
arms. He had maintained, in common
with the Prince of Orange, at a session

of the state-council, that if Madame
should leave Brussels, they woidd as-

aemble the states-general of their own
authority, and raise a force of forty
thousand men. * He had plotted trea-

son, and made arrangements for the

levy of troops at the interview at Den-

remonde, with Horn, Hoogstraaten, and
the Prince of Orange. He had taken
imder his protection, on the 20th April,
1566, the confederacy of the rebels;
had promised that they should never
be molested, for the future, on account
of the Inquisition or the edicts, and
that so long as they kept within the
terms of the Petition and the Compro-
mise, he would defend them with his
own person. He had granted liberty
of preaching outside the waUs in many
cities within his government. He had
Baid repeatedly, that if the King de-
sired to introduce the Inqtdsition into
the Netherlands, he would sell all his

property and remove to another land
;

1 Proems d'Esrmoat, art. ix. Supp.
Strada, L 34. Ihia remark of Egmom's
was deemed so treasonable that, as already
stated, it was broujftt most supeifluously
into the iudictment against Horn.

* Proc^ d'EKmoiit, 326.
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thus declaring with how much con-

tempt and detestation he regarded the

said Inquisition.
^ He had winked at

all the proceedings of the sectaries.

He had permitted the cry of
"

Vivetxt

les gueux
"
at his table. He had assisted

at the banquet at Ctdembtirg House.*
These were tho principal points in

the long act of accusation. Like the

Admiral, Egmont admitted many of

the facts, and flatly denied the rest.

He indignantly repelled the possibility
of a treasonable inference from any of,

or all, his deeds. He had certainly de-

sired the removal of GranveUe, for he
believed that the King's service would

profit by his recalL He replied, almost

in the same terms as the Admiral had

done, to the charge concerning the

livery, and asserted that its principal

object had been to set an example of

economy. The fool's-cap and bells

had been changed to a bundle of

arrows, in consequence of a cet-tain rtir

mour which became rife in lirusseh,

and in obedience to an ordinance of

Madame de Parma.' As to the assem-

bling of the states-general, the fusion

of the councils, the moderation of the

edicts, he had certainly been in favour

of these measures, which he consi-

dered to be wholesome and lawful, not
mischievous or treasonable.^ He had

certainly maintained that the edicts

were rigorous, and had advised the

Duchess, imder the perilous circum-
stances of the country, to grant a

temporary modification until the plea.
sure of his Majesty coidd be known.
With regard to the Compromise, he
had advised all his friends to keep
out of it, and many in consequence
had kept out of it.'^ As to the pre-
sentation of the petition, he had given
Madame de Parma notice thereof, so

soon as he had heard that such a step
was contemplated.* He used the
same language as had been employed
by Horn with regard to the interview
at Breda and Hoogstraaten—that they
had been meetings of "good cheer"

* Ibid., art. Ixxiii., 54.
*
Tnterrogatoires d'Egmont, 327-S4S. Pro-

cbs d'E-mout. 24-63.
^

luterro^-atoires, 314. Proc&s d'Egmont,
65. «

Ibid., 312.

1
r Ibid , 317. »

Ibid., 318.
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and good fellowship.^ He had always
been at every moment at the com-
mand of the Duchess, save when he
aad gone to Flanders and Artois to

suppress the tiunults, accordmg to her

exjDress orders. He had no connexion
with the meeting of the nobles at

Saint Trend. He had gone to DuiFel

as special envoy from the Duchess, to

treat with certain plenipotentiaries

appointed at the Saint Trond meet-

ing.2 He had strictly conformed to

the letter of instructions, drawn up by
the Duchess, which would be found

among his papers,"* but he had never

promised the nobles his personal aid

or protection. With regard to the
Denremonde meetmg, he gave almost

exactly the same account as Horn had

given. The Prince, the Admiral, and

himself, had conversed between a

quarter past eleven and dinner time,
which was twelve o'clock, on various

matters, particularly upon the Kmg's
dissatisfaction with recent events in

the Netherlands, and upon a certain

letter from the Ambassador Alava in

Paris to the Duchess of Parma.'* He
had, however, expressed his opinion to

Madame that the letter was a forgery.
He had permitted public preaching in

certain cities, outside the walls, where
it had already been established, be-

cause this was in accordance with the

treaty which Madame had made at

Duffel, which she had ordered him
honourably to maintain. He had cer-

tainly winked at the rehgious exer-

cises of the Reformers, because he had
been expressly commanded to do so,

and because the government at that
time was not provided with troops to

suppress the new religion by force.

He related the visit of Horn, Orange,
and himself to Culemburg House, at

the memorable banquet, in almost the
same word* which the Admiral had
used. He had done all in his power

Dutch Republic. ri568.

1
lutciTogatoires, 319. Proces d'Egmont,

78.
2

Ibid., 330, 331. »
Ibid., 330.

*
Ibid., 326, .327.

»
Ibid., 327-310. Proces d'Egmont, 74,

75. sqq. ^
* La Deduction dc I'Imioceucc du Conito

de Homos, 57, 58, 59.
f Hoofd, V. 168, wlio relates Ibe fact on

Uic authority of Simou de Rycke, Couudllor

to prevent Madame from leaving Brus-

sels, in which eifort he had been suc-

cessful, and from which much good
had resulted to the country. He had
never recommended that a pardon
should be granted to those who had
taken up arms, but, on the contrary,
had advised their chastisement, as had
appeared in his demeanour towards
the rebels at Osterwel, Toumay, and
Valencieunes. He had never per-
mitted the cry of "

Vivent les c/ueux"
at his own table, nor encouraged it in
his presence anywhere else.^

Such were the leading features in
these memorable cases of what was
called high treason. Trial there was.
none. The tribunal was incompetent ;

the prisoners were without advocates
;

the government evidence was conceal-
ed

; the testimony for the defence was
excluded; and the cause was finally
decided before a thousandth part of
its merits could have been placed imder
the eyes of the judge who gave tha
sentence.®

But it is almost puerile to speak of

the matter in the terms usually appli-
cable to state trials. The case had
been settled in Madrid long before
the arrest of the prisoners in Brussels.

The sentence, signed by Philip in

blank, had been brought in Alva's

portfolio from Spain.^ The proceed-
ings were a mockery, and, so far as

any effect upon public opmion was
concerned, might as weU have been
omitted. If the gentlemen had been
shot in the covu-t-yard of Jassy House,
by decree of a drum-head court-mar-

tial, an hour after their arrest, the

rights of the provinces and the senti-

ments of hvimanity would not have
been outraged more utterly. Everj'
constitutional and natural right was
violated from first to last. This cer-

tainly v,-as not a novelty. ThousandiS
of ob.sciu'e individuals, whose rela-

of Amsterdam, who h.ad it from Philip, eld-
est son of Count E^!mont.—Compare Addresa
of the estates of IToIland to the states-gene-
ral

;
"Om dat u den Hurtofj somwijlen een

blank signet met des Coninx hand getckent
laet sien, schrijvendc daer in wat hem gelust
eu gelleft en scptrende dat het al versch, nit

Spangicn komt," etc., etc.—Bor, vi. 46.3.

Wageuacr, Vaderl. lli.st, vi. 278. Gachard,
Notice sur le Conscil dcs Trouble.?, 13.
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were not upon
thrones and in liigli places, but in

booths and collars, and whose fate,

therefore, did not send a shudder of

Bympa.thy throughout Europe, had

akeady been sacrificed by the Blood
tribunal The country was simply
under martial law— the entire po-

. piilation tmder sentence of death.

The whole civil power was in Alva's

hand; the whole responsibility in

Alva's breast. Neither the most ig-

noble nor the most powerful could

lift their heads ia the desolation which
was sweeping the country. This was
now proved beyond peradventure. A
miserable cobbler or weaver might be
hurried from his shop to the scaifold,

invoking the jiis de non evocando till

he was gagged, but the Emperor
would not stoop from his throne, nor
electors palatine and powerful nobles

rush to his rescue; but in behalf of

these prisoners the most august hands
and voices of Christendom had been
lilted up at the foot of Phihp's
throne; and their supplications had

proved as idle as the naillions of tears

and death-cries which had been shed
or uttered in the lowly places of the
land. It was obvious, then, that all

intercession must thereafter be use-

less. Philip was fanatically impressed
with his mission. His viceroy was

possessed by his loyalty as by a
demon. In this way alone, that con-

duct which can never be palliated may
at least be comprehended. It was

Philip's enthusiasm to embody the
wrath of God against heretics. It

was Alva's enthusiasm to embody the
wrath of Philip. Narrow-minded, isolat-

ed, seeing only that section of the world
which was visible through the loop-hole
of the fortress in which Nature had im-

prisoned him for Hfe, placing his glory
in unconditional obedience to his su-

perior, questioning nothing, doubting
nothing, fearing nothing, the viceroy
accomplished his work of hell with all

the tranquillity of an angel. An iron

will, which clove through eveiy ob-

stacle; adamantine fortitude, which
BtiBtained without flinching a moun-

tain of responsibility sufficient to

crush a common natui-e, were quahtiea

which, united to his fanatical obe-

dience, made him a man for PhUip'a
work such as could not have been
found again in the world.

The case, then, was tried before a

tribunal which was not only incompe-
tent, imder the laws of the land, but
not even a court of justice in any
philosophical or legal sense. Consti-

tutional and municipal law were not

more outraged in its creation, than all

natiomd and natural maxims.
The reader who has followed step by

step the career of the two distinguished
victims through the perilous days of

Margaret's administration, is suffi-

ciently aware of the amount of treason

with which they are chargeable. It

would be an insult to common sense

for U8 to set forth, in full, the injus-
tice of their sentence. Both were

guiltless towards the crown
;
while the

hands of one, on the contrary, were

deeply dyed in the blood of the people.
This truth was so self-e\-ident, that

even a member of the Blood-CouncU,
Pierre Axsens, president of Artois,
addressed an elaborate memoir to the
Duke of Alva, criticising the case

according to the rules of law, and

maintaining that Egmont, instead of

desei-ving punishment, was entitled to

a signal rewiird.'

So much for the famous treason of

Coimts Egmont and Horn, so far aa

regards the history of the proceedings
and the merits of the case. The last

act of the tragedy was precipitated by
occurrences which must be now nar-

rated.

The Prince of Orange hatl at last

thrown down the guantlet. Proscribed,

outlawed, with his Netherland pro-

perty confiscated, and his eldest cliild

kidnapped, he saw sufficient personal
justification for at last stepping into

the lista, the avowed champion of a
nation's wiongs. Whether the revo-

lution was to be successful, or to bo

disastrously crushed ; whether its result

would be to place him upon a throne
or a scaffold, he could not possibly

> Yan dev Vyntkt. ii 92, 93
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foresee. The Reformation, in whieli

he took both a political and a religious

interest, might prove a sufficient lever

in liis hands for the overthrow of

Spanish power in the Netherlands.

The Inquisition might roll back upon
his country and himself, crushing
them for ever. The chances seemed
with the Inquisition. The Spaniards,
under the first chieftain in Europe,
were encamped and entrenched in the

provinces. The Huguenots had just
made their fatal peace in Fi-ance, to

the prophetic dissatisfaction of Co-

ligny.^ The leading men of liberal

Bentinients in the Netherlands were

captive or in e.\ile. All were em-
barrassed by the confiscations, which,
in anticipation of sentence, had se-

vered the nerves of war. The coun-

try was terror-stricken, abject, for-

swearing its convictions, and im-

ploring only life. At this moment
\Yilliam of Orange re-appeared upon
the scene.

He replied to the act of condemna-

tion, which had been pronounced
against him in default, by a published

paper, of moderate length and great

eloquence. He had repeatedly offered

to place himself, he said, upon trial

before a competent court. As a

Knight of the Fleece, as a member
of the Holy Roman Empire, as a sove-

reign prince, he could acknowledge
no tribunol save the chapters of the

knights or of the realm. The Emperor's
personal intercession with Philip had
been employed in vain, to obtain the

adjudication of his case by cither.^

It would be both death and degrada-
tion on his part to acknowledge the

jurisdiction of the infamous Council

of Blood. He scorned, he said, to

plead his cause "before he knew
not v/hat base knaves, not fit to be

the valets of his companions and
himself."-'

He appealed therefore to the judg-
ment of the world. He published not

an elaborate argument, but a con-

densed and scathing statement of the

The Rise of the DiUch EejtUhUc. [loGa
outrages which had been practised

upon him.'' He denied that he had
been a party to the Compromise. He
denied that he had been concerned in

the Request, although he denounced
with scorn the tyranny which could
treat a petition to government as an
act of open war against the sovereign.
He spoke of Granvelle with unmeasured
wi-ath. He maintained that his own
continuance in office had been desired

by the Cardinal, in order that his per-
sonal popularity might protect the odi-

ous designs of the government. The
edicts, the Inquisition, the persecution,
the new bishoprics, had been the causes
of the tumults. He concluded with a
burst of indignation against Philip's
conduct toward himself. The monarch
had forgotten his services and those of

his valiant ancestors. He had robbed
him of honour, he had robbed him of

his son—both dearer to him than life.

By thus doing he had degraded himself
more than he had injured him, for he
had broken all his royal oaths and ob-

ligations."
The paper was published early in

the summer of 1568. At about the
same time, the Count of Hoogstraaten
published a similar reply to the act of

condemnation with which he had been
visited. He defended himself mainly
upon the ground, that all the crimes
of which he stood arraigned had been
committed in obedience to the literal

instructions of the Duchess of Parm;i,
after her Accord with the confede-
rates."

i The Prince now made the greatest

Ipossible exertions to raise funds and

[troops.
He had many meetings with

influential individuals in Germany.
The Protestant princes, particularly
the Landgrave of Hesse and the Elec-

tor of Saxonj', promised him assist-

ance. Ho brought all his powers of

eloquence and of diplomacy to make
friends for the cause which he had now
boldly espoused. The high-born De-
mosthenes electrified large assembliea

by his indignant invectives against the

1 PeThou, V. 414-417.
=
Iloofd, iv. ISO. De Thou, v. 3C2, SG3,

8cn.
8 Apologie d'Orange, 64, 65.

* Bor, iv. 227 ; and the text of the JustiC
cation in IJyv. Aut. Stukk, i. 3, et seq.

' Ibid., Bor, 1. 3. Kqq.
«
Bor, iv. 224.
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Spanish Phiiip.i He excelled eveu his

royal antagorist iu the iudustrious

subtlety with which he began to form
a thousaud combinations. He had

Iiigh correspondents and higher hopes
in England. He was already secretly
or openly in league with half the sove-

reigns of Germany. The Huguenots
of France looked upon him as their

friend, and on Louis of Xassau as their

inevitable chieftain, were Coligny de-

stined to fall.'' He was in league with
all the exiled and outlawed nobles of

the Netherlands.'* By his orders re-

cruits were daily enlisted, without
Boimd of drum. He granted a com-
mission to his brother Louis, one of

the most skilful and audacious soldiers

of the age, than whom the revolt could

not have found a more determined

partisan, nor the Prince a more faith-

ful lieutenant.

This commission, which was dated

DiUenburg, 6th April 1568, was a some-
what startling document. It autho-

rised the Coimt to levy troops and

wage war against Philip, strictly for

Philip's good. The fiction of loyalty

certainly never went further. The
Prince of Orange made kno%vn to aU
" to whom those presents should come,"
that through the affection which he
bore the gracious King, he purposed to

expel his Majesty's forces from the
Nethei-lands.

" To shew our love for

tlie monarch and his hereditary pro-

vinces," so ran the commission, "to

prevent the desolation hanging over
the country by the ferocity of the

Spaniards, to maintaui the privileges
sworn to by his ilajesty and his prede-
cessors, to prevent the extirpation of

all religion by the edicts, and to save
the sons and daughters of the land
from abject slavery, we have requested
our dearly-beloved brother Louis Nas-
sau to enrol as many troops as he shall

think necessary."
•

Van den Berg, Hoogstraaten, and
others, provided with similar powers,
were also actively engaged in levying

1
Hoofd, V. IGl-lC:?. Bentivoglio, lib. iv.

62-64. 2 De Thou, vi 36.
3
Hoofd, V. 1G3, 1C4. W;igenaer, Vaderl.

Hist, 266-268. Van. d. Vynckfc, ii. 23, 24.

Bor.iv. 227. De Thou, vi. 36. *
Ibid., iv. 233,

tS4. »
Ibid., iv. 234.

'
Hoofd. v. lo3.

troops ;

^ but the right hand of the re-

volt was Count Louis, as his illustrious

brother was its he.ad and heart. Two
himdi-ed thousand crowns was the suna

which the Prince considered absolutely

necessary for organising the army with
which he contemplated making an en-

trance into the Netherlands. Half this

amount had been produced by the cities

of Antwerp, Amsterdam, Leyden, Har-

lem, Middelburg, Flushing, and other

to'svus, as well as by refugee merchants
in England. The other half was sub-

scribed by individuals. The Prince

himself contributed 50,000 florins,

Hoogstraaten 30,000, Louis of Nassau

10,000, Culemburg 30,000, Van den

Berg .S0,000, the Dowager-Countess
Horn 10,000, and other persons in lesa

proportion.® Count John of Nassau
also pledged his estates to raise a large
sum for the cause. The Prince him-
self sold all his jewels, pilate, tapestry,
and other furniture, which were of al-

most regal magnificence.'' The splen-
dour of his station has been sufficiently

depicted. His fortune, his family, hia

life, his children, all were now ven--

tured, not with the recklessness of a

gambler, but with the calm conviction
of a statesman.

A private and most audacious at-

tempt to secure the person of Alva
and the possession of Briissels had
failed.^ He was soon, however, called

upon to employ all his energies against
the open warfare which was now com-
menced.

According to the plan of the Prince,
the provinces were to be att-acked

simultaneously, in three places, by his

heutenants, while he himself was wait-

ing in the neighbourhood of Cleves,

ready for a fourth assault. An army of

Huguenots and refugees was to enter

Artois upon the frontier of France
;
a

second, under Hoogstraaten, was to

operate between the Rhine and the
Meuse ; while Louis of Nassau was to

raise the standard of revolt in Fries-

land.*

• Confession of the Seigiieur de Villara.
Vide Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 75?.

8 Meteren, 51. Hoof.i, v. 163, 164. Men-
doza, ii. 39, 40.

9 Bor, iv. 233, 234. Hoofd, v. 161, IGi
Mon-iozn, f. 39, ct aoq.
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The two first adventures were de-

stined to be signally unsuccessful. A
force under Seigneur de Cocqueville,
latest of all, took the field towards the
end of June. It entered the baih-

wick of Hesdin in Artois, was imme-

diately driven across the frontier by the

Count de Roeulx, and cut to pieces at

St Valery by Mar^chal de Cosse, Go-
vernor of PicardJ^ This action was

upon the 18th July. Of the 2500 men
who composed the expedition, scarce

300 escaped. The few Netherlanders
who were 'taken prisoners were given
to the Spanish government, and, of

course, hanged.^
The force under the Seigneur de

Villars was earher iinder arms, and the
sooner defeated. This luckless gentle-

man, who had replaced the Count of

Hoogstraaten, crossed the frontier of

Juliers, in the neighbourhood of Maes-

tricht, by the 20th April. His force,

iufantiy and cavalry, amounted to

nearly three thousand men. The ob-

ject of the enterprise was to raise the

country, and, if possible, to obtain a

foothold by securing an important
city. Roermonde was the first point
of attack, but the attempts, both by
stratagem and by force, to secure the

town, were fruitless. The citizens

were not ripe for revolt, and refused

tlie army admittance. While the in-

vaders were, therefore, endeavouring
to fire the gates, they were driven off

by the approach of a Spanish force.

The Duke, so soon as the invasion

was known to him, had acted with

great promptness. Don Sancho de

Lodi-ono and Don Sancho de Avila,
Mith five vanderas^ of Spanish in-

fantry, three companies of cavalry, and
about 300 pikemen under Count Eber-

btein, a force amounting in all to about
1600 picked troops, had been at once

despatched against Villars. The rebel

chieftain, abandoning his attempt upon
Roermonde, advanced towards Erke-

lens. Upon the 2yth April, between
Erkelens and Dalem, the Spaniards

1 Bor, iv. 23S. Hoofd, IC-l. Mondoza.
Gaohard, CoiTCspondance du Due d'Albe
sur rinvasioii du Comte L. de Nassau en

Frise, etc., p. 10, 11. 2 a vaudeia in Alva's

army amounted, on an average, to 170 men.
» Bor, iv. 234. Hoofd, v. 161. Meadoza,

[1568.
came up with him, and gave him
battle. Villars lost all his cavalry and
tv/o vanderas of his infantry in the
encounter. With the remainder of

his force, amounting to 1300 men, he
effected his retreat in good order to

Dalem. Here he rapidly entrenched
himself. At four in the afternoon,
Sancho de Lodrono, at the head of 600

infantiy, reached the spot. He was
unable to restrain the impetuosity of

his men, although the cavalry under

Avila, prevented by the difficult na-

ture of the narrow x:>ath through which
the rebels had retreated, had not yet
arrived. The enemy were two to one,
and were fortified; nevertheless, in

half an hour the entrenchments were

carried, and almost eveiy man in the

patriot army put to the sword. Vil-

lars himself, with a handful of soldiers,

escaped into the town, but was soon
afterwards taken prisoner, with all his

followers. He sullied the cause in

which he was engaged by a base con-

fession of the designs formed by the
Prince of Orange—a treachery, how-

ever, which did not save him from the

scaffold. In the course of this day's

work, the Spanish lost twenty men,
and the rebels nearly 200. This por-
tion of the liberating forces had been
thus disastrously defeated on the eve

of the entrance of Count Louis into

Friesland.^

As early as the 22d April, Alva had
been informed, by the lieutenant-go-
vernor of that province, that the beg-

gars were mustering in great force iu

the neighbourhood of Embden. It was
evident that an important enterprise
was about to be attempted.* Two days
afterwards, Louis of Nassau entered

the provinces, attended by a small

body of troops. His banners blazed

with patriotic inscriptions. Nunc aul

nunquavi, Recuperare aid mori, were
the watchwords of his desperate ad-

venture: "Freedom for fatherland and
conscience

"
was the device which was

to draw thousands to his standard.' On

40-46. Gucbard, Correspondaiice du Duo
d'Albe, 7, 8. Cabrera, lib. viii c. i. 4S3, 484.

Correspondance do Pl)Lli[>i)e II., ii. 756, 767.
^ CoiTespondance du iJuc d'Albe, l.'i-lO.

» Hoofd, V. 164, 1G5. Brandt, i. 477. Mcurs,
Qui. Aur, iv, 44.
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the western wolds of Frisia, he sur-

prised the castle of Wedde, a residence

of the absent Aremberg, stadholder of

the p; ovince. Thence he advanced to

Appingadam, or Dam, on the tide

waters of the DoUart. Here he was
met by his younger brother, the gal-

lant Adolphus, whose days were so

nearly numbered, who brought with
him a small troop of horse.^ AtWedde,
at Dam, and at Slochteren, the stand-

ard was set up. At these three points
there daily gathered armed bodies of

troops, voluntary adventurers, peasants
with any rustic weapon which they
could find to their hand- Lieutenant-

Governor Groesbeck wrote urgently to

the Duke, that the beggars were hourly
increasing in force; that the leaders

perfectly understood their game ;
that

they kept their plans a secret, but
were fast seducing the heart of the

country.*
On the 4th May, Loiiis issued a

summons to the magistracy of Gron-

ingen, ordering them to send a depu-
tation to confer with him at Dam. He
was prepared, he said, to shew the
commission with which he was pro-
vided. He had not entered the coun-

try on a mere personal adventure, but
had received orders to raise a sufficient

army. By the help of the eternal

God, he was determined, he said, to

extirpate the detestable tyranny of

those savage i)ersecutor3 who had shed
80 much Christian blood. He was re-

solved to lift up the down-trod privi-

leges, and to protect the fugitive, ter-

ror-stricken Christians and patriarchs
of the country.^ If the magistrates
were disposed to receive him with

friendship, it was well. Othenvise, he
should, with regret, feel himself ob-

liged to proceed against them as ene-
mies of his Majesty and of the com-
mon weal.

As the result of this summons, Louia
received a moderate sum of money, on
condition of renouncing for the mo-
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1
Bor, 235. Mendoza, 46. Correspoudance

du Due d'Albe, 15, 10.
*

Ibid., 15-17.
* Addixss of Louis Nassau to the Bur;?o-

retsters and Magistracy of Groaln^cu, 4th
51 ly, lo68, ill GacLard. CoiTespond'mce du
Due d'Albc, 21, 22.

ment an attack upon the city. With
this temporary supply he was ablu to

retain a larger number of the adven-

ttirers, who were daily swarming
around him.*

In the meantime Alva was not idle.

On the 30th April, he wrote to Groes-

beck, that he must take care not to be
taken napping ;

that he must keep his

eyes well open imtil the arrival of suc-

cour, which was already on the way.'
He then immediately ordered Count

Aremberg, who had just retiuTied from
France on conclusion of hostilities, to

hasten to the seat of war. Five van-

deras cTf his own regiment, a small

body of cavalry, and Braccamonte's
Sardinian legion, making in all a force

of nearly 2500 men, were ordered to
foUow him with the utmost expedi-
tion. Cotmt Meghem, stadholder of

Gueldres, with five vanderas of in-

fantry, three of Hght horse, and some

artillery, composing a total of about
1500 men, was directed to co-operate
with Aremberg.® Upon this point, the
orders of the Governor-General were

explicit. It seemed impossible that
the rabble rout under Louis Nassau
could stand a moment before nearly
4000 picked and veteran troops, but
the Duke was earnest in warning hi.^

generals not to vmdervalue the enemy.'
On the 7th May, Counts Meghem

and Aremberg met and conferred at

Amheim, on their way to Friesland.
It was fully agreed between them,
after having heard full reports of the

rising in that province, and of the tem-

per throughout the eastern Nether-

lands, that it would be rash to attempt
any separate enterprise. On the 11th,

Aremberg reached Vollenhoven, where
he was laid up in his bed with the

gout.^ Bodies of men, while he lay
sick, paraded hourly with fife and drum
before his windows, and discharged
pistols and arquebu^s across the ditch
of the blockhouse where he was quar-
tered.* On the 18th, Braccamonte,

Bor, iv. 235.
»
Corresiioudance da Duo d'Albe, 17-20.

•
Ibid., 29. Mendoza, 46, 47. Bor. iv.

235.
^
Con-e?pc.ndani'c du Due d'Albe, 49.

« Ibid.. 3a-37.
>

Ibid., 69, 69.
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with his legion, arrived by water at

Harlingeu. Not a moment more was
lost. Aremberg, notwithstanding his

gout, which still confined him to a lit-

ter, started at once in pursuit of the

enemy.^ Passing throiigh Groningen,
he collected all the troops which could
be spared. He also received six pieces
of artillery. Six cannon, which the
lovers of hai-mony had baptized with
the notes of the gamut, ut, re, mi, fa,

sol, la, were placed at his disj^osal by
the authorities, and have acquired his-

torical celebrity.^ It was, however,
ordained, that when those musical

pieces piped, the Spaniards were not
to dance. On the 22d, followed by
his whole force, consisting of Bracca-

monte's legion, his own four vanderas,
and a trooj) of Germans, he came in

eight of the enemy at Dam, Louis of

Nassau sent out a body of arquebusiers,
about one thousand strong, from the

city. A sharp skirmish ensued, but
the beggars were driven into their en-

trenchments, with a loss of twenty or

thirty men, and nightfall trrminated
the contest.

It was beautiful to see, wrote Arem-

berg to Alva, how brisk and eager were
the Spaniards, notwithstanding the

long march which they had that day
accomplished.

•* Time was soon to shew
how easily immoderate valour might
swell into a fault. Meantime, Arem-

berg quartered his troops in and about
Wittewerum Abbey, close to the little

unwalled city of Dam.
On the other hand, Meghem, whose

co-operation had been commanded by
Alva, and arranged personally with

Aremberg a fortnight before, at Arn-

heira, had been delayed in his move-
ments. His troops, who had received

no wages for a long time, had mutinied.'*

A small sum cf money, however, sent

from Brussels, quelled this untimely
insubordination. Meghem then set

forth to effect his junction with his

colleague, having assured the Governor-

General that the war would be ended

1 Correspondance du Due d'Albe, 73, T4.
2 Hoofd, V. 166. Strada, i. 320.
* CoiTcspondance du Due d'Albe, 87, 08.

Bov, iv. 235.
*

Ibid., 39.
»» Bor, iv. 235. Mendozii, 47.
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in six days. The beggars had not a

stiver, he said, and must disband, or

be beaten to pieces as soon as Arem-
berg and he had joined forces. Never-

theless, he admitted that these same
"
master-beggars," as he called them,

might prove too many for either gene-
ral alone.*

Alva, in reply, expressed his con-

fidence that four or five thousand
choice troops of Spain would be enough
to make a short war of it, but never-

theless warned his officers of the dan-

gers of overweening confidence.* He
had been informed that the rebels had
assumed the red scarf of the Spanish
uniform. He hoped the stratagem
would not save them from broken

heads, but was unwilling that his Ma-

jesty's badge should be altered.^ He
reiterated his commands that no en-

terprise should be undertaken, except
by the whole army in concert; and

enjoined the generals incontinently to

hang and strangle all prisoners the
moment they should be taken.'^

Marching directly northward, Meg-
hem reached Cocverden, some fifty

miles from Dam, on the night of the

22d. He had informed Aremberg that
he might 'expect him with his infantry
and his light horse in the course of

the next day. On the following morn-

ing, the 23d, Aremberg wrote his last

letter to the Duke, promising to send
a good account of the beggars within
a very few hours."

Louis of Nassau had broken up his

camp at Dam about midnight. Falling

back, in a southerly direction, along
the Wold-weg, or forest road, a nar-

row causeway through a swampy dis-

trict, he had taken up a position somo
three leagues from his previous en-

campment. Near the monastery of

Heiliger-Lee, or the "
Holy Lion," he

had chosen his ground.'" A littJe money
in hand, ample promises, and the hopes
of booty, had effectually terminated

the mutiny, which had also broken
out in his camp. Assured that Meg

s CoiTeapondance du Due d'Albe, 43-45,

«"
Ibid., 49.

'
Ibid., 77.

a Ibid.
» Ibid., 92.
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hem had not yet effected his junction
with Aremberg, prepared to strike, at

last, a telling blow for freedom and

fathorland, Louis awaited the arrival

of his eager foe.

His position was one of command-

ing strength and fortunate augury.

Heiliger-Lee was a wooded eminence,

artificially reared by Premonstrant

monks. It was the only rising ground
in that vast extent of watery pastures,
enclosed by the Ems and Lippe^—
the "

fallacious fields
"

described by
Tacitus. Here Hermann, first of Teu-

tonic heroes, had dashed out of exist-

ence three veteran legions of tyrant
Rome. Here the spectre of Varus, be-

grimed and gory, had risen from the

morass to warn Germanicus,* who
came to avenge him, that Gothic free-

dom was a dangerous antagonist.
•* And

now, in the perpetual reproductions of

history, another German warrior occu-

pied a spot of vantage in that same

perilous region. The tyranny with
which he contended strove to be aa

aniversal as that of Rome, and had
stretched its wings of conquest into

worlds of which the Caesars had never

dreamed. It was in arms, too, to

crush not only the rights of man, but
the rights of God. The battle of free-

dom was to be fought not only for

fatherland, but for conscience. The
cause was even hoUer than that which
had inspired the arm of Hermann.

Although the swamps of that dis-

tant age had been transformed into

fruitful pastures, yet the whole dis-

trict was moist, deceitful, and danger-
ous. The country was divided intp

squares, not by hedges, but by im-

passable ditches.* Agricultural en-

trenchments had long made the coun-

try almost impregnable, while its de-

fences against the ocean rendered al-

most as good service against a more

implacable human foe.

Aremberg, leading his soldiers along
the narrow causeway, in hot pursuit of

what they considered a rabble rout of

fugitive beggars, soon reached Win-

Battle-ground of the ''Holy Lion:'

1 Bor, iv 22;
s Tacit. Ann
« Ibid.
«
Mejidoza, 48, 49

De Thou, Y. 44&-448.

De Tbou, v. 445, 446.
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schoten. Here he became aware of

the presence of his despicable foe.

Louis and Adolphus of Nassau, while

sitting at dinner in the convent of the
"
Holy Lion," had been warned by a

friendly peasant of the approach of

the Spaniards. The opportune intelli-

gence had given the patriot general
time to make his preparations. His
earnest entreaties had made his troops
ashamed of their mutinous conduct on
the preceding day, and they were now
both ready and willing to engage.'
The village was not far distant from
the abbey, and in the neighboiu-hood
of the abbey Louis of Xas.sau was now
posted. Behind him was a wood, on
his left a hill of moderate elevation,
before him an extensive and swampy
field. In the front of the field was a

causeway leading to the abbey. This

was the road which Aremberg was to

traverse. On the plain which lay be-

tween the wood and the hill, the main

body of the beggars were drawn up.

They were disposed in two squares or

squadrons, rather deep than wide, giv-

ing the idea of a less number than

they actually contained. The lesser

square, in which were two thousand

eight hundred men, was partially shel-

tered by the hill. Both were flanked

by musketeere. On the brow of the lull

was a large body of light armed troops,
the enfans perdus of the army. The

cavalry, amounting to not more than
three hiuidred men, was placed in

front, facing the road along which

Aremberg was to arrive.®

That road was bordered by a wood
extending nearly to the front of the
hilL As Aremberg reached its verge,
he brought out his artillery, and opened
a fire upon the body of hght troops.
The hill protected a large part of the

enemy's body from this attack. Find-

ing the rebels so strong in mmabers
and position, Aremberg was disposed

only to skii-mish. He knew better

than did his soldiers the treacheix)ua

nature of the ground in front of the

enemy. He saw that it was one of

< Mendoza, 52. Guicciardini, Belg. Do-
script. De Thou, ubi sup.

* Details sur la Bataille de Hcyliger LoOk
Groen van Prinst., iii. 220-223.
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tliose districts where peat had been
taken out in large squares for fuel,
and where a fallacious and verdant
Bcum upon the surface of deep pools
simulated the turf that had been re-

moved. He saw that the battle-ground

presented to him by his sagacious

enemy was one great sweep of traps
and pitfalls.-^ Before he could carry
the position, many men must neces-

sarily be engulfed.
He paused for an instant. He was

deficient in cavalry, having only Mar-

tinengo's troop, hardly amounting to

four hundred men." He was sure of

Meghem's ai-rival within twenty-four
hours. If, then, he could keep the
rebels in check, without allowing them

any opportunity to disperse, he should
be able, on the morrow, to cut them
to jiieces, according to the plan agreed
upon a fortnight before. But the

Count had to contend with a double
obstacle. His soldiers were very hot,
his enemy very cool. The Spaniards,
who had so easily driven a thousand
inusketeers from behind their wind-

mill, the evening before, who had seen

the whole rebel force decamp in hot
haste on the very night of their ar-

rival before Dam, supposed themselves
in full career of victory. Believing
that the name alone of the old legions
had stricken terror to the hearts of the

beggars, and that no resistance was

possible to Spanish arms, they reviled

their general for his caution. His
reason for delay was theirs for hurry.

Why should Meghem's loitering and
mutinous troops, arriving at the

eleventh hour, share in the ti'iumph
and the spoil? No man Icnew the

country better than Aremberg, a na-

tive of the Netherlands, the stad-

holder of the province. Cowardly or

heretical motives alone could sway
him, if he now held them back in the

very hour of victory.'' Inflamed be-

yond endurance by these taunts, feel-

ing his pride of country touched to

the quick, and willing to shew that a

Netherlander would lead wherever

1 Mendoza, 49.
* Bor, iv. 235.
S Mendoza, 49, 50. Bor, iv. 235, 230.

Eoold, V. 165, 166.
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Spaniards dared to follow, Aremberg
allowed himself to commit the grave
error for which he was so deeply to

atone. Disregarding the dictates of

his own experience and the arrange-
ments of his superior, he yielded to

the braggart humour of his soldiers,
which he had not, like Alva, learned
to moderate, or to despise.

In the meantime, the body of light

troops which had received the fire

from the musical pieces of Gronmgen
was seen to waver. The artillery was
then brought beyond the cover of the

wood, and pointed more fully upon
the two main squares of the enemy.
A few shots told. Soon afterv/ard

the enfans perdus retreated helter-

skelter, entirely deserting their posi-
tion. This apparent advantage, which
was only a preconcerted stratagem,
was too much for the fiery Spaniards,

They rushed merrily* forward to

attack the stationary squares, their

general being no longer able to restrain

their impetuosity. In a moment the
whole vanguard had plunged into the

morass. In a few minutes more they
were all helplessly and hopelessly

sti-uggling in the pools, while the

musketeers of the enemy poured in a

deadly fire upon them, without wet-

ting the soles of their own feet. The

pikemen, too, who composed the main

body of the larger square, now charged
upon all who were extricating them-
selves from their entanglement, and
drove them back again to a muddy
death. Simultaneously, the lesser

patriot squadron, which had so long
been sheltered, emerged from the

cover of the hill, made a detour

around its base, enveloped the rear-

guard of the Spaniards before they
could advance to the succour of their

perishing comrades, and broke them
to pieces almost instantly.' Gonzalo de

Braccamonte, the very Spanish colonel

who had been foremost in denuncia-

tion of Aremberg, for his disposition
to delay the contest, was now the first

to fly. To his bad conduct waa

* "Lustig aangetogen."—Bor, iv. 235.
6 Mendoza, 50. Hoofd, v. 166. Bor, 235,

236. Correspondance du Uvc d'Albe, 93-

97.



ascribed the loss of the day. The

anger of Alva was so high, when he

was informed of the incident, that he

woulc' have condemned the officer to

death but for the intercession of his

friends and countrymen.^ The rout

was sudden and absolute. The fool-

hardiness of the Spaniards had pre-

cipitated them into the pit which
their enemies had dug. The day was
lost. Nothing was left for Aremberg
but to perish with honour. Placing
himself at the head of his handful of

cavalry, he dashed into the meMe.
The shock was sustained by young
Adolphus of Nassau, at the head of an

equal number of riders. Each leader

singled out the other. They met as

"captains of might" should do, in the

very midst of the affray.* Aremberg,
receiving and disregarding a pistol-
shot from his adversary, laid Adolphus
dead at his feet, with a biillet tlirough
his body and a sabre cut on his head.

Two troopers in immediate attendance

upon the yoimg Count shared the same
fate from the same hand. Shortly
»ftenvard, the horse of Aremberg,
bounded by a musket-ball, fell to the

ground. A few devoted followers

1 This at least is the stitemeiit made by
the author of the >IS. heretofore cited," Pieces concemant les Troubles des Pays
Bas," eta The writer adds, that Alphoiise
d'Ul'.oa had taken good care not to mention
the circumstance, as telling too hard upon
the Spaniarda. It is remarkable, however,
that Ulloa does distinctly state that Alva,
upon arriving in Amsterdam after the battle
of Jemmingen, caused the captains and
colonels of the Sardinian regiment to be be-

headed, for having been the cause of Arem-
berg's defeat and death. Braccamonte was
the "Maestro de campo" of tiie Tercio of
Sardinia.—Commentaire du Seigneur A.
d'UUoa, i. 57. Mendoza, ii. 2Svo.

* This hotly-contested field, with the strik-

ing catastrophe of Adolphus and Aremberg,
suggests the chivalrous picttires in "Chevy
Chase:"

" At last these two stout earls did me^t,
lake captains of great might.

Like lions wode, they laid on lode,
And made a cruel fig'ht," etc., etc.

» Meteren, f. 52. De Thou, v. 447.
* The principal authority followed in the

foregoing description of the first victory
gained by the rebels in the eighty years'
war, which had now fairly commenced, is

the Spaniard Mendoza, who fought through
this whole camjjaign in Friesland. Other
historians give astillmoropicturesqueaspect

n-
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lifted the charger to his legs and the

bleeding rider to his saddle. They
endeavoured to bear their wounded

general from the scene of action. This

horse staggered a few paces and fell

dead. Aremberg disengaged himself

from his body, and walked a few paces
to the edge of a meadow near the

roa<i. Here, wounded in the action,

crippled by the disease which had so

long tormented him, and scarcely able

to sustain longer the biu-den of his

armour, he calmly awaited his fate.

A troop of the enemy advanced soon

afterwards, and Aremberg fell, co-

vered with woimds, fighting like a

hero of Homer, single-handed, against
a battalion, with a courage worthy a

better cause and a better fate. The
sword by which he received his final

death-blow was that of the Seigneur
de Haultain.^ That officer having
just seen his brother slain before hia

eyes, forgot the respect due to unsuc-

cessful chivalry.''
The battle was scarcely finished,

when an advancing trumpet was heard.

The sound caused the victors to pause
in their pursuit, and enabled a rem-
nant of the conqviered Spaniards to

to the main Incident of the battle. Accord-

ing to Strada, i. 320 (wlio gives as his autho-

rity a letter from Mic. Barbansou to Margaret
of'Parma, 30th May 1568), Adolphus and
Aremberg fell by each other's hands, and

lay dead side by side. The story is adopted
with some hesitation by Hoofd and Bentivo-

glio. Cabrera, Ub. viii. 4St), 4S7, follows
Mendoza literally, and ascribes tiie death of

Adolphus to the hand of Aremberg, who iij

his turn was slain afterward in the melee.

Meteren, on the contrary, seeming to think,
as well as the Spaniards, that the honovir of
the respt-ctive nations was at stake, on the
individual prowess of the champions, prefers
to appear i^Tiorant that this striking single
combat had taken place. He mentions the
death of Adolphus as having occurred in ths
melee, and ascribes Aremberg's death-blow
to the Sieur de Haultain. Amelis van Amstel,
in a report to the Council of Gueldres, relates,
on the authority of a prisoner taken in the
battle, that the body of Aremberg was
brought before Count Louis alter the fight,
and that the unfi>rtunate but chivalrous
ofi&cer had been shot through the throat,

, through the body, and through the head;
or. in his o^vn respectfiil language, "his lord-

ship was shot through the windpipe of his

lordship's throat, in his side tlirough and
through again, and hkewise his lordship's
forehead, above his eyes, was very valiantly
wounded."
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escape. Meghem's force was tho\iglit
to b** advancing. That general had
indeed arrived, but he was alone. He
had reached Zuidlaren, a village some
four leagues from the scene of action,
on the noon of that day. Here he
had found a letter from Aremberg,
requesting him to hasten. He had
done so. His troops, however, having
come from Coevorden that morning,
were unable to accomplish so long a

march in addition. The Count, ac-

companied by a few attendants,
reached the neighbourhood of Heili-

ger-Lee only in time to meet with
some of the camp sutlers and other

fugitives, from whom he learned the

disastrous news of the defeat. Finding
that all was lost, he very properly
returned to Zuidlaren, from which

place he made the best of his way to

Groningen. That important city, the

key of Friesland, he was thus enabled
to secure. The troops which he

brought, in addition to the four Ger-

man vanderas of Schaumburg, already

quartered there, were sufficient to pro-
tect it against the ill-equipped army of

Louis of Nassau.^

The patriot leader had accomplished,
after all, but a barren victory. He
had, to be sure, destroyed a number
of Spaniards, amounting, acccording to

the different estimates, to from five

hundred to sixteen hundred men.* He
had also broken up a small but vete-

ran army. Jlore than all, he had

taught the Netlierlanders, by this

triumphant tennination to a stricken

field, that the choice troops of Spain
were not invincible. But the moral
effect of the victory was the only per-
manent one. The Count's badly-paid

troops could with difficulty be kept

together. He had no sufficient artil-

lery to reduce the city whose posses-
sion would have proved so important
to the cause. Moreover, in common
with the Prince of Orange and all his

brethren, he had been called to mourn
for the young and chivalrous Adol-

' Correspoudance du Due d'Albe, 94-
PS.

2 Ibid., 111. Mendoxa only allows 450

Spaniards killed. Comp.are Hoofd, v. 106.

Cabrera, lib, vUi, 4S5-487. Meteren, 52, et

alios.
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I phus, whose life-blood had stained the
laurels of this first patriot victoiy.-'

Having remained, and thus wasted the
normal three days upon the battle-

field, Louis now sat down before

Groningen, fortifying and entrench-

ing himself in a camp within cannon-
shot of the city.'*

On the 23d we have seen that

Aremberg had written, full of confi-

dence, to the Governor-General, pro-

mising soon to send him good news of

the beggars. On the 26th, Count

Meghem wrote that, having spoken
with a man who had helped to jjlace

Aremberg in his coffin, he could

hardly entertain any further dotibt as

to his fate.*

The wrath of the Duke was even

greater than his surprise. Like Au-

gustus, he called in vain on the dead
commander for his legions, but pre-

pared himself to inflict a more rajjid
and more terrible vengeance than the

Roman's. Recognising the gravity of

his situation, he determined to take
the field in person, and to annihilate

this insolent chieftain who had dared
not only to cope with, but to conquer,
his veteran regiments. But before hy
could turn his back upon Brussels,

many deeds were to be done. His mea-
sures now followed each other in

breathless succession, fulminating and

blasting at every stroke. On the 28th

May, he issued an edict, banishing, on

pain of death, the Prince of Orange,
Louis Nassau, Hoogstraaten, Van den

Berg, and others, with confiscation of

all their property.® At the same
time he rased the Culemburg Palace

to the ground, and erected a pillar

upon its ruins, commemorating the

accursed conspiracy whicli had been

engendered within its walls.'^ On the

1st June, eighteen prisoners of dis-

tinction, including the two Barons

Bateuburg, Maximilian Kock, Blois de

Treslong, and others, were executed

upon the Horse-market, in Brussels.

In the vigorous language of Hoog-
»

Iloofd, V. 1G6. Bor, iv. 'J.Z6.

* Hoofii, Bor, ubi sup.
» Correspoudance du Due d'Albo, 102.
« Bor, iv. 23S.
' Jleteren, 50. Bor, iv. 248, Hoofd, v.
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sti-aaten, lliis horrible tragedy was
enacted directly before the win-

dows of that "cruel animal, Xoir-

carm 3," who, in company of his

fi-iend Berlaymont, and the rest of the

Blood-Coimcil, looked out upon the

6hocking spectacle.^ The heads of the

victims were exposed upon stakes, to

. which also their bodies were fastened.

Eleven of these victims were after-

ward deposited, uncofiined, in uncon-
aecrated groimd; the other seven
were left unburied to moulder on the

gibbet.* On the 2d June, Villai-s,

the leader in the Daalem rising, suf-

fered on the scaffold, with three

others.^ On the 3d, Counts Egmont
and Horn were brought in a carriage
from Ghent to Brussels, guarded by
ten companies of infantry and one of

cavalry. They were then lodged in

the "Brood-huis" opposite the Town-

Lall, on the great square of Brussels.^

On the 4th, Alva having, as he so-

lemnly declared before God and the

world, examined thoroughly the mass
of documents appertaining to those

two great prosecutions, which had

only been closed three days before, pro-
noimced sentence against the illus-

trious prisoners.^ These documents
of iniquity, signed and sealed by the

Duke, were sent to the Blood-Council,
where they were read by Secretary
Praets.® The signatiu-e of PhiUp was
not wanting, for, as already stated,
the sentences had been drawn upon
blanks signed by the monarch, of

which the viceroy had brought a
whole trunkful from SpaiiL The sen-

tence against Egmont declared very
briefly that the Duke of Alva, having
read all the papers and evidence in

the case, had found the Count guilty
of high treason. It was proved that

Egmont had vmited with the confede-

1 Groen v. Prinst., Archives, iii. 239.
i Bor. iv. 233. Hoofd, v. 167, 168.
s Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.
* Bor, V. 23S, 2:i9. Hoofd, v. 168. The

building is now called the " Maison du BoL"
5 Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Metereii, 52, 53.

'Bor, V. 239. '"Lesprocfes instruitsfurent
iU3 et visitez an Conseil des Troubles y
assistans jouruelleinent le Ducq comme
President avec les seigneurs de Berlaymont
et de Noircannes—trop bien le Ducq se felt

<J«livrer par eacrjyt leura opii;ioM secretes

rates; that he had been a party to

the accursed conspiracy of the Prince
of Orange; that he had taken the
rebel nobles vmder his protection, and
that he had betrayed the Government
and the Holy CathoUc Church by his

conduct in Flanders. Therefore the
Duke condemned him to be executed

by the sword on the following day,
and decreed that his head should be

placed on high in a public place, there

to remain \mtil the Duke should other-

wise direct. The sentence against
Count Horn was similar in language
and purport.^
That afternoon the Duke sent for

the Bishop of Ypres. The prelate
arrived at dusk. As soon as he pre-
sented himself, Alva informed him of

the sentence which had just been pro-
nounced, and ordered him to convey
the intelligence to the prisoners. He
further charged him with the duty of

shriving the victims, and preparing
their souls for death. The Bishop feli

on his knees, aghast at the terrible

decree. He implored the Governor-
General to have mercy upon the two
mifortunate nobles. If their lives

could not be spared, he prayed him at

any rate to gi-ant delay. With tears

and earnest suppUcations the prelate
endeavouredto avert or to postpone the
doom which had been pronounced. It
was in vain. The sentence, inflexible

as destiny, had been long before or-

dained. Its execution had been but
hastened by the temporary triumph of
rebellion in Friesland. Alva told the

Bishop roughly that he had not been
summoned to give advice. Delay or

pardon was alike impossible. He was
to act as confessor to the criminals, not
as coimciUor to the viceroy. The
Bishop, thus rebuked, withdrew to

accomplish his melancholy mission.^

de chacuiie, la pluralite desquelles indina i
la condemnation."—Renom de France IIS.,
ii. 0. 5. The same writer adds that the sen-
tence, drawn up by Hessels, and signed by
the Duke, was read two or three days after-

ward in presence of Berlaymont and Noir-

carmes;
"

Pi\r ou Ton a presume, & bonu«
raison, que la resolution venait d'Espagne."
—Ibid.

' Bor, iv. 289.
8 Bor, iv. 239. Hoofd, 168, 160. gtrada,

i. 327, et multi alU.

2b
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Meanwhile, on the same evening, the
niisei-able Countess of Egmont had
been appalled by rumours, too vague
for belief, too terrible to be slighted.
She was in the chamber of Countess

Aremberg, with whom she had come
to condole for the death of the Count,
when the order for the immediate exe-

cution of her own husband was an-

nounced to her.^ She hastened to the

presence of the Governor - General.

The Princess Palatine, whose ancestors

had been emperors, remembered only
that she was a wife and a mother. She
fell at the feet of the man who con-

ti'olled the fate of her husband, and

implored his mercy in humble and
submissive terms. The Duke, with
calm and almost incredible iroiiy, re-

assured the Countess by the informa-

tion that, on the morrow, her husband
was certainly to be released.^ With this

ambiguous phrase, worthy the palter-

ing oracles of antiquity, the wretched
woman was obliged to withdraw. Too
soon afterward the horrible truth of

the words was revealed to her—words
of doom, which she had mistaken for

consolation.

An hour before midnight the Bishop
of Ypres reached Egmont's prison.
The Count was confined in a chamber
on the second storey of the Brood-huis,
the mansion of the cross-bowman's

guild, in that corner of the building
which rests on a narrow street running
back from the great square." He was
aroused from his sleep by the approach
of his visitor. Unable to speak, but

indicating by the expression of his

features the occurrence of a great mis-

fortune, the Bishop, soon after his en-

trance, placed the paper given to him

by Alva in Egmont's hands. The un-

fortunate noble thua suddenly received

' Briint6me, Hommes Illustres, etc., usft

Ji. 176.
2 Hoofd, V. 169, who is the only authority

for an anecdote which, for the lionour of

humanity, one wishes to tliink false.

s Bi-uxelles et ses Envirous, par Alphonse
Winters, 93.

* "
MetgrooterVerwonderingdan Yersleo-

gcuhoit."—Hoofd, v. 169.
B Hoofd, ubi sup. Bor, iv. 239.
« Ibid., iv. 239. Hoofd, v. 169.—It is pain-

fixl to reflect that, notwithstanding the kind
words exchanged between the Bi.sh(n> and
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the information that his death-sen-

tence had been pronounced, and that

its execution was fixed for the next

morning. He read the paper through
without flinching, and expressed aston-

ishment rather than dismay at ita

tidings.* Exceedingly sanguine by na-

ture, he had never believed, even aft,or

his nine months' imprisonment, in a

fatal termination to the diSiculties in

which he was involved. He was now
startled both at the sudden condemna-
tion which had followed his lingering
trial, and at the speed with which hia

death was to fulfil the sentence. He
asked the Bishop, with many expres-
sions of amazement, whether pardon
was impossible ;

whether delay at least

might not be obtained? The prelate
answered by a faithful narrative of the
conversation which had just occurred
between Alva and himself.'' Egmont,
thus convinced of his inevitable doom,
then observed to his companion, with

exquisite courtesy, that, since he waa
to die, he rendered thanks both to God
and to the Duke that his last moments
were to be consoled by so excellent a

father confessor.®

Afterwards, with a natural burst of

indignation, he exclaimed that it was
indeed a 'cruel and unjust sentence.

He protested that he had never in his

whole Hfe wronged his Majesty; cer-

tainly never so deeply as to deserve

such a punishment. All that he had
done had been with loyal intentions.

The King's true interest had been hia

constant aim. Nevertheless, if he had
fallen into error, he prayed to God
that his death might wipe away hia

misdeeds, and that his name might
not be dishonoured, nor his children

brought to shame. His beloved wife

and innocent children were to endure

Egmont upon this melancholy occasion, the

prelate expressed to otliers his entire appro-
batiori of tlie Counl't execution.

"
Ypres con-

siders the piuiishment of Ejjmont as very

just and necessary for an example," wrote
Morillon to Granvells a week after the mur-
der. "To try the Bisiiop fuither," he con-

tinued,
"

I observed that the King was very
near giving Egmont the oflice wliich he h.ui

since bestowed Upon Alva ; upon which ha

replied that it would have boon our ruin,"
etc. etc.—Qroeu v. Prinst,, Archives, etOi

Supplement, 88.
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misery enough by Lis death and the

confiscation of his estates. It was at

least due to his long sei-vices that they
should be spared further suffering.^

He then asked his father confessor

what advice he had to give touching
his present conduct. The Bishop re-

phed by an exhortation, that he should

turn himself to God; that he should

withdraw his thoughts entkely from
all earthly interests, and prepare him-
self for the world beyond the grave.
He accepted the advice, and kneeling
before the Bishop, confessed himself.

He then asked to receive the sacrament,
which the Bishop administered, after

the customary mass. Egmont asked

what prayer would be most appropriate
at the hour of execution. His confes-

sor replied that there was none more

befitting than the one which Jesus had

taught his disciples
— "Our Father,

which art in heaven."

Some conversation ensued in which
the Coimt again expressed his grati-
tude that his j)ai-ting soul had been
soothed by these pious and friendly
offices. By a revulsion of feeling, he
then bewailed again the sad fate of his

wife and of his young chiltben. The
Bishop entreated him anew to with-

draw his mind from such harrowing
reflections, and to give himself entirely
to God. Overwhelmed with grief, Eg-
mont exclaimed with natural and

simple pathos—" Alas ! how miserable

and frail is our nature, that when we
should think of God only, we are un-

able to shut out the images of wife and
children."^

Recovering from his emotion, and

having yet much time, he sat down
and wrote with perfect self-possession
two letters, one to Philip and one to

Alva. The celebrated letter to the

King was as follows :
—

"
Sire,—I have learned, this even-

ing, the sentence which your Majesty
has been pleased to pronounce upon

EgmonCs Last Night

'
Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Meteren, 53.

riiees coucemant les Troubles, etc., 331vo.
MS.

» Bor. iv 240. Hfx.fd. v. 103. Pieces con-
cemantlcs Troubles Jes Pa\-s Ba3, 332vo. MS.
Gerard Collectioa. Archives of the Hi\gue.

» Bor, iv. 240. Hoofd, 169, 170. Strada,
827, 328, et alii.—See aLjo Gacnard, Cor-
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me. Although I have never had a

thought, and believe myself never to

have done a deed, which could tend to

the prejudice of yoirr 3Iajesty's pei-son
or service, or to the detriment of our
true ancient and Catholic religion,
nevertheless I take patience to bear
that which it has pleased the good God
to send. If, during these troubles in

the Netherlands, I have done or per-
mitted aught which had a different

appearance, it has been with the true

and good intent to serve God and your
Majesty, and the necessity of the times.

Therefore, I pray your Majesty to for-

give me, and to have compassion ou

my poor wife, my children, and my
seiwants; having regard to my past
services. In which hope I now com-
mend myself to the mercy of God.

" From Brussels,
"
Ready to die, this oth Jime 1568.

" Your Majesty's veiy humble and

loyal vassal and servant,
" Lamoral D'EGMO^^'."^

Having thus kissed the murderous
hand which smote him, he handed the

letter, stamped rather with superfluous

loyalty than with Christian forgiveness,
to the Bishop, with a request that he
would forward it to its destination, ac-

companietl by a letter from his own
hand. This duty the Bishop solemnly
promised to fulfil.*

Facing all the details of his execu-
tion with the fortitude which belonged
to his character, he now took counsel
with his confessor as to the language
proper for him to hold from the scaf-

fold to the assembled people. The
Bishop, however, strongly dissuaded
him from addressing the multitude at

all. The persons furthest removed,
urged the priest, would not hear the

words, while the Spanish troops in the
immediate vicinity would not imdor-
stand them. It seemed, therefore, the

part of wisdom and of dignity fin- him
to be silent, communing only with his

respoudauce de Puilippo H., ii. 7ii4. Fop-
pens, Suppltmeiit, i. itil.

* Hoofd, V. 170. According to Bor, iv.

2-tO, Egiuont also wrote a letter to the Duke ;

according to Meteren, 53, he wrote one to
his wile.—Compare Strada, i. 327, 328. Hn-
raeiis. Ann. Turn. Belgic, iii. 90. Foppeiu.
Supplemoot, L 260.
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God. The .Count assented to this

reasoning, and abandoned his intention

of saying a few farewell words to the

people, Ly many of whom he believed

himself tenderly beloved.^ He now
made many preparations for the mor-

row, in order that his thoughts, in

the last moments, might not be dis-

tracted by mechanical details, cutting
the collar from his doublet and from
his shirt with his own hands,'' in order

that those of the hangman might have
lio excuse for contaminating his person.
The rest of the night was passed in

prayer and meditation.

Fewer circumstances concerning the

last night of Count Horn's life have
been preserved. It is, however, well

ascertained that the Admiral received

the sudden news of his condemnation
with absolute composure. He was
assisted at his devotional exercises in

l>rison by the curate of La Chapelle.*

During the night, the necessary pre-

parations for the morning tragedy had
been made in the great square of

Brussels. Itwas the intention of govern-
ment to strike terror to the heart of

the people by the exhibition of an im-

pressive and appallmg spectacle. The
absolute and irresponsible destiny
which ruled themwas to be made mani-
fest by the immolation of these two

men, so elevated by rank, powerful con-

nexion, and distinguished service.

The effect would be heightened by
the character of the locality where the

gloomy show waa to be presented. The

great square of Brussels had always a

striking and theatrical aspect. The

splendid Hotel d« Ville, with its daring

sjjire and elaborate front, ornamented
one side of the place ; directly opposite
was the graceful but incoherent facade
of the Brood-huis, now the last earthly

I'u.sting-place of the two distinguished

victims, while grouped around these

principal biiildings rose the fantastic

palaces of the Archers, Mariners, and
of other guilds, with their festooned

walls and toppling gables bedizened

1 Bor, iv. 240. Hoofd, v. 170.
s Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Pieces concernaut

I'lIiBt. des Troubles, MS. f. 333.
s Letter of Alva to Philip. Correspon-

dauce de Marg. d'Autriche, 252.

* {Jiueteep vanderas occupied the square,
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profusely wiih emblems, statues, and

quaint decorations. The place had
been alike the scene of many a brilliant

tournament and of many a bloody exe-

cution. Gallant knights had contended
within its precincts, while bright eyes
rained influence from all those pictur-

esque balconies and decorated windowa
Martyrs to religious and to political

liberty had, upon the same spot, en-

dured agonies which might nave
roused every stone of its pavement to

mutiny or softened them to pity. Here
Egmont himself, in happier days, had
often borne away the prize of skill or

of valour, the cynosure of every eye;
and hence, almost in the noon of a life

illustrated by many brilliant actions,
he was to be sent, by the hand of

tyranny, to his great account.

On the morning of the 5th of June,
three thousand Spanish troops"* were
drawn up in battle array around a

scaffold, which had been erected in

the centre of the square. Upon this

scaffold, which was covered with black

cloth, were placed two velvet cushions,
two iron spikes, and a small table.

Upon the table was a silver crucifix.

The provost-marshal, Spelle, sat on
horseback below, with his red wand in

his hand, little dreaming that for him
a darker doom was reserved than that
of which he was now the minister.

The executioner was concealed beneath
the draperies of the scaffold.*

At eleven o'clock, a company of

Spanish soldiers, led by Julian Romero
and Captain Salinas, arrived at Eg-
mont's chamber. The Count was ready
for them. They were about to bind
his hands, but he warmly protested

against the indignity, and, opening the
folds of his robe, shewed them that he
had himself shorn off his collars, and
made preparations for his death. His

request was granted. Egmont, with
the Bishop at his side, then walked
with a steady step the short distane'j

which separated him from the i^lace of

execution. Julian Romero and tho

two wore lelt to guard tho pa!ace, and ono
went the rounds of the city dui-iug the exe-
cution.—Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Compare
UUoa, Comnientaire, premier et second

(Paris, 1570), i. 43. » Bor, iv. 240. HoQfd,
V. 170, 171. gtrada, i, S28.
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guard followed him. On his way, he 1

read aloud the fifty-first Psalm :

" Hear

my ciy, GoJ, and give ear \mto my
pray.'r!" He seemed to have selected

these scriptural passages as a proof

that, notwithstanding the machinations

of his enemies, and the cruel pvmish-
ment to which they had led him,

loyalty to his sovereign was as deeply
rooted and as religious a sentiment in

his bosom as devotion to his God.
" Thou wilt prolong the King's life ;

and bis years as many generations. He
shall abide before God for ever!

prepare mercy and truth which may
preserve him." Such was the prayer
of the condemned traitor on his way to

the block.^

Having ascended the scaffold, he
walked across it twice or thrice. He
was dressed in a tabard or robe of red

damask, over which was thrown a

short black mantle, embroidered in

gold. He had a black silk hat, with
black and white plumes, on his head,
and held a handkerchief in his hand.

As he strode to and fro, he expressed
a bitter regiet that he had not been

permitted to die, sword in hand, fight-

ing for his coimtry and his king. San-

guine to the last, he passionately asked

Romero, whether the sentence was

really irrevocable, whether a pardon
was not even then to be granted. The
marshal shrugged his shoulders, mtir-

muring a negati-\'e reply. Upon this,

Egmont gnashed his teeth together,
rather in rage than despair. Shortly
afterward commanding himself again,
he threw aside his robe and mantle,
and took the badge of the Golden
Fleece from his neck. Kneeling then

1 Chronike oft Journal van het gene in de
Ncderlanden en namentlyk tot Antwerpen
is voorgeraOen ten tvdo "der Troublen van
den Jacr, 1566 tot 1593, door N. de Weert.—
lis. Coll. Gerard. Library of the Hague.—
Compare Iloofd; Mcteren, 53. UUoa, i. 42.

« Bor, iv. 240. Hoofd, v. 170, 171. Strada,
i. 308.

* " En hem niet bet door den hals, dan
den omstanderen in 't hart sneed," says
Hoofd, V. 170, 171. Even Bcntivoglio be-
comes softened in relating the pathetic scene." E veramente parve," says the Cardinal," che sotto il suo collo n' havesse come un
altro la Fiandra tutta, si grande fu il senso,
che mostro aUora del suo stipphcio."

—Liv.
iv. 69. Compare Strada, i. 329. Mcteren, 53.
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upon one of the cushions, he said tho

Lord's Prayer aloud, and requested the

Bishop, who knelt at his side, to repeat
it thrice. After this, the prelate gave
him the silver crucifix to kiss, and then

pronounced his blessing upon him.
This done, the Count rose again to

his feet, laid aside his hat and hand-

kerchief, knelt again upon the cushion,
drew a little cap over his eyes, and,

folding his hands together, cried with a

loud voice,
"
Lord, into Thy hands I com-

mit my spirit." The executioner then

suddenly appeared, and severed hishead
from his shoulders at a single blow.*

A moment of shuddering silence suc-

ceeded the stroke. The whole vast

assembly seemed to have felt it in their

own hearts. Tears fell from the eyes
even of the Spanish soldiery, for they
knew and honoured Egmont as a vaUant

general. The French ambassador, Mon-

doucet, looking upon the scene from a
secret place, whispered that he had now
seen the head fall before which France
had twice trembled. Tears were even
seen upon the iron cheek of Alva, as,

from a window in a house directly op-

posite the scaffold, he looked out upon
the scene."*

A dark cloth was now quickly thrown
over the bodyand the blood, and, within
a few minutes, the Admiral was seen

advancing through the crowd. His
bald head was imcovered, his hands
were unbound. He calmly saluted such
of his acquaintances as he chanced to

recognise upon his path.'' Under a
black cloak, which he threw off when
he had ascended the scaffold, he wore
a plain, dark doublet, and he did not,
like Egmont, wear the insignia of the

Bor, 241.
"

I hear,"wrote Morillon to Gran-
veUe (June 7, 1567)

" that his Excellency
shed teai-s as big as pease during the execu-
tion." (At jecte des larmes aussi grosses
que poix.)

—Groen v. Prinst., Archives, Sup-
plement, 81. The prebendary goes on to say
that " he had caused the story of the Duke's
tenderness to be trumpeted in many places,
' ' i faict sonner ou il luy a semble convenir,
quia multorum animi exacerbeti."— Ibid.

Morillon also quotes Alva as having had the
effrontery to say that he desired a mitiga-
tion of the punishment, but that the King
had answered, "he could forgive oflTcnces

against himself, but the crimes committed
against God were unpardonable ! ! !

"—Ibid.
* Foppens, Supplement, i. 2G4-
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Fleece. Casting his eyes upon the

corpse, which lay covered with the dark

cloth, he asked if it were the body of

Egmont. Being answered in the aiHr-

mative, he muttered a few words in

Spanish, which were not distinctly audi-
ble. His attention was next caught by
the sight of his own coat of arms re-

versed, and he expressed anger at this

indignity to his escutcheon, protesting
that he had not deserved the insult.^

He then spoke a few words to the
crowd below, wishing them happiness,
and begging them to pray for his soul.

He did not kiss the crucifix, but he
knelt upon the scaffold to pray, and
was assisted in his devotions by the

Bishop of Ypres. When they were

concluded, he rose again to his feet.

Then drawing a milan cap completely
over his face, and uttering, in Latin,
t he same invocation which Egmont had
used, he submitted his neck to the
stroke.'

Egmont had obtained, as a last fa-

vour, that his execution should precede
that of his friend. Deeming himself
in part to blame for Horn's re-appear-
ance in Brussels after the arrival of

Alva, and for his death, which was the

result, he wished to be spared the pang
of seeing him dead. Gemma Frisius,
the astrologer, who had cast the horo-

Bcope of Count Horn at his birth, had
come to him in the most solemn man-
ner to warn him against visiting Brus-
sels. The Count had answered stoutly
that he placed his trust in God, and

that, moreover, his friend Egmont was

Dutch Republic. [1568.

going thither also, who Lad engaged
that no Avorse fate should befall the
one of them than the other."*

The heads of both sufiFerers were
now exposed for two hours upon the
iron stakes. Their bodies, placed in

coffins, remained during the same in-

terval upon the scaffold. Meantime,
notwithstandmg the presence of the

troojjs, the populace could not be re-

strained from tears and from execra-

tions. Many crowded about the scaf-

fold, and dipped their handkerchiefs in

the blood, to bo preserved afterwards
as memorials of the crime, and as en-

signs of revenge.'^
The bodies were afterwards delivered

to their friends. A stately procession
of the guilds, accompanied by many of

the clergy, conveyed their coffins to the
church of St Gudule. Thence the

body of Egmont was carried to the
convent of Saint Clara, near the old

Brussels gate, where it was embalmed.®
His escutcheon and banners were hung
upon the outward wall of his residence

by order of the Countess. By com-
mand of Alva they were immediately
torn down." His remains were after-

wards conveyed to his city of Sottegem,
in Flandews, where they were interred.

Count Horn was entombed at Kempen.
The bodies had been removed from the
scaffold at two o'clock. The heads re-

mained exposed between burning tor-

ches for two hours longer. They were
then taken down, enclosed in boxes,

and, as it was generally supposed, de-

spatched to Madrid.^ The King was

1 N. de Weort Chronyk MB.
' The Duko of Alva assured Philip that

both the Counts "sent morts fort catholiquc-
inent et niodestement."— Coiupnre Bor, iv.

240; Hoofd, V. 171; Metoren, f. 63; UUoa, i.

43: De Weort MS.
8 Bor, iv. 241. Hoofd, v. 170.
* Bor, Hoofd, Sleteren, Strada, i. 328.

Bontivoglio, liv. iv. 00.
« Bor, iv. 241. Ulloa, i. 44.—The latter

writer, who was margchal-de-cimp iu Alva's

army, and had commanded the citadel of
Client during the imprisonment of the

Counts, observes that tlie coffin of Egmont,
titer its removal to St Clara, was visited by
crowds of j)ooi)lu, all bathed iu tears, who
kissed it as if it had been the shrine of

s;untly remains, offering- up prayers the
while for the repose of the depar.ed soul.
Ho adds that the samo devotion was not
paid to tb«.bO"ly of Horn, which remoiued

almost deserted in the great church. Thcra
is something pathi-tio in this image of the

gloomy, melancholy Horn lying thus in liis

bloody shroud as solitary and deserted as
he had been in the latter years of his life iu
his desolate home. Certainly the AdrairaJ
deserved as much popular eympathy as Eij.
mont. 6

Boj.^ jy. 241. Hoofd,
V. 171. Meteren, f. 53.

' Ibid.—"To vior uren werden de hoofdeu
gesloten elk besiuidere in ocn houten kista
d'welck by de Spant,'aor(len was daer too

gcmnckt, want de selve naer Spaeugniea
werdden gesoudcn, soo men seyde

" Tho
author of this manuscript, which contaiufj

many curious details, was a contemporary,
and occupied a place under government af-

terward at Antwerp.—Compare tlie letter of

Geronirao de Roda in Gachard, Notice sur
lo Coiiseil des Troubles, page 29. (Bulle-
tins de I'Acad. Hoy. do Belg., xvi. 6.) "If
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thus enabled to look upon the dead
faces of his victims vrithout the trouble

of a journey to the provinces.
Thus died Philip Montmorency,

Count of Horn, and Lamoral of Eg-
mont, Prince of Gaveren. The more
intense sympathy which seemed to

attach itself to the fate of Egmont,
rendered the misfortune of his com-

panion in arms and in death compara-

tively less interesting.^

Egmont is a great historical figtire,

but he was certainly not a great man.
His execution remains an enduring
monument, not only of Philip's cruelty
and perfidy, but of his dullness. The

King had everything to hope from Eg-
mont, and nothing to fear. Granvelle

knew the man well, and, almost to the

last, could not beheve in the possibility
of so unparalleled a blunder as that

which was to make a victim, a martyr,
and a popular idol of a personage
brave indeed, but incredibly vacillating
and inordinately vain, who, by a little

management, might have been con-

verted into a most useful instrument
for the royal purposes.

It is not necessary to recapitulate
the events of Egmont's career. Step
by step we have studied his course,
and at no single period have we dis-

covered even a germ of those elements
which make the national champion.
His pride of order rendered him furious

at the insolence of Granvelle, and
caused him to chafe under his domi-
nion. His vanity of high rank and of

distinguished military service made
him covet the highest place under the

Crown, while his hatred of those by
T.hom he considered himself defrauded
of his claims, converted hiui into a
malcontent. He had no sympathy with
the people, b it he loved, as a grand
Seignior, to be looked up to and ad-

mired by a gaping crowd. He was an

imwavering Catholic, held sectaries in

utter loathing and, after the image-
breaking, took a positive pleasure in

hanging ministers, together with their

jongregations, and in pressing the be-

pregTint^ron si era verdad que Juimn habia
tornado las cabezas y echado las no se donde;
que aunque eii esto hablo Berleymonte creo
quiso dar a entendcr que las debiaa haber
guardado.''

sieged Christians of Valenciennes to

extremities. Upon more than cme occa-

sion he pronounced his unequivocal

approval of the infamous edicts, and he
exerted himself at times to enforce

them within his province. The tran-

sitory impression made upon his mind

by the lofty nature of Orange was

easily effaced in Spain by court flattery
and by royal bribes. Notwithstand-

ing the coldness, the rebuffs, and th^

repeated warnings which might have
saved him from destruction, nothing
could turn him at last from the fanatic

loyalty towards which, after much
wavering, his mind irrevocably pointed.
His volimtary humiliation as a general,
a grandee, a Fleming, and a Christian,
before the insolent Alva upon his first

arrival, would move our contempt were
it not for the gentler emotions suggest
ed by the infatuated nobleman's doom.

Upon the departure of Orange, Egmont
wtis only too eager to be employed by
Philip in any work which the monarch
could find for him to do. Yet this was
the man whom Philip chose, through
the executioner's sword, to convert into

a popular idol, and whom Poetry has
loved to contemplate as a romantic

champion of freedom.
As for Hem, details enough have

likewise been given of his career to

enable the reader thoroughly to under-
stand the man. He was a person of

mediocre abilities and thoroughly com-

monplace character. His high rank
and his tragic fate are all which make
him interesting. He had little love for

court or people. Broken in fortunes,
he passed his time mainly in brooding
over the ingratitude of Charles and

Philip, and in com2)lalning bitterly of

the disappointments to which their

policy had doomed him. He cared

nothing for cardiualists or confederatea
He disliked Brederode, he detested

Granvelle. Gloomy and morose, he
went to bed, while the men who were
called his fellow-conspirators were din-

ing and making merry in the same
house with himself. He had as little

» "
Defleri

"
says Strada (L 330),

"
pro-

fecto baud modice potuisset hujuavm(Hor-
nani) mors, si non Egmontius omni'aio

lacrymas cousuiupsiaset.''—Compare UUoa,
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sympathy with the cry of "
Vivent les

gueux
"
as for that of "

Vive le Roy." The
most interesting features in his cha-

racter are his generosity toward his

absent brother, and the manliness with

which, as Jlontigny's representative at

Toumay, ho chose rather to confront
the anger of tlie government, and to

incur the deadly revenge of Philip,
lihan make himself the executioner of

the harmless Christians iu Toumay.
In this regard, his conduct is vastly
more entitled to our respect than that

of Egmont, and he was certainly more

deserving of reverence from the people,
even though deserted by all men while

living, and left headless and solitary in

liis coffin at Saint Gudule.
The hatred for Alva, which sprang

from the graves of these illustrious

victims, waxed daily more intense.
" Like things of another world," wrote

Jloogstraaten,^
" seem the cries, lamen-

tations, and just compassion which all

the inhabitants of Brussels, noble or ig-

noble, feel for such barbarous tyranny,
while this Nero of an Alva is boasting
that he will do the same to all whom
he lays his hands upon." No man be-

lieved that the two nobles had commit-
ted a crime, and many were even dis-

posed to acquit Philip of his share in the

judicial murder. The people ascribed

the execution solely to the personal

jealousy of the Duke. They discoursed

to each other not only of the envy with
which the Governor-Generalhad always
regarded the military triumphs of his

rival, but related that Egmont had at

different times won large sums of Alva

txM?^..i'.V2}''9^oi hazard, nnd tl.)n+. he
bad_,

off the prize from the Duke in shoot-
|

"

1 Groen van Pruisterer, ArchiveF, etc., ili.

?40, 241.
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ing at the popinjay.*^ Nevertheless, in

spite of all these absurd rumours, there
is no doubt that Philip and Alva must
share equally in the guilt of the trans-

action, and that the " chastisement"
had been arranged before Alva had

departed from Spain.
The Countess Egmont remained at

the convent of Cambre with her eleven

children, plunged in misery and in

poverty. The Duke wrote to Philip,
that he doubted if there were so

wretched a family in the world. He,
at the same time, congratulated his

sovereign on the certainty that the
more intense the effects, the more fruit-

ful would be the example of this great
execution. He stated that the Countess
was considered a most saintly woman,
and that there had been scarcely a night
in which, attended by her daughters,
she had not gone forth bare-footed to

offer up prayers for her husband in

every church within the city. He
added, that it was doubtful whether

they had money enough to buy them-
selves a supper that very night, and ho

begged the King to allow them the
means of supporting life. He advised

that the Countess sliould be placed,
without delay, in a Spanish convent,
where her daughters might at once

take the veil, assuring his Majesty that
her dower was entirely inadequate to

her support. Thus humanely recom-

mending his sovereign to bestow an
alms on the family which his own hand
had reduced from a princely station to

beggary, the Viceroy proceeded to de-

tail the recent events in Frie.'sland,

together with the measures which he

l2^«ivonge the defeat

rembcrg.^

anu uciioii

X Slrada. i. 326.

Correspondancc do Pm" J'ei-
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ar e'rppell., 766-774
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CHAPTErw III.

Preparations of tlie Duke .igainst Cunt Louis—Precarious situation of Louis in Friesland
—Timidity of tlie inbabitauts—Aiva in Friesland—Skirmishing near Groningen—Retreat
of the patriots—EiTor committed by Louis—His position at Jtmmingen—Shitinous

demonstrations of his troops—Louis partially restores order—^Attempt to destroy the

dykes interrupted by the arrival of Alva's forces—Artful strategy of the Duko—Defeat
of Count Louis, and utter destruction of his army—Outraces committed by the Spaniards

. —Alva at Utrecht—Execution of Vrouw van Diemen—Episode of Don Carlos—Fables

concerning him and Queen Isabella—Mystery concerning his death—Secret letters of

Philip to the Pope—The one containing tlie truth of the transaction still concealed iu tho
Vatican—Case against Philip, as related by Mathieu, De Thou, and others—Testimony
iu tho King's favour by the Nuncio, the Venetian envoy, and others—Doubtful state of

the question—Anecdotes concerning Don Carlos—His character.

Those measures were taken with the

precision and promptness which
marked the Duke's character when

precision and promptness were desir-

able. There had been a terrible

energy in his every step, since the

Bucccssful foray of Louis Nassau.

Having determined to take the field

in person with nearly all the Spanish
veterans, he had at once acted upon
the necessity of making the capital

Becure, after his back shoxild be
turned. It was impossible to leave

three thousand choice troops to guard
Count Egmont. A less number
seemed insufficient to prevent a res-

cue. He had, therefore, no longer

delayed the chastisement which had

already been determined, but which
the events in the north had precipi-
tated. Thus the only positive result

of Louis Nassau's victory was the

execution of his imprisoned friends.

The expedition under Aremberg had
failed from two causes. The Spanish
force had been inadequate, and they
had attacked the enemy at a disad-

vantage. The imprudent attack was
the result of the contempt with which

they had regarded their antagonist.
These erroi-s were not to be repeated.
Alva ordered Count Meghem, now
commanding in the province of Gro-

ningen, on no account to hazard
hostilities until the game was sure.^

He also immediately ordered large
reinforcements to move forward to

I Correspondance du Due d'Albe, 136.
* Mendoza, 50, 67.
3
Correspondance du Due d'Albe, 134,

* Mendoza, 53-55. Correspondance du
Due d'Albe, 102, 106, 138, 152. The Nether-
land historians give him 17,000 foot and 3000
horse. Hoofd, v. 174. Bor. iv. "243, 241.—

the Beat of war. The commandci-a
intrusted with this duty were Duke
Eric of Brunswick, Chiapjiin Vitelli,

NoLrcarmes, and Count de Roeulx.

The rendezvous for the whole force

was Deventer, and here they all

arrived on the 10th July. On the

same day the Duke of Alva himself

entered Deventer, to take command
in person.^ On the evening of tlie

14th July he reached Rolden, a vil-

lage three leagues distant from Gro-

ningen, at the head of three terzios of

Spanish infantry, tliree companies of

light horse, and a troop of dragoons.^
His whole force in and about Gro-

ningen amounted to fifteen thousand
choice troops, besides a large but
uncei-tain number of lesa disciplined

soldiery.'*

Meantime, Louis of Nassau, since

his victory, had accomplished nothing.
For this inactivity there was one suf-

ficient excuse, the total want of

funds. His only revenue was the
amount of black mail which he was
able to levy upon the inhabitants
of the province. He repeated his

determination to treat them all as

enemies, unless they furnished him
with the means of expelling their

tyrants from the country.' He ob-

tained small sums in this manner from
time to time. The inhabitants were

favourably disposed, but they were
timid and despairing. They saw no
clear way towards the accompHshment

Compare Bentivoglio, liv. iv. 70, and Strada,
i. 331, who gives Alva 12,000 foot and 3000

horse, and to Louis of Nassau an equtd num-
ber of infautry, with an inferior force of

cavalry.
5
CoiTcspondance du Due d'Albo, 114, llf^

123, 124.
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of the result concerning which Louis
was so confident. They knew that

the terrible Alva was already on- his

way. They felt sure of being pil-

laged by both parties, and of being
hanged as rebels, besides, as soon as

the Governor-General should make his

appearance.
Louis had, however, issued two

formal proclamations for two especial
contributions. In these documents he
had succinctly explained that the houses
of all recusants should be forthwith
burned about their ears,^ and in con-

sequence of these peremptory measures,
he had obtained some ten thousand
florins. Alva ordered counter-procla-
mations, to be affixed to church doors
and other places, forbidding all per-
sons to contribute to these forced

loans of the rebels, on penalty of

paymg twice as much to the Spaniards,
with arbitrary punishment in addi-

tion, after his arrival.^ The miserable

inhabitants, thus placed between two

fires, had nothing for it but to pay
one-half of their property to support
the rebellion in the first place, with
the prospect of giving the other half

as a subsidy to tyranny afterwards
;

while the gibbet stood at the end of

the vista to reward their liberality.
Such was the honible position of the

peasantry in this civil conflict. The

weight of guilt thus accumulated upon
the crowned head which conceived,
and upon the red right hand which

wrought all this misery, what human
scales can measure !

With these precarious means of

su^jport, the army of Louis of Nassau,
as may easily be supposed, was any-

thing but docile. After the victory
of Heiliger-Lee there had seemed to

his German mercenaries a probability
of extensive booty, which grew fainter

as the slender fruit of that battle be-

came daily more apparent. The two
abbots of Wittciverum and of Heiligcr-

Lee, who had followed Arcmberg's
train in order to be witnesses of his

victory, had been obliged to pay to

J Proclamation of Count Louis, dated

Dim, 5tli Judo 1568. Correspondauce du
Due d'Albe, 124, 125.

2
Ibid., 144, 145. « Bor, iv. 236.

4 Ibid., iv. 236-244, etc. Hoofd. v. 176.
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the actual conqueror a heavy price
for the entertainment to which they
had invited themselves,^ and these

sums, together with the amounts

pressed from the reluctant estates,
and the forced contributions paid by
luckless peasants, enabled him to keep
his straggling troops together a few
weelcs longer. Mutiny, howevei-, was

constantly breaking out, and by the

eloquent expostulations and vague
promises of the Count, was with diffi-

culty suppressed.*
He had, for a few weeks imme-

diately succeeding the battle, distri-

buted his troops in three different sta-

tions. On the approach of the Duke,
however, he hastily concentrated his

whole force at his own strongly-forti-
fied camp, within half cannon-shot of

Groningen. His army, such as it was,
numbered from 10,000 to 12,000 men.^
Alva reached Groningen early in the

morning, and without pausing a mo-

ment, marched his troops directly

through the city. He then imme-
diately occupied an entrenched and
foitified house, from which it was ea,sy

to inflict damage upon the camp. This

done, the Duke, with a few attendants,
rode forward to reconnoitre the enemy
in person. He found him in a well-

fortified position, having the river on
his front, which served as a moat to his

camp, and with a deep trench three

hundred yards beyond, in addition. Two
wooden bridges led across the river;
each was commanded by a fortified

house, in which was a provision of

pine torches, ready at a moment's

warning, to set fire to the bridges.

Having thus satisfied himself, the
Duke rode back to his army, which
had received strict orders not to lift

a finger till his retvirn. He then de-

spatched a small force of five hun-
dred musketeers, under llobles, to

sldrmish with the enemy, and, if

possible, to draw them from their

trenches.''

The troojis of Louis, however,
shewed no gi-eediness- to engage. On
"5^id.. V. 1747 According to Green van
Prinstcrer, only 7000 to 8000 ag.iiust 17,000
foot and 8000 horse, iii. 265.

• Mendoza, 59 Cfrrcspondancc du DiU]

d'Albe, \H.
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the contrary, it soon became evident

that their dispositions \s-ere of an op-

posite tendency. The Count himself,
not at that moment trusting his

Boldiery, who were in an extremely
mutinous condition, was desirous of

faUing back before his formidable

antagonist. The Duke, faithful, how-

ever, to his life-long principles,
had no

intentions of precipitating the action

in those difficult and swampy regions.
The skirmisiiing, therefore, continued

for many hours, an additional force of

a thousand men being detailed from
the Spanish army. The day was very

Bultry, however, the enemy reluctant,
and the whole action languid. At
last, towards evening, a large body,
tempted beyond their trenches, en-

gaged warmly with the Spaniards.
The combat lasted but a few minutes,
the patriots were soon routed, and
fled precipitately back to their camp.
The panic spreaid with them, and the

whole army was soon in retreat. On
retiring, they had, however, set fire to

the bridges, and thus secured an ad-

vantage at the outset of the chase.

The Spaniards were no longer to be
held. Vitelli obtained permission to

foUow with two thousand additional

troops. The fifteen hundred who had

already been engaged, charged furi-

ously upon their retreating foes. Some
dashed across the blazing bridges,
with their garments and their very
beards on fire.^ Others sprang into

the river. Neither fire nor water
could check the fierce pursuit. The
cavalry dismounting, drove their

horses into the stream, and clinging
to their tails, pricked the horses for-

ward with their lances. Having thus
been dragged across, they joined their

comrades in the mad chase along the
narrow dykes, and through the

Bwampy and almost impassable coun-

try where the rebels were seeking
shelter. The approach of night, too
soon advancing, at last put an end to
the hunt. The Duke with difficulty
recalled his men, and compelled them

1 Mendoza, 61.
»

Ibid., 59-63. Alva's Letter to the Stato-
CotmciL Corrcspoudxuice du Due d'Albe,
154, 155. Compare Bor, iv. 244 ; Hoofd, v.

174, 175.

Error committed hy Louis. 39.J

to restrain their eagerness until th<

morrow. Three himdred of the pa-
triots were left dead upon the field,

besides at least an equal number who
perished in the river and canals. The

army of Louis was entirely routed,
and the Duke considered it virtually

destroyed. He wrote to the State-

Council that he should pursue them
the next day, but doubted whether
he should find anybody to talk with
him. In this the Governor-General
soon found himself delightfully dis-

appointed.*
Five days later, the Duke arrived at

Reyden, on the Ems. Owing to the
unfavourable disposition of the coun-

try people, who were willing to pro-
tect the fugitives by false information
to their pursuers, he was stiU in

doubt as to the position then occu-

pied by the enemy.' He had been
fearful that they would be found at

this very village of Reyden. It waa
a fatal error on the part of Count
Loiiis that they were not.* Had he
made a stand at this point, he might
have held out a long time. The
bridge which here crossed the river

woidd have afforded him a retreat

into Germany at any moment, and
the place was easily to be defended
in front.^ Thus he might have main-
tained himself against his fierce but

wary foe, while his brother Orange,
who was at Strasburg watching the

progress of events, was executing his

ONvn long-planned expedition into the
heart of the Netherlands. With
Alva thus occupied in. Friesland, the
resiilts of such an invasion might
have been prodigious. It was, how-
ever, not on the cards for that cam-

paign. The mutinous disposition of
the mercenaries under his command'
had filled Louis with doubt and dis-

gust. Bold and sanguine, but always
too fiery and impatient, he saw not
much possibility of paying his troops
any longer with promises. Perhaps
he was not imwilling to place them
in a position where they would be

» Jleudoza, 63.

«
Ibid., 63, 64. Hoofd, v. 17*.

* Jfendoaa, Hoofd, ubi sup.
« Bor, iv 236, 244. Hooid, v. 17£.
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obliged to fight or to perish. At any
rate, s;ich was their present situation.

Instead of halting at Reyden, he
had made his stand at Jemniingen,
about four leagues distant from that

place, and a little further down the

river.^ Alva discovered this impor-
tant fact soon after his arrival at lley-

den, and could not conceal his de-

light. Already exulting at the error

made by his adversary, in neglecting

the_ important position which he now
occupied himself, he was doubly de-

lighted at learning the nature of the

place which he had in preference se-

lected. He saw that Louis had com-

pletely entrapped himself.

Jcmmingen was a small town on
the left bank of the Eras. The stream

here, very broad and deep, is rather a

tide inlet than a river, being but a

very few miles from the Dollart. This

circular bay, or ocean chasm, the re-

sult of the violent inundation of the

thirteenth century, surrounds, with the

river, a narrow peninsula. In the cor-

ner of this peninsula, as in the bottom
of a sack, Louis had posted his army.
His infantry, as usual, was drawn up
in two large squares, and still con-

tained ten thousand men. The rear

rested upon the village, the river was

upon his left; his meagre force of

cavalry upon the right. In front were
two very deep trenches. The narrow

road, which formed the only entrance

to his camp, was guarded by a raveUn
on each side, and by five pieces of ar-

tillery.2
The Duke having reconnoitred the

enemy in person, rode back, satisfied

that no escape was possible. The
river was too deep and too wide for

Bwimming or wading, and there were
but very few boats. Louis was shut

up between twelve thousand Spanish
veterans and the river Ems. The
rebel army, although not insufficient

in point of numbers, was in a state of

disorganisation. They were fvu-ious

for money and reluctant to fight.

They broke out into open mutiny

» Hoofd, V. 174, 175. Bor, iv. 2i4. Mcu-
doza, 64.

» Mendora, 68, CO.
8 Bor, iv. 244, 24S. Hoofd, v. 17o.
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upon the veiy verge of battle, and
swore that they would instantly dis-

band, if the gold, which, as they be-

lieved, had been recently brought into

the camp, were not immediately dis-

tributed among them.' Such was the
state of things on the eventful morn-

ing of the 21st July. All the ex-

postulations of Count Louis seemed

powerless. His eloquence and hia

patience, both inferior to his valour,
were soon exhausted. He peremp-
torily refused the money for which

they clamoured, giving the most

cogent of all reasons, an empty cofler.

He demonstrated plainly that they
were in that moment to make their

election, whether to win a victory or

to submit to a massacre. Neither

flight nor surrender was possible.

They knew how much quarter they
could expect from the lances of the

Spaniards or the waters of the Dollart.

Their only chance of salvation lay
in their own swords. The instinct

of self-preservation thus invoked, ex-

erted a little of its natural effect.
*

Meantime, a work which had been
too long neglected, was then, if possible,
to be performed. In that watery ter-

ritory, the sea was only held in check

by artificial means. In a very short

time, by the demolition of a few dykes
and the opening of a few sluices, the

whole country through which the Span-
iards had to pass could be laid imdcr
water. Believing it yet possible to

enlist the ocean in his defence, Louis,

having partially reduced his soldiers to

obedience, ordered a strong detachment

\ipon this important service. Seizing
a spade, he connnenced the work him-

self,® and then returned to set his army
in battle array. Two or three tide-

gates had been ojiened, two or three

bridges had been demolished, when
Alva, riding in advance of his army,
appeared within a mile or two of Jcm-

mingen." It was then eight o'clock in

the morning. The patriots redoubled

their efforts. By ten o'clock the waters

were already knee high, and in some

* Hoofd, V. 175, 170.
* Meteren, 54. Hoofd, v. 175.
* Mendoza, 67. Conespoiidancc du Duo

d'Albe.
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places as deep as to the waist. At that

hour, the advauced guard of the Span-
iards arrived. Fifteen hundred mus-
keteei ? were immediately ordered for-

ward by the Duke. They were preceded

by a company of mounted carabineers,

attended bya small band of volunteers of

distinction. This little bandthrew them-
selves at once upon the troops engaged
in destroying the dykes. The rebels

fled at the fii-st onset, and the Span-
iards closed the gates.^ Feeling the

full importance of the moment, Count
Louis ordered a large force of musket-
eers to recover the position, and to

complete the work of inundation. It

was too late. The little baud of Span-
iards held the post with consummate

tenacity. Charge after charge, volley
after volley, from the overwhelming
force brought against them, failed to

loosen the fierce grip with which they
held this key to the whole situation.

Before they could be driven from the

dykes, their comrades arrived, when all

their antagonists at oncemade a hurried
retreat to their camp."
Very much the same tactics were

now employed by the Duke, as in the

engagement near Selwaert Abbey. He
was resolved that this affiiir, also, should
be a hunt, not a battle, but foresaw
that it was to be a more successful one.

There was no loophole of escape, so
that after a little successful baiting,
the imprisoned victims would be forced
to spring from their lurking-place, to

perish upon his spears. On his march
from Reyden that morning, he had
taken care to occupy every farm-house,
every biiilding of whatever description

along the road, with his troops. He
had left a strong guard on the bridge
at Reyden, and had thus closed care-

fully every avenue.-* The same fifteen

hundredmusketeerswerenowadvanced
further towards the camp. This small

force, powerfully but secretly sustained,
was to feel the enemy; to skirmish
with him, and to draw him as soon as

possible out of his trenches.* The plan
succeeded. Gradually the engagements

1
Mendoza, 67, 68. Correspoudauce du

Due d'Albe, 157, 158.
* Jlendoza, wlio was himself one of the

Spartan baud which held the dyke, states
the number of rebels tlms repulsed by ess
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between them and the troops sent out

by Count Louis grew more earnest.

Finding so insignificant a force opposed
to them, the mutinous rebels took

courage. The woi-kwaxedhot. Lodroiio

and Romero, commanders of the mus-

keteers, becoming alarmed, sent to the
Duke for reinforcements. He sent

back word in reply, that if they were
not enough to damage the enemy, they
could, at least, hold their own for the

present. So much he had a right to

expect of Spanish soldiers.* At any
rate, he should send no reinforcements.

Again they were more warmly pressed,

again their messenger returned with
the same reply. A third time they
send the most urgent entreaties for

succovu-. The Duke was still inexor-

able.*

Meantime the result of this scientific

anghng approached. By noon the re-

bels, not being able to see how large a

portion of the Spanish army had arrived,

began to think the afiair not so serious.

Count Louis sent out a reconnoitring

party upon the river in a few boats.

They returned without having been
able to discover any large force. It

seemed probable, therefore, that the
inimdation had been more successful

in stopping their advance than had been

supposed.^ Louis, always too rash, in-

flamed his men with temporary enthu-
siasm. Determined to cut their way
out by one vigorous movement, the
whole army at last marched forth from
their entrenchments, with drums beat-

ing, colours fljnng; but already the
concealed reinforcements of their ene-

mies were on the spot. The patriots
met with a warmer reception than they
had expected. Their courage evapo-
rated. Hardly had they advanced three
hundred yards, when the whole body
wavered, and then retreated precipi-

tately towards the encampment,* hav-

ing scarcely exchanged a shot with tho

enemy. Coiuit Louis, in a frenzy ot

rage and despair, flew from rank to

rank, in vain endeavouring to rally hia

terror-stricken troops. It was hope-
than 200 Spaniards, at 4000. all musketeersi
—67, 68. 3 ileudoza, 66, 67.

* Ibid., 69, » Ibid. « IbiO.
1 Hocfd, V. 175, 176. Mendoza, 70.
» Mendoza, to. HoofcJ. v 17{j.
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less. The battery which guarded the
road was entirely deserted. He rushed
to the cannon himself, and fired them
all \vith his own hand.^ It was their

first and last discharge. Hia single

arm, however bold, could not turn the
tide of battle, and he was swept back-
wards with his coward troops. In a
moment afterwards, Don Lope de Fi-

gueroa, who led the van of the Span-
iards, dashed tipou the battery, and
secured it, together with the ravelins.^

Their own artillery was turned against
the rebels, and the road was soon swept.
The Spaniards in large numbers now
rushed through the trenches in pursuit
of the retreating foe. No resistance

was offered, nor quarter given. An
impossible escape was all which was

attempted. It was not a battle, but a
massacre. Many of the beggars in

their flight threw down their arras; all

had foigotten their use. Their anta-

gonists butchered them in droves, while
those who escaped the sword ware
hurled into the river. Seven Spaniards
were killed, and seven thousand rebels.-'

The swift ebb-tide swept the hats of

the perishing wretches in such numbers
ilown the stream, that the people at

Emden knew the result of the battle

in an incredibly short period of time."*

The skirmishing had lasted from ten
o'clock till one," but the butchery con-

tinued much longer. It took time to

slaughter even unresisting victims.

Large numbers obtained refuge for the

night upon an island in the river. At
low water next day the Spaniards
waded to them, and slew every man.**

Many found concealment in hovels,

Bwamps, and thickets, so that the whole
of the following day was occupied in

feiTeting out and despatching them.
There was so much to be done, that
there was work enough for all.

" Not

1 Bor, iv. 245. Hoofd, v. 176.
2 Mendoza, 70.
* Letter of Alva to t)io Council of State.

CorrespDnJanco dii Due d'Albe, 158. The
eamo letter is publislied in Bor, iv. 245, 246.
AU writers allow seven thousand to liave
been killed on the patriot side, and the num-
ber of Spaniards slain is not estimated at
more than eighty, eveu by the patriotic
Metertn, 55. Compare Bor, iv. 245, 24ti;

'

Ilerrera, xv. 696; Hoofd, v. 176; and Men-
doza, 72
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a soldier," says, with great simplicity,
a Spanish historian who fought in the
battle—" not a soldier, nor even a lad,
who wished to share in the victory,
but could find somebody to wound, to

kill, to burn, or to drown.^ The wound-

ing, kiUing, burning, drowning, lasted

two days, and very few escaped. The
landward pursuit extended for three or
four leagvies around,^ so that the roads
and pastures were covered with bodies,
with corslets, and other weapons. Count
Louis himself stripped off his clothes,
and made his escape, when all wa.s

over, by swimming across the Ems."
With the paltry remnant of his troops
he again took refuge in Germany.
The Spanish army, two days after-

\^'ard3, marched back to Groningen.
The page which records their victo-

rious campaign is foul with outrage
and red with blood. None of the hor-

rors which accompany the passage of

hostile troops through a defenceless

country were omitted. Maids and
matrons were ravished in multitudes;
old men butchered in cold blood. As
Alva returned, with the rear-guard of

his army, the whole sky was red with
a constant conflagration ; the very earth
seemed changed to ashes.^" Every pea-
sant's hovel, every farmhouse, every
village upon the road had been burned
to the ground. So gross and so exten-

sive had been the outrage, that tho

commander-in-chief felt it due to hia

dignity to hang some of his own sol-

diers who had most distinguishedthem-
selves in this work.^^ Thus ended the

campaign of Count Louis in Friesland.

Thus signally and terribly had the
Duke of Alva vindicated the supremacy
of Spanish discipline, and of his own
military skill.

On his return to Groningen, tho

estates were summoned, and received a

« Mendoza, 71.
5 Correspondance du Due d'Albe, 157,
« Mcndoza, 71.
f

Ibid., 72.
8 Ibid., 71.
9 Correspondance du Due d'Albe, 158; or

" in a boat," Bor; iv. 245. Mctcren, 55 ; or
"
partly by swimming and partly in a boat,"

Mcndoza, 72. Compare Hoofi, v. 170; Dc
Thou, V. 458-402, etc. etc.

10 Bor, iv. 246. Mendoza, 73,

Jbid.
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severe lecture for their suspicious de-

meanour in regard to the rebellion.^

In order more effectually to control

both province and city, the Governor-

General ordered the construction of a

strong fortress,^ which was soon begun
but never completed. Having thus

furnished liimself with a key to this

important and doubtful region, he re-

turned by way of Amsterdam to Ut-

recht. There he was met by his son

Frederic with strong reinforcements.''

The Duke reviewed his whole army,
and found himself at the head of 30,000

infantry and 7000 cavalry.* Having
fully subdued the province, he had no

occupation for such a force, but he im-

proved the opportunity by cutting oS"

the head of an old woman in Utrecht
TheVrowvan Diemen, eighteen months
previously, had given the preacher
Arendsoon a night's lodging in her
house.' The crime had, in fact, been
committed by her son-in-law, who dwelt
under her roof, and who had himself,
tvithout herparticipation, extended this

ilangerous hospitality to a heretic
;
but

the old lady, although a devout Catho-

lic, was rich. Her execution would
strike a wholesome terror into the
hearts of her neighbours. The confis-

cation of her estates would bring a
handsome sum into the government
coffers. It would be made manifest
that the same hand which could destroy
an amiy of twelve thousand rebels at a
blow could inflict as signal punishment
on the small delinquencies of obscure
individuals. The old lady, who was

past eighty-four years of age, was placed
in a chair upon the scaffold. She met
her death with heroism, and treated
her murderers with contempt.

" I un-
derstand verywell,"she observed, "why
my death is considered necessary. The
calf is fat and must be killed." To the
executioner she expressed a hope that
his sword was sufficiently sharp,

"
as

he was likely to find her old neck very
tough." With this grisly parody upon
tlie dying words of Anne Boleyn, the

1 Bor, iv. 246. Iloofd, v. 176, 177.
* Bor, iv. 246; v. 260.
» De Thou, V, 462. Vio du Due d'Albe, ii.

82a.
* De Thou, V. 462; but cpmpare Mendoza,
77.
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courageous old gentlewoman submitted

to her fate.*"

The tragedy of Don Carlos does not

strictly belong to our subject, which
is the rise of the Netherland common-
wealth—not the decline of the Spanish

monarchy, nor the life, of Philip the

Second. The thread is but slender

which connects the unhappy young
Prince with the fortunes of the nor-

thern republic. He was said, no doubt
with truth, to desire the government
of Flanders. He was also supposed to

be in secret correspondence with the

leaders of the revolt in the provinces.
He appeared, however, to possess very
Uttle of their confidence. His name
is only once mentioned by William of

Orange, who said in a letter that " the

Prince of Spain had lately eaten six-

teen pounds of fruit, including foiur

pounds of grapes, at a single sitting,
and had become iU in consequence."^
The result was sufficiently natural, but
it nowhere appears that the royal

youth, bom to consume the fruits of

the earth so largely, had ever given
the Netherlanders any other proof of

his capacity to govern them. There
is no doubt that he was a most un-

comfortable personage at home, both
to himself and to others, and that he
hated his father very cordially. He
was extremely incensed at the nomi-
nation of Alva to the Netherlands,
because he had hoped that either the

King would go thither or intrust the
mission to him, in either of which
events he should be rid for a time of

the paternal authority, or at least of

the paternal presence. It seems to be
weU ascertained that Carlos nourished
towards his father a hatred wliich

might lead to criminal attempts, but
there is no proof that such attempts
were ever made. As to the amours of

the Prince and the Queen, they had
never any existence save in the imagi-
nation of poets, who have chosen to

find a source of sentimental sorrow
for the Infante in the arbitrary sub-

s Brandt, i. 4S0. Hoofd.
• Brandt, Hist, der Reformatie, D. i. 480.

Raael'8 Mem., 36. Hoofd, v. 177.
' Groen v rrinst., AiwUives, i. 434; but

see Correspond.'uice de Guillaume le Tacit.,
iii, 1%.
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stitution of his fatlier for himself in

the marriage contract with the daughter
of Henry the Second. As Carlos was
but twelve or thirteen years of age
when thus deprived of a bride whom
he had never seen, the foundation for

a passionate I'egret was but slight.

There is no proof whatever, nor any
reason to surmise, that any love pas-

sages ever existed between Don Carlos

and his step-mother.
As to the process and the death of

the Prince, the mystery has not yet
been removed, and the field is still

open to conjecture, It seems a thank-

less task to grope in the dark after

the truth at a variety of sources, when
the truth really exists in tangible

shape if profane hands could be laid

upon it. The secret is buried in the

bosom of the Vatican. Philip wrote
two letters on the subject to Pius V.

The contents of the first (21st Janu-

ary 1568) are known. He informed
the Pontiff that he had been obliged
to imprison his son, and promised
that he would, in the conduct of the

Alfair, omit nothing which could be

expected of a father and of a just and

prudent king.^ The second letter, in

which he narrated, or is supposed to

have narrated, the whole course of the

tragic proceedings, down to the death

and burial of the Prince, has never yet
been made public. There are hopes
that this secret missive, after three

cenkiries of darkness may soon see the

light.2

1 Do Thou, V. 436, liv. xliii.

2 I am assured by M. Gaohard, that a copy
of this important letter is confidently ex-

pected by the Commissiou Koyale d'His-

toire.
3 "A cruellement meudri sa fcmme, fille

et sour desRois do France! commej'entends
qu'on en a en France Ics informations
Ba fcmme lef?itime, mere de deux fiUes vraies

hdiitieres d'I<;spaigne."
—Apologie, 34, sqq.

The part of this accusation relative to the

Queen is entirely disproved by the lettei-s of

the French envoy Fourquevaulx. Vide Von
lUumer, Gesoh. Euvopas, iiL 129-132, and
Hist. Briofe, i. llS-157.

* "Mais il a en dispense. De qui? du

Pape du Rome qui est un Diou en terre.

Certes c'est ce que je croi : car lo Dieu du
ciel ne I'auroit jamais accorde voil~i

pourquoi Jl este adjouste H ces horribles

t'aultes precedentos uu cruel parricide, lo

pfire Qjeui'drisaant inhuraainomeiit sou en-

Dutch Republic. [1568.
As Pliilip generally told the truth

to the Pope, it is probable that the

secret, when once revealed, will con-

tain the veritable solution of the mys-
tery. Till that moment arrives, it

seems idle to attempt fathoming the

matter. Nevertheless, it may be well

briefly to state the case as it stands.

As against the King, it rests upon no

impregnable, but certainly upon re-

spectable authority. The Prince of

Orange, in his famous Apology, calls

PhiUp the murderer of his wife and of

his son, and says that there was proof
of the facts in France.'' He alludes

to the violent death of Carlos almost
as if it were an indisputable truth.
" As for Don Charles," he says,

" was
he not our future sovereign? And if

the father could allege against his son

fit cause for death, was it not rather

for us to judge him than for three or

four monks or inquisitors of Spain?"'*
The historian, P. Matthieu, relates

that Philip assembled his council of

conscience; that they recommended

mercy; that hereupon Philip gavo
the matter to the Inquisition, by
which ti'ibunal Carlos was declared a

heretic on account of his connexion

with Protestants, and for his attempt
against his father's life was condemned
to death, and that the sentence was
executed by four slaves, two holding
the arms, one the feet, while the

fourth strangled him.*

De Thou gives the following account

of the transaction, having derived

fant et son heritier, afBn quo par ce moien
lo Pape eut overture de dispense d'un si ex-

ecrable inceste. Si doncq nous disons quo
nous rejettons le gouvemement d'un tel roi

incestueus, parricide et meurdrier de sa

fcmme, qui nous j)Ourroit accuser justc-
ment? Quant h, Pon Charles, n'estoit il

pas notre seigneur futur et maistre pre-
sumptif? Et si le pere pouvoit alleguer
centre son fils cause idoine de mort, cstoit

ce point a nous qui avions tant d'interest,

plustot tl le juger, qu'a trois ou quatre moines
ou Inquisiteurs d'Bspaiguo?"— Apologie,
35. 36.

* Hist, de Franco et des choses memor-
ables advenuos aux provinces etraiigeres
durant sept aiinces do paix (Paris, 1606),

1598-1604. Compare the admirable avticla

by the historian Ranko; "Zxir Geschichto
des Don Cai-los." (Aus dem 46ten Bande der
Wiener Jahrbiichor dcr Littcraturbesondors

abgearuqkt}. Wie». 1829. Curl Ceroid,
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tuany of Im details from the oral
;

and the resolution was taken to arroct

communicatiors of Louis de Foix,^

Philip imagined that his son waa
about to escape from Spain, and to

make his way to the Netherlands.

The King also believed himself in

danger of assassination from Carlos,

Iris chief evidence being that the

Piince always carried pistols in the

pockets of his loose breeches. As
Carlos wished always to be alone at

night without any domestic in his

chamber, De Foix had aiTanged for

him a set of pulleys, by means of

which he could open or shut his door

without rising from his bed. He al-

ways slept with two pistols and two
drawn swords under his pillow, and
had two loaded arquebusses in a wai-d-

robe close at hand. These remarkable

precautions would seem rather to in-

dicate a profound fear of being himseK

assassinated; but they were neverthe-

less supposed to justify Phihp's sus-

picions, that the Infante was meditat-

ing parricide. On Christmas eve, how-
ever (1567), Don Carlos told his con-

fessor that he had determined to kill

a man. The priest, in consequence,
refused to admithimto the communion.
The Prince demanded, at least, a wafer
which was not consecrated, in order

that he might seem to the people to

be participating in the sacrament.

The confessor declined the proposal,

and, immediately repairing to the

King, narrated the whole story.

Philip exclaimed that he was himself

the man whom the Prince intended to

kill, but that measm-es should be
forthwith taken to prevent such a

design. The monarch then consulted

the Holy Office of the Inquisition,

1 It is surprising that the illustrious his-

torian Banke, to whose pamphlet ou this

subject we are underdeep obligations, should
undervalue the testimony of this personage.
Ho calls him, "a certain Foix, who had
kno'wn the Prince and had arranged the
lock of his door," adding, that "the evidence
of a man belonging only to an inferior class
of society is of course not conclusive."

" Das
Zeuguiss eines Slei.schen der nur etacm un-
tergcordneten Kreise der GeseUschaft aiige-
horte roicht wie sich versteht nicht aus.")
Certainly one would suppose the man from
this contemptuous notice, a mere locksmith.
Kven had he been but a mechanic, his testi-

mony would secqi to us much mor^ valu-

his son. De Foix was compelled to

alter the pulleys of the door to the

Prince's chamber in such a manner
that it could be opened without the

usual noise, which was almost sure

to awaken him. At midnight, accord-

ingly, Coimt Lerma entered the room
80 stealthily that the arms were all

removed from the Prince's pillow and
the wardrobe, without awakening the

sleeper. Philip, Ruy Gomez, the
Duke de Feria, and two other nobles,
then noiselessly crept into the apart-
ment. Carlos still slept so profoundly
that it was necessary for Lerma to

shake him violently by the arm before

he could be aroused. Starting from his

sleep in the dead of night, and seeing
his father thus accompanied, before his

bed, the Prince cried out that he was a
dead man, and earnestly besought the

bystanders to make an end of him at

once. Philip assured him, however,
that he was not come to kill him, but
to chastise him paternally, and to re-

call him to his duty. He then read
him a serious lecture, caused him to

rise from his bed, took away his ser-

vants, and placed him under guard.
He was made to an-ay himself in

movmung habiliments, and to sleep on
a truckle bed. The Prince was in

despair. Hesoonmade various attempts
upon his own life. He threw himself
into the fire, but was rescued by his

guards, with his clothes all in flames.

He passed several days without taking
any food, and then ate so many patties
of minced meat that he nearly died of

indigestion. He was also said to have

attempted to choke himself with a

diamond, and to have been prevented

able in such an age of dissimulation th:m if

he had been a prime minister, a cardinal, or
a king ; always supposing that he testified
to things within his knowledge. Louis do
Foix was no mechanic, however, but a cele-
brated engineer, a native of Paris, the archi-
tect of the palace and monastery of the
Escorial, and the inventor of tiie machinery
by which the water of the Ti\gus was carried
to the highest parts of the city of Toledo.
On his return to France, lie distinguished
himself by constructing a new harbour at

Riyonne, and by other works of public uti-

lity. Certainly it is hardly fair to depreciate
the st;\temencs of such a man u{^>on the
ground of his inferiority in social posiiioo.
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by his guard; to have filled his bed
with ice; to have sat in cold draughts ;

to have gone eleven days without food,
the last method being, as one would
think, sufficiently thorough. Philip,

therefore, seeing his son thus despe-

rate, consulted once more with the

Holy Office, and came to the decision

that it was better to condemn him
legitimately to death than to permit
him to die by his own hand. In order,

however, to save appearances, the

order was secretly carried into execu-

tion. Don Carlos was made to swallow

poison in a bowl of broth, of which he
died in a few hours. This was at the
commencement of his twenty-third

year. The death was concealed for

several months, and was not made
public till after Alva's victory at Jem-

mingen.-^
Such was the account drawn up by

De Thou from the - oral communica-
tions of De Foix, and from other
sources not indicated. Certainly, such
a narrative is far from being entitled

to implicit credence. The histoiian

was a contemporary, but he was not
in Spain, and the engineer's testimony
is, of course, not entitled to much
consideration on the subject of the

process and the execution (if there

were an execution); although con-

clusive as to matters which had been
v.'ithin his personal knowledge. For
the rest, all that it can be said to

establish is the existence of the gene-
ral rumour, that Carlos came to his

death by foul means and in conse-

quence of advice given by the Inqui-
stition.

On the other hand, in all the letters

written at the period by persons in

Madrid most likely, from their posi-

tion, to know the truth, not a syllable
has been found in confirmation of the

violent death said to have been suffered

by Carlos.'' Secretary Erasso, the

1 De Thou, v., liv. xliii. 433-137.
3 "In alien diesen Schroiben," says

Ranke, "so verschiedenei- Menschen habe
ich niemals auch mir eine leise Andeutung
von eiiiem Schriftlichen oder mtiiidlichou

Spi-uclio, nirgends auch nur eine geringe
Spur von eiiier gowaltsamen HerbeifUhrung
dieses Todes gefunden. Sie wissen vielmehr
saratlich nur von einem selir erklarlichen

Verlaufa der Krankheit, auf welcha ein na-

Dnich RepnhUc. [1568.

I

papal nuncio Castagna, the Venetian

envoy Cavalli, all express a conviction

I

that the death of the Prince had been

brought about by his own extravagant
conduct and mental excitement; by
alternations of starving and voracious

eating, by throwing himself into the

fire, by icing his bed, and by similar

acts of desperation. Nearly every
writer alludes to the incident of the
refusal of the priest to admit Carlos
to communion upon the ground of his

confessed deadly hatred to an indivi-

dual whom all supposed to be the

King. It was also universally believed
that Carlos meant to kill his father.

The nuncio asked Spinosa (then Pre-
sident of Castile) if this report were
true. "If nothing more were to be

feared," answered the priest, "the

King would protect himself by other

measures, but the matter was worse,
if worse could be." ^ The King, however,
summoned all the foreign diplomatic

lody, and assured them tliat the stm-y

wasfalse.'^ After his arrest, the Prince,

according to Castagna, attempted vari-

ous means of suicide, abstaining, at

last, many daj^s from food, and dying
in consequence, "discoursing, upon
his deathbed, gi'avely and like a man
of sense." ^

The historian Cabrera, official pane-

gyrist of Philip the Second, speaks of

the death of Carlos as a natural one,
but leaves a dark kind of mystery
about the symptoms of his disease.

He states, that the Prince was tried

and condemned by a commission or

junta, consisting of Spinosa, Ruy
Gomez, and the Licentiate Virviesca,
but that he was carried off by an ill-

ness, the nature of which he does not

describe.^

Llorent found nothing in the records

of the Inquisition to prove that the

Holy Office had ever condemned the

Prince or instituted any process against

turliches Versclieiden folgto."
—Zuv Gesch-

ichte, etc.
» Ranke. Zur Gesoliiehte, etc.
* Ibid.
e " Pero che prima sempro pareva che nel

suo parlar dicesse cose van e di poco fonda-

mento et allora principio a discorrere grave-
monte e di huomo prudente."—Zur Gesch-

ichte, etc., 26.
« Cabrera. Felipe el Prudentfl, lib. viiJ.
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LLm. He states that be was condemned

by a commission, but that he died of a

sickness which supen'ened. It must
be a.nfes3ed that the illness was a con-

venient one, and that such diseases are

veiy apt to attack individuals whom
tyrants are disposed to remove from
their path, while desirous, at the same

time, to save appearances. It would

certainly be presumptuous to accept

implicitly the narrative of De Thou,
which is literally followed by Hoofd,^
and by many modem writers. On the

other hand, it would be an exaggera-
tion of historical scepticism to absolve

Philip from the murder of his son,

solely upon negative testimony. The

people about court did not believe in

the crime. They saw no proofs of it.

Of course, they saw none. Philip would
take good care that there should be
none if he had made up his mind that

the death of the Prince should be con-

sidered a natural one. An & priori

argument, which omits the character

of the suspected culprit, and the ex-

traordinary circumstances of time and

place, is not satisfactory. Philip tho-

roughly understood the business of

secret midnight murder. We shall

soon have occasion to relate the elabo-

rate and ingenious method by which
the assassination of Montigny was ac-

complished and kept a profound secret

from the whole world, imtil the letters

of the royal assassin, after three cen-

turies' repose, were exhumed, and the

foul mystery revealed. Philip waa

capable of any crime. Moreover, in

his letter to his aunt. Queen Catharine
of Portugal,- he distinctly declares

himself, like Abraham, prepared to go
all lengths in obedience to the Lord.
"
I have chosen in this matter," he

Baid,
"
to make the sacrifice to God of

my oicn fiesh and blood, and to prefer
His service and the universal welfare
to all other human considerations."-*

» NederL Hb^t., 179, ISO.
* And not the £mi>ies3, wife of Maximi-

lian II.
, as stated by Cabrera, who publishts

the letter of January 21, 156S (1- vii. c. xxii.

475). Ranke has corrected this error.—Zur
Geachichte des Don Carlos, etc.

* " Mas en fin yo e quehdo hazer en esta

parte sacrificio a Dios de mi propria came i

Bangre, i prefeiir su servicio i el beneficio i

bien universal 2l las otraa consideracionea

V fiis Death. 403

\\'henever the letter to Pius Y. sees

the light, it will appear whether the

sacrifice which the monarch thus made
to his God proceeded beyond the im-

prisonment and condemnation of hia

son, or was completed by the actual

immolation of the victim.

With regard to the Prince himself
it is very certain that, if he had lived,

the realms of the Spanish crown would
have numbered one tyrant more.
Carlos from his earliest youth, was re-

markable for the ferocity of his cha-

racter. The Emperor Charles was

highly pleased with him, then about
fourteen years of age, upon their first

interview after the abdication. He
flattered himself that the Lid had in-

herited his own martial genius together
with his name. Carlos took much in-

terest in his grandfather's account of

his various battles, but when the flight
from Innspruck was narrated, he re-

peated many times, with much vehe-

mence, that he never would have fled;

to which position he adhered, notwith-

standing all the arguments of the Em-
peror, and very much to his amuse-
ment.'' The young Prince was always
fond of soldiers, and Hstened eagerly
to discourses of war. He was in the
habit also of recording the names of

any mihtary persons who, according to

custom, frequently made offers of their

services to the heir apparent, and of

causing them to take a solemn oath to

keep their engagements.' No othei

I

indications of warlike talent, however,

I

have been preserved concerning him.

I

" He was crafty, ambitious, cruel,

I
violent," says the envoy Suriano,

" a

I

hater of buffoons, a lover of soldiers.""*

! His natural cruelty seems to have been

j

remarkable from his boyhood. After
his return from the chase, he was in

the habit of cutting the throats of

hares and other animals, and of amus-

ing himself with their dying convul-

umanas," etc. etc.—Letter of Philip, apud
Cabrera, vii. isii. 475. V. lib. viii. 405-501.

* " Et eg!i in colen^ reitero con mari-

viglia e riso di S. M. e de circonstant cho

egU mai non sarebbe foggit'o.
—Badovaio

MS.
' Badovaro MS.
" E animoso^ accorto, crudele, ambitioso,

inimicissimo di buffoni, amicissimo di aol-

dati."—Suriano MS. ^
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Bioiis.^ He also frequently took plea-
Buro in roasting them alive.^ He once
1 eceived a present of a very lai-ge snake

from some person who seemed to un-

derstand how to please this remarkable

young Prince. After a time, however,
tlie favourite rej^tile bit its master's

finger, whereupon Don Carlos immedi-

ately retaliated by biting off its head.-^

He was excessively angiy at the

suggestion that the prince who was ex-

pected to spring from his father's mar-

riage with the English Queen, would
one day reign over the Netherlands,
and swore he would challenge him to

mortal combat in order to prevent such
an infringement of his rights. His
father and grandfatherwere both highly
diverted with this manifestation of

spirit,'* but it was not decreed that

the world should witness the execution

of these fraternal uitentions against the

babe which was never to be born.

Ferocity, in shoi-t, seems to have
been the leading characteristic of

the unhappy Carlos. His preceptor,
a man of learning and merit, who was
called "the honourable John,"'' tried

to mitigate this excessive ardour of

temperament by a course of Cicero de

Officiis, which he read to him daily.*^

Neither the eloquence of Tully, how-

ever, nor the precepts of the honour-

able John, made the least impi-ession

upon this very savage nature. As he

grew older he did not gi*ow wiser nor
more gentle. He was prematurely and

grossly licentious. AU the money
which, as a boy, he was allowed, he

Bfient upon women of low character,
and when he was penniless, he gave
them his chains, his medals, even the

clothes from his back.^ He took plea-
sure in affronting respectable females

when he met them iu the streets, in-

sulting them by the coarsest language

1 Strada, viii. 313.
» " Dimostra di haver an animo fiero, et

Ira li effetti clie si raccontavano uno e che
al!c volte clic da Li caccia li veniva iiortato

lepro o simili auimale, si diletta di veder li

anostiti vivi."—Badovaro MS.
3 "Et essendo li donate mia biscia scodc-

rella inolto grande, et essa havendo li dato

till niorso il uu dito cgli subitamente co denti

gij spicco la testa."—Ibid.
* " Con somma allegrezza inteso."—Ibid.
» "II precetorro buo e uominato I'liouo-

[1568.
and gestures.^ Being ci-uel, cunning,
fierce, and licentious, he seemed to

combine many of the worst qualities of

a lunatic. That he probably was one
is the best defence which can be offered
for his Qonduct. In attempting to offer

violence to a female, while he was at

the university of Alcalii, he fell down
a stone staircase, from which cause he
was laid up for a long time with a

severely womided head, and was sup-

posed to have injured his brain.**

The traits of ferocity recorded of

him during his short life are so nume-
rous that humanity can hardly desire

that it should have been prolonged. A
few drops of water having once fallen

upon his head from a window, as he

passed through the street, he gave
peremptory orders to his gtiardto bum
the house to the ground, and to put every
one of its inhabitants to the sword.
The soldiers went forthwith to execute
the order, but, more humane than their

master, returned with the excuse that

the holy sacrament of the Viaticum
had that moment been can-ied into the

house. This appeal to the superstition
of the Prince successfully suspended
the execution of the crime which his

inconceivable malignity had contem-

plated.^" On another occasion, a noble-

man, who slept near his chamber,
failed to answer his bell on the instant.

Springing upon his dilatory attendant,
as soon as he made his appeai'ance, the
Prince seized him in his arms and was
about to throw him from the window,
when the cries of the unfortunate

chamberlain attracted attention, and

procured a rescue.^^

The Cardinal Espinoza had once ac-

cidentally detained at his palace an
actor who was to perform a favourite

part by express command of Dou
Carlos. Furious at this detention,

Kvto Giovanni, clie e di quelli bell costunii

clic 8i possaiio desiderar iu alcim altro spag-
nuolo."—Ibid,

e Badovaro MS. ^ Ibid.
8 Braiitome (usa), ii. 117.
9 Iloofd, V. 179. Compare Strada, i. 213.

See also " Rclacion do lo siiccdido en la en-
fcrmedad del rrincipe, iiuestro ScCor, por cl

Doctor Olivaies, medico do su camai'a."—
Pai>iers d'Etat de Graiivelle, vi. 587, sqq.

10 Cabrera, lib. vii. c. xxii. p. 470.
" Ibid.
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the Priuce took the priest by the throat ! his wishes. It is poeaible that tho

pranks of so malignant an ape might
have been even more mischievous than
the concentrated and vigorous tyranny
of an Alva. When the new Captain-
General called, before his departure, to

pay his respects to the Infante, tho
Duke seemed, to his surprise, to have

suddenly entered the den of a wild
beast. Don Carlos sprang upon him
with a howl of fury, brandishing a

dagger in his hand. He nttered re-

proaches at having been defrauded of

the Netherland government. He swore
that Alva should never accomplish his

mission, nor leave his presence alive.

He was proceeding to make good the
threat with his poniard, when the Diike
closed with him. A violent struggls
succeeded. Both rolled together on
the ground, the Prince biting and

striking like a demoniac, the Duke de-

fending himself as well as he was able,
without attempting his adversary- 'a

life. Before the combat was decided,
the approach of many persons put an
end to the disgraceful scene. •* As de-

cent a veil as possible was thrown over
the transaction, and the Duke departed
on his mission. Before the end of the

year, the Prince was in the prison
whence he never came forth alive.

The figure of Don Carlos was as mis-

shapen as his mind. His head was dis-

proportionately large, his limbs were

rickety, one shoidder was higher, one

leg longer than the other.* With fea-

tures resembling those of his father,
but with a swarthy instead of a fair

complexion, with an expression of

countenance both fierce and foolish,
and with a character such as we have
sketched it, upon the evidence of those
who knew him well, it is indeed strange
that he should ever have been trans-
formed by the magic of poetry into a
romantic hero. As cruel and cunning
as his father, as mad as his great-grand-
mother, he has left a name which not
even his dark and mysterious fate can
render interesting.

as soon as he presented himself at the

palace, and plucking his dagger from
its tbeath, swore, by the soul of his

father, that he would take his life on

the spot. The grand inquisitor fell on

his knees and begged for mercy, but it

is probable that the entrance of the

King alone saved his life.^

There was often something ludicrous

mingled with the atrocious in these

ungovernable explosions of wrath. Don
Pedro Manuel, his chamberlain, had

once, by his command, ordered a pair
of boots to be made for the Prince.

\\Tien brought home, they were, unfor-

tunately, too tight. The Prince, after

vainly endeavouring to pull them on,

fell into a blazing passion. He swore

that it was the fault of Don Pedro,
who always wore tight boots himself,
but he at the same time protested that

his father was really at the bottom of

the afiair. He gave the young noble-

man a box on the ear for thus conspir-

ing with the King against his comfort,
and then ordere<l the boots to be

chopped into httle pieces, stewed, and
seasoned. Then sending for the cul-

prit shoemaker, he ordered him to eat

his own boots, thus converted into a

pottage : and with this punishment the

unfortunatemechanic,who hadthought
his hfe forfeited, was sufficiently glad
to comply.'
Even the puissant Alva could not

escape his violence. Like all the men
in whom his father reposed confidence,
the Duke was odious to the heir appa-
rent. Don Carlos detested him with
the whole force of his Uttle souL He
hated him as only a virtuous person
deserved to be hated by such a rufiSan.

The heir apparent had taken the
Netherlands imder his patronage. He
had even formed the design of repair-

ing secretly to the provinces, and could

not, therefore, disguise his wrath at
the appointment of the D\ike. It is

doubtful whether the coimtry would
have benefited by the gratification of

1 Cabrera, iibi sup.
*

Ibid., Tii. 470. BrantSme : art. Philippe
II., u. 115.

3
Cabrera, lib. vii. c. siii. 442, 443.

* "
rta la testa di grandezza sproportion-

ata al corpo, di polo nero et di debvle o.'va.-

t'.essione."—Badovaro MS.

" Se bene a simile al padre di faccia e "peta
dissimil di costumi."—Biuiano MS.

"
Carolus, praeter colorcm et capillura,

ceterum corpore mendosus: quippe humero
elatior et tibia altera lonzior erat, nee miuiia
dehoiiestamcntum ab indole feiX'Ci ct con-
oirnaci."—Strada, x. 509.
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CHAPTER IV.

Continncd and excessive barbarity of the goveminont—Excoition of Antony van Straa.en,
of "Red-Rod" Spelle

—The Prince of Orange advised by his German friends to remain
quiet—Heroic sentiments of Orange—His rolisious opinions—His efforts in favour of
toleration—His fervent piety

—His public correspondtnoe with the Emperor—His "Jus-
tification," his "

A'.'amin xT," and other papers characterised—The Prince, with a consider-
able army, crosses the Rhino—Passage of the Meuse at Stochem—He offers battle to

Alva—Determinatidn of the Duke to avoid an engagement—Comparison of his present
situation with his previoiis position in Fiiesland—Masterly tactics of the Duke—Skir-
mish on the Geta—Defeat of tlie Orangists—Death of Hoogstraaten—Junction with Genlia—Adherence of Alva to his original plan—The Prince crosses the frontier of France—
Correspondence between Charles IX. and Orange—The patriot army disbanded at Stras-

burg—Comments by Granvelle upon the position of the Prince—Triumphant attitude of
Alva—Festivities at Brussels— Colossal statue of Alva erected by himself in Antwerp
Citadel—Intercession of the Emperor with Philip—Memorial of six Electors to the Em-
peror—Mission of the Archduke Charles to Spain—His negotiations with Phih'p—Public
and private correspondence between the King and Emperor—Duplicity of Maximilian—
Abrupt conclusion to the mtcrvention—Granvelle's suggestions to Philip concerning the

treaty of Passau.

The Duke having thus crushed the pro-

ject of Count Louis, arid quelled the

insurrection in Friesland, returned iu

triumph to Brussels. Far from soft-

ened by the success of his arms, he
I'enewed with fresh energy the butch-

ery which, for a brief season, had been

suspended during his brilliant cam-

paign in the north. The altars again
smoked with victims; the hanging,

burning, drowning, beheading, seemed
destined to be the perpetual course of

his administration, so long as human
bodies remained on which his fanatical

vengeance could be wreaked. ^ Four
men of eminence were executed soon

after his return to the capital. They
had previously suffered such intense

jmnishment on the rack, that it was

necessary to carry them to the scaffold

and bind them upon chairs, that they

might be beheaded.^ These four suf-

ferers were, a Frisian nobleman named
Galena, the secretaries of Egmont and

Horn, Batkerzeel and La Loo, and the

distinguished Burgomaster of Antwerp,
Antony van Straalen. The arrest of

the three last-mentioned individual,

eimultaneoiisly with that of the two

Counts, has been related in a previous

chapter. In the case of Van Straalen,

the services rendered by him to the

provinces during his long and honoTU--

tible career, had been so remarkable,
1 Bor, iv. 24S.
- J. V. van Cappellc, Bijdriigen tot do

Ge.schich. d. Ncdcrl., 231. Mcteren, f. 01.
8 Bor, 247, 248.
*

B'.r, CappcUe, Hoofd, ubi sup. lue last

that even the Blood-Council, in send-

ing his case to Alva for his sentence,
were inspired by a humane feeling.

They felt so much compunction at the

impending fate of a man who, among
other meritorious acts, had furnished

nearly all the funds for the brilliant

campaign in Picardy, by which the

opening years of Philip's reign had beeu

illustrated, as to hint at the proprietj
of a pardon.'* But the recommendiv-
tion to mercy, though it came from
the lips of tigers^ dripping with humaa
blood, fell unheeded on the tyrant's ear.

It seemed meet that the man who had

supplied the nerves of war in that unfor-

given series of triumphs, should share

the fate of the hero who had won the

laurels.''

Hundreds of obscure martyrs now
followed in the same path to another

world, where surely they deserved to

find their recompense, if steadfast ad-

herence to their faith, and a tranquil
trust in God, amid tortures and death

too horrible to be related, had ever

found favour above. The "
Red-Rod,"

as the provost of Brabant was popularly

designated, was never idle. He flew

from village to village thi-oughout tho

province, executing the bloody behests

of his mastei-s with congenial alacrit}'.'

Nevertheless, his career was soon des-

tined to close upon the same scaffold

words of the Burgomaster as ho bowed liia

neck to the executioner's stroke were,
" Voor

wel gedaan, kwaclyk beloud,"
" For faithful

service, evil rccompeuso."—Capelle, 232.

Bor, iv. 248.
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where he had so long ofi&ciated. Partly
from caprice, partly from an uncom-

promising anti fantastic sense of justice,
his inaster now hanged the executioner

whose industry had been so untiring.
The sentence which was affixed to his

breast, as he suffered, stated that he
had been guilty of much malpractice;
that he had executed many persons
without a warrant, and had suffered

many guilty persons, for a bribe, to

escape their doom.^ The reader can

judge which of the two clauses consti-

tuted the most sufficient reason.

During all these triumphs of Alva,
the Prince of Orange had not lost his

self-possession. One after another, each

of his bold, skilflilly-conceived, and care-

fully-prepared plans had failed. Villers

had been entirely discomfited at Dal-

hem, Cocqueville had been cut to pieces
in Picardy, and now the valiant and

experienced Louis had met with an
entire overthrow in Friesland. The
brief success of the patriots at Heiliger-
Lee had been washed out in the blood-

torrents of Jemmingen. Tyranny was
more triumphant, the provinces more

timidly crouching, than ever. The
friends on whom "William of Orange
relied in Germany, never enthusiastic

in his cause, although many of them
true-hearted and liberal, now grew cold

and anxious. For months long, his

most faithfxil and affectionate allies,

such men as the Elector of Hesse, and
the Duke of "Wirtemberg, as well as the

less trustworthy Augustus of Saxony,
had earnestly expressed their opinion
that, under the circumstances, his best

course was to sit still and watch the
course of events.

It was known that the emperor had
written an urgent letter to Philip on
the subject of his policy in the Nether-
lands in general, and concerning the

position or Orange in particular. All

persons, from the Emperor down to

the pettiest potentate, seemed now of

opinion that the Prince had better

407

1 Bor, V. 2C9, -270. Hoofd, v. 191.
*
Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 7S5.

Archives et Correspondance, iii. ISO-136,
144, 145, 214-219.

*
Correspondauco de Guillannie !e Tacit.,

lii. 1-19. Artiuves ec Ccirresp(.>nJauce, iii.

ISO, et sqq.

pause; that he was, indeed, bound to

wait the issue of that remonstrance.*
" Your highness must sit still," said

Landgrave William. " Yoiur highne^
must ait still," said Augustus of Sax-

ony.
" You must move neither hand

nor foot in the cause of the perishiug

provinces," said the Emperor.
" Not

a soldier—horse, foot, or dragoon—
shall be levied within the empire. If

you violate the peace of the realm, and
embroil us with our excellent brother

and cousin Philip, it is at your own
peril. You have nothing to do but to

keep quiet and await his answer to our
letter."^ But the Prince knew how
much effect his sitting still would pro-
duce upon the cause of hberty and re-

ligion. He knew how much effect tlie

Emperor's letter was like to have upon
the heart of Philip. He knew that the

more impenetrable the darkness now
gathering over that land of doom which
he had devoted his life to defend, the

more urgently was he forbidden to turn
his face away fiom it in its affliction.

It was about this time that a deep
change came over his mind. Hitherto,

although nominallyattached to the com-
munion of the ancient Church, his

course of life and habits of mind had
not led him to deal very earnestly with

things beyond the world. The severe

duties, the grave character of the cause

to which his days were henceforth to

be devoted, had already led him to a

closer inspection of the essential attri-

butes of Christianity. He was now
enrolled for life as a soldier of the Ee-

formation.* The Reformation waa
henceforth his fatherland, the sphere
of his duty and his affection. The re-

ligious Reformers became his brethren,
whether in France, Germsmy, the Ne-

therlands, or England. Yet his mind
had taken a higher flight than that of

the most eminent Reformers. His goal
was not a new doctrine, but religious

liberty. In an age when to think waa
a crime, and when bigotry and a perse-

* The Prince weut into the Re.formed wor-

ship step by step, and it waa not until tha
23d October 1573, tiiat he publicly attended
coinuiunion at a Calvinist meeting, but
where is not mentioned."—Vide Van Wyn
op VTagenaer, vi. 73, and Van dor Wall. Pri-

vilegie van I)ort, bL 119, No. 7.
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cuting spirit characterised Romanists
and Lutherans, Calvinists and Zwin-

glians, he had dared to announce free-

dom of conscience as the great object
for which noble natures should strive.

In .an age when toleration was a ^-ice,

he had the manhood to cultivate it as

a virtue. His parting advice to the

Reformers of the Netherlands, when he
left them for a season in the spring of

1567, was to sink all lesser differences

in religious union. Those of the Augs-
burg Confession and those of the Cal-

vinistic Church, in their own opinion
as incapable of commingling as oil and

water, were, in his judgment, capable of

friendly amalgamation.^ He appealed

eloquently to the good and influential

of all parties to unite in one common
cause against oppression. Even while

favouring dailymoreand more the cause

of the purified Church, and becoming
daily more alive to the corruption of

Rome, he was yet willing to tolerate

J.11 forms of worship, and to leave rea-

son to combat error.

Without a i^article of cant or fanati-

cism, he had become a deeply religious
man. Hitherto he had been only a

man of the world, and a statesman,
but from this time forth he began
calmly to rely upon God's pro^ddence
in all the emergencies of his eventful

life. His letters written to his most
confidential friends, to be read only by
themselves, and which have been gazed
upon by no other ej'cs until after the

lapse of nearly three centuries, abun-

dantly prove his sincere and simple
tnist; This sentiment was not assumed
for effect to delude others, but cherished
as a secret support for himself. His

religion was not a cloak to his designs,
but a consolation in his disasters. In
his letter of instruction to his most
confidential agent, John Bazius, while

he declared himself frankly in favour

of the Protestant principles, he express-
ed his extreme repugnance to the per-
Becution of Catholics.

" Should we
obtain power over any city or cities," he

wrote,
"
let the communities of Papists

1 Wagcnacr, Vaderl. Hist., vi. 227, 228.

Hoofd, iv. 132, 133.
2 " Sacht mocdighcyt cnde dcuclitsam-

keit."—Archives, etc.. iii, 196-200.
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be as much respected and protected as

possible. Let them be overcome, not

by violence, but with gentle-minded-
ness and virtuous treatment." ^ After
the terrible disaster at Jemmingen, he
had written to Louis, consoling him, m
the most affectionate language, for the
unfortunate result of his campaign.
Not a word of reproach escaped from
him, although his brother had conduct-
ed the operations in Friesland, after

the battle of Heiliger-Lee, in a manner
quite contrary to his ovm advice. He
had counselled against a battle, and had
foretold a defeat;

^ but after the battle
had been fought, and a crushing defeat

sustained, his language breathed only
unwavei-ing submission to the will of

God, and continued confiden'^e in his

own com-age.
" You may be well

assured, my brother," he wrote,
" that

I have never felt anything more keenly
than the pitiable misfortune which has

happened to you, for many reasons
which you can easily imagine. More-
over, it hinders us much in the levy
which we are making, and has greatly
chilled the hearts of those who otlier-

wise woidd have been ready to give us
assistance. Nevertheless, since it lias

thus pleased God, it is necessary to have

patience, and to lose not courage; con-

forming ourselves to His divine will, as
for my part I have determined to do in

everything which may hajipeu, still

proceeding onwai-d in our work with
his Almighty aid."'* Soevis tranqidllus
in undis, he was never more placid tlian

when the storm was wildest, and the

night darkest. He drew his consola-

tious and refreshed his courage at the

never-failing fountains of Divinemercy."
I go to-morrow," he wrote to the

unworthy Anna of Saxony ;

" but when
I shall return, or when I shall see you,
I cannot, on my honour, tell you with

certainty. I have resolved to place

myself in the hands of the Almiglity,
that he may guide me whither it is Hia

good pleasure that I should go. / see

•well enourjh that I am destined to pass
this life in misery and labour, uitli xvhich

8 Archives ct Corrcprondaiico, etc., 2C7-
£01.

*
Ibid., iii. 276.
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"
Jmtijicalmi' of Orange,

I am well conUnt, since it thus phases
the Omnipotent, for I know that I have

merited still greater chastisement. I

only implore Him graciously to sendme
Btreugth to endure with patience."^

In May 1568, the Emperor Maximi-
lian had formally issued a requisition
to the Prince of Orange to lay down
his arms, and to desist from all levies

and machinations against the King of

Spain and the peace of the realm. This

summons he was commanded to obey
on pain of forfeiting all rights, fiefs,

privileges, and endowments bestowed

by imperial hands on himself, or his

predecessors, and of incurring the hea-

viest disgrace, punishment, and penal-
ties of the Empire.

2

To this document the Prince replied
in August, having paid in the mean-
time but little heed to its precepts.
Now that the Emperor, who at first

was benignant, had begun to frown on
his undertaking, he did not slacken in

his own endeavours to set his army on
foot. One by one those among the

princes of the empire who had been
most stanch in his cause, and were still

most friendly to his person, grew colder

as tyranny became stronger; but the
ardoiu- of the Prince was not more
chilled by their despair than by the
overthrow at Jemmingen, which had
been its cause. In August, he answered
the letter of the Emperor, respectfully
but warmly. He still denoimced the

tyranny of Alva and the arts of Gran-
velle with that \'igorous eloquence
which was always at his command,
while, as \isnal, he maintained a show
of almost exaggerated respect for their

monarch. It was not to be presumed,
he said, that his Majesty,

" a king de-

bonair and bountiful," had ever intend-
ed such cruelties as those which had
been rapidly retraced in the letter, but
it was certain that the Duke of Alva
had committed them all of his own
authority. He trusted, moreover, that
the Emperor, after he had read the
"Justification" which the Prince had
recently published, would appreciate

>• Archives, etc., de la Mai^on d'Orange
Nassau, iii. 327-331.

* See the letter in Gachard, Corrcspon-
dance de Guillaume le Tacit., ui. 1-5.

»
Ibid., iiL 6-10.
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the reason for his taking up arms. He
hoped that his Majesty would now con-

sider the resistance just. Christian, and
conformable to the public peace. He
expressed the belief that rather than

interpose any hindrance, his Majesty
would thenceforth rather render assist-

ance "
to the poor and desolate Chris-

tians," even as it was his Majesty's
office and authority to be the last re-

fuge of the injured.-^
The "

Justification against the false

blame of his calumniators by the
Prince of Orange," to which th«
Prince thus referred, has been men-
tioned in a pre^-ious chapter. This
remarkable paper had been drawn up
at the advice of his friends. Landgrave
William and Elector Augustus,* but
it was not the only document which
the Prince caused to be published at

this important epoch. He issued a
formal declaration of war against tha
Duke of Alva; he addressed a solemn
and eloquent warning or proclamation
to all the inhabitants of the Kether-
lands.* These documents are ex-

tremely important and interesting.
Their phraseology shews the intentions
and the spirit by which the Prince
was actuated on first engaging in the

struggle. Without the Prince and hia
efibrts at this juncture, there v,"ould

probably have never been a free
Netherland commonwealth. It is

certain, likewise, that without an en-

thusiastic passion forcivU and rehgious
liberty throughout the masses of the
Netherland people, there would have
been no successftil eflfort on the jjart
of the Prince. He knew his covmtry-
men; while they, from highest to

humblest, recognised in him their
saviour. There was, however, no pre-
tence of a revolutionary movement.
The Prince came to maintain, not to
overthrow. The freedom which had
been enjoyed in the provinces until
the accession of the Burgundian dy-
nasty, it was hia pui-pose to restore.
The attitude which he now assumed
was a pecTiliar one in history. Thia

*
Archives, etc., de la Maison dOi-ancc,

iii. 1S3-1S6.

* The Declaration is published in Bor. iv.

253, 254.
'
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defender of a people's cause set up no

revolutionary standard. In all his
documents he paid apparent reverence
to the authority of the King. By a

fiction, which was not unphilosophical,
he assumed that the monarch was in-

capable of the crimes which he charged
upon the Viceroy. Thus he did not
a-ssume the character of a rebel in arms
ag,unst his prince, but in his own
capacity of sovereign he levied troops
and waged war against a satrap whom
he chose to consider false to his mas-
ter's orders. In the interest of Phi-

'lip, assumed to be identical with the
welfare of his people, he took up arms
against the tyrant who was sacri-

ficing both. This mask of loyalty
would never save his head from the

block, as he well knew, but some
spirits lofty as his own, might perhaps
be influenced by a noble sophistry,
which sought to strengthen the cause
of the people by attributing virtue to

the King.
And thus did the sovereign of an

insignificant little principality stand

boldly forth to do battle with the most

powerful monarch in the world. At
his own expense, and by almost super-
human exertions, he had assembled

nearly thirty-thousand men. He now
boldly proclaimed to the world, and

especially to the inhabitants of the

provinces, his motives, hia purposes,
and his hopes.

"
Vv e, by • God's grace Prince of

Orange," said his declaration of 31st

August 1568, "salute all faithful sub-

jects of his Majesty. To few people
is it unknown that the Spaniards have
for a long time sought to govern the
land according to their pleasure.

Abusing his Majesty's goodness, they
have pei'suaded him to decree the in-

troduction of the Inquisition into the
Netherlands. They well understood,
that in case the Netherlanders could
be made to tolerate its exercise, they
would lose all protection to their

liberty; that if they opposed its intro-

duction, they would open those rich

provinces as a vast field of plunder.
AVe had hoped that his Majesty, tak-
~

I Bor, iv. 253, 254.
s Tho "Vraarschouwing" is published in

Dutch Republic. [l/)68.

iug the matter to heart, Avould have
spared his hereditary provinces from
such utter ruin. We have found our

hopes futile. We are unable, by rea-

son of our loyal service due to his

Majesty, and of our true compassion
for the faithfid lieges, to look with

tranquillity any longer at such murders,
robberies, outrages, and agony. We
are, moreover, certain that his Majesty
has been badly informed upon Nether-
land matters. We take up arms, there-

fore, to oppose the violent tyranny of

the Spaniards, by the help of the mer-
ciful God, who is the enemy of all

blood-thirstiness. Cheerfully inclined
to wager oiir life and all our worldly
wealth on the cause, we have now,
God be thanked, an excellent army of

cavalry, infantry, and artillery, raised
all at our own expense. We summon
aU loyal subjects of the Netherlands
to come and help us. Let them take
to heart the uttermost need of the

country, the danger of pei-petual

slavery for themselves and their

children, and of the entire overthrow
of the Evangelical religion. Only when
Alva's blood-thirstiness shall have
been at last overpowered, can the pro-
%'inces hope to recover their pure ad-

ministration of jvistice, and a prosper-
ous condition for their common-
wealth."^

In the "
warning

"
or proclamation

to all the inhabitants of the Nether-

lands, the prince expressed similar

sentiments. He announced his inten-

tion of expelling the Spaniards for ever
from the country. To accomplish the

mighty undertaking, money was neces-

sary. He accordingly called on his

countrymen to contribute, the rich
out of tlieir abundance, the poor even
out of their poverty, to the further-

ance of the cause. To do this, while
it was yet time, he solemnly warned
them "before God, the fatherland,
and the world." After the title of

this paper were cited the 28th, 29th,
and 30th verses of the tenth chapter
of Proverbs, The favourite motto of

the Prince, "pro lege, rcgc, grcgc," was
also affixed to the document. '^

full in the Byvoegscl van Authoutik. Stuk,.
tot P. Bcr, Hist., 121-123.-
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These appeals had, however,but little

effect. Of three hundred thousand

crowns, promksd on behalf of leading
nobler and merchants of the Nether-

lands by Marcus Perez, but ten or

twelve thousand came to hand. ^ The

appeals to thegentlemen who had signed
che Compromise, and to many others

who had, in times past, been favour-

able to the liberal party were power-
less. A poor Anabaptist preacher
collected a small sum from a refugee

congregation on the outskirts of Hol-

land, and brought it, at the peril of his

life, into the Prince's camp. It came
from people, he said, whose will was
betterthan the gift. They never wished

to be repaid, he said, except by kind-

ness, when the cause of reform should

be triumphant in the Netherlands. The
Pi-ince signed a receipt for the money,
expressing himself touched by this

Bymi)athy from these poor outcasts.^

In the course of time, other contribu-

tions from similar sources, principally
collected by dissenting preachers, starv-

ing and persecuted church communi-

ties, were received.^ The poverty-
stricken ejdles contributed far more, in

proftortion, for the establishment of

civil and religious liberty, than the
"

'^althy merchants, or the haughty
bles.-*

Late in September, the Prince mus-
tered his army in the province of

Treves, near the monastery of Romers-
dorf.* His force amoimted to nearly

thirty thousand men, of whom nine

thousand were cavalry.* Lumey, Coirat

de la ilarck, now joined him at the
head of a picked band of troopers ;

a

bold, ferocious partisan, descendedfrom
the celebrated Wild Boar of Ardennes.
Like Civilis, the ancient Batavian hero,
he had sworn to leave hair and beard im-

ehorn till the liberation of the country
was achieved, or at lea.st tiU the death
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1 Bor, iv. 251, 202. Hoofd, v. 1S3.
* Brandt, Hist, der Reformatie, i. 52G.

Letter of P. W. Boomgaent to C. P. Hoofd,
7th August 1606.

* Brandt, i. 516. * Bor, y. 312.
» Hoofd, v. 1S3.
* Ibid.—Compare Stradxi, vii. 33S; Benti-

voglio, v. 77, 7S; Wageuaer, vi 2S6; Grot.
Ann., i. 32; Mcteren, ii. £5.

"< Bor, iv. 256. Stiutla, liv. vii. 333. Wa-
fWiaer, VaderL Hist., vL 288.

of Egmont, whose blood relation he

was, had been avenged.^ It is probable
that the fierce conduct of this chief-

tain, and particularly the cruelties ex-

ercised upon monks and papists' by
his troops, dishonoured the cause more
than their valour could advance it. But
in those stormy times such rude but
incisive instruments were scarcely to

be neglected, and the name of Lumey
was to be for ever associated with the

earliest and most important triumphs
of the liberal cause.

It was fated, however, that but few
laurels should be won by the patriots
in this campaign. The Prince crosetl

the Rhine at Saint Feit, a village be-

longing to himself.* He descended

along the banks as far as the neigh-
bourhood of Cologne. Then, after

hovering in apparent uncertainty about
the territories of Juliers and Limburg,
he suddenly, on a bright moonlight
night, crossed the Meuse with his

whole army, in the neighbourhood of

Stochem.^*^ The operation was bril-

liantly effected. A compact body of

cavalry, according to the plan which
had been more than once adopted by
Julius Cffisar, was placed in the midst
of the current, imder which shelter

the whole army successfully forded the

river.^^ The Meuse was more shallow

than usual, but the water was as high
as the soldiers' necks. This feat was

accomplished on the night and morn-

ing of the 4th and 5th of October. It

was considered so bold an achievement
that its fame spread far and wide. The

Spaniards began to tremble at the

prowess of a Prince whom they had
affected to despise. The very fact of

the passage was flatly contradicted. An
imfortunate burgher atAmsterdam was

Bcoinrged at the whipping-post, becaasa
he mentioneditasmatterof common re-

port.^'- TheDukeof Aivarefu3et.^tocre-

9 Dor, iv. 256. Hoofd, v. 18-';.

»
Br>r, iv. 256. Wagenaer, TadcrL Hist.

vi. 2i6. Meteren, 55.
~

'0 " ReLation de I'Expedition du Prince

d'Orauge en 1563," by the Sccretiry of State,

Courtevil'.e, who accomp.-.uied tbe Duke ol

Alva dvniiig the campaign; in Gachard,
Corrcsponiance de GuiUaume le Tacit, iii

.319-3:i7.
11 Hcofd, V. 1S5, Mefcr:- '.''.

li Hoofd, V. 185.
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dit the talewhen itwasannouncedtoliim.
"Is the army of the Prince of Orange
a flock of wild geese/' he asked,

" that

it can fly over rivers like the Meuse ?
" ^

Nevertheless it was true. The out-

lawed, exiled Prince stood once more
on the borders of Brabant, with an

army of disciplined troops at his back.

His banners bore patriotic inscriptions.
" Pro Lege, liege, Grege," was embla-
zoned upon some. A pelican tearing
her breast to nourish her young with
her life-blood was the pathetic emblem
of others.^ It was his determination
to force or entice the Duke of Alva
into a general engagement. He was
desirous to wipe out the disgrace of

Jemmingen. Could he plant his vic-

torious standard thus in the very heart

of the country, he felt that thousands
would rally around it. The country
would rise almost to a man, could he
achieve a victory over the tyrant,
flushed as he was with victory, and
Bated with blood.

With banners fljnng, drums beating,

trumpets sounding, with all the pomp
and defiance which an already victo-

rious general could assume. Orange
marched into Brabant, and took up a,

position within six thousand paces of

Alva's encampment. His plan was at

every hazard to dare or to decoy his

adversary into the chances of a stricken

field. The Governor was entrenched
at a place called Keiserslager, which
Julius Ca2sar had once occui^ied. The

city of Maestricht was in his imme-
diate neighbourhood, which was thus

completely under his protection, while
it furnished him with supplies.' The
Prince sent to the Duke a herald, who
was to propose that all prisoners who
might be taken in the coming cam-

paign should be exchanged instead of

bemg executed.'* The herald, booted
and spurred, even as he had dis-

mounted from his horse, was instantly

hanged.' This was the significant an-

swer to the mission of mercy. Alva

1 Hoofd, V. 185. Strada, liv. vii. 310.
« Bor, iv. 255. Hoofd, v. 18-1.

*
Bor, iv. 255. Mctereii, 6U. Hoofd, iv.

185.
* "

Aqui llogo un trompeta co una carta,

quo alguuos dixero quo era del Principe
d'Oraiige, en que podia, que no mauissun
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held no parley with rebels before a

battle, nor gave quarter afterwards.

In the meantime, the Duke had care-

fully studied the whole position of

affairs, and had arrived at his conclu-

sion. He was determined not to fight
It was obvious that the Prince would
ofi"er battle eagerly, ostentatiously,

frequently, but the Governor was re-

solved never to accept the combat.
Once taken, his resolution was unalter-

able. He recognised the important
difference between his own attitude at

present, and that in which he h;id

found himself during the past summer
in Friesland. There a battle had been

necessary, now it was more expedient
to ov 'ircome his enemy by delay. In

Frieslfud, the rebels had just achieved
a victory over the choice troops of

Spain. Here they were suffering from
the stignyo. of a crushing defeat. Then,
the army of Louis Nassau was swelling

daily by recruits, who poured in from
all the country round. Now, neither

peasant nor noble dared lift a finger
for the Prince. The army of Louis
had been sustained by the one which
his brother was known to be prepar-

ing. If th^r movements had not been

checked, a junction would have been
effected. The armed revolt would
then have assumed so formidable an

aspect, that rebellion would seem, even
for the timid, a safer choice than

loyalty. The army of the Prince, on
the contrary, was now the last hope of

the patriots. The three by which it

had been preceded had been succes-

sively and signally vanquished.*'

Friesland, again, was on the out-

skirts of the country. A defeat sus-

tained by the government there did

not necessarily imperil the possession
of the provinces. Brabant, on the con-

trary, was the heart of the Nether-
lands. Should the Prince achieve a

decisive triumph then and there, ho
would be master of the nation's fate.

The Viceroy knew himself to be odious,

los prisioneros quo se tom.issen en esta

guciTa," etc.—Hen-era, lib. xv. c. xi. 701.
* Jlendoza, 78. Jlctcreii, 5G.
* Relation du SocrctVuro Courtcville.

Guillauiae le Tacit., iii. 323-326. V. d.

Vynckt, ii. 113, 114. Bor, iv. 256, 257.

Hoofd, V. 186.
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and he reigned by terror. The Prince

was the object cf the people's idolatry,

and they would rally round him if

they dared- A victory gained by the

liberator over the tyiaut, would de-

stroy the terrible talisman of invinci-

bility by which Alva governed. The
Duke had sufficiently demonstrated his

audacity in the tremendous chastise-

ment which he had inflicted upon the

rebels tmder Louis. He could now
afford to play that scientific game of

which he was so profoimd a master,

without risking any loss of respect or

authority. He was no enthusiast.

Although he doubtless felt sufficiently

confident of overcoming the Prince in

a pitched battle, he had not sufficient

relish for the joys of contest to be

willing to lisk even a remote possi-

bility of defeat. His force, although

composed of veterans and of the best

musketeers and pikemen in Europe,
was still somewhat inferior in numbei-s

to that of his adversary. Against the

twenty thousand foot and eight thou-

sand horse of Orange, he could oppose

only fifteen or sixteen thousand foot

and fifty-five hundred riders.^ More-

over, the advantage which he had pos-
sessed in Friesland, a country only
favourable to infantry, in which he
had been stronger thaii his opponent,
was now transferred to his new enemy.
On the plains of Brabant, the Prince's

superiority in cavalry was sure to tell.

The season of the year, too, was an

important element in the calculation.

The winter alone would soon disperse
the bands of German mercenaries,
whose expenses Orange was not able

to support, even while in active sei*-

vice. With unpaid wages and disap-

pointed hopes of plunder, the rebel

army would disappear in a few weeks
as totally as if defeated in the open
field. In brief. Orange by a victory
would gain new life and strength,
while his defeat could no more than

anticipate, by a few weeks, the destruc-
tion of his army, already inevitable.
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Alva, on the contrary, might lose the

mastery of the ?fetherlands if unfortu-

nate, and would gain no solid advan-

tage if triumphant. The Prince had

eveiything to hope, the Duke ever}'-

thing to fear, from the result of a

general action.*

The plan, thus deliberately resolved

upon, was accomplished with faultless

accuracy. As a work of art, the pre-
sent campaign of Alva against Orange
was a more consummate masterpiece
than the more brilliant and dashing

expedition into Friesland. The Duke
had resolved to hang upon his adver-

sary's skirts, to foUow him move by
move, to check him at every turn, to

harass him in a himdi-ed ways, to foil

all his entei-prises, to parry all his

strokes, and finally to drive him out
of the coimtry, after a totally barren

campaign, when, as he felt certain, his

iU-paid hirelings would vanish in all

directions, and leave then* patriot
Prince a helpless and penniless ad-

venturer. The scheme thus saga-

ciously conceived, his adversary, with
aU his efforts, was unable to circum-

vent.

The campaign lasted little more
than a month. Twenty-nine times
the Prince changed his encampment,'
and at every remove the Duke was
still behind him, as close and se /m-

ingly as impalpable as his shadow.
Thrice they were within cannon-shot
of each other, twice without a single
trench or rampart between them.*
The comitry people refused the Prince

supplies, for they trembled at the ven-

geance of the Governor. Alva had
caused the irons to be removed from
all the mills, so that not a bushel of

corn could be groimd in the whole

province.' The country thus afford-

ed but little forage for the thirty
thousand soldiers of the Prince. The
troops, ah-eady discontented, were
clamoro\is for pay and plunder. Du-
ring one mutinous demonstration, the
Prince's sword was shot from hia

»
Strada, Ub. vii. 338. Meudoza, f. 7".

V. d. Vynckt, ii. 113.—Compare Hoofd, v.
186. Moteren, 56. Bentivoglio, lib. v. 77, 7S.

2 Bor, iv. 2=i6. Hoofd. V. d. Vynckt.
Courteville. >letereu, ubi sup.

*• V. d. Vynckt, U. 114. Stnida, lib. viL 346.

* Hoofd, V. 187. Letter of Duke of Alva
to the Council of S ate from Cateau Cam-
bresis, 22d Novertrter lovS, in Bor, iv.

257. Correspondaucc de Philippe II., ii,

803.
s Bor, iv. 259. Hpofd, v. ISO,
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eide, and it was with difficulty that

a general outbreak was suppressed.^
The soldiery were maddened and
tantalised by the tactics of Alva.

They found themselves constantly in

the presence of an enemy, who seemed
to court a battle at one moment and
to vanish like a phantom at the next.

They felt the winter approaching, and
became daily more dis.satisfied with
the irritating hardships to whicli they
were exposed. Upon the night of

the 5th and 6th of October the Prince
had crossed the Mouse at Stochem.^
Thence he had proceeded to Tongres,
followed closely by the enemy's force,
vvho encamped in the immediate

neighbourhood. From Tongres he had
moved to Saint Trond, still pursued
and still baffled in the same cautious

manner. The skirmishing at the out-

posts was 'incessant, but the main

body was withdrawal as soon as there

seemed a chance of its becoming in-

volved.

From Saint Trond, in the neigh-
bourhood of which he had remained
several days, he advanced in a

southerly direction towards Jodoigne.
Count de Genlis, with a reinforce-

ment of French Huguenots, for which
the Prince Lad been waiting, had

penetrated through the Ardennes,
crossed the Meuse at Charlemont,
and was now intending a junction
with him at Waveron'^ The river

Geta flowed between them. The
Prince stationed a considerable force

upon a hill near the stream to pro-
tect the passage, and then proceeded

leisurely to send his army across the

river. Count Hoogstraaten, with the

rear-guard, consisting of about three

thousand men, were alone left upon
the hither bank, in order to provoke
or to tempt the enemy, who, as usual,

was encamped very near. Alva re-

fused to attack the main army, but

rapidly detached his son, Don Frederic,

with a force of four thousand foot

and three thousand horse, to cut off

the rear-guard. The movement was

effected in a masterly manner, the hill

1 Strada, lib. vii. RA2.
a Hoofd, V. 185. Courteville, 32S.—Com-

pare Mendoaa, f. 79. Wagenaer, vi. 288.
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was taken, the three thousand troops
which bad not passed the river were
cut to pieces, and Vitelli hastily

despatched a gentleman named Bar*

berini to implore the Duke to ad-

vance with the main body, cross the

river, and, once for all, exterminate
the rebels in a general combat. Alva,

inflamed, not with ardour for an im-

pending triumph, but with rage, that

his sagely-conceived plans could not
be comprehended even by his son and

by his favourite officers, answered the

eager messenger with peremptory vio-

lence.
" Go back to Vitelli," he cried.

" Is he, or am I, to command in this

campaign ? Tell him not to suffer a

single man to cross the river. Warn
him against sending any more envoys
to advise a battle

;
for should you or

any other man dare to bring me
another such message, I sware to you,

by the head of the Kmg, that you go
not hence alive."*

With this decisive answer the mes-

senger had nothing for it but to gallop
back with all haste, in order to partici-

pate in what might be left of the but-

chery of Count Hoogstraaten's force,

and to prevent Vitelli and Don Fre-

deric in their ill-timed ardour, from

crossing the river. This was properly
effected, while in the meantime the

whole rear-guard of the patriots had
been slaughtered. A hundi-ed or two,
the last who remained, had made their

escape from the field, and had taken

refuge in a house in the neighbourhood.
The Spaniards set the buildings on fire,

and standing around with Ufted lances,
offered the fugitives the choice of be-

ing consumed in the flames or of spring-

ing out upon their spears. Thus en-

trapped, some chose the one course,
some the other. A few, to escape the

fury of the fire and the brutality of the

Spaniards, stabbed themselves with

their own swords. Others embraced,
and then killed each other, the enemies

from below looking on, as at a theatri-

cal exhibition; now hissing and now

applauding, as the death struggles were

more or less to their ta.ste." In a few

s Relation de Courteville, 327-329. Mcto-

rcn, 56. Mendoza, 87, 88.

« StJ-ada, lib. vii. 344. »
Ibid., 845.
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minutes all the fugitives were dead.

Nearly three thousand of the patriots
were slain in this combat, including
those Liumed or butchered after the

battle was over.^ The Sieur de Lou-

venval was taken prisoner and soon

afterwards beheadci in Brussels; but
the greatest misfortune sustained by
the liberal party upon this occasion waa
the death of Antony de Lalaing, Count
of Hoogstraaten. This brave and gene-
rous nobleman, the tried friend of the

Prince of Orange, and his colleague

during the memorable scenes at Ant-

werp, was wounded in the foot during
the action, by an accidentAl discharge
of his own pistol. The injury, although

apparently slight, caused his death in

a few days.* There seemed a strange
coincidence in his good and evil f<jr-

tunes. A casual wound in the hand
from his own pistol while he was on
his way to Brussels, to greet Alva upon
his first arrival, had saved him from the

scaffold. And now in his first pitched
battle with the Duke, this seemingly
trifling injury in the foot was destined

to terminate his existence. Another

peculiar circumstance had marked the

event. At a gay supper in the course

of this campaign, Hoogstraaten had
teased Count Louis, in a rough, sol-

dierly way, with his disaster at Jem-

mingen. He had affected to believe

that the retreat upon that occasion had
been imnecessary.

" We have been
now many days in the Netherlands,"
eaid he,

" and we have seen nothing of

the Spaniards but their backs." " And
when the Duke does break loose," re-

phed Louis, somewhat nettled,
"

I

warrant you will see their faces soon

enough, and remember them for the

rest of your life."^ The half-jesting
remark was thus destined to become
a gloomy prophecy.

This was the only important action

during the campaign. Its perfect suc-

cess did not warp Alva's purpose, and,

notwithstanding the murmurs of many
of his officers, he remained fii-m in his

resolution. After the termination of

415

1 Mendoza, 8S-92. Bor, iv. 256, 257.
Ution de Courteville, etc., 829-331.

» Hoofd, V. 187. Mendoza, 88-92.
»

Ibid., n.

Re-

the battle on the Geta, and the Duke'a
obstinate refusal to pursue his advan-

tage, the Baron de Chevreau dashed hia

pistol to the groimd, in his presence,

exclaiming that the Duke would never

fight.'' The Governor smiled at the

young man's chagrin, seamed even to

approve his enthusiasm, but reminded
him that it was the business of an offi-

cer to fight, of a general to conquer.
If the victory were bloodless, so much
the better for all.^

This action was fought on the 20th
of October. A few days afterwards,
the Prince made his junction with
Genlis at Waveren, a place about threa

leagues from Louvain and from Brus-

sels.'' This auxiliary force was, how-

ever, insignificant. There were only
five hundred cavalry and thi-ee thou-

sand foot, but so many women and
children, that it seemed rather an emi-

grating colony than an invading army.^
They arrived late. If they had come
earlier, it would have been of little

consequence, for it had been written
that no laurels were to be gathered in

that campaign. The fraternal spirit
which existed between the Reformers
in all countries was all which could be
manifested upon the occasion. The
Prince was frustrated in his hopes of a

general battle, stiU more bitterly dis-

appointed by the supineness of the

country. Not a voice was raised to
welcome the deliverer. Not a single

city opened its gates. All was crouch-

ing, silent, abject. The rising, which

perhaps would have been universal had
a brilliant victory been obtained, was,
by the masterly tactics of Alva, ren-

dered an almost inconceivable idea.

The mutinous demonstrations in the
Prince's camp became incessant; the
soldiers were discontented and weary.
What the Duke had foretold was com-

ing to pass, for the Prince's army waa

already dissolving.
Geidis and the other French officers

were desirous that the Prince should
abandon the Netherlands for the pre-

sent, and come to the rescue of the Hu-

* Hoofd, V. 187. Mendoza, 90.
5 Ibid.
« Relation de Courteville, etc., 333, 533.
' Ibid., 331.
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guenots, who had again renewed the re-

ligious war under Cond^ and Coligny.^
The German soldiers, however, would
listen to no such proposal. They had
enlisted to fight the Duke of Alva in

the Netherlands, and would not hear

of making war against Charles IX. in

France.^ The Prince was obliged to

countermarch towards the Rhine. He
recrossed the Geta, somewhat to Alva's

astonishment,-* and proceeded in the

direction of the Meuse. The autumn
rains, however, had much swollen that

liver since his passage at the beginning
of the month, so that it could no longer
be forded. He approached the city of

Liege, and summoned their Bishop, as

he had done on his entrance into the

country, to grant a free passage to his

troops. The Bishop, who stood in awe
of Alva, and who had accepted his pro-

tection, again refused.^ The Prince had
no time to parley. He was again obliged
to countermarch, and took his way
along the high road to France, still

watched and closely pursued by Alva,
between whose troops and his own

daily skirmishes took place. At Le

Quesnoy the Prince gained a trifling

advantage over the Spaniards; at Ga-

teau Cambresis he also obtained a

slight and easy victory; but by the

17th of November the Duke of Alva
had entered Gateau Cambresis, and the

Prince had crossed the frontier of

France.^

The Mar^chal de Cosse, who was sta-

tioned on the boundary of France and

Flanders, now harassed the Prince by
very similar tactics to those of Alva.**

He \\as, however, too weak to inflict

any serious damage, although strong

enough to create perpetual annoyance.
He also sent a secretaiy to the Prince,

with a formal prohibition, in the name
of Charles IX., against his entering
th.o French territory with his troops.''

Besides these negotiations, conducted

by Secretary Favelles on the part of

1 Bor, iv. 256, 257. Archives et Corre-

Epondivnce, iii. 303-310.
2 Bor, ubi sup. Arcliivcs et Corresijon-

dftiice, ubi sup.
* Gachavd, Corrcspondanco de GuiHaumo

le Tacit., iii. 19-34. and 338-36C.
6 Courteville, Bolation, etc., 333, et seq.

Bor, iv. 256 257. Mcudoza, 92-98.
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Mardchal de Cossd, the King, who was

excessively alarmed, also despatched
the Marechal Caspar de Schomberg on
the same service. That envoy accord-

ingly addressed to the Prince a formal
remonstrance in the name of his sove-

reign. Charles IX., it was represented,
found it very strange that the Prince
should thus enter the French territory.
The King was not aware that he had
ever given him the least cause for hos-

tile proceedings, could not therefore

take it in good part that the Prince
should thus enter Franco with a "

large
and puissant army ;

"
because no poten-

tate, however humble, could tolerate

such a proceeding, nmch less a great
and powerful monarch. Orange was
therefore svimmoned to declare his in-

tentions, but was at the same time in-

formed, that if he merely desired " to

pass amiably through the country,"
and would give assurance, and request

permission to that effect, under his

hand and seal, his Majesty would take

all necessary measures to secure that

amiable passage.
^

The Prince replied by a reference to

the statements which he had already
made to Mardchal de Cosse. He
averred that he had not entered France
with evil intent, but rather with a de-

sire to render very humble service to

his Majesty, so far as he could do so

with a clear conscience.

Touching the King's inability to ro

member having given any occasion to

hostile proceedings on the part of the

Prince, he replied that he would pass
that matter by. Although he could

adduce many, various, and strong rea-

sons for violent measures, he was not

so devoid of understanding as not to

recognise the futility of attempting

anything, by his own personal means,

against so great and powerful a King,
in comparison with whom he was " but

a petty companion."
" Since the true religion," continued

8 Courteville, Relation, etc., 333.
6 Bor, iv. 257. Hoofd, v. 188«. De Thou,

V. 467-472.
1 Groen v. Prinst.. Archives, etc., iii. 313^

314.
8 Pifeces concernaut les Troubles dcs Pays

Bas. Coll. Gerai-d., vi. 95. Archives oi

the nague, MS., 300, 361.
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Orange,
"

is a public and general affair,

which ought to be preferred to all pri-

vate matters; since the Prince, as a

true Christian, is held by his honour
and conscience to prociu-e, with all his

strength, its advancement and esta-

blishment in eveiy place whatever;
since, on the other hand, according to

the edict published in September last

by his Majesty, attempts have been
made to force in their consciences all

those who are of the Christian religion :

and since it has been determined to

exterminate the pure word of God,
and the entire exercise thereof, and to

permit no other religion than the Ro-
man Catholic, a thing very prejudicial
to the neighbouring nations where
there is a free exercise of the Christian

religion, therefore the Prince would

put no faith in the assertions of his

Majesty, that it was not his Majesty's
intentions to force the consciences of

any one."

Having given this very deliberate

and succinct contradiction to the state-

ments of the French King, the Prince

proceeded to express his sympathy for

the oppressed Christians everywhere.
He protested that he would give them
all the aid, comfort, counsel, and as-

sistance that he was able to give them.
He asserted his conviction that the
men who professed "the religion" de-

manded nothing else than the glory of

God and the advancement of His word,
while in all matters of civil polity they
were ready to render obedience to his

Majesty. He added that all his do-

uigs were governed by a Christian and
affectionate regard for the King and
his subjects, whom his Majesty must
be desirous of preserving from extreme
ruin. He averred, moreover, that if

h« should perceive any indication that
those of the religion were pursuing any
other object than hbertyof conscience
and security for life and property, he

1 This very eloquently-written letter was
dated Cissonne, December 3d, 1563. It has
never been publtsiied. It is in the Collec-
tion of MS3. last cited (Pieces coiiccni mt,
etc.), Hague Archives.

* Meteren, 56.

De Thou, Hoofd.
«
Bor, iv. 257. Hoofd, v. 188.

» Hoofd, V. 188.
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would not only withdraw his as«Lstanco

from them, but would use the whole

strength of his army to exterminate

them. In conclusion, he begged the

King to believe that the work which
the Prince had vmdertaken was a
Christian work, and that his intentions

were good and friendly towards hia

Majesty.^
It was, however, in vain that the

Prince endeavoured to induce his army
to try the fortunes of the civil war in

France. They had enlisted for the

Netherlands, the campaign was over,
and they insisted upon being led back
to Germany.* Schomberg, secretly in-

structed by the King of France, was
active in fomenting the discontent,'
and the Prince was forced to yield.
He led his army through Champagne
and Lorraine to Strasburg, where they
were disbanded.* All the money which
the Prince had been able to collectwas

paid them. He pawned all his camp
equipage, his pbte, his furniture.*

A\'hat he could not pay in money he
made up in promises, sacredly to be
fulfilled when he should be restored to

his possessions. He even solemnly en-

gaged, should he return from Fi-ance

aUve, and be still unable to pay their

arrears of wages, to siurender his

person to them as a hostage for hia

debts
Thus triumphantly for Alva, thus

miserably for Orange, ended the cam-

paign. Thus hopelessly vanished the

army to which so many proud hopes had
attached themselves. Eight thousand
men had been slain in paltry encoim-

ters,'^ thirty thousand were disi)ersed,
not easily to be again collected. All
the funds which the Prince could
command had been wasted without

producing a result For the present,
nothing seemed to afford a ground of

hope for the Netherlands, but the war
of freedom had been renewed in.

* Archives, etc., de la Maisoa d'Orange,
iii. 334-338, 355-^dO.

^ Letter of Alva finm Cateau Cambresis,
in Bor, iv. 257. Mendoza (SS, 99) says 5000.
Herrera (part i. lib. xv. cap. xii. p. 705) says
6000. All writers a^ree that the Duke sus-
tained abeolntely no loss throughout the
campaign. Compare Herrer:i, lib. siv. cap.
li and xii. p, 700-706; and Cabrera, lib.
'niL cf^. vLtL end uc 506-518.

2d
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France. A baud of 1200 mounted men-
at-arms were willing to follow the for-

tunes of the Prince. The three brolhera

accordingly, "William, Louis, and Henry—a lad of eighteen, who had abandoned
his studies at the university to obey
the chivalrous instincts of his race—set

forth eai4y in the following spring to

join the banner of Condd.-'

Cardinal -Granvelle, who had never
taken his eyes or thoughts from the

provinces during his residence at Rome,
now expressed himself with exidtation.

He had predicted, with cold malice,
the immediate results of the campaign,
and was sanguine enough to believe the
contest over, and the Prince for ever
crushed. In his letters to Philip he had
taken due notice of the compliments
paid to him by Orange in his Justifica-

tion, in his Declaration, and in his letter

to the Emperor. He had declined to

make any answer to the charges, in

order to enrage the Prince the more.
He had expressed the opinion, how-

ever, that this publication of writings
was not the business of brave soldiers,
but of cowaixls.^ He made the same
reflection upon the alleged intrigues

by Orange to procure an embassy on
his own behalf from the Emperor to

Philip
—a mission which was siire to

end in smoke, while it would cost the
Prince all credit, not only in Germany
but the Netherlands.'* He felt sure,
he said, of the results of the impend-
ing camjpaign. The Duke of Alva was
a man upon whose admmistrative pru-
dence and military skill his sovereign
could implicitly rely, nor was there a

person in the ranks of the rebels cap-
able of conducting an enterprise of

such moment.'' Least of all had the

Prince of Orange sufficient brains for

carrying on such weighty alTairs, ac-

cording to the opinion which he had
formed of him during their long inter-

coiu'se in former days.^
When the campaign hadbeen decided,

and the Prince had again become an

exile, Granvelle observed that it was
nov/ proved how incompetent he and

I Hoofd. V. 188. Laiigueti, Ep. Secret, i.

117. Groen v. Priust., Arcliivc3 etc., iii.

82.S. Mcteren, ST.
"
Corrcspoiidauce de Pliilippo II., ii. 7D5.

8 Ibid. *
Ibid., u. 792.
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all his companions were to contend in

military skill with the Duke of Alva."
With a cold sneer at motives whic!'.

he assumed, as a matter of course, to
be purely selfish, he said that the
Prince hod not taken the proper road
to recover his property, and that he
would now be much embarrassed to

satisfy his creditors.'' Thus must those
ever fall, he moralised, who would fly

higher than they ought; adding, that
henceforth the Prince would have

enough to do m taking care of madam
his wife, if she did not change soon in
humour and character.^

Meantime the Duke of Alva, hav-

ing despatched from Cateau Cam-
bresis a brief account of the victorious

termination of the campaign, returned
in triumph to Brussels. '' He had cer-

tainly amply vindicated his claim to

be considered the first wan-ior of the

age. By his lieutenants he had sum-

marily and rapidly destroyed two of

the armies sent against him ; he had
annihilated in person the third, by a

brilliantly successful battle, in which
lie had lost seven men, and his ene-

mies seven thousand
;
and he had now,

by consummate strategy, foiled the
fourth and last under the idolised

champion of the Netherlands, and this

BO decisively that,without losing a man,
he had destroyed eight thousand rebels,
and scattered to the four winds the

remaining twenty thousand. Such
signal results might well make even a

meeker nature proud. Such vast and
fortunate efforts to fix for ever an im-

pregnable military tyranny upon a
constitutional country, might cause a
more modest despot to exult. It was
not wonderful that the haughty, and
now apparently omnipotent Alva,
should almost assume the god. On
his return to Brussels he instituted a
succession of triumphant festivals.^"

The people were called upon to rejoice
and to be exceeding glad, to strew
flowers in his path, to sing Hosaimas in

his praise who came to them covered
with the blood of those who had striven

« Ibid. "
ibid., ii. 812.

r Ibid. 8 Ibid.
9 Bor, iv. 257. Correspoudance Ue Phi-

lippe II., ii. 808.
»o Bor, iv. 257.
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in their defence. The holiday was

duly cidled forth ; houses, where

funeral hatchraenta for murdered in-

mates had beeu perpetually suspended,
we^ e decked with garlands ;

the beUs,

which had hardly once omitted their

daily kneU for the victims of an in-

credible cruelty, now rang their mer-

riest peals; and in the very square
where so lately Egmont and Horn,
besides many other less distinguished

martyrs, had suffered an ignominious
death, a gay tournament ^ was held,

day jifter day, with all the insolent

pomp which could make the exhibition

most galling.
But even these demonstrations of

hilarity were not sufficient. The con-

queror and tamer of the Netherlands
felt that a more personal and palpable
deification was necessary for his pride.
When Germanicus had achieved his

l;\st triumph over the ancient freedom
of those generous races whose descen-

dants, but lately in possession of a

better organised Hberty, Alvahad been
sent by the second and the worse
Tiberius to insult and to crush, the

valiant but modest Roman erected his

trophy upon the plains of Idistavisus.
'' The aiTuy of Tiberius Ctesar having
subdued the nations between the
Rhine and the Elbe, dedicate this

m.mument to Mars, to Jupiter, and to

Augustus."^ So ran the inscription
of Germanicus, without a word of

Allusion to his own name. The Duke
of Alva, on his return from the battle-

fields of Brabant and Friesland, reared

a colossal statue of himself, and upon
its pedestal caused these ILaes to be

engraved r
" To Ferdinand Alvarez de

i iledo, Duke of Alva, Governor of the
Xetberlands under Philip the Second,
for having extingiushed sedition, chas-

tised rebellion, restored religion, se-

cured justice, established peace; to

the King's most faithful minister this

monument is erected." •*

So pompous a exilogy, even if truth-
ful and merited, wculd be sufficiently

1
Bor, iv. 257.

* Tacit. Ann, lib. iv. ,
» Bor. iv. 257, 253. Meteren, 61. De

Thou, V. 471-473, wlio saw it after it v.as

overthrown, and who was "afl muchsti-uck

inflated upon a tombstone raised to a

dead cliieftain by his bereaved ad-

mirers. WTiat shall we say of such

false and fulsome tribute, not to a god,
not to the memory of departed great-

ness, but to a living, mortal man, and
offered not by his adorers but by him-

self? Certainly, self-worship never

went fiurther than in this remarkable

monument, erected in Alva's honour,

by Alva's hands. The statue was

colossal, and was placed in the citadel

of Antwerp. Its bronze was furnished

by the cannon captm-ed at Jemmin-

gen.* It represented the Duke tramp-

ling upon a prostrate figiire with two

heads, four arms, and one body. The
two heads were interpreted by some to

represent Egmont and Horn
; by othei-s,

the two Xassaus, William and Louis.

Others saw in them an allegorical pre-
sentment of the nobles and commons
of the Netherlands, or perhaps an im-

personation of the Compromise and
the Request. Besides the chief in-

scription on the pedestal, were sculp-
tured various bas-reliefs ; and the

spectator, whose admiration for the

Governor-General was not satiated with
the colossal statue itself, was at liberty
to find a fresh personification of the

hero, either in a torch-bearing angel or

a gentle shepherd. The work, which
had considerable aesthetic merit, was
executed by an artist named Jacob

Jongeling. It remained to astonish

and disgust the Netiierlanders untU it

was thrown down and demolished by
Alva's successor, Requesens.'

It haa already been obser\-ed that

many princes of the Empire had, at

first warmly, and afterwards, as the
storm darkened around him, with less

eamestnes-s, encouraged the efforts of

Orange. They had, both privately and

officially, urged the subject upon the
attention of the Emperor, and had so-

licited his intercession with Philip.
It was not an interposition to save the
Prince from chastisement, however the
artful pen of Granvelle might distort

by the benuty of the work as by the insane
pride of him who ordered it to be made."

* Eor, iv. 257. Meteren, 61.
s Ibid.. 257. 258. Ibid. De Tliou, v, iTl-

473. iSentjvc^lio, lib. v. 186.
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the facts. It was an address in behalf
of religious liberty for the Nether-

lands, made by those who had achieved
it in their own persons, and who were
at last enjoying immunity from per-
secution. It was an appeal which

they who made it were bound to make,
for the Xetherland commissioners
had assisted at the consultations by
which the Peace of Passau had been

wrung from the reluctant hand of

Charles.i

These applications, however, to the

Emperor, and through him to the

King of Spain, had been, as we have

seen, accompanied by perpetual advice
to the Prince of Orange, that he should
"sit still." The Emperor had espoused
his cause with apparent frankness, so

far as friendly mediation went, but in

the meantime had peremptorily com-
manded him to refrain from levying
war upon Alva, an injunction which
the Prince had as peremptorily de-

clined to obey. The Emperorhad even
sent especial envoys to the Duke and to

the Prince, to induce them to lay down
th eir arms, but without effect.^ Orange
ki..ew which course was the more ge-
nerous to his oppressed country; to

take up arms, now that hope had been
converted into despair by the furious

tyranny of Alva, oi- to "
sit still

"
and

await the result of the protocols about
to be exchanged between king and
kaiser. His arms had been unsucess-

ful, indeed; but had he attended the
issue of this sluggish diplomacy, it

tvould have been even worse for the
cause of freedom. The sympathy of

his best friends, at first fervent, then

lukewarm, had, as disasters thickened
around him, grown at last stone-cold.

From the grave, too, of Queen Isabella

aiose the most importunate phantom
in his path. The King of Spain was
a widower again, and the Emperor
among his sixteen children had more
than one marriageable daughter. To
the titles of "beloved cousin and

lirother-in-law," with which Philip had

always been greeted in the Imperial

proclamations, the nearer £>nd dearer

The liise of the Dutch Republic.

* Con-espondance de Philippe II., li. 791.
2 Instructions for the Arcluhike Charles.

O&n-espondanco do Philippe II ii. '!97.
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one of sonin-law was prospectively
added.
The ties of wedlock were sacred in

the traditions of the Habsburg house,
but still the intervention was nomi-

nally made. As early as August 1568,
the Emperor's minister at Madrid had
addressed a memorial to the King.*
He had spoken in warm and strong
langvxage of the fate of Egmont and

Horn, and had reminded IPhilip that
the executions which were constantly
taking place in the provinces were

steadily advancing the Prince of

Orange's cause. On the 22d September
15G8, the six electors had addressed
a formal memorial to the Emperor.*
They thanked him for his previoiLS

interposition in favour of the Nether-

lands, painted in lively colours the

cruelty of Alva, and denounced the
unheard-of rigour with which he had

massacred, not only many illustrious

seigniors, but people of every degree.

Notwithstanding the repeated assur-

ances given by the King to the con-

trary, they reminded the Emperor,
that the Inquisition, as well as the

Council of I'rent, had now heen esta-

blished in the Netherlands in full vir/our,^

They maintained that the provinces
had been excluded from the Augsburg
religious peace, to which their claim

was perfect. Nether Germany was
entitled to the same privileges as

Upper Germany. They begged the

Emperor to make manifest his senti-

ments and their own. It was fitting
that his Catholic Majesty should be
aware that the princes of the Empire
were united for the conservation of

fatherland and of tranquillity. To this

end they placed in the Emperor's hands
their estates, their fortunes, and their

lives.

Such was the language of that im-

portant appeal to the Emperor, in be-

half of oppressed millions in tho

Netherlands, an appeal which Gran-
velle had coldly characterised as an

intrigue contrived by Orange to

bring about his Own restoration to

favour !

^

8
Ibid., ii, 786,

6 Ibid.

*
Ibid., ii. 791.

» lUd., ii, 79S.
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Mediation.

The Emperor, in answer, assured the

electoral envoys that he had taken the

aflair to he<.rt, aud had resolved to

des'^itch his own brother, the Arch-

duke Charles, on a special mission to

Spain.^

Accordingly, on the Slat October

1568, the Emperor presented his bro-

ther \vith an ample letter of instruc-

tions.* He was to recall to Philip's

memory the frequent exhortations

made by the Emperor concerning the

policy pursued in the Netherlands.

He was to mention the urgent inter-

pellations made to him by the electors

and princes of the Empu-e in their re-

cent embassy. He was to state that

the Emperor had recently deputed
commissioners to the Prince of Orange
and the Duke of Alva, iu order to

bring about, if possible, a suspension
of arms. He was to represent that the

great number of men raised by the

Prince of Orange in Germany, shewed
the powerful support which he had
found in the covmtry. Under such
circumstances he was to shew that it

had been impossible for the Emperor
to decree the ban against him, as the

Duke of Alva had demanded. The
Archduke was to request the King's
consent to the reconciliation of Orange,
on honourable conditions. He was to

demand the substitution of clemency
in the goverment of the Netherlands
for severity, and to insist on the recall

of the foreign soldiery from the Ne-
therlands.*

Furnished with this very warm and

stringent letter, the Archduke arrived

in iladrid on the 10th December I0G8.*

A few days later he presented the

King with a copy of the iostructions
;

those brave words upon which the
Prince of Orange was expected to rely
instead of his own brave heart and the

stout arms of his followers. PhUip
having examined the letter, expressed
his astonishment that such proposi-
tions should be made to him, and by
the agency, too, of such a personage as

the Archduke.' He had already ad-
1
Correspondance dc Philippe II., ii. 793.

*
Ibid., ii. 767. »

Ibid., ii. 797.
*

Ibid., ii. S35. » Ibid.
* See the letter in the Correspondanoe,

etc., 807. T Ib-d.
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dressed a letter to the Emporor, ex-

pressing his dissatisfaction at the step
now taken.' He had been disturbed

at the honour thus done to the Prince

of Orange, and at this interference with
his own rights.' It was, in his opinion,
an unheard-of proceeding thus to ad-

dress a monarch of liis quality upon
matters in which he could accept the

law from no man. He promised, how-

ever, that a written answer should be

given to the letter of instructions.

On the 20th of January 1569, that

answer was placed in the hands of the

Archduke.^ It was intimated that the

paper was a public one, fit to be hud

by the Emperor before the electors;
but that the King b.-ul also cau.sed a

confidential one" to be prejxired, in

which his motives and private griefs
were indicated to Maximilian.

In the more public document, Philip
observed that he had never considered

himself obliged to justify his conduct,
in his own affairs, to othere. He
thought, however, that his example
of severity would have been received

with approbation by princes whose

subjects he had thus taught obedience.
He could not admit tLit, on accoimt
of the treaties which constituted the
Netherlands a circle of the Empire,
he was obliged to observe within their

limits the ordinances of the imperial
diet. ^^ As to the matter of religion,
his principal soHcitude, since his ac-

cession to the crown, had been to

maintain the Catholic faith throughout
all his states. In things s;icred he
could admit no compromise. The
Church alone had the right to pre-
scribe rules to the faitliful. As to the
chastisement inflicted by him upon the
Netherland rebels, it would be found
that he had not used rigoiu-, as had been

charged against him, hut, on the con-

trary, great clemency and gentlenas}^
He had made no change in the govern-
ment of the provinces, certainly nono
in the edicts, the only statutes binding
upon princes. He had appointed the
Duke of Alva to the regency, because

* Correspondance de Phihope II., ii. 813.

Ibid., 819. lo Ibid., ii. 818.
11 •' Se hallara aver nsado S. M. Catolica

no de rigor como se ie inij ut.i sir.o de m<u:ha
clemeucia i piedad,"—Ibid., iL SIS.
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it was Ilia royal v.'ill and pleasure so to

appoint Lim. The Spanish soldiery
were necessary for the thorough chas-

tisement of the rebels, and could not

be at present removed. As to the

Prince of Orange, whose case seemed
the principal motive for this embassy,
and in whose interest so much had
been urged, his crimes were so notori-

ous that it was impossible even to

attempt to justify them. He had

been, in effect, the author of all the

conspiracies, tumults, and seditions

whicli had taken place in the Nether-

lands. All the thefts, sacrileges, viola-

tions of temples, and other misdeeds
of which these provinces had been the

theatre, were, with justice, to be im-

puted to him. He had, moreover,
levied an army and invaded his Ma-

jesty's ten-itories. Crimes so enor-

mous had closed the gate to all

clemency. Notwithstanding his re-

spect for the intercession made by
the Emperor and the princes of the

Empire, the King could not condescend

to grant what was now asked of him m
regard to the Prince of Orange. As to

a truce between him and the Duke of

Alva, liis Imperial Majesty ought to

reflect upon the difference between a

sovereign and his rebellious vassal, and
consider liow indecent and how pre-

judicial to the King's honour such a

treaty must be esteemed.^

So far the public letter, of which the
Archduke was furnished with a copy,
both in Spanish and in Latin. The

private memorandum was intended
foi- the Emperor's eyes alone and those

of his envoy. In this paper the King
expressed himself with more warmth
and in more decided language.^ He
was astonished, he said, that the Prince

of Orange, in levying an army for the

purpose of invading the states of his

natiiral sovereign, should have received

BO much aid and comfort in Germany.
It seemed incredible that this could

not have been prevented bj' imperial

autliority. He had been pained that

1 Correspondanne de Philippe II., ii. 818.

See also Cabrera ; Vita de Filipe II., lib. viii.

Tlie whole instruction to tlie Archduke is

there given, 518-530. The answer ol' Philip
is also published in full, 578-592. See also

tlio comiiiunication made by Luis Veuegas,

commissioners had been sent to the
Prince. He regretted such a demon-
stration in his favour as had now been
made by the mission of the Archduke
to Madrid. That which, however, had
caused the King the deepest sorrow

was, that his Imperial Majesty should
wish to persuade him in religious
matters to proceed with mildness.

The Emperor ought to be aware tlaat

no human consideration, no regard for

his realms, nothing in the world whicli

could be represented or risked, woidd
cause him to swerve by a single hair's

breadth from his path in the matter
of religion."* This path was the same

throughout all his kingdoms. He had
ever trod in it faithfully, and he meant
to keep in it perpetually. He woukl
admit neither counsel nor persuasion
to the contrary, and should take it ill

if counsel or persuasion should bo
offered. He cotild not but consider

the terms of the instructions given to

the Archduke as exceeding the limits

of amicable suggestion. They in effect

amounted to a menace, and he was
astonished that a menace should be

employed, because, with princes con-

stituted like himself, such means could

have but little success.*

On the 23d of January 1569, the

Archduke presented the King with a

spirited reply to the public letter. It

was couched in the spirit of the in-

structions, and therefore need not bo

analysed at length. He did not believe

that his Imperial Majesty would admit

any justification of the course pursued
in the Netherlands. The estates of

the Empire would never allow Philip's

reasoning concerning the connexion of

those countries with the Empire, nor
that they were independent, except in

the particular article^ expressed in the

treaty of Augsburg. In 1555, when
Charles the Fifth and King Ferdinand
had settled the religious peace, they
had been assisted by envoj-s from the

Netherlands. The princes of the Em-

pire held the ground, therefore, that

Philip's ambas.<?ador at the Imperial court,

conceniing the mission of tiie Archduke.
—Ibid. 631-536.

S OoiTespondanoe de Philippe II., ii. 819.

« Ibid. * Ibid,
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the religious peace, whch alone had
j

saved a vestige of Romanism in Ger-
j

many, should of right extend to the !

prov-nces. As to the Prince of Orange, |

the Archduke would have preferred to I

say nothing more, but the orders of !

the Empieror did not allow hiiQ to be
silent. It was now necessary to put
an end to this state of things in Lower

GeiTnany. The princes of the Empire
were becoming exasperated. He re-

called the dangers of the Smalcaldian

war—the imminent peril in which the

Emperor had been placed by the act

of a single elector. They who believed

that Flanders could be governed in the

Eame manner as Italy and Spain, were

preatly mistaken, and Charles the Fifth

had always recognised that error.^

This was the sum and substance of

the Archduke's mission to Madrid, so

far as its immediate objects were con-

cerned. In the course, however, of

. the interview between this personage
and Philip, the King took occasion to

administer a rebuke to his Imperial
Majesty for his general negligence in

religious matt«rs. It was a matter
which lay at his heart, he said, that the

Emperor, although, as he doubted not, a

Christian and Catholic prince, was from

policy unaccustomed to make those ex-

terior demonstrations which matters of

faith required. He therefore begged
the Archduke to urge this matter upon
the attention of his Imperial Majesty.3

The Emperor, despite this solemn

mission, had become more than indif-

ferent before hu3 envoy had reached
Madrid. For this indifference there
were more reasons than one. When
the instructions had been drawn up,
the death of the Queen of Spain had
not been known in Vienna.* The
Archduke had even been charged to

i Correspondance de Philippe II.. ii. 820.
»

Ibid., U. S35. » Ibid.
* Ibid. According to Cabrera, the Arch-

duke learned the uews of Queen Isabella's
death on his journey to Madrid. Felipe U.,
lib. viii. 517.

Herrera (lib. xv. 707) erroneously states
that the Archduke wa«, at the outset,
charged with these two commissions by the
Emperor ; namely, to negotiate the marriage
of the Archduchess Auue with Philip, .ind
to arrange the affairs of the Netherlands.
On the contrary, he was emjx)wered to offer
Anno to the King of France, and had already

of Maximilian. 423
infoi-m Philip of the approaching mar-

riages of the two Ai-chduchesses,—that

of Anne with the King of France, and
that of Isabella with the King of Por-

tugal. A few days later, however, the

envoy received letters from the Em-

peror, authorising him to offer to the

bereaved PhQip the hand of the Arch-

duchess Anne.* The King replied to

the Archduke, when this proposition
waa made, that if he had regard only
to his personal satisfaction, he should

remain as he was. As, however, he had
now no son, he was glad that the pro-

position had been made, and would see

liow" the affair could be arranged with
France.'

Thus the ill success of Orange in

Brabant, so disheartening to the Ger-

man princes most inclined to his cause,
and stiU more the widowhood of Philip,
had brought a change over the views

of Maximilian. On the 17th of Janu-

ary 1569, three days before his am-
bassador had entered upon his negoti-

ations,, he had accordingly addressed

an autograph letter to his Catholic

Majesty. In this epistle, by a few.
cold lines, he entirely annihilated any
possible effect which might have been

produced by the apparent earnestness

of his interposition in favour of the

Netherlands. He informed the King
that the Archduke had been sent, not

to vex him, but to convince him of his

friendship. He assured Philip that he
should he sathficd with his response,
whatever it might be. He entreated

only that it might be drawn up in

such terms that the princes and elec-

tors, to whom it must be shewn, might
not be inspired with suspicion.**
The Archduke left Madrid on the

4th of March 1569. He retired, well

pleased with the results of his mission

imparted his instructions to that effect to

Philip, before he received letters from Vi-

enna, written after the death of Isabella had
become known. At another interview, ha
presented this new matrimonial proposition
to Philip. These facts are important, for

they indicate how c rmpletely the objects f>t

the embassy, the commencement of which
was so pretentious, were cast aside, that a
more advantageous maiTlase for one of tha
seven Austrian Archduchesses might bo se-

cured. — Compare Correspondance de Phi-

lippe II., ji. 535. 6 Ibid.
»
ibid,, ii 817.
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not because its ostensible objects had
been accomplished, for those had sig-

nally failed, but because the king had
made him a present of one hundred
thousand ducats, and had promised to

espouse the Archduchess Anne.^ On
the 26th of May 1569, the Emperor ad-
dressed a final reply to Philip, in which
he expressly approved the King's justifi-
cation of his conduct.^ It was JEound-

ed, he thought, in reason and equity.
NevertLeless, it could hardly be shewn,
as it was, to the princes and electors,
nnd he had therefore modified many
points which he thought might prove
offensive.^

Thus ended "in smoke," as Gran-
velle had foretold, the famous mission
of Archduke Charles. The Holy
Roman Emperor withdrew from his

pompous intervention, abashed by a

rebuke, but consoled by a promise.
If it were good to be guardian of reli-

gious freedom in Upper and Nether

Germany, it was better to be father-

in-law to the King of Spain and both
the Indies. Hence the lame and abrupt
conclusion.

Cardinal Granvelle had been very
Bcrviceable in this juncture. He had
written to Philip to assure him that,
in his opinion, the Netherlands had
no claim, under the transaction of

Augsburg, to require the observance

Dutch Republic. [1569.
within their territory of the decrees of
the Empire.* He added, that Charles
the Fifth had only agreed to the treaty
of Passau to save his brother Ferdinand
from ruin

;
that he had only consent-

ed to it as Emperor, and had neither

directly nor indirectly included the
Netherlands within its provisions. He
stated, moreover, that the Emperor had
revoked the treaty by an act which was
never published, in consequence of the

cai-nest solicitations of Ferdinand.^
It has been seen that the King had

used this opinion of Granvelle in the

response presented to the Archduke.

Although he did not condescend to an

argument, he had laid down the fact

as if it were indisputable. He was
still more delighted to find that Charles
had revoked the treaty of Passau, and

eagerly wrote to Granvelle to inquire
where the secret instrument was to be
found.® The Cardinal replied that it

was probably among his papers at Brus-

sels, but that he doubted whether ii

looidd he possible to find it in his absence.''

Whether such a document ever exist-

ed, it is difficult to say. To perpetrate
such a fraud would have been worthy
of Charles; to fable its perpetration
not unworthy of the Cardinal. In
either case, the transaction was suffi-

ciently high-handed and exceedingly
disgraceful.

CHAPTER V.

QnaiTcl between Alva .and Queen Elizabeth of England—Spanish funds seized by tho
English government—Non-interco>irso between England and the Netherlands—Stringent
measures against heresy—Continued persecution—Individual cases—Present of hat and
sword to Alva from tlic Pope—Determination of the Governor-General to estahlish a
system of arbitrary taxation in tlic provinces—Assembly of estates at Brussels—Alva's
decrees laid before them—Tiie- hundredth, twentieth, and tenth pence—Opposition of

Vig'liusto the project
—Estates of various provinces give a reluctant consent—Determined

resistance of Utrecht—The city and province cited before the Blood Council—Sentence of

confiscation and disfranchisement against both—Appeal to the King—Difliculty of col-

lecting the new tax—Commutation for two years—Projects for a pardon-general—Grow-
ing disfavour of tho D\ik.e—His desire to resign his post—Secret hostility between tho
Governor and Vighus—Altered sentiments of the President—Opinions expressed by
Granvelle—The pai-don pompously proclaimed by the Duke at Antwerp—Character of

the amnesty—Dissatisfaction of the people with tho act—Complaints of Alva to tho
King—Fortiuies and fate of Baron Montigny in Sjiain—His confinement at Segovia—
His attempt to escape

—Its failure—His mock trial—His wife's appeal to Philip—Hie

*
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condemnation—His secret assassination detemiined upon—Its details, as carefully pro-

scribed and superintended by the King—Terrible inundation throughout the Nether-

lands—Immouse destruction of life and property in Fricsland—Lowestein Castle taken

by De Ruyter, oy stratagem—Recapture of the place by the Spaniards—Desperate re-

sistaice and death of De Ruyter.

It was very soon after tlie Duke's re-

turn to Brussels that a quarrel be-

tween himself and the Queen of Eng-
land took place. It happened thus.

Certain vessels, bearing roving com-

missions from the Prince of Cond^,
had chased into the ports of England
Bome merchantmen coming from Spain
with supplies in specie for the Spanish

army in the Netherlands.^ The trad-

ing ships remained in harbour, not

daring to leave for their destination,

while the privateers remained in a

neighbouring port ready to pounce
upon them should they put to sea.

The commanders of the merchant fleet

complained to the Spanish ambassador
in London. The envoy laid the case

before the Queen. The Queen pro-
mised redress, and, almost as soon as the

promise had been made, seized upon
all the specie ua the vessels, amounting
to about eight hvmdred thousand dol-

lars, and appropriated the whole to her

own benefit.* The pretext for this pro-

ceeding was twofold! In the first place,
she assured the ambassador that she

had taken the money into her posses-
sion in order that it might be kept
eafe for her royal brother of Spain.
In the second place, she affirmed that

the money did not belong to the Span-
ish government at all, but that it was
the property of certain Genoese mer-

chants, from whom, as she had a right
to do, she had borrewed it for a short

period.^ Both these po.sitions could

hardly be correct, but either f\imished
an excellent reason for appropriating
the funds to her own use.

The Duke of Alva being very much
in want of money, was furious when
informed of the circumstance. He im-

mediately despatched Ck)uncillor d'As-

Bonleville with other commissioners on
a special embassy to the Queen of Eng-
land.* His envoys were refused an

1 Bor, V. 272, 273.
* Ibid. Meteren, 57.
' Bor, Meteren, ubi supra.
* Ror. V. 272, 273.
*

Ibid., V. -nT. Mvteren, 67, 58.

audience, and the Duke was taxed with

presumption in ventvuing, as if he had
been a sovereign, to send a legation to

a crowned head.^ No satisfaction was

given to Alva, but a secret commis-
sioner was despatched to Spain to dis-

CU.SS the subject there. The \vrath of

Alva was not appeased by this con-

temptuous treatment. Chagrined at

the loss of his funds, and stung to the

quick by a rebuke which his arrogance
had merited, he resorted to a high-
handed measm-e. He issued a pro-
clamation commanding the persona]
arrest of every Englishman within the

territory of the NetherlMids, and the

seizure of every article of property
which could be found belonging to in-

dividuals of that nation.® The Queen
retaliated by measures of the same

severity against Netherlanders in Eng-
land.^ The Duke followed up his blow

by a proclamation (of March 31, 1569),
in which the grievance was detailed,
and strict non-intercourse with Eng-
land enjoined.

8 While the Queen
and the Viceroy were thus exchanging
blows, the real sufferers were, of course,
the unfortimate Xetherlanders. Be-
tween the upper and nether mUlstonea
of Elizabeth's rapacity and Alva's arro-

gance, the poor remains of Flemish

prosperity were wellnigh crushed out
of existence. Proclamations and com-
missions followed hard upon each

other, but it was not till April 1573,
that the matter was definitely ar-

ranged.^ Before that day an-ived, the
commerce of the Xctherlands had suf-

fered, at the lowest computation, a
dead lo.ss of two million florins, not a
stiver of which was ever reimbursed
to the sufferers by the Spanish govem-
ment.^"

Meantime, neither in the compla-
cency of his triumph over William of

Orange, nor in the torrent of his wrath

* See the proclamation ia Bor, v. 277-27
^ Bor, Meteren, ubi sup.
8 Ibid.
9 Bor, V. 279. 2S0. jreteren, 57. 58.
" Meteren, oS.
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against the Eiiglisli Queen, did the
Duke for a moment lose sight of tlie

chief end of his existcuce in the Ne-
therlands. The gibbet and the stake

were loaded with their daily victims.

The records of the period are foul with
the perpetually renewed barbarities

exercised against the new religion.
To the magistrates of the dififerent

cities were issued fresh instructions,

by ^^ hich all municipal officers were to

be guided in the discharge of their

great duty. They were especially en-

joined by the Duke to take heed that

Catholic midwives, and none other,
should be provided for every parish,

didy sworn to give notice within

twenty-four hours of every birth which

occurred, in order that the curate

might instantly proceed to baptism.^

They were also ordered to appoint cer-

tam spies, who should keep watch at

every administratioii of the sacraments,
whether public or private, whether at

the altar or at death-beds, and who
should report for exemplary punish-
ment (that is to say, death by fire)

all persons who made derisive or ir-

reverential gestures, or who did not

pay suitable honour to the said sacra-

ments.^ Furthermore, in order that

not even death itself shoiild cheat the

tyrant of his prey, the same spies were
to keep watch at the couch of the

dying, and to give immediate notice

to government of all persons who
should dare to depart this life without

previously receiving extreme unction

and the holy wafer. The estates of

such culprits, it was ordained, should
be confiscated, and their bodies dragged
to the public place of execution.**

An affecting case occurred in the

north of Holland, early in this year,

v/liich, for its peculiarity, deserves

brief mention. A poor Anabaptist,

guilty of no crime but his fellowship
with a persecuted sect, had been con-

1 Instructions from tlie Duke of Alva to

Jacques de Bloiidol, Seigneur do Cuinciiy,

gouverneur et bai'li de Touniay ct Tour-
uaisis.—Extraits des Kegistres do Touniay,
par Gachard, 107, lOS

2 "
b, commettre certains personnnges

pour Stre presents au purtet adminlsLration
des Saints Sacrenients, tant de I'autel que do
I'extreme onotion, a I'effet de reuiarqucr
coux qui feraieiit gestca ou miiies deiisoires

demned to death. He had made his

escape, closely pursued by an officer

of justice, across a frozen lake. It was
late in the winter, and the ice had
become unsound. It trembled and
cracked beneath his footsteps, but
he reached the shore in safety. The
officer was not so fortunate. The ic3

gave way beneath him, and he sank
into the lake, uttering a cry for suc-

cour. There wa^ none to hear him,
except the fugitive whom he had been

hunting. Dirk AYillemzoon, for so

was the Anabaptist called, instinctively

obeying the dictates of a generous
nature, returned, crossed the quaking
and dangerous ice, at the peril of his

life, extended his hand to his enemy,
and saved him from certain death.

Unfoi-tunately for human nature, it

cannot be added that the generosity
of the action was met by a corresponcl-

ing heroism. The officer was desiroiis,
it is true, of avoiding the responsibility
of sacrificing the preserver of his life,

but the burgomaster of Aspern sternly
reminded him to remember his oath.

He accordingly arrested the fugitive,

who, on the 16th of Slay following,
was burned to death imder the most

lingering tortures.'*

Almost at the same time four clergy-

men, the eldest seventy years of age,
were executed at the Hague, after au

imprisonment t)f three years.
• All

were of blameless lives, having com-
mitted no crime save that of having
favoured the Ileformation. As they
were men of some local eminence, it

was determined that they should bo
executed with solemnity. They were
condemned to the flames, and as they
were of the ecclesiastical profession, it

was necessary before execution that
their personal sanctity should be re-

moved. Accordingly, ou the 27th Maj'',

attired in the gorgeous robes of high
mass, they were brought before the

on in-everencieux et d'en provoqner l.i

punition e.xcmplaive," etc.—Extiaits des

Rcgistresde Toui-nay, par Gacliard, 107, 10.S.
3 "

2° a denoncer coux qui decldomiont
sans s'etre fait aduiinir-trcr li:s Saints Sacre-

ineiits, Icurs bitns devayit Sire confisqu&s el

Ici'.rs corps x>orlis au lieu i>vhlic destihS jioitr
la justice."

—Ibid.
* Gerard Brandt Iliat. der Roforniatie,

sect. i. b. X. 500.



1569.1 Present to Alvafrom the Pope.

Bishop of Bcis le Duo. Tlie prelate, |

to flinch from his work

with a pair of scissors, cut a lock of

hair from each of their heads. He
then & raped their crowns and the tips
of their fingers with a little silver

knife very gently, and without inflict-

ing the least injury. The mystic oil

of consecration was thus supposed to

be sufficiently removed. The prelate
then proceeded to disrobe the victims,

saying to each one as he did so, "Eximo
tibi vcstem justitiae, quern volens abje-

eisti;" to which the oldest pastor,
Arent Dirkzoon, stoutly replied,

" Imo
vcstem. injuslitiae." The bishop having
thus completed the solemn farce of

desecration, delivered the prisoners to

427

It waii be-

yond the power of man's ingemuty to

add any fresh features of horror to the

religious persecution tmder which the

provinces were groaning; but a new
attack could be made upon the poor
remains of their wealth.

The Duke had been dissatisfied with

the results of his financial arrange-
ments. The confiscation of banished

and murdered heretics had not proved
the inexhaustible mine he had boasted.

The stream of gold which was to flow

perennially into the SpanLsh coSera

soon ceased to flow at alL This wao
inevitable. Confiscations must, of ne-

cessity, offer but a precarious supply to

the Blood Council, begging that they | any treasury. It was only the frenzy of

might be handled verj- gently. Three
j

an Alva which could imagine it possible

days afterwards they were all executed
j
to derive a permanent revenue from

at the stake, having, however, received
! such a source. It ^was, however, not to

the indulgence of being strangled be-

fore being thrown into the flames.^

It was precisely at this moment,
while "the agents of the Duke's go-
vernment were thus Eealously enforc-

ing his decrees, that a special messen-

ger arrived from the Pope, bringing as

a present to Alva a jewelled hat and
sword.* It was a gift rarely conferred

by the Church, and never save upon
the liighe=ft dignitaries, or upon those
who had meritetl her most signal re-

wards by the most shining exploits in

her defence.* The Duke was requested,
in the autograph letter from lus Holi-

ness which accompanied the presents,
•' to remember, v.hen he put the hat

upon his bend, that he was guarded
with it as with a helmet of righteous-
ness, and with the shield of God's help,

indicating the heavenly crown which
was ready for all princes who support
the Holy Church and the Roman Ca-
tholic faith." •» The
sword ran as follows,

be expected that this man, whose tyi-aft-

ny amounted to insanity, could compre-
hend the intimate connexion between
the interests of a people and those ol

its rulers, and he was determined to ex-

hibit by still more fierce and ludicrous

experiments, how easily a great soMief

may become a very paltry financier.

He had already informed his royal
master that, after a very short time,
remittances would no longer be neces-

sary from Spain to support the ex-

penses of the army and government
in the Netherlands.^ He promised,
on the contrary, that at least two
millions yearly shoidd be furnished by
the provinces, over and above the cost

of their administration, to enrich the

treasury at home.^ Another Peru had

already been discovered by his inge-

nuity, and one which was not de-

pendent for its golden fertility on the
continuance of that heresy which it

His

gladium, munus a Deo in quo dcjiciet
adrei-sarios poj/uU mei Israel."^

The Viceroy of Philip, thus stimu-
lated to persevere in his master's pre-
cepts by the Vicegerent of Christ, was
not likely to swerve from his path, nor

Uor, V. 312, 313. Hoofd, v. IC'O, 200.

lior, V. 270. Strada, lib. vii. S47.

Strada, lib. vii 347, 343.
* Bor, V. 270, 271.

motto on the
j

v.as his mission to extirpate.

Accipe sanctum
j

boast hatl been much ridiculed in

Madrid, where he had more enemies
than friends, and he was consequently
the more eager to convert it into

reality. Nettled by the laughter with
which all his schemes of political eco-

nomy had been received at home,* he

5 Mendoz.% 100.
* Correspondauce de Philippe II., ii. 836,

837. »
Ibid-, ii 970.

» Vide Y. de Vynckt, ii 118.
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was determined to shew that his crea-

ti'.e statesmanship was no less worthy
of homage than his indisputable genius
for destruction.

His scheme was nothing more than
the substitution of an arbitrary system
of taxation by the Crown, for the legal
and constitutional right of the pro-
vinces to tax themselves. It was not
a very original thought, but it was

certainly a bold one. For although a

country so prostrate might suffer the

imposition of any fresh amount of

tyrannj', yet it was doubtful whether
she had sufficient strength remaining
to bear the weight after it had been

imposed. It was certain, moreover,
that the new system would create a
more general outcry than any which
had been elicited even by the religious

persecution. There were many inhabi-

tants who were earnest and sincere

Catholics, and who therefore considered
themselves safe from the hangman's
hands, while there were none who could

hope to escape the gripe of the new
tax-gatherers. Yet the Governor was
not the man to be daunted by the

probable unpopularity of the measure.

Courage he possessed in more than
mortal proportion. He seemed to

have set himself to the task of ascer-

taining the exact capacity of the coun-

try for wretchedness. He was resolved

accurately to gauge its width and its

depth ;
to know how much of physical

and moral misery might be accumu-
lated within its limits, before it should

be full to overflowing. Every man,
woman, and child in the country had
been solemnly condemned to death

;

and arbitrary executions, in pursuance
of that sentence, had been daily taking

place. Millions of property had been

confiscated, while the most fortunate

and industrious, as well as the bravest

of the Netherlanders, were wandering
penniless in distant lands. Still the

blows, however recldessly distributed,
had not struck every head. The in-

habitants had been decimated, not

annihilated, and the productive energy
of the country, which for centuries had

1
Bontivoijlio, lib. v. 82. See also Intro-

finctioii to this work.
a

Iljid., ibid.—See also Kluit, Hist, der

[1500

possessed so much vitality, was even

yet not totally extinct. In the wreck
of their social happiness, in the iitter

overthrow of their political freedom,
they had still preserved the shadow, at

least, of one great bulwark against des-

potism. The king cotild impose no
tax.-^

The "
Joyeuse Entrde

"
of Brabant,

as well as the constitutions of Flanders,
Holland, Utrecht, and all the other

provinces, expressly prescribed the
manner in which the requisite funds
for government should be raised. The
sovereign or his stadholder was to ap-

pear before the estates in i^erson, and
make his request for money. It was
for the estates, after conisultation with
their constituents, to decide whether
or not this petition (Bede) should be

granted; and should a single branch
decline compliance, the monarch was
to wait with patience for a more
favourable moment.^ Such had been
the regular practice in the Nether-

lands, nor had the reigning houses
often had occasion to accuse the
estates of parsimony. It was, how-

ever, not wonderful that the Duke of

Alva should be impatient at the con-

tmued existence of this provincial

privilege. A country of condemned
criminals, a nation whose universal

neck might at any moment be laid

upon the block without ceremony,
seemed hardly fit to hold the purse-

strings, and to dispense alms to its

monarch. The Viceroy was impatient
at this arrogant vestige of constitu-

tional liberty. Moreover, although he
had taken from the Netherlandei-s

nearly all the attributes of freemen, he
was unwilling that they should enjoy
the principal privilege of slaves, that

of being fed and guarded at their

master's expense. He had therefore

summoned a general assembly of the

provincial estates in Brussels, and on

the 20th of March 15G9, had caused

the following decrees to be laid before

them.^
A tax of the hundredth penny, or

one per cent., was laid upon all pro-

Holl. Staatsrcgcriiig, and Viglii Coiiiment.

reium actanim sviper imp. Dec. Don., c. vi
« Bor, V. 279, 2S0.
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perty, real and personal, to be collected

instantly. This impost, however, was

not perpetual, but only to be paid once,

unless, of course, it should suit the

same aibitrary power by which it was

assessed to require it a second time.

A tax of the twentieth penny, or

five per cent., was laid upon every
transfer of real estate. This imposi-
tion was perpetual.

Thirdly, a tax of the tenth penny,
or ten per cent., was assessed upon

every article of merchandise or personal

property, to he jtaid as often as it should

be sold. This tax was likewise to be

perpetual.^
The consternation in the assembly

when these enormous propositions were

heard, can be easily imagined. People

may differ about religious dogmas. In

the most bigoted persecutions there

will always be many who, from consci-

entious although misguided motives,

heartily esjiouse the cause of the bigot.

Moreover, although resistance to tyr-

anny in matt-ers of faith is always the

Qiost ardent of struggles, and is sup-

ported by the most subUme principle
in our nature, yet all men are not

of the sterner stufi" of which martj-rs
are fashioned. In questions relating
to the world above, many may be se-

duced from their convictions by in-

terest, or forced into apostasy by vio-

lence. Human nature is often malleable

or fusible, where religious interests are

concerned, but in affairs material and
financial opposition to tyranny is apt
to be imanimous.
The interests of commerce and

manufacture, when brought into con-

flict with those of religion, had often

proved victorious in the Netherlands.

This new measure, however—this ar-

bitraiy and most prodigious system of

1 Bor, V. 279, 2S0.
»

Ibid., v. 283-2S5. Viglii Comm. Doc.

Denarii, s. v. ' Ibid.
* While occupied with his attempts to en-

force this tax, the Duke estabUshed a com-
mission to inquire into the value of the
manufacturincr industry of the provinces.
In the year 1570, the afrgregate annual value
of manufactured articiea was adculated at

forty-five milliotts of florins (44,864,SS:i fl.)
From this estimate, however, Luxemburg,
Gueldres, Zoland, and the provinces bayoud
Uao Mouse, were excluded.

Ten 2)er Cent 4-29

taxation, struck home to every fireside.

No individual, however adi-oit or time-

sen'ing, could parry the blow by which
all were crushed.

It was most unanswerably maintain-

ed in the assembly, that this tenth and
twentieth penny would utterly destroy
the trade and the manufactures of the

country.* The hundredth penny, or

the one per cent, assessment on all

property throughout the land, although
a severe subsidy, might be borne with
for once. To pay, however, a twentieth

part of the full value of a house to the

government as often as the house was

sold, was a most intolerable imposition.
A house might be sold twenty times in

a year, and in the course, therefore, of

the year be confiscated in its whole
value. It amounted either to a prohi-
bition of all transfers of real estate, or

to an eventual surrender of its price.
As to the tenth penny upon articles

of merchandise, to be paid by the ven-

dor at every sale, the scheme was mon-
strous. All trade and manufactures

must, of necessity, expire, at the very
first attempt to put it in execution.-*

The same article might be sold ten

times in a week, and might therefore

pay one hundred per cent, weekly.
An article, moreover, was frequently

compounded of ten different articles,

each of which might pay one hundred

per cent., and therefore the manufac-
tured article, if ten times transferred,
one thousand per cent, weekly. Quick
transfers and unfettered movements

being the nerves and muscles of com-

merce, it was impossible for it long to

survive the paralysis of such a tax.

The impost could never be collected,
and would only produce an entire pro-
stration of industry. It could by no

possibility enrich the government.'*

The returns for the others were thua
stated :

—
Brabant,.... 11,107,410 fiorina.

Flanders, . . . 10,407,891 ,.

Valenciennes, . . 6,223,980 „
Toumav, . . . 2,309,200 ^
Holland, . . . 2,029,143 „
Lille, Douay, and Orehics, 8,883,693 _

Hainault, . , . 1,982,540 .

MaUnes, .... 262,880 ,

Utrecht 734,900 „
OvL-ryssel, . . 1,610,260 „ .

Namur, ... 454 osj „
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The Kiiig could uot derive wealth
from the ruin of his subjects ; yet, to

establish such a system was the stern

and absurd determination of the Go-
venior-Geueral. The infantine simpli-

city of the effort seemed incredible.

The ignorance was as sublime as the

tyranny. The most lucid arguments
and the most earnest remonstrances
were all in vain. Too opaque to be
illumined by a iiood of Hght, too hard
to be melted by a nation's tears, the

Viceroy held calmly to his purpose.
To the keen and vivid representations
of Viglius, who repeatedly exhibited

all that was oppressive, and all that

was impossible in the tax, he answered

simply that it was nothing more nor
less than the Spanish "alcabala," and
that he derived 50,000 ducats yearly
from its imposition in his own city of

Alva.i

Viglius was upon this occasion in

opposition to the Duke. It is but

justice to state that the learned juris-
consult manfully and repeatedly con-

fronted the v/rath of his superior in

many a furious discussion in council

upon the subject. He had never essay-
ed to snatch one brand from the burn-

ing out of the vast holocaust of reli-

gious persecution, but he was roused

at last by the threatened destruction

of all the material interests of the

land. He confronted the tjTant with

courage, sustained perhaps by the

knowledge that the proposed plan was
not the King's, but the Governor's.

He knew that it was openly ridiculed

in Madrid,^ and that Philip, although
he would probably never denounce it

in terms, was certainly not eager for

its execution. The President enlarged

upon the difference which existed be-

tween the condition of a sparsely-

peopled country of herdsmen and la-

Fricsland, . . . 196,200 florins.

Artois 1,718,7S>0 „—Renom de Franco JIS. ii. c. x. Upon this

flourishing' state of the mnuufacturinsf inte-

rest, notwithstanding the oppression to

which the country had so long been sub-

jecte<l, the Duke indulged in gulden dreams.
"Oires le ducq considerant par ce calcul

rimportance du dixifeme denier, chatouillS

dviicement de I'esp^rance ou do I'imaginatiou
-in proufBt, prossa fort en Taiinoo luTD les

fetats BUT lo IQeme dejiier.—Ibi4,

Dutch Republic. [15G9.
bourera in Spain, and the densely-
thronged and bustling cities of the
Netlierlands. If the Duke collected

60,000 ducats yearly from the alcabala
in Alva, he could only offer him his

congratulations, but could not help
assuring him that the tax would jjrove
an impossibility in the provinces.-* To
his argument, that the impost woidd
fall with severity not upon the highest
nor the lowest classes of society, neither

upon the great nobihty and clergy, nor
on the rustic population, but on tho
merchants and manufacturers, it waa
answered by the President that it waa
not desirable to rob Saint Peter's altar

in order to build one to Saint Paul.'*

It might have been simpler to suggest
that the consumer would pay the tax,

supposing it were ever paid at all, but
the axiom was not so familiar three
centuries ago as now.

Meantime, the report of the depu-
ties to the assembly on their return to

their constituents had created tha
most intense excitement and alarm.
Petition after petition, report after re-

poi't, poured in ujion the government.
There was a cry of despair, and almost
of defiance, which had not been eli-

cited
?.^y

former agonies. To induce,

however, a more favourable disposition
ou the joart of the Duke, the hundredth

penny, once for all, was conceded by
the estates.^ The tenth and twen-
tieth occasioned severe and protracted

struggles, until the various assemblies

of the patrimonial jjrovinces, one after

another, exhausted, frightened, and

hoping that no serious effort would be
made to collect tho tax, consented,
under certain restrictions, to its im-

position.'' The principal conditions

were a protest against the legality of

the proceeding, and the provision that

the consent of no province should be

The author shews that tho tax would bo
paid at least seven times by oloth as well a3

by various other commodities.—Ibid. It

would bo easy to show, that if the tax \v-ero

literally enforced, it would amount to

seventy times seven, upon all maiiufactui
wares.

1
Viglii Comm. Doe. Donai'ii, s. 6.

2 V. d. Vynckt, 1"»1. ii. 118.
8

Viglii Comm. Dec. Den. s. vJi. 10.
*

Ibid., s. 9.

»
Bor, V. 2Sa. • Ibi'L
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valid uutil that of all Lad been ob-

tamed.i Holland, too, was induced to

give in its adhesion, although the city
of Amsterdam long \vitliheid its con-

UtrecJit Chastised. 431

sent; but the city and province of
| Majesty.

to have forfeited all their property, real

and personal, together with all tolls,

rents, excises, and imposts, the wholo

being confiscated to the benefit of his

Utrecht were inexorable.''* They of-

fered a handsome sum in commuta-
tion, increasing the sum first proposed
from 70,000 to 200,000 florins, but

•they resolutely refused to be saddled

with this permanent tax. Their stout

i-esistance was destined to cost them
dear. In the course of a few months

Alva, finding them still resolute in

their refusal, quartered the regiment
of Lombardy upon them, and em-

ployed other coercive measures to

bring them to reason,' The rude, in-

solent, unpaid and therefore insxibor-

dinate soldiery were billeted in every
house in the city, so that the insiilts

which the population were made to

suffer by the intrusion of these ruffians

at their firesides would soon, it was

thought, compel the assent of the

province to the tax.* It was not so,

however. The city and the province
remained stanch in their opposition.

Accoi-dingly, at the close of the year
(15th December 1569) the estates were
summoned to appear within fourteen

days before the Blood CouncU.* At
the appointed time the procureur-gene-
ral was ready with an act of accusation,

accompanied, as was usually the case,
with a simultaneous sentence of con-

demnation. The indictment revived
and recapitulated aU previous offences

committed in the city and the province,

particularly during the troubles of

1566, and at the epoch of the treaty
with Duchess Margaret. The inhabi-

tants and the magistrates, both in

their individual and public capacities,
were condemned for heresy, rebellion,
and misprision. The city and province
were accordingly pronounced guilty of

high treason, were deprived of all

their charters, laws, privileges, free-

doms, and customs, and were doclar^

1
Bor, v. 286.

«
Ibid., V. 286, 287.

» Ibid., v. 28S. 4 Ibid.
5 Hoofd, V. 196. Bor, v. £91.
'
See all the documents in Bor, v. 151, et

^'por, y. 29'J-319.—Compare Hoofd- v.

The immediate execution of the

sentence was, however, suspended, to

aUow the estates opportimity to reply.
An enormous mass of pleadings, replies,

replications, rejoinders, and apostiUes
was the result, which few eyes were
destined to read, and least of all those

to whom they were nominally address-

ed.'' They were of benefit to none
save in the shape of fees which they
engendered to the gentlemen of the

robe. It was six months, however,
before the case was closed. As there

was no blood to be shed, a summary
process was not considered necessary.
At last on the 14th July, the volumi-

nous pile of documents was placed be-

fore Vargas. It was the first time he
had laid eyes upon them, and they
were, moreover, written in a language
of which he did not imderetand a

word.* Such, however, was his capa-

city for afHure, that a glance only at

the outside of the case enabled him to

fonn his decision. Within half an
hour afterwards, booted and spurred,
he was saying mass in the church of

Saint Gudule, on his way to pronounce
sentence at Antwerp.* That judgment
was rendered the same daj", and con-

firmed the preceding act of condemna-
tion.^" Vargas went to his task as

cheerfully as if it had been muixler.

The act of outlawry and begg;\ry was
fulminated against the city and pro-

vince, and a handsome amount of

misery for others, and of plunder for

himself, was the result of his prompt-
ness. Many thousand citizens were

ruined, many millions of property con-

fiscated.

Thus was Utrecht deprived of all its

ancient liberties, as a puiii.sliraent foi

having dared to maintain them. Tho

clergy, too, of the province, having

194-196; W:i<renaer, Vaderl. Hist., vi. 283-
304 : Viglii Com. Dec. Den., passim.

8 Translations, however, were appended,
whicli had only been completed that mora
in?.—Bor. v. 319.

» Br, V. 319.
19 Ibid. Hoofd, "Wageuaer, ubl sup^
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invoked the bull "in Ccena Domini,"

\'Y which clerical property was declared

exempt from taxation, had excited the

wrath of the Dukc.^ To wield so slight
a bulrush against tlie man who had

just been girded with the consecrated

and jewelled sword of the Pope, was
indeed but a feeble attempt at defence.

Alva treated the Cosna Domini with

contempt, but he imprisoned the

printer who had dared to republish
it at this juncture. Finding, more-

over, that it had been put in press by
the orders of no less a person than

Secretary La Torre, he threw that

officer also into prison, besides sus-

pending him from his functions for a

year.'^
The estates of the province and the

magistracy of the city appealed to his

Majesty from the decision of the Duke.
The case did not directly concern the

interests of religion, for although the

heretical troubles of 15C6 furnished

the nominal motives of the condem-

nation, the resistance to the tenth and
twentieth penny was the real crime for

which they were suffering. The King,
therefore, although far from clement,
was not extremely rigorous. He re-

fused the object of the appeal, but he
did not put the envoys to death by
whom it was brought to Madrid. This

would have certainly been the case in

matters strictly religious, or even had
the commissioners arrived two years
before ;

but even Philip believed, per-

haps, that for the moment almost

enough innocent blood had been shed.

At any rate he suffered the legates
from Utrecht to return,' not with their

petition granted, but at least with their

heads upon their shoulders. Early in

the following year, the provinces still

remaining under martial law, all the

Utrecht charters were taken into the

possession of government, and depo-
sited ill the castle of Vredenberg.^ It

was not till after the departure of

Alva, that they were restored, accord-

ing to royal command, by the new

governor, llequesens.*

1 Bor, V. 2Sr. Hoofd, v. 195.
3 J3or, V. 320-32S, et ecq.
4 Bov, vi. 357-301.
5 Ibid., vi. 360, SCI.

« Ibid.

[15G9.

By the middle of the year 1569,
Alva wrote to the King, with great
cheerfulness of tone, aimouncing that

the estates of the provinces had all

consented to the tax. He congratu-
lated his Majesty upon the fact that
this income might thenceforth be en-

joyed in perpetuity, and that it would

bring at least two millions yearly into

his coffers, over and above the expenses
of government. The hundredth penny,
as he calculated, would amount to at

least five millions.®

He was, however, very premature in

his triumph, for the estates were not

long in withdrawing a concession which
had either been wrung from them bj'
violence or filched from them by mis-

representation. Taking the ground
that the assent of all had been stipu-
lated before that of any one should be
esteemed valid, every province now
refused to enforce or to permit the

collection of the tenth or the twentieth

penny within their limits. Dire were
the threatnings and the wrath of the

Viceroy, painfully protracted the re-

newed negotiations with the estate.s.

At last, a compromise was effected,
and the final struggle postponed. Late
in the summer it was agi-eed that the

provinces should pay two millions

yearly for the two following years,
the term to expire in the month of

August 1571. Till that period, there-

fore, there was comparative repose

upon the subject.^
The question of a general pardon

had been agitated for more than a

year, both in Brussels and Madrid.

Viglius, who knew his countrymen
better than the Viceroy knew them,
had written frequently to his friend

Hopper, on the propriety of at once

proclaiming an amnesty.
** There had

also been many conferences between
himself and the Duke of Alva, and he
had furnished more than one draught
for the proposed measure.^ The Pre-

sident knew full well that the point
had been reached beyond which the

force of tyranny could go no further.

6 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 8S2.
1 Bor, V. 288, et scq. Hoold, v. 195.
8
Epist. ad Joach. IIojip., 82-110.

»
Epist. adllopp., 110.
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All adilition.ll pressure, he felt sure, I

could only produce reaction, the effect I

of v.hieh might be to drive the Span-
'

iards from the Netherlauds. There

might then be another game to play.
The heads of those who had so assidu-

ously served the government through-
out its terrible career might, in their

turn, be brought to the block, and
their estates be made to enrich the

Ti-easury. Moreover, there were symp-
toms that Alva's favour was on the

wane. The King Lad not been remark-

ably struck with the merits of the new
financial measures, and had expressed
much pjixiety lest the trade of the

country should suffer.^ The Duke
was known to be desirous of his recall.

His health was broken, he felt that he
was bitterly detested throughout the

country, and he was certain that his

enemies at Madrid were fast under-

mining his credit. He seemed also to

have a dim suspicion that his mission

was accomplished in the Netherlands ;

that as much blood had been shed at

present as the land could easily absorb.

He wrote urgently and even piteously
to Phihp, on the subject of his return.

"Were your Majesty only pleased to

take me from this country," he said,
"
I should esteem it as great a favour as

if your Majesty had given me life."^

He swore "by the soul of the Duchess,"
that he "would rather be cut into

/ittle pieces" than retire from his post
were his presence necessary,"* but he

expressed the opinion that through
his exertions affairs had been placed
in such train that they were sure to

roll on smoothly to the end of time.

"At prescuL, and for the future," he

wrote, "your Majesty is and will be
more strictly obeyed than any of your
predecessors ;

"
adding, w ith insane

telf-complacency, "and all this has

fceen accomplished without violence." *

He also assured his Majesty as to the

prosperous condition of hnancial affairs.

His tax was to work wonders. He had
conversed with capitalists who had
offered him four miUions yearly for

1 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 896.
s Ibid., ii. 90S. « Ibid., ii. 95L
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid., ii. 970.
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the tenth penny, but he had refused,,

because he estimated the product at a.

much higher figure.
' The hundredth,

pemiy covdd not be rated lower than
five millions. It was obvious, therefore,
that instead of remitting funds to the

provinces, his Majesty would, for the

future, derive from them a steady and
enormous income.® Moreover, he as-

sured the King that there was at

present no one to inspire anxiety from
within or withi)ut. The only great
noble of note m the country was the
Duke of Aerschot, who was devoted
to his Majesty, and who, moreover,
" amounted to very little," as the King
well knew.'^ As for the Prince of

Orange, he would have business enough
in keeping out of the clutches of his

creditors. They had nothing to fear

from Germany. England would do

nothing as long as Germany waa

quiet; and France was sunk too low
to be feared at all.

^

Such being the sentiments of tho

Duke, the King was already consider-

ing the propriety of appointing hia

successor. All this was known to tho
President. He felt instinctively that
more clemency was to be expected
from that successor, whoever he might
be; and he was satisfied, therefore,
that ho would at least not be injuring
his own position by inclining at this

lat« hour to the side of mercy. His

opposition to the tenth and twentieth

penny had already established a breach
between himself and the Viceroy, but
he felt secretly comforted by the
reflection that the King was probably
on the same side with himself. Alva
still spoke of him, to be sure, both in

pubhc and private, with approbation;
taking occasion to commend him fre-

quently, in his private letters, as a
servant upright and zealous, as a liv-

ing register,** without whose universal

knowledge of things and persons he
should hardly know which way to
turn. The President, however, was

growing weary of his own sycophancy.
He begged his friend Joachim to take

« Ibid.
^ " Vale tan puco, como V. SI. ealie."—

Ibid., ii. e5L
« Jjia. » Ibid , ii. 824.

2b
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his part, if his Excellency should write

unfavourably about his conduct to the

King. He seemed to have changed
his views of the man concerning whose

"prudence and gentleness" he could
once turn so many fine periods. He
even expressed somo anxiety lest

doubts should begin to be entertained
as to the perfect clemency of the

King's character. "Here is so much
confiscation and bloodshed going on,"
said he, "that some taint of cruelty
or avarice may chance to bespatter tho
robe of his Majesty." He also con-

fessed that he had occasionally read in

history of greater benignity than was
now exercised against the poor Nether-
landers. Had the learned Fiisian ar-

rived at these humane conclusions at a

somewhat earUer day, it might perhaps
have been better for himself and for his

fatherland. Had he served his coun-

try as faithfully as he had served Time,
and Philij), and Alva, his lands would
not have been so broad, nor his digni-
ties so numerous, but he would not
have been obliged, in his old age, to

exclaim, with whimsical petulance,
that " the faithful servant is always a

perpetual ass."^

It was now certain that an act of

amnesty was in contemplation by the

King. 'Viglius had furnished several

plans, which, however, had been so much
disfigured by the numerous exceptions

suggested by Alva, that the President

could scarce recognise his work. Gran-

velle, too, had frequently urged the

pardon on the attention of Philip,^
The Cardinal was too astute not to

perceive that the time had arrived

when a continued severity could only
defeat its own work. He felt that the

country could not be rendered more

abject, the spirit of patriotism more

apparently extinct. A show of cle-

mency, which would now cost nothing,
and would mean nothing, might be
more efi'ective than this profuse and
wanton bloodshed.

He saw plainly that the bnitality of

Alva had already overshot the mark.

1
Epist. adJoach. Hop. 62-82. "Fidus

s'TVus perpetuus asiiius," etc., etc.
3 Corrcspondancc de Philippe II., ii, 816.
8

U-id., U. 792, 809, 844, etc., etc.
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Too politic, however, openly to reprove
so powerful a functionaiy, he con-

tinued to speak of him and of his ad-

ministration to Philip in terms of ex-

alted eulogy. He was a "sage seig-

nior," a prudent govei-nor, one on
whom his Majesty could entirely re-

pose. He was a man of long expe-
rience, trained all his life to affairs,

and perfectly capable of giving a good
account of everything to which he
turned his hands.-* He admitted, how-
ever, to other correspondents, that the
administration of the sage seignior, on
whom his Majesty could so implicitly

rely, had at last "brought the pro-
vinces into a deplorable condition."*

Four different forms of pardon had
been sent from Madrid, toward the
close of 1569.° From these four the
Duke was to select one, and carefully
to destroy the other three. It was
not, however, till July of the following
year that the choice was made, and the

Viceroy in readiness to announce the

pardon. On the 14th of that month a

great festival was held at Antwerp, for

the purpose of solemnly proclaiming
the long expected amnesty.*^ In the

morning, the Duke, accompanied by a
brilliant staff, and by a long procession
of clergy in their gorgeous robes,

paraded through the streets of the
commercial capital, to offer up prayers
and hear mass in the cathedral. Tlie

Bishop of Arras then began a sermon

upon the blessings of mercy, with a

running commentary upon the royal

clemency about to be exhibited. In

the very outset, however, of his dis-

course, he was seized with convulsions,
which required his removal from the

pulpit;^ an incident which was not
considered of felicitous augury. In
the afternoon, the Duke with his suite

appeared upon the square in front of

the Town House. Here a large scaf-

folding or theatre had been erected.

The platform and the steps which led

to it were covered with scarlet cloth.

A throne, covered with cloth of gold,
was arranged in the most elevated

*
Ibid., ii. 832. Letter lo Treasurer

Scliotz. s
Ibid, ii. 914.

• Bor, V. 319. Hoofd, v. 201,
T Strada, deBell. Belgic, lib. vii. 353, 354.
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position for the Duke.^ On the steps

immediately below him were placetl

two of the most beautiful women in

Antwerp,^ clad in allegorical garments
to represent Righteousness and Peace.

The staircase and platform were lined

with officers, the square was beset with

troops, and filled to its utmost verge
with an expectant crowd of citizens.

Toward the close of a summer's after-

noon, the Duke, wearing
'^ the famous

hat and sword of the Pope, took his

seat on the throne with all the airs of

royalty. After a few preliminary
ceremonies, a civil functionary, stand-

ing between two heralds, then recited

the long-expected act of grace. His

reading, however, was so indistinct,

that few save the soldiers in the im-

mediate vicinity of the platform could
hear a word of th^^ocument.*

This effect was, perhaps, intentional.

Certainly but Httle enthusiasm could

be expected fi-om the crowd had the

text of the amnesty been heard. It

consisted of three parts
—a recitation

of the wrongs committed, a statement
of the terms of pardon, and a long list

of exceptions. AH the sins of omission
and commission, the heresy, the public

preaching, the image-breaking, the

Compromise, the confederacy, the re-

bellion, w ere painted in lively colours.

Pardon, however, was offered to all

those who had not rendered themselves
liable to positive impeachment, in case

they shoiild make their peace with the
Church before the expiration of two
months, and by confession and repent-
ance obtain their absolution.' The
exceptions, however, occupied the

greater part of the document. "When
the general act of condemnation had
been fulminated by which all Nether-
landers were sentenced to death, the

exceptions had been very few, and all

the individuals mentioned by name.*"

In the act of pardon, the exceptions
comprehended so many classes of in-

habitants, that it was impossible for

any individual to escape a place in
eome one of the categories, whenever

1 Bor, V. 319. Hoofd, v. 201. Strada, lib.
vii. 354.

2 Bor, V. 319. Hoofd, v. 201.
3
Strada, lib, vii, 354.
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it should please the government to

take his life. Expressly excluded from
the benefit of the act were all minis-

ters, teachers, dogmatisers, and all icho

had favoured and harboured such dog~
matisers and preachers; all those in the

least degree implicated in the image-

breaking ;
all who had ever been indi-

fidually suspected of heresy or schism ;

all who had ever sicpied or favoured the

Compromise or the Petition to the Re-

gent; all those who had taken up arms,
contributed money, distributed tracts;

aU those in any manner chargeable vnth

misprision, or who had failed to de«

nounce those guilty of heresy. All per«

sons, however, who were included in

any of these classes of exceptions might
report themselves within six months,
when, upon confession of their crime,

they might hope for a favourable con-

sideration of their case.''

Such, in brief, and stripped of its

verbiage, was this amnesty for which
the Netherlands had so long been hop-

ing. By its provisions, not a man or

woman was pardoned who had ever

committed a fault. The innocent alone

were forgiven. Even they were not
suxQ of mercy, unless they should ob-

tain full absolution from the Pope.
More certainly than ever would the
accustomed rigour be dealt to all who
had committed any of those positive
acta for which so many had already
lost their heads. The clause by which,
a possibility of pardon was hmted to

such criminals, provided they would
confess and surrender, was justly re-

garded as a trap. No one was de-

ceived by it No man, after the ex-

perience of the last three years, would

voluntarily thrust his head into the
lion's mouth, in order to fix it more

firmly upon his shoulders. No man
who had effected hia escape was likely
to play informer against himself, in

hope of obtaining a pardon from which
all but the most sincere and zealous

Catholics were in reality excepted.
The murmur and discontent were

universal, therefore, as soon as the

« Ibid.
» See the document in Bor, v. 320, 8?L
s ibid.
t Ibid.
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terms of tlic act became known. Alva
^\^ote to the King, to be sure, "that
the people were entirely satisfied, save

only tlie demagogues, who could tole-

rate no single exception from the am-

nesty ;

"^ but he could neither deceive

his sovereign nor himself by such state-

ments. Certainly, Philip was totally

disappointed in the effect which he had

anticipated from the measure. He had

thought "it would stop the mouths of

many people."
^ On the contrary,

every mouth in the Kctherlands be-

came vociferous to denounce the hypo-

crisy by which a new act of condemna-
tion had been promulgated under the

name of a pardon. Viglius, wlio had
(h-awn up an instrument of miich am-

pler clemeiv^y, was far from satisfied

^^ith the measure which had been

adopted. "Certainly," he wrote to

his confidant,
" a more benignant mea-

sure was to be expected from so mer-

ciful a Prince. After four years have

l>ast, to reserve for punishment and
for execution all those who during the

tumult did not, through weakness of

mind, render as much service to govei^n-

inent as brave men might have offered,

is altogether unexampled."
*

Alva could not long affect to believe

in the people's satisfaction. He soon
Vv'rote to the King, acknowledging that

the impression produced by the pardon
was far from favourable. He attri-

buted much evil effect to the severe

censure which was openly pronounced
upon the act by members of the govern-
ment, both in Spain and the Nether-

lands.* He complained that Hopper
had written to Viglius, that " the most
severe of the fovir forms of pardon
transmitted had been selected ;

"
the

fact being, that the most lenient one
had been adopted.^ If this were so,

whose imagination is powerful enough
to portray the three which had been

1
Correspondiiiico do Philijjpo II., ii. 905.—" Con gran contcntamieiito de pueblo,

annquc los que el gobiernaii no le hau tcnido

taiito, porque no quisicron cxcepciou nin-

£/una."
* " Cierto Bcria ya tiempo de dar csta per-

dfiny tapaiia la boca S, muohos." —Maigiual
note by Pliilip on a letter ftom Granvolle.

C.UTcspoudauco do Philippe II., ii. 815.
1

Kpist. ad Hoi>p , 110.
*
Gorrespondanco de Philippe -IT., ii. 980.
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burned, and which, although more
severe than the fierce document pro-

mulgated, were still entitled acts of

pardon? The Duke spoke bitterly of

the manner in which influential persons
in Madrid had openly abominated the
cruel form of amnesty which had been
decreed.® His authority in the Nether-
lands was already sufficiently weakened,
he said, and such censure upon his

actions from head-quarters did not tend
to improve it. "In truth," he added,
almost pathetically,

"
it is not wonder-

ful that the whole nation sliould be ill-

disposed towards me, for I certainly
have done nothing to make them love

me. At the same time, such langniage
transmitted from Madrid does not in-

crease their tenderness." '^

In short, viewed as a measure by
which government, without disarming
itself of its terrible powers, was to

pacify the popular mind, the amnesty
was a failure. Viewed as a net, by
which fresh victims should be enticed

to entangle themselves, who had al-

ready made their way into the distant

atmosphere of liberty, it was equally
unsuccessful. A few very obscure in-

dividuals made their appearance to

claim, the benefit of the act, before the

six months had expired. With these

it was thought expedient to deal gently,
but no one was deceived by such cle-

mency. As the common people ex-

pressed themselves, the net was not

spread on that occasion for finches.^

The wits of the Netherlands, seek-

ing relief from their wretched condi-

tion in a still more wretched quibble,

transposed two letters of the word

Pardona, and re-baptized the new
measure Pandora.'* The conceit waa
not without meaning. The amnesty,

descending from supernal regions, had
been ushered into the presence of

mortals as a messenger laden witli

» Ibid., ii. 1007.

• "Los E.spaiSole.s en el consfjo abomlna-
ron do tal forma de pcrdon."—Con-espon-
dance de Philippe II., ii. SS5.

I Ibid, ii. 1007.

8 Zyndo terstondt het zeggen, dat men dit

niet voor de vinken maar voor grootor voog-
helen gesprevt had."—Hoofd, V. 202. S^
also Bor. v. 33.1..

» Ibid.
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heavenly gifts. The casket, when
opened, had diffused curses instead of

bWsiugs. There, however, the classi-

cal- analogy ended; for it would have

puzzled all the pedants of Louvain to

discover Hope lurking, under any dis-

guise, within the clauses of the pardon.

Very soon after the promulgation of

this celebrated act, the new bride of

Philip,Anne of Austria, passed through
the Netherlands, on her way to Mad-
rid. During her brief stay in Brussels,
she granted an interview to the Dow-

ager Countess of Hom.^ That un-

happy lady, having seen her eldest

son, the head of her illustrious house,
so recently perish on the scaffold,

wished to make a last effort in behalf

of the remaining one, then closely con-

fined in the prison of Segovia. The
Archduchess solemnly promised that

his release should be the first boon
which she would request of her royal

bridegroom, and the bereaved countess
retired almost with a hope.'^
A short digression must here be

allowed, to narrate the remaining for-

tunes of that son, the ill-starred Seig-
neur de Montigny. His mission to

Madrid in company of the Marquis
Berghen has already been related.

The la.st and most melancholy scene
in the life of his fellow-envoy has
been described in a recent chapter.
After that ominous event, Montigny
became most anxious to effect his

retreat from Spain. He had been

separated more than a year from
hLs few months' bride. He was not

imprisoned, but he felt himself under
the most rigid although secret inspec-
tion. It was utterly impossible for
him to obtain leave to return, or to
take his departure without permission.
On one occasion, having left the city

accidentally for a ride on horseback to

an adjoining village, he found himself
surrounded by an unexpected escort
of forty troopers. StUl, however, the

King retained a smiling mien. To
Montigny's repeated and urgent re-

quests for dismissal, Philip gj-aciously
uiged his desire for a continuance of

1
Iloofd, V. 172.

=
Ibid., V. 172, 173.

*
Metereu, iii. 51.

Meteren, iii. 51.

his visit. He was requested to remain
in order to accompany his sovereign

upon that journey to the Netherlands,
which would not be much longer de-

layed.^ In his impatience anything
seemed preferable to the state of su.s-

pense in which he was made to linger.
He eagerly offered, if he were accused
or suspected of crime, to siuTender
himself to imprisonment if he only
could be brought to trial.'* Soon after

Alva's arrival in the Netherlands, the
first part of this offer was accepted-
No sooner were the arrests of EgmoD
and Horn known in Madrid than Mon-

tigny was deprived of his liberty, and

closely confined in the alcazar of Se-

govia.^ Here he remained imprisoned
for eight or nine months in a high
tower, with no atteudaut save a young
page, Arthur de Mimter, who had ac-

companied him from the Netherlands.'

Eight men-at-arms were expressly em-

ployed to watch over him and to pre-
vent his escape.
One day, towards the middle of July

1568, a baud of pilgrims, some of them
in Flemish attire, went through the
streets of Segovia. They were chant-

ing, as was customary on such occa-

sions, a low, monotonous song, in which
Montigny, who happened to be Hsten-

ing, suddenly recognised the language
of Jiis fatherland. His surprise \\?s

still greater when, upon paying closer

attention, he distinguished the terrible

meaning of the song. The pretended
pilgrims, having no other means of
communication with the prisoner, were
singing for his information the tragic
fates of his brother. Count Horn, and
of his friend, Count Egmont. Mingled
with the strain were warnings of his
own approaching doom, if he were not
able to effect his escape before it should
be too late. Thus by this friendly
masquerade did Montigny learn the
fate of his brother, which otherwise,
in that land of terrible secrecy, might
have been concealed fi'om him for

ever.^

The hint as to his own preservation
was not lost upon him, and he at once

* JJeteren, f. 53, 54.
* Ibid., 54. 6 Ibid.
'
Hoofd, V. 172.
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Bet about a plan of escape. He suc-

ceeded in gaining over to his interests

one of tlie eight soldiers by whom he
was guarded, and he was thus enabled
to communicate with many of his own
adherents without the prison walls.

His major-domo had previously been

permitted to furnish his master's table

with provisions dressed by his own
cook. A correspondence was now
carried on by means of letters con-

cealed within the loaves of bread sent

daily to the prisoner.^ In the same

way files were' provided for sawing
through his window-bars. ^ A very
delicate ladder of ropes, by which he
was to effect his escape into the court

below, was also transmitted. The

plan had been completely an-anged. A
certain Pole employed in the enterprise
was to be at Hernani, with horses in

readiness to convey them to San Se-

bastian.'* There a sloop had been en-

gaged, and was waiting their arrival.

Montigi^y accordingly, in a letter en-

closed within a loaf of bread—the last,

as he hoj)ed, which he should break in

prison
—was instructed, after cutting

off his beard and otherwise disguising
his person, to execute his plan and

join his confederates at Hernani.'' Un-

fortunately, the major-domo of Mon-

tigny was in love. Upon the eve of

departure from Spain, his farevrell in-

terview with his mistress was so much
protracted that the care of sending the
bread was left to another. The sub-

stitute managed so unskilfully that the

loaf was brought to the commandant
of the castle, and not to the prisoner.
The commandant broke the bread, dis-

covered the letter, and became master
of the whole plot. All persons engaged
in the enterprise were immediately
condemned to death, and the Spanish
soldier executed without delay. The
others being considered, on account of

their loyalty to their master, as deserv-

ing a commiitation of punishment,
were sent to the galleys. The major-
domo, whose ill-timed gallantry had

1 Meteren, iii. 54. Hoofd, v. IT?,.

a Ibid.

H Corrcspondancc de rbilippo II., ii. 775.

4 Ibid.

* Hoofd, Meteren, ubi b't-
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thus cost Montigny his liberty, re-

ceived two hundred lashes in addition.

All, however, were eventually released
from imprisonment.^
The unfortunate gentleman was now

kejjt in still closer confinement in his

lonely tower. As all his adherents had
been disposed of, he could no longer
entertain a ho]De of escape. In tlio

autumn of this year (15G8) it wa«
thought expedient by Alva to bring
his case formally before the Blood
Council. Montigny had committed no
crime, but he was one of that band of

populai- nobles whose deaths had beeii

long decreed. Letters were accordingly
sent to Spain, empowering certain

functionaries there to institute that

preliminary examination, which, as

usual, was to be the only trial vouch-
safed. A long list of interrogatories
was addressed to him on February 7,

1569, in his prison at Segovia. A week
afterwards, he was again visited by the

alcalde, who read over to him the
answers which he had made on the
first occasion, and required him to

confirm them. He was then directed
to send his procuration to certain per-
sons in the Netherlands, whom he

might wish to appear in his behalf.

Montigny complied by sending several

names, with a clause of substitution.

All the persons thus appointed, how-

ever, declined to act, unless they could
be furnished with a copy of the pro-
curation, and with a statement of the
articles of accusation. This was posi-

tively refused by the Blood Council.

Seeing no possibility of rendering ser-

vice to their friend by performing any
part in this mockery of justice, they
refused to accept the procuration.

They could not defend a case when
not only the testimony, but even the

charges against the accused were kept
secret. An individual was accordingly
appointed by government to appear in

the prisoner's behalf.''

Thus the forms of justice were ob-

served, and Montigny, a close prisoner
* Gachard, notes pnga 123. Correspon-

dance dc Philii)pe II., ii.

Aiitoino do I'cniii, oncof those nominated
liy Miintigny, w.is tiie person solocted by tho

govcrumeut.—CorrcHJOiidaiico do I'bilippo
11,, ii. 870; aud note l>y Gachard on j- W.
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iu the tower of Segovia, was put upon
j

the Duke addressed a requisitory letter

trial for his life in Brussels. Certainly

nothing could exceed the irony of such

a j^^rocess. The advocate had never

seen his client, thousands of miles a-

way, and was allowed to hold no com-

munication with him by letter. The

proceedings were instituted by a sum-

mons, addressed by the Duke of Alva
to Madame de ilontigny in Brussels.

That unhappy lady could only appeal
to the King.

"
Convinced," she said,

"that her husband was innocent of

the charges brought against him, she

threw herself, overwhelmed and con-

sumed by tears and misery, at his

Majesty's feet. She begged the King
to remember the past services of Jlon-

tigny, her own youth, and that she

had enjoyed his company but four

mouths. By all these considerations,
and by the passion of Jesus Christ, she

adjured the monarch to pardon any
faults which her husband might have
committed."^ The reader can easily

judge how much effect such a tender

appeal was like to have upon the heart

of Philip. Fi'om that rock, thus feebly

smitten, there flowed no foimtain of

mercy. It was not more certain that

Montigny's answers to the interroga-
tories addressed to him had created a

triumphant vindication - of his course,
than that such vindication would be

utterly powerless to save his life. The

charges preferred against him were
eimilar to those which had brought
Egmont and Horn to the block, and it

certainly created no ground of hope
for him, that he could prove himself
even more innocent of suspicious con-

duct than they had done. On the 4th
March 1570, accordingly, the Duke of

Alva pronounced sentence against him.
The sentence declared that his head
should be cut off, and afterwards ex-

posed to public view upon the head of

a pike.^ Upon the ISth March 1570,

1
Correspondance de Philippe II.. ii. S79.

Letter of Helen de Melun. Dame de Slon-

tliny.
* Gachard, note to page 123. CoiTespon-

dance de Philippe II., ii.

^
Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 937.

Ibid, u. 938, 939.
' Relation transmitted by Philip to AIv.t.

(.'•jrrespondance de Philippe II., ii. 9'JO.

to the alcaldes, coiTCgidors, and other

judges of Castile, empowering them to

cany the sentence into execution."'

On the arrival of this requisition
there was a serious debate before the

King in council.^ It seemed to be the

general opinion that there had been

almost severity enough in the Nether-

lands for the present. The spectacle
of the public execution of another dis-

tinguished personage, it was thought,

might now prove more irritating than

salutary.® The Kingwas of this opinion
himself. It certainly did not occur to

hun or to his advisera that this con-

sideration should lead them to spare
the life of an innocent man. The
doubts entertained as to the erpedi-

ency of a fresh murder were not allowed

to benefit the prisoner, who, besides

being a loyal subject and a communi-
cant of the ancient Church, was also

clothed in the white robes of an envoy,

claiming not only justice but hospi-

tality as the deputy of Philip's sister,

Margaret of Parma, These considera-

tions probably never occurred to the

mind of his Majesty. In view, how-

ever, of the pecuUar chcumstances of

the case, it was unanimously agreed
that there should be no more blood

publicly shed. Most of the councilloi-s

were in favour of slow poison." Mon-

tigny's meat and drink, they said,

should be daily drugged, so that he

might die by little and little.* Philip,

however, terminated these disqiusi-
tions by deciding that the ends oi.

justice would not be thus sufficiently
answered. The prisoner, he had re-

solved, should be regidarly executed,
but the deed sho'-dd be secret, and it

should be publicly announced that he
had died of a fever.®

This point having been settled, the

King now set about the arrangement
of his plan with all that close attention

* Relation transmitted bv Philip to Alva.

Corresp. de Pliilippe II., ii.'OOG.

? Ibid.

' Ibid.
" Parescia ^ los ma-s que era

bien davle un bocado, o echar alyiin genero
de vcnen en la comida 6 bebida, con quo sa
fueso tnorieudo poco Ji poco."

9 Iteiation transmitted b^ Pliilip, etc.
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to detcail wtich marked liis character.

Tlie patient industry which, had God
given him a human heart and a love

of right, might have made him a use-

ful monarch, he now devoted to a

scheme cf midnight murder, with a

tranquil sense of enjoyment which
seems almost incredible. There is no

exaggeration in calling the deed a

murder, for it certamly was not sanc-

tioned by any law, divine or human,
nor justified nor excused by any of

the circumstances which are supposed
to palliate homicide. Nor, when the

elaborate and superfluous luxury of

an-angements made by Philip for the

accomplishment cf his design is con-

sidered, can it be doubted that he
found a positive pleasure in his task.

It would almost seem that he had
become jealous of Alva's achievements
in the work of slaughter. He appeared
willing to prove to those immediately
about him ,

that ho\Vever capable might
be the Viceroy of conducting public
executions on a grand and terrifying

scale, there was yet a certain delicacy
of finish never attained by Alva in

Buch business, and which was all his

Majesty's own. The King was resolved

to make the assassination of Montigny
a masterpiece.
On the 17tli August 1570, he accord-

ingly directed Don Eugenio de Peralta,

concierge of the fortress of Simancas,
to repair to Segovia, and thence to

remove the Seigneur Montigny to

Simancas.^ Here he was to be strictly

tmmured, yet was to be allowed at

times to walk in the corridor adjoin-

ing his chamber. On the 7th October

following, the licentiate Don Alonzo

de Avellano, alcalde of Valladolid, was
furnished with an order addressed by
the King to Don Eugenio de Peralta,

requiring him to place the prisoner in

the hands of the said licentiate, who
was charged with the execution of

Alva's sentence.'^ This functionary

had, moreover, been provided with a

minute letter of instructions, which
had been drawn up according to the

King's directions, on the 1st October.^

1 Relation sent by Philip. Correspon-
flanco do Pliilippo II., ii. 996.

2 Correspondance de Pliilippo II., 11. 982.

[1570,

In these royal instructions, it wad
stated that, although the sentence was
for a public execution, yet the King
had decided in favour of a private one
within the M'alls of the fortress. It

was to be managed so that no one
should suspect that Montigny had
been executed, but so that, on the

conti'ary, it should be universally said

and believed that he had died a natural

death. Very few persons, all sworn
and threatened into secresy, were there-

fore to be employed. Don Alonzo
was to start immediately for Valla-

dolid, which was within two short

leagues of Simancas. At that place
he would communicate with Don Eu-

genio, and arrange the mode, day, and
hour of execution. He would leave

Valladolid on the evening before a

holiday, late in the afternoon, so as to

arrive a little after dark at Simancas.

He would take with him a confidential

notary, an executioner, and as few ser-

vants as possible. Immediately upon
his entrance to the fortress, he was to

communicate the sentence of death to

Montigny, in presence of Don Eugenio
and of one or two other persons. He
would then console Mm, in which task

he would be assisted by Don Eugenio.'*
He would afterwards leave him with

the religious person who would be

apijointed for that purpose. Tliat

night and the whole of the following

day, which would be a festival, till

after midnight, would be allotted to

Montigny, that he might have time to

confess, to receive the sacraments, to

convert himself to God, and to repent.
Between one and two o'clock in the

morning the execution was to take

place, in presence of the ecclesiastic,

of Don Eugenio de Peralta, of the

notary, and of one or two other per-

sons, who would be needed by the

executioner. The ecclesiastic was to

be a wise and prudent person, and to

be informed how little confidence

Montigny inspired in the article of

faith. If the prisoner should wish to

make a will, it could not be permitted
As all his property had been confis-

» See its nnalj-sis in Correspondance do

Philippe II., ii. 983.
* Con'espoudanco do Pliilippo II.,
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cated, he could dift-pose of nothing.
Should he, however, desire to make
a memorial of the debts which he

woiild wish paid, he was to be allowed

that liberty. It was, however, to be

stipulated, that he was to make no

allusion, in any memorial or letter

which he might write, to the execution

which was about to take place. He
was to use the language of a man
seriomly ill, and who feels himself at

the point of death} By this infernal

ingenuity it was proposed to make
the victim an accomplice in the plot,

and to place a false exculpation of his

assassins in his dying lips. The exe-

cution having been fulhlled, and the

death having been announced with
the dissimulation prescribed, the b^irial

was to take place in the church of

Saint Saviour, in Simancas. A mode-
rate degree of pomp, such as befitted

a person of Montigny's quahty, was to

be allowed, and a decent tomb erected.

A grand mass was also to be celebrated,
with a respectable number,

"
say seven

hundred," of lesser masses. As the

servants of the defunct were few in

number, continued the frugal King,
they might be provided each with a

suit of mourning.* Having thvis per-

sonally arranged all the details of this

secret work, from the reading of the
sentence to the burial of the prisoner ;

havii'g settled not only the mode of

his departure from life, but of his

passage through purgatoiy, the King
despatched the agent on his mission.

The royal programme was faithfully
rnacted. Don Alonzo arrived at Valla-

dohd, and made his arrangements with
Don Eugenio. It was agreed that a

paper, prepared by aoyal authority,
and brought by Don Alonzo from
iladrid, should be thrown into the
corridor of Montigny's prison. This

paper, As-ritten in Latin, ran as follows :

" In the night, as I understand, there
will be no chance for your escape. In
the day-time there v.-ill be many ;

for

A Careful King.

*
Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 983.

5 Ibid.

* Gachat J, note ti> pnge 156 of CoiTesjwn-
tlance de Philippe II., ii.

4
Ibid, U. 9S6-9SS.

6
Ibid., iL 988; and Gachard, Introduo-
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yon are then in charge of a single

gouty guardian, no match in strength
or speed for so vigorous a man as you.
Make your escape from the 8th to tbo

12th of October, at any hour you can,

and take the road contiguous to the

castle gate throiigh which you entered.

You will find Robert and John, who
will be ready with horses, and with

everything necessary. May God fa-

vour yoiu- undertaking.
—R. D. iL"'

The letter, thus designedly thrown
into the corridor by one confederate,
was soon afterwards picked up by tho

other, who immediately taxed Mou-

tigny with an attempt to escape.'*

Xotwithstanding the vehement pro-
testations of innocence naturally made

by the prisoner, his pretended project
was made the pretext for a still closer

imprisonment in the "Bishop's Tow-
er."^ A letter, icritlen at Madrid, by
Philip's orders, had been hrour/kt h;j

Don Alonzo to Simancas, narratinf/ htj

anticipation these circumstances, pre-

cisely as they had noio occurred.^ It,

moreover, stated that Montigny, iu

consequence of his close confinement,
had fallen ffinevotcsly ill, and that he
would receive aU the attention com-

patible with his safe keeping. This

letter, according to previous orders,
was now signed by Don Eugenio de

Peralta, dated 10th October 1570, and

puhlicly despatched to Philip^ It was
thus fomrvlly established that Mon-

tigny was seriously ill. A physician,

thoroughly instructed and sworn to

secrecy, was now ostentatiously ad-

mitted to the tower, bringing with
him a vast quantity of drugs. He
duly circulated among the towns-

people, on his return, his opinion
that the illustrious prisoner was af-

flicted with a disorder from which it

was almost impossible that he should
recover.^ Thus, thanks to Philip's

masterly precautions, not a person in

Madrid or Simancas was ignoiant that

Montigny was dying of a fever, with

tion to Correspondaace de Pliilippe II., L
30.

* ReLition, etc. Correspondance de Phl-

liprair., ii. 906.
1 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 988.
8 Kolation. et<:. Con-c-^jwud.'iucc do Plii-

lippo XL, ii. 096.
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the single exception of the patient
himself.

On Saturday, the 14th of October,
at nightfall, Don Alouzo de Avellano,

accompanied by the prescribed indi-

viduals, including Fray Hernando del

Castillo, an ecclesiastic of high reputa-
tion,- made their appearance at the

prison of Simancas. At ten in the

evening the announcement of the sen-

tence was made to Montigny. Ho was

visibly agitated at the sudden intelli-

gence, for it was entirely unexpected
by hhn.i He had, on the contrary,

hoped much from the intercession of

the Queen, whose arrival he had

already learned.^ He soon recovered

himself, however, and requested to be
left alone with the ecclesiastic. All

the night and the following day were

passed in holy offices. He conducted
himself with great moderation, coui'age,
and tranquillity. He protested his en-

tire innocence of any complicity with
the Prince of Orange, or of any dis-

loyal designs or sentiments at any
period of his life. He drew up a

memorial, expressing his strong attach-

ment to every point of the Catholic

faith, from which he had never for an
indant swerved.'^ His whole demean-
our was noble, submissive, and Chris-

tian.
" In every essential," said Fray

Hernando, "he conducted himself so

Dutch Repullic. 1570.

1
ftelation, etc. Also Letter of Fray Her-

nando del Castillo to Doctor Velasco, in

Correspoiidanoe de Philippe II., ii. 992.
2 Ibid.—It will be perceived that Philip

had taken precautionary measures a3:aiiist
the request which liis yoTiugr bride, accord-

ing to her premise to tlie Dowager Countess
of Horn, had iiromised to prefer in behalf of,

Montigny. According to Meteren, who
upon this occasion has been followed by
Bor and Hoofd, as wed as by later histo-

rians, Philip determined to despatch the

prisoner before the aiTival of the Queen,
in order that he might not bo obliged to

refuse her first request. They add, that

Montigny was accordingly poisoned in a

pottage which his ovn\ page was com-

pelled to administer to him. The page was
threatened with deatli if he revealed the

BBcret, says Iloofd; but according to Mete-
ren, lie did discover the deed to his intimate
friends. A burning fever was said to have
been jiroduced by the poison, which car-

ried oif the victim ou the 1st October. The
Queen sailed from Flushing on the 25th

September, .and although these writers are
mistaken as to the exact date and maunor

well that we who remain may bear him
envy."^ He wrote a paper of instruC'

tious concerning his faitliful and bereav-
ed dependants. He placed his signet

ring, attached to a small gold chain,
in the hands of tlie ecclesiastic, to be

by him transmitted to his wife. An-
other ring, set with turquois, he sent
to his mother-in-law, the Princes.i

Espinoy, from whom he had received
it. About an hour after midnight, on
the morning, therefore, of the 16th of

October, Fray Hernando gave notice

that the prisoner was ready to die.

The alcalde Don Alonzo then entered,

accompanied by the executioner and
the notary. The sentence of Alva
was now again recited, the alcalde

adding that the King, "out of his

clemency and benignity," had substi-

tuted a secret for a public execution.

Montigny admitted that the judgment
would be just and the punishment
lenient, if it were conceded that the

charges against him were true. His

enemies, however, while he had been
thus immured, had possessed the power
to accuse him as they listed. Ho
ceased to speak, and the executioner
then came forward and strangled him.
The alcalde, tlie notary, and the exe-

cutioner then immediately started for

Valladolid, so that no person next

morning knew that they had been

of the murder, yet they were certainly well
informed as to the general fcatui-es of tlio

mysterious tr.ansaetion. Their statement,
that Montigny was dead before the Queen
left'the ship, is manifestly a mistaken one,
for it appears by tlic letter of Fray Hernando
that the prisoner had already learned thp
news of her arriv.d. Still he was, without
doubt, represented by Philip to the Queen as

already dead or dying, and the masterly
precautious taken rendered contradiction

impossible. He had already been removed
to Simancas, on the 1st October, and was
reported grievously ill on the 10th. These
eontemporariea may bo forgiven for having
given the poisoned pottage instead of tlio

"garotte," as the real instrument of death ;

and tliis is almost the only mistake which
they have made, now that the narration is

comi)arod with tlie detailed statement made
by Phdip himself.—V. Meteren, iii. 54.

Hoofd, V. 172, 173. Comjjave Wageiiaer,
Vaderl. Hist., Dcel., vi. 240; Bor, iv. 182

(255).

8 Con-espondancs de Philippe II,, ii. 990.

Letter of Fray Hernando, eta
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that night at Simancas, nor cotild

guess the dark deed which they had
then and there accomplished.^ The
tenible secret they were forbidden,
on pain of death, to reveal.

Montigny, immediately after his

death, was clothed in the habit of

Saint Francis, in order to conceal the

marks of strangulation. In the course

of the day the body was deposited, ac-

cording to the King's previous orders,
in the church of Saint Saviour. Don
Eugenio de Peralta, who superintended
the interment, uncovered the face of

the defunct to prove his identity, which
was instantly recognised by many sor-

rowing servants. The next morning
the second letter, prepared by Philip

long before, and brought by Don Alonzo
de Avellano to Simancas, received the

date of 17th October 1570, together
with the signature of Don Eugenio de

Peralta, keeper of Simancas fortress,
and was then publicly despatched to

the King.i It stated that, notwith-

standing the care given to the Seig-
neur de Montigny in his severe illness

by the physicians who had attended

him, he had continued to grow worse
and worse until the previous morning
between three and four o'clock, when
he had expired. The Fray Hernando
del Castillo, who had accidentally

happened to be at Simancas, had per-
formed the holy offices, at ttie request
of the deceased, who had died in so

catholic a frame of mind, that great
hopes might be entertained of his sal-

vation. Although he possessed no

property, yet his burial had been con-
ducted very respectably.^
On the 3d of November 1570, these

two letters, ostensibly written by Don
Eugenio de Peralta, were transmitted

by Philip to the Duke of Alva. They
were to serve as evidence of the state-

ment which the Governor-General was
now instructed to make, that the Seig-

1 Letter of Fray Hernando. Correspon-
dance de Philijipe II., ii. 992-996.

*
Correspondance de Philippe II., iL 994-

996.

• " Mostrando de.'^cuidada y dissimulada-
riiente."—CoiTesfiondaiice do Phdippc II.,
ii. 'j97.

* " Esto misnio borrad do Li cifra, que de
rauertos no hay qno hacer. sine buen

neur de Montigny had died a natiual

death in the fortre^ of Simancas. By
ths same cornier, the King likewise

forwarded a secret memoir, containing
the exact history of the dark transac-

tion, from which memoir the foregoing
accoimt has been prepared. At the

same time the Duke was instructed

publicly to exhibit the Ij'ing letters of

Don Eugenio de Peralta,^ as contain-

ing an authentic statement of the

affair. The King observed, moreover,
in his letter, that there was not a per-
son in Spain who doubted that Mon-

tigny had died of a fever. He added,
that if the sentiments of the deceased
nobleman had been at all in conforT

mity with his external manifestations,

according to the accounts received of

his last moments, it was to be hoped
that God would have mercy upon his

soul. The secretary who copied the
letter took the liberty of adding, how-

ever, to this paragi-aph the suggestion,
that "

if Montigny were really a he

retic, the devil, who always assist4>

his children in such moments, wovdd

hardly have failed him in his dying
hour." Philip, displeased with this

flippancy, caused the pas.?age to ba
erased. He even gave vent to his

royal indignation in a marginal note,
to the effect that we shoiild always
express favourable judgments concern-

ing tho dead^— a pioiis sentiment

always dearer to writing-masters than
to historians. It seemed never to have

occurred, however, to this remarkable

moralist, that it was quite as repre-
hensible to strangle an innocent man
as to speak ill of bim after his de-

cease.'

Thus perished Baron Montigny, four

years after his arrival in Madrid as

Duchess Margaret's ambassador, and
three years after the death of his

fellow-envoy. Marquis Berghen. No
apology is necessary for so detailed an

juicio."—Correspondauce de Philippe II., iu
997.

* On the 22d Jr.irch 1571, a decree con-
demning the memory of Montisrny, and con-

fiscating all his estates, was dulj'issued by
theDuke of Alva, "in consc-queuce of infor-
mation then just received that the said

! seigneur had departed life by a natui-al death

j

in the fortress of Simancas."—Ccrrespcn-
! dance de Philippe II., ii. 1016.
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account of this dark and secret tragedj'.
The great transactions of a reign are

sometimes paltry things ; great battles

and gi-eat treaties^ after vast consump-
tion of life and of breath, often leave

the world where they found it. The
events which occupy many of the
statelier j^ages of history, and which
have most lived in the mouths of men,
frequently contain but commonplace
lessons of philosophy. It is perhaps
otherwise when, by the resuscitation

of secret documents, over which the

dust of three centuries has gathered,
we are enabled to study the internal

working of a system of perfect tyranny.
Liberal institutions, republican or con-

stitutional governments, move in the

daylight ;
we see their mode of opera-

tion, feel the jar of their wheels, and
are often needlessly alarmed at their

apparent tendencies. The reverse of

the picture is not always so easily
attainable. When, therefore, we find

a careful portrait of a consummate

tj-rant, painted by his own hand, it is

worth our while to pause for a mo-

ment, that we may carefully peruse
the lineaments. Certainly, we shall

afterwards not love liberty the less.

Towards the end of the year 1570,
still another and a terrible misfortune

descended upon the Netherlands. It

was now the hand of God which smote
the unhappy country, already so tor-

tured by the cruelty of war. An inun-

dation, more tremendous than any
which had yet been recorded in those

smnals so prolific in such catastrophes,
now swept the whole coast from
Flanders to Friesland.^ Xot the me-
morable deluge of the thirteenth cen-

tury, out of which the Zuyder Zee wa,s

born
;
not that in which the waters of

the Dollart had closed for ever over

the villages and churches of Groningen;
not one of those perpetually recuri-ing
floods by which the inhabitants of the

Netherlands, year after year, were re-

called to an anxious remembrance of

the watery chaos out of which their

fatherland had been created, and into

which it was in daily danger of resolv-

1 Bor, V. 329. Iloofd, vi. 205, 206.
" Ibid ,

vi. 205.
8 Hoofd, ubi Bup.

[1670.

ing itself again, had excited so m\ich
teri-or and caused so much destruction,
A continued and violent gale from the
north-west had long been sweeping the
Atlantic watei-s into the North Sea,
and had now piled them upon the fra-

gile coasts of the provinces. The
dykes, tasked beyond their strength^
burst in every direction. The cities

of Flanders, to a considerable distance

inland, were suddenly invaded by the
waters of the ocean.** The whole nar-

row peninsula of North Holland was
in imminent danger of being swept
away for ever.'* Between Amsterdam
and Meyden, the great Diemer dyke
was broken through in twelve places.
The Hand-bos, a bulwark formed of

oaken piles, fastened with metal claraps,
moored with iron anchors, and secured

by gravel and granite, was snapped to

pieces like packthread. The "
Sleeper,"

a dyke thus called, because it was usu-

ally left in repose by the eluments, ex-

cept in great emergencies, alone held

firm, and prevented the consummation
of the catastrophe.^ Still the ocean

poured in upon the land with terrible

fury. Dort, Rotterdam, and many
other cities were, for a time, almost

submerged. Along the coast, fishing

vessels, and even ships of larger size,

were floated up into the country, where

they eutaDgled themselves in groves
and orchards, or beat to pieces tho

roofs and walls of houses.^ The de-

struction of life .and of property was
enormous throughout the maritime

provinces, but in Friesland the desola-

tion was complete. There nearly all

tlie dykes and sluices were da.shed to

fragments ;
the country, far and v.ide,

converted into an angry sea. The

steeples and towers of inland cities

became islands of the ocean. Thou-
sands of human beings were swept out

of existence in a few hours. Whole
districts of territory, with all their

villages, farms, and churches, were
rent from their places," borne along

by the force of the waves, sometimes
to be lodged in another part of the

country, sometimes to be entirely cn-

< Ibid ' Ibid.

6 Hodfd, vi 205, 206. Bor, vi. a2<J.



1570.] Castle Lowestein taken hy Stratagem. U6
Ernlfed. Multitudes of men, women,
children, cf horses, oxen, sheep, and

e-erydomestic animal, were struggling
in the waves in every direction. Every
boat, and every article which could

serve as a boat, were eagerly seized

xipon. Every house was inundated ;

even the grave-yards gave up their

dead. The living infant in his cradle,
and the long-buried corpse in his cof-

fin, floated side by side. The ancient
Flood seemed about to be renewed.

Everywhere, upon the top of trees,

upon the steeples of churches, hu-
man beings were clustered, praying
to God for mercy, and to their fellow-

men for assistance.^ As the storm at

List was subsiding, boats began to ply
in every direction, saving those who
were still struggling in the water, pick-

ing fugitives from roofs and tree-tops,
and collecting the bodies of those al-

ready drowned. Colonel IJobles, Seig-
neur de Billy, formerly much hated
for his Spanish or Portuguese blood,
made himself very active in this hu-
mane work. By his exertions, and
those of the troops belonging to Gro-

ningen, many lives were rescued, and
gratitude replaced the ancient animo-

sity. It was estimated that at least

twenty thousand persons were de-

stroyed in the province of Friesland
alone. Throughout the Xetherlauds,
one hundred thousand persons perish-
ed. The damage done to property,
the number of animals engulfed in the

sea, were almost incalculable.*

These events took place on the 1st
and 2d November 1570. The former

happened to be the day of All Saints,
and the Spaniards maintained loudly
tiiat the vengeance of Heaven had de-

scended upon the abode of heretics.*
The Netherlanders looked upon the

catastrophe as ominous of still more
terrible misfortunes in store for them.
They seemed doomed to destruction

by God and man. An overwhelming
tyranny had long been chafing against
their constitutional bulwarks, only to

sweep over them at last
;
and now the

1
Iloofd, Bor, ubi sup. Strada, lib vii

3-'i5, 30G.
-

nooftl, vi. 206. Sleteren, iii. 59.
3 Meteren, Eoo'U, ubx sup.

resistless ocean, impatient of man's
feeble barriers, had at last risen to re-

claim his prey. Nature, as if disposed
to put to the blu.sh the feeble cruelty
of man, had thus wrought more havoc
in a few hours, than bigotry, however

active, could effect in many years.

Nearly at the close of this year (1570)
an incident occurred, illustrating the
ferocious courage so often engendered
in civil contests. On the western verge
of the Isle of Bommel, stood the castle

of Lowestein. The island is not in the
sea. It is the narrow but important
territory which is enclosed between
the Sleuse and the WaaL The castle,

placed in a slender hook, at the junc-
tion of the two rivers, commanded the
two cities of Gorcum and Dorcum, and
the whole navigation of the waters.''

One evening, towards the end of De-

cember, four monks, wearing the cowls
and robes of Mendicant Grey Friars,
demanded hospitality at the caatle

gate.^ They were at once ushered into

the presence of the commandant, a

brother of President Tisnacq. He was

standing by the fire, conversing with
his wife. The foremost monk ap-
proaching him, asked whether the
castle held for the Duke of Alva or the
Prince of Orange. The castellan replied
that he recognised no prince save

Philip, King of Spain. Thereupon the

monk, who was no other than Herman
de Ruj-ter, a drover by trade, and a
warm partisan of Orange, plucked a

pistol from beneath his robe, and shot
the commandant through the head.
The others, taking advantage of the
sudden panic, overcame all the re.sis-

tance ofiered by the feeble garrison,
and made themselves masters of the

place." In the course of the next day
they introduced into the castle four or

five and twenty men, with which force

they dihgently set themselves to for-

tify the place and secure themselves in

its possession.^ A larger reinforce-

ment which they had reckoned upon,
was detained by the floods and frosts,

which, for the moment, had made

* Bentivoglio, lib. v. 87. Guicciardini, x.
3 Mendoza, v. 109, 110. Hoofd, vi. 20T.
6 Mendoza, Hoofd, ubi sup. Bor, vL 331.
^ Bor, vL 33l.
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the roads and rivera alike impracti-
cable.

Don Roderigo do Toledo, governor
of Bois le Dae, inimediately despatched
a certain Captain Perea, at the head
of two hundred soldiers, who were

joined on the way by a niisceUajieou3

force of volunteers, to recover the for-

tress as soon as possible.^ The castle,

bathed on its outward walls by the

Waal and Meuse, and having two re-

doubts, defended by a double interior

foss, would have been difficult to take

by assault ^ had the number of the be-

sieged been at all adequate to its de-

fence. As matters stood, however,
the Spaniards, by battering a breach
in the wall with their cannon on the

first day, and then escalading the

inner works with remarkable gallantry

upon the second, found themselves

masters of the place within eight and

forty hotirs of their first appearance
before its gates. Most of the defenders

were either slain or captured alive.

De Iluyter alone had betaken himself

The Rise of the Dutch Republic. [1570.

1 'Bor, Mcndoza, Hoof I, iibf sup. Corres-

pondauco do Philippe II., ii. 1004.
2 Moudoza, V. 109, 110.
3 Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Meteron, iii. 60.

The last writer, who never omits au oppor-
tvuiity to illustrate tlie prowess of his coun-

trymoii, whose courage certainly needs no
exagf^orp.l.iou, assures his readers that three

boai-ioad)i of tlie corpses of those who had

to an inner hall of the castle, where
ha stood at bay upon the threshold.

Many Spaniard.?, one after another, as

they attempted to kill or to secure him,
fell before his sword, which he wielded
with the strength of a giant."* At last,

ovei-powered by numbers, and weak-
ened by the loss of blood, he retreated

slowly into the hall, followed by many
of his antagonists. Here, by an tmex-

pected movement, he applied a match
to a train of powder, which he had pre-

viously laid along the iioor of the apart-
ment. The explosion was instanta-

neous. The tower, where the contest

was taking place, sprang into the air,

and De Ruyter with his enemies shared
a common doom.^ A part of the man*

gled remains of this heroic but ferocious

patriot were afterwards dug from the

ruins of the tower, and with impotent
malice nailed upon the gallows at Bois

le Duc.^ Of his surviving companions,
some were beheaded, some were broken
on the wheel, some were hung and

quartered
—all were executed."

fallen by Do Ruyter's arm were carried from
the castle.

* Bor, Iloofd, nbi sup.
5 Bor, Iloofd, Meteron.
6 "Twee daar af Roraabraakt," say^

Hoofd, vi. 298.
"
Gofanghen, gepijnigt

eade geexocuteert," says Meteron, iii. 60;

"desquartizaudo los soldados que sotouiaron
liivos en Anvers," says Mcndoza.
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CHAPTER VI.

Orange »nd Count Louis in France—Peace with the Huguenots—Coligny's memoir, pro-
eeuted by request to Charles IX., on the subject of invading the Netherlands— Secret

corrcsiwndence of Oi-aiige organised by Paul Buys—Privateering commissions issued by
the Pi-ince—Regiilations prescribed by him for the fleets thus created—Impoverished
condition of the Prince—His fortitude—His personal sacrifices and privations—His

peuerosity—Renewed contest between the Duke and the Estates on the subject of the

tenth and twentieth pence—Violent disputes in the council—Firm opposition of Vigliua—^Edict commanding the inmicdiate collection of the tax^-Popular tumults—Viglius
denounced by Alva—The Duke's fieicc complaints to the King—Secret sciiemesof Philip

against Queen Elizabeth of Eugland—^The Ridolfi plot to murder Elizabeth counte-
nanced by Pliilip and Pius V.—The King's orders to Alva to further the plan— Tlie

Duke's remonstrances—Explosion of the plot
—Obstinacy of Philip—Renewed com-

plaints of Alva as to the imprudent service required of him—Other attempts of Philin to

murder Ehzabeth—Don John of Austria in the Levant—Battle of Lepanto—Slothfuhiess
of Sfclim—Appointment of Medina Cceli—Incessant wrangling in Brussels upon the tax—
Persevering efforts of Orange—Contempt of Alva for the Prince—Proposed sentence of

ignominy against his name-—Sonoy's mission to Germany—Remarkable papers issued by
the Prince—^The "harangue"—Intense hatred for Alva entertained by the highest as
well as lower orders—Visit of Francis de Alava to Brussels—His unfavourable report to
the Kiijg—Quenilous language of the Duke—Deputation to Spain—Universal revolt

against the tax—Ferocity of Alva—Execution of eighteen tradesmen secretly ordered—
Interrupted l.-y the capture of Brill—Beggars of the sea—Tiie younger Wild Boar of

Ardennes—Reconciliation between the English govei-nment and that of Alva—The
Netherland privateersraen ordered out of Engush ports—De la March's fleet before Brill—The town summoned to surrender—Commissioners sent out to the fleet—Flight of the

magistrates and townspeople—Capture of the place
—Indignation of Alva—Popular ex-

ultation in Brussels—Puns and caricatures—Bossu ordered to recover the town of Brill—His defeat—His perfidious entrance into Rotterdam—Massacre in that city
—Flushing

revolutionised—Unsuccessful attempt of Governor de Bourgogne to recall the citizens to
their obedience—Expedition under Treslong from Briil to assist the town of Flushing—
Murder of Pacheco by the Patriots—'t Zeraerta appointed Governor of Walcheren by
Orange.

While such had been the domestic

events of the Netherlands during the

years 1569 and 1570, the Prince of

Orange, although again a wanderer,
had never allowed himself to despair.

During this whole period, the darkest

hour for himself and for his country,
he was ever watchful. After disband-

ing his troops at Straiiburg, and after

making the best arrangements possible
under the chcumstances for the even-

tual payment of their wages, he had

joined the army which the Duke of

Deux Ponts had been raising in Ger-

many to assist the cause of the Hugue-
nots in France.^ The Prince having
been forced to acknowledge that, for

the moment, all open efforts in the
Netherlands were likely to be fruit-

less, instinctively turned his eyes to-

^vards the more favourable aspect of

the Eefoi-mation in France. It was
inevitable that, while he was thus
thrown for the time out of his legiti-
mate emploj-ment, he should be led to
the battles of freedom in a neighbour-

1 Bor, y. 269. Archives et Correspondance, iiL 316.
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ing land. The Duke of Deux Fonts,
\\\\o felt his own miUtary skill hardly
adequate to the task which he had as-

Bumed, was glad, as it were, to put
himself and his army under the orders
of Orange.

1

Meantime the battle of Jarnac had
been fought; the Prince of Conde,
covered with wounds, and exclaiming
that it was sweet to die for Christ and

country, had fallen from his saddle;
the whole Huguenot army had been
routed by the royal forces under the
nominal command of Anjou, and the

body of Conde, tied to the back of a

she-ass, had been paraded through the
streets of Jarnac in derision."^ Aflairs

had already grown almost as black for

the cause of freedom in France as in

the provinces. Shortly afterwards

_William of Orange, with a band of

twelve hundred horsemen, joined the

banners of Coligny. His two brothers

accompanied him.'* Henry, the strip-

ling, had left the university to follow

the fortimes of the Prince. The indo-

mitable Louis, after seven thousand of

his army had been slain, had swum
naked across the Ems, exclaiming

" that

hia courage, thank God, was as fresh

and lively as ever,"
* and had lost not

a moment in renewing his hostile

schemes against the Spanish govein-
ment. In the meantime he had joined
the Huguenots in France. The battle

of Moncontour had succeeded. Count
Peter Mansfekl, with five thousand

troops sent by Alva, fighting on the

fiide of the loyalists, and Louis Nassau
on that of the Huguenots, atoning by
the steadiness and skill with which he
covered the retreat, for his intemperate
courage, which had precipitated the

action, and perhaps been the main
cause of Coligny's overthrow.® The
Prince of Orange, who had been pc-

I remptorily called to the Netherlands in
< the beginning of the autumn, was not

present at the battle. Disguised as a

peasant, with but five attendants, and
at gi-eat peril, he had crossed the ene-

1
Langiieti, Epist. Seer. i. 95. Archivca

et Correspoudance, iii. 317.
i De ThoTi, t. v. Uv. slv. 570-573.
» Ibid., 584.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives etCorrcspon-

(laiico, etc.. iii. i:72, 573,
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my's lines, traversed France, and ai'-

rived in Germany before the v/intei-."

Count Louis remained with the Hugue-
nots. So necessary did he seem to

their cause, and so dear had he become
to their armies, that during the severe
illness of Coligny in the course of the

'following summer all
eyes were turned

upon him as the inevitable successor
of inat gi'eat man,'' the only remaining
pillar of freedom in France.

Coligny recovered. The deadly
peace between the Huguenots and the
Court succeeded. The Admiral, de-

spite bis s.^gacity and his suspicions,
embarked with his whole party ujjon
that smooth and treacherous current
which led to the horrible catastrophe
of Saint Bartholomew. To occupy his

attention, a formal engagement was
made by the government to send suc-

cour to the Netherlands. The Admiral
was to lead the auxiliaries which were
to be despatched across the frontier to

overthrow the tyrannical government
of Alva. Long and anxious were the

colloquies held between Coligny and
the Royalists.^ The monarch requested
a detailed opinion, in writing, from the

Admiral, on the most advisable plan
for invading the Netherlands. The
result was the preparation of the cele-

brated memoir, under Coligny's direc-

tions, by young De Mornay, Seigneur
de Plessis. The document was cer-

tainly not a paper of the highest order.

It did not appeal to the loftier in-

stincts which kings or common mor-
tals might be supposed to possess. It

summoned the monarch to the content

in the Netherlands that the ancieiit

injuries committed by Spain might be

avenged. It invoked the ghost of Isa-

bella of France, foully mui'dered, as it

was thought, by Philip. It held out

the prospect of reannexing the fair

provinces, wrested from the King's an-

cestors by former Spanish sovereigns.
It painted the hazardous position oi

Philip, with the Moorish revolt gnaw-
ing at the entrails of his kingdom, vni\\

6 Do Thou, liv. xlvi t v. C3S, C3a.
<> Groen v. PrinaL, Archives et CorruKpoa-

dance, iii. 322. Do Thou, t. v. iv. xlvi. ei7

Bor, V. 2G9.
? PoThon, t. vi. liv. xlvii. 32-St}.
8 Ibid., 27i), 280.
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the Turkish war consuming its extre-

mities, with the canker of rebellion

corroding the very heart of the Nether-

iand^ It recalled, \yith exultation,
the melancholy fact that the only
natural and healthy existence of the

French was in a state of war—that

France, if not occupied \dth foreign

campaigns, conid not be prevented
from plunging its ssvord into its own
vitals. It indulged in refreshing re-

miniscences of those halcyon days, not

long gone by, when France, enjoying | England, Germany, and particularly

Paul Buys. Pensionary of Leyden, had

kept him constantly informetl of the

state of affairs in the provinces.
•

Through his means an extensive cor-

respondence was organised and main-
tained with leading persons in every

part of the Netherlands. The conven-

tional terms bywhich different matters
and persons of importance were desig-
nated in these letters were familiarly
known to all friends of the cause, not

only in the provinces, but in France,

perfect tranquillity within its own
borders, was calmly and regularly car-

rying on its long wars beyond the

frontier. '^

In spite of this savage spirit, which
modem documents, if they did not

scorn, would at least have shrouded,
the paper was nevertheless a sagacious
one

; but the request for the memoir,
and the many interviews on the subject
of the invasion, were only intended to

deceive. They were but the curtain

which concealed the preparations for

the dark tragedy which was about to

be enacted. Equally deceived, and
more sanguine than ever, Louis Nassau

during this period was indefatigable in

his attempts to gain friends for his

catise. He had repeated audiences of

the Eling, to whose court he had come
in disguise." He made a strong and
warm impression upon Elizabeth's en-

voy at the French court, Walsingham.
It is probable that in the Count's im-

I3etuosity to carry his point, he allowed
more plausibility to be given to certain

projects for subdividing the Nether-
lands than his brother would ever
liave sanctioned.-* The prince was a
total stranger to these mchoate schemes.
His work was to set his country free,
and to destroy the tyranny which had

grown colossal. That employment
was suflBcient for a lifetime, and there
is no proof to be found that a paltry
and personal self-interest had even the
lowest place among his motives.

Meantime, in the autumn of 1569,

Orange had again reached Germany.
1 De Thou, t. vi. iiv. U. 342-357.
* Ibid., t vi. 279, 280.
• Groen v. Prinst., Archives et Correspon-

dftnco, iii. 404, 403. Mem. of Walsingham.
143.

in the great commercial cities. The
Prince, for example, was always desig-
nated as Martin Willemzoon, the Duke
of Alva as Master Powels van Alblas,
the Queen of England as Henry Philip
zoon, the King of Denmark as Petei

Peterson. The twelve signs of the

zodiac were used instead of the twelve

months, and a great variety of simibir

substitutions were adopted.
' Before

his visit to France, Orange had, more-

over, issued commissions, in his capa< ;ity

of sovereign, to various seafaring jjer-

sons, who were empowered to cruise

against Spanish commerce.'
The "

beggars of the sea," as these

privateei-smen designated themselves,
soon acquired as terrible a name as the
wild beggars, or the forest beggars;"
but the Prince, having had many con-

versations with Admiral Coligny on
the important benefits to be derived
from the system, had faithfully set

himself to effect a refonnation of ita

abuses after his return from France.

The Seigneur de Dolhain, who, like

many other refugee nobles, had ac-

quired much distinction in this roving
corsair life, had for a season acted as

Admiral for the Prince. He had,
however, resolutely declined to render

any accounts of his various expeditions,
and was now deprived of his command
in consequence.* Gillain de Fiennes,

Seigneur de Lumbres, was appointed
to succeed him. At the same time
strict orders were issued by Orange,

forbidding all hostile measures againM
the Emperor or any of the princes of

» Ibid., V. 310.

Ibid.. V. 289. H.X)td, y. 1.

Ibid., V. 193.

2F

•
Ibid.

» Ibid.
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the empire, against Sweden, Denmark,
linglaud, or against any potentates who
were protectors of the true Christian

religion.^ Tlie Duke of Alva and his

adherents were designated as the only
lawful antagonists. The Prince, more-

over, gave minute instructions as to

the discipline to be observed in his

fleet. The articles of war were to be

strictly enforced. Each commander
was to maintain a minister on board
his ship, who was to preach God's

Word, and to preserve Christian piety

among the crew.^ No one was to

exercise any command in the fleet save

native Nether]anders, unless thereto

expressly commissioned by the Prince
of Orange. All pri?;es were to be
divided and distributed by a pre-
scribed rule. No persons were to be
received on board, either as sailors or

soldiers, save " folk of good name and
fame." No man who had ever been

punished of justice was to be admitted.'*

Such were the principal features in the

organisation of that infant navy which,
in course of this and the following
centuries, was to achieve so many
triumphs, and to which a powerfiil
and adventurous mercantile marine
had already led the way.

" Of their

ships," said Cardinal Bentivoglio, "the
Hollanders make houses, of their houses

schools. Here they are born, here edu-

cated, here they learn their profession.
Their sailors flying from one pole to

the other, practising their art wherever
the sxixi displays itself to mortals, be-

come so skilful that they can scarcely
be equalled, certainly not surpassed,

by any nation in the civilised world."^

The Prince, however, on his return

from France, had never been in so

forlorn a condition. "
Orange is plainly

perishing," said one of the friends of

the cause.* Not only had he no funds
to organise new levies, but he was daily

exposed to the most clamorously-urged

1 Bor, V. 333, 334. Archives et Coitcs-

nondaiice, iii. 363. 364.
2 Ibid.. V. 324. 325, 326. Iloofd, v. lOS.
8 Ibid., V. 324, 325.
* Bentivoglio, Guerra di Fiaudra, lib.,

V. 89.
5 "Orangius plane poriit."

—Languet. ad

Canor., 101.
c VigliiErist. ad Joach. Hcpp,, 7i>.

[1570.

claims, growing out of the army which
he had been recently obliged to dis-

band. It had been originally reported
in the Netherlands that he had fallen

in the battle of Moncontour. "
If he

have really been taken off," wrote

Viglius, hardly daring to credit the

great news, "we shall all of us have
less cause to tremble."'' After his

actual return, however, lean and beg-

gared, with neither money nor credit,
a mere threatening ^shadow without
substance or power, he seemed to

justify the sarcasm of Granvelle.
" Vana sine vinbiis ira," quoted the

Cardinal,'' and of a verity it seemed
that not a man was likely to stir in

Germany in his behalf, now that so

deep a gloom had descended upon his

cause. The obscure and the oppressed

throughout the provinces and Germany
still freely contributed out of their

weakness and their poverty, and taxed
themselves beyond their means to assist

enterprises for the relief of the Nether-

lands. The great ones of the earth,

however, those on whom the Prince
had relied; those to whom he had

given his heart; dukes, princes, and

electors, in this fatal change of his

fortunes "fell away like water."®

Still his spirit was unbroken. His
letters shewed a perfect appreciation
of his situation, and of that to which
his country was reduced; but they
never exhibited a trace of weakness or

despair. A modest, but lofty courage;
a pious, but unafi'ected resignation
breathed through every document,

public or private, which fell from his

pen during this epoch. He wrote to

his brother John that he was quite

willing to go to Frankfort, in order to

give himself up as a hostage to liia

troops for the payment of their ar-

rears." At the same time he begged
his brother to move heaven and earth

to raise at least one hundred thousand

7 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 74.3.

8 Hoofd, V. 199. Bor, V. 312.—See also
Alva's fierce ooiiiphdnts tliat the peojile wlic
refused Ids teiitli and twentieth jjcnce con-
tributed voluntarily far greater sums to sup-
port the sclienies of the Prince of Orange.—Correspondance de Philippe II., ii passini.
Archives ct Corresp., iii. passim.

9 Anliivcs ot Correspondiuice, iii. 355-360.
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thalei-s. If he could only farnish them
with a month's pay, the soldiers would

perhaps be for a time contented.' He
gave directions also concerning the

disposition of what remained of his

plate and furniture, the greater part
of it having been akeady sold and ex-

pended in the cause. He thought it

would, on the whole, be better to have I for him."^

is still some of my chapel service re-

maining."*
" You will observe that

Affenstem is wanting a horse," he wrote
on another occasitin

;

"
please look him

out one and send it to me with the

price. I will send you the money.
Since he has shewn himself so willing
In the cause, one ought to do something

the remainder sold, piece by piece, at

the fair. More money would be raised

by that course than by a more whole-

sale arrangement."^
He was now obliged to attend person-

ally to the most minute matters of

domestic economy. The man who had
been the mate of emperors, who was
himself a sovereign, who had lived his

life long in pomp and luxury, sur-

rounded by countless nobles, pages,

men-at-arms, and menials, now calmly
accepted the position of an outlaw and
an exile. He cheerfully fulfilled tasks

which had formerly devolved upon his

grooms and valets. There was an
almost pathetic simplicity in the

homely details of an existence which,
for the moment, had become so ob-

scure and so desperate.
" Send by the

bearer," he wrote,
" the little hackney

given me by the Admiral; send also

my two pair of trunk hose; one pair
is at the tailor's to be mended, the

other pair you will please order to be
taken from the things which I wore

lately at Dillenburg. They lie on the
table with my accoutrements. If the
little hackney be not in condition,

please send the grey hoi-se with the

cropped eara and tail."*

He was always mindful, however,
not only of the gi'eat cause to which
he had devoted himself, but of the
wants experienced by individuals who
had done him service. He never for-

got his friends. In the depth of his

own misery he remembered favours
received from humble persons.

" Send
a little cup, worth at least a hundred
flonns, to Hartmann Wolf," he wrote
to his brother;

"
you can take as much

silver out of the coffer, in which there

1 Archives etCorresponiiance. iii 355-360.
* Archives et C< mespondanc© de la Maisoii

d'Oraiige, iii. 355-o00.
* Ibid. iii. 34», KoO.

The contest between the Duke and
the estates, on the subject of the tenth
and twentieth penny had been for a

season adjusted. The two years' term,
however, during which it had been ar-

ranged that the tax should be com-

muted, was to expii-e in the autumn of

1571.'' Early therefore in this year
the disputes were renewed with greater

acrimony than ever. The estates felt

satisfied that the King was less eager
than the Viceroy. Viglius was satis-

fied that the power of Alva was upon
the wane. While the King was not

likely openly to rebuke his recent

measures, it seemed not improbable
that the Governor's reiterated requests
to be recalled might be granted. For-
tified by these considerations, the

President, who had so long been the

supple tool of the tyrant, suddenly
assumed the character of a popular
tribune. The wranglings, the contra-

dictions, the vituperations, the threat-

enings, now became incessant in the
council The Duke found that he
had exulted prematurely, when he
announced to the King the triumphant
establishment, in perpetuity, of the
lucrative tax. So far from all the
estates having given their consent, as
he had maintained, and as he had
written to Philip, it now appeared that
not one of those bodies considered
itself bound beyond its quota for the
two years. This was formally stated
in the council by Berlaymont and
other members.^ The wrath of the
Duke blazed forth at this annoimce-
ment. He beratetl Berlaymont for

maintaining, or for allowing it to be

maintained, that the consent of the
orders had ever been doubtful. Hepro-

Archives et Correspoudance, iii. 339.
« Ibid., 349, 350.
'

Viglii Conim. super imp. Dec. Den., 8. 10,
"I

Viglii Comm. Dec. Don., s. 27.
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tested that tliey bad as unequivocally
agreed to the perpetual imposition of
the tax as he to its commutation dur-

ing two years. He declared^ however,
that he was sick of quotas. The tax
ehould now be collected forthwith, and
Treasurer Schetz was ordered to take
bis measures accordingly.^
At a conference on the 29tb May,

the Duke asked Viglius for his opinion.
The President made a long reply, tak-

ing the ground that the consent of the
orders had been only conditional, and

appealing to such members of the
finance council as were present to con-

firm his assertion. It was confirmed

by all. The Duke, in a passion, swore
that those who dared maintain such a
statement should be chastised.^ Viglius
replied that it had always been the
custom for councillors to declare their

opinion, and that they had never be-

fore been threatened with such con-

sequences. If such, however, were
his Excellency's sentiments, councillors
bad better stay at home, hold their

tongues, and so avoid chastisement.^
The Duke, controlling himself a little,

apologised for this allusion to chastise-

ment, a menace which he disclaimed

having intended with reference to

councillors whom he had always com-
mended to the King, and of whom hia

Majesty had so high an opinion. At a

subsequent meeting the Duke took

Viglius aside, and assured him that he
<ivas quite of his own way of thinking.
Foi' certain reasons, however, he ex-

pressed himself as unwilling that the

rest of the council should be aivare of the

change in his views. He wished, he said,
to dissemble.* The astute President,
for a moment, could not imagine the
Governor's drift. He afterwards per-
ceived that the object of this little

piece of deception had been to close

his mouth. The Duke obviously con-

jectured that the President, lulled

into security by this secret assurance,
would be silent

;
that the other coun-

cillors, believing the President to have

adopted the Governor's views, would
alter their oi^inions; and that the

1
Viglii Conim. Dec. Den., s 27.

• Ibid., 8. xxviii. » Ibid.
* Ibid., B. XXX. » Ibid.
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opposition of the estates, thus losing
its support in the council, would like-

wise very soon be abandoned.^ The
President, however, was not to be en-

trapped by this falsehood. He re-

solutely maintained his hostility to
the tax, depending for his security on
the royal opinion, the popular feeling,
and the judgment of his colleagues.
The daily meetings of the board

were almost entirely occupied by this

single subject. Although since the
arrival of Alva the Council of Blood
had usurped nearly all the functions
of the state and finance-councils, yet
there now seemed a disposition on the

part of Alva to seek the countenance,
even while he spurned the authority,
of other functionaries. He found,
however, neither sympathy nor obe-
dience. The President stoutly told
him that he was endeavouring to swim
against the stream, that the tax was
offensive to the people, and that the
voice of the people was the voice of

God.* On the last day of July, how-

ever, the Duke issued an edict, by
which summary collection of the tenth
and twentieth pencewas ordered.^ The
whole country was immediately in

uproar. The estates of every province,
the assembUes of every city, met and
remonstrated. The merchants sus-

pended all business, the petty dealers
shut up their shops. The people con-

gregated together in masses, vowing
resistance to the illegal and cruel im-

post.^ Not a farthing was collected.

The "seven stiver people,"" spies of

government, who for that paltry daily

stipend were employed to listen for

treason in every tavern, in every huck-
ster's booth, in every alley of every
city, were now quite unable to report
all the curses which were hourly heard
uttered against the tyranny of the

Viceroy. Evidently, his power was

declining. The councillors resisted

him, the common people almost defied

him. A mei'cer, to whom he was?

indebted for thirty thousand florin.^'

worth of goods, refused to open his

shop, lc.?t the tax should be collected

«
Ibid., 6. XXXV. 1 Ibid., s. xxxviii

• Ibid.. 8. xli. Bor, t. 345-348.
» Hoofd, V. 197.
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on his merchandise.' The Duke con-

fiscated his debt, as the mercer had

foresaen; but this, being a pecuniary
Bacidlce, seemed preferable to acqui-
escence in a measvu-e so vague and so

boundless that it might ea.sily absorb

the whole property of the country.
No man saluted the governor as he

passed through the streets.^ Hardly
an attempt was made by the people to

disguise their abhorrence of his per-
son. Alva, on his side, gave daily ex-

hibitions of imgovemable fury. At a

councd held on 25th September 1571,
he stated that the King had ordered

the immediate enforcement of the

edict. Viglius observed that there

were many objections to its form. He
also stoutly denied that the estates

had ever given their consent. Alva

fiercely asked the President if he had
not himself once maintained that the

consent had been granted ! Viglius

replied that he had never made such
an assertion. He had mentioned the
conditions and the implied promises
on the part of government, by which a

partial consent had been extorted. He
never could have said that the consent
had been accorded, for he had never
believed that it could be obtained. He
had not proceeded far in his argument
when he was interrupted by the Duke—" But you said so, you said so, you
said 80," cried the exasperated Gover-

nor, in a towering passion, repHjating

many times this flat contradiction to

the President's statements.-* Viglius

firmly stood his ground. Alva loudly
denounced him for the little respect
he hafl manifested for his authority.
He had hitherto done the President

good ofiices, he said, with his Majesty,
but certainly should not feel justified
in concealing his recent and very un-
handsome conduct.*

Viglius replied that he had always
reverently cherished the Governor,
and had endeavoured to merit his
favour by diligent obsequiousness. He
was bound by his oath, however, to
utter in councU that which comported

» Letter of Comte de Bergh to Piinca of
Orange in Arch, et C.>rresp. de U Maison
d'Oran. Xa.ss., iii. 409, 410. ' Ibid.

*
Viglii Com., etc., s. xlv. ilvi

da the Duke. 4.53

'

with his own sentiments and his Ma-
i jesty's interests. He had done this

heretofore in presence of Emperors,
Kings, Queens, and Regents, and they
had not taken offence. He did not, at

this hour, tremble for his gray head,
and hoped his Majesty would grant
him a hearing before condemnation.*
The firm attitude of the President in-

creased the irritation of the Viceroy.

Observing that he knew the proper
means of enforcing his authority, ho
dismissed the meeting.''

i Immediately afterwards, he received

1 the visits of his son, Don Frederic of

i Vargas, and other familiars. To these

I
he recounted the scene which had

; fciken place, raving the while so fero-

ciously against Viglius as to induce

I

the supposition that something serious

was intended against him. The report
! flew from mouth to mouth. The
affair became the town talk, so that, iu

i the words of the President, it was soon
discussed by every barber and old wo
man in Brussels.^ His friends became
alarmed for his safety, while, at the

1 same time, the citizens rejoiced that

I

their cause had fovmd so powerful an
advocate. Nothing, however, came of

these threats and these explosions. On
\
the contrary, shortly afterwards the

I Duke gave orders that the tenth penny
I

should be remitted upon four great
i
articles—com, meat, wine, and beer.^

i It was also not to be levied upon raw

j

materials, used in manufactures.* Cer-

tainly, these were very important con.

I
cessions. Still the constitutional ob-

I jections remained. Alva could not be

I

made to understand why the alcabala,
i
which was raised without difficulty in

the little town of Alva, should en-

counter such fierce opposition in the
Netherlands, The estates, he informed
the King, made a great deal of trouble.

They withheld their consent at com-
mand of their satrap. The motive
which influenced the leading men was
not the interest of factories or fisheries,

but the fear that for the future the^

might not be able to dictate the law to

*
Ibid., s. xlvii. * Ibid.

*
Ibid., s. xlviii. 7 Ibid., L

* Ibid., s. vL See Bor, v. S45-3i8.
» Ibid.
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their sovereign. The people of that

country, he observed, had still the same
character which had been described by
Julius Cajsar."^

The Duke, however, did not find

Duich sympathy at Mada'id. Courtiers

and councilloi's had long derided his

Bchemes. As for the King, his mind
was occupied with more interesting
matters. Philip lived but to enforce

what he chose to consider the will of

God. While the Duke was fighting
this battle with the Netherland consti-

tutionalists, his master had engaged at

home in a secret but most comprehen-
sive scheme. This was a plot to assas-

sinate Queen Elizabeth of England,
and to hberate Mary Queen of Scots,
who was to be placed on the throne in

her stead. This project, in which was
of course involved the reduction of

England under the dominion of the

ancient Church, could not but prove
attractive to Philip. It included a

conspii-acy against a friendly sovereign,
immense service to the Church, and a

murder. His passion for intrigue, his

love of God, and his hatred of man,
would all be gratified at once. Thus,

although the Moorish revolt within

the heart of his kingdom had hardly
been terminated—although his legions
and his navies were at that instant en-

gaged in a contest of no ordinary im-

portance with the Turkish empire—
although the Netherlands, still main-

taining their hostility and their hatred,

required the flower of the Spanish

army to compel their submission, he
did not hesitate to accept the dark ad-

venture which was offered to him by
ignoble hands.

One Ridolfi, a Florentine, long resi-

dent in England, had been sent to the

Netherlands as eec-et agent of the

Duke of Norfolk. Alva read his cha-

racter immediately, and denounced
him to Philip as a loose, prating crea-

ture,^ utterly unfit to be entrusted

with affairs of importance. Philip,

however, thinking more of the plot
than of his fellow-actors, welcomed the

1 Oorrespondancc do Philippe II., ii. 1063.
• " Un gran jiarlaiichin."

—CoiTespon-
dance de Phibppe II., ii. ISO, rote, aud
1035. « Ibid., u. 1038.

* "Y offresoiondorao su assiatcncia en

The lilae of the Dutch liepuhllc. [1571:

agent of the conspiracy to Madrid,
listened to his disclosures attentively,
and, without absolutely committing
himself by direct promises, dismissed
him with many expressions of en-

couragement.
On the 12th of July 1571, Philip

wrote to the Duke of Alva, giving an
account of his interview with Roberto
Ridolfi.'' The envoy, after relating
the sufferings of the Queen of Scot-

land, had laid before him a plan for

her liberation. If the Spanish mo-
narch were willing to assist the Duke
of Norfolk and his friends, it would be

easy to put upon Mary's head the
crown of England. She was then to

intermarry with Norfolk. The king-
dom of England was again to acknow-

ledge the authority of Rome, and the
Catholic religion to be everywhere re-

stored. The most favourable moment
for the execution of the plan would be
in August or September. As Queen
Elizabeth would at that season quit
London for the country, an oppor-

tunity would be easily found for seiz-

ing and murdering her. Pitis V., to

whom Ridolfi had opened the whole

matter, highly approved the scheme,
and warmly urged Philip's co-operation.
Poor and ruined as he was himself, the

Pope protested that he was ready to

sell his chalices, and even his own
vestments, to provide funds for the

cause.* Philip had replied that few
words were necessary to persuade him.

His desire to see the enterprise succeed
was extreme, notwithstanding the dif-

ficulties by which it was surrounded.

He would reflect earnestly upon the

subject, in the hope that God, whose

cause it was, would enlighten and assist

him. Thus much he had stated to

Ridolfi, but he had informed his cmm-
cil afterwards that he was determined

to carry out the scheme by certain

means of which the Duke would soon

be informed. The end proposed was
to kill or to capture Elizabeth, to set at

liberty the Queen of Scotland, and to

put up'on her head the crown of

general, sin descender ^ cosa particular, niM
de que, siendo necessario, aunqv^ estava muy
pobre y gastado, poiiria basta los calices y su

propria vesto."—Corrcspondanco do Plii-

lippo H, 10S8.
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England. In tiu3 enterprise lie in-
|

Btructed the Duke of Alva secretly to

assist, without however resorting to

opcL hostilities in his own name or in
j

that of his sovereign. He desired to
'

be informed how many Spaniards the
\

Duke could put at the disposition of
i

the conspirators. They had asked for

six thousand arquebusiers for England,
two thousand for Scotland, two thou-

\

sand for Ireland. Besides these troops,
the Viceroy* was directed to provide

|

immediately four thousaud arquebuses
'

and two thousand corslets. For the ex- i

penses of the enterprise Philip would
;

immediately remit two hundred thou-

sand crowns. Alva was instructed to !

keep the affair a profound secret from
his councLLlors. Even Hopper at Mad-

|

rid knew nothing of the matter, while I

the King had only expressed himself

in general terms to the nimcio and to !

Ridolii, then already on his way to the 1

Netherlands. The King concluded his I

letter by saying, that from what he
j

had now vrritten vnth his own hand, the

Duke could infer how much he had \

this affair at heart. It was uxmeces-

sary for him to say more, persuaded as

he was that the Duke woidd take as
,

profound an interest in it as himself.-
1

Alva perceived all the rashness of

the scheme, and felt how impossible
|

it would be for him to comply with
|

Philip's orders. To send an army ;

from the Netherlands into England >

for the purpose of dethroning and
\

killing a most popular sovereign, and
j

at the same time to preserve the most i

amicable relations with the country,
j

was "rather a desperate undertaking.
A force of ten thousand Spaniards, |

under Chiappin Vitelli, and other fa-

vourite ofiBcers of the Duke, would

hardly prove a trifle to be overlooked,
uor would their operations be suscept-
ible of very friendly explanations. The
Governor therefore assured Philip*
that he "

highly applauded his master
for his plot, lie could not help render-

1 The title of Viceroy, occasionally given
to the Duke, is, of course, uot strictly cor-
rect—the Netherlands not constituting a
Wi'iadom.

-

Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 1038.

Ibid., ii. 1041.
* Yov.opMdo dtxar at dark (a Diot)vifi-
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ing infinite thanks to God for havinn
made him vassal to such a Prince."

He praised exceedingly the resolution

which his Majesty had taken.* After

this preamble, however, he proceeded
to pour cold water upon his sovei-eign's
ardour. He decidedly expressed the

opinion that Philip should not proceed
in such an imdertaking until at any rate

the party of the Duke of Norfolk had
obtained possession of Elizabeth's per-
son. Should the King declare himself

prematurely, he might be sure that the

Venetians, breaking off their alliance

with him, would make their peace with
the Turk; and that EUizabeth would,

perhaps, conclude that marriage with
the Duke of Alen9on which now seemed
but a pleasantry. Moreover, he ex-

pressed his want of confidence in the

Duke of Norfolk, whom he considered

as ;. -nor creature with but Uttle cou-

rage.' Ho nlso expressed his doubts

concerning .he prudence and capacity
of Don Gueran de Eopes, his Majesty's
ambassador at London.

It was not long before these machi-
nations became known in England.
The Queen of Scots was guarded more

closely than ever, the Duke of Norfolk
was arrested

; yet Phihp, whose share
in the conspiracy had remained a secret,
was not discouraged by the absolute

explosion of the whole affair. He still

held to an impossible purpose with a

tenacity which resembled fatuity. He
avowed that his obhgations in the sight
of God were so strict that he was still

determined to proceed in the sacred

cause.® He remitted, therefore, the

promised fimds to the Duke of Alva,
and urged him to act with proper se-

crecy and promptness.
The Viceroy was not a little per-

plexed by these remarkable instruc-

tions. None but lunatics could con-

tinue to conspire, after the conspiracy
had been exposed and the conspiratA)i-s
arrested. Yet this was what his Catho-

lic Majesty expected of his Govemor-

nitai ffracioi que me l,a>ia htcho lofailc de tal

prineipe, y alabrj nnicho la resolucion que
V. M ha tornado."—Ibid.

• " AI duqus tengo Ic jKir flaco y de pnoc
aiiimo."—Ibid.

<
Ibid., ii, 1048.
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General. Alva comiil.iined, not unrea-

sonably, of the contradictory demands
to which he was subjected.^ He was
to cause no rupture with England, yet
he was to send succour to aa impri-
soned traitor; he was to keep all his

operations secret from his council, yet
he was to send all his army out of the

country, and to organise an expensive

campaign. He sneered at the flippancy
of Ridolfi, who imagined that it was the

work of a moment to seize the Queen
of England, to liberate the Queen of

Scotland, to take possession of the
Tower of London, and to burn the

fleet in the Thames. "Were your
Majesty and the Qiieen of Encjland ait-

iny tof/etha;" he obsei-ved, "it M-ouId

be impossible to execute the plan pro-

posed by Ridolfi."^ The chief danger
to be apprehended was from France
and Germany. Were those countries

not to interfere, he would undertake
to make Philip sovereign of England
before the winter.'* Their opposition,

however, was sufficient to make the

enterprise not only difficult, but impos-
sible. He begged his master not to be

precipitate in the most important affair

which had been negotiated by man
since Ohwt came upmi earth. Nothing
less, he said, than the existence of the

Christian faith was at stake, for, should

his Majesty fail in this undertaking, not

one stone of the ancient religion would

he left upon another.* He again warned
the King of the contemptible character

of Ridolfi, who had spoken of the afiair

60 freely that it was a common subject
of discussionon the Bourse atAntwerp,'
and he reiterated in all his letters his

distrust of the parties prominently en-

gaged in the transaction.

Such was the general tenor of the

long despatches exchanged between
the King and the Duke of Alva upon
this iniquitous scheme. The Duke
Ehewed himself reluctant throughout
the whole affair, although he certainly

1 Correspondance de Philippo II., ii. 1045.

» Ibid. « Ibid.

* For amor do Dios pido tl V. M. quo su

yran celo no le lleve ?l errar el mayor ucgotio
/ic Dios que se h:i tratado despues que el

Tino & la tierra, porque no pende tnenosque
;;(abarse su religion, que errandole V. M. no

The Rise of the Dutch liepuhlic. [1571.
never opposed his master's project by
any arguments founded upon good
faith, Christian charity, or the sense

of honour. To kill the Queen of Eng-
land, subvert the laws of her realm,
burn her fleets, and butcher her sub-

jects, while the mask of amity and
entire consideration was sedulously pre-
served—all these projects were admit-
ted to be strictly meritorious in them-

selves, although objections n ere taken
as to the time and mode of execution.

Alva never positively refused to ac-

cept his share in the enterprise, but he
took care not to lift his finger till the

catastrophe in England had made all

attempts futile. PhiUp, on the other

hand, never positively withdrew from
the conspiracy, but, after an infinite

deal of writing and intriguing, con-

cluded by leaving the whole affair in

the hands of Alva.*" The only sufferer

for Philip's participation in the plot
was the Spanish envoy at London,
Don Gueran de Espes. This gentleman
was formally dismissed by Queen Eliza-

beth, for having given treacherous and
hostile advice to the Duke of Alva and
to Philip, but her Majesty at the same
time expressed the most profound con-

sideration for her brother of Spain.
^

Towards the close of the same year,
however (December 1571), Alva sent

two other Italian assassins to England,
bribed by the promise of vast rewards, to

attempt the life of Elizabeth, quietly,

by poison or otherwise.^ The envoy,
Mondoucet, in apprising the Frencli

monarch of this scheme, added that

the Duke was so ulcerated and annoyed
by the discovery of the previous enter-

prise, that notliing could exceed his

rage. These ruffians were not destined

to success, but the attempts of the

Duke upon the Queen's life were re-

newed from time to time. Eighteen
months later (August 1573), two

Scotchmen, pensioners of Philip, came
from Spain, with secret orders to con-

queda on toda la Cristianidad jiiedra sobrc

piedra eu ella."—Ibid.
» Ibid., ii. 1040. « Ibid., ii. 1051.
' Letter of Queen Elizabeth to Philip

II., in Correspoudanco de Philippe, II., ii.

1069.
8 Correspondance Charles IX. at Mondou-

cet. Com. Roy. de I'Hist , iv. 840, sqq.
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Bult with Alva. They had accoi-dingly
much negotiation with the Duke and

his secretary, Albomoz. They boasted

that they could easily capture Eliza-

beth, but said that the King's purpose
was to kill her.^ The plan, wrote Mon-

doucet, was the same as it had been

before, namely, to murder the Queen
of England, and to give her crown to

Mary of Scotland, who would thus be
in their power, and whose son was to

be seized, and bestowed in marriage in

such a way as to make them perpetual
masters of both kingdoms.^

It does not belong to this history to

discuss the merits, nor to narrate the

fortunes, of that bickering and fniitless

alliance which had been entered into

at this period by Philip with Venice
and the Holy See against the Turk.
The revolt of Granada had at last, after

a two years' stru^le, been subdued,
and the remnants of the romantic race

which had once swayed the Peninsula
been swept into slavery. The Moors
had sustained the unequal conflict with
a constancy not to have been expected
of so gentle a people. "K a nation

meek as lambs could resist so bravely,"
said the Prince of Orange, "what ought
not to be expected of a hardy people
like the Netherlanders ?"* Don John
of Axistria having concluded a series of

somewhat inglorious forays against
women, children, and bed-ridden old
men in Andalusia and Granada, had

arrived, in August of this year, at

Naples, to take command of the com-
bined fleet in the Levant* The
battle of Lepanto had been fought,'
but the quarrelsome and contradictory
conduct of the allies had rendered the

splendid victory as barren as the waves

upon which it had been won. It was
no less true, however, that the blun-
ders of the infidels had previously en-

abled Philip to extricate himself wich
. better success from the dangers of the
Moorish revolt than might have been
his fortune. Had the rebels succeeded

' "Mon niaistre a bien eu moyen de faire

lirisonnier la royne d'An;le:eiTe, mais il la
oulloit tuer," etc., etc.—Con-esponJance
Ciiarles IX. et Mondoucet. Com. Rov. do
I'Hist , iv. 340, sqq.

« Ibid.
• Arcbivas et Corrospoadance, iiL 362.

in holding Granada and the momitains
of Andalusia, and had they been su{>-

ported, as they had a right to expect,

by the forces of the Sultan, a different

aspect might have been given to the

conflict, and one far less triumphant
for Spain. Had a prince of vigorous
ambition and comprehen.=!ive policy

governed at that moment the Turkish

empire, it would have cost Philip a
serious struggle to maintain himself in

his hereditary dominions. While ho
was plotting against the life and throne
of Elizabeth, he might have had cause

to tremble for his own. Fortunately,
however, for his Catholic Majesty, Se-

lim was satisfied to secure himself in

the possession of the Isle of Venus,
with its fruitful vineyards.

'• To shed
the blood" of Cyprian vines, in which
he was so enthusiastic a connoisseur,
was to him a more exhilarating occu-

pation than to piu'sue, amid carnage
and hardi?hip3, the splendid dream of a

re-established Eastern cahphate.*
On the 25th Sept. 1571, a commis-

sion of Govemor-Greneral of the Nether-
lands was at last issued to John de la

Cerda, Duke of Medina Coeli.^ Philip,
in compliance with the Duke's repeated
requests, and perhaps not entirely satis-

fied with the recent course of events
in the provinces, had at last, after great
hesitation, consented to Alva's resig-
nation. His successor, however, was
not immediately to take his depar-
ture, and in the meantime the Duke
was instructed to persevere in his

faithful services. These services hafl,

for the present, reduced themselves
to s perpetual and not very tri-

umphant altercation with his coun-

cil, with the estates, and with thf

people, on the subject of his abomi-
nable tax. He was entirely alone.

They who had stood unflinchingly at
his side when the only business of the
administration was to bum heretics,
turned their backs upon him now that
he had engaged in this desperate con-

« De Thcu, liv. 1. t. vi. 220, et seq. Cab-
rcKi, ix. xxiii. 67S. et seq.

» Be Thcu, t. yi. 233, etseq. Cabrera, ix.

;$. C9-2, 693.

* De Thou, vi, L 50. Cabrera, lib. ix. eta
*
Correspondance de Philippe II., iL 105i
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flict with the whole money power of

the country. The King was far from
cordial in his support, the councillors

much too crafty to retain their hold

upon the wl*eel, to which they had

only attached themselves in its ascent.

A^'iglius and Berlaymont, Noircarmes
and Aerschot, opposed and almost de-

fied the man they now thought sinking,
and kept the King constantly informed
of the vast distress which the financial

measures of the Duke were causing.^

Quite at the close of the year, an
elaborate petition from the estates of

Brabant was read before the State

Council.^ It contained a strong re-

monstrance against the tenth penny.
Its repeal was strongly urged, upon
the ground that its collection would
involve the countiy in universal ruin.

Upon this, Alva burst forth in one of

the violent explosions of rage to which
he was subject. The prosperity of the

Netherlands, he protested, was not

dearer to the inhabitants than to him-
self. He swore by the cross, and by
the most holy of holies, preserved in

the church of Saint Gudule, that had
he been but a private individual, living
in Spain, he would, out of the love he
boi-e the provinces, have rushed to

their defence bad their safety been

endangered.' He felt therefore deep-

ly wounded that malevolent persons
Bhoidd thus insinuate that he had even

wished to injure the country, or to

exercise tyranny over its citizens. The
tenth penny, he continued, wao neces-

sary to the defence of the land, and
was much preferable to quotas. It

if'rts highly improper that every man in

the rabble should know hoio much was

contributed, because each individual,

learning the gross amotmt, ivould ima-

gine that he had p)aid it all himself.*

In conclusion, he observed that, broken

in health and stricken in years as he

felt himself, he was now most anxious

to return, and was daily looking with

eagerness for the arrival of the Duke
of Medina Cceli."

During the course of this same year,

1
Coirespoiidaiice de Philiiipe II., ii. 1056.

Letter from Bishop of Ypres to Philip, 1073,

1074. Reports drawn up by Don Franci.s do ,

Alava on the state of the pi«T(iiices, 1097. 1

Letters from Bishops of Yprcs,Ghciit,Bnigcs. j
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the Prince of Orange had been con-

tinuing his preparations. He had sent

j

his agents to every place where a hope
i was held out to him of obtaining sup-

I
port. Money was what he was natu-

i

rally most anxious to obtain from mdi-
viduals

; open and warlike assistance

what he demanded from governments.
His funds, little by little, were increas-

ing, owing to the generosity of many
obscure persons, and to the daring ex-

ploits of the beggars of the sea. His

mission, however, to the northern
courts had failed. His envoys had
been received in Sweden and Denmark
with barren courtesy.*' The Duke of

Alva, on the other hand, never alluded

to the Prince but with contempt :

knowing not that the rtiined outlaw
was slowly undermining the very
ground beneath the monarch's feet;

dreaming not that the feeble strokes

which he despised were the opening
blows of a century's conflict; fore-

seeing not that long before its close

the chastised province was to expand
into a great republic, and that the

name of the outlaw was to become
almost divine.

Grauvelle had already recommended
that the young Count de Buren should
be endowed with certain lands in Spain,
in exchange for his hereditary estates,

in order that the name and fame of

the rebel William should be for ever

extinguished in the Netherlands.^

With the same view, a new sentence

against the Prince of Orange wa-s now
proposed by the Viceroy. This was,
to execute him solemnly in effigy, to

drag his escutcheon through the

streets at the tails of horses, and after

having broken it in pieces, and thus

cancelled his armorial bearings, to

declare him and his descendants, ig-

noble, infamous, and incapable of

holding property or estates.^ Could a

leaf or two of future history have

been unrolled to King, Cardinal, and

Governor, they might have found the

destined fortime of the illustrious

rebel's house not exactly in accord-

3 Vi^lii Comm. Doc. Deu., s. 1.x.

» Ibid. * Ibid. » Ibid. bd.
« Bor, V. 334-340. Hoofd, vi. 210.
' Corrcspondaucc doriiihppc H., ii. PSB
» Ibid., 1027.
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ance with the plau of summary ex- \

tiuction thus laid down.
|

Not discouraged, the Prince con-
|

tinned to send his emissaries in every i

direction. Diedrich Sonoy, his most
j

trustworthy agent, who had been chief
j

of the legation to the Northern
|

Com-ts, was now actively canvassing
the governments and peoples of Ger-

many with the same object.^ Several

remarkable papers from the hand of

Orange were used upon this service.

A letter, drawn up and signed by his

own hand, recited, in brief and strik-

ing language, the history of his cam-

paign in 1568, and of his subsequent
efforts in the sacred cause.* It was
now necessary, he said, that others

besides him-self should partake of his

sacrifices. This he stated plainly and

eloquently. The document was in

truth a letter asking arms for liberty.

"For although all things," said the

Prince,
" are in the hand of God, and

although He has created all things out

of nought, yet hath He granted to

different men different means, where-

by, as with various instruments. He
accomplishes His almighty purposes.
Thereto hath He endowed some with

strength of body, others with worldly
wealth, others with still ditlVrent gifts,

ail of which are to be used by their

possessors to His honour and glory, if

they wish not to incur the cui-se of

the unworthy steward, who buried his

talent in the earth Now ye
may easily see," he continued,

'' that

the Prince cannot carry out this gi-eat
work alone, having lost land, people,
and goods, and having already em-

ployed in the cause all which had re-

mained to him, besides incurring heavy
obligations in addition."^

Similar instructions were given to

other agents, and a paper called the

Harangue, drawn up according to his

suggestions, was also extensively cir-

culated. This document is important
to all who are interested in his history
and character.'* He had not before
issued a missive so stamped with the

warm, religious impress of the reform-

1 Bor, vi. 362.

~

* See it in Bor, vi. 302, 363.
• Bor, ubi »up.
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ing party. S:ully, but without de-

spondency, tfle Harangue recalled the

misfortunes of the past, and depicted
the gloom of the present. Earnestly,
but not fanatically, it stimidated hope
and solicited aid for the futiu-e.
"
Although the appeals made to the

Prince," so ran a part of the docu-

ment,
" be of diverse natiu-es, and

various in their recommendations, yet
do they all tend to the advancement
of God's glory, and to the liberation

of the fatherland. This it is which
enables him, and those who think with

him, to endure hunger, thirst, cold,

heat, and all the misfortunes which
Heaven may send. Our ene-

mies spare neither their money nor
their labour; will ye be colder and
duUer than your foes ? Let, then, each
church congregation set an example t/)

the others. We read that King Saul,
when he would liberate the men of
Jabea from the hands of Nahad, the

Ammonite, hewed a yoke of oxen in

pieces, and sent them as tokens over
all Israel, saying,

' Ye who will not
foUow Saul and Samuel, with them
shall be dealt even as with these oxen.
And the fear of the Lord came upon
the people, they came forth, and the
men of Jabez were delivered.' Ye
have here the same warning, look to

it, watch well ye that despise it, lest

the wrath of Gotl, which the men
of Israel by their speedy obedience

escaped, descend upon your heads.

Ye may say that ye are ba-

nished men. "Tis true : but thereby
are ye not stripped of all faculty oi

rendering service
; moreover, your as-

sistance is asked for one who will re-

store ye to your homes. Ye may say
that ye have been robbed of all your
goods; yet many of you have still

something remaining, and of that little

ye should contribute, each his mite.
Ye say that you have given much
already. 'Tis true : but the en emy is

again in the field, fierce for your sub

jugation, sustained by the largess of
his supporters. Will ye be less coura-

geous, less generous, than your fo es ?
"

•*

Se« the Harangue in Bor, vi. 363-3 65.
' Harangue of the Commissioners of my

Lord the Prince oi' Onuigc, ubi siii>.
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These urgent appeals did not remain
fruitless. The strength of the Prince
was slowly but steadily increasing.
Meantime the abhorrence with which
Alva was universally regarded had

nearly reached to frenzy. In the be-

ginning of the year 1572, Don Fran-
cis de Alava, Philip's ambassador in

France, visited Brussels.* lie had

already been enlightened as to the

consequences of the Duke's course by
the immense immigration of Nether-
land refugees to France, which he had
witnessed with his own eyes. On his

journey towards Brussels, he had been
met near Cambray by Noircarmes.
Even that "

cruel animal," as Hoog-
Btraaten had called him, the butcher
of Tournay and Valenciennes, had at

last been roused to alarm, if not to

pity, by the sufferings of the country.
" The Duke will never disabuse his

mind of this filthy tenth penny,"* said

he to Alava. He sprang from his chair

with great emotion as the ambassador
alluded to the flight of merchants and
artisans from the provinces.

" Senor
Don Francis," cried he, "there are ten

thousand more who are on the point
of leaving the country, if the Governor
does not pause in his career. God
grant that no disaster arise beyond
human power to remedy !

"'

The ambassador arrived in Brussels,
and took up his lodgings in the palace.
Here he found the Duke just recover-

ing from a fit of the gout, in a state

of mind sufficiently savage. He be-

came much excited as Don Francis

began to speak of the emigration, and
he assured him that there was gross

deception on the subject.'* The envoy
replied that he could not be mistaken,
for it was a matter which, so to speak,
he had '^ouched with his own fingers,
and seen with his own eyes. The
Duke, persisting that Don Francis had
been abused and misinformed, turned
the conversation to other topics. Next

day the ambassador received visits

from Berlaymont and his son, the

Seigneur de Hierges. He was taken

Dutch Eepuhlic. [1572.
aside by each of them, separately." Thank God, you have come hither,"
said they, in nearly the same words,
" that you may fully comprehend the
condition of the provinces, and with-

out delay admonish his Majesty of the

impending danger."* All his visitors

expressed the same sentiments. Don
Frederic of Toledo furnished the only
exception, assuring the envoy that his

father's financial measures were op-

posed by Noircarmes and others, only
because it deprived them of theL"

occupation and their influence.'' This
dutiful language, however, was to be

expected in one of whom Secretary
Albornoz had written, that he was the

greatest comfort to his father, and the
most divine genius ever known.^ It

was unfortunately corroborated by no
other inhabitant of the country.
On the third day, Don Francis went

to take his leave. The Duke begged
him to inform his Majesty of the im-

patience with which he was expecting
the arrival of his successor.^ He then
informed his guest that they had

already begun to collect the tenth

penny in Brabant, the most obstinate

of all the provinces.
" What do you

say to that, Don Francis ?
" he cried,

with exultation. Alava replied that he

thought, none the less, that the tax

would encounter many obstacles, and

begged him earnestly to reflect. He
assured him, moreover, that he should,
without reserve, express his opinions

fully to the King. The Duke used
tlfe same language which Don Frederic

had held, concerning the motives of

those who opposed the tax.
"
It may

be so," said Don Francis,
" but at any

rate all have agreed to sing to the

same tune." A little startled, the

Duke rejoined, "Do you doubt that

the cities will keep their promises?

Depend upoti it, I shall find the means
to compel them." "God grant it may
be so," said Alava,

" but in my poor

judgment you will have need of all

your prudence and of all your author-

ity.""

1
Correspondaiice de Philippe II., ii. 1073,

1074.
* "Desta negra decima."—Ibid., ii. 1073.
» Ibid. * Ibid. » Ibid. « Ibid.

1 "El mas diviiio ingenio."—Letter to

Cayas. Ooircspt.ndance do Philippe II., ii.

88U. » Ibid., 1073.
• Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. lOTi
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The ambassador did not wait till he

could communicate with his sovereign

by word of mouth. He forwarded to

Spain an ample account of his obser-

vations and deductions. He painted
to Philip in lively colours the hatred

entertained by all men for the Duke.
The whole nation, he assured his Ma-

jesty, united in one cry, "Let him

begone, let him begone, let him be-

gone !

" ^ As for the imposition of the

tenth penny, that, in the opinion of

Don Francis, was utterly impossible.

He, moreover, warned his Majesty that

Alva was busj' in forming secret alli-

ances with the Catholic princes of

]iIurope, which would necessarily lead

to defensive leagues among the Pro-

testants.^

While thus, during the earlier part of

the year 1.572, the Prince of Orange,

discouraged by no defeats, was inde-

fatigable in his exertions to maintain
the cause of liberty, and while at the

game time the most stanch support-
ers of arbitrary power were unani-

mous in denouncing to Philip the

insane conduct of his Viceroy, the

letters of Alva himself were naturally
full of complaints and expostulations.
It was in vain, he said, for him to

look for a confidential councillor, now
that matters which he had wished to

be kept so profoundly secret that the

very earth should not hear of them,
had been proclaimed aloud above the

tiles of every housetop.* Neverthe-

less, he would be cut into little pieces
but his Majesty should be obeyed,
while he remained alive to enforce

the royal commands.'* There were
none who had been ever faithful but

Berlaymont, he said, and even he had
been neutral in the affair of the tax.

He had rendered therein neither good
nor bad offices, but, as his Majesty
was aware, Berlaymont was entirely

ignorant of business, and "knew no-

thing more than to be a good fellow." *

That being the case, he recommended

1 " Todo el pueblo est.a en rava, vai/a,
vatia!"—CoiTespondance de Philippe II., ii.

1074. » Ibid.

»
Ibid., ii. 1095. * Ibid.

* " Y no sabe mas quo ser buen hombre."
—Ibid 11. 1103. • Ibid,

Hierges, son of the "
good fellow," ae

a proper person to be governor of

Friesland.*

The deputations appointed by the

different provinces to confer personally
with the King, received a reprimand
upon their arrival, for having dared to

come to Spain without permission.
Further puni*hment, however, than
this rebuke was not inflicted. They
were assured that the King was highly
displeased with their venturing to

bring remonstrances against the tax,
but they were comforted with the
assurance that his Majesty would take

the subject of their petition into con-

sideration.' Thus, the expectations
of Alva were disappointed, for the

tenth penny was not formally confirm-

ed : and the hopes of the provinces
frustrated, because it was not distinctly
disavowed.

Matters had reached another crisis

in the provinces.
" Had we money

now," wrote the Prince of Orange, "we
should, with the help of God, hope to

effect something. This is a time when,
with even small sums, more can be ef-

fected than at other seasons with am-

pler funds." ^ The citizens were in \

open revolt against the tax. In order '

that the tenth penny should not be
levied upon every sale of goods, the
natural but desperate remedy was

adopted—no goods were sol(f at all.

Not only the wholesale commerce of

the provinces was suspended, but the
minute and indispensable traffic of

daily life was entirely at a stand.

The shops were all shut. " The
brewers," says a contemporary, "re-

fused to brew, the bakers to bake, the

tapsters to tap."* Multitudes, thrown

entirely out of employment, and wholly
dependent upon charity, swarmed in

every city. The soldiery, furious for

their pay, which Alva had for many
months neglected to furnish, grew daily
more insolent

;
the citizens, maddened

by outrage and hardened by despair,

' "Relation of what pissod from the
arrival of the deputies at Madrid till 20th
April 1572. "—Ibid., ii. 1105.

8 Bor, vi. 362.
" De Brouwers en wilden niet brouwen,

de Backers en wilden niet bacKen, nooh
Tappers uiet tappeu.''^i30v, vi. 301.
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became more and more obstinate in

their resistance
;
while the Duke, ren-

dered inflexible by opposition and in-

sane by wi'ath, regarded the ruin which
he had caused with a malignant spii'it

which had long ceased to be human.
" The disease is gnawing at our vitals,"

wrote Viglius ;

^ "
everybody is suffer-

ing for the want of the necessaries of

life. JIultitudes are in extreme and

hc)peless poverty. My inten-st in the

welfare of the commonwealth," he con-

tinvied,
" induces me to send these ac-

counts to Spain. For myself, I fear

nothing. Broken by sickness and acute

physical suffering, I should leave life

without regret."
The aspect of the capital was that

of a city stricken with the plague.
-Articles of the most absolute necessity
could not be obtained. It was impos-
sible to buy bread, or meat, or beer.

The tyrant, beside himself with rage
at being thus braved in his very lair,

privately sent for Master Carl, the exe-

cutioner. '^ In order to exhibit an un-

expected and salutary example, he had
determined to hang eighteen of the

leading tradesmen of the city in the

doors of their own shops, with the
least possible delay, and without the

slightest form of trial.' Master Carl

was ordered, on the very night of his

interview with the Duke, to prepare

eighteen strong cords, and eighteen
ladders twelve feet in length."* By
this simple arrangement, Alva was dis-

posed to make manifest on the morrow,
to the burghers of Brussels, that jus-
tice was thenceforth to be carried to

every man's door. He supposed that the

spectacle of a dozen and a half of but-

chers and bakers suspended in front of

the shops which they had refused to

oj-en, would give a more effective stimu-

lus to trade than any to be expected from

ai'giiment or proclamation. The hang-
man was making ready his cords and

lailders; Don Frederic of Toledo was
clu.seted with President Viglius,'' who,
eoniewhat against his will, was aroused

1
Viglii Epist. ad Joach. Hoj)per, lie.

« Bor, vi. 361.
s Ibid. Strada, lib. vU. 357. Hoofd, vi.

210.
<

I3or, Hoofd, ubi sup.
Bor, vi. 301. Hoofd, vi. 21^
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at midnight to draw the warrants for

these impromptu executions; Alva
was waiting with grim impatience for

the dawn upon which the show was to
be exhibited, when an unforeseen event

suddenly arrested the homely ti-agedy.
In the night arrived the intelligence
that the town of Brill had been cap-
tured. The Duke, feeling the full

gravity of the situation, postponed the
chastisement which he had thus se-

cretly planned to a more convenient

season, in order, without an instant's

hesitation, to avert the consequences of

this new movement on the part of the
rebels. The seizure of Brill was the
Dmii ex machind which unexpectedly

'

solved both the inextricable knot of

the situation and the hangman's noose."

Allusion has more than once been
made to those formidable nartisans of

the patriot cause, the marme outlaws.

Cheated of half their birthright by
nature, and now driven forth from
their narrow isthmus by tyranny, the
exiled Hollanders took to the ocean.
Its boundless fields, long arable to

their industry, became fatally fruitful

now that oppression was transforming
a peaceful seafaring ])eople into a na-

tion of corsairs. Driven to outlawry
and poverty, no doubt many Nether-
landers plunged into crime. The pat-
riot party had long since laid aside

the respectful deportment which had

provoked the sarcasms of the loyalists.
The beggars of the sea asked their

alms through the mouths of their can-

non. Unfortunately, they but too

often made their demands upon both
fi'iend and foe.'^ Eveiy ruined mer-

chant, every banished lord, every reck-

less mariner, who was willing to lay
the commercial world imder contribu-

tion to rej)air his damaged fortunes,

could, without much difficulty, be

Bupphed with a vessel and crew at

some northern port, under colour of

cruising against the Viceroy's govern-
ment.^ Nor was the ostensible motive

simply a pretext. To make war upon
6 Strada, lib. vii. 3.S7. Bor, Hoofd, suprO.
7 Letter of Prince of OraiiKC to the refugoo

church at Lomlon, 26th Febniary 1573.—
Archives de la Maisou d'Oraiige Nassau, iv.

83-C8.
< "Nam audacissimus guisqu* Belglcs
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Alva was the leading object of all

these freebooters, and they were visu-

ally furnished by the Prince of Orange,
in bis capacity of soTereigu, with
letters of marque for that purpose.^
The Prince, indeed, did his utmost to

control and correct an evil which had

inevitably grown out of the horrors

of the time. His Admiral, William de
la Marck, was, however, incapable of

comprehending the lofty purposes of

his superior. A wild, sang^iiinary, li-

centious noble, wearing his hair and
beard unshorn, according to ancient

Batavian custom, until the death of

his relative, Egmont, should have been

expiated, a worthy descendant of the

Wild Boar of Ardennes, this hirsute

and savage corsair seemed an embodi-
ment of vengeance. He had sworn to

wreak upon Alva and upon Popery the

deep revenge owed to them by the
Netherland nobility ; and in the cruel-

ties afterwards practised by him upon
monks and priests, the Blood Council
learned that their example had made
at least one ripe scholar among the
rebels.* He was lying, at this epoch,
with his fleet on the southern coast of

England, from which advantageous
position he was now to be ejected in

a summary manner.^
The negotiations between the Duke

of Alva and Queen Elizabeth had

already assumed an amicable tone,
and were fast ripening to an adjust-

estr.rres et inops esilium metuenrea, in
naves se conjeoerant, aiiasque complures
obvias per viai, nacti. aiicto numero, pr»-
dabut-di oceano et per oram ruantimam
vagab;Uitur. In hanc multitiulinem Aiira-
•ionei'.sis. qiianquam jus et regiTiieu aberaiit,

•peck-DQ iui!>eni retuiebat, distributis per
codiclUos jiotestatibus."—Grotii Annal Lb.
ii. 49. 1 Ibid.

S Vide Bor, vi. 365. V. Meteren, 64.

H'xJtd, i 16, seq.
—See a! so Van Wyn of Wufre-

naer. vi 86; Van der Vynckt, ii 127;
Grotii Anil., lib. ii. 49; Ulloa, Comment.,
L60.

* The practice of effecting marine insur-
ances to<ik a great and rapid extension fh)m
tbese and similar piracies. Renoiu de
France MS (ii 12) supposes the system to
have been mvented by the Autwerp mer-
chants at this ei)och. The custom, how-
ever, was doubtless establishe<^l at an earlier

penod in Flanders, England, Italy, and
Sp.» ii. The statute 43 Eliz. c. 12, on the
Bubjeot, Bpeaks of the immemorial usage
among merchants, both Englishand foreign.
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ment. It lay by no means in that

sovereign's disposition to involve her-

self at this junctvire in a war with

Philip, and it was urged upon her gov-
ernment by Alva's commissioners, that

the continued countenance afforded by
the English people to the Netherland
crviisers must inevitably lead to that

result. In the latter tlays of March,
therefore, a sentence of viri;ual excom-
mimication was pronounced against
De la Marck and his rovers. A per-

emptory order of Elizabeth forbade

any of her subjects to supply them
with meat, bread, or beer.* The com-
mand being strictly complied with,
their further stay was rendered im-

possible. Twenty-four vessels accord-

ingly, of various sizes, conmaanded by
De la Marck, Treslong, Adam van

Haren, Brand, and other distinguished
seamen, set sail from Dover ^ in the

very last days of March." Being al-

most in a state of starvation, these
adventurers were naturally anxious to

supply themselves with food. They
determined to make a sudden foray
upon the coasts of North HolLmd,
and accordingly steered for Enkbuizen,
both because it was a rich 8ea|x>rt
and because it contained many secret

partisans of the Prince. On Palm
Sunday they captured two Spanish
merchantmen. Soon afterwards, how-

ever, the wind becoming contrary,

they were unable to double the Helder

to procure insurance on ships and goods.
The Duke of Alva, at this time, after con-
sultation with the merchants, drew up an
edict regulating contracts of assurance ;

8tipulatii3g that the sum insured should be
less than t;:e just and common value of tha
property insured, one-tenth at least remain-
ing at the risk of the insurer, and prescrib-
uig the forms for the policies. A public
officer was appointed to keep register of
these contr.icts. which, without such resis-

tration, were to be invalid Masters, pilo^
and sailors were not allowed to insure their

wiiges, or anything belonging U' them.
Fraud on the part of the insurers or the in-
sured was punished with death and confis-
cation. The.se contracts were, however,
entirely insufficient to protect vessels, which
were plundered daily by

" co canaille de
corsaires," which infested every sea and bay.—Reuom de France MS. iL c 12.

Bor, vi. 365, 366.
• Probably Dover. See iu particular Van

Wyn op Wairr. ii. 11 : also Meteren, 65.
« BoT, TiU sup. Wagwiaer, vi. 340, wq.
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or the Texel; aTid on Tuesday, the 1st

uf April, having abondoned their origi-

nal intention, they dropped down to-

wards Zealand, and entered the broad
mouth of the river Mouse. Between
the town of Brill, upon the southern

lip of this estuary, and Maaslandsluis,
about half a league distant, upon the

opposite side, the squadron suddenly
appeared at about two o'clock of an

April afternoon, to the great astonish-

ment of the inhabitants of both places.^
It seemed too large a fleet to be a

mere collection of trading vessels, nor
did they appear to be Spanish ships.
Peter Koppelstok, a sagacious ferry-

man, informed the passengers whom
he happened to be conveying across

the river, that the strangers were evi-

dently the water beggars.^ The dread-

ed name filled his hearers with con-

sternation, and they became eager to

escape from so perilous a vicinity.

Having duly landed his customers,

however, who hastened to spread the

I
news of the impending invasion, and
to prepare for defence or flight, the

stout ferryman, who was secretly
favourable to the cause of liberty,
rowed boldly out to inquire the desti-

nation and purposes of the fleet.

The vessel which he first hailed was
that commanded by William de Bloia,

Seigneur of Treslong. This adventur-

ovis noble, whose brother had been
executed by the Duke of Alva in

1568,-* had himself fought by the side

of Count Louis at Jemmingen, and,

although covered with wounds, had
been one of the few who escaped alive

from that horrible carnage. During
the intervening period he had become
one of the most famous rebels on the

ocean, and he had always been well

known in Brill, where his father had
been governor for the King.* He at

cnce recognised Koppelstok, and has-

tened with him on board the Admiral's

phip, assuring De la Marck tliat the

1 Bnr, ubi sup. Hoofd, p. 216, 217.

» Bor, Hoofd, Wagcnaer, ubi sup.
» Souteutien van Alva 73, 74.

* Bor, vi. 360.

» Viin Wyn op Wagen'. vi. 78, from a MS.

journal kept by Adam van ll:iroii himself.

« Bor states their numbers at two hun-

ferryman was exactly the man fur

their purpose. It was absolutly neces-

sary that a landing should be efifected,
for the people were without the nece.-)-

saries of life. Captain Martin Brand
had visited the ship of Adam van

Haren, as soon as they had dropped
anchor in the Meuse, begging for food.
'•'

I gave him a cheese," said Adam,
afterwards relating the occurrence,
" and assured him that it was the last

.article of food to be found in the

ship.
"5 The other vessels were equally

destitute. Under the circumstances,
it was necessary to attempt a lauding.

Treslong, therefore, who was reallj'
the hero of this memorable adventure,
persuaded De la Marck to send a mes-

sage to the city of Brill, demanding its

surrender. This was a bold summons
to be made by a handful of men, three
or four hundred at most,^ who were
both metaphorically and literally beg-
gars. The city of Brill was not po-

pulous, but it was well walled and
fortified. It was, moreover, a most
commodious port. Treslong gave his

signet ritg to the fisherman, Koppel-
stok, and ordered him, thus accredited

as an envoy, to carry their summons
to the magistracy.'' Koppelstok, no-

thing loath, instantly rowed ashore,

pushed through the crowd of inhabi-

tants, who overwhelmed him with

questions, and made his appearance
in the town-house before the assem-

bled magistrates. He informed them
that he had been sent by the Admiral
of the fleet and by Treslong, who was
well known to them, to demand that

two commissioners should be sent out
on the part of the city to confer with
the patriots. He was bidden, he said,

to give assurance that the deputies
would be courteou.sly treated. The

only object of those who had sent him
wa3 to free the land from the tenth

penny, and to overthrow the tyranny
of Alva and his Spaniards. Hereupon

dred and fifty, vi. atiO. Hoofd fillows Bor.

Mendoza, f. Ill, says there were cloven hun-
dred in aX\. The Duke of .\lva in his letter

of 26th April 1572 (No. 1107. Correspondanos
de Fhilijipe II.), ostim.'ites them ut botweeu
seven .and oiglit hundrcci. Bentivoglio, hU
v. 88. says one thousand.

1 Cor, Hoofd, Van \\iXi..
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le was i-iked Ijv the magistrates, how

arge a force De la >Iarck had under
lis command. 'l"o this question the

erryman careles.sly replied, that there

night he some five thousand in all}

L'his enormous falsehood produced its

ffect upon the magistrates. There
ras now no longer any inclination to

esist the invaders
;
the only question

liscussed being whether to treat with

hem or to fly. On the whole, it was
lecided to do both. With some diffi-

vMj, two deputies were foimd suffi-

iently valiant to go forth to negotiate
rith the beggars, while in their absence

aost of the leading burghei-s and fimc-

ionaries made their preparations for

Light. The envoys were assured by
)e la Marck and Treslong that no in-

ury was intended to the citizens or to

)rivate property, but that the over-

hrow of Alva's government was to be

nstantly accomplished. Two hours
vere given to the magistrates in which
3 decide whether or not they would
urrender the town, and accept thfe

.uthority of De la Marck as Admiral
if the Prince of Orange. They em-

)loj-ed the two houas thus granted in

aaking an ignominious escaj)e. Their

xample was followed by most of the

ownspeople. When the invaders, at

he expiration of the specified term,

ippeared under the walls of the city,

hej found a few inhabitants of the
ower class gazing at them from above,
)ut received no official communication
rom any source.^

The whole rebel force was now di-

ided into two parties, one of which,
mder Treslong, made an attack upon
he southern gate, while the other,
ommandcd by the Admiral, advanced

ipon the northern. Treslong after a
hort struggle succeeded in forcing his

intrance, and arrested, in doing so, the

;overuor of the city, just taking his

leparture. De la Marck and his men
nade a bc-nfire at the northern gate,
ind then battered down the half-burned
)ortr.l with the end of an old mast.*
[Tius rudely and rapidly did the
Jfetherland patriots conduct their first

» Hoofd, vi. 213.

Bucces.sfid siege. Tlje t«o parties, net

more perhaps than two himdred and

fifty men in all, met before simset in

the centre of the city, and the founda-
tion of the Dutch Republic was laid.

The weary spirit of freedom, so long a

fugitive over earth and sea, had at last

found a resting-place, which rude and
even ribald hands had prepared.
The panic created by the first ap-

pearance of the fleet had been so

extensive, that hardly fifty citizens

had remained in the town. The rest

had all escaped, with as much property
as they could carry away. The Ad-

miral, in the name of the Prince of

Orange, as lawful stallholder of Philip,
took formal possession of an almost

deserted city. No indignity was ofiered

to the inhabitants of either sex, but aa

soon as the conquerors were fairly
established in the best houses of the

place, the incUnation to plunder the
churches could no longer be restrained.

The altars and images were all de-

stroyed, the rich furniture and gor-

geousvestments appropriated to private
use. Adam van Haren appeared on
his vessel's deck attired in a magnifi-
cent high mass chasuble. Treslong
thenceforth used no drinking cups in

his cabin save the golden chalices of

the sacrament. Unforttmately, their

hatred to Popery was not confined to

such demonstrations. Thirteen un-
fortunate monks and priests, who had
been imable to eflfect their escape, were
arrested and thrown into prison, from
whence they were taken a few days
later, by order of the ferocious Ad-
miral, and executed under circum-
stances of great barbarity.*
The news of this important exploit

spread with great rapidity. Alva, sur-

prised at the very moment of venting
his rage on the butchers and grocers
of Brussels, deferred this savage design
in order to deal with the new diflBcidty.
He had certainly not expected such a

result from the ready compUance of

Queen Elizabeth with his request.
His rage was excessive ; the triumph
of the people, by whom he was cor-

» Ibid. Hoofd, Wagenaer.
* Bor, vi. 366, 867. V.in V,'yn cp W.igo-

Law, vi. 84, notfl 10.
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the north side inn^ossible
Bossu then

Spaniards along the Niewland

> the southern gate,
where they

an

them, for the

The punsters
ui

^-'•'°-:" V-; „„._e | ^yke to the southern gate,
where they

not tJ let such an
Wrtumtj;^ cap^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^-^b a ^varm dis harge

n,.r,-, for the name of the capturtu which completely stag

The punsters
ot

the eveat had taken place upon

Fools' Day.

;;Si.«^;ScS.S:^era
stolen

oway^
blme a popular couplet.1

The word

.nr-rtacles in Flemish, as well as tne

fame of the suddenly surpnsed city

!
'

Brill, this allusion to the Duke a

l^^rtmd implied pui-blindnessvvasn^^^
destitute of ingenuity. Jf J^J^'^f"^J.
...- ^vas extensively "r^ulated repre

""^'.'i Mavcksteahngthe Dukes
eentmgi.-. ,,:,

.,^^ge while the

spectacles from uia ii-..^tt?ring

had in the most daring manner rowccl

out to the ships which had brought

Je en^ny to'the island, cut some

adrift, and set others on fire.
Ib^^

Spa^nards
at the southern gate caught

sight of their blazmg vessels saw the

sea rapidly rising over the dyke, be-

came panic-struck
at being thus en-

cW between fire and water, and

I

thi off in precipitate reti^at^o^^^
the slippery causeway and throiigh tlv.

'

IwaSd turbid waters, which wev.

i threatening to overwhelm them

drowned or smothered la

Governor was supposed tobe u.i"-eiTany were
"'^"^Yhe"greater portion

of

his habitual expression whenever any
intelligence of importance was brought
to him : No es nada, no es nada—'Tis

nothing, 'tis nothing.^
The Duke, however, lost not an

instant in attempting to repair the

disaster. Count Bossu, who had acted

^ stadholder of Holland and Zealand,
finder Alva's authority, since the Prince

of Orange had resigned that office, was
ordered at once to recover the con-

quered seaport, if possible.'

Hastily gathering a force of some
ten companies from the garrison of

Utrecht, some of which very troops
had recently, and unluckily for govern-
ment, been removed from Brill to that

city, the Count crossed the Sluis to the

i.sland of Voom upon Easter day, and
sent a summons to the rebel force to

Burreuder Brill. The patriots being

very few in number, were at first

afraid to venture outside the gates to

attack the much superior force of their

invaders. A carpenter, however, who
belonged to the city, but had long been
a partisan of Orange, dashed into the

water with his axe in his hand, and

swimming to the Niewland sluice,

hacked it open with a few vigorous
strokes. The sea poured in at once,

making the approach to the city upon
» Bor, vi. 366 :—

"Den eersten dajj van April
Vciloos Due d'Alva zijnen Brill."

« Vi« du Due d'Albo, i. 403. Van dor

Vy&ckt., ii 142.
* Bor, Ti. m.

,, .
fi aV^d their escape in

their
llig....,^^^^^i^ed withm

the force effeco^
^^g^^ Admiral

vessels which still
-^ i\^q inhabi-

reach. This danger . .^vhom had
de la Marck summonej-j-^e captvire
tants, a large numbei-^ and re-

returned to the town afj^g popula-
had been fairly estab'i.-,--(3a,th of .

quired them, as well as all range as

tion of the island, to take

allegiance to the Prince o^tremely
stadholder for his Majesty of De la

The Prince had not beej-ematurn,
satisfied with the enterpryould be
Marck.® He thought it

i^ as he
and doubted whether it vrange-
practicable to hold the pla^led the
had not yet completed hi&igain

to

ments in Germany, nor
assej|,ll, per-

force with which he intende* in the
take the field. More

thatf^ige was

haps, he had little confidei^i>Marck.
character of his admiral. Ofhdesign
right in his estimate of De

jiiiiplace ;

It had not been that rovebtlmade,
either to take or to hold tptiurches
and after the descent bad

h-pt, and a

the shii')S victualled, ther—J given
plundered, the booty secuj.^^e town,
few monks murdered, he k^c^avm,'
orders for the burning of

pressions
o

* "Door slyk, door slop, door |^>

are the homely but vigorous ex'*^-

the Netherland chronicler.—Bo'^*^'
»

Ibid., vi. 368. Hoofil, vi. 25
• Bor, vi. 367. Hoofd, vi.

naer, vi. ."HS.

vi. 367.

Wi>««
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rtmI for the departure of the fleet.' The abandonefl now to the outrage of a

urgent solicitations of Treslong, how-

ever, prevailed, with some difficulty,

brutal soldiery, was worse than death.

The capture of Rotterdam is infamous

over De la Marck*s original intentions. I for the same crimes which blacken

It is to that bold and intelligent noble,

therefore, more than to any other in-

dividual, that the merit of laying this

comer-stone of the Batavian common-
wealth belongs.' The enterprise itself

was an accident
;
but the quick eye of

Treslong saw the possibility of a per-
manent conquest, where his superior
dreamed of nothing beyond a piratical

foray.
Meantime Bossu, baflBed in his

attempt upon Brill, took his way to-

wards Rotterdam. It v.as important
that he should, at least, secure such
other cities as the recent sticcess of

the rebels might cause to waver in

their allegiance. He found the gates
of Rotterdam closed. The authorities

refused to comply with his demand to

admit a garrison for the King. Pro-

fessing perfect loyalty, the inhabitants

very naturally refused to admit a band
of sanguinary Spaniards to enforce

their obedience. Compelled to parley,
Bossu resorted to a perfidious strata-

gem. He requested permission for his

troops to pass through the city with-

out halting. This was granted by the

magistrates, on condition that only a

corfioral's command should be ad-

mitted at a time. To these terms the
Count affixed his hand and seal.* With
the admission, however, of the first

detachment, a violent onset was made
upon the gate by the whole Spanish
force. The townspeople, not suspect-

ing treachery, were not prepared to

make effective resistance. A stout

smith, confronting the invaders at the

gate, almost singly, with his sledge-
hammer, was stabbed to the heart by
Bossu with his own hand.* The sol-

diers having thus gained admittance,

[rushed through the streets, putting
every man to death who offered the

slightest resistance. Within a few
minutes four hundred citizens were
murdered. The fate of the women,

Wag-en:'.er,
1 Bnr. vi. Si6. Hoofd, v.

i\. 345, 346.
» Hoofd, vi. 219.
» Bor, vL 38S.

the record of every Spanish triumph
in the Netherlands.*

The important town of Flushing,
on the Isle of Walcheren, was first to

\'ibrate with the patriotic impvilse

given by the success at Briil. The

Seigneur de Herpt, a warm partisan
of Orange, excited the burghers as-

sembled in the market-place to drive

the smaU remnant of the Spanish gar-
rison from the city. A little later

upon the same day, a considerable re-

inforcement arrived before the walls.

The Duke had determined, although
too late, to complete the fortress which
had been commenced long before to

control the possession of this impor-
tant position at the mouth of the
western Scheld. The troops who were
to resume this too long intermitted
work arrived ju.st in time to witness
the expulsion of their comrades. De
Herpt easily persuaded the burghers
that the die was cast, and that their

only hope lay in a resolute resistance.

The people warmly acquiesced, while
a half-drunken, hsJf-witted fellow in

the crowd valiantly proposed, in con-

sideration of a pot of beer, to ascend
the ramparts and to discharge a couple
of pieces of artillery at the Spanish
ships. The offer was accepted, and
the vagabond merrily mounting the

height, discharged the guns. Strange
to relate, the shot thus fired by a lu-

natic's hand put the invading ships to

flight. A sudden panic seized the

Spaniards, the whole fleet stood away
at once in the direction of Middelburg,
and were soon out of sight.^
The next day, however, Antony o?

Bourgoyne, governor under Alva for

the Island of Walcheren, made his ap-

pearance in Flushicg. Having a high
opinion of his own oratorical powers,
he came with the intention of winning
back with his rhetoric a city which
the Spaniards had thus far been unable

* Ibid. Hoofd, vi. 220, £21.

* Meteren, 66. Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.
* Bor, vi. see, 370. Hoofd. vl 223.
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to recover with their cannon. The
great bell was riug, the whole popula-
tion assembled in the market-place,
and Antony, from the steps of the

town-house, delivered a long oration,

assuring the burghers, among other

asseverations, that the King, who was
the best natured 2~>rlnce in all Christen-

dom, would forget and forgive their

oifences, if they returned honestly to

their duties.'^

The eJTect of the Governor's elo-

quence was much diminished, how-

ever, by the interlocutory remarks of

De Herpt and a group of hia adhe-

rents. They reminded the people of

the King's good nature, of his re.;di-

iiess to forget and to forgive, as ex-

emplified by the fate of Horn and Ey-
mout, of Berghen and Montigny, and

by the daily and almost hourly decrees

of the Blood Council. Each well-

rounded period of the Governor was

greeted with ironical cheers. The ora-

tion was unsuccessful. "
Oh, citizens,

citizens !

"
cried at last the discomfited

Antony,
"
ye know not what ye do.

Your blood be upon your own heads
;

the responsibility be upon your own
hearts for the fires which are to con-

Bvmie your cities and the desolation

which is to sweep your land !

" The
orator at this impressive point was in-

terrupted, and most unceremoniously
hustled out of the city. The govern-
ment remauied in the hands of the

patriots.^
The party, however, was not bo

strong in soldiers as in spirit. No
.sooner, therefore, had they established

their rebellion to Alva as an incontro-

vertible fact, than they sent off emis-

saries to the Prince of Orange, and to

Admiral De la Marck at Brill. Find-

ing that the inhabitants of Flushing
were willing to provide arms and am-

munition, De la Marck readily con-

sented to send a small number of men,
bold and experienced in partisan war-

fare, of whom he had now collected

a larger number than he could well

arm or maintain in his present posi-
tion.*

1 Bor, vi. 370. Hoofd, vi. 222.
« Ibid. » Bor, vl. 370,
* Wagenaor, vi. 36.1.

Dutch Republic. [1572.

The detachment, two hundred in

number, in three small vessels,* sot

sail accordingly from Brill for Flush'

ing; and a wild crew they were, of

reckless adventurers, under command
of the bold Treslong. The expedi-
tion seemed a fierce but whimsical

masquerade. Every man in the littlo

fleet was attired in the gorgeous vest-

ments of the plundered churches, in

gold-embroidered cassocks, glittering

mass-garments, or the more sombro
cowls and robes of Capuchin friars.'

So sped tlie early standard-bearers of

that ferocious liberty which had sprung
from the fires in which all else for

which men cherish their fatherland
had been consumed. So swept that

resolute btit fantastic band along the

placid estuaries of Zealand, waking
the stagnant waters with their wild

beggar songs and cries of vengeance.
That vengeance found soon a dis-

tinguished object. Pacheco, the chief

engineer of Alva, who had accompanied
the Duke in his march from Italy, who
had since earned a world-wide reputa-
tion as the architect of the Antwerp
citadel, had been just despatched in

haste to Flushing to complete the foi*-

tress whose construction had been so

long delayed. Too late for his work,
too noon for his safety, the ill-fated

engineer had arrived almost at the

same moment with Treslong and hia

crew.** He had stepped on shore,

entirely ignorant of all which had

transpired, expecting to be treated

with the respect due to the chief

commandant of the place, and to au
officer high in the confidence of the

Governor-General. He found himself

surrounded by an indignant and threat-

ening mob. The unfortunate Italian

understood not a word of the opprobri-
ous language addressed to him, but he

easily comprehended that the authority
of the Duke was overthrown. Ob-

serving De Ryk, a di.stinguished jiar-

tisan officer and privateersraan of

Amsterdam, whose reputation for

bravery and generosity was known to

liim, he approached him, and drawing

» Bor, vi. 370. Wagenaer, vi. S.'^l. \

W'yii op Wagon', vi. 84, seq.
6 Bor, vi. 370. Hooid, vi. 224, 225.
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a seal ring from bis finger, kissed it,

and handed it to the rebel chieftain.^

By this diimb-shuw he gave him to

understand that he relied upon his

honour for the treatment due to a

gentleman. De Ryk understood the

appeal, and would willingly have as-

sured him, at least, a soldier's death,
but he was powerless to do so. He
arrested him, that he might be pro-
tected from the fury of the rabble;
but Treslong, who now commanded
in Flushing, was especially incensed

against the founder of the Antwerp
citadel, and felt a ferocious desire to

avenge his brother's murder upon the

body of his destroyer's favourite."

Pacheco was condemned to be hanged
upon the very day of his arrival.

Having been brought forth from his

prison, he begged hard but not abjectly
for his hfe. He offered a heavy ran-

som, but his enemies were greedy for

blood, not for money. It was, how-

ever, difficult to find an executioner.

The city hangman was absent, and
the prejudice of the country and the

age against the vile profession had as-

suredly not been diminished during
the five horrible years of Alva's admi-
nistration. Even a condemned mur-

derer, who lay in the town gaol, refused
to accept his life in recompence for

performing the ofiice. It should never
be said, he observed, that his mother
liad given birth to a hangman. When
iold, however, that the intended victim
was a Spanish oflBcer.the malefactor con-
eented to the task with alacrity, on con-

dition that he might afterwards kill any
man who taunted him with the deed.

Arrived at the foot of the gallows,
Pacheco complained bitterly of the

disgraceful death designed for him.
He protested loudly that he came of a

* HoofJ, who afterwards received the ring
as a present from Sitnan de Ryk, son of the
officer to whom it was given by the unfortu-
nate Don Pedro Pacheco.

2 Bor, vi. 370.
' Ibid. Hoofd, vi. 225. 'Wajfenacr, vi.

352. Id is erroneously stated hy Benti-
vogUo, lib. V. 92, and Cabrera, Jib. ix. 705,
tb.it Piicheco was beheaded. Both these
^^•Titers follow Mendozi Tassis differs from
%11 cthsr historians. " Sod suspensTim su-
blime pedibuB vita vrivarunt "—,J. B. di
laseis. Comment, d? Tnm-.iltibus BeigiiP.

of Pacheco. 469

: house as noble as that of Egmont or

I Horn, and was entitled to as honour-

I able an execution as theirs had been.

"The sword ! the sword!
"
he frantio-

i ally exclaimed, as he struggled with

those who guarded him. His language
was not understood, but the names of

! Egmont and Horn inflamed still more
'

highly the rage of the rabble, while

his cry for the sword was falsely in-

i terpreted by a rude fellow who had

j
happened to possess himself of Pache-

I

co's rapier, at his capture, and who
now paraded himself with it at the

I gallows' foot. "Never fear for your

j

sword, Senor," cried this ruffian;

[

"your sword is safe enough, and in

i good hands. Up the ladder with you,
! Seiior; you have no further use foi

; your sword."

1 Pacheco, thus outraged, submitted
to his fate. He mounted the ladder

:
with a steady step, and was hanged

' between two other Spanish oSicers.'

':

So perished miserably a brave soldier,

;

and one of the most distinguished

engineers of his time; a man whose
character and accomplishments had

! certainly merited for him a better

j

fate.* But while we stigmatise, as it

I
deserves, the atrocious conduct of a

! few Netherland partisans, we should

remember who first unchained the

demon of international hatred in this

, tmhappy land; nor should it ever be
'

forgotten that the great leader of the

revolt, by word, proclamation, ex-

ample, by entreaties, threats, and con-

dign punishment, constantly rebuked,

and, to a certain extent, restrained the

sanguinary spuit by which some of his

followers disgraced the noble cau.«e

which they had espoused.

Treslong did not long remain iu

command at Flushing. An officer.

xxvi. 149. There is no doubt, however, that
the unfortun.ite gentleman w;i3 banged by
the neck, and not by the legs.

* It was said, in extenuation of the bar-

barous punishment which was inflicted ujxin
him, that a paper had been found ufKin hJ3

person, containing a list of a Lirge number
of persons in the Xethorlands whom the
Duke of Alva bad doomed to immediate exe-

cution. Tho fact is st.atod in the " Petition

to the King."—Bor. t;. 31S-363. Hoofd, vi.

;:'5. Metercn, Ti.—Ccmpars W.igenaer, vi

352, 353; Van Wyn r.p Wagsn'. vi. g?. 90.
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high in the confidence of the Prince,
Jerome van *t Zeraerts, now arrived

at Flushing, with a commission to be
Lieutenant GoveiTior over the whole
isle of Walcheren. He was attended

[1572.

by a small band of French infantry,
while at nearly the same time the gar-
rison was further strengthened by tUo
arrival of a large number of volunteers

from England.^

CHAPTER VII.

Municipal revolution throughout Holland and Zealand—Characteristics of the movement
in various ]iL'iccs

—Sonoy commissioned by Oranjfe as governor of Nortli Holland—Theory
of the provisional government—Instnictions of the Prince to liis officers—Oath pre-
scribed—Clause of toleration—Surprise of Jlons by Count Louis—Exertions of Antony
Oliver—Details of the capture—Assembly of the citizens—Sjjeeches of Genlis and oi

Count I.ouis—Efl'ect of the various movements upon Alva—Don Frederic ordered to

invest Mons—Tlie Duke's impatience to retire—Arrival of Medina Coeli—His narrow

escape—Ca])turo of the Lisbon fleet—Afi'cctation of cordiality between Alva and Medina
—Concessions by King and Viceroy on tlie subject of the tenth peiniy—Estates of

Holland assembled, by summons of Orange, at Dort—Appeals from the Prince to this

congress for funds to pay his newly levied ai'my—Theoi-y of tlie provisional States'

assembly—Source and nature of its auihority
—Speech of St Aldegondo—LiberaUty of the

estates and the provinces—Pledges exchanged between tlic Prince's representative and
the Congress— Commission to l)e la Marck ratified—Virtual dictatorship of Orange—
Limitation of his power bj' his own act—Count Louis at Mons—Reinforcements led from
France by Genlis—Eashncss of that ofhcei-—His total defeat—Orange again in tlic field—Rocrmond taken—Excesses of the patriot army—Proclrimation of Orange, command-
ing resj)ect to all personal and religious lights

—His reply to the Emperor's summons—
His progress in the Netlieilands—Hopes entertained from France—Reinforcements under
Coligny promised to Orange by Charles IX.—The JIassacre of St Bartholomew—The
event characterised—Effect in lingland, in Rome, and in otlier parts of Europe—Exces-
sive hilarity of Philip—Extravagant encomium bestowed by him upon Cliarles IX.—-
Order sent by Philip to put all French prisoners in tlic Netherlands to death—Secret
con-espondcncc of Charles IX. with his envoy in the Netherlairels—Exultation of tlio

Spaniards before Mons—Alva urged by the French envoj*, according to his master's

commands, to put all the Frenclimen in Mons, and -tl-ose already captured, to death—
Effect of the massacre upon the Prince of Oraigc—Alva and Jledina in the camp before
Mon.s—Hopelessness of tlie Prince's scheme to obtain battle from Alva—Romero's
encamisada—Narrow escape of the Prince—Mutiny and dissolution of his amij'—His
return to Holland—His steadfastness—Desperate position of Count Louis in Mons-^
Sentiments of Alva— Capitulation of Mons—Courteous reception of Coinit Louis by the

Spanish generals
—Hypocrisy of tliesc demonstrations—Nature of the Mons capitulation—Horrible violation of its terms—Noircarnies at Mons— Est.ablislimeut of a Blood

Council in the city—Wholesale executions—Cruelty and cupidity of Noircarmes—Lata

discovery of the archives of these crimes—Return of the revolted cities of Brabant
and Flanders to obedience—Sack of Mechlin by the Spaniards—Dctiiils of that event.

The example thus set by Brill and

Flushing was rapidly followed. The
first half of the year 1572 was di.s-

titigiiished by a series of triumphs
rendered still more remarkable by the

reverses which follov.ed at its close.

Of a sudden, almost as it were by
accident, a small but important sea-

port, the object for which the Prince

had so long been hoping, was secured.

Instantly afterward, half the island of

Walcheren renounced the yoke of

Alva. Next, Enkhuizen, the key to

the Zuyder Zee, the principal arsenal,

and one of the first commercial cities

J Bor, vi, 871.
i Ibid. vj. 371-875. Hoofd, vi. 230-239.
» Sor, Hoofd, ubi sup.

in the Netherlands, rose against the

Spanish Admiral, and hung out the
banner of Orange on its ramparts."
The revolution eflected here was purely
the work of the people

— of tb.o

mariners and burghers of the city.*

Moreover, the magistracy wa.s set aside

and the government of Alva repu-
diated without shedding one drop
of blood, without a single wrong to

person or property."* By the same

spontaneous movement, nearly all the

iniportant cities of Holland and Zea-

land raised the standard of him in

whom they recognised their deliverer.'

* Ibid. Van Sfetercn, 07-rtfl.
»
H;oofJ, a. 230-240, et Ksq, 'Bor, vi. S7T

oteoq.
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Tte revolution was accomplished under

nearly gimilar circumstancea every-
wliere. "With, one fierce bound of

enthusiasm the nation sliook oflF its

chain. Oudewater, Dort, Harlem,

Leyden, Gorcum, LoewensteiD, Gouda,
Medenbhk, Horn, Alkmaar, Edam,
Monnikendam, Purmerende, as well as

Flushing, Veer, and Enkhuizen, all

raiiged themselves imder the govern-
ment of Orange, as lawful stadholder

for the King.^
Nor was it in Holland and Zealand

alone that the beacon fires of freedom
were lighted- City after city in Gel-

derland, veryseel, and the See of

Utrecht; all the important towns of

Friesland, some sooner, some later,

some without a struggle, some after a

short siege, some with resistance by
the functionaries of government, some

by amicable compromise, accepted the

garrisons of the Prince, and formally

recognised his authority.* Out of the

chaos which a long and preternatural

tyranny had produced, the first strug-

gling elements of a new and a better

world began to appear. It were super-
fiuous to narrate the details which
marked the sudden restoration of

liberty in these various groups of

cities. Traits of generosity marked
the change of government in some,
circumstances of ferocity disfigured
the revolution in others. The island

of Walcheren, equally divided as it

was between the two parties, was the

scene of much truculent and diabolical

warfare. It is difficult to say whether
the mutual hatred of race or the ani-

mosity of religious difference proved
the deadlier venom. The combats
were perpetual and sanguinary, the

prisoners on both sides instantly ese-

cuted. On more than one occasion,
men were seen assisting to hang with
their own hands and in cold blood
their own brothers, who had been
taken prisoners in the enemy's ranks. •*

When the captives were too many to

be hanged, they were tied back to

back, two and two, and thus hurled

mto the sea.* TL
' '

j found a
fierce pleasiu-e in

-
f ciiielty.

A Spaniard had c^ ...-.v. ^v, ^e human
in their eyes. On one occasion, a

surgeon at Veer cut the heart from a

Spanish prisoner, nailed it on a vessel's

prow, and invited the townsmen to

come and fasten tL( ir teeth in it,

which many did with savage satisfac-

tion.*

In other parts of the country the
revolution was, on the whole, accom-

plished with comparative calmne*?.
Even traits of generosity were not
imcommon. The burgomaster of

Gonda, long the supple Save of Alva
and the Blood Council, fled for his life

as the revolt broke forth in that city.
He took refuge in the house of a cer-

tain widow, and begged for a place of

concealment. The widow led him to

a secret closet which ser\ed as a pan-
try.

" Shall I be secure there ?
"

asked the fiigiiive functionary.
'*

yes, sir Burgomaster," replied the

widow,
" 'twas in that very place that

my husband lay concealed when you,
accompanied by the officers of justice,
were searching the house, that you
might bring him to the scaffold for

his religion. Enter the pantry, your
worship ; I will be responsible for your
safety."" Thus faithfully did the
humble widow of a hunted and mur-
dered Calvinist protect the life of the

magistrate who had brought desolation
to her heai th.

Not all the conquests thus rapidly
achieved in the cause of liberty were
destined to endm-e, nor were any to
be letained without a stnsggle. The
little northern cluster of repubUcs
which had now restored its honour to
the ancient Batavian name was des-

tined, however, for a long and vigour-
ous life. From that bleak isthmus
the light of freedom was to stream

through many years upon struggling

humanity in Europe ;
a guiding pharos

across a stormy sea; and Harlem,
Leyden, Alkmaar—names hallowed by
deeds of heroism such as have not

1 Bor, Hwfd, ubi svp. Mcteren, Cf. ct
}

» Uoofd, vi. 2;7.

•rg. Wa^-enaer, vi. £63^70.
j

* " Voet«u epcwian."—HoofJ. Wagiaoor
'

G.r, Met-ireu, Hocid, Wp^coiur, uLl vi. 5:^ « Hoofd, vL 228.

^r- I «lbld..Ti. £42.
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often illustrated hiiman annals, still

1572.

breathe as trumpet-tongued and per-

petual a defiance to despotism as Ma-
rathon, Thermopyla3, or Salamis.

A new board of magistrates had
Ijcen chosen in all the redeemed cities,

by popular election. They were re-

quired to take an oath of fidelity to

the King of Spain, and to the Prince
of Orange as his stadholder; to pro-
mise resistance to the Duke of Alva,
the tenth penny, and the inquisition ;

"
to support every man's freedom and

the welfare of the country ;
to protect

widows, orphans, and miserable per-
Ki^ns, and to maintain justice and
truth." 1

Diedrich Sonoy arrived on the 2d
June at Enkhuizen. He was provided
by the Prince with a commission,
appointing him Lieutenant-Governor
of North Holland or Waterland.^

Thus, to combat the authority of

Alva was set up the authority of the

King. The stadholderate over Hol-
land and Zealand, to which the Prince
liad been appointed in 1559, he now
reassumed. Upon this fiction reposed
the whole provisional polity of the
revolted Netherlands. The govern-
ment, as it gradually unfolded itself,

from this epoch forward until the
declaration of independence and the
absolute renunciation of the Spanish
Hovereign power, will be sketched in a
future cliapter. The people at first

claimed not an iota more of freedom
than was secured by Philip's corona-

tion oath. There was no pretence
that Philip was not sovereign, but
there xms a pretence and a determi-
nation to worship God according to

conscience, and to reclaim the ancient

political "liberties" of the land. So

long as Alva reigned, the Blood Coim-

cil, the inquisition, and martial law,
were tlie only codes or courts, and

every charter slept. To recover this

practical liberty and these historical

rights, and to shake from their shoul-

ders a most sanguinary government,
was the purpose of William and of the

'
Boi-rvirSTt, 375. HooTCTTT-iSO, 236.

Wagenaer, vi. StjO, 361.

2 Bcr, Ti. 875.

P See^hem-in Bor, ri. 3T5, STf>

people. No revolutionary standard
was displayed.
The written instructions given by

the Prince to his Lieutenant Sonoy'
were to "see that the Word of God
was preached, without, however, suf-

fering any hindrance to the Roman
Church in the exercise of its religion;
to restore fugitives and the banished
for conscience sake, and to require of

all magistrates and officers of guilds
and brotherhoods an oath of fidelity."
The Prince likewise prescribed the
form of that oath, repeating therein,
to liis eternal honour, the same strict

prohibition of intolerance. "Like-

wise," said the formula, "shall those
of 'the religion' offer no let or hin-

drance to the Roman Churches." *

' The Prince was still in Germany,
engaged in raising troops and provid-

ing funds. He directed, however, the
affairs of the insurgent provinces in

their minutest details, by virtue of

the dictatorship inevitably forced upon
him both by circumstances and by
the people. In the meantime, Louis
of Nassau, the Bayard* of the Nether-

lands, performed a most unexpected
and brilliant exjiloit. He had been

long in France, negotiating with the
leadei'S of the Huguenots, and, more

secretly, with the court. He was a\\\y

posed by all the world to be still in

that kingdom, when the startling in-

telligence arrived that he had sur-

prised and captvn-ed the important
city of Mons.'' This town, the capital
of Haiuault, situate in a fertile, imdu-

lating, and beautiful coimtry, pro-
tected by lofty walls, a triple moat,
and a strong citadel, was one of Wv?
most flourishing and elegant places ia

the Netherlands. It was, moreover,
from its vicinity to the frontier.? of

France, a most important acquisition
to the insurgent party. The captui-e
was thus accomplished. A native of

Mons, one Antony Oliver, a geographi-
cal painter, had insinuated himself into

the confidence of Alva, for whom he
had prepared at different times some

« ibid., vi. 37G.
* Grocu V. rrinstorcr, Arclihc?, etc.. It.

°
Hoofd, ^.

Meiid.c?.a. lib.

287, 233.

. 120, 121.
Uor, vl. 377,
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remarkably well-executed maps of the

country. Having occasion to visit

France, he was employed by the Duke
to keep a wat<;h upon the movements
of Louis of Nassau, and to make a re-

port as to the progress of his intrigues
with the court of France. The painter,

however, was only a spy in disguise,

being in reality devoted to the cavise of

freedom, and a correspondent of Orange
and his family. His communications
with Louis, in Paris, had therefore a

far different result from the one anti-

cipated by Alva. A large number of

adherents within the city of Mons had

already been secured, and a plan was
now arranged between Count Louis,

Genlis, De la Xoue, and other distin-

guished Huguenot chiefs, to be carried

out with the assistance of the brave
and energetic artist.^

On the 23d of May, Oliver appeared
at the gates of Mons, accompanied by
three waggons, ostensibly containing
merchandise, but in reality laden with

arquebusses. These were secretly dis-

tributed among his com'ederates in the

city. In the course of the day, Count
Louis arrived in the neighbourhood,
accompanied by five hundred horse-

men, and a thousand foot soldiers.

This force he stationed in close con-

cealment within the thick forests be-

tween Maubeuge and ilons. Towards

evening he sent twelve of the most

trusty and daring of his followers, dis-

guised as wine merchants, into the

city. These individuals proceeded
boldly to a public house, ordered their

Bupper, and while conversing with the

landlord, carelessly inquired at what
hour next moniing the city gates would
be opened. They were informed that
the usual hour was four in the morn-

ing, but that a trifling present to the

porter would ensure fidmission, if they
desired it, at an earlier hour. They
^xplamed their inquiries by a state-

ment thPit they had some casks of

wine which they ^\-ished to introduce
into the city before sunrise. Having
obtained all the information which

Count Louis at Jlons. 473

1
BentiTo-lio, lib. vi. 10<>. lioofd, ti.

Meudoza, lib. v. 120. Van Metercp, iv.
= Hccfl, vi 2J7. Bcr. vi. .377. net'.

71. Mendcza, v. 12.>, i;i.

they needed, they soon aftenvarrU

left the tavern. The next day they
presented themselves very early at the

gate, which the porter, on promise of

a handsome "
drink-penny," agreed to

vmlock. No sooner were the bolts

withdrawn, however, than he was
struck dead, while about fifty dra-

goons rode through the gate."^ The
Count and his followera now galloped
over the city in the morning twilight,

shouting,
" France ! liberty ! the town

is oiu^ !

" " The Prince is coming I

"'

" Down with the tenth penny ; down
with the murderous Alva !

"
So soon

as a burgher shewed his wondering
I face at the window, they shot at him
i
with their carbines. They made as

much noise, and conducted themselves
as boldly as if they had been at least 1

thousand strong.

Meantime, however, the streets re-

mained empty; not one of their secret

confederates shewing himself. Fifty
men could surprise, but were too few
to keep possession of the city. The
Count began to suspect a trap. As
daylight approached, the alarm spread ;

the position of the little band was
critical. In his impetuosity, Louis
had far outstripped his army, but they
had been directed to follow hard upon
his footst«p3, and he was astonished

that their arrival was so long delayed.
The suspense becoming intolerable,
he rode out of the city in quest of his

adherent.s, and foimd them wandering
in the woods, where they had com-

pletely lost their way. Ordering each
horseman to take a foot soldier on the

crupper behind him, he led them

rapidly back to Mons. On the way
they were encountered by La Xoue,
" with the iron arm,"* and Genlis,

who, meantime, had made an unsuc-
cessful attack to recover Valenciennes,
which within a few hours had been
won and lost again. As they reached
the gates of Mons, they found them-
selves within a hair's bi-eadth of being
too late ;

their adherents had not come
forth ; the citizens had been aroused ;—

j

257, 1
• He had been severely grounded in 1570

\l.
j

His arm had been amputated, but "de boiis

len,
' ouvriers lui fireat nn bras 02 fer, dont il r»

I porte d?p«is le n->m. "—Vie de De la IToue, 63.
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the gates wevQ all fast but one—and
there the portei* was quarralling with
a French soldier about an arquebuss.
The drawbridge across the moat was
at the moment rising; the last en-

trance was closing, when Guitoy de

Chaumont, a French officer, mounted
on a light Spanish barb, sprang upon
the bridge as it rose. His weight
caused it to sink again, the gate was

forced, and Louis with all his men
rode triumphantly into the town.^

The citizens were forthwith assem-
bled by sound of bell in the market-

place. The clergy, the magistracy, and
the general council were all present.
Genlis made the first speech, in which
he disclaimed all intention of making
conquests in the interest of France.

This pledge having been given, Louis
of Nassau next addressed the assembly :

" The magistrates," said he,
" have not

understood my intentions. I protest
that I am no rebel to the King; I

prove it by asking no new oaths from

any man. Remain bound by your old

oaths of allegiance ;
let the magistrates

continue to exercise their functions—
to administer justice. I imagine that

no person will suspect a brother of the

Prince of Orange capable of any design

against the liberties of the country.
As to the Catholic religion, I take it

under my very particular protection.
You will ask why I am in Mons at the

head of an armed force : are any of

you ignorant of Alva's cruelties ? The
overthrow of this tyrant is as much
the interest of the King as of the

people, tlierefore there is nothing in

my present conduct inconsistent with

fidelity to his Majesty. Against Alva
alone I have taken up arms; 'tis to

protect you against his fury that I

am here. It is to prevent the eon-

tmuance of a general rebellion that I

make war upon him. The only propo-
sition which I have to make to you is

this—I demand that you declare Alva

1 De.Thou, vl. 499. Moiidoza, v. 121.

Dewez Hist. Gen. de la Belg., v. 413-410.

Bor, Meteret), Hoofd.
2 PariUacus. Mons sons les rapports liis-

toi-iqiies, statistiqucs, etc., 68-70 (Mons,
1819). The speech is rcpnrted from oritrinal

riocumciitg iu tlie ^-rt^hivea of the cjty:
" faid« iutiiulee Pieces lelativ es a la Surprise

Dutch EcpuUic. [li>7l'.

de Toledo a traitor to the King, tho
executioner of the people, an enemy to

the country, miworthy of the govern-
ment, and hereby deprived of his au-

thority."^
The magistracy did not dare to ac-

cept so bold a proposition ;
the general

council composing the more popular
branch of the municipal government,
were comparatively inclined to favour

Nassau, and many of its members voted
for the downfal of the tyrant. Never
theless the demands of Count Louis were

rejected. His position thus became cri-

tical. The civic authorities refused to

pay for his troops, who were, moreover,
too few in number to resist the inevit-

able siege. The patriotism of the citi-

zens was not to be repressed, however,

by the authority of the magistrates ;

many rich proprietors of the great
cluth and silk manufactories, for which
Slons was famous, raised and armed

companies at their own expense ; many
vohmteer troops were also speedily or-

ganised and di'illcd, and the fortifica-

tions were put in order. No attempt
was made to force the reformed religion

upon the inhabitants, and even Catho-
Ucswho were discovered in secret corres-

pondence with the enemy were treated

with such extreme gentleness by Nas-

sau as to bring upon him severe re-

proaches from many of his own party.'
A large collection of ecclesiastical

plate, jewellery, money, and other

valuables, which had been sent to the

city for safe keeping from the churches
and convents of the provinces, was

seized, and thus, with little bloodshed
and no violence, was the important

'

city secured for the insurgents.* Threo
j

days afterwards, two thousand infantry, ,

chiefly French, arrived in the place.'
In tlie early part of the following
month Louis was still further strength-
ened by the arrival of thirteen hn;

dred foot and twelve hundred h<>i

men, under command of Count Mim

do Mons ; declarations dea cchevins, e'

etc."—Compare Bor, v. 377. H^ofd, vi. ;

s ParidaciiS, 76, 77.

* Bor, vi. 378. Iloofd, vi. 238.—Conif
BciitivogUo, vi. 100, et 8cq. ; Mcndozn,
120, 121 ; Grotius.
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gomery, tiie celebrated ofScer/ whose

epear at the tournament had proved
fatal to Heury the Second. Thus the

Duke of Alva suddenly found him.self

exposed to a tempest of revolution.

Cue thunderbolt after another seemed

descending around him in breathles3

succession. Brill and Flushing had
been akeady lost

; Middelburg was so

closely invested that its fall seemed

imminent, and with it would go the

whole island of Walcheren, the key to

all the Netherlands. In one morning^
he had heard of the revolt of Enkhuizen
and of the whole Waterland; two
hours later came the news of the

Valenciennes rebellion, and next day
the astonishing capture of Mons. One
disaster followed hard upon another.

He could have sworn that the detested

Louis of Nassau, who had dealt this

last and most fatal stroke, was at that

moment in Paris, safely watched by
government emissaries; and now he

bad, as it were, suddenly started out

of the earth, to deprive him of this

impoiiant city, and to lay bare the

whole frontier to the treacherous at-

tacks of faithless France. He refused

to believe the intelligence when it was
first announced to him, and swore that

he had certain information that Count
Louis had been seen playing in the
tennis-court at Paris, within so short a

period as to make his presence in Hai-

nault at that moment impossible.

Forced, at last, to admit the truth of

the disastrous news, he da.shed his hat

upon the gi-ound in a fury, uttering

imprecations upon the Queen Dowager
of France, to whose perfidious intrigues
he ascribed the succeas of the enter-

prise, and pledging himself to send her

Spanish thistles enough in return for

the Florentine lilies which she had
thus bestowed upon him.^

In the midst of the pei-plexities thus

thickening around him, the Duke pre-
lerved his courage, if not his temper.
Blinded, for a brief season, by the

rapid attacks made upon him, he had
been uncertain whither to direct hia

A Fleet Captured. 475

1 Bor, VL 373.
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vengeance. This last blow in so vital

a quarter determined him at once. Ho
f(jilhwith despatched Don Frederic to

undertake tlie siege of Mons, and ear-

nestly set about raising large reinfoi-ce-

menta to his army. Don Frederic
took possession, without much ojiposi-

tion, of the Bethlehem cloister in the
immediate vicinity of the city, and
with four thousand troops began tha
investment in due form.*

Alva had, for a long time, been most

impatient to retire from the provinces.
Even he was capable of human emo-
tions. Through the sevenfold panoply
of his pride he had been pierced by the

sharpness of a nation's curse. He waa
wearied with the imceasing execrations

which assailed his ears.
" The hatred

which the people bear me," said he, in a

letter to Philip,
" because of the chas-

tisement which it has been necessary
for me to inflict, alihouffh with all the

moderation in the world, make all my
efforts vain. A successor wiU meet
more sympathy and prove more use-

ful"^ 'On the 10th June, the Duko
of Medina Coeli, with a fleet of mora
than forty sail, arrived ofTBIankenburg,
intending to enter the Scheld.* Julian

Romero, with two thousand Spaniards,
was also on board the fleet. Nothing,
of course, was known to the new
comers of the altered condition of

affairs in the Netherlands, nor of the
unwelcome reception which they were
like to meet in Flusliing. A few of

the lighter craft having been taken by
the patriot cnaisers, the alarm was

spread through all the fleet. Meduia
C'celi, with a few transports, was ena-

bled to effect his escape to Sluys,
whence he hastened to Brussels in a
much less ceremonious manner than he
had ori^;i^ally contemplated.' Twelve

Biscayan ships stood out to sea, des-

cried a large Lisbon fleet, by a singular
coincidence, suddenly heaving in sight,

changed their course again, and with
a favouring breeze bore boldly up thv3

Hond, passed Flushing in spite of a

severe cannonade from the forts, and

* Bor, Ti. 3S4. Jrotoren, it. VI, ~i.
• CoiTespoudance de Piiilippe II., ii. 1107.
' Van Meteren, iv. 65. Hoofd, vi. 23»

Hiulozi, Ti. 127, 1^3.
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eventually made good their entrance
into Rammekena, whence the soldiery,
about one-half of whom had thus been

Baved, were transferred at a very criti-

cal moment to Middelburg.^
The great Lisbon fleet followed in

the wake of the Biscayans, with much
inferior success. Totally ignorant of

the revolution which had occurred in

the Isle of Walcheren, it obeyed the
summons of the rebel fort to come to

anchor, and, with the exception of

three or four, the vessels were all taken.

It was the richest booty which the in-

surgents had j-et acquired by sea or

land. The fleet was laden with spices,

money, jewellery, and the richest mer-
chandise. Five hundred thousand
crowns of gold were taken

;
and it was

calculated that the plunder altogether
would suflice to maintain the war for

two years at least. One thousand

Spanish soldiers, and a good amount
of ammunition, were also captured.
The imexpected condition of aSairs

made a pause natural, and almost ne-

cessary, before the government could

bo decorously transferred. Medina

Cocli, with Spanish grandiloquence,
avowed his willingness to serve as a

soldier under a general whom he so

much venerated; while Alva ordered

that, in all respects, the same outward
marks of respect should be paid to his

appointed successor as to himself. Be-

neath all this external ceremony, how-

ever, much mutual malice was con-

cealed.''

Meantime, the Duke, who was lite-

rally "without a single real,"'' was
forced at last to smother his pride in

the matter of the tenth penny. On
the 24th June, he summoned the
estates of Holland to assemble on the
15th of the ensuing month. In the

missive issued for this purpose, he for-

mally agi-eed to abolish the whole tax,
on condition that the estatea-peneral

Dutch Repiiblic. [1572.
of tho Netherlands would furnish him
with a yearly supply of two millions

of florins. Almost at the same mo-
ment the King had dismissed the de-

puties of the estates fi-om Madrid,
with the pviblic assurance that the tax

was to be suspended, and a private in-

timation that it was not abolished in

terms, only in order to save the dignity
of the Duke.*

These healing measures came en-

tirely too late. The estates of Holland

met, indeed, on the appointed day of

July, but they assembled not in obe-

dience to Alva, but in consequence of

a summons from William of Orange."

They met, too, not at the Hagu*;. but
at Dort, to take formal measures for

renouncing the authority of the Duke."
The first congress of the Netherland
commonwealth still professed loyalty
to the Crown, but was determined to

accept the policy of Orange without a

question.
The Prince had again assembled an

army in Germany, consisting of fifteen

thousand foot and seven thousand

horse, besides a number of Nether-

landers, mostly Walloons, amounting
to nearly three thousand more.^ Be-

fore taking the field, however, it was

necessary that he should guarantee at

least three months' pay to his troops.
This he could no longer do, except by
giving bonds, endorsed hj certain

cities of Holland as his securities."

He had, accordingly, addressed letters

in his own name to all the principal

cities, fervently adjuring them to re-

member, at last, what was due to hini,

to the fatherland, and to their own
character.

" Let not a sum of gold,"
said he in one of these letters,

" be so

dear to you, that for its sake you will

sacrifice your lives, your wives, your
children, and all your descendants, to

the latest generations; that you wiil

bring sin and shame upon yourselves,

1 Met«rcn, iv. 65, Cfi. IIooW, vi. 2;;9, '-'10.

Coriosp:)iidance de Pliilippe II., ii. 1133.

Archives, etc., de la Mai-son d'Onuige, iii.
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- Metercn, iv. 66. Archives do la Maisou

(VOranso, iii. 410, 412. IJoofl. vi. 240; vii.

2 57. Correspondanoo de Philippe II
,
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1177.
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un real como el Duqiia lo cstara en esta
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anil destruction upon us who have so

heartily striven to assist you. Think
what scorn you will incur from foreign

nations, what a crime you will commit

ag;\inst the Lord God, what a bloody

yoke ye will impose forever upon yovu--

Belves and your children, if you now
seek for subterfuges

—if you now pre-
vent urf from taking the field with the

troops which we have enlisted. On the

other hand, what inexpressible benefits

you will confer on your country, if you
now help us to rescue that fatherland

fi-om the power of Spanish vultures

and wolves."^

This and similar missives, circulated

throughout the province of Holland,

produced a deep impression. In ac-

cordance with his suggestions, the

deputies from the nobility and from
twelve cities of that province assembled
on the 15th July, at Dort. Strictly

speaking, the estates or government of

Holland, the body which represented
the whole people, consisted of the

nobles and six great cities. On this

occasion, however, Amsterdam being
still in the power of the King, could
Bend no deputies, while, on the other

hand, all the small towns were invited
to send up their representatives to

the Congress. Eight accepted the

proposal ; the rest declined to appoint
delegates, partly from motives of

economy, partly from timidity.*
These estates were the legitimate

representatives of the people, but they
had no legislative powers.* The peo-

ple had never pretended to sovereign-

ty, nor did they claim it now. The
source from which the government of

the Netherlands was siipposed to pro-
ceed was still the Divine mandate.
Even now the estates silently con-

ceded, as they had ever done, the

supreme legislative and executive
functions to the land's master.* Upon
Philip of Spain, as representative of

Coimt Dirk the First of Holland, had

I This remarkable letter is published in

Kluit, Hist, der Hollaiidsche Staatsregerins,
DecL i. bl. 376-379 (BijLigen).

*
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descended, through lu.iiiy tortuous

chamiels. the Divine etiiiience origin-

ally supplied by Charles the Simple of

France. That supernatural power wa*
not contested, but it was now ingeni-

ously turned against the sovereign.
The King's authority was invoked

against him.ielf in the person of the

Prince of Orange, to whom, thirteen

years before, a portion of that Divine

right had been delegated. The estates

of Holland met at Dort on the loth

July, as representatives of the people,
but they were summoned by Orange,

royally commissioned in 1559 a.5 stad-

holder, and therefore the supreme
legislative and executive officer of cer-

tain provinces. This was the theory
of the provisional government.' The
Prince represented the royal authority,
the nobles represented both them-
selves and the people of the open coun-

try, while the twelve cities represented
the whole body of burghers. Together,

they were supposed to embody all

authority, both Divine and human,
which a congress could exei-cise. Thus
the whole movement was directed

against Alva and against Count Bossu,

appointed stadholder by Alva in the

place of Orange.® Philip's name was
destined to figure for a long time, at

the hea^l of documents by which
monies were raised, troops levied, and
taxes collected, all to be used in deadly
war against himself.

The estates were convened on the
15th July, when Paul Buys, pension-

ary of Leyden, the tried and confi-

dential friend of Orange, was elected

Advocate of Holland.
"

The conven-
tion was then adjourned till the 18th,
when Saint Aldegonde made his ap-

pearance, with full powers to act pro-

visionally in behalf of his Highness.*
The distinguished plenipotentiary

delivered before the congi-esa a long
and very effective harangue. He re-

called the sacrifices and efforts of the

«
Ibid., i. 50, 52.

» Bor, Ti. 3S8. KUiit, Hist. HoL Staats-

reg., i. 48, et seq., and 374, at seq.
* Bor. Kluit, ubi. sup. Wagenaer, vi.

377-3S0.
"> Resol. Holl., 14th Sept. 1574, bl. 93.

'Wagrenaer, vi. 376.
»

Lk)r, vi. 3S6, 3)*T.
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Prince dtiriiig previous years. He
adverteil to the disastrous campaign
of 15G8, in which the Prince had

appeared full of high, hope, at the
head of a gallant army, but had been

obliged, after a short period, to re-

tire, because not a city had opened its

gates nor a Netherlander lifted his

linger in the cause. Nevertheless, he
had not lost courage nor closed his

heart; and now that, through the

blessing of God, the eyes of men had
been opened, and so many cities had
declared against the tjTant, the Prince

had found himself exposed to a bitter

struggle. Although his own fortunes

had been ruined in the cause, he had
been unable to resist the daily flood

oi petitions which called upon him to

come forward once more. He had

again importuned his relations and

powerful friends
;
he had at last set on

fi)ot a new and wcU-apjiointed army.
The day of payment had arrived.

Over his own head impended perpe-
tual shame, over the fatherland jier-

petual woe, if the congress should
now refuse the necessary suppues.
" Arouse ye, . then," cried the orator,

with fervour,
" awaken your own zeal

and that of your sister cities. Seize

Opportunity by the locks, who never

appeared fairer than she does to-day."-^
The impassioned eloquence of St

Aldegonde produced a profound im-

pression. The men who had obsti-

nately refused the demands of Alva
now unanimously resolved to pour
foi-th their gold and their blood at the

call of Orange.
"
Truly," wrote the

Duke, a little later, "it almost drives

me mad to see the difficulty with
which your Majesty's supplies are fur-

nished, and the liberality with which
the people place their lives and for-

tunes at the disposal of this rebel." ^

It seemed strange to the loyal gover-
nor that men should support their

liberator with greater alacrity than

1 Bor, vi. 886-388, and Iloofd, vii. 248, 249,

report the speech in full.

2 "Que verdaderiimente me hace perdor
el juicio ver la dificultad con qiie Si V. M.
servera en sussaguda, y la liboralida con quo
acuden a cste rebeldo con sns vidua y ha-

ciendas."—Correspoadanco de Philipi)e II.,
a. 1198.
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that with which they served their de-

stroyer ! It was resolved that the

requisite g,mount should be at once

raised, 2'><i-i"tly
from the regular im-

posts and current "requests," partly
by loans from the rich, from the

clergy, from the guilds and brother-

hoods, partly from superfluous church
ornaments and other costly luxuries.

It was directed that subscriptions
should be immediately opened through-
out the land, that gold and silver plate,

fiu-niture, jewelleiy, and other expen-
sive articles should be received by
voluntaiy contributions, for which in-

ventories and receipts should be given
by the magistrates of each city, and
that upon these money should be

raised, either by loan or sale." An en-

thusiastic and liberal spirit prevailed.
All seemed determined, rather than

pay the tenth to Alva, to pay the
whole to the Prince.*

The estates, furthermore, by unani-
mous resolution, declared that they
recognised the Prince as the King's
lawful stadholder over Holland, Zea-

land, Friesland, and Utrecht, and that

they would use their influence with
the other provinces to procure his

appointment as Protector of all the

Netherlands during the King's ab-

sence.* His Highness was requested
to appoint an Admiral, on whom, with
certain deputies from the Water-cities,

the conduct of the maritime war shoul > !

devolve. The conduct of the military

operations by land was to be directed

by Dort, Leyden, and Enkhuizen, in

conjunction with the Count de la

Marck. A pledge was likewise ex-

changed between the estates and tL

plenipotentiary, that neither par.
should enter into any treaty with the

King, except by full consent and co-

operation of the other. \^'ith regard
to religion, it was firmly established,
that the public exercises of Divine wor-

ship should be permitted not only to

» Bor, vi. 388. Hoofd, vii. 849, 350. Wage-
naor, vi. 378-380.

* " Tanto flagrabant odio doniinattvs," says
Grotius (Ann., ii. 58), "omnia dabant iic

decimam dareut."

» Bor, vi. 388, et seq. Hoofd, vii. 5i50.

Khiit, i. 50, et seq.
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with the circumstances aud the hu-

mours of the inhabitants." He di-

rected the estates to appoint receiven

for all pubHc taxes, and ordained thr.t

all military officers should make oath

of fidelity to him, as stadholder, and to

the estates of Holland, to be true and

obedient, in order to liberate the land

from theAlbanian and Spanish tjranny.

1572.]

the Reformed Church, but to the Ro-

man Catholic—the clergy of both be-

ing protected from all molestation.*

After ;;hess proceedings. Count do

la 3Iarck made his apx)earance before

the assembly. His commi.=:3ion from

Orange was read to the deputies, and

by them ratified.^ The Prince, in

that document, authorised
"
his dear

cousin
"

to enlist troops, to accept the
|

for the service of his royal Majesty as

fealtyof citiesjtofumishthemwithgar- j

Count of Holland, The pro\'isional

risons, to re-establish all the local laws,
|

constitution, thus made by a sovereign

municipal rights, and ancient privileges prince and actual dictator, was cer-

which lad been suppressed. He was tainly as disinterested as it was saga-

to maintain freedma of relirjion, wider cious.

lienaliy of death to those icho infriiuscd

it; he was to restore all confiscated

property; he was, with advice of hia

council, to continue in office such city

magistrates a.s were favourable, and

to remove those adverse to the cause.*

The Prince was, in reality, clothed

with dictatorial and even regal powers.
This authority had been forced upon
him by the prayers of the people, but
he manifested no eagerness as he partly

accepted the onerous station. He was

provisionally the depositary of the

whole sovereignty of the northern pro-

%"inces, but he cared much less for

theories of government than for ways
and means. It was his object to re-

lease the country from the tyrant who,
five years long, had been burning and

butchering the people. It vi'as his de-

termination to drive out the foreign

soldiery. To do this, he must meet
his enemy in the field. So little was
he disposed to strengthen his own in-

dividual pov,-er, that he voluntarily

imposed limits on himself, by an act,

supplemental to the proceedings of the

Congress of Dort In this important
ordinance made by the Prince of

Orange, as a provisional form of go-

vernment,* he pubHcly announced
" that he xcoidd do and ordain nothing
except by the advice of the estate?, by
re.ison that they were best acq«aint«d

1 Bor, vi. 3S8.

«
Ibid., 3S9. HoofJ, vii. 250, 251.

' See the Commission in Bor, vi. 389-391.
* " Ordonnantie ende Inslractie van den

Prince van Orancro, voor die van Hollandt,
om by provisie 't Landt daarovaer geregeerd
to werden."—Groot Pliccaet Boek, D. iii. bl.

Meanwhile the war had opened
vigorously in Hainault. Louis of

Nassau had no sooner found himself

in possession of Mons than he had de-

spatched Genlis to France, for those

reinforcements which had been pro-
mised by royal lips.* On the other

hand, Don Frederic held the city

closely beleaguered ; sharp combats be-

fore the walls were of almost daily oc-

currence, but it was obvious that

Louis would be imable to maintain
the position into which he had so

chiv;ilrously thrown himself unless he
should soon receive important succour.

The necessary reinforcements were
soon upon the way. Genlis had made
good speed with his levy, aud it was
soon announced that he was advancing
into Hainault, with a force of Hugue-
nots, whose numbers report magnified
to ten thousand veterans.* Louis de-

spatched an earnest message to his

confederate to use extreme caution in

his approach. Above all things, he

urged him, before attempting to throw
reinforcements into the city, to effect

a junction with the Prince of Orange,
who had already crossed the Rhine
with his new army.^

Genlis, full of ovenveening confi-

dence, and desirous of acquiring singly
the whole gloiy of reheving the city,

disregarded this advice.® His rashness

32. Vide Kluit, Hist, der HoL Staatareg., 1.

69, et. seq.
» Bor, vi. S97. Hoofd, vi. 251.
• Ibid. Ibid. Compare Mecdoza, vi 141 ;

Bentivoglio, v. 102.
•

Bentivoglio, v. 102. Bor, vL 397. Hoofd,
vi. 251.

• Bor, Hoofd, Bentivoglio, ubi stip
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proved liis ruin, and the temporary
prostration of the cause of freedom.

Pushing rapidly forward across the

French frontier, he arrived, towards
the middle of July, within two leagues
of Mons. The Spaniards were aware
of his approach, and well prejjared to

frustrate his project. On the 19th, he
found himself upon a circular plam of

about a league's extent, suiTounded
with coppices and forests, and dotted
with farm-houses and kitchen gardens.^
Here he paused to send out a recon-

noitring party. The little detachment

was, however, soon driven in, with the
information that Don Frederic of To-

ledo, with ten thousand men, was com-

ing instantly upon them. The Spanish
force, in reality, numbered four thou-
sand infantiy and fifteen hundred ca-

valry; but three thousand half-armed
boorshad been engagedbyDon Frederic,
to swell his apparent force.- The de-

monstration produced its effect, and no
sooner had the first panic of the intel-

ligence been spread, than Noircarmes
came charging upon them at the head
of his cavalry. The infantry arrived

directly afterwards, and the Huguenots
were routed almost as soon as seen. It

was a meeting rather than a battle.'

The slaughter of the French was very
gi-eat, while but an insignificant num-
ber of the Spaniards fell. Chiappin
Vitelli was the hero of the day. It

was to his masterly arrangements be-

fore the combat, and to his animated
exertions upon the field, that the vic-

tory was owing. Having been severely
wounded in the thigh but a few days
previously, he caused himself to be car-

ried upon a litter "* in a recumbent po-
eition in front of his troops, and was

everywhere seen, encouraging their ex-

ertions and exposing himself, crippled
as he was, to the whole brunt of the
battle. To him the victory nearly
proved fatal

;
to Don Frederic it

brought increased renown. Vitelli's

exertions, in his precarious condition,

brought on severe inflammation, under

1 Mendoza, vi. 139.
2 Hoofd, vi. 251. Mendoza, vi. 139.
'

Bentivosjlio, v. 102.
'•

Stradf., vii. 364.
'

Ibid., vii. 303-365. Bentivoglio. v 100.
«

Bo;-, vi ?97, 898 Hoofd, vi. I'ol, 202.
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which he nearly succumbed, while the
Bon of Alva reaped exten.sive fame from
the total overthrow of the veteran

Huguenots, due rather to his lieu-

tenant and to Julian Romero."
The number of dead left by the

French upon the plain amounted to
at least twelve hundred, but a much
larger number was butchered in detail

by the peasantry, among whom they
attempted to take refuge, and who had
not yet forgotten the barbarities inflict-

ed by their countrymen in the previous
war." Many officers were taken prison-
ers, among whom was the Commander-
in-chief, Genlis. That unfortunate gen-
tleman was destined to atone for hia

rashness and obstinacy with his life.

He was carried to the castle of.. Ant-

werp, where, sixteen months aftervi'ards,
he was secretly strangled by command
of Alva, who caused the report to be
circulated that he had died a natural
death.^ About one hundred foot sol-

diers succeeded in making their en-

trance into Mons,* and this was all the
succour which Count Louis was de-

stined to receive from France, upon
which country he had built such lofty
and such reasonable hopes.
While this unfortunate event was

occurring, the Prince had already put
his army in motion. On the 7th of

July he had crossed the Rhine at Duis-

burg, with fourteen thousand foot,
seven thousand horse, enlisted in Ger-

manv, besides a force of three thousand
Walloons.'-* On the 23d of July, he
took the city of Roermond, after a

sharp cannonade, at which place his

troops already began to disgrace the
honourable cause in which they wero

engaged, by imitating the cruelties and
barbarities of their antagonists. The
persons and property of the burghers
were, with a very few exceptions, re-

Bpected ;
but many priests and monks

were put to death by the soldiery under
circumstances of great barbarity.^" The
Prince, incensed at such conduct, but

being unable to exercise very stringent

Strada, Bentivoglio, ubi sup. Meteren, iv. 72

Mendoza, vi. 139, et seq.
f Correspondanee de Philippe II., li. 12SS
' Hoofd, v\. 251. Meteren, iv. "1.

Bor, vi. 39S.
10

Ibid., vi. 399. Hoofd, vii. 269, SfiQ.
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authority over troops whose wages he
was not yet able to pay in full, issued

a proclamation, denouncing such ex-

cesses, and commanding his followers,

upon pain of death, to respect the

rights of all individuals, whether Papist
or Protestant, and to protect religious
exercises bothin Catholicand Reformed
churches.^

It was hardly to be expected that

the troops enlisted by the Prince in

the same great magazine of hireling

soldiers, Germany, from whence the

Duke also derived his annual supplies,
would be likely to differ veiy much in

their propensities from those enrolled

under Spanish banners ; yet there was
a, vast contrast between the characters

of the two commanders. One leader

inculcated the practice of robbery,

rape, and murder, as a dulij, and issued

distinct orders to butcher "every
mother's son

"
in the cities which he

captured; the other restrained every
excess to the utmost of his ability,

protecting not only life and property,
but even the ancient religion.
The Emperor Maximilian had again

issued his injunctions against the mili-

tary operations of Orange. Bound to

the monarch of Spain by bo many
family ties, being at once cousin, bro-

ther-in-law, and father-in-law of Philip,
it was difficult for him to maintain
the attitude which became him, as

chief of that Empire to which the

peace of Passau had assured religious
freedom. It had, however, been suffi-

ciently proved that remonstrances and
intercessions addressed to Philip were
but idle breath. It had therefore be-

come an insult to require pacific con-

duct from the Prince on the ground
of any past or futiu-e mediation. It

was a still grosser mockery to call

upon him to discontinue hostilities

because the Netherlands were includ-

ed in the Empire, and therefore pro-
tected by the treaties of Passau and

Augsburg. Well did the Prince reply
to his Imperial Majesty's summons in
a temperate but cogent letter,* which

Advance of the Prince of Orange, 481

' Bor, vi. SS9. 400. Hwfd, vii. 259, 260.
- See it in Gacbard, CoiTespondance de

Giiillaume le Tacit., iii. 63, et seq.
* Groen v Pj-ins ., Archives, etc., lit 490.

he addressed to him from his camp,
that all intercessions had proved fruit-

less, and that the only help for the

Netherlands was the sword.

The Prince had been delayed for a

month at Eoermonde, because, as he

expressed it,
" he had not a single

80u,"^ and because, in consequence,
the troops refused to advance into the

Netherlands. Having at last been fur-

nished with the requisite guarantees
from the Holland cities for three

months' pay, on the 27th of August,
the day of the publication of his letter

to the Emperor, he crossed the Meuse
and took his circuitous way through
Diest, Tirlemont, Sichem, Louvain,

Mechlin, Termonde, Oudenarde, Niv-

elles.^ Many cities and villages ac-

cepted his authority and admitted his

garrisons. Of these Mechlin was the

most considerable, in which he sta-

tioned a detachment of his troops. Ita

doom was sealed in that moment. Alva
could not forgive this act of patriotism
on the part of a town which had so

recently excluded his own troops.
" This is a direct permission of God,"
he wrote, in the spirit of dire and re-

vengeful prophecy,
" for us to punish

her as she deser^-es, for the image-
breaking and other misdeeds done
there in the time of Madame de Par-

ma, which our Lord was not willing
to pass over without chastisement."*
Meantime the Prince continued hia

advance. Louvain purchased its neu-

trality^ for the time with sixteen

thousand ducats ; Brussels obstinately
refused to listen to him, and was too

powerfid to be forcibly attacked at

that juncture ; other important cities,

convinced by the arguments and won
by the eloquence of the various pro-
clamations which he scattered as he

advanced, ranged themselves spon-

taneously and even enthusiastically

upon his side. How different would
have been the result of his campaign
but for the unexpected eai-thquake
which at that instant was to appal
Christendom, and to scatter all his

* Bor, vL 400-402. Hoofd, vii. 260, et seq.

* Concspondaace de Philippe 11., IXM.

* Hoofd, Til, 2flO.
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well-mattired plans and legitimate

hopes. His chief reliance, under Pro-

vidence and his own strong heart, had
been upon French assistance. Al-

though Genlis, by his misconduct, had
sacrificed his army and himself, yet
the Prince was still justly sanguine as

to the policy of the French court.

The papers which had been found in

the possession of Genlis by his con-

querors all spoke one language. "You
would be struck with stupor," wrote
Alva's secretary,

" could you see a let-

ter which is now in my power, address-

id by the King of France to Louis of
Nassau."^ In that letter the King
had declared his determination to em-

ploy all the forces which God had

placed in his hands to rescue the

Netherlands from the oppression un-
der which they were groaning. In

accordance with the whole spirit and

language of the French government,
was the tone of Coligny in his corres-

pondence with Orange. The Admiral
assu]-ed the Prince that there wna no
doubt as to the earnestness of the

royal intentions in behalf of the Ne-

therlands, and recommending extreme

caution, announced his hope within a

few days to effect a junction with him
at the head of twelve thousand French

arquebusiers, and at least three thou-

sand cavalry."'' Well might the Prince

of Orange, strong, and soon to be

strengthened, boast that the Nether-

lands were free, and that Alva was in

his power.' He had a right to be

sanguine, for notliing less than a mi-

racle could now destroy his generous

hopes—and, alas! the miracle took

]>lace ;
a miracle of perfidy and blood-

shed such as the world, familiar as it

had ever been and was still to be with

massacre, had not yet witnessed. On
t!ie 11th of August, Coligny had writ-

ten thus hopefully of his movements
towards the Netherlands, sanctioned

and aided hy his King. A fortnight
from that day occurred the " Paris

wedding ;

" and the Admiral, with
thousands of his religious confede-

1 Correspondance do Philippe II., 1116.

2 firncii V. Prinst., Archives, iii. 405-500.

» Ibid., iU. 501-607.
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rates, invited to eonfideuce by super-
human treacheiy, and lulled into

security by the music of august mar-

riage bells, was suddenly butchered in
the streets of Paris by royal and noblo
hands.

The Prince proceeded on his march,
during which the heavy news had been

brought to him, but he felt convinced

that, with the very arrival of the awful

tidings, the fate of that campaign was
sealed, and the fall of Mons inevitable.
In his own language, he had been struck
to the earth " with the blow of a sledge
hammer,"^—nor did the enemy draw
a different augury from the great
event.

The crime was not committed with
the connivance of the Spanish govern-
ment. On the contrary, the two courts
were at the moment bitterly hostile to

each other. In the beginning of the

summer, Charles IX. and his advisers
were as false to Philip, as at the end
of it they were treacherous to Coligny
and Orange. The massacre of the

Huguenots had not even the merit of

being a well-contrived and intelligently
executed scheme. We have seen how
steadily, seven years before, Catharine
de' Medici had rejected the advances
of Alva towards the arrangement of a

general plan for the extermination of

all heretics within France and the
Netherlands at the same moment.
We have seen the disgust with which
Alva turned from the wretched young
King at Bayonne, when he expressed
the opinion, that to take arms against
hia own subjects was wholly out of

the question, and could only be follow-

ed by general ruin.
"
'Tis easy to see

that he has been tutored,"
' wrote Alva

to his master. Unfortunately, the same
mother, who had then instilled those
lessons of hypocritical benevolence^
had now wrought upon her son's

cowardly but ferocious nature with a

far different intent. The incomplete
assassination of CoUgny, the dread of

signal vengeance at the hajads of the

Huguenots, the necessity of taking the

* Archives de la Maison d'Oriuigo, iii. 501-
507, andiv. 102.

s
Corrcsi)oud;iuce de Philippe II., ii. 1168.

Hoofd, vii. 262.
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lead iu the internecine struggle, were

employed with Medicean art, and with
eutire sxxccess. The King was lashed

into a frenzy. Starting to his feet,

with a howl of rage and terror, "I

agree to the scheme," he cried,
"
pro-

vided not one Huguenot be left alive

in France to reproach me with the

deed." ^

That night the slaughtercommenced.
The long premeditated crime was exe-

cuted in a panic, but the work was

thoroughly done. The King, who a

few days before had written with hia

own hand to Louis of Xassau, express-

ing his firm determination to sustain

the Protestant cause both in France
and the Netherlands, who had employ-
ed the counsels of Coligny in the

arrangement of his plans, and who
had sent French troops, under Genlis

and La Noue, to assist their Calvinist

brethren in Flanders, now gave the

signal for the general massacre of the

.Protestants, and with his own hands,
from his owti palace windows, shot his

subjects with his arquebvLse as if they
had been wUd beasts.

Between Sunday and Tuesday, ac-

cording to one of the most moderate

faction which the event occasioned iii

the mind of Philip the Second. There
was an end now of all assistance from
the French government to the Nether-
land Protestants.

" The news of the
events upon Saint Bartholomew*s-day,"
wrote the French envoy at Madrid,
Saint Goard, to Chailes IX.,

"
arrived

on the 7th September. The King, on

receiving the intelligence, shewed,

ct:)ntrary to his natural custom, po

much gaiety, that he seemed more de-

lighted than with all the good fortune
or happy incidents which had ever

before occurred to him. He called all

his familiars about him in order to

assiure them that your Majesty was
his good brother, and that no one else

deserved the title of Most Christian.

He sent his secretary Cayas to me
with his felicitations upon the event,
and with the information that he was

just going to Saint Jerome to render
thanks to God, and to offer his prayers
that your Majesty might receive Divine

support in this great affair. I went to

see him next morning, and as soon as

I came into his presence he began to-

laugh, and with demonstrations of ex-

treme contentment, to praise your
calculations, five thousand Parisians of

| Majesty as deserving your title of Most
all ranks were murdered. Within the
v.hole kingdom, the number of victims

was variously estimated atfrom twenty-
five thousand to one hundred thou-

sand.* The heart of Protestant Europe,
for an instant, stood stiU with horror.

The Queen of England put on mourn-

ing weeds, and spurned the apologies
of the French envoy with contempt.*
At Rome, on the contrary, the news
of the massacre created a joy beyond
description. The Pope, accompr»nied
by his cardinals, went solemnly to the
church of Saint Mark to render thanks
to God for the grace thus singularly
vouchsafed to the Holy See and to all

Christendom; and a Te Deum was

performed in presence of the same
august assemblage.*
But nothing could exceed the satis-

i Von Raumer, Geschicute Eurofwis seit
dem Eiule d&s funfzalmten JaliiUu:id.ert3

(L«>I>zlg, ISoll), u. '2o6.

* Von Raumev, ii. ;60.—Compare de Thou,

Christian, telling me there was no King
worthy to be your Majesty's com-

panion, either for valour or prudence.
He praised the steadfast resolution and
the long dissimulation of so great au

enterprise, which all the world would
not be able to comprehend."
"
I thanked him," continued the am-

bassador, "and I said that I thanked
God for enabling your Majesty to ^j-oie
to his Master that hU apjjraitice had
learned his trade, and deserved his title

of most Christian King. I added, that
he ought to confess that he owed the

preservation of the Netherlands to your
Majesty."'

Nothing, certainly, could, in Philip's

apprehension, be more deUghtful than
this most unexpected and most oppor-
tune intelligence. Charles IX., whose

t. vi. 1. ii 430 ; Bor, vi. 40-.', 403 ; Meteren,
iv. 74. ' Von Ruimer, ii. 263.

* De Thou, t. \l 1. Iii 442.
» Qroea v. Prinst., Archives, etc., Suppl*-

montt 125.
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intrigues in the Netherlands he had

long kno\Mi, had now \xen suddenly
converted by this stupendous crime
into his most powerful ally, while at

the same time the Protestants of

Europe would learn that there was
still another crowned head in Chris-

tendom more deserving of abhorrence
than himself. He wrote immediately
to Alva,^ expressing his satisfaction

that the King of France had disem-
barrassed himself of such pernicious
men, because he would now be obliged
to cultivate the friendship of Spain,
neither the English Queen nor the
German Protestants being thenceforth

capable of trvisting him. He informed
the Duke, moreover, that the French

envoy, Saint Goard, had been urging
him to command the immediate execu-
tion of Genlisaud his companions, who
had been made prisoners, as well as all

the Frenchmen who would be captured
in Mons, and that he fully concurred
in the propriety of the measure. " The
sooner," said Philip,

" these noxious

plants are extirpated from the earth,
the less fear there is that a fresh crop
will spring up." The monarch there-

fore added, with his own hand, to the

letter, "/ desire that if you have not

already discmban-assed the world of
them, you will do it immediately, and

in/arm me thereof, for I see no reason

why it should be deferred."
^ This is

the demoniacal picture painted by the

French ambassador, and by Philip's
own hand, of the Spanish monarch's

joy that his "Most Christian" brother
had just murdered twenty-five thou-

sand of his own subjects. In this

cold-blooded way, too, did his Catholic

Majesty order the execution of some
thousand Huguenots additionally, in

ordei' more fully to carry out his royal
brother's plans ; yet Philip could write

I The letter is jmblisbed by M. Gachard.
"
Particularites iuedites sur la Saint I3ar-

th61eiuy."
—Bulletins de I'Acfid. Roy. de

Uelg., xvi.
* • Y assi bclgare que si ya no les ubiere

rte.shechado dei muiido lohagais luego, y me
aviseis dcjlo, ]iue'j que no veo quo aya causa
ni la pueda aber por que osto so doxe do
bazer. —Letter of rhili]), ISth September
1672, ubi sup.

* iif.ttcr to the Emperor. Green v. Prinst.,
Archives, etc

, KuppL, id.
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of himself,

" that all the world recog-
nised the gentleness of his natm-e, and
the mildness of his intentions." •*

In truth, the advice thus given by
Saint Goard on the subject of the
French prisoners in Alva's possessions
was a natural result of the Saint Bar-

tholomew. Plere were officers and sol-

diers whom Charles IX. had himself
sent into the Netherlands to fight for
the Protestant cause against Philip and
Alva. Already the papers found upon
them had placed him in some embar-

rassment, and exposed his duplicity to

the Spanish government, before the

great massacre had made such signal

reparation for his dehnquency. He
had ordered Mondoucet, his envoy in

the Netherlands, to use dissimulation
to an unstinted amount, to continue
his intrigues with the Protestants, and
to deny stoutly all proofs of such con-

nivance.
"
I see that the papers found

upon Genlis," he wrote* twelve days
before the massacre,

" have been put
into the hands of Assonleville, and
that they know everything done by
Genlis to have been committed with

my consent. Nevertheless, you will

tell the Duke of Alva that these are

lies invented to excite suspicion against
me. You will also give him occasional

information of the enemy's affairs, iu

order to make him believe in your in-

tegrity. Even if he does not believe

you, my purpose will be answered,

provided you do it dexterously.' At
the same time you must keep up a

constant communication with the Prince

of Orange, taking great care to pre-
vent discovery of your intelligence with

him." "

Were not these masterstrokes of

diplomacy worthy of a King whom hie

mother, from boyhood upwards, had
caused to study Macchiavelli's "Prince,"

* These remarkable letters exchanped be-

tween Charles IX. and Mondoncet have re-

cently been published by M. Emile Qachot

(chef du bureau paleographique aux Ar-

chives de Belgique) from a manuscript dis-

covered by him in the library at Rheinis.—
Comp^c Rondu de la Com. Roy. d'Hist., iv.

34 1), sqq.
» " Encores qti'il ne y adjouste foy, toutes

fois cela servira a moa intention, pourveu
que le faciez destromeut."—Ibid.

•Ibid.



Kid who had thoroughly taken to heart

the maxim, often repeated in those

days, that the "Science of reigning
was the pcience of lying

"
?
^

The joy in the Spanish camp before

Mons was unbounded. It was as if

the only bidwark between the Nether-

land rebels and total destruction had

been fuddenly withdrawn. With an-

thems in Saint Gudule,* with bonfires,

festive illuminations, roaring artillery,

with trumpets also, and with shawms,
was the glorious holiday celebrated in

court and camp, in honour of the vast

murder committed by the Most Chris-

tian King upon his Christian subjects ;

nor was a moment lost in apprising
the Huguenot soldiers shut up with

Louis of Nassau in the beleaguered city

of the great catastrophe which was to

render all their valour fruitless.
" 'Twas

a punishm.ent," said a Spanish soldier,

who fought most courageously before

Mons, and who elaborately described

the siege afterwards,
" well worthy of

a king whose title is
' The Most Chris-

tian,' and it was still more honourable

to inflict it with his own hands as he
did."* Nor was the observation a

pithy sarcasm, but a frank expression
of opinion, from a man celebrated alike

for the skill with which he handled
both his sword and his pen.
The French envoy in the Nether-

lands was, of course, immediately in-

formed by his sovereign of the great
event. Charles IX. gave a very pithy
account of the transaction.

" To pre-
vent the success of the enterprise

planned by the Admiral," wrote the

King on the 26th of August, with
hands yet reeking, and while the havoc

throughout France was at its height,
"I have been obliged to permit the
said Guises to rush upon the said Ad-

miral,* which they have done, the said

Admiral having been killed and all his

adherents. A very great nvunber of

those belonging to the new reHgion

' "
Qiii iiescit dissimulare nescit regTwre."

* Letter of Mondoucet, ubi suj). StradA,
vii. 36'j.—"In Hispaiionim castris sub pri-
tnas tenebras, ingeutis lajtitiae signa hostes
*dere, scloporum esplosione ter repetitia,
l«to tympanorum tubarumqua can\.u, ac
tcto circam valio festis ignibua collucente,"
eta, et«.

Letter to M. de Mondoucd. ^^o

have also been massacivd an.l cut to

pieces. It is probable that the fire

thus kindled will spread through all

the cities of my kingdom, and that all

those of the said religion will be made
sure of."' Not often, certainly, iu his-

tory, has a Christian king spoken thus

calmly of butchering his subjects while

the work was proceeding all around
him. It is to be observed, moreover,
that the usual excuse for such enormi-

ties, religious fanaticism, cannot be
even suggested on this occasion. Ca-

tharine, in times past had favoured

Huguenots as much as Catholics, while

Charles had been, up to the very mo-
ment of the crime, in strict alliance

with the heretics of both France and

Flanders, and furthering the schemes
of Orange and Nassau. Nay, even at

this very moment, and in this very
letter in which he gave the news of

the masacre, he chaiged his envoy
still to maintain the closest but most

secret intelligence vrith the Prince of

Orange; taking great care that the

Duke of Alva should not discover

these relations. His motives were, of

course, to prevent the Prince from

abandoning his designs, and from com-

ing to make a disturbance in France.

The King, now that the deed was

done, was most anxious to reap all the

fruits of his crime. "Now, M. de

Mondoucet, it is necessary in sucii

affairs," he continued, "to have an eye
to every possible contingency. I know
that this news wlU be most agreeable
to the Duke of Alva, for it is most
favourable to his designs. At the

same time, I don't desire that he alone

should gather the fruit. I don't choose
that he should, according to his excel-

lent custom, conduct his affairs in such
wise as to throw the Prince of Orange
upon my hands, besides sending back
to France Genlis and the other prison-
ers, as well as the French now shut up
in Mons."*

' Mendoza, viL 146.

* '
J'ay etc constraint pennettre et doner

mnyen ausdits de Guise de courir sus audit

Amir^" etc.—Correapondance de Uon-
diiucet, etc., ubi sup.

* Correspondance de Hondoncet.

sibid.
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This was a sufficiently plain hint,

which Mondoucet could not well mis-

understand. " Observe the Duke's
countenance carerfuUy when you give
him this message," added the King,
"and let me know his reply." In

oi'der, however, that there might be
no mistake about the matter, Charles

wrote again to his ambassador, five

days afterwards, distinctly stating the

regret which he should feel if Alva
should not take the city of Mons, or if

he should take it by composition.
" Tell

the Duke," said he,
" that it is most

important for the service of his master
and of God that those Frenchmen and
others in Mons shouldbe cut in pieces."^
He wrote another letter upon the same

day, such was his anxiety upon the

subject, instructing the envoy to urge
ttpon Alva the necessity of chastising
those rebels to the French crown. "If

he tells you," continued Charles, "that
this is tacitly requiring him to put to

death all the French prisoners now in

hand as well to cut in pieces every
man in Mons, you will say to him that

this is exactly what he ought to do,
and that he will be guilty of a great

wrong to Christianity if he does other-

wise."^ Certainly, the Duke, having
been thus distinctly ordered, both by
his own master and by his Christian

Majesty, to put every one of these

Frenchmen to death, had a sufiBciency
of royal warrant. Nevertheless, he
was not able to execute entirely these

ferocious instructions. The prisoners

already in his power were not destined

to escape, but the city of Mons, in his

own language, "proved to have sharper
teeth than he supposed."*
Mondoucet lost no time in placing*

before Alva the urgent necessity of

accomplishing the extensive and cold-

blooded massacre thus proposed.
" The

Duke has replied," wrote the envoy to

his sovereign,
" that he is executing

his prisoners every day, and that he
has but a few left. Nevertheless,
for some reason which he does not

1 Correspoudanco de Mondoucet.
2 Ibid.
« llondoucet to Cbarles IX., 15th Septem-

ber 1072. * Ibid. (5tli Sept.)
* Mondoucet to Cliarles IX., 15tb beptem-

ber 1572.

mention, he is reserving the principal
noblemen and chiefs."' He after-

wards informed his master that Qenlis.

Jumelles, and the other leaders, had

engaged, if Alva would grant them
a reasonable ransom, to induce the
French in Mons to leave the city ;

but
that the Duke, although his language
was gi-owing less confident, still hoped
to take the town by assault.

"
I have

urged him," he added,
"
to put them all

to death, assuring him that he would
be responsible for the consequences of

a contrary course." "Why does not

your Most Christian master," asked

Alva,
" order these Frenchmen in

Jlons to come to him under oath to

make no disturbance? Then my pri-
soners will be at my discretion and I

shall get my city."
"
Because," an-

swered the envoy,
"
they tvill not trust

his Most Christian Majesty, and will

prefer to die in Mons."^
This certainly was a most sensible

reply, but it is instructive to witness

the cynicism with which the envoy
accepts this position for his master,
while coldly recording the results of

all these sanguinary conversations.

Such was the condition of affairs

when the Prince of Orange arrived at

Peronne, between Binche and the Duke
of Alva's entrenchments.'' The be-

sieging army was rich in notabilities

of elevated rank. Don Frederic of

Toledo had hitherto commanded ; but,
on the 27th of August, the Dukes of

Medina Cocli and of Alva had arrived

in the camp.^ Directly afterwards

came the warlike Ai-chbishop of Co-

logne,^ at the head of two thousand

cavalry.^ There was but one chani^f

for the Prince of Orange, and expe:
ence had taught him, four years befur

its elenderness. He might still pr^i

voke his adversary into a pitchtil

battle, and he relied upon God for tlu

result. In his own words,
" he trusteil

ever that the great God of armies ^^ ,

-^

with him, and would fight in 11

midst of his forces."^" So long as Ai

•
Correspondaiice de Pliilippo II., ii. 11

Hoofd, vii. 262. ' Ibid., vii. 257.
8 Correspoiidance de Philippe II., ii. llis.
» Bor, vi. 402.
10 Letter of John of Nassau. Archives,

etc., iii. 461,
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remained iu his impregnable camp, it

waa impossible to attack Lim, or to

throw reinforcements into Mons. The
Prince soon found, too, that Alva was
far too wise to hazard his position by
a superfluous combat. The Duke
knew that the cavalry of the Prince

was superior to his own.^ He ex-

pressed himself entirely unwilling
to . play into the Prince's hands, in-

stead of winning the game which was
no longer doubtful The Huguenot
soldiers within Mons were in despair
and mutiny ;

Louis of Nassau lay in
}

hours long, from one o'clock in the

487

an encamUada upon the enemy's camp,
which proved eminently successful, and
had nearly resulted in the capture -ot

the Prince himself. A chosen band of

six hundred aiquebusiers, attired, as

was customary in these nocturnal ex-

peditions, with their shirts outside

their armour, that tliey might recog-
nise each other in the darkness, were
led by Julian Romero, within the linea

of the enemy. The sentinels were cut

down, the whole army surprisetl, and
for a moment powerless, while, for two

his bed consuming with a dangerous
fever; Genlis was a prisoner, and his

army cut to pieces ; Coliguy was mur-

derwi, and Protestant France para-

lysed ;
the troops of Orange, enlisted

but for three months, were already
rebelUous, and sure to break into open
insubordinationwhen the consequences
of the Paris massacre should become

entirely clear to them : and there were,

therefore, even more cogent reasons

than in 1568, why Alva should remain

morning until three, t'ne Spaniards
butchered their foes, hardly aroused

from their sleep, ignorant by how
small a force they had been thus sud-

denly surprised, and unable in the con-

fusion to distinguish between fi'iend

and foe.-" The boldest, led by Julian

in person, made at once for the Prince's

tent. Hlb guards and himself were in

profound sleep, but a small spaniel,
who always passed the night upon hia

bed, was a more faithful sentineL The

perfectly still, and see his enemy's ! creature sprang forward, barking furi-

cause founder before his eyes. The
valiant Archbishop of Cologne waa
most eager for the fray. He rode daily
at the Duke's side, with harness on his

back and pistols in his holsters, armed
and attired like one of his own troopers,
and urging the Duke, with vehemence,
to a pitched battle vrith the Prince.

The Duke commended, but did not

yield to, the prelato's enthusiasm.
'
'Tis a fine figiire of a man, with

his corslet and pistols," he wrote to

Philip,
*' and he shews great affection

for your Majesty's service." *

The issue of the campaign was in-

evitable. On the 11th September, Don
Frederic, with a force of four tliousand

picked men, established himself atSaint

Fiorian, a village near the Havre gat«
of the city, while the Prince had en-

camped at Hennigny, within half a

league of the same place, whence he

attempted to introduce reinforcements
into the town. On the night of the
11th and 12th, Don Frederic hazarded

' Corresrondance de Philippe II., ii 1153.
* Ibid.
» Mendora, vii. 157. Strada, viL 367, 368.

Strada, vii. 368. Hoofd, vii. 263.

ously at the soimd of hostile footsteps,
and scratching his master's face with
his paws.^ There was but just time
for the Prince to mount a horse which
was ready saddled, and to effect hia

escape through the darkness, before
his enemies sprang into the tent. Hia
servants were cut down, his master of

the horse and two of his secretaries,
who gained their saddles a moment
later, all lost their Uvea ;^ and but for

the little dog's watchfulness, William
of Orange, \\\wn whose shoidders the
whole weight of his coim try's fortunes

depended, would have been led within
a week to an ignominious death. To
liis dying day, the Prince ever after-

wards*" kept a spaniel of the same race

in his bed-chamber. The midnight
slaughter still continued, but the Span-
iards in their fury, set fire to the tents.

The glare of the conflagration shewed
the Orangists by how piltry a force

they had been surprised. Before they
could rally, however, Romero led oft

* Hoofd, vii. 2«>4.

* Ibid , vii. 203. In the statues of Use

Prince, a little dog is frequently sculptured
at hia fo«^
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his arquebiisicrs, every one of whom
had at least killed his man. Six hun-
dred of the Prince'a troops had been

put to the sword, while many others
were burned in their beds, or drowned
in the little rivulet which flowed out-

Bide their camp. Only sixty Spaniards
lost their lives.^

This disaster did not alter the plans
of the Prince, for those plans had al-

ready been frustrated. The whole
marrow of his enterprise had been de-

stroyed in an instant by the massacre
of Saint P.artholomew, He retreated

to Peronne and Nivelles, an assassin,
named Heist, a German, by birth, but
a French chevalier, following him se-

cretly in his camp, pledged to take his

life for a large reward promised by
Alva ^—an enterprise not destined, how-

ever, to be successful. The soldiers

flatly refused to remain an hour longer
in the field, or even to furnish an es-

cort for Count Louis, if, by chance, he
could be brought out of the town.**

The Prince was obliged to inform his

brother of the desperate state of his

affairs, and to advise him to capitulate
on the best terms'* which he could

make. With a heavy heart, he left the

chivalrous Louis besieged in the city
which he had so gallantly captured,
and took his way across the Meuse
towards the Rhine. A furious mutiny
broke out among his troops. His life

was, with difficulty, saved from the
brutal soldiery

—infuriated at his ina-

bility to pay them, except in the over-

due securities of the Holland cities—
by the exertions of the officers who
still regarded him with veneration and
afi"ection.^ Crossing the Rhine at Or-

Eoy, he disbanded his army and betook

himself, almost alone, to Holland.''

Yet even in this hour of distress

and defeat, the Prince seemed more
heroic than many a conqueror in his

day of triumph. With all his hopes

1 Bentivoglio, v. 106. Mcndoza, vii. 157,
et Beq. Iloofd. vii. 263, 261. Bor, vii.

40S.
2 Letter of Jfondoucet to Charles IX.

Cornm. Roy. do I'Hist. iv. 340.
' Letter of Prince of Orange to John of

Nassau. Archives de la Maison d'Orange,
etc., iii. 501-507, aa*! the cyplier explamcd
tn t. iv. c. ii.
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blasted, with the whole fabric of Mr
country's fortunes shattered by the
colossal crime of his royal ally, he
never lost his confidence in himself
nor his unfaltering trust in God. All

the cities which, but a few weeks

before, had so eagerly raised his stan-

dard, now fell off at once. He went
to Holland, the only province which
remained true, and which still looked

up to him as its saviour, but he went
thither expecting and prepared to per-
ish.

" There I will make my sepulchre"^
was his simple and sublime expression
in a private letter to his brother.

He had advanced to the rescue of

Louis, with city after city opening its

arms to receive him. He had expected
to be joined on the march by Coligny,
at the head of a chosen army, and he
was now obliged to leave his brother
to his fate, having the massacre of the
Admiral and his confederates substi-

tuted for their expected army of assis-

tance, and with every city and every
province forsaking his cause as eagerly
as they had so lately embraced it.

"
It

has pleased God," he said, "to take

away every hope which we could have
founded upon man ;

the King has pub-
lished that the massacre was by his

orders, and has forbidden all his sub-

jects, upon pain of death, to assist me
;

he has, moreover, sent succour to Alva.

Had it not been for this, we had been
masters of the Duke, and should have
made him capitulate at our pleasure."

^

Yet even then he was not cast down.
Nor was his political sagacity liable

to impeachment by the extent to

which he had been thus deceived by
the French court.

" So far from being

reprehensible that I did not suspect
such a crime," he said, "I should

rather be chargeable with malignity
had I been capable of so sinister a sus-

picion. 'Tis not an ordinary thing to

conceal such enormous deliberatioua

* HoofJ, vii. 261. Motcren, iv. 75.
' Bor, vii. 403. Mctei-en, iv. 75.
« Hoofd, vii. 264.
' "Ayant deliber6 de faire illccq ma s§-

S
nitre."—Letter to his brother John of

assau. Groen v. Pi-inst., Arcliives, etc.,

iv. 4.

8 Archives de la Maisou d'Orange, etc., iii.

501-507.
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with his English and German soWiers,
was expressly excepted, the Coxuit in-

dignantly repudiating the idea of such a

pledge, or of discontinuing his hosti-

lities for an instant. It was also agreed
that convoys should be furnished, and

hostages exchanged, for the due obser-

Tance of the terms of the treaty. The

preliminaries having been thus settled.

the patriot forces abandoned the town.^

Count Louis, rising from his sick-

bed, paid his respects in person to the

victorious generals, at their request.
He was received in Alva's camp with
an extraordinary shew of admiratiou

and esteem. The Duke of Medina
Coeli overwhelmed him with courtesies

and "
basolomanof," while Don Fre-

deric assured him, in the high-flown

language of Spanish comphment, that

the benefit to God and your Majesty,
j

there was nothing which he would not
to have had the Coimt of Nassau in I do to serve him. and that he would

my power. I would overleap every
|

take a greater pleasure in executing

1572.]

imder the plausible oover of a marriage
festivaL" ^

Meanwhile, Coun*^^ Louis lay confined

to his couch with a burning fever. His
soldiers refused any longer to hold the

city, now that the altered intentions

of Charles IX- were known* and the

forces of Orange withdrawn. Alva
offered the most honourable conditions,
and it was therefore impossible for the

Coimt to make longer resistance. The

city was so important, and time was at

that moment so valuable, that the Duke
was willing to forego his vengeance
upon the rebel whom he so cordially

detested, and to be satisfied with de-

priving him of the prize which he
had seized with such audacity. "It
would have afforded me sincere plea-

sure," wrote the Duke, "over and above

olitacle to seize him, such is the par-
ticular hatred which I bear the man."^
Under the circumstances, however, he

acknowledged that the result of the
counoil of war could only be to grant
liberal terms.

On the 19th September, accordingly,
articles of capitulation were signed be-

tween the distinguished De la Xouo
with three others on the one part, and
the Seigneur de Xoircarmes and three
others on the side of Spain. The town
was given over to Alva, but all the
frjldiers were to go out with their

weapons and property. Those of the

townspeople who had borne arms

against hia Majesty, and all who stiU

held to the Reformed religion, were to

retire with the soldiery. The troops
were to pledge themselves not to ser^-e

in future against the Kings of France
or Spain, but from this provision Louis,

' Archives de !a Maison d'Orange, etc., iii.

501-507.
* Ibid. Vie Dela Koue, 75.
* Letter of Alva to Philippe H. Corics-

ixindance de Piiilippe U., ii. 1162.
* Bor, viL 408, 409. Hoofd, vu. 2C5. Me-

tc-ren, iv. 76. Mendoza. vii. 15S, 159. ICO.
* " So haten auch Doa Frederico, le grand

Prieur genailt (which h-j certainly was cot.
however) und der Herz. g de Mediua Ccli
mit Eonder ehrerbietiu.g Graf Luiwig in
dem Albanischen Lager selbst persSulich

his slightest wish than if he had been
his next of kin.*

As the Count next day, still suffer-

ing with fever, and attired in his long

dressing-gown, was taking his depart-
ure from the city, he ordered his car-

riage to stop at the entrance to Don
Frederic's quarters. That general,
who had been standing incognito near
the door, gazing with honest admira-
tion at the hero of so many a hard-

fought field, withdrew as he approach-
ed, that he might not give the invalid

the trouble of alighting.^ Louis, how-

ever, recognising him, addressed him
with the Spanish salutation,

" Perdone
vu&stra Senoria la pesedumire," and

paused at the gate." Don Frederic,
from poHteness to his condition, did
not present himself, but sent an aid-

de-camp to express his compliments
and good wishes. Having exchanged

.ingesprochen und hahen den Don Fed. t:cJ

besolosmanoa gemacht imd under anderu
sich erbotten wo er Grf Ludwigen freund-
sc'.:aft iind angeuehmeu wiiien werde zii

erzeigen wis,sc-n, soil sein Guad: sich dcs zu
ihm gewiszlich versehen das er solchs so

gem und willig tliun woUe aU ob er S. Gn.
nechster verwandter were."—.Schwarz to

L:\ndgrave Will, ot Hes!-\ Appendix to
voL iv. Archives de l.i M;us<>a d'Orange, 17*.

• Archives de la Malsoii d'Orange, iii. 515.
518.

*
Hoofd. vii. 265.
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these courtesies, Louis left tlie city,

convoyed, as bcod been agreed upon,
by a guard of Spanish troops. There
waa a deep meaning in the respect
with which the Spanish generals had
treated the rebel chieftain. Although
the massacre of Saint Bartholomew
met with Alva's entire approbation,

yet it was his cue to affect a holy
horror at the event, and he avowed
that he would " rather cut off both his

hands than be guilty of such a deed
" ^

—as if those hangman's hands had the

right to protest against any murder,
however wholesale. Count Louis sus-

pected at once, and soon afterwards

thoroughly understood, the real motives
of the chivalrous treatment which he
had received.' He well knew that

these very men would have sent him
to the scaffold, had he fallen into their

power, and he therefore estimated their

courtesy at its proper value.

It was distinctly stated, in the capi-
tulation of the city, that all the sol-

diers, as well as such of the inhabitants

as had borne arms, should be allowed

to leave the city, with all their pro-

perty. The rest of the people, it was

agreed, might remain without moles-

tation to their persons or estates.* It

has been the general opinion of his-

torians that the articles of this con-

vention were maintained by the con-

querors in good faith.* Never was a

more signal error. The capitulation
was made late at night, on the 20th

September, without the provision
which Charles IX. had hoped for : the

massacre, namely, of De la None and
his companions. As for Genlis, and
those who had been taken prisoners at

Jiis defeat, their doom had already
been sealed. The city was evacuated
on the 2l6t September, Alva entered

1 Letter of Louis of Nassau to Charles IX.

fist June 1573). Groen v. Prinst, Arcliives

de la Maisou, etc., iv. 80,* etseq. The letter

is taken from the Archives of Simancas.
s " Et que ca este la seuUo cause de la

courtoisie et fidelity dont le Due d'Albe a
usse envera le Conte a la prinse de la villo de
Monts ; comnie il a depuis diet a plusicurs

que c'estoit pour monstrerqu'il ue vouliroit

point avoir faict ung si mechant acte qu'avoit
faict le Koy de France," etc., etc.—Ibid.

' Jleudoza, vii. lu7vo, 158vo. Bor, vii.

108, 409.

it upon the 24th. Most of the volun-
teers departed with the garrison, but

many who had, most unfortunately,

prolonged their farewells to their fa-

milies, trusting to the word of the

Spanish Captain Molinos, were thrown
into prison.^ Noircarmes, the butcher
of Valenciennes, now made his a]i-

pearance in Mons. As grand bailiff

of Hainault, he came to the place as

one in authority, and his deeds were
now to complete the infamy which
must for ever surround his name. In
brutal violation of the terms upon
which the town had surrendered, ho
now set about the work of massacre
and pillage. A Commission of Trou-

bles, in close imitation of the famous
Blood Council at Brussels, was esta-

blished,* the members of the tribunal

being appointed by Noircarmes, and
all being inhabitants of the town.
The council commenced proceedings
by condemning all the volunteers, al-

though expressly included in the capi-
tulation. Their wives and children

were all banished
;
their property all

confiscated. On the 15th December, the

executions commenced. The intrepid
De Leste, silk maniifacturer, who had
commanded a band of volunteers, and
sustained during the siege the assaults

of Alva's troops with remarkable cour-

age at a very critical moment, was one of

the earliest victims.^ In consideration
" that he was a gentleman, and not

an^ong the most malicious,"* he waa
executed by sword. " In respect that

he heard the mass, and made a sweet
and catholic end," it was allowed i :

he should be "buried in consecn
earth."'' Many others followed

quick succession. Some were belieatl.i i
,

some were hanged, some were bun: 1

alive. All who had borne arms

• Bor, Le Petit, Ouicciardini, et al.
» Mens; sous le.s Rajraoi'ts liistoriqnr

Statisquos, etc., p.ir F. Paridaeiis (.M

1819), 77, sqq.
« Paridaens, 77-87. ' Ibid.
• Sentence against Pierre de Leste :

Altmeyer—Unu Succursale au Ti'ibun,.

Sang, 113, note 3.

• Ibid.—" En consideration de sa boll,

doulce et catholiquo avec gi-ande recopi
sance et repentance, Monsq^ de \

Mccorda la terre saincte et sou corps \/

aiijc cordeliers."
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worked at the fortifications were, of

course, put to death. Such as refused

to confess and receive the Catholic

sacraments perished by fire. A poor
wretch, accus^ of haring ridiculed

these myEteries, had his tongue torn

out before being beheaded.^ A cobbler,

named Blaise Bouzet, was hanged for

having eat«n meat-soup upon Friday.*
He was also accused of going to the

Protestant preachings for the sake of

participating in the alma distributed

on these occasions,^ a crime for which

many other paupers were executed.'*

An old man of sLtty-two was sent to

the Bcafibld for having permitted his

son to bear arms among the volun-

teers.' At last, when all pretexts were

wanting to justify executions, the

council assigned as motives for its de-

crees an adhesion of heart on the part
of the victims to the cause of the in-

surgents, or to the doctrines of the

Reformed Church.® Ten, twelve,

twenty persons were often hanged,
burned, or beheaded in a single day."
Gibbets laden with mutilated bodies

lined the public highways, while Xoir-

carmes, by frightful expressions of

approbation, excited without ceasing
the fury of his sateUites.* This mon-
ster would perhaps be less worthy of

execration had he been governed in

these foul proceedings by fanatical

bigotry or by political hatred ; but his

motives were of the most sordid de-

Fjription. It was mainly to acquire
'

1 for himself that he ordained all

carnage. With the same pen
..ch signed the death-sentences of

the richest victims, he drew orders to

his own benefit on their confiscated

property.^ The lion's sliare of the

plunder was appropriated by himself.

1 Paridaena. Sentence du 6me Mars 1573,
ct antres.

* Al-.mever, 120, from the Archives Judi-
ciaires de H .iiiaut. Registre contenant les
sentences criminelle* » Ibid.

* Sontccces du 6me JIars l'~3, et autres,
Rjiud Paridaens, 82. * Paridaens.

J Ibid., Sentences du 6me Mars, et autres."
Paridaena. S3. Sentences des lame et

31me Dec. 1572, 17iDe Jan. 1573. 6me Mars,
lOme, lime. 13me Avril, 9me JuiUct, SCme
et 27me Aoflt, 1573. 8 Ibid.

*
Ibid., S4. Lcttres aux Commlssaires des

Icr Juin et 24me >ov. 1573.
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He desired the estate of Francois de

Glarges, Seigneur d'Eslesmes. The
gentleman had committed no oSenoe
of any kind, and, moreover, lived be-

yond the French frontier. Neverthe-

less, in contempt of international law,
the neighbouring territory was in-

vaded, and d'Eslesmes dragged before

the blood tribunal of Mons. Noir-

carmes had drawn up beforehand, in

his own handwriting, both the terma
of the accusation and of the sentence.

The victim was innocent and a Ca-

tholic, but he was rich. He confessed

to have been twice at the preaching,
from curiosity, and to have omitted

taking the sacrament at the previous
Easter. For these offences he was be-

headed, and his confiscated estate ad-

judged at an almost nominal price to

the secretary of Xoircarmes, bidding
for his master.^*

" You can do me no

greater pleasure," wrote Xoircarmea
to the coimcil,

" than to make quick
work with all these rebels, and to pro-

;
ceed with the confiscation of their

I estates, real and personal. Don't fail

to put all those to the torture out of

!

whom anything can be got."*^
I Notwithstanding the imeiampled
I docility of the commissioners, they
foiind it difficult to extract from their

'

redoubted chief a reasonable share in
• the wages of blood. They did not

I scruple, therefore, to display their own
1 infamy, and to enumerate their own
: crimes, in order to justify their de-

mand for higher salarits.
"
Consider,"

I they said, in a petition to this end,
i

" consider closely all that is odious in

[

our office, and the great number of

j

banishments and of executions which
:
we have pronounced among all our •lot

j

relations and friend*."
^*

i

i» Ibid. , S5. Greffe de Mons. Sentence da
,
24me Fev. 1573. Lettre de Xoircarmes &

j

Buzequies de 25me Xot. 1573, dted by Pari-
I diiens.

j

II Altmeyer, 115, from the Archives de
Hainaut.

j

u "Considercr de prfea tout Tcdieiix dc
r.ostro ciiarge et le graud nombre de ban-
nissemens et d'cxeculioo-s que uous avoua

, pronouncees au milieu de tous nos parens et
' amii"—Lettres des Commisstiires du 22m«
I
Juin 1575; apud Paridaens, So; from the

i Grefife de Mons.
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It may be addt-il, moreover, as a

Blight palliation for the enormoiia
crimes committed by these men, that,

becoming at last weary of their busi-

ness, they urged Noircarmes to desist

from the work of proscription. Longe-
haye, one of the commissioners, even
waited upon him 'personally, with a

plea for mercy in favour of
" the poor

people, even beggars, who, although
having borne arms during the siege,

might then be pardoned." Xoircarmes,
in a rage at the proposition, said that
"

if he did not know the commissioners
to be honest men, he should believe

that their palms had heen oiled,"
^ and

forbade any farther words on the sub-

ject. AYhen Longehaye still ventured
to speak in favour of certain persons
" who were very poor and sim2:)le, not

charged with duplicity, and good Ca-

tholics besides," he fared no better.
"
Away with you !

"
cried Noircarmes

in a groat fury,^ adding that he had

already written to have execution done

upon the whole of them. " Where-

upon," said poor blood - councillor

liongehaye, in his letter to his col-

leagues,
"
I retired, I leave you to

guess how." '

Thus the work went on day after

day, month after month. TiU the

27th August of the following j-ear

(1573) the executioner never rested;
and when Requesens, successor to Alva,
caused the prisons of Mons to be

opened, there were found still seventy-
five individuals condemned to the

block, and awaiting their fate.'*

It is the most dreadful commentary
Tipon the times in which these transac-

tions occurred, that they could sink so

soon into oblivion. The culprits took
care to hide the records of their guilt,
while succeeding horrors, on a more
extensive scale, at other places, efiiiced

the memory of all these comparatively
obscure murders and spoliations. The

]>rosperity of Mons, one of the most

(iourishing and wealthy mauufacturmg
1 "

voiis ave veu la coUere de
Monseigneiir—disaut que sc ne nnus cogiiois-
Boit gens de bien, auroit opinion qu'avions
liexi les mains engraissees."

—Letter ofLonge-
haye in Altmeycr, 125, sqq.

* "
Replicqua, Arri&rol par grant furio,"

etc—Ibid.
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towns in the Netherlands, v,'as annihi-

lated, but there were so many cities in

the same condition that its misery was

hardly remarkable. Nevertheless, in

our own days, the fall of a mouldering
tower in the ruined Chateau de Naast
at last revealed the archives of all

these crimes.'' How the documents
came to be placed there remains a

mystery, but they have at last been J

brought to light.

"

|

The Spaniards had thus recovered

Mons, by which event the temporary
revolution throughout the whole South-
ern Netherlands was at an end. The
keys of that city unlocked the gates of

every other in Brabant and Flanders,
The towns which had so lately em-
braced the authority of Orange now-

hastened to disavow the Prince, and to

return -to their ancient, hypocritical,
and cowardly allegiance.*' The new
oaths of fidelity were in geneial ac-

cepted by Alva, but the beautiful

archiepiscopal city of Mechlin waa :

selected for an example and a sacri-

fice.

There were heavy arrears due to iho

Spanish troojis. To indemnifj' thei

and to make good his blasphemon
prophecy of Divine chastisement fo:

its past misdeeds, Alva now abandons 1

this town to the licence of his soldiery.

By his command, Don Frederic ad
vanced to the gates, and demanded its

surrender. He was answered by a feu-

shots from the garrison. Those cow-

ardly troops, however, having thin

plunged the city still more deeply into

the disgrace which, in Alva's eyes, they
had incurred by receiving rebels within

their walls after having but just befoi-o

refused admittance to the Spanish
forces, decamped during the night,
and left the place defenceless.^

Early next morning there issued

from the gates a solemn pi'occssion <•'

priests, with banner and crozier, fc

lowed by a long and suppliant throi :

of citizens, who attempted by tli'

» " Sur quoy me rethiray, je vons Inissc .f

pcnser comment."—Ibid.

* Parid.iens, SO, .sqq.
f Ibid., 270, note E.

« Bor, vi. 415.

7 Ibid., vi. 409. -Meteren, iv. 76. ^m
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demonstration to avert the \\Tath of

the victor. While the penitent

psalms were resounding, the soldiers

were busily engaged in heaping diied

branches and rubbish into the moat.

Before the religious exercises were

concluded, thousands had forced the

gates or climbed the walls, and entered

the city with a celerity which only
the hope of rapine coiUd inspire. The
sack instantly commenced. The pro-

perty of friend and foe, of Papist and

Calvinist, was indiscriminately rifled.

Everything was dismantled and de-

stroyed.
"
Hardly a nail," said a

Spaniard, writing soon afterwards

from Brussels,
" was left standing in

the walls." The troops seemed to

imagine themselves in a Turkish town,
and wreaked the Divine vengeance
which Alva had denounced upon the

city with an energy which met with
his fervent applau.se.^

Three days long the horrible scene

continued, one day for the benefit of

the Spaniards, two more for that of

the Walloons and Germans. All the

churches, monasteries, religious houses
of every kind, were completely sacked.

Every valuable article which they con-

tained, the ornamenta of altars, the

reUquaries, chalices, embroidered cur-

tains, and carpets of velvet or damask,
the golden robes of the priests, the

repositories of the host, the precious
^ essels of chrism and extreme unction,
the rich clothing and jewellery adorn-

ing the effigies of the Holy Virgin, all

were indiscriminately rifled by the

Spanish soldiers. The holy wafers
were trampled underfoot, the sacra-

mental wine was poured upon the

ground, and, in brief, all the horrors
which had been committed by the

1 Bor, vi. 409. Iloofd, viL 266, 207. Ccr-

respondance de Philippe II., ii. 1185. " Bref
il u'y ha heu eglise, ny monastdre, soit
dTiomtnes ou de temmes, hospital uy lieu
sacr^ auqael Ton aye porte respect, quo tout
n'aye este saccage jusques aux liiuiges et
deniers d'epargne des povres."—Discours
du Pillaga de Malines, gnie Oct. 1572, p.
409 ; apud 'Willenis. ilengelingen van hs-
torischvaiierlandsten inhoud (Actwerpeu,
1S2T-1S30). The author 01'thi.sco:UcTiip.;r.u7
account was a citizen of Mechlin, and a
Cixtholic.

* Discours du Pillage do Malines, 2me
Octobre loTT, 406, 407. "Voirea ae onteate
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iconoclasts in their wildest momenta,
and for a thousandth part of which
enormities heretics had been buni«d
in droves, were now repeated in Mecii-

Un by the especLal soldiers of Christ,

by Roman Catholics who had been
sent to the Netherlands to avenge the

insidts offered to the Roman Catholic

faith. The motive, too, which inspired
the sacrilegious crew was not fanati-

cism, but the desire of plunder. The

property of Romanists was taken as

freely as that of Cal\-inist3, of which
sect there were, indeed, but few in

the archiepiscopal city. Cardinal

Granvelle's house was rifled. The

pauper fimds deposited in the con-

vents were not respected. The beds
were taken from beneath sick and

dying women, whether lady abbess or

hospital patient, that the sacking

might be torn to pieces in search of

hidden treasure.*

The iconoclasts of 1 566 had destroy-
ed millions of property for the sake

of an idea, but they had appropriated

nothing. Moreover, they had scarcely

injured a human being : confining
their wrath to graven images. The

Spaniards at MechUn spared neither

man nor woman. The murders and

outrages would be incredible, were

they not attested by most respect-
able Catholic witnesses. Men were
butchered in their houses, in the

streets, at the altars. Women were
violated by hundreds in churches and
in grave-yards.' Moreover, the deed
had been as deliberately arranged aa

it was thoroughly performed. It was
sanctioned by the highest authority.
Don Frederic, son of AJva, and General
Noircarmes were both present at the

scene, and applications were in vain

respectez lea repositoires ct cyboii-es on
estoyent Us sainctea hostyes et precioux
corps de nostro seigneur et re Jempteur, ny
les -va'sseaux doa saint chresme et exti-emes
onctions. qui out este ravis par lea soldats

Espagnols tire dehors !ec;boirc, gectiut
en tcrre les saincte3 hoscies," etc., etc.
" Et y a la mater des lioires-soeurs ha

perdu 6' florin.s de son espargne et p;ir-
dessus ha esce tiie'i la diotL; m.ater, gisiini
nialade, son lict de dessoubz elie; comma
aussi ha &5te faict avoc infinite de feminee
accoucliees et d'aulti-ea avorices et da ra?^
I.i ies."—DI>c >urs, £ :_

_ 409.
» Ibid., etc . 41.i.
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made to tliein that the havoc might
be stayed.

"
They were seen whisper-

ing to each other in the ear on their

arrival," says an eye-witness and a

Catholic,
" and it is well known that

the affair had been resolved upon the

preceding day. The two continued

together as long as they remained in

the city."
^ The work was, in truth,

fully accomplished. The ultra-Ca-

tholic, Jean Richardot, member of

the Grand Council, and nephew of the

Bishop of An-as, infornaed the State

Council that the sack of Mechlin had
been so horrible that the poor and un-

fortunate mothers had not a single
morsel of bread to put in the mouths
of their children, who were dying be-

fore their eyes
—so insane and cruel

had been the avarice of the plunder-
ers. "He could say more," he added,
"

if his hair did not stand on end, not

only at recomiting, but even at re-

membering the scene." ^

Three days long the city waa
abandoned to that trinity of furies

which ever wait upon War's footsteps—Murder, Lust, and Rapine—under
whose promptings human beings be-

come 30 much more terrible than the
most ferocious beasts. In his letter

to his master, the Diike congratidated
him upon these foul proceedings as

upon a pious deed well accomplished.
He thought it necessary, however, to

excuse himself before the public in a

document, which justified the sack of

Mechlin by its refusal to accept his

garrison a few months before, and by
the shots which had been discharged at

his troops as they approached the city.'
For these offences, and by his express
order, the deed was done. Upon his

head must the guilt for ever rest,*

CHAPTER VIII.

Affairs in Holland and Zealand—Siege of Tergoes by tlie patriots—Importance of the place—Difficulty of relieving it—Its position
—Audacious plan for sending succour across the

" Drowned Laud "—Brilliant and successful expedition of Mondragon—The siege raised—Horrible sack of Zutpheu—Base conduct of Count Van deu Berg—Refusal of Naardeu
to surrender—Subsequent unsuccessful deputation to luako terms with Don Frederic—
Don Frederic before Naarden—Treachery of Romero—The Spaniards admitted—General
muss.icre of the garrison and burghers—The city burned to tlic ground—Warm reception
of Omnge in Holland—Secret uegntiations with the Instates—Desperate character of tlie

struggle between Spain and the provinces
—Don Frederic in Amsterdam—Plans for re-

ducinir Holland— Skirmish on the ice at Amsterdam—Preparation in Harlem for tlie ex-

pected siege—Description of the city
—Early oper.ations—Complete investment—Num-

bers of besiegers and besieged—Mutual barbarities—Determined repulse of the first

assault—Failure of Batcuburg'a expedition—Cruelties in city and camp—Mining and
comiterminini:!—Second assault victoriously repelled—Suffering and disease in Harlem-
Disposition of Don Frederic to retire—Memorable rebuke by Alva—Efforts of Orange to

relieve the place—Sonoy's expedition
—Exploit of John Haring—Cruel execvitiou o(

prisoners on both sides—Quiryn Dirlczoon and his family put to death in the city—
Fleets upon the lake—Defeat of the patriot armada—Dreadful suffering and starvation
in the city

—Parley with the besiegers-r-Despair of the city
—Appeal to Orange—Exjicdi-

tion under Batenburg to relieve the city
—His defeat and death—Desperate condition of

Harlem—Its su-rrender at discretion—Sanguinary executions—Generid massacre—E:;-

pense of the victory in blood and money—Joy of Pliilip at the news.

While thus Brabant and Flanders

were scourged back to the chains

1 Discours, etc., 411, 412.
2 Lcttcrof Jean Richardot, apudOachard;

Rapport au Ministre de I'Interieur 8ur los

Arcliivos de Lille, 234.
s Bor, vi. 409, 410.
* Ibid. Meteren, iv. 76. Hoofd, vii. 266,

2f.7.—Compare Bentivoglio, vi. 114. Men-
doza, viii. 101. The latter historian cndea^

vours to exonerate the Duke, by imputing
all the blame to the insubordination of his

soldi»n, Unfortunataly tiit Commauder't

which they had so recently broken,
the affairs of the Prince of Orange
letters shew that ho had delibei-ately ordorj
od the sack, and was highly satisfied wi)^'^
the faithful uvmner in which it was accos*

pushed :

" donde quedan (los soldados)
presente executaiidoel castigo que 6videntO»l
mente piuece que Dios h a nido senido darles."
MMth the blasphemy customary upon suebj
occosiiins, the Almighty was, of course,

presented ivs the chief perpetrator and in

gator of those diabolical crimes.—Vide

resp6ndauce d« Fhilippu II., ii. 1166.
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were not improving in Zealand. Never

was a twelvemonth so marked by con-

tradictory fortune, never were the pro-

mises ''f a spring followed by such

blight and disappointment in autimm
than in the memorable year 1572. On
the island of Walcheren, Middelburg
and Amemuyde still held for the King
-r-Campveer and Flushing for the

Prince of Orange. On the island of

South Beveland, the city of Goes or

Tergoes was still stoutly defended by
a small garrison of Spanish troops. As

long as the place held out, the city

of Middelburg could be maintained.

Should that important city fall, the

Spaniards would lose all hold upon
Walcheren and the province of 2Cealand.

Jerome de 't Zeraerts, a brave, faith-

ful, but singularly unlucky officer,

commanded for the Prince in Walche-

ren.^ He had attempted by various

hastily planned expeditions to give

employment to his turbulent soldiery,
but fortune had refused to smile upon
his efforts. He had laid siege to Mid-

delburg and failed. He had attempted

Tergoes and had been compelled in-

gloriously to retreat. The citizens of

Flushing, on his return, had shut the

gates of the town in his face, and for

several days refused to admit him or

his troops.
' To retrieve this disgrace,

which had sprung rather from the in-

Bubordination of his followers and the

dislike which they bore his person
than from any want of courage or eon-

duct on his part, he now assembled a

force of seven thousand men, marched

again to Tergoes, and upon the 26th
of August laid siege to the place in

form.'* The garrison was very insuffi-

cient, and although they conducted
themselves with great braveiy, it was
soon evident that unless reinforced

they must j-ield. With their over-

throw it was obvious that the Span-
iards v/ould lose the important mari-
time province of Zealand, and the
Duke accordingly ordered D'A^•ila,
who commanded in Antwerp, to throw
succour into Tergoes without delay.

The " Drowned Land:" 495

» Bor. vi. 392.
»

Ibid., vi. 394. « Ibid.
* Mendoza, viii. 166, ct seq.—Compare

Quicciardiui A!»d Bentivogiio, vi:, 109-lH.

Attempts were made, by sea and by
land, to this effect, but were all unsuc-

cessful. The Zealanders conmiandetl

the watei-8 with their fleet, and were
too much at home among those gulfa
and shallows not to be more than a

match for their enemies. Baffled in

their attempt to relieve the town by
water or by land, the Spaniards con-

ceived an amphibious scheme. Their

plan led to one of the most brilliant

feats of arms which distinguishes the

history of this war.

The Scheld, flowing past the city of

Antwerp and separating the provinces
of Flanders and Brabant, opens wide
its two arms in nearly opposite direc-

tions, before it joins the sea. Between
these two arms lie the isles of Zealand,
half floating upon, half submerged by
the waves. The town of Tergoes was
the chief city of South Beveland, the

most important part of this archipelago,
but South Beveland had not always
been an island. Fifty years before, a

tempest, one of the most violent re-

corded in the stormy annals of that

exposed countiy, had overthrown all

barriers,* the waters of the German
Ocean, lashed by a succession of north

winds, having been driven upon tha
low coast of Zealand more rapidly than

they could be carried off through tha
narrow straits of Dover. The dykes
of the island had burst, the ocean had

swept over the land, hundreds of vil-

lages had been overwhelmed, and a
tract of country torn from the pro-
vince and buried for ever beneath the
sea. This " DroN\-ned Land,"* as it is

called, now separated the island fi-om

the main. At low tide it was, how-

ever, possible for experienced pilots to

ford the estuary, which had usurped
the place of the land. The average
depth was between four and five feet

at low water, while the tide rose and
fell at least ten feet

;
the bottom was

muddy and treacherous, and it waa
moreover traversed by three living
streams or channels, always much too

deep to be fordable."

* "Verdronken Land."—Bor, vi. 36-1.

•
Bor, Hoofd, Mendoza, Bentivogiio, etc-

etc
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Captain Plomaert, a Fleming of

great experience and bravery, warmly
attached to the King's cause, conceived
the plan of sending reinforcements
across this drowned district to the

city of Tergoes. Accompanied by two

peasants of the country, well acquaint-
ed with the track, he twice accomjjlish-
ed the dangerous and difficult passage,
which, from dry land to dry land, was

nearly ten English miles in length.

Having thus satisfied himself as to the

possibility of the enteriirise, he laid

his plan before the Spanish colonel,

Mondragon.^
That courageous veteran eagerly em-

braced the proposal, examined the

ground, and after consultation with
Sancho d'Avila, resolved in person to

lead an expedition along the path sug-

gested by Plomaert. Three thousand

picked men, a thousand from each

nation,2 — Spaniards, Walloons, and

Germans, were speedily and secretly
assembled at Bergen op Zoom, from
the neighbourhood of which city, at a

place called Aggier,' it was necessary
that the expedition should set forth.

A quantity of sacks were provided, in

which a supply of biscuit and of powder
was placed, one to be carried by each
Boldier ixpon his head. Although it

was already late in the autumn, the

weather was propitious; the troops
not yet informed as to the secret

enterprise for which they had been

selected, were already assembled at

the edge of the water, and Mondragon,
who, notwithstanding his age, had
resolved upon heading the hazardous

expedition, now briefly, on the evening
of the 20th October, exj^lained to them
the nature of the service. His state-

ment of the dangers which they were
about to encounter rather inflamed
than diminished their ardour. Their
enthusiasm became unbounded, as he
described the importance of the city
wliich they were about to save, and
alluded to the glory which would be
v.'on by those who thus courageously
came forward to its rescue. The time
of about half ebb-tide having arrived.

Tli6 Rise of the Dutch ItepithUc.

» lloofd, vii. 270, 271. Beutivoglio, vi. 3.
'

Bcntivogrlio. vi. 112.
8 Lor, vi. 3iM.
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the veteran, preceded only by the

guides and Plomaert, plunged gaily
into the waves, followed by his army,
almost in smgle file. The water was
never lower than the breast, often

higher than the shoulder. The dis-

tance to the island, three and a half

leagues at least, was to be accomplished
within, at most, six hours, or the rising
tide would overwhelm them for ever.

And thus, across the quaking and un-
certain slime, which often refused them
a footing, that adventurous band, five

hours long, pursued their niidnight
march, sometimes swimming for their

lives, and always struggling with the
waves which every instant threatened
to engulph them.

Before the tide had risen to more
than half-flood, before the day had

dawned, the army set foot on drj' land

again, at the village of Irseken. Of the

whole three thousand, only nine un-

lucky individuals had been drowned ;

so much had courage and discipline
availed in that dark and periloas

passage through the very bottom of

the sea.* The Duke of Alva might
well pronounce it one of the most
brilliant and original achievements in

the annals of war.' The beacon fires

were immediately lighted upon the

shore, as agreed upo^i, to inform
Sancho d'Avila, who was anxiously

awaiting the result at Bergen oj)

Zoom, of the safe arrival of the troops.
A brief repose was then allowed. At
the approach of daylight, they set forth

from Irseken, which lay about four

leagues from Tergoes. The news that

a Spanish army had thus arisen from
the depths of the sea, flew before them
as they marched. The besieging force

commanded the water with their fleet,

the land with their army; yet had
these indomitable Spaniards found a

path which was neither land nor water,
and had thus stolen upon them in the

silence of night. A panic preceded
them as they fell upon a foe much

superior in number to their own force.

It was impo.ssible for 't Zeraerts to

induce his soldiers to offer resistance

Ucritivofrlii), Moiidoza, Bor, Iloof.l, „

sup. MoUron, iv. 76, 77.
» CiareapondauciS do Philipjic IJ., ii, 1173.
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The pati-iot ai-my fled precipitately
and ignominiously to their ships, hotly

pursued by the Spaniards, who over-

took and destroyed the whole of their

rear-guard before they could embark.
This done, the gallant lit'le garrison
which had so successfully held the

city, was reinforced vs-ith the courage-
ous veterans who had come to their

relief. His audacious project thiis

brilliantly accomplished, the "good
old Mondragon,"

^ as his soldiers called

him, returned to the province of Bra-

bant.*

After the capture of Mons and the

3ack of Mechlin, the Duke of Alva had
taken his way to Ximwegen, having
despatched his son, Don Frederic, to re-

duce the northern and eastern country,
which was only too ready to submit to

the conqueror. Very little resistance

was made by any of the cities which
had so recently, and with such enthu-

Biasm, embraced the cause of Orange.

Zutphen attempted a feeble opposition
to the entrance of the Ring's troops,
and received a dreadful chastisement in

consequence. Alva sent orders to his

»on to leave not a sinr/le man alive in

the city, and to bum every house to

the ground.^ The Duke's command
^ras almost literally obeyed. Don Fre-

deric entered Zutphen, and without
a moment's warning put the whole

garrison to the sword. The citizens

next fell a defenceless prey; some

being stabbed in the streets, some

lianged on the trees which decorated
the city, some strippe<l stark naked,
and turned out into the fields to freeze

to death in the wintry night As the
work of death became too fatiguing
for the butchers, five hundred innocent

burghers were tied two and two, back
to back, and drowned like dogs in the
the river Yssel. A few stragglers who
had contrived to elude pursuit at first,

were afterwards taken from their hid-

* "El bueno viejo Mondragon."—Corres-

pondance de Philippe II.. ii. 1179.
*

Bentivoglio, Bor, Mendoza, Hoofd, Mo-
teren, ubi sup.

»
Corresjxjndance de PhUippe II., ii. 1180.

* Ibid. Bor, vi. 415. Hoofd, vlL 274.

Meteren, iv. "S.—Compare Mendoza, viii.

172, and Bentivoglio, vi. 114, who glides
rapidly over fhese scenes of horror with a
smoothu^QR all his own.

Van den Bergh. -Ai)?

ing places, and hung upon the gaUoxi
hy the feet, some of which victims

suffered four days and nights of agony
before death came to their relieL lb

is superfluous to add that the outrages

upon women were no less universal in

Zutphen than they had been in every
city captured or occupied by the Span-
ish troops. These horrors continued
till scarcely chastity or life remained

throughout the miserable city.'*

This attack and massacre had been
so suddenly executed, that assistance

would hardly have been possible, even
had there been disposition to render
it. There was, however, no such di.s-

position. The whole country was al-

ready cowering again, except the pro-
vinces of Holland and Zealand. No
one dared approach, even to learn what
had occurred within the walls of the

town, for days after its doom had been

accomplished.
" A wail of agony was

heard above Zutphen last Sunday,
wrote Count Nieuwenar,

" a sound as

of a mighty massacre, but we know not
what has taken place."

'

Coimt Van den Bergh, another bro-

ther-in-law of Orange, proved himself

signally \inworthy of the illustrious

race to which he was alhed. He had,
in the earlier part of the year, received
the homage of the cities of Gelderland
and Overyssel, on behalf of the patriot
Prince. He now basely abandoned the
field where he had endeavoured to

gather laurels while the sun of success

had been shining. Having written

from Kampen, whither he had retired,
that he meant to hold the city to the
last gasp, he immediately afterwards

fled secretly and precipitately from the

country.® In his flight he was plim-
dered by his own people, while his

wife, Mary of Nassau, then far ad-

vanced in pr^pancy, was left behind,

disguised aa a peasant giil, in an ob-

scure village.'
* " Aussi diet on que dimanche passe on a

ouy uiig grand janimergeschrsy et tuerie de-
dans Zutfen, mais on ne s(;ait ce que c'est,"—Comta Nieuwenar to Louis of Xass;ui.
Archives do la Maison d'Orange, etc. iv.

23.

* Bor, ^i. 415. Meteren, iv. 73. Hoof'J,
vii. 274.

*
Ck>rrespondance de Philippe II , ii. HSflL
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Will) the flight of Van den Bergh,
fill tlie cities which, under his guidance,
had raised the standard of Orange, de-

serted the cause at once. Friesland,

too, where Eobles obtained a victory
over six thousand patriots, again sub-

mitted to the yoke. But if the ancient

ncart of the free Frisians was beating
thus feebly, there was still spirit left

among their brethren on the other side

of the Zuyder Zee. It was not while
William of Orange was within her bor-

ders, nor while her sister provinces had

proved recreant to him, that Holland
would follow their base example. No
rebellion being left, except in the
north-western extremities of the Ne-

therlands, Don Frederic was ordered
to proceed from Zutphen to Amster-

dam, thence to imdertake the conquest
of Holland. The little city of Naar-

den, on the coast of the Zuyder Zee,

lay in his path, and had not yet for-

mally submitted. On the 22d of No-

vember, a company of one hundred

troopers was sent to the city gates to

demand its surrender. The small

garrison which had been left by the

Prince was not disposed to resist, but
the spirit of the burghers was stouter

than their walls. They answered the
summons by a declaration that they
had thus far held the city for the

King and the Prince of Orange, and,
with God's help, would continue so to

do. As the horsemen departed with
this reply, a lunatic, called Adrian

Krankhoeft, momited the ramparts,
and discharged a culverine among
them.^ No man was injured, but the
words of defiance, and the shot fired

by a madman's hand, were destined to

be fearfully answered.

Meanwhile, the inhabitants of the

place, which was at best far from

strong, and ill provided with arms, am-

munition, or soldiers, despatched im-

portunate messages to Sonoy, and to

other patriot generals nearest to them,
soliciting reinforcements. Their mes-

sengers came back almost empty-
handed. They brought a little powder
and a great many promises, but not a

single man-at-arms, not a ducat, not a

The Eise of the Dutch Repiihlic.

» Bor. vj. 417.
8 Ibid. Houfd, tu, 279.

» Ibid.
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piece of artillery. The most influen-

tial commanders, moreover, advised an
honom-able capitulation, if it were still

possible.*
Thus baffled, the burghers of the

little city found their proud position

quite untenable. They accordingly,
on the 1st of December, despatched
the burgomaster and a senator to

Amersfoort, to make terms, if pos-

sible, with Don Frederic' When
these envoys reached the place, they
were refused admission to the general's

presence. The army had already been
ordered to move forward to Naarden,
and they were directed to accompany
the advance guard, and to expect their

reply at the gates of their own city.
This command was sufficiently omi-
nous. The impression which it made
upon them was confirmed by the warn-

ing voices of their friends in Amers-

foort, who entreated them not to re-

turn to Naarden. The advice was not
lost upon one of the two envoys. After

they had advanced a little distance on
their journey, the burgomaster, Lau-

rentszoon, slid privately out of the

sledge in which they were travelling,

leaving his cloak behind him. "
Adieu;

I think I will not venture back to Naar-
den at present," said he calmly, as he
abandoned his companion to his fate.*

The other, who could not so easily de-

sert his children, his wife, and his fel-

low-citizens in the hour of danger, went
forward as calmly to share in their im-

pending doom.
The army reached Bussem, half a

league distant from Naarden, in the

evening. Here Don Frederic estab-

lished his head-quarters, and proceeded
to invest the city. Senator Gerrit was
then directed to return to Naarden,
and to bring out a more numerous de-

putation on the following morning,
duly empowered to surrender the

place. The envoy accordingly re-

turned next day, accompanied by
Lambert Hortensius, rector of a Latin

academy, together with four other

citizens. Before this deputation had
reached Bussem, they were met by
Julian Romero, who informed them

* "
Adieu, ik komm iiiet weder biuueu

Naarden voor dit pas."—Bor, vi. 417.
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that he was commissioned to treat

witn them on the part of Don Fre-

deric. He demanded the keys of the

city, and gave the deputation a solemn

pledge that the lives and property of

all the inhabitants should be sacredly

respected. To attest this assiirance,

Don Julian gave his hand three severrd

times to Lambert Hortensius. A sol-

dier's word thus plighted, the commis-

sioners, vfithout exchanging any writ-

ten documents, surrendered the keys,
and immediately aftensards accom-

jKinied Romero into the city, who was
soon followed by five or six hundred
musketeers.^

To give these guests a hospitable

reception, all the housewives of the

city at once set about preparations
for a siimptuous feast, to which the

Spaniards did ample justice, while the

colonel and his officerswere entertained

by Senator Gerrit at his own house.^

Ais soon as this conviviality had come
to an end, Romero, accompanied by his

host, walked into the square. The

great bell had been meantime ringing,
and the citizens had been summoned
to assemble in the Gast Huis Church,
then used as a town hall.^ In the
course of a few minutes five hundred
had entered the building, and stood

quietly awaiting whatever measures

might be offered for their deliberation.

Suddenly a priest, who had been pacing
to and fro before the church door, en-

tered the building, and bade them all

prepare for death ; but the announce-

ment, the preparation, and the death,
were simiiltaneous.* The door waa

flung open, and a band of armed Span-
iards rushed acrossthe sacred threshold.

They fired a single volley upon the de-

fencless herd, and then sprang in upon
them with sword and dagger. A yell
of despair arose as the miserable vic-

tims saw how hopelessly they were en-

gaged, and beheld the ferocious faces

of their butchers. The carnage within
that narrow space was compact and
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rapid. Within a few minutes all were

despatched, and among them Senator

Gerrit, from whose table the Spanish
commander had but just risen. The
church was then set on fire, and the
dead and dying were consumed to ashes

together.'
Inflamed but not satiated, the Span-

iards then rushed into the streets,

thirsty for fresh horrors. The houses
were all rifled of their contents, and
men were forced to carry the booty to

the camp, who were then struck dead
as their reward. The town waa then
fired in every direction, that the skulk-

ing citizens might be forced from their

hiding-places. As fast as they came
forth they were put to death by theii

impatient foes. Some were pierced
with rapiers, some were chopped to

pieces with axes, some were surrounded
in the blazing streets by troops of

laughing soldiers, intoxicated, not with
wine but with blood, who tossed them
to and fro with their lances, and dei-ived

a wild amusement from their dying
agonies. Those who attempted resist-

ance were crimped alive like fishes,

and left to gasp tiemselves to death in

lingering torture.® The soldiers becom-

ing more and more insane, as the foul
work went on, opened the veins of

some of their victims, and drank their
blood as if it were wine.^ Some of the

burghers were for a time spared, that

they might witness the violation of
their wives and daughters, and were
then butchered in company with these
still more unfortunate victims.^ Mi-
racles of brutahty were accomplished.
Neither church nor hearth was sacred.

Men were slain, women outraged at the

altars, in the streets, in their blazing
homes. The life of Lambert Horten-
sius was spared, out of regard to his

learning and genius, but he hardly
could thank his foes for the boon, for

they struck his only son dead, and tore
his heart out before his father's eyes."

Hardly any man or woman survived.

» Bor, vi. 417. Hoofd, vii. 277.

Hoofd, vii. 27S. » Bor, Ilofjfd.

* "Maar, 't aanseggen, bereyden en ster
jen was eending."—Hoofd, vii. 278.
* Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. ^t, q{ canuibalism of which they were
* Hoofd, vii, 279.—"Ala vissclien gekor- i accused, for it was said and believed by many

Ten en lankzaamelyk gewentclt in een taaye
doodt." ^ Hoofd, ubi sup.

* Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.
» Bor, vL 419. Hoofd.—It was even said

that they devoured it ; nor was this the only
act of caiiuibalism of which they were
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except by accident. A body of some
hundred burghers made their escape
across the snow into the open country.

They were, however, overtaken, strip-

ped stark naked, and hung upon the
trees by the feet, to freeze, or to perish

by a more lingering death. Most of

them soon died, but twenty, who hap-
pened to be wealthy, succeeded, after

enduring much torture, in purchasing
their lives of their inhuman persecu-
tors. The principal burgomaster, Hein-
rich Lambertszoon, was less fortunate.

Known to be affluent, he was tortured

by exposing the soles of his feet to a
fire until they were almost consumed.
On promise that his life should be

spared, he then agreed to pay a heavy
ransom

;
but hardly had he furnished

the stipulated sum when, by express
order of Don Frederic himself, he was

hanged in his own doorway, and his

dissevered limbs afterwards nailed to

the gates of the city.^

Nearly all the inhabitants of Naar-

deu, soldiers and citizens, were thus

destroyed; and now Don Frederic
issued peremptory orders that no one,
on pain of death, should give lodging
or food to any fugitive. He likewise

forbade to the dead all that could now
be forbidden them—a grave. Three
weeks long did these unburied bodies

pollute the streets, nor could the few
wretched women who still cowered
within such houses as had escaped the
flames ever move from their lurking-
places without treading upon the fes-

tering remains of what had been their

husbands, their fathers, or their bre-

thren. Such was the express com-
mand of him whom the flatterers

caUed the " most divine genius ever

tliat the bodies of children were roasted and
eaten by the soldiers. These last traits of
hi'n-or are, howevtr, only mentioned by
Hoofd as reports. The tearing out of the
)icart before the father's eyes is attested both
by him and by Bor.

1 Hoofd, Tli. 280.

* Bor, vi. 419. Hoofd, vii. 280. Meteren,
Iv. 78.

• "Degollaron burgeses y soldados sin

escaparso hombia nascido."—Correspon-
dance do Philippe U., ii. 1186. Every in-
habitant of Naarden was put to the sword,
Bays the ultra-Catholic Renom de France,

except the eceiesia-stics and two or three
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known." Shortly afterwards came an
order to dismantle the fortifications,
which had certainly proved sufficiently
feeble in the hour of need, and to

raze what was left of the city from
the surface of the earth. The work
was faithfully accomplished, and for a

long time Naarden ceased to exist. -

Alva wrote, with his usual compla-
cency in such cases, to his sovereign,
that "

they had cut the throats of the

burghers and all the garrison, and that

they had not left a mother's son alive."'

The statement was almost literally

correct, nor was the cant with which
these ijloodhounds commented upon
their crimes less odious than their

guilt.
"
It was a permission of God,"

said the Duke,
" that these people

should have undertaken to defend a

city, which was so weak that no other J

persons would have attempted such
\

a thing."
* Nor was the reflection of

Mendoza less pious.
" The sack of

Naarden," said that really brave and

accomplished cavalier,
" was a chas-

tisement which must be believed to

have taken place by express permis- J

sion of a Divine Providence; a pun- I

ishment for having been the first of

the Holland towns in which heresy
built its nest, whence it has taken

flight to all the neighbouring cities." *

It is not without reluctance, but
still with a stern determination, that

the historian should faithfully record

these transactions. To extenuate
would be base; to exaggerate impos-
sible. It is good that the world should
not forget how much wrong has been
endured by a single harmless nation

at the hands of despotism, and in the

sacred name of God. There have

persons of quality who were reserved. Tlien
the city was pillaged, after which a fire was
lighted, "qui la eonsomma entiirement."—
Hist, des Causes des Re voltes des Pays Ba^
MS., ii. XX.

* Correspond.ance de Philippe H., ii. 1186.
» Mendoza, viii. 173.—The details of these

acts of iniquity have only been prcsei-ved by
the Dutch writers. Mendoza, and Cabrera

(who always follows Mendoz<a), dismiss the

sacking of each successive city with a jiliraso
and a pious ejaculation. Alva briefly con-

denses the principal honors in a few ener-

getic lines.—Compare Wagenaer, Vad. Hist.

»i. 403-408; Meteren, iv. 78; BtintivogJiy,
vL 115.
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bt;en tongues and pens enough to

narrate the excesses of the people,

burstirg from time to time out of

slavery into madness. It is good, too,

that those crimes should be remem-

bered, and freshly pondered; but it

is equally wholesome to study the

opposite picture. Tyranny, ever

young and ever old, constantly re-

producing herself with the same stony
features, with the same imposing
mask which she has worn through all

the, ages, can never be too minutely
examined, especially when she paints
her own portrait, and when the secret

history of her guilt is furnished by
the confessions of her lovers. The

perusal of her traits will not make us

love popular hberty the less.

The history of Alva's administration

in the Netherlands is one of those pic-
tures which strike us almost dumb
with wonder. Why has the Almighty
suffered such crimes to be perpetrated
in His sacred name? Was it neces-

sary that many generations should
wade through this blood in order to

acquire for their descendants the

blessings of civil and religious free-

dom ? Was it necessary that an Alva
should ravage a peaceful nation with
sword and flame— that desolation

shoidd be spread over a happy land,
in order that the pure and heroic cha-

racter of a William of Orange should
Btund forth more conspicuously, like

an antique statue of spotless marble

against a stormy sky ?

After the army which the Prince
had so unsuccessfully led to the relief

of Mons had been disbanded, he had
himseK repaired to Holland. He had
come to Kampen shortly before its

defection from his cause. Thence he
had been escorted across the Zuyder
Zee to Eukhuyzen.^ He came to

that province, the only one which

through good and ill report remained

entirely faithfiil to him, not as a con-

queror but as an unsuccessful, pro-
scribed man. But there were warm
hearts beating within those cold

lagunes, and no conqueror returning
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from a brilliant series of Tictoriea

could have been received with mora
aS"ectionate respect than William in

that darkest hour of the country's

history. He had but seventy horse-

men at his back, all which remained
of the twenty thousand troops which
he had a second time levied in Ger-

many, and he felt that it would be
at that period hopeless for him to

attempt the formation of a third army.
He hsid now come thither to share the

fate of Holland, at least, if he coidd

not accomplish her liberation. He
went from city to city, advising with
the magistracies and with the inhabi-

tants, and arranging many matters

pertaining both to peace and war."-*

At Harlem the States of the Provinces,

according to his request, had been as-

sembled. The assembly begged him
to lay before them, if it were possible,

any schemes and means which he

might have devised for further resist-

ance to the Duke of Alva. Thus soli-

cited, the Prince, in a very secret ses-

sion, unfolded his plans, and satisfied

them as to the future prospects of the

cause.' His speech has nowhere been

preserved. His strict injunctions as

to secrecy, doubtless, prevented or

effaced any record of the session. It

is probable, however, that he entered'

more fully into the state of his nego-
tiations with England, and into the

possibility of a resumption by Count
Louis of his private intercourse with
the French court, than it was safe,

publicly, to divulge.
"\Miile the Prince had been thus

occupied in preparing the stout-heart-

ed province for the last death-struggle
with its foe, that mortal combat was

already fast approaching ; for the

aspect of the contest in the Nether-
lands was not that of ordinary warfare.

It was an encounter between two prin-

ciples, in their nature so hostile to

each other that the absolute destruo
tion of one was the only possible issue.

As the fight went on, each individual

combatant seemed inspired by direct

personal maUgnity, and men foimd a

» Bor, vi. 414. Hoofd, vii. 264.
' Letter rif St Aldcgondo in Arcbives de

la MaUon d'Orange, it. 22.

« Bor. vi. 414.

S90. 397.
Wagenawr, Vad. Hist., vL
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pleasure m deeds of cruelty, from
wliich generations not educated to

slaughter recoil with horror. To mur-
der defenceless prisoners; to drink,
not metaphorically hut literally, the

heart's blood of an enemy ; to exercise

a, devilish mgenuity in inventions of

mutual torture, became not only a

duty but a rapture. The Liberty of

the Netherlands had now been hunted
to its lair. It had taken its last refuge

among the sands and thickets where
its savage infa.ncy had been nurtured,
and had now prepared itself to crush

its tormentor in a last embrace, or to

die in the struggle.
After the conclusion of the sack and

massacre of Naarden, Don Frederic

had hastened to Amsterdam,^ where
the Duke was then quartered, that he

might receive the paternal benediction

for his well-accomplished work. The

royal approbation was soon afterwards

added to the applause of his parent,
and the Duke was warmly congratu-
lated in a letter written by Philip as

Boon as the miirderous deed was

known, that Don Frederic had so

^ilainly shev/n himself to be his fa-

iher's son.^ . There was now more
work for fatlier and son. Amsterdam
was the only point in Holland which
held for Alva, and from that pomt it

was determined to recover the whole

province. The Prince of Orange was
established in the southern district

;

Diedrich Sonoy, his lieutenant, was
stationed in North Holland.* The

important city of Harlem lay between
the two, at a spot where the whole
breadth of the territory, from sea to

Bea, was less than an hour's walk.

With the fall of that city the province
would be cut in twain, the rebellious

forces utterly dissevered, and all fur-

ther resistance, it was thought, i-en-

dered impossible.
The inhabitants of Harlem felt

their danger. Bossu, Alva's stadholder

for Holland, had formally announced
the system hitherto pursued at Mecli-

1 Bor, vi. 420, 421.
« CoiTcspondance de Philippe II., ii. 1197.
» Bor. VI. Hi.

.

« Ibiii, 417.
«

Ibid., Ti. 420, HooM, vii. 280, 281. Jle-

teien, it. 78, Ben*ivoglio, vi, im.
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lin, Zutphen, and Naarden as the de-

liberate policy of the government.
The King's representative had for-

mally proclaimed the extermination of

man, woman, and child in every city
which opposed hLs authority,^ but the

promulgation and practice of such a

system had an opposite eSect to the
one intended. The hearts of the Hol-
landers were rather steeled to resist-

ance than awed into submission by
the fate of Naarden.^ A fortimate

event, too, was accepted aa a lucky
omen for the coming contest. A little

fleet of armed vessels, belonging to

Holland, had been frozen up in the

neighbourhood of Amsterdam. Don
Frederic, on his arrival from Naarden,
despatched a body of picked men over
the ice to attack the imprisoned vessels.

The crews had, however, fortifiedthem-
selves by digging a wide trench around
the whole fleet, which thus became
from the moment an almost impreg-
nable fortress. Out of this frozen

citadel a strong band of well-armed
and skilful musketeers sallied forth

upon skates as the besieging force ad-

vanced. A rapid, brilliant, and slip-

pery skirmish succeeded, in which the

Hollanders, so accustomed to such

sports, easily vanquished their antago-
nists, and drove them off the field,

with the loss of several hundred left

dead upon the ice.*"
" 'Twas a thing

never heard of before to-day," said

Alva,
" to see a body of arquebusiera

thus skirmishing upon a frozen sea." ^

In the course of the next four-and-

twenty hours, a flood and a rapid thaw
released the vessels, which all escaped
to Enkhuyzen, while a frost, immedi-

ately and strangely succeeding, made
pursuit impossible.^
The Spaniards were astonished at

these novel manoeuvres upon the ice.

It is amusing to read their elaborate

descriptions of the wonderful appen-

dages which had enabled the Holland-

ers to glide so gUbely into battle with
a superior force, and so raj^idly to

* Sleudoza, vii. 173.
7 Correepoiidancc de Philippe II., ii. ]lSr>.

—"Que mo paveco la mas nuova cos:i quo
I'.aata oy se ha oldo. •ggaramuBBr ai-eabnaerta

sobre la noer .ilada."
s Hoofd. Tii. 261.
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glance away, after acLieving a signal

triumph. Nevertheless, the Spaniards
could never be dismayed, and were al-

ways apt scholars, even if an enemy
were tiie teacher. Alva immediately
ordered seven thousand pairs of skates,
and his soldiers soon learned to per-
form military evolutions with these

new accoutrements as audaciously, ii

hot as adroitly, as the Holland-

ers.^

A portion of the Harlem magistracy,

lotwithstanding the spirit which per-
Vided the province, began to tremble
33 danger approached. They were
b»se enough to enter into secret nego-
tiations with Alva, and to send three
of their own number to treat with the

Dike at Amsterdam. One was v. ise

eniugh to remain with the enemy.
Tht other two were arrested on their

retuaj, and condemned, after an im-

partial trial, to death. ^
For, while

thes< emissaries of a cowardly magis-
tracy were absent, the stout command-
ant if the little garrison, Ripperda,
had Jssembled the citizens and sol-

diers ii the market-place. He warned
them (f the absolute necessity to make
a last ^ort for freedom. In startling
colourshe held up to them the fate of

Mechlin, of Zutphen, of Xaarden, as a

prophetit mirror, in which they might
read thei own fate should they be base

enough b surrender the city. There
was no C(mposition possible, he urged,
with foe? who were as false aa they
were sanpiinary, and whose foul pas-
sions wei3 stimulated, not slaked, by
the horrtrs with which they had al-

ready feaited themselves.*

Ripperia addressed men who could

sympathise with his bold and lofty
sentiments. Soldiers suid citizens

cried out for defence instead of sur-

renler, aa with one voice, for there
wer« no abject spijits at Sarlem save

among the magistracy; and Saint

Aldegonde, the faithful minister of

Orarge, was soon sent to Harlem by

.50^

1
EentivogUo, -vii. 122. Mcndoza, viiL 173,

etal.
* Bor, Ti. 420, 421. Hoofd, vii. 2S2, lie-

t*ren, iv. 78.
» Ibid. Ihdd , vii. !S3. Ilrii

Bor, Qcofd, Mandoz-i, ubi eup.
' Arundo areaaiia.

the Prince to make a thorough change
in that body.^

Harlem, over whose ruins the Span-
ish tyranny intended to make its en-

trance into Holland, lay in the narrow-

est part of that narrow isthmus which

separates the Zuyder Zee from the

German Ocean. The distance from
sea to sea is hardly five English miles

across. "Westerly from the city ex-

tended a slender strip of land, once a

morass, then a fruitful meadow, main-
tained by unflagging fortitude in the

very jaws of a stormy ocean. Between
the North Sea and the outer edge of

this pasture surged those wild and
fantastic downs, heaped up by wind
and wave in mimicry of mountains;
the long coils of .that rope of sand, by
which, plaited into additional strength

by the slenderest of bulrushes,' the

waves of the North Sea were made to

obey the command of man. On the

opposite, or eastern side, Hailem looked
towards Am.=:terdam. That already

flourishing city was distant but ten

miles. The two cities were sejiarated

by an expanse of inland water, and
imited by a slender causeway. The
Harlem Lake, formed less than a cen-

tury before by the bursting of four
lesser merea during a storm which had
threatened to swallow the whole Pen-

insula, extended itself on the south
and east ; a sea of limited dimensions,

being only fifteen feet in depth with

seventy square miles of surface, but,

exposed as it lay to all the winds of

heaven, often la-shed into storms as

dangerotia as those of the Atlantic.''

Beyond the lake, towards the north,
the waters of the Y nearly swept
across the Peninsula. This inlet of

the Zuyder Tdse was only sepanited
from the Harlem mere by a slender

thread of land. Over this lan the

causeway between the two sister cities,

now so unfortunately in arms against
each other. Midway between the two,
the dyke was pierced and closed again

*
Bentivoslio, vii IIS. 3Ieudo^^, viii 176.

Bor, vL 4C2. Mcteren, iv. VS.—This xike,
the scene of bo many romantic events durin ;

the period with which we- are occupied, ha»,
within th« last faw years, been converted
into dry laad. Tue rc^iiifioent i-.a le; t.ikiiig

j
was coiniletei in the year 1853.
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\\ith a system of sluice-works, which
when opened admitted the waters of

the lake into those of the estuary, and
caused an inundation of the surround-

ing country.^
The city was one of the largest and

most beautiful in the Netherlands. It

was also one of the weakest.^ The
walls were of antique construction,
turreted, but not strong. The extent
and feebleness of the defences made a

large garrison necessary, but, unfortu-

nately, the garrison was even weaker
than the walls. The city's main reli-

ance was on the stout hearts of the
inhabitants. The streets were, for

tliat day, spacious and regular; the
canals planted with limes and poplars.
The ancient church of Saint Bavon, a

large imposing structure of brick, stood
almost in the centre of the place, the
most jirominent object, not only of the
town but of the province, visible over

leagues of sea and of land more level

than the sea, and seeming to gather
the whole quiet little city under its

sacred and protective wings. Its tall

open-work leaden spire was surmount-
ed by a colossal crown, which an ex-

alted imagination might have regarded
as the emblematic guerdon of martyr-
dom held aloft over the

citj'', to reward
its heroism and its agony.

It was at once obvious that the

watery expanse between Harlem and
Amsterdam v^ould be the principal
theatre of the operations about to

commence. The siege was soon begun.
Tlie fugitive burgomaster, De Fries,
had the effrontery, with the advice of

Alva, to address a letter to the citizens,

urging them to surrender at discretion.
The messenger Avas hanged—a cruel
but practical answer, which put an end
to all further traitorous communica-
tions.^ This was in the first week of

December. On the 10th, Don Frederic

1
Bor, llcteron, Bentivoglio, Mondoza, ubi

8iip.
8 Bor, vi. 422.

" Hoofd, vii. 284.
* Pierre Sterljncx: Eene corto AVaeracli-

tige Beschryvinglie van alle Gcschiedinisseii,
Anschlagen, Stormen, Schermutsiugcii oude
Sobieten voor de vroome Stadt Ilaerlem in
Holland ghescliicM, etc., etu.—Delft, 15~4.
This is by far the best contemporary

a>x)unt of tlie famous eioge. Tlie author
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sent a strong detachment to capture
the fort and village of Sparendam, m
an indispensable preliminary to the
commencement of the siege. A pea-
sant having shewn Zapata, the com-
mander of the expedition, a secret

passage across the flooded and frozen

meadows, the Spaniards stormed the

place gallantlj'-, routed the whole gar-

rison, killed three hundred, and took

possession of the works and village.
Next day, Don Frederic appeared be-

fore the walls of Harlem, and proceed-
ed regularly to invest the place. Tlw

misty weather favoured his operations,
nor did hS' cease reinforcing himself
until at least thirty thousand mei,

including fifteen hundred cavalry, luA
been encamped around the city. Tie

Germans, under Count Overstein, wa'e
stationed in a beautiful and extensve

grove of limes and beeches, wUch
spread between the southern walls md
the shore of Plarlem Lake. Don Tre-

deric, with his Spaniards, took ip a

position on the opposite side. At a

place called the House of Klee| the

ruins of which still remain. The
Walloons and other regiments wero
distributed iu different places, so as

completely to encircle the town* On
the edge of the mere the Pince of

Orange had already ordered i cluster

of forts to be erected, by which the
command of its frozen surface was at

first secured for Harlem.* In the
course of the siege, howeva', other

forts were erected by Don Trederic,
so that the aspect of things siS'ered a

change.

Against this immense force, nearly

equal in number to that of tlie whole

population of the city, the ganison
within the walls never amounted to

more than four thousand men." In

the beginning it was much less nume-
rous. The same circumstances, how-

was a citizen of Antwerp, who kept a (!aily

journal of tiie events as thoy occuricd at
Ilarlcm. It is a dry, cin-t register of hori-ors,

jotted down without passion or comment.—•

Compare Bor, vi. 422, 423
; Meteren, iv. 79;

Mendoza, viii. 174, 175 ; Wagenaer, Vad.

Hist., vi. 413, 414.
* Bcr, Hoofd, Mondoza. Wngannor, vi.

415.
« Hoofd, vii, 285.
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over, which assisted

Fii'd Cannonade. J03

the initiatory

operations of Don Frederic, were of

advantage to the Harlemers. A dense

frozen *og hiing continually over the

surface of the lake. Coveied by this

curtain, large supplies of men, pro-

visions, and ammunition were daily
introduced into the city, notwithstand-

ing all the efToi-ts of the besieging
force.^ Sledges skimming over the

ice, men, women, and even children,

moving on their skates as swiftly as

the wind, all brought their contribu-

tions in the course of the short dark

days aud long nights of December, in

which the wintry siege was opened.
''

The garrison at last numbered about

one thousand pioneers or delvera, three

thousand fighting men, and about three

hundred fighting women.* The last

was a most efficient coi-ps, all females

of respectable character, armed with

Bword, musket, and dagger. Their

chief, Kenau Hasselaer, was a widow
of distinguished family and unblemish-
pd reputation, about forty-seven years
of age, who, at the head of her ama-

zons, participated in many of the most

fiercely contested actions of the siege,
both within and ^vithout the walls.*

When such a spirit animated the maids
and matrons of the city, it might be

expected that the men would hardly
eurrender the place without a struggle.
The Prince had assembled a force of

three or four thousand men at Leyden,
which he sent before the middle of

December towards the city under the
command of De la MarcL® These

troops were, however, attacked on
the way by a strong detachment under

Bossu, Noircarmes, and Romero. After
a sharp action in a hea\"y snow-storm,
De la Marck was completely routed.
One thousand of his soldiers were cut
to pieces, and a large number carried
off as prisoners to the gibbets, which
were already conspicuously erected in
the Spanish camp, and which from the

I Hor.fd.

~~
' Mendoza, ix. 190. Hoofd, viL 285, ;:S6.

Meteren. iv. 79, SO.
» Wagenaer, vi. 415. Bor. Hoofd. vii. 2S6.
* Watcenaor. Hoofd. Meteren, iv. 79.
*
Bor, vi. 421.

* P. Steilincx. Corte Beschr., etc. Bor,
-i ot'd, vii. SS5.

commencement to the close of the

siege were never bare of victims.'^

Among the captives was a gallant

officer, Riptist van Trier, for whom
De la Marck in vain offered two
thoasand crowns and nineteen Spanish

prisoners. The proposition was refused

with contempt. Van Trier was hanged
upon the gallows by one leg until he
was dead, in return for which barbarity
the nineteen Spaniards were imme-

diately gibbeted by De la Marck.^

With this interchange of cruelties the

siege may be said to have opened.
Don Frederic had stationed himself

in a position opposite 'm the gate of

the Cross, which was not very strong,
but fortified by a ravelin. Intenduig
to make a very short siege of it, he
established his batteries immediatelv,
and on the 18th, 19th, and 20th De>
cember directed a furious cannonade

against the Cross-gate, the St John's-

gate, and the curtain between the
two.^ Six hundred and eighty shota

were discharged on the first, and nearly
as many on each of the two succeeding
days.^ The waUs were much shattered,
but men, women, and children worked

night and day within the city, repair-

ing the breaches as fast as made.

They brought bags of sand, blocks of

stone, cart-loads of earth from every
quarter, and they stripped the churches
of all their statues, which they threw

by heaps into the gaps.^" They sought
thus a more practical advantage from
those sculptured saints than they coidd
have gained by only imploring their

interpo.sition. The fact, however, ex-

cited horror among the besiegers.
Jlen who were daily butchering their

feUow-beings, and hanging their pri-
soners in cold blood, affected to shudder
at the enormity of the offence thus
exercised against graven images.^^

After three days' cannonade, the
assault was ordered, Don Frederic

only intending a rapid massacre, to

1 Hoofd, vii. 2S6. P. Sterlincx.
8 Bor, vi. 423. Metereii, iv. 79. Hoofd,

vii. 2S7. Mendoza, vs.. 17i5-lS0.

• Meteren, iv. 79. Hoofd.
• *<> Bor, Bentivoglio, P. Sterlincx.

"Vide Bentivoglio, vii. 121. McnJ. ri,

passim.
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crown hlfl achievements at Zutplien
and NaardeiL The place, he thought,
would fall in a week, and after another
week of sacking, killing, and ravishing,
he might sweep on to "pastures new"
until Holland was overwhelmed. Ro-
mero advanced to the breach, followed

by a numerous storming party, bvit

met with a resistance which astonished

the Spaniards. The church-bella rang
the alarm throughout the city, and
the whole population swarmed to the
walls. The besiegers were encountered
not only with sword and musket, but
with every implement which the

burghers' hands could find. Heavy
stones, boiling oil, live coals, were
hurled upon the heads of the soldiers

;

hoops, smeared with pitch and set on

fire, were dexterously thrown upon
their necks. Even Spanish courage
and Spanish ferocity were obliged to

shrink before the steady determina-
tion of a whole population animated

by a single spirit. Romero lost an

eye in the conflict, many officers were
killed and wounded, and three or four

huudi'ed soldiers left dead in the

breach, while only three or four of

the townsmen lost their lives. The

Bignal of recall was reluctantly given,
and the Spaniards abandoned the

assault. Don Frederic was now aware
that Harlem would not fall at his feet

at the first sound of his trumpet. It

was obvious that a siege must precede
the massacre. He gave orders, there-

fore, that the ravelin should be under-

mined, and doubted not that, with a

few days' delay, the place woiild be in

bis hands.^

Meantime, the Prince of Orange,
from his head-quarters at Sassenheim,
on the southern extremity of the

mere, made a fresh effort to throw
succour into the place.'' Two thousand

men, with seven field-pieces, and

many waggon-loads of munitions, were
Bent forward imder Batenburg. This

officer had replaced De la Marck, whom
the Prince had at last deprived of his

1 Bor, vi. 423. Hoofd, vil. 287, 288. Me-
teren, 79. Mendora, ix. 173-180.

» Hoofd, vii. 290. Bor, vi. 431.

5 Bee all tbe proceedings and papers ia the
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commission.^ The reckless and un-

principled freebooter was no longer to

serve a cause which was more sullied

by his barbarity than it could be ad-

vanced by his desperate valour. Ba-

tenburg's expedition was, however, n jt

more successful than the one mad:;

by his predecesaor. The troops, after

reaching the vicmity of the city, lost

their way in the thick mists which
almost perpetually enveloped the
scene. Cannons were fired, fog-bells
were rung, and beacon fires were

lighted on the ramparts, but the party
was irretrievably lost. The Spaniards
fell upon them before they could find

their way to the city. Many were put
to the sword, others made their escape
in different directions; a very few
succeeded in entering Harlem. Ba-

tenburg brought off a remnant of the

forces, but all the provisions so much
needed were lost, and the little army
entirely destroyed.*
De Koning, the second in command,

was among the prisoners. The Span-
iards cut off his head and threw it

over the walls into the city, with this

inscription :

" This is the head of Cap-
tain de Koning, who is on his ^vay
with reinforcements for the good city
of Harlem." The citizens retorted

with a practical jest, which was still

more barbarous. They cut off the
heads of eleven prisoners and put them
into a barrel, which they threw into

the Spanish camp. A label upon the

barrel contained these words :

" De-
liver these ten heads to Duke Alva in

pajTnent of his tenpenny tax, with one

additional head for interest."'' With
such ghastly merriment did besieged
and besiegers vary the monotonous
horror of that winter's siege. As the

sallies and skirmishes were of daily

occurrence, there was a constant supply
of prisoners, upon whom both parties

might exercise their ingenuity, so that

the gallows in camp or city vv'as per-

petually garnished.
Since the assault of the 2l3t Do-

caso cf Do la Marck, in Bor, vi. 425-431.

Seu niso Hoofd, vii. 288, 289.
* Hoofd, Tii. 200.
» P. Sterlincx. Corto Bosdiyr., etc. Bor,

-d, 481. Hoofd, vii, 290, 291.
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cember, Don Frederic lind been mak-
,
this work, by which they hoped still

ing his subterranean attack by reg\ilar ;

to maintain themaelvea after the rave-

approaches. As last, however, as the ' hn had fallen.'

Spaniards mined, the citizens counter- I On the 31st of Janxiary, aft^r two
mined. Spaniard and Netherlander

,
or three days' cannonade against the

met daily in deadly combat within the
j
gates of the Cross and of Saint John,

bowels of the earth. Desperate and
j

and the intervening curtains, Don

frequent were the struggles within

gangways so narrow that nothing but

daggers covdd be used, so obscure that

the dim lanterns hardly lighted the

death-stroke. They seemed the con-

flicts, not of men, but of evil spirits.

Nor were these hand-to-hand battles

alL A shower of heads, limbs, muti-

lated trunks, the mangled remains of

hundreds of human beings, often

spouted from the earth as if from an
invisible volcano. The mines were

sprung with unexampled frequency
and determination. StiU the Spaniards
toiled on with undiminished zeal, and
still the besieged, imdismayed, delved

below their works, and checked their

advance by sword, and spear, and
horrible explosions.^
The Prince of Orange, meanwhile,

encouraged the citizens to persevere,

by frequent promises of assistance.

His letters, written on extremely small

bits of paper, were sent into the town

by carrier pigeons.- On the 2Sth of

January he despatched a considerable

supply of the two necessaries, powder
and bread, on one hundred and seventy
sledges across the Harlem Lake, to-

gether with four himdred veteran sol-

diers.' The citizens continued to con-

test the approaches to the ravelin

before the Cross-gate; but it had be-

come obvious that they could not hold

it long. Secretly, steadfastly, and

swiftly they had, therefore, during the

long wintry nights, been constructing
a half moon of soUd masonry on the
inside of the same portal.* Old men,
feeble women, tender children, united
with the able-bodied to accomplish

* P. Sterlincx. B<^r, vi. 431. Mendoza,
Ix. 182.—" Assi mismo coasuuiian las minas
Tuuclia gente y soldacios y eu las mismas
quo se labraran, se combatio algunas vezes,

por la cstrecbeza del lugar con espada y
rodela, por no poderse aprovechar de otrr"s

artrias."
" Daer onstcjjd dan een ysslyk j

BchoiiT^spel en ELighreegejj van Uoofien,
armen, beea:n een sieeterenran i;jgeT\an-,

Frederic ordered a midnight assault*

The walls had been much shattered,

part of the John's-gate was in ruins
;

the Spaniards mounted the breach in

great numbers; the city was almost
taken by sxirprise; while the Com-
mander-in-chief, sure of victory, order-

ed the whole of his forces under arms
to cut off the popidation who were to

stream panic-struck from every issue.

The attack was unexpected, but the

forty or fifty sentinels defended the
walls while they sovmded the alarm.

The tocsin bells tolled, and the citi-

zens, whose sleep was not apt to be

heavy during that perilous winter, soon
manned the ramparts again. The day-

hght came upon them while the fierce

struggle was still at its height. The
besieged, as before, defended them-
selves with musket and rapier, with
melted pitch, with firebrands, with
clubs and stones. Meantime, after

morning prayers in the Spanish camp,
the trumpet for a geueraJ assault was
sounded. A tremendous onset was
made upon the gate of the Cross, and
the ravelin was carried at last. The
Spaniards poured into this fort, so

long the object of their attack, expect-

ing instantly to sweep into the city
with sword and fire. As they mount-
ed its wall they became for the first

time aware of the new and stronger
fortification which had been secretly
constructed on the inner side.^ The
reason why the ravelin had been at

last conceded was revealed. The half

moon, whose existence they had not

suspected, rose before them bristhng
with cannon. A sharp fire was in-

nit den aarie, naa de lucht."—Hoofd, vy.
291.

* Hocfd, viiL 303. Mendoza, ix. 188, 189.

Meteren, iv. 80. « Bor, vi. 432.
* Bnr, Ti. 481, 4S2L Mendoza, It. 1S3.
* Ibid.

«
Ibjd., Ti. 432. Hrcfd, riL 292, SBB.

'

Hoofd, vii. 293.
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Btantly opened upon the besiegers,
while at the same instant the ravelin,
which the citizens had undermined,
blew up with a severe explosion, carry-

ing into the air all the soldiers who
had just entered it so triumphantly.
This was the turning point. The re-

treat was sounded, and the Spaniards
fled to their camp, leaving at least

three hundred dead beneath the walls.

Thus was a second assault, made by
an overwhelming force and led by the

most accomplished generals of Spain,

signally and gloriously repelled by the

plain burghers of Harlem.^
It became now almost evident that

the city could be taken neither by
regular approaches nor by sudden
attack. It was therefore resolved that

it should be reduced by famine. Still,

as the winter wore on, the immense

army without the walls were as great
sufferers by that scourge as the popu-
lation within. The soldiers fell in

heaps before the diseases engendered
by intense cold and insufficient food,

for, as usual in such sieges, these

deaths far outnumbered those inflicted

by the enemy's hand. The sufferings
inside the city necessarily increased

day by day, the whole population

being put on a strict allowance of

food.''' Their supplies were daily

diminishing, and with the approach
of the spring and the thawing of the

ice on the lake, there was danger that

they would be entirely cut off. If the

possession of the water were lost, they
must yield or starve

;
and they doubt-

ed whether the Prince would be able

to organise a fleet. The gaunt spectre
of Famine already rose before them
with a menace which could not be
misunderstood. In their misery they
longed for the assaults of the Span-
iards, that they might look in the

face of a less formidable foe. They
paraded the ramparts daily, with
drums beating, colours flying, taunt-

ing the besiegers to renewed attempts.
To inflame the religious animosity of

their antagonists, they attired thern-

1 noofd, vii. 293. Mendoz% ix. 184, 185.

Bor, vi. 432. Bentivoglio, vii. 124.
' Uentivoglio, vii. 125. Mondoza, Ix. 1S5.

Dor, vi. 436, 437.
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selves in the splendid, gold-embroider-
ed vestments of the priests, which

they took from the churches, and
moved about in mock procession, bear-

ing aloft images bedi^ysned in ecclesi-

astical finery, relics, and other sym-
bols, sacred in Catholic eyes, which

they afterwards hurled from the ram-

parts, or broke, with derisive shouts,
into a thousand fragments.'

It was, however, at that season ear-

nestly debated by the enemy whether
or not to raise the siege.* Don Fre-

deric was clearly of opinion that enough
had been done for the honour of the

Spanish arms. He was wearied with

seeing his men perish helplessly around

him, and considered the prize too paltry
for the lives it must cost. His father

thought differently. Perhaps he re-

called the siege of Metz, and the

unceasing regret with which, as he

believed, his imperial master had re-

membered the advice received from
him. At any rate, the Duke now sent

back Don Bernardino de Mendoza,
whom Don Frederic had despatched to

Nimwegen, soliciting his father's per-
mission to raise the siege, with this

reply:
—"Tell Don Frederic," said

Alva, "that if he be not decided to

continue the siege till the town bo

taken, I shall no longer consider hira

my son, whatever my opinion may
formerly have been. Should he fall in

the siege, I will myself take the field to

maintain it; and when we have both

perished, the Duchess, my wife, shall

come from Spain to do the same." -^

Such language was unequivocal, and
hostilities were resumed as fiercely as

before. The besieged welcomed them
with rapture, and, as usual, made daily
the most desperate sallies. In one

outbreak the Harlemers, under cover

of a thick fog, marched up to the

enemy's chief battery, and attempted
to spike the guns before his face. They
were all slain at the cannon's mouth,
whither patriotism, not vainglory, had

led them, and lay dead around the

battery, with their hammers and spikes

* Bentivo.s;lio, vii. 121.
* Mendoza, ix. 18-5, 186. Boiitivogflio, vit

124, 125.
» Mondoza, ix. 192.
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in their Lands.^ The same spirit vrzs

daily manifest^ As the spring ad-

vanced the kine \\ ent daily out of the

gates to their peaceful pasture, not-

withstanding all the turmoil \rithin

and around; nor was it possible for

the Spaniards to captiu-e a single one

of these creatures, without paying at

least a dozen soldiers j« its price."* I

" These citizens," wrote Don Frederic, '

"do as much as the best soldiers in

the world could do."'

The frost broke up by the end of

Febniary. Count Bossu, who had
been building a fleet of small vesseLs

in Amsterdam, soon afterwards suc-

ceeded in entering the lake with a few

gun-boata, through a breach which he
had made in the Overtoom, about half

a league from that city.* The posses-
sion of the lake was already imperUled.
The Prince, however, had not been

idle, and he, too, was soon ready to

send his flotilla to the mere.^ At the

same time, the city of Amsterdam was
in almost as hazardous a position as

Harlem. As the one on the lake, so

did the other depend upon its dyke
for its supplies. Should that great
artificial road which led to Muyden
and Utrecht be cut asunder, Amster-
dam might be starved as soon as Har-

lem.
" Since I came into the world,"

wrote Alva,
"
I have never been in

Buch anxiety. If they should succeed
in cutting ofiF the communication along
the dykes, we should have to raise the

siege of Harlem, to surrender, hands

crossed, or to starve."* Orange was

fully aware of the position of both

places, but h"; was, as usual, sadly de-

ficient in men and means. He wrote

imploringly to his friends in England,
in France, in Germany. He urged
his brother Louis to bring a few sol-

diers, if it were humanly possible.
" The whole country longs for you," he
wrote to Louis, "as if you were the

archangel GabrieL"''

The Prince, however, did all that it

was possible for man, so hampered, to

1 Mendoza ix. 1S2.
' Hoofd, viii. 303.
^ "Taio lo que humanamcnte podian

hacer los mejores soldados del niundo.' —
Correspondence de Philippe II., ii. 1217.

« Bor. vi. 43(5.
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do. He was himself, while anxiously

writing, and hoping, and waiting fur

suppUes of troops from Germany or

France, doing his best with such volun-

teers as he could raise. He was still

established at Sassenheim, on the south
of the city, while Sonoy mth his slen-

der forces was encamped on the north.

He now sent that general with as large
a party as he could muster to attack

the Diemerdyk.® His men entrenched

themselves as strongly as they could

between the Diemer and the Y, at

the sami time opening the sluices and

breaking through the dyke. During
the absence of their commander, who
had gone to Edam for reinforcements,

they were attacked by a large force

from Amsterdam. A fierce amphi-
bious contest took place, partly in

boats, partly on the slippery causeway,

partly in the water, resembling in cha-

racter the frequent combats between
the ancient Batavians and Romans
during the wars of Civilis. The pa-
triots were eventually overpowered.

Sonoy, who was on his way to their

rescue, was frustrated in his design by
the vmexpected faintheartedness of

the volunteers whom he had enlisted

at Edam.' Braving a thousand perils,

he advanced, almost unattended, in

his little vessel, but only to witnesij

the overthrow and expulsion of his

band.^'* It was too late for him singly
to attempt to rally the retreating

troops. They had fought well, but
had been forced to yield before su-

perior numbers, one individual of the

little army having performed prodigies
of valour. John Haring, of Horn, had

I^anted himself entirely alone upon the

dyke, where it was so narrow between
the Y on the one side and the Diemer
Lake on the other, that two men could

hardly stand abreast. Here, armed
with sword and shield, he had actually

opposed and held in check one thou-

sand of the enemy, during a period

long enough to enable his own men, if

they had been willing, to rally, and ef-

s
Ibid., vi. 436, 437.

* Correspondance de Phi'.ippe II., ii. Ji-iu.

Archives de la liaison d'Orangc, iv. 74.
* Bor, vi. 437.
s Ibil. Hoofd. viii. 300.

[
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ffictively to repel the attack. It was
too late—the battle was too far lost to

be restored
;
but still the brave soldier

held the post, till, by his devotion, he
had enabled all those of his com-

patriots who still remained in the en-

trenchments to make good their re-

treat. He then plunged into the sea,

and, untouched by spear or bullet,
effected his escape.^ Had he been a

Greek or a Roman—an Horatius or a

Chabrias—his name would have been
famous in history

—his statue erected

in the market-place; for the bold
Dutchman on his dyke had manifested

as much valour in a sacred cause as

the most classic heroes of antiquity.
This unsuccessful attempt to cut off

the communication between Amster-
dam and the country strengthened the

hopes of Alva. Several hundreds of

the patriots were killed or captured,
and among the slain was Antony Oliver,
the painter, through whose agency
Louis of Nassau had been introduced

into Mons. His head was cut off by
two ensigns in Alva's service, who re-

ceived the price which had been set

upon it of two thousand caroli."'' It

was then labelled with its owner's

name, and thrown into the city of

Harlem.' At the same time, a new

gibbet was erected in the Spanish

camp before the city, in a conspicuous
situation, upon which all the prisoners
were hanged, some by the neck, some

by the heels, in full view of their coun-

trymen.'* As usual, this especial act

of cruelty excited the emulation of the

citizens. Two of the old board of

magistrates, belonging to the Spanish

party, were still imprisoned at Harlem,

together with seven other persons,

among whom was a priest and a boy of

twelve years. They were now con-

demned to the gallows.'' The wife of

one of the ex-burgomasters and his

daughter, who was a beguin, went by
his side as he was led to execution,

piously exhorting him to sustain with

courage the execrations of the popu-
J Hoofd, viii. 300, 301.—Compare Groou

V. Priusterer, Archives dela Maisoii d'Oraiige,

iv. 80.
- letter ofAlva to Philip. Correspondance

de Philippe II., ii. 1231.
» Iiool'4 viu. 80*.
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lace and his ignominious doom. The
rabble, irritated by such boldness, were
not satisfied with wreaking their ven-

geance on the principal victims, but
after the execution had taken place,

they hunted the wife and daughter
into the water, where they both per-
ished." It is right to record these in-

stances of cruelty, sometimes perpe-
trated by the patriots as well ria by
their oppressors

—a cruelty rendered
almost inevitable by the incredible

barbarity of the foreign invader. It

was a war of wolfish malignity. In
the words of Mendoza, every man
within and without Hai'lem " seemed

inspired by a spirit of special and

personal vengeance."^ The innocent
blood poured out in Mechlin, Zutphen,
Naarden, and upon a thousand scaf-

folds, had been crying too long from
the ground. The Hollanders must
have been more or less than men not
to be sometimes beti'ayed into acts

which justice and reason must de-

nounce.
The singular mood which has been

recorded of a high-spirited officer of

the garrison. Captain Curey, illus-

trated the horror with which such
scenes of carnage were regarded by
noble natures. Of a gentle disposition

originally, but inflamed almost to in-

sanity by a contemplation of Spanish

cruelty, he had taken up the profession
of arms, to which he had a natui-al re-

IDugnance. Brave to recklessness, he
led his men on every daring outbreak,
on every perilous midnight adventure.

Armed only with his rapier, without
defensive armoiu", he was ever found
where the battle raged most fiercely,
and numerous were the victims who
fell before his sword. On returning,

however, from such excursions, he in-

variably shut himself in his quarters,
took to his bed, and lay for days, sick

with remorse, and bitterly lamenting
all that bloodshed in which he had so

deeply participated, and which a cruel

fate seemed to render necessary. As
* Ibid. Meteren, iv. 80. P. bterliiicx.

8 P. Sterlincx. Corto Beschr.

« Ibid. Hoofd, viii. 304, 305. Meteren,
iv. 80. Brandt, i. x. 641.

r Meudoza, ix. 191.
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tbe gentle mood subsided, his freiuy
would return, and again he would rush

to the field, to seek new havoc and
fresh victims for his r?.ge.^

The combats before the walls were

of almost daily occurrence. On the

2oth ilarch, one thousand of the be-

sieged made a brilliant sally, drove in

all the outposts of the enemy, burned
three hundred tents, and captured
seven cannon, nine standards, and

many waggon-loads of provisions, all

which they succeeded in bringing with
them into the city." Having thus re-

inforced themselves, in a manner not

oiten practised by the citizens of a be-

leaguered town, in the very face of

tliirty thousand veterans—having kill-

ed eight hundred of the enemy, which
was nearly one for every man engaged,
while they lost but four of their own
party'

—the Harlemers, on their re-

turn, erected a trophy of funereal but

existing aspect. A mound of earth

was constructed upon the ramparts, in

the form of a colossal grave, in full

view of the enemy's camp, and upon
it were planted the cannon and stand-

ards so gallantly won in the skirmish,
with the taunting inscription floating
from the centre of the mound,

" Har-
lem is the grave-yard of the Span-
iards." *

Such were the characteristics of this

famous siege during the winter and

early spring. Alva might well write
to his sovereign, that "

it was a war
Buch as never before was seen or heard
of in any land on earth." ' Yet the
Duke had known near sixty years of

warfare. He informed Philip that
" never teas a place defended with such
sHU and bravery as Harlem, either by
rebels or by men fighting for their law-
ful Prince."** Certainly his son had
discovered his mistake in asserting
that the city would yield in a week

;

while the father, after nearly six yeai"s'

experience, had found this "
people of

butter
"

less malleable than even those
" iron people

" whom he boasted of

Battles on the Laic. 511

1
Hoofd, viii. 302. » Ibid.

» Ibid. !

* P. Sterlincx. Hoofd, ubi sup.
'

t " Es guerra que hasta oy se ha visto ny

having tamed. It was seen that neither

the skiejj of Greece or Italy, nor the
sublime scenery of Switzerland, were

necessary to arouse the spirit of defi-

ance to foreign oppression
—a spirit

which beat as proudly among the

wintry mists and the level meadows
of Holland as it had ever done under
sunnier atmospheres and in more ro-

mantic lands.

Mendoza had accomplished his mis-

sion to Spain, and had returned with

supplies of money within six weeks
from the date of his departure.^

Owing to his representations, and
Alva's entreaties, Philip had, more-

over, ordered Eequesens, governor of

Milan, to send forward to the Nether-

lands three veteran Spanish regiments,
which were now more required at Har-
lem than in Italy.* While the land
force had thos been strengthened, tha
fleet upon the lake had also been

largely increased. The Prince of

Orange had, on the other hand, pro-
vided more than a hundred sail of

various descriptions,' so that the whole
surface of the mere was now alive

with ships. Sea fights and skirmishes
took place almost daily, and it was ob-

vious that the life and death struggle
was now to be fought upon the water.
So long as the Hollanders could hold
or dispute the possession of the lake,
it was still possible to succour Harlem
from time to time. Should the Spa-
niards overcome the Prince's fleet, the

city must inevitably starve.

At last, on the 28th of May, a de-

cisive engagement of the fleets took

place. The vessels grappled with each

other, and there was a long, fierce,
hand-to-hand combat. Under Bossu
were one hundred vessels; under
Martin Brand, admiral of the patriot
fleet, nearly one hundred and fifty,
but of lesser dimensions. Batenburg
commanded the troops on board the
Dutch vessels. After a protracted
conflict, in which several thousands
were killed, the victory was decided

oydo semiiante en pais estraiSo."—Corres-

pondance de Philippe II., ii. 1230.
« Correspondance de Philippe II , ii. 1198.
' Mendoza. ix. 192. » Ibid.
» Bor, vi. «36
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in favour of the Spaniards. Twenty-
two of the Prince's vessels being cap-

tured, and the rest totally routed,
Bossu swept across the lake in tri-

umph. The forts belonging to the

patriots were immediately taken, and
the Harlemers, with their friends, en-

tirely excluded from the lake?-

This was the beginning of the end.

Despair took possession of the city.
TliC whole population had been long
subsisting upon an allowance of a

pound of bread to each man, and half-

a-pound for each woman; but the
bread was now exliausted, the famine
had already begun,

'^ and with the loss

of the lake starvation was close at

their doors. They sent urgent en-

treaties to the Prince to attempt
something in their behalf. Three
weeks moi-e they assigned as the

longest term during which they could

possibly hold out.' He sent them
word by carrier pigeons to endure yet
a little time, for he was assembling
a force, and would still succeed in

furnishing them with supplies.^ Mean-

time, through the month of June the

sufferings of the inhabitants increased

hourly. Ordinary food had long since

vanished. The population now sub-

sisted on linseed and rape seed; as

these supplies were exhausted they
devoured cats, dogs, rats, and mice;
and when at last these unclean animals
had been all consumed, they boiled the

hides of horses and oxen; they ate

shoe-leather; they plucked the nettles

and grass from the graveyards, and the

weeds which grew between the stones

of the pavement, that with such food

they might still support life a little

longer, till the promised succour should
arrive. Men, women, and children fell

dead by scores in the streets, perishing
of pure starvation, and the survivors

had hardly the heart or the strength
to bury them out of their sight. They
who yet lived seemed to flit like

shadows to and fro, envying those

1 Bor, vi. 436, 437. Hoofd, viii. 306, 307.
» Ibid., vi. 437. Ibid., viii. 309.
^ Letter of Prince of Orange to liis bro-

thers, 16th May, 1573.—Archives, etc. iv. 95.
* Bor, vi. 438, 439. Hoofd, viii. 310.
s

Ibid., vi. 430, 437. Ibid., viii. 309, 310.

Moteren, iv. 80. Btntivoglio, vii. 128.
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whose sufferings had already been ter-

minated by death.^

Thus wore away the month of June.
On the 1st of July the burghers con-

sented to a parley. Deputies were
sent to confer with the besiegers, but
the negotiations -were abruptly termi-

nated, for no terms of compromise were
admitted by Don Frederic.® On the
3d a tremendous cannonade was re-

opened upon the city. One thousand
and eight balls were discharged

—the
most which had ever been thrown in

one tlay since the commencement of

the siege.^ The walls were severely
shattered, but the assault was not

ordered, because the besiegers were
assured that it was physically im-

possible for the inhabitants to hold
out many days longer.^ A la.'>t letter,

written in blood," was now despatched
to the Prince of Orange, stating the
forlorn condition to which they were
reduced. At the same time, with the
derision of despair, they flung into the
hostile camp the few loaves of bread
which yet remained within the city
walls. A day or two later, a second
and third parley were held, with no
more satisfactory result than had at-

tended the first. A black flag was
now hoisted on the cathedral tower,
the signal of despair to friend and foe,
but a pigeon soon afterwards flew into

the town with a letter from the Prince,

begging them to maintain themselves
two days longer, because succour waa

approaching.
1"

The Prince had indeed been doing
all which, under the circumstances,
was possible. He assembled the citi-

zens of Delft in the market-place, and
announced his intention of marching
in person to the relief of the city, in

the face of the besieging army, if any
troops could be obtained.'^ Soldiei-a

there were none; but there was the

deepest sympathy for Harlem through-
out its sister cities, Delft, Rotterdam,
Gouda. A numerous mass of burghers,

«
Iloofd, viii. 310. Mendoza, ix. 202, 203.

f Wagenaer, vi. 420. '
Iloofd, viii. 310.

» Letter of Don Frederic to Duke of Alv.i,
8th and 9th June 1573.—Correspondance d<*

Philippe II., ii. 1239.
JO Iloofd, viii. 309, 310.
11 Bor, vi. 439 410.
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many of them persona of station, all

people of respectability, volunteered

to march to the rescue. The Prince

highly clisapproyed^ of this miscellane-

ous ai my, whose steadfastness he could

not trust. As a soldier, he knew that

for such a momentous enterprise en-

thusiasm could not supply the place
of experience. Nevertheless, as no

regular troops could be had, and as

the emergency allowed no delay, he
drew up a commission, appointing
Paulus Buys to be governor during
his absence, and provisional stadholder,
should he fall in the expedition.* Four
thousand armed volunteers, with six

hundred mounted troopers, under
Carlo de Xoot, had been assembled,
and the Prince now placed himself at

their head.' There was, however, a

universal cry of remonstrance from the

magistracies and burghers of aU the

towns, and from the troops themselves,
at this project.* They would not con-

sent that a life so precious, so indis-

pensable to the existence of Holland,
should be needlessly hazarded. It was

important to succour Harlem, but the
Prince was of more value than many
cities. He at last reluctantly consented,
therefore, to abandon the command of

the expedition to Baron Batenburg,^
the less Vv-illingly from the want of

confidence which he could not help
feeUng in the character of the forces.

On the 8th of July, at dusk, the expe-
dition set forth from Sassenheim.^ It

numbered nearly five thousand men,
who had with them four hundred

waggon-loads of provisions and seven

field-pieces.^ Among the volunteers,

Oldenbameveld, afterwards so illustri-

ous in the history of the Republic,
marched in the ranks, with his musket
on his shoulder.' Such was a sample
of the spirit which pervaded the popu-
lation of the province.

Batenburg came to a halt in the

Expedition to Eelieve.

1 See his letter of ISth Jiily 1573, in Bor,
n. 440.

* This commission is published in Kluit.
HoL Staatsreg., iii. 425-427 Bijalgen.

« Hoofd. Tiii. 311.
*
Bor, Ti. 439. Hoofd.

• Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Meteren, iv. 80.
• Bor, Hoofd. T Bor, ubL sap.
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woods of Nordwyk, en the south side

of the city, where he remained till

midnight.® All seemed still in the

enemy's camp. After prayers, he gave
orders to push forward, hoping to steal

through the lines of his sleeping adver-

saries and accomplish the rehef by
surprise.^*' He was destined to be

bitterly disappointed. His plans and
his niunbers were thoroughly known
to the Spaniards, two doves, bearing
letters which contained the details of

the intended expedition, having been
shot and brought into Don Frederic's

camp.^^
The citizens, it appeared, had bro-

ken through the curtain work on the

side where Batenburg was expected, in

order that a sally might be made in

co-operation with the reheving force,

as soon as it should appear.^"^ Signal
fires had been agreed upon, by which
the besieged were to be made aware of

the approach of their friends. The

Spanish Commander accordingly or-

dered a mass of green branches, pitch,
and straw, to be lighted opposite to

the gap in the city walL Behind it he
stationed five thousand picked troops.^-*

Five thousand more, with a force of

cavalry, were placed in the neighbour-
hood of the downs, with orders to at-

tack the patriot army on th left. Six

regiments, under Romero, were or-

dered to move eastward, and assail

their right.^'* The dense mass of smoke
concealed the beacon lights displayed

by Batenburg from the observation of

the townspeople, and hid the five thou-

sand Spaniards from the advancing
Hollanders. As Batenburg emerged
from the wood, he found himself at-

tacked by a force superior to his own,
while a few minutes later he waa

entirely enveloped by overwhelming
numbers. The whole Spanish army
was, indeed, under arms, and had been

expecting him for two days.^* The

« Hoofd (viii 311). to whose father Olden-
bameveld related the anecdote.

» Bor, Hoofd, viii. 311.
W Bor, vL 439. Hoofd, viii. 311.
u Hoofd, viii. 311. ilendoza, ix. 80S.
" Ibid.
« Ibid. Wagenaer, vi. 428.
»« Hoofd, viii. 312. Wa?onaer.
« Hoofti, Wagenaer. Bor, vi. 439.
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uhfortunate citizens alone were igno-
rant of his arrival. The noise of the

conflict they supposed to be a false

alarm created by the Spaniards, to

draw them into their camp ; and they
declined a challenge which they were
in no condition to accept.^ Batenburg
was soon slain, and his troops utterly
routed. The number killed was vari-

ously estimated at from six hundred
to two and even three thousand. '^ It

is, at any rate, certain that the whole
force was entirely destroyed or dis-

persed, and the attempt to relieve the

city completely frustrated. The death
of Batenburg was the less regretted,
because he was accused, probably with

great injustice, of having been intoxi-

cated at the time of action,' and there-

fore incapable of properly conducting
the enterprise entrusted to him.

Tlie Spaniards now cut off the nose

raid ears of a prisoner and sent him
into the city to announce the news,
while a few heads were also thrown
over the walls to confirm the intelli-

gence.'* When this decisive overthrow
became kno\vn in Delft, there was even

an outbreak of indignation against

Orange. According to a statement of

Alva, which, however, is to be received

with great distrust, some of the popu-
lace wished to sack the Prince's house,
and offered him personal indignities.*

Certainly, if these demonstrations were

made, popular anger was never more

senseless; but the tale rests entirely

upon a vague assertion of the Duke,
and is entirely at variance with every
other contemporaneous account of

these transactions. It had now be-

come absolutely necessary, however,
for the heroic but wretched town to

abandon itself to its fate. It was

impossible to attempt anything more
in its behalf. The lake and its forts

were in the hands of the enemy, the

1 Hoofd, viii. 312.
2 Bor, vi. 440. Hoofd, viii. 312. Mcteren,

iv. 80. Wiigenaer, vi. 428, 429—Compare
Mendoza, ix. 204, Bontivoglio, vii. 128;
Corrospondauce de Piiilippe U., ii. 1254.

The Dutch authorities give four thous,and
five hiindred as the number of the whole
force under Batenburg; tlie Spanish put
them as hiph as eight thousand. The num-
ber of the slain, according to the NctUcrland

accounts, were five or six hundred, accord-
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best force which could be mustered fe)

make head against the besieging army
had been cut to pieces, and the Prince
of Orange, with a heavy heart, now
sent word that the burghers were to

make the best terms they could with
the enemy."
The tidings of despair created a ter-

rible commotion in the star^dng city.
There was no hope either in submission
or resistance. Massacre or staiwation

was the only alternative. But if there
was no hope within the walls, without
there was still a soldier's death. For
a moment the garrison and the able-

bodied citizens resolved to advance
from the gates in a solid column, to

cut their way through the enemy's
camp, or to perish on the field.'' It

was thought that the helpless and the

infirm, who would alone be left in the

city, might be treated with indulgence
after the fighting men had all been
slain. At any rate, by remaining the

strong could neither protect nor com-
fort them. As soon, however, as this

resolve was known, there was such

wailing and outcry of women and chil-

dren as pierced the hearts of the sol-

diers and burghers, and caused them
to forego the project.^ They felt that

it was cowardly not to die in their

presence. It was then determined to

form all the females, the sick, the aged,
and the children, into a square, to

surround them with all the able-bodied

men who still remained, and thus ar-

rayed to fight their way forth from
the gates, and to conquer by the

strength of despair, or at least to

perish all together.*
These desperate projects, which the

besieged were thought quite capable
of executing, were soon known in the

Spanish camp. Don Frederic felt,

after what he had witnessed in the

past seven months, that there was

ing to tliose of the victoi'S from one thou-
sand five hundred to three thousand.

8 Bor, vi. 440.
* P. Sterlincx. Hoofd, viii. 312.
6 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 1254.
« Hoofd, viii. 812, 313. Wagenaer, vi. 429.
' Bor, vi. 440. Hoofd, 313. Meteren, iv

80. Mendoza, ix. 204.
8 Hoofd, Meteren, Mendoza.
» Bor, vi. 440. Hoofd, viii. SI 3, Meteren,

iv. 80. Moudoza, ix. 204.
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nothing wliich the Harlemers could

not do or dare. He feared lest they
-i.ould set fire to theh- city, and con-

ime their houses, themselves, and
:aeir children, to ashes together;^
and he was unwilling that the fruits

of his victory, pTirchased at such a vast

expense, should be snatched from his

hand as he was about to gather them.
A letter was accordingly, by his order,
nt to the magistracy and leading

citizens, in the name of Cotmt Over-

stein, commander of the German forces

in the besieging army.* This despatch
invited a surrender at discretion, but
contained the solemn assurance that

no punishment should be inflicted

except upon those who, in the judg-
ment of the citizens themselves, had
deserved it, and promised ample for-

giveness if the town should submit
without further delay.^ At the mo-
ment of sending this letter, Don Fre-

deric was in possession of strict orders

from his father not to leave a man
alive of the garrison, excepting only
the Germans, and to execute besides

a large nujnber of the burghers.*
These commands he dared not disobey,
even if he had felt any inclination to
do so. In consequence of the semi-
official letter of Overstein, however,
the city formally surrendered at dis-

cretion on the 12th July.^
The great bell was tolled, and orders

were issued that all arms in the pos-
session of the garrison or the inhabi-

tants should be brought to the town-
house.® The men were then ordered
to assemble in the cloister of Zyl, the
women in the cathedraL' On the
same day Don Frederic, accompanied

1 HoDfd, viii. 313.
* Bor, vi. 440. Hoofd, viiL 813. Wage-

naer, 429, 430.
» Bor, Ti. 440. Hoofd, viii. 813.—Even

Meudoza admits that a message promifing
mercy, was sent into the city in order to in-
duce the besieged to abandon their despe-
rate resolution.—" Se embio aviso del cam-
po que todos los que quisiessen quedar en la
villa i merced, se usaria con ellos de miseri-
cordia."—ix. 204. The assurance in Count
Overstein's letter, according to the uniform
testiTHony of Dutch hi'stori ins. was to the
effect stated in the text, "Dat er alsnoch
ver^iffcnis ten beste was. Zoo zy tot oover-
giit verstaas wiidea ; t,ide nUmand gestraft
aoude worden, oft by bvlde 't naa hun

by Count Bossu and a ruiaerous staff,

rode into the city. The scene which
met his view might have moved a

heart of stone. Everywhere was evi-

dence of the misery which had been
so bravely endured during cnat seven
months' siege. The smouldering ruins

of houses which had been set on fire

by balls, the shattered fortifications,
the felled trunks of trees, upturned
pavements, broken images, and other

materials for repairing gapsmade bythe

daily cannonade, strewn around in all

directions, the skeletons of unclean ani-

mals from which the flesh had been

gnawed, the unburied bodies of men
and women who had fallen dead in

the public thorouglifares
—more than

ail, the gaunt and emaciated forms
of those who still survived, the ghosts
of their former selves—all might
have induced at least a doubt whe-
ther the sufiering inflicted already
were not a sufficient piuiishment, even
for crimes so deep as heresy and
schism. But this was far from being
the sentiment of Don Frederic. Ho
seemed to read defiance as well as

despair in the sunken eyes which

glared upon him as he entered the

place, and he took no thought of the

pledge which he had informally but

sacredly given.
All the officers of the garrison were

at once arreted. Some of them had

anticipated the sentence of their con-

queror by a volxmtary death. Captain
Bor^et, a French officer of distinction,
like Brutus, compelled his sei «^nt to

hold the sword upon which he fell,

rather than yield himself alive to the

vengeance of the Spaniards.^ Traita

el^hea oordeel, verdient"— Hoofd, viiL
313.

* Correspondance de Philippe H., ii. I253.
5 Bor, vL 440. Hoofd, viii. 313. Meteren,

iv. SO. Hendoza says the 14th Jialy.—ix.
205.

/ P. Sterlincx. Bor, vL ^L Hoofd,-viii,

314, 315.

T Ibid. Bor. Hoofd. ^fandoza. ix. 805^
' Bor, vi. 440. Hoofd, Meteren, Mendoza.—Accordinij to Pierre Sterlinci, the instri-

iT"" t of death se!<cted was an arquebusa,
Bordefs words to his servant being: "Et
toy, mon ami, qui m'avez loict plusieurs ser
viccs, faitez moy astheure la deruifere, ma
donnant ua coup d'harquebouze."——"Not
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of generosity were not wanting. In-

stead of Peter Hasselaer, a young
officer who had displayed remarkable

bravery throughout the siege, the

Spaniards by mistake arrested his

cousin Nicholas. The prisoner was

Buflering himself to be led away to

the inevitable scaffold without remon-

sti'ance, when Peter Hasselaer pushed
his way violently through the ranks

of the captors.
"
If you want Ensign

Hasselaer, I am the man. Let this

innocent person depart," he cried.-*

Before the sun set his head had fallen.

All the officers were taken to the

House of Kleef, where they were

immediately executed.^ Captain Rip-

perda, who had so heroically rebuked
the craven conduct of the magistracy,
whose eloquence had inflamed the

soldiers and citizens to resistance, and
whose skill and courage had sustained

the siege so long, was among the first

to sufler.-* A natural son of Cardinal

Granvelle, who could have easily
saved his life by proclaiming a parent-

age which he loathed,* and Lancelot

Brederode, an illegitimate scion of

that ancient house, were also among
these earliest victims.

The next day Alva came over to the

camp. He rode about the place, ex-

amining the condition of the fortifica-

tions from the outside, but returned
to Amsterdam without having entered

the city.® On the following morning
the massacre commenced. The plun-
der had been commuted for two hun-
dred and forty thousand guilders,
which the citizens bound themselves

to pay in four instalments ;

® but mur-

Welcke," continues Sterlincx, "den knegft
naar lange weygheren volbragt lieeft."—
KorteBeschryv., etc., etc.

1 Hoofd, viii. 316.
« Bor, vi. 441.
« P. Sterlincx. Hoofd, viii. 315.

Hoofd, viii. 315. Wagenaer, vi. 431,
» Hoofd, viii. 315.
« Bor, vi. 441. Mcteren, iv. 80.
^ "Comme le Due d'Albo mo dist encores

hier se convertira en justice car il n'est pas
d^bere d'en laisser efcliapper pas ung"—
Letter of Mondoucet, 14th July 1573. Cor-

respondance Cli.irles IX., and Mondoucet,
Com. Roy. de I'Hist., iv. 340, sqq.

» Hoofd, viii. 810.
» P. Sterlincx.—Bor, vi 441. Hoofd, vlil.

516, 316. Meteren, iv. 81,
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der was an indispensable accompani-
ment of victory, and admitted of no

compromise. Moreover, Alva had

already expressed the determination
to efi'ect a general massacre upon this

occasion.'^ The garrison, during the

siege, had been reduced from four

thousand to eighteen hundred.* Of
these the Germans, six hundred in

number, were, by Alva's order, dis-

missed, on a pledge to serve no more

against the King. All the rest of the

garrison were immediately butchered,
with at least as many citizens. Drum-
mers went about the city daily, pro-

claiming that all who harboured per-
sons having, at any former period,
been fugitives, were immediately to

give them up, on pain of being in-

stantly hanged themselves in their

own doors. Upon these refugees and

upon the soldiery fell the brunt of the

slaughter ; although, from day to day,
reasons were perpetually discovered

for putting to death every individual

at all distinguished by service, station,

wealth, or liberal principles; for the

carnage could not be accomplished at

once, but, with all the industry and
heartiness employed, was necessarily

protracted through several days. Five

executioners, with their attendants,
were kept constantly at work; and
when at last they were exhausted with

fatigue, or perhaps sickened with hor-

ror, three hundred wretches were tied

two and two, back to back, and drown-

ed in the Harlem Lake."

At last, after twenty-three hundred
human creatures ^^ had been murdered
in cold blood, within a city where so

Compare Mendosa, ix. 205 ; Bentivoglio, I

vii. 129: Correspoudance de Philippe II.,
'

1257; Cabrera, Filipe Segundo, x. 754-750.—Even Bentivoglio is shoclced at the bar-

barities committed after tlie surrender of

the city.
"
Piii di 2 niille furouo giustiziati

c nell' operatione restarono 6 stracchi, 5

Batii, 6 iuliorriditi per maniera i camefici
stessi resto iu dubbio, se fosserostati pitl

atroci, 6 da una parte i falli commessi 6 dall'

altra i suppUcij eseguiti."
—Bentivoglio, ubi

sup.
Cabrera, on the contrary, expresses great

disgust that any one should be moved to

compassion for the fate of tliese heretics.
10 Tlxis is tlie number given by Alva.

(Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 1257)
The Dutch liibtoriana make the amount of -:
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nuny thousands Lad previously per-
ished by violent or by lingering deaths ;

the blasphemous farce of a pardon was
enacted.^ Fifty-seven of the most

prominent burghers of the place were,

however, excepted from the act of

amnesty, and taken into custody as

security for the future good conduct

of the other citizens. Of these host-

ages some were soon executed, some
died in prison, and all would have
been eventually sacrificed, had not the

naval defeat of Bossu soon afterwards

enabled the Prince of Orange to rescue

the remaining prisoners^. Ten thou-

sand two hundred and fifty-six shots

had been discharged against the walls

during the siege.* Twelve thousand
of the besieging army had died of

wounds or disease, during the seven
months and two days, between the

investment and the surrender.* In

the earher part of August,' after the
executions had been satisfactorily ac-

complished, Don Frederic made his

triumphal entry, and the first chapter
in the invasion of Holland was closed.

Such was the memorable siege of Har-

lem, an event in which we are called

upon to wonder equally at human
capacity to inflict and to endure

misery.
The Spaniards celebrated a. victory,

while in Utrecht they made an efSgy
of the Prince of Orange, which they
carried about in procession, broke

upon the wheel, and burned.*' It was,

however, obvious, that if the reduc-

tion of Harlem were a triumph, it

was one which the conquerors might
well exchange for a defeat. At any
rate, it was cei-tain that the Spanish
empire was not strong enough to sus-

tain many more such victories. If it

A Royal Fever Assuaged. 517

had required thirty thousand choice

troops, among which were three regi-
ments called by Alva respectively, the
"
Invincibles," the "Immoi-tals," and

the "
None-such,"

' to conquer the

weakest city of Holland in seven

months, and with the loss of twelve

thousand men; how many men, how
long a time, and how many deaths
would it reqxiire to reduce the rest of

that little province ? For, as the sack
of Naarden had produced the contrary
effect from the one intended, inflam-

ing rather than subduing the spirit of

Dutch resistance, so the long and

glorious defence of Harlem, notwith-

standing its tragical termination, had

only served to strain to the highest

pitch the hatred and patriotism of the
other cities in the province. Even
the treasures of the New World were

inadequate to pay for the conquest o{

that little sand-bank. "Within five

years, twenty-five millions of florina

had been sent from Spain for war ex-

penses in the Netherlands.^ Yet this

amount, with the addition of large
sums annually derived from confisca-

tions,^ of five milhons, at which the

proceeds of the hundredth penny was
estimated, and the two miUions yearly,
for which the tenth and twentieth

pence had been compounded, was in-

sufficient to save the treasury from

beggary and the impaid troops from

mutiny.
Nevertheless, for the moment the

joy created was intense. Philip was

lying dangerously ill at the wood of

Segovia,^*' when the happy tidings of

the reduction of Harlem, with its ac-

companying butchery, arrived. The
account of all this misery, minutely
detailed to him by Alva, acted like

slaughter less than it is estimated by the
Spanish writers wlio, as usual, exasrgerate
these achievements, which they think com-
mendable. Only Meteren, among the Ne-
therland authorities, puts the number of the
executed as high as two thousand, three
hundred less than tliat stated by Alva,
while Camero niises it to three thousand.—
Compare Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, BeutivogUo,
etal

> Bor, VI. 442, 443. Meteren. iv. 80, 82.
' Bor, vi, 443. Meteren.
• Mendoza, ix 203.

According to Hoofd, viii. 316, and Bor,

vi. 444. The Spanish writers estimate the
number at four or five thousand.—Mendoza,
ix. 2Q6. Cabrer.i, x. 759.

* Wagenaer, vi 433.
•

Ibid., vi. 433, 434. Meteren, iv. 81.
» From 1569-1572. — Vide Kluit, HoL

Staatsreg., iv. 512, 613, and Van Wyn op.
Wagen., d. i. bL 2S7, and d. vi. 17. In June
1559. Philip had to pay his army in the
Netherlauda, 8,689,581 florins of arrearage.

9 According to Meteren, iv. 86, eight mil-
lions annually; but the statement is a great
exagger.ition.

1" Correspondance de Philippe XL ii. 1259.
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magic. The blood of twenty-three
hundred of his fellow-creatures—coldly
miu-deied, by his orders, in a single

city
—proved for the sanguinary mo-

narch the elixir of life : he drank and
was refreshed.

" The jmncipal medi-

cine which has cwed his Majesty," wrote

Secretary Cayas from Madrid to Alva,
"

is the joy caused to him by the good
news which you have communicated of

the surrender of Harlem." ^ In the

height of his exultation, the King for-

got how much dissatisfaction he had

recently felt with the progress of events

in the Netherlands; how much trea-

sure had been annually expended with
an insufficient result.

"
Knowing your

necessity," continued Cayas,
" his Ma-

jesty instantly sent for Doctor Velasco,
and ordered him to provide you with

funds, if he had to descend into the
earth to dig for it." ^ While such was
the exultation of the Spaniards, the

Dtdch RepuUic. [1573.

Prince of Orange was neither dismayed
nor despondent. As usual, he trusted

to a higher power than man. "
I had

hoped to send you better news," he

wrote, to Count Louis,
"
nevertheless,

since it has otherwise pleased the good
God, we must conform ourselves to His
Divine will. I take the same God to

witness that I have done everything
according to my means, which was

possible, to succour the city."
^ A few

days later, wTiting in the same spirit,
he infomled his brother that the Zea-

lauders had succeeded in capturing the
castle of Rammekens, on the isle of

Walcheren. "
I hope," he said,

" that

this will reduce the pride of our ene-

mies, who, after the surrender of

Harlem, have thought that they were
about to swallow us alive. I assure

myself, however, that they will find a

very different piece of work from the

one which they expect."
*

CHAPTER IX.

Position of Alva—Hatred entertained for liim by elevated personages—Quarrels between
him and Medina CJceli—Departure of the Latter—Complaints to the King by each of tUa
other—Attempts at conciliation addressed by government to thu people of tlie Nether-
lands—Grotesque character of the address—Mutinous domoustvation of the Spauiai^.

troops—Secret overtures to Orange—Obedience, with difficulty, restored by Alva—Com-
mencement of the siege of Alkmaar—Sanguinary menaces of the Duke—Encouraging
and enthusiastic language of the Prince^Preparatious in Alkmaar for defence—The first

assault steadily repulsed—Refusal of the soldiers to storm a second time—Expedition
of the Carpenter-envoy—Ordeie of tlie Prince to flood the country—The Carpenter's
despatches in the enemy's liands—Effect jiroducod upon the Sjianiai-ds

—The siege raised—Negotiations of Count Louis with France—Uneasiness and secret conx'spondence
of the Duke—Convention witli the English govemn)ent—Objects pursued by Orange-
Cruelty of De la Marok—His dismissal from oflice and subsequent death—Negotiations
with France—Altered tone of the French court with regard to the St Bavtholomevy—111

effects of the crime up^n the royal projects
—Hypocrisy of the Spanish govennnent—

Letter of Louis to Charles IX.—Complaints of Charles IX.—Secret aspirations of that
raonarrh and of Phili]^

—Intrigues concerning the I'llisli election—Renewed negotiations
between Schomberg and Count Louis, with consent of Onuige—Conditions prescribed by
the Prince—Articles of secret ;xlliance—Remarkable letter of Count Louis to Charles IX.—Responsible and isolated situation of Orange—The "Address" and the "Epistle"—
Religions sentiments of the Prince—Naval action on the Znydcr Zoo—Cayitivity of Bossu
and of Saint Aldegonde—Odious position of Alva—His unceasing cruelty—Execution of

Uitenhoove—Fraud practised by Alva upon his creditors—Arriv;il of Bcquesens, the
new Governor-General—Jjeparturg^ Alva—Concluding remarks upon his administra-

tion,

Fob the sake of continuity in the

narrative, the siege of Harlem has been
related until its conclusion. This great
event constituted, moreover, the prin-

cipal stuff in Netherland history, up
1 Con-espoudance do Philippe II., ii. 1259.
2 Ibid.

to the middle of the year 1573. A
few loose threads must be now taken

up before we can proceed farther.

Alva had for some time felt himself

in a false and uncomfortable position.

* Groon v. Prinst., Archives, etc., iv. 175.
* Archives de la Maison d'Orangc^ iv. 181.
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WMle he continued to be the object
of a popular hatred as intense as ever

glowed, he had gradually lost his hold

upon those who, at the outset of his

career, had been loudest and lowest in

their demonstrations of respect.
" Be-

lieve me," wrote Secretary Albomoz to

Secretary Cayas, "this people abhor
our nation worse than they abhor the

DeviL As for the Duke of Alva, they
foam at the mouth when they hear his

name." ^
Yiglius, although still main-

taining smooth relations with the

Governor, had been, in reahty, long
since estranged from him. Even Aer-

Bchot, for whom the Duke had long
maintained an intimacy half affection-

ate, half contemptuous, now began to

treat him with a contumely which it

was dilficult for so proud a stomach to

digest.'
But the main source of discomfort

was doubtless the presence of Medina
CcelL This was the perpetual thorn
in his side, which no cunning could
extract. A successor who would not
and could not succeed him, yet who
attended him as his shadow and his

evil genius— a confidential colleague
who betrayed his confidence, mocked
his projects, derided his authority, and

yet complained of ill treatment— a
rival who was neither compeer nor

Bubaltem, and who affected to be his

censor—a functionary of a purely ano-

malous character, sheltering himself
under his abnegation of an authority
which he had not dared to assume,
and criticising measures which he was
not competent to grasp;

—such was
the Duke of Medina Coeli, in Alva's
estimation.

The bickering between the two
Dukes became unceasing and disgrace-
fuL Of course, each complained to

the King, and each, according to his

own account, was a martyr to the
other's tyranny ;

but the meekness
manifested by Alva, in all his relations

with the new comer, was wonderful, if

we are to beheve the accounts furnish-
ed by himself and by his confidential

secretary.* On the other hand, Medina

Cceli ^v^ote to the King, complaining
of Alva in most unmitigated strains,

and asserting that he was himself never

allowed to see any despatches, nor to

have the slightest information as to

the policy of the government.'' He
reproached the Duke with shrinking
from personal participation in military

operations, and begged the royal for-

giveness if he withdrew from a scene

where he felt himself to be super-
fluous.'

Accordingly, towards the end of

November, he took his departure,
without paying his resx>ects. The
Governor complained to the King of

this unceremonious proceeding, and
assured His Majesty that never were

courtesy and gentleness so ill requited
as his had been by this ingrate and
cankered Duke. " He told me," said

Alva,
" that if I did not stay in the

field, he would not remain with me
in peaceful cities, and he asked me if I

intended to march into Holland with
the troops which were to winter there.

I answered, that I should go wherever
it was necessary, even should I be

obliged to swim through all the canals

of Holland. "8 After giving these de-

tails, the Duke added, with great ap-

pearance of candour and meekness,
that he was certain Medina Coeli had

only been influenced by extreme zeal

for His Majesty's service, and that,

finding so little for him to do in the

Netherlands, he had become dissatis-

fied with his position."

Immediately after the fall of Har-

lem, another attempt was made by
Alva to win back the allegiance of

the other cities by proclamations. It

had become obvious to the Governor,

j

that so determined a resistance on the

I
part of the first place besieged augured
many long campaigns before the whole

province could be subdued. A circular

was accordingly issued upon the 26th

July from Utrecht, and published im-

mediately afterwards in all the cities

of the Netherlands. It was a paper of

singular character, commingling an af-

fectation of almost ludicrous clemency,

1 "
Escupcn en on eu nombre."—Corre- !

Fpond. de Philippe II.. ji 1208.
'

Ibid., it. 129S, 1177. !

3
Ibid., ii. 1174, 1177, 117S.

*
Ibid., ji. 1178. » Ibid.

5
IWd., ii. 1103. 1 Ibid.
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with honest and hearty brutality.
There was consequently something
very grotesque about the document.

Philip, in the outside, was made to

sustain towards his undutiful subjects
the characters of the brooding hen and
the prodigal's father; a range of im-

pei-sonation hardly to be allowed him,
even by the most abject flattery. "Ye
are well aware," thus ran the address,
" that the King has, over and over

again, manifested his willingness to

receive his children, in however forlorn

a condition the prodigals might return.

His Majesty assures you once more
that your sins, however black they
may have been, shall be forgiven and

forgotten in the plenitude of royal

kindness, if you repent and return in

season to his Majesty's embrace. Not-

withstanding your manifold crimes,
his Majesty still seeks, like a hen call-

ing her chickens, to gather you all under
the parental wing. The King hereby
warns you once more, therefore, to

place yourselves in his royal hands,
and not to wait for his rage, cruelty,
and fury, and the approach of his

army."
The affectionate character of the

address, already fading towards the

end of the preamble, soon changes to

bitterness. The domestic maternal
fowl dilates into the sanguinary dragon
as the address proceeds. "But if,"

continues the monarch,
"
ye disregard

these offers of mercy, receiving them
with closed ears, as heretofore, then
we warn you that there is no rigour,
nor cruelty, however great, which you
are not to expect by laying waste,

etarvation, and the sword, in such
manner that nowhere shall remain a
relic of that which at jiresent exists, but
liis Majesty will Btrip bare and utterly

depopulate the land, and cause it to be
inhabited again by strangers; since

otherwise his Majesty could not be-

lieve that the will of God and of his

Majesty had been accomplished."
^

It is almost superfluous to add that

this circular remained fruitless. The

royal wrath, thus blasphemously iden-

1 The document is published in Bor, tL
445, 446.

Bor, vi. 444. « Ibid., vii. 444, 445.
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tifying itself with Divine vengeance,
inspired no terror, the royal blandish-

ments no affection.

The next point of attack was the

city of Alkmaar, situate quite at the
termination of the Peninsula, among
the lagunes and redeemed prairies of

North Holland. The Prince of Orange
had already provided it with a small

garrison.* The city had been sum-
moned to surrender by the middle of

July, and had returned a bold refusal.^

Meantime, the. Spaniards had retired

from before the walls, while the sur-

render and chastisement of Harlem
occupied them during the next suc-

ceeding weeks. The month of August,
moreover, was mainly consumed by
Alva in quelling a dangerous and pro-
tracted mutiny, which broke out

among the Spanish soldiers at Har-

lem,* between three and four thousand
of them having been quartered upon
the ill-fated population of that city.^

Unceasing misery was endured by the

inhabitants at the hands of the feroci-

ous Spaniards, flushed with victory,
mutinous for long arrears of pay, and

greedy for the booty which had been
denied. At times, however, the fury
of the soldiery was more violently di-

rected against their own commanders
than against the enemy. A project
was even formed by tlae malcontent

troops to deUver Harlem into the

hands of Orange. A party of them,

disguised as Baltic merchants, waited

upon the Prince at Delft, and were se-

cretly admitted to his bedside before

he had risen. They declared to him
that they were Spanish soldiers, who
had compassion on his cause, were dis-

satisfied with their own government,
and were ready, upon receipt of forty
thousand guilders, to deliver the city
into his hands. The Pi-ince took the

matter into consideration, and pro-
mised to accept the offer if he could

raise the required sum. This, how-

ever, he found himself unable to do
within the stipulated time, and thus,
for want of so paltry a .sum, the offer

was of necessity declined.''

< Ibid. Hoofd, viii. 317. » Bor, vi. 449.
• Meteren, iv. 81. Hoofd (viii. 31.S) also

tells the story, but does uot vouch for ir.
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Various were the excesses committed

by the insubordinate troops in ererj-

province in the Netherlands ujwn the

long-suflFering inhabitants,
"
Nothing,"

vfTote Alva,
'• had given him so much

pain during his forty years of service."^

He avowed his determination to go to

Amsterdam in order to offer himself as

a hostage to the soldiery, if by so do-

ing he could quell the mutiny.* He
went to Amsterdam accordingly, where

by his exertions, ably seconded by those

of the Marquis ViteUi, and by the pay-
ment of thirty crowns to each soldier—fourteen on accoimt of arrearages,
and sixteen as his share in the Harlem

compensation money— the rebellion

was appeased, and obedience restored.^

There was now leisxrre for the
General to devote his whole energies

against the Uttle city of Alkmaar. On
that bank and shoal, the extreme

verge of habitable earth, the spirit of

Holland's Freedom stood at bay. The

grey towers of Egmont Castle and of

Egmont Abbey rose between the city
and the sea, and there the troops sent

by the Prince of Orange were quar-
tered during the very brief period in

which the citizens wavered as to re-

ceiving them. The die was soon cast.

However, and the Prince's garrison
vimitted. The Spaniards advanced,
burned the village of Egmont to the

ground as soon as the patriots had left

it, and on the 21st of August, Don
Frederic, appearing before the walls,

proceeded formally to invest Alk-
maar.* In a few days this had been
80 thoroughly accomplished, that, in

Alva's language,
"

it was impossible
for a sparrow to enter or go out of the

city."' The odds were somewhat
unequal. Sixteen thousand veteran

1 Correspondance de Philippe II., ii. 1260.
2 Ibid.
» Hoofd, viii. 318. CorresxMndance de

Philippe II., ii. 1204.
* Nanaing van Foreest. Een Kort Ver-

hael van de strenghe Belegheringe ende
Altrek der Spangiaerden van de StsSt Alck-
niaar.—Delft, 1573.
Thia i3 much the most important and de-

tailed ace. imt of the siege of Alkmair. The
story is told with Tigour and ferocity, by a
man who was daily and nightly ou the walls
during the whole siege, and who wrot« his
narrative as oooa a« the Spauiarda hod been
repulsed.

troops constituted the besieging force.*

"Within the city were a garrison of

ei'jht hundred' soldiers, together with
thirteen hundred burghers, capable of

bearing arms.^ The rest of the popu-
lation consisted of a very few refugees,
besides the women and children. Two
thousand one hundred able-bodied

men, of whom oniy about one-third

were soldiers, to resist sixteen thou-

sand regulars !

Nor was there any doubt as to the

fate which was reserved for them,
should they succumb. The Duke was
vociferous at the ingratitude with
which his clemency had hitherto been

requited- He complained bitterly of

the Ul success which had attended his

monitory circulars; reproached him-
self with incredible vehemence for his

prevous mildness
;
and protested that,

after having executed only twenty-
three hundred persons at the surren-

der of Harlem, besides a few addi-

tional burghers since, he had met with
no correspondent demonstrations of

affection. He promised himself, how-

ever, an ample compensation for all

this ingratitude in the wholesale ven-

geance which he purposed to wreak

upon Alkmaar. Already he gloated
in anticipation over the havoc which
would soon be let loose within those

walls. Such ravings, if invented by
the pen of fiction, would seem a puerile

caricature; proceeding, authentically,
from his own, they still appear almost
too exaggerated for belief.

"
If I take

Alkmaar," he wrote to Philip,
"

I am
resolved not to leave a single creature

alive ; the knife shall be put to every
throat. Since the example of Haiiem
has proved of no use, perhaps an ex-

ample oj cruelty will bring the other

The author, who was a magistrate and a

pensionary of the city, observes that hia
" slumberous and sleiepy fellow burghera
were converted into experienced soldiers

by the Spaniard, who summoneil them
every moment out of bed to the walls."—
p. 41.

Compare Hoofd, viiL 317-319 Wagenaer,
vL 441.

* Correspondance de Philippe n., ii. 1284.

• Wagenaer, vi. 441. Hoofd, viii. 32L
T 'Wagenaer, viii. 441, 412. Hoofd-

» Ibid. Hoofd, viii. 82L
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cities to their senses."^ He took oc-

casion also to read a lecture to the

party of conciliation in Madrid, whose

councils, as he believed, his sovereign
was beginning to heed. Nothing, he

maintained, could be more senseless

than the idea of pardon and clemency.
This had been sufficiently proved by
recent events. It was easy for people
at a distance to talk about gentleness ;

but those upon the spot knew better.

Gentleness had 2^^oduced nothing, so

far; violence alone could succeed in

future.
" Let your Majesty," he said,

" be disabused of the impression, that

with kindness anything can be done
with these people. Already have
matters reached such a point that

many of those bom in the coimtry,
who have hitherto advocated clemency,
are now undeceived, and acknowledge
their mistake. They are of opinion
that not a living soid shoidd be left in

Alkmaar, but that every individual

should be put to the sward." ^ At the

same time, he took occasion, even in

these ferocious letters, which seem

dripping with blood, to commend his

own natural benignity of disposition.
"Your Majesty may be certain," he

eaid, "that no man on earth desires

the path of clemency more than I do,

notwithstanding my particular hatred

for heretics and traitors." "* It was
therefore with regret that he saw him-
self obliged to take the opposite course,
and to stiile all his gentler sentiments.

Upon Diedrich Sonoy, Lieutenant-

Governor for Orange in the province
of North Holland, devolved the imme-
diate responsibility of defending this

part of the country.^ As the storm
rolled slowly up from the south, even
that experienced officer became uneasy
at the unequal conflict impending.
He despatched a letter to his chief,

giving a gloomy picture of his posi-
tion.* All looked instinctively to-

wards the Prince, as to a God in

their time of danger; all felt as if

1 "Estoy resuelto en no doxar criatiira

con la vida, sine hazeilos passar todos a cu-

cliillo quiza. con al exemplo do la crueldad,
vernan las demas villas."—CoiTespoudanco
do PhUippo II., ii. 1264.

2 Ibid., ii. 1266.
3 " V. M. sea ciorto que nadio en 1a tierra

Dutch Meptiblic. [1573.

i upon his genius and fortitude depend
ed the whole weKare of the fatherland
It was hoped, too, that some resource
had been provided in a secret foreign
alliance. "

If your princely grace,"
wrote Sonoy,

'• have made a contract
for assistance with any powerful po-
tentate, it is of the highest importance
that it should be known to all the

cities, in order to put an end to the

emigi-ation, and to console the people
in their affliction."*'

The answer of the Prince was full

of lofty enfJiusiasm. He reprimanded
with gentle but earnest eloquence the

despondency and little faith of his

lieutenant and other adherents. He
had not expected, he said, that they
would have so soon forgotten their

manly courage. They seemed to con-

sider the whole fate of the coxmtry
attached to the city of Harlem. He
took God to witness that he had spared
no pains, and would willingly have

spared no di'op of his blood to save

that devoted city. "But as, notwith-

standing our efforts," he continued,
"

it has pleased God Almighty to dis-

pose of Harlem according to His Divine

will, shall we, therefore, deny and
deride His holy Word? Has the

strong arm of the Lord thereby grown
weaker? Has His Church therefore

come to nought ? You ask if I have
entered into a firm treaty with any
great king or potentate, to which I

answer, that before I ever took up the
cause of the oppressed Christians in

these provinces, I had entered into a,

close alliance with the King of kings ;

and I am firmly convinced that all

who put their trust in Him shall be
saved by His almighty hand. The
God of armies will raise up armiea
for us, to do battle with our enemies
and His own." In conclusion, he
stated his preparations for attacking
the enemy by sea as well as by land,
and encouraged his lieutenant and the

citizens of the northern quarter to

desea mas el camino de la blandura que yo ;

auiique es odio particular el que tonfco ecu
Ids hereges y traidorcs," etc., etc.—Corrca-

poudanco de Philippe II., ii. 1266.
* Hoofd, viii. 321. Bor, vi. 451, 453.
« Bor (vi. 446, 447) publtshes the letter.
* Bor, ubi sup.
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maintain a bold front before the ad-

vancing foe.^

And now, with the dismantled and

desolate Harlem before their eyes, a

prophetic phantom, perhaps, of their

own imminent fate, did the handful

of people shut up within Alkmaar pre-

pare for the worst. Their main hope
lay in the friendly sea. The vast

Eluices called the Zyp, through which
an inundation of the whole northern

province could be very soon effected,

were but a few miles distant. By
opening these gates, and by piercing a

few dykes, the ocean might be made
to iight for them. To obtain this re-

sult, however, the consent of the in-

habitants was requisite, as the destruc-

tion of aU the standing crops would be
inevitable. The city was so closely

invested, that it was a matter of life

and death to venture forth, and it was

difficult, therefore, to find an envoy
for this hazardous mission. At last,

\ carpenter in the city, Peter Van der

Mey by name, undertook the adven-

ture,* and was entrusted with letters

to Sonoy, to the Prince of Orange,
and to the leading personages in seve-

ral cities of the province. These

pai)ers were enclosed in a hollow walk-

ing-staff, carefully made fast at the

top.'
Affairs soon approached a crisis

within the beleaguered city. Daily
skinnishes, without decisive reeult,
had taken place outside the walls. At
last, on the 18th of September, after

a steady cannonade of nearly twelve

hours, Don Frederic, at three in the

afternoon, ordered an assault.'' Not-

\vithstanding his seven months' ex-

perience at Harlem, he stiU believed

it certain that he shoidd carry Alk-
maar by storm. The attack took place
at once upon the Frisian gate and

upon the red tower on the opposite
side. Two choice regiments, recently
arrived from Lombardy, led the onset,

rending the air with their shouts, and

1 See this remarkabie and eloquent letter,
dr.ted Dort, August 9, 1573, ia Bor, vi. 447,
443. « Bor, vi. 452. a Ibid.

*
Ibid., vi. 453. Hoofd, viii 323. Men-

dozA, X. •.:17-il9.
* banning van Foreest, v. 34. Bor, vi.

453. Hxifd, viiL 323.

Assault upon AlJcmaar. o'lo

confident of an ea^ victory. They
were siistained by what seemed an

overwhelming forco of disciplined

troops. Yet never, even in the recent

histoiy of Harlem, had an attack been
received by more daimtless breasts.

Every hving man was on the walls.

The storming parties were assailed with

cannon, with musketry, with pistols.

Boiling water, pitch and oil, molten

lead, and imslaked hme, were poured
upon them every moment. Hundreds
of tarred and burning hoops were

skih'ully quoited aroimd the necks of

the soldiers, who struggled in vain to

extricate themselves from these fiery

ruffs, while as fast as any of the in-

vaders planted foot upon the breach,

they were confronted face to face with
Bword and dagger by the burghers,
who hurled them headlong into the
moat below.'

Thrice was the attack renewed with

ever-increasing rage
—thrice repulsed

with unflinching fortitude. The
storm continued foiu* hoiu^ long.

During all that period, not one of the
defenders left his post, till he dropped
from it dead or woimded.^ The wo-
men and children, unscared by the
balls flying in every direction, or by
the hand-to-hand conflicts on the ram-

parts, passed steadily to and fro fi-om

the arsenals to the fortifications, con-

stantly supplying their fathers, hus-

bands, and brothers with powder and
ball.' Thus, every human being in the

city that could walk had become a
soldier. At last darkness fell upon
the scene. The trumpet of recall was
soimded, and the Spaniards, utterly
discomfited, retired from the walls,

leaving at least one thousand dead in

the trenches,^ while only thirteen

burghers and twenty-fotir of the gar
rison lost their hves.^ Thus was Alk-
maar preserved for a little longer

—
thus a large and weU-appointed army
signally defeated by a handful of men
fighting for their firesides and altars.

« Bor, Hoofd—Compare Menduza, x. 216-
219. N. -van Foreest.

'

Nanningvan Foreest, S3. Hoofd, viii.

324.

8 Bor, vi. 453. Hoofd, viii. 324.

' Hoofd. NaimiDg van Foree«tj 38,
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Ensign Solia, who had mounted the
breach for an instant, and miracu-

lously escaped with life, after having
been hurled from the battlements, re-

Eorted

that he had seen " neither

elmet nor harness," as he looked down
into the city : only some plain-looking

people, generally dressed like fisher-

men.^ Yet these plain-looking fisher-

men had defeated the veterans of Alva.

The citizens felt encouraged by the
results of that day's work. Moreover,

they already possessed such informa-

tion concerning the condition of aifairs

in the camp of the enemy as gave them
addition.-vl confidence. A Spaniard,
named Jeronimo, had been taken

prisoner, and brought into the city.*

On receiving a promise of pardon, he
had revealed many secrets concerning
the position and intentions of the be-

eieging army. It is painful to add that

the prisoner, notwithstanding his dis-

closures, and the promise under which

they had been made, was treacherously
executed.** He begged hard for his

life as he was led to the gallows, offer-

ing fresh revelations, which, however,
after the ample communications al-

ready made, were esteemed super-
fluous. Finding this of no avail, he

promised his captors, with perfect sim-

plicity, to go down on his knees and

worship the devil precisely as they did*
if by so doing he might obtain mercy.
It may be supposed that such a propo-
sition was not likely to gain additional

favour for him in the eyes of these

rigid Calvinists, and the poor wretch
was accordingly hanged.
The day following the assault, a

fresh cannonade was opened upon the

city. Seven hundred shots having
been discharged, the attack was order-

ed. It was in vain; neither threats

nor entreaties could induce the Span-
iards, hitherto so indomitable, to

mount the breach. The place seemed
to their imagination protected by more
than mortal powers, otherwise how was
it possible that a few half-star\'ed

fishermen could already have so trium-

phantly overthrown the time-honoured

^ Hoofd, vii. 324 N. van Foreest.
a Bor, vi. 453. Hoofd, viii. 322, 823.
3 Ibid. Ibid., viii. 323.
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legions of Spain ? It was thought, no
doubt, that the devil, whom they wor-

shipped, would continue to protect his

children. Neither the entreaties nor
the menaces of Don Frederic were of

any avail. Several soldiers allowed
themselves to be run through the

body by their own officers, rather than
advance to the walls, and the assault

was accordingly postponed to an in-

definite period.^

Meantime, as Governor Sonoy had

opened many of the dykes, the land in

the neighbourhood of the camp was

becoming plashy, although as yet tbe

threatened inundation had not taken

place. The soldiers were already very
uncomfortable and very refractorJ^
The carpenter-envoy had not been

idle, having, upon the 26th September,
arrived at Sonoy's quarters, bearing
letters from the Prince of Orange.
These despatches gave distinct direc-

tions to Sonoy to flood the country at

all risks rather than allow Alkmaar to

fall into the enemy's hands. The

dykes and sluices were to be protected

by a strong guard, lest the peasants, in

order to save their crops, should repair
or close them in the night-time. The
letters of Orange were copied, and, to-

gether with fresh communications from

Sonoy, delivered to the carpenter. A
note on the margin of the Prince's let-

ter directed the citizens to kindle four

beacon flres in specified places as soon

as it should prove necessary to resort

to extreme measures. AVhen that mo-
ment should an-ive, it was solemnly

promised that an inundation should be

created which should sweep the whole

Spanish army into the sea. The work

had, in fact, been commenced. The

Zyp and other sluices had already been

opened, and a vast body of water,

driven by a strong north-west wind,
had rushed in from the ocean. It

needed only that two gi-eat dykes
should be pierced to render the deluge
and the desolation complete. The
harvests were doomed to destruction,

and a frightful loss of property ren-

dered inevitable, but, at any rate, the

* Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.
* Hoofd, viii. 324—Compare Meudoza, x.

219. 220.
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Spaniards, if this last measure were

taken, must fly, or perisli to a man.^

Tliis decisive blow ha^-ing been thus

ordered and promised, the carpenter
set fortu towards the city. He was,

however, not so successful in accom-

plishing his entrance unmolested as he
had been in eSecting his departure.
He narrowly escaped with his life in

passing through the enemy's lines, and
v/hile occupied in saving himself was so

imlucky, or, as it proved, so fortunate,
as to lose the stick in which his de-

spatches were enclosed. He made good
lus entrance into the city, where, by
word of mouth, he encouraged his fel-

low-burghers as to the intentions of the
Prince and Sonoy. In the meantime,
his letters were laid before the general
of the besieging army. The resolution

taken by Orange, of which Don Fre-

deric was thus unintentionally made
aware, to flood the country far and

near, rather than fail to protect Alk-

maar, made a profound impression
upon his mind. It was obvious that

he was dealing with a determined

leader, and with desperate men. His

attempt to carry the place by storm
had signally failed, and he could not
deceive himself as to the temper and

disposition of his troops ever since that

repulse. "When it should become known
that they were threatened with sub-

mersion in the ocean, in addition to all

the other horrors of war, he had reason

to beheve that they would retire igni>

miniously from that remote and deso-

late sand hook, where, by remaining,

they could only find a watery grave.
These views having been discussed in

1 Bor, vi 454. HoofJ, viU. 325. Men-
doza, X. 219, 220.

* Bor and Hoofd, abi sup Compare Men-
doza, X. 219, 220.

* Bor, Hoofd, Mendoza. Letter of Koir-
carmes to his brother De Selles, in Corresp.
de Philippe II., iL 12S0. Nanning van
Foreest. Cort Verhael, etc. The stout

pensionary, after recording the events of the

siege, before the smoke had fairly rolled

away, gives his readers two ballads; effu-

sions of the same spirit which had pervaded
the city during its energetic resistance.

They are, as usual, martial and jocular ; a
single verse may be translated as a speci-
men—
" De 8tad van Alkmaer behielt de kroon,
Zy gaaven de bpangaeda kranssen,

a council of officers, the result waa
reached that sufficient had been al-

ready accomplished for the glory of

Spanish arms. Neither honom- nor

loyalty, it was thought, required that

sixteen thousand soldiers should be
sacrificed in a contest, not with man,
but with the ocean.^

On the 8th of October, accordingly,
the siege, which had lasted seven weeks,
was raised,' and Don Frederic rejoined
his father in Amsterdam. Ready to

die in the last ditch, and to overwhelm
both themselves and their foes in a
common catastrophe, the HoUandera
had at last compelled their haught5
enemy to fly from a position which he
had so insolently assumed.

These public transactions and mili-

tary operations were not the only im-

portant events which affected the fate

of HoUand and its sister provinces at

this jimcture. The secret relations

which had already been renewed be-

tween Louis of Nassau, as plenipoten-

tiary of his brother, and the French

court, had for some time excited great
uneasiness in the mind of Alva. Count
Louis was known to be as skilful a ne-

gotiator as he was valiant and accom-

plished as a soldier. His frankness
and boldness created confidence. The
" brave spirit in the loyal breast

"
in-

spired all his dealing; his experience
and quick perception of character pre-
vented his becoming a dupe of even
the most adroit politicians, while his

truth of purpose made him incapable
either of overreaching an ally or of be-

traying a trust. His career indicated

that diplomacy might be sometimes

Pypen en trommeln gringen daer schoon.
Men spelde daer vreemde danssen.

De Spangaerds stonden d;iar vergaart
Zy tansten ecee nieuwe Spaansche galjaert.

ilaar zy vergeten te komen in de schaus-

sen,"—etc., etc

With double-quick time the Spaniard proud
Against Alkmaiir advances.

The niping and drumming are merry and
loud.

We play them the best of dances.
The Spaniards stop^though they look very

big—
They dance a very new Spanish jig.
But forget the use of their lances,— etc.,

etc.
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Buccessfid, even although founded upon
sincerity.

Alva secretly expressed to his sove-

reign much suspicion of France.^ He
reminded him that Charles IX., during
the early part of the preceding year,
had given the assurance that he was

secretly dealing with Louis of Nassau,

only that he might induce the Count to

pass over to Philip's service.^ At the

same time Charles had been doing all

he could to succour Mons, and had writ-

ten the memorable letter which had
fallen into Alva's hands on the capture
of Genlis, and which expressed such a

fixed determination to inflict a deadly
blow upon the King, whom the writer

was thus endeavouring to cajole.^ All

this the Governor recalled to the re-

collection of his sovereign. In view of

this increasing repugnance of the Eng-
lish court, Alva recommended that fair

words should be employed; hinting,

however, that it would be by no means

necessary for his master to consider

himself very strictly bound by any
Buch pledges to Elizabeth, if they
should happen to become inconvenient-

ly pressing. "A monarch's promises,"
he deUcately suggested, "were not to

be considered so sacred as those of

humbler mortals.^ Not that the king
should directly violate his word, but

at the same time,
"
continued the Duke,

"
I have thought all my life, and I have

learned it from the Emperor, your Ma-

jesty's father, that the negotiations of

kings depend upon different prmciples
from those of us private gentlemen who
walk the world ;

and in this manner I

always observed that your Majesty's

father, who was so great a gentleman
and so powerful a prince, conducted

his affairs."
^ The Governor took occa-

sion, likewise, to express his regrets at

the awkward manner in which the

Eidolli scheme had been managed.
Had he been consulted at an earlier

day, the affair could have been treated

1 Correspondanoe de Philippe IL, ii. 1211.

2 Ibid. 8 Ibid., ii. 269, note.

«
Ibid., ii. 1211.

* "Quo las negociaciones de los reyos

pendrian de muy differentes cabon que I03

negocios de los particulares cavalleros quo
andainos pur el muudo, y desta mauera lo

[1573.
much more delicatelj' ;

as it was, there

could be little doubt but that the

discovery of the plot had prejudiced
the mind of Elizabeth against Spain.
" From that dust," concluded the Duke,
" has resulted all this dirt.'"* It could

hardly be matter of surprise, either to

Philip or his Viceroy, that the disco-

very by Elizabeth of a plot upon their

parts to take her life and place the

crown upon the head of her hated

rival, should have engendered unami-
able feelings in her bosom towards
them. For the moment, however,
Alva's negotiations were apparently
successful.

On the first of May 1 573, the articles

of convention between England and

Spain, with regard to the Netherland

difficulty, had been formally published
in Brussels.^ The Duke, in communi-

cating the termination of these arrange-

ments, quietly recommended his mas-
ter thenceforth to take the English

ministry into his pay. In particular
he advised his Majesty to bestow ar»

annual bribe upon Lord Burleigh,
"who held the kingdom in his hand;
for it has always been^my opinion," he

continued, "th&t it was an excellent

practice for princes to give pensions to

the ministers of other potentates, and
to keep those at home who took bribes

from nobody."*
On the other hand, the negotiations

of Orange with the English court were
not yet successful, and he still found
it almost impossible to raise the requi-
site funds for carrying on the war.

Certainly, his private letters shewed
that neither he nor his brothers were
self-seekers in their negotiations.

"You
know," said he in a letter to his bro-

thers, "that my intention has never

been to seek my private advantage. 1

have only aspired for the liberty of

the country, in conscience and in po-

lity, which foreigners have sought to

oppress. I have no other articles to

vi tratar h su padre de V. M. quo era tan

griou cavallero y tan priiicipo."

8 "Porque V. JI. sea cierto quo de aquel-
los polTos hau ealido todos estos lodos."—
Ibid.

T
Ibid., ii. S33, 334. Meteren.

8 Correspondance do Philippe II., il. 1221.
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propose, safe that 'religion, reformed

according to the AVord of God, should

be permitted, that then the common-
wealth should be x estored to its ancient

hberty, and, to that end, that the

Spaniards and other soldiery should

be compelled to retire.^

The restoration of civil and religious

liberty, the estalli^kment of the great

^principle of toleration in matters of

ccnscieEce, constituted the piupose to

which his days and nights were de-

voted, his princely fortune sacrificed,

his life-blood risked. At the same

time, his enforcement of toleration to

both religions excited caliunny against
him among the bigoted adherents of

both. By the Catholics he was accused

of haying instigated the excesses which
he had done everything in hia power
to repress. The enormities of De la

Marck, which had inspired the Prince's

indignation, were even laid at the door
of him who had risked his life to

prevent and to chastise them. De la

Marck had, indeed, more than counter-

balanced his great service in the tak-

ing of Brill, by his subsequent cruelties.

At last. Father Cornelius Musius, pas-
tor of Saint Agatha, at the age of

seventy-two, a man highly esteemed

by the Prince of Orange, had been put
to torture end death by this barbarian,
under circumstances of great atrocity.
The horrid deed cost the Prince many
teare, aroused the indignation of the
estates of Holland, and produced the
dismission of the perpetrator from
their service. It was considered ex-

pedient, however, in view of his past
Bervices, hia powerful connexions, and
his troublesome character, that he
should be induced peaceably to leave
the country.*

It was long before the Prince and
the estates could succeed in ridding
themselves of this encumbrance. He
created several riots in different parts
of the province, and boasted that he
had many fine ships of war and three

1 Archives de la Maison d'Orange, iv. 50.

* Hoofd, viL 2S1, 2S2. Bor, -vi. 422.

Brandt, Hist der Ret, x. 533-540. (d. i.)
"De 4jdmg van so vervlockt een handel
koste den priuce klagcen en traenen : deese

oamenechelykheit deed den btaaten wee, en

DepaHure of De la Marck. 0-27

i thousand men devoted to him, by
whose assistance he could make the

estates "dance after his pipe
" At the

beginning of the following year (1574),
he was at last compelled to leave the

provinces, which he never again trou-

bled with his presence. Some years
afterwards, he died of the bite of a

mad dog ; an end not inappropriate to

a man of so rabid a disposition.'
While the Prince was thus steadily

striving for a lofty and generous pur-

pose, he was, of course, represented by
his implacable enemies as a man play-

ing a game which, unfortimately for

himself, was a losing one.
" That poor

prince," said Granvelle, "has been ill

advised. I doubt now whether he will

ever be able to make his peace, and I

think we shall rather try to get rid of
him and Jiis brother as if they were

Turls. The marriage with the daugh-
ter of Maurice, unde mala et quia ipse

talis, and his brothers have done him
much harm. So have Schwendi and
German intimacies. I saw it all very
plainly, but he did not choose to be-

lieve me." *

ni-starred, worse counselled William
of Orange! Had he but taken the

friendly Cardinal's advice, kept his

hand from German marriages and his

feet from conventicles—had he assisted

his sovereign in burning heretics and

hunting rebels, it wotild not then have
become necessary

" to treat him like a
Turk." This is unquestionable. It is

equally so that there would have been
one great lamp the less in that strait

and dif&cnlt pathway which leads to

the temple of true glory.
The main reliance of Orange was

upon the secret negotiations which his

brother Louis was then renewing with
the French Grovemment. The Prince
had felt an almost insurmoimtable re-

pugnance towards entertaining any re-

lation with that blood-stained coiut,
since the massacre of Saint Bartholo-

mew. But a nevr face had recently

strekte den pleeger self een trap tot sijc 3

ondereank. "—Bran<it. Hoofd.
» Meteren. Strada. Hoofd, va. 2S?. 290.

Bor, vi. 424-4'?V TTp^er.p. :-,
ri. 434-^36.

* Cardinal uranveile to Morillou, ISth
March 1573, in Groeu ran Frinst, Archivee,
It. 36*.
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bee:i put upon that transaction. In-

stead of glorying in their crime, the

King and his mother now assumed a

tone of compunction, and averred that

the deed had been unpremeditated;
that it had been the residt of a panic
or an ecstasy of fear inspired by the

suddenly discovered designs of the

Huguenots; and that, in the instinct

of self-preservation, the King, with his

family and immediate friends, had

plunged into a crime which they now
bitterly lamented.^ The French en-

voys at the different courts of Europe
were directed to impress this view

upon the minds of the monarchs to

whom they were accredited. It was

certainly a very different instruction

from that which they hatl at iirst re-

ceived. Their cue had originally been
to claim a full meed of praise and

thanksgiving in behalf of their sove-

reign for his meritorious exploit- The
Ealvos of artillery, the illumiuations

and rejoicings, the solemn processions
and masses by which the auspicious
event had been celebrated, were yet
fresh in the memory of men. The
ambassadors were sufficiently embar-
rassed by the distinct and determined

approbation which they had recently

expressed. Although the King, by
formal proclamation, had assumed the

whole responsibility, as he had notori-

ously been one of the chief perpetra-
tois of the deed, his agents were now
to stultify themselves and their mo-
narch by representing, as a deplorable
act of frenzy, the massacre which they
had already extolled to the echo as a

fikilfxilly executed and entirely com-
mendable achievement.^

To humble the power of Spain, to

obtain the hand of Queen Elizabeth

for the Duke d'Alen9on, to establish

an insidious kind of protectorate over

the Protestant princes of Germany,
to obtain the throne of Poland for the

1 M. Groen van Prinsterer, in the second

part of vol. iv. of the Archives do la liaison

d'Orange Nassau.—Compare de Thou, 1. Iv.

t. vL 590, et seq.
* Sec the letters in the second part of vol.

iv. Archives de la Maison d'Orai go.
* "Que S. M. voit I'Espagnol, sonennemy

mortol, fairo ses choux gras de la d6solation

de ses affaires, se rirc Jt gorge ouverte de scs

jaaiheurs, et employer tout son industrie et

Dutch RepxiUic. [1573.
Duke of Anjou, and even to obtain
the imperial crov?n for the house of

Valois—all these cherished projects
seemed dashed to the ground by the
Paris massacre and the abhorrence
which it had created. Charles and
Catharine were not slow to discover
the false position in which they had

placed themselves, while the Spanish
jocularity at the immense error com-
mitted by France was visible enough
through the assumed mask of holy
horror.

Philip and Alva listened with mis-
chievous joy to the howl of execration

which swept through Christendom

upon every wind. They rejoiced as

heartily m the humiliation of the
malefactors as they did in the perpe-
tration of the crime. " Your Majesty,"
wrote Louis of Nassau, very bluntly, to

King Charles, "sees how the Spaniard,

your mortal enemy, feasts himself full

with the desolation of yovur affairs;
how he laughs, to split his sides, at

your misfortunes. This massacre has
enabled him to weaken your Majesty
more than he could have done by a

war of thirty years."
"*

Before the year had revolved, Charles
had become thoroughly convinced of

the fatal impression produced by the
event. Bitter and almost abject werj
his whinings at the Catholic King's
desertion of his cause. "He knows
well," wrote Charles to Saint Goard,
" that if he can terminate these trou-

bles and leave me alone in the dance,
he will have leisure and means to

establish his authority, not only in

the Netherlands but elsewhere, and
that he will render himself more grand
and formidable than he has ever been.

This is the return they render for the

good received from me, which is such aa

every one knows."*

Gaspar de Schomberg, the adroit

and honourable agent of Charles in

estude Jl entietenir les troubles en son roy-
aume ; s'asseurant avco bonne laison qua
c'est le soul moyen de parvenir a ses fms
sans coup frappor, veu q\ie desjfi, tant lea

guerres pass5es que par le dernier nmssaero
et troubles pre.sens, rE.<!pagnol a plus af-

foibli S. M. que s'il oust faict la guerre trcnt«
ans."—Archives de la Maison d'Orange, it,

85».

Ibid., iv. 33».
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Germany, had at a very early day
warned his royal master of the ill effect

of the massacre upon all the schemes
which he had been pursuing, and es-

pecially upon those which referred to

the crowns of the Empire and of

Poland. The first project was destined

to be soon abandoned. It was reserved

neither for Charles nor Philip to di-

vert the succession in Germany from
the numerous offspring of Maximilian ;

yet it is instructive to observe the

unprincipled avidity with which the

prize was sought by both. Each was

willing to effect its purchase by ab-

juring what were supposed his most
cherished principles. Philip of Spain,
whose mission was to extirpate heresy

throughout his realms, and who, in

pursuance of that mission, had already

perpetrated more crimes, and waded
more deeply in the blood of his sub-

jects, than monarch had often done
before ; Philip, for whom his apologists
have never found any defence, save

that he believed it his duty to God
rather to depopulate his territories

than to permit a single heretic within
their limits—now entered into secret

negotiations with the princes of the

Empire. He pledged himself, if they
would confer the crown upon him,
that he would withdraw the Spaniards
from the Netherlands; that he would
tolerate in those provinces the exercise

of the Reformed rehgion; that he
would recognise their union with the
rest of the German Empire, and their

consequent claim to the benefits of the

Passau treaty; that he woidd restore

the Prince of Orange "and all his

accomplices" to their former posses-
sions, dignities, and condition; and
that he would cause to be observed,

throughout every realm incorporated
with the Empire, all the edicts and
ordinances which had been constructed

1 "
le roy d'Espagne ^ I'estat de

I'Empereur veu les honestes oflEiea qu'il
leur propose, a sjavoir si les piincea
yeulent consentir d I'eslire Empereur,
il promet qu'avaut que d'entrer eu cesta

dignite, il ostera les Espagnols du Pays
Bas; qu'il reunira le diet Pays Bus au
corps de I'Empire, qu'il remettera le Prince
d'Orange et tous ses complices en leur bien
ft premier estat, et qu'il fera observer et
maiutenir dedans tous les pays de sou obois-
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to secure religious fi-eedom in Ger-

many.' In brief, Philip was wiUing,
in case the crown of Charlemagne
should be promised him, to undo the

work of his life, to reinstate the arch-

rebel whom he had hunted and pro-

scribed, and to bow before that Refor-

mation whose disciples he had so long
burned and butchered. So much ex-

tent and no more had that religious
conviction by which he had for years
had the effrontery to excuse the enor-

mities practised in the Netherlands.

God would never forgive him so long
as one heretic remained unbumed in

the provinces; yet give him the Im-

perial sceptre, and every heretic, with-

out forswearing his heresy, should be

purged with hyssop and become whiter
I than snow.

Charles IX., too, although it was
not possible for him to recall to life the

countless victims of the Parisian wed-

ding, was yet ready to explain those

murders to the satisfaction of every

unprejudiced mind. This had become

strictly necessary. Although the ac-

cession of either his Most Christian ol

Most Catholic Majesty to the throne

of the Caesars was a most improbable
event, yet the humbler elective throne

actually vacant was indirectly in the

gift of the same powers. It was pos-
sible that the crown of Poland might
be secured for the Duke of Anjou.*
That key unlocks the complicated

poUcy of this and the succeeding year.
The Polish election is the clue to the

labyrinthian intrigues and royal tergi-

versations during the period of the

interregnum. Sigismund Augustus,
last of the Jagellons, had died on the

7th July 1572.^ The prominent candi-

dates to succeed him were the Arch-

duke Ernest, son of the Emperor,
and Henry of Anjou. The Prince of

Orange was not forgotten. A strong

sance, qui auroientest8 ou serout incorijorta
Ji I'Empire, les mSmes edicts et ordonnances

qui ont ete establis et se gardent par le resta

d'Allemagne sur le faict de la religion."
—G.

de Schomberg au Due d'Anjou, Paris, lOme
Feb. 1573, in Groen v. Prinsterer, Archives,
etc., etc., iv. 30*. See also the same volume.

p. 2.

* Compare de Thou, t. vi. lib. Iv,

8
Ibid., t. vi. lib. liii. 443,
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party were in favour of compassing
his election, as the most signal triumph
which Protestantism could gain, but
his ambition had not been excited by
the prospect of such a prize. His own
work required all the energies of all

hia life. His influence, however, was

powerful, and eagerly sought by the

partisans of Anjou. The Lutherans
and Moravians in Poland were nume-

rous, the Protestant party there and in

Germany holding the whole balance of

the election in their hands.

It was difficult for the Prince to

overcome his repugnance to the very
name of the man whose crime had at

once made France desolate, and blight-
ed the fair prospects under which he
and his brother had, the year before,
entered the Netherlands. Neverthe-

less, he was willing to listen to the
statements by which the King and his

ministers endeavoured, not entirely
without success, to remove from their

reputations, if not from their souls,
the guilt of deep design. It was some-

thing, that the murderers now affected

to expiate their offence in sackcloth

and ashes—it was something that, by
favouring the pretensions of Anjou,
and by listening with indulgence to

the repentance of Charles, the siege
of Rochelle could be terminated, the

Huguenots restored to freedom of

conscience, and an alliance with a

powerful nation established, by aid of

which the Netherlands might once

more lift their heads.^ The French

government, deeply hostile to Spain,
both from passion and policy, was

capable of rendering much assistance

to the revolted provinces.
"
I entreat

you most humbly, my good master,"
wrote Schomberg to Charles IX.,

" to

beware of allowing the electors to take

into their heacis that you are favouring
the affairs of the King of Spain in any
manner whatsoever. Commit against
him no act of open hostility, if you
think that imprudent ;

but look

sharp ! if you do not wish to be
tlirown clean out of your saddle. I

1 Letters in Groen v. Piinst., Archives,
etc., iv. part ii., passim.—Compai'e De Thou,
Ti. 1, 63 aud 55 et al.
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should split with rage if I should sto

you, in consequence of the wickeiJ

calumnies of your enemies, fail to

secure the prize."
^

Orange was in-

duced, therefore, to accept, however

distrustfully, the expression of a re-

pentance which was to be accompanied
with healing measures. He allowed
his brother Louis to resume negotia-
tions with Schomberg, in Germany.
He drew up and transmitted to him
the outlines of a treaty which he was

willing to make with Charles.'* The
main conditions of this arrangement
illustrated the disinterested character

of the man. He stipulated that the

King of France should immediately
make peace with his subjects, declar-

ing expressly that he had been abused

by those who, under pretext of hia

service, had sought their own profit at

the price of ruin to the crown and

people. The King should make re-

ligion free. The edict to that effect

should be confirmed by all the parlia-
ments and estates of the kingdom, and
such confirmations should be distri-

buted without reserve or deceit among
all the princes of Germany. If his

Majesty were not inclined to make
war for the liberation of the Nether-

lands, he was to furnish the Prince of

Orange with one hundred thousand
crowns at once, and every three

months with another hundred thou-

sand. The Prince was to have liberty
to raise one thousand cavalry and seven

thousand infantry in France. Every
city or town in the provinces which
should be conquered by his arms ex-

cept in Holland or Zealand, should be

placed under the sceptre, and in the

bands of the King of France. The

provinces of Holland and Zealand

should also be placed under his pro-

tection, but should be governed by
their own gentlemen and citizens.

Perfect religious liberty and main-
tenance of the ancient constitutions,

privileges, and charters were to be

guaranteed "without any cavilling
whatsoever."^ The Prince of Orange,

* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., iv. 15»,
16*. »

Ibid., iv. 116-118.
* " Sans contredit ou cavillation quol-

conQue."—QrocB, Prinst., Archives, iv. 118.
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L'l uic -.-^Laii-i of Holland uv Zealand,
were to reimburse his Christian Ma-

jesty for the sums which he was to

advance. In this last clause was the

only riention which the Prince made
of himself, excepting in the stipulation
that he was to be allowed a levy of

troops in France. His only personal
claims were to enlist soldiers to fight
the battles of freedom, and to pay
their expense, if it should not be pro-
vided for by the estates. At nearly
the same period, he furnished his

secret envoys, Lumbres and Doctor

Taijaert, who were to proceed to

Paris, w4th similar instructions.^

The indefatigable exertions of Schom-

berg, and the almost passionate ex-

planations on the part of the court

of France, at length produced their

effect.
" You will constantly assure

the princes," wrote the Duke of Anjou
to Schomberg,

" that the things writ-

ten to you concerning that which had

happened in this kingdom are true;
that the events occurred suddenly, with-

out having been in any manner pre-
meditated ;

that neither the King nor

myself hare ever had any intelU[/ence

tcith the King of Spain, against those

of the rehgion, and that all is utter

imposture which is daily said on this

subject to the princes."*
Count Louis required peremptorily,

however, that the royal repentance
should bring forth the fruit of salva-

tion for the remaining victims. Out
of the nettles of these dangerous in-

trigues his fearless hand plucked the
" flower ot safety

"
for his down-trod-

den cause. He demanded not words,
but deeds, or at least pledges. He
maintained with the agents of Charles
and with the monarch himself the
same hardy scepticism which was
manifested by the Huguenot deputies
in their com'erences with Catharine de
Medicis.

"
Is the word of a king,"

said the dowager to the commissioners,
who were insisting upon guarantees,
"
is the word of a king not sufficient /

"

1 Groen v. Prin«t., Archives, etc. iv. 109-
124, and 43* to 48*.—Compare De Thou, vi.

liv. Iv 593, et seq.
- Gnicn V. Priust., Archives, et«., iv. 26*

: 127*.
^ Vide BAumer. 6«8ch. 'Eva., ii 2£i6.

•No, madamj" repliea wuc ui iiiem,
"
by Saint Bartholomew, no !

"
•* Count

Louis tuld Schomberg roimdly, and

repeated it many times, that he must
have in a very few days a categorical

response, "not to consist in words

alone, but in deeds, and that he could

not, and would not, risk for ever the
honour of his brother, nor the pro-

peiiy, blood, and life of those poor
people who favoured the cause." *

On the 2:3d March 1573, Schom-

berg had au interview with Count
Louis, which lasted seven or eight
hours. In that interview the enter-

prises of the Coimt, "which," said

Schomberg,
" are assuredly grand and

beautiful," were thoroughly discussed,
and a series of conditions, drawn up
partly in the hand of one, partly iu

that of the other negotiator, dennitely
agreed upon.' These conditions were
on the basis of a protectorate over

Holland and Zealand for the King of

France, with sovereignty over the other

places to be acquired in the Nether-
lands. They were in strict accordance
with the articles furnished by the
Prince of Orange. Liberty of worship
for those of both religions, sacred

preservation of municipal charters,
and stipulation of certain annual sub-

sidies on the part of France, in case

his Majesty should not take the field,

were the principal features.''

Ten days later, Schomberg wrote to

his master that the Count was willing
to use ail the influence of his family
to procure for Anjou the crown of

Poland,' while Louis, having thus

completed his negotiations with the

agent, addressed a long and earnest

letter to the royal priucipaL* This
remarkable despatch was stamped
throughout with the impress of the
writer's frank and fearless character.
" Thus diddest thou

"
has rarely been

addressed to anointed monarch in such

unequivocal tones. The letter painted
the favourable position in which the

king had been placed previously to

* Groeu v. Prinst., Archives, eta iy. 38*.
• Ibid., iv. 43*. et seq.
« Ibid., iv. 43*-lS».
» Ibid., iv. 53*, 5i*.
3 June 1st, 1573.—Groen v. Prinst., Ai>

obives, etc., iv. 81*-90*.
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the fatal Biimmer of 1572. The Queen
of England was then most amicably
disposed towards him, and inclined to

a yet closer connexion with his family.
The German princes were desirous to

elect him King of the Romans, a

dignity for which his grandfather
bad so fruitlessly contended. The
Netherlanders, driven to despair by
the tyranny of their own sovereign,
were eager to throw themselves into

his arms. AU this had been owing
to his edict of religious pacification.
How changed the picture now ! Who
now did reverence to a King so crimi-

nal and so fallen? "Your Majesty
to-day," said Louis, earnestly and

plainly,
"
is near to ruin. The State,

crumbhng on every side and almost

abandoned, is a prey to any one who
wishes to seize upon it; the more so,

because your Majesty, having, by the

late excess and by the wars previously
made, endeavoured to force men's

consciences, is now so destitute, not

only of nobility and soldiery, but of

that which constitutes the strongest
column of the throne, the love and

good wishes of the lieges, that your
Majesty resembles an ancient building

propped up, day after day, with piles,

but which it will be impossible long to

prevent from falling to the earth." ^

Certainly, here were wholesome truthn

told in straightforward style.
The Count proceeded to remind the

King of the joy which the "
Spaniard,

his mortal enemy," had conceived from
the desolation of his affairs, being as-

sured that he should, by the troubles

in France, be enabled to accomplish
his own purposes without striking a

blow.'' This, he observed, had been
the secret of the courtesy with which
the writer himself had been treated

by the Duke of Alva at the surrender

of Mons.^ Louis assured the King, in

continuation, that if he persevered in

1 "
Qu'elle resemble i ung viel bastiment

qu'on appuye tous lea jours do quelques
pillotis, tnais enfin on ne le peult emposcher
de tomber."—Green v. Prinst,, Archives,
etc., iv. 85*. » Ibid.

s Letter nf Count Louis to Chailcs IX.,
June 1st, 1573. Groen v. Prinst., Arclnives,
etc . iv. 86*.

* " Descouvrant qu'on ne procSde point

these oppressive courses towards his

subjects of the new religion, there waa
no hope for him, and that his two
brothers would to no purpose take
their departure for England and for

Poland, leaving him with a difficult

and dangerous war upon his hands.
So long as he maintained a hostile

attitude towards the Protestants in

his own kingdom, his fair words would

produce no effect elsewhere. " We are

beginning to be vexed," said the Count," with the manner of negotiation prac-
tised by France. Men do not proceed
roundly to business there, but angle
with their dissimulation as with a
hook."*

He bluntly reminded the King of

the deceit which he had practised to-

wards the Admiral—a sufficient reason

why no reliance could in future be

placed upon his word. Signal ven-

geance on those concerned in the

attempted assassination of that gi-eat
man had been promised, in the royal
letters to the Prince of Orange, just
before St Bartholomew. "Two days
afterwards," said Louis, "your Ma-
jesty took that vengeance, but m rather

ill fashion."
^ It was certain that the

King was surrounded by men who de-

sired to work his ruin, and who, for

their own purposes, would cause him
"

to bathe still deeper than he had done

before in the blood of his subjects.^ This
ruin his Majesty could stiU avert, by
making peace in his kingdom, and by
ceasing to torment his poor subjects
of the religion."'

In conclusion, the Count, with a

few simple but eloquent phrases,
alluded to the impossibility of chain-

ing men's thoughts. The soul, being
immortal, was beyond the reach of

kings. Conscience was not to be con-

quered, nor the religious spirit im-

prisoned. This had been discovered

by the Emperor Charles, who had

rondement et ne sert-on que de dissimula-

tion, commo ung hamegon."—Groen ,
Prinst., Archives, etc., iv. 87*.

* "A deux jours de li elle la fist assez

mal."—Ibid., 88*.

« "Mais pour le faire, plus quo devaiit,

baiffncr au sang de ses subjetstz."
—

Iliicl.

)59*: » Ibid.
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taken all the cities and great person-

ages of Germany captive, but who had,

nevertheless, been unable to take re-

ligion captive.
" That is a sentiment,"

said I ouis,
"
deeply rooted in the hearts

of men, which is not to be plucked out

by farce of arms. Let your Majesty,
therefore, not be deceived by the

flattery of those who, like bad physi-

cians, keep their patients in ignorance of

their disease, whence comestheir ruin."^

It would be impossible, without in-

sight into these private and most im-

portant transactions, to penetrate the

heart of the mystery which enwrapped
at this period the relations of the great

powers with each other. Enough has

been seen to silence for ever the plea,
often entered in behalf of religious

tyranny, that the tyrant acts in obedi-

ence to a sincere conviction of duty;
that, in p>erforming his deeds of dark-

ness, he beheves himself to be accom-

plishing the will of Heaven. Here we
have seen Philip offering to restore

the Prince of Orange, and to establish

freedom of religion in the Xetherlands,
if by such promises he can lay hold of

the Imperial diadem. Here also we
have Charles IX. and his mother—
their hands reeking with the heretic

blood of St Bartholomew— making
formal engagements with heretics to

protect heresy everywhere, if by such

pledges the crown of the Jagellons and
the hand of Elizabeth can be secured.

While Louis was thus busily en-

gaged in Germany, Orange was usually
established at Delft. He felt the want
of his brother daily ;' for the solitude

of the Prince, in the midst of such

fiery trials, amounted almost to deso-

lation. Not often have circumstances
invested an individual with so much
responsibility and so little power. He
was regarded as the protector and
father of the country; but from his

own brains and his own resources he
was to furnish himself with the means
of fulfilling those high functions. He
was anxious thoroughly to discharge
the duties of a dictatorship, without

* Groen . Prinst., Archives, etc., Iv.
on*

~

Archives de U Maisou d'Orar.ire. iv. Ti.

\ 191.
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grasping any more of ita power than

was indispensable to his purpose. But
he was alone on that little isthmus, in

single combat with the great Spanish

monarchy. It was to him that all

eyes turned, during the infinite horrors

of the Harlem siege, and in the more

prosperous leaguer of Alkmaar. What
he could do he did. He devised every

possible means to succour Harlem,
and was only restrained from going

personally to its rescue by the tears

of the whole population of Holland.

By his decision, and the spirit which
he diffused through the country, the

people were lifted to a pitch of heroism

by which Alkmaar was saved. Yet,

dm-ing aU this harassing period, he
had no one to lean upon but himself.
" Our affairs are in pretty good condi-

tion in Holland and Zealand," he wrot«,
"

if I only had some aid. 'Tis impos-
sible for me to sxipport alone so many
labours, and the weight of such great
affairs as come upon me hourly—finan-

cial, military, political. I have no one
to help me, not a single man, where-
fore I leave you to suppose in what
trouble I find myself."'*

For it was not alone the battles and

sieges which furnished him with occu-

pation and fiUed him with anxiety.
Alone, he directed in secret the politics
of the country, and, powerless and out-

lawed though he seemed, was in daily

correspondence not only with the
estates of Holland and Zealand, whose
deliberations he guided, but with the

principal governments of Europe. The
estates of the Xetherlands, moreover,
had been formally assembled by Alva
in September, at Brussels, to devise

ways and means for continuing the

struggle.* It seemed to the Prince a

good opportunity to make an appeal
to the patriotism of the whole country.
He furnished the pro\-ince of Holland,

accordingly, with the outUnes of an ad
dress which was forthwith despatched
in their own and his name, to the

general assembly of the Xetherlands."

The document was a nervous and rapid

»
Ibid., iv. 191.

* Bor, Ti. 459.

( See the Addr9U ia Bcr, ~i. 459-464.
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review of tlie course of late events in

the provinces, with, a cogent statement
of the reasons wliich should influence

them all to unite in the common cause

against the common enemy. It re-

ferred to the old affection and true-

heartedness with which they had for-

merly regarded each other, and to the

certainty that the inquisition would
be for ever established in the land,

upon the ruins of all their ancient

institutions, unless they now united to

overthrow it for ever. It demanded of

the people, thus assembled through
their representatives, how they could

endure the tyranny, murders, and
extortions of the Duke of Alva. The

piinces of Flanders, Burgundy, Bra-

bant, or Holland, had never made war
or peace, coined money, or exacted a

stiver from the people without the

consent of the estates. How could the

nation now consent to the daily impo-
sitions which were practised? Had
Amsterdam and Middelburg remained

true; had those important cities not

allowed themselves to be seduced from
the cause of freedom, the northern

provinces would have been impreg-
nable.

"
'Tis only by the Netherlands

that the Netherlands are crushed,"
Baid the appeal.

" Whence has the

Duke of Alva the power of which he

boaats, but from yotu-selves
—from

Netherland cities ? Whence his ships,

supplies, money, weapons, soldiers?

From the Netherland people. Why
has poor Netherland thus become de-

generate and bastard? Whither has

fled the noble spirit of our brave fore-

fathers, that never brooked the tyranny
of foreign nations, nor suffered a

stranger even to hold oflice within our

borders? If the little province of

Holland can thus hold at bay the

power of Spain, what could not all the

Netherlands—Brabant, Flanders, Fries-

land, and therest united—accomplish?"^
In conclusion, the estates-general were

earnestly adjured to come forward like

brothers in blood, and join hands with

Holland, that together they might rca-

1 Address, etc., Bor, vi. 401.
2

Ibid., 464.
^ " Seudbrief in forme van supplicatie aen

Coningklijke Majesteit vau Bpaiifcien, vau
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cue the fatherland and restore its an-

cient prosperity and bloom.'
At ahnost the same time the Princo

drew up and ])ut in circulation one of

the most vigorous and impassioned
productions which ever came from his

pen. It was entitled, an "
Epistle, in

form of supplication, to his royal Ma-

jesty of Spain, from the Prince of

Orange and the estates of Holland and
Zealand."** The document produced
a profoimd impression throughout
Christendom. It was a loyal appeal
to the monarch's loyalty

—a demand
that the land-privileges should be re-

stored, and the Duke of Alva removed.
It contained a startling picture of hia

atrocities and the nation's misery, and,
with a few energetic strokes, demo-
lished the pretence that these sorrows
had been caused by the people's guilt.
In this connexion the Prince alluded

to those acts of condemnation which
the Govenior-General had promul-
gated under the name of pardons,
and treated with scorn the hypothesis
that any crimes had been committed
for Alva to forgive. "We take God
and your Majesty to witness," said tho

epistle, "that if we have done such
misdeeds as are charged in the pardon,
we neither desire nor deserve the par-
don. Like the most abject creatures

which crawl the earth, we will be con-

tent to atone for our misdeeds with
our lives. We will not murmur,
merciful King, if we be seized one after

another, and torn limb from limb, if it

can be proved that we have committed
the Crimea of which we have been
accused." *

After having thus set forth the

tyranny of the government and the

innocence of the people, the Prince,
in his own name and that of the

estates, announced the determuaation
at which they had arrived. " The

]

tyrant," he continued,
" would rather I

stain every river and brook with our

blood, and hang our bodies upon every
tree in the country, than not feed to

the full his vengeance, and steep him-
.]

wegen des Prio-an van Oiangien en '!•

Staten van Holland en Zealand," etc., etc.

inBor, vi. 4(}4-f,2.
* Seudbrict oic, Bor. vi., 469.
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pelf to the lips in our misery. There-

fore we have taken up arms against the

Duke of Alva and his adherents, to

free ourselves, cur wives and children,

from his bloodthirsty hands. If he

prove too strong for us, we will rather

die an honourable death, and leave a

praiseworthy fame, than bend ovu"

necks, and reduce our dear fatherland

to such slaveiy. Herein are all oxii

cities pledged to each other to stand

eveiy siege, to dare the utmost, to en-

dure eveiy possible misery, yea, rather

to set fire to aU our homes, and be

consumed with them into ashea to-

gether, than ever submit to the de-

crees of this cruel tyrant."
^

These were brave words, and de-

stined to be bravely fulfilled, as the

life and death of the writer, and the

records of his coimtry proved, from

generation unto generation. If we
seek for the mainspring of the energj"^

\s hich thus sustained the Prince in the

unequal conflict to which he had de-

voted hia Ufe, we shall find it in the

one pervading principle of his nature—confidence in God. He was the

champion of the political rights of his

country, but before all he v.as the de-

fender of its religion. Liberty of con-

science for his people was his first ob-

ject. To estabUsh Luther's axiom,
that thoughts are toll-free, was his de-

termination. The Peace of Passau,
and far more than the Peace of Passau,
was the goal for which he was striving.
Freedom of worship for aU denomina-

tions, toleration for all forms of faith,

this was the gi-eat good in his philo-

sophy. For himself, he had now be-

come a member of the Calvinist, or

Kefoi-med Church, having delayed for

a time his public adhesion to this

communion, in order not to give of-

fence to the Lutherans and to the

Emperor. He was never a dogmatist,
however, and he sought in Christianity
for that which unites rather than for

that which separates Christians. In
the course of October he pubhcly
joined the church at Doi-t.^

i
Sendbrief, etc., Bor, vi. 471.

» Arcliives de la Maison d'Orange, iv. 226.
' Bor, vi. 455.

Ibid
, 455, 456. Hoofd, viii. 826, 327.
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The happy termination of the siege
of Alkmaar was followed, three daya
afterwards, by another signal success

on the part of the patriots. Count

Bossu, who had constructed or col-

lected a considerable fleet at Amster-

dam, had, early in October, sailed into

the Zuyder Zee, notwithstanding the

sunken wrecks and other obstructions

by which the patriots had endeavoured
to render the passage of the Y imprac-
ticable.* The patriots of North Hol-
land had, however, not been idle, and
a fleet of five-and-twenty vessels, under
Admiral Dirkzoon, was soon cruismg
in the same waters. A few skirmishes

took place, but Bossu's ships, which
were larger, and provided with heavier

cannon, were apparently not inclined

for the close quarters which the pa-
triots sought.* The Spanish Admiral,
Hollander as he was, knew the mettle
of his countrymen in a close encounter
at sea, and preferred to trust to the
calibre of his cannon. On the 11th

October, however, the whole patiiot

fleet, favoured by a strong easterly
breeze, bore down upon the Spanish
armada, which, numbering now thirty
sail of all denominations, was lying on
and on in the neighbourhood of Horn
and Enkhuyzen. After a short and

general engagement, nearly all the

Spanish fleet retired with precipita-

tion, closely pursued by most of the

patriot Dutch vessels. Five of the

King's ships were eventually taken—
the rest effected their escape. Only
tlie Admiral remained, who scorned to

yield, although his forces had thus

basely deserted him.^ His ship, the

Inquisition,^ for such was her insolent

appellation, was far the largest and best
manned of both the fleets. Most of

the enemy had gone in pursuit of the

fugitives, but four vessels of inferior

size had attacked the Inquisition at the
commencement of the action. Of
these, one had soon been silenced,
while the other three had grappled
themselves inextricably to her sides

and prow. The four drifted together,
« Bor, t1 456. Hoofd, viii. 3-26, 327.

Letters of Alva to Philip, and of Bossu tf»

Alva.—Correspoiidancp ac Philippe II., ii,

1274, and jip. 420, 421, notes.
«
Bor, vi. 456. iloot'd, viii. 326.
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before wind and tide, a severe and

savage action going on incessantly,

during which the navigation of the

ships was entirely abandoned. No
scientific gunnery, no military or naval

tactics were displayed or required in

such a conflict. It was a life-and-death

combat, such as always occurred when
Spaniard and Netherlander met, whe-
ther on land or vv-ater. Bossu and his

men, armed in bullet-proof coats of

mail, stood with shield and sword on
the deck of the Inquisition, ready to

repel all attempts to board. The Hol-

lander, as usual, attacked with pitch

lioops, boiling oil, and molten lead.

Repeatedly they effected their en-

trance to the Admiral's ship, and as

often they were repulsed and slain in

heaps, or hurled into the sea. The
battle began at three in the afternoon,
and continued without intermission

through the whole night. The vessels,

drifting together, struck on the shoal
called the Nek, near Wydeness. In
the heat of the action the occurrence
was hardly heeded. In the morning
twilight, John Haring, of Horn, the
hero who had kept one thousand sol-

diers at bay upon the Diemer dyke,
clambered on board the Inquisition,
and hauled her colours down. The gal-
lant but prenrtature achievement cost

him his Hfe. He was shot through the

body, and died on the deck of the

ship, which was not quite ready to

strike her flag. In the course of the

forenoon, however, it became obvious
to Bossu that further resistance was
idle. The ships were aground near a
hostile coast, his own fleet was hope-
lessly dispersed, three-quarters of his

crew were dead or disabled, while the
vessels with which he was engaged
were constantly recruited by boats
from the shore, which brought fresh

men and ammunition, and removed
their killed and wounded. At eleven

o'clock. Admiral Bossu surrendered,
and with three hundred prisoners was
carried into Holland. Bossu was him-
self imprisoned at Horn, in which city
he was received, on his an-ival, with

1 Bor, Hoofd. Letters of Alva and of

Corsu, ubi
eup. Metrlcza, x. 214.

=
Hoofd, vfU. 331. Corrfsronclanc« de

[1579.

great demonstrations of popmar hatred.
The massacre of Rotterdam, due to hia

cruelty and treacheiy, had not yet been

forgotten or forgiven.^
This victory, following so hard upon

the triumph at Alkmaar, was as gi'ati-

fying to the patriots as it was galling
to Alva. As his administration drew
to a close, it was marked by disaster

and disgrace on land and sea. The
brilliant exploits by which he had
struck terror into the heart of the Ne-

therlanders, at Jemmingen and in Bra-

bant, had been efiaced by the valour
of a handful of Hollanders, without

discipline or experience. To the pa-

triots, the opportune capture of so

considerable a personage as the Ad-
miral and Governor of the northern

province was of great advantage. Such
of the hostages from Harlem as had
not yet been executed, now escaped
with their lives. Moreover, Saint Al-

degonde, the eloquent patriot and con-

fidential friend of Orange, who was
taken prisoner a few weeks later, in an
action at Maeslandskiis,^ was presei-ved
from inevitable destruction by tlit^

same cause. The Prince hastened to

assure the Duke of Alva that the same
measure would be dealt to Bossu as

should be meted to Saint Aldegonde.*
It was, therefore, impossible for the
Governor-General to execute his pri-

soner, and he was obliged to submit to

the vexation of seeing a leading rebel

and heretic in his power, whom ho
dared not strike. Both the distin-

|

guished prisoners eventually regained
-

their liberty.
The Duke was, doubtless, lower

sunk in the estimation of all classes

than he had ever been before, during
his long and generally successful life.

The reverses sustained by his army,
the belief that his master had grown
cold towards him, the certainty that

his career in the Netherlands was

closing without a satisfactory result,
the natm-al weariness produced upon
men's minds by the contemplation of

so monotonous and unmitigated a ty-

ranny during so many years, all contri-

Philippa II., ii. 1283. Meteven, It. 85.

Bor, VI, 472.
8 Hoofd, YJii 381.
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buted to diminisli Lis reputation. He
felt himself odious alike to princes and
to plebeians. With his cabinet coun-

cillors he had long been upon unsatis-

factory terms. President Tisnacq had
died early in the summer, and Viglius,
much against his will, had been in-

duced, provisionally, to supply his

place.^ But there was now hardly a

J)retence

of friendship between the

earned Frisian and the Governor.

Each cordially detested the other.

Alva was weary of Flemish and Frisian

advisers, however subservient, and was
anxious to fill the whole council with

Spaniards of the Vargas stamp. He
had forced Viglius once more into

office, only that, by a little delay, he

might expel him and every Nether-
lander at the same moment. "

Till

this ancient set of dogmatisers be re-

moved," he wrote to Philip, "with

Viglius, their chief, who teaches them
all their lessons, nothing will go right.
'Tis of no use adding one or two Span-
iards t-o fill vacancies; that is only
pouring a flask of good wine into a

hogshead of vinegar; it changes to

vinegar likewise.* Your Majesty will

soon be able to reorganise the council

at a blow; so that Italians or Span-
iards, as you choose, may entirely

govern the country."
**

Such being his private sentiments
with regard to his confidential advisers,
it may be supposed that his inter-

course with his council during the

year was not like to be amicable.

Moreover, he had kept himself, for the
most part., at a distance from the seat

of government. During the military
operations in Holland, his head-quar-
ters had been at Amsterdam. Here,
as the year drew to its close, he had
become as unpopular as in Brussels.

The time-serving and unpatriotic
burghers, who, at the beginning of

the spring, set up his bust in their

houses, and would give large sums for
his picture in little, now broke his

Execution of Uitenhoove. 637

1
Correspoudance de Philippe II., ii. 1'234,

p. 359, note.
2

Ibid., iL 1234.—"Yendo lo3 ponieudo
poco & poco, los quo estdn gastan & los que
entran, que es como hechi^r un jarro do
buon viuo en ouba de •^inagre, q'jelo ctli-

"ieite luejo en vinssre." ' liil.

images, and tore his portrait from their

walls ;
for it was evident that the powei

of his name was gone, both with prince
and people. Yet, certainly, those

fierce demonstrations which had for-

merly surrounded his person with such
an atmosphere of terror had not slack-

ened or become less frequent than
heretofore. He continued to prove
that he could be barbarous, both on a

gi"and and a minute scale. Even as in

preceding years, he could ordain whole-

sale massacres ^-ith a breath, and

superintend in person the executions

of individuals. This was illustrated,

among other instances, by the cruel

fate of Uitenhoove.'* That unfortu-

nate nobleman, who had been taken

prisoner in the course of the sximmer,
was accused of having been engaged
in the capture of Brill, and was, there-

fore, condemned by the Duke to be
roasted to death before a slow fire.

He was, accordingly, fastened by a

chain, a few feet in length, to a stake,
arovmd which the fagots were lighted.
Here he was kept in slow torture for a

long time, insulted by the gibes of the

laughing Spaniards who surrounded
him— until the executioner and his

assistants, more humane than their

superior, despatched the victim with
their spears

—a mitigation of punish-
ment which was ill received by Alva.'
The Governor had, however, no reason
to remain longer in Amsterdam. Har-
lem had fallen; Alkmaarwas relieved;
and Leyden— destined in its second

siege to furnish so signal a chapter to

the histoiy of the war—was belea-

guered,® it was true, but, becatiso

known to be imperfectly supplied, was
to be reduced by blockade rather than

by active operations. Don Francis
Valdez was accordingly left in com-
mand of the siege,' which, however,
after no memorable occurrences, waa
raised, as will soon be related.

The Duke had contracted in Am-
sterdam an enormous amount of debt,

• Brandt, Hist, der Ref. in de Nederl., d.

i. b. X. 546. Hoofd, viii. 433.

• Brandt, Hoofd, ubi sup.

« Bor, Ti. 472.

f Ibli. Hoofd. Till. 380.
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both public and private. He accord-

ingly, early in November, caused a

proclamation to be made throughout
the city by sound of trumpet, that all

persons having demands upon him
were to present their claims, in person,

upon a specified day.^ During the

night preceding the day so appointed,
the Duke and his train very noiselessly
took their departure, without notice

or beat of drum.^ By tliis masterly
generalship his unhappy creditors were
foiled upon the veiy eve of their anti-

cipated triumph; the heavy accounts
which had been contracted on the faith

of the King and the Governor, remain-
ed for the most part unpaid, and many
opulent and respectable famihes were
reduced to beggary.** Such was the

consequence of the unhmited confi-

dence which they had reposed in the
honour of their tyrant.
On ihe 17th of November, Don Luis

de Requosens y Cuuiga, Grand Com-
mander of Saint Jago, the appointed
successor of Alva, arrived in Brussels,
where he was received with great re-

joicings. The Duke, on the same day,
wrote to the King, '"kissing his feet"

for thus relieving him of his functions.

There was, of course, a profuse inter-

change of courtesy between the de-

parting and the newly-arrived Gover-
nors. Alva was willing to remain a

little while, to assist his successor with
his advice, but preferred that the
Grand Commander should immedi-

ately assume the reins of office. To
this Requesens, after much respectful

reluct-ince, at length consented. On
the 29th of November he accordingly

Didch Republic. [1573.

took the oaths, at Brussels, as Lieute-

nant-Governor and Captain-General, in

presence of the D.uke of Aerschot,
Baron Berlaymont, the President of

the Council, and other functionaries.*

On the 18th of December the Duke
of Alva departed from the provinces
for ever.^ With his further career

this history has no concern, and it is

not desirable to enlarge upon the per-
sonal biography of one whose name

certainly never excites pleasing emo-
tions. He had kept Ids bed for the

greater part of the time during the

last few weeks of his government—
partly on account of his gout, partly
to avoid being seen in his humiliation,
but mamly, it was said, to escape the

pressing demands of his creditors''

He expressed a fear of travelling home-
ward through France, on the ground
that he might very probably receive a

shot out of a wuidow as he went by.
He complained patheticady that, after

all his labours, he had not "gained the

approbation of the King," while he
had incurred " the malevolence and
universal hatred of every individual in

the country." Mondoucet, to whom
he made the observation, was of the

same opinion, and informed his master

that the Duke " had engendered such
an extraordinary hatred in the hearts

of all persons in the land, that they
would have fireworks in honour of his

departure if they dared." ^

On his journey from the Nether-

lands, he is said to have boasted that

he had caused eighteen thousand six

hundred inhabitants of the proinnces
to bo executed durmg the period of

1 Hoofd, viii. 329, 330.
- Ibid.—Compare Corrcspondance Cliarles

IX. and Mondoucet; Com. Roy. de I'llist.,

iv. 310, sqq.
—"Et craignant," says the

envoy,
" toutes sortcs do personnes d qu'il

est deu argent que se tenir ainsi rosen-e no
soit ung commencement pour pen d peu se

pa;iir tout en ung coup sans dire adicn,
raar.quant son ci-edit en Anvcra et ailleuis

conune ilz voiciit qu'il faict. Co que je ne

puis croyre qu'i) vcuillo faire, et quc.ivcc la

disgrace des affaires publicques qu'il laisse

en mauvais ci^tat, il veuille ainsi cng.agcr son

particulier. Nous verrons," etc,, etc.
» Hoofd, viii. 829, 330.
* Bor, vi. 474. Hoofd, viii. 331. Co-.resp.

de Philippe II., ii. 1283, 1284.
t CoiTcspcndancg do Philippe II., ii. 12P1.

* "
il a toujours garde le lict, eoit

j

qu'il a les gouttes, ou bien qu'il ne se vcuillo
'

nionstrer an monde p' mauvais succes qu'il
a eus il laissa le lyct sans encores passer
outre, plus a ce que jo veois de crainte doa

importunitez et demnndemcns d'argent
dont il est fort proese."

—Corresp. Charles
IX. and Jlondoucet. Com. Boy. de I'Hist.,
iv. 340, sqq.

1 Corresp. do Charles IX. et Mondoucet.
Com. Koy. de I'llist., iv. 340, sqq.—The
l)uko used nearly the language which the

poet, at a little later eijoch, v. ;;s pUigiiij; in

the mouth of another tyrant
—

" There is no creature loves ma,
And, if I die, no soul wll j)ity inc.''—King liichanl IIL
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his govei-nment.^ The number of rience ;
but when Alva took the field

tiiose who had perished by battle, ; in person the scene was totally changed,

siege, starvation, and massacre, defied The Duke dealt him such

computation,
'^^~ t\..\.„ „„™ „„ii ^^ I i^^-n,^;^^^^^=y^r^x,^A\^^^^A\The Duke was well re-

ceived bv hisroyal master,andremained,

in favour until a new adventure of Don
Frederic brought father and son into

disgrace. Having deceived and aban-

doned a maid of honour, he suddenly

espovised his cousin, in order to avoid

that reparation by marriage which was
demanded for his offence.^ In conse-

quence, both the Duke and Don Fre-

deric were imprisoned and banished,
nor was Alva released till a general of

experience was reqvured for the con-

quest of Portugal.-* Thither, as it

were with fetters on his legs, he went.

After having accomplished the mUitary
enterprise entrusted to him, he fell into

a lingering fever, at the termination of

which he was so much reduced that he
was only kept alive by milk, which he
drank from a woman's breast.^ Such
was the gentle second childhood of the

man who had almost UteraUy been

drinking blood for seventy years. He
died on the 12th December, 1582.^

The preceding pages have been writ-

ten in vain, if an elaborate estimate be
now requii-ed of his character. His

picture has been painted, as far as pos-

sible, by his own hand. His deeds,
which are not disputed, and his written

words, illustrate his nature more fully
than could be done by the most elo-

quent pen. 2fo attempt has been made
to exaggerate his crimes, or to extenu-

ate his superior qualities. Virtues he
had none, unless mihtary excellence

be deemed, as by the Romans, a virtue.

In war, both as a science and a practi-
cal art, he excelled all the generals who
were opposed to him in the Nether-

lands, and he was inferior to no com-
mander in the world during the long
and belligerent period to which his life

belonged. Louis of Xassau possessed

high reputation throughout Europe as

a skilfid and daring generaL With
raw volunteers he had overthrown an

army of Spanish regulars, led by a Ne-
therland chieftain of fame and expe-

'
Ror, vi. 474. Hoofd. viii. 332. Reidani
'. 0. Apologia d'Orange, 88.

ie 4u Due d'All'c, u Hoofd, 332.

blow at

Jemmingen as would have disheartened

for ever a less indomitable champion.
Never had a defeat been more absolute.

The patriot army was da.^ed out of

existence, almost to a man, and its

leader, naked and beggared, though not

disheartened, sent back into Germany
to construct his force and his schemes
anew.

Having thus flashed before the eye3
of the coimtry the full terrors of hia

name, and vindicated the ancient mili-

tary renown of his nation, the Duke
was at liberty to employ the consum-
mate tactics, in which he could have

given instruction to all the world,

against his most formidable antagonist.
The country, paralysedwith fear, looked

anxiously but supinely upon the scien-

tific combat between the two great

champions of Despotism and Protes-

tantism which succeeded. It was soon
evident that the conflict could ter-

minate in but one way. The Prince
had considerable military abilities, and
enthusiastic courage; he lost none of

his well-deserved reputation by the
unfortunate issue of his campaign ; he
measured himself in arms with the

great commander of the age, and defied

him day after day, in vain, to mortal

combat; but it was equally certain

that the Duke's quiet game was played
in the most masterly manner. His

positions and his encampments were
taken with faultless judgment, his

skirmishes wisely and coldly kept
within the prescribed control, whila
the inevitable dissolution of the oppos-
ing force took place exactly as he had

foreseen, and within the limits which
he had predicted. Kor in the disas-

trous commencement of the year 1572
did the Duke less signally manifest hia

military genius. Assailed as he waa
at every point, with the soil .suddenly

upheaving all around him, &s by an

earthquake, he did not lose his firm-

ness nor his peispicacity. Ceilainly, if

he had not been so soon assisted by that

* Vie da Due d'Albe. Hoofd, ubi suj^
* Vou Rauraer, Gtsch. Eufoj.as. tii. 170.
* Tie du Due d'Albe. Hocfd, ubi sup.
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other eai'tliquake, wliich on Saint Bar-

tholomew's Day caused all Christen-

dom to tremble, and shattered the re-

cent structure of Protestant Freedom
in the Netherlands, it might have been
worse for his reputation. With Mens
safe, the Flemish frontier guarded,
France faithful, and thirty thousand
men under the Prinoo of Orange in

Brabant, the heroic brothers might
well believe that the Duke was "at
their mercy." The treason of Charles

IX. "smote them as with a club," as

the Prince exclaimed in the bitterness

of his spirit. Under the circumstances,
his second campaign was a predestined
failure, and Alva easily vanquished
him by a renewed application of those

dilatory arts which he so well under-

stood.

The Duke's military fame was un-

questionable when he came to the

provinces, and both in stricken fields

and in long campaigns, he shewed how
thoroughly it had been deserved

; yet
he left the Netherlands a baffled man.
The Prince might be many times de-

feated, but he was not to be con-

quered. As Alva penetrated into the

heart of the ancient Batavian land he
found himself overmatched as he had
never been befoi'e, even by the most

potent generals of his day. More
audacious, more inventive, more des-

perate than all the commanders of

that or any other age, the spirit of

national freedom now taught the

oppressor that it was invincible, ex-

cept by annihilation. The same les-

son had been read in the same thickets

by the Nervii to Julius Ctcsar, by the

Batavians to the legions of Vespasian ;

and now a loftier and a purer flame

than that which inspired the national

struggles against Rome glowed within

the breasts of the descendants of the

same people, and inspired them with
the strength which comes from reli-

gious enthusiasm. More experienced,
more subtle, more politic than Her-

mann; more devoted, more patient,
more magnanimous than Civilis, and

equal to either in valour and deter-

mination, William of Orange was a

worthy embodimejit of the Christian

national reeistan?* «f the German race
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to a foreign tyranny. Alva had en-

tered the Netherlands to deal with
them as with conquered provinces. He
found that the conquest was still to

be made, and he left the land without

having accomplished it. Through the
sea of blood, the Hollanders felt that

they were passing to the promised
land. More royal soldiers fell during
the seven months' siege of Harlem
than the rebels had lost in the defeat

of Jemmingen, and in the famous cam-

paign of Brabant. At Alkmaar the

rolling waves of insolent conquest
were stayed, and the tide then ebbed
for ever.

The accomplished soldier struggled

hopelessly with the wild and passion-
ate hatred which his tyranny had pro-
voked. Neither his legions nor his

consummate strategy availed him

against an entirely desperate people.
As a military commander, therefore,
he gained, upon the whole, no addi-

tional laurels during his long adminis-

tration of the Netherlands. Of all

the other attributes to be expected in

a man appointed to deal with a fi-ee

country, in a state of incipient re-

bellion, he manifested a signal defi-

ciency. As a financier, he exhibited a

wondei-ful ignorance of the first prin-

ciples of political economy. No man
before, ever gravely proposed to es-

tablish confiscation as a permanent
source of revenue to the state

; yet the

annual product from the escheated

property of slaughtered heretics was

regularly relied upon, during his ad-

ministration, to replenish the King'a

treasury, and to support the war of

extermination against the King's sub-

jects. Nor did statesman ever before

expect a vast income from the com-
merce of a nation devoted to almost

universal massacre. During the daily
decimation of the people's lives, he

thought a daily decimation of their

industry possible. His persecutions

swept the land of those industrious

classes which had made it the rich

and prosperous commonwealth it had
been so lately; while, at the same

time, he found a " Pcnivian mine," as

he pretended, in the imposition of a

tenth penny upon every cue of it"
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commercial transaction

that a people, crippled a3 this had
been bj' the operations of the Blood

Council, conld pay ten per cent., not

annuallj but daily ;
not upon its in-

come, but upon its capital ;
not once

only, but every time the value consti-

tuting the capital changed hands. He
had boasted that he should require no

funds from Spain, but that, on the

contrary, he ^ould make annual re-

mittances to the royal treasury at

home, from the proceeds of his im-

posts and confiscations ; yet, notwith-

standing these resources, and notwith-

standing twenty-five millions of gold
in five years, sent by Philip from

Madrid, the exchequer of the pro-
vinces was barren and bankrupt when
his successor arrived. Requesens
found neither a penny in the pubUc
treasury nor the means of raising one.

As an administrator of the civil and

judicial affairs of the country, Alva at

once reduced its institutions to a fright-
ful simphcity. In the place of the

incient laws of which the Nether-

landers were so proud, he substituted

the Blood CoimciL This tribunal was
even more arbitrary than the Inquisi-
tion. Never was a simpler apparatus
for tyranny devised, than this great

labour-saving machine. Never was so

great a quantity of murder and rob-

bery achieved with such despatch and

regularity. Sentences, executions, and

confiscations, to an incredible extent,
were turned out daily with appalling

precision. For this invention, Alva is

alone responsible. The tiabunal and
its councillors were the work and the

creatures of his hand, and faithfully
did they accomplish the dark purpose
of their existence. Nor can it be

urged, in extenuation of the Gover-
nor's crimes, that he was but the blind

and fanatically loyal slave of his sove-

reign. A noble nature could not have
contaminated itself with such slaughter-
house work, but might have sought to

mitigate the royal poUcy, without for-

swearing allegiance. A nature less

rigid than iron would at least have
manifested compunction, as it found
itiself converted into a fleshless instru-

ment of massacre. Moi-e decided than

Qnielty of A Iva, -3 4 1

He thought ]

his master, however, he seemed, by
his promptness, to rebuke the dilatory

genius of PhiUp. The King seemed,
at times, to loiter over his work, teasing
and tantalising his appetite for venge-
ance, before it should be gratified.

Alva, rapid and brutal, scorned such

epicureanism. He strode with gigantic

steps over haughty stiitutes and popu-
lar constitutions; crushing ahke the

magnates who claimed a bench of

monarchs for their jury, and tho

ignoble artisans who could appeal only
to the laws of their land. From the

pompous and theatrical scaffolds oi

Egmont and Horn, to the nineteen

halters prepared by Master Karl, to

hang up the chief bakers and brewers
of Brussels on their own thresholds—
from the beheading of the twenty
nobles on the Horse-market, in the

opening of the Governor's career, to

the roasting alive of Uitenhoove at ita

close—from the block on which fell

the honoured head of Antony Straalen,
to the obscure chair in which the

ancient gentlewoman of Amsterdam
suffered death for an act of vicarioua

mercy—from one year's end to ano-

ther's—from the most signal to the
most squalid scenes of sacrifice, the

eye and hand of the great master

directed, without weariness, the task

imposed by the sovereign.
No doubt the work of almost indis-

criminate massacre had been duly
mapped out. Not often in history has
a governor arrived to administer the

affairs of a province, where the whole

population, three millions strong, had
been formally sentenced to death.

As time wore on, however, he even

surpassed the bloody instructionswhich
he had received. He waved aside the

recommendations of the Blood Council
to mercy; he dissuaded the monarch
from attempting the path of clemency,
which, for secret reasons, PhUip was
inclined at one period to attempt.
The Governor had, as he assured the

King, been using gentleness in vain,
and he was now determined to try
what a little wholesome severity could

effect. These words were written

immediately after the mas-sacres at

Hailemv
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AVitli all tlie Lloodsbed at Mons, and

Naardon, and Mechlin, and by the
Council of Tumults, daily, for six

years long, still crying from the

ground, be taxed himself with a mis-

placed and foolish tenderness to the

people. He assured the Kjng that

when Alkmaar should be taken, he
would not spare a "living soul among
its v\hole population ;

"
and, as his

parting advice, he recommended that

erei'y city in the Netherlands should he

lurned to the ground, except a few
which could be occupied permanently
by the royal troops.^ On the whole,
so finished a picture of a perfect and
absolute tyranny has rarely been pre-
sented to mankind by history, as in

Alva'a administration of the Nether-
lands.

The tens of thousands in those

miserable provinces who fell victims

to the gallows, the sword, the stake,
the living grave, or to living banish-

ment, have never been counted; for

those statistics of barbarity are often

effaced from human record. Enough,
however, is known, and enough has

been recited in the preceding pages.
No mode in which human beings have
ever caused their fellow-creatures to

suffer, was omitted from daily practice.

Men, women, and children, old and

young, nobles and paupers, opulent
burghers, hospital patients, lunatics,
dead bodies, all were indiscriminately
made to furnish food for the scaffold

and the stake. ^ Men were tortured,

beheaded, hanged by the neck and by
the legs, burned before slow fires,

pinched to death with red-hot tongs,
Ijroken iipon the wheel, starved, and

flayed alive. Their skins, stripped from
the living body, were stretched upon
drums, to be beaten in the march of

their brethren to the gallows.' The
bodies of many who had died a natural

death were exhumed, and their fester-

ing remains hanged upon the gibbet,

1 Corresiioiidanco de Philippe II., ii. 1276.
2 "; plonderen, roven en ruiten, -ver-

jagenen vervvoesten, in't vaiigen en Bpaiuion,
in 't, b.annen, verdrijven en goedereii confis-

qiienn, ja in 't brandeii en bLinken, hangen,

knppcn, liacken.raeybi-aken met afgrijselijke
tormentcn pijnigen en vernioorden de onder-

Katcu, 80 wel cdele als onedele, arme ala

T/te Hise of the Dutch Rqniblic. [1573
on pretext that they had died without

receiving the sacrament, but in reality
that their property might become the

legitimate prey of the treasury.'' Mar-

riages of long standing were dissolved

by order of government, that rich

heiresses might be married again.st
their will to foreigners whom they
abhorred.^ Women and children were
executed for the ci-ime of assisting
their fugitive hu.sbands and parents
with a penny in their utmost need,
and even for consoling them with a

letter in their exile.® Such was the

regular course of affairs as administered

by the Blood Council. The additional

barbarities committed amid the sack
and ruin of those blazing and starving
cities, are almost beyond belief; un-

born infants were torn from the living
bodies of their mothers; women and
children were violated by thousands;
and whole populations burned and
hacked to pieces by soldiers in every
mode which cruelty, in its wanton

ingenuity, could devise.^ Such was
the administration, of which Vargas
affirmed, at its close, that too much
mercy,

" nimia misericordia," had been
its ruin. 8

Even Philip, inspired by secret views,
became wearied of the Governor, who,
at an early period, had already given
offence by his arrogance. To comme-
morate his victories, the Viceroy had
erected a colossal statue, not to his

monarch, but to himself. To proclaim
the royal pardon, he had seated himself

upon a golden throne. Such insolent

airs could be ill forgiven by the ab.so-

lute King. Too cautious to provoke
an open rupture, he allowed the Gn-

vernor, after he had done all his work,
and more than all his work, to retu-e

without disgrace, but without a tri-

umph. For the sins of that admin !
<-

tration, master and servajit are in eqi i

mea.sure responsible.
The character of the Duke of Alva,

rijke, jonk als oud, weduwen en weescn,
maniion, vrouwon en maegden.

"— Scud-
brief in forme von Supplicatie, etc., in liisr,

vi. 467.

» Sendbrief, etc., Bor, vi. 467.

* Ibid. 6 Ibid. « Ibid. 1 Ibid.

8 Meteren, iv, 86.
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Eo far as the Netherlmds are conceru-

ed, seems almost like a caricature. As
a creation of fiction, it would seem

grotesaue: yet even that hardy, his-

torical scepticism, which delights in

revei-sing the judgment of centuries,

and in re-estabUshing reputations long
since degraded to the dust, must find

it difficult to alter this man's position.

l\o historical decision is final; an ap-

peal to a more remote posterity, found-

ed upon more accuiate evidence, is al-

ways valid; but when the verdict has

been pronounced upon facts which are

undisputed, and upon testimony from
the criminals lips, there is little chance

of a reversal of the sentence.^ It is

an affectation of philosophical candoiu:

to extenuate vices which are not only
avowed, but claimed as virtues.

NOTE.

As specimens of the songs made by
|

the people while Alva wasynaking
their laws, the author vent'ures the

following translations of popular bal-

lads. The originals may be found,
the one in the collection of Ernst

Miinch; Niederlandsches Museum, I.,

125, 126: the other in Van Vloten's

excellent republication of Netherland

Historical Songs.
—Nederlandsche Ges-

chiedzangen, i., 393. Professor Alt-

meyer has also quoted them in his
'• Succursale du Tribimal de Sang."

" Slaet op den tromele, van dirredom deyne;
Slaet op den troniele, van dirre dom

does:
Slaet op den tromele, van dirre dom deyne,
Vive le geus ! is nu de loes.

" De Spaensche Inqnisitie, voor Godt ma-
litie,

De Spaensche Inquisitis, als draecx
bloat fel;

De Spaensche Inquisitie ghevoelt punitie,
De Spaensche Inquisitie ontvaelt haer

speL

" Vive le pens ! wilt christenlyk leven,
Vive le geus ! lioudt fi-aeye moet :

Vive le geus ! Godt behoedt voor sueven,
Vive le geus ! edel christen bloedt."

1 The time is past when it could be said

that the cruelty of Alva, or the enormities
of his administration, Have been exaggerated
by party violence. Human invention is in-

eap:\ ole of outstripping the truth upon this

subject. To attempt the defence of either
the m:m or his measures at the present day
is to convict oneself of an amount of igno-
rance or of liigotry against which history
and argument are alike powerless. The
publication of the Duke's letters in the cor-

respondence of Simancas and in the Besan-
Con pa;iers, together with that compact
mass of horror, long before the world under
the title of

' '

Sententien van Alva," in which
% portion only of the sentences of death and

TRANSIiATION.

Beat the drum gaily, i-ub a dow, rub a dub;
Beat the drum gaily, rub a dub, nib a dow ;

Beat the drum gaily, rub a dow, rub a dub ;—
Long live the Beggars! is the watcliwovd

now.

The Spanish Inquisition, without intermis-
sion—

The Spanish Inquisit'on has drank our
blood;

The Spauisli Inquisition, may God's male-
diction

Blast the Spanish Inquisition and all her
brood.

Long live the Beegars I wilt thou Clirist'a

word cherish—
Long live the Beggars ! be bold of heart

and hand ;

Long live the Beggars! God will not seo
thee perish;

Long live the Beggars ! oh noble Christum
band.

"De Paus en Paplsten, Gods handt doct
beven,

De Pau8 en Papiaten eyn t' eynden haer
raet:

De Paus en Papislen wreet boven schrevcn.

Ghy Paus en Papisten, soet nu oflaet.

' '

'T swaert is getrokken, certeyn godts wracc
naect,

'T swaert is getrokken, daer Joannes a

schryft ; _

banishment pronounced by him during hia

reign, have been copied from tlie official re-

cords'—these in themselves would be a suffi-

cient justification of all the charges ever

brought by the most bitter contemporary
of Holland or Flanders. If the investiera-

tor should remain sc ptical, however, let

him examine the "
Registre des Condamnes

et Bannis i cause des Troubles des P.iys
Bas," in three, together witli the Records
of the ' ' Conseil des Troubles," in forty-
three folio volumes, in the Royal Archives
at Brussels. After going through all these
chronicles of iniquity, the most determined
historic doubter will" probably throw up the
caao.
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'T swaerfc is getrokken, dat Apocalypsis

maect, naect,
'T swaert is getrokken, gliy wort nu

ontlyft.

'

'T onschuldig bloet dat ghy heft vergoten,
'T onschuidig bloet leyt over u wracok;

T onschuidig bloet te storten heeft u uiet

verdroten,
'T onschuidig bloet dat dronct ghy met

den draeck.

The liise of the Dutch Repuhlk. [1573.

The bitter blasphemy of the follow-

ing is but a faint expression of the

hatred which the tyranny of Alva had
excited in the popular heart. It is

called the Ghent Paternoster (Gentsch

Vaderonze), and is addressed to the

Duke of Alva.

'U vleisschen arm, daer ghy op betroiide,
U vleisschen arm beschwyckt u nu ;

U vloisscheu arm die u buys houde,
U vleisschen arm, wyckt van u schoon."

Ernst Mtinch, Niederlandsches

Museum, i. 125, 120.

TRANSLATION.

The Pope and Papists are shivering and
shaking ;

The Pojte and Papists are at their wits'

ends ;

Tlie Pope and Papists at God's right hand
are quaking ;

—
Pope and Papists, find absolution now,

my friends !

The sword is drawn now, God's wakened
vengeance lowers ;

The sword is drawn now, the Apocalypse
unrolled ;

The sword is drawn now, God's sword and
wrath are ours ;

The sword is drawn now which Apostle
John foretold.

The innocent blood which ye 've caused to

flow like water
;

The innocent blood which your wicked
hands huth stained ;

The innocent blood cries out for blood and
slaugliter ;

—
That innocent blood which, like di-agons

fell, ye drained.

Your fleshly arm is withering and shrink-

ins'—
Your fleshly arm which ye trusted fierce

and bold ;

Your fleslily arm and the house it built are

sinking;
Your fiesuly arm now ifi marrowless and

coldi

GENTSCn VADERONZE,

" Helsche duvel, die tot Bioissel syt,
Uwen naem ende faem sy vtrmaledyt,
U ryck vergae wonder respyt,
AVant heeft geduyrt te langen tyd.
Uwen willeu sal uict gewerden,
Noch in hemel noch op erdeu :

Ghy beneempt ons huyden ous dageliox
broot,

Wyflf ende knyderen hebben 't groote
noot :

Ghy en vergeeft niemant syn schult,
Want ghy met haet ende nyt syt vervult,

Ghy en laet niemant ongetemjiteert,
AUe dese landen ghy perturbeert.
O hemelschen vader, die in den hemel syt,
Maeckt ons desen helschen duvel quyt.
Met synen bloedigen. valschen raet,

Daer hy meede handelt alle quaet,
En syn spaens chrychsvolk allegaer,
'T welck leeft of sy des duvels waer.

Amen !

"

Van Vloten, Nederlandsehe Gesohied-

zangeu, L 393.

TRAN8LATI0N.

Our devil, who dost in Brussels dwell,
Curst be thy name in earth and boll :

Thy kingdom speedily pass away,
Which hath blasted and blighted us many a

day;
Thy will nevermore be done,
In heaven above nor under the sun ;

Tliou takest daily our daily bread ;

Our wives and children lie starving or dead.

No man's trespasses thou forgivest ;

Revenge is the food on which thou livest.

Thou leadest all men into temiitatiou ;

Unto evil thou hast delivered this nation.

Our Father, in heaven which art.

Grant that this hellish devil may soon de-

part—
And with him his Council false and bloody,
Who make murder and rapine their daily

study—
And all his savage war-dogs of Spain,
Oh send them back to the DeviJ, their

fither, Rgain. Amen.
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The horrors of Alva's administration

had caused meti to look back with
fondness upon the milder and more

vacillating tyranny of the Duchess

Margaret. From the same cause the

advent of the Grand Commander was
hailed with pleasure^ and %vith a mo-

mentary gleam of hope. At any rate,
it was a relief that the man in whom
an almost impossible perfection of

cruelty seemed embodied was at last

to be withdrawn. It was certain that

his successor, however ambitious of

following in Alva's footsteps, would
never be able to rival the intensity
and the unswerving directness of pur-

pose which it had been permitted to

the Duke's nature to attain. The new
Governor-General was, doubtless, hu-

man, and it had been long since the

Netherlanders imagined anything in

common between themselves and the
late Viceroy.

Apart from this hope,however, there

was little encouragement to be derived
from anything positively known of tho
new functionary, or the policy which
he was to represent. Don Luis de

Requesens and Cuniga, Grand Com-
mander of Castile and late Governor
of Milan, was a man of mediocre abili-

ties, who possessed a reputation for

moderation and sagacity which he

hardly deserved. His military prowess
had been chiefly displayed in the

bloody and barren battle of Lepanto,
where his conduct and counsel were

supposed to have contributed, in some
measure, to the victorious result.^ His
administration at Milan had been cha-

1 Bor vii. 477. « Strada, viil. 405-408. Mendoza, x. 223, 2^.
2 it
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racterised as firm and moderate.^ Ne-

vertheless, his character was regarded
with anything but favourable eyes in

the Netherlands. Men told each other

of his broken faith to the Moors in

Granada, and of his unpopularity in

Milan, where, notwithstanding his

boasted moderation, he had, in reality,
BO oppressed the people as to gain
their deadly hatred. They complained,
too, that it was an insult to send, as

Governor-General of the provinces,
not a prince of the blood, as used to

be the case, but a simple
"
gentleman

of cloak and sword." ^

Any person, however, who repre-
sented the royal authority in the pro-
vinces was under historical disadvan-

tage. He was literally no more than
an actor, hardly even that. It was

Philip's policy and pride to direct aU
the machinery of his extensive em-

pire, and to pull every string himself.

His puppets, however magnificently
attired, moved only in obedience to

his impulse, and spoke no syllable but
with his voice. Upon the table in

his cabinet was arranged all the busi-

ness of his various realms, even to

the most minute particulars.' Plans,

petty or vast, affecting the interests of

empires and ages, or bounded within

the narrow limits of trivial and evan-

escent detail, encumbered his memory
and consumed his time. His ambition

to do all the work of his kingdoms
V, as aided by an inconceivable gi-eedi-

ness for labour. He loved the routine

of business, as some monarchs have
loved war, as others have loved plea-
sure. The object, alike paltry and

impossible, of this ambition, bespoke
the narrow mind. His estates were

regarded by him as private property ;

measures affecting the temporal and
eternal interests of millions were re-

garded as domestic affairs, and the eye
1 Strada, viii. 405-408. Groen v. Prinsterer,

Iv. 259, 2C0.

2 Correspond, de Mondoucct et Ciiarles

IX. Com. Roy. d'Hist., iv. 340, scq.

Letter of Saint Goard to Charles IX., in

Groen v. Prinst, Archives, etc., iv. 380, 331.
—" Se resonant," said the French envoy,
"toutes choses, qui le rend extrgment

oharge et travaille et tiont uug piocede qu'il

lespond et veoit toutes les affaires et les

Dutch Republic. [1573.
of the master was considered the only
one which could duly superintend theso
estates and those interests. Much in-

capacity to govern was revealed in this

inordinate passion to administer. His

mind, constantly fatigued by petty
labours, was never enabled to survey
his wide domains from the height of

majesty.
In Alva, certainly, he had employed

an unquestionable reality; but Alva,

by a fortunate coincidence of character,
had seemed his second self. He was
now gone, however, and although the

royal purpose had not altered, the

royal circumstances were changed.
The moment had arrived when it was

thought that the mask and cothurn

might again be assumed with effect;
when a gi-ave and conventional person-

age might decorously make his appear-
ance to perform an interlude of cle-

mencyand moderationwith satisfactory
results. Accordingly, the Great Com-
mander, heralded by rumours of am-

nesty, was commissoned to assume the

government which Alva had been per-
mitted to resign.

It had been industiiously circulated

that a change of policy was intended.

It was even supposed by the more

sanguine that the Duke had retired

in disgrace. A show of coldness was
manifested towards him on his return

by the King, while Vargas, who had

accompanied the Governor, was per-

emptorily forbidden to appear within

five leagues of the court.* The more

discerning, however, perceived much
affectation in this apparent displea-
sure. Saint Goard, the keen observer

of Philip's moods and measures, wrote
to his sovereign that he had narrowly
observed the countenances of both

Philip and Alva
;
that he had informed

himself aa thoroughly as possible with

regard to the course of policy intended ;

d§part toutes oh elles so doibvent rospondro
oti dies drnMureni le phis fovvent immortelles,
cu qu'elles soieiit, ou de grande ou de pen
de consequeuce do mauiere qu'il n'en vieut
rlon mieul.v, et sur ca les malintontioimea

luy forgent infinies doubtes et soubgons."
See also Letter of Saint Goard to Charlea

IX., Madrid, 17th December 1573, in Groou
V. Prinst., Archives, etc., iv. 27*, et soq.

« Letter of Saint Goard to ChurKs IX.
4th of April 1574. Archives, etc., VI. SOL
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that he had arrived at the conclusion

5-t7

that the roral chagi-in was but dis-
1

simulation, intended to dispose the

Nethorlanders to thoughts of an im-

possible peace, and that he considered

the present merely a breathing time,
in which still more active preparations

might be made for crushing the re-

bellion.^ It was now evident to the

world that the revolt had reached a

stage in which it could be terminated

only by absolute conquest or con-

cession.

To conquer the people of the pro-

vinces, except by extermination, seem-

ed difficult—to judge by the seven

years of execution, sieges, and cam-

paigns, which had now passed without
a definite result. It was, therefore,

thought expedient to employ conces-

sion. The new Governor accordingly,
in case the Netherlanders would aban-

don every object for which they had
been so heroically contending, was

empowered to concede a pardon. It

was expressly enjoined upon him, how-

ever, that no conciliatory measures
Bhould be adopted in which the King's
absolute supremacy, and the total pro-
hibition of every form of worship but
the Roman Catholic, were not assimied

as a ba'sis.* Js'ow, as the people had
been contending^at least ten^ears long
foT^constitutional rights agamst pre-

rogative, ahd~atTeast seven for liberty
of conscience against papistry, it was

easy to foretell how much effect any
negotiations thus commenced were

likely to produce.
Yet, no doubt, in the Netherlands

there was a most earnest longing for

peace. The Catholic portion of the

population were desirous of a reconci-

liation with their brethren of the new
religion. The imiversal vengeance
which had descended upon heresy had
not struck the heretics only. It was
difficult to find a fireside, Protestant
or Catholic, which had not been made
desolate by execution, banishment, or

* Letter cf Saint Goard, Archives, etc., iv.

Pol.
« Letter of Philip n. to Requeseiis, 30th

JIarch 1574. Correspondimce de Guil'aume
le Tacit., iii. 305.

* Letter of KcquescDS to Philip II. Gach-
ttrd, Corrcspondaiicc de Philippe II., ij. 1203.

confiscation. The common people and
the grand seigniors were alike weary
of the war. Not only Aerschot and

Yiglius, but Noircarmes and Berlay-
mont, were desii-ous that peace should
be at last compassed upon liberal

terms, and the Prince of Orange fully
and unconditionally pardoned.' Even
the Spanish commanders had become

disgusted with the monotonous but-

chery which had stained their swords.

Jidian Romero, the fierce and un-

scrupulous soldier upon whose head
rested the guilt of the Xaarden mas-

sacre, addressed several letters to

William of Orange, full of courtesy
and good wishes for a speedy termina-

tion of the war, and for an entire re^

conciliation of the Prince with his

sovereign.* NoLrcarmes also opened a

correspondence with the great leader

of the revolt, and offered to do all in

his power to restore peace and pro-

sperity to the coimtry. The Prince

answered the courtesy of the Spaniard
with equal, but barren, courtesy, for

it was obvious that no definite result

could be derived from such informal

negotiations. To Noircarmes he re-

sponded in terms of gentle but gravo
rebuke,' expressing deep regret that a

Netherland noble of such eminence,
with so many others of rank and

authority, should so long have sup-

ported the King in his tyranny. He,
however, expressed his satisfaction that

their eyes, however late, had opened
to the enormous iniquity which had
been practised in the country, and hff

accepted the offers of friendship as

frankly as they had been made. Not
long afterwards, the Prince furnished
his correspondent with a proof of his

sincerity, by forwarding to him two
letters which had been intercepted,"
from certain agents of government to

Alva, in which NoircaiTnes and others

who had so long supported the King
against their own country were spoken
of in terms of menace and distrust.

* Gachard, Ci>rre3poiidance de Guillaume
lo Tacit , iii. S1-S7.

* Sea the Corre8ix)ndence in Green, v«
Prinst., Archives, etc., iv. 301, 302.

* Gachard, Correspondance de UuiUauwo
le T'^cit, iii. 94. et seq.
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The Prince accordingly warned his

new correspondent that, in spite of all

the proofs of uncompromising loyalty
which he had exhibited, he was yet

moving upon a dark and slippery path-

way, and might, even like Egmontand
Horn, find a scaffold as the end and
the reward of his career. So profound
was that abyss of dissinmlation which
constituted the royal policy towards
the Netherlands, that the most un-

scnipulous partisans of government
could only see doubt and danger with

regard to their future destiny, and
were sometimes only saved by an op-

portune death from disgrace and the

liangman's hands.

Such, then, were the sentiments of

many eminent personages, even among
the most devoted loyalists. All longed
for peace ; many even definitely ex-

pected it, upon the arrival of the Grand
Commander. Moreover, that func-

tionary discovered, at his first glance
into the disorderly state of the ex-

chequer, that at least a short respite
was desirable before proceeding with
the interminable measures of hostility

against the rebellion. If any man had
been ever disposed to give Alva credit

for administrative ability, such delu-

sion must have vanished at the spec-
tacle of confusion and bankruptcy
which presented itself at the terminar

tion of his government. He resolutely
declined to give his successor any in-

formation whatever as to his financial

position.^ So far from furnishing a

detailed statement, such as might natu-

rally be expected upon so momentous
an occasion, he informed the Grand
Commander that even a sketch was en-

tirely out of the question, and would

require more time and labour than he
could then afford.* He took his de-

parture accordingly, leaving Requesens
in profound ignorance as to his p;ist

accounts, an ignorance in which it is

probable that the Duke himself shared

to the fullest extent. His enemies

stoutly maint;iiiied that however loose-

1 Letter of R qneseiis to Philip II., in

Gaolmid, Coircspouduace de Philippe II., ii.

1285. a Ibid.
» Hoofd, viii. 334.
* Letter r.f Requesons. Correspondaiice

a^ PMIippo II., i. 1333.
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ly his accounts had been kept, be had
been very careful to make no mistakes

against himself, and that he had retired

full of wealth, if not of honour, from
his long and terrible administration.'

His own letters, on the contrary, ac-

cused the King of ingratitude, in per-

mitting an old soldier to ruin himself,
not only in health but in fortune, for

want of proper recompense during an
arduous administration.* At any rate,
it is very certain that the rebellion had

already been an expensive matter to

the Crown. The army in tlie Nether-
lands numbered more than sixty-two
thousand men, eight thousand being
Spaniards, the rest Walloons and Ger-

mans. Forty millions of dollars had

already been sunk,'' and it seemed

probable that it would require nearly
the whole annual produce of the
American mines to sustain the war.
The transatlantic gold and silver, dis-

interred from the depths where they
had been buried for ages, were em-

ployed, not to expand the current of a

healthy, life-giving commerce, but to

be melted into blood. The sweat and
the tortures of the King's pagan sub-

jects in the primeval forests of the
New World were made subsidiary to

the extermination of his Netherland

people, and the destruction of an
ancient civilisation. To this end had
Columbus discovered a hemisphere
for Castile and Aragon, and the
New Indies revealed their hidden
treasure.

Forty millions of ducats had been

spent. Six and a half millions of ar-

rearages® were due to the army, while
its current expenses were six hundred
thousand a month.^ The militaiy ex-

penses alone of the Netherlands vram

accordingly more than seven millions

of dollars yearly, and the mines of the

New World produced, during the half

century of Philip's reign, an average of

only eleven.^ Against this constantly

increasing deficit, there was not a stiver

in the exchequer, nor the means of rais-

» Meteren, v. 103.
« Letter of Roquesens to Philip II. Cor-

respondance de Philippe II., ii. 12.^^4.

' Ibid.
' Humboldt. E.ssai sur la Nouvelle Eo-

pag:no, iii. 42S (ed. 2d).
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ing one.^ The tenth penny had been

long virtually extinct, and vraa soon to

be formally abolished. Confiscation

had ceased to afford a permanent re-

venufe, and the estates obstinately re-

fused to grant a dollar Such was the

condition to which the unrelenting

tyranny and the financial experiments
of Alva had reduced the country.

It was, therefore, obvious to Reque-
eens that it would be useful at the

moment to hold out hopes of pardon
and reconciliation. He saw, what he
had not at first comprehended, and
what few bigoted supporters of abso-

lutism in any age have ever compre-
hended, that national enthusiasm,
when profound and general, makes a
rebellion more expensive to the despot
than to the insiu-gents. "Before my
arrival," wrote the Grand Commander
to his sovereign, "I did not under-
stand how the rebels could maintain
such considerable fleets, while your
Majesty could not support a single
one. It appears, however, that men
who are fighting for their lives, their

firesides, their property, and their

false religion, for their own cause,
in short, are contented to receive

rations only, without receiving pay."^
The moral which the new Governor
drew from his correct diagnosis of the

prevailing disorder was, not that this

national enthusiasm should be respect-
ed, but that it should be deceived.
He deceived no one but himself, how-
ever. He censured Noircarmes and
Romero for their intermeddling, but
held out hopes of a general pacification.-*
He repudiated the idea of any reconci-

liation between the King and the Prince
of Orange, but proposed at the same
time a settlement of the revolt,* He
had not yet learned that the revolt and
William of Orange were one. Although
the Prince himself had repeatedly of-

fered to withdraw for ever from the

country, if his absence would expedite
a settlement satisfactory to the pro-
vinces,^ there was not a patriot in the

' Letter of Rcquesena, Correspondance
de Philippe II., ii. 1235.

'
Correspondance de Philippe II., li. 1291.

» Ibid ji. 1293.

Ibid.
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Netherlands who could contemplate
his departure without despair. More-

over, they all knew better than did

Eequesens, the inevitable result of the

pacific measures which had been daily
foreshadowed.
The appointment of the Grand

Commander was in truth a desperate

attempt to deceive the Netherlandera.

He approved distinctly and heartUy of

Alva's policy,® but wrote to the King
that it was desirable to amuse the

people with the idea of another and a
milder scheme. He affected to believe,
and perhaps really did believe, that

the nation would accept the destruc-

tion of all their institutions, provided
that penitent heretics were allowed to

be reconciled to the Mother Church,
and obstinate ones permitted to go
into perpetual exile, taking with them
a small portion of their worldly goods.
For being willing to make this last and
almost incredible concession, he begged
pardon sincerely of the King. If cen-

surable, he ought not, he thought, to

be too severely blamed, for his loyalty
was knoTvn. The world was aware how
often he had risked his life for his Ma-

jesty, and how gladly and how many
more times he was ready to risk it ia

future. In his opinion, religion had,
after all, but very Uttle to do with the

troubles, and so he confidentially in-

formed his sovereign. Egmont and
Horn had died Catholics, the people
did not rise to assist the Prince's in-

vasion in 1568, and the new religion
was only a lever by which a few artful

demagogues had attempted to over-

throw the King's authority.''
Such views as these revealed the

measure of the new Governor's capa-

city. The people had really refused
to rise in 156S, not because they were
without sympathy for Orange, but
because they were paralysed by their

fear of Al%'a. Since those days, how-

ever, the new religion had increased
and multiplied everywhere, in the
blood which had rained upon it. It

*
Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit,

3W-4U0.
• Letter of Eequesens. Correspondance

de Philippe II., v. I2yl —"A mi p;irecer ha
tenido mucha nizoii," etc., etc

» Ibid. Ibid.. U. 1283.
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was now clifiicult.to find a Catholic iu

Holland and Zealand, who was not a

government agent.^ The Prince had
been a moderate Catholic, in the open-

ing scenes of the rebellion, while he
came forward as the champion of

liberty for all forma of Christianity.
He had now become a convei't to the

new reUgion, without receding an inch

from his position in favour of univer-

Eal toleration. The new religion was,

therefore, not an instrument devised

by a faction, but had expanded into

the atmosphere of the people's daily
life. Individuals might be executed
for claiming to breathe it, but it was
itself impalpable to the attacks of des-

potism. Yet the Grand Commander
persuaded himself that religion had
little or nothing to do with the state

of the Netherlands. Nothing more
was necessary, he thought, or affected

to think, in order to restore tranquil-

lity, than once more to spread the net
of a general amnesty.
The Duke of Alva knew better.

That functionary, with whom, before

his departure from the provinces,

Requesens had been commanded to

confer, distinctly stated his opinion
that there was no use of talking about

pardon. Brutally, but candidly, he
maintained that there was nothing to

be done but to continue the process
of extermination. It was necessary,
he said, to reduce the country to a

dead level of unresisting misery, before

an act of oblivion could be securely
laid dowTi as the foundation of a new
and permanent order of society.* He
had already given his advice to his

Majesty, that every towii in the coun-

try should be burned to the ground,
except those which could be perma-
nently occupied by the roj'al troops.
The King, however, in his access of

clemency at the appointment of a new
administration, instructed the Grand
Commander not to resort to this niea-

gure unless it should become stnctly

necessary.^ Such were the opposite

opinions of the old and new governors

1 Letter of Prince of Orange, 2Sth Septem-
ber 1574, in Groen v. Prinst., Archives, v.

rs.
* Correspondanoe de Philippe II., ii. 1293.

[1573.
with regard to the pardon. The
learned Viglius sided with Alva, al-

though manifestly against his will.
"
It is both the Duke's opinion and

my own," wrote the Commander,
"that Viglius does not dare to ex-

press his real opinion, and that he is

secretly desirous of an an-angement
with the rebels." * With a good deal
of inconsistency, the Governor was
offended, not only with those who
opposed his plans, but with those who
favoured them. He was angry with

Viglius, who, at least nominally, dis-

approved of the pardon, and witli

Noircarmes, Aerschot, and others, who
manifested a wish for a pacification.
Of the chief characteristic ascribed to

the people by Julius Caesar, namely,
that they forgot neither favours nor

injuries, the second half only, in the
Grand Commander's opinion, had been
retained. Not only did they never

forget injuries, but their memory, said

he, was so good, that they recollected

many v.hich they had ne\'er received.'

On the whole, however, in the em-
barrassed condition of affairs, and while

waiting for further supplies, the Com-
mander was secretly disposed to try
the effect of a pardon. The object was
to deceive the people and to gain time ;

for there was no intention of conceding
liberty of conscience, of withdrawing
foreign troops, or of assembling the

states-general. It was, however, not

possible to apply these hypocritical
measures of conciliation immediately.
The war was in full career, and could
not be arrested even in that wintry
season. The patriots held Mondragon
closely besieged in Middelburg,'' the

last point in the Isle of Walcheren
which held for the King. There was
a considerable treasure in money and
merchandise shut up in that" city; and,

moreover, so desenring and distinguish-
ed an officer as Mondragon could not bo

abandoned to his fate. At the same

time, famine was pressing him sorely,

nnd, by the end of the year, garrison
and townspeople had nothing but rats.

8 Ibid., u. 12S7. * Ibid. 11. 1203.

» Ibid., ii. 1291, and p. 443, note.

• Bor, vii, 479. Meteren, v. 8ti.
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mice, dogs, cats, and such repulsive
substitutes for food, to support life

withaL^ It was necessary to take

immediate meusures to relieve the

place.
On the other hand, the situation of

the patriots was not very encouraging.
Their superiority on the sea was un-

questionable, for the Hollanders and
Zealanders were the best sailors in

the world, and they asked of their

country no payment for their blood,
but thanks. The land forces, however,
were usually mercenaries, who were

apt to mutiny at the commencement
of an action if, as was too often the

case, their wages could not be paid.
Holland was entirely cut in twain by
the loss of Harlem and the leaguer of

Leyden, no communication between
the dissevered portions being possible,

except with difficultyand danger.
* The

estates, although they had done much
for the cause, and were prepared to do
much more, were too apt to wrangle
about economical details. They irri-

tated the Prince of Orange by huck-

Btering about subsidies to a degree
which his proud and generous nature
could hardly brook.-* He had strong

hopes from France. Louia of Nassau
had held secret interviews with the
Duke of Alengon and the Duke of

Anjou, now King of Poland, at Bla-

mont.* Alencon had assured him
secretly, affectionately, and warmly,
that he would be as sincere a friend

to the cause as were bis two royal
brothers. The Count had even re-

ceived one hundred thousand hvres
in hand, as an earnest of the favour-

able intentions of France,^ and was
now busily engaged, at the instance

of the Prince, in levjing an army in

Germany for the relief of Leyden and
the rest of Holland, while William, on
his part, was omitting nothing, whether

by representations to the estates or by
secret foreign missions and correspond-

Saini Aldegonde in Prison. 551

ence, to further the cause of the suffer-

ing country.*
At the same time, the Prince dreaded

the effect of the promised pardon. He
had reason to be distrustful of the

general temper of the nation when a
man like Saint Aldegonde, the enlight-
ened patriot, and his own tried friend,
was influenced by the discouraging and

dangerous position in which he found
himself to abandon the high ground
upon which they had both so long and
so firmly stood. Saint Aldegonde had
been held a strict prisoner since his

capture at Maeslandsluis, at the close

of Alva's administration.^ It was, no

doubt, a predicament attended with
much keen suffering and positive dan-

ger. It had hitherto been the uniform

policy of the government to kill all

prisoners, of whatever rank. Accord-

ingly, some had been drowned, some
had been hanged, some beheaded, some

poisoned in their dungeons—all had
been murdered. This had been Alva'a

course. The Grand Commander also

highly approved of the system,^ but
the capture of Count Bos.su by the

patriots had necessitated a suspension
of such rigour.^ It was certain that

Bossu's head would fall as soon as

Saint Aldegonde's, the Prince having
expressly warned the government of

this inevitable resxilt.^" Notwithstand-

ing that security, however, for his

eventual restoration to liberty, a Ne-
therland rebel in a Spanish prison
could hardly feel himself at ease.

There were so many foot-marks into

the cave, and not a single one coming
forth. Yet it was not singular, how-
ever, that the Prince should read with

regret the somewhat insincere casuistry
with which Saint Aldegonde sought to

persuade himself and his fellow-coun-

trymen, that a reconcihation with the
monarch was desirable, even upon im-

worthy terms. He was somewhat
shocked that so valiant and eloquent a

1 Letter of Da la Klundcr in Groen v.
Prinst , Archives, etc, iv. 30r, 308.

2 Bor, vii 478.
»

Ibid., vii Kluit, Hist. HoU. Staatsreg.,
vi., Hoofdst. and Bijl.oge, i 401-415.

* Groen v. Prinst., iv. •263-278. De Thou,
t. vii. liv. vii. 28-37. Hoofd, ix. 343, 344.

* Archives et Correspondance, iv. 281.

«
Bor, viii 479, 4S3. 490. Hoofd, ix. 334^

844.

'
Bor, vii. 431, 4S2. Archives et Corres-

pondance, iv. 2i7.

* Correspondanc« de Philippe IL, u. 1291,
445. » Ibid.
» Bor, vii 484
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Bupporter of the Reformation should

coolly express his opinion that the

King would probably refuse liberty of

conscience to the Netherlanders, but

would, no doubt, permit heretics to go
into banishment. "

Perhaps, after we
have gone into exile," added Saint Al-

degonde, almost with baseness,
" God

may give us an opportunity of doing
Buch good service to the King, that he
will lend us a more favourable ear, and,

peradventure, permit our return to tho

country."
^

Certainly, such language was not

becoming the pen which wrote the
famous Compromise. The Prince
himself was, however, not to be in-

duced, even by the captivity and the
remonstrances of so valued a friend,
to swerve from the path of duty. He
still maintained, in public and private,
that the withdrawal of foreign troops
from the provinces, the restoration of

the old constitutional privileges, and
the entire freedom of conscience in

religious matters, were the indispens-
able conditions of any pacification. It

was plain to him that the Spaniards
were not ready to grant these condi-

tions; but he felt confident that he
should accomplish the release of Saint

Aldegonde without condescending to

an ignominious peace.
The most pressing matter, upon the

Grand Commander's arrival, was obvi-

ously to relieve the city of Middel-

burg. Mondragon, after so stanch a

defence, would soon be obliged to

capitulate, unless he should promptly
receive supplies. Requesens, accord-

ingly, collected seventy-five ships at

Bergen op Zoom, which were placed

nominally under the command of

Admiral de Glimes, but in reality
under that of Julian Romero. An-
other fleet of thirty vessels had been
assembled at Antwerp under Sancho
d'Avila. Both, amply freighted with

provisions, were destined to make their

way to Middelburg by the two dif-

ferent passages of the Honde and the

1 See the Letter of St«. Aldegonde, in

Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit., iii.

78, et seq.
«
Bor, vii. 479. Iloofd, ix. 335. Meteren,

V. 88.

[1574.
Eastern Scheld.^ On the other hand,
the Prince of Orange had repaired tc

Flushing to superintend the operations
of Admiral Boisot, who already, in

obedience to his orders, had got a

powerful squadron in readiness at that

place. Late in January 1574, d'Avila
arrived in the neighbourhood of Flush-

ing, where he awaited the arrival of

Romero's fleet. United, the two Com-
manders were to make a determined

attempt to reinforce the starving city
of Middelburg.'^ At the same time
Governor Requesens made his appear-
ance in person at Bergen op Zoom to

expedite the departure of the stronger
fleet,* but it was not the intention of

the Prince of Orange to allow this

expedition to save the city. The

Spanish generals, however valiant

were to learn that their genius was
not amphibious, and that the Beggars
of the Sea were still invincible on
their own element, even if their bre-

thren of the land had occasionally

quailed.
Admiral Boisot's fleet had already

moved up the Scheld and taken a po- I

sition nearly opposite to Bergen op |
Zoom.' On the 20th of January the "

Prince of Orange, embarking from
Zierick Zee, came to make them a

visit before the impending action. His

galley, conspicuous for its elegant de-

corations, was exposed for some time
to the artillery of the fort, but provi-

dentially escaped unharmed. He as-

sembled all the officers of his armada,
and, in brief but eloquent language,
reminded them how necessary it waa
to the salvation of the whole country
that they should prevent the city of

Middelburg—the key to the whole of

Zealand, already upon the point of

falling into the hands of the patriots
—

from being now wrested from their

grasp. On the sea, at least, the Hol-

landers and Zealanders were at home,
The officers and men, with one accord,
rent the air with their cheers. They
swore that they would shed every drop

8 Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, ubi sup.

* Mendoza, xi. 226. Bor, Meteren, ubi

sup.

» Bor, vii. 479. i
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of blood in their veins but they would
sustain the Prince and the country;
and they solemnly vowed not only to

serve, if necessaiy, without wages, but
to saciifice all that they possessed in

the world rather than abandon the

cause of their fatherland.^ Having by
his presence and his langrtage aroused

their valour to so high a pitch of en-

thusiasm, the Prince departed for

Delft, to make arrangements to drive

the Spaniards from the siege of Ley-
den.*

On the 29th of January, the fleet of

Romero sailed from Bergen, disposed
in three divisions, each numbering
tv/cTity-five vessels of different sizes.

As tlie Grand Commander stood on
the dyke of Schakerloo to witness the

departure, a general salute was fired

by the fleet in his honour, but with
most unfortunate augury. The dis-

charge, by some accident, set fire to

the magazines of one of the ships,
which blew up with a terrible explo-

sion, every soul on board perishing.
The expedition, nevertheless, con-

tinued its way. Opposite Romerswael,
the fleet of Boisot awaited them, drawn

up in battle array.
^ As an indication

of the spirit which animated this hardy
race, it may be mentioned that Schot,

captain of the flag-ship, had been left

on shore, dying of a pestilential fever.

Admiral Boisot had appointed a Flush-

inger, Klaaf Klaafzoon, in his place.
Jxist before the action, however, Schot,"
scarcely able to blow a feather from

his mouth," staggered on board his

ship, and claimed the command. *

There was no disputing a precedency
which he had risen from his death-bed
to vindicate. There was, however, a
short discussion, as the enemy's fleet

approached, between these rival cap-
tains regarding the manner in which
the Spaniards should be received.

1 Letter of De la Klunder in Archives de
la Maison d'Orange, iv. 30"—"Tellement
encouragea les soldats que tons d'une cagme
voix respondirent qu'ils ctoicnt prets d'as-
sister ^ sou Eic. jusques a la demifere ^outte
de leur sang-, et que plus tot que d'abandon-
ner la cause, aj-meroient mieuls de servir
un an sans recevoir maille, voire !l enchanfirer
tout ce qu'ils ont en ce monde."

* Archives de la Maison d'Orange, iv. 2-17,

ctseq.
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Klaafzoon was of opinion that most of

the men should go below till after the

enemy's first discharge. Schot insisted

that all should remain on deck, ready
to grapple with the Spanish fleet, and
to board them withotxt the least delay.
The sentiment of Schot prevailed, and
all hands stood on deck, ready with

boarding-pikes and grappling-irons.'
The first division of Romero came

nearer, and delivered its first broadside,
when Schot and Klaafzoon both fell

mortally wounded. Admiral Boisot

lost an eye,® and many officers and
sailors in the other vessels were killed

or wounded. This was, however, the

first and last of the cannonading. As

many of Romero's vessels as could be

grappled with in the narrow estuary
found themselves locked in close em-
brace with their enemies. A murder-
ous hand-to-hand conflict succeeded.

Battle-axe, boarding-pike, pistol, and

dagger were the weapons. Every man
who yielded himself a prisoner was

instantly stabbed and tossed into the
sea by the remorseless Zealanders.

Fighting only to kill, and not to

plunder, they did not even stop to
take the gold chains which many
Spaniards wore on their necks. It

had, however, been obvious from the

beginning that the Spanish fleet were
not likely to achieve that triumph
over the patriots vhich was necessary
before they could relieve Middelburg.
The battle continued a little longer;
but after fifteen ships had been
taken and twelve hundred royalists

slain, the remainder of the enemy's
fleet retreated into Bergen." Romero
himself, whose ship had grounded,
sprang out of a port-hole and swam
ashore, followed by such of his men
as were able to imitate him. He
landed at the very feet of the Grand
Commander, who, wet and cold, had

* Hoofd, ix. 336. Bor, vii. i79. llendoza,
xi. 225. Meteren, v. S'J.

* Hoofd, ix. 336.—"Zoo haast als hy een
eder vanden mondt blaazeu kan quam met
iiccli ungenesen lichaam weeder t'scheep."

* Hoofd, ubi Slip.

« Ibid. Bor, vii. 479.

1 3Ieteren, v. 89. Hoofd, ix. S36. Bor,
vii. 479. Hendoza, xi i2t), 227.
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been standlug all day upon the dyke
of Sctiakerloo, in the midst of a pour-

ing rain, only to witness the total defeat

of his armada at last.^
"
I told your

Excellency," said Romero, coolly, as

he climbed, all dripping, on the bank,
"that I was a land-fighter and not a

sailor. If you were to give me the
command of a hundred fleets, I beheve
that none of them would fare better

than this has done."^ The Governor
and his discomfited but philosophical

lieutenant, then returned to Bergen,
and thence to Brussels, acknowledging
that the city of Middelburg must fall;

while Sancho d'Avila, hearing of the

disaster which had befallen his country-
men, brought his fleet, with the great-
est expedition, back to Antwerp. Thus
the gallant Mondi-agon was abandoned
to his fate.**

That fate could no longer be pro-
tracted. The city of Middelburg had
reached and passedthe starvation point.
Still Mondragon was determined not
to yield at discretion, although very
willing to capitulate. The Prince of

Orange, after the victory of Bergen,
v/as desirous of an unconditional sur-

render, believing it to be liis right,
and knowihg that he could not be

supposed capable of practising upon
Middelburg the vengeance which had
been wreaked on Naarden, Zutphen, and
Harlem. Mondragon, however, swore
that he would set fire to the city in

twenty places, and perish with e^-ery
soldier and burgher in the flames

together, rather than abandon himself

to the enemy's mercy.
"• The Prince

knew that the brave Spaniard was en-

tirely capable of executing his threat.

He gi-anted honourable conditions,

which, on the 18th February, were
drawn up in five articles, and signed.®
It was agreed that Mondragon and his

troops should leave the place, with

1 Cabrera, x. 7S0. Hoofd, Meteren, ubi

Blip.
2 "Vide Excellencia bien snbia que yo no

era marineio siiio infante, no me entrcgiie
mas armadas, porque si ciento me diesse ea
de temer que las pierda todas."—Mendoza,
xi. 227.

» Bor, vii. 479, 4S0. Meteren, v. 89.

Hoofd, ix. 338.
* "Mondragon antworode, dat hy on de

their arms, ammunition, and all thoir

personal property. The citizens who
remained were to take oath of fidelity
to the Prince, as stadholder for hid

Majesty, and were to pay besides a

subsidy of three hundred thousand
florins. Mondragon was, furthennore,
to procure the discharge of Saint Aidc-

gonde, and of four other prisoners of

rank, or, failing in the attempt, was to

return within tv.'o months, and consti-

tute himself prisoner of war. Tha
Catholic priests were to take away
from the city none of their property
but their clothes.^ In accordance with
this capitulation, Mondragon, and those
who wished to accompany him, left

the city on the 21st of February, and
were conveyed to the Flemish shoro
at Neuz. It will be seen in the sequel
that the Governor neither granted hini

the release of the five prisoners, nor

permitted him to return, according to

his parole. A few days afterwards,
the Prince entered the city, re-organ-
ised the magistracy, received the alle-

giance of the inhabitants, restored the
ancient constitution, and liberally re-

mitted two-thirds of the sum in which

they had been mulcted.^
The Spaniards had thus been suc-

cessfully di-iven from the Isle of Wal-

cheren, leaving the Hollanders and
Zealanders masters of the sea-coast.

Since the siege of Alkmaar had been

raised, however, the enemy had re-

mained within the territory of Holland.

Leyden was closely invested, the coun-

try in a desperate condition, and all

communication between its different

cities nearly suspended.^ It was com-

paratively easy for the Prince of Orange
to equip and man his fleets. The

genius and habits of the people made
them at home upon the water, and in-

spired them with a feeling of supe-

riority to their adversaries. It v,';i
-

zynen do staat eer tot twintigh plaatseu aaii

brandt zouden stecken, d:iar uaa in oencu
uitval zicb fechtende laatcn aan stukken
haaken."—Hoofd, ix. 339.

8 Bor, vii. 480. Meteren, v. 89. Slen

doza, xi. 229.

« Bor, Meteren, Hoofd, Mendoza, ubi sup.
Cabrera, x. 781.

7 Bor, -vii. 481. •
Ibid., vii. 478.
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not 80 upon land. Strong to resist,

patient to siaffer, the Hollanders, al-

though terrihle in defence, had not

the necessary dipcipline or experience
to meet the veteran legions of Spain,
with confidence, in the open field. To
raise the siege of Leyden, the main
reliance of the Prince was upon Count

Louis, who was again in Germany. In

the latter days of Alva's administra-

tion, William had written to his

brotibers, urging them speedily to

arrange the details of a campaign, of

which he forwarded them a sketch.^

As soon as a sufficient force had been
levied in Germany, an attempt was to

be made upon Maestricht. If that

failed, Louis was to cross the Meuse,
in the neighbourhood of Stochem,
make his way towards the Prince's

own city of Gertruidenburg, and
thence make a junction with his bro-

ther in the neigbourhood of Delft.

They were then to take up a position

together between Harlem and Leyden.
In that case, it seemed probable that

the Spaniards would find themselves

obliged to fight at a great disadvantage,
or to abandon the country.

" In short,"
eaid the Prince,

"
if this enterprise be

arranged with due diligence and dis-

cretion, I hold it as the only certain

means for putting a speedy end to the

war, and for driving these devils of

Spaniards out of the country, before
the Duke of Alva has time to raise an-

other army to support them." *

In pvu^uance of this plan, Loiiis

hpA been actively engaged all the
earlier part of the winter in levying
troops and raising supplies. He had
been assisted by the French princes
with considerable sums of money, as an
earnest of what he was in future to ex-

pect from that source. He had made an
.insuccessful attempt to effect the cap-
ture of Requesens, on his way to take
the government of the Xetherlands.
He had then passed to the frontier of

France, where he had held his impor-
tant interview with Catharine de Me-
dici and the Duke of Anjou, then on

1 ArcliiTes de la ilaison d'Orange, iv. 246,
247, seq. t Ibid.

' Letter of Count Louis to Prince of
Orange, Archives, etc, iv. 278-2S1.
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the point of departure to ascend the

throne of Poland. He had received

liberal presents, and still more libei-al

promises. Anjou had assured him
that he would go as far as any of the
German princes in rendering active

and sincere assistance to the Protestant

cause in the Netherlands. The Due
d'Alen9on

— soon, in his brother's

absence, to succeed to the chieftain-

ship of the new alliance between tho
"
politiques

"
and the Huguenots—had

also pressed his hand, whispering in his

ear, as he did so, that the government
of France now belonged to him, as it

had recently done to Anjou, and that

the Prince might reckon upon hia

friendship with entire security.-*
These fine words, which cost nothing

when whispered in secret, were not
destined to fructify into a very rich

harvest, for the mutual jealousy of

France and England, lest either should

acquire ascendency in the Netherlands,
made both governments prodigal of

promises, while the common fear en-

tertained by them of the power of

Spain, rendered both languid, insin-

cere, and mischievous allies. Count
John, however, was Indefatigable in

arranging.the finanCfes of the proposed
expedition, and in levying contribu-
tions among his numerous relatives

and allies in Germany, while Louis
had profited by the occasion of Anjou's
passage into Poland, to acquire for
himself two thousand German and
French cavalry, who had served to
escort that Prince,* and who, being
now thrown out of employment, were

glad to have a job offered them by a

general who was thought to be in

funds. Another thousand of cavalry
and six thousand foot were soon as-

sembled,* from those ever-swarming
nurseries of mercenary warriors, the
smaller German states. "With these,
towards the end of February, Louis
crossed the Rhine in a heavy snow-

storm, and bent his course towards
Maestricht. All the three brothers
of the Prince accompanied this little

* Hoofd, tx. 3Zi. llendoza, xi. 23L
» Meteren, v. 90.—Compare Bor, viL 489 ;

Mendoza, xi. 231.
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army, besides Duke Christopher, son
of the Elector Palatine.^

Before the end of the month the

army reached the Meuse, and encamp-
ed within four miles of Maestricht, on
the opposite side of the river. ** The
garrison, commanded by Montesdoca,
was weak, but the news of the warlike

preparations in Germany had preceded
the arrival of Count Louis. Requesens,
feeling the gravity of the occasion, had
issued orders for an immediate levy of

eight thousand cavalry in Germany,
with a proportionate number of in-

fantry. At the same time he had di-

rected Don Bernardino de Mendoza,
with some companies of cavalry, then
stationed in Breda, to throw himself
without delay into Maestricht. Don
Sancho d'Avila was entrusted with the

general care of resisting the hostile

expedition. That general had forth-

with collected all the troops which
could be spared from every town where

they were stationed, had strengthened
the cities of Antwerp, Ghent, Nimwe-
gen, and Valenciennes, where there

were known to be many secret adher-

ents of Orange; and with the remain-
der of his forces had put himself in

motion, to oppose the entrance of

Louis into Brabant, and his junction
with his brother in Holland. Bracca-

monte had been despatched to Leyden,
in order instantly to draw off the forces

which were besieging the city. Thus
Louis had already effected something
of importance by the very news of his

approach.'
Meantime the Prince of Orange had

raised six thousand infantry, whose
rendezvous was the Isle of Bommel.
He was disappointed at the paucity of

the troops which Louis had been able

to collect, but he sent messengers im-

mediately to him, with a statement of

his own condition, and with directions

to join him in the Isle of Bommel, as

Booii as Maestricht should be reduced.

It was, however, not in the destiny of

Louis to reduce Maestricht. His ex-

pedition had been marked with disaster

1
Iter, vii. 4S9, 490.

2
Ibid., vii. 490. Mendoza, xi. 231, 233.

Archives et Corresnonaance, iv. 3'27.
» Mendoza, xi. y.32, 233. Hcjofd, ix. 344.

Bor, vii. 4»8-490. Metcrcu, v. 90.
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from the beginning. A dark and

threatening prophecy had, even before
its commencement, enwrapped Loxiis,
his brethren, and his little army, in a
funeral pall. More than a thousand of

his men had deserted before he reached
the ileuse. When he encamped, op-

po.5ite Maestricht, he found the river

neither frozen nor open, the ice ob-

structing the navigation, but being too
weak for the weight of an army.'*
While he was thus delayed and embar-

rassed, Mendoza arrived in the city
with reinforcements. It seemed al-

ready necessary for Louis to abandon
his hopes of Maestricht, but he was at

least desirous of crossing the river in

that neighbourhood, in order to effect

his junction with the Prince at the

earliest possible moment. While the
stream was still encumbered with ice,

however, the enemy removed all the
boats. On the 3d of March, Avila ar-

rived with a large body of troops at

Maestricht, and on the 18th Mendoza
crossed the river in the night, giving
the patriots so severe an encamisada,
that seven hundred were killed, at the

expense of only seven of his own party.

Harrassed, but not dispirited by these

disasters, Louis broke up his camp on
the 21st, and took a position farther

down the river, at Fauquemont and

Gulpen, castles in the Duchy of Lim-

burg. On the 3d of April, Braccamonta
arriv^>d at Maestricht, with twenty-five

companies of Spaniards and three of

cavalry, while on the same day Mon-

dragon reached the scene of action

with his sixteen companies of veterans.^

It was now obvious to Louis, not

only that he should not take Jlaes-

tricht, but that his eventual junction
with his brother was at least doubtful,

every soldier who could possibly bei

spared seeming in motion to oppose
his progress. He was, to be sure, not

yet outnumbered, but the enemy was

increasing, and his own force diminish-

ing daily. Moreover, the Spaniards
were highly disciplined and experi-
enced troops ;

while his own soldiers

* Bor, vii. 490. Mendoza, xi. 233.

5 Mendoza, xi. 23 1, 236, 237. Iloofd, ii
346. Bor, vu. 490.
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were merceuai-ies, ali*eady clamorous
\

ever possessed the courage to refiise a

and iiisubordiuate.^ On the 8th of
i

battle when offered. Upon this occa-

April he again shifted his encamp-
ment, and took his course along the

right bank of the Meuse, between that

river and the Rhine, in the direction

of Ximwegen.* Avila promptly de-

cided to foUow him, upon the opposite
bank of the Meuse, intending to throw
himself between Louis and the Prince

of Orange, and bv a rapid march to

give the Count battle, before he could

join his brother. On the 8th of April,
at early dawn, Louis had left the

neighbourhood of Maestricht,"* and on
the 13th he encamped at the village of

Mook, on the Meuse, near the confines

of Cleves.* Sending out his scouts,
he learned, to his vexation, that the

enemy had outmarched him, and were
now within cannon-shot. On the 13th,
Avila had constructed a bridge of

boats, over which he had effected the

passage of the Meuse with his whole

army,^ so that on the Coxmt's arrival

at Mook, he found the enemy facing
him, on the same side of the river, and

directly in his path.^ It was, there-

fore, obvious that, in this narrow

space between the Waal and the

Meuse, where they were now all as-

sembled, Louis must achieve a victory,

^maided, or abandon his expedition,
and leave the Hollanders to despair.
He was distressed at the position in

which he found himself, for he had

hoped to reduce Maestricht, and to

join his brother in Holland. To-

gether, they could, at least, have ex-

pelled the Spaniards from that terri-

tory, in which case it was probable
that a large part of the population in

the different provinces would have
risen. According to present aspects,
the destiny of the country, for some
time to come, was likely to hang upon
the issue of a battle which he had not

planned, and for which he was not

fully prepared. Still he was not the
man to be disheartened, nor had he

» Metereu, t. 90, 91. * Bor, vu. 490.
* Meudoza, xi. 23S.
*

Ibid., xL 239. Bor, vii. 490.
•

Ibid., xi 238, 239.
•

Ibid., vi. 239. Bor, viL 490. Hoofd, ix.
W7.

sion, it would be difficult to retreat

without disaster and disgrace, but it

was equally difficult to achieve a vic-

tory. Thrust, as he was, hke a wedge
into the very heart of a hostile coun-

try, he was obliged to force his way
through, or to remain in his enemy's
power. Moreover, and worst of all,

his troops were in a state of mutiny
for their wages.^ 'N^Tiile he talked to

them of honour, they howled to him
for money. It was the custom of

these mercenaries to mutiny on the

eve of battle—of the Spaniards, after

it had been fought. By the one course,
a victory was often lost which might
have been achieved; by the other,
when won, it was rendered fruitless.

Avila had chosen his place of battle

with great skill. On the right bank
of the Meuse, upon a narrow plain
which spread from the river to a chain

of hills within cannon-shot on the

north, lay the little village of Mook.^
The Spanish general knew that his

adversary had the superiority in

cavalry, and that within this com-

pressed space it would not be possible
to derive much advantage from the

circumstance.

On the 14th, both armies were
drawn up in battle array at earliest

dawn,^ Louis having strengthened his

position by a deep trench, which ex-

tended from Mook, where he had
stationed ten companies of infantrj-,
which thus rested on the village and
the river. Next came the bulk of his

infantry, disposed in a single square.
On their right was his cavalry, arranged
in four squadrons, as weU as the nar-

row limits of the field would allow.

A small portion of them, for want of

space, were stationed on the hill side.^"

Opposite, the forces of Don Sancho
were drawn up in somewhat similar

fashion. Twenty-five companies of

Spaniards were disposed in four bodies

* Meteren, v. 91.
8 Mendoz.'v xi. 239. Bentivoglio, viii. 142,

143.
» Ibid., xi. 241. Bor, vii. 491.
10 Ibid., xi. 239, 240. Bentivoglio, viil. 142,

143. Bor, vu. 491, 492.
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of pikemen aud nuisketeers
;

their

right resting on the river. On their

left was the cavalrj', disposed by Meu-
doza in the form of a half moon—the

horns garnished by two small bodies

of sharpshooters. In the front ranks
of the cavalry were the mounted
carabineers of Schenk; behind were
the Spanish lancers. The village of

Mook lay between the two armies.^

The skirmishing began at early

dawn, with an attack upon the trench,
and continued some hours, without

bringing on a general engagement.
Towards ten o'clock, Count Louis be-

came impatient. All the trumpets of

the patriots now rang out a challenge
to their adversaries,^ and the Spaniards
were just returning the defiance, and

preparing a general onset, when the

Seigneur de Hierges and Baron Chev-
reaux arrived ou the field. They
brought with them a reinforcement of

more than a thousand men, and the

intelligence that Valdez was on his

way with nearly five thousand more.-*

As he might be expected ou the fol-

lowing morning, a short deliberation

was held as to the expediency of de-

feiTing the action. Count Louis was
at the head of six thousand foot and
two thousand cavalry. Avila mustered

only four thousand infantry and not

quite a thousand horse.* This infe-

liority would be changed on the mor-
row into an overwhelming superiority.

Meantime, it was well to remember
the punishment endured by Arem-

berg at Heiliger Lee, for not waiting
till Meghen's arrival. This prudent
counsel was, however, very generally

scouted, and by none more loudly than

by Hierges aiid Chevreaux, who had

brought the intelligence. It was

thought that at this juncture nothing
could be more Indiscreet than discre-

tion. They had a wary and audacious

general to deal with. While they
were waiting for their reinforcements,
he was quite capable of giving them
the slip. He might thus effect the

1 Mendoza, Bentivoglio, Bor, ubi sup.
Hoofd, ix. 847, 348. " Mendoza, a.i. 241.

» aicii'loza, ubi sup. noofd, ix. 343.

• Meudoza. xi. 240. Bentivosflio. yiii. 141.
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passage of the sti'eam and that union
with his brother which had been thus
far so successfully prevented. This

reasoning prevailed,^ and the skirmish-

ing at the trench was renewed with re-

doubled vigour, an additional force

being sent against it. After a shoii^

aud fierce struggle it was carried, and
the Spaniards rushed into the village,
but were soon dislodged by a larger
detachment of infantry, which Count
Louis sent to the rescue.'' The battle

now became general at this point.

Nearly all the patriot infantry were

employed to defend the post; nearly
all the Spanish infantry were ordered
to assail it. The Spaniards, dropping
ou their knoes, according to custom,
said a Paternoster and an Ave Mary,
and then rushed, in mass, to the attack.

After a short but sharp conflict, the

trench was again carried, and the pa* \

triots completely routed. Upon this, ,
'

Count Louis charged with all his ]

cavalry upon the enemy's horse, which \

had hitherto remained motionless. I

With the first shock the mounted

arquebusiers of Schenk, constituting
the vanguard, were broken, and fled

in all directions. So great was their '

panic, as Louis drove them before

nim, that they never stopped till they
had swum or been drowned in the

river, the survivors carrying the news
to Grave and to other cities that the

royalists had been completely routed.

This was, however, very far from the

truth. The patriot cavalry, mostly
carabineers, wheeled after the fiist dis-

charge, aud retired to reload their

pieces, but before they were ready for

another attack, the Spanish lancera

and the German black troopers, ^^l^^

had all remained firm, set upon the ;

with great sjiirit. A fierce, blood ,,

and confused action succeeded, in

which the patriots were completely
overthrown.^

Count Louis, finding that the d;ij
was lost, and his army cut to pieces
rallied around him a little band (

* Hoofd, ix. 818. Bentivoglio, Mendoza,
ubi Bup. Bor, vii. 491, 492. Cabrera, x.

784, 785. C Moudoza, xi. 242. Hoofd.
7 Ibid. xi. 212-244. Hoofd, ix. 850. Ho-

teren. v. Hi,
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troopers, among wLom were his bro-

ther Count Henry, and Duke Chiisto-

pher, and together they made a final

and desnerate chai-ge.^ It waa the last

that was ever seen of them on earth.

They aU went down together, in the

midst of the fight, and were never

heard of more. The battle termi-

nated, as usual in those conflicts of

mutual hatred, in a horrible butchery,

hardly any of the patriot army being
left to tell the tale of their disaster.

At least four thousand were killed, in-

cluding those who were slain on the

field, those who were suffocated in the

marshes or the river, and those who
were burned in the farm-houses where

they had taken refuge.^ It was im-

eertain which of those various modes
of death had been the lot of Count

Louis, his brother, and his friend.

The mystery was never solved. They
had, probably, aU died on the field,

but, stripped of their clothing, with
their faces trampled upon by the
hoofs of horses, it waa not possible to

distinguish them from the less illus-

trious dead. It was the opinion of

many that they had been drowned in

the river—of others, that they had
been burned.^ There was a vague
tale that Louis, bleeding, but not

killed, had struggled forth from the

heap of corpses whei-e he had been

throwu, had crept to the river-side,

and, while washiug his wounds, had

The Phantom Battle. o59

1 Hoofd, is. 350, 351. Mendosa, xi. 244.

Bentivoglio, viii. 145.
2
Beutjvoglio, viii. 145. — Compare Ca-

brera, X. 781-786 : Mendoza, Hoofd, ubi sup.
According to Mendoza, but forty 'of tlie

Spanish army were killed ; according to the
Dutch historians, about two hundred.

» Meteren, v. 91. Bor, vii. 491, 492.

Iloofd, BentivegUo, ubi sup. Tlic Walloon
historian, occasionally cited in these pages,
has a more summary manner of accounting
for the fate of these distinguished persou-
uges. According to his statenient, the leaders
of the Protestant forces dined and made
nierry at a convent in the neighboui-hood
upon Good Friday, five days before the

battle, using the sacramental chaUces at the

banquet, and mixiug consecrated wafers
with their wine. As a pimishment for this

sacrilege, the army was utterly overthrown,
and the Devil himself flew aieai/ with the

chie/laini, body and p.ul.'

"Oires Dieu permit qua cinq jours apr^s
no restait de leui-s principaulx chefs ung
eeul vif ; que plus est, entre lea corps murts

been surprised and butchered by a

party of rustics.* The storj' was not

generally credited, but no man knew,
or wa9 destined to learn, the truth.

A dark and fatal termination to this

last enteqjrise of Coimt Louis had
been anticipated by many. In that

superstitious age, when emperors and

princes daily investigated the future,

by alchemy, by astrology, and by
books of fate, filled with formulae aa

gravely and precisely set forth aa

algebraical equations^
—when men of

every class, from monarch to peasant,

implicitly beheved in supernatural

portents and prophecies
—it was not

singular that a somewhat striking ap-

pearance, observed in the sky some
weeks previously to the battle of

Mookerheyde, should have' inspired

many persons with a shuddering sense

of impending evil.

Early in February, five soldiers of

the burgher guard at Utrecht, being
on their midnight watch, beheld in

the sky above them the representation
of a furious battle. The sky waa

extremely dark, except directly over
their heads, where, for a space equal
in extent to the length of the city, and
in breadth to that of an ordinary
chamber, two armies, in battle array,
were seen advancing upon each other.

The one moved rapidly up from the

north-west, with banners waving,
spears flashing, trumpets sounding,

plusieurs do ces seigneurs n'ont ete ro-

trouvesnouobstant toutecurieuse recherche;
Jv ceste cause Ion creut du comenchement

gue ils estoient eschappes. ct dcpuis que ila

etoient emportes en corps et en &me."—
Renom de Frar.ce, MS., ii. c. xxx.

* Francisci Haraei. Ann. Tumult. Belg.,
iii 203. JStrada aUudea to the story without
confirming it.—viii. 8S3.

* The conjuring books, in many folio

volumes, containiiig tho tables of wizard
logLurithms, by which Augustus of Saxony
was accustomed to steer his course upon
the sea of life, and by the aid of which he
considered himself competent to ascertain
all future events, and their effect upon hia

destiny, may still be seen in the libnii-y of
Dresden. No doubt the Elector consulted
these tables most auxiou.^ly at the tima
when Count Louis arid Duke Christopher
were marching towards the Mouse. vVith
still more intensity lie studied their com-
binations when the projected marriage be-
tween the Prince of Orange and ChiU-iotaj
of Bourbon was firat announced to him.
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accompanied by heavy artillery, and

by sqiiadrons of cavalry. The other

came slowly forward from the south-

east, as if from an entrenched camp, to

encounter their assailants. There was
a fierce action for a few moments, the

shouts of the combatants, the heavy
discharge of cannon, the rattle of

musketry, the tramp of heavy-armed
foot soldiers, the rush of cavalry, be-

ing distinctly heard. The firmament
trembled with the shock of the con-

tending hosts, and was lurid with the

rapid discharges of their artillery.
After a short, fierce engagement, the

north-western army was beaten back
in disorder, but rallied again, after a

breathing-time, formed again into solid

column, and again advanced. Their

foes, arrayed, as the witnesses affirmed,
in a square and closely serried grove of

Bpears and muskets, again awaited the
attack. Once more the aerial cohorts

clofsed upon each other, all the signs
and sounds of a desperate encounter

being distinctly recognised by the

eager witnesses. The struggle seemed
but short. The lances of the south-

eastern army seemed to snap
"
like

hemp-stalks," while their firm columns
all went down together in mass, be-

neath the onset of their enemies. The
overthrow was complete—victors and

vanquished had faded, the clear blue

space, surrounded by black clouds, was

empty,when suddenly its whole extent,
where the conflict had so lately raged,
was streaked with blood, flowing ath-

wart the sky in broad crimson streams,
nor was it till the five witnesses had

fully watched and pondered over these

portents that the vision entirely van-

ished.^

So impressed were the grave magis-
trates of Utrecht with the account

given next day by the sentinels, that

a formal examination of the circum-

stances was made, the deposition of

each witness, under oath, duly record-

ed,^ and a vast deal of consultation of

soothsayers' books and other auguries

employed to elucidate the mystery.
It was universally considered typical

1 Bor, vii. 492.
* Ibid. Hoofd also relates the story, pre-

mising that he could hardly omit doing so,
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of the anticipated battle between
Count Louis and the Spaniards.
When, therefore, it was known that
the patriots, moving from the south-

east, had arrived at Mookerheyde, and
that their adversaries, crossing the
Metxse at Grave, had advanced upon
them from the north-west, the result

of the battle was considered inevi-

table ;
the phantom battle of Utrecht

its infallible precursor.
Thus perished Louis of Nassau in

the flower of his manhood, in the
midst of a career already crowded
with events such as might suffice for

a century of ordinary existence. It

is difiicult to find in history a more
frank and loyal character. His life

was noble
;
the elements of the heroic

and the genial so mixed in him that

the imagination contemplates him,
after three centuries, with an almost

afi'ectionate interest. He was not a

gi'eat man. He was far from possess-

ing the subtle genius or the expansive
views of his brother

; but, called as he
was to play a prominent part in one
of the most complicated and imposing
dramas ever enacted by man, he,

nevertheless, alwaj's acquitted himself

with honour. His direct, fearless, and

energetic nature commanded alike the

respect of friend and foe. As a poli-

tician, a soldier, and a diplomatist, he
was busy, bold, and true. He accom-

plished by sinceritywhat many thought
could only be compassed by trickery.

Dealing often with the most adroit

and most treacherous of princes and

statesmen, he frequently carried hia

point, and he never stooped to flattery.
From the time when, attended by his

"twelve disciples," he assumed the

most prominent part in the negotia-
tions with Margaret of Parma, through
all the various scenes of the revolu-

tion, through all the conferences with

Spaniards, Italians, Huguenots, Mal-

contents, Flemish councillors, or Ger-

man princes, he was the consistent

and unflinching supporter of religious

liberty and constitutional law. The
battle of Heiliger Lee and the capture

since the magistrates of Utrccbt considered
the subject wortliy of a formal investigotioa,
—Is. 352.
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of Mon3 were Lis most signal triumphs,
but the fruits of both were annihilated

by subsequent disaster. His headlong
courage was his chief foible. The
French accused him of losing the

battle of Mcncontour by his impa-
tience to engage ; yet they acknow-

ledged that to his masterly conduct
it was owing that their retreat was
effected in so successful, and even so

briUiant a manner.^ He was censured

for rashness and precipitancy in this

last and fatal enterprise, but the re-

proach seems entirely without founda-

tion. The expedition, as already stated,
had been deliberately arranged, with
the full co-operation of his brother,
and had been preparing several months.
That he was able to set no larger force

on foot than that which he led into

Gueldres was not his fault. But for

the floating ice which barred his pas-

sage of the Meuse, he would have sur-

prised Maestricht ; but for the mutiny,
which rendered his mercenary soldiers

cowards, he might have defeated Avila
at Mookerheyde. Had he done bo he
would have joined his brother in the
Isle of Bommel in triumph; the

Spaniards would, probably, have been

expelled from Holland, and Leyden
saved the horrors of that memorable

eiege which she was soon called upon
to endure. These results were not in

his destiny. Providence had decreed
that he should perish in the mid.st of

Lis usefulness
;
that the Prince, in his

death, should lose the right hand
which had been so swift to execute
his various plans, and the faithful

fraternal heart which had always re-

sponded so readily to every throb of

his own.
In figure, he was below the middle

height, but martial and noble in his

bearing. The expression of his coun-
tenance was lively ; his manner frank
and engaging. All who knew him
personally loved him, and he was the
idol of his gallant brethren. His
mother always addressed him as her

* "Car ce fut luy qui fit cette belle re-
traite d la bataille de Moncoutour, secondant
fort A propoa Monsieur I'Admiral qui a-voit

eteblessee."—Brantome, Grands Capitaines,
etc., P. d'Orar.ge et Comt? L. de Na.ssuu.
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dearly beloved, her Leart's-cLerisLed

Louis. " You must come soon to me,"
she wrote in the last year of his life,
"
for I have many matters to ask j^our

advice upon ;
and I thank you before-

hand, for you have loved me as your
mother all the days of your life

;
for

which may God Almighty have you in

His holy keeping."
*

It was the doom of this high-bom,
true-hearted dame to be called upon
to weep oftener for her children than
is the usual lot of mothers. Count

Adolphus had already perished in his

youth on the field of Heiliger Lee, and
now Louis and his young brother

Henry, who had scarcely attained his

twenty-sixth year, and whose short

life had been passed in that faithful

ser\-ice to the cause of freedom which
was the instinct of his race, had both
foujid a bloody and an unkno\vn grave.
Count John, who had already done so

much for the cause, was fortunately

spared to do much more. Although
of the expedition, and expecting to

participate in the battle, he had, at
the urgent solicitation of all the lead-

ers, left the army for a brief season,
in order to obtain at Cologne a supply
of money for the mutinous troops.
He had started upon this mission two

days before the action ^ in which he,

too, would otherwise have been sacri-

ficed. The young Duke Christopher,"
optimse indolis et magnse spei adol-

escens,"* who had perished on the
same field, was sincerely mourned by
the lovers of freedom. His father,
the Elector, found his consolation in

the Scriptures, and in the reflection

that his son had died in the bed o£

honour, fighting for the cause of God.
" 'Twas better thus," said that stem
Calvinist, whose dearest wish was to
" Calvinise the world,"

' " than to have

passed his time in idleness, which is

the Devil's pillow."^

Vague rumours of the catastrophe
had spread far and wide. It was soon
certain that Louis had been defeated,

* Archives et Correspondance, iv. 174.

»
Ibid., iv. 369.

< Ibid., iv. 367.

»
Ibid., iv. 71. •

Ibid., iv. 3«T.

as
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but, for a long time, conflicting re-

poi'ts were in circulation as to the fate

of the leaders. The Prince of Orange,
meanwhile, passed days of intense

anxiety, expecting hourly to hear

from his brothers, listening to dark

rumours, which he refused to credit,
and could not contradict, and writing
letters, day after day, long after the

eyes which should have read the

friendly missives were closed.^

The victory of the King's army at

Mookerheyde had been rendered com-

paratively barren by the mutiny which
broke forth the day after the battle.^

Three years' pay were due to the

Spanish troops, and it was not surpris-

ing that upon this occasion one of

those periodic rebellions should break

forth, by which the royal cause was

frequently so much weakened, and the

royal governors so intolerably per-

plexed. These mutinies were of al-

most regular occurrence, and attended

by as regular a series of phenomena.
The Spanish troops, living so far from
their own country, but sun-ounded by
their women and constantly increasing
Bwarms of children, constituted a loco-

motive city of considerable population,

permanently established on a foreign
soil. It was a city walled in by
bayonets, and still further isolated

from the people around by the im-

passable moat of mutual hatred. It

was a city obeying the articles of war,

governed by despotic authority, and

yet occasionally revealing, in full force,

the irrepressible democratic element.

At periods which could almost be

calculated, the military populace were

wont to rise upon the privileged

classes, to deprive them of oflice and

liberty, and to set up in their place
commanders of their own election. A
governor-in-chief, a sergeant-major, a

board of councillors, and various other

functionaries, were chosen by acclama-

tion and universal suffrage. The

Eletto, or chief ofncer, thus appointed,
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1 Archives et Con-espoudaiice, iv. 372.
2 Bor, vii. 494, et scq. Meteren, v. 91.

Hoofd, ix. 352-359. Mendoza, xi. xii. 246,

247. Bentivoglio, viii. 146-149.—The ac-

count given by tho last-mentioned hifitoriau

is I he cletirest and most elegantly written

account of this mutiny which exists. As a

was clothed with supreme power, but
forbidden to exei'cise it. He was sur-

rounded by councillors, who watched
his every motion, read all his corres-

pondence, and assisted at all his con-

ferences, v.'hile the councillors were
themselves narrowly watched by the

commonalty. These movements were,

however, in general, marked by the
most exemplary order. Anarchy be-

came a sj'^stem of government; re-

bellion enacted and enforced the

strictest rules of discipline; theft,

drunkenness, violence to women, were

severely punished.
•* As soon as thfl

mutiny broke forth, the first object
was to take possession of the nearest

city, where the Eletto was usually
established in the town-house, and the

soldiery quartered upon the citizens.

Nothing in the shape of food or lodg^

ing was too good for these marauders.
Men who had lived for years on camp
rations—coarse knaves who had held
the plough till compelled to handle
the musket—now slept in fine linen,
and demanded from the trembling
burghers the daintiest viands. They
ate the land bare, like a swarm of

locusts.
" Chickens and partridges,"

says the thrifty chronicler of Antwerp,
"
capons and pheasants, hacea and

rabbits, two kinds of wines; for

sauces, capers and olives, citrons

and oranges, spices and sweetmeats;
wheaten bread for their dogs, and
even wine to wash the feet of their

horses
;

*—such was the entertainment
demanded and obtained by the muti-

nous troops. They were very willing
both to enjoy the luxury of this forage,
and to induce the citizens, from weari-

ness of affording compelled hospitality,
to submit to a taxation by which the

military claims might be liquidated.
A city thus occupied was at the

mercy of a foreign soldiery, which had
renounced all authority but that of

self-imposed laws. The King's ofTicera

were degraded, perhaps murdered;

specimen of a system, from which many im-

portant consequences were destined to flow

at different periods, tho subject douianda

especial attention.

3 Bentivoglio, viii. 14V.

4 Meteren, v. 103.
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while those chosen to supjily their

places had only a nominal control.

The Eletto, clay by day, proclaimed
from the balcony of the town-house
the latest rules and regulations. If

satisfactory, there was a clamour of '

applause; if objectionable, they were

rejected with a tempest of hisses, with

discharges of musketry. The Eletto

did not govern; he was a dictator

who could not dictate, but could only

register decrees. If too honest, too

firm, or too dull for his place, he was

deprived of his office, and sometimes
of his life. Another was chosen in his

room, often to be succeeded by a series

of others, destined to the same fate.

Such were the main characteristics of

those formidable mutinies, the result

of the unthriftiness and dishonesty by
which the soldiery engaged in these

interminable hostilities were deprived
of their dearly earned wages. The

expense of the war was bad enough at

best, but when it is remembered that

of three or four dollars sent from Spain,
or contributed by the provinces for the

Bupport of the army, hardly one reached
the pockets of the soldier,^ the frightful

expenditure which took place may be

imagined. It was not surprising that

BO much pecvilation should engender
revolt.

The mutiny which broke out after

the defeat of Count Louis was marked
with the most pronounced and inflam-

matory of these symptoms. Three

years' pay was due to the Spaniards,
who, having just achieved a signal

victory, were disposed to reap its

fruits, by fair means or by force. On
receiving nothing but promises, in

answer to their clamorous demands,
they mutinied to a man, and crossed

the Meuse to Grave,* whence, after ac-

complishing the usuiil elections, they
took their course to Antwerp. Being
in such strong force, they determined,
to strike at the capital. Rumour flew

before them. Champagny, brother of

Granvelle, and royal governor of the

1 Requesens to Philip. Correapondance
de Thilippe II.. ii. 1292, p. 457.

*
Mendoza, BentivogUo^ Bcr, Hoofd, Me-

teren, ubi sup.
•
Bor, Tii. 494.
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city, wrote in haste to apprise Reque-
sens of the approaching danger. The
Grand Commander, attended only by
Vitelli, repaired instantly to Antwerp.
Champagny ad\'ised throwing up a
breastwork with bales of merchandise,
upon the esplanade, between the cita-

del and the town,^ for it was at this

point, where the connexion between
the fortifications of the castle and
those of the city had never been

thoroughly completed,* that the inva-

sion might be expected. Requesena
hesitated. He trembled at a conflict

with his own soldiery. If successful,
he could only be so by trampling upon
the flower of his army. If defeated,
what would become of the King's
authority, with rebeUious troops trium-

phant in rebellious provinces ? Sorely
perplexed, the Commander could thiijk

of no expedient. Not knowing what
to do, he did nothing. In the mean-

time, Champagny, who felt himself
odious to the soldiery, retreated to the

Newtown, and barricaded himself, with
a few followers, in the house of the
Baltic merchants.'

On the 26th of April, the mutinous
troops, in perfect order, marched into
the city, efiecting their entrance pre-

cisely at the weak point where they
had been expected Numbering at

least three thousand, they encamped
on the esplanade, where Requesena
appeared before them alone on horse-

back, and made them an oration. They
listened with composure, but answered

briefly and with one accoiti,
"
Dineros

y non palabras
"—dollars not speeches.

Requesens promised profusely, but the
time was past for promises. Hard
silver dollars would alone content au

army which, after three years of blood-
shed and starvation, had at last taken
the law into their own hands. Reque-
sens withdrew to consult the Broad
Council of the city. He was without

money himself, but he demanded four
hundred thousand crowns of the city.*
This was at first refused, but the troopa

*
Bentivoglio, Bor, Meteren, et al.

* "Oostersfe Huis."—Bor, vji. 494. Me-
teren. Hoofd.

* Meteren, t. 9%, Hoofd, Bor, ubi lup.
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knew the strength of their position,
for these mutinies were never re-

pressed, and rarely punished. On
this occasion the Commander was
afraid to employ force, and the bur-

ghers, after the army had been quar-
tered upon them for a time, would

gladly pay a heavy ransom to he rid

of their odious and expensive guests.
The mutineers foreseeing that the

work might last a few weeks, and de-

termined to proceed leisurely, took

possession of the great square. The
Eletto, with his staff of councillors,
was quartered in the town-house, while
the soldiers distributed themselves

among the houses of the most opulent
citizens, no one escaping a billet who
was rich enough to receive such com-

pany—bishop or burgomaster, mar-

gi-ave or merchant. The most famous
kitchens were naturally the most

eagerly sought, and sumptuous apart-

ments, luxurious dishes, delicate wines,
were daily demanded. The burghers
dared not refuse."

The six hundred Walloons, who had
been previously quartered in the city,
were expelled, and for many days the

mutiny reigned paramount. Day after

day tlie magistracy, the heads of guilds,
all the representatives of the citizens,
were assembled in the Broad Council.

The Governor-General insisted on his

demand of four hundred thousand

crowns, representing, with great jus-

tice, that the mutineers would remain
in the city untU they had eaten and
drunk to that amount, and that there

would still be the arrearages, for which
the city would be obliged to raise the

fimds. On the 9th of May, the autho-
rities made an offer, which was duly
communicated to the Eletto. That

functionary stood forth on a window-
sill of the town-house, and addressed
the soldiery. He informed them that

the Grand Commander proposed to

pay ten months' arrears in cash, five

months' in silks and woollen cloths,
and the balance in promises, to be

1 Bor, vii. 494, 495. Hoofd. Meteren.
* Meteren. v. 92. Bor, vii 494, 495.

Hoofd, ix. 355. 356. Bentivoglio, viii.'US.
' Bor, Meteren, Hoofd, ubi sup.
* Hoofd, ix. 369.
* " Lus soldados del Castillo te t^noti-

l1574.

fulfilled within a few days.* The
terms were not considered satisfactory,
and were received with groans of

derision. The Eletto, on the con-

trary, declared them very liberal, and
reminded the soldiers of the perilous
condition in which they stood, guilty
to a man of high treason, with a rope
around every neck. It was well worth
their while to accept the offer made
them, together with the absolute pai'-

don for the past, by which it was

accompanied. For himself, he washed
his hands of the consequences if the

offer were rejected. The soldiers an-

swered by deposing the Eletto and

choosing another in his room.*
Three days after, a mutiny broke

out in the citadel—an unexampled
occurrence. " The rebels ordered
Sancho d'Avila, the commandant, to

deliver the keys of the fortress. He
refused to surrender them but with
his life. They then contented them-
selves with compelling his lieutenant

to leave the citadel, and with sending
their Eletto to confer with the Grand

Commander, as well as with the Eletto

of the army. After accomplishing hia

mission, he returned, accompanied by
Chiappin Vitelli, as envoy of the
Governor-General. No sooner, how-

ever, had the Eletto set foot on the

drawbridge than he was attacked by
Ensign Salvatierra of the Spanish gar-

rison, who stabbed him to the heart

and threw him into the moat. The

ensign, who was renowned in the

army for his ferocious courage, and
who wore embroidered upon his trunk
hose the inscription, "El castigador
de los Flamencos,"'' then rushed upon
the sergeant-major of the mutineers,

despatched him in the same way, and
tossed him likewise into the moat.'

These preliminaries being settled, a

satisfactory arrangement was negoti-
ated between Vitelli and the rebellious

garrison. Pardon for the past, and

payment upon the same terms as those

offered in the city, were accepted, and

Daron, alteriicion que jamas ha hecho \a

nacion Espailola, hallandose eu Castillo,"—Mendoza, xii. 247.
• Meteren, v. 92. Hoofd, ix. 359. "Tho

chastiser of the Flemings."
' Menaoza, Meteren, Hoofd.
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the mutiny of the citadel was quelled.^
It was, however, necessary that Salva-

tierra should conceal himself for a

long time, to escape being torn to

pieces "ly the incensed soldiery.

Meantime, affairs in the city were
more difl&cult to adjust. The muti-

neers raised an altar of chests and
bales upon the public square, and
celebrated mass under the open sky,

solemnly swearing to be true to each

other to the last.* The scenes of

carousing and merry-making were re-

newed at the expense of the citizens,

who were again exposed to nightly
alarms from the boisterous mirth and
ceaseless mischief-making of the sol-

diers. Before the end of the month,
the Broad Council, exhausted by the

incubus which had afflicted them so

many weeks, acceded to the demand
of Requesens. The four hundred
thousand crowns were furnished, the

Grand Commander accepting them as

a loan, and giving in return bonds duly
signed and countersigned, together
with a mortgage upon aU the royal
domains.^ The citizens received the

documents, as a matter of form, but

theyhad handled such securities before,
and valued them but slightly. The
mutineers now agreed to settle with
the Governor-General, on condition of

receiving all their wages, either in cash

01 cloth, togetherwith a solemn promise
of pardon for all their acts of insubor-

dination. This pledge was formally
rendered with appropriate rehgious
ceremonies, by Requesens, in the
cathedral.* The payments were made
directly afterwards, and a great ban-

quet was held on the same day, by the
whole mass of the soldiery, to celebrate

the event. The feast took place on
the place of the Meer, and was a scene
of furious revelry. The soldiers, more

thoughtless than children, had arrayed
themselves in extemporaneous cos-

tumes, cut from the cloth which they
had at last received in payment of

their sufferings and their blood.
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Broadcloths, silks, satins, and gold-
embroidered brocades, worthy of a

queen's wardrobe, were hung in fan-

tastic drapery aroimd the sinewy
forms and bronzed faces of the sol-

diery, who, the day before, had been
clothed in rags. The mirth was fast

and furious
;
and scarce was the ban-

quet finished before every drum-head
became a gaming-table, around which

gathered groups eager to sacrifice in a
moment their dearly-bought gold.'
The fortunate or the prudent had

not yet succeeded in entirely plunder-

ing their companions, when the distant

booming of cannon was heard from
the river. Instantly, accoutred aa

they were in their holiday and fantas-

tic costumes, the soldiers, no longer
mutinous, were summoned from ban-

quet and gaming-table, and were or-

dered forth upon the dykes. The

patriot Admiral Boisot, who had so

recently defeated the fleet of Bergen,
under the eyes of the Grand Com-

mander, had unexpectedly sailed up
the Scheld, determined to destroy tha

fleet of Antwerp, which upon that

occasion had escaped. Between tha

forts of Lillo and Callao, he met with

twenty-two vessels under the com-
mand of Vice-admiral Haemstede.
After a short and sharp action, he
was completely victorious. Fourteen
of the enemy's ships were burned or

simk, with all their crews, and Admiral
Haemstede was taken prisoner. Ths
soldiers opened a warm fire of mus-

ketry upon Boisot from the dyke, to

which he responded with his cannon.
The distance of the combatants, how-

ever, made the action imimportant,
and the patriots retired down the

river, after achieving a complete vic-

tory. The Grand Commander was
farther than ever from obtaining that

foothold on the sea, which, as he had
informed his sovereign, was the only
means by which the Netherlands
could be reduced.®

1 Mendoza Metereu, Hocfd.
» Hoofd, ix. 3o9.
* Bor, vU. 494, 493.
»
Beutivogllo, viil. \V>.

6 Hoofd, ix. 359, 300.
« Bor, Til. 495, 496. Hoofd, ix. 369, 860-

Beutivoglio, viii. 149. Letter of the PriBoa
of Orange, la Archives, etc., v. II, 13,
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The invasion of Louis of Nassau had,
as already stated, effected the raising
of the first siege of Leyden. That

leaguer had lasted from the 31st of

October 1573, to the 21st of March
1574,^ when the soldiers were sum-
moned away to defend the frontier.

By an extraordinary and culpable care-

lessness, the citizens, neglecting the
advice of the Prince, had not taken

advantage of the breathing time thus
afforded them to victual the city and

strengthen the garrison.
^
They seemed

to reckon more confidently upon the
success of Count Louis than he had
even done himself; for it was very
probable that, in case of his defeat,
the siege would be instantly resumed.
This natural result was not long in

following the battle of Mookerheyde.
On the 26th of May, Valdez re-

appeared before the place, at the head
of eight thousand Walloons and Ger-

mans,^ and Leyden was now destined

to pass through a fiery ordeal. This

city was one of the most beautiful in

the Netherlands. Placed in the midst
of broad and fruitful pastures, which
had been reclaimed by the liand of indus-

try from the bottom of the sea, it was

fringed with smiling villages, blooming
gardens, fruitful orchards. The an-

cient and, at last, decrepit Rhino, flow-

1 Bor, vii. 502. * Ibid., 502.

8 Ibid., 504.

* Guicciardini, Descript. Holl.etZelandije.

Bor, vii. 602. Beutivoglio, viii. 151.

"Putatur Engistus Britanno
Orbe i-edux posuisse victor," etc., etc.

according to ths celebrated poem of .Toim

Van der Does, the accomplished and valiant

ing languidly towards its sandy death-

Ded, had been multiplied into innumer-
able artificial cuirents, by which the

city was completely interlaced. These

watery streets were shaded by lime

trees, poplars, and willows, and crossed

by one hundred and forty-five bridges,

mostly of hammered stone. The houses
were elegant, the squares and streets

spacious, airy and clean, the churches
and public edifices imposing, while the
whole aspect of the place suggested
thrift, industry, and comfort. Upon
an artificial elevation, in the centre of

the city, rose a ruined tower of un-
known antiquity. By some it was
considered to be of Roman origin,
while others preferred to regard it as

a work of the Anglo-Saxon Hengist,
raised to commemorate his conquest
of England.* Surrounded by fruit-

trees, and overgrown in the centre
with oaks, it afforded, from its moulder-

ing battlements, a charming prospect
over a wide expanse of level country,
with the sphes of neighbouring citiea

rising in every direction. It was from
this commanding height, during the

long and terrible summer days which
were approaching, that many an eye
was to be strained anxiously seaward,

watching if yet the ocean had begun
to roll over the land.

Command<ant of the city. The tower, which
is doubtless a liomun one, presents, at the

present day, almost precisely the same
appearance as tliat described by the contem-
poraneous historians of the siige. The
verses of the Commandant shew tlie opinion,
that the Anglo-Saxon conquerors of liritain

went from Holland, to liave been a commou
one in the sixteenth century.
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A'aldez lost no time iu securing him- I

self in the possession of Maeslandsluis,

Maardingen, and the Hague. Five

hundred English, under command of

Colonel Edward Chester, abandoned
the fortress of Yalkenburg, and fled

towards Leyden. Refused admittance

by the citizens, W"ho now, with reason,
distrusted them, they surrendered to

Valdez, and were afterwards sent back
to England.^ In the course of a few

days, Leyden was thoroughly invested,
no less than sixty-two redoubts, some
of them having remained undestroyed
from the previous siege, now girdling
the city, while the besiegers already
numbered nearly eight thousand, a
force to be daily increased. On the

other hand, there were no troops in

the town, save a small corps of
"
free-

booters," and five companies of the

burgher guard- John Van der Does,

Seigneur of Xordwyck, a gentleman of

distinguished family, but still more

distinguished for his learning, his

poetical genius, and his valour, had ac-

cepted the office of military comman-
iant.*

The main reliance of the city, under

God, was on the stout hearts of its in-

habitants within the walls, and on the

sleepless energy of William the Silent

without. The Prince, hastening to

comfort and encourage the citizens, I

although he had been justly irritated 1

by their negligence in having omitted |

to provide more sufficiently against the
j

emergency while there had yet been

time,* now reminded them that they
were not about to contend for them-

1 ^fcndoza, xii. 251, who saj-s that the
lives of these English fnsouers were spared
at his express solicitat-on. He was at that
juncture sent by the Grand Commander on
a mission to Queen Elizabeth, and obtained
this boon ol" his superior as a personal favour
to himself.

» Hoof 1, ix. 362. Bor, vii. 505. Guicciar-
dini.— " Janum Do>i.=ain, virum nobilem,
Toparcham Nordovicenum, utraque lir.gua
doctissimum, et poetam egregium."—Desc.

Holl.^ ed. usa., £2^, 'XO. "Juan Duse, Seiior
de Xortwyck— gcutil pceta en la lengua
Latina."— Mpndoza, xii. 2>t. "Giovaniii
Douza, poeta nobile di quel tempo ne' com-
ponimenti latini, e molto nobile ancora per
quality di sasgtie e per altre prerogative di
nierito."—Bcntivoglio, viii. 153,

* Archives et CorrcFpr-ndance, v. 10.

oftKeSiegp, 567

selves alone, but that the fate of their

country and of vmbom generations
wotild, in all human probability, depend
on the issue about to be tried. Eternal

glory would be their portion if they
manifested a courage v.orthy of their

race and of the sacred cause of religion
and liberty. He implored them to

hold out at least three months, assur-

ing them that he would, within that

time, devise the means of their deliver-

ance.* The citizens responded, cou-

rageously and confidently, to these

missives, and assured the Prince of

their firm confidence in their own forti-

tude and his exertions.'

And truly they had a right to rely
on that calm and unflinching soul, as

on a rock of adamant. All alone,
without a being near him to consult,
his right arm struck from him by the
death of Louis, with no brother left to

him but the untiring and faithful John,
he prejxired without delay for the new
task imposed upon him. France, since

the defeat and death of Loui.5, and the

busy intrigues which had followed the
accession of Henry III., had but small

sympathy for the Netherlands. The
English government, relieved from the
fear of France, was more cold and

haughty than ever. An Englishman,
employed by Eequesens to assassinate

the Prince of Orange, had been arrest-

ed in Zealand, who impudently pre-
tended that he had tmdertaken to per-
form the same office for Count John,
with the full consent and privity of

Queen Elizabeth.* The provinces of

Holland and 2^1and were stanch and

* Letter of Orange in Bor, vii. 505.
» Ibid. Hoofd, ix, 363, 364.
* The story was incredible so far as the

Queen was imphcated; but its invention by
the assassin indicated the estimate enter-

tained, iu general, of her sentiments to-
wards the Xetherlands. "

Depuis ceste

escripte," wrote the Prince to his brother," Ton m'a icy envoye de Zeahinde ung Ang-
lois prisonnier, lequel eiitre aultres confesis
d'avoir e^tc apport^ du uouveau Gouver-
neuT pour me tuer. Et avoit aussi, par
charge du dit G(jUTcn:cur, tntreprins do
votis tutr a Couloigi^e, passe dix ou douze
jours. Et toutes fois il diet le tout avoir
este faict par c^nsenttment et avec intelli-

gence de la R^yne d'Angleterre, pour taut
mieux dts^ouvrir les dess-.ings oes ennemis."

!
—Archives de la Maisou d'Orangp, v. 12. 13,
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true, but the inequality of the contest

between a few brave men, upon that

handsbreadth of territory, and the

powerful Spanish Empire, seemed to

render the issue hopeless.

Jloreover, it was now thought ex-

pedient to publish the amnesty which
had been so long in preparation, and
this time the trap was more liberally
baited. The pardon, which had passed
the seals upon the 8th of March, was

formally issued by the Grand Com-
mander on the 6th of June.^ By the

teTma of this document the King in-

vited all his erring and repentant sub-

jects to return to his arras, and to

accept a full forgiveness for their past

offences, upon the sole condition that

they should once more throw them-
selves upon the bosom of the Mother
Church. There were but few excep-
tions to the amnesty, a small number
of individuals, all mentioned by name,
being alone excluded ;

* but although
these terms were ample, the act was
liable to a few stern objections. It

was easier now for the Hollanders to

go to their graves than to mass, for

the contest, in its progress, had now

entirely assumed the aspect of a reli-

gious wai-. Instead of a limited num-
ber of heretics in a state which, al-

though constitutional, was Catholic,
there was now hardly a Papist to be

found among the natives. To accept
the pardon then was to concede the

victory, and the Hollanders had not

yet discovered that they were con-

quered. They were resolved, too, not

only to be conquered, but annihilated,
before the Roman Church should be

re-established on their soil, to the

entire exclusion of the Reformed wor-

ship. They responded with steadfast

enthusiasm to the sentiment expressed

by the Prince of Orange, after the

second siege of Leyden had been com-
menced

;
"As long as there is a living

man left in the country, we will con-

tend for our liberty and our religion."^

1 Bor, vii. 510. Mt-teren, v. 93. Iloofd,
iv. SC8.

2 The pardon is given in full by Bor, vii.

610-513.
* " Commo <aussi do nostrc costol nuus

toinmes icy resoluz do no quitter la dcffenso

do sa Pdrolle et do ncstre liberie jr.sques au

Dutch Republic. [15 74-,

The single condition of the amnesty
assumed, in a phrase, what Spain had

fruitlessly striven to establish by a

hundred battles, and the HoUandera
had not faced their enemy on land and
sea for seven years to succumb to a

phrase at last.

Moreover, the pardon came from
the wrong direction. The malefactor

gravely extended forgiveness to hia

victims. Although the Hollanders
had not j^et disembarrassed their

minds of the supernatural theory of

government, and felt still the rever-

ence of habit for regal divinity, they

naturally considered themselves out-

raged by the trick now played before

them. The man who had violated all

his oaths, trampled upon all their con-

stitutional liberties, burned and sacked

their cities, confiscated their wealth,

hanged, beheaded, burned, and buried

alive their innocent brethren, now
came forward, not to implore, but to

offer forgiveness. Not in sackcloth,

biit in royal robes; not with ashes,
but with a diadem upon his head, did

the murderer present himself vica-

riously upon the scene of his crimes.

It may be supposed that, even in the

sixteenth century, there were many
minds which would revolt at such

blasphemy. Furthermore, even had
the people of Holland been weak

enough to accept the pardon, it was

impossible to believe that the promise
would be fulfUled.* It was sufficiently

known how much faith was likely t

be kept with heretics, notwithstandiii ;

that the act was fortified by a papal

Bull, dated on the 30th of April, by
which Gregory XIII. promised for-

giveness to those Netherland sinners

who duly repented and sought absolu-

tion for their crimes, even although

they had sinned more than seven

times seven.''

For a moment the Prince had feared

lest the pardon might produce some
effect upon men wearied by intermi-

dernier homme."—Ai'cliives de la Maison

d'Onmge, v. 27.

* See letter of the Secretaiy of Eequesens
in Arcliives de la Maison d'Orange, v. 31.

» Tlie Bull is givou at length in Bor, vii.

613-519.
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nable siaffering, but tHe event proved
him wrong. It was received with
universal and absolute contempt. No
man came fonN-ard to take advantage
of its conditions, save one brewer in

Utrecht, and the son of a refugee

pedlar from Leyden. With these ex-

ceptions, the only ones recorded, Hol-

land remained deaf to the royal voice.^

The city of Leyden was equally cold

to the messages of mercy, which were

especially addressed to its population

by Valdez and his agents. Certain

Xetherlanders, belonging to the King's

party, and familiarly called "Clippers,"

despatched from the camp many let-

ters to their rebellious acquaintances
in the city. In. these epistles the

citizens of Leyden were urgently and
even pathetically exhorted to submis-

sion by their loyal brethren, and were

implored "to take pity upon their

poor old fathers, their daughters, and
their wives." But the burghers of

Leyden thought that the best pity
which they could shew to those poor
old fathers, daughters, and wives, was
to keep them from the clutches of the

Spanish soldiery; so they made no
answer to the Clippers, save by this

single line, which they wrote on a

sheet of paper, and forwarded, like a

letter, to Yaldez:

"Fistula dulce canit, volucrem cum decipit
aucepjs."*

According to the advice early given
by the Prince of Orange, the citizens

had taken an account of their provi-
sions of all kinds, including the live

stock. By the end of Jime, the city
was placed on a strict allowance of

food, all the provisions being purchased
by the authorities at an equitable price.
Half a pound of meat and half a poimd
of bread was allotted to a full grown
man, and to the rest a due proportion.
The city being strictly invested, no
communication, save by carrier pigeons,
and bv a few swift. «id skilful messen-

569

1 Bor, vii. .Ilfi.

' Jan Fruytiers. Corte Beschrynriglie
vnn der strc-no^he Belet'eringhe en wonde-
baerlijcke Verlossinge der stadt Leyden
met byvoeehmg^ alle der Br even ie an do
»an der Stadt geschreven zijn.

—Ghednickt
tot Delf., A. i>. 1577. This contemporary
«nd very rare volmue ii m^ich th« b«st

gers, called jumpers, was possible.
Sorties and fierce combats were, how-

ever, of daily occurrence, and a hand-

some bounty was offered to any man
who brought into the city gates the
head of a Spaniard. The reward was

paid many times, but the population
was becoming so excited, and so apt,
that the authorities felt it dangerous
to permit the continuance of these

conflicts. Lest the city, little by
little, should lose its few disciplined

defenders, it was now proclaimed, by
sound of church-bell, that in future no
man should leave the gates.^
The Prince had his head-quarters at

Delft and at Kotterdam. Between
those two cities, an important fortress,
called Polderwaert, secured him in the

control of the alluvial quadrangle,
watered on two sides by the Yssel and
the Meuse. On the 29th June, the

Spaniards, feeling its value, had made
an unsuccessful effort to carry this

fort by storm. They had been beaten

off, with the loss of several himdred

men, the Prince remaining in posses-
sion of the position, from which alone

he could hope to relieve Leyden.'* Ho
still held in his hand the keys with
which he could imlock the ocean gates,
and let the waters in upon the land,
and he had long been convinced that

nothing could save the city but to

break the dykes. Leyden was not

upon the sea, but he could send the
sea to Leyden, although an army fit to

encoimter the besieging force under
Valdez could not be levied. The
battle of Mookerheyde had, for the

present, quite settled the question of

land relief, but it was possible to be-

siege the besiegers with the waves of

the ocean. The Spaniards occupied
the coast from the Hague to Ylaar-

dingen, but the dykes along the Meuse
and Yssel were in possession of the
Prince. He determined that these

should be pierced, while, at the same

authority for the details of the memorable
siejre which it describes. It was the main
source of t!;e historian Pieter Bor. Com-
pare Meteren, v. 94. Hoofd, x. S64.

* Jan Fruvtiers. Bor, vii. 552. Uot^rm,
y. Hoofd, is. 366.

Bor, vii. 548.
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time, the gi'eat sluices at Rotterdam,
Schiedam, and Delftshaven should be

opened.^ The damage to the fields,

villages, and growing crops would be

enormous, but he felt that no other
course could rescue Leyden, and with
it the whole of Holland, from destruc-

tion. His clear expositions and impas-
sioned eloquence at last overcame all

resistance. By the middle of July, the
estates fully consented to his plan, and
its execution was immediately under-
taken.

" Better a drowned land than
a lost land,"

^ cried the patriots, with

enthusiasm, as they devoted their fer-

tile fields to desolation. The enterprise
for restoring their territory, for a sea-

son, to the waves, from which it had
been so patiently rescued, was con-

ducted with as much regularity as if

it had been a profitable undertaking.
A capital was formally subscribed, for

%Yhich a certain number of bonds were

issued, payable at a long date.' In
addition to this preliminary fund, a

monthly allowance of forty-five gul-
dens was voted by the estates, until

the work should be completed, and a

large sum Nvas contributed by the
ladies of the land, who freely fur-

nished their plate, jewellery, and costly
furniture to the furtherance of the
scheme.*

Meantime, Valdez, on the 30th July,
issued most urgent and ample offers of

pardon to the citizens if they would
consent to open their gates and accept
the King's authority, but his overtures
were received with silent contempt,
notwithstanding that the population
wa.s already approaching the starvation

point. Although not yet fully in-

formed of the active measures taken

by the Prince, yet they still chose to

rely upon his energy and their own
fortitude, rather than upon the honied
words which had formerly been heard
at the gates of Harlem and of Naarden.
On the 3d of August, the Prince, ac-

1 Bor, vii. 54S. Mcteren, v. 94. Hoofd,
Ix. 370.

'' "Liever bedorven dan verloren land."—
Fruytiers, 16. Moteiei:, Hoofd, ubi sut).
» Bor, vii. 549. iloofd, ix. 370, 371.

Hoofd, ix. 370.
* Jan Fruvticrs. Bor, vii. 549, 6.W.

Iloofd, ix. 371.
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companied by Paul Buys, chief of tha
commission appointed to execute the

enterprise, went in person along the

Yssel, as far as Kappelle, and superin-
tended the rupture of the dykes in

sixteen places. The gates at Schiedam
and Rotterdam were opened, and the
ocean began to pour over the land.

While waiting for the waters to rise,

provisions were rapidly collected, ac-

cording to an edict of the Prince, in

all the principal towns of the neigbour-
hood, and some two himdred vessels, of

various sizes, had also been got ready
at Rotterdam, Delfthaven, and other

ports.®
The citizens of Leyden were, how-

ever, already becoming impatient, for

their bread was gone, and of its sub-

stitute, malt cake, they had but slea-

der provision. On the 12th of August,
they received a letter from the Prince,

encouraging them to resistance, and

assuring them of a speedy rehef, and
on the 21st they addressed a despatcli
to him in reply, stating that they had
now fulfilled their original promise, for

they had held out two months with

food, and another month without food."

If not soon assisted, human strengtli
could do no more; their malt cake
would last but four days, and after

that was gone, there was nothing left

but starvation. Upon the same day
however, they received a letter, dic-

tated by the Prince, who now lay in

bed at Rotterdam with a violent fever,

assuring them that the dykes were all

pierced, and that the water was risin;:,'

upon the "
Land-scheiding," the gre:u

outer barrier which separated the cit/
from the sea. He said nothing, how-
ever, of his own illness, which would
have cast a deep shadow over the joy
which now broke forth among thr

burghers.''
The letter was read publicly in tho

market-place; and to increase tlic

cheerfulness, burgomaster Van d(.r

* " Te weten, de ecrstc twe maendem rri' :

brood, en de derde niaend met armoedo."- -

Jan Fiuyticrs.

7 Letter of Fl. de Nuynhem and N.

Brunynck to Count John of Nassati, in

Arcliivcs do la JJaison dOraiifjo, v. 3S 40,

Bur, Yii, 650.
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Werf, knowing the sensibility of his

countrymen to music, ordered the city
musicians to perambulate the streets,

playing lively melodies and martial

airs. SaiTOS of cannon were likewise

fired, and the starving city for a brief

space put on the aspect of a holiday,
much to the astonishment of the be-

sieging forces, who were not yet aware
of the Prince's efforts. They perceived

very soon, however, as the water eveiy-
where about Leyden had risen to the

depth of ten inches, that they stood in

a perilous position. It was no trifling

danger to be thus attacked by the

waves of the ocean, which seemed
about to obey with docility the com-
mand of WUliam the SUent. Valdez
became anxious and uncomfortable at

the strange aspect of affairs; for the

besieging army was now in its turn be-

leaguered, and by a stronger power
than man's. He consulted with the

most experienced of his officers, with
the country-people, with the most dis-

tinguished among the Clippers, and
derived encouragement from their

views concerning the Prince's plan.

They pronounced it utterly futile and

hopeless. The Clippers knew the

coimtry weU, and ridiculed the despe-
irate project in vmmeasured terms.^

Even in the city itself, a dull dis-

ts-ust had succeeded to the first vivid

gleam of hope, while the few royalists

among the population boldly taunted
their feUow-citizens to their faces with
the absurd vision of relief which they
had so fondly welcomed. "Co up to

the tower, ye Beggars," was the fre-

quent and taunting cry,
"
go up to the

tower, and teU us if ye can see the
ocean coming over the dry land to

your relief" *—and day after day they
did go up to the ancient tower of Hen-

gist, with heavy heart and anxious

eye, watching, hoping, praying, fearing,
and at last almost despairing of relief

by God or man. On the 27th they
addressed a desponding letter to the

estates, complaining that the city had
been forgotten in its utmost need, and

Illness of the Prince. 571

1 Hoofd, ix. 372. Bor, vii. 551.
2 "Gael en op den torcn gy Geuskens en

eiet het Maeswater tegemcot," etc., etc.—
Jan Fruyiiers. Bor tu. 551. Hoofd, ix, 374.

on the same day a prompt and waiin-
hearted reply was received, in which
the citizens were assured that every
human effort was to be made for their

relief.
"
Rather," said the estates,

'"will we see our whole land and aU
our possessions perish in the waves,
than forsake thee, Lej'den. We know
full well, moreover, that with Leyden
all Holland must perish also." They
excused themselves for not having
more frequently written, upon the

groimd that the whole management of

the measures for their relief had been
intrusted to the Prince, by whom alone
all the details had been administered,
and all the correspondence conducted.'
The fever of the Prince had, mean-

while, reached its height. He lay at

Rotterdam, utterly prostrate in body,
and with mind agitated nearly to deli-

rium, by the perpetual and almost un-
assisted schemes which he was con-

structing. Relief, not only for Leyden,
but for the whole country, now appa-

rently sinking into the abyss, was the
vision which he pursued as he tossed

upon his restless couch. Never was
illness more unseasonable. His attend-

ants were in despair, for it was neces-

sary that his mind should for a time
be spared the agitation of business.

The physicians who attended him
agreed, as to his disorder, only in this,
that it was the result of mental fatigue
and melancholy, and could be cmed
only by removing aU distressing and

perplexing subjects from Ids thoughts ;

but all the physicians in the world
could not have succeeded in tmning
his attention for an instant from the

great cause of his country. Lej-deu

lay, as it were, anxious and despairing
at his feet, and it was impossible for

him to close his ears to her cry.

Therefore, from his ^ck-bed he con-

tinued to dictate words of comisel and

encouragement to the city; to Admiral

Boisot, commanding the fleet, minute
directions and precautions.'' Towards
the end of August a vague report had
found its way into his sick chamber

' See the letter in Bor, vii. 501, 552.

* Letters of N. Bruuynck, Arch, et Coi>.

respond., v. 59, 46. Bor, vii. 651, 552.
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that Leyden had fallen, and although
he refused to credit the tale, yet it

served to harass his mind, and to

heighten fever. Cornelius Van Mie-

rop, Receiver-General of Holland, had
occasion to visit him at Rotterdam,
and, strange to relate, found the house
almost deserted. Penetrating, unat-

tended, to the Prince's bed-chamber,
he found him lying quite alone. In-

quiring what had become of all his

attendants, he was answered by the

Prince, in a very feeble voice, that he
had sent them all away. The Receiver-

General seems,from this, to have rather

hastily arrived at the conclusion that

the Prince's disorder was the pest, and
that his servants and friends had all

deserted him from cowardice.-^ This
was very far from being the case. His

private secretary and his maitre d'hotel

watched, day and night, by his couch,
and the best physicians of the city
were in constant attendance. By a

singular accident, all had been de-

spatched on different errands, at the

express desire of their master, but
there had never been a suspicion that

his disorder was the pest, or pestilen-
tial. Nerves of steel, and a frame of

adamant could alone have resisted the

constant anxiety and the consuming
fatigue to which he had so long been

exposed. His illness had been aggra-
vated by the rumour of Leyden's fall,

a fiction which CorneUus Mierop was
now enabled flatly to contradict. The
Prince began to mend from that hour.

By the end of tlxe first week of Sep-

tember, he wrote a long letter to his

brother, assuring him of his convale-

scence, and expressing, as usual, a

calm confidence in the Divine decrees
•—" God will ordain for me," said he,
"all which is necessary for my good
and my salvation. He will load me
with no more afflictions than the fra-

gility of this nature can sustain."^

The preparations for the relief of Ley-

1
JJor, vii. 551. Hoofd, ix. 372, 373.—

Such was the information given by him
to the liistorlaa Bor, wliose account is

followed by Hoofd and others. Tlie letters

oi Secretai-y Brunynck and of Nuynhom
provo, on the contrary, the solicitude with
which the Prince was attended in his ill-

uess.—Archives e< Ccnosiiondauc«, . 38-56.
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den, which, notwithstanding his ex-

ertions, had grown slack during his sick-

ness, were now vigoroiisly resumed,
On the 1st of September, Admiral
Boisot arrived out of Zealand with a

small number of vessels, and with

eight hundred veteran sailors. A wild
and ferocious crew were those eight
hundred Zealanders. Scarred, hacked,
and even maimed, in the unceasing
conflicts in which their lives had passed;

wearing crescents in their caps, with
the inscription,

" Rather Turkish than

Popish;" renowned far and wide, as

much for their ferocity as for their

nautical skill; the appearance of these

wildest of the "
Sea-l3eggars

"
was both

eccentric and terrific. They were
known never to give nor to take

quarter, for they went to mortal com-
bat only, and had sworn to spare nei-

ther noble nor simple, neither King,
kaiser, nor pope, should they fall into

their power.'
More than two hundred vessels had

been now assembled, carrying generally
ten pieces of cannon, with from ten

to eighteen oars, and manned with

twenty-five hundred veterans, experi-
enced both on land and water. ^ The
work was now undertaken in earnest.

The distance from Leyden to the outer

dyke, over whose ruins the ocean had

already been admitted, was neai'ly
fifteen miles. This reclaimed tenitory,
however, was not maintained against
the sea by these external barriers alone.

The flotilla made its way with ease to

the Land-sclieiding, a strong dyke
within five miles of Leyden, but here

its pi'ogress was arrested.^ The ap-

proach to the city was surrounded by
many strong ramparts, one within the

other, by which it was defended against
its ancient enemy, the ocean, precisely
like the circumvallations by means of

which it was now assailed by its more
recent enemy, the Spaniard. To enable

the fleet, however, to sail over the land,

* Archives et Correspondance, etc., 53.

» "
Liever Turx dan PaiLS." Jan FlTiy-

tiers.—Bor, vii. 552. Hoofd, ix. 374, Mo-

teren, v. 94.

'' Meteren, v. 94. Bor, vii. 652.

» Bor, vii, 552-551. Hoofd, Ix. 875.
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it was necessary to break through this

two-fold series of defences. Between
the Land-scheiding and Leyden were

several dykes, which kept out the

water; upon the level territory, thus

encircled, were many villages, together
with a chain of sixty-two forts, which

completely occupied the land. AH
these villages and fortresses were held

by the veteran troops of the King;
the besieging force being about four

times as strong^ as that which was

coming to the rescue.

The Prince had given orders that

the Land-scheiding, which was still

one-and-a-half foot above water, should

be taken possession of, at every hazard.

On the night of the 10th and 11th of

September this was accomplished, by
surprise, and in a masterly manner.'^

The few Spaniards who had been sta-

tioned upon the dyke were all des-

patched or driven off, and the patriots
fortified themselves upon it, without
the loss of a man. As the day dawned
the Spaniards saw the fatal error which

they had committed in leaving this

bulwark so feebly defended, and from
two villages which stood close to the

dyke, the troops now rushed in con-

siderable force to recover what they
had lost. A hot action succeeded, but
the patriots had too securely established

themselves. They completely defeated

the enemy, who retired, leaving hun-
dreds of dead on the field, and the

patriots in complete possession of the

Land-scheiding.
* This first action was

sanguinary and desperate. It gave an
earnest of what these people, who came
to relieve their brethren by sacrificing
their property and their lives, were
determined to effect. It gave a revolt-

ing proof, too, of the intense hatred
which nerved their arms. A Zealander,

having struck down a Spaniard on the

dyke, knelt on iiis bleeding enemy,
tore his heart from his bosom, fastened
his teeth in it for an instant, and then

* The army of VaWez numbered at least
ten thousand.—Hoofd, ix. 3S7.

* Jan Fruytitrs.—Compare Bor, vii. 554.

Eoofd, ix. 375.
« Bor, vii. 554. Hoofd, ix. 375, 376.
* Ibid. Meteren, v. 94. Hoofd, ix. 376.
* " Dit gebeten herte met den tekenen

del tanden is binnea Delf daer na van vcie
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threw it to a dog, with the exclamation,
"
'Tis too bitter." * The Spanish heart

was, however, rescued, and kept for

years, with the marks of the soldier's

teeth upon it,' a sad testimonial of the

ferocity engendered by this war for

national existence.

The great dyke having been thus

occupied, no time was lost in breaking
it through in several places, a work
which was accomplished under the

very eyes of the enemy. The fleet

sailed through the gaps; but, after

their passage had been effected in good
order, the Admiral found, to his sur-

prise, that it was not the only rampart
to be carried. The Prince had been

informed, by those who claimed to

know the countiy, that, when once

the Land-scheiding had been passed,
the water would flood the country as

far as Leyden, but the "
Green-way,"

another long dyke, three-quarters of a

mile farther inward, now rose at least

a foot above the waters, to oppose their

further progress. Fortunately, by a

second and still more culpable care-

lessness, this dyke had been left by
the Spaniards in as unprotected a

state as the first had been. Promptly
and audaciously Admiral Boisot took

possession of this barrier also, levelled

it in many places, and brought his

flotilla, in triumph, over its ruins.

Again, however, he was doomed to

disappointment. A large mere, called

the Fresh-water Lake, was known to

extend itself directly in his path about

midway between the Land-scheiding
and the city. To this piece of water,
into which he expected to have in-

stantly floated, his only passage lay

through one deep canal. The sea

which had thus far borne him on, now
diffusing itself over a very wide sur-

face, and under the influence of an
adverse wind, had become too shallow

for his ships. The canal alone was

deep enough, but it led directly to-

lofwaerdige luiden gesien en ziin daer na
ook,eeinigo carminanitge^even," etc.—Bor,
vii. 554.

One of the "carmina" thus alluded to by
the historian, was a Latin poem by the Com-
mandant Van der Does, in which the priv
gress of the siege is described with much
spirit and elegance.
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wards a bridge, strongly occupied by
the enemy. Hostile troops, moreover,
to the amount of three thousand,
occupied both sides of the canal.^

The bold Boisot, nevertheless, deter-

mined to force his passage, if possible.

Selecting a few of his strongest ves-

sels, his heaviest artillery, and his

bravest sailors, he led the van himself,
in a desperate attempt to make his

way to the mere. He opened a hot
fire upon the bridge, then converted
into a fortj-ess, while his men engaged
in hand-to-hand combat with a succes-

eion of skirmishers from the troops
along the canal. After losing a few
men, and ascertaining the impreg-
nable position of the enemy, he was
obliged to withdraw, defeated, and
almost despairing.^
A week had elapsed since the great

dyke had been pierced, and the flotilla

now lay motionless in shallow water,

having accomplished less than two
miles. The wind, too, was easterly,

causing the sea rather to smk than
to rise. Everything wore a gloomy
aspect, when, fortunately, on the 18th,
the wind shifted to the north-west,
and for three days blew a gale. The
waters rose rapidly, and before the
second day was closed the armada was
afloat again. Some fugitives from
Zoetermeer village now arrived, and
informed the Admiral that, by making
a detour to the right, he could com-

pletely circumvent the bridge and the
mere. They guided hitn, accordingly,
to a comparatively low dyke, which
led between the villages of Zoetermeer
and Benthuyzen. A strong force of

Spaniards was stationed in each place,

but, siezed with a panic, instead of

sallying to defend the barrier, they fled

inwardly towards Leyden, and halted

at the village of North Aa.' It was
natural that they should be amazed.

Nothing is more appalling to the

imagination than the rising ocean tide,
when man feels himself within its

power; and here were the waters,

hourly deepening and closing around

them, devouring the earth beneath

'
Bor, vii. 655. Hoofd, ix. 376,

2 Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup,
—Compare Mcu-

doza, xii. S60-262.

Dutch Republic. [1574,
their feet, while on the waves rode a

flotilla, manned by a determined race,
whose courage and ferocity were
known throughout the world. The
Spanish soldiers, brave as they were
on land, were not sailors, and in the
naval contests which had taken place
between them and the Hollanders, had
been almost invariably defeated. It
was not surprising, in these amphibious
skirmishes, where discipline was of
little avail, and habitual audacity
faltered at the vague dangers which en-

compassed them, that the foreign troops
should lose their presence of mind.

Three barriers, one within the other,
had now been passed, and the flotilla,

advancing with the advancing waves,
and driving the enemy steadily before

it, was drawing nearer to the belea-

guered city. As one circle after another
was passed, the besieging army found
itself compressed within a constantly
contracting field. The " Ark of Delft,"
an enormous vessel, with shot-proof
bulwarks, and moved bypaddle-wheels^
turned by a crank, now arrived at Zoe-

termeer, and was soon followed by the
whole fleet. After a brief delay, suf-

ficient to allow the few remaining
villagers to escape, both Zoetermeer
and Benthuyzen, with the fortifica-

tions, were set on fire, and abandoned
to their fate. The blaze lighted up
the desolate and watery waste around,
and was seen at Leyden, where it was
hailed as the beacon of hope. With-
out further impediment, the armada

proceeded to North Aa; the enemy
retreating from this position also, and

flying to Zoeterwoude, a strongly forti-

fied village but a mile and three quar-
ters from the city walls. It was now
swarming with troops, for the bulk < •:

the besieging army had gi-adually be.

driven into a narrow circle of fori

within the immediate neighbourhd
of Leyden. Besides Zoeterwoude, tl

two posts where thej' were principally
established were Lammen and Leyder-
dorp, each within three hundred rods

of the town. At Leyderdorp wtre
the head-quarters of Valdez; Colonel

» Ibid. Meudoza, xii. 262.

Jau Pruytiers. Bor, vii, 656, Hoofd,
ix. 377. Meudoza, xii. 262.
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Borgia coiumandal in the very strong
fortress of Lammen.^
The fleet was, however, delayed at

North A a by "another barrier, caht.-d

the "
Firk-way." The waters, too,

spreading once more over a wider

space, and diminishing under an east

wind, which had again arisen, no longer

permitted their progress, so that very
Bo.on the whole armada was stranded

anew. The waters fell to the depth
of nine inches, while the vessels re-

quired eighteen and twenty. Day
after day the fleet lay motionless upon
the shallow sea. Orange, rising from
"his sick bed as soon as he could stand,

now came on board the fleet. HLs

presence diS\ised imiversal joy; his

words inspired his desponding army
with fresh hope. He rebuked the im-

patient spirits who, weary of their

compulsory idleness, had shewn symp-
toms of ill-timed ferocity; and those

eight hundred mad Zealanders, so

frantic in their hatred to the foreign-
ers who had so long profaned their

land, were as docile as children to the

Prince. He reconnoitred the whole

ground, and issued orders for the im-

mediate destruction of the Kirk-way,
the last important barrier which sepa-
rated the fleet from Leyden. Then,
after a long conference with Admiral

Boisot, he returned to Delft'

Meantime, the besieged city was at

its last gasp. The burghers had been
in a state of imcertainty for many
days; being aware that the fleet had
set forth for their relief, but knowing
full well the thousand obstacles which
it had to surmount. They had guessed
its progress by the illumination from
the blazing villages; they had heard
its salvos of artillery on its arrival at

North Aa; but since then, all had
been dark and mournful again, hope
and fear, in sickening alternation, dis-

tracting every breast. They knew that
the wind was unfavourable, and, at the
dawn of each day, every eye was
turned wistfully to the vanes of the

steeples. So long as the easterly
breeze prevailed, they felt, as they
anxiously stood on towers and house-

1 Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Mendoza.
bor, vij. 556. Hoofd, ix. 3S0.
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tops, that they must look in vain for

the welcome ocean. Yet, while thus

patiently waiting, they were literally

stai-ving; for even the misery endured
at Harlem had not reached that depth
and intensity of agony to which Ley-
den was now reduced. Bread, malt-

ciike, horse-flesh, had entirely disap-

peared; dogs, cats, rats, and other

vermin, were esteemed luxuries. A
small number of cows, kept as long aa

possible, for their milk, still remained
;

but a few were killed from day to day,
and distributed in minute proportions,

hardly sufficient to support life among
the famishing population. Starving
wretches swarmed daily around the

shambles where these cattle were

slaughtered, contending for any mor-
sel which might fall, and lapping

eagerly the blood as it ran along the

pavement; whOe the hides, chopped
and boiled, were greedily devoured.
Women and children, all day long,
were seen searching gutters and dung-
hills for morsels of food, which they
disputed fiercely with the famishing
dogs. The green leaves were stripped
from the trees, every living herb was
converted into human food, but these

expedients could not avert starvation.

The daily moi-tality was frightful
—

infants starved to death on the mater-
nal breasts, which famine had parched
and withered; mothers dropped dead
in the streets, with their dead children
in their arms. In many a house the

watchmen, in their rounds, found a
whole family of corpses, father, mother,
and children, side by side; for a dis-

order called the plague, naturally en-

gendered of hardship and famine, now
came, as if in kindness, to abridge the

agony of the people. The pestilence
stalked at noonday through the city,
and the doomed inhabitants fell like

grass beneath its scythe. From six

thousand to eight thousand human
beings sank before this scourge alone,

yet the people resolutely held out—
women and men mutually encouraging
each other to resist the entrance of

their foreign foe—an evil more horrible

than pest or famine.'

s Jan Fi-uytiers. Bor, vii. 557. Hoofd,
ix. 381. Meneren, v. 94. Mendoza's esti-
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The missives from Valdez, wlio saw

more vividly than the besieged could

do, the uncertainty of his own position,
now poured daily into the city, the

enemy becoming more prodigal of his

vows, as he felt that the ocean might
yet save the victims from his gi'asp.

The inhabitants, in their ignorance,
had gradually abandoned their hopes
of relief, but they spurned the sum-
mons to surrender. Leyden was sub-

lime in its despair. A few murmurs
were, however, occasionally heard at

the steadfastness of the magistrates,
and a dead bodj^ was placed at the

door of the burgomaster, as a silent

witness against his inflexibility.-'^ A
party of the more faint-hearted even
assailed the heroic Adrian Van der

Werf with threats and reproaches as

he passed through the streets. A crowd
had gathered around him, as he reached
a triangular place in the centre of the

town, into which many of the principal
streets emptied themselves, and upon
one side of which stood the church of

Saint Pancras, with its high brick

tower surmounted by two pointed tur-

rets, and with two ancient lime-trees

at its entrance. There stood the burgo-
master, a tall, haggard, imposing figure,
with dark visage, and a tranquil but

commanding eye. He waved his broad-

leaved felt hat for silence, and then

exclaimed, in language which has

been almost literally preserved, "What
would ye, my friends ? AVhy do ye
murmur that we do not break our
vows and surrender the city to the

Spaniards ? a fate more horrible than

the agony which she now endui-es. I

tell you I have made an oath to hold

the city, and may God give me strength
to keep my oath ! I can die but once

;

whether by your hands, the enemy's,
or by the hand of God. My own fate

is indifferent to me, not so that of the

city intrusted to my care. I know
that we shall starve if not soon re-

lieved
;
but starvation is 2)referable to

the dishonoured death which is the

mate of the entire population, as numbering
only fourteen thousand before the siege

(xii. 250), is evidently erroneous. It was
probably nearer fifty thousand.

> Hoofd, ix. 381, 3S2. Bor, vji, 657.

only alternative. Your menaces move
me not; my life is at your disposal;
here is my sword, plunge it into my
breast, and divide my flesh among you.
Take my body to appease your hunger,
but expect no surrender so long as I

remain alive." ^

The words of the stout burgomaster
inspired a new courage in the hearts of

those who heard him, and a shout of

applause and defiance arose from the

famishing but enthusiastic crowd.

They left the place, after exchanging
new vows of fidelity with their magis-
trate, and again ascended tower and
battlement to watch for the coming,
fleet. From the ramparts they hurled
renewed defiance at the enemy.

" Ye
call us rat-eaters and dog-eaters," they
cried,

" and it is true. So long, then,
as ye hear dog bark or cat mew within
the walls, ye may know that the city
holds out. And when all has perished
but ourselves, be sure that we will

each devour our left arms, retaining
our right to defend our women, our

liberty, and our religion against the

foreign tyrant. Should God, in Hia

wrath, doom us to destruction, and

deny us all relief, even then will we
maintain ourselves for ever against

your entrance. When the last hour
has come, with our own hands we will

set fire to the city, and perish, men,
women, and children together in the

flames, rather than suff'er our homes to

be polluted, and our liberties to be
crushed."^ Such words of defiance,
thundered daily from the battlements,

sufficiently informed Valdez as to his

chance of conquering tlie city, either

by force or fraud, but at the same time
he felt comparatively relieved by the

inactivity of Boisot's fleet, which still

lay stranded at North Aa. " As well,"
shouted the Spaniards, derisively, to

the citizens,
"
as well can the Prince of

Orange pluck the stars from the sky as

bring the ocean to the walls of Leyd'^n
for your relief."*

On the 28th of September, a d.rw

Hoofd, is. 879. Me-

94. Hoofd, ix

2 Jan Fruytiers
teren, v. 94.

8 Jbid., 25. Meteren, v,

S79, 380.
* "Dat hat den Prinse bo onmogelijk \Tafl
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flew into the city, bringing a letter f

from Admiral Boisot.^ In this de- I

Bpatch, the position of the fleet at

North Aa waa described in encourag-

ing terms, and the inhabitants were

assurea that, in a very few days at

furthest, the long-expected relief would
enter their gates. The letter was read

publicly upon the market-place, and the

bells were rimg for joy. Kevertheleaa,
<5n the morrow, the vanes pointed to

the east, the waters, so far from rising,

continued to sink, and Admiral Boisot

was almost in despair. He wrote to

the Prince, that if the spring-tide, now
to be expected, should not, together
with a strong and favourable wind,
come immediately to their relief, it

would be in vain to attempt anything
further, and that the expedition would
of necessity be abandoned. The tem-

pest came to their relief. A violent

equinoctial gale, on the night of the

1st and 2d of October, came storming
from the north-west, shifting after a

few hom-s full eight points, and then

blowing stiU more violently from the

Bouth-west. The waters of the North
Sea were piled in vast masses upon the

southern coast of Holland, and then
dashed furiously landward, the ocean

rising over the earth, and sweeping
with unrestrained power across the

ruined dykes.'
In the course of twenty-four hours,

the fleet at North Aa, instead of nine

inches, had more than two feet of

water. No time was lost. The Kirk-

way, which had been broken through,
according to the Prince's instructions,
was now completely overflowed, and
the fleet sailed at midnight, in the
midst of the storm and darkness. A
few sentinel vessels of the enemy chal-

lenged them as they steadily rowed to-

wards Zoeterwoude. The answer was
a flash from Boisot's cannon, lighting

up the black '^aste of waters. There
waa a fierce naval midnight battle—a

om Leydtn te ontsetten als het henluiden
mogelijk was te stcrren metter hand te
reiken ec gnjpen."—Bor, vii. 557.

1 Bor, vii. 557.—See also the text of the
letter transmitted on the same day and in
the same manner, from the Admiral to the
Cooimandant Nordtwyck, in Groenv. Prins-
tcrer. The tone of the letter is spirits!,

battles. 577

strange spectacle among the branches

of those quiet orchards, and with the

chimney-stacks of half-submerged farm
houses rising aroimd the contending
vessels.^ The neighbouring \allagc ol

Zoeterwoude shook with the discharges
of the Zealandei-s' cannon, and the

Spaniards assembled in that fortress

knew that the rebel Admiral was at

last afloat, and on his course. The

enemy's vessels were soon sunk, their

crews hurled into the- waves. On
went the fleet, sweeping over the

broad waters which lay between Zoe-

terwoude and Zwieten. As they ap-

proached some shallows, which le<l

into the great mere, the Zealandera

dashed into the sea, and with sheer

strength shouldered every vessel

through. Two obstacles lay still in

their path
—the forts of Zoeterwoude

and Lammen, distant from- the city
five hundred and two hundred and

fiity yards respectively. Strong re-

doubts, both well supplied with troops
and artillery, they were likely to give
a rough reception to the hght flotilla;

but the panic, which had hitherto

driven their foes before the advancing
patriots, had reached Zoeterwoude.

Hardly was the fleet in sight, when
the Spaniards, in the early morning,
poured out from the fortress, and fled

precipitately to the left, along a road
which led in a westerly direction to-

wards the Hague. Their narrow path
was rapidly vanishing in the waves,
and hundreds sank beneath the con-

stantly deepening and treacherous
flood. The wild Zealanders, too,

sprang from their vessels upon the

cnunbling dyke, and drove their re-

treating foes into the sea. They
hurled their harpoons at them, with
an accuracy acquired in many a polar
chase ; they plunged into the waves in

the keen pursuit, attacking them with
boat-hook and dagger. The numbers
who thus fell beneath these corsairs.

cheerful, and almost jocular. The writer
claims the hospitality of the Commandant,
assuring him that he shall soon arrive in

Leyden, to he a gxiest in his house.—Ar-
chives de la Maison d'Orange, v. 67, 68.

« Bor, vu. 557.
» Ibid. Hoofd, ix. 332. Meteren, v, 95,

Meudozo, s.'^. 26'i.

SO
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who neither gave nor took quarter,
wore never counted, but probably not

iess tlian a tJiousand perished. The
rest effected their escape to the

Hague.^
The first fortress was thus seized,

dismantled, eet on fire, and passed,
and a few strokes of the oai's brought
the whole fleet close to Lammen.
This last obstacle rose formidable and

frowning directly across their path.

Swarming as it was with soldiers, and

bristling with artillery, it seemed to

defy the armada either to carry it by
storm or to pass mider its guns into

the city.'' It appeared that the enter-

prise was, after all, to founder within

sight of the long expecting and ex-

pected haven. Eoisot anchored his

fleet within a respectful distance, and

spent what remained of the day in

carefully reconnoitring the fort, which
Beemed only too strong. In conjunc-
tionwith Leyderdorp, the head-quarters
of Valdez, a mile and a half distant

on the right, and within a mile of the

city, it seemed so insuperable an im-

pediment that Boisot wrote in des-

pondent tone to the Prince of Orange.
He annoimced his intention of carrying
the fort, if it were possible, on the

following morning, but if obliged to

retreat, he observed, with something
like despair, that there would be no-

thing for it but to wait for another

gale of wind. If the waters should
rise sufiiciently to enable them to

make a wide detour, it might be pos-
sible—if, in the meantime, Leyden did

not starve or surrender—to enter its

gates from the opposite side.*

Meantime, the citizens had grown
wild with expectation. A dove had
been despatched by Boisot, informing
them of his precise position, and a

number of citizens accompanied the

burgomaster, at nightfall, toward the

tower of Hengist
— "Yonder," cried

the magistrate, stretching out his hand
towards Lammen, "yonder, behind
that fort, are bread and meat, and
brethren in thousands. Shall all this

[1574.
' be destroyed by the Spanish guns, or
shall we rush to the rescue of our
friends ?

" " We will tear the fortress

to fragments with our teeth and nails,"

was the reply, "before the relief, so

long expected, shall be wrested from
VIS."* It was resolved that a sortie,
in conjvinction with the operations of

Boisot, should be made against Lam-
men with the earliest dawn. Night
descended upon the scene, a pitch-dark

night, full of anxiety to the Spaniards,
to the armada, to Leyden. Strange
sights and sounds occun-ed at different

moments to bewilder the anxious sen-

tinels. A long procession of lights

issuing from the fort was seen to flit

across the black face of the waters, in

the dead of night, and the whole of

the city wall, between the Cow-gate
and the Tower of Burgundy, fell with
a loud crash. The horror-struck citi-

zens thought that the Spaniards were

upon them at last; the Spaniards
imagined the noise to indicate a des-

perate sortie of the citizens.® Every-
thing was vague and mysterious.

Day dawned, at length, after the
feverish night, and the Admiral pre-

pared for the assault. Within the
fortress reigned a death-like stillness,

which inspired a sickening suspicion.
Had the city, indeed, been canned in

the night; had the massacre already
commenced; had all this labour and

audacity been expended in vain?

Suddenly a man was descried, wading
breast-high through the water from
Lammen towards the fleet, while at

the same time, one solitary boy was
seen to wave his cap from the summit
of the fort. After a moment of doubt,
the happy mystery was solved. The
Spaniards had fled, panic-struck, during
the darkness. Their position would
still have enabled them, with firm-

ness, to frustrate the entei-prise of the

patriots, but the hand of God, which
had sent the ocean and the tempest to

the deliverance of Leyden, had struck

her enemies with terror likewise. The

lights which had been seen moving

1 Jan Fruytiers. Bor, vii. 553. lloofd, ix.

883. Mciidoza, xii. 2G1.
' Bor, vii. 659, Hoofd, ix. 384. Metcicn,

V. 95.

« Ibid. Ibid., U. 385.

Bor, vii. 559.
s Jan Fi uytiers. Bor, vii. 559. Motereo,

j
V. 95. Meikdoza, xii. 265,
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during the uight were the lautema of

the retreating Spaniards, and the boy
who was now wadng hia triumphant

signal fi am the battlements had aloue

witnessed the spectacle. So confident

was he in the conclusion to which it

led him, that be had volunteered at

daybreak to go thither all alone. The

magistrates, fearing a trap, hesitated

for a moment to believe the truth,
which soon, however, became quite
evident.^ Valdez, flying himself from

Leyderdorp, had ordered Colonel Borgia
to retire with all his troops from Lam-
men. Thus, the Spaniards had re-

treated at the very moment that an

extraordinary accident had laid bare a

whole side of the city for their entrance.

The noise of the wall, as it fell, only

inspired them with fresh alarm; for

they believed that the citizens had
sallied forth in the darkness to aid the

advancing flood in the work of destruc-

tion. All obstacles being now removed,
the fleet ofBoisot sweptby Lammen ,and
entered the city on the morning of the

3d of October. Leyden was relieved.*

The quays were lined with the

famishing population, as the fleet

rowedthrough the canals, every human
being who could stand coming forth

to greet the preservers of the city.
Bread was thrown from every vessel

among the crowd. The poor creatures

who for two months had tasted no
wholesome human food, and who had

literally been living within the jaws
of death, snatched eagerly the blessed

gift, at last too liberally bestowed.

Many choked themselves to death, in

the greediness with which they de-

voured their bread ; othere became ill

with the effects of plenty thus sud-

denly succeeding starvation
;
— but

these were isolated cases, a repetition
of which was prevented. The Admiral,

stepping ashore, was welcomed by the

magistracy, and a solemn procession
was immediately formed. Magistrates
and citizens, wild Zealanders, emaciated

burgher guards, sailors, soldiers, wo-

men, children,— nearly every living

1 Jan Fruytiers.
ix. 385.

» Ibid. Ibid,, vii. 560,

abi sup.

Bor, vii. 559. Hoofd,

Hoofd, Meteren,
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person within the walls, all repaued
without delay to the great chm-ch,
stout Admiral Boisot leading the way.
The starving and heroic city, which
had been so firm in its resistance to an

earthly king, now bent itself in humble

gratitude before the King of kings.
After prayers, the whole vast congre-

gation joined in the thanksgiving hymn.
Thousands of voices raised the song,
but few were able to carry it to its

conclusion, for the universal emotion,

deepened by the music, became too full

for utterance. The hymn was abruptly

suspended, while the multitude wept
like children. This scene of honest

pathos terminated, the necessary mea-
sures for distributing the food and for

relieving the sick were taken by the

magistracy. A note despatched to the

Prince of Orange was received by him
at two o'clock, as he sat in church at

Delft, It was of a somewhat different

pvu^ort from that of the letter which
he had received early in the same day
from Boisot^—the letter in which the
admiral had informed him that the

success of the enterprise depended,
after all, upon the desperate assault

upon a nearly impregnable fort. The
joy of the Prince may be easily ima-

gined, and so soon as the sermon was
concluded, he handed the letter just
received to the minister, to be read to

the congregation. Thus, all partici-

pated in his joy, and united with him
in thanksgiving.^
The next day, notwithstanding the

urgent entreaties of his friends, who
were anxious lest his life should be en-

dangered by breathing, in his scarcely
convalescent state, the air of the city
where so many thousands had been

dying of the pestilence, the Prince

repaired to Leyden. He, at least, had
never doubted his own or his countrj-'s
fortitude. They could, therefore, most

sincerely congratulate each other, now
that tte victory had been achieved.
"

If we are doomed to perish," he had
said a little before the commencement
of the siege,"*

"
in the name of God, be

» Jan FruTtiers. Hoofd, is. 386. Bor, viL
660. Meteien, v. 95.

* Letter to Count John, 7th M%y lUti.

I A/cluves, etc., Iv. 885-398.
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it so ! At any rate, we shall have the
honour to have done what no nation
ever did before us, that of having
defended and maintained ourselves,

unaided, in so small a country, against
the tremendous efforts of such power-
ful enemies. So long as the poor
inhabitants here, though deserted by
all the world, hold firm, it will still

cost the Si:)aniards the half of Spain,
in money and in men, before they can
make an end of us."

The termination of the terrible siege
of Leyden was a convincing proof to

the Spaniards that they had not yet
made an end ot the Hollanders. It

furnished, also, a sufficient presump-
tion that, until they had made an end
of them, even unto the last Hollander,
there would never be an end of the

struggle in which they were engaged.
It was a slender consolation to the

Governor-General, that his troops had
been vanquished, not by the enemy,
but by the ocean. An enemy whom
the ocean obej-ed with such docility

might well be deemed invincible by
man. In the head-quarters of Valdez,
at Leyderdorji. many plans of Leyden
and the neighbourhood were found

lying in confusion about the room.

Upon the table was a hurried farewell

of that General to the scenes of his

discomfiture, written in a Latin worthy
of Juan Vargas :

" Vale civitas, valete

castelli parvi, qui relicti estis propter
aquam et non per vim inimicorum !

"

1
Bor, vii. 560. Meteren, v. 95. Hoofd,

Jx. 8S3. Mendoza, xii. 205.—The best autho-

rity, after Fniytiers, for the liistory of this
memorablo siege, is Bor, who was living at
Utrecht at the time. He afterwards, in

writing his Chronicle, used the account
drawn up by Jan Fniytiers from informa-
tion and documents furnished by the magis-
trates and many persons present at the

siege. Bor h.ad also enjoyed frequent com-
munications with the Seigneur de Nc)rdt-

wyck, Commandant of the city during the

siege; with Dirk deMontfort, at who.se house
the Prince of Orange lodged on the 4th of

October, and with other individuals. He
had read in the original every letter which
ne quotes in his history Ho cites, also,
with amusing gravity, a variety of acrostics,

anagrams, and other poetical effusions, won-
derful specinious all, of the micouth gam-
bols by which the poets of that day and
country were in the habit of exhibiting
their enthusiasm. Among other produc-
tjooa of the muse elicited by tho triuinpbaut

Dutch Repuhlic. [1574
In his precipitate retreat before the

advancing rebels, the Commander had
but just found time for this elegant
effusion, and for his parting instruc-

tions to Colonel Borgia, that the fortress

of Lammen was to be forthv/ith aban-
doned. These having been reduced
to writing, Valdez had fled so speedily
as to give rise to much censure and
more scandal. He was even accused
of having been bribed by the Hol-
landers to desert his post, a tale which

many repeated, and a few believed.

On the 4th of October, the day follow-

ing that on which the relief of the city
was effected, the wind shifted to the

north-east, and again blew a tempest.
It was as if the waters, having now
done their work, had been rolled

back to the ocean by an Omnipotent
hand

;
for in the course of a few days

the land was bare again, and the
work of reconstructing the dykes
commenced.^

After a brief interval of repose,

Leyden had regained its former po-
sition. The Prince, with advice of

the estates, had granted the city, aa

a reward for its sufferings, a ten days'
annual fair, without tolls or taxes;*
and, as a further manifestation of the

gratitude entertained by the people of

Holland and Zealand for the heroism
of the citizens, it was resolved that
an academy or university should be
forthwith , established within their

walls.* The University of Leyden,
termination to the siege, he alludes with
emotion to a poem which he hoped w^as
soon to see the light, This was an Ode on
the Siege of Leyden, "in six hundred and
eleven stanzas, of eight lines each"—which
the suffering reader was at liberty" to sing
or to read," as best suited him. To sing six
hundred and eleven stanzas, eight lines

each, of a Dutch poem, one would think
almost as formidable a doom as to ondtira
the horrors of the siege which it celebrn*^

• '

—Bor, vii. 561. Don Bernardino de Jl

doza is the chief Spanish authority. C

pare Bentivoglio, lib. viii. 151-156; and C;iu>-

rei-a, Hist. Don Filipo Segimdo, lib. x. cap.
xvii. xix. xxi. The last historian sees no-

thing worthy of admiration or respect in the
conduct of the Hollanders; and ho is in-

censed with Geronimo Franchi for havinjf
wasted nearly the whole of one book on an
account of the momoi'abla reliet

* Bor, vii. 561.

»
Ibid., viil 693. Moteren, v. 95.
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a grand procession was formed. It

was preceded by a military escort,

consisting of the burgher militia and
the five companies of infantry station-

ed in the city. Then came, drawn

by four horses, a splendid triumphal
chariot, on which sat a female figure,

arrayed in snow-white garments. This
was the Holy Gospel. She was attend-

ed by the Four Evangelists,who walked
on foot at each side of her chariot.

Next followed Justice, with sword
and scales, mounted, blindfold, upon
a unicorn ; while those learned doctors,

Julian, Papinian, Ulpian, and Tribo-

nian, rode on either side, attended by
two lackeys and four men-at-arms.

After these came Medicine, on horse-

back, holding in one hand a treatise

on the healing art, in the other a gar-
land of drugs. The curative goddess
rode between the four eminent physi-
cians, Hippocrates, Galen, Dioscorides,
and Theophrastus, and was attended

by two footmen and four pike-bearere.
Last of the allegorical personages came
Minerva, prancing in complete steel,

with lance in rest, and bearing her
Medusa shield. Aristotle and Plato,
Cicero and Virgil, all on horseback,
with attendants in antique armour at

their back, surroimded the daughter
of Jupiter, while the city band, dia-

covu^ing eloquent music from hautboy
and viol, came upon the heels of the

allegory. Then followed the mace-
bearers and other officials, escorting
the orator of the day, the newly ap-

pointed professors and doctors, the

magistrates and dignitaries, and the

body of the citizens generally com
pleting the procession.

ilarshaUed in this order, through
triumphal arches, and over a pavement
strewed with flowers, the procession
moved slowly up and down the different

streets, and along the quiet canals of

the city. As it reached the Nima'

Bridge, a barge of triumph, gorgeously
decorated, came floating slowly down
the sluggish Rhine. Upon its deck,
under a canopy enwi-eathed with
laurels and wangcs, and adorned with

tapestry, sat ApoUo, attended by the
'
Bor, viiL 503. university was established, in Bor, viii. 593,
See the text of the Octroy by which the 591. » Bor, viiL 5M.
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nfterwarda so illuBtrious, was thus

founded in the very darkest period
of the country's "truggle.
The imiversity was endowed with s

handsome revenue, principally derived

from the ancient abbey of Egmont,^
and was provided with a number of

professors, selected for their genius,

learning, and piety, among all the most

distinguished scholars of the Nether-

lands. The document by which the

institution was founded was certainly
a masterpiece of ponderous irony, for,

as the fiction of the King's sovereignty
was still maintained, Philip was gravely
made to establish the university, as a

reward to Leyden for rebellion to him-
self.

"
Considering," said this wonder-

fiU charter,*
" that during these present

wearisome wars within our provinces
of Holland and Zealand, all good in-

struction of youth in the sciences

and liberal arts Js likely to come
into entire oblivion Consider-

ing the difference of religion
—consider-

ing that we are inclined to gratify
our city of Leyden, with its burghers,
on account of the heavy burthens sus-

tained by them during this war icith

such faithfulness
—we have resolved,

after ripely deliberating with our dear

cousin, William, Prince of Orange,
etadholder, to erect a free public
Bchool and university," etc., etc., etc.

So ran the document establishing this

famous academy, all needful regula-
tions for the government and police
of the institution being entrusted by
Philip to his "above-mentioned dear
cousin of Orange."
The university having been found-

ed, endowed, and supplied with its

teachers, it was solemnly consecrated
in the following winter, and it is

agreeable to contemplate this scene
of harmless pedantry, interposed, as
it was, between the acts of the longest
and dreariest tragedy of modem time.
On the 5th of February 1575, the

city of Leyden, so lately the victim
of famine and pestilence, had crowned
itself with flowers. At seven in the

morning, after a solemn religious cele-

bration in the Church of St Peter,^
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Nine Miiaes, all in classical costume;
at the helm stood Neptune with his

trident. The Muses executed some
beautiful concerted pieces; Apollo
twanged his lute. Having reached the

landing-place, this deputation from
Parnassus stepped on shore, and stood

awaiting the arrival of the procession.
Each professor, as he advanced, was

gravely embraced and kissed by Apollo
and all the Nine Muses in turn, who
greeted their arrival besides with

The Rise of the Dutch ItepuUic.

the recitation of an

poem. This classical

[1574.

elegant Latin

ceremony ter-

minated, the whole procession marched

together to the cloister of Saint Bar-

bara, the place prepared for the new
university, where they Hstencd to an

eloquent oration by the Rev. Caspar
Kolhas, after which they partook of a

magnificent banquet. With this me-
morable feast, in the place where fa-

mine had so lately reigiied, the cere-

monies were concluded.^

CHAPTER IIL
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The Council of Troubles, or, aa it

will be for ever denominated in history,
the Council of Blood, still existed, al-

though the Grand Commander, upon
his arrival in the Netherlands, had ad-

vised his sovereign to consent to tlie

immediate abolition of so odious an

institution.^ Philip, accepting the ad-

vice of his governor and his cabinet,
had accordingly authorised him, by a

letter of the 10th of March 1574, to

take that step if he continued to be-

lieve it advisable.^

Requesens had made use of this per-
mission to extort money from the

obedient portion of the provinces. An
assembly of deputies was held at Brus-

sels on the 7th of June, 1574, and

^here was a tedious interchange of pro-

1 Bor, viii. 594, 695.
8 Lettre de Bequesens & Philippe II., Dec.

80, 1673, spud Gachavd, Notice, etc., 24

tocols, reports, and remonstrances.'*

The estates, not satisfied with the ex-

tinction of a tribunal which had at last

worn itself out by its own violence,
and had become inactive through lack

of victims, insisted on greater conces-

sions. They demanded the departure
of the Spanish troops, the estabUsh-

ment of a council of Netherlandera in

Spain for Netherland affairs, the re-

storation to offices, in the provinces, of

natives and natives only;* for these

drawers of documents thought it pos-

sible, at that epoch, to recover by ped-

antry what their brethern of Holland
and Zealand were maintaining with tho

sword. It was not the moment for

historical disquisition, citations from

Solomon, nor chopping of logic; yet

8 Gachard, Notice, etc., 24, ;

« Bor, viii. 617-523, seq.
"ibid.
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with Biich lucubrations were reams of to be loft untouched
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paper filled, and days and weeks occu-

pied.1 The reyilt w*3 -what might
have been expected. The Grand Com-
mander obtaiied but httle money ; the

estates obtained none of their de- i

mands; and the Blood Coimcil re- !

mained, as it were, suspended in mid-

air. It continued to transact business !

at intervals during the administration ;

of Eequesens,* and at last, after nine
|

years of existence, was destroyed by
the violent imprisonment of the Coim-

;

cU of State at Brussels. This event, ,

however, belongs to a subsequent page
'

of this history. i

Noircarmes had argued, from the '

tenor of Saint Aldegonde's letters,

that the Prince would be ready to

accept his pardon upon almost any
terms,' Noircarmes was now dead,"* \

but Saint Aldegonde still remained in
|

prison, very anxious for his release,
j

and as well disposed as ever to render •

Bervices in any secret negotiation. It I

will be recollected that, at the uipitu-
lation of Middelburg, it had been dis- I

tinctly stipulated by the Prince that I

Colonel Mondragon should at once
|

efiFect the hberation of Saint Aide-
;

gonde, with certain other prisoners, or ;

himself return into confinement. He I

had done neither the one nor the
;

other. The patriots still languished
in prison, some of them being sub-

,

jected to exceedingly harsh treatment ;

but Mondragon, although repeatedly
summoned, as an officer and a gentle- :

man, by the Prince, to return to cap-
'

tivity, had been forbidden by the
Grand Commander to redeem his

pledge.® _

Scant Aldegonde was now released

from prison upon parole, and de-

spatched on a secret mission to the
Prince and estates.® As before, he

,

was instructed that two points were

1 Vide Bor, vii. 517-523, seq.
•

* Gachard, Notice, etc., 27, 23, smd iH>te, i

p. 27. 1

» Correspondance do Guillamne le Tacit.,
'

iii. 369-373.
* He died March 4, 1574, at Utrecht, of

poison, according to suspicion.
—Bor, vii.

492.
» Vide Gachard, Correspondance de OuiV

laume le Tacit., iii dxuii. dxliv. dxlv.—

the authority
of the King, and the question of reli-

gion.^ Nothing could be more pre-

posterous than to commence a nego-
tiation from which the two important
points were thus carefully ehminated-
The King's authority and the question
of rehgion covered the whole ground
upon which the Spaniards and the
HoUandera had been battling for six

years, and were destined to battle foi

three-quarters of a century longer.

Yet, although other affairs might be

discussed, those two points were to be
reserved for the more conclusive arbi-

tration of gunpowder. The result of

negotiations upon such a basis was

easily to be foreseen. Breath, 'time,
and paper were profusely wasted and

nothing gained. The Prince assured

his friend, as he had done secret agents

previously sent to him, that he was
himself ready to leave the land, if by
so doing he could confer upon it the

blessing of peace ;

^ but that all hopes
of reaching a reasonable conclusion

from the premises established was
futile. The envoy treated also with
the estates, and received from them
in return an elaborate report, which
was addressed immediately to the

King.® The style of this paper was
bold and blunt, its substance bitter

and indigestible. It informed Philip
what he had heard often enough be-

fore, that the Spaniards must go and
the exiles come back, the Inquisition
be abohshed and the ancient privileges

restored, the Roman Catholic religion
renounce its supremacy, and the Re-
formed rehgion receive permission to

exist unmolested, before he coidd call

himself master of that httle hook of

sand in the North Sea. With this

paper, which was entrusted to Saint

Aldegonde, by him to be dehvered to

the Grand Commander, who was, after

Compare Groen van Prinst., Archives, etc
V. 71, 72.

• Bor, vlL 534. Gachiird, Correspondanoi
de Guiliaume le Tacit., iii. 400, seq.

1 Ibid. Ibid.
« "Qtiant a luy il etoit content, si c^lx

El le treuvoient bon de se retirer dn pays,
aSn que tant mieulx ilz puissent parveniV a
ce que des^iis," etc.—Gachard, Gmllaume la

Tacit, iii 400. » Bor, vii. 535.
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reading it, to forward it to its destina-

tion, the negotiator returned to his

prison.! Thence he did not emerge
again till the course of events released

him, upon the loth of October 1574.^
This report was far from agreeable

to the Governor, and it became the

object of a fresh coiTCspondence be-

tween his confidential agent, Cham-

pagny, and the learned and astute

Junius de Jonge, representative of the
Prince of Orange and Governor of

Veere.* The communication of De
Jonge consisted of a brief note and a

long discourse. The note was sharp
and stinging, the discourse elaborate

and somewhat pedantic. Unneces-

sarily historical and unmercifully ex-

tended, it was yet bold, bitter, and

eloquent. The presence of foreigners
was proved to have been, from the

beginning of Philip's reign, the curse

of the country. Doctor Sounius, with
his batch of bishops, had sowed the
Beed of the first disorder. A prince,

ruling in the Netherlands, had no

right to turn a deaf ear to the peti-
tions of his subjects. If he did so,

the HoUandei-s would teU him, as the
old woman had told the Emperor
Adrian, that the potentate who had
no time to attend to the interests of

his subjects had not leisure enough
to be a sovereign. While Holland
refused to bow its neck to the Inqui-
Bition, the King of Spain dreaded the
thunder and lightning of the Pope.
The Hollanders would, with pleasure,

emancipate Philip from his own thral-

dom, but it was absurd that he, who
was himself a slave to another poten-
tate, should affect unlimited control

over a free people. It was Philip's

eouncillors, not the Hollanders, who
were his real enemies; for it was

they who held him in the subjection

by which his power was neutralised

and his crown degraded.'*
It may be supposed that many long

Butch Republic, [1574.

pages, conceived in this spirit and

expressed with gi-eat vigour, would

hardly smooth the way for the more
official negotiations which were soon
to take place, yet Doctor Junius fairly
and faithfully represented the senti-

ment of his nation.

Towards the close of the year. Doc-
tor Elbertus Leoninus, professor of

Louvain, together with Hugo Bonte,

ex-pensionary of ]\Iiddelburg, was com-
missioned by the Grand Commander
to treat secretly with the Prince.^ He
was, however, not found very tractable

when the commissioners opened the

subject of his own pardon and recon-

ciliation with the King, and he abso-

lutely refused to treat at all except
with the co-operation of the estatee.^

He, moreover, objected to the use of

the word "pardon" on the gromid
that he had never done anything re-

quiring his Majesty's forgiveness. If

adversity should visit him, he cared

but little for it; he had hved long

enough, he said, and should die with
some glory, regretting the disorders

and oppressions which had taken place,
but conscious that it had not been in

his power to remedy them. When
reminded by the commissioners of the

King's power, he replied that he knew
his Majesty to be very mighty, but
that there was a King more powerful
still—even God the Creator, who, as

he humbly hoped, was upon his side.^

At a subsequent interview with

Hugo Bonte, the Prince declared it

almost impossible for himself or the
estates to hold any formal commimi-
cation with the Spanish government,
as such communications were not safe.

No trust could be reposed either in

safe conducts or hostages. Faith ha'l

been too often broken by the adminis-

tration. The promise made by the

Duchess of Parma to the nobles, and
afterwards violated, the recent treach-

ery of Mondragon, the return of three

1 See tho "Vertooning" in Bor, vii. 535,

scq.
2 Gachard, Guilkumo Ic Tacit., iii. 101.

Bor, vii.
• See the Correspondence in Bor, vii. 535,

636.
* Sp.e the di.=coiirsc of Junius in Bor, vii.

63C-r.41.

» Tlie letters and documents concei-niiij
this secret negotiation are published in

Gachard, Guillaume le Tacit., iii. 403-130.

See also Bor, vii. 585.
« See the account by Bonte, in Gachard.

Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit., iii

378, 379.
•
Ibid. iii. 37S-«SO.
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exchanged prisoners from the Hague,
who died next day of poison adminis-

tered before their release, the frequent

attempts upon his OTvn Hfe—all such

constantly recurring crimes made it

doubtful, in the opinion of the Prince,

whether it woidd be possible to find

commissioners to treat with his Ma-

jesty's government. All would fear

assassination, afterwards to be dis-

avowed by the King and pardoned by
the Pope.^. After much conversation

in this vein, the Prince gave the

Spanish agents warning that he might
eventually be obliged to seek the pro-
tection of some foreign power for the

provinces. In this connexion he made
use of the memorable metaphor, so

often repeated afterwards, that "the

country was a beautifid damsel, who
certainly did not lack suitors able and

willing to accept her and defend her

against the world." ^ As to the matter
of rehgion, he said he was willing to

leave it to be settled by the estates-

general; but doubted whether any-

thing short of entire liberty of worship
Would ever satisfy the people.''

Subsequently there were held other

conferences, between the Prince and
Doctor Leoninus, with a similar result,
aU attempts proving fruitless to induce
him to abandon his position upon the

subject of religion, or to accept a par-
don on any terms save the departure
of the foreign troops, the assembUng
of the estates-general, and entire free-

dom of religion. Even if he were

willing to concede the religious ques-
tion himself, he observed that it was
idle to hope either from the estates or

people a hand's-breadth of concession

^ See the account by Bonte, in Gachard.—Correspondance de Guillaume le Tacit., iii

8S3.

»
Ibid., SST.—Compare Bor, viii. 613.

*
Correspondance de GuilLiume le Tacit.,

iii. 387.—Compare Bor, viii. 613.

* Gachard, Correspond,^nco de Guillaume
le Tacit, iii. 403-430. Bor, vii. 565, seq.-—
Compare Hoofd, ix. 400, 401 ; W.agenaer, d.
vii. 25-27. See also a very amp'.e memoir of
the distinguished scholar and diplom.itist,
Albert de Leeuw (or Elbertxis Leoninus), by
T. P. Van Cappelle. Bijdragen tot de Ges.
d. Xederl., 1-204. He befpxn his active life
ks law professor at Louvaiji, is which city
' " carried Barbara de Haze, with whom he

IiUemal Politics. ^SiO

upon that point. Leoninus was sub-

sequently admitted to a secret con-

ference with the estates of Holland,
where his representations were firmly
met by the same arguments as those

already used by the Prince.*

These proceedings on the part of

Saint Aldegonde, Champngny, Junius,
and Elbertus Leoninus, extended

through the whole summer and
autunm of 1574, and were not termi-

nated imtil January of the following

year.

Changes fast becoming necessary in

the internal government of the pro-

vinces, were also undertaken during
this year. Hitherto the Prince had
exercised his power under the conve-

nient fiction of the King's authority,

systematically conducting the rebellion

in the name of his Majesty, and as his

Majesty's stadholder. By this process
an immense power was lodged in his

hands ; nothing less, indeed, than the

supreme executive and legislative func-

tions of the land ; while, since the re-

volt had become, as it were, perpetual,

ample but anomalous functions had
been additionally thrust upon him by
the estates and by the general voice of

the people.
The two provinces, even while de-

prived of Harlem and Amsterdam, now
raised two hundred and ten thousand
florins monthly,' whereas Alva had
never been able to extract from Hol-
Lind more than two hundred and

seventy-one thousand florins yearly.

They paid all rather than pay a tenth.

In consequence of this liberality, the

cities insensibly acquired a greater in-

fluence in the government. The com-

lived more than fifty-two years. The lady,
however, seems not to have pined away
after the termination of this wedlock of

more than half a centiay ;
for she survived

her husband thirty-fix years. The biographer
shrewdly suspects, therefore, that she must
have been a "

very young miss when she tras

married." " Dit meisje moet nog seer jong
zijn geweest, toen Leoninus zich met haai
in het huwelijk begaf."

—V. d. Cappelle, 93,

note 8. Ho was born at Bommel, in 1519 oi

1520, and died in 1598, full of years and
honours. His public services, on variou3

important occasions, will be often alluded
to in subsequent pages.

» Resol. HolL, Mar. 15 und 17, 1.'>7S, bl

ir., 19.
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ing contest between the centrifugal
aristocrabic principle, represented by
these corporations, and the central

popular authority of the stadholder,
was already foreshadowed, but at first

the estates were in perfect harmony
with the Prince. They even urged
upon him more power then he desired,
and declinedfunctions which he wished
them to exercise. On the 7th of Sep-
tember 1573, it had been formally pro-

posed by the general council to confer

a regular and unlimited dictatorship

upon him,^ but in the course of a year
from that time the cities had begun
to feel their increasing importance.^
Moreover, while growing more ambi-

tious, they became less libei-al.

The Prince, dissatisfied with the

conduct of the cities, brought the

whole subject before an assembly of the

estates of Holland on the 20th October

1574. He stated the inconveniences

produced by the anomalous condition

of the government. He complained
that the common people had often

fallen into the error, that the money
raised for public purposes had been
levied for his benefit only, and that

they had, therefore, been less wilhng
to contribute to the taxes. As the

only remedy for these evils, he tendered

his resignation of all the powers with
which he was clothed, so that the

estates might then take the govern-
ment, which they could exercise with-

out conflict or control. For himself,
he had never desired power, except as

a means of being useful to his country,
and he did not offer his resignation
from unwillingness to stand by the

cause, but from a hearty desire to save

it from disputes among its friends.

He was ready, now as ever, to shed the

last drop of his blood to maintain the

freedom of the land.^

This straightforward language pro-
duced an instantaneous effect. The
estates knew that they were dealing
with a man whose life was governed

1 Kluit, Hist. Holl. Staatsreg., dl. i. 86.

' Kluit, 1. 78, et seq. SVagenaer, vii. 5, 6.

8 Resol. Holl., Oct. 20, Nor. 1, bl. 148-

176. Kluit, d. i. 9Q, 07. Wagenaer, vii.

10, 11.

[1574,

by lofty principles, and they felt that

they were in danger of losing him
through their own selfishness and low
ambition. They were embarrassed,
for they did not ISce to relinquish the

authority which they had begun to

relish, nor to accept the resignation of

a man who was indispensable. They
felt that to give up William of Orange
at that time was to accept the Spanish
yoke for ever. At an assembly held at

Delft on the 12th of November 1574,

they accordingly requested him "to
continue in his blessed government,
with the council established near

him,"
^ and for this end they formally

offered to him, "under the name of

Governor or Regent," absolute power,
authority, and sovereign command.
In particular, they conferred on him
the entire control of all the ships of

war, hitherto reserved to the different

cities, together with the right to 'dis-

pose of all prizes and all monies raised

for the support of fleets. They gave
him also unlimited power over the dO'

mains
; they agreed that all magistra-

cies, militia bands, guilds, and com-
munities should make solemn oath to

contribute taxes, and to receive garri-

sons, exactly as the Prince, with hia

council, should ordain
;
but they made

it a condition that the estates should
be convened and consulted upon re-

quests, impositions, and upon all

changes in the governing body. It

was also stipulated that the judges of

the supreme court and of the ex-

chequer, with other high officers,

should be appointed by and with the
consent of the estates.'

The Prince expres.sed himself will-

ing to accept the government upon
these terms. He, however, demanrl-

'

an allowance of forty-five thous: ;

florins monthly for the army expeii
and other current outlays.® He
however, the estates refused tin

consent. In a mercantile spirit, un-

worthy the occasion and the man

* Ibid., Nov., 1574, bl. 178. Wagenaer,
vii. 11, 12, 13. Kluit, 97, 08, d. i.

" Il)id. Kluit, Wagenaer, ubi sup. Gm'
V. Prinst., Archives, etc., v. 90-94.

«
Ibid., Nov. 13 und 25, 1574, bl. 106, 'Ji-.

2C8. Kluit. i. 101. 102.

1
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with whom they were dealing, they I capable of raising ways and means,
endeavoured to chaffer where they I The i^eace party wan obtaining the

should have been only too wiUing to

comply, and they attempted to reduce

the reasonable demand of the Prince

to thirty thousand ilorins.^ The Prince,
who had poured out his own wealth so

lavishly in the cause—who, together
with his brothers, particularly the

generous John of Nassau, had contri-

buted all which they could raise by
mortgage, sales of jewellery and furni-

ture, and by extensive loans, subject-

ing themselves to constant embarrass-

ment, and almost to penury—felt him-
self outraged by the paltriness of this

conduct. He expressed his indigna-

tion, and denounced the niggardliness
of the estates in the strongest lan-

guage, and declared that he would
rather leave the country for ever, with
the maintenance of his own honour,
than accept the government upon such

disgraceful terms.' The estates, dis-

turbed by his vehemence, and struck

with its justice, instantly, and without
further deliberation, consented to his

demand. They granted the forty-five
thousand florins monthly, and the
Prince assumed the government, thus
remodelled.'

During the autunm and early winter
of the year 1574, the Emperor Maxi-
milian had been actively exerting him-
self to bring about a pacification of

the Netherlands. He was certainly

sincere, for an excellent reason. " The

Emperor maintains," said Saint Goard,
French ambassador at Madrid, "that
if peace is not made with the Beggars,
the Empire will depart from the house
of Austria, and that such is the deter-

mination of the electors."* On the
other hand, if Phihp were not weary
of the War, at any rate his means for

canying it on were diminishing daily.

Requesens could raise no money in the
Netherlands ;

' his secretary wrote to

Spain, that the exchequer was at its

last gasp, and the cabinet of Madrid
was at its wits' end, and almost in-

i ResoL HolL, Nov. 25. 1574. bl. 207, 208.
»

Ibid.. Nov. 25, 1574, bl. 20S.
* They made the offer of thirty thousandm the morniiif?, and gi-anted the whole de-

mand in the afternoon of the 25th Nov.—
Resol. Holl.. Nov. 25, 1574, bl. 196-208.

lupper hand—the fierce policy of Alva

regarded with increasing disfavour.
" The people here," wrote Saint Goard
from Madrid, "are completely despe-
rate, whatever pains they take to put
a good face on the matter. They de-

sire most earnestly to treat, without

losing their character." It seemed,
nevertheless, impossible for Phihp to
bend his neck. The hope of wearing
the imperial crown had alone made hia

bigotry feasible. To less potent in-

fluences it was adamant; and even

now, with an impoverished exchequer,
and after seven years of unsucce&sful

warfare, his purpose was not less rigid
than at first.

" The Hollanders de-

mand liberty of conscience," said
Saint Goaid,

" to which the King
will never consent, or I am much
mistaken." ^

As for Orange, he was sincerely in

favour of peace, but not a dishonour-
able peace, in which should be re-

nounced all the objects of the war.
He was far from sanguine on the sub-

ject, for he read the signs of the times
and the character of Phihp too accu-

rately to believo much more in the
success of the present than in that of
the past efforts of Maximilian. He
was pleased that his brother-in-law.
Count Schwartzburg, had been se-

lected as the Emperor's agent in the

affair, but expressed his doubts whether
much good would come of the proposed
negotiations. Remembering the many
traps which in times past had been set

by Phihp and his father, he feared that
the present transaction might hkewise

prove a snare.
" We have not for-

gotten the words 'ewig' and 'einig'
in the treaty with Landgrave Phihp,"
he wrote

;

"
at the same time, we beg

to assure his Imperial Majesty that we
desire nothing more than a good peace,
tending to the glory of God, the service
of the Bang of Spain, and the prosperity
of his subjects."

^

Khut, HoU. Staatsreg., i. 102. Wageuaer,
vii. 13, 14. Groen v. Prinat, Archives, etc,
V. 00-94.

* Archives et Corrcspondance, v. 81.
5

Ibid., V. 2S-32. •
Ibid., v. 88.

t
Ibid., V. 61-65.
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This was his language to his brother,
in a letter which was meant to be
ehfwn to the Emperor. In another,
written on the same day, he explained
himself with more clearness, and
stated his distrust with more energj'.
There were no Papists left, except a

few ecclesiastics, he said, so much had
the number of the Reformers been

augmented, through the singular grace
of God. It was out of the question to

Buppose, therefore, that a measure

dooming all who were not Catholics to

exile, could be entertained. None
would change their religion, and none
would consent, voluntarily, to abandon
for ever their homes, friends, and

property.
" Such a peace," he said,

"would be poor and pitiable indeed."^

These, then, were the sentiments of

the party now about to negotiate. The
mediator was anxious for a settlement,
because the interests of the Imperial
house required it. The King of Spain
was desirous of peace, but was unwill-

ing to concede a hair. The Prince of

Orange was equally anxious to termi-

nate the war, but was determined not

to abandon the objects for which it

bad been undertaken. A favourable

result, therefore, seemed hardly pos-
sible. A whole people claimed the

liberty to stay at home and practise
the Protestant religion, while their

King asserted the right to banish

them for ever, or to burn them if they
remained. The parties seemed too far

apart to be brought together by the

most elastic compromise. The Prince

addressed an earnest appeal to the as-

sembly of Holland, then in session at

Dort, reminding them that, although

peace was desirable, it might be more

dangerous than war, and entreating

them, therefore, to conclude no treaty
which should be inconsistent with the

privileges of the country and their duty
to God.2

It was now resolved that all the

votes of the assembly should consist

of five : one for the nobles and large
cities of Holland, one for the estates

1 Archives et Correspondance, v. 73, 74.

a
Bor, viii £95, 596. Resol. Holl., Feb. 6,

1575.

Dutch Republic. [1575.

I

of Zealand, one for the small cities of

I Holland, one for the cities Bommel and

I
Buren, and the fifth for "William of

Orange.' The Prince thus eifectually
held in his hands three votes : his own

;

that of the small cities, which through
his means only had been admitted to

the assembly ; and, thirdly, that of

Buren, the capital of his son's earldom.
He thus exercised a controlling in-

fluence over the coming deliberations.

The ten commissioners, who were ap.

pointed by the estates for the peace
negotiations, were all his friends.

Among them were Saint Aldegonde,
Paul Buis, Charles Boisot, and Doctoi
Junius. The plenipotentiaries of the

Spanish government were Leoninus,
the Seigneur de Rassinghem, Cornelius

Suis, and Arnold Sasbout.*

The proceedings were opened at

Breda upon the 3d of March 1575.*

TEe^oyal commissioners took the ini-

tiative, requesting to be informed what

complaints the estates had to make,
and offering to remove, if possible, alj

grievances which they might be suffer-

ing. The states' commissioners replied
that they desired nothing, in the first

place, but an answer to the petition
which they had already presented to

the King. This was the paper placed
in the hands of Saint Aldegonde during
the informal negotiations of the pre-

cedmg year. An answer was accord-

ingly given, but couched in such vague
and general language as to be quite
without meaning. The estates then

demanded a categorical reply to the

two principal demands in the petition,

namely, the departure of the foreign

troops and the assembling of the states-

general. They were asked what they
understood by foreigners and by the

assembly of states-general. They re-

plied that by foreigners they meant
those who were not natives, and par-

ticularly the Spaniards. By the

estates-general they meant the same

body before which, in 1555, Charles

had resigned his sovereignty to Philip.

The royal commissioners made an ex-

8 Rosol. Holl., Feb. 5, 6, 7, 1575, bl. 47, 5L
52. Wagcnaer, vii. 29.

4 Resol. Holl., Feb. 12, 1576. bl. 49-59.
' Btyr, viii. 597.
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tremely unsatisfactory answer, con-

cluding with a request that all cities,

fortresses, and castles, then in the

power of the estates, together with all

their artillery and vessels of war,
Ehould be dehvered to the King. The
Roman Catholic worship, it was also

distinctly stated, was to be re-estab-

lished at once exclusively throughout
the Netherlands ;

those of the Refortned

reUgion receiving permission, for that

time only, to convert their property
into cash within a certain time, and to

depart the countrj'.^

Orange and the estates made answer
on the 21st March- It could not be
called hard, they said, to require the

withdi-awal of the Spanish troops, for

this had been granted in 1559, for less

imperious reasons. The estates had,

indeed, themselves made use of foreign-

ers, but those foreigners had never
been allowed to pai-ticipate in the

government. "With regard to the as-

sembly of the states-general, that body
had always enjoyed the right of advis-

ing with the Sovereign on the condition

of the country, and on general measures
of government. Now it was only

thought necessary to summon them, in

order that they might give their cc'n-

sent to the King's "requests." Touch-

ing the delivery of cities and citadels,

artillery and ships, the proposition was

pronounced to resemble that made by
the wolves to the sheep, in the fable—
that the dogs should be dehvered up,
as a preliminary to a lasting peace. It

was unreasonable to request the Hol-

landers to abandon their rehgion or

their country. The reproach of heresy
was unjust, for they stiU held to the
Cathohc ApostoUc Chui-ch, wishing
only to purify it of its abuses. More-

over, it was certainly more cruel to

expel a whole population than to dis-

miss three or four thousand Spaniards
who for seven long years had been eat-

ing their fill at the expense of the pro-
vinces. It would be impossible for the
exiles to dispose of their property, for

all would, by the proposed measure, be

1 Resol. HolL, Maart 7, 1575, bl. 121, 122,
123, 125. Maart 17. 1575, bl. 15S, et seq.
Bor, viii. 597, sqq. Wagenaer, vii. 31.

Breda Conferences. 589

sellers, while there would be no pur-
chasers.*

The royal plenipotentiaries, making
answer to this communication upon
the 1st of April, signified a willing-
ness that the Spanish soldiers should

depart, if the stat€s would consent to

disband their own foreign troops.

They were likewise in favour of as-

sembling the states-general, but covdd

not permit any change in the religion
of the country. His Majesty had
sworn Jo maintain the true worship
at the moment of assiiming the sove-

reignty. The dissenters might, how-

ever, be allowed a period of six months
in which to leave the land, and eight
or ten years for the sale of their pro-

perty. After the heretics had all

departed, his Majesty did not doubt
that trade and manufactures would
flom-ish again, along with the old reli-

gion. As for the Spanish Inquisition,
there was not, and there never had

been, any intention of establishing it

in the Netherlands.^

No doubt there was something
specious in this paper. It appeared
to contain considerable concessions.

The Prince and estates had claimed

the departure of the Spaniards.' It

was now promised that they should

depart. They had demanded the

assembling of the states-general. It

was now promised that they should

assemble. They had denounced the

Inquisition. It was now averred that

the Spanish Inquisition was not to be
established-

Nevertheless, the commissioners of

the Prince were not deceived by such
artifices. There was no parity between
the cases of the Spanish soldiery and
of the troops in service of the estates.

To assemble the estates-general was

idle, if they were to be forbidden the

settlement of the great question at

issue. "With regard to the Spanish

Inquisition, it mattered Uttle whether
the slaughter-housewere called Spanish
or Flemish, or simply the Blood-Coun-
ciL It was, however, necessary for

» Resol. HolL, Maart 21, 1575, bl. 16(3.

Bor, viii. 599. Wagenaer, vii. 34-39,
3 ResoL HoU., Apl. 1675. bL 202. Ibid,

viii, 60^
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the states* commissioners to consider

tlieir reply very carefully ;
for the

royal plenipotentiaries had placed
themselves upon specious grounds.
It was not enough to feel that the

King's government was paltering with
them

;
it was likewise necessary for

the states' agents to impress this fact

upon the people.
There was a pause in the delibera-

tions. Meantime, Count Schwartz-

burg, reluctantly accepting the con-

viction that the religious question was
an insurmountable obstacle to a peace,
left the provinces for Germany.^ The
last propositions of the government
plenipotentiaries had been discussed

in the councils of the various cities/
so that the reply of the Prince and
estates was delayed until the 1st of

June. They admitted, in this com-

munication, that the offer to restore

ancient piivileges had an agreeable
Bound; but regretted that if the whole

population were to be banished, there

would be but few to derive advantage
from the restoration. If the King
would put an end to religious perse-

cution, he would find as much loyalty
in the provinces as his forefathers had
found. It was out of the question,

they said, for the states to disarm and
to deliver up their strong places, be-

fore the Spanish soldiery had retired,
and before peace had been established.

It was their wish to leave the question
of religion, together with all other dis-

puted matters, to the decision of the

assembly. Were it possible, in the

meantime, to devise any effectual

method for restraining hostilities, it

would gladly be embraced.*
On the 8tli of July, the royal com-

missioners inquired what guarantee
the states would be willing to give,
that the decision of the general as-

sembly, whatever it might be, should
be obeyed. The demand was an-

swered by another, in which the

King's agents were questioned as to

their own guarantees. Hereupon it

» Bor, viii. 604, 605.
2 Wagenaer, vii 43.
» Resol. Holl., Apl. 19. 1575. bl. 240;

May 20, 23, I57r>; Jun. 5, 1575 bl. 240, 805,

814, 316, 3o0. i5or, viii. 005-608.

[1575.
was stated that his Majesty would

give his word and sign manual, to-

gether with tlie word and signattire of

the Emperor into the bargain. In ex-

change for these promises, the Prince
and estates were expected to give
their own oaths and seals, together
with a number of hostages. Over and
above this, they were requested to

deliver up the cities of Brill and Enk-

huizen, Flushing and Arnemuyde.*
The disparity of such guarantees was
lidiculous. The royal word, even
when strengthened by the imperial

promise, and confirmed by the auto-

graphs of Philip and Maximilian, was
not so solid a security, in the opinion
of Netherlanders, as to outweigh four

cities in Holland and Zealand, with all

their population and wealth. To give
collateral pledges and hostages upon
one side, while the King offered none,
was to assign a superiority to the royal
word over that of the Prince and the

estates which there was no disposition
to recognise. Moreover, it was very
cogently urged that to give up the

cities, was to give as security for the

contract some of the principal con-

tracting parties.^
This closed the negotiations. The

provincial plenipotentiaries took their

leave by a paper dated 13th July
1575, which recapitulated the main
incidents of the conference. They ex-

pressed their deep regret that his Ma-

jesty should insist so firmly on the

banishment of the Reformers, for it

was unjust to reserve the provinces to

tlie sole use of a small number of

Catholics. They lamented that the

proposition which had been made, to

refer the religious question to the

estates, had neither been loyally ac-

cepted nor candidly refused. They
inferred, therefore, that the object of

the royal government had been to

amuse the states, while time was thus

gained for reducing the country into a

slavery more abject than any which
had yet existed.'' On the other hand,

1 Resol. Holl., July 8, 1575, bl. 47.
5 Ibid., July 8, 16, 1575, bl. 478, .SOG.

Wagenaer, vii. 49.
« Resol. IIoU., July 16, bl, 506. Wngenaer,

vii. 49, 50. Bor, viii. 610.
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tlie royal commisidoners aa solemnly
averred that the whole responsibility
for the failure of the negotiations be-

longed to the estates.^

It wae the general opinion in the

insurgent pro\'inces that the govern-
ment had been insincere from the be-

ginning, and had neither expected nor

desired to conclude a peace. It ia

probable, however, that Philip was

sincere, so far as it oould be called

sincerity to be willing to conclude a

peace, if the provinces would abandon
the main objects of the war.* With
his impoverished exchequer, and ruin

threatening his whole empire, if this

mortal combat should be continued

many years longer, he could have no
motive for further bloodshed, provided
all heretics should consent to abandon
the country. As usual, however, he
left his agents in the dark as to his

real intentions. Even Requesens was
as much in doubt as to the King's
secret purposes as Slargaret of Parma
had ever been in former times.' More-

over, the Grand Commander and the

government had, after all, made a

great mistake in their diplomacy.
The estates of Brabant, although
strongly desirous that the Spanish
troops should be withdrawn, were

equally stanch for the maintenance of

the Cathohc religion, and many of the
southern provinces entertained the
same sentiments. Had the Governor,
therefore, taken the states' commis-
eionera at their word, and left the de-

Union of Holland and Zealand.

1 ResoL HoU, July 16, 1575, bL 512. Bor.
viii. 612.

- See Kluit. Hist, der Holl. Staatsreg., j.

BO, 91, note 34.—Compare the remarks of
Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., v. 259-262;
Bor, viii. 606, 615; Meteren, v. 100; Hoofd,
X. 410.— Count John of Nassau was dis-
trustful ani disdainful from the beginning.
A_- ir.sthisbrother'sloyaltyand thestraight-

:a-d intentions of the estates, he felt

the whole force of the Macchiavelli
: ; of policy would be brought to bear
-Teat effect. He felt that the object
King's party was to temporise, to con-
iud to deceive. He did not believe

jupable of conceding the real object in
. :c; but he feared lest they might o\y-

scuie the iudgment of the plain and well-
meauiug people with whom they had to
dt-al. Alluding to the constant attemptsmade to poison himself and his brother, tie

likens the pittouded negotiations to Vene-
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ciflion of the religious question to the

general a.=serably, he might perhaps
have found the vote in his favour.* In

this case, it is certain that the Prince

of Orange and his party would have
been placed in a very awkward posi-
tion.*

The internal government of the in-

surgent provinces had remained upon
the footing which we have seen estab-

lished in the autumn of 1574, but in

the course of this summer (1575), how-

ever, the foundation was laid for the

union of Holland and Zealand, under
the authority of Orange. The selfish

principle of municipal aristocracy,
which had tended to keep asunder
these various groups of cities, wa.i

now repressed by the energy of the

Prince and the strong determination

of the people.
In April 1575, certain articles of

union_between Holland and Ze3land_
were proposed, and six commissioners

appointed to draw up an ordinance for

the government of the two provinces.
This ordinance was accepted in general

assembly of both."' It was in twenty
articles. It declared that, during tlie

war, the Prince, as sovereign, shoidd
have absolute power in all matters con-

cerning the defence of the country.
He was to appoint military officers,

high and low, establish and remove

garrisons, punish offenders against the
laws of war. He was to regulate the

expenditure of all money voted by the
estates. He was to maintain the law,

tian drug^, by which eyesight, hearing, feel-

ing, and intellect were destroyed. Under
this pernicious influence, the luckless people
would not perceive the fire burning around
them, but would shrink at a rustling leaf.

Not comprehending then the tendency of

their own acts, they would "lay bare their
own backs to the rod, and bring faggots for

their own funeral pile."
—Archives, etc., v.

131-137.
»

Vigl. ad Hopp., ep. 253.
* See Wageuaer, vii. 52.

* Besides the Resolutions of the estates of

Holland, already cited, see for the history
of these negotiations ; Meteren, v. &6-IOO';
Bor, viii. 5y5-615. Groen v. Prinst., Ar-
chives, V. 69, et seq. ; Hoofd, x. 400, 411.—
Compare Bentivoglio, ib. ix. 157-161 ; Meu-
doza, xiii. 269, 270.

« Resol. HoU., May 17, 18, 1575, bl. 231,
'siH. Wagenaer, vii. 15-13.
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in the King's name, as Count of Hol-

land, and to appoint all judicial officers

upon nominations by the estates. He
was, at the usual times, to apj^oint and
renew the magistracies of the cities,

according to their constitutions. He
was to protect the exercise of the

Evangelical Reformed religion, a7id to

siq^pi-ess the exercise of the Roman re-

ligion} without permitting, however,
that search should be made into the
creed of any person. A deliberative

and executive council, by which the

jealousy of the corporations had in-

tended to hamper his government, did
not come into more than nominal
existence.^

The articles of union having been

agreed upon, the Prince, desiring an
unfettered expression of the national

will, wished the oi-dinance to be laid

before the people in their primary as-

semblies. The estates, however, were

opposed to this democratic proceeding.

They represented that it had been cus-

tomary to consult, after the city magis-
tracies, only the captains of companies
and the deans of guilds on matters of

government. The Prince yielding the

point, the captains of companies and
deans of guilds accordingly alone united
with the aristocratic boards in ratifying
the instrument by which his authority
over the two united provinces was
established. On the 4th of June this

iirst union was solemnised.^

Upon the 11th of July, the Prince

formally accepted the government.*
He, however, made an essential change
in a very important clause of the ordi-

nance. In place of the words, the
" Roman religion," he insisted that the

words,
"
religion at variance with the

Gospel," should be substituted in the
article by which he was enjoined to

prohibit the exercise of such religion.'
This alteration rebuked the bigotry

1 " Ook de oefening der Evangelischo Qero-
formeerde Religie handhaaven, doendo de
oefeninge der Romische Rcligio opliouden."—Resol. IIoU., ubi sup.

2 Wagenaer, vii. 19, 22, 23, 25.—Compare
Groen v. Prinst., Archives, v. 268-272.—See
liosol. Holl., June 10, 21, 23, 1575, bl. 381,
414, 420,

'^

Ibid., vli. 19. Resol. Holl., May 21, 1575,
bl. 311, 313. Juno 4, 1675, bl. 359.—Compaj-e

Dutch Republic. [1575.
wliich had already grown out of the
successful resistance to bigotry, and
left the door open for a general rehgious
toleration.

Early in this year the Prince had
despatched Saint Aldegonde on a pri-
vate mission to the Elector Palatine.

Dm-ing some of his visits to that po-
tentate he had seen at Heidelberg the
Princess Charlotte of Bourbon. That

lady was daughter of the Duo de

Montpensier, the most ardent of the
Catholic Princes of France, and the
one who at the conferences of Ba-

yonne had been most indignant at the

Queen Dowager's hesitation to unite

heartily with the schemes of Alva and

Philip for the extermination of the

Huguenots. His daughter, a woman
of beauty, intelligence, and virtue,
forced before the canonical age to take
the religious vows, had been placed
in the convent of Joiiarrs, of which
she had become Abbess. Always
secretly inclined to the Reformed

religion, she had fled secretly froiu

her cloister, in the year of horroi'S

1572, and had found refuge at tlie

court of the Elector Palatine, after

which step her father refused to re-

ceive her letters, to contribute a far-

thing to her support, or even to ac-

knowledge her claims upon him by a

single line or message of affection.®

Under these circumstances the out-

cast princess, who had arrived at years
of maturity, might be considered her
own mistress, and she was neither

morally nor legally bound, when her
hand was sought in mairiage by the

great champion of the Reformation,
to ask the consent of a parent who
loathed her religion and denied her
existence. The legality of the divoice

from Anne of Saxony had been sot

by a full expression of the eci ,

astical authority which she most le

Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., v. 271,

272,
4 Resol. Holl., July 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 157o,

bl. 487, 601, 514. 610, 620. Bor, viii. CU-
643. Hoofd, X. 420, 421,

6 Ibid,, July 22, bt?, 1675, bl. 628, 642.

Wagenaer, vii. 22.—Compare Groen v.

Prinst., Archives, v. 272 ; Kluit, HolL

Staatsrcg., i, 116, 117, vote 55
« Archives et Corresp., v, 113.
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spected;^ the facta upon which the

divorce had been founded having been

proved beyond peradventure.
Nothing, in i,ruth, could well be

more unfortunate in its results than

the famous Saxon marriage, the ar-

rangements for which had occasioned

so much pondering to Philip, and so

much diplomatic correspondence on
the part of high personages in Ger-

many, the Netherlands, and Spain.

Certainly, it was of but little conse-

quence to what chur«h the unhappy
Princess belonged, and they must be

slightly versed in history or in hu-

man nature who can imagine these

nuptials to have exercised any effect

upon the rehgious or political senti-

ments of Orange. The Princess was
of a stormy, ill-regulated nature ;

almost a lunatic from the beginning.
The dislike which succeeded to her

fantastic fondness for the Prince, as

well as her general eccentricity, had
Boon become the talk of all the court

at Brussels. She would pass week
after week without emerging from her

chamber, keeping the shutters closed

and candles biuTiing, day and night."
She quarrelled violently with Ckiunt-

ess Egmont for precedence, so that
the ludicrous contentions of the two
ladies in antechambers and doorways
were the theme and the amusement
of society.' Her insolence, not only
in private but in pubUc, towards her
husband became intolerable.

"
I could

not do otherwise than bear it with
Badness and patience," said the Prince,
with great magnaminity,

"
hoping that

with age would come improvement."

aaxony. oys

1 "Acte de ciuq Ministres du St Evangile
par lequel ils declarent le manage du Prince

d'Oi-ange Stre legitime."
—

Arcliives, etc., v.

216-220.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, i. SS6.
»
Papiers d'Etat, vii. 452.

* Letter to the Elector Augustus.—Groen
V. Prinst., Archives, iL 31, 32.

* "Derhalben auch die Princessin sich
dermassen ertzumedt, das sie ihr der frawen
man und die fraw midt cinem scheidtholltz

gleichfalls auch mit feusten geschlagen und
sehr ubel geschcltcn hab," etc.—Sum-
marische Verreichnisz und Protocolle der

Abgesandten, 86-129. Act der Fr. Prin-
cessiu zu Uranien vorgefliche vorhandlung
.:lruignt, A". 1572.—MS., Dresden Archives.

•'
liabe lamach dfts Abends, als sie gahr

Nevertheless^ upon one occasion, at

a supper party, she had used such

language in the presence of Count
Horn and many other nobles, "that
all wondered that he could endure

the abusive terms which she apphed
to him."*

WTien the clouds gathered about

him, when he had become an exile

and a wanderer, her reproaches and
her violence increased. The sacrifice

of their wealth, the mortgages and
sales which he effected of his estates,

plate, jewels, and furniture, to raise

money for the struggling countrj',
excited her bitter resentment. She

separated herself from him by de-

grees, and at last abandoned him al-

together. Her temper became violent

to ferocity. She beat her servants

with her hands and with clubs; she

threatened the lives of herself, of her

attendants, of Count John of Nassau,
with knives and daggers, and indulged
in habitual profanity and blasphemy,
uttering frightful curses upon aiX

around. Her original tendency to

intemperance had so much increased,
that she was often unable to stand

on her feet. A bottle of wine, hold-

ing more than a quart, in the morning,
and another in the evening, together
with a pound of sugar, was her usual

allowance. She addi-essed letters to

Alva, complaining that her husband
had impoverished himself "

in his

good-for-nothing Beggar war," and

begging the Duke to furnish her with
a little ready money, and with the
means of arriving at the possession
of her dower.* An illicit connexion

und also beweindt gewesen das sie nicht
stehen konnen, ein schreibmesserlein in den
rechten ermel zu sich gestegkt, vorhabeus
Graf Johann wan er zu ihr kumen wehre,
sollchs in den halsz zu stossen gleich-
folls babe sie ein brie&techer bekhumen uud
sollchen, alls sie auch etwas zuviel getrun-
ken, zu ihrem Haupt ins bedt gelegt, etc.,

etc. Es las ihr auch die Fr. Piiuzessiu
offtmals eyer gahr bardt im salltz sieden,

darauf, tringkt sie dan cdtwan zuvU mid
werde ungcdultig, fluche alle bos7.e flueche,

und werfe die speisze und schussel und
allem von tisch von sich," etc., etc—MS.,
Dresden Archives, diet. act.

' ' Und die Fr. Priczessin, wie sie es genant,
den tolleii man, ncmlioh ein guedto flasclie

•weins morgens und abermals ein (medte

2V
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with a certain John Rubens, an exiled

magistrate of Antwerp, and father of

the celebrated painter, completed the
list of her delinquencies, and justified
the mai-riage of the Prince with Char-
lotte de Bourbou.i It was therefore

determined by the Elector of Saxony
and the Landgrave William to remove
her from the custody of the Nassaus.
This took place with infinite diificulty,
at the close of the year 1575. Already,
in 1572, Augustus had proposed to

the Landgrave that she should be

kept in solitary confinenient, and that
a minister should preach to her daily
through the grated aperture by which
her food was to be admitted. The
Landgrave remonstrated at so inhu-
man a proposition, which was, how-

ever, carried into effect. The wretch-
ed Princess, now completely a lunatic,
V\-as imjirisoned in the electoral palace,
in a chamber where the windows were

flnsctie zii abendtszeidt itiehr dan oin masz
haltend bekumen, welches ir sambt einem
Pfandt Zugkers bei sich zu nemen nicht zu
vil fey," etc., etc.—M.S., Dresden Ai-chives,
diet. act.
" Der man sich vevweigert hat einen brief

.«o sie an den Duca de Alba gesclirieben gen
Colin zu tragen und deselbst ferner zu uber-

schigken. Der Innhalt solches Briefs sei

ungeverlich gewesen, das sie sich beclagdt,
wie man sie alhie so gahr ubel tractir—das

guedt, so ilir auf des Konings anordnung
gehandtraicht babe soUenwerden, entwendt
und es ihrem herrn zu seinem unnutzen Goesen
Kriegkzu ffeftraMc/ierazugestellthabeu, Bidte
das der, Duca de Alba wolle vor sie schreiben
an das Cammergcviclit umb maiidat, das sie

von Gf. Johanns gefengknisz ledig unnd zu
Spier vor recht gestellt werden mbge. Audi
das er, der von Alba, ir die nechste Mesz etwas
von geldt und liabei einen gesandten mit
mundlicher werbung zuschigken wolle. Soy-
dor Brief svvei Bogen lank," etc.—Ibid.

1 Acta : Der. Fran Princessin zu Uranien,
etc.—Abschriften von F. Annen, Ehestiff-

tung, etc.—Schickung an Job. G. tzu Nass.

Abholung der Princessin und todtlichen

Abgang.—MS., Dresd. Arcli., 1.575-1579,

passim. Bakluiyzen v. d. Brinck. Hot
iluwelijk van W. v. Oranje, 133, sqq.

* " Seindt auch der endlichen meinung,
w.an sie also in geheim vorwahret und ein
Predicant verordnet, der sie teglich durch
ein fensterlein do ir die speys und tranck
gericht werdo Irer bcgaugenen sundo mit
Vleiss crinnere."—Letter of Elector Augus-
tus to Landgrave William, July 9, 1572.—
MS., Dresd. Ai-ch. "GanzgestOateu Geistes."
—Ibid.

3 "
Dosgleichen, habe ich auch angeord-

uet," writes Secretary Hans Jeuitz imme-

walled up and a small grating let into
the upper part of the door. Through
this wicket came her food, as well a.s

the words of the holy man appointed
to preach daily for her edification.'^

Two years long she endured thia
terrible punishment, and died mad,*
on the 18th of December 1577. On
the following day, she was buried in
the electoral tomb at Meissen

;
a pom-

pous procession of
"
school children,

clergy, magistrates, nobility, and citi-

zens
"
conducting her to that rest of

which she could no longer be deprived
by the cruelty of man nor her own.
violent temperament.^

So far, therefore, as the character
of Mademoiselle de Bourbon and the

legitimacy of her future offspring were
concerned, she received ample gua-
rantees. For the rest, the Prince, in a

simple letter, informed her that he was
already past his prime, having reached

diately after the decease of tlio Princess," dasz die Fenster durch die Maurer, welohe
sie zuvor zugemauert, wiederura ausgebro-
ohen werden und sol der Bettmeister mit
Reinigung dersdben Stube und Kammer sich
K. P. G. befehl nach verhalteu. B. P. G.
kann ich auch untortlianigst nicht ver-

halten, dasz keine neue Thtir vor solche
stube gemaecht worden soudemman hat
durch die alte Thure in dera obern Felde nur
ein vier eckicht Loch ausgeschnitteii und von
starkem eisernen BLech ein enges Gitter dafur
gemacht dasz man auswendig auf dem Saal
auchverschtiessen kann. Es stehtaucli zu
10. F. G. Gefallen, ob man die grosse eiserne
bande nut don Vorlege schlossern, damit die
Thuerevon aussenverwartgevfesen,a.lao daran
blciben lassen, oder wieder aus dem stein
aushauen und abfeilen lassen woUe, aber die

gegitter vor den Fensteni kSunen meines
BedJinckens wohl bleiben." Hans Jenltz an
Churfurstin Anna Acta ; Inventarium Ub r
P. Annen, p. 3. Uranien Vorlassenschalt,
etc., A". 1577.—MS., Dresden Archives.

* Diet. Act.—MS., Dresden Arcliivos.
It can cortaiidy be considered no violation

of the sanctity of archives to make these
slender allusions to a tale, the main features
of which have already been published, not
only by MM. Groen v. Prinsterer and Bak-
huyzen, in Holland, but by the Saxon Pro-
fessor Bottiger, in Germany. It is impos-
sible to understand the character and career
of Orange, and bis relations with Germany,
without a complete view of the Saxcm mar-
riage. The extracts from the "goomantic
letters" of Elector Augustus, however, given
in Bbttiger(Hist. Taschenb. 1836, p. 169-173),
with their furious attacks upon the Princo
and upon Charlotte of Bourbon, seem to us
too obscene to be admitted, even in a noLo
to tbese pages, and in a foreign language.
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his forty-second year, and that his

fortune was encumbered not only with

Bcttlemeuts for '^i^ children by previous

mampqea, but by debts contracted in

the cause of his oppressed country.^
A convention of doctors and bishops
of France, siiiiimoned by the Due de

Montpensier, afterwards confirmed the

opinion that the conventual vows of

the Princess Charlotte had been con-

formable neither to the laws of France

nor to the canons of the Trent Council.-

She was conducted to Brill by Saint

Aldegonde, where she was received by
her bridegroom, to whom she was
united on the 12th of June. The wed-

ding festival was held at Dort with
much revelry and holiday making,

" but
without dancing."*

In this connexion, no doubt the

Prince consulted his inclination only.

Eminently domestic in his habits, he

required the relief of companionship
at home to the exhausting affairs which
made up his life abroad. For years
he had never enjoyed social converse,

except at long intervals, with man
or woman; it was natui-al, therefore,
that he should contract this mairiage.
It was equally natural that he should
make many enemies by so impolitic
a match. The Elector Palatine, who
was in place of guardian to the bride,

decidedly disapproved, although he
was suspected of favouring the alli-

ance.'' The Landgrave of Hesse for

a time was furious; the Elector of

Saxony absolutely delirious with rage.^
The Diet of the Empire was to be held
within a few weeks at Frankfort, where
it was very certain that the outraged
and influential Elector would make his

appearance, overflowing with anger,
and determined to revenge upon the
cause of the Netherland Reformation
the injury which he had personally
received. Even the wise, considerate,
affectionate brother, John of Nassau,
considered the maixiage an act of mad-
ness. He did what he could, by argu-

1 " Memoire pour le Comte de Hobenlo
allaut de la piirt dii Prince d'Orange vers le
Comte J. de Nassau, I'Electeur Palatin, et
6cn epouse, Mile, de Bourbon."—Aich. etc.,
V. 18&-192.

*
Apologia du Prince d'Orange.—Ed. Syl-

nvtf, 37, 38.

5!^.';

ment and entreaty, tu ^uctuh^h.- the

Prince from it.s completion ;

®
although

he afterwards voluntarily confessed that

the Princess Charlotte had been deeply
calumniated, and was an inestimable

treasure to his brother." The French
Government made use of the circura-

stance to justify itself in a stUl further

alienation from the cause of the Prince

than it had hitherto manifested, bu
this was rather pretence than reality.

It was not in the nature of thingSj

however, that the Saxon and Hessii\u

indignation could be easily allayed.
The Landgrave was extremely violent^
"
Tndy, I cannot imagine," he wrote

to the Elector of Saxony,
"
quo consilio

that wiseacre of an Aldegonde, and
whosoever else has been aiding and

abetting, have imdertaken this aflair.

Nam si pietatem respicias, it is to be
feared that, considering she is a French-

woman, a nun, and moreover a fugitive

nun, about whose chastity there hai

been considerable question, the Prince

has got out of the frying-pan into the

fire. Si formam it is not to be sup-

posed that it was her beauty which
charmed him, since, without doubt,
he must be rather frightened than

delighted, when he looks upon her.

Si rpem prolis, the Prince has cei-taiuly

only too many heirs already, and ought
to -^vish that he tad neither wife nor
children. Si amicitiam, it is not to be

supposed, while her father expresse.^
himself in such threatening language
with regard to her, that there wiU be
much cordiality of friendship on his

part. Let them look to it, then, lest

it fare with them no better than with
the Admiral, at his Paris wedding;
for those gentlemen can hardly forgive
such injuries, sine mercurio et arsenico

sublimato." ^

The Elector of Saxony was frantic

with choler, and almost ludicrous in

the vehemence of its expression. Covmt
John was unceasing in his exhortations

to his brother to respect the sensitive-

' Archives et Corresp ,
v. 2^6. Bor, viiL

644. Wetereu, v. 100.

* Archives et Correspoudance, v. 300.

» Ibid. «
Ibid., V. i03, 2!)*.

T Ibid., v. 312, 313.

t Ibid., V. 227, 228.
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ness of these important personages,
and to remember bow muub good and
how much evil it was in their power
to compass, with regard to himself and
to the great cause of the Protestant

religion. He reminded him, too, that

the divorce had not been, and would
not be considered impregnable as to

form, and that much discomfort and
detriment was likely to grow out of

the whole proceeding, for himself and
Ids family.^ The Prince, however, was
immovable in his resolution, and from
the whole tone of his correspondence
aud deportment it was obvious that his

marriage was one rather of inclination

than of policy.
"
I can assure you,

my brother," he wrote to Count John,
" that my character has always tended
to this—to care neither for words nor
menaces in any matter where I can act

with a clear conscience, and without

doing injury to my neighbour. Truly,
if I had paid regard to the threats of

princes, I should never have embarked
in so many dangerous affairs, contrary
to the will of the King, my master, in

times past, and even to the advice of

many of my relatives and friends." *

The evil consequences which had
been foreseen were not slow to mani-
fest themselves. There was much dis-

cussion of the Prince's marriage at the
Diet of Frankfort, and there was even
a proposition formally to declare the
Calvinists excluded in Germany from
the benefits of the Peace of Passau.

The Archduke Rudolph was soon
afterwards elected King of the Ro-
mans aud of Bohemia, although hither-

to, according to the policy of the Pi-ince

of Orange, and in the expectation of

benefit to the cause of the Reformation
in Germanyand the Netherlands, there

had been a strong disposition to hold
out hopes to Henry the Third, and to

excite the fears of Maximilian.*

While these important affairs, public
and private, had been occurring in the
south of Holland and in Germany, a

very nefarious transaction had dis-

graced the cause of the patriot party

1 See the letter of Count John to Prince of

Jrange, Archives, v. 208-213.
« Ibid., V. 244-252.
" Vide Groeu v. Prinst.,Archives,v. 299,300. '

[1575.
in the northern quartei. Diedrich

Sonoy, governor of that portion of

Holland, a man of great bravery but
of extreme ferocity of character, had
discovered an extensive conspiracy
among certain of the inhabitants, in

aid of an approaching Spanish inva-

sion. Bands of land-loupers had been

employed, according to the intimation
which he had received, or affected to

have received, to set fire to villages
and towns in eveiy direction, to set

up beacons, and to conduct a series of

signals by which the expeditions about
to be organised were to be furthered
in their objects.'* The Governor, de-

termined to shew that the Duke of

Alva could not be more prompt nor
more terrible than himself, improvised,
of his own authority, a tribunal in imi-

tation of the infamous Blood-Council.

Fortunately for the character of the

country, Sonoy was not a Hollander,
nor was the jurisdiction of this newly
established court allowed to extend

beyond very narrow limits. Eight
vagabonds were, however, arrested
and doomed to tortures the most

horrible, in order to extort from them
confessions implicating persons of

higher position in the land than them-
aelvea. Seven, after a few turns of

the pulley and the screw, confessed all

which they were expected to confess,
and accused all whom they were re-

quested to accuse. The eighth was
firmer, and refused to testify to the

guilt of certain respectable house-

holders, whose names he had, perliaps,
never heard, and against whom there
was no shadow of evidence. He was,

however, reduced by three hours and
a half of sharp torture to confess,

entirely according to their orders, so

that accusations and evidence were
thus obtained against cei-tain influen-

tial gentlemen of the province, whose

only crime was a secret adherence to

the Catholic Faith.*

The eight wretches who had been
induced by promises of unconditional

pardon upon one hand, and by savage

* Bor, viii. 623, sqq. Hoofd, x. 411. 412.

Wagenaer, vii. 54, et seq.

e
Bor, viii. 623, seq. Hoofd x. 412



1 J i O.J Nanning Koppezoon,

torture on the other, to Tjear this false

witness, vrere condemned to be burned

alive, and on their way to the stake

they all retracted the statements
which had only been extorted from
them by the rack. Nevertheless, the
individuals who had been thus desig-
nated were arrested. Charged with

plotting a general conflagration of the

villages and farm-houses, in conjimc-
tion with an invasion by Hierges and
other Papist generals, they indignantly
protested their innocence ;

but two of

them, a certain Kopp Comeliszoon,
and his son, Nanning Koppezoon,
were selected to undergo the most
cruel torture which had yet been

practised in the Netherlands.^ Sonoy,
to his eternal shame, was disposed to

prove that human ingenuity to inflict

human misery had not been exhausted
in the chambers of the Blood-CouncU,
for it was to be shewn that Eeformera
were capable of giving a lesson even
to inquisitors in this diabohcal science.

Kopp, a man advanced in years, was
tortured during a whole day. On
the following morning he was again
brought to the rack, but the old man
was too weak to endure aU the agony
which his tormentors had provided for

him. Hardly had he been placed
upon the bed of torture than he
calmly expired, to the great indigna-
tion of the tribtmal.* " The devil has
broken his neck, and carried him off

to hell," cried they, ferociously."
Nevertheless, that shall not prevent

him from being hung and quartered."
This decree of impotent vengeance
was -accordingly executed.' The son
of Kopp, however, Nanning Koppe-
zoon, was a man in the full vigour of
his years. He bore with perfect forti-

tude a series of incredible tortures,

597

I Bor, viii. 626, seq. Hoofd, x. 413, seq.
*

Ibid., viii. 627, 6i3. Ibid., x. 413.
» Hootd, X. 413.
* Bor (viii. 628) conscientiously fumiaties

diagrams of the machinery by aid of which
this devilish cruelty was inflicted. The rats
were sent by the Governor hiraselC—^Vide
Letter of the Commissioners to Sonoy, apud
Bor, viii. 640, 641. The whole letter is a
vvouderful monument of barbarity. The in-
credible tortiires to which the po-j'r creatures
had been subjected are deuiiled in a busi-
n'>ss-like manner, as though the tiiuisac-

after which, with his body singed
from head to heel, and his feet almost

entirely flayed, he was left for six

weeks to crawl about his dungeon on
his knees. He was then brought
back to the torture-room, and again
stretched upon the rack, while a largo
earthen vessel, made for the purpose,
was placed, inverted, upon his naked

body. A nxmiber of rata were intro-

duced under this cover, and hot coals

were heaped upon the vessel, till the

rats, rendered furious by the heat,

gnawed into the very bowels of the

victim, in their agony to escape.* The
holes thus torn in his bleeding flesh

were filled with red-hot coals. He
was afterwards subjected to other tor-

tures too foul to relate
;
nor was it till

he had endured all this agony, with a

fortitude which seemed supernatural,
that he was at last discovered to be
human. Scorched, bitten, dislocated

in every joint, sleepless, starving, per-

ishing with thirst, he was at last

crushed into a false confession by a

promise of absolute forgiveness. He ad-

mitted everything which was brought
to his charge, confessing a catalogue
of contemplated burnings and beacon

firings of which he had never dreamed,
and avowing himself in league with
other desperate Papists, still more

dangerous than himself.

Notwithstanding the promises of

pardon, Nanning was then condemned
to death. The sentence ordained that

his heart should be torn from hia

living bosom, and thrown in his face,

after which his head was to be taken
off and exposed on the church steeple
of his native village. His body was
then to be cut in four, and a quarter
fastened upon different towers of the

city of Alkmaar, for it was that city,

tions were quite regular and laudable. Tho
Commissioners conclude with pious wishes
for the Governor's welfare: "Noble, wise,
virtuous, and very discreet sir," they s?y,
"we have wished to apprise you of the fore-

going, and we now pniy that God Almighty
may spare you in a happy, healthy, and long-
continued government." It will be seen,
however, that tho "

wise, virtuous, and very
discreet" Governor, who tlius caused hia
fellow-citizon's bowels to bo gnawed by rats,
was not allowed, to remain much longer in
his "

happy and healthy government-."
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recently bo famous for its heroic rs-

Bist<ance to the Spanish army, which
was now sullied by all this cold-blooded

atrocity. When led to execution, tlie

victim recanted indignantly the con-

fessions forced from him by weakness
of body, and exonerated the persons
whom he had falsely accused. A cer-

tain clergjrman, named Jurian Epes-
zoon, endeavoured by loud praying to

drown his voice, that the people

might not rise with indignation, and
the dying prisoner with his last breath

solemnly summoned this unworthy
pastor of Christ to meet him within
three days before the judgment-seat
of God. It is a remarkable and
authentic fact, that the clergyTuaii
tluis summoned, went home pensivelj'
from the place of execution, sickened

immediately, and died upon the ap-

pointed day.^

Notwithstanding tliis solemn re-

cantation, the persons accused were

arrested, and in their tiu'u subjected
to torture, but the affair now reached
the ears of Orange. His peremptory
orders, with the tiniversal excitement

produced in the neighbourhood, at

last checked the course of the outrage,
and the accused persons were remanded
to prison, where they remained till

liberated by the Pacification of Ghent.

After their release they commenced

legal proceedings against Sonoy, with
a view of establishing their own inno-

cence, and of bringing the inhuman

functionary to justice. The process

languished, however, aufl was finally

abandoned, for the powerful Governor
had rendered such eminent service in

the cause of hberty, that it was thought
unwise to push him to extremity. It

is no impeachment upon the character

of the Prince that these hoiTible crimes

were not prevented. It was impos-
sible for him to be omnipresent.
Neither is it just to consider the tor-

tures and death thus inflicted upon
innocent men an indelible stain upon
the cause of liberty. They were the

crimes of an individual who had been

1 Bor, viii. 62S, et scq. Iloofd, x. 414.

Wagcuaor, vii. 58. Brandt, Hist. Rcf., i. 563.

Veliua Horn, bl. 440.
S Bor. viii. 628-641. Hoofd, zi, 415-419.
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useful, but who, like the Count De la

iftlarck, had now contaminated his

hand with the blood of the guiltless.
The new tribunal never took root,
and was abolished as soon as its initia-

tory horrors were known. ^

On the 19th of July, Oudewater,
entirely unprepared for such an event,
was besieged by Hierges, but the gar-
rison and the popidation, althouglx

weak, were brave. The town resisted

eighteen days, and on the 7th of

August was carried by assault,' after

which the usual horrors were fully

practised, after which the garrison
was put to the sword, .and the town's-

people fared little better. Men,
women, and children were murdered
in cold blood, or obliged to purchase
their lives by heavy ransoms, while
matrons and maids were sold by auction
to the soldiers at two or three dollars

each.'^ Almost every house in the city
was burned to the ground, and these

horrible but very customai-y scenes

having been enacted, the army of

Hierges took its way to Schoonhoven.
That city, not defending itself, secured
tolerable terms of capitulation, and
surrendered on the 24th of August.^
The Grand Commander had not yet j

given up the hope of naval assistance 1

from Spain, notwitl:istanding the abrupt
termination to the last expedition
which had been organised. It was,

however, necessary that a foothold

should be recovered upon the sea-

board, before a descent from without
could be met with pi-oper co-operation
from the land forces within, and ha
was most anxious, therefore, to efi'ect

the reconquest of some portion of

Zealand. The island of Tholen was
still Spanish, and had been so since

the memorable expedition of Mon-

dragon to South Beveland. From
this interior portion of the archipelago
the Governor now determined to at-

tempt an exjiedition against the outer

and more important territory. The
three principal islands were Tholen,

Duiveland, and Schouwen. Tholen

8 Bor, viii. 616. Meteren, v. 100.

«
Ibid., viii. 646. Hoofd, x. 424, 425.

t
Ibid., viii. 447. Meteron, v. 100.
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waa tlie first which detached itself

from the continent. Next, and sepa-
nvted from it by a bay two leagues in

width, was Dui. eland, or the Isle of

Doves. Beyond, and parted by a

narrower frith, was Schouv.en, front-

ing directly upon the ocean, fortified

by its strong capital city, Zierickzee,
and containing other villages of in-

ferior consequence.^

Requesens had been long revolving
in his mind the means of possessing
himself of this important island. He
bad caused to be constructed a nume-
rous armada of boats and light vessels

of various dimensions, and he now
came to Tholen to organise the expe-
dition. His prospects were at first not

Mattering, for the guh's and estiiaries

B.varmed with Zealand vessels, manned

by crews celebrated for their skill

and audacity. Traitors, however, from
Zealand itself now came forward to

teach the Spanish Commander how to

strike at the heai-t of their own coun-

try. These refugees explained to Re-

quesens that a narrow flat extended
under the sea from Philipsland, a small

and vminhabited islet situate close to

Tholen, as far as the shore of Duive-
land. Upon this submerged tongue
of land, the water, during ebb-tide, was

sufficiently shallow to be waded, and
it would therefore be possible for a de-

termined band, under cover of the

night, to make the perilous passage.
Once arrived at Duiveland, they could
more easily cross the intervening creek
to Schouwen, which was not so deep
and only half as wide, so that a force

thus sent through these dangerous
shallows, might take possession of

Duiveland and lay siege to Zierickzee,
in the very teeth of the Zealand fleet,

which would be imable to sail near

enough to intercept their passage.*
The Commander determined that

the enterprise should be attempted.
It was not a novelty, because Mondra-

gon, as we have seen, had already most

brilliantly conducted a very similar

exx)edition- The present was, how-

1
Bor, viii. 64S-650. Hoofd, x. 426, 427.

Meteren, v, 101, 102. Mendoza, xiv. 281.

BentivogUo, ix. 164, et seq.

ever, a much more daring scheme.
The other exploit, although sufficiently

hazardous, and entirely successful, hatl

been a victory gained over the sea

alone. It had been a surprise, and ha< 1

been effected without any oppositiou
from human enemies. Here, howevei-,

they were to deal, not only with the

ocean and darkness, but with a watch-
ful and determined foe. The Zea-

landers were aware that the enterprise
was in contemplation, and their vessels

lay about the contiguous waters in

considerable force.' Nevertheless, the

determination of the Grand Comman-
der was hailed with enthusiasm by his

troops. Having satisfied himself by
personal experiment that the enter-

prise was possible, and that therefore

his brave soldiers could accomplish it,

he decided that the glory of the achieve-

ment shoxUd be fairly shared, as before,

among the different nations which
served the King.

After completing his preparations,

Requesens came to Tholen, at which
rendezvous were assembled three thou-
sand infantry, partly Spaniards, partly
Germans, partly Walloons. Besides

these, a picked corps of two hundred

sappers and miners was to accompany
the expedition, in order that no time

might be lost in fortifying themselves
as soon as they had seized possessioa
of Schouwen. Four hundred mounted
troopers were, moreover, stationed in

the town of Tholen, while the little

fleet, which had been prepared at Ant-

werp, lay near that city ready to co-

operate with the land force as soon aa

they should complete their enterprise.
The Grand Commander now divided
the whole force into two pai-ts. One
haK was to remain in the boats, under
the command of Mondragon ; the other

half, accompanied by the two hundred
pioneers, were to wade through the sea
from Philipsland to Duiveland and
Schouwen. Each soldier of this de-

tachment was provided with a pair of

shoes, two poimds of powder, and ra-

tions for three days in a canvas bag

* Bor, ubi sup. Hoofd, x. 426. Meudoza,
xiv. QS2. BentiTogUo, ix. 165.

*
Benti7cglio, ix. 165. Hoofd, x. 423.

"Bor. viii. 648-^50. Mendoza, xiv. 2S3.
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Busponded at his neck. The leader of

this expedition was Don Osorio d'UUoa,
an officer distinguished for his expe-
rience and bravery.^
On the night selected for the enter-

prise, that of the 27th September, the

moon was a day old in its fourth quar-

ter, and rose a little before twelve. It

was low water at between four and five

in the morning. The Grand Com-
mander, at the appointed hour of mid-

night, crossed to Philipsland, and stood

on the shore to watch the setting forth

of the little army. He addressed a

short harangue to them, in which he

skilfully struck the chords of Spanish
chivalry and the national love of glory,^
and was answered with loud and enthu-

siastic cheers. Don Osorio d'UUoa
then stripped and plunged into the sea

immediately after the guides. He was
followed by the Spaniards, after whom
came the Germans and then the Wal-
loons. The two hundred sappers and
miners came next, and Don Gabriel

Peralta, with his Spanish company,
brought up the rear. It was a wild

night. Incessant lightning alternately
revealed and obscured the progress of

the midnight march through the black

waters, as the anxious Commander
watched the expedition from the shore,
but the soldiers were quickly swal-

lowed up in the gloom.' As they ad-

vanced cautiously, two by two, the

daring adventurers found themselves

Boon nearly up to their necks in the

waves, while so narrow was the sub-

merged bank along which they were

marching, that a misstep to the right
or left was fatal. Luckless individuals

repeatedly sank to rise no more. Mean-

time, as the sickly light of the waning
moon came forth at intervals through

1 Bentivoglio, ix. 166. Hoofd, x. 427, 428.

Mendoza, xiv. 283
2 Hoofd, X. 428. Bor, viii. 648-650. Men-

doza, xiv. 28.3, 284.
3 Bor, vui. 648-650 HoofJ, x 423. . Ben-

tivoglio, ix. 167.—According to Mendoza,
the skywas full of preternatural appearances
ou that memorable night; literally,

"The exhalations whizzing through the
air

Gave so much light that one might road

by them."
Julius Casar.

"Viendoso m aquol puntn conulas y seiiala

tn el cido de grande daridad y lanta que se

the stormy clouds, the soldiers could

plainly perceive the files of Zealand

vessels through which they were to

march, and which were anchored as

close to the flat as the water would
allow. Some had recklessly stranded

themselves, in their eagerness to inter-

rupt the passage of the troops, and the

artillery played unceasingly from the

larger vessels. Discharges of musketiy
came continually from all, but the
fitful lightning rendered the aim diffi-

cult and the fire comparatively harm-

less,* while the Spaniards were, more-

over, protected, as to a large part of

their bodies, by the water in wliich

they were immersed.
At times, they halted for breath, or

to engage in fierce skirmishes with
their nearest assailants. Standing

breast-high in the waves, and sv.r-

rounded at intervals by total darkness,

they were yet able to poiu" an oc-

casional well-directed volley into the

hostile ranks. The Zealanders, how-

ever, did not assail them with fire-ai-ms

alone. They transfixed some with
their fatal harpoons; they dragged
others from the path with boat-hooks

;

they beat out the brains of others with

heavy flails.' Many were the mortal
duels thus fought m the darkness, and,
as it were, in the bottom of the sea;

many were the deeds of audacity whicli

no eye was to mark save those by whom
they were achieved. Still, in spite of

all impediments and losses, the Span-
iards steadily advanced. If other arms

proved less available, they were at-

tacked by the fierce taunts and invec-

tives of their often invisible foes, who
reviled them as water-dogs, fetching
and carrying for a master who despised
them

;
as mercenaries, who coined their

leian cartas como ti fiiera de dia, quo ponia
admiracion el verlas

; juzgando los mas sci

cosa fuera del curso natural," etc. : xiv. 284.—Compare Strad<a, viii. S98.
*

Beutivog:lio, ix, 167. Hoofd, x. 420.

Wagrenaer, vii. 71.
6 " No bastara a nomici di travagrargli

solamente co i moscbctti, e con gli archi-

bugi, ma piu d'appresso con unciui di ferro,

con legni maTioggiabili a molti dopjn, e con
altsi istromenti," etc.—Bentivoglio, ix. 167.

"Llcgavau (i bcrir (J los nucstros con vuioa

instrumentos do lamanera que los con quo
bate'cu el trigo para saear cl grano do la

piija.
'—Mendoza, xiv. 2S5.
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blood for gold, and were employed by
tyrants for the basest tises. If stung

by these mocking voices, they turned
in the darkness to chastise their im-
Been tornentors, they were certain to

be trampled upon by their comrades,
and to be pu^ed from their nan-ow

pathway into the depths of the sea.

Thus many perished.
The night wore on, and the adven-

turers stiil fought it out manfully,
but very slowly, the main body of

Spaniards, Germans, and Walloons,
soon after daylight, reaching the oppo-
site shore, having sustained consider-

able losses, but in perfect order. The
pioneers were not so fortunate. The
tide rose over them before they could
effect their passage, and swept nearly
every one away.^ The rear-guard,
under Peralta, not surprised, like the

pioneers, in the middle of their pas-

sage, by the rising tide, but prevented,
before it wa's too late, from advancing
far beyond the shore from which they
had departed, were fortunately en-

abled to retrace their steps.''
Don Osorio, at the head of the suc-

cessful adventurers, now effected hia

landing upon Duiveland. Reposing
themselves but for an instant after
this vmparaUeled march through the

water, of more than six hours, they
took a slight refreshment, prayed to
the Virgin Mary and to Saint James,
and then prepared to meet their new
enemies on land. Ten companies of

French, Scotch, and English auxili-

aries lay in Duiveland, under the com-
mand of Charles Van Boisot Strange
to relate, by an inexplicable accident,
or by treason, that general was slaia

by his own soldiers, at the moment
when the royal troops landed. The
panic created by this event became
intense, as the enemy rose suddenly,
as it were, out of the depths of the
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ocean to attack them. They magnified
the numbers of their assailants, and
fled terror-stricken in every direction.

Some swam to the Zealand vessels

which lay in the neighboin-hood ;

others took refuge in the forts which
had been constructed on the island,
but these were soon carried by tho

Spaniards, and the conquest of Duive-
land was effected.'

The enterprise" was not yet com-

pleted, but the remainder was less

difficult and not nearly so hazardous,
for the creek which separated Duive-
land from Schouwen was much nar-

rower than the estuary which they
had just traversed. It was less than
a league in width, but so enciunbered

by rushes and briers that, although
difficult to wade, it was not navigable
for vessels of any kind.* This part of

the expedition was accomplished with

equal resolution, so that, after a few
hours' delay, the soldiers stood uf)on
the much-coveted island of Schouwen.
Five companies of states' troops,

placed to oppose their landing, fled

in the most cowardly manner at the
first discharge of the Spanish muskets,'
and took refuge in tlie city of Zierick-

zee, which was soon afterwards be-

leaguered.
The troops had been disembarkeil

upon Duiveland from the armada,
which had made its way to the scene
of action, after having received, by
signal, information that the expedition
through the water had been success-

ful. Brouwershaven, on the noi-them
side of Schouwen, was immediately
reduced, but Bommenede resisted till

the 25th of October, when it was at
last carried by assault, and delivered
over to fire and sword. Of the whole

population and garrison not twenty
were left alive. Siege was then laid

to Zierickzee, and Colonel Mondragon

1
Iloofd, X. 429.—" Donde vays malaven-

tiwados, qne 03 haren ser perros de agtia,"
etc., etc.—Mendoza, ubi sup. Bontivogli'i,
ix. 168. Hoofd, X. 420. Mendoz.i. xiv. 2S5.

*
Mendozii, xiv. 2S5. Bentivoglio, Hoofd,

Bor, ubi sup.
» Hoofd, X. 4-29. Bor, viii. 649. 5rcni!o7.a,

xiv. 2S6.—The officer, whose caiocr wss
thi« vtnforttmatoly closed, wa-s a brother of
the famo'is Adniinil Bo)sot,had himself rca-

dered good service to the cause of his coun-
try, and was Governor of Wiikheren at the
time of his death.—^Archives et Corrcsp.,
V. 2S3.

* Mendoza, xiv 2S6. Bcntlvoglto(ix.l6S)
says, "poco men d'una lengua."—Compare
Bor, viii. 649. Hoofd, s. 4'2'J.

»
Sleiidoza, xiv. 287. Hoofd, x, 4i9 Bea-

tlvoglio, ix. I6S.
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was left in cliarge of the operations.

Requesens himself came to Schouwen
to give directions concerning this im-

portant enterprise.^

Chiapin Vitelli also came thither in

the middle of the winter, and was so

much injured by a fall from his litter,

while making the tour of the island,
that he died on ship-board during his

return to Antwerp.^ This officer had

gained his laurels upon more than one

occasion, his conduct in the important
action near Mous, in which the Hugue-
not force under Genlis was defeated,

liaving been particularly creditable.

He was of a distingviished Umbrian

family, and had passed his life in

camps, few of the generals who had

accompanied Alva to the Netherlands

being better known or more odious to

the inhabitants. He was equally dis-

tinguished for his courage, his cruelty,
and his corpulence. The last charac-

teristic was so remarkable, that he was
almost monstrous in his personal ap-

pearance. His ^protuberant stomach
was always supported in a bandage
suspended from his neck, yet in sjDite

of this enormous impediment, he \> as

personally active on the battle-field,

and performed more service, not only
as a commander but as a subaltern,
than many a younger and lighter man.'
The siege of Zierickzee was protract-

ed till the following Jmie, the city

holding out with firmness. Want of

funds caused the operations to be con-

ducted with languor, but the same
cause prevented the Prince from ac-

complishing its relief. Thus the ex-

pedition from Philipsland, the most
brilliant military exploit of the whole

war, was attended with important re-

sults. The communication between

1 Mcndoza, xiv. 287-293, seq. Beiitivog-

lio, ix. 169, 170. Bor, viil. 602, aeq. Hoofd,
X. 431.

s Meteren, v. 103. Strada, viii. 403.

s Strada, viii. 404.—Vitelli seems to liavo

boon unpopular with the Spaniards also,

and Mendoza does not even allude to his

de.ith. The Nctherlanders hated him cor-

dially. His name, which a'foi-ded the m.x-

tcrials for a pun, was, of course, a whetstone
for their wits. They improved his death by
perpetrating a multitude of epigrams, of

which tho following may serve as a sam-

ple :—
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Walcheren and the rest of Zealand
was interrupted; the province cut in

two; a foothold on the ocean, for a

brief interval at least, acquired by
Spain. The Prince was inexpressibly

chagrined by these circumstances, and
felt that the moment had arrived when
all honourable means were to be em-

ployed to obtain foreign assistance.

The Hollanders and Zealanders had

fought the battles of freedom alone

hitherto, and had fought them well,
but poverty was fast rendering them

incapable of sustaining much longer
the unequal conflict. Offers of men,
whose wages the states were to furnish,

were refused, as worse than fruitless.

Henry of Navarre, who i:)erhaps deemed
it possible to acquire the sovereignty
of the provinces by so ban-en a benefit,

was willing to send two or three thou-

sand men, but not at his own expense.
The proposition was respectfully de-

clined.* The Prince and his little

country were all alone.
" Even if we

should not only see ourselves deserted

by all the world, but also all the world

against us," he said,
" we should not

cease to defend ourselves even to the
last man. Knowing the justice of our

cause, we repose entirely in the mercy
of God."® He determined, however,
once more to have recourse to the

powerful of the earth, being disposed
to test tho truth of his celebrated ob-

servation, that " there would be no
lack of suitors for the bride that he
had to bestow." It was necessary, in

short, to look the great question of

formally renouncing Philip du-ectly in

the face.

Hitherto the fiction of allegiance
had been preserved, and, even by the

enemies of the Prmce, it was admitted

?.PITAPmUM CHIAP. VITELLI, MARCIIIONIS

CETONIS, ETC.
" Deug omnipotcns crassi mi.serere Vitelli,

Qii^m mors jjroveniens non sinit esse borC' .

Corpus in Italia est, tenet intcsliua hi

bantus,
Astanimam nemo, cur?quianonhabuit."

—Vide iloteien, v. lOS".

His death occurred towards the end of

February (li7ti), a few days before that ol

the Grand Commander.
* Wagenaer. vii. 88. Resol. HoU., Hart.

15, 157(5.
« Archives do la Maison d'Orange, v. 2S1,

Letter to Count John.
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that it had been retained with no dis- the better, or else, once for all, to

loyal intent.^ The time, however, had separate entirely from the King of

come when it was necessary to throw ; Spain, and to change their sovereign,
off allegiance, provided another could

\

in oi-der, with the assistance and under
be found strong enough and frank

| protection of another Christian po-

enough to accept the authority which tentate, to maintain the provinces

Philip had forfeited. The question ; against their enemies. Orange, more-

was, naturally, betweep France and
\
over, expressed the opinion, that ui>on

England, unless the provinces could : so important a subject it was decidedly
effect their re-admission into the body ! incumbent upon them all to take the

of the Germanic Empire. Already in ' sense of the city governments. The
June the Prince had laid the pro- I members for the various municipalities

position formally before the states, | acquiesced in the propriety of this sug-
" whether they should not negotiate i gestion, and resolved to consult their

with the Empire on the subject of
j
constituents, while the deputies of the

their admission, with maintenance of nobihty also desired to consult with
their own constitutions ;

"
but it was

|

their whole body. After an adjourn-
understood that this plan was not to

j

ment of a few days, the diet again as-

be carried out, if the protection of the I sembled at Delft, and it was then

Empire could be obtained under easier

conditions.*

Nothing came of the proposition at

that time. The nobles and the de-

puties of South Holland now voted, in

the beginning of the ensuing month,
'•'that it was their duty to abandon
the King, as a tyrant who sought to

oppress and destroy his subjects, and
that it behoved them to seek another

protector." This was while the Ere<la

negotiations were still pending, but
when their inevitable residt was very
visible. There was still a reluctance

at taking the last and decisive st-ep in

the rebeUion, so that the semblance of

loyalty w as still retained—that ancient

Bcabbard, in which the sword might
yet one day be sheathed. The pro-

position was not adopted at the diet.

A committee of nine was merely ap-

pointed to deHberat« with the Prince

apon the '"' means of obtaining foreign
assistance, mthout accepting foreign

authority, or severing their connexion
with his ilajesty." The estates were,

however, summoned a few months
later, by the Prince, to deliberate on
this important matter at Rotterdam.
On the 1st of October he then for-

mally proposed, either to make terms
with their enemy, and that the sooner

1 See the remarks of Groen v. Prinstcrer
cn a passage in a letter of ihe Council of
State to R«iuesen3.—Archives, etc , v. 273.

See also the letter ia Bor, vuL 613.

vjianimoiLsly resolved by the nobles

and the cities,
"
that they would fiyr-

saie the King, and seek forei^ assist-

ance, referring the choice to the

Prince, w^ho, in regard to the. govern-
ment, was to take the opinion of the
estates."^

Thus, the great step was taken, by
which two little provinces declared
themselves independent of their an-

cient master. That declaration, al-

though taken in the midst of doubt
and darkness, was not destined to be

cancelled, and the germ of a new and

powerful commonwealth was planted.
So little, however, did these republican
fathers foresee their coming republic,
that the resolution to renounce one

king was combined with a proposition
to ask for the authority of another. It

was not imagined that those two slen-

der columns, which were all that had

yet been raised of the future stately

peristyle, would be strong enough to

stand alone. The question now arose,
to what foreign power apphcatioa
should be made. But little hope was
to be entertained from Germany, a

state which existed only in name, and
France was still in a condition of re-

ligious ard intestine discord. The
attitude of revolt maint-'^ined by the

« ResoL Holl., June 6, 1575, bl. 363.

Wagenaer, vii. 73.
» Ibid., JuL 7, 1575, W. 474. Jul. 9, 1575,

bl.4S2. Oct.3, 157j. bl. C*jS,669. Oct. 13,1575,
bL 69-2. Bor, viii, 651. Wagenaer, rii. SI.
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Due d'AIengon seemed to make it

difficult and dangerous to enter into

negotiations with a country where
the civil wars had assumed so compli-
cated a character, that a loyal and iise-

ful alliance could hardly be made with

any party. The Queen of England, on
the other hand, dreaded the wrath of

Philip, by which her perpettial dangers
from the side of Scotland would be

aggi-avated, while she feared equally
the extension of French authority in

the Netherlands, by which increase

her neighbour would acquire an over-

ehadowing power. She was also

ashamed openly to abandon the pro-
vinces to their fate, for her realm was

supposed to be a bulwark of the Pro-

testant religion. Afraid to affront

Philip, afraid to refuse the suit of the

Netherlands, afraid to concede an

aggrandisement to France, what course

was open to the English Queen ? That

which, politically and personally, she

loved the best—a course of ban-en

coquetry. This the Prince of Orange
foresaw

;
and althoiigh not disposed to

leave a stone unturned in his efforts to

find assistance for his country, he on
the whole rather inclined tor France.

He, however, better than any man,
knew how little cause there was for

sanguine expectation from either

source.^

It was determined, in the name of

his Highness and the estates, first to

ficnd a mission to England, but there

had already been negotiations this year
of an un^ileasant character with that

power. At the request of the Spanish
envoy, the foremost Netherland rebels,
in number about fifty, including by
name the Prince of Orange, the Counts
of Berg and Culemburg, with Saint

Aldegonde, Boisot, Junius, and others,
had been formally forbidden by Queen
Elizabeth to enter her realm. ^ The
Prince had, in consequence, sent AJde-

gDnde and Junius on a secret mission
to France,' and the Queen, jealous and

anxious, had thereupon sent Daniel

1 De Thou, torn. vii. liv. 61. See Wage-
uanr, vii. SI.

2 Resol. Holl., Jul. 13, 15T6, b). 402, Mo-
leicn, v. 100, lOl,

« Bor, viii. 641.
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Rogers secretly to the Prince.* At
the same time she had sent an envoy
to the Grand Commander, counselling

conciliatory measures, and promising
to send a special mission to Spain with
the offer of her mediation ; but it was

suspected by those most in the confi-

dence of the Spanish government at

Brussels, that there was a great deal

of deception in these proceedings.' A
truce for six months having now been
established between theDue d'Alen^on
and his brother, it was supposed, that

an alliance between France and Eng-
land, and perhaps between Alengon
and Elizabeth, was on the carpet, and
that a kingdom of the Netherlands was
to be the wedding present of the bride

to her husband. These fantasies de-

rived additional colour from the fact

that, while the Queen was expressuig
the most amicable intentions towarda

Spain, and the greatest jealousy of

France, the English residents at Ant-

werp and other cities of the Nether-

lands had received private instructions

to sell out their property as fast aa

possible, and to retirefrom the countiy."
On the whole, there was little prospect
either of a final answer, or of substan-

tial assistance from the Queen.
The envoys to England were Advo-

cate Buis and Doctor Francis Maalzon,
nominated by the estates, and Saint

Aldegonde, chief of the mission nn-

pointed by the Prince. They arii

in England at Christmas-tide. Ha^ \

represented to the Queen the result

of the Breda negotiations, they stated

that the Prince and the estatcB.

despair of a secure peace, had addrc,

themselves to her as an tipright j

tector of the Faith, and as a priu'

descended from the blood of Holl;;

This allusion to the intermarriage . i

Edward III. of England with Philipi t,

daughter of Count William III. of

Hainault and Holland, would not, it

was hoped, be in vain. They further-

more offered to her Majesty, in case

she were willing powerfully to assist

* Wfigouacr, vii. 83.
* Letter from Morillon to Cardinal Gran-

vcllo, of date iJcc. 11, 1575.—Archive*; at

Corrcsp., v. 325, 326.
* Letter of Morillon, ul/i sup.
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the states, the sovereignty over Hoi- protection of both provinces.

GOa

land and Zealand, xmder certain condi-

tions.^

The Queen hstened graciously to

the envoys, and appointed commis-
sioners to treat with them on the sub-

ject. Meantime, Eequesens sent

Champagny to England, to counteract

the effect of this embassy of the estates,

and to beg the Queen to give no heed
to the prayers of the rebels, to enter

into no negotiations •with them, and to

expel them at once from her kingdom.*
The Queen gravely assured Cham-

pagny "that the envoys were no rebels,

but faithful subjects of his Majesty."
*

There was certainly some effrontery in

Buch a statement, considering the

solemn ofiPer which had just been made

by the envoys. K to renounce alle-

giance to PhiUp and to propose the

sovereignty to Elizabeth did not con-

stitute rebellion, it would be difficult

to define or to discover rebeUion any-
where. The statement was as honest,

however, as the diplomatic grimace
with which Champagny had reminded
EHzabeth of the ancient and unbroken

friendship which had always existed

between herself and his Catholic Ma-

jesty. The attempt of Philip to pro-
cure her dethronement and assassina-

tion but a few years before was, no
doubt, thought too trifling a circum-
stance to have for a moment inter-

rupted those harmonious relations.

Nothing came of the negotiations on
either side. The Queen coquetted, as

was her custom. She could not accept
the offer of the estates

;
she could not

say them nay. She would not offend

Phihp ; she would not abandon the

provinces; she would therefore negoti-
ate—thus there was an infinite deal of

diplomatic nothing spun and un-

ravelled, but the result was both to

abandon the provinces and to offend

Phihp.
In the first answer given by her

commissioners to the states' envoys, it

waa declared,
" that her Majesty con-

ridered it too expensive to assume the

i Bor, viiL 660, 661. Besol. HolL, Xot.
14, 1575. bL V30.

» Ibid., Tiii. 661. Vigl. Epist. Select No.
177, p. 407. s

Ibid., Yiii. 661.

She wna

willing to protect them in name, but
she should confer the advantage ex-

clusively on Walcheren in reahty. The
defence of Holland must be maintained
at the expense of the Piince and the

estates.'*

This was certainly not munificent,
and the envoys insisted upon more

ample and hberal terms. The Queen
declined, however, committing herself

beyond this niggardly and inadmissible

offer. The states were not willing to

exchange the sovereignty over their

country for so paltry a concession.

The Queen declared herseK indisposed
to go further, at least before consiilt-

ing ParHament.^ The commissioners
waited for the assembling of Parlia-

ment. She then refused to lay the
matter before that body, and forbade

the Hollanders taking any steps for

that purpose.* It was evident that

she was disposed to trifle with the

provinces, and had no idea of encoun-

tering the open hostility of Philip.
The envoys accordingly begged for

their passports. These were gi'anted
in April 1576, with the assm-auce on
the part of her Majesty, that " she
would think more of the offer made to

her after she had done all in her pov>er
to bring about an arrangement between
the provinces and Phihp."

"

After the result of the negotiations
of Breda, it is difficult to imagine what
method she was hkely to devise for

accomplishing such a purpose. The
King was not more disjKJsed than

diuing the preceding summer to grant
liberty of rehgion, nor were the Hol-
landers more ready than they had been
before to renounce either their faith

or their fatherland. The envoys, on

parting, made a strenuous effoii. to ne-

gotiate a loan, but the frugal Queen
considered the proposition quite inad-

missible. She granted them Uberty
to purchase arms and ammunition, and
to levy a few soldiers with their own
money, and this was accordingly done
to a limited extent. Aa it w^aa not

*
Ibid., viii. 661-663. Wag^enaei, vii. 85.

* Wagenaer, vii. 85, 86. Bor, ubi sup.
* Ibid., ubi sup.
1

JJor, viii. 663. Wasenaer, vii, 8&
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diflicult to hi' ft soldiera or to buy gun-
powder anywhere, in that warlike age,

provided tlie money were ready, the
states had hardly reason to consider
themselves under deep obligation for

this concession. Yet this was the
whole result of the embassy. Plenty
of fine words had been bestowed,
which might or might not have mean-

ing, according to the turns taken by
coming events. Besides these cheap
and empty civilities, they received per-
mission to defend Holland at their

own expense, with the x^rivilege of sur-

rendering its sovereignty, if they liked,
to Queen Elizabeth—and this was all.

On the 19th of AprO, the envoys
returncl to their country, and laid

before the estates the meagre result

of their negotiations.^ Very soon

aftenvards, upon an informal sug-

gestion from Henry III. and the

Queen Mother, that a more favour-

able result might be expected, if the
same applications were made to the
Due d'Alen9on which had been re-

ceived in so unsatisfactory a manner

by Elizabeth, commissioners were ap-

pointed to France.^ It proved impos-
sible, however, at that juncture, to

proceed with the negotiations, in con-

sequence of the troubles occasioned by
the attitude of the Duke. The pro-
vinces were still, even as they had
been from the beginning, entirely
alone.

Requesens was more than ever

straitened for funds, vvringing, with

increasing difficulty, a slender subsidy,
from time to time, out of the reluctant

estates of Brabant, Flanders, and the

other obedient provinces. While he
was still at Duiveland, the estates-

general sent him a long remonstrance

against the misconduct of the soldiery,
in answer to his demand for supplies.
"
Oh, these estates ! these estates !

"

1 Bor, viii. 661-663. Iloofd, x. 434, 435.

Jlctereu, V. 101, Eesol. Uoll., Apr. 19, 1576,
bl. i'>-

2 Ever. Reid. Ann., lib. i. 18.

» "Dios nos libera de estos Estados."—
Metoren, v. lOS^.

< Archives et Corrospondance, v. 801-304.
' The contributions of Holland and Zea-

land for wai- expenses amounted to one
Jiuudred and fifty thousaijd florins monthjy.
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cried the Grand Commander, on re-

ceiving such vehement reproaches in-

stead of his money ;

"
may the Lord

deliver me from these estft.tes!"^

Meantime, the important siege of

Zierickzee continued, and it was evi-

dent that the city must fall. There
was no money at the disposal of tha
Prince. Count John, who was sei-i-

ously embaiTassed by reason of the

great obligations in money which he,
with the rest of his family, had in-

curred on behalf of the estates, had

recently made application to the Princo .

for his influence towards procuring
him relief. He had forwarded an
accoimt of the great advances made
by himself and his brethren in money,
plate, furniture, and endorsements of

various kinds, for which a partial re-

imbursement was almost indispensable
to save him from serious difficulties.*

The Prince, however, unable to pro-
cure him any assistance, had been

obliged once more to entreat him to

display the generosity and the self-

denial which the country had never
found wanting at his hands or at those
of his kindred. The appeal had not
been in vain; but the Coimt was ob-

viously not in a condition to effect

anything more at that moment to

I'elieve the financial distress of tho
states. The exchequer was crippled.'
Holland and Zealand were cut in twain

by the occupation of Schouwen and
the approaching fall of its capital.

Germany, England, France, all refused
to stretch out their hands to save

the heroic but exhaustless little pro-
vinces. It was at this moment that

a desperate but sublime resolution

took possession of the Prince's mind.
There seemed but one way left to

exclude the Spaniards for ever from
Holland and Zealand, and to rescue
the inhabitants from impending ruin.

The pay of a captain was eighty florins

montlily ; that of a Heutenant, forty ; that
of a corporal, fifteen ; that of a drummer,
fifer, or minister, twelve; that of a commen
soldier, sevon and a half. A captain had
also one hundred and fifty florins each
month to distribute amoniL; the most meri-
torious of his company. Each soldier was
likewise furnished with food, bedding, fire,

light, and washing.—Keuom do Franco MS.,
vol. ii.Q. 46.
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The Prince Lad long broodeJ over tLe
j
siege of Zierickzee had occupied much

scheme, and the hour seemed to have
|

^f the Governor's attention, but he had

struck for its ful^lment. His project
'

recently written to his sovereign, th.^.t

was to collect all the vessels, of every its reduction was now certain. He had

description, which could be obtained added an urgent request for money,

throughout the Netherlands. The
{

with a sufficient supply of which he

whole population of the two provinces, i assured Philip that he should be able

men, women, and children, together
with all the moveable property of the

country, were then to be embarked on
board this nimierous fleet, and to seek

a new home beyond the seas. The
windmills were then to be burned, the

dykes pierced, the sluices opened in

every direction, and the country re-

stored for ever to the ocean, from
which it had sprung.^

It is difficult to say whether the

resolution, if Providence had per-
mitted its fulfilment, would have

been, on the whole, better or worse
for humanity and civilisation. The

Bhips which would have borne the

heroic Prince and his fortunes might
have taken the direction of the newly-
discovered Western hemisphere. A
religious colony, planted by a com-
mercial and liberty-loving race, in a

virgin soil, and directed by patrician
but self-denying hands, might have

preceded, by half a century, the colony
which a kindred race, impelled by
similar motives, aud under somewhat
similar circumstances and conditions,
was destined to plant upon the fctem

shores of Xew England. Had they
directed their course to the warm and

fragrant islands of the East, an in-

dependent Christian commonwealth

might have arisen among those pro-
lific regions, superior in importance
to any subsequent colony of Holland,

to bring the war to an immediate
conclxision. While waiting for these

supplies, he had, contrary to all law or

reason, made an unsucc^sful attempt
to conquer the post of Embden, in

Germany. A mutiny had, at about
the same time, broken out amorg his

troops in Harlem, and he ha.'l furnished

the citizens with arms to defend them-

selves, giving free permission to usa

them against the insurgent trocpeL

By this means the mutiny had befn

quelled, but a dangerous precedent
established- Anxiety concerning this

rebellion is supposed to have hastened
the Grand Commander's death. A
violent fever seized him on the 1st,

and terminated his existence on the

5th of March, in the fifty-first year of

bis life.*

It is not necessary to review elabo-

rately his career, the chief incidents of

which have been sufficiently described.

Requesens was a man of high position

by birth and office, but a thoroughly
commonplace personage. His talenta

either for war or for civil emp.oymenta
were not above mediocrity. His frienda

disputed whether he were greater in
the field or in the council, but it is

certain that he was great in neither.
His bigotry was equal to that of Alva,
but it was impossible to rival the Duke
in cruelty. Moreover, the condition
of the country, after seven years of

cramped from its birth by absolute torture under his predecessor, made it

subjection to a far distant metropolis.
The unexpected death of Requesens

suddenly dispelled thtse schemes. The

* Bor relates that this plan had been de-

finitely farmed by the Prince. His autho-

rity is "a creiibie gentleman of quality"
(effli geloofswaerdig edelmimu ran qualiteit)
who, at the time, was a member of the
estates and government of Hollaud.—^viii.

664. Groen v. Pnusterer, however, rejects
the tale as fabulous ; or believes, at any r;ito

that the personage alluded _to by Bor took
the Prince's words too literally. It is pro-
bable that the thought was often in the
Prince's mind and found occasional expres-

difficult for him, at the time of his

arrival, to imitate the severity which
had made the name of Alva infamous

sion, although it had never been actually
red ced to a scheme. It is difficult to see
that it was not consistent with his cbuactec
siij»posing that there had been no longer
any room for hope. Hoofd (x. 443) adopts
the story without hesitation. Wagenaer (viL
8S, 89) sdludes to it as a mattt-r of current
renort.—Compare Van Wyn op Wagen. vii
33^35.

• Bor, viiL Co3, 665. Hoofd, s. 436, 437.

VigL Epist. Select, £p. Card. Granr., Ka
178, p. 408.
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The Blood-Council had been retained

throughout his administration, but its

occupation was gone, for want of food
for its ferocity. The obedient pro-
vinces had been purged of Protestants;
while crippled, too, by confiscation,

they offered no field for further extor-

tion. From Holland and Zealand,
whence Catholicism had been nearly
excluded, the King of Spain was nearly
excluded also. The Blood-Council,
which, if set up in that comitry,
would have executed every living
creature of its population, could only
gaze from a distance at those who
would have been its victims. Reque-
sens had been previously distinguished
in two fields of action : the Granada
massacres and the carnage of Lepanto.
Upon both occasions he had been the

military tutor of Don John of Austria,

by whom he was soon to be succeeded
in the government of the Netherlands.
To the imperial bastard had been as-

signed the pre-eminence, but it was

thought that the Grand Commander
had been entitled to a more than equal

Dutch Republic, [1576.
share of the glory. We have seen how
much additional reputation was ac-

quired by Requesens in the provinces.
The expedition against Duiveland and
Schouwen, was. on the whole, the most
brilliant feat of arms during the war,
and its success reflects an undying
lustre on the hardihood and discipUne
of the Spanish, Gei-man, and Walloon

soldiery. As an act of individual

audacity in a bad cause, it has rarely
been equalled. It can hardly be said,

however, that the Grand Commander
was entitled to any large measure of

praise for the success of the expedition.
The plan was laid by Zealand traitors.

It was carried into execution by the
devotion of the Spanish, Walloon, and
German troops, while Requesens was
only a spectator of the transaction.

His sudden death arrested, for a mo-
ment, the ebb-tide in the affau-s of the

Netherlands, which was fast leaving
the country bare and desolate, and
was followed by a train of unforeseen

transactions, which it is now our duty
to describe.

CHAPTER IV.

Assumption of affairs by the state council at Bi-ussels—Hesitation at Madrid—Joa-li

Hopper—Mal-administration—Vigilauco of Orange—Tlie provinces drawn more clo-

toguttier
—Inequality of tlie conflict—Pliysical condition of Holland—New act of Un

between Holland and Zealand—Authority of the Prince defined and enLirged—Pro\
cial polity characterised—Generous sentiments of the Prince—His tolerant spirit

—Letr
from the King—Attitude of the great powers towards the Netherlands—Correspoudci
and policy of Elizabeth—Secret negotiations with France and AlcnQon—Confused an i

menacing aspect of Germany—Responsible and laborious position of Orange—Attemit
to relieve Zierickzee—Death of Admiral Boisot—Capitulation of the city upon honourable
terms—Mutiny of the Spanish troops in Schouwen—General causes of discontents-

Alarming increase of the mutiny—The rebel regiments enter Brabant—Fnjitless at-

tempts to pacify them—They take possession of Alost—Edicts, denouncing them, from
the state-council—Intense excitement in Brussels and Antwerp—Letters from Philip
brought by Marquis Havre—The King's continued procrastination—Ruinous royal con-
firmation of the authority assumed by the state-coimcil—United and general resistance
to foreign military oppression

—The German troops and the Antwerp garrison, under
Avila, Jom the revolt—Letter of Verdugo—A crisis approaching—Jerome de Roda in the
citadel—The mutiny universal.

The death of Requesens, notwith-

standing his four days' illness, oc-

curred so suddenljr, that he had not

had time to appoint his successor.

Had he exercised this privilege, which
his patent conferred upon him, it was

aupposed that he would have nomi-

nated Count Mansfeld to exercise the

functions of Governor-General, until

the King should otherwise ordain.^

In the absence of any definite arrange-

raenf, the Council of State, according
to a right which that body claimed
from custom, assumed the reins of

>
Bor, viii. 663. Meteren, v. ^04».
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government. Of the old board, there

were none left but the Dute of Aer-

schot, Count Berlaymout, and Viglius.
To these were soon added, however,

by royal diploma, the Spaniard, Jerome
de Roda, and the Xetherlanders, As-

Bonleville, Baron Rassenghiem and
Arnold Sasbout. Thus all the mem-
bers, save one, of what had now be-

come the executive body, were natives

of the country. Roda was accordingly
looked askance upon by his coUeaguea.
He was regarded by Viglius as a man
who desired to repeat the part which
had been played by Juan Vargas in

the Blood-Council, while the other

members, although stanch Catholics,
were all of them well-disposed to vin-

dicate the claim of Netherland nobles

to a share in the government of the

Netherlands.
For a time, therefore, the transfer

of authority seemed to have been

smoothly accomplished. The Council
of State conducted the administration

of the country. Peter Ernest Mans-
feld was entrusted with the supreme
mihtary command, including the

government of Brussels ; and the

Spanish commanders, although dia-

Batisfied that any but a Spaniard
should be thus honoured, were for a
time quiescent.^ When the news
reached Madrid, Philip was extremely
disconcerted. The death of Requesens
excited his indignation. He was angry
with him, not for dying, but for dying
at so very inconvenient a moment.
He had not yet fully decided either

upon his successor, or upon the poUcy
to be enforced by his successor. There
were several candidates for the vacant

post; there was a variety of opinions
in the cabinet as to the course of con-

duct to be adopted.' In the impossi-

bihty of instantly making up his mind
upon this vmexpected emergency,
Philip fell, as it were, into a long
reverie, than which nothing could be

1 Bor, Meteren, ubi sup. Tiglii Episl.
Select, ad Diversos, No. 179, p. 409. VigL
Epist., ubi sup. Hoofd. xi. 43S. Bor. ix.
663. Wagenaer (vii. 91), however, states
that Mansfeld was entrusted simply with
the governQieut of Brussels, and that it is
an en-or to describe him as inrested with
the euprenie military command.

more inopportune. With a country
in a state of revolution and exaspera-

tion, the trance, which now seemed to

come over the government, was like

to be followed by deadly effects. The

stationary policy, which the death of

Requesens had occasioned, was allowed

to prolong itself indefinitely,' and
almost for the first time in his life,

Joachim Hopper was really consulted

about the affairs of that department
over which he imagined himself, and
was generally supposed by others, to

preside at Madrid. The creature of

Viglius, having all the subserviency,
with none of the acuteness of his

patron, he had been long employed aa

chief of the Netherland bureau, while

kept in profound ignorance of the
affairs wluch were transacted in hia

office. He was a privy -councillor

whose counsels were never heeded, a
confidential servant in whom the King
reposed confidence only on the ground
that no man could reveal secrets which
he did not know. This deportment of

the King's shewed that he had accu-

rately measured the man, for Hopper
was hardly competent for the place of

a chief clerk. He was imable to write

clearly in any language, because in-

capable of a fully developed thought
upon any subject. It may be supposed
that nothing but an abortive policy
therefore, would be produced upon
the occasion thus suddenly offered.
"
'Tis a devout man, that poor Master

Hopper," said GranveUe,
" but rather

fitted for platonic researches than for

affau-s of state." *

It was a proof of this incompetency,
that now, when really called upon for

advice in an emergency, he should
recommend a continuance of the in-

terim. Certainly nothing worse could
be devised. Granvelle recommended
a re-appointment of the Duchess Mar-

garet.' Others suggested Duke Erie

of Bnmswick, or an Archduke of the

» Letter of Philip Olarch 24, 1576) to state*-

general, in Bor, ix. 663.

» Strada, viiL 407, 403. Hoofd, xL 488.

Bor, ViiL «63, sqq. V. d. Vynckt, IL 176, et

eqq., etc.

Archives et Correspondance, v. 374.

* MS. cit^d by Groea v . Prinst v. 331.
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Austrian liouse
; although the opinion

lield by most of the influential coun-
cillora was in favour of Don John of

Austria.! j^ ^j^^ interests of Philip
and his despotism, nothing, at any
rate, could be more fatal than delay.
In the condition of affairs which then

existed, the worst or feeblest governor
would have been better than none at all.

To leave a vacancy was to play directly
into the hands of Orange, for it was

impossible that so skilful an adversary
should not at once perceive the fault,
and profit by it to the utmost. It was
strange that Philip did not see the

danger of inactivity at such a crisis.

Assuredly, indolence was never his

vice, but on this occasion indecision

did the work of indolence. Unwit-

tingly, the despot was assisting the
efforts of the liberator. Viglius saw
the position of matters with his cus-

tomary keenness, and wondered at the
blindness of Hopper and Philip. At
the last gasp of a life, which neither

learning nor the accumulation of

worldly prizes and worldly pelf could
redeem from intrinsic baseness, the

Bagacious but not venerable old man
saw that a chasm was daily widening,
in which the religion and the despot-
ism which he loved might soon be

hoplessly swallowed. " The Prince of

Orange and his Beggars do not sleep,"
he cried, almost in anguish ;

" nor will

they -be quiet till they have made use
of this interregnum to do us some
immense grievance."*

Certainly the Prince of Orange did
not sleep upon this nor any other

great occasion of his life. In his own
vigorous language, used to stimulate

hia friends in various parts of the

country, he seized the swift occasion

by the forelock. He opened a fresh

coirespondence with many leading gen-
tlemen in Brussels and other places in

the Netherlands ; persons of influence,
who now, for the fir.st time, shewed a

1 MS. cited by Groen v. Prinst. v. 331.

^Comparo Bor, viii. G03, and tlie letters

of PhUip to State Council, in Bor, ubi

Bup ; letters which Cabrera cliaracterises

as "amorosas, suaves Onlas razonos frater-

iialcs," and in whicli " dezia Ifjsauiaba como
11 liijos ! !

" These letters distinctly indicated

Don John as tho probable successor of lie-
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disposition to side with their country
against its tyrants.^ Hitherto the land
had been divided into two very unequal
portions. Holland and Zealand were
devoted to the Prince; their whole
population, with hardly an individual

exception, converted to the Reformed
religion. The other fifteen provinces
were, on the whole, loyal to the King ;

while the old religion had, of late years,
taken root so rapidly again, that per-

haps a moiety of their population
might be considered as Cathohc.'' At
the same time, the reign of terror
under Alva, the paler, but not less

distinct tyranny of Requesens, and
the intolerable excesses of the foreign
soldiery, by which the government of

foreigners M'as supported, had at last

maddened all the inhabitants of the
seventeen provinces. Notwithstanding,
therefore, the fatal difference of reli-

gious opinion, they were all drawn into
closer relations with each other; to

regain their ancient privileges, and to

expel the detested foreigners from tho

soil, being objects common to all.

The provinces were united in one

great hatred and one gi-eat hope.
The Hollanders and Zealanders,

under their heroic leader, had well-

nigh accomphshed both tasks, so far as

those little provinces were concerned.
Never had a contest, however, seemed
more hopeless at its commencement.
Cast a glance at the map. Look at

Holland—not the Republic, with its i

sister provinces beyond the Zuyder J

Zee—but Holland only, with the Zea- I

land archipelago. Look at that nar-

row tongue of half-submerged earth.

Who could suppose that upon that
slender sand-bank, one hundred and

twenty miles in length, and varying in

breadth from four miles to forty, one

man, backed by the population of a

handful of cities, could do battle nine

years long with the master of two

worlds, the "Dominator of Asia, Africa,

queseus.—Cabrera, Vita de Felipe II., xi.

845.
*

Vigl. Epist. a.. Joach. Hopperum, op.
265, J). 863.

« Be Thou, liv. 62, t. vil. 808, "69. Wage-
naer, vii. 104, 105, sqq.

* Groen V. Prinst., Arcliivcs, v. 881-385.—»

Compare De Thou, liv. 02.
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and America"—tlie despot of the fairest

realms of Europe—and conquer him at

last. Nor was AVilliam even entirely
master of that narrow shoal where

clung the survivors of a great national

shipwreck. North and South Holland

were cut in two by the loss of Harlem,
while the enemy was in possession of

the natural capital of the little country,
Amsterdam. The Prince affirmed that

the cause had suffered more from the

disloyalty of Amsterdam than from all

the efforts of the enemy.
Moreover, the country was in a most

desolate condition. It was almost lite-

rally a sinking ship. The destruction

of the bulwarks against the ocean had
been so extensive, in consequence of

the voluntary inundations which have
been described in previous pages, and

by reason of the general neglect which
more vital occupations had necessitated,
that an enormous outlay, both of la-

bour and money, wasnow indispensable
to save the physical existence of the

country. The labour and the money,
notwithstanding the crippled and im-

poverished condition of the nation,

were, however, freely contributed; a
wonderful example of energy and

patient heroism was again exhibited.

The dykes which had been swept away
in every direction were renewed at a

vast expense.^ Moreover, the coxintry,
in the course of recent events, had be-

come almost swept bare of its cattle,
and it was necessary to pass a law for-

bidding, for a considerable period, the

slaughter of any animals, "oxen, cows,
calves, sheep, or poultry."* It was,

unfortunately, not possible to provide
by law against that extermination of

the human population which had been
decreed by Philip and the Pope.
Such was the physiciU and moral

condition of the provinces of Holland
and Zealand. The political constitution

of both assumed, at this epoch, a some-
what altered aspect. The union be-

tween the two states, effected in Jime

1 The work was, however, not fairly taken
in hand until ihe spring of 1577.—Wagenaer,
vii. 15S, sqq. Bor, x. 819.

* Resol. HoU., Feb. 28, 1575, bl. 97. Van
Wyn op TVageuaer, vii 2*}.

» Bor, ix. 66S. Kluit, Hist. HolL Reg., i.

U6, et sqq. VTagenaer, viL 94.

Gil
1575, required improvement. The ad-

ministration of justice, the conflicts of

laws, and more particularly the levying
of moneys and troops in equitable pro-

portions, had not been adjusted with

perfect smoothness. The estates of

the two provinces, assembled in con-

gress at DeKt, concluded, therefore, a
new act of union, which was duly
signed upon the 25th of April 1576.^

Those estates, consisting of the knights
and nobles of Holland, with the depu-
ties from the cities and cotmtships of

Holland and Zealand, had been duly
siunmoned by the Prince of Orange.*

They as fairly included all the poUtical

capacities, and furnished as copious a

representation of the national will, as

could be expected; for it is apparent,

upon every page of his history, that
the Prince, upon all occasions, chose to
refer his policy to the approval and cou-

firmation of as large a portion of the

people as any man in those days con-

sidered capable or desirous of exercia-

ing political functions.

The new union consisted of eighteen
articles. It was established that de-

puties from all the estates should meet,
when summoned by the Prince of

Orange or otherwise, on penalty of fine,
and at the risk of measures binding
upon them being passed by the rest of

the Congress.* Freshly arising causes
of litigation were to be referred to the
Prince.* Free intercourse and traffic

through the united provinces was gua-
ranteed." The confederates were mu-
tually to assist each other in preventing
all injustice, wrong, or violence, even
towards an enemy."* The authority of
law and the pure administration oi

justice were mutually promised by the

contracting states.^ The common ex-

pyenses were to be apportioned among
the different provinces, "as if they
were all included in the republic of a

single city."^" Nine commissionera,
appointed by the Prince on nomination

by the estates, were to sit permanently,
* Bor, ix. 668 Wagenaer, viL 93. Kluit, i

115, sqq.
* Art. 3. The document is given in full

by Bor, ix. 668, sqq.
* Article 4. 1 Ibi.l. 5.
» " Hoewal ook vijand."—Article 7.
» Article 7. w Ibid. 10.
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as his advisers, and as assessors and
collectors of the taxes.' The tenure

of the union was from six months to

six months, with six weeks' notice.''

The framers of this compact having
thus defined the general outlines of

the confederacy, declared that the

government, thus constituted, should

be placed under a single head. They
accordingly conferred supreme autho-

rity on the Prince,-* defining his powers
in eighteen articles. He was declared

chief commander by land and sea. He
was to appoint all officers, from gene-
rals to subalterns, and to pay them at

his discretion.* The whole protection
of the land was devolved upon him.

He was to send garrisons or troops into

every city and village at his pleasure,
without advice or consent of the

estates, magistrates of the cities, or

any other persons whatsoever.* He
was, in behalf of the King as Count of

Holland and Zealand, to cause justice
to be administered by the supreme
court.** In the same capacity he was
to provide for vacancies in all political
and judicial offices of importance,''

choosing, with the advice of the estates,

one officer for each vacant post out of

three candidates nominated to him by
that body.^ He was to appoint and

renew, at the usual times, the magis-
tracies in the cities, according to the

ancient constitutions. He was to make
changes in those boards, if necessary,
at unusual times, with consent of

the majority of those representing the

great council and corpus of the said

cities." He was to uphold the autho-

rity and pre-eminence of aU civil func-

tionaries, and to prevent governors and

militaiy officers from taking any cog-
nisance of political or judicial affairs.

With regard to religion, he was to

maintain the practice of the Reformed

Evangelical religion, and to cause to sur-

cease the exercise of all other religions

contrary to the Gospel. He was, how-

1 Article U. * Articles 17 and IS.
8 Articles of Union, Bor, ix. CiiO.

* Articles 1 and 2. » Ibid. 3-7.
6 Article 8.
'

Compare Kluit, IIolL Staatsrcg., i. 121,
122.

8 Article 10.—See Kluit's Comnientarv on
this article.—HoU. Btaatsreg., i. 121, 122.
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ever, not to permit that inquisition
should be made into any man's belief or

conscience, or that any man by cause

thereof should suffer trouble, injury, or

hindrance}^

The league thus concluded was a

confederation between a group of vir-

tually independent little republics.
Each municipality was, as it were, a
little sovereign, sending envoys to a

congress to vote and to sign as pleni-

potentiaries. The vote of each city

was, therefore, indivisible, and it mat-
tered little, practically, whether there

were one deputy or several. The
nobles represented not only their own
order, but were supposed, to act also

in behalf of the nu-al population. On
the whole, there was a tolerably fair

representation of the whole nation.

The people were well and worthily re-

presented in the government of each

city, and therefore equally so in the

assembly of the estates.^^ It was not
till later that the corporations, by the

extinction of the popular element, and

by the usurpation of the right of self-

election, were thoroughly stiffened into

fictitious personages which never died,
and which were never thoroughly alive.

At this epoch the provincial libei--

ties, so far as they could maintain
themselves against Spanish despotism, \

were practical and substantial. The
\

government was a representative one,^* \

in which all those who had the inclina- J

tion possessed, in one mode or another, |
a voice. Although the various mem-

|

bers of the confederacy were locally \
and practically republics, or self-go- i

verned little commonwealths, the
j

general government which they estab- \

lished was, in form, monarchical The
^

powers conferred upon Orange con-

stituted him a sovereign ad interim, =*

for while the authority of the Spanish
monarch remained suspended, the

Prince was invested, not only with
the whole executive and appointing

9 Article 13.
10 Ibid. 15.—"Sender dat syne E. sal too-

laten dat men op jemands geloof op con-

scientie sal inquirereu of dat jemaud ter

cause van die eenige moeyouis, injurio, o(

letscl angcdaen sal worden," etc., etc.
11 Compare Kluit, Holi. Staatsreg., i. 130. '

» Kluit, 129, 130> JM
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power, but even with a very large
share in the legislative functions of

the state. ^

The whole systeoi was rather practi-

cal than ';heoretical, without any accu-

rate distribution of political powers.
In Hving, energetic communities,
where the blood of the body poUtic
circulates swiftly, there is an inevi-

table tendency of the different organs
to sympathise and commingle more

closely than d priori philosophy would
allow. It is usually more desirable

than practicable to keep the executive,

legislative, and judicial departments
entirely independent of each other.^

Certainly, the Prince of Orange did

not at that morhent indulge in specu-
lations concerning the nature and

origin of government. The Congress
of Delft had jiist clothed him with al-

most regal authority. In his hands
were the powers of war and peace,

joint control of the m.- ^'stracies and
courts of justice, absolute supromacy
over the army and the fleets. It is

true that these attributes had been
conferred upon him ad interim, but it

depended only upon himseK to make
the sovereignty personal and perma-
nent.* He was so thoroughly ab-

sorbed in his work, however, that he
did not even see the diadem which he

put aside. It was small matter to

him whether they called him stad-

holder or guardian, prince or king.
He was the father of his country and
its defender. The people, from highest
to lowest, called him " Father Wil-

liam," and the title was enough for

him. The question with him was,
not what men should call him, but
how he should best accomplish his task.

So little was he inspired by the
sentiment of self-elevation, that he
was anxiously seeking for a fitting

person— strong, wise, and willing

enough—to exercise the sovereignty
which was thrust upon himself, but
which he desired to exchange against
an increased power to be actively
useful to his country. To expel the

foreign oppressor—to strangle the In-

1 Klmt, i. 125.
* Compare Guizot, du Systeme Bepre-

centatif, t. i.
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quisition
— to maintain the ancient

liberties of the nation— here was
labour enough for his own hands.

The vulgar thought of carving a

throne out of the misforttmes of his

country seems not to have entered his

mind. Upon one point, however, the

Prince had been peremptory. He
would have no perse«:ution of the

opposite creed. He was requested
to suppress the Catholic religion, in

terms. As we have seen, he catised

the expression to be exchanged for

the words,
"
religion at variance with

the Gospel." He resolutely stood out

against all meddling with men's con-

sciences, or inquiring into their

thoughts. While smiting the Spanish
Inquisition into the dust, he would
have no Calvinist inquisition set up
in its place. Earnestly a convert to

the Reformed religion, but hating and

denouncing only what was corrupt in

the ancient Church, he would not force

men, with fire and sword, to travel to

heaven upon his own road. Thought
should be toll-free. Neither monk
nor minister should burn, drown, or

hang his fellow-creatures, when argu-
ment or expostulation failed to redeem
them from error. It was no small

virtue in that age to rise to such a

height. We know what Calvinists,

ZwingUans, Lutherans, have done in

the Netherlands, in Germany, in

Switzerland, and almost a century
later in New England. It is, there-

fore, with increased veneration that

we regard this large and truly catholic

mind. His tolerance proceeded from
no indifference. No man can read his

private writings, or form a thorough
acquaintance with his interior life,

without recognising him as a deeply

religious man. He had faith unfalter-

ing in God. He had also faith in

man, and love for his brethren. It

was no wonder that in that age of re-

ligious bigotry he shotdd have been
assaulted on both sides. While the

Pope excommunicated him as a here-

tic, and the King set a price upon his

head as a rebel, the fanatics of the new

* Compare Green v. Prinst., Archives et

Correspondance, v. 340-342.
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religion denounced him as a godless
man. Peter Dathenus, the unfrocked
monk of Poperingen, shrieked out in

his pulpit that the " Prince of Orange
cared nothing either for God or for re-

ligion."
^

The death of Requesens had offered

the first opening through which the
watchful Prince could hope to inflict

a wound in the vital part of Spanish
authority in the Netherlands. The
languor of Philip, and the procrasti-

nating counsel of the dull Hopper,
unexpectedly widened the opening.
On the 24th of March, letters were
written by his Majesty to the states-

jjeneral, to the provincial estates, and
to the courts of justice, instructing
them that, until further orders, they
were all to obey the Council of State.

The King was confident that all would
do their utmost to assist that body in

securing the holy Catholic Faith, and
the implicit obedience of the country
to its sovereign. He would, in the

meantime, occupy liimself with the

selection of a new Governor-General,
who should be of his family and blood.

This uncertain and perilous condition

of things was watched with painful
interest in neighbouring countries.

The fate of all nations was more or

less involved in the development of

the great religious contest now waging
in the Netherlands. England and
France watched each other's move-
ments in the direction of the provinces
with intense jealousy. The Protestant

Queen was the natural ally of the

struggling Reformers, but her despotic
sentiments were averse to the foster-

ing of rebellion against the Lord's

anointed. The thrifty Queen looked

•with alarm at the prospect of large
subsidies Avhich would undoubtedly
be demanded of her. The jealous

Queen could as ill brook the presence
of the French in the Netherlands aa

that of the Spaniards whom they were
to expel. She therefore embarrassed,
a.s xLsual, the operations of the Prince

by a course of stale political coquetry,

1 Bi-andt, Hist, der Ref., t. i. b. xi. COT.
» Letter of Queen Elizabeth, March 16,

1ST6, 111 I3or, ix. 6G7. — Compare Groen v.

2iina.t., v. 332, 333.
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She wrote to him, on the 18th of

March, soon after the news of the
Grand Commander's death,

^
saying

that she could not yet accept the offer

which had been made to her, to tiike

the provinces of Holland and Zealand
under her safe keeping; to assume, aa

Countess, the sovereignty over them
;

and to protect the inhabitants against
the alleged tyranny of the Iving of

Spain. She was unwilling to do so

until she had made every effort to

reconcile them with that sovereign.
Before the death of Requesens she
had been intending to send him an

envoy, proposing a truce, for the pur-
pose of negotiation. This purpose she
still retained. She should send com-
missioners to the Council of State and
to the new Governor, when he should
arrive. She should also send a special

envoy to the King of Spain. She
doubted not that the King would take
her advice, when he heard her speak
in such straightforward language. In
the meantime, she hoped that they
would negotiate with no other powers.'

This was not very satisfactory. The
Queen rejected the offers to herself,
but begged that they might by no
means be made to her rivals. The
expressed intention of softening tlie

heart of Philip by the use of straight-
forward language seemed but a sorry
sarcasm. It was hardly worth while
to wait long for so improbable a

result. Thus much for England r>i^

that juncturd. Not inimical, c

tainly; but over-cautious, ungenero
teasing, and perplexing, waa the poli
of the maiden Queen. With rega
to France, events there seemed r >

favour the hopes of Orange. On the

14th of May, the " Peace of Monsieiir."

the treaty by which so ample but
short-lived a triumph was achieved :

the Huguenots, was signed at Pari?.*

Everything was conceded, but nothii;-,'

was secured. Rights of worship, rights
of office, political and civO, religious

enfranchisement, were recovered, but
not guaranteed.* It seemed scarcely

« Bor, ix. 607.
* Do Tliou, t. vii. 1. Ixii. 418.
» Do Thou, vii. 413-418.—Compare Groon

V. Priiist., V. 349-351. JH
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possible that the Klug could be in

came^-t then, even if a Medicean Valois

could ever be otherwise than treacher-

ous. It was almost certain, therefore,

that a reaction would take place ;
but

it is easier for U3, three centuries after

the event, to mark the precise moment
of reaction, than it was for the most

far-seeing contemporary to foretell how
Eooa it would occur. In the mean-

time, it was the Prince's cue to make
use of this sunshine while it lasted.

Already, so soon as the \mion of 25th

of April had been concluded between
Holland and Zealand, he had forced

the estates to open negotiations with
France.^ The provinces, although
desirous to confer sovereignty upon
him, were indisposed to renounce their

old allegiance to their King in order

to place it at the disposal of a foreigner.

Nevertheless, a resolution, at the re-

iterated demands of Orange, was pa-ssed

by the estates, to proceed to the change
of master, and, for that purpose, to

treat with the King of France, his

brother, or any other foreign poten-

tate, who would receive these pro-
\'ince3 of Holland and Zealand under
his government and protection.

'-^ Xe-

gotiations were accordingly opened
with the Duke of Anjou, the dildtante

leader of the Huguenots at that re-

markable jtmcture. It was a pity
that no better champion could be
looked for among the anointed of the
earth than the false, fickle, foolish

Alengon, whose career, everywhere
contemptible, was nowhere so flagi-

tioiis as in the Netherlands. By the

fourteenth article of the Peace of

Paris, the Prince was reinstated and
secured in his principality of Orange,
and his other possessions in France.-*

The best feeling, for the time being,
was manifested between the French
court and the Reformation.*
Thus much for England and France.

As for Germany, the prospects of the
Netherlands were not flattering. The

1 ResoL v. nolL, 64, 65. Groen v. Prinst.,
V. 341. 2

Ibid., Ibid. » Bor, ix. 684.
* The Edict, or Peace of Paris, in sixty-

three articles, is published at length, by
Bor, is. 6'S3-690.—Compare Groen v. Prinst.,
». 349-^1. Dc Thou, t. v. L viL 413-418.

Reforming spirit had grown languid
from various causes. The self-seeking
motives of many Pjotestant princea
had disgusted the nobles. Was that
the object of the bloody wars of reli-

gion, that a few potentates should be
enabled to enrich themselves by con-

fiscating the broad lands and accumu-
lated treasures of the Church? Had
the creed of Luther been embraced

only for such unworthy ends ? These

suspicions chilled the ardour of thou-

sands, particularly among the greater
ones of the land. Moreover, the dis-

cord among the Reformers themselves
waxed daily, and became more and
more mischievous. Neither the people
nor their leaders could learn that, not
a new doctrine, but a wise toleration

for all Christian doctrines, was wanted.
Of new doctrines there was no lack.

Lutherans, Calvinists, Flaccianists, Ma-

jorists, Adiaphorists, Brantianists, Ul^i-

quitists, swanned and contended pell-
melL^ In this there would have been
small harm, if the Reformers had
known what reformation meant. But

they could not invent or imagine
toleration. All claimed the privilege
of persecuting. There were sagacious
and honest men among the great ones
of the country, but they were but few.
Wise William of Hesse strove hard to
effect a concordia among the jarring
sects

; Coimt John of Nassau, though
a passionate Calvinist, did no less;
while the Elector of Saxony, on the
other hand, raging and roaring like a
bull of Bashan, was for sacrificing the
interest of millions on the altar of his

personal spite. Cvu^ed was his tribe
if he forgave the Prince. He had done
what he could at the Diet of Ratisbon
to exclude all Cah-inists from a partici-

pation in the religious peace of Ger-

many,'' and he redoubled his efforts to

prevent the extension of any benefits
to the Calvinists of the Netherlands.
These determinations had remained
constaint and intense.

* See in pai-ticular a letter of Cornt John
of Nassau to the Prince of Orang-e, dated
DillemberiT, May 9, 157G.—Archives do la
Maison d'Orjiiige, v. 349-358.

• Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc.. v. 220,
230.
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On the whole, the political appear-
ance of Germany was as menacing as

that of France seemed for a time
favourable to tlie schemes of Orange.
The quaiTels of the princes, and the

daily widening schism between Lu-
therans and Calvinists, seemed to

bode little good to the cause of reli-

gious freedom. The potentates were

perplexed and at variance, the nobles

lukewarm and discontented. Among
the people, although subdivided into

hostile factions, there was more life.

Here, at least, were heartiness of

love and hate, enthusiastic conviction,
earnestness and agitation.

" The true

religion," wrote Count John,
"
is spread-

ing daily among the common men.

Among the powerful, who think them-
selves highly learned, and who sit in

roses, it grows, alas, little. Here and
there a Nicodemus or two may be

found, but things will hardly go better

here than in France or the Nether-

lands." ^

Thus, then, stood affairs in the neigh-

bouring coimtries. The prospect was
olack in Germany, more encouraging
in France, dubious, or worse, in Eng-
land. More work, more anxiety, more

desperate struggles than ever, devolved

upon the Prince. Secretary Bninynck
Wrote that his illustrious chief was

tolerably well in health, but so loaded

with affairs, sorrows, and travails, that,
from morning till night, he had scarcely
leisure to breathe.'' Besides his multi-

tudinous correspondence with the pub-
lic bodies, whose labours he habitually

directed; with the various estates of

the provinces, which he was gradually

moulding into an organised and general
resistance to the Spanish power; with

public envoys and with secret agents
to foreign cabinets, all of whom re-

ceived their instructions from him
alone; with individuals of eminence
and influence, whom he was eloquently

urging to abandon their hostile position
to their fatherland, and to assist him

*
Arcliives, etc., de la Maison d'Orange,

V. 346, 347. a
Ibid., v. 365.

» Bor, ix. 667, sqq. Mcteren, v. 102, 103.

* Archives, etc., dela Maison d'Orange, v.

Bi8, 359.

* Bor, ix. C78. HoofJ, x, 440, Archives
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in the great work which he was doing ;

besides these numerous avocations, he
was actively and anxiously engaged
during the spring of 1576, with the

attempt to relieve the city of Zierick-

zee.'

That important place, the capital of

Schouwen, and the key to half Zea-

land, had remained closely invested

since the memorable expedition to

Duiveland. The Prince had passed
much of his time in the neighbour-
hood, during the month of May, in

order to attend personally to the con-

templated relief, and to correspond

daily with the beleaguered garrison.*
At last, on the 2oth of May, a vigorous
effort was made to throw in succour by
sea. The brave Admiral Boisot, hero

of the memorable relief of Leyden,
had charge of the expedition. Mon-

dragon had surrounded the shallow

harbour with hulks and chains, and

with a loose submerged dyke of piles
and rubbish. Against this obstacle

Boisot drove his ship, the Red Lion,
with his customary audacity, but did

not succeed in cutting it through.
His vessel, the largest of the fleet, be-

came entangled : he was, at the same

time, attacked from a distance by the

besiegers. The tide ebbed, and left

his ship aground, while the other

vessels had been beaten back by the

enemy. Night approached, and there

was no possibility of accomplishing
the enterprise. His ship was hope-

lessly stranded. With the morning's
sun his captivity was certain. Rather

than fall into the hands of his enemy,
he sprang into the sea, followed by
three hundred of his companions,
some of whom were fortunate enough
to effect their escape. The gallant
Admiral swam a long time, sustained

by a broken spar. Night and dark-

ness came on before assistance could

be rendered, and he perished.* Thus
died Louis Boisot, one of the most

enterprising of the early champions of

de la Maison d'Orange, v. 364-368. Me-
teren, v. 102.—The last historian erroneously

gives the 12th of June instead of the 25th ol

May as the date of the unfortunate adven-
ture. Cabrera, xi. 816, wlio states the loss

of the Orangists at eight hundred aud Hp>
wards,
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Netherland freedom— one of the

bravest precursors of that race of

heroes, the commanders of the Hol-

land na\'y. The Prince deplored his

loss deeply as that of a " valiant gen-

tleman, and one well afFectioned to

the common cause." ^ His brother,
Charles Boisot, as wiU be remembered, '

had perished by treachery at the first i

landing of the Spanish troops, after !

their perilous passage from Duiveland.

Thus both the brethren had laid down
|

their lives for their country, on this

its outer barrier, and in the hour of its

utmost need. The fall of the be-

leaguered town could no longer be de-

ferred. The Spaniards were, at last,

to receive the prize of that romantic
valour which had led them across the

bottom of the sea to attack the city.

Nearly nine months had, however,

elapsed since that achievement, and
the Grand Commander, by whose
orders it had been imdertaken, had
been four months in his grave. He
Was permitted to see neither the long-

delayed success which crowned the

enterprise, nor the procession of disas-

tei-s and crimes which were to mark it

as a most fatal success.

On the 21st of June 1576, Zierickzee,
instructed by the Prince of Orange to

accept honourable terms, if offered,

agreed to surrender. Mondragon,
whose soldiers were in a state of

suffering, and ready to break out in

mutiny, was but too happy to grant
an honourable capitulation. The gar-
rison were allowed to go out with
their arms and personal baggage. The
t:itizens were permitted to retain or

esimie their privileges and charters,
on payment of two hundred thousand

guldens. Of sacking and burning
there was, on this occasion, fortu-

nately, no question ;
but the first half

of the commutation money was to be

paid in cash. There was but little

money in the impoverished little

town, but mint -masters were ap-

pointed by the magistrates to take
their seats at once in the Hotel de

1 Archives, etc. v. 367.
* Bor, is. 6S1. Hoof i. x. 440, 441. Me-

teren, v. 102, 103. Archives de la Maison
d'Orange, . 372, 373. Letter of 16th July,

Afoot. 617

Yille. The citizens brought their

spoons and silver dishes, one after

another, which were melted and
coined into doUars and half-dollars,

vmtil the payment was satisfactorily

adjusted. Thus fell Zierickzee, to the

deep regret of the Prince. " Had we
received the least succour in the world
from any side," he wrote, "the poor

city should never have fallen. I could

get nothing from France or England,
with all my efforts. Nevertheless, we
do not lose courage, but hope that, al-

though abandoned by all the world, the

Lord God will extend His right hand
over us." ^

The enemies were not destined to

go fturther. From their own hand now
came the blow which was to expel them
from the soU which they had so long

polluted. No sooner was Zierickzee

captured than a mutiny broke forth

among several companies of Spaniards
and Walloons, belonging to the army
in Schouwen.* A large number of the
most influential officers had gone to

Brussels, to make arrangements, if pos-

sible, for the payment of the troops.
In their absence there was more scope
for the arguments of the leading muti-

neers;—argumenti?, assuredly, not en-

tirely destitute of justice or logical

precision. If ever labourers were

worthy of their hire, certainly it was
the Spanish soldiery. Had they not
done the work of demons for nine years

long? Could Philip or Alva have
foimd in the wide world men to exe-

cute their decrees with more unhesitat-

ing docility, with more sympathising
eagerness! "What obstacle had ever

given them pause in their career of

duty? What element had they not
braved ? Had not they fought within
the bowels of the earth, beneath the

depths of the sea, within blazing cities,

and upon fields of ice? Where waa
the work which had been too dark and

bloody for their performance ? Had
they not slaughtered unarmed human
beings by townfuls, at the word of

command? Had they not eaten the

1576, in Archives de la liaison d'Orange, v.

379-3S1.
» Bor, Ix. 6S1, 692, sqq. Metercn, vi. 106.

Hoofd, X.- 443. Groen v. Prinst. t. 3s1, Sijcj.
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flesh aud drank the heart's blood of

their enemies ? Had they not stained

the house of God with wholesale mas-
sacre ? What altar and what hearth-

stone had they not profaned ? What
fatigue, what danger, what crime, had
ever checked them for a moment?
And for all this obedience, labour, and

bloodshed, were they not even to be

paid such wages as the commonest

clown, who only tore the earth at

home, received? Did Phihp believe

that a few thousand Spaniards were to

execute his sentence of death against
three millions of Netherlanders, and
be cheated of their pay at last ?

It was in vain that arguments and

expostulations were addressed to sol-

diers who were suffering from want,
and maddened by injustice. They de-

termined to take their cause into their

own hand, as they had often done be-

fore. By the 15th of July, the mutiny
was general on the isle of Schouwen.^
Promises were freely offered, both of

pay and pardon; appeals were made
to their old sense of honour and loyalty ;

but they had had enough of promises,
of honour, and of work. What they
wanted now were shoes and jerkins,
bread and meat, and money. Money
they would have, and that at once.

The King of Spain was their debtor.

The Netherlands belonged to the King
of Spain. They would therefore levy
on the Netherlands for payment of

their debt. Certainly this was a logi-

cal deduction. They knew by expe-
rience that this process had heretofore

excited more indignation in the minds
of the Netherland people than in that

of their master. Moreover, at this

juncture, they cared little for their

sovereign's displeasure, and not at all

for that of the Netherlanders. By the

middle of July, then, the mutineers,
now entirely beyond control, held their

officers imprisoned within their quar-
ters at Zierick^ee. They even sur-

rounded the house of Mondragon, who
had so often led them to victory, call-

ing upon him with threats and taunts

1 Hoofd, X. 443, Bqq. Bor, ix. 692. Mo-
tereii, vi. 106. Mendoza, xv. 298, sqq.
Oabrera, xi. 848, sqq.

» Hoofd, X. 443, 444.

to furnish them with money.^ The
veteran, roused to fury by their insub-

ordination and their taunts, sprang
from his house into the midst of the

throng. Baring his breast before them,
he fiercely invited aud dared their

utmo.st violence. Of his life-blood, he
told them bitterly, he was no niggard,
and it was at their disposal. Hia

wealth, had he possessed any, would
have been equally theirs. •* Shamed
into temporary respect, but not turned
from their purpose by the choler of

their chief, they left him to himself.

Soon afterwards, having swept Schou-
wen island bare of everything which
could be consumed, the mutineers
swarmed out of Zealand into Brabant,

devouring as they went.*

It was their purpose to hover for a

time in the neighbourhood of the

capital, and either to force the Council
of State to pay them their long arrears,
or else to seize and sack the richest

city vipon which they could lay their

hands. The compact, disciplined

mass, rolled hither and thither, with

uncertainty of purpose, but with the
same military precision of movement
which had always characterised these
remarkable mutinies. It gathered
strength daily. The citizens of Brus-

sels contemplated with dismay the

eccentric and threatening apparition.

They knew that rapine, murder, and
all the worst evils which man can

inflict on his brethren,were pent within

it, and would soon descend. Yet, even
with all their past experience, did thi-y
not foresee the depth of woe whir'

was really impending. The mutintu
had discarded siich of their officers as

they could not compel to obedience,
and had, as \isual, chosen their Eletto.

Many straggling companies joined
them as they swept to and fro. They
came to Herenthals, where they wero
met by Count Mansfeld, who was

deputed by the Council of State to

treat with them, to appeal to them, to

pardon them, to offer them everything
but money. It may be supposed that

3 Ibid., X. 444.—Comp.are Cabn ra, xl. 848,

* Bor, ix. C92. Cabrera, xi, 848, sqq.

Mendoza, xv. 300.
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the success of the commander-in-chief

was no belter than that of Mondragon
and his subalte-ns. They laughed
him to : oara when he reminded them
how their conduct was tarnishing the

glory which they had acquired by
nine years of heroism. They an-

swered, with their former cynicism,
that glory could be put neither into

pocket nor stomach. They had no
use for it; they had more than

enough of it. Give them money, or

give them a city ;

^ these were their

last terms.

Sorrowfully and bodingly Mansfeld
withdrew to consult again with the

State CouncU. The mutineers then
made a demonstration upon Mechlin,
but that city having fortiinately

strengthened its garrison, was allowed
to escape. They then hovered for a

time outside the walls of Brussels.

At Grimsberg, where they paused for

a short period, they held a parley
with Captain ilontesdocca, whom they
received with fair words and specious

pretences. He rettu^ed to Brussels

with the favourable tidings, and the

mutineers swarmed ofif to Assche.
Thither Montesdocca was again de-

spatched, with the expectation that he
would be able to bring them to terms,
but they drove him off with jeers and

threats, finding that he brought neither

money nor the mortgage of a populous
city. The next day, after a feint or

two in a different direction, they made
a sudden swoop upon Alost, in Flan-

ders. Here they had at last made
their choice, and the town was carried

by storm. All the inhabitants who
opposed them were butehered, and
the mutiny, at last established in a

capital, was able to treat ^vith the
State Council upon equal terms. They
were now between two and three
thousand strong, disciplined, veteran

troops, posted in a strong and wealthy
city. One hundred parishes belonged
to the jurisdiction of Alost, all of

which were immediately laid under
contribution.*

The excitement was now intense in

in Brussdt. 619

Brussels. Anxiety and alarm had given

place to rage, and the whole population
rose in arms to defend the capital,
which was felt to be in imminent dan-

ger. This spontaneous courage of the

burghers prevented the catastrophe,
which was reserved for a sister city.

Meantime, the indignation and horror

excited by the mutiny were so uni-

versal that the Council of State could

not withstand the pressme. Even the

women and children demanded daily
in the streets that the rebel soldiers

should be declared outlaws. On the

26th of July, accordingly, the King of

Spain was made to pronounce his

Spaniards traitors and murderers. AU
men were enjoined to slay one or all

of them, wherever they should be

found; to refuse them bread, water,
and fire, and to assemble at sound of

bell, in every city, whenever the magis-
trates shotdd order an assault upon
them.' A stUl more stringent edict

was issued on the 2d of August,
• and

BO eagerly had these decrees been ex-

pected, that they were published

throughout Flanders and Brabant al-

most as soon as issued. Hitherto th«

leading officers of the Spanish army
had kept aloof from the insurgents,
and frowned upon their proceedings.
The Spanish member of the State

Council, Jerome de Roda, had joined
without opposition in the edict. As,
however, the mutiny gathered strength
on the outside, the indignation waxed

daily within the capitaL The citLzena

of Brussels, one and all, stood to their

arms. Not a man could enter or leave

without their permission. The Span-
iards who were in the town, whether
soldiers or merchants, were regarded
with suspicion and abhorrence. The
leading Spanish officers, Romero, Mon-
tesdocca, Yerdugo, and others, who
had attempted to quell the mutiny,
had been driven off with threats and

curses, then* soldiers defying them and

brandishing their swords in their very
faces. On the other hand, they were
looked upon with Ul-wiU by the Xe-
therlanders. Themost prominentSpan-

1 Bor, ix. 692. Meterea, vi. 10€. HooJd,
'

* Bor, ii. 693. Meteren, vL 106, Benti-
;. 444. Mendoza. s». SCO. voglio, ix. 173. Uoofi, x. 445.
» See the t uct, iu Bor. ix. W3. HtK.fd, x. HX
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ifih personages in Brussels were kept
in a state of half-imprisonment.^ Ro-

mero, Roda, Verdugo, were believed
to favour at heart the cause of their

rebellious troops, and the burghers of

Brabant had come to consider all the

King's army in a state of rebellion.

Believing the State Council powerless
to protect them from the impending
storm, they regarded that body with
little respect, keeping it, as it were, in

durance, while the Spaniards were
afraid to walk the streets of Brussels

for fear of being murdered. A retainer

of Roda, who had ventured to defend
the character and conduct of his mas-
ter before a number of excited citizens,
was slain on the spot.''

In Antwerp, Champagny, brother of

Granvelle, and governor of the city,
was disposed to cultivate friendly rela-

tions withthe Prince of Orange. Cham-

pagny hated the Spaniards, and the
hatred seemed to establish enough of

sympathy between himself and the
liberal party to authorise confidence

in him. The Prince dealt with him,
but regarded him warily.* Fifteen

companies of German troops, under
Colonel Altaemst, were suspected of a

strong inclination to join the mutiny.
They were withdrawn from Antwerp,
and in their. room came Count Ober-

stein, with his regiment, who swore to

admit no suspicious person inside the

gates, and in all things to obey the

orders of Champagny.* In the citadel,

however, matters were very threaten-

ing. Sancho d'Avila, the governor,

although he had not openly joined the

revolt, treated the edict of outlawry

against the rebellious soldiery with
derision. He refused to publish a de-

cree which he proclaimed infamous,
and which had been extorted, in his

opinion, from an impotent and trem-

bling council.' Even Champagny had
not desired or dared to publish the

edict within the city. The reasons

alleged were his fears of irritating and

1 Bor, ix. 692, 693. Cabrera, xi. 849.

Hoofd, X. 445.
2 Bor, ix. 693. Meteren, vi. 106.
3 Archives de la Maison d'Orange, v. 487,

468. Cabrera, xi. 863.—" Pero el Cham-
palgne estaba convenido con los Estados y
oon le Principe do Orange gu graude amiga"
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alarming the foreign merchants, whoso

position was so critical and friendship
so important at that momeat.® On
the other- hand, it was loudly and joy-

fully published in most other towns of

Flanders and Brabant. In Brussels
there were two parties : one holding
the decree too audacious for his Majes-
ty to pardon ; the other clamouring for

its instantaneous fulfilment. By far

the larger and more influential portion
of the population favoured the mea-

sure, and wished the sentence of out-

lawry and extermination to be extend-
ed at once against all Spaniards and
other foreigners in the service of the

King. It seemed imprudent to wait
until all the regiments had formally
accepted the mutiny, and concentrated
themselves into a single body.

^

At this juncture, on the last day of

July, the Marquis of Havr^, brother to

the Duke of Aerschot, arrived out of

Spain.
8 He was charged by the King

with conciliatory but unmeaning
phrases to the estates. The occasion

was not a happy one. There never
was a time when direct and vigorous
action had been more necessary. It

was probably the King's desire then,
as much as it ever had been his desire

at all, to make up the quarrel with hia

provinces. He had been wearied with
the policy which Alva had enforced,
and for which he endeavoured at that

period to make the Duke appear re-

sponsible. The barren clemency which
the Grand Commander had been in-

structed to afi'cct, had deceived but
few persons, and had produced but
small results. The King was, perhaps,

really inclined at this juncture to ex-

ercise clemency
—that is to say, he

was willing to pardon his people for

having contended for their rights, pro-
vided they were now willing to resign
them for ever. So the Catholic reli-

gion and his own authority were ex-

clusively and inviolably secured, he
was willing to receive his disobedient

* Bor, ix. 694. Hoofd, x. 447.

' Mendoza, xv. 301. Cabrera, xi. 849.

• Bor, ix. 694.

I Ibid., 694, sqq. Hoofd, x. 447, sqq,

8 Bor, ix. 704.
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provinces into favour. To accomplish
this end, however, he had still no more
fortunata conception than to take the

ads-ice li Hopper. A soothing pro-
crastination was the anodyne selected

for the bitter pangs of the body politic—a vague expression of royal benignity
the styptic to be applied to its mortal

wounds. An interval of hesitation was
to bridge over the chasm between the

provinces and their distant metropolis.
"The Marquis of Havre has been sent,"

said the Kong,
" that he may expressly

witness to you of our good intentions,

and of our desire, with the grace of

God, to bring about a pacification."^

Alas, it was well known whence those

pavements of good intentions had been

taken, and whither they would lead.

They were not the material for a sub-

stantial road to reconciliation. "His

Majesty," said the Marq\iis, on deliver-

ing his report to the State Council,
"has long been pondering over all

things necessary to the peace of the

land. His Majesty, like a very gra-
cious and bountiful Prince, has ever

been disposed, in times past, to treat

these, his subjects, by the best and
sweetest means." ' There being, how-

ever, room for an opinion that so

bountiful a prince might have dis-

covered sweeter means, by all this

pondering, than to bum and gibbet
his subjects by thousands, it was

thought proper to insinuate that his

orders had been hitherto misunder-

stood. Alva and Requesens had been
unfaithful agents, who did not know
their business, but it was to be set

right in future. "As the good-will
and meaning of his Majesty has by no
means been followed," continued the

envoy, "his Majesty has determined
to send Coimcillor Hopper, keeper of

the privy seal, and myself, hither-

vrards, to execute the resolutions of

his Majesty."' Two such personages
as poor, plodding, confused, time-serv-

ing Hopper, and flighty, talkative *

Havre, whom even Requesens de-

Quackeri/. G21

spised, and whom Don John, while

shortly afterwanls recommending him

for a state councillor, characterised tc

PhUip as "a very great scoundrel,"*
would hardly be able, even if royally

empowered, to undo the work of two

preceding administrations. Moreover,
CouncillorHopper, on furtherthoughts,
was not despatched at all to the Ne-
therlands.

The provinces were, however, as-

sured by the King's letters to the Bra-

bant estates, to the State Council, and
other public bodies, as well as by the

report of the Marquis, that efficacious

remedies were preparing in Madrid,

The people were only to wait patiently
till they should arrive.® The public
had heard before of these nostrums,
made up by the royal prescriptions in

Spain; and were not Ukely to accept
them as a panacea for their present

complicated disorders. Never, in

truth, had conventional commonplace
been applied more unseasonably. Here
was a general military mutiny flaming
in the very centre of the land. Here
had the intense hatred of race, which
for years had been gnawing at the
heart of the country, at last broken
out into most malignant manifesta-

tion. Here was nearly the whole na-

tive population of every proirince,
from grand seigneur to plebeian, from
Catholic prelate to Anabaptist artisan,

exasperated alike by the excesses of

six thoxisand foreign brigands, and
united by a common hatred into a
band of brethren. Here was a State

Council too feeble to exercise the

authority which it had arrogated,

trembling between the wrath of its

sovereign, the menacing cries of the
Brussels burghers, and the wild threats

of the rebellious army, and held virtu-

ally captive in the capital which it waa

supposed to govern.

Certainly, the confirmation of the

Council in its authority, for an indefi-

nite, even if for a brief period, was a

most unlucky step at this juncture.
1 See the letter, in Bor, vs.. 704.
* Eeport of Marquis of Havre, in Bor, ix.

704. » Ibii
* "Loquillo y insubstanciaL"—Letter of

Requesens to 'Piiilip, cited by Gach^ird,
Corresp. Guillaume le Tacit-, iii.'lSO, n. L

* " Muy grandissimo vellacho."—Letter*^
Don John to Piiilip, cited by Gachard, uW
sup.

^
Report of Alarq. Havre, etc, Bor, ix.

705.
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There were two parties in the pro-
vinces, but one was far the most

powerful upon the great point of the

Spanish soldiery. A vast majority
weve in favour of a declaration of out-

lawry against the whole army, and it

was thought desirable to improve the

opportunity by getting rid of them al-

together. If the people could rise en

masse, now that the royal government
was in abeyance, and, as it were, in the
nation's hands, the incubus might be
cast off for ever. If any of the Sjianish
officers had been sincere in their efforts

to arrest the mutiny, the sincerity was
not believed. If any of the foreign
regiments of the King appeared to

hesitate at joining the Alost crew, the
hesitation was felt to be temporary.
Meantime, the important German regi-
ments of Fugger, Fronsberger, and

Polwiller, with their colonels and other

officei-s, had openly joined the rebel-

lion,^ while there was no doubt of the
sentiments of Sancho d'Avila and the

troops under his command.^ Thus
there were two great rallying-places
for the sedition, and the most impor-
tant fortress of the country, the key
which unlocked the richest city in the

world, was in the hands of the muti-
neers. The commercial capital of

Europe, fiUed to the brim with accu-

mulated treasures, and with the mer-
chandise of every clime, lay at the feet

of this desperate band of brigands.
The horrible result was but too soon
to be made manifest.

Meantime, in Brussels, the few

Spaniards trembled for their lives.

The few officers shut up there were
in imminent danger. "As the devil

does not cease to do his work," wrote
Colonel Verdugo,'

" he has put it into

the heads of the Brabanters to rebel,

taking for a pretext the mutiny of tlie

Spaniards. The Brussels men have
handled their weapons so well against
those tcho were placed there to p^vtect

them, that they have begun to kill the

Spaniards, threatening likewise the
Council of State. Such is their in-

» lior, ix, ril, 712. Hoofd, x. 448.
2 Metorcn, vi. 107. Mcndoza, xv. 303, sqq.

Oabrera, xi. 849, sqq.
» This lefctc'" ot Verdugo to his Lieutenant
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solence, that they care no more for

these great lords than for so many
varlets." The writer, who had taken

refuge, together with Jerome de Roda
and other Spaniards, or "

Hispanio-
lised

"
persons, in Antwerp citadel,

proceeded to sketch the preparations
which were going on in Brussels, and
the counter-measiu-es which were mak-

ing progress in Antwerp.
" The states,"

he wrote,
" are enrolling troops, saying

'tis to put down the mutiny ;
but I as-

sure you 'tis to attack the army indiscri-

minately. To prevent such a villanous

vmdertaking, troops of all nations are as-

sembling here, in order to march straight

upon Brussels, there to enforce every-

thing which my lords of the State

Council shall ordain." Events were

obviously hastening to a crisis—an

explosion, before long, was inevitable.
"
I wish I had my horses here," con.

tinued the Colonel, "and must beg
you to send them. I see a black
cloud hanging over our heads. I fear

that the Brabautines will play the

beasts so much, that they will have
all the soldiery at tlieir throats." *

Jerome de Roda had been fortunate

enough to make his escape out of

Brussels,^ and now claimed to be sole

Governor of the Netherlands, as the

only remaining representative of the
State Council. His colleagues were in

durance at the capital. Their autho-

rity was derided. Although not yet

actually imprisoned, they were in

reality bound hand and foot, and

compelled to take their orders eitler

from the Brabant estates or from tli

burghers of Brussels. It was not ;;

illogical proceeding, therefore, thm
Roda, under the shadow of the Ant-

werp citadel, should set up his own

person aa all that remained of the out-

raged majesty of Spain. Till the new
Governor, Don Juan, should arrive,
whose appointment the King had al-

ready communicated to the govern-
ment, and who might be expected in

the Netherlands before the close of

the autumn, the solitary councillor

De la Margella is piililished by I3or, ix, 702,
and by Groen v. Pnnstercr, Archives, t
3S7-3S9. < Letter of Verdugo.

» Bor, ix. 705. Hoofd, x 449.
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claimed to embody tlie whole Council.^

He caused a new seal to be struck—a

proceeding very unreasonably charged
as forgery by the provincials

— and
forthwith began to thunder forth pro-
clamations and counter-proclamations
in the King's name and under the royal
seal." It is difficult to see any technical

crime or mistake in such a course. As
a Spaniard, and a representative of his

Majesty, he could hardly be expected
to take any other view of his duty. At

any rate, being called upon to choose

between rebellious Ketherlanders and
mutinous Spaniards, he was not long
in making up his mind.

By the beginning of September the

mutiny was general. All the Spanish
anny, from general to pioneer, were
united. The most important German
troops had taken side with them.
Sancho d'Avila held the citadel of

Antwerp, vowing vengeance, and hold-

ing open communication with the
soldiers at Alost.^ The Council of

State remonstr9,ted with him for his

disloyalty. He replied by referring
to his long years of service, and by
reproving them for affecting an autho-

ritywhich theirimprisonment rendered
ridiculoiis.'* The Spaniards were se-

curely estabhshed. The various cita-

dels which had been built by Charles
and Philip to curb the country now
effectually did their work. With the

castles of Antwerp, Valenciennes,
Ghent, Utrecht, Culemburg, Viane,
Alost, in the hands of six thousand
veteran Spaniards, the country seemed
chained in every limb. The foreigner's
foot was on its reck. Brussels wa3
almost the only considerable town out
of Holland and Zealand which was
even temporarily safe. The important
city of Maestricht was held by a Span-
ish garrison, while other capital towns
and stations were in the power of the
Walloon and German mutineers.' The
depredations committed in the villages,
the open country, and the cities, were in-

cessant—the Spaniards treating every
Netherlander as their foe. Gentleman
and peasant, Protestant and Catholic,

priest and layman, all were plundered,
maltreated, outraged. The indignatioa
became daily more general and more
intense.® There were frequent skir-

mishes between the soldiery and pro-
mLscuous bands of peasants, citizens,
and students; conflicts in which the

Spaniards were invariably victorious.

What could such half-armed and

wholly untrained partisans effect a-

gainst the bravest and most experi-
enced troops in the whole world I

Such results only increased the general
exasperation, while they impressed
upon the whole people the necessity
of some great and general effort to

throw off the incubus.

CHAPTER V.

Eeligiovis and political sympathies and antipathies in the seventeen provinces—Unani-
mous hatred for the foreiini soldiery—Use made by thePiiuce of the mutiny—His corre-
spondence—Necessity of Union enforced—^A congress from nearly all the provinces meets
at Ghent—Skirmishes betweeu the foreign troo{>s ai.d partisan bands—Slaughter at
Tisnacq—i^uspicions entertained of the State-Council—Arrest of the State-Council—
Siege of Ghent citadel—Assistance sent by Orange—Slaestiicbt lost and regained—^

Wealthy and perilous condition of Antwerp—Preparations of the mutineers under the
secret superintendence of Avila—Stupidity of Obersteiu—Dnphcity of Don Sancho—
Reinforcements of Walloons luider Havre, Egroont, and others, sent to Antwerp Gover-
nor Champagny's propaiiitions f.jrthc expected assault of the mutineers—Insubordina-
tion, incapacity, and neghgence of all but him—Couceutratiou of all the mutineers from
different points, in the citadel—The attack, the panic, the flight, the massacre, the
fire, the sack, and other details of the "Spanish Fury"—Statistics of miurder and
robberj-—Letter of Orange to the States-general—Surrender of Ghent citadel—Conclu-
sion of the " Ghent Pacilicatii>n

"—The treaty characterised—Forms of ratification Fall
of Zicrickzee and recovery of Zealand.

'
Bor, Hoofd, ubi snp.

*
Bor, ix. 712. Hootcl, x. 449.

* MendoBa, xv. 301, sqq. Cabrera, xt 864,

* Alendoza, ubi sup.
' Bor, ix. 715. ilendoza, xv. 303.

Meteren, vi. 107. Hoof4 x. t60-45S.
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Meantime, the Prince of Orange sat

at Middelburg/ watching the storm.

The position of Holland and Zealand

\Yith regard to the other fifteen pro-
vinces was distinctly characterised.

Upon certain points there was an ab-

solute sympathy, while iipon others

there was a grave and almost fatal

difference. It was tho task of the

Prince to deepen the sympathy, to

extinguish the difference.

In Holland and Zealand there was
a warm and nearly universal adhesion

to the Reformed religion, a passionate
attachment to the ancient political
liberties. The Prince, although an
earnest Calvinist himself, did all in his

power to check the growing spirit of

intolerance toward the old religion,
omitted no opportunity of strengthen-

ing the attachment which the people

justly felt for their liberal institutions.

On the other hand, in most of the

other provinces, the Catholic religion
had been regaining its ascendancy.
Even in 1574, the estates assembled at

Brussels declared to Requesens,
" that

they would rather die the death than

see any change in their religion."
*

That feeling had rather increased than
diminished. Although there was a

strong party attached to the new faith,

there was perhaps a larger
—

certainly a

more influential body—which regarded
the ancient Church with absolute

fidelity. Owing partly to the perse-
cution which had, in the course of

years, banished so many thousands of

families from the soil, partly to the

coercion, which was more stringent in

the immediate presence of the Crown's

representative, partly to the stronger
infusion of the Celtic element, which
from the earliest ages had always been
BO keenly alive to the more sensuous
and splendid manifestations of the de-

votional principle
—owing to these and

many other causes, the old religion,

despite of all the outrages which had
been committed in its name, still num-
bered a host of zealous adherents in

the fifteen provinces. Attempts against
its sanctity were regarded with jealous

» Bur. ix. G'J4, sqq.

^ "Datflo licvor willcu sterven do dood.
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eyes. It was believed, and with reason,
that there was a disposition on the part
of the Reformers to destroy it, root and
branch. It was suspected that the same

enginery of persecution would be em-

ployed in its extirpation, should the

opposite party gain the supremacy,
which the Papists had so long em-

ployed against the converts to the new
religion.
As to political convictions, the fifteen

provinces differed much less from their

two sisters. There was a strong attach-

ment to their old constitutions— a

general inclination to make use of the

present crisis to effect their restora-

tion. At the same time, it had not
come to be the general conviction, as

in Holland and Zealand, that the main-
tenance of those liberties was incom-

patible with the continuance of Philip's

authority. There was, moreover, a

strong aristocratic faction which was

by no means disposed to take a liberal

view of government in general, and re-

garded with apprehension the simul-

taneous advance of heretical notions

both in church and state. Still there

were, on the whole, the elements of

a controlling constitutional party

throughout the fifteen provinces. The

great bond of sympathj', however,
between all the seventeen was their

common hatred to the foreign sol-

diery. Upon this deeply imbedded,
immovable fulcrum of an ancient na-

tional hatred, the sudden mutiny of

the whole Spanish army served as a

lever of incalculable power. The
Prince seized it as from tho hand of

God. Thus armed, he proposed to

himself the task of upturning the mass
of oppression under which the old

liberties of the country had so long
been crushed. To effect this object,
adroitness was as requisite as courageu

Expulsion of the foreign soldiery,
union of tho seventeen provinces, a

representative constitution, according
to the old charters, by the states-gene-

ral, \mder an heredit;iry chief, a large

religious toleration, suppression of all

inquisition into men's consciences—
dan tc Bien cciiigo voinndcriiige in de

Roligie," etc.—Romoustrauco, etc., in Bor,
viii. olS''.
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these were the great objects to which

the Prince now devoted himself with

renewed energy.
To bring about a general organisa-

tion anu a general union, much deli-

cacy of handling was necessary. The
sentiment of extreme Catholicism and
Monarchism was not to be suddenly
scared into opposition. The Prince,

therefore, in all his addresses and
documents was careful to disclaim any
intention of disturbing the established

religion, or of making any rash politi-

cal changes. "Let no man think,"
said he to the authorities of Brabant,

"that, against the will of the estates,

we desire to bring about any change
in religion. Let no one suspect us

capable of prejudicing the righta of

any man. We have long since taken

up arms to maintain a legal and con-

stitutional freedom, founded upon law.

God forbid that we should now oAr

tempt to introduce novelties, by
which the face of liberty should be
defiled."!

In a brief and very spirited letter to

Count Lalain, a Catholic and a loyalist,
but a friend of his country and fer-

vent hater of foreign oppression, he
thus appealed to his sense of chivalry
and justice :

"
Although the honour-

able house from which you spring," he

said,
" and the virtue and courage of

your ancestors, have always impressed
me with the conviction that you would
follow in their footsteps, yet am I glad
to have received proofs that my antici-

pations were correct. I cannot help,
therefore, entreating you to maintain
the same high heart, and to accomplish
that which you have so worthily begun.
Be not deluded by false masks, mum-
ming faces, and borrowed titles, which

people assume for their own profit,

persuading othei^ that the King's ser-

vice consists in the destruction of his

Bubjects."
*

While thus careful to offend no
man's religious convictions, to startle

no man's loyalty, he made skilful use
of the general indignation felt at the

* Letter to States of Brabant, in Bor. ix.
095.

s The letter to Lalain is puUiahed by Bor,

021

atrocities of the mutinous army. Thia

chord he struck boldly, powerfully,

passionately, for he felt sure of the

depth and strength of its vibrations.

In his address to the estates of Gelder-

land,' he used vigorous language, in-

flaming and directing to a practical

purpose the just wrath which was felt

in that, as in every other province.
"
I write to warn you," he said,

" to

seize this present opportunity. Shake
from your necks the yoke of the god-
less Spanish tyranny, join yourselves
at once to the lovers of the fatherland,
to the defenders of freedom. Accord-

ing to the example of your own ances-

tors and ours, redeem for the country
its ancient laws, traditions, and pri-

vileges. Permit no longer, to your
shame and ours, a band of Spanish

landloupers and other foreigners, to-

gether with three or four self-seeking
enemies of their own land, to keep
their feet upon our necks. Let them
no longer, in the very wantonness of

tyranny, drive us about like a herd
of cattle—like a gang of well-tamed
slaves."

Thus, day after day, in almost coimt-

less addresses to pubhc bodies and

private individuals, he made use of

the crisis to pile fresh fuel upon the

flames. At the same time, while thus

fanning the general indignation, he
had the adroitness to point out that

the people had already committed
themselves. He represented to them
that the edict, , by which they had
denounced his Majesty's veterans as

outlaws, and had devoted them to the
indiscriminate destruction which such

brigands deserved, was likely to prove
an unpardonable crime in the eyes of

majesty. In short, they had entered
the torrent. If they would avoid

being dashed over the precipice, they
must struggle manfully with the mad
waves of civil war into which they had

plunged- "I beg you, with aU affec-

tion," he said to the states of Brabant,*
" to c&nsider the danger in which you
have placed yourselves. You have to

< Address to tho Estates of Gelderlaud.

apud Bor, is. 702.

* la Bor, ix. 6»4-fle«..
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deal with the proudest aud most over-

bearing race in the world. For these

qualities they are hated by all other
nations. They are even hateful to

themselves. 'Tis a race which seeks
to domineer wheresoever it comes. It

pai-ticvilarly declares its intention to

crush and to tyi-annise you, my masters,
and all the laud. They have conquered
you already, as they boast, for the
crime of lese-majesty has placed you
at their mercy. I tell you that your
last act, by which you have declared

this army to be rebels, is decisive.

You have armed and excited the
whole people against them, even to

the peasants and the peasants' chil-

dren, and the insults and injuries thus

received, however richly deserved and

dearly avenged, are all set down to

your account. Therefore, 'tis neces-

sary for you to decide now, whether
to be utterly ruined, yourselves and

your children, or to continue firmly
the work which you have begun boldly,
and rather to die a hundred thousand
deaths than to make a treaty with

them, which can only end in your
ruin. Be assured that the measure
dealt to you will be ignominy as well

as destruction. Let not your leaders

expect the honourable scaffolds of

Counts Egmont and Horn. The whip-
ping-post and then the gibbet will be
their certain fate."^

Having by this and similar language,

upon varioiis occasions, sought to im-

press upon his countrymen the gravity
of the position, he led them to seek

the remedy in audacity and in union.

He familiarised them with his theorj',
that the legal, historical government
of the provinces belonged to the

states-general, to a congress of nobles,

clergy, and commons, appointed from
each of the seventeen provinces.^ He
maintained, with reason, that the

government of the Netherlands was
a repi-esentative constitutional govern-

ment, under the hereditary authority
of the King.' To recover this consti-

i " Aen de galgo of kake," etc. Address
to the Estates of Brabant, etc., Bor, ubi sup.

* Missive of Prince of Orange lo Btates-

goneral, in Bor, x. 747-749.
* Miaajve, etc., Bor, ubi sup.
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tuticm, to lift up these down trodden

righls, he set before them most vividly
the necessity of union. "

'Tis impos-
sible," he said,

" that a chariot should
move evenly having its wheels un-

equally proportioned; and so must a
confederation be broken to pieces, if

there be not an equal obligation on
all to tend to a common purpose."*
Union, close, fraternal, such as became
provinces of a common origin and with
similar laws, could alone save them
from their fate. Union against a com-
mon tyrant to save a common father-

land. Union, by which differences of

opinion should be tolerated, in order
that a million of hearts shoidd beat
for a common purpose, a million hands
work out, invincibly, a common sal-

vation. "'Tis hardly necessary," he
said, "to use many words in recom-
mendation of union. Disunion has
been the cause of all our woes. There
is no remedy, no hope, save in the
bonds of friendship. Let all parti-
cular disagreements be left to the
decision of the states-general, in order
that with one heart and one will we
may seek the disenthralment of the
fatherland from the tyranny of stran-

gers."
^

The first step to a thorough union

among all the provinces was the

arrangement of a closer connexion
betvreen the now isolated states of

Holland and Zealand ou the one side,
and their fifteen sisters on the other.

The Prince professed the readiness of

those states which he might be said to

represent in his single person, to draw
as closely as possible the bonds of

fellowship. It was almost suioerfluous
for him to promise his own ready co-

operation.
"
Nothing remains to us,"

said he, "but to discard all jealousy
and distrust. Let us, with a firm re-

solution and a common accord, liberate

these lands from the stranger. Hand
to hand let us accomplish a just and

genera) peace. As for myself, I pre-
sent trj you, with very good affection,

* Gachard, Correspondance de Guillaume
lo Tacit., iii. 140-154.

8 Address to Estates of Brabant, apxid

Bor, Ix. 694-6a6.
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my person aiiJ all wliicli I passess,

assuring you that I shall regard all my
labours and pains in times which are

past, well bestowed, if God now grant
tne grace to see the desired end. That
this end will be reached, if you hold

fast your resolution and take to heart

the means which God presents to you,
I feel to be absolutely certain."-^

Such were the tenor and the motives

of the documents which he scattered

broadcast at this crisis. They were
addressed to the estates of nearly every

province. Those bodies were urgently

implored to appoiat deputies to a gene-
ral congress, at which a close and for-

mal union between Holland and Zea-

Land with the other provinces might
be effected. That important measiu-e

Eccui-ed, a general effort might, at the
same time, be made to expel the Span-
iard from the soiL This done, the

remaining matters could be disposed
of by the assembly of the estates-gene-
ral. His eloquence and energy were
not without effect. In the course of

the autumn, deputies were appointed
from the greater number of the pro-

vinces, to confer with the representa-
tives of Holland and Zealand, in a

general congress.
* The place appoiuted

for the deliberations was the city of

Ghent. Here, by the middle of Octo-

ber, a large number of delegates were

already assembled.*

Events were rapidly rolling together
from every quarter, and accumulating
to a crisis. A congress

—a rebellious

congress, as the King might deem it—
was assembling at Ghent

; the Spanish
army, proscribed, lawless, and terrible,
was strengthening itself daily for some
dark and mysterious achievement; Don
John of Austria, the King's natiiral

' Letter to Estates of Brabant, Bor, ix.

s
Bor,' ix. 703, 718, 719.

*
rbid., ix, 719. sqq. Meterea, vi. 111.

* Strada.
« Bor, ix. 715. 716. Hoofd, x. 450. Men- I

doz3, XV. 305-30S.
I

* Hoofd, X. 450.—" Bet dan twee duizent
i

man, wil man dat er het leeven liet," etc., i

etc.—"Dit geluk hadden de Sfoneaerds i

sender booven twee man te verlieztai," etc. !

This is Dutch authority. Mendoav one of
'

the chief commanders in the aSair, says no
Spaniard was killed, and that but one was ;

yjjit

brother, was expected from Spain to

assume the government, which the

State Council was too timid to wield

and too loyal to resign
• whUe, mean-

time, the whole popitlation of the

Netherlands, with hardly an exception
was disposed to see the great question
of the foreign soldiery settled before

the chaos then existing should bfl

snperseded by a more definite autho-

ri^. Everywhere, men of all rankx
and occupations

—the artisan in the

city, the peasant in the fields—were

deserting their daUy occupations to

furbish helmets, handle mviskets, and
leam the trade of war.* Skirmishes,
sometimes severe and bloody, were of

almost daily occurrence. In these the

Spaniards were invariably successful ;

for whatever may be E:ud of their

cruelty and licentiousness, it cannot
be disputed that their prowes was

worthy of their renown. Romantio

valour, unflinching fortitude, constmi-

mate skill, characterised them always.
What could half-armed artisans achieve
in the open plain against such accom-

plished foes? At Tisnacq, between
Louvain and Tirlemont, a battle was

attempted by a large miscellaneous
mass of students, peasantry, and bur-

ghers, led by country squires.' It

soon changed to a carnage, in which
the victims were all on one side. A
small number of veterans, headed by
Vargas, Mendoza, Tassis, and other
chivalrous commanders, routed the

undisciplined thousands at a single

charge. The rude militia threw away
their arms, and fled panic-struck in all

directions, at the first sight of their

terrible foe. Two Spaniards lost their
lives and two thousand Netherlanders.^
It was natural that these consummate

wounded, slightly, in the foot ; but he does
not give the number of the states-troops,
students, and burghers slain.—Mendoza, xv.
30S. Cabrera, xi. S56, states the number at
two thousand. That bitter Walloon, Renom
de France, who saw the States force pass
through Louvain, en their way to the eii-

coiinter, exults, as usual, over the discoui-
Sture of his own oiuntryrcen. "The Span-
iards cut them all to pieces," he ol»erves,"
teaching these pedants and schoolboya

that war was a game in which they had no
skilL"—Histoire dea Causes des Beroltee,
etc—MS., vi. c xii.
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warriors shotild despise such easily

slaughtered victims. A single stroke

of the iron flail, and the chaff was
scattered to the four winds; a single

sweep of the disciplined scythe, and
countless acres were in an instant

mown. Nevertheless, although beaten

constantly, the Netherlanders were not

conquered. Holland and Zealand had
read the foe a lesson which he had not

forgotten, and although on the open
fields, and against the less vigorous

population of the more central pro-

vinces, his triumphs had been easier,

yet it was obvious that the spirit of

resistance to foreign op:pression was

gi-owing daily stronger, notwithstand-

ing daily defeats.

Meantime, while these desultory but

deadly combats were in daily progress,
the Council of State was looked upon
with suspicion by the mass of the

population. That body, in which re-

sided provisionally the powers of go-

vernment, was believed to be desirous

of establishing relations with the muti-

nous army. It was suspected of insi-

diously provoking the excesses which
it seemed to denounce. It was sup-

posed to be secretly intriguing with
those whom its own edicts had out-

lawed. Its sympathies were considered

Spanish. It was openly boasted by
the Spanish army that, before long,

they would descend from their fast-

nesses upon Brussels, and give the

city to the sword. A shuddering sense

of coming evil pervaded the population,
but no man could say where the blow
would first be struck. It was natural

that the capital should be thought ex-

posed to imminent danger. At the

same time, while every man who had
hands was disposed to bear arms to

defend the city, the Council seemed

paralysed. The capital was insufii-

ciently garrisoned, yet troops were not

1 Bor, ix. 712, Meteren, vi. 197, fix the
date of this important transaction at the
14Ui September. A letter of AVilliam of

Orange to Count John of 9th Sejitember
states that it occurred on the 5th September.
•—Arahives de la Maison d'Orancje, etc., v.

408, and note 1. Tassis gives the same date,
iii. 207, 208.

3 Gachard, Correspondance de Guillaume
le Tacit., iii. 106—uote 1. Bor, ubi sup.

[1576.

enrolling for its protection. The stato

councillors obviously omitted to pro-
vide for defence, and it was supposed
that they were secretly assisting the
attack. It was thought important,
therefore, to disarm, or, at least, to

control this body which was impotent
for protection, and seemed powerful
only for mischief. It was possible to

make it as contemptible as it was be-

lieved to be malicious.

An unexpected stroke waa therefore

suddenly levelled against the Council
in full session. On the 5th of Sep-
tember,'^ the Seigneur de Hdze, a young
gentleman of a bold, but unstable cha-

racter, then entertaining close but
secret relations with the Prince of

Orange, appeared before the doors of

the palace. He was attended by about
five hundred troops, under the im-
mediate command of the Seigneur de

Glimes, bailiff of Walloon Brabant.
He demanded admittance, in the name
of the Brabant estates, to the presence
of the State Council, and was refused.

The doors were closed and bolted.

Without further ceremony the soldiers

produced iron bars brought with them
for the purpose, forced all the gates
from the hinges, entered the hall of

session, and at a word from their com-

mander, laid hands upon the council-

lors, and made every one prisoner.'
The Duke of Aerschot, President of

the Council, who was then in close

alliance with the Prince, was not

present at the meeting, but lay, fore-

warned, at home, confined to his couch

by a sickness assumed for the occasion,

Vighus, who rarely participated in the
deliberations of the board, being already
afiiicted with the chronic malady under
which he was ere long to succumb,
also escaped the fate of his fellow-

senators.^ The others were carried

into confinement. Berlaymont and

Hoofd, X. 448. Meteren, vi, 107. I. B. de
Tassis, Conim. de Turn. Belg., 1. iii. 207, 208.

5 Ibid. There is, however, considerable

doubt upon this point. Viglius was ill and
confined to his bed at the time of the Grand
Commander's death, in March. He ceased
to write letters to Hopper in April. The
arrest of the State Council took phice in

September, and Viglius died on tlio 8th of

M^y of the following ye;u- (1577). It seems
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Mansfeld were imprisoned in the

Brood-Huys/ where the last mortal

hours of Egmont and Horn had been

passed. Others were kept strictly

guarded in their own houses. After a

few weeks, most of them were liber-

ated. Councillor Del Rio was, how-

ever, retained in confinement, and sent

to Holland, where he was subjected
to a severe examination by the Prince

of Orange, touching his past career,

particularly concerning the doings of

the famous Blood Covmcil.* The others

were set free, and even permitted
to resume their functions, but their

dignity was gone, their authority
annihilated. Thenceforth the states

of Brabant and the commmiity of

Brussels were to govern for an in-

terval, for it was in their name that

the daring blow against the Coimcil
had been struck. All individuals and

bodies, however, although not dis-

pleased with the residt, clamorously
disclaimed responsibility for the deed.

Men were appalled at the audacity
of the transaction, and dreaded the

vengeance of the King. The Abbot
Van Perch, one of the secret instiga-
tors of the act, actually died of anxiety
for its possible consequences.' There
was a mystery concerning the aflFair.

They in whose name it had been

accomphshed denied having given any

highly probable, therefore, that Tassis is

fionect in bis statemeut, that Vighus was
kept at home by the Ulnesa "quse erat ei

continua." Tlie historians, however, 5[e-

tercH
(vi. 107), Bor (ix. 712), BentivogUo (lib.

ix. 176), Satida (viii. 414X Hoofd (x. 44S), De
Thou (lib. 64, vii. 534), all mention the name
of President Vigliiis among those of the
councillors arrested. The Prince of Orange
(Aichives, etc., v. 40S) also mentions him as

having been arrested and imprisoned with
the rest. De Thou (ubi sup.) gives an
account of a visit which he paid to him in
the following spring, at which time the aged
president seems to have been under arrest,
although "il n'etoit pas garde fort etroite-
ment."—Some writera mention him as

lunong those who were detained, while
others of the arrested were released (Me-
tereu, Hoofd, Bor, etc.),

—others, as Cabrera
(who is, however, no authonty in such
matters), mention him as one of those who
were immediately set at liberty, in order
that the Council miaht have an appearance
of power. (Don Felipe II., xi. 853). On the
whole, it seems most probable that he was
wrested after the seizure of the Council, but
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authority to the perpetrators. Men
asked each other what unseen agency
had been at work, what secret spring
had been adroitly touched. There is

but Httle doubt, however, that the
veiled but skilful hand which directed

the blow, was the same which had so

long been guiding the destiny of the

Netherlands.'*

It had been settled that the congress
was to hold its sessions in Ghent,

although the citadel commanding that

city was held by the Spaniards. The

garrison was not very strong, and

Mondragon, its commander, was absent
in Zealand,® but the wife of the veteran

ably supplied his place, and stimulated

the slender body of troops to hold out

with heroism, under the orders of his

lieutenant, Avilos Maldonado.* The
mutineers, after having accomphshed
their victory at Tisnacq, had been

earnestly solicited to come to the rehef

of this citadel. They had refused and
returned to Alost.^ Meantime, the

siege was warmly pressed by the states.

There being, however, a deficiency of

troops, application for assistance was

formally made to the Prince of Orange.
Count Ketilx, governor of Flanders,
commissioned the Seigneur d'Haussy,
brother of Coimt Bossu, who, to obtain

the liberation of that long-imprisoned
and distinguished nobleman, was about

that he was kept confined in a nominal
durance, which the infirmities of illness and
age rendered quite superfluous. It is almost

unquestionable that DeThou visited him at
his own house in Brussels, and not at any
state prison. 'Wagenaer, vii. 106, says that

Vigilius was released in October, and quotes
Lang^ueti, ep., lib. i. (ii.), ep. 93, p. 289.^
Compare Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., v.

404, sqq., and Hoynk van Papendrecht, Not.
ad Tit. Viglu., Analect Belg., 192, 193. and
Not. ad Comm., I. R. de Tassis, iii. 208.

1 Van der Vynckt, iL ISS.
* Arciiives et Correspondance, v. 406.

Extracts from the confessions of Del Rio
have been given in the first volume of this

history.
» Hoofd, X. 448. Ev. Reid. Ann., lib. ii. 20.
• Wagenaer, vii. 105. Langueti Epist.,

lib. i. (ii.) ep. 87, p. 230.—Declaration of the
Bnissels Deputies in 15S4. Bor, xix. 20

(477).
—Compare Groen v. Prinst., Archives,

etc., V. 404-407.
» Bor, ix. 726, 727.
«

Ibid., 727. Hoofd, xl. 470.—Compare
Metej-en, vi. 103.

1 Hoofd, xi. 450, 451, Bor, ix. 716.
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visiting the Prince in Zealand, to make
a request for an auxiliary force.^ It

was, however, stipulated that care

should be taken lest any prejudice
should be done to the Roman Catholic

religion or th^ authority of the King.
The Prince readily acceded to the re-

quest, and agreed to comply with the

conditions under which only it coixld

be accepted.^ He promised to send

twenty-eight companies. In his letter

annoimcing this arrangement, he gave
notice that his troops would receive

strict orders to do no injury to person
or property, Catholic or Protestant,
ecclesiastic or lay, and to offer no
obstruction to the Roman religion or

the royal dignity.^ He added, however,
that it was not to be taken amiss, if

his soldiers were permitted to exercise

their own religious rites, and to sing
their Protestant hymns within their

own quarters.
* He moreover, as se-

curity for the expense and trouble,
demanded the city of Sluys.^ The
first detachment of troops, under com-
mand of Colonel Vander Tympel, was,

however, hardly on its way, before an
alarm was felt among the Catholic

party at this practical alliance with
the rebel Prince. An envoy, named

Ottingen, was despatched to Zealand,

bearing a letter from the estates of

Hainault, Brabant, and Flanders, coun-

termanding the request for troops, and

remonstrating categorically upon the

subject of religion and loyalty.® Orange
deemed such tergiversation paltry, but
controlled his anger. He answered the

letter in hberal terms, for he was
determined that by no fault of his

should the great cause be endangered.
He reassured the states as to the pro-
bable behaviour of his troops. More-

over, they had been already admitted
into the city, while the correspondence
was proceeding. The matter of the

psalm-singing was finally arranged to

the satisfaction of both parties, and it

was agreed that Niewport, instead of

1 Bor, ix. 710. 2 ibid.
» See the letter in Bor, ix. 716, 717. Com-

pare Groeu v. Prinst., Archives, etc., 420,
421.

* Letter of Prince of Orange, in Bor, tx.

716, 717.
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Sluys, should be given to the Prince
aa security.''
The siege of the citadel was now

pressed vigorously, and the delibera-

tions of the congress were opened
under the incessant roar of cannon.
While the attack was thus earnestly
maintained upon the important castle

of Ghent, a courageous effort was made
by the citizens of Maestricht to wrest
their city from the hands of the Span-
iards. The German garrison having
been gained by the burghers, the com-
bined force rose upon the Spanish
troops, and drove them from the city.*

Montesdocca, the commander, was ar-

rested and imprisoned,but the triumph
was only temporary. Don Francis

d'Ayala, Montesdocca's lieutenant,
made a stand, with a few companies,
in Wieck, a village on the opposite
side of the Mouse, and connected with
the city by a massive bridge of stone,^

From this point he sent information
to other commanders in the neighbour-
hood. Don Ferdinand de Toledo soon
arrived with several hundred troopa
from Dalem. The Spaniards, eager to

wipe out the disgrace to their arms,

loudly demanded to be led back to tha

city. The head of the bridge, however,
over which they must pass, was do-

fended by a strong battery, and the citi-

zens were seen clustering in great num-
bers to defend their firesides against a

foe whom they had once expelled. To
advance across the bridge seemed c(

-

tain destruction to the httle toi\

Even Spanish bravery recoiled at .

desperate an undertaking, but un-

scrupulous ferocity supplied an expedi-
ent where courage waa at faidt. There
were few fighting men present among
the population of Wieck, but there

were many females. Each soldier wa.s

commanded to seize a woman, aini,

placing her before his own body, :

advance across the bridge.-'" The t

lumn, thus bucklered, to the shame ol

Spanish chivalry, by female bosoms,

6 Bor, ix. 717. « Ibid., ix. 717, V!

1 Bor, ubi sup.
—Compare Groen V. Piin

Archives, etc., 420, 421. Motoren, vi. lOS.
8 Strada, vhi. 416. Iloofd, xi. 454.
1" Stvada, Hoofd, ubi Bui>.
1' Strada, viii. 41(1.
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moved in good order toward the bat-

tery. The soldiers levelled their mus-

kets witli steady aim over the shoulders

or under the arms of the women whom
they thus held before them.^ On the

other hand, the citizens dared not dis-

charge their cannon at their own towns-

women, among whose numbers many
recognised mothers, sisters, or wives.'

The battery was soon taken, while at

the same time Alonzo Vargas, who had
effected his entrance from the land side

by burning do^vn the Brussels gate,
now entered the city at the head of

a band of cavalry. Maestricht was re-

covered, and an indiscriminate slaugh-
ter instantly avenged its temporary
loss. The plundering, stabbing, drown-

ing, burning, ravishing, were so dread-

ful that, in the words of a contempo-
rary historian,

" the burghers who had

escaped the fight had reason to think

themselves less fortunate than those

who had died with arms in their

hands."*

This was the lot of Maestricht on the

20th of October. It was instinctively
felt to be the precursor of fresh dis-

asters. Vague, incoherent, but widely-
disseminatedrumours, had long pointed
to Antwerp and its dangerous situation.

The Spaniards, foiled in their views

upon Brussels, had recently avowed an
intention of avenging themselves in the
commercial capital. They had waited

long enough and accumulated strength
enough. Such a trifling city as Alost
could no longer content their cupidity,
but in Antwerp there was gold enough
for the gathering. There was reason for

the fears of the inhabitants, for the

greedy longing of their enemy. Proba-

bly no city in Christend .im could at that

day vie with Antwerp in wealth and

6plendour. Its merchants lived in regal

pomp and luxury. In its numerous
massive warehouses were the treasures
of every clime. Still serving as the
main entrepot of the world's traffic,
the Brabantine capital was the centre
of that commercial system which was
Boon to be superseded by a larger in-

ternational life. In the midst of the

1
Strada, viii. 416.

«
Bor, ix. 725.—Compare Strada, Hoofd,

ubi sup. Meteren, li, 109.
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miseries which had so long been rain-

ing upon the Netherlands, the stately
and egotistical city seemed to liavf

taken stronger root, and to fioiu-isU

more freshly than ever. It was not

wonderful that its palaces and its nui-

grizines, glittering with splendour, and

biu-sting with treasure, should arouse

the avidity of a reckless and famisliing

soldiery. Had not a handfid of war-

riors of their own race rifled the golden
Indies ? Had not their fathers, few in

number, strong in courage and dis-

cipline, revelled i:i the plunder of a
new world ? Here were the Indies in

\

a single city.* Here were gold and

silver, pearls and diamonds, ready and
! portable ;

the precious fniit dropping,
i ripened, from the bough. Was it to

be tolei-ated that base, pacific burghers
shoidd monopolise the treasure by
which a band of heroes might be en-

riched •

A sense of coming evU difl'used

itself through the atmosphere. The
air seemed hu-id with the impending
storm ; for the situation was one ot

peculiar horror. The wealthiest city
in Christendom lay at the mercy of

the strongest fastness in the world; a
castle which had been built to curb,
not to protect the town. It was now
inhabited by a band of brigand.s, out-

lawed by government, string in dis-

cipline, fui-ious from penury, recklcta

by habit, desperate in circiuustance—
a crew which feared not God, nor man,
nor DeviL The palpitating quarry ky
expecting hourly the swoop of its

trained and pitiless enemy ;
for the re-

bellious soldiers were now in a thorough
state of discipline. Sancho d'Avila, ca.-i-

tellan of the citadel, was recognised as
the chief of the whole mutiny, tLo

army and the mutiny being now one.
The baud, entrenched at Alost, were

I
upon the best possible imderstanding
with their brethren in the citadel,
and accepted without hesitation the

aiTangements of their superior. On
the side of the Scheld, opposite Ant-

werp, a fortification had been thrown

up by Don Sancho's orders, and held

2 Strada, viii. 416.
* "

queste ludie d'una citti."—JBtuti-
vo^dio, ix. i$l.
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by Julian Romero. Lier, Breda, as well
as Alost, were likewise ready to throw
their reinforcements into the citadel

at a moment's warning. At the signal
of their chief, the iinited bands might
sweep from their imi^i-egnable castle

with a single impulse.^
The city cried aloud for help; for

it had become obvious that an attack

might be hourly expected. Meantime
an attempt, made by Don Sancho
d'Avila to tamper with the German
troops stationed within the walls, was
more than partially successful. The
forces were commanded by Colonel
Van Ende and Count Oberstein. Van
Ende, a crafty traitor to his country,
desired no better than to join the

mutiny on so promising an occasion,
and his soldiers shared his sentiments.

Oberstein, a brave but blundering Ger-

man, was drawn into the net of trea-

chery
^
by the adroitness of the Span-

iard and the effrontery of his comrade.
On the night of the 29th of October,
half -bewildered and half-drunk, he

signed a treaty with Sancho d'Avila-^

and the three colonels — Frugger,

Frondsberger, and Polwillcr. By this

unlucky document, which was, of

course, subscribed also by Van Ende,
it was agreed that the Antwerp bur-

ghers should be forthwith disarmed;
that their weapons should be sent into

the citadel; that Oberstein should
hold the city at the disposition of

Sancho d'Avila; that he should refuse

admittance to all troops which might
be sent into the city, excepting by
command of Don Sancho, and that he
should decline compliance with any
orders which he might receive from in-

dividuals calling themselves the coun-

cil of state, the states-general, or the

estates of Brabant. This treaty was

signed, moreover, by Don Jeronimo
de Roda, then established in the cita-

del, and claiming to represent exclu-

eively his Majesty's government.*
Hardly liad this arrangement been

concluded than the Count saw the

1 Mcteren, vi. 107. Bor, ix. 727, sqq.
Jlcndoza, xr. 303, sqq.

* Bor, ix. 727, sqq.
s Ibid. Hoofd, xi. 455, 456.
« See the Artio'es in Bor, ix. 72S.—Com-

Duich ReinihUc. [1576.

trap into which he had fallen. With-
out intending to do so, he had laid

the city at the mercy of its foe
;
but

the only remedy which suggested itself

to his mind was an internal resolution
not to keep his promises. The bur-

ghers were suffered to retain their

arms, while, on the other hand, Don
Sancho lost no time in despatching
messages to Alost, to Lier, to Breda,
and even to Maestricht, that as large a

force as possible might be ^ assembled
for the purpose of breaking imme-

diately the treaty of peace which he
had just concluded. Never was a

solemn document regarded with such

perfectly bad faith by all its signers as

the accord of the 29th of October.

Three days afterwards, a largo force

of Walloons and Germans was de-

spatched from Brussels to the assist-

ance of Antwerp. The command of

these troops was entrusted to the Mar-

quis of Havrd, whose brother, the
Duke of Aerschot, had been recently

appointed chief superintendent of

military affairs by the deputies assem-
bled at Ghent." The miscellaneous
duties comprehended under this rather

vague denomination did not permit the
Duke to take charge of the expedition
in person, and his younger brother, a

still more incompetent and unsub-
stantial character, was accordingly ap-

pointed to the post. A number of

young men cf high rank, but of lament-

ably low cajiacity, were associated

with him. Foremost among them
was Philip, Count of Egtnont, a youth
who had inherited few of his cele-

brated father's qualities, save ]^»ersonal

courage and a love of personal display.
In character and general talents he
was beneath mediocrity. Beside these

were the reckless but unstable De
Hdze, who had executed the coup
d'etat against the State Council, De
Berselen, De Capres, D'Oyngies, and

others, all vaguely desirous of achiev-

ing distinction in those turbulent times,
but few of them having any political

p.are Metcrcn, v. 109, 110; IIooW, si. !

456.
5 Mendoza, xv. 303. Cabrera, xi. SGi, btxn

sqq. btrad.a, viii, il7.
« Bor, ix. 719.
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r>v religious couvictions, and none of

them possessing experience or influ-

ence enough to render them u'?eful at

the impending critsis.^

On Fi iday morning, the 2d of No-

vember,^ the troops appeared under
the walls of Antwerp. They consisted

of twenty-three companies of infantry,
and fourteen of cavalry, amounting to

five thousand foot and twelve hundred
horse. They were nearly all Walloons,
soldiers who had already seen much
active service, but unfortunately of a

race warlike and fiery indeed, but upon
whose steadiness not much more de-

pendence could be placed at that day
than in the age of Civilis. Champagnj%
brother of GranveUe, was Governor of

the city. He was a sincere Catholic,
but a still more sincere hater of the

Spaniards. He saw in the mutiny a

means of accomplishing their expul-

sion, and had already offered to the

Prince of Orange his eager co-opera-
tion towards this result. In other

matters there could be but small sym-
pathy between William the Silent and
the Cardinal's brother, but a common
hatred united them, for a time at least,

in a common purpose.
When the troops first made their

appearance before the walls, Cham-

pagny wac unwilling to grant them
admittance. The addle-brained Ober-

stein had confessed to him the enor-

mous blunder which he had committed
iu his midnight treaty, and at the same
time ingenuously confessed his inten-

tion of sending it to the winds. ^ The

enemy had extorted from his duUness
or his drunkenness a promiie which
his matiu-e and sober reason could not
consider binding. It is needless to

say that Champagny rebuked him for

signing, and applauded him for break-

ing the treaty. At the same time, its

ill effects were already seen in the dis-

sensions which existed among the Ger-
man troops. Where all had been

tampered with, and where the com-
manders had set the example of infi-

{jouncus. b6o

1 Bor, is. 72S, 729. Cabrera, xl 863.

Mondoza, xv. 313. Jfcteren, vi. 109.
2 Bor, Lt. 72S. Metercn, vi. 109. IIooH,

xi. 457, and uot the 3d of October, as stated

by Mendoza, xv. 313, and by Cabrera, xi.

863, following Mendoza.

deiity, it would have been strange if

all had held firm. On the whole,

however, Oberstein thought he could

answer for his own troops. Upon Van
Ende's division, although the crafty
colonel dissembled his real intentions,

very little reliance was placed.* Thus
there was distraction within the walls.

Among those whom the burghers had
been told to consider their defenders,
there were probably many who were

ready to join with their mortal foes at

a moment's warning. Under these

circumstances, Champagny hesitated

about admitting these fresh troops
from Brussels. He feared lest the

Germans, who knew themselves doubt-

ed, might consider themselves doomed.
He trembled lest an irrepressible out-

break should occur within the walls,

rendering the immediate destruction

of the city by the Spaniards from
without inevitable. Moreover, he

thought it more desirable that this

auxiliary force should be disposed at

different points outside, in order to

intercept the passage of the numerous
bodies of Spaniards and other muti-

neers, who, from various quarters,
woidd soon be on their way to the

citadeL Havr^, however, was so per-

emptory, and the burghers were so

importunate, that Champagny was

obliged to recede from his opposition
before twenty-four hours had elapsed.

Unwilling to take the responsibility of

a farther refusal, he admitted the

troops through the Burgherhout gate,
on Saturday, the 3d of November, at

ten o'clock in the morning.'
The Marquis of Havre, as com-

mander-in-chief, called a council of

war. It assembled at Coimt Ober-
stein's quarters, and consulted at firet

concerning a bundle of intercepted
letters which Havi-^ had brought with
him. These constituted a correspon-
dence between Sancho d'Avila with
the heads of the mutiny at Alost, and

many other places. The letters were'

all dated subsequently to Don Sancho'a

» Bor, ix. 729. HoofO, xi. 457.
* Ibid., ix. 7-20, sqq. Ibid., xi. 457, sqq.—Compare Strad;i, viii. 117; Mendoza, xt.

313. Cabrera, xi. 863, ct al.
* Bor, ix. 729. HooiVl, xi. 157. Meteren,

vi. 110.
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treaty with Oberstein, and contained

arrangemeuta for an immediate con-

centration of the whole available

Spanish force at the citadel.^

The treachery was so manifest, that

Oberstein felt all self-reproach for his

own breach of faith to be superfluous.
It was however evident that the at-

tack was to be immediately expected.
What was to be done ? All the ofHcers

counselled the immediate erection of

a bulwark on the side of the city ex-

j)osed to the castle, but there were no
miners nor engineers. Champagny,
however, recommended a skilful and

experienced engineer to superintend
the work in the city; and pledged
himself that burghers enough would
volunteer as miners. In less than an

hour, ten or twelve thousand persons,

including multitudes of women of all

ranks, were at work upon the lines

marked out by the engineer. A ditch

and breast-work extending from the

gate of the Beguins to the street of

the Abbey Saint Michael, were soon in

i-ajiid progress. Meantime, the newly
arrived troops, with military insolence,
claimed the privilege of quartering
themselves in the best houses which

they could finc^. They already began
to insult and annoy the citizens whom
they had been sent to defend; nor
were they destined to atone, by their

subsequent conduct in the face of the

enemy, for the brutality with which

they treated their friends. Cham-

pagny, however, was ill-disposed to

brook their licentiousness. They had
been sent to protect the city and the
homes of Antwerp from mvasion.

They were not to establish them-
selves at every fireside on their first

arrival. There was work enough for

them out of doors, and they were to

do that work at once. He ordered
them to prepare for a bivouac in the

streets, and flew from house to house,
sword in hand, di-iving forth the in-

truders at imminent peril of his life.

Meantime, a number of Italian and
1 Bor, ix. 730. Hoofd, xi. 457, 458.
«

Ibid, ix. 730. Ibid., xi. 458. Jletereii,
vi. 110. Cabrera, xi. 8C4. Stradii, viii. 417.—A remarkable pamphlet, published by
Chanipjifrny in 1578, entitled "Recueil d'Ar^-

tophile" (Lyou. Guerin, 1578), i* the best

•
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Spanish merchants fled from the city,
and took refuge in the castle. The
Walloon soldiers were for immediately
plundering their houses, as if plunder
had been the object for which they
had been sent to Antwerp. It waa
several hours before Champagny, with
all his energy, waa able to quell thesfl

disturbances.*

In the course of the day, Oberstein
received a letter from Don Sancho

d'Avila, calling solemnly upon him to

fulfil his treaty of the 29th of October.'

The German colonels from the oitadel

had, on the previous afternoon, held
a personal interview with Oberstein
beneath the walls, which had nearly
ended in blows, and they had been

obliged to save themselves by flight
from the anger of the Count's soldiers,

enraged at the deceit by which their

leader had been so nearly entrapped.'*
This summons of ridiculous solemnity
to keep a treaty which had aheady
been torn to shreds by both parties,
Oberstein answered with defiance and

contempt. The reply was an imme-
diate cannonade from the batteries of

the citadel, which made the position
of those erecting the ramparts ex-

cessively dangerous. The wall waa

strengthened with bales of merchan-

dise, casks of earth, upturned waggoi;
-

and similar bulky objects, hastily pili

together. In some places it was si.N.-

teen feet high; in others less than
six. Night fell before the fortifica-

tion was neiirly completed. Unfortu-

nately it was bright moonlight. The
cannon from the fortress continued to

play upon the half-finished works.
The Walloons, and at last the citizcr. ,

feared to lift their heads above the

frail rampart. The senators, whi ^

Champagny had de^juted to supcii
tend the progress of the enterpri

finding the men so ill disposed, (i

serted their posts. They promi,^-
themselves that, in the darkest hoiu-

of the following night, the work
should be thoroughly completed.^

authority for many striking details of V..-

momorable affair.
3 Bor, ix. 729.
< Hoofd, xi. 457, 458.
* Bor, ix. 729, sqq. Metereu, vi HQ

Hoofd, xi. 458-160.
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Alas! all hours of the coming night
were destined to be dark enough, but
in them waa to be done no manner of

work fo. defence. On Champagny
alone seemed devolved all the labour

and all the responsibility. He did his

duty well, but he was but one man.

Alone, with a heart full of anxiety, he
Wandered up and down all the night.^
With his o^Ti hands, a3sist€d only by
a few citizens and his own servants,
he planted all the cannon with which

they were provided, in the "
Fencing

Court," at a point where the battery
might tell upon the castle. Unfortu-

nately, the troops from Brussels had

brought no artillery with them, and
the means of defence against the

Btrongest fortress in Europe were

meagre indeed- The rampart had
been left very weak at many vital

points. A single upturned waggon was

placed across the entrance to the im-

portant street of the Beguins. This

negligence was to cost the city dear.

At daybreak, there was a council held

in Oberstein's quarters. Nearly all

Champagny's directions had been ne-

glected. He had desired that strong
detachments should be posted durin,

Last An'angemenis. 635

place of responsibility and honour.

Here the whole body of Walloons were

stationed, together with a few com-

panies of Germans. The ramparts, as

stated, were far from impregnable,
but it was hoped that this living

rampart of six thousand men, stand-

ing on their own soU, and in front

of the firesides and altars of their

own coimtrymen, would prove a suffi-

cient bulwark even against Spanish

fury. Unhappily, the living barrier

proved more frail than the feeble

breast-work which the hands of bur-

ghers and women had constructed. Six

thousand men were disposed along the

side of the city opposite the fortress.

The bulk of the German troops was sta-

tioned at different points on the more
central streets and squares. The

cavalry was posted on the opposite
side of the city, along the Horse-

market, and fronting the
" JTew-town."

The stars were still in the sky when
Champagny got on horseback and
rode through the streets, calling on
the burghers to arm and assemble at

different points. The principal places
of rendezvous were the Cattle-market

and the Exchange. He rode along the
the night at various places of security ! lines of the Walloon regiments, con-

on the outskirts of the town, for the

troops which were expected to arrive

in small bodies at the citadel from
various parts, might have thus been

-.t off before reaching their destina-

n. Not even scouts had been sta-

Lioned in sufficient numbers to obtain
information of what was occurring
outside. A thick mist hvmg over the

.y that eventful morning. Through
. i almost impenetrable veil, bodies of

men had been seen moving into the

castle, and the tramp of cavalry had
been distinctly heard, and the troops
ofRomero,Vargas, Oliveira, and Yaldez,
had already arrived from Lier, Breda,

Maestricht, and from the forts on the
Scheld.'

The whole available force in the city
was mustered without delay. Havre
had claimed for his post the defence
of the lines opposite the citadel, the

' rfecueil d'Ai-etophile.
'

Ho'.fd, xi. 4ijfi. 459. Becu«il d'Areto-

with the officers, Egmont, De
H6ze, and others, and er.couraging the

men, and went again to the Fencing
Court, where he pointed the cannon
with his own hand, and ordered their

first discharge at the fortress. Thence
he rode to the end of the Beguin street,
where he dismounted and walked out

upon the edge of the esplanade which
stretched between the city and the
castle. On this battle-ground a com-
bat was even then occurring between a
band of burghers and a reconnoitring

party from the citadel Champagny
saw with satisfaction that the Ant-

werpers were victorious. They were

skirmishing well with their disciplined

foe, whom they at last beat back to

the citadeL His experienced eye saw,

however, that the retreat was only
the signal for a general onslaught,
which was soon to follow; and he

* Metercn, viL 110. Recneil d'Arfetoptilo.
Hoofd, xi. 460. Bor, ix. 730. Cabrera, xi,
SM. Heudoza, xv. ;il5
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returned into the city to give the
last directions.'-

At ten o'clock, a moving wood was
descried, approaching the citadel from
the south-west. The whole body of

the mutineers from Alost, wearing
green branches in their helmets," had
arrived under command of their Eletto,
Navarrete. Nearly three thousand in

number, they rushed into the castle,

having accomplished their march of

twenty-four miles since three o'clock

in the morning.' They were received
with open arms. Sancho d'Avila

ordered food and refreshments to be
laid before them, but they refused

everything but a draught of wine.

They would dine in Paradise, they
said, or sup in Antwerp.* Finding
his allies in such spirit, Don Sancho
would not baulk their humour. Since

early morning, his own veterans had
been eagerly awaiting his signal,

"straining upon the start." The
troops of Eomero, Vargas, Valdez,
were no less impatient. At about
an hour before noon, nearly every
living man in the citadel was muster-
ed for the attack, hardly men enough
being left behind to guard the gates.
Five thousand veteran foot soldiers,
besides six hundred cavaliy, armed
to the teeth, sallied from the portals
of Alva's citadel.^ In the counter-

Bcarp they fell upon their knees, to

invoke, according to custom, the bless-

ing of God" upon the Devil's work,
which they were about to commit.
The Eletto bore a standard, one side

of which was emblazoned with the
crucified Saviour, and the other with
the Virgin Mary.'' The image of Him

1 Rcciieil d'Aretophile. Metcrcn, vi.

110b. Hoofd, xi. 458, 460, 461. Brantome,
Ilommcs lUust., ii. 201 (Sane. d'Av.).

2
Ibid., 113.

» Mendoza, xv, 314, 315.

* Mendoza, xiv. 315.—"
Respondieron el

Cstar rcsueltos de comer en el Paray.«o 6
ccnar en la villa do Anvcrs."—Bor, ix. 730.

Hoofd, xi. 461. Cabrera, xl. 364, et al.

6 Hoofd gives the numbers as two tbou-
Eand from Alost, five hundred under Romoro,
five hundred under Valdez, one thousand
under tho German colonels, and one thou-
Band cavalry under Vargas, in all, five thou-
eand.—xi. 461. Mendoza states the whole
attacking force at twu thousand two hun-
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who said, "Love your enemies," and
the gentle face of the Madonna, were
to smile from heaven upon deeds
which might cause a shudder in the

depths of hell. Their brief orisons

concluded, they swept forward to

the city. Three thousand Spaniards,
under their Eletto, were to enter by
the street of Saint Michael; the

Germans, and the remainder of tho

Spanish foot, commanded by Romero,
through that of Saint George. Cham-
pagny saw them coming, and spoko
a last word of encouragement to tbo

Walloons. The next moment the

compact mass struck the barrier, as

the thunderbolt descends from the
cloud. There was scarcely a struggle.
The Walloons, not waiting to look
their enemy in the face, abandoned
the posts which they had themselves
claimed. The Spaniards crashed

through the bulwark, as though
it had been a wall of glass. The
Eletto was first to mount the ram-

part; the next instant he was shot

dead, while his foUowei'S, undismayod,
sprang over his body, and poured into

the streets. The fatal gaps, due to

timidity and carelessness, let in the

destructive tide. Champagny, seeing
that the enemies had all crossed the

barrier, leaped over a garden wall,

passed through a house into a narrow

lane, and thence to the nearest station

of the German trooi^s. Hastily col-

lecting a small force, he led them in

person to the rescue. The Germans

fought well, died well, but they could
not reanimate the courage of the Wal
loons, and all were now in full retreat,

pursued by the ferocious Spaniards.^

dred Spanish infantry, eiglit huniired Ger-

mans, and five hinidicd cavalrj% in all, three
thousand five hundred.—xv. 315. Cabrera,
following Mendoza as usual, estimates the
number at a little more three thousand.—
xi. 864.

« Mendoza, XV. 315. Hoofd, xi. 461.

' " Con lafigui-a de Jcsu Cristo cruzificado
en la ujia faz, i en la otra la de su Madre
Santissima manifostando iban a veni^^ai' la

magestad divina ofondida de la erogia do-

pravada."—Cabrera, xi. 864. Mendoza, xv.
315. Hoofd, xi. 431.

' Recueil d'Aretophile. Mcteren, vi. IIO--.

Mendoaa, xv. 816. Hcofd, xl. 461. Bor, ix.

731.
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In vain Champagny stormed among
them ;

in vain he strove to rally their

broken ranks. With his own , hand
de seized a banner from a retreating

ensign, and called upon the nearest

soldiers to make a stand against the

foe. It waa to bid the flying clouds

pause before the tempest. Tom,
broken, aimless, the scattered troops
tvhirled through the streets before

the pursuing wrath. Champagny, not

yet despairing, galloped hither and

thither, calling upon the burghera
everywhere to rise in defence of their

homes, nor did he call in vain. They
came forth from every place of ren-

dezvous, from every alley, from every
house. They fought as men fight to

defend their hearths and altars, but
what could individual devotion avail,

against the compact, disciplined, re-

sistless ma.ss of their foes ? The order
of defence was broken, there was no

system, no concert, no rallying point,
no authority. So soon as it was
known that the Spaniards had crossed

the rampart, that its six thousand
defenders were in full retreat, it was
mevitable that a panic should seize

the city.*
Their entrance once effected, the

Spanish force had separated, according
to previous arrangement, into two

divisions, one half charging up the

long street of Saint Michael, the other

forcing its way through the street of

Saint Joris.^
"
Santiago, Santiago !

Espana, Espana ! ^ sangre, & came, &

fuego, & sacco !

"
Saint James, Spain,

blood, flesh, fire, sack ! !
—such were

the hideoiis cries which rang through
every quarter of the city, as the savage
horde advanced. * Van Ende, with his

German troops, had been stationed by
the Marquis of Havrd to defend the
Saint Joris gate, but no sooner did
the Spaniards imder Vargas present
themselves, than he deserted to them

instantly with his whole force.' United
with the Spanish cavalry, these traitor-

ous defenders of Antwerp dashed in
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» Moteren, vi. IIO". Hoofd, 461.
* Hoofd, xi. 461.
»

Ibid., xi. 461. Mendoza, xv. 315.
* Brantome, Hommes Illustres, etc, ii.

aOS. Mendoza, xv. 315.

pursxiit of those ivho had only been
faint-hearted. Thus the burghers saw
themselves attacked by many of their

friends, deserted by more. Whom
were they to trust ? Neveitheless,
Oberstein's Germans were brave and

faithful, resisting to the last, and djdng
every man in his harness.^ The tide

of battle flowed hither and thither,

through every street and narrow lane.

It poured along the magnificent Place

de Meer, where there was an obstinate

contest. In front of the famous Ex-

change, where, in peaceful hours, five

thousand merchants ' met daily, to

arrange the commercial affaire of

Christendom, there was a determined

rally, a savage slaughter. The citizens

and faithful Germans, in this broader

space, made a stand against their pur-
suers. The tesselated marble pave-
ment, the graceful, cloister-like arcades

ran red with blood. The ill-armed

burghers faced their enemies clad in

complete panoply, but they could only
die for their homes. The massacre at

this point was enormous, the resistance

at last overcome.^

^Meantime, the Spanish cavalry had
cleft its way through the city. On the

side farthest removed from the castle,

along the Horse-market, opposite the

New-town, the states di-agoons and the

light horse of Beveren had been posted,
and the fljing masses of pursuers and

pursued swept at last through this

outer circle. Champagny was already
there. He essayed, as his last hope,
to rally the cavalry for a final stand,
but the effort was fruitless. Already
seized by the panic, they had attempted
to rush from the city through the gate
of Eeker. It was locked; they then
turned and fled towards the Red-gate,
where they were met face to face by
Don Pedro Tassis, who charged upon
them with his dragoons. Retreat

seemed hopeless. A horseman in com-

plete armour, with lance in rest, waa
seen to leap from the parapet of the

outer wall into the moat below,

» Hoofd, xi. 461. Mendoza, xv. 316.
6 Bor, ix. 730. Hoofd, xi. 465.
' Guicciardini, Belg. Descript.
a Hoofd, xi. 460-465. Bor, ix. 731. Mea-

doza. XV. 315. Jloteren, vi. 110.
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whence, still on horseback, he escaped
with life. Few were so fortunate. The
confused mob of fugitives and con-

querors, Spaniards. Walloons, Ger-

mans, burghers, stniggling, shouting,

striking, cursing, dying, swayed hither

and thither like a stormy sea. Along
the spacious Horse-market, the fugi-
tives fled onward towards the quays.

Many fell beneath the swords of the

Spaniards, numbers were trodden to

death by the hoofs of horses, still

greater multitudes were hunted into

the Scheld. Champagny, who had

thought it possible, even at the last

moment, to make a stand in the New-

town, and to fortify the Palace of the

Hansa, saw himself deserted. With

great daring and presence of mind, he
effected his escape to the fleet of the

Prince of Orange in the river.i The

Marquis of Havr^ of whom no deeds

of valour on that eventful day have
been recorded, was equally successful.

The unlucky Oberstein, attempting to

leap into a boat, missed his footing,

and, oppressed by the weight of his

armour, was drowned.*^

Meantime, while the short Novem-
ber day was fast declining, the combat
still raged in the interior of the city.

Various currents of conflict, forcing
their separate way through many
streets, had at last mingled in the

Grande Place. Around this irregular,
not very spacious square, stood the

gorgeous Hotel de Ville, and the tall,

many storied, fantastically gabled,

richly decorated palaces of the guilds.
Here a long struggle took place. It

was terminated for a time by the

cavalry of Vargas, who, arriving

through the streets of Saint Joris,

accompanied by the traitor Van Endo,

charged decisively into the melee. The
masses were broken, but multitudes of

armed men found refuge in the build-

ings, and every house became a fortress.

From every window and balcony a hot

fire waa poured into the square, as, pent

1 nor, ix. 731. Iloofd, xi. 462. Rcc.

d Arctophile. Mendoza, xv. 336. Cabrera,
xi. 805.

2 Ibid. Ibid. Mendoza, xv. 310.
* Hoofd, xi. 4C2. Mendoza, xv. 310.

Btrada, viii. 419.—According to Meteren (vi.

IJO) the whole town was on fire, and five
'

3ti. 465,
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in a corner, the burghers stood at last

at bay. It was difficult to carry the
houses by storm, but they were soon
set on fire. A large number of sutlers

and other varlets had accompanied the

Spaniards from the citadel, bringing
torches and kindling materials for tho

express purpose of firing the town.
With great dexterity, these means
were now applied, and in a brief in-

terval, the City-hall and other edifices

on the square were in flames. The

conflagration spread with rapidity,
house after house, street after street,

taking fire. Nearly a thousand build-

ings, in the most splendid and wealthy
quarter of the city, were soon in a

blaze, and multitudes of human beings
were burned with them.' In the City-
hall many were consumed, while others

leaped from the windows to renew the

combat below. The many tortuous

streets which led down a slight descent

from the rear of the Town-house to the

quays were all one vast conflagration.
On the other side, the magnificent
cathedi-al, separated from the Gram'
Place by a single row of buildmc; .

was lighted up, but not attacked by
the flames. The tall spire cast its

gigantic shadow across the last des-

perate conflict. In the street called

the Canal au Sucre, immediately be-

hind the Town-house, - there was a

fierce struggle, a horrible massacre
A crowd of burghers, grave magis-
trates, and such of the German sol-

diers as remained alive, still confronted

the ferocious Spaniards. There, amid
the flaming desolation, Goswyn Vei--

reyck, the heroic margrave of the city,

fought with the energy of hatred and

despair. The burgomaster, Van di :

Meere, lay dead at his feet; senator

soldiers, citizens, fell fast around him,
and he sank at last upon a heap of

slain. With him efi'ectual resistance

ended. The remaining combatant.-*

were butchered, or were slowly forced

downward to perish in the Scheld
'

hundred houses entirely consumed. Accoi i

ing to the contemporary manuscript of Do
Weerdt, who was a citizen of Antwerp, one
tliousand houses were burned to tlie givund.—Clironyko oft Journael, MS., p. S3.

< Mendoza, xv. 316. I3or, ix. 731. Hoofd.
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Women, children, old men, were killed

in countless numbers, andstiU, through
all this havoc, directly over the heads

of the straggling throng, suspended in

mid-air ;.bove the din aud smoke of

the conflict, there sounded, every half-

quarter of every hour, as if in gentle

mockery, fyom the belfry of the cathe-

dral, the tender and melodious chimes.

•Never was there a more monstrous

massacre, even in the blood-stained

history of the Ketherlands. It was
estimated that, in the course of this

and the two following days, not less

than eight thousand human beings
were murdered.^ The Spaniards seem-

ed to cast ofiF even the vizard of hu-

manity. HeU seemed emptied of its

fiends. Night feU upon the scene be-

fore the soldiers were masters of the

city; but worse horrors began after

the contest was ended. This army of

brigands had come thither with a defi-

nite, practical purpose, for it was not

blood-thirst, nor hist, nor revenge,
which had impelled them, but it was

avarice, greediness for gold. For gold

they had waded through all this blood
and fire. Never had men more simpli-

city of pm-pose, more directness in its

execution. They had conquered their

India at last; its gold mines lay all

before them, and every sword should

open a shaft. Riot and rape might be

deferred; even murder, though con-

genial to their taste, was only sub-

sidiary to their business. They had
come ta take possession of the city's

1 Thw is the estimate of Mendoza; viz.,
two tbousimd five bimdi-ed slain with the
sword, aud double that number burned aud
drowned.—x v. 317. Cabrera puts the figures
fit seven thousand and upwards.—xi. 805''.

Bor and Hoofd give the same number of
dead bodies, actUiUly found in the streets—
viz., two thousand five hundred; and esti-

miting the drowned at as many more, leave
the number of the burned to c<-.njecture.
Meteren (vi. IIOX who on all occasions seeks
to diminish the nimiber of his countrymen
slain in battle or massacre, while he mag-
nifies the loss of his opjxinents, admits that
from four to five thousand were slain;

adding, however, that but fifteen hundrcl
bodies were found, which wore all buried
together in two great pits. He thus deducts
exactly one thousand from the number of
counted corpses, as given by every other
authority, Spanish or Flemish. Strada (viii.

4S2} gives three thousand as the number of

wealth, and they set themselves faith-

fully to accompUsh their task. Fur

gold, infants were dashed out of ex-

istence in their mothers' arms; for

gold, parents were tortured in their

children's presence; for gold, brides

were scourged to death before their

husbands' eyes.* Wherever treasure

was suspected, every expedient which

ingenuity, sharpened by greediness,
could suggest, was employed to extort

it from its possessors. The fire, spread-

ing more extensively and more rapidly
than had been desired through the
wealthiest quarter of the city, had vtn-

fortunately devoured a vast amount of

property. Six millions,' at least, had
thus been swallowed; a destruction by
which no one had profited. There

was, however, much left. The strong
boxes of the merchants, the gold, sil-

ver, and precious jewellery, the velvets,

satins, brocades, laces, and similar well

concentrated and portable plunder,
were rapidly appropriated. So far the

course was plain and easy, but in pri-

vate hotises it was more difficxilt. The
cash, plate, and other valuables of in-

dividuals were not so easily discovered.

Torture was, therefore, at once em-

ployed to discover the hidden trea-

sures. After all had been given, if

the sum seemed too Httle, the proprie-
tors were brutally punished for their

poverty or their supposed dissimula-

tion.* A gentlewoman, named Fabry,'
with her aged mother and other females
of the family, had taken refuge in the

those slain with the sword,—Compare Do
Thou, vii. SS3-390 (1- 62). The letter of

Jerome de Roda to the King, written firom

the citadel of Antwerp upon the 6th No-
vember, when the carnage was hardly over,
estimates the number of the slain at eight
thousand, and one thousand horses. This
authority, coming from the very hour and
spot, and from a mau so deeply implicated,
may be considered conclusive. — See the
Letter of Roda, in Bor, ix. 737, 738.

» Bor, Ls. 731, sqq. Hoofd, xL 462, sqq.
* Hoofd, xi. 462. Bor's estimate is three

millions, ix. 731. The property consumed,
says Met«ren, was equal in value to that
which was obtained in the plundering after-

wards by the soldiery. This he estimates at
more than four millions in cash, not count-

ing jewellery and other merchandise, vi. 110.
* Hoofd, ii. 463.
* Ibid.—The lady was (trandmotber of the

historian's wife.
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cellar of her mansion. As the clay was

drawing to a close, a band of plunder-
ers entered, who, after ransacking the

house, descended to the cellarage.

Finding the door barred, they forced
it open with gunpowder. The mother,
who was nearest the entrance, fell dead
on the threshold. Stepping across her

mangled body, the brigands sprung
upon her daughter, loudly demanding
the property which they believed to

be concealed. They likewise insisted

on being informed where the master
of the house had taken refuge. Pro-

testations of ignorance as to hidden

treasure, or the whereabouts of her

husband, who, for aught she knew, was

lying dead in the streets, were of no
avail. To make her more communi-
cative, they hanged her on a beam in

the cellar, and after a few moments
cut her down before life was extinct.

Still receiving no satisfactory reply,
where a satisfactory reply was impos-
sible, they hanged her again. Again,
after another brief interval, they gave
her a second release, and a fresh inter-

rogatory. This barbarity they repeatetl
several times, till they were satisfied

that there was nothing to be gained
by it, while, on the other hand, they
were losing much valuable time.

Hoping to be more successful else-

where, they left her hanging for the
last time, and trooped off to fresher

fields. Strange to relate, the person
thus horribly tortured, survived. A
ser\'ant in her family, married to a

Spanish soldier, providentially entered
the house, in time to rescue her perish-

ing mistress. She was restored to ex-

istence, but never to reason. Her
brain was hopelessly crazed, and she

passed the remainder of her life, wan-

dering about her house, or feebly chg-

ging in her garden for the buried trea-

sure which she had been thus fiercely
solicited to reveal.'

A wedding-feast was rudely inter-

rujoted. Two young persons, neigh-
bours of opulent families, had been

long betrothed, and the marriage day
had been fixed for Sunday, the fatal

4th of November. The guests were

Dutch Republic. [1576.

assembled, the ceremony concluded,
the nuptial banquet in progi-ess, when
the horrible outcries in the streets

proclaimed that the Spaniards had
broken loose. Hour after hoiu- of

trembling expectation succeeded. At
last, a thundering at the gate pro-
claimed the arrival of a band of bri-

gands. Preceded by their captain, a

large number of soldiers forced their

way into the house, ransacking every
chamber, no opposition being offered

by the family and friends, too few and
powerless to cope with this band of

well-ai-med ruffians. Plate chests,

wardrobes, desks, caskets of jewellery,
were freely offered, eagerly accepted,
but not found sufficient

;
and to mako

the luckless wretches furnish more
than they possessed, the usual brutali-

ties were employed. The soldiers be-

gan by striking the bridegroom dead.

The bride fell shrieking into her
mother's arms, whence she was tom
by the murderers, who immediately
put the mother to death, and an indis-

criminate massacre then followed tho
fruitless attempts to obtain by threats
and torture treasure which did not
exist. The bride, who was of remark-
able beatity, was carried off to the
citadel.^ Maddened by this last out-

rage, the father, who was the only
man of the party left alive, rushed

upon the Spaniards. Wresting a sword
from one of the crew, the old man dealt

with it so fiercely, that he stretched

more than one enemy dead at his feet,

but it is needless to add that he wna
soon despatched. Meantime, vl

the party were concluding the plui:
of the mansion, the bride was lefi

a lonely apartment of the forti-

Without wasting time in fruitless

mentation, she resolved to quit the 1 i I'e

which a few hours had made so desi-

late. She had almost succeeded

hanging herself with a massive t

chain which she wore, when her ca]
'

entered the apartment. Inflamed, i

with lust, but with avarice, excited :;

by her charms, but by her jewel Ir'

he rescued her from her perilous p^

tion. He then took possession of her

X Hoofd, xl. 463, 464. » Bor, ix. VX Hoofd, xi. 404.
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cliain and the other trinkets with

which her wedding-dress waa adorned,
and caused her to be entirely stripped
of her clothing. She was then scourged
with rods till her beautifiil body was
bathed in blood, and at last alone,

naked, nearly mad, was sent back into

the city. Here the forlorn creature

wandered up and down through the

blazing streets, among the heaps of

dead and dying, till she was at last put
out of her DMsery by a gang of sol-

diers.^

Such are a few isolated instances,

accidentally preserved in their details,

of the general horrors inflicted on this

occasion. Others innumerable have
sunk into oblivion. On the morning
of the 5th of November, Antwerp pre-
sented a ghastly sight. The magnifi-
cent marble Town-house, celebrated

as a "world's wonder,"* even in that

age and country, in which so much
splendour was lavished on municipal

palaces, stood a blackened ruin —
all but the walls destroyed, while its

ai'chives, accounts, and other valuable

contents, had perished. The more

splendid portion of the city had been

consumed; at least five hundred pa-

laces, mostly of marble or hammered
Btone, being a smouldering mass of de-

Btruction.' The dead bodies of those
fallen in the massacre were on every
side, in greatest profusion aroimd the
Place de Meer, among the Gothic pil-
lars of the Exchange, and in the
streets near the Town-house. The
German soldiers lay in their armour,
Bome with their heads burned from
their bodies, some with legs and arms
consumed by the flames through which

they had fought.* The Margrave Go-

Bwyn Verreyck, the burgomaster Tan
der Meere, the magistrates Lancelot
Van Urselen, Nicholas Van Boekholt,
and other leading citizens, lay among

1 Bor, Lx. 731. Hoofd, xL 46.i.
• "Het welk man mocht tellen onder de

wonderen der wereld." Address of the
Btates of Bratwsit to the States-General, in
B.:>r, is.. 734.

• Hoofd, xl 462. Meteren, vi. 110*.
» Bor, ix. 731 Hoofd, xi. 465.
»

Ibid., ix., 731. Tbid., xi. 463.
• Hoofd, xi. 466.
' Remonstrance of the States of Brabant

to the Statet-Ooner&l.—Bor, ix. 738, 734.
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piles of less distinguished slain.' They
remained unburied until the overseers

of the poor, on whom the living had
then more importunate claims than
the dead, were compelled by Roda to

bury them out of the pauper fund.*

The murderers were too thrifty to be
at funeral charges for their victims.

The ceremony was not hastily per-

formed, for the number of corpses had
not been completed. Two days longer
the havoc lasted in the city. Of all

the crimes which men can commit,
whether from deUberate calculation,
or in the frenzy of passion, hardly
one was omitted, for riot, gaming,
rape, which had been postponed to the
more stringent claims of robbery and

murder, were now rapidly added to

the sum of atrocities." History has
recorded the account indelibly tn her
brazen tablets

;
it can be adjusted only

at the judgment-seat above.

Of all the deeds of darkness yet
compassed in the Netherlands, this

was the worst. It waa called The
Spanish Fury,^ by which dread name
it has been known for ages. The city,
which had been a world of wealth and

splendour, was changed to a charnel-

house, and from that hour its commer-
cial prosperity was blasted. Other
causes had silently girdled the yet
green and flourishing tree, but the

Spanish Fury was the fire which con-
sumed it to ashes. Three thousand
dead bodies were discovered in the

streets, as many more were estimated
to have perished in the Scheld, and

nearly an equal number were burned
or destroyed in other ways. Eight
thousand persons imdoubtedly were

put to death. Six milhons of pro-

perty were destroyed by the fire, and
at least as much more was obtained by
the Spaniards.* In this enormous

robbery no class of people was re-

» Bor, ix. 732. Hoofd, xi. 462. Meteren,
vi. 111. "Wag^enaer, vii. 115, et mulr. al.

» The estimate of Meteren is, that four

millions, in hard cash alone, were obtained
by the soldiery, exclusively of precious
stones, other articles ofjewellery, lac^s, bro-

cades, embroidery, and similar property of a
portable and convertible character. Me-
teren, vi. 111». The estimates of Hoofd and
Bor do not materially differ. In singls
houMt M mucb M SOO^OOO goldcnii wera

29
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Bpected. Foreign merchants, living
under the express sanction and pro-
tection of the Spanish monarch, were

plundered with as little reserve as

Flemings. Ecclesiastics of the Eoman
Church were compelled to disgorge
their wealth as freely as Calvinists.

The rich were made to contribute
all their abundance, and the poor
what could be wrung from their

poverty. Neither paupers nor crimi-

nals were safe. Captain Caspar Ortis

made a brilliant speculation by taking
possession of the Stein, or city prison,
whence he ransomed all the inmates
who could find means to pay for their

liberty. Robbers, murderers, even

Anabaptists, were thus again let loose.^

Rarely has so small a band obtained in

three days' robbery so large an amount
of wealth. Four or five millions

divided among five thousand soldiers

made up for long arrearages, and the

Spaniards had reason to congratulate
themselves upon having thus taken the

duty of payment into their own hands.

It is true that the wages of iniquity
were somewhat unequally distributed,
somewhat foolishly squandered. A
private trooper was known to lose ten
thousand crowns in one day in a

gambling transaction at the Bourse,3
for the soldiers, being thus hand-

somely in funds, became desirous of

aping the despised and plundered
merchants, and resorted daily to the

Exchange, like men accustomed to

afifairs. The dearly purchased gold
was thus lightly squandered by many,
while others, more prudent, melted
their portion into sword-hilts, into

scabbards, even into whole suits of

armour, darkened, by precaution, to

appear made entirely of iron. The
brocades, laces, and jewellery of Ant-

werp merchants were converted into

coats of mail for their destroyers.
The goldsmiths, however, thus ob-

tained an opportunity to outwit their

found; over 80,000 in the dwelling of a
widow.—Meteren, ubi sup.

1 Bor ix. 732. Hoofd, xi. 405. Meteren,
vi. 111.

» Hoofd. xi. 466. Bor, ix. 732. Ibid.
> Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, ubi siip. Strada,

vUi. 421.
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plunderers, and mingled in the golden
armour which they were forced to
furnish much more alloy than their

employers knew. A portion of the

captured booty was thus surreptiti-

ously redeemed.*
In this Spanish Fury many more

were massacred in Antwerp than in
the Saint Bartholomew at Paris.* Al-
most as many living human beings
were dashed out of existence now a,^

there had been statues destroyed in
the memorable image-breaking of Ant-

werp, ten years before, an event which
had sent such a thrill of horror thi-ough
the heart of Catholic Christendom. Yet
the Netherlanders and the Protestants
of Europe may be forgiven if they re-

garded this massacre of their brethren
with as much execration as had been
bestowed upon that fm-y against stocks
and stones. At least, the image-
breakera had been actuated by an
idea, and their hands were polluted
neither with blood nor rapine. Per-

haps the Spaniards had been governed
equally by rehgious fanaticism. Might
not they believe they were meritmg
well of their Mother Church while

they were thus disencumbering infi-

dels of their wealth, and earth of its

infidels? Had not the Pope and hia

cardinals gone to church in solemn

procession, to render thanks unto God
for the massacre of Paris ?

^ Had not
cannon thundered and beacons blazed
to commemoi-ate that auspicious event?

Why should not the Antwerp execu-
tioners claim equal commendation?
Even if in their delirium they had
confounded friend with foe, CathoUc
with Calvinist, and church property
with lay, could they not pomt to an

equal number of dead bodies, and to

an incredibly superior amount of

plunder ?

Marvellously few Spaniards were
slain in these eventful days. Two
hundred killed is the largest number

* Nearly three times as many, if the esti-

mate of Do Tliou as to the number of Hugue-
nots slain, throe thousand, bo correct.—Do
Thou, liv. 53, vi. 443. Many contemporary
writers have, however, placed the number
of the Pai-is victims as high aatcn thousand

* De Thou, vi. 442.
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stated.^ Tlie discrepancy seems mon-

strous, but it is hardly more than often

existed between the losses inflicted

and sust-xined by the Spaniards in such

combats. Their prowess was equal to

their ferocity, and this was enough to

make them seem endowed with preter-
human powers. When it is remem-

bered, also, that the burghers were

insufficiently armed, that many of

their defenders turned against them,
that m:my thousands fled in the first

moments of the encounter—and when
the effect of a sudden and awful panic
is duly considered, the discrepancy
between the number of killed on the

two sides will not seem so astonishing.
A few officers of distinction were

taken aUve and carried to the castle.

Among these were the Seigneur de

1 Bor's estimate is two hundred Spaniards
killed and four hundred wounded, ix. 731.

Hoofd, xL 463, gives the same. Mendoza
allows only fourteen Spaniards to have
been killed, and rather more than twen:y
woimded. Meteren, as usu.d, considering
Ihe honour of his countrymen at stake, finds
a grrim consolation in adding a few to the
numher of the enemies slain, and gives a
total of three hundred Spaniards killed.—
»L 110. Strada (viiL 422) grives the two ex-
tremes ; so that it is almost cei-tain that the
number was not less than fourteen nor more
than two hundred. These statistics are cer-

tainly curious, for it would seem almost im-

possible that a force numbering between
thirty-five huudred and five thousand men
(there is this amount of discrepancy in the
Qifferent estimates) should capture and
plunder, with so little loss to themselves, a

city of two-hundred choxisand souls, defend&i

by an army of at least twelve thousand,
besides a large proportion of burghers bear-

ing weapons. No wonder that the chival-
rous Brantome was in an ecstasy ofdeli.ht at
the achievement (Horn, niust, etc., ii. 204),
and tliat the Netherlanders, seeing the prow-
ess and the cruelty of their foes, should come
to doubt whether they were men or devils.

This disproportion between the number of

Spaniards and States' soldiers slain was the
Biime in all the great encounters, particu-
larly in those of the period which now occu-

pies us. In the six months between the
end of August 157t3 and the signing of the

perpetual edict on the 17th of February,
1577, the Spaniards killed twenty thouavnd,
by the admission ofthe Netherlanders them-
selves, and acknowledged less than six slain
on their own side ! Mendoza, xvi. 335.—
Compare Cabrera, xi. 866; Meteren, vi. 120.
So much for the blood expended annually or
monthly by the Netherlanders in defence of

liberty and religion. As for the money con-
sumed, the usual estimate of the expense of
the States' army w;i3 from 800,000 to one

C43

Capres and young Count Egmont. Tho
councillorJerome de Roda w^aslounging
on a chair in an open gallery when
these two gentlemen were brought
before him, and Capres was bass

enough to make a low obeisance to

the man who claimed to represent the

whole government of his Majesty.*
The worthy successor of Vargas re-

plied to his captive's greeting by a
" kick in his stomach," adding, with
a brutality which his prototype might
have envied, "Ah puto tradidor,"—
whoreson traitor—"let me have no
salutations from such as you."

'
Young

Egmont, who had been captured, fight-

ing bravely at the head of coward

troops, by Julian Romero, who nine

years before had stood on his father's

scaffold, regarded this brutal scene

million guldens monthly. (Meteren, viii.

138^. and 144.) The same historian calcu-

lates the expense of Philip's army at forty-
two millions of crowns for the nine years
from 1557 to 1 J76, which would give nearly
400,000 dollars monthly, half of which, ho

says, came from Spain. The Netherlanders,
therefore, furnished the other half, so that

200,000 dollars, equal to 500,000 guldens,
monthly, were to be added to the million

required for their own war department.
Here then was a tax of one and a half mil-
lions monthly, or eighteen millions yearly,
simply for the keeping of the two armies on
foot t» destroy the Netherlanders and con-
sume their substance. The frightful loss by
confiscations, plunderings, brandschettings,
and the sackings of cities and vilhxgea innume-
rable, was all in aidition, of course, but that
enormous amount defies calculation. The
regular expense in money which they were
to meet. If they could, for the mere pay and
provision of the armies, was as above, and
equal to at least sixty millions yearly, to-

day, making tlie common allowance for tho
difference in the value of money. This was
certainly sufficient for a population of three
millions. Their fr«quent promise to main-
tain their liberty with their "goods and
their blood " was no idle boast ; three thou-
sand men and one and a half million fioi-ins

being consumed monthly.
»
Bjr, ix. 731. Hoofd, xi. 412. Meteren,

vl. 110.
"

pour certaines bonnes con-
siderations j'ay prins mon logis en ee chas-
teau, qu'est la maison royalle de sa Maj",
pour d'icy pourveoir et oriionner ttjutes lea
choses de son service, jusques les seigneurs
du conseil soyent remis en leur entiera
liberte," etc.—Letter of Jeix)me de Roda to
the authorities of Antwerp, Sept. 8, 1576.
III. Register der Doiianten van Brabant^
A'. 1576, f. 203. MS., Hague Archives.

» Bor, is. 731, Hoofd, xi. 462. Meteren.
Ti,110.
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with haughty indignation. This be-

haviour had more effect upon Roda
than the suppleness of Capres.

"
I am

sorry for your misfortune, Count,"
said the councillor, without however

rising from his chair; "such is the

lot of those who take arms against
their King."^ This was the unfortu-

nate commencement of Philip Eg-
mont's career, which was destined to

be inglorious, vacillating, base, and on
more than one occasion unlucky.
A shiver ran through the country a&

the news of the horrible crime was

spread, but it was a shiver of indig-
nation not of fear. Already the ne-

gotiations at Ghent between the re-

presentatives of' the Prince and of

Holland and Zealand with the deputies
of the other provinces were in a fa-

vourable train, and the effect of this

event upon their counsels was rather

quickening than appalling. A letter

from Jerome de Roda to the King was

intercepted, giving an account of the

transaction. In that document the

senator gave the warmest praise to

Sancho d'Avila, Julian Romero, Alonzo
de Vargas, Francis Verdugo, as well

as to the German colonels Fugger,

Frondsberger, Polwiller, and others

who had most exerted themselves in

the massacre. "
I wish your Majesty

much good of this victory," concluded
the councillor,

"
'tis a very great one,

and the damage to the city is enor-

mous."* This cynical view was not
calculated to produce a soothing effect

on the exasperated minds of the peo-

ple. On the other hand, the estates

of Brabant addressed an eloquent

appeal to the states-general, reciting
their wrongs, and urging immediate
action.

"
'Tis notorious," said the

remonstrants,
" that Antwerp was but

yesterday the first and principal orna-

ment of all Europe; the refuge of all

the nations of the world; the source

and supply of countless treasure
;
the

nurse of all arts and industry; the

protectress of the Roman Catholic

1 Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, ubi sup. Strada,
viii. 418.

» Letter of Roda, apud Bor, ix. 737, 738.
8 Remonstrance of the States of ]:rabant»

to Bor, ix. 733.
« "Waer van do momc-ris i« «n iwU iibo-
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religion ;
the guardian of science and

virtue : and, above all these pre-emi-
nences, more than faithful and obedi-

ent to her sovereign prince and lord.

The city is now changed to a gloomy
cavern, lilled with robbers and mur-

derers, enemies of God, the King, and
all good subjects."' They then pro-
ceeded to recite the story of the mas-

sacre,
" whereof the memory shall be

abominable so long as the world

stands,"* and concluded with an \ir-

gent appeal for redress. They particu-

larly suggested that an edict should
forthwith be passed, forbidding the

alienation of property and the exporta-
tion of goods in any form from Ant-

werp, together with concession of the

right to the proprietors of reclaiming
their stolen property summarily, when-

ever, and wheresoever it might bo
found. In accordance with these in-

structions, an edict was passed, but
somewhat tardily, in the hope of re-

lieving some few of the evil conse-

quences by which the Antwerp Fury
had been attended.'

At about the same time the Prince

of Orange addressed a remai-kable

letter'' to the states-general then as-

sembled at Ghent, urging them to

hasten the conclusion of the treaty.
The news of the massacre, which fur-

nished an additional and most vivid

illustration of the truth of his letter,

had not then reached him at Middel-

burg, but the earnestness of his views,

taken in connexion with this last dark

deed, exerted a powerful and indehble

effect. The letter was d, masterpiece,
because it was necessary, in his posi-

tion, to inflame without alarming ;
to

stimulate the feelings which were in

unison, without shocking those which,
if aroused, might prove discordant.

Without, therefore, alluding in terms

to the religious question, he dwelt

upon the necessity of union, firmness,

and wariness. If so much had been

done by Holland and Zealand, how
much more might be hoped when aU

minabel wesen so lang als de weield staot,'

etc.—Remonstrance, etc. Bor, ubi sup.
» Bor, ix. 736, 737.
« The letter is published by Gachard, Cov-

rospondance de Quillaume la Tacit., iii. U(^
\6\.
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the provinces •were united? "The
principal flower of the Spanish anny
has fadlen," he said,

" without having
been able to corquer one of those

provinces from those whom they call,

in mockery, poor beggars; yet what
is that handful of cities compared to

all the provinces which might join ua

in the quarreL"^ He warned the

states of the necessity of shewing a

strong and vmited front; the King
having been ever led to consider the

movement in the Netherlands a mere

conspiracy of individuals. " The King
told me himself, in 1559," said Orange,
" that if the estates had no pillars to

lean upon, they would not talk so

loud." It was, therefore, necessary to

shew that prelates, abbots, monks,
seigniors, gentlemen, burghers, and

peasants, the whole people in short,
now cried with one voice, and desired

with one will. To such a demonstra-
tion the King would not dare oppose
himself. By thus preserving a firm

and united front, sinking all minor

differences, they would, moreover, in-

spire their friends and foreign princes
with confidence. The princes of Ger-

many, the lords and gentlemen of

France, the Queen of England, al-

though sympathising with the mis-
fortunes of the Netherlanders, had
been unable effectually to help them,
60 long as their disunion prevented
them from helping themselves ; so long
as even their appeal to arms seemed

merely
" a levy of bucklers, an emotion

of the populace, which, like a wave of

the sea, rises and sinks again as soon
as risen."^

While thus exciting to union and

firmness, he also took great pains to

instil the necessity of wariness. They
were dealing with an artfid foe. In-

tercepted letters had already proved
that the old dissimulation was stUl to

be employed ;
that while Don John of

Austria was on his way, the Nether-
landers were to be lulled into confi-

» Gachard, Corresp., etc., iii. 147, 1-18.
«

Ibid., iii. 152.
»

Ibid., iii 129.
« Bot, ix. 727. Hoofd, xL 470.—The dial

fnd decisive assault was made upon the Sch ;

tiie articles of surrender were arranged, aud

Appeal. 64.J

dence by glozing speeches. Roda was

provided by the King with a secret

programme of instructions for the new
Governor's guidance, and Don Sancho

d'Avila, for his coimtenance to the
mutineers of Alost, had been applaud-
ed to the echo in Spain.^ Was not
this applause a frequent indication of

the poHcy to be adopted by Don John,
and a thousand times more significa-
tive one than the unmeaning phrases
of barren benignity with which public
documents might be crammed ?

'" The
old tricks are again brought into ser-

vice," said the Prince
;

" therefore 'tis

necessary to ascertain yoiu- veritable

friends, to tear off the painted masks
from those who, under pretence of not

daring to displease the King, are seek-

ing to swim between two waters. 'Tis

necessary to have a touchstone; to

sign a declaration in such wise that

you may know whom to trust, aud
whom to suspect."
The massacre at Antwerp and the

eloquence of the Prince produced a
most quickening effect upon the Con-

gress at Ghent. Their dehberations
had proceeded with decorum and ear-

nestness, in the midst of the cannonad-

ing against the citadel, and the fortress

fell on the same day which saw the
conclusion of the treaty.*

This important instrument, by which
the sacrifices and exertions of the
Prince were, for a brief season, at

least, rewarded, contained twenty-five
articles.* The Prince of Orange, with
the estates of Holland and Zealand, on
the one side, and the provinces signing,
or thereafter to sign the treaty, on the

other, agreed that there should be a
mutual forgiving and forgetting as re-

garded the past. They vowed a close

and faithftd friendship for the futtire.

They plighted a mutual promise to

expel the Spaniards from the Nether-
lands without delay. As soon as this

great deed should be done, there was
to be a convocation of the states-gene-

the castle was evacuated upon the 11th c<

November.— Meteren, vi. 113. Jlendoza,
xvi. 326. Archives, etc., v. bio.

» See them in Bor, ix. 738-741 ; Hoofd, xi.

467 and 470; Mendoza, xvL 320-326; ile-

tereu, vi. 112, sqq. et aL
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ral.j on the basis of that assembly before

whicli the abdication of the Emperor
had taken place. By this congress, the
affairs of religion in Holland and Zea-

land should be regulated, as well as the
surrender of fortresses and other places

belonging to his Majesty. There was
to be full liberty of communication
and traffic between the citizens of the
one side and the other. It should not
be legal, however, for those of Holland
and Zealand to attempt anything out-

side their own temtory against the
Roman Catholic religion, nor for cause
thereof to injure or irritate any one,

by deed or word. All the placards and
edicts on the subject of heresy, toge-
ther with the criminal ordinances made
by the Duke of Alva, were suspended,
until the states-general should other-

wise ordain. The Prince was to re-

main lieutenant, admiral, and general
for his Majesty in Holland, Zealand,
and the associated places, till otherwise

provided by the states-general, after

the departure of the Spaniards. The
citiesand places included in the Prince's

commission, but not yet acknowledg-
ing his authority, should receive satis-

faction from him, as to the point of

religion and other matters, before sub-

scribing to the union. All prisoners,
and particularly the Comte de Bossu,
should be released without ransom.
All estates and other property not

aheady alienated should be restored,
all confiscations since 1566 being de-

clared null and void. The Coimtess

Palatine, widow of Brederode, and
Coimt de Buren, son of the Prince of

Orange, were expressly named in this

provision. Prelates and ecclesiastical

persons, having property in Holland
and Zealand, should be reinstated, if

possible; but in case of alienation,
which was likely to be generally the

case, thei-e should be reasonable com-

pensation. It r;as to be decided by
the states-general whether the pro-
vinces should discharge the debts in-

curred by the I'rince of Orange in his

1 Boo particularly Arts. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10,
and 25. « Bor, ix. 741.

8 There is no mention in the Resolutions
of Holland, from the 25th of April to the Sth
of November 1570, of any draughts for a

treaty, or of any preparations for, or de-
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two campaigns. Provinces and cities

should not have the benefit of this

union until they had signed the treaty,
but they should be permitted to sign
it when they choge.^

This memorable document was sub-
scribed at Ghent, on the Sth of Novem-
ber, by Saint Aldegonde, with eight
other commissioners appointed by the
Prince of Orange and the estates (if

Holland on the one side, and by Elber-
tus Leoninus and other deputies ap-
pointed by Brabant, Flanders, Artois,

Hainault, Valenciennes, Lille, Douay,
Orchies, Namur, Tournay, Utrecht,
and Mechlin on the other side.*

The aiTangement was a masterpiece
of diplomacy on the part of the Prince,
for it was as effectual a provision for
the safety of the Reformed religion as

could be expected under the circum-
stances. It was much, considering the

change which had been wrought of late

years in the fifteen provinces, that they
should consent to any treaty with their

two heretic sisters. It was much mora
that the Pacification should recognise
the new religion as the established

creed of Holland and Zealand, while at

the same time the infamous edicts of

Charles were formally abolished. In
the fifteen Catholic provinces there
was to be no prohibition of private
Reformed worship, and it might bo

naturally expected that with time and
the arrival of the banished religionists,
a firmer stand would be taken in favour
of the Reformation. Meantime, the
new religion was formally established

in two provinces, and tolerated, in

secret, in the other fifteen
; the In-

quisition was for ever abolished, and
the whole strength of the nation en-

listed to expel the foreign soldiery
from the soil. This was the work of

William the Silent,' and the great
Prince thus saw the labour of years
crowned with, at least, a momentary
success. His satisfaction waa very
great when it was announced to him,

many days before the exchange of the

liberations concerning, such a document.
The inference of Kluit (i. 140, 147) is that the

Prince, with bis council and nine commis-
sioners, managed the whole negotiation;
such was the confidcnco reposed in him by
the two provincoa.
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signatures, that the treaty had been
concluded- He waa desirous that the

Pacification should be referred for ap-

proval, not to the municipal magis-
trates only, but to the people itself.^

In all great emergencies, the man who,
in his whole character, least resembled
a demagogue, either of antiquity or of

modem times, was eager for a fi-esh

expression of the popular will. On
this occasion, however, the demand for

approbation was superfluous. The
whole country thought with hia

thoughts, and spoke with his words,
and the Pacification, as soon as pub-
lished, was received with a shout of

joy." Proclaimed in the market-place
of every city and village, it was rati-

fied, not by votes, but by hymns of

thanksgiving, by triumphal music, by
thundering of cannon, and by the blaze

of beacons, throughout th& Nether-

lands. Another event added to the

Batisfactiou of the hour. The country
80 recently, and by deeds of such re-

markable audacity, conquered by the

Spaniards in the north, was recovered
ahnost simultaneoiisly with the con-

clusion of the Ghent treaty. It was a

natural consequence of the great mu-

tiny. The troops having entirely de-

serted Mondragon, it became necessary
for that officer to abandon Zierickzee,
the city which had been won with so

* Two commissioners were, in fact, de-

spatched to each city of Holland, to lay the

treaty before the respective governments,
and obtain their signatures.—Kluit, HolL,

Etaatsreg.j L 148.
* Bor, ix. 740. Wagenaer, vii. 117.—

"
avecq una si grande joie et contente-

ment du peuple, de toutea les provinces en
general et en particulier, qu'il irest m^moire

much valour. In the beginning of

November, the capital, and with it the
whole island of Schouwen,togetherwith
the rest of Zealand, excepting Tholen,
was recovered by Coimt Hohenlo, lieu-

tenant-general of the Prince of Orange,
and acting according to his instructions.'-*

Thus, on this particiilar point of

time, many great events had been
crowded. At the very same moment
Zealand had been redeemed, Antwei-p
ruined, and the league of all the Ne-
therlands against the Spaniards con-

cluded. It now became known thiit

another and most important event had
occurred at the same instant. On the

day before the Antwerp massacre, four

days before the publication of the
Ghent treaty, a foreign cavalier, at-

tended by a Moorish slave and by six

men-at-arms, rode into the streets of

Ltixemburg.-* The cavalier was Don
Ottavio Gonzaga, brother of the Prince
of Melfi. The Moorish slave was Don
John of Austria, the son of the Em-
peror, the conqueror of Granada, the
hero of Lepanto.' The new Governor-

general had traversed Spain and France
in disguise with great celerity, and in

the romantic manner which belonged
to his character. He stood at last on
the threshold of the Netherlands, but
with all his speed he had arrived a few

days too late.

d'homme qui puisse se souvenir d'une pa-
reille. Un chascun se peult souvenir des

promesses mutueUes d'amitie qxu y sont

compris," etc.—Apologia du P. d'Orange, ii.

95.

» Bor, ix. 727. Hoofd, xi 470.

«
Ibid., ix. 742. Ibid., xi. 472.

* Btrada, ix. 423. Cabrera, xi 874.
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CHAPTER I.

Birth and parentage ofDon John—Barbara Blomberg—Early education and recognition by
Pliilip

—ferilliaut military career—Campaign against the Moors—Battle of Lcpanto
—

Extravaafant ambition—Secret and rapid journey of the new Govenior to the Nether.
lands—Contrast between Don John and William of Orange—Secret instructions of Philip
and private purposes of the Governor—Cautious policy and correspondence of the Prince—Prehminary negotiations with Don John at Luxemburg characterised—Union of

Brussels—Resumption of negotiations with the Governor at Huy—The discussions

analysed and characterised—Influence of the new Emperor Rudolph II. and of his

envoys—Treaty of Marche en Famine, or the Perpetual Edict, signed-^Remarks upon
that transaction—Views and efforts of Orange in opposition to the treaty—His letter, in

name of Holland and Zealand, to the States-General—Anxiety of the royal government
to gain over the Prince—Secret mission of Leoninus—His instructions from Don John—
Fruitless attempts to corrupt the Prince—Secret coiTcspondeuce between Don John and
Orange—Don Jolin at Louvain—His efforts to ingratiate himself with the Netherlanders—His incipient pop\ilarity

—Departure ofthe Spanisli troops—Duke ofAerschot appomted
Governor of Antwerp citadel—His insincere character.

Don John of Austria was now in his

thirty-second year, having been born
in Ratisbon on the 24th of February
1545.1 His father was Charles the

Fifth, Emperor of Germany, King of

Spain, Dominator of Asia, Africa, and

America; his mother was Barbara

Blomberg, washerwoman of Ratisbon.

Introduced to the Emperor, originally,
that she might alleviate his melancholy
by her singing,* she soon exhausted all

that was hannonious in her nature, for

never was a more uncomfortable, un-

manageable personage than Barbara in

her after life. Married to one Pyramus
Kegell, who v/as made a military com-

missary in the Netherlands, she was
left a widow in the beginning of Alva's

administration. Placed under the

especial superintendence of the Duke,
she became the torment of that war-

rior's life. The terrible Governor, who
could almost crush the heart out of

a nation of three millions, was unable
to curb this single termagant. Philip
had expressly forbidden her to many
again, but Alva informed him that she
was surrounded by suitor^ Philip had
insisted that she should go into a con-

vent, but Alva, who, with great diffi-

culty, had established her quietly in

Ghent, assured his master that she

would break loose again at the bare

suggestion of a convent. Philip wished
her to go to Spain, seuding her word
that Don John was mortified by the

life his mother was leadmg, but sho

informed the Governor that she would

1 Strada, x. 506. 2 Ibid.—Compare Brantomc, ii. 149.
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be cut to pieces before she would go
to Spain. She had no objection to see

her son, but she knew too well how
women were treated in that country.
The Duke complainedmost pathetically
to his Majesty of the life they all led

with the ex-mistress of the Emperor.
Never, he frequently observed, had
woman so terrible a head.^ She was

obstinate, reckless, abominably extra-

vagant. She had been provided in

Ghent with a handsome establishment :

"with a duenna, six other women, a

major domo, two pages, one chaplain,
an almoner, and four men-servants, and
this seemed a sufficiently liberal scheme
of life for the widow of a comHiissary.
Moreover, a very ample allowance had
been made for the education of her

only legitimate son, Conrad, the other

having perished by an accident on the

day of his father's death. While Don
John of Austria was gathering laurels

in Granada, his half-brother, Pyramua,
junior, had been ingloriously drowned
in a cistern at Ghent.

Barbara's expenses were exorbitant;
her way of life scandalous. To send
her money, said Alva, was to throw it

into the sea. In two days she wovdd
have spent in dissipation and feasting

any sums which the King might choose
to supply. The Duke, who feared no-

thing else in the world, stood in mor-
tal awe of the widow Kegell.

"A ter-

rible animal, indeed, is an unbridled

1 Ccrrespondance de Piiilippe II., 8S4, 912,
960, 969, 9S4, 9S7, 10-25, 1054.

*
Corresp. de Philippe II., 1025. "Lo

tiene banqueteado"
"
Quan terribile ani-

mal cs una muger des enfienada."—Ibid.,
ii. 1255. ileteren, vi. 119*^.—Compare Van
derHammen y Leon : Don Juan de Austria ;

Historia, Madrid, 1627, vi. 294. Strada,
Brautome.—Compire V. d. Vynckt, ii. 21S.
" Wie Zijne ware moeder geweest zii, is een
raadsal gebleeven, dat nooit volkomenopge-
lost is," etc. etc—Cabrera, xii. 1009. An
absurd rumour had existe.i that Barbara
B'.omberg had on'y been employed to j)er-
onate Don John's mother. She died at an
estate called Arrcnjo de Molinos, fourleagues
from Madrid, some years after the death of
Don John.—Cabrera, xii. 10C9. The follow-

ing squib, taken from a MS. collection of
pasquiUes of the day, shews what was a very
general opinion in the Netherlands concem-
faig the parentage of Dou John and the posi-
tion of B;\rbara Blomberg. The verses are
ooi without ingenuity:—

Barbara Blomherg. 649

woman," wrote secretary Cayas, from

Madrid, at the close of Alva's adminis-

tration
; for, notwithstanding every ef-

fort to entice, to intimidate, and to

kidnap her from the Netherlands, there

she remained, through all vicissitudes,

even till the arrival of Don John. By
his persuasions or commands she was,
at last, induced to accept an exile for

the remainder of her days, in Spain,
but revenged herself by asserting that

he was quite mistaken in supposing
himself the Emperor's child ;

a point,

certainly, upon which her authority

might be thought conclusive. Thus
there was a double mystery about Don
John. He might be the issue of august

parentage on one side ;
he was, possibly,

sprung of most ignoble blood. Base-

bom at best, he was not sure whether
to look for the author of his being in

the halls of the Ctesars or the booths
of Ratisbon mechanics.*

Whatever might be the heart of

the mystery, it is certain that it was
allowed to enwrap all the early life of

Don John. The emperor, who cer-

tainly never doubted his responsi-

bility for the infant's existence, had
him conveyed instantly to Spain,
where he was delivered to Louis

Quixada, of the Imperial household,

by whom he was brought up in great
retirement at YUla-garcia. Magdalen
Ulloa, wife of Quixada, watched over
his infancy with maternal and mag-

"ECHO.
" sed at Austriacum nostrum redeamua

eamus
Hone Cesaris filium esse satis est notum—nothum

-Multi tamen de ejus patre dubitavere—
tert

Cujus ergo filium eum dicunt Itali—/;aii
Verum mater satis est nota in nostra re-

public^—p u b
'

iea

Imo hactenus egit in Brabantid ter vocro—hoere
Crimen est ne fi-ui amplexu unius Cesaria

tam generosi—osi

Pluribus ergo usa in vitS est—ita est
8eu post Cesaris congressum iion vere

ante—anta
Tace gamila ne tale quippiam loquare—

quare?
Nescis qua poena afficiendum dixerit Bel-

gium insigne—igne,"
etc etc. etc.

Vers Satiriqiies contra Dom
Jean d'Autriche, MS ,

BibL de Bourg., 17,524.
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nanimous care, for her husband's ex-

treme solicitude for the infant's wel-

fare had convinced her that he was
its father. On one occasion, when
their house was in flames, Quixada
rescued the infant before he saved his

wife, "although Magdalen knew her-

self to be dearer to him than the apple
of his eye." From that time forth

she altered her opinion, and believed

the mysterious child to be of lofty

origin. The boy grew up full of

beauty, grace, and agility, the leader

of all his companions in every hardy
sport. Through the country round
there were none who could throw the

javelin, break a lance, or ride at the

ring Uke little Juan Quixada. In

taming unmanageable horses he was
celebrated for his audacity and skill.

These accomphshments, however, were

likely to prove of but slender advan-

tage in the ecclesiastical profession, to

which he had been destined by his

Imperial father. The death of Charles

occurred before clerical studies had
been commenced, and Philip, to whom
the secret had been confided at the

close of the Emperor's life, prolonged
the delay thus interposed.^ Juan had

akeady reached his fourteenth year,
when one day his supposed father

Quixada invited him to ride towards
Valladolid to see the royal hunt. Two
horses stood at the door—a splendidly

caparisoned charger and a common
hackney. The boy naturally mounted
the humbler steed, and they set forth

for the mountains of Toro, but on

hearing the bugles of the approaching
huntsmen, Quixada suddenly halted,
and bade his youthful companion ex-

change horses with himself. When
this had been done, he seized the hand
of the wondering boy, and, kissing it

respectfully, exclaimed, "Your High-
ness will be informed as to the mean-

ing of my conduct by his Majesty,
who is even now approaching." They
had proceeded but a short distance

1 Strada, x. 506, 507 Cabrera, xi. 874.
2 " Nunquam se jucundioiem venando

prsodam quam eo dio rotulisse domum."—
Btrada, x. 608. It must be borno in mind
that the legeuds of Don John's boyliood
have passed through the busy and inventive
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before they encountered the royal

hunting party, when both Quixada
and young Juan dismounted, and bent
the knee to their monarch. Philip,

commanding the boy to rise, asked
him if he knew his father's name.
Juan replied, with a, sigh, that he had
at that moment lost the only father
whom he had known, for Quixada
had just disowned him. "You have
the same father as myself," cried the

King; "the Emperor Charles was the

august parent of us both." Then ten-

derly embracing him, he commanded
him to remount his horse, and all re-

turned together to Valladolid, Philip
observing with a sentimentality that
seems highly apocryphal, that he had
never brought home such precious
game from any hunt before.^

This theatrical recognition of im-

perial descent was one among the

many romantic incidents of Don
John's picturesque career, for his life

was never destined to know the com-

mon-place. He now commenced his

education, in company with his two

nephews, the Duchess Margaret's son,
and Don Carlos, Prince-royal of Spain.

They were all of the same age, but
the superiority of Don John was soon

recognised. It was not difficult to sur-

pass the limping, malicious, Carlos,
either in physical graces or intellectual

accomplishments; but the graceful,

urbane, and chivalrous Alexander,
destined afterwards to such wide cele-

brity, was a more formidable rival
; yet

even the professed panegyrist of the
Farnese family exalts the son of Bar-
bara Blomberg over the grandson of

Margaret Van Geest.^

Still destined for the clerical pro-

fession, Don John, at the age of

eighteen, to avoid comphance with

Philip's commands, made his escape
to Barcelona. It was his intention to

join the Maltese expedition. Recalled

peremptoi-ily by Philip, he was for a

short time in disgrace, but aftenvarda

brain of Father Strada. Placed in a severe

crucible, miicli of the romantic fiUgi-ee would
perhaps disappear, but the substance of hia

narrative is genuine.—Compare V. d. Vynckf,
ii. 219.

«
Strada, x. 509.
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made his peace with the monarch by
denomicing some of the mischievous

Bchemes of Don Carlos. Between the

Prince Royal anJ the imperial bastard

there h ad always been a deep animo-

sity, the Infante having on one occa-

sion saluted him ^vith the most vigor-
ous and oflFensive appellation which
his illegitimate birth could suggest.
" Base-bom or not," returned Don
John,

" at any rate I had a better fa-

ther than yours."
^ The words were

probably reported to Philip, and
doubtless rankled in his breast, but

nothing appeared on the surface, and
the youth rose rapidly in favour. In
his twenty-third year, he was appoiated
to the command of the famous cam-

paign against the insurgent Moors of

Granada. Here he reaped his first

laurels, and acquired great military

celebrity. It is diflScult to be dazzled

by such glory. He commenced his

operations by the expulsion of nearly
all the Moorish inhabitants of Granada,
bed-ridden men, women, and children

together; and the cruelty inflicted, the

sufferings patiently endured in that

memorable deportation, were enor-

mous.^ But few of the many thou-

eand exiles survived the horrid march,
those who were so imfortimat« as to

do so being sold into slavery by their

captors.* StiU a few Moors held out
in their mountain fastnesses, and two

years long the rebellion of this hamd-
ful made head against the power of

Spain. Had their envoys to the Porte
succeeded in their negotiation, the

throne of Philip might have trembled;
but Selim hated the Republic of Venice
as much as he loved the wine of Cyprus.
While the Moors were gasping out their

last breath in Granada and Ronda, the
Turks had %vrested the island of Venus
from the grasp of the haughty Repub-
lic. Famagosta had fallen

;
thousands

of Venetians had been butchered with
a ferocity which even Christians could
not have surpassed. The famous Gene-
ral Bragadino had been flayed, stuffed,

* "
Hijodcputa." The anecdote is related

by V. der Vynckt (ii. 220) on the authority
of Amelot de la Houssaie. ' ' To soy hijo de
inqot padre."—Strada, x. 509.
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and sent hanging on the yard-arm of a

frigate to Constantinople, as a present
to the Commander of the Faithful;
and the mortgage of Catherine Cor-

naro, to the exclusion of her hus-
band's bastards, had been thus defi-

nitely cancelled. With such practical

enjoyments, Selim was indiffeient to

the splendid but shadowy vision of

the Occidental caliphate
—

yet the re-

volt of the Moors was only terminated,
after the departure of Don John, by
the Duke of Arcos.

The war which the Stiltan had
avoided in the West came to seek him
in the East. To lift the Crucifix

against the Crescent, at the head of

the powerful but quarrelsome alliance

between Venice, Spain, and Rome,
Don John arrived at Naples.* He
brought with him more than a hun-
dred ships and twenty-three thousand

men, as the Spanish contingent Three
months long the hostile fleets had been

ciTiising in the same waters without an
encounter

;
three more were wasted in

barren manoeuvres. Neither Mussul-
man nor Christian had much inclina-

tion for the conflict, the Turk fearing
the consequences of a defeat, by which

gain* already seciured might be for-

feited—the allies being appalled at
the possibility of their own triumph,
Xevertheless, the Ottomans manoeuvred
themselves at last into the Gulf of

Lepanto— the Christians manoeuvred
themselves towards its mouth as the
foe was coming forth again. The con-
flict thus rendered inevitable, both
Turk and Christian became equally
eager for the fray, eqiially confident
of victory. Six hundred vessels of

war met face to face. Rarely in

history had so gorgeous a scene of

martial array been witnessed. An
October sun gQded the thousand
beauties of an Ionian landscape.
Athens and Corinth were behind the

combatants; the mountains of Alex-
ander's Macedon rose in the distance ;

the rock of Sappho and the heights of

» Strada, 509. De Thou, liy. vi 72, wiq.
(torn. vi.).

» De Thou, liv. xlviii. tL 212-215, (llv.
i xlis ).

—Compare Cabrera, liv. vii. c. 21, seq,
: « Cabrera, ix. Q75\ De Thou, vl 226.
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Actium wert* before their eyes. Since
the day when the world had been lost

and won beneath that famous promon-
tory, no such combat as the one now
approaching had been fought upon the
waves. The chivalrous young com-
mander despatched energetic messages
to his fellow-chieftains, and now that
it was no longer possible to elude the

encounter, the martial ardour of the
allies was kindled. The Venetian

High Admiral replied with words of

enthusiasm. Colonna, lieutenant of

the league, answered his chief in the

language of St Peter :

"
Though I die,

yet will I not deny thee." ^

The fleet was arranged in three divi-

sions. The Ottomans, not drawn up
in crescent form, as usual, had the
same trij^le disposition. Earbarigo
and the other Venetians commanded
on the left, John Andrew Doria on the

right, while Don John himself and Co-
lonna were in the centre. Crucifix in

hand, the High Admiral rowed from

ship to ship exhorting generals and
soldiers to shew themselves worthy of

a cause which he had persuaded him-
self was holy.^ Fired by his eloquence
and by the sight of the enemy, his

hearers answered with eager shouts,
while Don John returned to his shiji,

knelt upon the quarter-deck, and offer-

ed a prayer. He then ordered the

trumpets to sound the assault, com-
manded his sailing-master to lay him
alongside the Turkish Admiral, and
the battle began. The Venetians, who

1 De Thou, vi. liv. 1. 226, et seq. C.ibiera,
IX.. cap. 24, 25. Brantome, ii. 119, ct seq.
See the statements of Al-Hamet, after the
battle, to the Conqueror.—Navarrote, Docu-
mentoa lueditos, iii. 249-251. Total number
of Christian ships, three hundred and thirty-
six; of Turkish, two hundred and eighty-
three.—Rolacion cierta y verdadera, Docu-
mentos lueditos, iii. 255-256. " Etiamsi
oporteat me mori, non to iiegabo."

—Bran-
tome, Ilommes Illust, ii. 122.

- Kelacion cierta y verdadera, Documcntos
Ineditos, iii. 243. Ibid.—Compare de Tliou,
vi. 230-243. Brantome, ii. 124.

' Kelacion cierta y verdadera, 244. Ca-

brera, ix., cap. 25. De Thou, vi. 242, sqq.
Brantome, ii. 126, sqq.

* Cabrera says that thirty thousand Turks
were slain, ten thousand made pri.soiiers,
ten thousand Christians killed, and fifteen

thousand Christian prisoners liberated, ix.

693. De Thou'a estimate i3 tweuty-five
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were first attacked, destroyed ship
after ship of their assailants after a
close and obstinate contest, but Ear-

barigo fell dead ere the sunset, with
an arrow through his brain. Mean-
time the action, immediately after the
first onset, had become general. From
noon till evening the battle raged, with
a carnage rarely recorded in history.
Don John's own ship lay yard-arm and

yard-arm with the Turkish Admiral,
and exposed to the fire of seven large
vessels besides. It was a day when
personal audacity, not skilful tactics,

was demanded, and the impeiial
bastard shewed the metal he was
made of. The Turkish Admiral's

ship was destroyed, his head exposed
from Don John's deck upon a pike,
and the trophy became the signal for

a general panic and a complete vic-

tory. By sunset the battle had been
won.'

Of nearly three hundred Turkish

galleys, but fifty made their escape.
From twenty-five to thirty thousand
Turks were slain, and perhaps ten
thousand Christians. The galley-
slaves on both sides fought well, and
the only beneficial result of the victory
was the liberation of several thousand
Christian captives. It is true that

their liberty was purchased with the
lives of a nearly equal number of

Christian soldiers, and by the reduc-

tion to slavery of almost as many
thousand Mussulmen,* duly distributed

among the Christian victors. Many

thousand Turks killed, three thou.sand pri-

soners, and ten thousand Christians killed,
vi. 247. Brantome states the number of

Turks killed at thirty thousand, wilhovi

counting those who were drowned, or who
died afterwards of their wounds; six thou-
sand prisoners, twelve thous.aud Christine

prisoners liberated, and ten thous.and Chri*
tians killed. Hoofd, vi. 214, pives Ihe

figures at twenty-five thousand Turks and
ten thousand Christians slain. Bor, v. 354»

(t. i.), makes a minute estimate, on the au-

thority of Pietro Gontareno, stating the
number of Christians killed at seven tliou-

sand six hundred and fifty, that of Turks at

twenty-five thousand one hundred and fifty;

Turkish prisoners at three thousand eight
hundred and forty-six, and Christians liber-

ated at twelve tliousand; giving the num-
ber of Turkish ships destroyed at eighty,

captured fifty. According to the "Rolacion
cierta y verdadera" (which was drawn up a
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causes contribute^! to this splemlid

triiunph. The Turkish ships, inferior

in number, were also worse manned
than those of tneir adversaries, and
their men were worse armed. Every
ballet of the Christians told on muslin
turbans and embroidered tunics, while

the arrows of the Moslems fell

harmless on the casques and corslets

of their foes. The Turks, too, had
committed the fatal error of fighting

upon a lee shore. Having no sea room,
and being repelled in their first onset,

many galleys were driven upon the

rocks, to be destroyed with all their

crews.^

But whatever the cause of the vic-

tory, its consequence was to spread the
name and fame of Don John of Austria

throughout the world. Alva wrote,
with enthusiasm, to congratulate him;
pronouncing the victory the most bril-

liant one ever achieved by Christians,
and Don John the greatest general
since the death of Julius Caesar. At
the same time, with a sarcastic fling at

the erection of the Escorial, he advised

philip to improve this new success in

some more practical way than by build-

ing a house for the Lord and a se-

pulchre for the dead. "
If," said the

Duke,
" the conquests of Spain be ex-

tended in consequence of this triumph,
then, indeed, will the Cherubim and

Seraphim sing glory to God."* A
courier, despatched post haste to Spain,
bore the glorious news, together with

the sacred standard of %a& Prophet,
the holy of holies, inscribed with the

name of Allah twenty-eight thousand
nine himdred times, always kept in

Mecca during peace, and never since

the conquest of Constantinople lost in

battle before. The King was at ves-

pers in the EscoriaL Entering the
sacred precincts, breathless, travel-

stained, excited, the messenger found

Philip impassible as marble to the

wondrous news. Not a muscle of the

royal visage was moved, not a syllable

escaped the royal lips, save a brief

order to the clergy to continue the in-

terrupted vespers. When the service

had been methodically concluded, the

King made known the intelligence and

requested a Te Deum.*
The youthful commander-in-chief

obtained more than his full meed of

glory. Xo doubt he had fought with
brilliant courage, yet, in so close and
murderous a conflict, the valour of no

single individual could decide the day,
and the result was due to the combing
determination of all. Had Don John
remained at Naples, the issue might
have easily been the same. Barbarigo,
who sealed the victory with his blood;

Colonna, who celebrated a solemn

triumph on his retiim to Rome
; Par-

ma, Doria, Giustiniani, Venieri, might
each as well have claimed a monopoly
of the glory, had not the Pope, at

Philip's entreaty, conferred the baton
of command upon Don John.* The

few days after the action), the number of
Turks slain was "

thirty thousand and up-
wards, besides many prisoners;" that of
Christians killed was seven thousand; of
Christian slaves liberate"!, twelve thousand;
of Ottoman ships taken or destroyed, two
hundred and thirty. Documentos "ineditos,
iiL 249. Philip seut an express order, for-

bidding the ransoming of even the captive
officers (Carta de F. II. ^ D. I. de ZuBiga.
Documentos Ineditos, iii. 236). TheTurkSh
slaves were divided among the victors in
the proportion of one-half to Philip and one-
half to the Pope and Venice. The other

booty was distributed on the same principle.
Out of the Pope's share Don John received,
as a present, one hundred and seventy-four

j

slaves (Documentos Ineditos, iii 229). Alex-
|

ander of Parma received thirty slaves; Re-
|

quesens, thirty. To each general of infantry \

was assigned six slaves; to each colonel,
j

four
; to each ship's captain, one. The num-

bar of "sUves In chains" (eaclaTos de g>« \

dena) allotted to Philip was thirty-six hun-
dred (Docimientos Ineditos, 257). Seven
thousand two hundred Turkish slaves, there-

fore, at least, were divided amoug Christi.ins.

This number of wretches, who were not for-

timate enough to die with their twenty-five
thousand comrades, must be set off against
the twelve thousand Christian slaves liber-

ated in the general settlement of tlie account
with Kiunanitv.

1 De Thou, v'i. 245, 246, 247.
* Parabien del Duque de Alba, Documen

tos Ineditos, iii. 270-287.
* Relacion por Liiis del Marmol, Docu-

mentos Ineditos, iii. 270-373.
* De Thou, vi. 243.^<;ompare Cabrera, ix.

689i>. Brantome, ii. 133. Even Don John's
favourite monkey distinguished himself in
the action. The .Teature is reported to have

Eicked
up a shell, which had fallen upon a

oiy shrine, cJjse at its master's feet, and
to have thrown it overboard.—Van de»
Baounen y Leon, iii. ISO.
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meagre result of the contest ia as no-

torious as the victory. While Con-

stantinople was quivering with appre-

hension, the rival generals were already

wrangling with animosity. Had the

Christian fleet advanced, every soul

would have fled from the capital, but
Providence had ordained otherwise,
and Don John sailed westwardly with
his ships. He made a descent on the

Bai-bary coast, captured Tunis, destroy-
ed Biserta, and brought King Amidas
and his two sons prisoners to Italy.
Ordered by Philip to dismantle the

fortifications of Tunis, he replied by
repairing them thoroughly, and by
placing a strong garrison within the

citadel. Intoxicated with his glory,
the young adventurer already de-

manded a crown, and the Pope was dis-

posed to proclaim him King of Tunis,
for the Queen of the Lybian seas was to

be the capital of his Empire, the new
Carthage which he already dreamed.

Philip thought it time to interfere,

for he felt that his own crown might
be insecure, with such a restless and
ambitious spirit indulging in possible
and impossible chimeras. He removed
John de Soto, who had been Don
John's chief councillor and emissary
to the Pope, and substituted in his

place the celebrated and ill-starred

Escovedo.^ The new secretary, how-

ever, entered as heartily but secretly
into all these romantic schemes.^ Dis-

appointed of the Empire which he

had contemplated on the edge of the

African desert, the champion of the

Cross turned to the cold islands of the

northern seas. There sighed, in cap-

tivity, the beauteous Mary of Scotland,
victim of the heretic Elizabeth. His

Busceptibility to the charms of beauty—a characteristic as celebrated as his

courage— was excited, his chivalry

1 De Thou, Brantome, Cabrera in locis

citatis. Strad,a, x. 510. De Thou, vii. 112.

Van dorVynckt, ii. 221. Bor, xi. 840, 841.

jlemorial de Ant. Perez Obras y Rekciones,
Geneva, 1644, p. 297.

2 Bor, xi. 840, 841. Strada, x. 610. De
Thou, vii. 113. Memorial de Antonio Perez,
Obras y Relaciones, p. 298, 299.

» Strada, x. 511. Bor, xi. 840, 841. V. d.

Vynckt, ii. 221. De Thou, vii. 549.—" Y
dixo le el nunoio que havia tenido un de-

epacho de Eoina, en quo le avisa haver

[1576.
aroused. What holier triumph for

the conqueror of the Saracens than
the subjugation of these northern in-

fidels ? He would dethrone the proud
Elizabeth

;
he would liberate and

espouse the Queen of Scots, and to-

gether they would reigia over the two
united realms. All that the Pope
could do with bulls and blessings, let-

ters of excommunication, and patents
of investiture, he did with his whole
heart. Don John was at liberty to be

King of England and Scotland as soon
as he liked

;

* all that was left to do
was to conquer the kingdoms.

Meantime, while these schemes were

flitting through his brain, and were

yet kept comparatively secret by the

Pope, Escovedo, and himself, the news
reached him in Italy that he had been

appointed Governor-General of the
Netherlands.'* Nothing could be more

opportune. In the provinces were ten
thousand veteran Spaniards, ripe for

adventure, hardened by years of war-

fare, greedy for gold, audacious almost

beyond humanity, the very instru-

ments for his scheme. The times
were critical in the Netherlands, it

was true; yet he would soon pacify
those paltry troubles, and then sweep
forward to his prize. Yet events were

rushing forward with such feverish

rapidity, that he might be too late for

his adventure. Many days were lost

in the necessary journey from Italy
into Spain to receive the final instruc-

tions of the King. The news from
the provinces grew more and more
threatening. With the impetuosity
and romance of his temperament, he
selected his confidential friend Ottavio

Gonzaga, six men-at-arms, and an
adroit and well -experienced Swiss

courier, who knew every road of

France.' It was no light adventure

llegado alta otro, del Senor Don Juan en

^ifra sobre lo de Inglaterra pidiondo i su
sanctidad favor para alto de persona (y aun
con la investidura del Royno en la persona
de Don Juan como se enteiidi<5 despues),
bullas, breves, dinero, y que assy se le havia
embiado persona con todo ello."—Memorial
de Antonio Perez. Obras y Relaciones, p.
303.

* Strada, x. 610. De Thou, vii. 391.
* Brantome, iL 137. Strada, ix.

Cabrera xi. 874.
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for the Catholic Governor-General of

the Netherknds to traverse the king-

dom at that particular junct\ire.

Staining his bright locks and fair face

to the complexion of a Moor, he start-

ed on his journey, attired as the ser-

vant of Gonzaga. Arriving at Paris,

after a rapid journey, he descended at

a hostelry opposite the residence of

the Spanish ambassador, Don Diego
de Cuniga. After nightfall he had a

secret interview with that functionary,
and learning, among other matters,
that there was to be a great ball that

night at the Louvre, he determined to

go thither in disguise. There, not-

withstanding his hurry, he had time

to see and to become desperately en-

amoured of " that wonder of beauty,"
the fair and frail Margaret of Valois,

Queen of Navarre. Her subsequent
'

<t to her young adorer at Namur,
I e recorded in a futiire page of this

mitory, was destined to mark the last

turning point in his picturesque career.

On his way to the Netherlands he
held a rapid interview with the Duke
of Guise, to arrange his schemes for

the liberation and espousal of that

noble's kinswoman, the Scottish Queen ;

and on the 3d of November he arrived

p,t Luxemburg.^
There stood the young conqueror of

Lepanto, his brain full of schemes, his

heart full of hopes, on the threshold

of the Netherlands, at the entrance to

what he believed the most brilliant

chapter of his life—schemes, hopes,
and \isions, doomed speedily to fade

before the cold reality with which he
was to be confronted. Throwing off

his disguise after reaching Luxemburg,
the youthful paladin stood confessed.

His appearance was as romantic as his

origin and his exploits. Every con-

temporary chronicler, French, Spanish,
Italian, Flemish, Roman, have dwelt

upon his personal beauty and the

singular fascination of his manner.^

Symmetrical features, blue eyes of

great \-ivacity, and a profusion of

bright curling hair, were combined
with a pei-son not much above middle

1
Cabrera, xi, 874. Strada, ix. 423. V.

d. Vynckt, ii 'J2Q. Bor, ix. 742. Brautome,
«. 137, 138. Hoofd, xi, 472.
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height, but perfectly well propor-
tioned. Owing to a natural peculi-

arity of his head, the hair fell back-

ward from the temples, and he had

acquired the habit of pushing it from
his brows. The custom became a

fashion among the host of courtiera,

who were but too happy to glass them-

selves in so brilliant a mirror. Aa
Charles the Fifth, on hia journey to

Italy to assume the iron crown, had
caused his hair to be clipped close, as

a remedy for the headaches with which,
at that momentous epoch, he was tor-

mented, bringing thereby close shaven

polls into extreme fashion ;
so a mass

of hair pushed backward from tha

temples, in the style to which the

name of John of Austria was appro-

priated, became the prevailing mode
wherever the favourite son of the

Emperor appeared.
Such was the last crusader whom

the annals of chivalry were to know
;

the man who had humbled the crescent

as it had not been humbled since the

days of the Tancreds, the Baldwins,
the Plantagenets

—
^yet, after all, what

was this brilliant adventurer when
weighed against the tranquil Christian

champion whom he was to meet face

to face? The contrast was striking
between the real and the romantic
hero. Don John had pursued and
achieved glory through victories with
which the world was ringing ;

William
was slowly compassing a country's

emancipation through a series of de-

feats. He moulded a commonwealth
and imited hearts with as much con-

tempt for danger as Don John had
exhibited in scenes of slave-driving
and carnage. Amid fields of blood,
and through webs of tortuous intrigue,
the brave and subtle son of the Em-
peror pursued only his own objects.

Tawdry schemes of personal ambition,

conquests for his own benefit, impos-
sible crowns for his own wearing, were
the motives which impelled him, and
the prizes which he sought. His
existence was feverish, fitfiil, and pas-
sionate. "

Tranquil amid the raging

2 Metcren, vi. 119. Bentivoglio, etc., 218.

Brantome, ii. 150. Strada, x. 609. J. R.
lassi^ iT. 83$. » Stnda, x. 513, 014.
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Ijillows," according to his favourite

device, the father of his country
waved aside the diadem which for

him had neither charms nor meaning.
Their chai'acters were as contrasted as

their persons. The curled darling of

chivalry seemed a youth at thirty-one.

Spare of figure, plain in apparel, be-

nignant, but haggard of countenance,
with temples bared by anxiety as much
as by his helmet, earnest, almost de-

vout in manner, in his own words,
" Calvus et Calvinista,"

^ William of

Orange was an old man at forty-three.

Perhaps there was as much good
faith on the pait of Don John, when he
arrived in Luxemburg, as could be ex-

pected of a man coming directly from
the cabinet of Philip. The King had

secretly instructed him to conciliate

the provinces, but to concede nothing,^
for the Governor was only a new incar-

nation of the insane paradox that be-

nignity and the system of Charles the

Fifth were one. He was directed to

restore the government to its state

during the imperial epoch.
-^ Seven-

teen provinces, in two of which the

population were all dissenters, in all of

which the principle of mutual tolera-

tion had just been accepted by Catho-

lics and Protestants, were now to be

brought back to the condition accord-

ing to which all Protestants were

beheaded, burned, or buried alive. So
that the Inquisition, the absolute au-

thority of the monarch, and the exclu-

sive worship of the Roman Church,
were preserved intact, the King pro-
fessed himself desirous of

"
extinguish-

ing the fires of rebellion, and of saving
the people from the last desperation."
With these slight exceptions, Philip
was willing to be very benignant.
" More than this," said he,

" cannot

1 Gachard, Corresp. Guillaume le Tacit.,

iii., pref. Ixiii. and note.—Compare Strada,
ix. 44—"Areschoti Duci nudato capite
subridens, Vides inquit hoc calvitum, scito

mo non magis capite quam corde calvum
esse."—Strada, ix. 434, 435.

2 Instnxceion Socreta qu'el Rey D. Felijie

II., di6 al Son. D. J. de Austria, escrivio la

de mano propria. Bibl. de Bourgogne, MS.
Ko. xvii. 385.

* "
Que se vuelvan lag cosas al goviemo y

pie antiguo del tiempo del Emperodor," •to,
—InHtrucclcn Secreta, MS,
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and ought not be conceded,"

* To
these brief but pregnant instructions

was added a morsel of advice, personal
in its nature, but very characteristic

of the writer. Don John was recom-
mended to take great care of his soul,
and also to be very cautious in the

management of his amours.*
Thus counselled and secretly di-

rected, the new Captain-General had
been dismissed to the unhappy Nether-
lands. The position, however, was

necessarily false. The man who waa
renowned for martial exploits, and

notoriously devoured by ambition,
could hardly inspire deep confidence

in the pacific dispositions of the

government. The crusader of Granada
and Lepanto, the champion of the
ancient Church, was not likely to

please the rugged Zealanders who had
let themselves be hacked to pieces
rather than say one Paternoster, and
who had worn crescents in their caps
at Leyden, to prove their deeper hosti-

lity to the Pope than to the Turk,
The imperial bastard would derive

but slight consideration from his

paternal blood in a country where

illegitimate birth was more unfavour-

ably regarded than in most other

countries, and where a Brabantine

edict, recently issued in name of the

King, deprived all political or civil

functionaries not born in wedlock of

their offices.® Yet he had received

instructions, at his departure, to bring
about a pacification, if possible, always
maintaining, however, the absolute

authority of the crown and the exclu-

sive exercise of the CathoUc rehgion.
How the two great points of his in-

structions were to be made entirely

palatable was left to time and chance.

There was a vague notion, that with

* " Salvando la Religion y mi obf^ii-

eiicia, quanto se puede llegando las cosas a
estos terminos presupuestos que convieno

atajar este fuego y no dexar llegar aquella

gente a la ultima desperacion. Y ecu ello S6

ciorre todo que se deve conceder," etc.—
Ibid.

s " Lo de L-v quenta con su alma
Andar con tiento en los amores," etc., etc.

Ibid.

« Bor, Ix. 678. The edict wa» dated 2«th

of March 167ft.
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the new Governor's fame, fascinating

manners, and iniiperial parentage, he

might accomplish a result which
neither fraud n?r force—^not the arts

of Grarrelle, nor the atrocity of Alva,
nor the licentiousness of a buccaneer-

ing soldiery had been able to eflfect.

As for Don John himself, he came
with no definite plans for the Xether-

landers, but with very daring projects
of his own, and to pursue these misty
visions was his main busine^ on arriv-

ing in the provinces. In the mean-
time he was disposed to settle the

Netherland difficulty in some showy,
off-hand fashion, which should cost

him but httle trouble, and occasion no
detriment to the cause of Papacy or

absolutism- Unfortunately for these

id arrangements, William of Orange
- in Zealand, and the Pacification

1 just been signed at Ghent.
Iz was, naturally, with very little

isfaction that the Prince beheld the
ival of Don John. His sagacious
rnbinations would henceforth be im-

peded, if not wholly fru3trat«d. This
he foresaw. He knew that there could
' no intention of making any arrange-

:it in which Holland and Zealand
-Id be included. He was confident

•
it any recognition of the Reformed

.'gion was as much out of the ques-
:i now as ever. He doubted not
t there were many Catholic mag-

res, wavering politicians, aspirants

royal favour, who would soon be

;ly to desert the caose which had so

ently been made a general cause,
. i who would soon be undermining

the work of their own hands. The
Pacification of Ghent woiild never be
maintained in letter and spirit by the

vic^erent of Philip ;
for however its

sense might be commented upon or

rverted, the treaty, while it recog-
ed Catholicism as the state religion,

iceded, to a certain extent, liberty
: conscience. An immense stride

. ?.d been taken by abolishing the
•~

lictfi, and prohibiting persecution.
- : that step were now retraced, the new
"igion was doomed, and the liberties

i HoUand and Zealand destroyed.
"
If

Coumels of Orange. 657

they make an arrangement jvith Don
Jolm, it will be for us of the religion
to run," wrote the Prince to his bro-

ther,
"
for their intention is to suffer

no person of that faith to have a fixed

domicile in the Netherlands."^ It

was, therefore, with a calm determina-

tion to counteract and crush the policy
of the youthful Governor that "WiUiam
the Silent awaited his antagonist. Were
Don John admitted to confidence, the

peace of Holland and Zealand was

gone. Therefore it was necessary to

combat him both openly and secretly—by loud remonstrance and by invisi-

ble stratagem. What chance had the

impetuous and impatient young hero

in such an encounter with the fore-

most statesman of the age ? He had
arrived with aU the self-confidence of

a conqueror ; he did not know that he
was to be played upon like a pipe

—to

be caught in meshes spread by his o^vn

hands—to struggle bUndly—to rage

impotently—to die ingloriously.
The Prince had lost no time iu ad-

monishing the states-general as to the

course which should now be pursued.
He was of opinion, that upon their

conduct at this crisis depended the fu-

ture destinies of the Netherlands,
" If

we understand how to make propel
use of the new Governor's arrival,"

said he, "it may prove very advantage*
ous to us; if not, it will be the com-
mencement of our total ruin."* The

spirit of aU his communications was
to infuse the distrust which he honest-

ly felt, and which he certainly took no

pains to disguise : to impress upon hia

countrymen the importance of improv-
ing the present emergency by the en-

largement, instead of the threatened

contraction of their hberties, and to

enforce with all his energy the neces-

sity of a firm union. He assured the

estates that Don John had been sent,

in this simple manner, to the country,
because the King and cabinet had be-

gun to despair of carrying their point

by force. At the same time he warned
them that force would doubtle^ be re-

placed by fraud. He expressed hia

conviction that so soon as Don Johi

' Archive* de la Jlaisoa d'Otaoge, v. 544 Archives et Corre^xjndance • 496,

2 T
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shoiild attain the ascendency which he
had been sent to Secure, the gentleness
which now smiled upon the surface

would give place to the deadlier pur-

poses which lurked below. He went
so far as distinctly to recommend the

seizure of Don John's person. By so

doing, much bloodshed might be saved
;

for such was the King's respect for

the Emperor's son, that their demands
would be granted rather than that his

Vberty should be permanently endan-

gered.i In a very striking and elabo-

rate letter which he addi-essed from

Middelburg to the estates-general, he
insisted on the expediency of seizing
the present opportunity in order to se-

cure and to expand their liberties, and

urged them to assert broadly the prin-

ciple that the true historical polity of

the Netherlands was a representative,
constitutional government. Don John,
on arriving at Luxemburg, had de-

manded hostages for his own security,
a measure which could not but strike

the calmest spectator as an infraction

of all provincial rights. "He asks you
to disarm," continued William of

Orange; "he invites you to furnish

hostages, but the time has been when
the lord of the land came unarmed and

uncovered, before the estates-general,
and swore to support the constitutions

before his own sovereignty could be

recognised."
He reiterated his suspicions as to

the honest intentions of the govern-
ment, and sought, as forcibly as pos-

sible, to infuse an equal distrust into

the minds of those he addressed.

"Antwerp," said he, "once the power-
ful and blooming, now the most forlorn

and desolate city of Christendom, suf-

fered because she dared to exclude the

King's troops. You may be sure that

you are all to have a place at the same

banquet. We may forget the past,
but princes never forget, when the

means of vengeance are placed within

their hands. Nature teaches them to

arrive at their end by fraud, when
violence will not avaU them. Like

1 Archives et Correspondance, v. 496.

2 Letter to the states-general, 30th of No-
vember 1576, in Eor, 747, 748, 749.
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little children, they whistle to the
birds they would catch. Promises and

pretences they will furnish in plenty."^
He urged them on no account to be-

gin any negotiation with the Governor,

except on the basis of the immediate

departure of the soldiery. "Make no

agreement with him, unless the Span-
ish and other foreign troops have
been sent away beforehand; beware,
meantime, of disbanding your own,
for that were to put the knife into his

hands to cut your own throats withal."*

He then proceeded to sketch the out-

lines of a negotiation, such as he could
recommend. The plan was certainly

sufficiently bold, and it could hardly
cause astonishment, if it were not

immediately accepted by Don John
as the basis of an arrangement.

" Ee-
member this is not play," said the

Prince,
" and that you have to choose

between the two, either total ruin or

manly self-defence. Don John must
command the immediate departure oi

the Spaniards. All our privileges
must be revised, and an oath to main-
tain them required. New councils

of state and finance must be appointed
by the estates. The general assembly
ought to have power to come together
twice or thrice yearly, and, indeed,
as often as they choose. The states-

general must administer and regulate
all affairs. The citadels must be de-

molished everywhere. No troopsought
to be enlisted, nor garrisons established,
withoiit the consent of the estates." "*

In all the documents, whether public
memorials or private letters, which
came at this period from the hand of

the Prince, he assumed, as a matter of

course, that in any arrangement with
the new Governor the pacification of

Ghent was to be maintained. This,

too, was the determination of almost

every man in the country. Don John,
soon after his arrival at Luxemburg,
had despatched messengers t-o the

states-general, informing them of his

arrival. It was not before the close of

the month of November that the ne-

* " Het ware hem het mes in do band
gegeven daer mede hy u den hals sonde

afsnyden," etc.—Ibid., p. 748.
* Letter to states-general, etc.
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riations seriously began. Provost

Funck, on the part of the Governor,
then mformed them of Don John's in-

tention to enter Namiir, attended by
fifty iiioimted troopers.^ Permission,

aowever, was resolutely refused, and
the burghers of Namar were forbidden

to render oaths of fidelity tmtil the

Governor should have complied with

the preliminarydemands of the estates.*

To enunciate these demands categori-

cally, a deputation of the estates-

general came to Luxemburg.
•* These

gentlemen were received with courtesy

by Don John, but their own demeanour
waa not conciliatory. A dislike to the

Spanish government, a disloyalty to

the monarch with whose brother and

representative they were dealing,

pierced through all their language.
On the other hand, the ardent temper
of Don John was never slow to take

offence. One of the deputies proposed
to the Governor, with great coolness,
that he should assume the government
in his own name, and renounce the

authority of Philip. Were he willing
to do so, the patriotic gentleman
pledged himself that the provinces
would at once acknowledge him as

sovereign, and sustain his government.
Don John, enraged at the insult to his

o^vn lojalty which the proposition

implied, drew his dagger and noshed
towards the offender. The deputy
would probably have paid for his

audacity with his life had there not
been by-standers enough to prevent
the catastrophe. This scene waa an

unsatisfactory prelude to the opening
negotiations.'*
On the 6th of December the deputies

presented to the Governor at Luxem-
burg a paper, containing their demands,
drawn up in eight articles, and their

First Conferences icith Bon John. God

sibid.1 Bor, X. 761.
3
Ibid., X. T62.

*
Strada, x. 612. Tbe anecdote is, how-

ever, related differently by other historians,
according to some of whom the intimation
was made indirectly on the part of the
Prince of Orange, through Elbertus Leoni-
nus to Don John, that if he chose to assume
the sovereignty himself ha might rely on
the support of the Protestants and patriot
party. According to the same authorities,
Don John neither accepted nor rejected the
offer.—See Ev. Held, ann. ii. 9,7; Wagenaer,

concessions in ten.' The states insist-

ed on the immediate removal of the

troops, with the understanding that

they were never to retiim, but without)

prohibition of their departiu-e by sea;

they demanded the immediate release

of all prisoners; they insisted on tho
maintenance of the Ghent treaty, there

being nothing tJ:,erein which did not
tend to the furtherance of the Catholic

religion; they claimed an act of am-

nesty; they required the convocation
of the states-general, on the basis of

that assembly before which took place
the abdication of Charles the Fifth;

they demanded an oath, on the part of

Don John, to maintain all the charters

and customs of the country.
Should these conditions be complied

with, the deputies consented on the

part of the estates, that he should be

acknowledged aa Governor, and that

the Catholic religion and the autho-

rity of his Majesty should be maia-
tained. They agreed that aU foreign

leagues should be renounced, their

own foreign soldiery disbanded, and a

guard of honour, native Xetherlanders,
such as his Majesty was contented
with at his "Blythe Entrance," pro-
vided. A truce of fifteen days, for

negotiations, was furthermore pro-

posed.^
Don John made answers to these

propositions by adding a brief com-

ment, as apostille,^ upon each of the

eighteen articles, in succession. He
would send away the troops, but, at

the same time, the states must dis-

band their own. He declined engag-
ing himself not to recall his foreign

soldiery, should necessity require their

service. With regard to the Ghent
Pacification, he professed himself ready
for a general peace negotiation, on

vii. 237.—Compare V. d. Vynckt, who relates
the circumstance much in the same maimer
as Strada. V. d. Vynckt, ii 227, 228. Also
Tassis, iii. 241, who states that the Governor
was so angry with the deputy—"ut punire
audaciam propriia manibus vix abstinuerit."

Compare J. P. Van Capelle, Elb. Leoninus
in Bijdragen tot de Gesch. der Ned., 47-49.
The story of Reid is entirely improbable, and
IB consistent with the character of neither
of the principal personages implicated.

« See tho articles in Bor, i. 762, 763.
« Tbid. 1 Bor, x. 762. 765.
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condition that the supremacy of the
Catholic Church and the authority of

his Majesty were properly secured.

He would settle upon some act of

amnesty after due consultation with
the State Council. He was willing
that the states should be convoked in

general assembly, provided sufficient

security were given him that nothing
Bhould be there transacted prejudicial
to the Catholic religion and the King's
sovereignty. As for their privileges,
he would govern as had been done in

the time of his imperial father. He
expressed his satisfaction with most
of the promises offered by the estates,

particularly with their expression in

favour of the Church and of his

Majesty's authority; the two all-im-

portant points to secure which he had
come thither unattended, at the peril
of his life

;
but he received their offer

»f a body-guard, by which his hire-

lings were to be superseded, with very
little gratitude. He was on the point,
he said, of advancing as far as Marche
en Famine, and should take with him
as strong a guard as he considered

necessary, and composed of such troops
as he had at hand.^ Nothing decisive

came of this first interview. The

parties had taken the measures of

their mutual claims, and after a few

days, fencing with apostilles, replies,
and rejoinders, they separated, their

acrimony rather inflamed than ap-

peased.
The departure of the troops and the

GLent treaty were the vital points in

the negotiation. The estates had ori-

ginally been content that the troops
should go by sea. Their suspicions

were, however, excited by the perti-

nacity with which Don John held to

this mode of removal. Although they
did not suspect the mysterious in-

vasion of England, a project which
was the real reason why the Governor

objected to their departure by land,^

j-et they soon became aware that he
had been secretly tampering with the

Dutch RepuUk. [157C.

troops at every point. The effect of

these secret negotiations with ths

leading officers of the army was a

general expression of their unwilling-
ness, on account of the lateness of the

season, the difficult and dangerous
condition of the roads and mountain-

passes, the plague in Italy, and other

l^retexts, to imdertake so long a jour-

ney by land.^ On the other hand,
the states, seeing the anxiety and the

duplicity of Don John upon this par-
ticular point, came to the resolution

to thwart him at all hazards, and in-

sisted on tlie land journey. Too long
a time, too much money, too many
ships would be necessary, they said, to

forward so large a force by sea, and in

the meantime it would be necessary
to permit them to live for another in-

definite period at the charge of the

estates.*

With regard to the Ghent Pacifi-

cation, the estates, in the course of

December, procured an express opinion
from the eleven professors of theology,
and doctors utriusque juris of Louvain,
that the treaty contained nothing
which conflicted with the supremacy
of the Catholic religion.* The various

bishops, deacons, abbots, and pastors
of the Netherlands made a similar

decision.® An elaborate paper, drawn

up by the State Council, at the re-

quest of the states-general, declared

that there was nothing in the Pacifi-

cation derogatory to the supreme
authority of his Majesty.^ Thus for-

tified with opinions which, it must be

confessed, were rather dogmatically
than argumentatively drawn up, and
which it would have been difficult very

logically to defend, the states looked

forward confidently to the eventual

acceptance by Don John of the terms

proposed. In the meantime, while

there was still an indefinite pause in

the negotiations, a remarkable measure
came to aid the efficacy of the Ghent
Pacification.

Early in January 1577, the celi

1 Bor, X. 762, 763.
' Ibid., i. 765. Hoofd, xi. 479.—Compare

Strada, ix. 429.
s Bor, X. 765, 766.
* Ibidv T 7661 Hoofd, 479, 4S0.

5 See the document in Bor, x. 760.

« Ibid.

' Bor, X. 768. Opinion of the SUte (>>>»'

oil
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brated " Union of Brussels" was
formed.^ This important agreement
was originally signed by eight leading

personages, the Abbot of Saint Ger-

trude, the Counts Lalain and Bossu,
and the Seignevir de Champagny being

among the nuinber. Its tenor was to

engage its signers to compass the im-

mediate expulsion of the Spaniards
and the execution of the Ghent Paci-

fication, to maintain the Catholic re-

ligion and the King's authority, and
to defend the fatherland and all its

constitutions. Its motive was to gene-
ralise the position assumed by the

Ghent treaty. The new act was to be

signed, not by a few special deputies
alone, like a diplomatic convention,
but by all the leading individuals of

all the provinces, in order to exhibit

to Don John such an array of united

strength that he woiUd find himself

forced to submit to the demands of

the estates.'' The tenor, motive, and
efi"ect were all as had been proposed
and foreseen. The agreement to expel
the Spaniards, under the Catholic and

loyal manifestations indicated, passed
from hand to hand through all the

provinces. It soon received the signa-
+"re and support of all the respecta-

ity, wealth, and intelligence of the
:.ole coii.ntry. Nobles, ecclesiastics,

i-itizens, hastened to give to it their

. Ihesion. The states-general had .sent

by solemn resolution, to every pro-

ice, in order that every man might
forced to range himself either upon
e side of the fatherland or of des-

_ itism. Two copies of the signatures

procured in each province were or-

dered, of which one was to be deposit-
ed in its archives, and the other for-

warded to Brussels. In a short time,

every province, with the single excep-
tion of Luxemburg, had loaded the
document with signatures. This was
a great step in advance. The Ghent
Pacification, which was in the nature
of a treaty between the Prince and the
estates of Holland and Zealand on the

* D« Jonghe, De Unie van BrusseL Dewez
Hist. gen. de la Be'.g., vi. 5S, 69. Gr. v.

Prinsterer, v. 569, sqq. Bor, x. 769.
* Bor, X. 769, 770 ; and Meteren, vi. 116, 117.
3 De Jonghe, De Unie vaji Brussel. Soofd,

ErusieU. GGl

one side, and a certain number of pro-
vinces on the other, had only been

signed by the envoys of the contract-

ing parties. Though received with
deserved and universal acclamation, it

had not the authority of a popular
document. This, however, was the

character studiously impressed upon
the "Brussels Union." The people,
subdivided according to the various

grades of their social hierarchy, had
been solemnly summoned to council,
and had deliberately recorded their

conviction. No restraint had been

put upon their freedom of action, and
there was hardly a difference of opinion
as to the necessity of the measure.**

A rapid revolution in Friesland,

Groningen, and the dependencies, had

recently restored that important coun-

try to the national party. The Portu-

guese De Billy had been deprived of

his authority as King's stadholder, and
Count Hoogstraaten's brother. Baron
de Ville, afterwards as Coimt Renuc'

berg, infamous for his treason to the
cause of liberty, had been appointed
by the estates in his room.* In all

this district the " Union of Brussels
"

was eagerly signed by men of every
degree. Holland and Zealand, no less

than the Catholic provinces of the

south, willingly accepted the compro-
mise which was thus laid down, and
which was thought to be not only an
additional security for the past-, not

only a pillar more for the maintenance
of the Ghent Pacification, but also a
stu-e precursor of a closer vmion in the
future. The Union of Brussels became,
in fact, the stepping-stone to the
" Union of Utrecht," itself the fo\ui-

dation-stone of a republic destined to
endure more than two centuries. On
the other hand, this early union held
the seed of its own destruction within
itself. It was not surprising, however,
that a strong declaration in favoiu: of
the Catholic religion should be con-
tained in a document intended for cii^

culation through all the provinces.

xi. 479, 4S0. Meteren, vi. 116. Dewe»
Hist. Gen. de la Belgique, vi., c. ix. 66-6S.—Compare Groen v. Priust., Archive.s etc.,
V. 5S9, sqq.

« Bor, X. 750-752. Hoofd, xi. 473-476.
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The object was to unite as large a

force, and to make as striking a de-

monstration before the eyes of the

Governor-General as was practicable
under the circumstances. The imme-
diate purpose was answered, temporary
union was formed, but it was impos-
sible that a permanent ciystallisation
should take place where so strong a

dissolvent as the Catholic clause had
been admitted. In the sequel, there-

fore, the union fell asunder precisely
at this fatal flaw. The next Union ^

was that which definitely separated
the provinces into Protestant and Ca-

tholic, into self-governing republics,
and the dependencies of a distant des-

potism. The immediate effect, how-

ever, of the "Brussels Union" was to

rally all lovers of the fatherland and
haters of a foreign tyranny upon one
vital point

—the expulsion of the

stranger from the land. The foot of

the Spanish soldier should no longer

profane their soil. All men were
forced to pronounce themselves boldly
and unequivocally, in order that the

patriots might stand shoulder to

shoulder, and the traitors be held up
to infamy. This measure was in strict

accordance with the advice given more
than once by the Prince of Orange,
and was almost in literal fulfilment

of the Compromise, which he had
sketched before the arrival of Don
John.2
The deliberations were soon resumed

with the new Governor, the scene being
shifted from Luxemburg to Huy^
Hither came a fresh deputation from
the states-general

—many signers of

the Brussels Union among them—-

and were received by Don John with

stately courbesy. They had, however,
come determined to carry matters

with a high and firm hand, being no

longer disposed to brook his imperious
demeanour, nor to tolerate his dilatory

policy. It is not surprismg, therefore,
that the courtesy soon changed to bit-

1 The "new or closer Union of Brussels,"
however admirable as a manifestation, and
important as an example, cannot, from its

very brief duration, be considered as any-
thing but an imsuccessful attempt at union.

* Avis du Prince d'Orangc, etc., Aicliivcs,

etc., V. 437, sqq.
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terness, and that attack and recrimina-

tion usurped the place of the dignified
but empty formalities which had cha-

racterised the interviews at Luxem-
burg.*
The envoys, particularly Sweveghem

and Champagny, made no concealment
of th^r sentiments towards the Spanish
soldiery and the Spanish nation, and
used a freedom of tone and language
which the petulant soldier had not
been accustomed to hear. He com-

plained, at the outset, that the Nether-
landers seemed new-born—that instead
of bending the knee, they seemed dis-

posed to grasp the sceptre. Insolence

had taken the place of pliancy, and the

former slave now applied the chain and

whip to his master. With such exacer-

bation of temper at the commencement
of negotiations, their progress was of

necessity stormy and slow.'

The envoj's now addressed three

concise questions to the Governor.
Was he satisfied that the Ghent Pacifi-

cation contained nothing conflicting
with the Roman religion and the King's

authority? If so, was he willing to

approve that treaty in all its articles '

Was he ready to dismiss his troops at

once, and by land, the sea voyage being
liable to too many objections ?

*

Don John answered these three

question.?
—which, in reality, were but

three forms of a single question
—upon

the same day, the 24th of January.
His reply was as complex as the (L

mand had been simple. It consist

of a proposal in six articles, and a i ^

quisition in twenty-one, making in all

twenty-seven articles. Substantially
he proposed to dismiss the foreign

troops
—to effect a general pacification

of the Netherlands—to govern on th&

basis of the administration in his im-

perial father's reign
—to arrange affairs

in and with regard to the assembly-

general as the King should judge to be

fitting
—to forgive and forget past of-

fences—and to release all prisoners.

8 Bor, X. 771.
<

Ibid., X. 772, 773. Tassis, iii. 246.
6 " Austriacum nou lenibus ncc mo-

dcstis modis scd loris ac fustibus ut servum
ad suam voluntatcm adigerc," etc.—Tassi.^,

iii. 240.
6 Bor, X. 778.
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On the other hand he required the
I
all day long the altercation lasted,

estates to pay the troops before their

departure, and to provide ships enough
to transport them, as the Spaniards
did not choose to go by land, and as

the deputies at Luxemburg had con-

Bcnted to their removal by sea. Fur-

thermore, he demanded that the states

should dismiss their own troops. He
required ecclesiastical aitthority to

prove the Ghent Pacification not pre-

judicial to the Catholic religion ; legal

authority that it was not detrimental

to his Majesty's supremacy; and an
oath from the states-general to uphold
both points inviolably, and to provide
for their maintenance in Holland and
Zealand. He claimed the right to em-

ploy about his person soldiers and civil

functionaries of any nation he might
choose, and he exacted from the states

a promise to prevent the Prince of

Orange from removing his son. Count
Yan Buren, forcibly or fraudulently,
from his domicile in Spain.^
The deputies were naturally indig-

nant at this elaborate trifling. They
had, in reality, asked him but one

question, and that a simple one
—Would

he maintain the treaty of Ghent ? Here
were twenty-seven articles in reply, and

yet no answer to that question. They
Bat up all night, preparing a violent

protocol, by which the Governor's

claims were to be utterly demolished.

Early in the morning, they waited

upon his Highness, presented the docu-

ment, and at the same time asked him

plainly, by word of mouth, did he or

did he not intend to uphold the treaty.
Thus pressed into a comer in presence
of the deputies, the members of the

te Council who were in attendance
:;i Brussels, and the envoys whom

lue Emperor had recently sent to assist

at these deliberations, the Governor

answered. No. He would not and
could not maintain the treaty, because
the Spanish troops were in that instru-

:it denounced as rebels, because he
Id not consent to the release of

i- ijunt Van Buren—and on account of

various other reasons notthen specified."

Hereupon ensued a fierce debate, and
1 Arlicies in Bor, x. 772, 773.
2

J&ji-. X. 772, 774.

without a result being reached. At
ten o'clock in the evening, the deputies,

having previously retired for a brief

interval, returned with a protest* that

they were not to be held responsible for

the termination of the proceedings, and
that they washed their hands of the
bloodshed which might follow the rup-
ture. Upon reading this document,
Don John fell into a blazing passion.
He vehemently denounced the deputies
as traitors. He swore that men who
came to him thus prepared with ready-
made protests in their pockets, were re-

bels from the commencement, and had
never intended any agreement with
him. His language and gestures ex-

pressed unbounded fury. He was

weary of their ways, he said. They
had better look to themselves, for the

King would never leave their rebellion

unpunished. He was ready to draw
the sword at once—not his own, but
his Majesty's

—and they might be sure

that the war which they were thus

provoking should be the fiercest ever

waged.* More abusive language in this

strain vras uttered, but it was not
heard with lamb-like submission. The
day had gone by when the deputies of

the states-general were wont to quaU.
before the wrath of vicarious royalty.
The fiery words of Don John were

not oil to troubled water, but a match to

a mine. The pa-ssions of the deputies
exploded in their tmu, and from hot
words they had nearly come to hard
blows. One of the deputies replied
with so jnuch boldness and vehemence
that the Governor, seizing a heavy sil-

ver bell which stood on the table, was
about to hurl it at the ofi'ender's head,
when an energetic and providential
interference on the part of the impe-
rial envoys prevented the imseemly
catastrophe.®
The day thus unprofitably spent

had now come to its close, and the

deputies left the presence of Don John
with tempera as inflamed as his own.

They were, therefore, somewhat sur-

prised at being awakened in their beds,
after midnight, by a certain Father

» See the jirotest in Bor, x. 774, 775.
'

iior, X. 756. » TaiJiifi, iii. 246.
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Trigoso, who came to them with a

conciliatory message from the Gover-
nor. While they were still rubbing
their eyes with sleep and astonishment,
the Duke of Aerschot, the Bishop of

Liege, and several councillors of state,
entered the room. These personages
brought the news that Don John had
at last consented to maint^n the Paci-

fication of Ghent, as would appear by
a note written in his own hand, which
was then delivered. The billet was

eagerly read, but unfortunately did
not fulfil thn anticipations which had
been excited. "

I agree," said Don
John, "to approve the peace made
between the states and the Prince of

Orange, on condition that nothing
therein may seem detrimental to the

authority of his Majesty and the

supremacy of the Catholic religion,
and also with reeei'vation of the points
mentioned in my last communica-
tion." 1

Men who had gope to bed in a high
istate of indignation were not likely to

wake in much better humour, when
suddenly aroused, in their first nap, to

listen to such a message as this. It

seemed only one piece of trifling the
more. The deputies had offered satis-

factory opinions of divines and juris-

consults, as to the two points specified
which concerned the Ghent treaty.
It was natui-al, therefore, that this

vague condition concerning them, the
determination of which was for the

Governor's breast alone, should be in-

stantly rejected, and that the envoys
should return to their disturbed slum-

bers with an increase of ill-humour.

On the morrow, as the envoys,
booted and spurred, were upon the

point of departure for Brussels, an-

other communication was brought to

them from Don John.^ This time,
the language of the Governor seemed
more to the purpose.

"
I agree," said

he,
" to maintain the peace concluded

between the states and the Prince of

Orange, on condition of receiving from
the ecclesiastical authorities, and from
the University of Louvain, satisfactory
assurance that the said treaty contains

» Bor. X. 775.

<Ibid.

* Ibid.
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nothing derogatory to the Catholic re-

ligion, and similar assurance from the

State Council, the Bishop of Liege,
and the imperial envoys, that the

treaty is in no wise prejudicial to the

authority of his Majesty." Here

seemed, at last, something definite.

These conditions could be complied
with. They had, in fact, been already

complied with. The assurances re-

quired as to the two points had already
been procured, as the deputies and as

Don John well knew. The Pacifica-

tion of Ghent was, therefore, virtually
admitted. The deputies waited upon
the Governor accordingly, and the con-

versation was amicable. They vainly
endeavoured, however, to obtain his

consent to the departure of the troops

by land—the only point then left in

dispute. Don John, still clinging to

his secret scheme, with which the sea

voyage of the troops was so closely

connected, refused to concede. He
reproached the envoys, on the con-

trary, with their importunity in mak-

ing a fresh demand, just as he had
conceded the Ghent treaty, upon hia

entire responsibility, and without in-

structions. Mentally resolving that

this point should still be wrung from
the Governor, but not suspecting his

secret motives for resisting it so strenu-

ously, the deputies took an amicable

farewell of the Governor, promising a

favourable report upon the proceed-

ings, as soon as they should arrive in

Brussels.'

Don John, having conceded so much,
was soon obliged to concede the whole.

The Emperor Rudolph had lately suc-

ceeded hir. father, Maximilian.* The
deceased potentate, whose sentiments

on the great subject of religious tolera-

tion were so much in harmony with
those entertained by the Prince of

Orange, had, on the whole, notwith-

standing the ties of relationship and
considerations of policy, uniformly
befriended the Netherlands, so far as

words and protestations could go, at

the court of Philip. Active co-opera-

tion, pi-actical assistance, he had cer-

tainly not rendered. He had unques-

* Tho Emperor Maximilian died on tlio

12tli of Octobov 1576.
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tionably been too much inclined to

aocomplisli the impossibility of assist-

ing the states wi*.hout offending the

iCing
—an efforL which, in the homely

langu 'ge of Hans Jenitz, was " like

wishing his skin washed without being
wet." ^ He had even interposed many
obstacles to the free action of the

Prince, as has been seen in the course

of this history; but, nevertheless, the

cause of the Xetherlands, of religion,
and of humanity, had much to lose by
his death. His eldest son and suc-

cessor, Kudolph the Second, was an
ardent CathoHc, whose relations with
a proscribed prince and a reformed

population coidd hardly remain long
in a satisfactory state. The new
Emperor had, however, received the
secret envoys of Orange with bounty,*
and was really desirous of accomplish-

ing the pacification of the provinces.
His envoys had assisted at all the
recent deliberations between the
states and Don John, and their

ivid remonstrances removed, at this

juncture, the last objection on the

part of the Govemor-GeneraL With
a secret sigh, he deferred the darhng
and mysterious hope which had lighted
him to the Xetherlands, and consented

the departure of the troops by

All obstacles having been thus re-

oved, the memorable treaty called

'.e Perpetual Edict was signed at

larche en Famine on the 12th, and at

Brussels on the 17th of February,
1577.'' This document, issued in the
name of the King, contained nineteen
articles. It approved and ratified the
Peace of Ghent, in consideration that
the prelates and clergy, with the doc-

tors utrlusque jw-u of Louvain, had
decided that nothing in that treaty
conflicted either with the supremacy
of the Catholic Church or the autho-

rity of the King, but, on the contrary,
that it advanced the interests of both.'

* " und gehts nach dem sprichwort,
wa.«che mir deu beltz und macbe mir inn
niclit njisz."—MS. cited by Groen v. Prinst,
Archives, etc., v. 725.

* Bor. X. 78<5-7S9. Hoofd. xi. 485-457. Me-
tercn, vi. t 117-119. Cabrera, xi. &01, &02.
Btradn, ix. 430. Bor and Meter«n publish
the treaty in full.

The Perpetual Edict. 605

It promised that the soldiery should

depart "freely, frankly, and without

delay, by land,* never to rettim except
in case of foreign war"—^the Spaniards
to set forth within forty days, the

Germans and othera so soon as ar-

rangements had been made by the

states-general for their payment. It

settled that all prisoners, on both

sides, should be released, excepting
the Coimt Van Buren, who was to be
set free so soon as the states-general

having been convoked, the Prince of

Orange should have fulfilled the re-

solutions to be passed by that assem-

bly. It promised the maintenance of

all the privileges, charters, and consti-

tutions of the Netherlands. It re-

quired of the states an oath to main-
tain the Catholic religion. It record-

ed their agreement to disband their

troops. It settled that Don John
shoiild be received as Governor-Gene-

ral, unmediately upon the departure
of the Spaniards, Italians, and Bur-

gundians from the provinces.^
These were the main provisions of

this famous treaty, which was con-

firmed a few weeks afterwards by
Philip, in a letter addressed to the
states of Brabant, and by an edict

issued at Madrid.^ It will be seen
that everything required by the envoys
of the states, at the commencement of

their negotiations, had been conceded

by Don John. They had claimed the

departure of the troops, either by land
or sea. He had resisted the demand
a long time, but had at last consented
to despatch them by sea. Their de-

partvure by land had then been insisted

upon. This again he had most reluc-

tantly conceded. The ratification of

the Ghent treaty he had peremptorily
refused. He had come to the pro-
vinces at the instant of its conclusion,
and had, of course, no instructions on
the subject. Nevertheless, slowly re-

ceding, he had agreed, under certain

* Archives, etc., v. 425. * Bor, i. 786.
* Art S— "Niet nadelig maer ter con-

trarie totvordering van de selve," etc.
* Art. 8—"Te &ide, vry, vrank en on-

belet," etc.
^ See in particular Articles 8, 10, 11, and

16.
» Bcr, X. 789, 7M. V. d. Vynckt, u. 282.
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reservations, to accept clie treaty.
Those reseivations relating to the

great points of Catholic and royal

supremacy, he insisted upon subject-

ing to his own judgment alone. Again
he was ovenuled. Most unwillingly
he agreed to accept, instead of his own
conscientious conviction, the dogmas
of the State Council and of the Lou-
vain doctors. Not seeing very clearly
how a treaty which abolished the
edicts of Charles the Fifth and the
ordinances of Alva—which removed
the religious question in Holland and
Zealand from the King's jurisdiction
to that of the states-general

—which
had caused persecution to surcease—
had established toleration—and which,
moreover, had confirmed the arch rebel

and heretic of all the Netherlands in

the government of the two rebellious

and heretic provinces, as stadholder

for the King—^not seeing very clearly
how such a treaty was "

advantageous
rather than prejudicial to roj^al absolut-

ism and an exclusive Catholicism"—
he naturally hesitated at first.

The Governor had thus disconcerted

the Prince of Orange, not by the firm-

ness of his resistance, but by the

amplitude of his concessions. The
combinations of William the Silent

were, for an instant, deranged. Had
the Prince expected such liberality, he
would have placed his demands upon
a higher basis, for it is not probable
that he contemplated or desired a

pacification. The Duke of Aerschot
and the Bishop of Liege in vain essay-
ed to prevail upon his deputies at

Mafche en Famine, to sign the agree-
ment of the 27th January, upon which
vas founded the Perpetual Edict.^

They refused to do so without con-

sulting the Prince and the estates.

Meantime, the other commissioners
forced the affair rapidly forward. The
states sent a deputation to the Prince

to ask his opinion, and signed the

agreement before it was possible to

receive his reply.^ This was to treat

1 Bor, X. 786.
2 Archives et Corrcsp., v. 629. Bor, x.

791. Letter of Estates of Hollaiul.
3 Arcliivos ct Concsji., v. 5S8, sqq. Apo-

lt>gie du PrincQ d'Orauge, p. 97.
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him with little courtesy, if not abs .

lutely with bad faith. The Prim
was disappointed and indignant. Li

truth, as appeared from all his language
and letters, he had no confidence in

Don John. He believed him a con-

summate hypocrite, and as deadly a
foe to the Netherlands as the Duke of

Alva, or Philip himself. He had care^

fully studied twenty-five intercepted
letters from the King, the Governor,
Jerome de Eoda, and others, placed

recently in his hands by the Duke of

Aerschot,"^ and had found much to

confirm previous and induce fresh sus-

picion. Only a few days previously to

the signature of the treaty, he had
also intercepted other letters from in-

fluential personages, Alonzo de Vargas
and others, disclosing extensive designs
to obtain possession of the strong
places in the country, and then tc

reduce the land to absolute subjec-
tion.* He had assured the estates,

therefore, that the deliberate inten-

tion of the Government, throughout
the whole negotiation, was to deceive,
whatever might be the public language
of Don John and his agents. He im-

plored them, therefore, to have "
pity

upon the poor country," and to save

the people from falling into the trap
which was laid for them. From first

to last, he had expressed a deep and
wise distrust, and justified it by ample
proofs. He was, with reason, irritated,

therefore, at the haste with which the

states had concluded the agreement
with Don John—at the celerity with

which, as he afterwards expressed it,
"
they had-rushed upon the boar-spear

of that sanguinary heart."" He b'

lieved that everything had been signi
and sworn by the Governor, with the

mental reservation that such agree-
ments were valid only until he Should

repent having made them. He doubtc i

the good faith and the stability of tl

grand seigniors. He had never ft"

confidence in the professions of tl

time-serving Aerschot, nor did J-

< Letter of Orange to the States-Goneni,
2d of Febmary, 1577, Acta Statuum Bolgii, i

f. 258. MS., Hague Archives.

6 Apologie du Prince d'Orange, p. 83.
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trust even the brave CLampagnv, not-

withstanding his services at the sack

of Antwe'^. He -raa especially indig-

nant thpt provision had been made,
not for demolishing but for restoring
to his Majesty those hatefal citadels,

nests of tyranny, by which the flourish-

ing cities of the land were kept in per-

petual anxiety. Whether in the hands

of King, nobles, or magistrates, they
were equally odious to him, and he
had long since determined that they
Ehould be razed to the groxind. In

Bhort, he believed that the estates had
thrust their heads into the lion's

mouth, and he foresaw the most

gloomy consequences from the treaty
which had just been concluded. He
believed, to use his own language,
"that the only difference between Don
John and Alva or Requesens was, that

he was younger and more foolish than

his predecessors, less capable of con-

cealing his venom, more impatient to

dip his hands in blood."^

In the Pacification of Ghent, the

Prince had achieved the prize of his

life-long labours. He had banded a

mass of provinces by the ties of a

common history, language, and cus-

toms, into a league against a foreign

tyranny. He had grappled Holland
and Zealand to their sister provinces

by a common love for their ancient

irerties, by a common hatred to a

ish soldiery. He had exorcised

ril demon of religious bigotry by
-1 the body politic had been pos-
1 so many years ; for the Ghent

r, lai^ely interpreted, opened the

to iiniversal toleration. In the

^
^tual Edict the Prince saw his

work undone. Holland and Zealand
were again cut adrift from the other

fifteen provinces, and war would soon
be let loose upon that devoted little

territory. The article stipulating the
maintenance of the Ghent treaty he

regarded as idle wind; the solemn
eaws of the State Council and the

quiddities from Louvain being likely

* Letter of Prince of Orange and the States
of Holland, Bor, x. 791.—Compare Groenv.
Prinst., Archives, etc., v. 559, sqq., and
"lastructioa from le fcieur de Haultaiu,"

of Orange. G67

to prove but slender bulwvks against
the returning tide of tyranny. Either

it was tacitly intended to tolerate the

Reformed religion, or to hunt it down.
To argue that the Ghent treaty, loyally

interpreted, strengthened ecclesiastical

or royal despotism, wus to contend

that a maniac was more dangerous in

fetters than when armed with a sword ;

it was to be blind to the difference

between a private conventicle and a

public scaffold. The Perpetual Edict,
while affecting to sustain the treaty,
would necessarily destroy it at a blow,
while during the brief interval of

repose, tyranny would have renewed
its youth like the eagles. AYas it

po^ble, then, for William of Orange
to sustain the Perpetual Edict, to

compromise with Don John? Te:i

thousand ghosts from the Lake cf

Harlem, from the famine and plague-
stricken streets of Leyden, from the

smoking ruins of Antwerp, rose to

warn him against rach a composition
with a despotism as siibtle as it was
remorseless.

It was, therefore, not the policy of

William of Orange, suspecting, as he

did, Don John, abhorring PhUip,
doubthig the Netherland nobles, con-

fiding only in the mass of the citizens,
to give his support to the Perpetual
Edict. He was not the more satisfied

because the states had concluded the

arrangement without his sanction, and

against his express advice.* He refused

to publish or recognise the treaty in

Holland and Zealand,^ A few weeks

before, he had privately laid before the
states of Holland and Zealand a series

of questions, in order to test their

temper, asking them, in particular,
whether they were prepared to under-
take a new and sanguinary war for the
sake of their religion, even although
their other privileges should be recog-
nised by the new government ;

and a

long and earnest debate had ensued, of

a satisfactory nature, although no posi-
tive resolution was passed upon tho

etc. Archives, etc, v. 579, sqq. Apologia
da Prince d'Oracge, 97.

2 Apologie <Ia Prince d'Orangc, p. OS.
• Letter of Prince cf Oiim^o and tLe

Stales oi" iloLUui, B-jr, x. 791-Sf7i
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subject.^ As soon as the Perpetual
Edict had been signed, the states-

general had sent to the Prince, re-

questing his opinion and demanding
his sanction.^ Orange, in the name of

Holland and Zealand, instantly re-

turned an elaborate answer,'' taking

gi-ave exceptions to the whole tenor of

the Edict. He complained that the

constitution of the land was violated,

because the ancient privilege of the

states-general to assemble at their

pleasure, had been invaded, and be-

cause the laws of every province were
Bet at nought by the continued im-

prisonment of Count Van Buren, who
had committed no crime, and whose
detention proved that no man, what-

ever might be promised, could expect

security for Hfe or liberty. The ratifi-

cation of the Ghent treaty, it was

insisted, was in no wise distinct and

categorical, but was made dependent
on a crowd of deceitful subterfuges.^
He inveighed bitterly against the

stipulation in the Edict, that the states

should pay the wages of the soldiers,

whom they had just proclaimed to be

knaves and rebels, and at whose hands

they had suffered such monstrous in-

juries. He denounced the cowardice

which could permit this band of hire-

lings to retire with so much jewellery,

merchandise, and plate, the result of

their robberies. He expressed, how-

evei', in the name of the two provinces,
a willingness to sign the Edict, pro-
vided the states-general would agree

solemnly beforehand, in case the de-

parture of the Spaniards did not take

place within the stipulated tinie, to

abstain from all recognition of, or

communication with, Don John, and
themselves to accomplish the removal

of the troops by force of arms.®

Such was the first and solemn mani-

festo made by the Prince in reply to

the Perpetual Edict; the states of

Holland and Zealand unitmg heart and

hand in all that he thought, wrote.

1 Bor, X. 776.

2 Ibid., X. 790. Hoofd, xii. 490.

* The letter is published at length in Bor,
X. 790-792. — Compare Wagenaei-, vii. Hi,
145. Meteren, vi. 119. Cabrera, xi. 902. 903.

Letter of Princo of Orango and the

and said. His private sentiments wero
in strict accordance with the opinions
thus publicly recorded. " Whatever

appearance Don John may assume to

the contrary," wrote the Prince to hia

brother,
"

'tis by no means his inten-

tion to maintain the Pacification, and
less still to cause the Spaniards to

depart, with whom he keeps up the

most strict correspondence possible."®
On the other hand, the Governor

was most anxious to conciliate the

Prince. He was most earnest to win
tlie friendship of the man without
whom every attempt to recover Hol-

land and Zealand, and to re-establish

royal and ecclesiastical tyranny, he
knew to be hopeless. "This is the

pilot," wrote Don John to Philip,
" who guides the bark. He alone can

destroy or save it. The greatest
obstacles would be removed if he
could be gained." He had proposed,
and Philip had approved the proposi-

tion, that the Count Van Buren should

be clothed with his father's dignities,
on condition that the Prince should

himself retire into Germany.^ It was
soon evident, however, that such a

proposition would meet with little

favour, the office of father of hia

coimtry and protector of her liberties

not being transferable.

While at Louvain, whither he had

gone after the publication of the Per-

petual Edict, Don John had conferred

with the Duke of Aerschot, and they
had decided that it would be well to

send Doctor Leoninus on a private
mission to the Prince. Previously to

his departure on this errand, the learn-

ed envoy had therefore a full conver-

sation with the Govei'nor. He was

charged to represent to the Prince the

dangers to Avhich Don John had ex-

posed himself in coming from Spain to

effect the pacification of the Nether-

lands. Leoninus was instructed to

give assurance that the treaty just
concluded should be maintained, that

Estates, Bor, ubi sup.—"Tot een ontalligk-
heid van bedrecgclij ke uitvluchten," etc.

5 Letter of Prince of Orange, etc.
* Ai'chives, etc., v. 111.
' Ext. from MS. letter, 16th of M.arth

1577, in Gachard ; preface to vol. iii. Corresp
GuUIaume le Tacit., p. li.
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the Simniards should depart, that all Things have reached that pass that 'tia

other promises should be inviolably

kept, and that the Governor would
take up anus agr.inst all who should

oppose *^^he fulfilment of his engage-
ments. He was to represent that Don
John, in proof of his ovra fidelity, had

placed himself in the power of the

states. He was to intimate to the

Prince that an opportunity was now
ofiTered him to do the crown a service,

in recompence for which he would

obtain, not only pardon for his faults,

but the favour of the monarch, and all

the honours which could be desired ;

that by so doing he would assm-e the
future prosperity of his family; that

Don John would be his good friend,

and, as such, would do more for him
than he could imagine.^ The envoy
was also to impress upon the Prince,
that if he persisted ia his opposition

every man's hand would be against
him, and the ruin of his house inevi-

table. He was to protest that Don
John came but to forgive and to for-

get, to restore the ancient government
and the ancient prosperity ; so that, if

it was for those objects the Prince had
taken up arms, it was now his duty to

lay them down, and to do his utmost
to maintain peace and the Catholic

religion. Finally, the envoy was to

intimate, that if he chose to Avrite to

Don John, he might be sure to receive

a satisfactory answer. In these pacific
instructions and friendly expressions,
Don John was sincere.

" The name
of your Majesty," said he, plainly, in

giving an account of this mission to
the King, "is as much abhorred and

despised in the Netherlands as that of

the Prince of Orange is loved and fear-

ed. I am negotiating with him, and

gi%ang him every security, for I sea
that the establishment of peace, as

well as the maintenance of the Catholic

religion, and the obedience to your
Majesty, depend now upon him.

' Gachard, Corresp. Guillaume le Tacit.,
iii., preface liL

* "El nombre y servicio de V. 'MA. estan
aborrecido y poco estimado cuamo tetnido y
amado el del Principe de Oranges," etc.—
Ibid.

• Full details of the mission of Leooinua

necessary to make a ^'iliue of necessity.
If he lend an ear to my proposals, it

will be only upon very adrantageoua
conditions, but to these it wiU be ne-

cessary to submit, rather than to lose

everything.'
Don John was in earnest; unfor-

timately he was not aware that the

Prince was in earnest also. The cru-

sader, who had sunk thirty thousand

paynims at a blow, and who was

dreaming of the Queen of Scotland
and the throne of England, had not
room in his mind to entertain the

image of a patriot. Royal favours,

family prosperity, dignities, offices,

orders, advantageous conditions, these

were the baits with which the Gover-
nor angled for William of Orange. He
did not comprehend that attachment
to a half-drowned land and to a des-

pised religion could possibly stand-in

the way of those advantageous condi

tions and that brilliant future. He
did not imagine that the rebel, once
assured not only of pardon but of ad-

vancement, could hesitate to refuse

the royal hand thus amicably offered.

Don John had not accurately measured
his great antagonist.
The results of the successive mis-

sions which he despatched to the

Prince were destined to enlighten him.*

In the course of the first conversation

between Leoninus and the Prince at

Middelburg, the envoy urged that

Don John had entered the Nether-
lands without troops, that he had

placed himself in the power of the
Duke of Aerschot, that he had since

come to Louvain without any security
but the promise of the citizens and of

the students ; and that aU these things

proved the sincerity of his intentions.

He entreated the Prince not to let slip
so favourable an opportuniti/ for placing
his house above the reach of every un-

favourable chance, spoke to him of

are piven in the preface to Gachard's 3d
volume of the Corresp. de Guiliaume le

Tacit., pages liv., sqq. That distinguished
publicist has condensed them from a MS.
relation made by Leoninus, ou his return to

Louvain, a namitive, of which a Spanish
transUition was found by M. Gachanl in tho
archives of Simancas.
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Marius, Sylla, Juliua Cscsar, and other

prumoters of civil wars ;
and on retiring

for the day, begged him to think

gravely on what he had thus suggested,
and to pray that God might inspire
him with good resolutions.

Next day, William informed the en-

voy that, having prayed to God for

assistance, he was more than ever

convinced of his obligation to lay the

whole matter before the states, whose
servant he was. He added, that he
could not forget the deaths of Egmont
and Horn, nor the manner in which
the promise made to the confederate

nobles by the Duchess of Parma had
been visited, nor the conduct of the

French monarch towards Admiral

Coligny. He spoke of information
which he had received from all quar-
ters—from Spain, France, and Italy

—
that there was a determination to

make war upon him and upon the
states of Holland and Zealand. He
added that they were taking their

measures in consequence, and that

they were well aware that a Papal
nuncio had arrived in the Netherlands
to intrigue against them.-^ In the

evening, the Prince complained that

the estates had been so precipitate in

concluding their arrangement with
Don John. He mentioned several

articles in the treaty which were cal-

culated to excite distrust; dwelling

particularly on the engagement en-

tered into by the estates to maintain
the Catholic religion. This article he
declared to be in direct contravention
to the Ghent treaty, by which this

point was left to the decision of a

future assembly of the estates-general.
Leoninus essayed, as well as he could,
to dispute these positions. In their

last interview, the Prince persisted in

his intention of laying the whole mat-
ter before the states of Holland and
Zealand. Not to do so, he said, would
bo to expose himself to ruin on one

side, and on the other, to the indigna-
tion of those who might suspect him
of betraying them. The envoy begged
to be informed if any hope could be
entertained of a future arrangement.

1 Gachard, Correspoudance de Guillaume
le Tacit., iii. Ivl *

Ibid., Iviii. sqq.

[1577.

Orange replied that he had no expec-
tation of any, but advised Doctor
Looninus to be present at Dort when
the estates should assemble.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable
result of this mission, Don John did
not even yet despair of bending the
stubborn character of the Prince.
He hoped that, if a personal interview
between them could be arranged, ho
should be able to remove many causes
of suspicion from the mind of his

adversary.
" In such times as these,"

wrote the Governor to Philip, "wo
can make no election, nor do I see

any remedy to preserve the state from

destruction, save to gain over this

man, who has so much influence with
the nation." ^ The Prince had, in

truth, the whole game in )iis hands.
There was scarcely a li\'ing creature

in Holland and Zealand who was not

willing to be bound by his decision in

every emergency. Throughout the
rest of the provmces, the mass of the

people looked up to him with absolute

confidence, the clergy and the promi-
nent nobles respecting and fearing him,
even while they secretly attempted to

thwart his designs. Possessing dicta-

torial power in two provinces, vast

influences in the other fifteen, nothing
could be easier for him than to betray
his country. The time was singularly

propitious. The revengeful King was
almost on his knees to the denoimced
rebeL Everything was proffered:

pardon, advancement, power. An
indefinite vista was opened. "You
cannot imagine," said Don John,
"how much it will be within my
ability to do for you." The Governor
was extremely anxious to purchase
the only enemy whom Philip feared.

The Prince had nothing personally to

gain by a continuance of the contest.

The ban, outlawry, degradation, pecu-

niaiy ruin, assassination, martyrdom—
these were the only guerdons he could

anticipate. He had much to lose:

but yesterday loaded with dignities,
surrounded by pomp and luxury, with

many children to inherit his worldly

gear, could he not recover all, and

3 Gachard Correspondince, etc., p. Ix^

MS. letter of the 16tb of March 1677.
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uiore than all, tu ilay ? WTiat service

hiicl he to render in exchange? A
mere nothing. He had but to aban-

don the convictions of a lifetime, and
to betray a million or two of hearts

which trusted him.

As to the promises made by the

Governor to rule the country with

gentleness, the Prince could not do
otherwise than commend the inten-

tion, even while distrusting the fulfil-

ment. In his reply to the two letters

of Don John, he thanked his Highness,
with what seemed a grave irony, for

the benign courtesy and signal honour
which he had manifested to him, by
in^-iting bim so humanely and so care-

fidly to a tranquil life, wherein, ac-

cording to his Highness, consisted the

perfection of felicity in this mortal

existence, and by promising him so

liberally favour and grace.^ He stated,

wever, with earnestness, that the

romises in regard to the pacification
vi the poor Netherland people were
uiuch more important. He had ever

expected, he said, beyond all compari-
son, the welfare and security of the

public before his own
;

"
having always

placed his particular interests under
his foot, even as he was still resolved

do, as long as life should endure. "-

Thus did WiUiam of Orange receive

the private advances made by the go-
vernment towards himself. Meantime,
Don John of Austria came to Louvain.*
Until the preliminary conditions of the

Perpetual Edict had been fulfilled, and
-le Spanish troops sent out of the

untry, he was not to be received as
'' jvemor-General, but it seemed un-

coming for him to remain longer
upon the threshold of the provinces.
He therefore advanced into the heart
of the country, trusting himself with-
out troops to the loyalty of the people,
and manifesting a show of chivalrous
confidence which he was far from feel-

ing. He was soon surrounded by
coiutiers, time-servers, noble of&ce-

1 Letter of the Prince of Orange to Don
John of Aufitrii, May 24, 1577, in Gachard,
Correspondance de Guillaume la Tacit., iii.

288-291.
*

Ibid., 290.—"Aiant, tousjours niis des-
oubz les pieda mon regsird particulier, ainsi
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seekers. They who had kept them-
selves invisible, so long as the issue

of a perplexed negotiation seemed

doubtful, now became obsequious and
inevitable as his shadow. One grand
seignior wanted a regiment, another a

government, a third a chamberlain's

key; aU wanted titles, ribbons, offices,

livery, wages. Don John distributed

favovu^ and promises with vast liber-

ality."' The object with which Phihp
had sent him to the Netherlands, that

he might conciliate the hearts of its

inhabitants by the personal graces
which he had inherited from his im-

perial father, seemed in a fair way of

accomplishment, for it was not only
the venal applause of titled sycophants
that he strove to merit, but he mingled
gaily and familiarly with all classes of

citizens.' Everywhere his handsome
face and charming manner produced
their natural effect. He dined and

supped with the magistrates in the

Town-house, honoured general ban-

quets of the burghers with his pre-

sence, and was affable and dignified,

witty, fascinating, and commanding^
by turns. At Louvain, the five mili-

tary guilds held a solemn festivaL

The usual invitations were sent to the
other societies, and to all the martial

brotherhoods, the country round. Gray
and gaudy processions, sumptuous
banquets, military sports, rapidly suc-

ceeded each other. Upon the day of

the great trial of skill, all the high
functionaries of the land were, accord-

ing to custom, invited, and the Gover-
nor was graciously pleased to honour
the solemnity with his presence. Great
was the joy of the multitude when
Don John, complying with the habit
of imperial and princely personages in

former days, enrolled himself, cross-

bow in hand, among the competitors.
Greater still was the enthusiasm, when
the conqueror of Lepanto brought
down the bird, and was proclaimed
king of the year, amid the tumultuous

que sui3 encore resolu de faire, tant que la

vie me demeurera."
3 Bor, X. 804. Hoofd, xi. 493.
* Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Tassls, JiL 257,

sqq. Cabrera, si 904.
* Bor, Hoofd, Tassis, ubi sup.
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hilarity of the crowd. According to

custom, the captains of the guild sus-

pended a golden popinjay around the
neck of his Highness, and, placing
themselves in procession, followed him
to the great church. Thence, after

the customary religious exercises, the
multitude proceeded to tho banquet,
where the health of the new king of

the cross-bowmen was pledged in deep
potations.^ Long and loud was the
merriment of this initiatory festival,
to which many feasts succeeded during
those brief but halcyon days, for the

good-natured Netherlanders already
believed in the blessed advent of peace.

They did not dream that the ^\ar,

which had been consuming the marrow
of their commonwealth for ten flaming
years, was but in its infancy, and that
neither they nor their children were
destined to see its close.

For the moment, however, all was

hilarity at Louvain. The Governor,

by his engaging deportment, awoke

many reminiscences of the once popu-
lar Emperor. He expressed unbounded
affection for the commonwealth, and

perfect confidence in the loyalty of

the inhabitants. He promised to

maintain their liberties, and to restore

their prosperity. Moreover, he had

just hit the popinjay with a skill which
his imperial father might have envied,
and presided at burgher banquets with
a grace which Charles could have

hardly matched. His personal graces,
for the moment, took the rank of

virtues. "Such were the beatity and

vivacity of his eyes," says his privy
councillor, Tassis, "that with a single

glance he made all hearts his own
;

" ^

yet, nevertheless, the predestined
victim secretly felt himself the object
of a marksman who had no time for

painted popinjays, but who rarely
missed his aim. " The whole country
is at the devotion of the Prince, and

nearly every one of its inhabitants;
"^

1
Tassis, iii. 257, 258. Van Wyn op Wage-

naer, vii. 50. -
Tassis, iv. 326.

• Letter of Escovedo, Discours Sommier,
etc., p. 24, sqq. « Bor, x. 806, 807.

* See the letters of Escovedo in the inter-

cepted letters, Discours Sommier, etc.,

passim
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such was his secret language to hia

royal brother, at the very moment of
the exuberant manifestations which
preceded his own entrance to Brus-
sels.

While the Governor still tarried at

Louvain, his secretary, Escovedo, ^vas

busily engaged in arranging the de-

parture of the Spaniards,* for notwith-

standing his original reluctance and
the suspicions of Orange, Don John
loyally intended to keep his promise.
He even advanced twenty-seven thou-
sand florins towards the expense of

their removal,^ but to raise the whole
amount required for transportation
and arrears was a difficult matter.

The estates wei-e slow in providing the
one hundred and fifty thousand florins

which they had stipulated to furnish.

The King's credit, moreover, was at a

very low ebb. His previous bonds had
not been duly honoured, and thera

had even been instances of royal r -

pudiation, which by no means ligli

ened the task of the financier, in efi'ect-

ing the new loans required.^ Escovedo
was very blunt in his language upon
this topic, and both Don John and
himself urged punctuality in all future

payments. They entreated that the
bills drawn in Philip's name upon
Lombardy bankers, and discoimted at

a heavy rate of interest, by the Fuggers
of Antwerp, might be duly provided
for at maturity. "I earnestly beg,"
said Escovedo,

" that your Majesty will

see to the payment of these bills, at

all events ;

"
adding, with amusing

simplicity, "this will be a means of

recovering your Majesty's credit, and
as for my own, I don't care to lose it,

small though it be." Don John was
even moi-e solicitous. "For the love

of God, Sire," he wrote,
" do not be

delinquent now. You must reflect

upon the necessity of recovering your
credit. If this receives now the final

blow, all will desert your Majesty, and

« Letter of Don John to Philip, Apiil 1,

1577, ill the appendix to the intercepted

letters, Discours Sommier desJustes Causey
etc. Qui ont contrainct les Estats-Generavuc
de pourveoir a leur defence contre le Seiglui
D. Jehan d'Austrice, p. 41—Ed. G. Sylvnwt
Anvers,, 1677.
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ihe soldiers too will be driven to des-

peration."^

By dint of great diligence on the

part of Escovedo, and through the con-

fidence reposed in his character, the

necessary funds were raised in the

oourse of a few weeks. There was,
however, a difficulty among the officers,

as to the right of commanding the

Army on the homeward march. Don
Alonzo de Vargas, as chief of the

cavalry, was appointed to the post by
the Governor; but Valdez, Romero,
and other veterans, indignantly refused
to 83rve under one whom they declared
their inferior officer. There was much
altercation and heartburning, and an

attempt was made to compromise the
matter by the appointment of Coimt
Mansfield to the chief command. This

was, however, only adding fuel to the
flames. All were dissatisfied with the

superiority accorded to a foreigner,
and Alonzo de Vargas, especially of-

fended, addressed most insolent lan-

guage to the Governor.* Nevertheless,
the arrangement was maintained, and
the troops finally took their departure
from the coimtry, in the latter days of

April.' A vast concourse of citizens

witnessed their departure, and could

hardly believe their eyes, as they saw
this incubus at last rolling ofl", by which
the land had so many years been crush-
ed.'* Their joy, although extravagant,
was, however, limited by the reflection

that ten thoa?and Germans still re-

mained in the provinces, attached to

the royal service, and that there was
even yet a possibility that the depar-
ture of the Spaniards was a feint. In
truth, Escovedo, although seconding
the orders of Don John, to procure
the removal of these troops, did not

scruple to express his regret to the

King, and his doubts as to the result.
He had been ever in hopes that an

1 Letter of Escovedo to the King, 6 Avril
i5Y7, in Disoours Sommier, etc., p. 11.
letter of Don John to the King, Discoors
Bommier, etc., p. 34, appendix.

*
Bor, X. 807

"
Bor, X. 807.

Ix. 4a3.
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excuse might be found in the condition

of afiairs in France, to justify the re-

tention of the forces near that frontier.

He assured the King that he felt very
doubtful as to what turn matters might
take, after the soldiers were gone, see-

ing the great unruliness which even
their presence had been insufficient

completely to check.' He had hoped
that they might be retained in the

neighbourhood, ready to seize the
islands at the first opportunity.

" For

my part," he wrote,
"
I care nothing

for the occupation of places within
the interior, but the islands must be
secured. To do this," he continued,
with a deceitful allusion to the secret

projects of Don John,
"

is, in my opi-

nion, more difficult than to efiect the
scheme upon England. If the one
were accomplished, the other would
be easily enough managed, and would

require but moderate means. Let
not your Majesty suppose that I say
this as favouring the plan of Don
John, for this I put entirely behind
me."*

Notwithstanding these suspicions on
the part of the people, this reluctance

on the part of the government, the

troops readily took up their line of

march, and never paused tiU they
reached Lombardy.^ Don John wrote

repeatedly to the King, warmly urging
the claims of these veterans, and of

their distinguished officers, Romero,
Avila, Valdez, Montesdocca, Verdugo,
Mondragon, and others, to his bounti-

ful consideration. They had departed
in very ill-humour, not having received

any recompence for their long and
arduous services. Certainly, if un-

flinching endurance, desperate valour,
and congenial cruelty, could atone in
the monarch's eyes for the mutiny,
which had at last compelled their

withdrawal, then were these labourers

Hoofd, xii. 495.

Hoofd, xii 496. Strada,

* Among the many witticisms perpetrated
npon this occasion, the following specimen
may be thought worth preserviag ;—

"Boetica gens Abiit: cxir ploras Belgicaf
oicam

A quod in O non est litera versa queror."
Bor, X. 807. Hoofd, xii. 496.

• Letter of Escovedo to the King, 6 Abril
1577, in Discours Sommier, etc., p. 16, ap-
pendix.

« Letter of Escovedo, 9 April 1577, Lhs-
cours Sommier, p. 50.

1 Mendoza, xvi. 336. Van. d. Vynckt; ii.

238. Sirada, ix. 433.
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worthy of their hiie. Don John had

pacified them by assurances that they
should receive adequate rewards on
their arrival in Lombardy, and had

urged the full satisfaction of their

claims and his promises in the strong-
est language. Although Don Alonzo
de Vargas had abused him "with fly-

ing colours,"^ as he expressed himself,

yet he hastened to intercede for him
with the King in the most affectionate

terms. " His impatience has not sur-

prised me," said the Governor, "al-

though I regret that he haa been

offended, for I love and esteem him
niucli. He has served many years with

gi-eat distinction, and I can certify
that his character for pmity and reli-

gion is something extraordinary."
^

The first scene in the withdrawal of

the troops had been the evacuation of

the citadel of Antwerp, and it had been
decided that the command of this most

important fortress should be conferred

upon the Duke of Aerschot,' his claims

as commander-in-chief, under the au-

thority of the State Council, and as

chief of the Catholic nobility, could

hardly be passed over, yet he was a man
whom neither party trusted. Hewas too
visibly governed by interested motives.

Arrogant where he felt secure of his

own, or doubtful asto another's position,
he could be supple and cringing when
the relations changed. He refused an
interview with William of Orange be-

fore consulting with Don John, and
solicited one afterwards when he found
that every effort was to be made to

concihate the Prince.^ He was insolent

to the Governor-General himself in

February, and respectful in March.

He usurped the first place in the

chiirch,® before Don John had been

1 Letter of Don John to the King, 7 Abril

1577, in Discours Sommicr, p. 29, appendix.—"Y quexaso tan a banderas desplegadas
do mi." 2 Ibid.

- Bor, X. 805. Cabrei-a, xi, 907. Metcrcu,
vi. 119.

* Gaohard, Correspondance do Guillaume
Ic Tacit., iii., Preface, p. Iv. and note 1.

e Archives et Correspondance, vi, 66.

[1577.

acknowledged Governor, and was the
first to go forth to welcome him after
the matter had been arranged. He
made a scene of virtuous indignation
in the State Council,* because he waa
accused of place-hunting, but was dili-

gent to secure an office of the highest
dignity which the Governor could be-
stow. Whatever may have been hia

merits, it is certain tliat he inspii'cd
confidence neither in the adherents of
the King nor of the Prince; while he

by turns professed the warmest regard
both to the one party and the other.

Spaniards and patriots, Protestants
and CathoUcs, suspected the man at
the same moment, and ever attributed
to his conduct a meaning which waa
the reverse of the apparent.^ Such ia

often the judgment passed upon those
who fish in troubled waters only to fill

their own nets.

The Duke, however, was- appoint-
ed Governor of the citadel. Sancho
d'Avila, the former constable, refused
with Castillian haughtiness, to sur-

render the place to his successor, but

appointed his lieutenant, Martin d'Oj^o,
to perform that ceremony.^ Escovedo,
standing upon the drawbridge with

Aerschot, administered the oath :

"
I,

Philip, Duke of Aerschot," said the
new constable, "solemnly swear to

hold this castle for the King, and for

no others." To which Escovedo added,
" God help you, with all his angels, if

you keep your oath
;

if not, may the
Devil carry you away, body and soul."

The few by-standers cried Amen
; and

with this hasty ceremony, the keya
were deUvered, the prisoners, Egmont,
Capres, Goignies, and others, liberated,
and the Spaniards ordered to march
forth.9

6
Tassis, iii. 241.—Compare Van d. VynckL

ii. 228.
' Ibid., vi. 66, 67.—Compare letter of

Escovedo, Discours Sommier, p. 13, appen-
dix.

» Bor, X. 805. Jleteren, vi. 119. Hoofd,
xii. 494. Cabrera, xi. 907.

» Bor, Jleteren, Hoofd, ubi sup. Mendoa^
xvi. 325, 326. Cabrera, xi. 9aS.
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CHAPTER 11.

Triumphal entrance of Don John into Brussels—Reverse of the picture—Analysis of the
secret ^orresponiience of Don John and Escovedo with Antonio Perez—Plots against the
Grovemor's liberty—His desponding language and gloomy anticipations

—Recommenda-
tion of scTf^re measures—Position and principles of Orange and his family—His private
views on the question of peace and war—His toleration to Cathohca and Anabaptists
censured by his friends—Death of Vighus—New mission from the Governor to Orange—
Details of the Gertruydenberg conferences—Nature and results of these negotiations—
Papers exchange between the envoys and Orange—Peter Panis executed for heresy-
Three parties in the Xetherlanda—Dissimulation of Don John—H'^ dread of capture.

As already narrated, the soldiery had
retired definitely from the country at

the end of Api-il, after which Don
John made his triumphal entrance

into Brussels on the 1st of May. It

was long since so festive a May-day
hid gladdened the hearts of Brabant.

So much holiday magnificence had not
been seen in the Netherlands for yeara,
A solemn procession of burghers, pre-
ceded by six thousand troops, and
{mmished by the free comptanies of

liers and musketeers, in their pic-

?3que costumes, escorted the young
pi i^iice along the streets of the capital.
Don John was on horseback, wrapped
in a long green cloak, riding between
the Bishop of Liege and the Papal
nimcio.^ He passed beneath countless

triumphal arches. Banners waved
before him, on which the battle of Le-

panto and other strikiug scenes in his

life were emblazoned. Minstreb sang
verses, poets recited odes, rhetoric clubs

enacted fantastic dramas in his honour,
' as he rode along. Young virgins
crowned him with laurels. Fair wo-
men innumerable were clustered at

: every window, roof, and balcony, their

j

bright robes floating Uke summer

I

clouds above him. "
Softly from

j
those lovely clouds," says a gallant

1 chronicler,
" descended the gentle rain

I
of flowers."* Garlands were strewed

! before his feet, laurelled victory sat

""ou his brow. The same conven-
:ial enthusiasm and decoration which
i characterised the holiday marches

» Bor, X. 811. Meteren, vi. 120. Hoof1,

idi. 5ii0, sqq. Van d. Vvnckt, iL 233.

Btrada, ix. 433. Lettre de Barthelemi Lie-
bart (avocat et baHU General de Toumay)
S"* Mai 1377.—" Estant le S'. Dom Jean
aifuble d''in manteau de dmp de couleur
Terd," etc. The Duke of Aerschot was
magnificent as usual—" Vestu d'un collet da

of a thousand conventional heroes were

successfully produced. The proceed-
ings began with the church, and ended
with the banquet, the day was propiti-

ous, the populace pleased, and, after a
brilliant festival, Don John of Austria
saw himself Governor-General of the

provinces.
Three days afterwards, the custom-

ary oatha, to be kept with the custom-

ary conscientiousness, were rendered at

the Town House,' and for a brief mo-
ment all seemed smiling and serene.

There was a reverse to the picture.
In truth, no language can describe the
hatred which Don John entertained
for the Netherlands and aU the inhabi-
tants. He had come to the country
only as a stepping-stone to the English
throne, and he never spoke, in his

privat« letters, of the provinces or the

people but in terms of abhorrence.
He was in a "

Babylon of disgust," in
a "

hell," surrounded by
"
dnmkards,"

"
wine-skins,"

"
scoundrels," and the

like. From the moment of his arrival

he had strained every nerve to retain

the Spanish troops, and to send them
away by sea when it shovdd be no

longer feasible to keep them. Esco-
vedo shared in the sentiments, and
entered fully into the schemes of his

chief. The plot, the secret enterprise,
was the great cause of the advent of

Don John in the uncongenial clime of
Flanders. It had been, therefore,

highly important, in his estimation,
to set, aa soon as possible, about the

velours rouge cremoisy brode d'or," etc,
etc.—Ibid., apud Gachard, Documens In-
edits coucemont I'Histoire da la Belgiquo
(Bruxelles, 1S33), L 362-361.

* " Een lieflyke reeghen uit too heldere
wolkon."—Hoofd, xii 500.

» Bor, X. 812. Mete'^a, ri. 120.
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accomplishment of this important busi-

ness. He accordingly entered into

correspondence with Antonio Pei-ez,

the King's most confidential Secretary
of State at that period. That the

Governor was plotting no treason is

Bufiiciently obvious from the context
of his letters. At the same time,
with the expansiveness of his charac-

ter, when he was dealing with one
whom he deemed his close and trusty
friend, he occasionally made use of ex-

pressions which might be made to seem

equivocal. This was still more the case

with poor Escovedo. Devoted to his

master, and depending most implicitly

upon the honour of Perez, he indulged
in language which might be tortured
into a still more suspicious shape,

tending steadily to that end', '^t Perez and

Perez—on the whole, the boldest, I hocere

deepest, and most unscrupulous villain

in that pit of duplicity, the Spanish

court—was engaged at that moment
with Philip, in a plot to draw from

Don John and Escovedo, by means of

this correspondence, the proofs of a

treason which the King and minister

both desired to find. The letters from

Spain were written with this view—
those from Flanders were interpreted

to that end. Every confidential letter

received by . Perez was immediately

laid by him before the King—every
letter which the artful demon wrote

was filled with hints as to the danger
of the King's learning the existence of

the correspondence, and with promises
of profound secrecy upon his own

part, and was then immediately placed

in Philip's hands, to receive his com-

ments and criticisms, before being

copied and despatched to the Nether-

lands.^ The minister was playing a

bold, murderous, and treacherous

game, and played it in a masterly

manner. Escovedo was lured to his

The Rise of the Dutch Repuhlic. [1577,

destruction, Don John was made to

fret his heart away, and PhilijD
—more

deceived than all—was betrayed in

what he considered his afiections, and
made the mere tool of a man as false

as himself, and infinitely more accom-

plished.
Almost immediately after the arrival

of Don John in the Netherlands, he
had begun to express the greatest im-

patience for Escovedo, who had not
been able to accompany his master

upon his journey, but without whoso
assistance the Governor could accom-

plish none of his undertakings.
" Be-

ing a man, not an angel, I cannot do
all which I have to do," said he to

Perez,
" without a single person in

whom I can confide." ^ He protested
that he covild do no more than he was
then doing. He went to bed at twelve

food re^xnrl rose at seven, without having an
which he had a^tv,^ {^ay in which to take hia

He was plunged into in consequence of ail

trust. Every man suspecr Tv had three fevers,

he had himseK no confiagh.a world of dis-

single individual throug his su-ted him, and
whole Babylon of disgusti^-nt, MaPence in a

served to Perez that he waaony.^ \^q^^ ti^.^t

to shew his letters to the Mrawbr,. He ob-

read them in the Council, as hJ^^he
., at hberty

always to speak the truth in wha-," ^jjjg, or to

he should write. He was sur^y sv.c meant
Perez would do all for the best ;ng, anatever
there is something touching in t.-edoaci that

expressions of an honest purposQ ange; and
wards Philip, and of generous ^t, may hese

dence in Perez, while the two \and sou to-

thus artfully attempting to inveig-ri; confl-

him into damaging revelations. Thfe kwere
Nctherlanders certainly had sn-Egmoiicrle

cause to love or trust their new Gograted, j

vernor, who very sincerely detest^ marciall

and suspected them, but Philip

little reason to complain of his l-———^
ther.

" Tell me if my letters are rM- ^'^^had

1 Many of these letters are contained in a

vfciy valuable MS. collection belonging to

the roval library at the Ha^ue, and entitled,
" Cartas qu'd Senor Don Juan de Austria y
el Secretario Joan de Escobedo, descifradas,

L-scribieron a Su. Mag"), y Antonio Perez,

desde Klandes." It is probable that these

ropios were made by the direction of Pero/

in Council, and what his Majesty s.
j^tj-g^ -,^0,

appegad
himself, when Obliged to deposit the

girals before the judges of Aragon.—Vi Hoofe'J^
Gaehard, Notice suv un J^Ianuscrit do

Bibliotheque Royale de la Ilaye, etc. Dulltfendofr'"-

Com. Roy. xiii. .

'

s Cartas del SeJior Don J. d'Austiia y el

Seaor Escobedo, MS,, f. 1-4, 21 Die. 1576
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about tliem," he wrote ;

"
and, above

all, send money. I am driven to

desperation at finding myself sold to

this people, utterly tmprovided as I

am, ana knowing the slow manner in

which all affairs ire conducted in

Spain."
^

He informed the King that there

was but one man in the Netherlands,
4nd that he was caUed the Prince of

Orange. To him everything was com-

municated, with him everything was

negotiated, opinions expressed by him
were implicitly followed. The Gover-

nor vividly described the misgivings
with which he had placed himself in

the power of the states by going to

Louvain, and the reluctance with which
he had consented to send away the

troops. After this concession, he com-

plained that the insolence of the states

had increased.
"
They think that they

can do and undo what they like, now
that I am at their mercy," he wrote to

Philip.
"
Xevertheless, I do what

you command without regarding that

I am sold, and that I am in great dan-

ger of losing my liberty, a loss which
1 dread more than anything in the

world, for I wish to remain justified
before God and men." * He expressed,

however, no hopes aa to the result.

Disrespect and rudeness could be

pushed no further than it had already

gone, while the Prince of Orange, the
vaal governor of the country, con-

: red his own preservation dependent
u|jun maintaining things as they then
were. Don John, therefore, advised
the King steadily to make preparations
for "a rude and terrible war,"* which
was not to be avoided, save by a mi-

racle, and which ought not to find him
in this unprepared state. He protested
that it was impossible to exaggerate
the boldness which the people felt at

seeing him thus defenceless. "They
Bay publicly," he continued,

" that your
Majesty is not to be feared, not being
capable of carrying on a war, and hav-

ing consumed and exhaiisted every re-

* Cartas del Seflor Don J. d'Austria y el
Reflor Escobedo. MS., f. 1-4, 21 Die, 1576.

'
Cartas del S. Doa Joan, etc., MS., f. 4-12,

2 Jan. 1577.
3 " Una cruda y terible guerra."—Ibid.

JDon John to Philip. 677

source. One of the greatest injuries
ever inflicted upon us was by Marquis
Havre, who, after his return from

Spain, went about publishing every-
where the poverty of the royal ex-

chequer. This has emboldened them
to rise, for they believe that, whatever
the disposition, there is no strength to

chastise them. They see a proof of

the correctness of their reasoning in

the absence of new levies, and in the

heavy arrearages due to the old

troops."*
He protested that he desired, at

least, to be equal to the enemy, with-

out asking, as others had usually done,
for double the amovmt of the hostile

force. He gave a glance at the fo-

reign complications of the Xetherlands,

telling Philip that the estates were

intriguing both with France and Eng-
land- The English envoy had ex-

pressed much uneasiness at the pos-
sible departure of the Spanish troopa
from the Netherlands by sea, coupling
it with a probable attempt to liberata

the Queen of Scots. Don John, who
had come to the provinces for no other

purpose, and whose soul had been full

of that romantic scheme, of course

stoutly denied and ridiculed the idea.
" Such notions," he had said to the

envoy, "were subjects for laughter.
If the troops were removed from the

country, it was to strengthen his Ma-

jesty's force in the Levant."* Mr
Rogers, much comforted, had expressed
the warm friendship which Elizabeth

entertained both for his Majesty and
his Majesty's representative; protes-
tations which could hardly seem very
sincere, after the series of attempts at

the Queen's life, undertaken so recently

by his Majesty and his Majesty's for-

mer representative. Nevertheless,
Don John had responded with great

cordiality, had begged for Elizabeth's

portrait, and had expressed the inten-

tion, if affairs went as he hoped, to go
privately to England for the purpose
of kissing her royal hand.* Don John

* Cartas del S. Don Joan, etc., MS , £ 4-

12, 2 Jan. 1577. » ibi'i.

« "
y yo compedirle su retrato y di-

ciendo que si las cossas de aqui tomasaeu
as&ieato come esperava bina prividauiecte <k
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furtlicr infoiined the King, upon the

envoy's authority, that Elizabeth had
I'efused assistance to the estates, saying,
if she stirred it would be to render aid
to Philip, especially if France should
meddle in the matter. As to France,
the Governor advised Philip to hold
out hopes to Alencon of espousing the

Infanta, but by no means ever to fulfil

such a promise, as the Duke, "besides

being the shield of heretics, was un-

scrupulously addicted to infamous
vices." ^

A month later, Escovedo described
the downfall of Don John's hopes, and
his own in dismal language.

—" You
are aware," he ^vrote to Perez,

" that a
throne—a chair with a canopy—is our
intention and our appetite, and all the
rest is good for nothing. Having
failed in our scheme, we are desperate
and like madmen. All is now weari-

ness and death." ^
Having expressed

himself in such desponding accents, he

continued, a few days afterwards, in

the same lugubrious vein,
"
I am ready

to hang myself," said he,
" and I wovild

have done it already, if it were not for

keeping myself as executioner for those

who have done us so much harm. Ah,
Seilor Antonio Perez !

"
he added,

" what terrible pertinacity have those

devils shewn in making us give up our

plot. It seems as though hell were

opened, and had sent forth heaps of

demons to oppose our schemes." ^

After these vigorous ejaculations, he

proceeded to inform his friend that

the English envoy and the estates,

governed by the Prince of Orange, in

whose power were the much-coveted

ships, had prevented the departure of

the troops by sea.
" These devils

besar la las manos."— Cartas del S. Don
Joan, etc., MS., f. 4-12, 2 Jan. 1577. Upon
this passage in his brother's letter, Pliilip
made the pithy annotation. " Mucho decir

{i'.e

esto; that was saying a good deal."—
bid.
1 "Porque do mas do scr este ol esoudo

de los heregcs, se tieue enteudido q\ie no
hace escrupulo del pooado nefando."—Ibid.

» Cartas, etc.. MS., f. 12-16, 7 Feb. 157".—"
Estoy por aorcarme, ya lo habia hecho

sino me guardase para verdugo c!e quien
tanto m.il nos hace. A ! Sehor Antonio
Perez y que pertinacia y terribilldad a sido

la desos demouios en quitiimos nuestra

[1577.

complain of the expense," said ho,
"but we would willingly swallow the
cost if we could only get the ships."
He then described Don John as so.
cast down by his disappomtment as to
be fit for nothing, and most desirous
of quitting the Netherlands as soon as

jjossible. He had no disposition to

govern these wine-skins.* Any one
who ruled in the provinces was
obliged to do exactly what they
ordered him to do. Such rule was
not to the taste of Don John. "With-
out any comparison, a woman would
answer the purpose better than any
man, and Escovedo accordingly sug-
gested the Empress Dowager, or Ma-
dame de Parma, or even Madame de
Lorraine. He further recommended
that the Spanish troops, thus forced
to leave the Netherlands by land,
should be employed against the here-
tics in France. This would be a salvo

for the disgrace of removing them.^
"

It would be read in history," con-
tinued the Secretary'',

" that the troops
went to France in order to render as-

sistance in a great rehgious necessity ;

while, at the same time, they will be
on hand to chastise these drunkards, if

necessary.^ To have the troops in

France is almost as well as to keep
them here." He begged to be for-

given if he spoke incoherently. 'Twas
no wonder that he should do so, for

his reason had been disordered by the
blow which had been received. As
for Don John, he was dying to leave

the country; and although the force

was small for so great- a general, yet
it would be well for him to lead these

troops to France in person.
"
It would

sound well in history," said poor Esco-

tracja : el ynfiemo parece que sea abierto y
que enbian de all4 gentes a moutones i, este
efeto.

"

2 Carta.s etc., MS., f. 12, 3 Feb. 1577.—
" Vin se prevcnga y crea que sill a y coi tina

es nuestro intento y apetito, y que todo lo

demas es ynipropiio y que abieudoso caydo
la tra<ja de aquel anu;;o con loqual estamos

desperados y como locos ; todo a de ser cau-
sancio y muerte."

* " Y para gobiemar estos cueros rcal-

meiite no lo qiiiere."
—Cartas, etc., MS., t

12-16, 7 Feb. 1577. » Ibid.
* "Y tanbion servira esto de refrenaj

estos borrachos."—Ibid.
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vedo, who always thought of posterity,
without ever dreaming that his own

private letters would be destined, after

three centuries, to comment and ear-

nest in ^estigation ;

"
it would sound

well in history, that Don John went
to restore the French kingdom, and to

extirpate heretics, with six thousand
foot and two thousand horse. 'Tis a

better employment, too, than to go-
vern such vile creatvu-es as these." ^

K, however, all their plans should

fail, the Secretary suggested to his

friend Antonio, that he must see and
make courtiers of them. He sug-

gested that a strong administration

might be foimed in Spain, with Don
John, the Marquis de Los Velez, and
the Duke of Sesa.

" With such chiefs,
and with Anthony and John ' for aco-

lytes," he was of opinion that much
good work might be done, and that

Don John might become "the staff

for his MajestAr's old age."^ He im-

plored Perez, in the most urgent lan-

guage, to procure Philip's consent that

his brother should leave the provinces.
"
Otherwise," said he,

" we shall see

the destruction of the friend whom we
BO much love ! He will become seri-

ously ill, and, if so, good night to

him !
* His body is too delicate."

Escovedo protested that he would
rather die himself. " In the catas-

trophe of Don John's death," he con-

tinued, "adieu the court, adieu the
world !

" He would incontinently
bnry himself among the mountains

San Sebastian,
"
preferring to dwell

iong wild animals than among cour-

tiers." Escovedo accordingly, not

urged by the most disinterested mo-
tives certainly, but with as warm a

friendship for his master as princes

usually inspire, proceeded to urge
upon Perez the necessity of aiding
the man who was able to help them.

1 " 8e olgartt mas de servir en esto que no
en govienio do tan niiu gente."—Cartas,
etc., MS., f. 12-16, 7 Feb. 1577.

'
Viz., John of Escovedo and Antony

Perez.
* " El baculo per su bexez."—Cartas, etc.,

MS., 12-16, 7 Feb. 1577.
' "T es de cuerpo tan delicado que lo
'O desamos hia a buenas QocheK."^IlHd.

Schemes and Fears. 679

The first step was to get him out of

the Xetherlands. That was his con-

stant thought, by day and night. As
it would hardly be desirable for him
to go alone, it seemed proper that

Escovedo should, upon some pretext,
be first sent to Spain. Such a pretext
would be easily fovmd, because, as Don
John had accepted the government,
"
it wovdd be necessary for him to do

all which the rascals bade him."*
After these minute statements, the

Secretary warned his correspondent of

the necessity of secrecy, adding that
he especially feared "

all the court

ladies, great and small, but that he in

everything confided entirely in Perez,"

Nearly at the same time, Don John
wrote to Perez in a similar tone. "

Ah,
SeBor Antonio," he exclaimed, "how
certain Ls my disgrace and my misfor-

tune ! Ruined is our enterprise, after

so much labour and such skilful ma-

nagement."^ He was to have com-
menced the work with the very Span-
ish soldiers who were now to be sent
off by land, and he had nothing for it

but to let them go, or to come to an

open ruptiu^ with the states. "The
last, his conscience, his duty, and the

time, alite forbade." ^ He was there-

fore obliged to submit to the nun of

his plans, and
"
could think of aothing

save to turn hermit, a condition in

which a man's labours, being spiritual,

might not be entirely in vain." ^ He
was so overwhelmed by the blow, he
said, that he was constantly thinking
of an anchorite's life. That which he
had been leading had become intoler-

able. He was not fitted for the people
of the Netherlands, nor they for him.
Rather than stay longer than was

necessary in order to appoint his suc-

cessor, there was no resolution he

might not take, even to leaving every-

thing and coming upon them when

• "
Porque recebido el gobiemo a de acer

lo que le aconsejaren estos bell.'icos."—Ibid.
« Cartas, etc., 5IS., 16 Feb. 1577, £ 16-lS.—"
A, SeSor Antonio y cuin cierto es de mi

desgracia y desdicha—la quicbra de nostro

dosignio tras muy trabajado y bien gniado
que se tenia."

"

'Ibid.
8 " Pucs no se en quo pensar slno en una

hermita y donde no sera en v:ino lo que o)

hombre trabaja se con ol espiritu."— Ibid
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they least expected him, although he
were to receive a bloody punishment
in consequence. He, too, suggested
the Empress, who had all the qualities
which he lacked himself, or Madame
de Parma, or Madame de Lorraine, as

each of them was more fit to govern
the provinces than he pretended to be.
" The people," said he, plainly,

" are

beginninffto ahhor me, and I abhor them

already."
^ He entreated Perez to get

him out of the country by fair means
or foul,

"
2^cr fas aut per nefas."

^ His
friends ought to procure his liberation,
if they wished to save him from the sin

of disobedience, and even of infamy.
He expressed the most unbounded con-

fidence in the honour of his corre-

spondent, adding, that if nothing else

could procure his release, the letter

might be shewn to the King. In

general, the Governor was always will-

ing that Perez should make what

changes he thought advisable in the
letters for his Majesty, altering or

softening whatever seemed crude or

harsh, provided always the main point—that of procuring his recall—were

steadily kept in view. In this, said

the Governor, vehemently, my life, my
honour, and my soul are all at stake

;

for as to the two first, I shall forfeit

them both certainly, and, in my des-

perate condition, I shall run great risk

of losing the last.^

On the other hand, Perez was pro-
fuse in his professions of friendship
both to Don John and to Escovedo ;

dilating in all hia letters upon the

difficulty of approaching the King
upon the subject of his brother's recall,

but giving occasional information that

an incidental hint had been ventured
which might not remain without
efiect. AU these letters were, how-

ever, laid before Philip, for his ap-

proval, before being despatched, and
the whole subject thoroughly and

perpetually discussed between them,

1 " Por lo que mo enpie^an avorrecer y
por lo que yo lea aborresco."—Cartas, etc.,

MS., 16 Feb. 1677, f. 16-18. a Ibid.
S Cartas, etc., MS., 1 Marzo, 1577, f.

18-19.—"Que en h.acerlo mo va la vida y
onra y alma, porque las dos primeras partes
perdere cierto y la tercera de puro des-

perado hira a gran riesgo."

Dutch Republic. [1577.
about which Perez pretended that he

hardly dared breathe a syllable to his

Majesty. He had done what he could,
he said, while reading, piece by piece,
to the King, during a fit of the gout,
the official despatches from the Ne-

therlands, to in.sinuate such of the

arguments used by the Governor and
Escovedo as might seem admissable,
but it was soon obvious that no im-

pression could be made upon the royal
mind. Perez did not m-ge the matter,
therefore,

"
because," said he,

"
if the

King should suspect that we had any
other object than his interests, we
should all be lost."* Every effort

should be made by Don John and all

his friends to secure his Majesty's
entire confidence, since by that coursa
more progi-ess would be made in theii

secret plans, than by proceedings con-

cerning which the Governor wrote
"with such fmy and anxiety of heart." ^

Perez warned his correspondent, there-

fore, most solemnly, against the dan-

ger of "
striking the blow without hit-

ting the mark," and tried to persuade
him that his best interests required
him to protract his residence in the

provinces for a longer period. He in-

formed Don John that his disappoint-
ment as to the English scheme bad
met with the warmest sympathy of

the King, who had wished his brother
success. "I have sold to him, at aa

high a price as I could," said Perez,
"the magnanimity with which your
Highness had sacrificed, on that occa-

sion, a private object to his service." ®

The minister held the same lan-

guage, when writing, in a still more
intimate aud expansive style, to Esco-

vedo. "We must avoid, by a thou-

sand leagues, the possibility of the

King's thinking us influenced by pri-
vate motives," he observed

;

"
for we

know the King and the delicacy of

these matters. The only way to gniu
the good -will of the man is carefully

* Cartas, etc., MS. f. 20-24.
s Ibid.—"Con tauta furia y cuidado d»

coraqon."
* " Su Magi, ba manifestado ETan deseo do

que se hubiera podido executar en esta

occasion ; y yo lo he vendido quan cstro ha
savido el abor pospuesto V. A«. su particular
servicio."—Cartas, etc., MS., 20-24.
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to accommodate ourselves to liis tastes,

and to have the appearance of being

occupied solely with his interests." ^

The letter, like all the rest, being sub-

mitted to " the man "
in question be-

fore being sent, was underlined by
him at this paragraph and furnished

with the following annotation :
—" but

you must enlarge upon the passage
which I have marked—say more, even
if you are obliged to copy the letter,

in order that we may see the nature of
the repbj."

^

In another letter to Escovedo, Perez

enlarged upon the impropriety, the

impossibity of Don John's leaving the

Netherlands at that time. The King
was so resolute upon that point, he

said, that 'twas out of the question to

suggest the matter. " We should, by
so doing, only lose all credit with him
in other things. You know what a
terrible man he is

;
if he should once

Exispect us of having a private end in

view, we should entirely miss our
mark.""* Especially the secretary was
made acquainted with the enormous
error which would be conmiitted by
Don John in leaving hiapost. Perez
" had ventured into the water

"
upon

the subject, he said, by praising the
Governor warmly to his Majesty. The
King had responded by a hearty eulo-

gium, adding that the greatest com-
fort in having such a brother was, that

he might be where his Majesty could

f not be. Therefore, it was out of the

jf question for Don John to leave the

provinces. The greatest tact was

necessaiy, urged Perez, in dealing
with the King. If he should once
"
suspect that we have a private pur-

T7u TenibCe Annotation. 681

> Cartas, etc., MS , f. 24-27.—"Me p;»rece
que hemos de huir mil leguas de que pieuse
el rey que tratamos tan de proposito de lo

que toca al Seiior Don Juan pues cono
cemas al rey y cuan delicadas materias de
estado son estas, pues por el mismo caso no
nos fiara nada y el camino jmra ganar ette

homing la volmiiad no a de ser sino tratar
Eolamente de su negocio y accomodalle lo8
estados y los negocios a su gusto."

* "
M.-is OS aviades de alargar en lo que yo

rayo, Decid mas aunque se copic la c;irta,
para ver el animo de la respnesta."—Ibid.

»
Cartas, etc., MS., f. 27-32.—" Porque no

perdemos el credito con el para otras cos.is,

que como Vm. sabe es terribile hombre,"
etc., i:v\

pose, we are lost, and no Demosthenes
or Cicero would be able to influence

him afterwards."* Perez begged that

his ardent attachment to Don John

might be represented in the strongest
colours to that high personage, who
was to be assured that every effort

would be made to place him at the

head of affairs in Spain, according to

the suggestion of Escovedo. "
It would

never do, however," he continued,
"
to

let our man gee that we desire it, for

then we should never succeed. The

only way to conquer him is to make
him believe that things are going on
as he mshes, not as his Highness may
desire, and that we have none of us

any v,-ill but the Eling's."
^ Upon this

passage the "terrible man" made a
brief annotation :

" this paragraph
does admirably," he said, adding, with
characteristic tautology, "and what

you say in it is also excellent."*
"
Therefore," continued the minis-

ter,
" God forbid. Master Escovedo,

that you should come hither now ; for

we should all be lost. In the English
matter, I assure you that his Majesty
was extremely anxious that the plan
should succeed, either through the

Pope, or otherwise. That puts me in

mind," added Perez, "to say, body of

God! Seuor Escovedo! how the devil

came you to send that courier to Rome
about the English plot without gi%'ing
me warning?"' He then proceeded
to state that the papal nuncio in Spain
had been much troubled in mind upon
the subject, and had sent for him. "

I

went," said Perez,
" and after he had

closed the door, and looked through
the keyhole to see that there were no

"Porque la ora que lleguemos a esto
somos pei-didos, y no abra Demosthenes ni
Ciceron qui le persuada despues."—Cartas,
etc., MS., 27-32.

• "Pero no lo mostremoa a este ombre
jamas que lo deseamos porque nunca lo vera-

moe," etc.—Ibid.

* "Este capitulo va muy bien, y lo quo
decis en el tanbien."—Ibid,'

' "
Cuerpo de Dios, Seiior Escobedo, como

diablos despacharon el correo a Roma sobro
esto de Inglatcrra," etc.—Ibid. Upcn this

passage the King has also noted with his
own hand :

" and this paragnph is even
still more to the purpose (" Y e-*te capiti-lo
va aun megor al proposito ").

—^Ibid.
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listeners, he infoiined me that he had
received intelligence from the Pope as

to the demands made by Don John

upon his Holiness for bulls, briefs, and

money to assist him in his English
scheme, and that eighty thousand
ducats had already been sent to him
in consequence." Perez added that

the nimcio was very anxious to know
how the affair should best be commu-
nicated to the King, without prejudice
to his Highness. He had given him
the requisite advice, he continued, and
had himself subsequently told the

King that, no doubt, letters had been
written by Don John to his Majesty,

communicating these negotiations at

Rome, but that probably the de-

spatches had been forgotten. Thus,

giving himself the appearance of hav-

ing smoothed the matter with the

King, Perez conckided with a practical

suggestion of much importance—the

necessity, namely, of procuring the

assassination of the Prince of Orange
as soon as possible.

" Let it never be
absent from your mind," said he "that
a good occasion must be found for

jinhhing Orange, since, besides the

service which will thus be rendered to

our master and to the states, it ^\ill

be worth something to ourselves." ^

No apology is necessary for laying
a somewhat extensive analysis of this

secret coiTCspondence before the reader.

If there be any value in the examples
of liistory, certainly few chronicles

can furnish a more instructive moral.

Here are a despotic king and his con-

fidential minister laying their heads

together in one cabinet; the viceroy of

the most important provinces of the

realm, with his secretary, deeply con-

ferring in another, not as to the man-
ner of advancing the great interests,

moral or material, of the people over

whom God has permitted them to rule,

but as to the best means of arranging

conspiracies against the throne and life

of a neighbouring sovereign, with the

1 "Ojo quo no doxe Vm. de llovar en su

pensamiento para si conviniessc y se pudiosso
en ocasion pero compuesto todo de los est;\-

dos a acavar a Oianxe, quo demas del ser-

vicio que se ara a nuestro Soflor y bien a esos
cstados nos valdria algo, y crea me que Ic

[ior7.
connivance and subsidies of the Popa
In this scheme, and in this only, the

high conspirators are agi-eed. In every
other respect, mutual suspicion and

profound deceit characterise the scene.

The Governor is iilled with inexpres-
sible loathing for the whole nation of

"drunkards and wine-skins" who are

at the very moment strewing flowers

in his path, and deafening his ears

with shouts of welcome; the king,
while expressing unbounded confidence

in the viceroy, is doing liis utmost,
through the agency of the subtlest

intriguer in the woi-ld, to inveigle him
into confessions of treasonable schemes,
and the minister is filling reams of

paper with protestations of affection

for the governor and secretary, with
sneers at the character of the King,
and with instructions as to the best

method of deceiving him, and then

laying the despatches before his Ma-

jesty for correction and enlargement.
To complete the picture, the monarch
and his minister are seen urging the

necessity of murdering the foremost
man of the age upon the very dupe
who, within a twelvemonth, was him-
self to be assassinated by the self-same

pair ;
while the arch-plotter who con-

trols the strings of all these compli-
cated projects is equally false to King,
Governor, and Secretary, and is engag-

ing all the others in these blind and
tortuous paths, for the accomplishment
of his own secret and most ignoble
aims.

In reply to the letters of Perez, Don
John constantly expressed the satisfa&

tion and comfort which he derived,

from them in the midst of his annoy-
ances.

" He was very disconsolate,"
he said,

"
to be in that hell, and to be

obliged to remain in it,"'^ now that

the English plot had fallen to the

ground, but he would nevertheless

take patience, and wait for a more
favourable conjuncture.

Escovcdo expressed the opinion,

digo la vcrdad y creamo Ic digo otra vcz."—

Cartas, etc., MS., f. 27-32.

» Cartas, etc., MS., 20 JByo. 1577, f. 32-

34.— " Tiene me niuy dosconsolado por que
estar on estar ynfierno y a^or destar."
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however, notwithstanding all the sug-

gestions of Perez, that the presence of

Don John in the provinces had become

entirely superfluous.
" An old v/oman

with her distaff," suggested the Secre-

tary, "would be more appropriate;
for there would be nothing to do, if

the states had there way, save to sign

everything which they should com-

mand"^ If their should be war, his

Highness would, of course, not aban-

don his post, even if permitted to do

bo; but otherwise, nothing could be

gained by a prolonged residence. As
to the scheme of assassinating the

Prince of Orange, Escovedo prayed
Perez to believe him incapable of

negligence on the subject.
" You

know that the finishing of Orange is

very near my heart," wrote the poor

dupe to the man by whom he was
himself so soon to be finished.

" You

may believe that I have never forgot-
ten it, and never vnll forget it, imtil

it be done. Much, and very much
artifice is, however, necessary to ac-

complish this object. A proper person
to undertake a tiisk fraught with such
well-known danger, is hard to find.

Nevertheless, I wUl not withdraw my
attention from the subject tUl such a

person be procured, and the deed be
done." *

A month later, Escovedo wrote that

he was about to visit Spain. He com-

plained that he required rest in his old

age, but that Perez could judge how
much rest he could get in such a con-

dition of affixirs. He was, vmfortu-

nately, not aware, when he wrote, how
soon his coiTcspondent was to give him
a long repose. He said, too, that the

pleasure of visiting his home was coun-

terbalanced by the necessity of tra-

velling back to the Netherlands ;

* but

1 Cartas, etc., MS., 29 JRlyo 1577, f. 33-
GT.—" El Seuor Don J'aan no sera menester
Bino una dueiia con su rueca que firme lo

quelloa quisieren."
* "Ya Vm. save cuanto que tengo en el

pensamiento el acarar a Oranxe pues bien
crera que no se me a olvidado ni olvidara
hctsta acerlo: que es menester mucho y muy
mucho artiflcio y -p'-riona tal qve a eiicafffui
del casso que como trae consigo tan conocido

peligro no acavo de allaria aunque la he bus-
cado. No pcrrdm oL cuidado dtUa asta ver lo

heeho."—Ibid,

he did not know that Perez was to

spare him that trouble, and to send

lum forth upon a much longer journey.
The Governor-General had, in truth,

not inspired the popular party or its

leader with confidence, nor did he place
the least reliance upon them. While
at Louvain, he had complained that a

conspiracy had been formed against
his life and Uberty. Two French gen-

tlemen, Bonnivet and Bellangreville,
had been arrested on suspicion of a

conspiracy to secure his person, and
to carry him off a prisoner to Rochelle.

Nothing came of the examination
which followed; the prisoners were

released, and an apology was sent by
the states-general to the Duke of Alen-

con, as well for the indignity which
had been offered to two of his servants,

aa for the suspicion which had been
cast upon himself.* Don John, how-

ever, was not satisfied. He persisted
in asserting the existence of the con-

spiracy, and made no secret of his

belief that the Prince of Orange was

acquainted with the arrangement.'
As may be supposed, nothing was
discovered in the course of the investi-

gation to implicate that astute poli-
tician. The Prince had indeed secretly
recommended that the Governor should
be taken into custody on his first ar-

rival, not for the purpose of assassina-

tion or personal injury, but in order

to extort better terms from Philip,

through the affection or respect which
he might be supposed to entertain for

his brother. It will be remembered
that unsuccessfid attempts had also

been made to capture the Duke of

Alva and the Commander Requesens.
Such achievements comported with the

spirit of the age, and although it is

doubtful whether any well-concerted

» Cartas, etc., MS., 21 Jlmio 1577, t 35-
S7.

* Bor. X. 805. Hoofd, xi. 493.

6 Cabrera asserts that Count Lalain, with
other deputies of the estates, had conspired
("por persuasion del Principe de Orangey
orden del Duque de Alengon ") to make the

rapture of Don John's person ; adding that
the confession would have been extorted
from them upon the rack, their being siiiS-

cient proofs of their guilt, but the affair was
hushed up.—xi, 909» and'.
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plot existed ae;ai'nst the liberty of the

Governor, it is certain that he enter-

tained no doubt on the subject himself.^

In addition to these real or suspected
designs, there was an ever-present con-

Bciousness in the mind of Don John
that the enthusiasm which greeted hie

presence was hollow, that no real at-

tachment was felt for his person, that

his fate was leading him into a false

position, that the hearts of the people
were fixed upon another, and that they
were never to be won by himself.

Instinctively he seemed to feel a mul-
titude of invisible threads twining into

a snare around him, and the courageous
heart and the bounding strength be-

came uneasily conscious of the act in

which they were to be held captive
till life should be wasted quite away.
The universal affection for the rebel

Prince, and the hopeless abandonment
of the people to that deadliest of sins,

the liberty of conscience, were alike

unquestiouable. "They mean to re-

main free, sire," wrote Escovedo to

Philip, "and to live as they please.
To that end they would be willing that

the Turk should come to be master of

the country. By the road which they
are travelling, however, it will be the

Prince of Orange—which comes to

quite the same thing."'' At the same

time, however, it was hoped that some-

thing might be made of this liberty of

conscience. All were not equally sunk
in the horrible superstition, and those

who were yet faithful to Church and

King might be set against their be-

Botted brethren. Liberty of conscience

might thus be turned to account.

While two great parties were "
by the

ears, and pulling out each other's hair, all

might perhaps be reduced together."'
His Majesty was warned, nevertheless,
to expect the worst, and to believe that

the coimtry could only be cured with

1 See the remarks of Groen van Prinsterer,
Archives, etc., vi. 42, 43.

2 Letter of Escovedo to the King, March
27, 1577, Discours Sommier, etc., p. 4, ap-
pendix.

* Letter of Escovedo, etc., Discours Som-
inior, p. 16.

* "Este negocio no esta para curarse con
buenas razones, sino con fuego y con saii-

gre."—Ibid. »
Ibid., appendix, p. 16.

[1577.
fire and blood.'* The position of tho
Governor was painful and perplexing.
"Don John," said Escovedo, "is thirty

years old. I promise your Majesty
nothing, save that if he finds himsen
without requisite assistance, he will

take himself off when your Majesty ii5

least thinking of such a thing."
^

Nothing could be more melancholy
than the tone of the Governor's lettera

He believed himself disliked, even in

the midst of affectionate demonstra-
tions. He felt compelled to use mo-
derate counsels, although he considered

moderation of no avail. He was
chained to his post, even though the

post could, in his opinion, be more

advantageously filled by another. He
would still endeavour to gain the affec-

tions of the people, although be be-

lieved them hopelessly alienated. If

patience would cure the malady of

the country, he professed himself cap-
able of applying the remedy, although
the medicine had so far done but little

good, and although he had no very

strong hopes as to its future effects.^
" Thus far, however," said he,

"
I am

but as one crying in the wilderness." ''

He took occasion to impress upon his

Majesty, in very stronge language, the

necessity of money. Secret agents,

spies, and spies upon spies, were more

necessary than ever, and were very
expensive portions of government
machinery. Never was money more
wanted. Nothing could be more im-

portant than to attend faithfully to

the financial suggestions of Esco\'edo
;

and Don John, therefore, urged hia

Majesty, again and again, not to dis-

honour their drafts. "Money is the

gn.iel," said he, "with which we must
cure this sick man

;

" ^ and he there-

fore prayed all those who wished well

to his efforts, to see that his Majesty
did not fail him in this important

« Letter of Don John to the King, 7 Abrfl

1577, Discours Sommier, p. 27. _

">
" Pero veo que hasta agora es todo prc-

dicar en desiei-to."—Letter of Don Jolm, 7

Abril 1677, Discours Sommier, etc., appeii

dix, p. 36.
8 " en materia de dhiero: porquc

este es el pisto con que a de bolvcr en si cui

enformo," etc.—Letter ofDcn John to Peinz.

Discours Sommier, p. 44.
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matter. Notwithstanding, however,
the vigoiir of ins efforts, and the

earnestness of his intentions, he gave
but little hope to his Majesty of any
valuable fruit from the pacification

jnst concluded. He saw the Prince of

Orange strengthening himself, "with

great fury," in Holland and Zealand ;

^

he knew that the Prince was backed

by the Queen of England, who, not-

withstanding her promises to Philip
and himself, had offered her support
to the rebels in case the proposed
terms of peace were rejected in Hol-

land, and he felt that "nearly the

whole people was at the devotion of

ihe Prince." *

Don John felt more and more con-

vinced, too, that a conspiracy was on
foot against his liberty. There were
BO many of the one party, and so few
of the other, that if he were once fairly
"
trussed," he affirmed that not a man

among the faithful would dare to budge
an inch.^ He therefore informed his

Majesty that he was secretly medita-

ting a retreat to some place of secur-

ity; judging very properly that, if he
were stiU his own master, he should
be able to exert more influence over
those who were still well disposed,
than if he should suffer himself to be
taken captive. A suppressed convic-

tion that he could effect nothing,

except with his sword, pierced through
i all his more prudent reflections. He
I

maintained that, after all, there was
no remedy for the body but to cut off

the diseased parts at once,* and he
therefore begged his Majesty for the
means of performing the operation

handsomely. The general expressions
which he had previously used in

favour of broths and mild treatment

hardly tallied with the severe amputa-
tion thus recommended. There was,
in truth, a constant struggle going on

1 "El Pnncipe de Oranges continue el

rnficar & gran fuia en Olanda y Zc-Ianda."—Letter of Don John to the Ejng, Discours
Bommier, p. 35.

' Ibid., p. 36 —"La mayor parte de las
-dos esta a £u devccion v casi todo el

-bio." etc » Ibid., p. 36.
* " Pues no tiene este cuerpo otro remedio

que el cortar lo daEado de! : lo qual se a de
liaxer ajora faaziendo la provision que suplioo
de nnevo," etc, etc.—Ibid., p. 8S.

between the fierceness of his inclina-

tions and the shackles which had been

imposed upon him. He already felt

entirely out of place, and although he
scorned to fly from his post so long as

it seemed the post of danger, he was
most anxious that the King should

grant him his dismissal, so soon as his

presence should no longer be imperi-

ously required. He was sure that the

people would never believe in his

Majesty's forgiveness xmtil the man
concerning whom they entertained so

much suspicion should be removed;
for they saw in him only the " thunder-

bolt of his Majesty's wrath."
*

Orange
and England confirmed theirsuspicions,
and sustained their malice. Should he
be compelled, against his will, to re-

main, he gave warning that he might
do something which would be matter
of astonishment to everybody.^

Meantime, the man in whose handB

really lay the question of war and

peace, eat at Middelburg, watching the

deep current of events as it slowly
flowed towards the precipice. The
whole population of Holland and Zea-

land hung on his words. In approach-

ing the realms of William the Silent,
Don John felt that he had entered
a charmed circle, where the talisman
of his own illustrious name lost its

power, where his valour was paralysed,
and his sword rtisted irrevocably in its

sheath. " The people here." he wrote,
" are hexcitch edby the Prince of Orange.
They love him, they fear him, and wish
to have him for their master. They
inform him of everything, and take no
resolution without consulting him." ^

While William was thus directing
and animating the whole nation with
his spirit, his immediate friends be-

came more and more anxious concern-

ing the perils to which he was exposed.
His mother, who had already seen her

* Letter of Don John to Philip, Discours
Sommier, p. 44.

* " Sere forbade & hazer algmta coea que
de mucho que maraviUar & todos," etc.—
Letter to Perez, Discours Sommier, p. 45.

1 " los t:ene encantadcs porqne Je

aman y tenien y quieten per SeZor. Eiloa
le avisan de todo y sin el no resuelven ccsa."—Extract of MS. Utter in Gachard, Corres-

pondance de Guillauine le Tacit., iii- preiJKe^
IxiiL, note 3.
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youngeat-horn, Henry, hor Aclolphus,
her chivalrous Louis, laid in their

bloody graves for the cause of con-

Bcience, was most solicitous for the

welfare of her "
heart's-beloved lord

and son," the Prince of Orange. Never-

theless, the high-spirited old dame was
even more alarmed at the possibility
of a peace in which that religious

liberty for which so much dear blood
had been poured forth should be

inadequately secured. "My heart

longs for certain tidings from my lord,"
she wrote to William,

" for methinks
the peace now in prospect will prove
but an oppression for soul and con-

science. I trust my heart's dearly-
beloved lord and son will be supported
by Divine grace to do nothing against
God and his own soul's salvation. 'Tis

better to lose the temporal than the

eternal." ^ Thxis wrote the mother of

William, and we can feel the symi^a-
thetic thrill which such tender and

lofty words awoke in his breast. His

son, the ill-starred Philip, now for ten

years long a compulsory sojourner in

Spain, was not yet weaned from his

affection for his noble parent, but sent

messages of affection to him whenever
occasion offered, while a less commend-
able proof of his filial affection he had

lately afforded, at the expense of the

luckless captain of his Spanish guard.
That officer, having dared in his pre-
sence to speak disrespectfully of his

father, was suddenly seized about the

waidt by the enraged young Count,
hurled out of the window, and killed

stone-dead upon the spot.^ After this

exhibition of his natural feelings, the

Spanish government thought it neces-

sary to take more subtle means to

tame so turbulent a spirit. Unfor-

tunately they proved successful.

Count John of Nassau, too, was

sorely pressed for money. Six hun-

dred thousand florins, at least, had
been advanced by himself and brothers

to aid the cause of Netherland free-

dom.' Louis and himself had, unhesi-

tatingly and immediately, tiirned into

1 Groeu V Prinsterer, Archives, etc., vi.

19,60.
* De la Pise, p. 603. Qroen v. Prinsterer,

Archives, etc., vi. 102,

Dutch Republic. [1577
that sacred fund the hundred thousand
crowns which the King of France had
presented them for their personal use,^
for it was not the Prince of Orange
alone who had consecrated his wealth
and his life to the cause, but tho
members of his family, less imme-

diately interested in the coimtry, had |

thus furnished what may well bo 5

called an enormous subsidy, and one
most disproportioned to their means.
Not only had they given aU the cash
which they could command, by mort-

gaging their lands and rents, their

plate and furniture, but. in the words
of Count John himself, "they had
taken the chains and jewels from the
necks of their wives, their children, and
their mother, and had hawked them
about, as if they had themselves been
traders and hucksters." ^ And yet,
even now, while stooping under this

prodigious debt, Count John asked not
for present repayment. He only wrote
to the Prince to signify his extreme

embarrassment, and to request some

obligation or recognition from the
cities of Holland and Zealand, whence
hitherto no expression of gratitude or

acknowledgment had proceeded.^
The Prince consoled and assured, as

best he could, his mother, son, wife,
and brother, even at the same moment
that he comforted his people. He also

received at this time a second and
more solemn embassy from Don John.''

No sooner had the Governor exchanged
oaths at Brussels, and been acknovv'-

ledged as the representative of his

Majesty, than he hastened to make
another effort to conciliate the Prince.

Don John saw before him only a grand
seignior of lofty birth and boundless

influence, who had placed himself to-

wards the Crown in a false position,
from which he might even yet be

rescued ;
for to sacrifice the whims of

a reforming and transitory religious

fanaticism, which had spun itself for

a moment about bo clear a brain,

would, he thought, prove but a trifling

task for so experienced a politician aa

* Archives et Correspoudance, vi. 95, sqq.

« Ibid. * Ibid. « Ibid.

» Bor. X. 814. Meterea, vii. 121.
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the Priiioo. William of Orange, on

the other hand, looked upon his young
antagonist as the most brilliant imper-
Bonation which had yet been seen of

the foul spirit of perisecution.
It will be necessary to follow, some-

what more in detail than is usually

desirable, the interchange of conver-

sations, letters, and protocols, out of

•which the brief but important admi-

nistration of Don John was composed;
for it was exactly in such manifesta-

tions that the great fight was reaUy

proceeding. Don John meant peace,
wise William meant war, for he knew
that no other issue was possible.

Peace, in reality, was war in its worst

shape. Peace would unchain every

priestly tongue, and \msheath every

knightiy sword in the fifteen provinces

against little HoUand and Zealand. He
had been able to bind all the provinces

together by the hastily forged chain

of the Ghent treaty, and had done
what he could to strengthen that

union by the principle of mutual reli-

gious respect. By the arrival of Don
John that work had been deranged.
It had, however, been impossible for

the Prince thoroughly to infuse his

own ideas on the subject of toleration

into the hearts of his nearest associ-

ates. He could not hope to inspire
is deadly enemies with a deeper

ympathy. Was he not himself the

.i.ark of obloquy among the Reform-

trs, because of his leniency to Catho-

lics? Nay more, was not his intimate

loncillor, the accomplished Saint

Jdegonde, in despair because the

Prince refused to exclude the Ana-

baptists of Holland from the rights of

citizenship? At the very moment
when AVilliam was straining every
nerve to unite warring sects, and to

persuade men's hearts into a system
by which their consciences were to

be laid open to God alone—at the
moment when it was most necessary
for the very existence of the father-

land that Catholic and Protestant
should mingle their social and poli-
tical relations, it was indeed a bitter

* Bee the letter of Saint Aldegonde in

Brandt, Hist, der Refomwtie, L b. xi. 5S3,
t89.

Viglius. 687

disappointment for him to see wise

statesmen of his own creed unable to

rise to the idea of toleration. "The
affair of the Anabaptists," wrote Saint

Aldegonde,
" has been renewed. The

Prince objects to exclude them from

citizenship. He answered me sharply,
that their yea was equal to our oath,
and that we should not press this mat-

ter, unless we were xcilling to confess
that it was just for the Papists to com-

pel i« to a Divine service which was

against our conscience." It seems

hardly credible that this sentence,

containing so sublime a tribute to the

character of the Prince, should have
been indited as a bitter censure, and

that, too, by an enlightened and ac-

complished Protestant. " In short,"
continued Saint Aldegonde, with in-

creasing vexation,
"
I don't see how we

can accomplish our \\Tsh in this mat-
ter. The Prince has uttered reproaches
to me that our clergy are striving to

obtain a mastery over consciences. He
praised lately the saying of a monk
who was not long ago here, that our

pot had not gone to the fire as often

as that of our antagonists, but that

when the time came it would be black

enough. In short, the Prince fears

that, after a few centm-ies, the clerical

tyranny on both sides will stand in

this respect on the same footing."
^

Early in the month of May, Doctor
Leoninus and Caspar Schetz, Seigneur
de Grobbendonck, had been sent on a

mission from the states-general to the

Prince of Orange.^ While their nego-
tiations were still pending, four specuU
envoys from Don John arrived at

Middelburg. To this commission wa^

informally adjoined Leoninus, who
had succeeded to the general position
of Viglius. Viglius was dead.' Since
the memorable arrest of the State

Council, he had not appeared on the
scene of public affairs. The house-

arrest, to which he had been com-

pelled by a revolutionary committee,
hid been indefinitely prolonged by a

higher power, and after a protracted
illness he had noiselessly disappeared

2 Bor, X. 814. noofd, xil 501.
» He died May 8, 1577—Bor, x. 812.

Boofd, xii. 501.
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from the stage of life. There had been
few mor.^ learned doctors of both laws
than he. There had been few more
adroit politicians, considered from his

point of view. His jji^nnlng device

was " Vita mwtalmm vigilia,"^ and he
acted accordingly, but with a narrow

interpretation. His life had indeed
been a vigil, but it must be confessed
that the vigils had been for Viglius.
The weather-beaten Palinurus, as he
loved to call himself, had conducted
his own argosy so warily that he had
eaved his whole cargo, and perished in

port at last; while others, not sailing

by his compass, were still tossed by
the tempest.
The agents of Don John were the

Duke of Aerschot, the Seigneur de

Hierges, Seigneur de Willerval, and
Doctor Meetkercke, accompanied by
Doctor Andrew Gaill, one of the im>

perial commissioners.^ The two en-

voys from the states-general, Leoninus
and Schetz, being present at Gertruy-
denberg, were added to the deputa-
tion.-* An important conference took

place, the details of which have been
somewhat minutely preserved.^ The
Prince of Orange, accompanied by
Saint Aldegonde and four other coun-

cillors, encountered the seven cham-

pions from Brussels in a long debate,
which was more like a passage of arms
or a trial of skill than a friendly col-

loquy with a pacific result in prospect;
for it must be remembered that the
Prince of Orange did not mean peace.
He had devised the Pacification of

Ghent as a union of the other pro-
vinces with Holland and Zealand,
against Philip. He did not intend
that it should be converted into a
union of, the other provinces with

Philip, against Holland and Zealand.
Jleetkercke was the first to speak.

1 Bor, X. 812. Metercn, vi. 120.—Another
motto of his was,

" En groot Jurist een hooser
C/irist ;" that is to say, A good lawyer is a
bad Christian.—Meteren, vi. 120. Unfor-

tunately bis own cliaractci- did not give tlie

lie satisfactorily to the device.
2 Bor, X. 814. Hoofd, xii. 502.
s

Ibid., X. 816. Ibid.
* By the learned and acute Gachard, to

vhom the history of the Netherlands is

iinder such great obligations Vide CoiTes-

pondauce de Guillaume le TacJt-.ii i. preface.
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He said that the Governor had de-

spatched them to the Prince, to ex-

press his good intentions, to represent
the fidelity with which his promises
had thus far been executed, and to
entreat the Prince, together with the

provinces of Holland and Zealand, to
unite with their sister provinces in
common allegiance to his Majesty
His Highness also proposed to advise
with them concerning the proper
method of convoking the states-gene-
ral.^ As soon as Meetkercke had
finished his observations, the Prince
demanded that the points and articles

should be communicated to him in

writing. Now this was precisely what
the envoys preferred to omit. It was
easier, and far more agreeable, to ex-

patiate in a general field of contro-

versy, than to remain tethered to dis-

tinct points. It was partictdarly iu

these confused conferences, where
neither party was entirely sincere,
that the volatile word was thought
preferable to the permanent letter.

Already so many watery lines had
been traced, in the course of these

fluctuating negotiations, that a few
additional records would be, if neces-

sary, as rapidly effaced as the rest.

The commissioners, after whispering
in each other's ears for a few minutes,
refused to put down anything in writ-

ing. Protocols, they said, only en-

gendered confusion.
"
No, no," said the Prince, in reply,

"we will have nothing except in black

and white. Otherwise, things will be
said on both sides which will after-

wards be interpreted in different ways
Nay, it will be denied that some im-

portant points have been discussed at

all. We know that by experience.
Witness the solemn treaty of Ghent,
which ye have tried to make fruitless,

Ixii. Ixiii., and appendice, pp. 447-459,
where is to be found the "

Vraye Narration
des Propos da Coste et d'aultre tenuz entru
des Deputez d'Hollande et de Zelande a

Gheertrudenbergh avi mois de Jlay 1577."
" On reconnait." says Jl'. Gachard,

" en
lisant cette curiense relation, qu'elle fut

rouvrage d'un des couseillcrs du IMnce,
j

peut-etre I'-auteur en est il Philippe de i

Mamix (St Aldegonde) lui-ni6me."—Notfl
j

to p. 447, Guillaume le Tacit. , iii.
j

6 Vraye Narration, etc, 417, 448.
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nnder pretence that some points, ar-

i-anged by word of mouth, and not

stated particularly in writing, had

been intended in a diflFerent sense

from th„ obvious one. Governments

given by royal commission, for ex-

ample; what point could be clearer?

Nevertheless, ye have hunted up
glosses and cavils to obscure the in-

tention of the contracting parties. Ye
have denied my authority over Utrecht,
because not mentioned expressly in

the treaty of Ghent." ^

'•

But," said one of the envoys, in-

terrupting at this point, "neither the

CoimcU of State nor the Court of

Mechlin consider Utrecht as belonging
to your Excellency's government."

*

"Neither the Council of State,"

replied the Prince,
" nor the Court of

Mechlin have anything to do with the

matter. 'Tis in my commission, and
all the world knows it."' He added,
that instead of affairs being thrown
into confusion by being reduced to

writing, he was of opinion, on the

contrary, that it was by that means
alone they could be made perfectly
clear.

Leoninus replied, good naturedly,
that there should be no difficulty upon
that score, and that writings should
be exchanged. In the meantime, how-

ever, he expressed the hope that the

Prince would honour them with some

preliminary information as to the points
in which he felt aggrieved, as well as

to the pledges which he and the states

were inclined to demand.
" And what reason have we to hope,"

cried the Prince,
" that your pledges,

if made, will be redeemed? That
which was promised so solemnly at

Ghent, and ratified by Don John and
his Majesty, has not been ftilfilled."*

"Of what particular point do you
complain ?

"
asked Schetz. " Wherein

has the Pacification been violated ?
"

Bereupon the Prince launched forth

upon a flowing stream of invective.

He spoke to them of his son detained

1 Vraye Xarration, etc., 449, 450.
* See details of Conferences at Gertniy-

denberg, pvesarved bv Bor, x. 819.
» Bor, X. SI 9. Hoofci, xii. 504.
» Ibid. Ibi<i.

Black and White. GS9

in distant captivity
—of hia own pro-

perty at Breda withheld—of a thou-

sand confiscated estates—of garrisons
of German mercenaries—of ancient

constitutions annihilated—of the in-

famous edicts nominally suspended,
but actually in full vigour. He com-

plained bitterly that the citadels, those

nests and dens of tyranny, were not

yet demolished- "Ye accuse me of

distrust," he cried; "but while the

castles of Antwerp, Ghent, Namur,
and BO many more are standing, 'tia

yoiirselves who shew how utterly ye
are without confidence in any perma-
nent and peaceful arrangement."

*

" And what," asked a deputy,

smoothly, is the point which touches

you most nearly ? "WTiat is it that

your Excellency most desires? By
what means will it be possible for the

government fully to give you content*

ment ?
" "

"
I wish," he answered simply,

" the

full execution of the Ghent Pacification.

If you regard the general welfare of

the land, it is well, and I thank you.
If not, 'tis idle to make propositions,
for I regard my country's profit, not

my own."' Afterwards, the Prince

simply repeated his demand that the
Ghent treaty shoiild be executed;

adding, that after the states-general
should have been assembled, it would
be time to propose the necessary
articles for mutual security.

Hereupon Doctor Leoninus observed
that the assembly of the states-general
could hardly be without danger. He
alluded to the vast number of persona
who would thus be convoked, to the

great discrepancy of humours which
would thus be manifested. Many men
would be present neither discreet nor

experienced. He therefore somewhat

cooUy suggested that it might be
better to obviate the necessity of hold-

ing any general assembly at all. An
amicable conference, for the sake of

settling doubtful questions, would
render the convocation superfiuous,

« Vraye Narration, etc. Gacb.'xrcl, Guil-
laume le Tacit., iii. 450.

* Bor, X. 819. Hoofd, xiL 504. Compare
Cnbrcnv xi. yl3, 914.

* I^r, X. Si9. Hoofd, xii 504.
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and save the couutry from the dangers
by which the step would be attended.
The Doctor concluded by referring to

the recent assemblies of France, the

only result of which had been fresh

dissensioua. ^ It thus appeared that

ine proposition on the part of Don
John meant something very different

from its apparent signification. To
advise with the Prince as to the projier
method of assembling the estates really

meant, to advise with him as to the
best means of preventing any such

assembly. Here, certainly, was a good
reason for the preference expressed by
the deputies, in favour of amicable
discvissions over formal protocols. It

might not be so easy in a written

document to make the assembly, and
the prevention of the assembly, appear
exactly the same thing.
The Prince replied that there was a

wide difference between the condition

of Fi-ance and of the Netherlands.

Here, was one will and one intention.

There, were many factions, many par-

tialities, many family mtrigues. Since

it had been agreed by the Ghent treaty
that certain points should be provision-

ally maintained and others settled by
a speedy convocation of the states-

general, the plainest course was to

maintain the provisional points, and
to summon the states-general at once.^

This certainly was concise and logical.

It is doubtful, however, whether he
were really as anxious for the assembly-

general as he appeared to be. Both

parties were fencing at each other,
without any real intention of carrying
their points; for neither wished the

convocation, while both affected an

eagerness for that event.—The conver-

Hation proceeded.
" At least," said an envoy,

"
you can

tell beforehand in what you are ag-

giieved, and what you have to pro-

pose."
"We are grieved in nothing, and

we have nothing to propose," answered

the Prince,
"
so long as you maintain

the Pacification. We demand no other

pledge, and are willing to refer every-

thing afterwards to the assembly.
"

1 Vraye Narration, etc., 451.
2

Ibid., 452. 3 Ibid., 452, 453. * Ibid.

"But," asked Schetz, "what secu-

rity do you offer us that you will your-
selves maintain the Pacification ?

"

"We are not bound to give assur-

ances," answered the Prince. " The
Pacification is itself an assurance, 'Tia

a provisional arrangement, to be main-
tained by both parties, until after the
decision of the assembly. The Pacifi-

cation must therefore be maintained
or disavowed. Choose between the
two. Only, if you mean still to ac-

knowledge it, you must keep its ar-

ticles. This we mean to do, and if up
to the present time you have any
complaint to make of our conduct, aa

we trust you have not, we are ready
to give you satisfaction."*

" In short," said an envoy, "you
mean, after we shall have placed in

your hands the government of Utrecht,
Amsterdam, and other places, to deny
us any pledges on your part to main-
tain the Pacification."

"But," replied the Prince, "if we
are already accomplishing the Pacifica-

tion, what more do you wish?"
" In this fashion," cried the others,

"after having got all that you ask,
and having thus fortified yourselves
more than you were ever fortified

before, you will make war upon us."

"War?" cried the Prince, "what
are you afraid of? We are but a

handful of people ;
a worm compared

to the King of Spain. Moreover, ye
are fifteen provinces to two. What
have you to fear?"^

"Ah," said Meetkercke, "we have
seen what you could do, when you
were masters of the sea. Don't make

yourselves out quite so little."^

"But," said the Prince, "the Pacifi-

cation of Ghent provides for all this.

Your deputies were perfectly satisfied

with the guarantees it furnished. As
to making war upon you, 'tis a thing
without foundation or appearance of

probability. Had yovi believed then
that you had anything to fear, you
would not have forgotten to demand

pledges enough. On the contrary, you
saw how roundly we were dealing wi4h

you then, honestly disgami.shing the

5 " et pourtant ne vous faites pas si

petits comme vous faictes."—Ibid.
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country, even before the peaoo had
]

been conckided. For ourselves, al-

though we felt the right to demand

guarantees, we would not do it, for we
were treating with you on terms of

confidence. We declared expressly
that had we been dealing with the

King, we should have exacted stricter

pledges. As to demanding them of us

at tie moment, 'tis nonsense. We
have neither the means of assailing

you, nor do we deem it expedient to

do so." ^

" To say the truth," replied Schetz,
" we are really confident that you will

not make war upon us. On the other

hand, however, we see you spreading

your religion daily, instead of keeping
it confined within your province!
"What assurance do you give us that,
after all your demand shall have been

accorded, you will make no innovation

in religion ?
" *

" The assurance which we give you,"
answered the Prince,

"
is that we will

really accomplish the Pacification."

"But," persisted Schetz, "do you
fairly promise to submit to all which
the states-general shall ordain, as well

on this point of religious exercise in

Holland and Zealand, as on all the
others?"*

This was a home thrust. The Prince

parried it for a while. In his secret

thoughts he had no expectation or

desire that the states-general, sum-
moned in a solemn manner by the

Governor-General, on the basis of the

memorable assembly before which was
enacted the grand ceremony of the

imperial abdication, would ever hold
their session, and although he did not

anticipate the prohibition by such

assembly, should it take place, of the
Reformed worship in Holland and

Zealand, he did not intend to submit
to it, even should it be made.

"
I cannot tell," said he, accordingly,

in reply to the last question,
" for ye

have yourselves already broken and
violated the Pacification ; having made
an accord with Don John without our

consent, and having already received
him as Governor."

" So that you don't mean," replied

Schetz,
"
to accept the decision of tiia

states ?
" *

"
I don't say that," returned the

Prince, continuing to parry; "it i&

possible that we might accept it
;

it ia

possible that we might not. We are

no longer in oiir entire rights, as we
were at the time of our first submis-
sion at Ghent."

" But we will make you whole,"
said Schetz.

" That you cannot do," replied the

Prince, "for you have broken the
Pacification all to pieces. We have

nothing, therefore, to expect from the

states, but to be condemned ofi"-hand."*
" You don't mean, then," repeated

Schetz, "to submit to the estates

touching the exercise of religion ?
"

"No, we do not!" replied the

Prince, driven into a comer at last, and

striking out in his turn. " We cer-

tainly do not. To t«ll you the truth,
we see that you intend our extirpation,
and we don't mean to be extirpated."^
"Ho?" said the Duke of Aerschot," there is nobody who wishes that."
"
Indeed, but you do," said the

Prince.
" We have submitted our-

selves to you in good faith, and you
now would compel us and all the
world to maintain exclusively the
Catholic religion. This carmot be
done except by extirpating us."

A long, learned, vehement discus-

sion upon abstract points, between
Saint Aldegonde, Leoninus, and Doc-
tor GaUl, then ensued, during which
the Prince, who had satisfied himself
as to the result of the conference, re-

tired from the apartment. He after-

wards had a private convention with
Schetz and Leoninus, in which he re-

proached them with their inclination

to reduce their fatherland to slavery.'
He also took occasion to remark to

Hierges, that it was a duty to content
the people; that whatever might be

accomplished for them was durable,
whereas the will of kings was perish-

ing. He told the Duke of Aerschot
that if Utrecht were not restored he
would take it bv force. He warned

'
Vr..ye NaiTation, etc., 454. ' Ibid. ' "Que d'estre condemnes a pur et i

8
Ibid., 4i,S, i IbkL, 456,

( plaia."—Ibid.
• Ibid. T ibid, 4SA
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the Duke that to trust the King was
to risk his head. He, at leasts would
never repose confidence in him, having
Leen deceived too often. Tlie King
cherished the maxim, Ilcereticis non est

sen-anda fides ; as for himself he was
caJho y calbanista, and meant to die so.^

The formal interchange of docu-
ments soon afterwards took place.
The conversation thus held between
the different parties shews, however,
the exact position of affairs. There
was no change in the intentions of

either Reformers or Royalists. Philip
and his representatives still contended
for two points, and claimed the praise
of moderation that their demands were
BO few in number. They were willing
to concede everythuig, save the un-
limited authority of the King and the
exclusive maintenance of the Catholic

religion. The Prince of Orange, on
his side, claimed two points also—the
ancient constitutions of the country
and religious freedom. It was obvi-

ous enough that the contest was the

same, in reality, as it had ever been.

No approximation had been made to-

wards reconciling absolutism with na-

tional liberty
—

persecution with tolera-

tion. The Pacification of Ghent had
been a step in advance. That Treaty
opened the door to civil and religious

liberty,^ but it was an agreement
among the provinces, not a compact
between the people and the monarch.

By the casuists of Brussels and the
licentiates of Louvain, it had, to be

sure, been dogmatically pronounced
orthodox, and had been confirmed by
royal edict. To believe, however, that

his Catholic Majesty had faith in the

dogmas propounded, was as absurd as

to believe in the dogmas themselves.

If the Ghent Pacification really had
made no breach in royal and Roman
infallibility, then the efforts of Orange
and the exultation of the Reformers
had indeed been idle.

1 Extracts from the MS. letters (28th and
^9th of May 1577) of Don John to the King,
given by M. Gachard iu the preface to the
third vol. CoiTespondance de Guillaume lo

Tacit., p. Ixiii.
* Even Tassis admits this fact, which is

indeed indisputable. — " Abhorrebat Aus-
triacus," saya he (liii. p. 245^

" a confirma-

[1577.
The envoys accordingly, in obedi.

ence to their instructions, made a
formal statement to the Prince of

Orange and the states of Holland and
Zealand, on the part of Don John.'

They alluded to the departure of the

Spaniards, as if that alone had fulfilled

every duty, and authorised every
claim. They therefore demanded the
immediate publication in Holland and
Zealand of the Perpetual Edict. They
insisted on the immediate discontinu-
ance of all hostile attempts to reduce
Amsterdam to the jurisdiction of

Orange ; required the Prince to aban-
don his pretensions to Utrecht, and
denounced the efforts making by him
and his partisans to diffuse their

heretical doctrines through the other

provinces. They observed, in conclu-

sion, that the general question of re-

ligion was not to be handled, because
reserved for the consideration of the

states-general, according to the treaty
of Ghent.*
The reply, delivered on the follow-

ing day by the Prince of Orange and
the deputies, maintained that the Per-

petual Edict was widely different from
the Pacification of Ghent, which it

affected to uphold ; that the promises
to abstain from all violation of the
ancient constitutions had not been

kept, that the German troops had
not been dismissed, that the property
of the Prince in the Netherlands and

Burgundy had not been restored, that
his son was detained in captivity, that
the government of Utrecht was with-

held from him, that the charters and
constitution of the country, instead of

being extended, had been contracted,
and that the Governor had claimed
the right to convoke the states-general
at his pleasure, in violation of th«
ancient right to assemble at their

own. The document further com«

plained that the adherents of the Re-

formed religion were not allowed to

tione Pacis Gandavensis, quod per earn tacit*

introducebatur libertas Religionis."
3 See it in Bor, x. 816, 817.—Compare the

letter of instruction published by Gaohard,

CoiTespondance de Guillaume le Tacit., iiL

438-446.
* Bor, X. 816-817. Gachard, Correspou-

dance de Guillaume le Tacit., iii. 438-446.
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frequent the different provinces in

freedom, according to the stipulations
of Ghent; that Don John, notwith-

standing all these short-comings, had
been acknowledged as Governor-Gene-

ral, without the consent of the Prince ;

that he was surrounded with a train

of Spaniards, Italians, and other fo-

reigners
—Gonzaga, Escovedo, and the

like—as well as by renegade Nether-

landers like Tassis, by whom he was

tmduly influenced against the country
and the people, and by whom a " back
door was held constantly open" to

the admission of evils innumerable.^

Finally, it was asserted that, by means
of this last act of xmion, a new form of

inquisition had been introduced, and
one which was much more cruel than
the old system; inasmuch as the

Spanish Inquisition did not take in-

formation against men except upon
BTispicion, whereas, by the new pro-

cess, all the world would be examined as

to their conscience and religion, imder

pretence of maintaining the union.'

Such was the result of this second
mission to the Prince of Orange on the

part of the Governor-General. Don
John never sent another. The swords
were now fairly measured between the

antagonists, and the scabbard was soon
to be thrown away. A few weeks

afterwards, the Governor wrote to

Philip that there was nothing in the
•

:'rld which WiUiam of Orange so

ich abhorred as his Majesty ; adding,
•.,:th CastilHan exaggeration, that if

the Prince could dnnk the King's
blood he would do bo with great
pleasure.^
Don John, being thus seated in the

saddle, had a moment's leisure to look
around him. It was but a moment,
for he had small confidence in the as-

pect of affairs, but one of his first acts

afterassuming the government afforded

a proof of the interpretation which he
had adopted of the Ghent Pacification.

An edict was issued, addressed to all

^ " Dat Don Johan een achter deure opea
houd met de bovesi geuoemde, en andere
Tan selijke stofiTe, etc., etc."

«
Reply of the SUites of Holland. Bor, x.

SISb.
* Extract from M3. letter (iSth of July

1677; of L'on John f- tU© King, apud Ga-
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bishops, "heretic-masters,"* and pro-
vincial coimcils, commanding the strict

enforcement of the Canons of Trent,
and other ecclesiastical decrees. These
authorities were summoned instantly
to take increased heed of the flocks

under their charge, "and to protect
them from the ravening wolves which
were seeking to devour them."
The measure bore instant fruit. A

wretched tailor of Mechlin, Peter Pania

by name, an honest man, but a heretic,
was arrested upon the charge of having
preached or exhorted at a meeting in

that city. He confessed that he had
been present at the meeting, but denied
that he had preached. He was then

required to denounce the others who
had been present, and the men who
had actually officiated. He refused,
and was condemned to death. The
Prince of Orange, while the process
was pending, wrote an earnest letter

to the Council of Mechlin, imploring
them not now to rekindle the fires of

religious persecution.' His appeal waa
in vain. The poor tailor was beheaded
at Mechlin on the loth of June, tha

Conqueror of Lepanto being present at

the execution,* and adding dignity to

the scene. Thus, at the moment when
William of Orange was protecting the

Anabaptists of Middelburg in their

rights of citizenship, even while they
refused its obligations, the son of tho

Emperor was dipping his hands in the
blood of a poor \vretch who had done
no harm but to listen to a prayer with-
out denouncing the preacher. Tho
most intimate friends of the Prince
were offended with his liberality. Tho
imperial shade of Don John's father

might have risen to approve the son
who had so dutiftdly revived his bloody
edicts and his ruthless policy.
Three parties were now fairly in

existence : the nobles, who hated tho

Spaniards, but who were disposed to
hold themselves aloof from the people ;

the adherents of Don John, commonly

chard, preface to Correspondance de Guil-
laume le Tacit., iii. Ixiv., notes, 112.

* " Ketter meesters."--See the edict, Bor,
X. SIQ, SCO.

5 Br, X. 820. HoofJ, xii. 507. Meterea,
vii. V1:k

« Bor, Hoofi, Met«i:en, ubi supi.
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called "Johanists
;

" and the partisans
of the Prince of Orange—for \Yilliam

the Silent had always felt the necessity
of leaning for support on something
more substantial than the court party,
a reed shaken by the wind, and failing

always when most relied upon. His
efforts were constant to elevate the
middle class, to build up a strong third

party which should unite much of the
substantial wealth and intelligence of

the land, drawing constantly from the

people, and deriving strength from
national enthusiasm—a party which
should include nearly all the political

capacity of the country ;
and his efforts

were successful. No doubt the Gover-
nor and his Secretary were right when
they said the people of the Netherlands
were inclined to brook the Turk as

easily as the Spaniard for their master,
and that their hearts were in reality
devoted to the Prince of Orange.
• As to the grandees, they were mostly
of those who "sought to swim between
two waters," according to the Prince's

expression. There were but few un-

swerving supporters of the Spanish
rule, like the Berlaymont and the Tas-

bIs families. The rest veered daily
with the veering wind. Aerschot, the

great chief of the Catholic party, was
but a cringing courtier, false and fawn-

ing both to Don John and the Prince.

He sought to play a leading part in

a great epoch; he only distinguished
liimself by courting and betraying all

parties, and being thrown away by all.

His son and brother were hardly more

respectable. The Prince knew how
little dependence coidd be placed on
such allies, even although they had

signed and sworn the Ghent Pacifica-

tion. He was also aware how little it

was the intention of the Governor to

be bound by that famous Treaty. The

Spanish troops had been, indeed, dis-

banded, but there were stiU between
ten and fifteen thousand German mer-
cenaries in the service of the King;
these were stationed in different im-

portant places, and held firm possession
of the citadels. The gi-eat keys of the

Dutch Republic. [1577.

1 Bor, X. 820.
2 Metoron, vil.

Hoofci, xii. 605.

122. Byr, x. 820, sqq.

country were still in the hands of the

Spaniards. Aerschot, indeed, govern-
ed the castle of Antwerp, in room of

Sancho d'Avila, but how mvich more

friendly would Aerschot be than Avila,
when interest prompted him to sustain

Don John against the Prince ?

Meanwhile, the estates, according to

their contract, were straining every
nerve to raise the requisite sum for

the payment of the German troops.

Equitable offers were made, by which
the soldiers were to receive a certain

portion of the arrears due to them in

merchandise, and the remainder in

cash.-^ The arrangement was rejected,
at the secret instance of Don John.*

While the Governor affected an in-

genuous desire to aid the estates in

I their efforts to free themselves from
the remaining portion of this incum-

brance, he was secretly tampering with
the leading German ofiicers, in order

to prevent their acceptance of any
offered terms.* He persuaded these

military chiefs that a conspiracy exist-

ed, by which they were not only to be

deprived of their wages but of their

lives. He warned them to heed no

promises, to accept no terms. Con-

vincing them that he, and he only, was
their friend, he arranged secret plans

by which they should assist him in

taking the fortresses of the countiy
into still more secure possession,* for

he was not more inclined to trust to

the Aerschots and the Havrds than

was the Prince himself.

The Governor lived in considerable"

danger, and in still greater dread of

capture, if not Of assassination. His

imagination, excited by endless tales

of ambush and half-discovered con-

spiracies, saw armed soldiers behind

eveiy bush, a pitfall in every street

Had not the redoubtable Alva been

nearly made a captive ? Did not Louia

of Nassau nearly entrap the Grand
Commander ? No doubt the Prince of

Orange was desirous of accomplishing
a feat by which he would be placed in

regard to Philip on the vantage ground
which the King had obtained by his

» Jlctevcn, Bor, Iloofd, ubi sup.

* Bor, Meteren, Hoofd.
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seizure of Count Van Buren, nor did

Don John need for warnings coming
from sources far from obscure. In

May, the Viscount De Gand had
forced his way to his bedside in the

dead of night, and wakening him
from his sleep, had assured him, with

great solenanity, that his Mfe was not

worth a pin's purchase if he remained
in Brussels. He was aware, he said,

of a conspiracy by which both his

hberty and his life were endangered,
and assured him that in immediate

flight lay his only safety.^
The Governor fled to Mechlin, where

the same warnings were soon after-

wards renewed, for the solemn sacrifice
|

of Peter Panis, the poor preaching |

tailor of that city, had not been ;

enough to strike terror to the hearts

of all the Netherlanders. One day,
j

toward the end of June, the Duke
of Aerschot, riding out with Don
John,' gave him a circumstantial

account of plots, old and new, whose I

existence he had discovered or in-

vented, and he shewed a copy of a !

secret letter, written by the Prince of
j

Orange to the estates, recommending |

the forcible seizure of his Highness. I

It is true that the Duke was, at that
i

period and for long after, upon terms f

of the most " fraternal friendship
"

\

with the Piince, and was in the habit of
^

signing himself " his very affectionate

brother and cordial friend to serve
j

him,"
^
yet this did not prevent him i

from accomplishing what he deemed '

his duty, in secretly denouncing his
j

plans. It is also true that he, at the
i

same time, gave the Prince private
j

information concerning the govern- \

ment, and sent him intercepted letters
;

from his enemies,* thus easing his con-
j

science on both sides, and trimming j

his sails to every wind which might
blow. The Duke now. however, re-

minded his Highness of the contumely
with which he had been treated at I

1 Vera et Simplex Narratio Eorum qiise
'

>b Adrentu D. Joannis Austriaci, etc., gesta
sunt, p. 13.—Luxembergi, 1573.

Ibid., p. 17.

Archives et Correspondance, vi. 141-143.
• See the letter last quoted. Archives, eta,^ 143, 144.
* Vera et Simplex Narratio, etc., p. 14.—

Resoluiion. oyo

Brussels, of the insolent threats with
which the citizens had pursued hia

servants and secretaries even to the

very door of his palace.^ He assured

him that the same feeling existed at

Mechlin, and that neither himself nor

family were much safer there than in

the capital, a plot being fully organised
for securing his person. The con-

spirators, he said, were openly sup-

ported by a large political party, who
called themselves anli-Johanista, and
who clothed themselves in symbolic
costume, as had been done by the

disaffected in the days of Cardinal

Granvelle. He assured the Governor
that nearly aU the members of the

states-general were implicated in these

schemes. " And what becomes, then,
of their promises ?

"
asked Don John.

" That for their promises !

"
cried the

Duke, snapping his fingers ;

^ "no man
in the land feels bound by engage-
ments now." The Governor demanded
the object of the states in thus seeking
to deprive him of liis hberty. The
Duke informed him tiiat it was to hold
him in captivity until they had com-

pelled him to sig^ every paper which

they chose to lay before him. Such
things had been done in the Nether-
lands in former days, the Duke
observed, as he proceeded to narrate
how a predecessor of his Highness and
a prince of the land, after having been

compelled to sign innumerable docu-

ments, had been, in conclusion, tossed
out of the windows of his own palace,
with all his retinue, to perish upon
the pikes of an insiirgent mob below.'
The Governor protested that it did
not become the son of Charles the
Fifth and the representative of hia
Catholic Majesty to hear such intima-
tions a second time. After his return,
he brooded over what had been said
to him for a few days, and he then
broke up his establishment at Mechlin,
selling off his superfluous furniture

Compare the Memoire de Grobbendonck, p.
172 ; BuU. Com. Roy., x.

•
Ibid., p. 19.—See a!so the letter of Don

John to the states-gener.il, dated August 24,
1577, in Bor, xi. 864, S65.—"

Daerop hy ant-
woorde klickende mette fingem," etc.

' Vera Narratio, etc., p. 13, 19. liOtter of
Don John, ubi mxp.
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and even the wine
Thus shewing that his absence, both
irom Brussels and Mechlin, was to be

The JRise of the Dutch Republic. [1577.

his cellars.^
|
a prolonged one, he took advantage of

an unforeseen occurrence again to re-

move his residence.

CHAPTER III.

The (.'ity of Namur—Margaret of Valois—Her intrigues in Ilainault in favour of Alcngan—
Her reception by Don John at Namur—Festivitii-S in her honour—Seizure of Numui'
citadel by Don John—Plan for seizing that of Antwerp—Letter of the estates to Philij-s

sent by Eseovedo—Fortunes and fate of Escovedo in Madrid—Repairing of dykes—The
Prince's visit to Holland—His letter to tlio estates-general on the subject of Namur
citadel—His visit to Utrecht—Correspondence and comnussioners between Don John
and the estates—Acrimonious and passionate cliaracter of those colloquies

—Attempt of

Treslong upon Antwerp citadel frustrated by De Bourse—Fortunate panic of the Ger-
man mercenaries—Antwerp evacuated by the foreign troops—Renewed correspondence—Audacity of the Governor's demands—Letters of Escovedo and others intercepted^
Private schemes of Don John not understood by the estates—His letter to the Empress
Dowager—More eon-espondence with the estates—Painful and false position of the
Governor—Demolition, in part, of Antwerp citadel, and of other fortresses by tho

patriots—Statue of Alva—Letter of estates-general to the King.

There were few cities of the Nether-

lands more picturesque in situation,

more trimly built, and more opulent
of aspect than the little city of Namur.
Seated at the confluence of the

Sombre with the Meuse, and throw-

ing over each river a bridge of solid

but graceful structure, it lay in the

lap of a most fruitful valley. A
broad crescent-shaped plain, fringed

by the rapid Meuse, and enclosed by
gently rolling hills cultivated to their

crests, or by abrupt precipices of lime-

stone crowned with verdure, was
divided by numerous hedgerows, and
dotted all over with corn-fields, vine-

yards, and flower-gardens. Many ej'es

have gazed with delight upon that

well-known and most lovely valley,
and many ton-ents of blood have

mingled with those glancing waters

since that long-buried and most san-

guinary age which forms our theme;
and still placid as ever is the valley,

brightly as ever flows the stream.

Even now, as in that vanished, but

never-forgotten time, nestles the little

city in the angle of the two rivers;

still directly over its head seems to

hang in mid-air the massive and frown-

ing fortress, like the gigantic helmet
in the fiction, as if ready to crush the

pigmy town below.

1 Discoiu's Sommier des Justes Causes,
etc., etc., p. 17. Bor, x. 828.

a Bor, X. 828. Meteren, vii. 122. Ca-

brera, jtl. 029. Hoofd, xii. 608, ot al.

It waa this famous citadel, crown-

ing an abrupt precipice five hundi-ed

feet above the river's bed, and placed
near the frontier of France, which
made the city so important, and which
had now attracted Don John's atten-

tion in this hour of his perplexity. The

unexpected visit of a celebrated per-

sonage furnished him with the pretext
which he desired. The beautiful Mar-

garet of Valois, Queen of Navarre,
was proceeding to the baths of Spa, to

drink the waters.* Her health was aa

perfect as her beauty, but she was

flying from a husband whom she hated,
to advance the interest of a brother

whom she loved with a more than

sisterly fondness—for the worthless

Duke of Alen$on was one of the many
competitors for the Netherland govern-
ment; the correspondence between
himself and his brother with Orange
and his agents being still continued.

The hollow truce with the Huguenota
in France had, however, been again
succeeded by war. Henry of Valois

li'.td already commenced operations in

Uacccuy against Henry of Navarre,
whom he hated almost^ as cordially

as Margaret herself could do, and the

Duke of Alenyon was besieging Issoire.*

Meantime, the beautiful Queen came

to mingle the golden thread of her

8 Memoires de Marguerite de Valois, p-

123. Liege, 1714.

1 De Thou, vii. 500, sqi., liv. 08.
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feminine intrigues with tLe dark woof ! house of Berlaymont— was a stanch

of the Xetherland destinies.

Few spirits have been more subtle,

few faces so fatal as hers. True child

of the jledicean mother, worthy sister

of Charles, Henry, and Francis—
princes for ever infamous in the

annals of France—she possessed more

beauty and wit than Mary of Scotland,
"more learning and accomplishments
than Elizabeth of England. In the

blaze of her beauty, according to the

inflated language of her most deter-

mined worshipper, the wings of all

rivals were melted. Heaven required
to be raised higher and earth made
wider, before a full sweep could be

given to her own majestic flight.^ We
are further informed that she was a

Minerva for eloquence, that she com-

posed matchless poems which she sang
most exquisitely to the sound of her

lute, and that her familiar letters were
80 full of genius, that "

poor Cicero
"

was but a fool to her in the same
branch of composition.' The world
has shuddered for ages at the dark

tragedy of her nuptials. "Was it

strange that hatred, incest, murder,
should follow in the train of a wed-

ding thus hideously solemnised ?

Don John, as in his Moorish dis-

guise he had looked upon her perfec-

tions, had felt in danger of becom-

ing really the slave he personated—
"her beauty is more divine than

human," he had cried,
" but fitter to

destroy men's souls than to bless

them
;

" '—and now the enchantress
was on her way to his dominiouB.
Her road led through Namur to Liege,
and gallantry required that he should
meet her as she passed. Attended by
a select band of gentlemen and a few
horsemen of his body-guard, the Go-
vernor came to Xamur.*
I Sleantime the Queen crossed the

frontier, and was courteously received
at Cambray. The bishop—of the loyal

1
Eloge de Marguerite tie Valois, Eayns

de France et de J^avarre, etc., par Bnintoaie,
p. 2, visa.

•
";;
— Ses belles lettres— les mieux

couchees soit pour estre j; raves, que pour
estro famiUferes il ii'y a nul qui les voyant
ne Ee mocque du pauvra Ciceron avec les

supporter of the King, and although
a Fleming, was Spanish to the core.

On him the cajolery of the beautiful

Queen was first essayed, but was found

powerless. The prelate gave her a

magnificent ball, but resisted her

blandishments. He retired with the

appearance of the confections, but the

governor of the citadel, the Seigneur

d'Inchy, remained, with whom Mar-

garet was more successful. She found
him a cordial hater of Spain, a favourer

of France, and very impatient xmder
the authority of the bishop. He ob-

tained permission to accompany the

royal visitor a few stages of her jour-

ney, and retximed to Cambray, her

willing slave; holding the castle in

future, neither for king nor bishop,
but for Margaret's brother, Alen^on,
alone. At Mons she was received with

great state by the Coimt Lalain, who
was governor of Hainault, while his

Countess governed him. A week of

festivities graced the advent of the

Queen, during which period the hearta

of both Lalain and his wife were com-

pletely subjugated. They agreed that

Flanders had been too long separated
from the parental France to which it

of right belonged. The Count was a

stanch Catholic, but he hated Spain.
He was a relative of Egmont, and
anxious to avenge his death, but he
was no lover of the people, and was

jealous of Orange. Moreover, his wife
had become entirely fascinated by the

designing Queen. So warm a friend-

ship had sprung up between the two
fair ladies as to make it indispensable
that Flanders and Hainault should be
annexed to France. The Count pro-
mised to hold his whole government
at the service of Alenfon, and recom-
mended that an attempt should be
m.ade to gain over the incorruptible
Governor of Cambray. Margaret did
not inform him that she had already

siennes familieres," etc., etc.—Eloge, etc.,

etc., p. IS.
* "Aunqne la herwosura desta Reyna se

mas divina que humana, es mas para perdeT
y daiiar los hombres que salvarlos."—Ibid.,

p. 4.
» Bor, X. 82S. Hoofd, si 508. Cabrcm,

Hi. 929.
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turned that functionary round her

finger, but she urged Lalain and liis

wife to seduce him from his allegiance,
if possible.^
The Count, with a retinue of mount-

ed men, then accompanied her on her

way towards Namur, but turned as

the distant tramp of Don John's caval-

cade was heard approaching, for it was
not desirable for Lalam, at that mo-
ment, to find himself face to face with
the Governor. Don John stood a
moment awaiting the arrival of the

Queen. He did not drearn of her

political intrigues, nor see in the fair

form approaching him one mortal

enemy the more. Margaret travelled

in a splendid litter with gilt pillars,

lined with scarlet velvet, and entirely
enclosed in glass,- which was followed

by those of the Princess de la Roche
Bur Yon, and of Madame de Tournon.
After these came ten ladies of honour
on horseback, and six chariots filled

with female domestics. These, with
the guards and other attendants, made

up the retinue. On meeting the

Queen's litter, Don John sprang from
his horse and presented his greetings.
The Queen returned his salutation, in

the French fashion, by offering her

cheek to his embrace, extending the

same favour to the Duke of Aerschot
and the Marquis of Havr^.'^ The
cavaliers then remounted and escorted

the Queen to Namur, Don John riding

by the side of the litter, and convers-

ing wi^^h her all the way. It was late

in the evening when the procession
arrived in the city. The streets had,

however, been brUUantly illuminated
;

houses and shops, although it was near

midnight, being in a blaze of light.

Don John believing that no attentions

could be so acceptable at that hour aa

to provide for the repose of his guest,
conducted the Queen at once to the

lodgings prepared for her. Margaret
was astonished at the magnificence of

the apartments into which she was

1 Mdmoires de Marguerite de Valols, ii.

pp. 125, 129-134, sqq.
2 Ibid., ii. 124-125, sqq.
» Ibid., ii. 135. Hoofd, xii. 508.

* Memoires de Marguerite do Valois, 137.

* " Cos moubles mo seinblent jilustost

Dutch RepuhUc. [l577.
ushered. A spacious and stately hall,
most gorgeously furnished, opened into
a series of chambers and cabinets,

wortliy, in their appointments, of a

royal palace. The tent and bed cover-

ings prepared for the queen were ex-

quisitely embroidered in needlework
with scenes representing the battle of

Lepanto.'* The great hall was hung
with gorgeous tapestry of satin and
velvet, ornamented with columns of

raised silver work, and with many
figures in antique costume, of the
same massive embroidery. The rest

of the furniture was also of satin,

velvet, cloth of gold, and brocade.
The Queen was dazzled with so much
magnificence, and one of the courtiers

could not help expressing astonish-
ment at the splendour of the apart-
ments and decorations, which, as ho
observed to the Duke of Aerschot,
seemed more appropriate to the palace
of a powerful monarch than to the

ajDartments of a young bachelor prince.'
The Duke replied by explaining that
the expensive embroidery which they
saw was the result, not of extrava-

gance, but of valour and generosity.
After the battle of Lepanto, Don John
had restored, witliout ransom, the two

sons, who had been taken prisoners,
of a powerful Turkish bashaw. Tlie

father, in gratitude, had sent tlu.^

magnificent tapestry as a present to

the conqueror, and Don John had re-

ceived it at Milan, in which city,
celebrated for the taste of its uphol-
sterers, it had been airanged for furni-

ture."

The next morning a grand mass
with military music was performed,
followed by a sumptuous banquet in

the grand hall. Don John and the

Queen sat at a table three feet apart
from the rest, and Ottavio Gonzagi
served them wine upon his knees.*

After the banquet came, as usual, ths

ball, the festivities continuing till lata

in the night, and Don John scarcely

d'un gi-and Roy quo d'un jcune Prince a

marier tel qu'est le S<rr. Dom Jean," etc.—
Memoires de M.arguerite de Valois, ii. 136.

* Ibid.— Compare V.an dcr Uammea y
Leon, D. J. d'Austria, lib. ii.

7 Memoires de M. do Valois, p. 137, Iloofdi

xii. 508.
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quitting his fair guest for a motnent.

The nejrt afternoon, a festival had been

arranged upon an island in the river.

The company ombarked upon the

Meuse, in a fleet of gaUy scarfed and

painted vessels, many of which were

filled with musicians.^ Margaret re-

clined in her gilded barge, vmder a

richly embroidered canopy. A fairer

and falser Queen than "Egypt" had
bewitched the famous youth who had

triumphed, not lost the world, beneath
the heights of Actium. The revellers

landed on the island, where the ban-

quet was already spread within a

spacious bower of ivy, and beneath

umbrageous elms. The dance upon
the Bward was protracted to a late

hour, and the summer stars had been

long in the sky when the company
returned to their barges.
Don John, more than ever enthralled

by the bride of St Bartholomew, knew
not that her sole purpose in visiting
his dominion had been to corrupt his

servants and to undermine his author-

ity. His own purpose, however, had
been less to pay court to the Queen
than to make use of her presence to

cover his own designs. That purpose
he proceeded instantly to execute.

The Queen next morning pursued her

voyage by the river to Liege, and

scarcely had she floated out of his

sight than he sprang upon his horse,

and, accompanied by a few trusty at-

tendants, galloped out of the gate and
across the bridge which led to the

-
del.* He had already despatched

. loyal Berlaymont, with his four

t'iually loyal sons, the Seigneurs de

Meghen, Floyon, Hierges, and Haulte-

penne to that fortress. These gentle-
men had informed the castellan that

the Governor was about to ride forth

hunting, and that it would be proper
to offer him the hospitalities of the
castle as he passed on his way. A
considerable number of armed men
had been concealed in the woods and
thickets of the neighbourhood. The

A Tiieatncal Stroke. 6dU

- Memoircs de >rare:uerite de Valois, iL
. 138. Hoofd, sii. 50S.

-
Ibid., 145, who relates the occurrence f>n

the a\;thority of the Marchioness of Havre.
Hcofd, xii. 508.

Seigneur de Froymont, suspecting no-

thing, acceded to the propriety of the

suggestion made by the Berlaymonta.
Meantime, with a blast of his horn,
Don John appeared at the castle gate.
He entered the fortress with the castel-

lan, while one of the gentlemen watched

outside, as the ambushed soldiers came

toiling up the precipice. When all

was ready the gentleman returned to

the haU, and made a signal to Don
John, as he sat at breakfast with the

constable. The Governor sprang from
the table and drew his sword ; Berlay-
mont and his four sons drew their

pistols, while at the same instant the
soldiers entered. Don John, exclaim-

ing that this was the first day of his

government, commanded the castellan

to surrender. De Froymont, taken by
surprise, and hardly understanding thia

very melo-dramatic attack upon a cita-

del by its own lawful governor, made
not much difficulty in complying. He
was then turned out of doors, along
with his garrison, mostly feeble old

men and invalids. The newly arrived

soldiers took their places, at command
of the Governor, and the stronghold of

Namur was his own.'
There was little doubt that the re-

presentative of Philip had a perfect

right to possess himself of any fortress

within his government; there could
be as little that the sudden stratagem
by which he had thus made himself
master of this citadel would prove of-

fensive to the estates, while it could

hardly be agreeable to the King ; and

yet it is not certain that he could have

accomplished his purpose in any other

way. Moreover, the achievement was
one of a projected series by which he
meant to re-vindicate his dwindling
authority. He was weary of playing
the hypocrite, and convinced that he
and his monarch were both abhorred

by the Xetherlanders. Peace was im-

possible
—war was forbidden him. Re-

duced almost to a nullity by the Prince
of Orange, it was time for him to make

• Hoofd, xii 509.—" Stokouwde of ver-
minkte soldaaten," etc. Bor, x. 832. Dis-
C"urs Sommier des Justes Causes, pp. 20,
27. Meteren, vii 122, Bentivoglio, x. 19i,
1&5.
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a stand, and in this impregnable fast-

ness his position at least was a good
one. Many months before, the Prince

of Orange had expressed his anxious
desire that this most important town
and citadel should be secured for the

estates. "You know," he had written

to Bossu in December, "the evil and
the dismay which the loss of the city
and fortress of Namur would occasion

to us. Let me beseech you that all

possible care be taken to preserve
them."^ Nevertheless, their preserva-
tion had been entrusted to a feeble-

minded old constable, at the head of

a handful of cripples.
We know how intense had been the

solicitude of the Prince, not only to

secure but to destroy these citadels,

"nests of tyranny," which had been
built by despots to crush, not protect,
the towns at their feet. These precau-
tions had been neglected, and the con-

sequences were displaying themselves,
for the castle of Namur was not the

only one of which Don John felt him-
self secure. Although the Duke of

Aerschot seemed so very much his

humble servant, the Governor did not
trust him, and wished to see the citadel

of Antwerp in more unquestionable
keeping. He had therefore withdrawn,
not only the Duke, but his son, the

Prince of Chimay, commander of the

castle in his father's absence, from that

important post, and insisted upon their

accompanying him to Namur.* So

gallant a courtier as Aerschot could

hardly refuse to pay his homage to so

illustrious a princess as Margaret of

Valois, while during the absence of

the Duke and Prince the keys of Ant-

werp citadel had been, at the command
of Don John, placed in the keeping of

the Seigneur de Treslong,'* an unscru-

pulous and devoted royalist. The
celebrated Colonel Van Ende, whose

participation, at the head of his Ger-
man cavaxry, in the terrible sack of

^ Archives de la Maison d'Oraii;^e, v. 571.
* Bor, X. 828. Meteren, vii. l^^"*.
* Ibid. Louis de Bloys, Seigneur de Trcs-

long. Meteren, ubi sup. Disctiurs Sommier
des Ju8tes Cau.ses, etc, pp. 19, "0.

* Letter of Don John, July 16, 1577, to the
Colonels Froudsbergur and Fuggcr. Dis-
oorurs Soramier, ubi sup. Bor, x. 843.
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that city, which he had been ordered to

defend, has been narrated, was com-
manded to return to Antwerp. Ho
was to present himself openly to tho

city authorities, but he was secretly
directed by the Governor-General to

act in co-operation with the Colonels

Fugger, Frondsberger, and Polwiller,
who commanded the forces already
stationed in the city.* These dis-

tinguished officers had been all sum-
mer in secret correspondence with Don
John, for they were the instruments
with which he meant by a bold stroke

to recover his almost lost authority.
While he had seemed to be seconding
the efforts of the states-general to pay
off and disband these mercenaries, no-

thing had in reality been farther from
his thoughts, and the time had now
come when his secret plans were to be

executed, according to the agreement
between himself and the German
colonels. He wrote to them, accord-

ingly, to delay no longer the accom-

plishment of the deed^—that deed be-

ing the seizure of Antwerp citadel, as ha
had already successfully mastered that

of Namur. The Duke of Aerschot, hia

brother, and son, were in his power,
and could do nothing to prevent the

co-operation of the colonels in the city
with Treslong in the castle, so that

the Governor would thus be enabled,

laying his head tranquilly upon "the

pillow of the Antwerp citadel,"" ac-

cording to the reproachful expression

subsequently used by the estates, to

await the progi-ess of events.

The current of his adventurous
career was not, however, destined to

run thus smoothly. It is true that

the estates had not yet entirely lost

their confidence in his character, but
the seizure of Namur, and the attempt
upon Antwerp, together with the con-

tents of the intercepted letters written

by himself and Eseovedo to Philip, to

Perez, to the Empress, to the Colonela

Discours Somtnier, etc. pp. 18, 19. See
the original letters in the appendix to Dis-

co\irs Sommicr, etc., p. 50, et sqq. ; also in

Bor, X 848, sqq,
—transl.ated.

8 "Et se reposant sur I'oreiller du Chas-

teau d'Anvers duquel il se tenoit enticra-

ment asseuri," etc.—Discours Somniier, etc.,

p. 35,
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Frondaberger and Fugger, were soon

destined to open their eyes. In the

meantime, aknost exactly at the mo-
ment when Don John was executing
his enterprise against Xamur, Esco-

vedo had taken an aflfectionate fare-

well of the estates at Brussels/ for it

had been thought necessary, as already

intimated, both for the apparent in-

terests and the secret projects of Don
John, that the Secretary should make
a visit to Spain. At the command of

the Governor-General he had ofiFered

to take charge of any communication
for his Majesty which the estates

might be disposed to entrust to him,
and they had accordingly addressed a

long epistle to the King, in which they
gave ample expression to then* indig-
nation and their woe. They remon-
strated with the King concerning the

continued presence of the German
mercenaries, whose knives were ever

at their throats, whose plunder and
insolence impoverished and tortured

the people. They reminded him of

the vast sums which th^provinces had
contributed in times past to the sup-

port of government, and they begged
assistance from his bounty now. They
recalled to his vision the melancholy
spectacle of Antwerp, but lately the
"uui-se of Europe, the fairest flower

in his royal garland, the foremost and
noblest city of the earth,* now quite
desolate and forlorn," and with addi-

tional instructions to Escovedo, that

he should not fail, in his verbal com-

munications, to represent the evil con-

sequences of the course hitherto pur-
sued by his Majesty's governors in the

Netherlands, they dismissed him with

good wishes, and with "crowns for

convey" in his purse to the amount of

a revenue of two thousand yearly.
His secret correspondence was inter-

cepted and made known a few weeks
after his depai-ture for that terrible

Spain whence so few travellers re-

turned.^

* Bor, X. 825. Hoofd, xii. 507. Discours
Sommier, etc., y. 47.

* " voodster van geheel Europa,
d'odelste bloenie v.in uwe majesteits krone
ea de vomaemste en njxste Van de weield,"
etc., etc.—Letter of the States. Bor, 826, 827.

? Bor, X. 825. Hoofd, xii. 503. Discours

Escovedo s Departure. 701

For a moment we follow him thither.

With a single word in anticipation,

concerning the causes and the consum-
mation of this celebrated murder,
which was delayed till the following

year, the unfortunate Escovedo may
be dismissed from these pages. It has

been seen how artfully Antonio Perez,

Secretary of State, paramoiu- of Prin-

cess Eboli, and ruling councillor at

that day of PhiUp, had fostered in the

King's mind the most extravagant sus-

picions as to the schemes of Don John,
and of his confidential secretary.* He
had represented it as their fixed and
secret intention, after Don John should
be finally established on the throne of

England, to attack Philip himself in

Spain, and to deprive him of his crown,
Escovedo being represented as the

prime instigator and controller of this

astoimding plot, which lunatics only
could have engendered, and which pro-

bably never had existence.

No proof of the wild design waa
offered. The language which Esco-

vedo was accused by Perez of having
held previously to his departure for

Flanders—that it was the intention of

Don John and himself to fortify the
rock of Mogro, with which, and with
the command of the city of Santander,

they could make themselves masters of

Spain after having obtained possession
of England^—is too absurd to have
been uttered by a man of Escovedo's

capacity. Certainly, had Perez been

provided with the least scrap of writ-

ing from the hands of Don John or

Escovedo which could be tortured
into evidence upon this point, it

would have been forthcoming, and
would have rendered such fictitious

hearsay superfluous. Perez, in con-

nivance with Philip, had been syste-

matically conducting his correspon-
dence with Don John and Escovedo,
in order to elicit some evidence of the

imputed scheme. "'Twas the only

way," said Perez to Philip,
" to make

Sommier, p. 47. Meteren, vii. 121. Bor, x.
827-842.

* Mem. de Ant. Perez, passim ; particu-
larly pages 284-317. Ol'i-as y R«lacione&
Geneva, 1644.

* Men), de Ant Pereif 313.
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them unbare their bosoms to the

Bword." "
I am quite of the same

opinion," replied Philip to Perez,

"for, according to my theology, you
would do your duty neither to God
nor the world, unless you did as you
are doing."

^ Yet the excellent pair
of conspirators at Madrid could wring
no damning proofs from the hps of the

supposititious conspirators in Flan-

ders, save that Don John, after Esco-
vedo's arrival in Madrid, wrote, im-

patiently and frequently, to demand
that he should be sent back, together
with the money which he had gone to

Spain to procure. "Money, more

money, and Escovedo,"
^ wrote the

Governor, and Philip was quite will-

ing to accept this most natural excla-

mation as evidence of his brother's

designs against his crown. Out of

these shreds and patches— the plot

against England, the Pope's bull, the

desire expressed by Don John to

march into France as a simple adven-

turer, with a few thousand men at his

back— Perez, according to his own
statement, drew up a protocol, after-

vvards formally approved by Philip,
which concluded with the necessity of

taking Escovedo's life, instantly but

privately, and by poison. The Mar-

quis de Los Velos, to whom the

memorial was submitted for his ad-

vice, averred that if the death-bed

wafer were in his own lips, he should
vote for iAQ death of the culprit ;

*

Philip had already jumped to the

same conclusion; Perez joyf\illy under-

took the business, having received

carte blanche from the King, and thus

1 "Es menester de escrivir y oyr de aquella
tnanera porque assy se meter, porla es-

pada," etc.—Billet of Ant. Perez to the

King.
" y segun mi theologia yo entiendo

lo mismo que vos Que no haviados para
con DioS ni para con el mimdo, sino lo hizies-

sedes ansj%" etc. —Annotation in Piiilip's
hand on the billet, Jlem. do Perez, pp. 310,
811.

2 "
Dinero, y mas diucro, y Escovedo."—

Ibid., 314.
3 "Que con el S.acremcnto uu la Dooa

votara la (muerte) de Ju.in de Escovedo,"
etc., etc.—Mem. do Ant. Purez, 317.

* Cartas del S. D. Juan y del Sec. Esco-

vedo, MS. of Roj'al Library, Hague.
* Mignet, Perez et Pliilippe II., pp. 28-33.

•-Compare Hcofd. xii. 612-51C; Cabrera,
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the vmfortunate secretary was doomed.

Immediately after the an ival of Esco-

vedo in Madrid, he addressed a letter

to the King. Philip filed it away
among other despatches, with this

annotation :

" The avant courier has
arrived— it is necessary to make great
haste, and to despatch him before he
murders us." ^

The King, having been thus artfully
inflamed against his brother and his

unfortunate secretary, became clamor-

ous for the blood of Escovedo. At the
same time, that personage, soon after

his return to Spain, was shocked by
the discovery of the amour of Perez
with the Princess Eboli.''' He con-

sidered it his duty, both towards the
deceased Prince and the living King,
to protest against this perfidy. He
threatened to denounce to the King,
who seemed the only person about the

court ignorant of the affair, this double

treason of his mistress and his minister.

Perez and Anna of Eboli, furious at

Escovedo's insolence, and anxious lest

he should execute his menace, deter-

mined to disembarrass themselves of

so meddlesome a person.® Philip's

rage against Don John was accordingly
turned to account, and Perez received

the King's secret orders to procure
Escovedo's assassination.^ Thus an

imaginary conspiracy of Don John

against the crown of Philip was the

pretext, the fears and rage of Eboli

and her paramour were the substantial

reason, for the crime now projected.
The details of the murder were ar-

ranged and executed by Perez,^ but it

must be confessed in justice to Philip,

xii. 972, who covers the name of the Prin-

cess with a vail which could have deceived
no contemporary.

« Mignet, p. 32.
f Mem. de Ant. Perez, 314-317. Mignci

Ant. Perez, and Philippe II., pp. 32, 3:i.

Hoofd, xh. 514.— Compare Cabrera, xii.,

972—who seeking as usual to excuse the

King, whose official panegyrist ho is, nai-

rates that Escovedo's death-wairant was
filled out on one of those blanlcs with the

King's signature, such as ambassadors and

viceroys have. He does not state wliy Pe-

rez (being neither viceroy nor ambiissador)

came to be provided with such documeni
lie admits, too,

"
quo no dcsplaria al V

su muerte vfolenta."—p. 972.
8 The narrative of thli" assafisinatipn, 6o
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with mucli inferior nicety to that of

his own performances in the same field.

Many pei-sons were privy to the plot.

There was much blundering, there was

great public scandal in iladrid, and no
one ever had a reasonable doubt as to

the instigators and the actual perpetra-
tors of the crime. Two attempts to

poison Escovedo, weremade by Perez, at

his own table, through the agency of

AntonioEnriquez, a confidential servant

or page. Both were unsuccessful. A
third was equally so, but suspiciona
were aroused. A female slave in the

household of Escovedo, was in con-

sequence arrested, and immediately
hanged in the public square, for a pre-
tended attempt to murder her master.^

A few days afterwards (on the Slst of

March, 1578) the deed was accom-

plished at nightfall in the streets of

Madrid, by six conspirators. They
consisted of the majordomo of Perez, a

page in his household, the pages'a

brother from the country, an ex-scul-

lion from the Eoyal kitchens, Juan
Rubio by name, who had been the

unsuccessful agent in the poisoning
Bcheme, together with two professional

bravos, hired for the occasion. It was
Insausti, one of this last-mentioned

couple, who dispatched Escovedo with
a single stab, the others aiding and

abetting, or keeping watch in the

neighbourhood.*
The murderers effected their escape,

and made their report to Perez, who
for the sake of appearances, was upon
a visit in the coimtry. Suspicion soon

tracked the real culprits, who were
above the reach of jus-tice; nor, as to

the motives which had prompted the

murders, were many ignorant, save

only the murderer himself. Philip
had ordered the assassination, but he
was profoimdly deceived aa to the

causes of its accomplishment. He was
the dupe of a subtler villain than him-

eelf, and thought himself sacrificing a

conspirator against his crown, while

remarkable in its character, and so impor-
tant in its remote consequences, has been
given in a masterly manner by Mig^et
(Antonio Perez et Philippe II.), p. 34, sqq.,
from the MS. copy of the famous process
belonging to the Foreign Office of France.

1 Mignot; from the 31S. process, pp. 3$, 39.

Plot within Plot. '05

he had really only crushed a poor crea-

ture who had been but too solicitous

for what he thought his master's

honour.
The assassins were, of course, pro-

tected from prosecution, and duly re-

compensed. Miguel Bosque, the coun-

try boy, received one hundred crowns
in gold, paid by a clerk of Perez.

Mesa, one of the bravos, was rewarded
with a gold chain, fifty doubloons of

eight, and a silver cup, besides receiv-

ing from the fair hand of Princess

Eboli herself a certificate as imder-

steward upon her estates.* The second

bravo, Insausti, who had done the deed,
the page Enriquez, and the scullion,
were all appointed eimgn$ in his 3/a-

jesty's army, with twenty gold crowns
of annual pension besides.* Their
commissions were signed by Philip on
the 19th of April 1578. Such were
the wages of murder at that day in

Spain; gold chains, sUver cups, doub-

loons, annuities, and commissiona in

the army ! The reward of fidelity, aa

in poor Escovedo's case, was oftener

the stiletto. Was it astonishing that

murderwas morecommon than fidelity !

With the subsequent career of Ai-
tonio Perez—his famous process, his

banishment, his intrigues, his innu-

endos, his long exile, and his miser-

able death, this history has no con-

cern. We rettim from our brief digres-
sion.

Before narrating the issue of the

plot against Antwerp citadel, it is

necessary to recur for a moment to

the Prince of Orange. In the deeda
and the written words of that one man
are comprised nearly all the history of

the Reformation in the Netherlands—
nearly the whole progress of the infant

Republic The rest, during this period,
is made up of the plottings and coim-

ter-plottings, the mutual wranglings
and recriminations of Don John and
the estates.

In the brief breathing-space now

Cabrera also narrates briefly the attempt*
at poisoning made by Perez at his own table,
ti-'^-ether with the execution of the slave.—
xiL 972.

s Mignet, p. 40.
» Mi^net (from the MS. p(toc«S8}, p. 4i.
* Ibid.
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afforded them, the inhabitants of Hol-
land and Zealand had been employing
themselves in the extensive repairs of

their vast system of dykes. These

barriers, which protected their coun-

try against the ocean, but which their

own hands had destroyed to preserve
themselves against tyranny, were now
thoroughly reconstructed, at a great

expense, the Prince everj'where en-

couraging the people with his presence,

directing them by his experience, in-

spiring them with his energy.^ The
task accomplished was stupendous, and

worthy, says a contemporary, of eter-

nal memory.^
At the popular request, the Prince

afterwards made a tour through the
little provinces, honouring every city
with a brief visit. The spontaneous
homage which went up to him from

every heart was pathetic and simple.
There were no triumphal arches, no
martial music, no banners, no theatri-

cal pageantry
—

nothing but the choral

anthem from thousands of grateful
hearts.

" Father William has come !

Father William has come !

"
cried

men, women, and children to each

other, when the news of his arrival in

town or village was announced.-* He
was a patriarch visiting his children,
not a conqueror, not a vulgar potentate

displaying himself to his admirers.

Happy were they who heard his voice,

happier they who touched his hands,
for his words were full of tenderness,
his hand was offered to all. There
were none so humble as to be forbid-

den to approach him, none so ignorant
as not to know his deeds. All knew
that to combat in their cause he had
descended from princely station, from
luxurious ease, to the position of a

. jiroscribed and almost beggared outlaw.

For them he had impoverished him-
Belf and his family, mortgaged his

estates, stripped himself of jewels,

furniture, almost of food and raiment.

Through his exertions the Spaniards
had been banished from their little

territory, the Inquisition crushed with-

in their borders, nearly all the sister

1 Bor, X. 819. Wagenaer, vii. 158. Hoofd,
Xii. 60i.

3 Bor, X. 819.
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provinces but yestei'day banded into a

common cause.

He found time, notwithstanding con-

gratulating crowds who thronged his

footsteps, to direct the labours of the

states-general, who still looked more
than ever to his guidance, as their

relations with Don John became more

complicated and unsatisfactory. In a

letter addressed to them, on the 20th
of June, from Harlem, he warned
them most eloquently to hold to the
Ghent Pacification as to their anchor
in the storm. He assured them, if it

was torn from them, that their des-

truction was inevitable. He reminded
them that hitherto they had got but
the shadow, not the substance of the

Treaty ;
that they had been robbed of

that which was to have been its chief

fruit—union among themselves. He
and his brothers, with their labour,
their wealth, and their blood, had laid '-]

down the bridge over which the coun- 1

try had stepped to the Pacification of <

Ghent. It was for the nation to main-

tain what had been so painfully won
;

yet he proclaimed to them that the

government were not acting in good
faith, that secret preparations were

making to annihilate the authority of

the states, to restore the edicts, to put
strangers into high places, and to set

up again the scaffold and the whole

machinery of persecution.*
In consequence of the seizure of

Namur Castle, and the accusations

made by Don John against Orange, in

order to justify that act, the Prince

had already despatched Taffin and

Saint Aldegonde to the states-general
with a commission to declare his sen-

timents upon the subject. He ad-

dressed, moreover, to the same body
a letter full of sincere and simple elo-

quence. "The Seigneur Don John,"
said he, "has accusedme of violating the

peace, and of countenancing attempts

against his life, and in endeavouring
to persuade j'ou into joining him in a

declaration of war against me and

against Holland and Zealand; but I

pray you, most affectionately, to ro-

8 Ibid., X. 830. Hoofd, xii. 520. Wageuaer,
vii. 150, 160.

* Sec tlio letter in Bor, x, 820, 830.
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member our mutual and solemn obli-

gations to maintain the treaty of

Ghent." He entreated the states,

therefore, to beware of the artifices

employed to seduce them from the

only path which led to the tranquillity
of their common coimtry, and her true

splendour and prosperity.
"
I belicTe

there is not one of you," he continued,
" who can doubt me, if he will weigh
carefully aU my actions, and consider

closely the course which I am pursu-
ing and have alwaj-s pursued. Let all

these be confronted with the conduct
of Don John, and any man will per-
ceive that aU my views of happiness,
both for my country and myself, imply
a peaceable enjoyment of the union,

joined with the legitimate restoration

of «ur liberties, to which aU good
patriots aspire, and towards which all

my designs have ever tended. As all

the grandeur of Don John, on the

contiary, consists in war, as there is

nothing which he so much abhors as

repose, as he has given ample proof of

these incUnations in all his designs
and enterprises, both before and after

the Treaty of Marche en Famine, both
within the country and beyond its

borders, as it is most manifest that his

purpose is, and ever has been, to em-
broil us with our neighbours of Eng-
land and Scotland in new dissensions,
as it naust be evident to every one of

you that his pretended accusations

against me are but colours and sha-

dows to embellish and to shroud his
own desire for war, his appetite for

vengeance, and his hatred not only to
me but to yourselves, and as his deter-

mination is, in the words of Escovedo,
to chastise some of us by means of the

rest, and to excite the jealousy of one

portion of the country against the
other—therefore, gentlemen, do I most

\

affectionately exhort you to found your
'

decision, as to these matters, not uf)on i

words but upon actions. Examine '

carefully my conduct in the points

concerning which the charges are

His Address to the States.

matle; listen attentively to what my
envoys wiU communicate to you io

my behalf; and then, having com-

pared it with all the proceedings of

Seigneur Don John, you will be able

to form a resolution worthy the rank
which you occupy, and befitting your
obligations to the whole people, of

whom you have been chosen chiefs

and protectors by God and by men.
Put away all considerations which

might obscure your clear eye-sight;
maintain with magnanimity, and like

men, the safety of yourselves, your
wives, your children, your estates,

your liberties; see that this poor
people, whose ej-es are fixed upon
you, does not perish; preserve them
from the greediness of those who
would grow great at your expense;
guard them from the yoke of miser-

able servitude; let not all our pos-

terity lament that, by oiu- pusillan-

imity, they have lost the liberties

which our ancestors had conquered
for them, and bequeathed to them as

well as to us, and that they have been

subjugated by the proud tj-ranny of

strangers.
"
Trusting," said the Prince, in con-

clusion, "that you will accord faith

and attention to my envoys, I will

only add an expression of my sincere

determination to employ myself in-

cessantly in your service^ and for the
welfare of the whole people, without

sparing any means in my power, nor

my life itself."^

The vigilant Prince was, indeed, not
slow to teike advantage of the Gover-
nor's false move. While in reality in-

tending peace, if it were possible, Don
John had thrown down the gauntlet;
while affecting to deal openly and

manfully, like a warrior and an em-

peror's son, he had involved himself
in petty stratagems and transparent
intrigues, by all which he had gained
nothing but the character of a plotter,
whose word could not be trusted.

Saint Aldegonde expressed the hope
*

]
This letter, of date AugTist, 1587, the

,
Stat\ium Belgii," tom. i. foL 367, 868.—Cora

original of which is in French, has never pare Bor, x. 830.
been published. It is in a collection of

j

* Saint Aldegonde to Count John of Nai
MSS. in the li»gue Archives, enutled " Acta i sau.—Ai-chives de la Maison d'Orange, vi
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that the seizure of Namur Castle would

open the eyea of the people, and cer-

tainly the Prince did his Lest to

sharpen their vision.

"While in North Holland, William
of Orange received an urgent invita-

tion from the magistracy and com-

munity of Utrecht to visit that city.

His authority, belonging to him under
his ancient commission, had not yet
been recognised over that province,
but there was no doubt that the con-

templated convention of "satisfaction"

was soon to be arranged, for his friends

there were ninnerous and influential.

His princess, Charlotte de Boui-bon,
who accompanied him on his tour,
trembled at the danger to which her

husband would expose himself by ven-

turing thus boldly into a territory
which might bo full of his enemies,
but the Prince determined to trust

the loyalty of a province which he

hoped would be soon his own. With
anxious forebodings, the Princess fol-

lowed her husband to the ancient epis-

copal city. As they entered its gates,
where an immense concourse was wait-

ing to receive him, a shot passed

thi'ough the carriage window, and
struck the Prince uj^on the breast.

The affrighted lady threw her arms
about his neck, shiieking that they
were betrayed; but the Prince, per-

ceiving that the supposed shot was
but a wad from one of the cannon,
which were still roaring their welcome
to him, soon succeeded in calming her
fears.^ The carriage passed slowlj''

through the streets, attended by the
vociferous greetings of the multitude

;

for the whole population had come
forth to do him honour. Women and
children clustered upon every roof and

balcony, but a painful incident again
marred the tranquillity of the occasion.

An apothecary's child, a little girl of

ten years, leaning eagerly from a lofty

balcony, lost her balance and fell to

the gro\xnd, directly before the horses
of the Prince's carriage. She was
killed stone dead by the fall. The

1 Bor, X. 830. Hoofd, xii. 520.

» Bor, Iloofd, xii. 521.

8 The articles of the "
Sati3&ctie," date4
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procession stopped; the Prince alight.

ed, lifted the little cor^jse in his arms,
and delivered it, with gentle words
and looks of consolation, to the un-

happy parents.^ The day seemed
marked with evil omens-, which were

fortunately destined to prove falla-

cious. The citizens of Utrecht be-

came more than ever inclined to accept,
the dominion of the Prince,whom they
honoured and whom they already
regarded as their natural chief. They
entertained him with banquets and
festivities during his brief visit, and it

was certain before he took his depart-
ure that the treaty of

"
Satisfaction

"

would not be long delayed. It was
drawn up, accordingly, in the autumn
of the same year, upon the basis of

that accepted by Harlem and Amster-
dam—a basis wide enough to support
both rehgions, with a nominal supre-

macy to the ancient Church.^

Meantime, much fruitless correspond-
ence had taken place between Don
John and the states. Envoys, de-

spatched by the two parties to each

other, had indulged in bitterness and
recrimination. As soon as the Gover-
nor had taken possession of Namur
Castle, he had sent the Seigneur de

Rassinghem to the states-general.
That gentleman carried with him
copies of two anonymous letters, re-

ceived by Don John upon the 19th
and 21st of July 1577, in which a

conspiracy against his life and liberty
was revealed. It was beHeved by the

Governor that Coimt Lalain, w'ho had

secretly invited him to a conference,
had laid an ambush for him. It waa
known that the country was full of

disbanded soldiers, and the Governor
asserted confidently that numbers of

desperadoes were lying in wait for

him in every village alehouse of

Hainault and Flanders. He called ou

the states to ferret out these conspira-

tors, and to inflict condign punishment
upon their more guilty chiefs; he

required that the soldiers, aa well as

the citizens, should be disarmed at

October 9, 167T, are given in Bor, x. 893-896.

V^ra nt Simplex Narratio, etc., p. 26.

* Bor, X. 832. Iloofd, xii. 600. DisoouK

Sommier des Justus Cai{<>es^ oto., 2U.
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Brussels and throughout Brabant, and

he justified his seizure of Namur, iip-ja

the general ground that his Hfe n'as no

longer safe, except in a fortress.^

In re^ly to the letter of the Gover-

nor, which waa dated the 24th of July,
the states despatched Marolles, Arch-

deacon of Ypres, and the Seigneur de

Bresse, to Namur, with a special mis-

fiion to enter into the whole subject of

chese grievances.* These gentlemen,

professing the utmost devotion to the

cavise of his Majesty's authority and
the CathoUc reUgion, expressed doubts
as to the existence of the supposed
conspiracy. They demanded that Don
John should denounce the culprits,
if any such were known, in order that

proper chastisement might be instantly
inflicted. The conversation which en-

sued was certainly unsatisfactory. The
Governor used lofty and somewhat

threatening language, assuring Marolles

that he was at that moment in posses-

sion, not only of Xamur but of Ant-

werp citadel ; and the deputies accoi-d-

ingly departed, having accomplished
very httle by their journey. Their
backs were scarcely turned, when Don
John, on his part, immediately ap-

pointed another commission, consisting
of Rassinghem and Grobbendonck, to

travel from Xamur to Brussels.* These

envoys carried a long letter of griev-

ances, enclosing a short list of de-

mands.* The letter reiterated his com-

plaints about conspiracies, and his

protestations of sincerity. It was full

of censure upon the Prince of Orange ;

stigmatised his intrigues to obtain

possession of Amsterdam without a

proper
"
Satisfaction," and of Utrecht,

to which he had no claim at alL It

maintained that the Hollanders and
Zealanders were bent upon utterly

exterminating the Cathohc rehgicn,
and that they avowed pubHcly their

intention to refuse obedience to the

assembly-general, should it decree the
maintenance of the ancient worship

Mere Diplomactf

^ See the letter of Doa Joliu in Bor, x.
J32. « Bor, xi. 834.

*
Bor, xi. 834, 835. Discours Sommier,

etc., pp. 29, 30.

See the letter In Bor, xi. S36, S37.
' Letter of Don John, Juiy 27, 1577. Bor,

%\A sup. 6 la Bor, xi. S37, 838.
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only. His chief demanils were that

the states should send him a list of

persons qualified to be members of th**

general assembly, that he might see

whether there were not individuals

among them whom he might choose
to reject. He fvirther required that,
if the Prince of Orange did not in-

stantly fulfil the treaty of Ghent, the
states should cease to hold any com-
munic3iion with him. He also sum-
moned the states to provide him forth-

with with a suitable body-guard-'
To these demands and complaints,

the estates rephed by a string of

resolutions.* They made their usual

protestations of attachment to his

Majesty and the Cathohc faith, and

they granted willingly a foot-guard of

three hundred archers. They, how-

ever, stoutly denied the Governor's

right to make eliminations in their

lists of deputies, because, from time

immemorial, these representatives had
been chosen by the clergy, nobles,

cities, and boroughs. The names might
change daily, nor were there any
suspicious ones among them, but it

was a matter with which the Govemoi
had no concern. They promised that

every effort should be made to bring
about the execution of the treaty by
the Prince of Oi-ange. They begged
Don John, however, to abandon the
citadel of Xamur, and gave him to

understand that his secret practices
had been discovered, a large packet of

letters having recently been inter-

cepted in the neighbourhood of Bour-

deaux, and sent to the Prince of

Orange.'^ Among them were some
of the despatches of Don John and
Escovedo, to his Majesty and to
Antonio Perez, to which allusion has

already been made.
Count Bossu, De Bresse, and Meet-

kercke were the envoys deputed to

convey these resolutions to Namur.
They had a long and bitter conversa-
tion with Don John, who complained

"! They had fallen into the hands ofHenry
of Navarre, who had forwarded them to the
Prince of Orange, by whom they were laid
before the deputies ot" the Etate»%eiieral oa
the 25th of July.—Meteren, vii. 121. Hoofd,
xii. 516. Compare Plscours Sommier, eta,
pp. 3^ 33.
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more furiously than ever of the oon-

Bpiracies against his person, and of the

intrigues of Orange. He insisted that
this arch-traitor had been sowing tlie

seed of his damnable doctrines broad-
cast through the Netherlands; that
the earth was groaning with a daily

ripening harvest of rebellion and heresy.
It was time, he cried, for the states to

abandon the Prince, and rally round
their King. Patience had been ex-

hausted. He had himself done all, and
more than could have been demanded.
He had faithfully executed the Ghent
Pacification, but his conduct had
neither elicited gratitude nor inspired
confidence.^

The deputies replied, that to the
due execution of the Ghent treaty it

was necessary that he should disband
the German troops, assemble the states-

general, and carry out their resolutions.

Until these things, now undone, had
been accomplished, he had no right to

plead his faithful fulfilment of the
Pacification. After much conversation—in which the same grievances were

repeated, the same statements pro-
duced and contradicted, the same de-

mands urged and evaded, and the same
menaces exchanged as upon former
occasions—the deputies returned to

Brussels.'^

Immediately after their departure,
Don John learned the result of his

project upon Antwerp Castle. It will

be remembered that he had withdrawn

Aerschot, under pretext of requiring
his company on the visit to Queen
Margaret, and that he had substituted

Treslong, an imscrupulous partisan of

his own, in the government of the
citadel. The temporary commander
Boon foujQd, however, that he had un-
dertaken more than he could perform.
The troops under Van Ende were re-

fused admittance into the town, al-

though permission to quarter them
there had been requested by the
Governor-General.^ The authorities

had been assured that the troops were

necessary for the protection of their

' Bor, xi. 838, 839. » Ibid,
» Bor, xi. 852. Hoofd, xii. 517.
* Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup. Meteren, vii. 122.

DJKCOurs Sommier, etc., p. 36, aqq. Cabrera,
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city, but the magistrates had learned,
but too recently, the nature of the

protection which Van Ende, with his

mercenaries, would afford. A detach-
ment of states troops under De Vers,

Champagny's nephew, encountered the

regiment of Van Ende, and put it to

flight with considerable loss. At the
same time, an officer in the garrison of

the citadel itself. Captain De Bours,
undertook secretly to carry the fort-

ress for the estates. His operations
were secret and rapid. The Seigneur
de Liedekerke had succeeded Cham-

pagny in the government of the citj'.

This appointment had been brought
about by the agency of the Greffier

Martini, a warm partisan of Orange.
The new Governor was known to be

very much the Prince's friend, and
believed to be at heart a convert to

the Reformed religion. With Martini
and Liedekerke, De Bours arranged
his plot. He was supplied with a large
sum of money, readily furnished in

secret by the leading mercantile houses
of the city. These funds were success-

fully invested in gaining over the gar-

rison, only one company holding firm

for Treslong. The rest, as that ofiicer

himself informed Don John, were

ready at any moment "to take him by
the throat."'*

On the 1st of August, the day fixed

upon in concert with the Governor and

Greffier, he was, in fact, taken by the

throat. There was but a brief combat,
the issue of which became accidentally
doubtful in the city. The white-

plumed hat of De Bours had been
struck from his head in the struggle,
and had fallen into the foss. Floating
out into the river, it had been recog-
nised by the scouts sent out by the

personages most interested, and the

information was quickly brought to

Liedekerke, who was lying concealed

in the house of Martini, awaiting the

result. Their dismay was great, but

Martini, having more confidence than

the Governor, sallied forth to learn the

whole truth.® Scarcely had he got

xi. 933, sqq. Letter of Treslong to Don
John, August 1, 1677, in appendix to Die-

cours Sommier, pp. 70, 77.
» Bor. xi. 853. Hoofd, xii. 618.
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into the streets than he heard a wel-

come cry. "The Beggars have the

castle ! the Beggars have the castle !

"

shouted a hundred voices.^ He soon

met a Leuteuant coming straight from
the fortress, who related to him the

whole affair. Learning that De Bours

was completely victorious, and that

Treslong was a prisoner, Martini has-

tened with the important intelligence
to his own home, where Liedekerke

lay concealed. That functionary now

repaired to the citadel, whither the

magistrates, the leading citizens, and
the chief merchants were instantly
summoned. The castle was carried,

but the city was already trembling
with apprehension lest the German
mercenaries quartered within its walls,
should rise with indignation or panic,
and repeat the horrid tragedy of The

Antwerp Fury.'
In truth, there seemed danger of

such a catastrophe. The secret cor-

respondence of Don John with the
colonels was already discovered,^ and
it was seen how warmly he had im-

pressed upon the men with whom he
had been tampering, "that the die was

cast, and that aU their art was neces-

sary to make it turn up successfully."
*

The castle was carried, but what would
become of the city ? A brief and eager
consultation terminated in an imme-
diate offer of three hundred thousand
crowns by the leading merchants. This

money was to be employed in amicably
satisfying, if possible, the German
soldiers, who had meanwhile actually
come to arms, and were assembled in

the Place de Meer. Feeling imsafe,

however, in this locality, their colonels

had led them into the new town. Here,
having barricaded themselves with gxm-
carriages, bales, and boxes, they await-

ed, instead of initiating, the events
which the day might bring forth.' A
deputation soon arrived mth a white

" Het casteel is gies 1 het casteel is gies '."
'

r, xi. 854.
-
Bor, xi. 8M. Hoofd, xii. 518.

» It was discovered on the talking of the
citadel by De Boure Bor, xi. 851. Hoofd,
tii. 518.

' "Y pues queda ya el dado fiiera do la
o, cs menester encaminarle a que forra
li."— Letter of Ron John to Coionelj

Antwerp Citadel Gained. 709

flag from the castle, and commissioners

were appointed by the commanding
oflBcers of the soldiery. The offer was
made to pay over the arrears of their

wages, at least to a very large amoimt,
on condition that the troops would
forthwith and for ever evacuate the

city. One himdred and fifty thousand
crowns were offered on the naU. The
merchants stood on the bridge leading
from the old town to the new, in full

sight of the soldiers. They held in

their hands their purses, filled with the

glittering gold. The soldiers were
frantic with the opportunity, and
swore that they would have their

officers' lives, if the tempting and un-

expected offer should be declined,

Nevertheless, the commissioners went
to and fro, ever finding something to

alter or arrange. In truth, the mer-
chants had agreed to furnish, if neces-

sary, three hundred thousand crowns ;

but the thrifty negotiators were dis-

posed, if diplomacy could do it, to sav6

the moiety of that sum. Day began
to sink, ere the bargain was completed,
when suddenly sails were descried in

the distance, and presently a large
fleet of war vessels, with banner and

pennon flying before a favoiu-ing

breeze, came sailing up the Scheld,*'

It was a squadron of the Prince's ships,
imder conunand of Admiral Haul-
tain. He had been sent against Tholen,
but, having received secret intelligence,

had, with happy audacity, seized the

opportunity of striking a blow in the
cause which he had served so faith-

fully. A shot or two fired from the
vessels among the barricades had a

quickening effect. A sudden and

astounding panic seized the soldiers.
" The Beggars are coming ! the Beggars
are coming !

" "

they yelled in dismay ;

for the deeds of the ocean-beggars had
not become less appalling since the
memorable siege of Leyden. The mer-

Frondsberger and Fiigger, July 23, 1577,

appendix to Discours Soinniier, p. 60. Bor.
xi 849.

* Bor, xL 854. Hoofd, xii. 518. Meteren,
vii. 122.

•
Ibid., xi. 855. Ibid., xii. 519. Ibid.

' " Die guesen, die gaesen, daar zynza l"

—Hoofd, xiL £19. Bor, xi. S55.
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chants still stood on the bridge with
their purses in their hand. The envoys
from the castle still waved their white

flags. It was too late. The horror

inspired by the wild Zealanders over-

powered the hope of wages, extin-

guished all confidence in the friendship
of the citizens. The mercenaries,

yielding to a violent paroxysm of

fear, fled hither and thither, panting,

doubling, skulking, like wolves before

the hounds." 1 Their flight was ludi-

crous. Without staying to accept the

money which the merchants were

actually offering, without packing iip

their own property, in many cases even

throwing away their arms, they fled,

helter skelter, some plunging into the

Scheld, some skimming along the

dykes, some rushing across the open
fields.

A portion of them under Colonel

Fugger, afterwards shut themselves up
in Bergen op Zoom, where they were
at once besieged by Champagny, and
were soon glad to compromise the

matter by surrendering their colonel,
and laying down their arms." The
remainder retreated to Breda, where

they held out for two months, and
were at length overcome by a neat

stratagem of Orange. A captain, be-

ing known to be in the employment
of Don John, was arrested on his way
to Breda. Carefully sewed up in his

waistband was found a letter, of a

finger's breadth, written in cipher, and
sealed with the Governor-General's

seal. Colonel Frondsberger, com-

manding in Breda, was in this rais-

Bive earnestly solicited to hold out

two months longer, within which
time a certain relief was promised.
In place of this letter, deciphered with
much diSiculty, a new one was sub-

stituted, which the celebrated printer,
William Syhnus, of Antwerp, prepared
with great adroitness, adding the sig-

nature and seal of Don John.-^ In
this counterfeit epistle, the Colonel

was directed to do the best he could

for himself, by reason that Don John

1 "Als wolvon die nasrcjagt werden v.in

tie hoiiden."—Bor, xi. 855".
2
Bor, xi. 856, Hoofd, xi. 522.

« Ibid. Ibid., xu. 522, 523.
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was himself besieged, and unabie to

render him assistance. The same cap-
tain who had brought the real letter

was bribed to deliver the counterfeit.

This ta.sk he faithfully performed,
spreading the fictitious intelligence

besides, with such ardour through the

town, that the troops rose upon their

leader, and surrendered him with the

city and their own arms, into the cus-

tody of ,the estates. Such was the re-

sult of the attempt by Don John to

secure the citadel of Antwerp. Not
only was the fortress carried for the

estjites, but the city itself, for the first

time in twelve years, was reUeved
from a foreign soldiery.'*

The rage and disappointment of the
Governor-General were excessive. He
had boasted to Marolles a day too

soon. The prize which he thought
already in his grasp had slipped

through his fingers, while an inter-

minable list of demands which he
dreamed not of, and which were

likely to make him bankrupt, were ,

brought to his door. To the states,
'

not himself, the triumph seemed t

the moment decreed. The "dii

had taken a run against him, notwitu-

standing his pains in loading and

throwing. Nevertheless, he did not

yet despair of revenge.
" Th

rebels," he wrote to the Empi\
dowager, his sister, "think that ;'

tune is all smiles for them now, .

that all is ruin for me. The wretcuts
are growing proud enough, and forget
that their chastisement, some finH

morning, will yet arrive."'

On the 7th of August, he addrcs- •

another long letter to the estates.

This document was accompanied, as

usual, by cei"tain demand.s, drawn up
categorically in twenty-three articles.*

The estates considered his terms hard

and strange, for in their opinion it

was themselves, not the Governor,
who were masters of the situation.

Nevertheless, he seemed incUned t<?

treat as if he had gained, not missed,
the citadel of Antwerp; as if the

* Bor, xi. 85G, SoT. Iloofd, xii. 523.
« Don John's letter to the Empregs,

August 14, 1577, appendi.K to Disoours Son>

mier, p, 82, * Bor, xi. i?.0, sqq.
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troops with wiiom he had tampered
were mustered in the field, not shut

up in distant towns, and ah«ady at

the mercy of the states party. The
Govenior demanded that all the forces

of the country should be placed under

hia own immediate control; that

Count Bossu, or some other person
nominated by himself, should be ajv

pointed to the government of Fries-

land ; that the people of Brabant and
Flanders shotild set themselves in-

stantly to hunting, catching, and

chastising all vagrant heretics and

preachers. He required, in particular,
that Saint Aldegonde and Theron,
those most mischievous rebels, should

be prohibited from setting their foot

in any city of the Netherlands. He
insisted that the commimity of Brus-

sels should lay down their arms, and
resume their ordinary handicrafts. He
demanded that the Prince of Orange
should be made to execute the Ghent

treaty ;
to suppress the exercise of the

Reformed religion in Harlem, Schoon-

hoven, and other places ;
to withdraw

his armed vessels from their threaten-

ing stations, and to restore Nieuport.

unjustly detained by him. Should
the Prince persist in his obstinacy,
Don John summoned them to take

arms against him, and to support their

lawful Governor. He, moreover, re-

quired the immediate restitution of

Antwerp citadel, and the release of

Treslong from prison.^

Although, regarded from the Span-
ish point of view, such demands might
seem reasonable, it was also natural

that their audacity should astonish
the estates. That the man who had
violated so openly the Ghent treaty
should rebuke the Priuce for his de-

faidt—that the man who had tampered
with the German mercenaries until

they were on the point of making
another Antwerp Fury, should now
claim the command over them and all

other troops
—that the man who had

attempted to gain Antwerp citadel by
a base stratagem should now cooUy
demand its restoration, seemed to them
the perfection of insolence. The baf-

1 Letter of Don John, 7 Aug. 1577.—Bor.
xi. 839, S40
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fled conspu-ator boldly claimed the

prize Yhich was to have rewarded a

successful periidy. At the very mo-
ment when the Escovedo letters and
the correspondence with the German
colonels had been laid before their

eyes, it was a httle too much that the

double-dealing bastard of the double-

dealing Emperor should read them a
lecture upon sincerity. It was certain

that the perplexed and outwitted

warrior had placed himself at last in

a very false position. The Prince of

Orange, with his usual adroitness,
made the most of his adversary's false

moves. Don John had only succeeded

in digging a pitfall for himself. Hia

stratagems against Xamur and Ant-

werp had produced him no fruit,

saving the character, which his anta-

gonist now fuUy succeeded in establish-

ing for him, of an unscrupulous and
artful schemer. This reputation was
enhanced by the discovery of the

intercepted letters, and by the ingenu-

ity and eagerness with which they
were turned to account against him

by the Piince, by Saint Aldegonde,
and aU the anti-Catholic party. The
ti-ue key to his reluctance against de-

spatching the troops by land, the state;!

had not obtained. They did not dream
of his romantic designs upon England,
and were therefore excusable in attri-

buting a still deeper periMy to his

arrangements.
Even had he been sent to the

Netherlands in the fuU possession of

his faculties, he would have been no
match in political combinations for liis

powerful antagonists. Hood-winked
and fettered, suspected by his master,

bafSed, bewildered, irritated by his

adversary, what could he do but

plunge from one difficulty to another,
and oscillate between extravagant
menace and desponding concession,
until his hopes and life were wasted

quite away? His instructions came
from Philip through Perez, and that
most profound dissembler, as we have

seen, systematically deceived '^ the Go-

vernor, with the view of eliciting
treasonable matters, Philip wishing

* Memorial do Ant. Perez, Obras y H*-

I
laciones. p. 300.
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if possible, to obtain proofs of Don
John's secret designs against his own
crown. Thus eveiy letter from Spain
was filled with false information and
v.-ith lying persuasions.^ No doubt
the Governor considered himself en-

titled to wear a crown, and meant to

win it, if not in Africa, then in Eng-
land, or wherever fate might look

propitiously upon him. He was of

the stuff of which crusaders and

dynasty founders had been made, at a

somewhat earlier epoch. AVho could
have conquered the holy sepulchre,
or wrested a crown from its lawful

wearer, whether in Italy, Muscovy,
the Orient, or in the British Ultima

Thule, more bravely than this imperial
bastard, this valiant and romantic ad-

venturer ? Unfortunatelj', he came a

few centuries too late. The days when
dynasties were founded, and European
thrones appropriated by a few foreign

freebooters, had passed, and had not

yet returned. He had come to the

Netherlands desirous of smoothing
ever difficulties and of making a

p^^'\ceful termination to that rebellion

a stepping-stone to his English throne.

He was doomed to a profound disap-

pointment, a broken heart, and a pre-
mature grave, instead of the glittering
baubles which he pursued. Already
ho found himself bitterly deceived in

his hojies. The obstinate Nether-
landers would not love him, notwith-

standing the good wishes he had
manifested. They would not even
love the King of Spain, notwithstand-

ing the blessings which his Majesty
was declared to have heaped upon
them. On the contrary, they per-
sisted in wasting their perverse affec-

tions upon the pestilent Prince of

Orange. That heretic was leading
them to destruction, for he was shew-

The Rise of the Dutch Republic.

1 Memorial of Antonio Pcroz, passim.
—

Compare Mignot, Antonio Perez et Philippe
II., Bi-uxelles, 1845, pp. 10-21.

2 "
Porque estos aqiii ni quiercn convecr

n su Dios iii obedcjer a su Key como deven ;

antes preteudeu iibertad en todo. De
jnancra que cs compassion grandi.'sima rer

tomo lo iratan y las desverguen^as y poco
rcspeto coa que pagan a su M;ijostad las

mercedes que Us hti Jucho; y a- mi los trabajos,

iudignii'.ades y pcligi'os que Lc passado por

[1577.

ing them the road to liberty, and

nothing, in the eyes of the Governor,
could be more pitiable than to behold
an innocent people setting forth upon
such a journey.

" In truth," said he,

bitterly, in his memorable letter to

his sister the Empress,
"
they are will-

ing to recognise neither God nor king.

They pretend to liberty in all things :

so that 'tis a gi-eat pity to see how
they are going oh

; to see the impu-
dence and disrespect with which they
repay his Majesty for the favours
which he has shewn them, and me for

the labours, indignities, and dangers
which I have undergone for their

sakes.'"^

Nothing, indeed, in the Governcn'

opinion, could surpass the insolence oi

the Netherlanders, save their ingi'ati-
tude. That v/as the serpent's tooth

which was ever wounding the clement

King and his indignant brother. It

seemed so bitter to meet with thank-

lessness, after seven years of Alva and
three of Eequesens ;

after the laboui-s

of the Blood-Council, the massacres of

Naarden, Zutphen, and Harlem, the

siege of Leyden, and the fury of Ant-

werp. ".Little profit there has been,"
said the Governor to his sister,

" or is

like to be from all the good which we
have done to these bad people. In

short, they love and obey in all things
the most perverse and heretic tyrant
and rebel in the whole world, which is

this damned Prince of Orange, while, on

tlie contrary, without fear of God or

shame before men, they abhor an I

dishonour the name and commaml
ments of their natural sovereign."

Therefore, with a doubting spirit, aui]

almost with a broken heart, had the

warrior shut himself up in Namiu-

Castle, to await the progress of event

and to escape from the snares of li

estas pcutcs."— Letter to the Empi-c
-

appendix to Discours Sommier, p. 81.
8 "Mire V. Mag"!, quan poco que ha apro-

vcehado in apvoveolia para los malos el bieu

que se les haze. Al fiii, ellos aman y obo
deccn do todo punto al mas perverao y
tjTanno hercje y rebclde dc la tierraqtie «
eite condenado del Principe de Oianyes: y
nborvecen y dcsacatan cl nonibre y man-
damlentos dc .su pnr.cipe y natural Seflor:

sin temor do Dios ni respoto o vcvgueu^:'. di;

las gcntcs."
—Ibid.
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enemies. " God inoics liow much I de-

tire to avoid extremities" said he,
" but

I know not what to do with men who
shew themselv&a so obstinately rebel-

lious." ^

Thu3 pathetically Don John be-
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than anything else in the world. Ht;

averred that, if his person was as odious

to them as it seemed, he was only too

ready to leave the land, as soon as the

King should appoint his successor.

He reminded them that the question
wailed his fate. The nation had

j

of peace or war laynot with himself.

turned from God, from Philip, from
himself

; yet he still sat in his castle,

determined to save them fi-om destruc-

tion and his own hands from blood-

shed, if such an issue were yet pos-
sible. Nor was he entirely deserted,
for among the faithless a few were
faithful still. Although the people
were in open revolt, there was stUl

a handful of nobles resolved to do their

duty towards their God and King.
fc...

" This little band," said the Governor,
"has accompanied me hither, like

gentlemen and chevaliers of honour." -

IJrave Berlaymont and his four sons

were loyal to the last, but others of

this limited number of gentlemen and
chevaliers of honovir were already de-

serting him. As soon as the result of

the enterprise against Antwerp citadel

was known, and the storm was gather-

ing most darkly over the royal cause,
Aerschot and Havre were first to spread
their wings and flutter away in search

of a more congenial atmosphere.* In

September, the Duke was again as he
had always professed himself to be,
with some important intervals of ex-

'^"ption
—" the affectionate brother and

•ilial friend of the Prince of Orange."*
The letter addressed by Don John

to the states upon the 7th of Augnst,
had not yet been answered. Feeling,
soon aftenvards, more sensible of his

position, and perhaps less inflamed
with indignation, he addi-essed another
communication to them, upon the 13th
of the same month. In this epistle he

expressed an extreme desire for peace,
and a hearty desire to be relieved, if

possible, from his most painftd situa-

tion. He protested, before God and
man, that his intentions were most
honest, and that he abhorred war more

1 Letter to the Empress, 81.
* "Como bonradissiinos cavallcros."—

Ibid.
* Hoofd, xiL 520. Aerschot was in such

• hiirry to escajae, that he rode off from the

but with them; and that the world
would denounce as guilty those with
whom rested the responsibility. He
concluded with an observation which,
in iis humility, seemed sufficiently ironi-

cal, that if they had quite finished the

perusal of the despatches from Madi-id

to his address, which they had inter-

cepted, he should be thankful for an

opportvmity of reading them himself.

He expressed a hope, therefore, that

they would be fonvarded to Xamur.*
This letter was answered at consider-

able length, upon the second day. The
states made their customary protesta-
tions of attachment to his Majesty,
their fidehty to the Catholic church,
their determination to maintain both
the Ghent treaty and the Perpetual
Edict. They denied all responsibihty
for the present disastrous condition of

the relations between themselves and

government, having disbanded nearly
all their own troops, while the Gover-
nor had been strengthening his forces

up to the period of his retreat into

Is amur. He protested, indeed, friend-

ship and a sincere desire for peace, but
the intercepted letters of Escovedo and
his own had revealed to them the evil

counsels to which he had been listen-

ing, and the intrigues which he had
been conducting. They left it to hLs

conscience whether they could reason-

ably believe, after the perusal of these

documents, that it was his intention

to maintain the Ghent treaty, or any
treaty; and whether they were not

justified in their resort to the natural

right of self-defence.®

Don John was already fully aware
of the desperate error which he had
committed. In seizing Xamur and

attempting Antwerp, he had thrown

castle upon a horse without a saddle.—Gachard, Bull. Com. Roy. iL 135.
* Archives de la liaison d'Orange, vi. pp.

UZ, 144. 5 See the letter m Bor, h. 857.
•

iior, xi. 863.
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down the gauntlet. Wishing peace,
he had, in a panic of rage and anxiety,
declared and enacted war. The hridge
was broken behind him, the ships
burned, a gulf opened, a return to

peace rendered almost impossible.
Yet it is painful to observe the almost

passionate longings which at times
seemed to possess him for accommoda-

ting the quarrel, together with his

absolute incapacity to appreciate his

position. The Prince was triumphant;
the Governor in a trap. Moreover,
it was a trap which he had not only
entered voluntarily, but which he had
set himself; he had played into the
Prince's hands, and was frantic to see

his adversary tranquilly winning the

game. It was almost melancholy to

observe the gradation of his tone from

haughty indignation to dismal con-

cession. In an elaborate letter which
he addressed " to the particular states,

bishops, councillors, and cities of the

Netherlands," he protested as to the

innocence of his intentions, and com-

plained bitterly of the calumnies cir-

culated to his discredit by the Prince

of Orange. He denied any intention

of recalling the troops which he had

dismissed, except in case of absolute

necessity. He affirmed that his ]\ta-

jesty sincerely desired peace. He
averred that the country was either

against the King, against the Catholic

religion, against himself, or against all

three together. He bitterly asked

what further concessions were required.
Had he not done all he had ever pro-
mised? Had he not discharged tlie

Spaniards, placed the castles in the

hands of natives, restored the ]}vi\\-

leges, submitted to insults and inde-

cencies? Yet, in spite of all which
had passed, he declared his readiness

to resign, if another prince or princess
of the blood more acceptable to them
could be appointed.^ The letter to

the states was followed by a proposi-
tion for a cessation of hostilities, and
for the appointment of a commission

to devise means for faithfully execu-

ting the Ghent treaty. This proposi-
tion was renewed, .i few daj's later,

> See the letter in Bor xi. 858-S60.
*

Ibid., xi. 860, 861, 862.
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together with an offer for an exchange
of hostages.2

It was not difficult for the estates to

answer the letters of the Govomor.
Indeed, there was but little lack of

argument on either side throughout
this unhappy controversy. It is dis-

mal to contemplate the interminable

exchange of protocols, declarations,

demands, apostilles, replications and

rejoinders, which made up the sub-
stance of Don John's administration.
Never was chivalrous crusader so out
of place. It was not a soldier that was
then required for Philip's exigency,
but a scribe. Instead of the famous
sword of Lepanto, the "barbarous

pen" of Hopperus had been much
more suitable for the work required.

Scribbling Joachim in a war-galley,

yard-arm and yard-arm with the Tur-
kish captain-pacha, could have hardly
felt less at ease than did the brilliant

warrior thus condemned to scrawl and
dissemble. While marching from con-

cession to concession, he found tLi

states conceiving daily more distrr

and making daily deeper encroac
ments. Moreover, his deeds up 1 1

the time when he seemed desirous i i

retrace his steps had certainly been,
at the least, equivocal. Therefore, it

was natural for the estates, in reply to

the questions in his letter, to observe
that he had indeed dismissed th'^

Spaniards, but that he had tampei'
with and retained the Germans; tli

he had indeed placed the citadels in

the hands of natives, but that he had
tried his best to wrest them away
again ;

that he had indeed professed

anxiety for peace, but that his inter-

cepted letters proved his preparations
for war.* Already there were rumours
of Spanish troops returning in small

detachments out of France. Already
the Governor was known to be enrol-

ling fresh mercenaries to supply the

place of those whom he had unsuccess-

fully endeavoured to gain to liis stan-

dard. As early <is the 26th of July, in

fact, the Marquis d'Ayamonte in Milan,
and Don Juan de Idiaquez in Genoa,
had received letters from Don John of

« Bor, xi. 861, 862.
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Austria, stating that, as the provinces
had proved false to their engagements,
he would no longer be held by his own,
and intimating his desire that the

veteran troops which had but so re-

cently been dismissed from Flanders,
should forth-n-ith return.^ Soon after-

wards, Alexander Famese, Prince of

Parma, received instructions from the

King to superintend these movements,
and to carry the aid of his own already

distinguished military genius to his

uncle in the Netherlands.*

On the other hand, the states felt

their strength daily more sensibly.

Guided, as usual, by Orange, they had

already assumed a tone in their corres-

pondence which must have seemed
oft«n disloyal, and sometimes positive-

ly insulting, to the Governor. They
even answered his hints of resignation
in favour of some other prince of the

blood, by expressing their hopes that

his successor, if a member of the royal
house at all, would at least be "a legiti-

mate one.' This was a severe thrust at

the haughty chieftain, whose imperial
Airs rarely betrayed any consciousness

of Barbara Blomberg and the bend
sinister on his shield. He was made
to understand, through the medium of

Brabantine bluntness, that more im-

portance was attached to the marriage

ceremony in the Netherlands than he
seemed to imagine. The categorical
demands made by the estates seemed
even more indigestible than such col-

lateral affronts, for they had now for-

mally affirmed the views of Orange as

to the constitutional government of

the provinces. In their letter of 26th

August, they expressed their willing-

ness, notwithstanding the past delin-

quencies of the Governor, to yield him
their confidence again; but, at the
same time, they enumerated condi-

tions which, with his education and

views, could hardly seem to him ad-

missible. They required him to dis-

band aU the soldiers in his service, to

Bend the Germans instantly out of the

country, to dismiss every foreigner
from office, whether civil or military,

1 Cabrera, xi. 937, 93S.
•

Ibid., xi, 940.
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and to renounce his secret league with
the Duke of Guise. They insisted

that he should thenceforth govern
only with the advice and consent of

the State Council, that he should exe-

cute that which should by a majority
of votes be ordained there, that neither

measures nor despatches should bo

binding or authentic tmless drawn up
at that board.* These certainly were
views of administration which, even if

consonant with a sound historical view
of the Netherland constitutions, hardly
tallied with his monarch's instructions,
his own opinions, or the practice under
Alva and Requesens ;

but the coimtry
was still in a state of revolution, and
the i>arty of the Prince was gaining
the upper hand.

It was the determination of that

great statesman, according to that

which he considered the legitimate

practice of the government, to restore

the administration to the State Coun-

cil, which executive body ought of

right to be appointed by the states-

generaL In the states-general, as in

the states-particular, a constant care

was to be teken towards ''.trengthening
the most popular elem .-nt, the " com-

munity" of each city the aggregate,
that is to say, of its ^lUd-representa-
tives and its admitted burghers. This

was, in the opinion of the Prince, the
true theory of the governments—re-

publican in all but form—under the

hereditary protection, not the despotic

authority, of a family, whose rights
were now nearly foi-feited. It was
a great step in advance that these

views shoiUd come to be thus formally
announced, not in Holland and Zealand

only, but by the deputies of the states-

general, although such a doctrine, to

the proud stomach of Don John,
seemed sufficiently repulsive. X.ot le^
so was the cool intimation with which
the paper concluded, that if he should
execute his threat of resigning, the

country would bear his loss with forti-

tude, coupled as was that statement
with a declaration that, until his suc-

cessor should be appointed, the State

Bor, xi. 859.—Compare Meteren, vi. 119 ; ]
86

Groen v. Piinst., Archives, vi. 170, note].
Letter of Aug. 1:8, 1577. in Bor, xi 881,
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Council would consider itself charged
ad interim with the government. In
the raeantime, the Governor was re-

quested not to calumniate the estates

to foreign governments, as he had so

recently done in his intercepted letter

to the Empress-dowager.^
Upon receiving this letter, "Don

John," says a faithful old chronicler,
" found that the cranes had invited the

fox to dinner." ^ In truth, the illus-

trious soldier was never very successful

in his efforts, for which his enemies

gave him credit, to piece out the skin

of the lion with that of the fox.' He
now felt himself exposed and out-

witted, while he did not feel conscious

of any very dark design. He answered
the letter of the states by a long com-

mimication, dated from Namur castle,

28th of August.^ In style, he was

comparatively temperate, but the jus-
tification which he attempted of his

past conduct was not very happy. He
noticed the three different points which
formed the leading articles of the accu-

sation brought against him, the matter,

namely, of the intercepted letters, of

the intrigues with the German colonels,
and the seizuie of Namur. He did

not deny the anthorship of the letters,

but contented h:mself with a reference

to their date, as if its priority to his

installation as Governor furnished a

sufficient palliation of the bad faith

which the letters revealed.* As to the

despatches of Escovedo, he denied

responsibility for any statements or

opinions which they might contain.

As the Secretary, however, was known
to be his most confidential friend, this

attempt to shuffle off his own com-

plicity was held to be both lame and
unhandsome. As for the correspond-
ence with the colonels, his defence was

hardly, more successful, and rested

upon a general recrimination upon the

Prince of Orange. As that personage
was agitating and turbulent, it was not

possible, the Governor urged, that he

1 Letter of the States-general in Bor, xi.

661, 862.
2 " en dat Ae Kraoii, so de fabol seid.

de Vos te gast genood hadde," etc.—Cor, xi.

862b.
* Response d nn petit livret, intitule, De-

cluratiou de I'lutention du Seign^. Don Jehon

should himself remain quljt. It was
out of his power to execute the treaty
and the edict, in the face of a notorious

omission on the part of his adversai-y
to enforce the one or to publish the
other. It comported neither with his

dignity nor his safety to lay down his

weapons while the Princo and his

adherents were arming. He should
have placed himself " in a very foolisn

position," had he allowed himself un-
armed to be dictated to by the armed.
In defence of himself on the third

point, the seizure of Namur Castle, he
recounted the various circumstances
with which the reader is already ac-

quainted. He laid particular stress

upon the dramatic manner in which
the Vicomte de Gand had drawn his

cui-tains at the dead of night; he
narrated at great length the ominous

warning which he had likewise received

from the Duke of Aerschot in Brussels,
and concluded with a circumstantial
account of the ambush which he be-

lieved to have been laid for him by
Count de Lalain." The letter conclud-

ed with a hoj^e for an arrangement of

difficidties, not yet admitted by the
Governor to be insurmountable, and
with a request for a formal conference,

accompanied by an exchange of host-

ages.^
While this coiTespondence was pro-

ceeding between Namur and Brussels,
an event was occurring in Antwerp
which gave much satisfaction to

Orange. The Spanish Fury, and the

recent unsuccessful attempt of Don
John to master the famous citadel,
had determined the authorities to take

the counsel which the Prince had so

often given in vain, and the fortress

of Antwerp was at length razed to the

ground, on the side towards the city.*

it would be more correct to say that

it was not the authorities, but the city

itseK which rose at last and threw off

the saddle by which it had so long
been galled. More than ten thousand

d'Awatrice, p. 3.—Anvers, 1778.
* Bor, xi. 862, 803.
6 Ibid. Hoofd, -xii. 621.
6 Letter of Don John, Aug. 24, 1577. Bor,

xi. 804.
' Letter of Don John, 24 August 1577.
« Hoofd, xu. 82J, 324. Bor, xi. 856
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persons were constantly at work, morn-

ing, noon, and night, until the demoli-

tion was accomplished.^ Grave magis-

trates, great nobles, fair ladies, citizens

and \.heir wives, beggars and their

children, all -wTOught together pell-

melL All were anxious to have a hand
in destroying the nest where so many
murders had been hatched, whence so

much desolation had flown. The task

was not a long one for workmen so

much in earnest, and the fortress was
soon laid low in the quarter where it

could be injurious to the inhabitants.

As the work proceeded, the old statue

of Alva was discovered in a forgotten

crypt,* where it had lain since it had
been thrown down by the order of

Requesens. Amid the destruction of

the fortress, the gigantic phantom of

its foimder seemed to start suddenly
from the gloom, but the apparition
added fresh fuel to the rage of the

people. The image of the execrated

Governor was fastened upon with as

much fierceness as if the bronze efBgy
could feel their blows, or comprehend
their wrath. It was brought forth

from its dark hiding-place into the

daylight. Thousands of hands were

ready to drag it through the streets

for universal inspection and outrage.
A thousand sledge-hammers were

ready to dash it to pieces, with a slight

portion, at least, of the satisfaction

with which those who wielded them
would have dealt the same blows upon
the head •£ the tyrant himself. It

was soon reduced to a shapeless mass.

Small portions were carried away and

Razing of Citadels. 71<

preserved for generations in families aa

heirlooms of hatred. The bulk wasmelt-
ed again and reconverted, by a most
natural metamorphosis, into the cannon
from which it had originally sprung.*
The razing of the Antwerp citadel

set an example which was followed in

other places; the castle of Ghent, in

particular, being imnaediately levelled,
amid demonstrations of universal en-

thusiasm.* Meantime, the correspond-
ence between Don John and the estatea

at Brussels draggetl its slow length

along, while at the same time, two
elaborate letters were addressed to the

King, on the 24th of August and the
8th of September, by the estates-gene-
ral of the Netherlands. These docu-

ments, which were long and able, gave
a vigorous representation of past evils,

and of the present complication of

disorders under which the common-
wealth was laboimng. They asked,
as usual, for a royal remedy; and ex-

pressed their doubts whether there
could be any sincere reconciliation so

long as the present Governor, whoso

duplicityand insolencetheyrepresented
in a very strong light, should remain
in office. Should his ilajesty, however,

prefer to continue Don John in the

government, they signified their will-

ingness, in consideration of his nattiral

good qualities, to make the best of

the matter. Should, however, the es-

trangement between themselves and
the Governor seem irremediable, they
begged that another and a legitimate

prince of the blood might be appointed
in his place.*

CHAPTER IV.

Orange invited to visit Brussels—His correspondence upon the subject with the estateo-

g«Eeral—^Triumphant joumev of the Prince to the capital
—Stop put by him to the nego-

tiations with Don John—New and stringent demands made upon the Governor
His indignation—Open rupture—Intrigue of Xetherland gi-andees with Archduke
Matthias—Policy of Orange—Attitude of Queen Elizabeth—Flight of Matthias from
Vienna—Auxiety of Elizabeth—Adroitness of the Prince—The office of Ruward—
E.ection of Orange to that dignity—His complaints agaiust the great nobles—
Aersc-hot Governor of FLmders—A storm brewing in Ghent—Ryhove and Imbizo—
Blood-CouLcillor Hessels—Arrogance of the aristocratic party in" Flanders—Rvhove's

1 Hoofd, Bor, ubi sup. Strada, ix. 443.

» Hoofd, xii. 523. Ibid.

*
Strada, ubi 8ap. Hoofd, xiL 524.

* Bor, xi. S36. Hoofd, xii. 524. Meter«i,
vii. 125.

» See the letters in Bor, xL 867, S68. Me-
teren, vii. 123.
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secret interview witli Orange—Outbreak at Ghent—Arrest of Aerschot, Hessels, and
others of the reactionary party—The D-ke liberated at demand of Orange—The Prince's
visit to Qhf.nt— " Rhetorical" demonstrations—The new Brussels Union cliaracterisod—
Treaty with England—Articles by which Matthias is nominally constituted Governor-
General—His inauguration at Brussels—Brilliaiit and fantastic ceremonies—Letter of

Don John to the Emperor—His anger with England—An army collecting—Arrival of

Alexander Farnese^Injudicious distribution of offices in the States' army—The States'

army fall back upon Gemblours, followed by Don John—Tremendous overthrow of th«

patriots
—"Wonderful disparity in the vfjspective losses of the two ai'mies.

WniLE these matters were in progress,
%\x important movement was made by
the estates-general. The Prince of

©••ange was formally and virgently in-

vited to come to Brussels to aid them
with his counsel and presence.^ The
condemned traitor had not set foot in

the capital for eleven years. We have
narrated the circumstance of his de-

parture, while the advancing trumpets
of. Alva's army were almost heard in

the distance. His memorable and

warning interview with Egmont has
been described. Since that period,

althovigh his spirit had always been

manifesting itself in the capital like

an actual presence; although he had
been the magnet towards which the

states throughout all their oscillations

had involuntarily vibrated, yet he had
been ever invisiVjle. He had been
summoned by the Blood-Council to

stand his trial, and had been condemned
to death by default. He answered the

summons by a defiance, and the con-

demnation by two campaigns, unsuc-

cessful in appearance, but which had
in reality prostrated the authority of

the sovereign.
Since that period, the representative

of royalty had sued the condemned
traitor for forgiveness. The haughty
brother of Philip had almost gone
upon his knees, that the Prince might
name his terms, and accept the prof-
fered hand of majest}'. The Prince
had refused, not from contumely, but
from distrust. He had spurned the

sujiplications, as he had defied the

proscription of the King. There
could be no friendship between the

destroyer and the protector of a peo-

ple. Had the Prince desired only the

1
Bor, xi. 871. Metercn, vii. 125. Hoofd,

xii. 526. 2 Historical Introduction.
* Elizabeth and her Times, a soi'ies of

Original Letteis, by Th. Wright, t. ii. 45.—
Loudon. 1833.

reversal of his death-sentence, and thfr

infinite aggrandisement of his family,
we have seen how completely he had
held these issues in hia power. Never
had it been more easy, plausible, tempt-
ing, for a proscribed patriot to turn his

back upon an almost sinking cause.

We have seen how his brave and subtle

Batavian prototype, CiviHs,'* dealt with
the representative of Roman despotism.
The possible or impossible Netherland

Republic of the first century of our era

had been reluctantly abandoned, but
the modern Civilis had justly more
confidence in his people.
And now again the scene was

changed. The son of the Emperor,
the King's brother, was vii'tuaUy be-

leaguered; the proscribed rebel had
arrived at victory through a lony
series of defeats. The nation every-
where acknowledged him master, and
was in undisguised revolt against the
anointed sovereign. The great nobles,
who hated Philip on the one hand, and
the Reformed religion on the other,
were obliged, in obedience to the dic-j
tates of a people with whom they ha

'

little sympathy, to accept the ascen-^

dancy of the Calvinist Prince, of whoE

they were profoundly jealous. Even
the fleeting and incapable Aerschc
was obliged to simulate adhesion;!
even the brave Champagny, cordialj
hater of Spaniards, but most devotedlj

Cathohc,
" the chiefest man of wyse^

dome and stomach at that tyme
Brussels," so envoy Wilson wrote

Burghley,^ had become "Brabantised,"]
as his brother Granvelle expressed"

himself,* and was one of the commis-^
sioners to invite the great rebel

Brussels. The other envoys were th«

* "On disoit qu'ils avoient bi-abantise M.
do Champagncy, co qui no nie pleut quand
je I'entoudis," etc., etc.—Granvelle to M. de

Bellefontainc, Jlaroh 31, 1578, Archives de

la Maison d'Orange, vi, 339.
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Abbot of Saint Gertrude, Dr Leoninus, the synod of the Reformed churches,

and the Seigneur de Liesvelt.^ These

gentlemen, on ai-riv^ng at Gertruyden-

berg, presented a brief but very im-

portant memorial to the Prince.^ In

that document they informed him that

the states-general, knowing how effica-

cious would be his presence, by reason

of his singular prudence, experience,
and love for the welfare and repose of

the country, had imanimously united

in a supplication that he would incon-

tinently transport himself to the city

of Brussels, there to advise with them

concerning the necessities of the land
;

but, as the principal caliunny employed
by their adversaries was that all the

provinces and leading personages m-
tended to change both sovereign and

religion, at the instigation of his Ex-

cellency, it waa desirable to disprove
8uch fictions. They therefore very

earnestly requested the Prince to make
some contrary demonstration, by which
it might be manifest to all that his Ex-

cellency, together with the estates of

Holland and Zealand, intended faith-

fully to keep what they had promised.

They prayed, therefore, that the Prince,

permitting the exercise of the Roman
Catholic religion in the places which
had recently accepted his authority,
would also allow its exercise in Hol-

land and Zealand. They begged,
further, that he would promise by a

new and authentic act, that the pro-
. vinces of Holland and Zealand would
not suffer the said exercise to be im-

pugned, or any new worship to be in-

troduced, in the other provinces of the

Netherlands.^

This letter might almost be regarded
VkS a trap, set by the Catholic nobles.

Certainly the Ghent Pacification for-

bade the Reformed religion in form,
and as certainly winked at its exercise

i'l fact. The proof was, that the new
ship was spreading every^vhere,

.: the exiles for conscience' sake
re returning in swarms, and that

Iloofd, xii 526. Meteren,

872. Compare Meteren,

Bor, xL 871.

125.
- In Bor, xi.

Fio fd, ubi sup.
' Memorial in Bor, xi. 872. It is also

lislied by Groea v. Prinst., Archives,
I.

., Ti 155-157.

lately held at Dort, had been publicly
attended by the ministers and dea-

cons of numerous dissenting churches

established in many different places

throughout all the provinces.' The

pressiu-e of the edicts, the horror of

the inqxiisition being removed, the

down-trodden religion had sprting from
the earth more freshly than ever.

The Prince was not likely to fall into

the trap, if a trap had really been in-

tended. He answered the envoys loy-

ally, but with distinct reservations.'

He did not even accept the invitation,

save on condition that his visit to

Bmssels should be expressly autho-

rised by Holland and Zealand. Not-

witLstanding his desire once more to

behold his dear country, and to enjoy
the good company of his best fi-ienda

and brothers, he felt it his duty to

communicate beforehand with the

states of those two provinces, between
which and himself there had been such
close and reciprocal obligations, such

long-tried and faithful affection. He
therefore begged to refer the question
to the a.«sembly of the said provinces
about to be held at Gouda, where, in

point of fact, the permission for his

journey was, not without considerable

difficulty, a few days aftenvards ob-

tained.

With regard to the more difficult

requests addressed to him in the

memorial, he professed generally Lis

intention to execute the treaty of

Ghent. He observed, however, that

the point of permitting the exercise of

the Roman Catholic religion in Hol-
land and Zealand regarded principally
the estates of these provinces, which
had contracted for no innovation in

this matter, at least till the assembling
of the states-general. He therefore

suggested that he neither could, nor

ought to, permit any innovation, with-
out the knowledge and consent of

those estates. As to promising by
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., vi. \l%

149. Languet, Ep. Sec, i. 2, 298.

* Answer of the Prince of Orsmge, in Bor,
xi. 873», also in Groen v. Prinst., Archives,
etc., vi. 157-161. — Compare Ueceren, vii.

125. 126. Hoofd, xiL 627.
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authentic act, that neither he nor the
two provinces would suffer the exercise

of the Catholic religion to be in any-
wise impugned in the rest of the Ne-

therlands, the Prince expressed him-
self content to promise that, according
to the said Ghent Pacification, they
would suffer no attempt to be made
against the public repose or against
the Catholic worship. He added th/^-t,

as he had no intention Oi usurping >.ny

superiority over the states-general as-

sembled at Brussels, he was content to

leave the settlement of this point to

their free-will and wisdom, engaging
himself neither to offer nor permit any
hmdrance to their operations.^
With this answer the deputies are

fiaid to have been well pleased.^ If

they were so, it must be confessed that

they were thankful for small favours.

They had asked to have the Catholic

religion introduced into Holland and
Zealand. The Prince had simply re-

ferred them to the estates of these

provinces. They had asked him to

guarantee that the exercise of the Re-
formed religion should not be "pro-
cured" in the rest of the country. He
had merely promised that the Catholic

worship should not be prevented. The
difference between the terms of the

request and the reply was sufficiently
wide.

The consent to his journey was with

difficulty accorded by the estates of

Holland and Zealand
;

' and his wife,
with many tears and anxious forebod-

ings, beheld him depart for a capital
where the heads of his brave and

powerful friends had fallen, and where
still lui-ked so many of his deadly foes.

During his absence, prayers were offer-

ed daily for his safety in all the
churches of Holland and Zealand, by
command of the estates.*

He arrived at Antwerp on the 17th
of September, and was received with

extraordinary enthusiasm. The Prince,
who had gone forth alone, without even
a bodyguard, had the whole population
of the great city for his buckler. Here

1 Answer of tho Prince of Orangfe to the

Proposition of the states-general, Bor, Jle-

tercn, Hoofd, ubi sup.
a Bor, xi. 878. Hoofd, xii. 520.
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he spent five days, observing, with many
a sigh, the melancholy changes which
had taken place in the long interval of

his absence. The recent traces of the
horrible "

Fury," the blackened walls
of the Hotel de Yille, the prostrate
rains of the marble streets, which he
had known as the most imposing in

Europe, could be hardly atoned for

in his eyes even by the more grateful

spectacle of the dismantled fortress.

On the 23d of September, he was
attended by a vast concourse of citi-

zens to the new canal which led to

Brussels, where three barges were in

waiting for himself and suite. In one
a banquet was spread ;

in the second,
adorned with emblematic devices and
draped with the banners of the seven-
teen ijrovinces, he was to perform the
brief journey; while the third had
been tilled by the inevitable rhetoric

societies, with all the wonders of their

dramatic and plastic ingenuity. Rarely
had such a complication of vices and

virtues, of crushed dragons, victorious

archangels, broken fetters, and resur-

gent nationalities, been seen before,
within the limits of a single canal

boat. The affection was, however,
sincere, and the spirit noble, even

though the taste which presided at

these demonstrations may have been
somewhat pedantic'
The Prince was met severai milea

before the gates of Brussels by a pro-
cession of nearly half the inhabitants

of the city, and thus escorted, he
entered the capital in the afternoon

of the 23d of September." It was the

proudest day of his life. The repre-
sentatives of all the provinces, sup-

ported by the most undeniable fer-

vour of the united Netherland people,

greeted
" Father William." Perplexed,

discordant, hating, fearing, doubting,

they could believe nothing, respect

nothing, love nothing, save the "
tran-

quil" Prince. His presence at thiit

moment in Brussels was the triumph
of the people and of religious tolera-

tion. He meant to make use of the

» Bor, xi. 873.—" Hoewel ongeyi-ne."—
Hood, xii. S27. < Bor, xi. 873.

6 Bor, .\i. 873. Iloof.l, xii. 527.
« Ibid. Ibid., xii. 528. Moterou, vii. 138. i
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crisis to extend and to seciu'e popular

rights, and to establish the supremacy
of the states-general under the nominal

Bovereignty of some Prince, who was

yet to Le selected, while the executive

body was to be a state-council, ap-

pointed by the states-general. So far

as appeara, he had not decided as to

the future protector, but he had re-

solved that it should be neither him-

Belf nor Philip of Spain. The outlaw

came to Brussels prepared at last to

trample out a sovereignty which had
worked its own forfeiture. So far as

he Iiad made any election within his

breast, his oh(5ice inclined to the miser-

able Duke of Anjou, a prince whom he
never came to know as posterity has

known him, but whom he at least

learned to despise. Thus far the

worthless and paltry intriguer stUl

wore the heroic mask, deceiving even
Buch far-seeing pohticians as Saint

Aldegonde and the Prince.

^S'illiam's first act was to put a stop
to the negotiations already on foot

with Don John.^ He intended that

they should lead to war, because peace
was impossible, except a peace for

which civil and rehgious liberty would
be bartered, for it was idle, in his

opinion, to expect the maintenance by
the Spanioh Governor of the Ghent
Pacification, whatever promises might
be extorted from his fears. A deputa-
tion, in the name of the states, had

already been sent with fresh proposi-
tions to Don John, at Namur. The

envoys wer& Caspar Schetz and the

Bishop of Bruges.-^ They had nearly
come to an amicable convention with
the Governor, the terms of which had
been sent to the states-general for ap-

proval, at the very moment of the
Prince's arrival in Brussels. Orange,

1 Bor, xi. S74, seq. Hoofd, xii. 528.
'

Ibid., xi. 874. Remigius Drutiiis, Bishop
of Bruges. Hoofd, xii. 528. Cabrera, xi.

942.
' Meinoire et Recueil de ce qu'est passe

entre le Seigneur don Jan d'Autriche, etc.,

depuis sa retraicte au chasteau de Namur—
redige par escript par le Seigneur de Giob-
bendonck, p. 220, seq. This very curious
memoir, by one of the diplomatists engaged,
has been republished, according to the ori-

frtnal sketch, in the Bulletins de la Com.
Roy., X. 172-223. — Compare Archives et

Correspon dance, vi. 166-170.

with great promptness, prevented the

ratification of these terms, which tho

estates had in reaUty already voted to

accept. Xew articles were added to

those which had originally been laid

before Don John.' It was now stipu-
lated that the Ghent treaty and the

Perpetual Edict shovdd be maintained.

The Governor was required forthwith

to abandon Xamur Castle, and to dis-

miss the German troops. He was to

give up the other citadels and strong

places, and to disband all the soldiers

in his service. He was to command
the governors of every province to

prohibit the entrance of all foreign
levies. He was forthwith to release

captives, restore confiscated property,
and reinstate oflicers who had been re-

moved ; leaving the details of such re-

storations to the Council of Mechlin
and the other provinc.*uI tribunal.^. He
was to engage that the Count Yau
Buren should be set free within two
months. He was himself, while wait-

ing for the appointment of his suc-

cessor, to take up his residence in

Luxemburg, and while there, he waa
to be governed entirely by the deci-

sion of the State Council, expressed by
a majority of its members. Further-

more, and as not the least stinging of

these sharp requisitions, the Queen of

England—she who had been the secret

ally of Orange, and whose crown the
Governor had secretly meant to ap-

propriate
—was to be included in the

treaty.*
It could hardly excite surprise that

Don John, receiving these insolent

propositions at the very moment in

whioh he heard of the triumphant
entrance into Brussels of the Prince^
should be filled with rage and morti-

fication.' Never was champion of the
* These remarkable articles are to be found

in Bor, xi 874-S76. A very meagre extract
is given by Cabrera, xi. W2. Groen v.

Prinst., vi. 166-170.—Compare the "M^
moire et Recueil" of Grobbendonck, passim.

* "Memoire et Recueil," passim.—Ac-

cording to Cabrera, xi. 944, a more cheerful
view of the subject w;is taken by those who
surrounded the Governor. The propositions
only excited their laughter. The same his-

torian, as well as all the Spanish writers, of
course represent the Prince as influenced in
his policy solely by self-interest, by his in-

capacity to pay bis debts, wul by bis despui
•2, /.
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Cross thua braved by infidels before.

The Ghent treaty, according to t)ie

Orange interpretation, that is to say,

heresy made legitimate, was to be the
law of the land. His Majesty was to

surrender—colours and cannon—to his

revolted subjects. The royal autho-

rity was to b^ superseded by that of a

State Council, appointed by the states-

general, at the dictation of the Prince.

The Governor-General himself, brother
of his Catholic Majesty, was to sit

quietly with folded arms in Luxem-

burg, while the arch heretic and rebel

reigned supreme in Brussels. It was
too much to expect that the choleric

soldier would be content with what he
could not help regarding as a dishonour-

able capitulation. The arrangement
seemed to him about as reasonable as

it would have been to invite Sultan
Selim to the Escorial, and to send

Philip to reside at Bayonne. He could

not but regard the whole proposition
as an insolent declaration of war. He
was right. It was a declaration of

war; as much so as if proclaimed by
trump of herald. How could Don
John refuse the wager of battle thus

.haughtily proffered?
Smooth Schetz, Lord of Grobben-

donck, and his episcopal colleague, in

vain attempted to calm the Governor's

wrath, which now flamed forth, in de-

fiance of all considerations.^ They
endeavoured, without success, to palli-

ate the presence of Orange, and the

circumstances of his reception, for it

was not probable that their eloquence
would bring the Governor to look at

the subject with their eyas. Three

days were agreed upon for the suspen-
sion of hostilities, and Don John was

highly indignant that the es..ates would

grant no longer a truce. The refusal

of obtaining a royal pardon, should a peace
ensue. Peace for the country, so his enemies

thovight, was death for him ;

" dolicndose un
ministro de Orange, dizicndo qne ya se

acab(5 cl tratar de pazes auiiqne lo fue nueva
alegro, con indignacion resjiondio fuera in-

siyne par perder la vida el; mostrando quo su

pi-ospcridad no consistia en el bien publico,
eino en la guen-a : que a esto le triuco la desis-

peracion del pcrdon de su pena no merecido,"
xi. 944. The reader is already competent to

appreciate the calumnious nature of such

Btatements, by a perusal of the correspon-
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was, however, reasonable enough on
their part, for they were aware that
veteran Spaniards and Italians were

constantly returning to him, and that
he was daily strengthening liis position.
The envoys returned to Brussels to

give an account of the Governor's rage,
which they could not declare to be un-

natural, and to assist in preparations
for the war which was now deemed
inevitable. Don John, leaving a strong
garrison in the citadel of Namur, from
which place he despatched a final com-
munication to the estates-general, dated
the 2d of October, retired to Luxem-
burg. In this letter, without exactly
uttering defiance, he unequivocally
accepted the hostilities which had been

pressed upon him, and answered their

hollow professions of attachment to

the Catholic religion and his Majesty's
authority, by denouncing their obvious
intentions to trample upon both. He
gave them, in short, to understand
that he perceived their intentions,
and meant them to comprehend his

own.*
Thus the quarrel was brought to an

issue, and Don John saw with gi-im

complacency, that the pen was at last

to be superseded by the sword. A
remarkable pamphlet was now pub-
lished, in seven diiferent languages,
Latin, French, Flemish, German, Ital-

ian, Spanish, and English, containing
a succinct account of the proceedings
between the Governor and the estates,

together with copies of the intercept!
letters of Don John and Escovedo i

the King, to Perez, to the German
colonels, and to the Empress. This

work, composed and published by
order of the estates-general, was trans-

mitted with an accompanying addre?='

to every potentate in Christendom.

dence and secret negotiations between Don
John and Orange. TIjc personal and mi-
limitcd offers of pardon and advancement,
made to the Prince by the Governor-General,
on his first arrival in tlie country, are a

sufficient answer to these stupid accusa-
tions.

1 Memoirc et Recueil par le Seigneur Grob-
bendonck.—Compare Bor, xi. 876. Hoofd,
xii. 629.

a Bor, xi. 870. Hoofd, xii. 529, 530.
* Bor, xi. 881.—The quotations in the pre-

ceding pages from this pumpblet have been
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It was soon afterwards followed by a

coanter-stitement, prepared by order

of Don Jobn, and containing his

account of tLe Eame matters, with

his rc-criminations against the conduct

of the estates.^

Another important movement had,

meanwhile, been made by the third

party in this complicated game. The
Catholic nobles, jealous of the growing
influeiii,j of Orange, and indignant at

the expanding power of the people,
had opened secret negotiations with
the Archduke Matthias, then a mild,

easy-tempered youth of twenty, brother
of the reigning emperor, Rudolph.
After the matter had been discussed

some time in secret, it was resolved,
towards the end of September, to send
a messenger to Vienna, privately in-

viting the yoimg Prince to Brussels ;

but much to the surprise of these

nobles, it was discovered that some
fifteen or sixteen of the grandees of

the land, among them Aerschot, Havre,

Champagny, De VUIe, Lalain, De Heze,
and others, had already taken the

initiative in the matter. On the 26th
of August, the Seigneur de Maalsteede
had set forth, by their appointment,
for Vienna. There is no doubt that

this step originated in jealousy felt

towards Orange, but at the same time
it is certain that several of the leaders

in the enterprise were still his friends.-

Some, like Champagny, and De H^ze,
were honestly so; others, like Aer-

schot, Havre, and De Ville, always
traitors in heart to the national cause,

loyal to nothing but their own advance-

ment, were still apparently upon the
best terms with him. Moreover, it is

certain that he had been made aware
of the scheme, at least, before the
arrival of the Archduke in the Nether-

lands, for the Marquis Havre, on his

made from the original edition published in
1577 at Antwerp, by Silvius, under the title,
"Discours Sommier des Justes Causes et
Raisons qui ont contraiact les Estats Ge:;e-
raulx des Pais Bas de pourveoir ^ leur
Deffence contre le Seigneur Don Jehan
d'A'istrice: avec plusieurs lettres inttrcep-
u- = en plus grand nombre," etc., etc. A
r; .Mish translatiou is giren in the Byvoeg-
Ec. Auth. Stukh. i. 151 en 176 ofBor, under
the title of " Kort Verhael van d« rechte
oorsaken en redeaeo," etc., etc.
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way to England, as special envoy from
the estates, had a conference with him
at Gertruydenberg.^ This was in the

middle of September, and before liia

departirre for Brussels. Naturally, the

proposition seemed, at first, anything
but agreeable ; but the Marquis repre-
sented himself afterwards as having at

last induced the Prince to look upon it

with more favourable eyes.'* Never-

theless, the st«p had been taken before

the consultation was held, nor was
it the first time that the advice of

Orange had been asked concerning the

adoption of a measure after the mea-
sure had been adopted.
Whatever may have been his origi-

nal sentiments upon the subject, how-

ever, he was always less apt -to com-

plain of irrevocable events than quick
to reconcile them with his own com-

binations, and it was soon to be dis-

covered that the new stumbling-block
which his opponents had placed in hia

path, could be converted into an addi-

tional stepping-stone towards his goaL
Meanwhile, the secret invitation to the
Archduke was regarded by the people
and by foreign spectators as a plot de-

vised by his enemies. Davison, envoy
from Queen Elizabeth, was then in

Brussels, and informed his royal mis-

tress, whose sentiments and sympathies
were imequivocally in favour of Orange,
of the intrigues against the Prince.*

The efforts of England were naturally
to coimteract the schemes of all wh«
interfered with his policy, the Queen
especially, with her custcmaiy sagacity,

foreseeing the probable inclination of

the Cathohc nobles towards the pro-
tectorate of Alengon. She did not feel

certain as to the precise plans of Orange,
and there was no course better adapted
to draw her from barren coquetry into

positive engagements, then to arouse

1 The edition cf this pamphlet from which
the citations in the text have been made, is

the Latin one cf 3Lirchant, published at

Luxembiu^, anno 157S, under the title,
" Vera et Simplex Narratio eorum quae ab
Adventu D. Joonnis Austriad Supremi in

Belgio, etc., gesta sunt," etc. etc.
2 Bor, XL S&S. ileteren, viL 126. Hoofd,

xii. 530. Cabrera, xi. 944, 945. Gr. t.

Prinst., Archives, vL 191.
» Hoofd, xii. 520.
* Bor, xi. 900. •

Ibid., fiW.
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lier jealousy of the French, influence

in the provinces. At this moment she

manifested the warmest friendship for

the Prince.^ Costly presents were
transmitted by her to his wife

; among
others, an ornament, of which a sculp-
tured hzard formed a part. The
Princess, in a graceful letter to her

husband, desiring that her acknow-

ledgments should be presented to her

English Majesty, accepted the present
as significative.

"
'Tis the fabled virtue

of the lizard (she said) to awaken sleep-
ers whom a serpent is about to sting.
You are the lizard, and the Nether-

lands the sleepers,
—

pray Heaven they
may escape the serpent's bite !

" ^ The
Prince was well aware, therefore, of

the plots which were weaving against
him. He had small faith in the great

nobles, whom he trusted "
as he would

adders fanged," and relied only upon
the communities, upon the mass of

burghers. They deserved his confi-

(lence, and watched over his safety with

jealous care. On one occasion, when
he was engaged at the State Council till

a late hour, the citizens conceived so

much alarm, that a large number of

them spontaneously armed themselves,
and repaired to the palace. The Prince,
informed of the circumstance, threw

open a window and addressed them,
thanking them for their friendship and

assuring them of his safety. They
were not satisfied, however, to leave

him alone, but remained under arms
below till the session was terminated,
when they escorted him with affection-

ate respect to his own hotel.*

The secret envoy arrived in Vienna,
and excited the ambition of the youth-
ful Matthias.* It must be confessed

that the offer could hardly be a very
tempting one, and it excites our sur-

prise that the Archduke should have

thought the adventure worth the seek-

1 Archives et Correspoadauce, vi. 190.
2 Ibid.
3 Langueti Epist. ad Aug. 125, 17 Oct.

1577, p. 324.
* Bor, xi. 898. Hoofd, xii. 631. Meteren,

vii. 126.
» Bor, xi. 809. « Hoofd, xdi. 530.
7 Letter of Dr Labbe to the Queen Mother

of France, in Archives et Correspoudance, vi.

202.
6 It was the opinion of Languel tbat the

ing. A most anomalous position in

the Netherlands was offered to him by
a slender and irresponsible faction of

Netherlanders. There was a triple

prospect before him : that of a hope-
less intrigue against the first politician
in Europe, a mortal combat with the
most renowned conqueror of the age, a

deadly feud with the most powerful
and revengeful monarch in the world.

Into this threefold enterprise he waa
about to plunge without any adequato
resources, for the Archduke possessed
no experience, power, or wealth.^ He
brought, therefore, no strength to a

cause which was itself feeble. He could

hope for no protection, nor inspire

any confidence. Nevertheless, he had

courage, pliability, and a turn for

political adventure. Visions of the

discomfited Philip conferring the hand
of his daughter, with the Netherlands
as her dowry, upon the entei-prising

youth who, at this juncture, should
succeed in overturning the Spanisli

authority in that country, were con-

jured up by those who originated the

plot,® and he was weak enough to

consider such absurdities plausible,
and to set forth at once to take posses-
sion of this castle in the air.

On the evening of October 3d, 1577,
he retired to rest at eight o'clock, feign-

ing extreme drowsiness. After wait-

ing till his brother Maximilian, who
slept in another bed in the same cham-

ber, was asleep, he slipped from hia

couch and from the room in his night

apparel, without even putting on hia

slippers. He was soon after provided

by the companions of his flight with
the disguise of a servant, arrayed in

which, with his face blackened, he
made his escape by midnight from

Vienna,^ but it is doubtful whether

Rudolph was as ignorant as he affected

to be of the scheme.^ The Archduke

Emperor affected ignorance of the plot at its

commencement, that he aftei-wards affected

an original connivance, and that he wa3
equally disingenuous in both pretences.
" Pulchre sane instructs fabula," quoth
shrewd Herbert, "Bed caveant aucupes se

suis retibus involvant ;

" and again, six

months later, "jam profitetur se fuisse

authorem Jlatthias fratri, ut in Belgium iret.

Quam caute id faciat, nescio, cum id antea

cjnstanter negaverit."—Huberti Langueti
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arrived at Cologne, attended only by
two gentlemen and a few servants.

The Governor was beside himself with

fury: the Queen of England was in-

dignant; the Prince only, against whom
the measure was mainly directed, pre-
served his usual tranquUlity.^

Secretary "Walsingham, as soon as the

news reached England, sent for Meet-

kercke, colleague of Marquis Havre in

the mission from the estates.* He in-

formed that functionary of the great

perplexity and excitement which, ac-

cording to information received from
the EngUsh resident, Davison, were
then prevailing in Brussels, on account

of the approach of the Archduke.

Some, he said, were for receirag him
at one place, some at another; othei-s

were in favour of forbidding his en-

trance altogether. Things had been

sufficiently complicated before, with-

out this additional cause of confusion.

Don John was strengthening himself

daily, through the secret agency of the
Duke of Guise and his party. His
warlike genius was well known, as well

as the experience of the soldiers who
were fast rallying under his banner.

On the other hand, the Duke of

Alengon had come to La Fere, and was
also raising troops, while to oppose
this crowd of rival enemies, to deal

with this host of impending disasters,
there was but one man in the Nether-
lands. On the Prince of Orange alone

could the distracted states rely. To
his prudence and valour only could
the Queen look with hopeful eyes.
The Secretary proceeded to inform the

envoy, therefore, that her Majesty
would feel herself compelled to with-

draw all succour from the states if the
Prince of Orange were deprived of his

leadership ;
for it was upon that leader-

ship only that she had relied for ob-

taining a successful result. She was
quite indisposed to encounter indefinite

risk with an impossibihty of profit.*
Meetkercke replied to the Secretary

by observing, that the great nobles of

the land had been unanimous in desir-

Epistolre ad illustrem et generosum Domi-
- ;m Philippum Sydnaeutn, Fraucof., 1633,
'.xii. 224, Ixvi. 13S.

»
Bor, si. '.'00. Msteren, vii. 128.
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ing a new Governor-General at thia

jimcture. They had thought Matthias,
with a strong CoimcQ of State, com-

posed of native Netherlanders, to con-

trol him, likely to prove a serviceable

candidate for the post. They had rea>

son to believe that, after he should be

received, the Emperor would be recon-

ciled to the measure, and that by his

intercession the King of Spain would
be likewise induced to acquiesce.* He
alluded, moreover, to the conference

between the Marquis of Havrd and

Orange at Gertruydenberg, and quoted
the opinion of the Prince that it would
be unwise, after the invitation had
been given, to insult the Archduke
and his whole imperial house, by treat-

ing him with indignity upon his arrivaL

It was inevitable, said the envoy, that

differences of opinion should exist in

large asaembUes; but according to infor-

mation which he had recently received

from Marquis Ha\T^, then in Brussels,

afiairs had already become smooth

again. At the conclusion of the con-

ference, Walsingham repeated empha-
tically that the only condition upon
which the Queen woiild continue her

succour to the Netherlands was, that

the Prince should be forthwith ap-

pointed Lieutenant-General for the

Archduke.'
The immediate result of this move-

ment was, that Matthias was received

at Antwerp by Orange at the head of

two thousand cavalry, and attended

by a vast concourse of inhabitants.''

Had the Prince chosen a contrary
course, the Archduke might have been

compelled to return, somewhat ridicu-

lously, to Vienna; but, at the same
time, the anger of the Emperor and of

all Germany would have been aroused

against Orange and the cause he served.

Had the Prince, on the contrary, aban-

doned the field himself, and returned
to Holland, he would have left th«

game in the hands of his adversaries.

Ever since he had made what his

brother John called that "dangerous
gaUows-joumey" to Brussels," his in-

* Bor, xi. 899, 900. » Ibid.
* Ibid. » Ibid., xi. 900.
*

Ibid., xi. 500. Metcren, vii.
' " wia mau's achteu mocht, zwai
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fluence had been ciilmiuating daily,
and the jealousy of the great nobles

rising as rapidly. Had he now allowed

himself to be driven from his post, he
would have exactly fulfilled their ob-

ject. By remaining, he counteracted

their schemes. By taking Matthias

wholly into his own possession, he
obtained one piece the more in the

great game which he was playing

against his antagonist in the Escorial.

By making adroit use of events as they
arose, he made the very waves which
were to sink him, carry his great cause

triumphantly onward.
The first result of the invitation to

Matthias was the election of Orange
as Ruward of Brabant.^ This office

was one of great historical dignity, but
somewhat anomalous in its functions.

The province of Brabant, having no

(special governor, was usually consi-

dered under the immediate superin-
tendence of the Governor-General.

As the capital of Brabant was the

residence of that functionary, no in-

convenience from this course had been
felt since the accession of the house of

Burgimdy. At present, however, the

condition of affairs was so pecuKar—
the seat of government being empty
without having been permanently
vacated—that a special opportunity
was offered for conferrmg both honour
and power on the Prince. A Euvvard
was not exactly dictator, although his

authority was universal. He was not

exactly protector, nor governor, nor

Btadholder. His functions were im-

limited as to time—therefore superior
to those of an ancient dictator

; they
were commonly conferred on the

natural heir to the sovereignty
—

therefore more lofty than those of

ordinary stadholders. The individuals

who had previously held the office in

the Netherlands had usually reigned
aftenvards in their own right. Duke
Albert, of the Bavarian line, for ex-

ample, had been Ruward of Hainault

galgreisen, so des Hem Printz alinhero und
gehu Brussel—thim mussen," etc., etc.—
Arcliives ct Corrcspondance, vi. 215.

> Hoofd, xii. 532. Wagenaer, vii. 171.

a Wageuaer, iji. 304 (iu 1387, A.D.).
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and Holland, for thirty years, during
the insanity of lus brother, and on the
death of Duke William had succeeded
to his title.* Philip of Burgundy had
declared himself Ruward of Brabant
in 1425,' and had shortly afterwards

dej^rived Jacqueline of all her titles

and appropriated them to himself. In

the one case the regent, in the second
case the usurper, had become reigning

prince. Thus the movement of the

jealous nobles against the Prince had
for. its first effect his immediate ap-

pointment to an office whose chief

characteristic waa, that it conducted
to sovereignty.
The election was accomplished thus.

The "
members," or estates of Brussels,

together with the deans, guilds, and
other of the principal citizens of Ant-

werp, addressed a request to the states

of Brabant, that William of Orange
should be appointed Ruward, and
after long deliberation the measure
was carried. The unsolicited honour
was then solemnly offered to him.
He refused, and was only, after repeat-
ed and iirgent entreaties, induced to

accept the office. The matter was
then referred to the states-general,
who confirmed the dignity, after some

demur, and with the condition that it

might be superseded by the appoint-
ment of a governor-general.'* He was

finally confirmed as Ruward on the

22d of October, to the boundless satis-

faction of the people, who celebrated

the event by a solemn holiday in Ant-

werp, Brussels, and other cities.* His

friends, inspired by the intrigues of

his enemies, had thus elevated the

Prince to almost unlimited power;
while a strong expression in favour of

his government had been eUcited from
the most important ally of the Nether-

lands—England. It soon rested with

himseK only to assume the govern-
ment of Flanders, having been elected

stadholder, not once onl}', but many
times, by the four estates of that

s Wagenaer, Hi. 405.—Compare Groen v.

Prinsterer, vi. 20S-210 ; Strada, ix. 440, 441 ;

Wagenaer, vii. 171.
* Groen v. Prinst., vi. 208, 209. Bondam,

iii. 319, sqq. (cited by Groen v. Priiist.).
6 Hoofd, xii. 622.
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important province, and having a3 ' While these events were occurinK

constantly refused the dignity.^ With
Holland and Zealand devoted to him,
Brabant and Tlanders formally under
his g ivemment, the Netherland capi-
tal la\nshing testimonials uf afiection

upon him, and the mass of the people
almost worshipping him, it would not
have been difficult for the Prince to

pby a game as selnsh as it had hither-

to been close and skilfuL He might
liaTe proved to the grand seigniors
that their suspicions were just, by
asauming a crown which they had
been intriguing to push from his

brows. Certainly the nobles deserved
their defeat. They had done their

best to circumvent Orange, in all ways
and at all times. They had paid their

Court to power when it was most

powerful, and had sought to swim on
the popular tide when it was rising.
He avenged himself upon their perfidy

only by serving his country more faith-

fully than ever, but it was natural

that he should be indignant at the
conduct of these gentlemen,

'•' children

of good houses" (in his own words),
"
issue of worthy sires," whose fathers,

at least, lie ha<l ever loved and hon-
oured.^
"
They seiTe the Duke of Alva and

the Grand Commander like varlets,"
he cried; "they make wai* upon me
to the knife. Afterwards they treat

with me, they reconcile themselves
with me, they are sworn foes of the

Spaniard. Don John arrives, and they
foUow him; they intrigue for my
ruin. Don John fails in his enter-

pi-Lse upon Antwerp citadel; they
quit him incontinently and call upon
me. No sooner do I come than,

against their oath and without pre-
vious communication with the states
or myself, they call upon the Arch-
duke Matthias. Are the waves of the
sea more inconstant—is Euripus more
uncertain than the coimsels of such
men ?

" ^

1
Apologie du Priiice d'Omnge, pp. 103,

fcOO.

"
Ibid., pp. 106, 107.

»
Ibid., p. 107.

Bor, xi. 903. Meteren, vu. 126. Van d.

Vvnckt, ii. 278.
» Van d. VjTickt, ii. 276. Hoofd. xiL 543.

at Brussels and Antwerp, a scene of a
different nature was enacting at Ghent.
The Duke of Aerschot had recently
been appointed to the government of

Fiandei-8 by the State Council,'* but
the choice was exceedingly distasteful

t-D a large number of the inhabitants.

Although, since the defeat of Don
John's party in Antwerp, Aerschou
had again become " the afiFectionato

brother" of Orange, yet he was know^l
to be the head of the cabal which had

brought Matthias from Vienna. Flan-

ders, moreover, swarmed with converts

to the Reformed religion,* and the

Duke's strict Romanism was well

known. The people, therefore, who
hated the Pope and adored the Prince,
were furious at the appointment of

the new Governor ; but by dint of pro-
fuse promises regarding the instant

restoration of privileges and charters

which had long lain dormant, tho
friends of Aerschot succeeded in pre-

paring the way for his installation.''

On the 20th of October, attended by
twenty-three companies of infantry
and three hundred horse, he came to

Ghent.' That famous place was still

one of the most powerful and turbulent
towns in Europe. Although dimi-
nished in importance since the com-
mercial decline which had been the
inevitable result of Philip's bloody
government, it was still swarming v>ith

a vigorous and dangerous population,^
and it had not forgotten the day.j
when the iron tongue of Roland could
call eighty thousand fighting men to

the city banner.^ Even now, twenty
thousand were secretly pledged^"* to

rise at the bidding of certain chieftains

resident among them, noble by birth,

warmly attached to the Reformed re-

ligion, and devoted to Orange. These

gentlemen were perfectly conscioua
that a reaction was to be attempted iu

favour of Don John and of Catholicism,

through the agency of the newly-ap-

8 Jleteren, vii. 120. Van d. Vj-nckt, ii. 279.
7 Meteren, Van d. Vj-nckt, ubi sup. Kor,

xi. 903.
» Van d. Vynckt, iL 276, 277.
9 Guicciardini-Gandavum, pp. 3i3, 344;

£ce lutroduction to this work. Tassis, It,

i 919. " Van d. Vynckt, ii. 277.
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pointed goyertior of Flanders. Aer-
Bchot was trusted or respected by
neither party. The only difference

in the estimates formed of him was,
that some considered him a deep and

dangerous traitor; others that he was
rather foolish than malicious/ and
more likely to rv\in a good cause than
to advance the interests of a bad one.

The leaders of the popular party at

Ghent believed him dangerous. They
felt certain that it was the deeply laid

design of the Catholic nobles—foiled

as they had been in the objects with
which they had brought Matthias from

Vienna, and enraged as they were that

the only result of that movement had
been to establish the power of Orange
upon a firmer basis—to set up an

opposing influence in Ghent. Flanders,
in the possession of the Catholics, was
to weigh up Brabant, with its recent

tendencies to toleration. Aerschot
was to counteract the schemes of

Orange. Matthias was to be with-
drawn from the influence of the great
heretic, and be yet compelled to play
the part set down for him by those

who had placed him upon the stage.
A large portion, no doubt, of the

schemes here suggested, was in agita-

tion, but the actors were hardly equal
to the drama which they were attempt-
ing. The intrigue was, however, to

be frustrated at once by the hand of

Orange, acting as it often did from
beneath a cloud.

Of all the chieftains possessing in-

fluence with the inhabitants of Ghent,
two young nobles, named Ryhove and

Imbize, were the most conspicuous.^
Both were of ancient descent and
broken fortunes, both were passion-

ately attached to the Prince, both were

inspired with an intense hatred for all

that was Catholic or Spanish. They
bad travelled further on the reforming
path than many had done in that day,
and might even be called democratic
in their notions. Their heads were
filled with visions of Greece and Rome;
the praise of rejiublics was ever on

1 " Sed plerlqiie existiiuant euin sfcultitid

pollus quam malitia peceasse."— Languot,
Ep. Sec. i, ii. 307.

* Vail d. Vynckt, ii. 274, sqi.
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\heir lips; and they avowed to their

intimate associates that it was already
feasible to compose a commonwealth
like that of the Swiss Cantons out of

the seventeen Netherlands.* They
were regarded as dreamers by some,
as desperadoes by others. Few had
confidence in their capacity or their

purity; but Orange, who knew man-

kind, recognised in them useful in-

struments for any hazardous enter-

prise. They delighted in stratagems
and sudden feats of arms. Audacious
and cruel by temperament, they were
ever most happy in becoming a por-
tion of the desolation which popular
tumults engender.

There were several excited meetings
of the four estates of Flanders immedi-

ately after the arrival of the Duke of

Aerschot in Ghent.* His coming had
been preceded by extensive promises,
but it soon became obvious that their

fulfilment was to be indefinitely de-

ferred. There was a stormy session

on the 27th of October, many of tht

clergy and nobility being present, and

comparatively few members of the
thii-d estate. Very violent speeches
were made, and threats openly uttered,
that the privileges, about which so

much noise had been heard,, would bo
rather curtailed than enlarged under
the new administration. At the same

session, the commission of Aerschot
was formally presented by Cliampagny
and Sweveghem, deputed by the State

Council for that purpose.^ Champaguy
was in a somewhat anomalous position.
There was much doubt in men's minds

concerning him. He had seemed lately
the fi'iend of Orange, but he was cer-

tainly the brother of Granvelle. His

splendid but fruitless services during
the Antwerp Fury had not been ior-

gotten, but he was known to be a dc

tei-mined Catholic. He was a hater

of Spaniards, but no lover of popular

libert}'. The nature of his sentiments

towards Orange was perhaps imjustly

suspected. At any rate, two or three

days after the events which now oc-

s
Ibid., ii. 284, 285.

« Ibid., ii. 276, eqq. Meteren, vii. 126.

» Meteren, -^ii. 126''. Hoofd, xii, b^.
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cupy our attention, he wrote him a

private letter, in which he assured

him of his attachment. In reference

to the complaiiits of the Prince, that

he hi I not been seconded as he ought
to have been, he said, moreover, that

he could solemnly swear never to have
seen a single individual who did not
hold the Prince in admiration, and
who was not affectionately devoted to

him, not only by public profession, but

by private sentiment.^ There was little

doubt entertained as to the opinions
held bythe restof the aristocratic party,
then commencing their manoeuvres in

Ghent. Their sentiments were uttered

with sufficient distinctness in this re-

markable session.

Hessels, the old Blood Councillor,
was then resident in Ghent, where he

discharged high governmental func-

tions. It was he, as it will be remem-
bered, who habitually fell asleep at

that horrible council board, and could

only start from his naps to shout " ad

patibulum," while the other murderers
had found their work less narcotic. A
letter from Hessels to Count de Reux,
late royal governor of Flanders, was
at the present juncture intercepted.''

Perhaps it was invented, but genuine
or fictitious, it was circulated exten-

sively among the popular leaders, and
had the effect of proving Madame de
Hessels a true prophet. It precipi-
tated the revolution in Flanders, and
soon afterwards cost the Councillor
his life.

" We have alreatly brought
many notable magistrates of Flanders
over to the side of his Highness Don
John," wrote Hessels. " We hope,
after the Duke of Aerschot is gover-
nor, that we shall fully carry out the
intentions of his Majesty and the plans
of his Highness. We shall also know
how to circumvent the scandalous heretic

uith all his adherents and followers."
•*

I Archives dc la MiUson d'Orange. vi. 226.
•^ Bor, xi. 906». »

Ibid., <j05.
* Archives de la Mai.son d'Ortmge, vi. 220.

—Compare the remarks of Groen v. Piin-
Bterer; Bor, xi. 223.

» Weteren, vii. 126. Bor, xi. 003, sqq.
• Meteren, vi. \i&>. Hoofd, xii. 633.—

Bor merely observes that it was mppos'd
that Byhove had visited Orange during iiis

tiicf i\«>:nce fiom Giieut. Metereu, how-

Conjerence. 729

Certainly, if this letter were true, it

was high time for the friends of the
" scandalous heretic

"
to look about

them. If it were a forgery,'' which
is highly probable, it was ingeniously

imagined, and did the work of truth.

The revolutionary party, being in a

small minority in the assembly, were
advised by their leaders to bow before

the storm. They did so, and the

bluster of the reactionary pai-ty grew
louder as they marked the apparent
discomfiture of their foes. They
openly asserted that the men who
were clamouring for pri\-ilege3 should
obtain nothing but halters. The buried

charters should never be resuscitated ;

but the spirit of the dead Emperor,
who had once put a rope around the
necks of the insolent Ghenters, still

Uved in that of his son. There was
no lack of denunciation. Don John
and the Duke of Aerschot wordd soon

bring the turbulent burghers to their

senses, and there would then be an
end to this renewed clamour about

nnisty parchments.* Much indigna-
tion was secretly excited in the as-

sembly by such menaces. Without
doors the subten-anean flames spread

rapidly, but no tumult occurred that

night. Before the session was over,

Ryhove left the city, pretending a
visit to Toumay. Xo sooner had he
left the gates, however, than he tuj-ned

his horse's head in the opposite direc-

tion, and rode off post haste to Antwerp,
There he had a conference with Wil-
liam of Orange,® and painted in lively
colours the alanning position of affairs.
" And what do you mean to do in the
matter?" asked the Prince rather

drily.^ Ryhove was somewhat dis-

concerted. He had expected a violent

explosion ; well as he knew the tran-

quil personage whom he was address-

ing.
" I know no better counsel," he

ever, gives a minute account of their inter-

view, in which he is followed by Hoofd.
who had additional sources of information.

Compare Groen v. Priust , vi. 217, 218;
Wageuaer, viL 177; V. d. VjTickt, iL 279,
280, et al.

' " Wuer toe den Prince niet anders en
wiite op te seggheu dau vraeghue wat
raedt?"— Meteren, vii, lae*. Hoofd, xii.

533.
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replied, at length, "than to take the

Duke, with his bishops, councillors,
lords, and the whole nest of them, by
the throat, and thrust them all out

together."
^

"Rather a desperate undertaking,
however ?

"
said the Prince, carelessly,

but interrogatively.
"
I know no other remedy," answered

Ryhove ;

"
I would rather make the

attempt, relying upon God alone, and
die like a man, if needful, than live in

eternal slavery. Like an ancient Ro-

man," continued the young republican
noble in somewhat bombastic vein,

"
I

am ready to wager my life, where my
fatherland's welfare is at stake."

" Bold words !

"
said the Prince,

looking gi-avely at Ryhove; ''but

upon what force do you rely for your
undertaking?"

"
If I can obtain no assistance from

your Excellency," was the reply,
" I

shall throw myself on the mass of the

citizens. I can arovise them in the

name of their ancient liberties, which
must be redeemed now or never."

The Prince, believing probably that

the scheme, if scheme there were, was
but a wild one, felt little inclination

to compromise himself with the young
conspirator. He told him he could do

nothing at present, and saying that he
must at least sleep upon the matter,
dismissed him for the night. N"ext

morning, at daybreak, Ryhove was

again closeted with him. The Prince

asked his sanguine partisan if he were
still determined to carry out his pro-

ject, with no more definite support
than he had indicated ? Ryhove as-

sured him, in reply, that he meant to

do so, or to die in the attempt. The
Prince shrugged his shoulders, and
soon afterwards seemed to fall into a

reverie.* Ryhove continued talking,
but it was soon obvious that his High-
ness was not listening, and he there-

fore took his leave somewhat abruptly.

1 " met den gebcelo nesto by den
halse to vatten endo to verdrijvcu."—3Ie-

teren, vii. 12(5.—Compare Hoofd.

* " Do Prince trok syn schouderen ende
Reiihoorde hem met doove ooreu," etc.—
Motcrcu, ubi sup. Hoofd, xii. 534.

» Jlcteren, vii, 120. Hoofd, xii. 634.
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Hardly had he left the house, how«

ever, when the Prince despatched
Saint Aldegonde in search of him.
That gentleman, proceeding to hia

hotel, walked straight into the apart-
ment of Ryhove, and commenced a

conversation with a person whom lie

found there, but to his surprise he
soon discovered, experienced pohtician

though he was, that he had made an

egregious blunder. He had opened a

dangerous secret to an entire stranger,'*
and Ryhove coming into the apart-
ment a few minutes afterwards, was

naturally surprised to find the Prince's

chief councillor in close conversation

about the plot with Van Rooyen, the

burgomaster of Denremonde. The
Flemish noble, however, alwaj^s prompt :

in emergencies, drew his rapiei-, and |
assured the astonished burgomaster
that he would either have his life on

the instant, or his oath never to rover.l

a syllable of what he had heard. That

functionary, who had neither desired

the young noble's confidence, nor con-

templated the honour of being run

through the body as a consequence of

receiving it, was somewhat aghast at

the rapid manner in which these gen-
tlemen transacted business. He will-

ingly gave the required pledge, auJ
was permitted to depart.
The effect of the conference between

Saint Aldegonde and Ryhove was t^

convince the young partisan that ti:

Prince would neither openly coun<

nance his project, nor be exti-emtl

vexed should it prove successful. 1

short, while, as in the case of tli

arrest of the State Council, the subo

dinates were left to appear the princi-

pals in the transaction, the persona
most intimate with William of Orange
were allowed to form satisfactory

opinions as to his wishes, and to sen^o

as instruments to his ends.*
"

Vii'

qui vincel" cried Saint Aldegond
encouragingly, to Ryhove, shaking

* "Ryhove, ziende dat dtn Prince conui-

veerde ofte d'ooghe luyckte om sijn voor-

iieeinen in 't wcvk te stellen," etc.—Afetcreii,

vii. 127. "Ryhove hieruit suheppeudo d.it

zyu Doorluchtigkeit door de viii},'erou zagh,"
etc.—Hoofd, xii. 633.—Coiiiparo Sti-ada, ii.

lib i. p. 4; Gioen v. Priiut., Arfiiivjs, etc.

vi. 217, 818.
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hands with him at parting. The con-

Fpirator immediately mounted, and

rode off towards Ghent Dm-ing his

absence there had been much turbu-

lence, bi"t no decided outbreak, in that

city. Imbize had accosted the Duke
of Aerschot in the street, and de-

manded when and how he intended to

proclaim the restoration of the ancient

charters. The haughty Duke had en-

deavoured to shake off hLs importu-
nate questioner, while Imbize per-

sisted, with increasing audacity, till

Aerschot lost his temper at last.
"
Charters, charters !

"
he cried in a

rage ;

"
you shall learn soon, ye that

are thus howling for charters, that we
have still the old means of making you
dumb, with a rope on your throats.

I tell you this—were you ever so

much hoimded on by the Prince of

Orange."
^

The violence of the new governor
excited the wrath of Imbize. He
broke from him abruptly, and rushed
to a rendezvous of his confederates,

every man of whom was ready for a

desperate adventure. Groups of ex-

cited people were seen vociferating in

different places. A di-um was heard
to rattle from time to time, Never-

theless, the rising tumult seemed to

Bubside again after a season, owing
partly to the exertions of the magis-
"trates, partly to the absence of Ryhove.
At four in the afternoon that gentle-
man entered the town, and riding

directly to the head-quartera of the

conspiracy, was incensed to hear that

the work, which had begun so bravely,
had been allowed to cool. "'Tis a

time," he cried,
" for vigilance. If we

sleep now, we shall be dead in oiu:

beds before morning. Better to fan
the fire which has begun to blaze in

the people's heart. Better to gather
the fruit while it is ripe. Let us go

I forward, each with his followers, and
, I pledge myself to lead the way. Let

I

us scuttle the old ship of slavery ; let

I

» Meteren, vii. 127. Hoofd, xii. 534. Van
]

d. Vynckt, ii. 280.

!

*
iloofd, Meteren, ubi sup. Bor, xi 903,

j

»04.
» Daar (reydo Mieghem liierop) hoor ik

een' mau spr«eken," etc.— Ibii, Meteren,
vii li7.
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us hunt the Spanish Inquisition, oncv

for all, to the hell from whence it

came !

"*

"There spoke the voice of a man !

"'

cried the Flemish captain, Mieghem,
one of the chief conspirators ;

•' lead

on, Ryhove, I swear to follow you as

far as our legs will carry lis." Thus

encouraged, Ryhove rushed about the

city, calling upon the people every-
where to rise. They rose almost to a

man. Arming and must-ering at dif-

ferent points, according to previous

arrangements, a vast number assem-

bled by toll of bell, after nightfall, on
the public square, whence, under com-
mand of Ryhove, they swept to the

residence of Aerschot at Saint Bavon.

The guards, seeing the fierce mob ap-

proaching, brandishing spears and wav-

ing torches, had scarce time to close

the gates, as the people loudly de-

manded entrance and the delivery to

them of the Governor. Both claims

were refused.
" Let us bum the birds

in their nests," cried Ryhove, without
hesitation.* Pitch, light wood, and
other combustibles, were brought at

his command, and in a few moments
the palace would have been in flames,
had not Aerschot, seeing that the in-

surgents were in earnest, capitulated-
As soon as the gates were open, the
foremost of the mob rushed upon him,
and would have torn him limb from
limb, had not Ryhove resolutely inter-

fered, and twice protected the life of

the Governor, at the peril of his own.'
The Duke was then made a prisoner,
and, under a strong guard, was con-

veyed, still in his night-gown, and
bare-footed, to the mansion of Ryhova
All the other leading members of the
CathoUc party were captured, the
arrests proceeding tiU a late hour in
the night. Rassinghem, Sweveghem,
Fisch, De la Porta, and other promi-
nent members of the Flemish estates

or covmcH, were secured, but Cham-
pagny was allowed to make his escape.*

* Meteren, vii 127. Hoofd, xii. 535. Bor,
xi. 905.

* Hoofd, xii. 535. Meteren, vii 127. Van
d. Vynckt, ii. 2S2.

* "Zoo dat by vciTeyst, verbor^lien, oft
d'Xir piiistc, verschoont mijet gowco8t zyn."—H^oii, xiL 645.
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The Bishops of Bruges and Ypres -were

less fortunate. Blood-councillor Hes-

sels, whose letter—genuine or counter-

feited—had been so instrumental in

hastening this outbreak, was most

carefully guarded, and to him and to

Senator Fisch the personal conse-

quences of that night's work were to

be very tragic.
Thus audaciously, successfully, and

hitherto without bloodshed, was the
anti-Catholic revolution commenced in

Flanders. The event was the first of a

long and most signal series. The deed
was done. The provisional govern-
ment was established, at the head of

which was placed Ryhove, to whom
oaths of allegiance were rendered, sub-

ject to the future arrangements of the

states-general and Orange. On the 9th
of November, the nobles, notables, and

community of Ghent published an ad-

dress, in which they elaborately de-

fended the revolution which had been
effected and the arrests which had
taken place ;

while the Catholic party,
with Aerschot at its head, was declared

to be secretly in league with Don John
to bring back the Spanish troops, to

overthrow the Prince of Orange, to

deprive him of the protectorate of

Brabant, to set at nought the Ghent

treaty, and to suppress the Reformed

religion.^
The effect of this sudden rising of

the popular party was prodigious

throughout the Netherlands. At the
same time, the audacity of such ex-

treme proceedings could hardly be
countenanced by any considerable

party in the states-general. Cham-

pagny wrote to the Prince of Orange
that, even if the letter of Hessels were

genuine, it proved nothing against

Aerschot,* and he urged the necessity
of suppressing such scene of licence

immediately, through the influence of

those who could command the passions
of the mob. Otherwise, he affirmed

that all legitimate forms of justice
would disappear, and that it would be

easy to set the bloodhounds upon any
game whatever. Saint Aldegonde

Dutch Republic. [1577.
wrote to the Prince, that it would be
a great point, but a very difficult one,
to justify the Ghent transaction

; for

there was little doubt that the Hessel.s

letter was a forgery.
** It was therefore

as well, no doubt, that the Prince had
not decidedly committed himself to

Ryhove's plot, and thus deprived him-
self of the right to interfere afterwards,

according to what seemed the claims of

justice and sound poUcy.
He now sent Arend "Van Dorp to

Ghent, to remonstrate with the leaders

of the insurrection upon the violence

of their measures, and to demand the
liberation of the prisonei-s

—a request
which was only complied with in the
case of Aerschot. That nobleman was
liberated on the 14th of November,
under the condition that he would

solemnly pledge himself to forget and

forgive the treatment which he had

received, but the other prisoners M'cre

retained in custody for a much longer

period, A few weeks afterwards, the

Prince of Orange \'isited Ghent, at the

earnest request of the four estates of

Flanders, and it was hoped that his

presence would contribute to the re-

storation of tranquillity.*
This visit was naturally honoured

by a brilliant display of "
rhetorical

"

spectacles and tableaux vivants; for

nothing could exceed the passion of

the Netherlanders of that century for

apologues and charades. In allegory

they found an ever-present comforter

in their deepest afflictions. The prince'
was escorted from the Town-gate to

the Jacob's church amid a blaze of tar-

barrels and torches, although it was

mid-day, where a splendid exhibition

had been an-anged by that sovereign

guild of rhetoric,
" Jesus with the

Balsam Flower." The drama waa

called Judas Maccabseus, in compli-
ment to the Prince. In the centre of

the stage stood the Hebrew patriot, in

full armour, symbolising the illustii-

ous guest doing battle for his comitry.
He was attended by the three estates

of the country, ingeniously personified

by a single individual, who wore the

1 Address of tho Notables, in Bor, xi. 004,
905.

" Arshives do la Maieou d'Orango, vi. 224.
j

« Ibid., vi. 219, 220.
* Bor, xi. 905, 916. The Prince came to

tue city on the 29th of December 1577.
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velvet bonnet of a noble, the cassock

of a priest, tind the breeches of a

burgher.^ Groups of allegorical per-

sonages vi^ere dra./n up on the right
and left — Courage, Patriotism, Free-

dom, Mercy, Diligence, and other

estimable qualities upon one side,

were balanced by Murder, Rapine,
Treason, and the rest of the sister-

hood of Crime, on the other. The

Inquisition was represented as a lean

and hungry hag. The " Ghent Pacifi-

cation
"
was di-essed in cramoisy satin,

and wore a city on her head for a tur-

ban
; while, tied to her apron-strings,

were Catholicism and Protestantism,
bound in a loving embrace by a chain

of seventeen links, which she was forg-

ing upon an anvil Under the anvil

was an indiridual in complete harness,

engaged in eating his heart; this was
Discord- In front of the scene stood

History and Rhetoric, attired as "
tri-

umj)hant maidens, in white garments,"
each with a laiu-el crown and a burn-

ing torch. These personages, after

holding a rhymed dialogue between

themselves, filled with wonderful con-

ceits and quibbles, addressed the
Prince of Orange and Maccabseus, one
after the other, in a great quantity of

veiy detestable verses.

After much changing of scenes and

groups, and an enormous quantity of

Flemish-woven poetry, the "Ghent
Peace

"
came forward, leading a lion

in one hand, and holding a heart of

,)ure gold in the other. The heart,

upon which was inscribed Sinceritas,
was then presented to the real Prince,
as he sat

"
reposing after the spec-

tacle," and perhaps slightly yawning,
the gift being accompanied by another
tremendous discharge of complimen-
tary verses.* After this, William of

Orange was permitted to proceed to-

wards the lodgings provided for him,
but the magistrates and notables met
him upon the threshold, and the pen-

•ation. To-'

;
sionary made him a long onttion.

Even after the Prince was fairly

housed, he had not escaped the fangs
of allegory; for, while he sat at supper
refreshing his exhausted frame after

so much personification and metajihor,
a symbolical personage, attired to re-

present the town corporation,' made
his appearance, and poured upon him
a long and particularly duU heroic

poem. Fortimately, this episode closed

the labours of the day.
On the 7th of December 1577, the

states-general formally declai-ed that

Don John was no longer Stadholder,

Governor, nor Captain-General, but an
infractor of the peace which he had
sworn to maintain, and an enemy of

the fatherland. All natives of the

country who should shew him favour

or assistance were declared rebels and

traitors; and by a separate edict,

issued the same day, it was ordained

that an inventory of the estates of such

persons should forthwith be taken.*

Thus the war, which had for a brief

period been suspended during the

angry, tortuous, and hopeless negotia-
tions which succeeded the arrival of

Don John, was once more to be let

loose. To this point had tended all

the policy of Orange—faithful as ever

to the proverb with which he had
broken off the Breda conferences,
' that war was preferable to a doubt-
ful peace." Even, however, as hia

policy had pointed to a war as the

necessary forerunner of a sohd peace
with Spain, so had his efforts already
advanced the cause of internal religi-
ous concord within the provinces
themselves. On the 10th of Decem-
ber, a new act of imion was signed at

Brussels, by which those of the Ro-
man Church and those who had re-

tired from that communion bound
themselves to respect and to protect
each other with mutual guarantees
against all enemies whatsoever.* Here

•
"Beschrijvinghe van het Rene dat ver-

toocht wierd ter inkomste Van der Ex-
..Ue, des Prinzen van Orangien, binnen
-ad van Gheudt."—Ghendt, loTS. For
-istory of art in Flauders and Europe

t; := little v.jlume, filled, not only with the
poetry, but with the designs and architec-
tural etnbeUiahmenta eropl'^yc^ upon this

occasion, is worthy of attention. Tr.e pam-
phlet is very rare. The or^e used by the
writer is in the Duncan Collectiou ol the

Uoyal Library, Hague.
^
Beschrijvinghe, etc. * Ibid.

* Bor, xi. 916.
* 3Ieteren, vii. 127'*. Haraei Ann , iiL

268, 2e&.—It 13 singular tbat Bor, Reyd.
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was a step beyond the Ghent Pacifica-

tion, and in tlie same direction. The
first treaty tacitly introduced tolera-

tion by snppressuig the right of perse-

cution, biit the new union jjlaced the
Reformed religion on a level with the

old. This was the result of the
Prince's efforts; and, in truth, there

was no lack of eagerness among these

professors of a faith which had been
so long under ban to take advantage
of his presence. Out of dark alleys,
remote thickets, subterranean conven-

ticles, where the dissenters had so long
been trembling for their lives, the op-

pressed now came forth into the light
of day. They indulged openly in those

forms of worship which persecution
had affected to regard with as much
holy horror as the Badahuennan or

Hercynian mysteries of Celtic ages
could inspii-e, and they worshipped
boldly the common God of Catholic

and Puritan, in the words most conso-

nant to then- tastes, without dreading
the gibbet as an inevitable result of

their audacity. .

In truth, the time had arrived for

bringing the northern and southern,
the Celtic and German, the Protestant

and Catholic, hearts together, or else

for acquiescing in their perpetual
divorce. If the sentiment of nation-

ality, the cause of a common father-

land, could now overcome the attach-

ment to a particidar form of worship—if a common danger and a common
destiny could now teach the great
lesson of mutual toleration, it might
yet be possible to create a united

Netheriand, and defy for ever the

power of Spain. Since the Union of

Bnissels, of January 1577, the internal

cancer of religious discord had again

begun to coirode the body politic.

The Pacification of Ghent had found
the door open to religious toleration.

It had not opened, but had left it open.

Bentivoglio, Van dcr Vynokt, Grotius, and
even the constitutional historian, Kluit, are

all silent concerning this remarkable Act of

Union. Hoofd alludes to it in exactly two
lines ; Strada, De Tliou, and Wagenacr, are

f:qnally concise. Tlie Archivarius de Jonghe
has, however, left nothing to be desired in

his interesting monograpliy (" Verhande-

lingen en Oniiitgegevene Stiikkon," p». 163-

Dutch Kepuhlic. [1577.

I

The Union of Brussels had closed the

I

door again. Contrary to the hopes of
the Prince of Orange and of the patriota
who followed in his track, the sanction

given to the Roman religion had ani-

mated the Catholics to fresh arrogance
and fresh persecution. In the course of
a few months, the only fruits of the new
union, from which so much had been

hoped, were to be seen in imjirison-

ments, confiscations, banishments, exe-
cutions.i The Perpetual Edict, by
which the fifteen provinces had united
in acknowledging Don John while the
Protestant stronghold of Holland and
Zealand had been placed in a state of

isolation by the wise distrust of Orange,
had widened the breach between Ca-
tholics and Protestants. The subse-

quent conduct of Don John had con-

firmed the suspicions and demonstrated
the sagacity of the Prince. The seizure

of Namur and the open hostilityavowed

by the Governor once more forced the

provinces together. The suppressed
flames of nationality burst forth again.
Catholic and Protestant, Fleming and

Hollander, instinctively approached
each other, and felt the necessity of

standing once more shoulder ttf shoul-

der in defence of their common rights.
The Prince of Orange was called for

by the unanimous cry of the whole

country. He came to Brussels. Hifl

first step, as already narrated, was to

break off negotiations which had been

already ratified by the votes of the

states-general. The measure was re-

considered, under pretence of adding
certain amendments. Those amend-
ments were the unconditional articles

of surrender proposed for Don John's

signature on the 25th of September-
articles which could only elicit words

of defiance from his lips.

Thus far the Prince's object was

accomplished. A treacherous peace,
which would have insured destruction,

204), besides publishing the original French
text of the important document. The con-

temporary historians above cited (Meteren
and Haraeu.s) had already given its sub-

stiince.

1 " Die nieuwo oder nadere Unic van
BrusseU."—Doov J. 0. Jonghe, Verliande-

lingen und Onuitg. Stukk., p. 184.
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was aTert«<i,. but a new obstacle to the

development of liis broad and energetic
schemes arose in the intrigue which

brought the Archduke from Vienna.

The caoals of Orange's secret enemies
were again thwailed with the same
adroitness to which his avowed anta-

gonists were forced to succumb. Mat-
thias was made the exponent of the

new policy, the standard-bearer of the

new union which the Prince now
Kucceeded in establishing ;

for his next

step was immediately to impress upon
the provinces which had thus imited

in casting down the gauntlet to a com-
mon enemy the necessity of uniting in

a permanent league. One province
was already lost by the faU of Xamur.
The bonds of a permanent imion for

the other sixteen could be' constructed

of but one material—religious tolera-

tion, and for a moment, the genius of

Oi-ange, always so far beyond his age,
succeeded in raising the mass of his

coimtrymen to the elevation upon
which he had so long stood alone.

The "new or nearer Union of

Brussels" was signed on the 10th of

December, eleven months after the
formation of the first union. This
was the third and, tmfortunately, the
last confederation of all the Nether-
lands. The original records have been

lost, but it is known that the measmre
was accepted unanimously in the

estates-general as soon as presented.^
The leading Catholic nobles were with
the army, but a deputation, sent to the

camp, returned with their signatures
and hearty approval; with the signa-
tures and approval of such determined
Catholics as the Lalains, Melims,
Egmont, and La Motte.* If such men
could imite for the sake of the father-

land in an act of religious toleration,
what lofty hopes for the futiire was
not the Prince justified in forming;
for it was the Prince alone * who accom-

plished this victory of reason over

passion. As a monument, not only of
his genius, but of the elevated aspira-
tions of a whole people in an age of

intolerance, the "
closer Union of

1 De Jonglie, x>. ISS.
*

Ibid., pp. ISS-l&O.
'
Bor, xi., 902, 903.

New Union of Brussels. 7o5

Brussels" deserves especial place in

the history of human progress. Un-

fortimately, it was destined to a brief

existence. The battle of Gembloura
was its death-blow, and before the end
of a month, the tmion thus hopefully
constructed was shattered for ever.

The Netherland people was never

united again. By the Union of

Utrecht, seven states subsequently
rescued their existence, and lived to

construct a powerful republic. The
rest were destined to remain for cen-

turies in the condition of provinces to

a distant metropolis, to be shifted

about as make-weighta in political

balances, and only in our own ago
to come into the honourable rank of

independent constitutional states.

The Prince had, moreover, strength-
ened himself for the coming struggle

by an alliance with England. The

thrifty but politic Queen, fearing the

result of the secret practices of Alengon—whom Orange, as she suspected, still

kept in reserve to be played off, in case

of need, against Matthias and Don
John—had at last consented to a treaty
of alliance and subsidy. On the 7th
of January 1578, the Marquis Havre,

envoy from the estates, concluded an

arrangement in Lpndon, by which the

Queen was to lend them her credit—
in other words, to endorse their obUga-
tions, to the amount of one hundred
thousand pounds sterling. The money
was to be raised wherever the states

might be able to negotiate the bUls,
and her liability was to cease within a

year. She was likewise to be collater-

ally secured by pledges from certain

cities in the Netherlands.* This amount
was certainly not colossal, while the
conditions were sxifficiently parsimoni-
ous. At the same time a beginning
was made, and the principle of subsidy
was established. The Queen, further-

more, agreed to send five thousand

infantry and one thousand cavalry to
the provinces, under the command of

an of&cer of high rank, who was to
have a seat and vote in the Netherland
Council of State.' These troops were

Meteren, vil. 1?8.

3 Jonghe, p. 185, seq. Meerbeck. Chronyk.,
p. 48S.

« Meteren, vi:. 127, 128. Bor, xi. 902, ^Z.
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to be paid by the provinces, but
furnished by the Queen. The estate,?

'.vere to form no treaty without her

knowledge, nor undertake any move-
ment of importance without her con-

Bent. In case she should be herself

attacked by any foreign power, the

provinces were to assist her to the

same extent as the amount of aid now
afforded to themselves

;
and in case of

a naval war, with a fleet of at least

forty ships. It had already been

arranged that the appointment of the

Prince of Orange as Lieutenant-General
for Matthias was a sine qua non in any
treaty of assistance with England.
Soon after the conclusion of this con-

vention. Sir Thomas Wilkes was de-

Bpatched on a special mission to Spain,
and Mr Lej^ton sent to confer privately
with Don John.^ It was not probable,
however, that the diplomatic skill of

either would make this new arrange-
ment palatable to Philip or his Gover-
nor.

Within a few days after their signa-
ture of this important treaty, the

Prince had, at length, wholly succeed-

ed in conquering the conflicting pas-
sions in the states-general, and in re-

conciling them, to a certain extent,
with each other. The closer union
had been excepted, and now thirty
articles, which had been prepared
under his superintendence, and had

already on the 17th of December been

accepted by Matthias, were established

as the fundamental terms, according
to which the Archduke was to be
received as Governor-General.^ No
power whatever was accorded to the

young man, who had come so far with

eager and ambitious views. As the

Prince had neither solicited nor de-

.sired a visit which had, on the con-

trary, been the result of hostile ma-

chinations, the Archduke could hardly

complain that the power accorded him
was but shadowy, and that his pre-
sence was rendered superfluous. It

was not surprising that the common
1 Bor, xi. 900-003. Motcren, ubi sup.

- Sea the articles at full in Bor, xi. 727-
P20. In the notes of De Reifienberg to Van
d. Vynckt, ii. 36S-383 ; and in Meteren, vii.

T2S), tbey ai-e given with much less exact-

people gave him the name of Greffier,
or registering clerk to the Prince

;

•'

for his functions were almost limited to

the signing of acts which were coun-

tersigned by Orange. According to

the stipulations of the Queen of Eng-
land, and the views of the whole

popular party, the Prince remained
lluward of Brabant, notwithstanding
the appointment of a nominal Gover-

nor-General, by whom his own duties

were to be superseded.
The articles which were laid down

as the basis upon which the Archduke
was to be accepted, composed an ample
representative constitution, by which
all the legislative and many of the
executive powers of government were
bestowed upon the states-general or

upon the coiincil by them to be elect-

ed. To avoid remaining in the condi-

tion of a people thus left without a

head, the states declared themselves

willing to accept Matthias as Governor-

General, on condition of the King's
subsequent approbation, and upon the

general basis of the Ghent treaty.
The Archduke, moreover, was to take
an oath of allegiance to the King and
to the states-general at the same time.

He was to govern the land by the

advice of a state-council, the members
of which were to be apjjointed by the

states-general, and were " to be native

Netherlanders, true patriots, and nei-

ther ambitious nor greedy."'' In all

matters discussed before the state-

council, a majority of votes was to

decide. The Governor-General, with
his Council of State, should conclude

nothing concerning the common affairs

of the nation—such as requests, loans,

treaties of peace or declarations of war,
alliances or confederacies with foreign
nations—without the consent of the

states-general. He was to issue no

edict or ordinance, and introduce n '

law, without the consent of the sario

body duly assembled, and representing
each individual province.^ A majority
of the members was declared necessary

noss.—Compare the remarks of Groen van

Prinsterer, Archives, vi. 259, 260.
3
Tassis, iv. 290.

* "Getroiivre en goode patiiottcn niet

wesonde ambitieus of gicrig
"—Art. 4.

• Art. 8.
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to a quorum of the council. All acts

and despatches were to be di-awn up
by a member of the board. The

states-general were to assemble when,

VBhere,and as often as, and remain in

session as long as, they might think it

expedient} At the request of any
indh'idual province, concerning mat-

ters about which a convention of the

generality was customary, the other

states should be bound to assemble

without waiting for directions from
the Governor-General' The estates

of each particular province were to

assemble at their pleasure. The gover-
nor and Council, with advice of the

states-general, were to appoint all the

principal military officers. Troops
were to be enrolled and garrisons es-

tablished by and with the consent of

the states. Governors of provinces
were to be appointed by the Governor-

General, with advice of his council,
and with the consent of the estates of

the province inter^c-.ted All military

A Free Constitution.

a reservation in favour of hia Majesty
seemed a superfluous sarcasm. It was
furthermore resolved that the Prince

of Orange should be appointed Lieu-

tenant-General for Matthias, and be
continued in his office of RuwardL*
This constitution, drawn up tmder the

superintendence of the Prince, had
been already accepted by Matthias,
while still at Antwerp, and upon the

18th of January 1578, the ceremony
of his inauguration took place.

It was the third triimiphal proces-
sion which Brussels had witnessed

within nine months. It was also the

most brilliant of all
;
for the burghers,

as if to make amends to the Archduke
for the actual nullity to which he had
been reduced, seemed resolved to raise

him to the seventh heaven of allegory.

By the rhetorical guilds he was re-

garded as the most brilliant constel-

lation of virtues which had yet shone

above the Flemish horizon. A bril-

liant cavalcade, headed by Orange,
affiiirs were to be conducted during accompanied by Count John of Nas-

war by the governor, with advice of sau, the Prince de Chimay and other

his council, while the estates were to notables, met him at Vilvoorde, and
have absolute control over the levy- escorted him to the city gate. On an

ing and expenditure of the common open field, outside the town, Count
fimds of the country.* Bossu had arranged a review of troops.

It is sufficiently plain from this concluding with a sham-fight, v/hich,

brief summary, that the powers thus
\
in the words of a classical contem-

confen-ed upon Matthias alone, were

absolutely null, while those which he

might exercise in conjimction with
the state-council were not much more
extensive. The actual force of the

government— legislative, executive,
and administrative—was lodged in

the general assembly, while no autho-

rity was left to the King, except the
nominal right to approve these revo-

lutionary proceedings, according to
'

the statement in the preamble. Such
|

» Article 13. » Art. 14.
* Art. 21.—"Le hizieron jurar," says i

Cabrera,
" treinta i una condiciones," (one

j

Article more, by the way, than the actual
!

number, which was thirty—Bor, xi. 927-
'

929), "instituyendo el gobiemopopular a la
;

tra^a que JuUo Cesar escrive de los anti-

guos Flamencos, que el pueblo tenia el misnio ;

mando sobre el Rey, que el sobre pueblo : i
',

el Archiduiji.'.e Us rerriria dt estatua."—xii. i

e5e>>. * Bor. xL 927. » Ibid.
• " Sommare Beschryvinghe Van den

|

tri'.mphelijcke Incomst van den door luch-
',

porary, seemed as
"
bloody a rencontre

as that between Duke Miltiades of

Athens and King Darius upon the

plains of Attica."' The procession
entered the Louvain gate, through a

splendid triumphal arch, filled with a

band of invisible musicians. "
I be-

lieve that Orpheus had never played
so melodiously on his harp," says the

same authority, "nor Apollo on hia

lyre, nor Pan on his lute, as the city
waits then performed."* On entering

tigen Aertshoge Matthias binnen die Prince-

lijcke Stadt van Brussele."—'t Antwerpen.
Plantin, 1579- Tliis little contemponuy
publication, drawn up by J. B. Houwaert,
contains a detailed account of the festivities

upon this occasion, togetlier with all the

poems sung and spoken, and well executed

engravings of the decorations, temples, thao/-

tres, and triumphal arches. For the litersjy
and artistic history of Flanders and Brabant,
it is important. The copy used by the writer
is in the "CoUectioDuncaniana" ofthe Royal
Library at the Hague,
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the gates, Matthias was at once de-

livered over to the hands of mytho
logy, the burghers and rhetoricians

taking possession of their illustrious

captive, and being determined to outdo
themselves in demonstrations of wel-

come. The representatives of the

"nine nations" of Brussels met him
in the Ritter-street, followed by a gor-

geous retinue. Although it was mid-

day, all bore flaming torches. Al-

though it was January, the streets

were strewed with flowers. The
houses were festooned with garlands,
and hung with brilliant silks and vel-

vets. The streets were thronged with

spectators, and encumbered with tri-

umphal arches. On the Grande Place,

always the central scene in Brussels,
whether for comedies, or tournaments,
or executions, the principal dramatic
eiFects had been accumulated. The

splendid front of the Hotel de Ville

was wreathed with scarfs and banners;
ita windows and balconies, as well as

those of the picturesque houses which
formed the square, were crowded with

^aily-dressed women. Upon the area

of the place, twenty-four theatres had
been erected, where a series of magni-
ficent living pictures were represented

by the most beautiful young females

that could be found in the city. All

were attired in bi'ocades, embroideries,
and cloth of gold. The subjects of

the tahleaxtx vivants were, of course,
most classic, for the Netherlanders
were nothing, 'if not allegorical ; yet,
as spectacles, provided by burghers
and artisans for the amusement of

their fellow-citizens, they certainly

proved a considerable culture in the

people who could thus be amused.
All the groups were artistically ar-

ranged. Upon one theatre stood Juno
with her peacock, i)resenting Matthias

with the city of Brussels, which she

held, beautifully modelled, in her
hand. Upon another, Cybele gave
him the keys, Reason handed him a

bridle, Hebe a basket of flowers, Wis-
dom a looking-glass and two law books,

Diligence a pair of spurs ;
while Con-

stancy, Magnanimity, Prudence, and

Dutch RepuUic. [io'T8.

other virtues, furnished him witii a

helmet, corslet, spear, and shield.

Upon other theatres, Bellona present-
ed him with several men-at-arms, tied

in a bundle
;
Fame gave him her trum-

pet, and Glory her crown. Upon one

stage Quintus Curtius, on horseback,
was seen plunging into the yawning
abyss; upon six others Scipio Afri
canus was exhibited, as he appeared
in the most picturesque moments of

his career.-^ The beardless Archduke
had never achieved anything, save hia

nocturnal escape from Vienna in his

night-gown ;
but the honest Flemings

chose to regard him as a re-incarnation

of those two eminent Romans. Car-

ried away by their own learning, they
already looked upon him as a myth ;

and such indeed he was destined to

remain throughout his Netherland
career. After surveying all these

wonders, Matthias was led up the
hill again to the ducal palace, where,
after hearing speeches and odes till he
was exhausted, he was at last allowed
to eat his su]iper and go to bed.

Meantime the citizens feasted in the
streets. Bonfires were blazing every-
where, at which the people roasted

"geese, pigs, capons, partridges, and
chickens," while upon all sides were
the merriest piping and dancing. Of
a sudden, a fiery dragon was seen flying

through the air. It poised for a while
over the heads of the revelling crowd
in the Grande Place, and then burst
with a prodigious explosion, sending
forth rockets and other fii-eworks in

every direction. This exhibition, then
a new one, so frightened the people,
that they all took to their heels,

"
aa

if a thousand soldiers had assaulted

them," tumbling over each other in

great confusion, and so dispersing to

their homes.*
The next day Matthias took the

oaths as Governor-General, to support
the new constitution, while the Prince

of Orange was sworn in as Lieutenaut-

General and Governor of Brabant.

Upon the next a splendid banquet
was given them in the grand hall of the

Hdtel de Ville, by the states-genera],

1 Somroare Beschryvinghe, etc. » Ibid,
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and wLen the cloth was removed,
Rhetoric inKde her last and most in-

genious demonstration, through the

famous guild of "
Mary with the

FlDvrer Garland."

Two individuals—the one attired as

a respectable burgher, the other as a

clerical personage in gown and bands—made their appearance upon a stage,

opposite the seats of their Highnesses,
and pronounced a long dialogue in

rhyme. One of the speakers rejoiced
in the appellation of the "Desiring
Heart," the other was called

" Com-
mon Comfort." Common Sense might
have been more to the purpose,
but appeared to have no part in the

play. Desiring Heart, being of an

inquisitive disposition, propounded a

series of puzzling questions, mytholo-
gical in their nature, which seemed like

classical conimdrums, having reference,

mainly, to the proceedings of Ventis,

Neptune, Juno, and other divinities.^

They appeared to have little to do
with Matthias or the matter in hand,
but Common Comfort knew better.

That clerical personage, accordingly,
in a handsome allowance of rhymes,
informed his despairing colleague that

everything would end well ; that Ju-

piter, Diana, Venus, and the rest of

them would all do their duty, and
that Belgica would be relieved from
all her woes, at the advent of a certain

individual Whereupon cried Desiring
Heart:

Oh Common Comfort ! who is he t

His name, and of what family?

To which' Comfort responded by
mentioning the Archduke, in a poeti-
cal and highly-complimentary strain,

1 As for example—
" Wanneer sal Jupiter Satumum verdrijvent
Wanneer sal Neptunua Phaethon ver-

drijncken,
Wanneer sal Hercules Hydram ontUjven,
Wanneer sal Vulcanus lateu sijn hincken,"

etc., etc. Som. Beschryv.

Or, in the vernacular—
When shall Jove his father follow.
Or briny Neptune Pl;aethon swallow.
Or Herc'los leave off Hydra crimping-.
Or honest Vulcan give up limping.
Or Brontes cease to forge his thunder!
AU these ore wonders upon wonder—

etc., etc.

• Sommar« B«schryvingho, etc.. ato.

Don John to the Emperor. 730
with handsome allusions to the inevit-

able Quintus Curtius and Scipio Afri-

canus. The concluding words of the

speech were not spoken, but were
taken as the cue for a splendid cha-

rade ;
the long suffering Scipio again

making his appearance, in company
with Alexander and Hannibal; the

group typifying the future government
of Matthias. After each of these heroic

individuals had spouted a hxmdred lines

or so, the play was terminated, and
Rhetoric took her departure. The
company had remained at table during
this long representation, and now the
dessert was served, consisting of a
"
richly triumphant banquet of con-

fectionary, marmalade, and all kinds
of genteelnesses in sugar."

'

Meanwhile, Don John sat chaSng
and almost frenzied with rage at N.i-

mur. Certainly he had reasons enough
for losing his temper. Never since

the days of Maximilian had king's
brother been so bearded by rebels.

The Cross was humbled in the dust,
the royal authority openly derided,
his Majesty's representative locked

up in a fortress, while " the accursed
Prince of Orange" reigned supreme
in Brussels, with an imperial Arch-
duke for his private secretary.
The Governor addressed a long, pri-

vate, and most bitter letter to the

Emperor, for the purpose of settuig
himself right in the opinion of that

potentate, and of giving him certain

hints as to what was expected of the

imperial court by Philip and himself.

He expressed confidence that the im-

perial commissioners would have some
effect in bringing about the pacifica-

* " Hy is van Keyserlickan stamme ghe-
boren,

Aartshcrtoge Matthi.is is synen name.
Die generale staten habben hem ghe-

coren,
Voor Gouvemeur, door sijne goeta

fame
Hy is als Jvilius Cesar eersame,"

etc., etc. Som. Beschryv.

He is formed of fine material,
And is sprung of rj.ce imperial.
He is brave as JuUus Caesar,
Archduke Matthias is his name;

He ia chosen Governor-General

By the states, for his great £am»—
etc.. eto.
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tion of the Netlierlands, and protested
his own strong desire for sncli a result,

provided always that the two great

points of the Catholic religion and his

Majesty's authority were jireserved in-

tact.
" In the hope that those articles

would be maintained," said he,
"
I have

emptied cities and important places of

their garrisons, when I might easily
have kept the soldiers, and with the

(soldiers the places, against all the

world, instead of consigning them to

the care of men who at this hour
have arras in their hand against their

natural prince." He declared vehe-

mently that in all his conduct, since

his arrival in the provinces, he had
been governed exclusively by the in-

terests of Philip, an object which he
ehould steadily pursue to the end. He
urged, too, that the Emperor, being of

the same house as Philip, and there-

fore more obliged than all others to

sustain his quarrel, would do well to

espouse his cause with all the warmth

possible.
" The forgetfulness by vas-

sals," said Don John,
" of the obedi-

ence due to their sovereign is so

dangerous, that all princes and poten-

tates, even those at the moment
exempt from trouble, should assist

in preparing the remedy, in order

that their subjects also may not take

it into their heads to do the like,

liberty being a contagious disease, which

goes on infecting one neighbour after

another, if the cure he not promptly ap-

plied."
^ It was, he averred, a despe-

rate state of things for monarchs,
when subjects, having obtained such
concessions as the Netherlanders had

obtained, nevertheless loved him and

obeyed him so little. They shewed,
but too clearly, that the causes alleged

by them had been but pretexts, in

order to effect designs, long ago con-

ceived, to overthrow the ancient con-

stitution of the countrj', and to live

thenceforward in unbridled liberty.

1 " Obeiss.'xnco de Icur Prince souve-

rain, obly do laquelle est si dMiC!riTe)ilx que
tous princes et potent.ats voires ceulx qui
presuntemciit soiit exempts de troubles en
Q(5iv()icnt soigncr le remfede aflSn que, a

I'exemple de ceulx ci les leurs ne prennent
fixiclque jour cnvye de f" le sembl.al)le, etaiit

la, hb;:rte qu'ils cberchent comme una va.\X

[1578.

So many indecent acts had been com-
mitted prejudicial to religion and to

his Majesty's grandeur, that the Gover-
nor avowed his determination to have
no farther communication with the

provinces without fresh commands to

that effect. He begged the Emperor
to pay no heed to what the states said,
but to observe what they did. He as-

sured him that nothing could be more
senseless than the reports that Philip
and his Governor-General in the Ne-
therlands were negotiatingwith France,
for the purpose of alienating the pro-
vinces from the Austrian crown. Philip,

being chief of the family, and sovereign
of the Netherlands, could not commit
the absurdity of giving away his own

property to other people, nor would
Don John choose to be an instrument
in so foolish a transaction.'' The Go-

vernor entreated the Emperor, there-

fore, to consider such fables as the in-

vention of malcontents and traitors, of

whom there were no lack at his coiu't,

and to remember that nothing was
more necessary for the preservation of

the greatness of his family than to

cultivate the best relations with all its

members. "
Therefore," said he, with

an absurd affectation of candour,
"

al-

though I make no doubt whatever that

the expedition hitherwards of the Arch-

duke Matthias has been made with the

best intentions; nevertheless, many are

of opinion that it would have been

better altogether omitted. If the Arch-

duke," he continued, with hardly dis-

sembled irony,
" be desirous of taking

charge of his Majesty's affairs, it would
be preferable to employ himself in the

customary manner. Your IVIajesty

would do a laudable action by* recall-

ing him from this place, according to

your Majesty's promise to me to that

effect." In conclusion, Don John com-

plained that difficulties had been placed
in his way for making levies of troops
in the Empire, while every facility had

contagieulx qui vast infectant au voi.sin si

en temps et promptcment uy est remMil."

2 " car estant icelle chef do la dita

maison et Sg' des Pays Bas seroit chose

absurde de lui attribuer une imprudence si

grande que de doniier le sien a aiitrui et i

moi au'eu vouldrais oetre rinstrumeut."
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been afforded to the rebels. He there-

fore urgently insisted that so unnatural

and unjust a cndition of affairs should

be remedied.!

Don John was not sorry in his heart

that the crisis was at last come. His
chain was broken. His wrath exploded
in his first interview with Leyton, the

EngHsh envoy, whom Queen Elizabeth

had despatched to calm, if possible,
his inevitable anger at her recent

treaty with the states.* He knew

nothing of England, he said, nor of

France, nor of the Emperor. His
Catholic Majesty had commissioned
him now to make war upon these re-

bellious provinces. He would do it

with all his heart. As for the Em-

peror, he would unchain the Turks

upon him for his perfidy. As for the

burghers of Brussels, they would soon

feel his vengeance.*
It was very obvious that these were

not idle threats. War had again
broken loose throughout these doomed

provinces. A small but well-appointed

army had been rapidly collecting imder
the banner of Don John at Luxem-

burg, Peter Ernest Mansfeld had

brought many well-trained troops
from France, and Prince Alexander
of Parma had arrived with several

choice and veteran regiments of Italy
and Spain.* The old school-fellow,

playmate, and comrade of Don John,
was shocked on his arrival, to witness
the attenuated fi-ame and care-worn

features of his uncle.* The son of

Charlas the Fifth, the hero of Lepanto,
seemed even to have lost the air of

majesty which was so natural to him,
for petty insults, perpetual crosses,
seemed to have left their squalid
traces upon his features. Neverthe-

less, the crusader was alive again, at

ni

1 This letter, which has never been pub-
lished, is in French, in the handwriting of
John Baptist de Tassis, and signed by Don
John. It is dated Luxembourg, 11th of

January 157S, and is in the collection of
MSS. in the Brussels Archives, entitled," ReconciUa*,ion des Provinces Wallones "—
t. i. 44-54.

* Bor, xi. 931.

» Bor, xi. 931. Hoofd, xiii. 543.

* Ibid., xii. 932, 933. Ibid. Strada, ix. 460.

* " Attenuata uuu magis valetudine quam

the notes of warlike preparations which
now resounded throughout the land.

On the 25th of January he issued a

proclamation, couched in three lan-

guages—French, German, and Flemish.
He declared in this document that he
had not come to enslave the provinces,
but to protect them. At the same
time he meant to re-establish his Ma-

jesty's authority, and the down-trod

religion of Rome. He summoned all

citizens and aU soldiers throughout
the provinces to join his banners,

offering them pardon for their past
offences, and protection against here-

tics and rebels.® This declaration was
the natiu^l consequence of the ex-

change of defiances which had already
taken place, and it was e^ident also

that the angry manifesto was soon to

be followed up by vigorous blows.

The army of Don John already num-
bered more than twenty thousand weU-
seasoned and disciplined veterans." He
was himself the most illustrious chief-

tain in Europe. He wa*" surrounded

by lieutenants of the moet brilliant

reputation. Alexander of Parma, who
had fought with distinction at Lepanto,
was already recognised as assessing
that signal military genius which wa.s

soon to stamp him as the first soldier

of his age ;
while Mansfeld, Mondragon,

Mendoza, and other distinguished offi-

cers, who had already won so much
fame in the Netherlands, had now re-

turned to the Ecene of their former
achievements.^

On the other hand, the military
affairs of the states were in confusion.

Troops in nearly equal numbers to

those of the royal army had been as-

sembled, but the chief offices had been

bestowed, by a mistaken policy, upon
the great nobles. Already the jealousy

specie ilia majestateque fortunacissimi In>
peratoris.

"—Ibid.
• Proclamation in Bor, xii. 932, 933. Com-

pare Cabrera, xii. 966.
' Bor, xii. 932. Hoofd, xiii. 546, 51", 8.\y

22,300, viz.,—4000 Spanish, 4000 French,
5000 Germans, 6800 Walloons, 2500 cavahy;
total, 22,300;— about 20,000 according to

Strada, ix. 462. Cabrera asserts that there
were but 10,000 in Don John's army, while
the forces of the enemy amounted to double
that number.—xii. 907".

> Strada, iz. 467.
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of Orange, entertained by their whole

order, was painfully apparent. Not-

withstanding the signal popularity
which had made his appointment as

Lieutenant-General inevitable, it was
not easy for him always to vindicate

his authority over captious and rival

magnates.^ He had every wish to

conciliate the affections of men whom
he could not in his heart respect, and
he went as far in gi-atifying their am-
bition as comported with his own
dignity; perhaps farther than was
consistent with the national interests.

He was still willing ki trust Lalain, of

whose good affection to the country he
felt sure. He had even been desirous

of declining the office of Lieutenant-

General, in order to avoid giving that

nobleman the least occasion to think
" that he would do him, or any other

gentleman of the army, prejudice in

any single matter in the world." *

This magnanimity had not been re-

paid with corresjjonding confidence.

We have already seen that Lalain had
been secretly in the interest of Anjou
ever since his wife and himself had
lost their hearts to Margaret of Na-

varre; yet the Count was chief com-
mander of the infantry in the states'

army then assembled. Robert Melun,
Vicomte de Gand, was commander of

the cavalry,' but he had recently been

private envoy from Don John to the

English Queen.* Both these gentle-

men, together with Pardieu De la

Motte, general of the artillery, were

voluntarily absent from the forces,

under pretext of celebrating the wed-

ding of the Seigneur De Bersel with

the niece and heiress of the unfortu-

nate Marquis of Bergen.*' The ghost
of that ill-starred noble might almost

have seemed to rise at the nuptial

banquet of his heiress, to warn the

traitors of the signal and bloody mas-

Bacre which their treacheiy was soon

to occasion. Philip Egmont, eldest

1 Stratia, ix. 4G4.
' Letter of Prince of Orange, Archives de

la liaison d'Orange, ri. 279.
» Archives de la Maison d'Orange, vi. 279.
* Strada, ix. 463.
t Ibid., ix. 464, 465. Hoofd, xiii. 548.

Letter to the Landgrave W. de Hesse.—
Archives do la Maison d'Oraiigo, vi. 227,
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son of the famous Lamoral, was with
the army, as was the Seigneur de Heze,
hero of the State Council's arrest, and
the unstable Havre. But little was to be

hoped from such leaders. Indeed, the
aftairs of the states continued to be ia

as perplexed a condition as that which
honest John of Nassau had described
some weeks before.

" There were very
few patriots," he had said,

" but plenty
of priests, with no lack of inexperienced
lads—some looking for distinction, and
others for pelf."

^

The two armies had been mustered
in the latter days of January. The
Pope had issued a buU for the benefit

of Don John, precisely similar to those

formerly employed in the crusades

against the Saracens.^ Authority was

given him to levj' contributions upon
ecclesiastical property, while full abso-

liition, at the hour of death, for all

crimes committed during a whole life-

time, was proclaimed to those who
should now join the standard of the

Cross. There was at least no con-

cealment. The Crescent-wearing Zea-

landers had been taken at their word,
and the whole nation of Netherlanders
were formally banned as unbelievers.

The forces of Don John were mustered
at Marche in Luxemburg ;

those of the

states in a plain within a few miles of

Namur.8 Both armies were nearly

equal in number, amounting to nearly

twenty thousand each, including a

force of two thousand cavaliy on

each side.* It had been the original
intention of the patriots to attack Don
John in Namur. Having learned, ho\\ -

ever, that he purposed marching fort

himself to offer battle, they decided t >

fall back upon Gemblours, which was
nine miles distant from that city.-"* On
the last day of January, they accord-

ingly broke up their camp at Saint

Martins, before dawn, and marched
towards Gemblours. The chief com-

mander was De Goignies, an old soldier

' See it in Bor, xii. 935»>.

« Bor. xii. 932, sqq. Hoofd, xiii. 648.
• All the authorities agree as to the esti>

mates of the forces of tlie states. Hoofd,
xiii. 547. Cabrera, xii. 909. Strada, ix. 463,

et mult. al.
10 Bor, xii 933. Hoofd, xiii. 647. StradiV

ix. 464.
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of Cliarles the Fifth, who had also

fought at Saint Quintin. The statea'

army was diisposed in three divisions.

The van consisted of the infantry

regiments of De Heze and Montigny,
flanked by a protective body of Ught
horse. The centre, composed of the

Walloon and German regiments, with

a few companies of French, and thir-
'

teen companies of Scotch and English
imder Colonel Balfour, was commanded

by two most distinguished officers,

Bossu and Champagny. The rear,

which, of course, was the post of

responsibility and honour, comprised
all the heavy cavalry, and was com-
manded by Philip Egmont and Lumey
de la Marck. The Marquis Havr^ and
the General-in-chief, Goignies, rode to

and fro, as the army proceeded, each

attended by his statf.^

The troops of Don John broke up
from before Xamur with the earliest

dawn, and marched in pursuit of the

retiring foe. In front was nearly the

whole of the cavalry— carabineers,

lancers, and heavy dragoons. The
centre, arranged in two squares, con-

sisted chiefly of Spanish infantry, with

a lesser mmiber of Germans. In the

rear came the Walloons, marching also

in a square, and protecting the baggage
and ammunition. Charles Mansfeid
had been left behind with a reserved

force, stationed on the Meuse ; Ottavio

Gonzaga commanded in front, Ernest

Mansfeid brought up the rear; while

in the centre rode Don John himself,
attended by the Prince of Panna.
Over his head streamed the crucLtix-

emblazoned banner, with its memor-
able inscription

—In hoc sijno vici

Turcos, in hoc Haereticos rincam.^

Small detachments of cavalry had
been sent forward, imder Olivera and

Acosta, to scour the roads and forests,
and to disturb all ambuscades which

might have been prepared. From
Bome stragglers captured by these

officers, the plans of the retreating

generals were learned. The winter's

Battle of Gemblourx. 7i'6

1 Bor, xii. 933,

Hoofd, xiii. 548.

'
Bor, xii 933.

IX. 165.

934. Strada, ix. 461.

Hoofd, xiii. 549. Stra-i^

day was not far advanced, when the
rearward columns of the states' army
were descried in the distance. Don
John, making a selection of some six

hundred cavalry, all picked men, with
a thousand uifautry, divided the whole
into two bodies, which he placed under
command of Gonzaga, and the famous
old Christopher Mondragon.* These
officers received orders to hang on the
rear of the enemy, to harass him, and
to do him all possible damage consistent

with the possibility of avoiding a gene-
ral engagement, until the main army
imder Parma and Don John should
arrive. The orders were at first strictly

obeyed. As the skirmishing grew
hotter, however, Gonzaga observed
that a spirited cavalry officer, named
Perotti, had already advanced, with a

handful of men, much further within
the reach of the hostile forces than was
deemed expedient. He sent hastily to

recall the too eager chieftain. The
order, delivered in a tone more per-

emptory than agreeable, was flatly dis-

obeyed.
" Tell Ottavio Gonzaga,"

said Perotti,
" that I never yet turned

my back on the enemy, nor shall I

now begin. Moreover, were I ever so

much inclined to do so, retreat is im-

possible."* The retiring army was
then proceeding along the borders of a

deep ravine, filled with mire and water,
and as broad and more dangerous than
a river. ^ In the midst of the skirmish-

ing, Alexander of Parma rode up to
reconnoitre. He saw at once that the
colunms of the enemy were marching
unsteadily to avoid being precipitated
into this creek. He observed the

waving of their spears, the general
confusion of their ranks, and was quick
to take advantage of the fortimate
moment. Pointing out to the officers

about him the opportunity thus offered

of attacking the retiring army unawares
in flank, he assembled, with great ra-

pidity, the foremost companiea of

cavalry already detached from the
main body. Mounting a fresh and

» Strada, ix. 465, 466. Hoofd, xiii. 549.

Bor, xii. 933, sqq.
* Strada, ix. 466.
*

Strad.^, ubi sup. Eor. s*^ 934. Hooid,
xiii. 459.
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powerful horse, which Camillo Monte
held in readiness for him, he signified
his intention of dashing through the

dangerous ravine, and dealing a stroke

where it was least expected. "Tell
Don John of Austria," he cried to an
officer whom he sent back to the

Commander-in-chief, "that Alexander
of Parma has plunged into the abyss,
to perish there, or to come forth again
victorious." ^

The sudden thought was executed
with lightning-like celerity. In an
instant the bold rider was already

struggling through the dangerous
swamp; in another, his powerful
charger had carried him across. Halt-

ing for a few minutes, lance in rest,''

till his troops had also forced their

passage, gained the level ground un-

perceived, and sufficiently breathed

^their horses, he drew up his little force

in a compact column. Then, with a

few words of encouragement, he launch-
ed them at the foe. The violent and

entirely unexpected shock was even
more successful than the Prince had

anticipated. The hostile cavalry reeled

and fell into hopeless confusion, Eg-
mont in vain striving to rally them to

resistance. That name had lost its

magic. Goignies also attempted, with-

out success, to restore order among the

panic-struck ranks. The sudden con-

ception of Parma, executed as suddenly
and in so brilliant a manner, had been
decisive. Assaulted in flank and rear

at the same moment, and already in

temporary confusion, the cavalry of

the enemy turned their backs and fled.

Dutch Republic. [1578.

The centre of the states' army thuo
left exposed, was now warmly attacked

by Parma. It had, moreover, been

already thrown into disorder by tho
retreat of its own horse, as they charged
through them in rapid and disgraceful

panic. The whole army broke to

pieces at once,'' and so great was the

trepidation, that the conquered troops
had hardly courage to run away. They
were utterly incapable of combat. Not
a blow was struck by the fugitives.

Hardly a man in the Spanish ranks was
woimded

; while, in the course of an
hour and a half, the whole force of the

enemy was exterminated. It is impos-
sible to state with accuracy the exact

numbers slain. Some accounts spoke
of ten thousand killed, or captive, with

absolutely no loss on the royal side."*

Moreover, this slaughter was effected,

not by the army under Don John, but

by so small a fragment of it, that some
historians have even set down the
whole number of royalists engaged at

the commencement of the action, at six

hundred, increased afterwards to twelve
hundred. By this calculation, each

Spaniard engaged must have killed

ten enemies with his own hand; and
that within an hour and a half's space !

^

Other historians more wisely omit the

exact statistics of the massacre, and
allow that a very few—ten or eleven,
at most—were slain within the Spanish
ranks. This, however, is the utmost
that is claimed by even the iS^'etherland

historians, and it is, at any rate, cer-

tain that the whole states' army was
annihilated.® Rarely had a more bril-

i Strada, ix. 466, 467. Iloofd, xiii. 549.
3 " Con gran valor, la lan9a en puBo," etc.,

etc.—Cabrera, xii. 968.
* Strada, Hoofd, Bor, ubi sup.—Compare

Cabrera, xii. 968, 969; Meteren, viii. 133;
Haraei Ann., iii. 273, 274 ; Tassis, iv. 293,

294, et mult. alt.
* "Dei vincitori non mori quasi soldato

alcuno," says BontivoKlio,
"

poclii restarou
feriti."—(Guerra di Fiandra, x. 206.) He
however has the modesty to claim but three
thousand killed on the states' side, with a

large number of prisoners.
' "Siquidem i scxcentis equitibus (tot

©nim inoepere aucti dein ad mille ac ducen-
tos, confecere pugnam) peditum millia omnino
decern, partim coesa, partim capta, ac reli-

qnus exercitus non minor octo bellatorum
millibus *esquihorce tpatio (! !}; desideratis

ex Begiis tantum modo novem, profligatus

est."—Strada, ix. 468. Bather too warm
work even for the 31st of January.

* According to Tassis (iv. 294), seven thou-
sand of the states' army were killed or cap-
tured (the prisoners afterwards having been

drowned), while only ten royalists wer6
killed or wounded. According to liaraciis

(iii. 274), eight thousand of the states' army
wore slain by two thousand royalist troops
(being four men a-i)iccc for each royahst).
He does not state that any of the Kings
soldiers were slain or e%'en wounded. Ac-

cording to Cabrera (xii. 96S), there weia
more than seven thousand of the Nether-
land army killed or taken (the number
of the prisoners being nowhere stated at

more than sis hundred, all of whom were
aftci-wards drowned or hanged) while of tlie

Spanish troops two were killed and fivs

were wounded. According to Bor, tiurtj
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Uant exploit been performed by a hand-

ful of cavalry. To the distinguished
Alexander of Parma, who improvised
ao striking and complete a victory out

of a fortuitous circumstance, belonged
/ the whole credit of the day, for his

quick eye detected a pa.ssing weakness
of the enemy, and turned it to terrible

account with the promptness which
'

comes from genius alone. A whole

army was overthrown. Everything be-

longing to the enemy fell into the hands
of the Spaniards. Thirty-four stand-

ards, many field-pieces, much camp
equipage, and ammunition, besides

?ome seven or eight thousand dead

bodies, and six himdred living prison-

er, were the spoils of that winter's

day.^ Of the captives, some were soon
afterwards hurled off the bridge at

Namur, and drowned like dogs in the

Meuse,' while the rest were all hanged,^
none escaping with life. Don John's

clemency was not superior to that of

his sanguinary predecessors.
And so another proof was added—if

proofs were still necessary
—of Spanish

prowess. The Xetherlanders may be

pardoned if their foes seemed to them

supernatural, and almost invulnerable.

How else could these enormous suc-

cesses be accounted for? How else

could thousands faU before the Span-
ish swords, while hardly a single Span-
ish corpse told of effectual resistance?

At Jemmingen, Alva had lost seven

soldiers, and slain seven thousand; in

the Antwerp Fury, two hvmdred Span-

companies were slain, and six hundred men
taken prisoners on the states' side, while
Don John lost but ten or twelve men. Hoofd
accepts the absurd statistics of Strada ; re-

peating, after that historian, that "twelve
hundred Spaniards killed six, eight, cay-
even ten thousand of the states' army,
within one hour and a hall*, with a loss of
but ten men on their own side

"
(xiii. 550).

Van Meteren alone, in the teeth of all the
evidence, doggedly maintains that it was
not much of a victory after all, and that there
were not many states' soldiers slain in the
action.—" Het gethal der verslagenen war
niet seer groot" (viii. 133). A contemporary,
and living near the spot, he certainly mani-
fests his patriotism by so hardy an asser-

tion; but we have often noticed the per-
tinacity of the distinguished chronicler upon
Buch points.

1 Bor, Strada, Hcofd, Haraeus, Meteren,
Cabrera, ubi sup. et mult. al.
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iards, at most, had fallen, while eight
thousand burghers and states' troops
had been butchered

;
and now at Gem-

blours, six, seven, eight, ten—Heaven
knew how many—thousand had been

exterminated, and hardly a single

Spaniard had been slain! Undoubt-

edly, the first reason for this result

was the superiority of the Spanish
soldiers. They were the boldest, the
best disciplined, the most experienced
in the world. Their audacity, prompt-
ness, and ferocity made them almost
invincible. In this particular action,
at least half the army of Don John was

composed of Spanish or Spanish-Italian
veterans. Moreover, they were com-
manded by the most renowned captains
of the age—by Don John himself, and
Alexander of Parma, sustained by such
veterans as Mondragon, the hero of

the memorable submarine expeditions ;

Mendoza, the accomplished cavalry
ofiicer, diplomatist, and historian

;
and

Mansfeld, of whom Don John had
himself written to the King that his

Majesty had not another officer of such
account in all the Xetherlands.* Such
officers as these, besides Gonzaga,
Camillo Monte, Mucio Pagano, at the
head of such troops as fought that day
imder the banner of the Cross, might
go far in accoimtiug for this last and
most tremendous victory of the In-

quisition. On the other hand, although
Bossu and Champagny were with the
states' army, yet their hearts were

hardly with the cause. Both had long

s Tassis, iv. 294.
3 Bor, xii. 934. HoofJ, xiii. 5o5.—The

latter historian states that six hundred pri-
soners were hanged at Namur. Cabrera, on
the contrary, asserts that Don John liberated
the Scotch prisoners: "a Seiscientos Esco-
seses presos dio libertad Don Juan, mo'
strando su clemencia." To this very gra-
tuitous assertion it is a sufficient answer that
Tassis, who was on the spot, a leading privy
councillor of Don John, expressly states that
of the captives the greater part, icho '' r'.

Scotch, were thrown oif Namur bridge into
the river,

" Ac capti, quoj-um magna pars,
qui Schoti erant, ex ponte Xamuriensi in
fluvium postea prsecipitati," iv. 294.^7om-
pare Haniei Ann., iii. 274, where it is stated
that all the prisoners were banged— "ex-
templo suspendio uecantur."

* " Y qtie no tiene aqui otro hombre dg
su estado."—Letter of Don John to Phulif.

Discour? Sommier, p. 37, appenaix
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been loyal, and had earned many
laurels against the rebels, while Cham-

pagny was still devoutly a Papist, and
wavered painfully between his hatred
to heresy and to Spain. Egmont and
Da H^ze were raw, unpractised lads,

in whom genius did not come to supply
the place of experience. The Com-
mander, De Goignies, was a veteran,
but a veteran who had never gained
much glory, and the chiefs of the caval-

ry, infantry, and artillery, were absent

at the Brussels wedding. The news
of this additional massacre inflicted

Dutch RepuUic. [1578.

upon a nation, for which Berghen and

Montigny had laid down their lives,

was the nuptial benediction for Berg-
hen's heiress; for it was to the chief

wedding guests upon that occasion

that the disaster was justly attributed-

The rank and file of the states' army
were mainly mercenaries, with whom
the hope of plunder was the i)revailing
motive

;
the chief commanders were ab-

sent
;
while those officerswho were with

the troopswere neither heartily friendly
to their own flag, nor sufficiently ex-

perienced to make it respected.

CHAPTER V.

Towns taken by Don John—^Wrath excited against the aristocratic party by the recent de-
feat—Attempts upon Amsterdam— "Satisfaction" of Amsterdiim and its effects—Do
Selles sent witli royal letters from Spain—Terms offered by Philip—Proclamation of Don
John—Correspondence between De Selles and the States-General—Between theKing and
the Govenior-Geueral—Now forces raised by the States—St Aldegonde at the Diet—
Municipal Revolution in Amsterdam—The Prince's letter on the subject of the Anabap-
tists of Middelburg—The two armies inactive—De la Noue—Action at Rijnemants-«
John Casimir—Pei-verse politics of Queen Elizabeth—Alengon In the Netherlands—Por-
trait of the Duke—Orange's position in regard to him—Avowed and supposed policy of

the French court—Anger of Elizabeth—Terms arranged between Alengon and tho
Estates—Renewed negotiations with Don John—Severe terms offered him—Interview of

the English envoj-s with tho Governor—Despondency of Dou John—Orange's attempts
to enforce a religious peace—His isolation in sentiment—Tho malcontent party—Count
John Governor of Gelderland—Proposed form of religious peace—Proclamation to that
effect by Orange, in Antwerp—A petition in favour of the Roman Church presented by
Champagny and other Catholic nobles to the States-General—Consequent commotion in

Brussels—Champagny and others imprisoned—Indolence and poverty of the two anniee—Illness and melancholy of Don John—His letters to Doria, to Mendoza, and to tha

King—Death of Don John—Suspicions of poison—Pompous burial—Removal of hiii

body to Spain—Concluding remarks upon his character;

Don John having thus vindicated his

own military fame and the amazing
Biiperiority of the Spanish arms, fol-

lowed up his victory by the rapid re-

duction of many towns of second-rate

importance, Louvain, Judoigne, Tir-

lemont, Aerschot, Bouvignes, Sichem,
Nivelle, Roeux, Soignies, Binch, Beau-

mont, Walcourt, Maubeuge, and Chi-

may, either submitted to their con-

queror, or were taken after short sieges.

The usual atrocities were inflicted upon
the unfortunate inhabitants of towns
where resistance was attempted. The
commandant of Sichem was hanged
out of his own window, along with

1 Bor, xii. 934, sqq. Hoofd, xiii. 551.

Meteren, viii. 133. Strada, ix. 473.—"Alex-
ander omissa intempestira benignitaie," says
the professed panegyrist of the Farneso

several chief burghera and ofiicers,

while the garrison was put to the

sword, and the bodies cast into tli.s

Demer. The only crime committed

by these luafortunates was to have
ventured a blow or two in behalf of

the firesides which they were employed
to protect.^

In Brussels, on the other ha-

there was less consternation exci.

by these events than boundless rago

against the aristocratic party ;
for the

defeat of Gemblours was attributed,
with justice, to the intrigues and the

incapacity of the Catholic magnates.
It was with difficulty that Orange,

family—"ex ipsa area decem palam suh-

pendi, reliquos (centum circiter ac septua-

ginta) noctu jugulatos in subjeotum amneni

projici jubet."
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going about by night from house to

house, from street to street, succeeded

in calming the indignation of the peo-

ple, and in preventing them from

sweeping in a mass to the residence of

the leading nobles, in order to inflict

summary vengeance on the traitors.

AH looked to the Prince as their only
saviour, not a thought nor a word being
wasted upon Matthias. Not a voice

was raised in the assembly to vindicate

the secret proceedings of the CathoUc

party, nor to oppose the measures
which the Prince might suggest.^ The
terrible disaster had taught the ne-

cessity of imion. All parties heartily

joined in the necessary steps to place
the capital in a state of complete de-

fence, and to assemble forthwith new

troops to take the place of the army
just annihilated. The victor gained

nothing by his victory, in comparison
with the profit acquired by the states

through their common misfortune.

Nor were all the to^vn8 which had

recently fallen into the hands of Don
John at all comparable in importance
to the city of Amsterdam, which now,

by a most timely arrangement, iur-

nished a rich compensation to the
national party for the disaster ol

Gemblours.
Since the conclusion of the Ghent

Pacification, it had been the most ear-

nest wish of the Prince, and of Hol-

land and Zealand, to recover possession
of this most important city. The wish
was naturally shared by every true

patriot in the states-generaL It had,
however, been extremely difficult to

arrange the terms of the "Satisfac-

tion," Every fresh attempt at an
amicable compromise was wrecked

upon the obstinate bigotry of the lead-

ing civic authorities. They would
make no agreement to accept the

authority of Orange, except, as Saint

Aldegoude expressed himself, upon
terms which would enable them "to

govern their governor."
=* The influ-
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1 Beidani Atn., ii. 22.
" Ke quidem ha-

buisse rationem Archiducis Matthiae scd
Oningius eum (populum) subtraxit peri-
frxlo."—Languet. Ep. Seer. I., ii. p. 347.
Bor, xii. 935. Languet nd Syda., p. 314.
817 329.

encp of the monks, who were resident

in large numbers within the city, and
of the magistrates, who were all stanch

Catholics, had been hitherto sufficient

to outweigh the efforts made by the

large masses of the Reformed religion-
ists composing the bulk of the popu-
lation. It was, however, impossible
to allow Amsterdam to remain in this

isolated and hostile attitude to tha
rest of Holland. The Prince, having
promised to use no coercion, and

loyally adhering to his pledge, had

only with extreme difficulty restrained

the violence of the Hollanders and

Zealanders, who were determined, by
fair means or foul, to restore the capi-
tal city to its natural place within his

stadholderate. He had been obliged,
on various occasions, particularly on
the 21st of October of the preceding

year, to address a most decided and

peremptory letter to the estates of

Holland and Zealand, forbidding the

employment of hostile measurea

against Amsterdam.* His commands
had been reluctantly, partially, and

only temporarily obeyed. The states

desisted from their scheme of reducing
the city by famine, but they did not
the less encourage the secret and un-
official expeditions which were daily
set on foot to accomplish the annexa-
tion by a sudden enterprise.

Late in November, a desperate at-

tempt'' had been made by Colonel

Helling, in conjunction with Governor

Sonoy, to carry the city by surprise.
The force which the adventurer col-

lected for the purpose was inadequate,
and his plans were unskilfully arranged.
He was himself slain in the streets, at

the very commencement of the action ;

whereupon, in the quaint language of

the contemporary chronicler,
" the

hearts of his soldiers sank in their

shoes," and they evacuated the city
with much greater rapidity than they
had entered it.^ The Prince was in-

dignant at these violent measurea,

* Archives et Correspondance, vi 117.
« Bor, li. 897, 89S.
*

Ibid., xi. 906-908.
* "En het hert sonk de soldaaden iii d(3

achoen ; so men seid," etc—Bor, xi 90**.

Hoofd, xii. 537, 538.
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which retai-ded rather than advanced
the desh-ed consummation. At thesame
time it was an evil of immense magni-
tude—this anomalous condition of his

capital. Ceaseless schemes were con-

certed by the municipal and clerical

conspirators within its walls, and
various attempts were known, at dif-

ferent times, to have been contem-

plated by Don John, to inflict a home-
thrust upon the provinces of Holland
and Zealand at the most vulnerable
and vital point. The "Satisfaction"

accepted by Utrecht,^ in the autumn
of 1577, had, however, paved the way
for the recovery of Amsterdam

;
so

that upon February the 8th, 1578,
certain deputies from Utrecht suc-

ceeded at last in arranging terms,
which were accepted by the sister

city.* The basis of the treaty was, as

usual, the nominal supremacy of the

Catholic religion, with toleration for

the Reformed worship. The necessary
effect would be, as in Harlem, Utrecht,
and other places, to establish the new
religion upon an entire equality with
the old. It was arranged that no con-

gregations were to be disturbed in their

religious exercises in the places respec-

tively assigned to them. Those of the

Reformed faith were to celebrate their

worship without the walls. They were,

however, to enjoy the right of burying
their dead within these precincts, and
it is singular how much importance
was attached at that day to a custom,
at which the common sentiment and
the common sense of modern times
revolt.

" To bury our dead within
our own cities is a right hardly to be
denied to a dog," said the Prince of

Orange;^ and accordingly this right
was amply secured by the new Satis-

faction of Amsterdam. It was, how-

ever, stipulated that the funerals should
be modest, and attended by no more
than twenty -four persons at once.^

The treaty was hailed with boimdless

joy in Holland and Zealand, while
countless benedictions were invoked

' Bnr, xi.
8 Bor, xi. 810».—" die men schierden

lionden niet en soude Iconnen ontseggeu,"
etc., etc.

*
Satisfactie, in Bor, xii. 924, 926, Art. 1

;

ivlso Hoofd, xiii. 654-55S.
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I upon the " blessed peace-makers," aa

the Utrecht deputies walked through
the streets of Amsterdam.* There is

no doubt that the triumph thus

achieved by the national party far

counterbalanced the Governor-Gene-
ral's victory at Gemblours.

Meantime, the Seigneur De SeUes,
brother of the deceased Noircarmes,
had arrived from Spain.^ He was the

special bearer of a letter from the

King to the states-general, written in

reply to their communications of the

24th of August and 8th of September
of the previous year. The tone of the

royal despatch" was very affectionate,

the substance such as entirely to jus-

tify the whole policy of Orange. It

was obvious that the penetrating and
steadfast statesman had been correct

in refusing to be moved to the right
or the left by the specious language of

Philip's former letters, or by the appa*
rent frankness of Don John. No
doubt the Governor had been sincere

in his desire for peace, but the Prince

knew very well his incapacity to confer

that blessing. The Prince knew—
what no man else appeared fully
to comprehend at that ejioch

— that

the mortal combat between the In-

quisition and the Reformation was

already fully engaged. The great bat-

tle between Divine reason and right

Divine, on which the interests of un-

born generations were hanging, was to

be fought out, before the eyes of all

Christendom, on the plain of the Ne-

therlands.

Orange was willing to lay down hia

arms if he could receive security for

the Reformed worship. He had no
desire to exterminate the ancient re-

ligion, but he meant also to protect
the new against extermination. Such

security, he felt, would never be grant-

ed, and he had therefore resolutely
refused to hearken to Don John, for

he was sure that peace with him waf

impossible. The letters now producec^

by De Selles confirmed his positions

2 The twenty-four articles of the "Satis-

f;\ctio" are given at leugtli iu Bor, xi. 924-'

92G.
f> Bor, xii. 926.
« Ibid., xii. 938. Hoofd, xiii. 558.

1 Sec t*ft letter iu Bor, xiL 938.
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completely. The King said not a

word concerning the appointment of a

new governor-general, but boldly in-

sisted upon the necessity of maintain-

ing the t .vo cardinal points
—his royal

supremacy, and the Catholic religion

upon the basis adopted hy his father,
the Emperor Charles the Fifth. ^

This was the whole substance of his

communication : the supremacy of roy-

alty and of papacy as in the time of

Charles the Fifth. These cabalistic

words were repeated twice in the brief

letter to the estates. They were re-

peated five times in the instructions

furnished by his Majesty to De Selles.*

The letter and the instructions, indeed,
contained nothing else. Two simples
were offered for the cure of the body
politic, racked by the fever and con-

vulsion of ten horrible years
—two

simples which the patient could hardly
be so unreasonable as to reject

—un-
limited despotism and religious perse-
cution. The whole matter lay in a

nut-shell, but it was a nut-shell which
enclosed the flaming edicts of Charles

the Fifth, with their scaffolds, gibbets,

racks, and funeral piles. The Prince

and the states-general spumed such

pacific overtures, and preferred rather

to gird themselves for the combat.
Thatthere might be no mistake about

the matter, Don John, immediately
after receiving the letter, issued a pro-
clamation to enforce the King's com-
mand. He mentioned it as an acknow-

ledged fact that the states-general had

long ago sworn the maintenance of

the two points of royal and Catholic

supremacy, according to the practice
under the Emperor Charles.-* The
states instantly pubUshed an indignant
rejoinder, affirming the indisputable
truth, that they had sworn to the
maintenance of the Ghent Pacification,
smd proclaiming the assertion of Don
John an infamous falsehood. It was
ftn outrage upon common sense, they
said, that the Ghent treaty could be
tortured into sanctioning the placards

Propositionsfrom Spain. 7i9

and the Inquisition, evils which that

sacred instrument bad been expressly
intended to crush.'*

A letter was then formally addressed

to his Majesty, in the name of the
Archduke Matthias and of the estates,

demanding the recall of Don John and
the maintenance of the Ghent Pacifi-

cation.' De Selles, in reply, sent a

brief, deprecatory paper, enclosing a
note from Don John, which the envoy
acknowledged might seem somewhat
harsh in its expressions. The letter

contained, indeed, a sufficiently fierce

and peremptory summons to the states

to obey the King's commands with

regard to tho system of Charles the

Fifth, according to their previous

agreement, together with a violent

declaration of the Governor's displea-
sure that they had dared to soUcit the
aid of foreign princes.^ On the 18th
of February came a proposition from
De Selles, that the Prince of Orange
should place himself in the hands of

Don John, while the Prince of Parma,
alone and without arms, would come
before the assembly, to negotiate with
them upon these matters.^ The reply
retiimed by the states-general to this

absm"d suggestion expressed their re-

gret that the son of the Duchess Mar-

garet should have taken part with the

enemy of the Netherlanders, com-

plained of the bull by which the Pope
had invited war against them as if

they had been Saracens, repeated their

most unanswei-able argument— that
the Ghent Pacification had established

a system directly the reverse of that
which existed under Charles the Fifth—and affirmed their resolution never
more to submit to Spanish armies,
executioners, edicts, or inquisitions,
and never more to return to the prin-

ciples of the Emperor and of Alva.'

To this diplomatic correspondence suc-

ceeded a war of words and of pamphlets,
some of them very inflammatory and

very eloquent. Meantime, the prepa
rations for active hostihties were pro-

* Letter of the King, December 13, 1577,
fa Enr, xii. 938.

* The instructions are likewise in Bor, xii.

B39.
- •

Bor, xii. 940, 941. 1 In Bor, xii. 942.

* Proclamation, or Letters Patent, in Bor,
xii. 940.

* Bor, xii 939, 940. » lu Bor, xii. 940.
« Letter of .=tates-gene,al, Feb. 28, 1578, in

Bor, xii. 94i. sq:^.
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ceeding daily. The Prince of Orange,
through hia envoys in England, had

arrangexl for subsidies in the coming
campaign, and for troops which were
to be led to the Netherlands, under

Duke Casimir of the palatinate. He
sent commissioners through the pro-
vinces to raise the respective contri-

butions agreed upon, besides an ex-

traordinary quota of four hundred
thousand guilders monthly. He also

negotiated a loan of a hundred and

twenty thousand guilders from the

citizens of Antwerp. Many new taxes

were imposed by his direction, both

upon income and upon consumption.

By his advice, however, and with the

consent of the states-genera}, the pro-
vinces of Holland and Zealand held no

commimity of burthens with the other

provinces, but of their own free will

contributed more than the sums for

which they would have been assessed.

Mr Leyton, who was about to return

from his unsuccessful mission from
Elizabeth to Don John, was requested

by the states-general to convey to her

Majesty a faithful report of the recent

correspondence, and especially of the

language held by the Governor-General.

He was also urged to use his influence

with the Queen, to the end that her

promises of assistance mightbe speedily
fulfiUed.i

Troops were rapidly enrolled, and

again, by the same honest but mis-

taken policy, the chief offices were
conferred upon the great nobles—
Aerschot, Champagny, Bossu, Egmont,
Lalain, the Viscount of Ghent, Baron
de Ville, and many others, most of

whom were to desert the cause in the

hour of its need. On the other hand,
Don John was proceeding with hia

military preparations upon an exten-

sive scale. The King had recently
furnished him with one million nine

himdred thousand dollars, and had

promised to provide him with two

Dutch Republic [1578.
hundred thousand more, monthly.
With these funds his Majesty esti-

mated that an army of thirty thousand

foot, sixteen thousand cavalry, and

thirty pieces of artillery, could bo

levied and kept on foot. If more
remittances should prove to be neces-

sary, it was promised that they should
be forthcoming.^

This was the result of many earnest

remonstrances made by the Governor

conceraing the dilatory policy of the

King. Wearied with being constantly
ordered " to blow hot and cold with
the same breath,"-* he had insisted that

his Majesty should select the hot or

the cold, and furnish him with the
means of enforcing the choice. For

himself, Don John assured his brother

that the hottest measures were most
to his taste, and most suitable to the

occasion. Fire and sword could alone

save the royal authority, for all the

provinces had "abandoned themselves,

body and soul, to the greatest heretic

and tj'rant that prince ever had for

vassal."'' Unceasing had been the

complaints and entreaties of the Cap-
tain-General, called forth by the apathy
or in-esolution of Philip. It was only

by assuring him that the Netherlands

actually belonged to Orange, that the

monarch could be aroused. "His they
are, and none other's,"' said the

Governor, dolefully. The King had

accordingly sent back De Billy, Don
John's envoy, with decided injunctions
to use force and energy to put down
the revolt at once, and with an intima-

tion that funds might be thenceforth

more regularly appended upon, as tlie

Indian fleets were expected in July.

Philip also advised his brother to em-

ploy a ])ortion of hi , money in pur*

chasing the governors and principal

persons who controlled the cities and

other strong places belonging to the

states.''

Meantime, Don John thundered

1 Bor, -xii. 948, 919.
* Letter of Philip, in Cabrera, sii. 978.
* "Sin encargar mo quo soplo frio y ca-

lionto, porque no lo com porta el negocio.
Bine quo bien lo uno 6 lo otro," etc., etc.—
Carta del S. D. Juan al Rey, mano propria,
MS. Bib. de Bourg., N». xvii. 385.

4 " Eitac K^ntes lean dado y entregado

ya do tndo punto a la obediencia y suceslon

del mayor lierese y ti ratino que truvo nuuai

priucipo por vasallo."—Ibid.

6 " Solameiito del P. de Oranxos, qa«

suyas sou y no do otro," etc.—Ibid.

« Letter,of Don John, MS. Bib. de Bguig.—Compare Cabrera, xii. 078.
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forth a mauifeato which had been re-

cently prepared in Madrid, by which
the estates, both general and particu-

lar, were ordered forthwith to sepa-

rate, M.d forbidden to assemble again,

except by especial Ucence. All com-

missions, civil or military, granted by
states' authority, were moreover an-

nulled, together with a general prohi-
bition of any act of obedience to such

functionaries, and of contribution to

any imposts which might be levied by
their authority.^ Such thunders were
now comparatively harmless, for the

states had taken their course, and were

busily engaged, both at home and

abroad, in arming for the conflict.

Saint Aldegonde was deputed to attend

the Imperial diet, then in session at

Worms, where he delivered au oration,
which was very celebrated in its day
as a composition, but which can hardly
be said to have producedmuch practical
eflfect. The current was setting hard
in Germany against the Reformed reli-

gion and against the Xetherland cause,
the Augsburg Confessionists shewing
hardly more sympathy with Dutch
Calvinists than with Spanish Papists."''

Envoys from Don John also attended
the diet, and requested Saint Aldegonde
to furnish them with a copy of his

oration. This he declined to do.

While in Germany, Saint Aldegonde
was informed by John Casimir that
- ike Charles of Sweden had been

icited to furnish certain ships of

.,u,r for a contemplated operation

again.'?t Amsterdam.' The Duke had
himself given information of this plot
to the Prince Palatine. It was there-

lore natural that Saint Aldegonde
should forthwith despatch the intelli-

gence to his friends in the Nether-

lands, warning them of the dangers
etill to be apprehended from the
machinations of the CathoUc agents
and functionaries inAmsterdam

; for al-

though theReformation hadmade rapid
:ogi-ess in that important city since

t conclusion of the Satisfaction, yet
- : magistracy remained Catholic*

' Proclamation in Bor, xii. 946, 947.—Com-
! are Cabrem, xii. 978, 979 ; Hoofd, xii. 660.

^ Bor, xii. 953-960.
•

Ibid., xii. 952. HooH xiii. 565.
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William Baidez, son of a former

high-sheriff, a warm partisan of Oranga
and of the "religion," had already
determined to overthrow that magis-

tracy and to expel the friars who in-

fested the city. The recent informa-

tion despatched by Saint Aldegonde
confirmed him in liis purpose. There
had been much wrangling between the

Popish fxmctionaries and those of the
Reformed religion concerning the con-

stitution of the burgher guard. The
Calvinists could feel no security for

their own hves, or the repose of the
commonwealth of Hollandy unless they
were themselves allowed a full parti-

cipation in the government of those

important bands. They were, more-

over, dissatisfied with the assignment
which had been made of the church-

yards to the members of their com-
munion. These causes of discord had
maintained a general irritation among
the body of the inhabitants, and were
now used as pretexts by Bardez for

his design. He knew the city to be

ripe for the overthrow of the magis-

tracy, and he had arranged with Go-
vernor Sonoy to be furnished with a
sufficient number of weU-tried soldiers,
who were to be concealed in the houses
of the confederates. A large number
of citizens were also ready to appear
at his bidding with arms in their

hands.*

On the 24th of May, he wrote to

Sonoy, begging him to hold himself in

readiness, as all was prepared within
the city. At the same time, he re-

quested the governor to send him
forthwith a " morion and a buckler of

proof ;

"
for he intended to see the

matter fairly through.^ Sonoy an-

swered encouragingly, and sent hiq
the armour, as directed. On the 2Sti
of May, Bardez, with four confeder-

ates, went to the council-room, to re-

monstrate with the senate concerning
the grievances which had been so often
discussed. At about mid-day, one of
the confederates, upon leaving the

council-room, stepped out for a mo-

* Bor, xii. 952.
» Ibid., xii. 953. Hcofd, xiii. 669. Wft.

geruier, Vad. Hist., vii 205
6 Bor. xii. 963. Hoofd. xiii. 570.
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ment upon the balcony, which looked

towards the public square. Standing
there for a moment, he gravely re-

moved his hat, and then aa gravely

replaced it upon his head. This was
a preconcerted signal. At the next

instant a sailor was seen to rusli across

the square, waving a flag in "Ijoth

bands. "AH ye who love the Prince

of Orange, take heart and follow me !

"

he shouted. '^ In a moment the square
was alive. Soldiers and armed citi-

zens suddenly sprang forth, as if from
the bowels of the earth. Bardez led

a strong force directly into the coun-

cil-chamber, and arrested every one of

the astonished magistrates. At the

same time, his confederates had scoured
the town and taken every friar in the

city into custody. Monks and sena-

tors were then marched solemnly
down towards the quay, where a ves-

sel was in readiness to receive them.
"To the gallows with them—to the

gallows with them !

"
shouted the

populace, as they passed along.
" To

the gibbet, whither they have brought
many a good fellow before his time !

"

Such were the openly expressed desires

of their fellow-citizens, as these digni-
taries and holy men proceeded to what

they believed their doom. Although
treated respectfully by those who
guarded them, they were filled with

trepidation, for they believed the exe-

crations of the populace the harbin-

gers of their fate. As they entered
the vessel, they felt convinced that a

watery death had been substituted for

the gibbet. Poor old Heinrich Dirck-

zoon, ex-burgomaster, pathetically re-

jected a couple of clean shirts which
his careful wife had sent him by the

hands of the housemaid. " Take them

away; take them home again," said

the rueful burgomaster; "I shall

never need clean shirts again in this

world."* He entertained no doubt
that it was the intention of his captors
to scuttle the vessel as soon as they
had put a little out to sea, and so

to leave them to their fate. No such

1 Hoofd, xiii. .571. Wagenacr vii. 206.
2
"W'.ipenacr, vii. 207.

» HofMd, xiii. 671. Bor xii. 953. Wage-
tiaer, vii. 207
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tragic end was contemplated, however,
and, in fact, never was a complete
municipal revolution accomplished in

so good-natured and jocose a manner.
The Catholic magistrates and friara

escaped with their fright. They were

simply turned out of town, and for-

bidden, for their lives, ever to como
back again. After the vessel had pro-
ceeded a little distance from the city,

they were all landed high and dry
upon a dyke, and so left unharmed
within the open country.'
A new board of magistrates, of

which stout William Bardez was one,
was soon appointed; the train-bands

were reorganised, and the churches
thrown open to the Reformed worship—to the exclusion, at first, of the

Catholics. This was certainly con-

trary to the Ghent treaty, and to the
recent Satisfaction

;
it was also highly

repugnant to the opinions of Orange.
After a short time, accordingly, the
Catholics were again allowed access to

the churches, but the tables had now
been turned for ever in the capital
of Holland, and the Reformation wa.si

an established fact throughout that

little province.
Similar events occurring upon the

following day at Harlem, accompanied
with some bloodshed—for which, how-

ever, the perpetrator was punished
with death—opened the great church
of that city to the Reformed congrega-
tions, and closed them for a time to

the Catholics.*

Thus, the cause of the new religion
was triumphant in Holland and Zea-

land, while it was advancing with rapid
strides through the other provinces.
Pubhc preaching was of daily occur-

rence everywhere. On a single Sunday,
fifteen different ministers of the Re-

formed religion preached in different

places in Antwerp."
" Do you think

this can be put down ?
"

said Orange
to the remonstrating burgomaster of

that city.
"

'Tis for you to repress it,"

said the functionary,
"

I grant your

Highness full power to do so." "And do

< Bor, xii. 053. Hoofd, xiii. 672. Wag®-
naur, vii. 1309. 210.

6 Bor, Hoofd, ubi eup.
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you think," replied the Prince,
" that ;

I can do at thi^ late moment, what the

Duke of Alva was imable to accom-

plish in the very plenitude of his

power ?
"' ^ At the same time, the

Prince of Orange was more than ever

disposed to rebuke his own Church for

practising persecution in her turn.

Again he lifted his commanding voice

in behalf of the Anabaptists of Middel-

burg. He reminded the magistrates
of that city that these peaceful

burghers were always perfectly willing
to bear their part in all the common
burthens, that their word was as good
as their oath, and that as to the matter
of mihtary service, although their

principles forbade them to bear arms,

they had ever been ready to provide
and pay for substitutes. " We declare

to you, therefore," said he,
" that you

have no right to trouble yourselves
with any man's conscience, so long as

nothing is done to cause private harm
or public scandaL We therefore ex-

pressly ordain that you desist from

molesting these Baptists, from ofifering

hindrance to their handicraft and

daily trade, by which they can earn
bread for their wives and children, and
that you permit them henceforth to

open their shops and to do their work,
according to the custom of former

days. Beware, therefore, of disobe-

dience and of resistance to the ordi-

nance which we now establish." 2

ileantime, the armies on both sides

bad been assembled, and had been

moving towards each other. Don John
was at the head of nearly thirty thou-
sand troops, including a large propor-
tion of Spanish and Italian veterans.*

The states' army hardly numbered

1 Langueti, Kp. ad Aug. Sax., ep. 147, p.
744.

* This letter of the Prince to the Calvinist
authurities of Middelburg is given by Bor,
xii. {193, and by Brandt, Hist, der Ref., i.

609, 010.
» Bor, xii ?S7. Mcteren, viii. 140. Strada,

Bentivoglio, and othei-s allow only sixteen or
seventeen thousand men.—Compare Hoofd,
xiii. {SI.

* Hoofd, xiii 581.
»

Ibid., xiiL 581. Bor, xii. 987. Strada, x.
<»1.

* Bor, xii. 9S7. Metereji, viii. 140. Hoofd,
xiii. 683.—Ihe fc^paiiiards, however, only

Victory. lo'd

eighteen thousand foot and two thou-

sand cavalry, under the famous Fran-

cois de la Xoue, sumamed Bras de

Fer, who had been recently appointed
Marechal de Camp, and, under Coimt

Bossu, commander-in-chief.* The mus-

ter-place of the provincial forces was
in the plains between Herenthals and
Lier. At this point they expected to

be reinforced by Duke Casimir, who
had been, since the early part of the

summer, in the covmtry of Zutfen, but
who was still remaining there inglori-
ous and inactive, until he could be
furnished with the requisite advance-

money to his troops.*
Don John was determined, if possible,

to defeat the states' army, before Duke
Casimir, with his twelve thousand Ger-

mans, shoiild effect his juncture with
Bossu. The Governor therefore crossed

the Demer, near Aerschot, towards the

end of July, and offered battle, day
after day, to the enemy. A series of

indecisive skirmishes was the result,
in the last of which, near Rijnemants,
on the first day of Augvist, the royal-
ists were worsted and obliged to retire,

after a desultory action of nearly eight

hours, leaving a thousand dead upon
the field.'' Their offer of

" double or

quits," the following morning, waa

steadily refused by Bossu, who, secure

within his intrenchments, was not to

be induced at that moment to en-

counter the chances of a general en-

gagement. For this he was severely
blamed by the more violent of the
national party." His patriotism, which
was of such recent origin, waa vehe-

mently suspected; and his death,
which occurred not long afterwards,
was supposed to have alone prevented

al'.ow twenty kUled and fifty wounded.—
Compare Hoofd, ubi sup. Not the least

picturesque feature in this celebrated action
is one reported by Strada. The heat of the
day was so oppressive that a band of Scotch
veterans under Itobert Stuart thought it

more comfortable to strip themselves to their
shirts ; and, at last, as the weather and tha
skirmish grew hotter, to lay aside even
those integuments, and to fight all daylong,
in the costume of ancient Picts.—Strada, x.
497. The date of the battle in Strada, and
in Bentivoglio, x. 213, is the first ofAu^ort,
The same date is given by Hoofd. Bor 3973
81.st of Jui".

< Bor, iii. 557. Hooid, xiii. HH.
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bis deserting the ijtates to fight again
UHcler Spanish colours. These suspi-
cions were probably unjust. Bossu's

truth of character had been as uni-

versally recognised as was his signal

bravery. If he refused upon this oc-

casion a general battle, those who
reflected upon the visual results to the

patriot banner of such engagements,
might confess, perhaps, that one dis-

aster the more had been avoided. Don
John, finding it impossible to accom-

plish his purpose, and to achieve an-

other Gemblours victory, fell back

again to the neighbourhood of Namur.^
The states' forces remained waiting

for the long-promised succour of John
Casimir. It was the 26th of August,
however, before the Duke led his

twelve thousand men to the neighbour-
hood of Mechlin, where Bossu was

enca.mped.- This young prince pos-
sessed neither the ability nor the

generosity which were requisite for

the heroic part which he was ambitious
to perform in the Netherland drama.
He was ihspired by a vague idea of

personal aggrandisement, although he

professed at the same time the utmost
deference to William of Orange. He
expressed the hope that he and the

Prince "should be but two heads under
one hat;"' but he would have done
•well to ask himself whether his own
contribution to this partnership of

brains would very much enrich the

silent statesman. Orange liimself re-

garded him with respectful contempt,
and considered his interference with
Netherland matters but as an addi-

tional element of mischief. The Duke's

right hand man, however, Peter Peut-

terich, the "
equestrian doctor"—as

Sir Philip Sydney called him—equally
skilful with the sword as with the pen,
had succeeded, while on a mission to

England, in acquiring the Queen's
favour for his master.* To Casimir,

' Bor, xii. 987. 'Hoofd, xiii. 584.
s Bor, xii. 997.
8 Archives de la Maison d'Orange, vi. 377.
* Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc., vi. 376,

377, note 1.
5 Meteren, viii. 140. Hoofd, xiii. 584.

Groon v. Prinst, Archives, etc., vi. 375,
note. "

Dann, zu vreib iiehmen, Uber mehr
cMffen, uudt zum Kriefre, kein frcundt
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therefore, had been entrusted the com-
mand of the levies, and tlie principal
expenditure of the subsidies which she
had placed at the disposition of the
states. Upon Casimir she relied, as a

counterweight to the Duke of Alengon,
who, as she knew, had already entered
the provinces at the secret solicitation

of a large faction among the nobles.
She had as much confidence as ever in

Orange, but she imagined herself to be

strengthening his cause by providing
him with such a lieutenant. Casimir's

immediate friends had but little re-

spect for his abilities. His father-in-

law, Augustus of Saxony, did not ap-

prove his expedition. The Landgrave
William, to whom he wrote for coim-

sel, answered, in his quaint manner,
that it was always difficult for one
friend to advise another in three mat-
ters—to wit, in taking a wife, going
to sea, and going to war; but that,

nevertheless, despite the ancient pro-

verb, he would assume the responsi-

bility of warning Casimir not to plunge
into what he was pleased to call the
"
conficsiim chaos of Netherland poli-

tics." The Duke felt no inclination,

however, to take the advice which he
had solicited. He had been stimg by
the sarcasm which Alva had once

uttered, that the German potentates
carried plenty of lions, dragons, eagles,
and griffins on their shields

;
but that

these ferocious animals were not given
to biting or scratching. He was there-

fore disposed, once for all, to shew
that the teeth and claws of German
princes could still be dangerous. Un-

fortunately, he was destined to add a

fresh element of confusion to the chaos,
and to furnish rather a proof than a
refutation of the correctness of Alva's

gibe."
This was the hero who was now

thrust, head and shoulders as it were,
into the entangled affairs of the

dem andem, dom gemeynen Sprichwortt .

nach, rathen," etc.— Letter of Landgrave
William, Archives do la Maison d'Orango,
VI. 317. He adds that the Netherlander*
were a wild, godless, and irresponsible crew,
neither attached to the tnie religion, nor

having any real regard for the Prince, etc.,

etc.—Ibid. See also Archives et Correspon*
dauce, vi. 800 and 427.
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Francis oj

Nctherlandera, and it was Elizabeth

of England, more than ever alarmed
j

at the schemes of Alen^on, who had
;

pushed forward this Protestant cham-
|

pion, 1 otwithstanding the disinclina-
|

tion of Orange.
j

The Queen was right in her uneasi-
'

ness respecting the French Prince.

The Catholic nobles, relying upon the
j

strong feeling stiU rife throughout the

Walloon country against the Reformed

religion, and inflamed more than ever

by their repugnance to Orange, who.se

genius threw them so completely into

the shade, had already drawn closer

to the Duke. The same influences

were at work to introduce Alen^on,
which had formerly been employed to

bring Matthias from Vienna. Now
that the Archduke, who was to have

\>een the rival, had become the depen-
dent of William, they turned their

attention to the son of Catherine de'

Medici, Orange himself having always
kept the Duke in reserve, as an instru-

ment to overcome the political co-

quetry of Elizabeth. That great
Princess never manifested less great-

j

ness than in her earlier and most
|

tormenting connexion with the Ne- l

therlands. Having allured them for
j

years with bright but changeful face, l

she still looked coldly down upon |

the desolate sea where they were

drifting. She had promised much
;

;

her performance had been nothing.
Her jealousy of French influence had !

at length been turned to account; a
i

subsidy and a le\-y extorted from her ;

fears. Her ministers and prominent
j

advisers were one and aU in favour of i

an open and generous support to the i

provinces. Walsingham, Burleigh, j

Knollys, Davidson, Sidney, Leicester,

Fleetwood, Wilson, aU desired that

she should frankly espouse their cause.

A bold policy they believed to be the

only prudent one in tliis case
; yet the

Queen considered it sagacious to de-

spatch envoys both to Philip and to

Don John, as if after what they knew
of her secret practices, such missions
could effect any useful purpose. Better,

Alen^on. too

therefore, in the opinion of the honest

and intrepid statesmen of England, to

throw down the gauntlet at once in

the cause of the oppressed than to

shuffle and palter until the dreaded

rival should cross the frontier. A
French Netherlands they considered

even more dangerous than a Spanish,
and Elizabeth partook of their senti-

ments, although incapable of theii

promptness. With the perverseneas
which was the chief blot upon her

character, she was pleased that the

Duke should be still a dangler for he.r

hand, even while she was intriguing

against his political hopes.^ She listen-

ed with undisguised rapture to his pro-

posals of love, while she was secretly

thwarting the plans of his ambition.

Meanwhile, Alengon had aiTived at

Mons, and we have seen already the

feminine adroitness with which his

sister of Navarre had prepared his

entrance. Not in vain had she cajoled
the commandant of Cambray citadel;
not idly had she ledcaptive the hearts of

Lalain and his Countess, thus securing
the important province of Hainault for

the Duke. Don John might, indeed,

gnash his teeth with rage, as he marked
the result of all the feasting and flat-

tery, the piping and dancing at Namur.
Francis Duke of Alengon, and—since

the accession of his brother Henry to

the French throne—Duke of Anjou
was, upon the whole, the most despic-
able personage who had ever entered
the Netherlands. His previous career

at home had been so flagrantly false

that he had forfeited the esteem o£

every honest man in Europe, Catholic
or Lutheran, Huguenot or Malcontent,
The world has long known his charac-

ter. History will always retain him
as an example, to shew mankind the
amoimt of mischief which may be

perpetrated by a prince, ferocious

^vithout courage, ambitious without

talent, and bigoted without opinions.

Incapable of religious convictions him-

self, he had alternately aspired to be
a commander of Catholic and of Hu-
guenot zealots, and he had acquired

1
See, for example, a letter firom Sir Amias Faulet to the Earl of Leicester, in Groca T«

Prinst,, vi. 421-423.
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rothing by his vacillating course, save
the entire contempt of all parties and
of both religions. Scared from the

Bide of Navarre and Cond^ by the

menacing attitude of the "
league,"

fearing to forfeit the succession to the

throne, unless he made his peace with
the court, he had recently resumed
his place among the Catholic com-
manders. Nothing was easier for him
than to return shamelessly to a party
which he had shamelessly deserted,
save perhaps to betray it again, should
his interest prompt him to do so, on
the morrow. Since the peace of 1576,
it had been evid,3nt that the Protes-

tants could not count upon his friend-

ship, and he had soon afterwards
been placed at the head of the army
which was besieging the Huguenots
of Issoire.i He sought to atone for

having commanded the troops of the
new religion by the barbarity with
which he now persecuted its votaries.

When Issoire fell into his hands, the
luckless city was spared none of the

misery which can be inflicted by a
brutal and frenzied soldiery. Its men
were butchered, its females outraged,
its propertyplundered with a thorough-
ness which rivalled the Netherland

practice of Alva, or Frederic Toledo,
or Julian Romero. The town was
Backed and burned to ashes by furious

Catholics, under the command of

Francis Alengon, almost at the very
moment when his fair sister, Margaret,
was preparing the way in the Nether-
lands for the fresh treason ^ which he

already meditated to the Catholic

cause. The treaty of Bergerac, signed
in the autumn of 1577,^ again restored
a semblance of repose to France, and

again afforded an opportunity for

Alen5on to change his politics, and
what he called his religion. Eeeking
with the blood of the Protestants of

Issoire, he was now at leisure to renew
his dalliance with the Queen of Pro-

testant England, and to resume his cor-

respondence with the great chieftain of

the Reformation in the Netherlands.
It is perhaps an impeachment upon

' De Thou, vii. liv. Ixiii. Memoires de
Mavg. de V.'dois, liv. iU
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the perspicacity of Orange, that he
could tolerate this mischievous and
worthless " son of France," even
for the grave reasons which influ-

enced him. Nevertheless, it must be
remembered that he only intended to

keep him in reserve, for the pui-pose
of irritating the jealousy and quicken-
ing the friendship of the English
Queen. Those who see anything
tortuous in such politics must beware
of judging the intrig\iing age of

Philip and Catherine de' Medici by
the higher standard of later, and pos-
sibly more candid times. It would
have been puerile for a wm^i of William
the Silent's resources, ro allow himself
to be outwitted by the intrigues of all

the courts and cabinets in Europe.
Moreover, it must be remembered
that, if he alone could guide himself
and his country through the perplexing
labyrinth in which they were involve^
it was because he held in his hand the
clue of an honest purpose. His posi-
tion in regard to the Duke of Alen^on
had now become sufficiently compli-
cated, for the tiger that he had led in

a chain had been secretly unloosed by
those who meant mischief. In the
autumn of the previous year, the
aristocratic and Catholic party in the

states-general had opened their com-
munications with a prince, by whom
they hoped to be indemnified for their

previous defeat.

The ill effects of Elizabeth's co-

quetry too plainly manifested them-
selves at last, and Alen5on had now a
foothold in the Netherlands. Precipi-
tated by the intrigues of the party
which had always been either openly
or secretly hostile to Orange, his ad-

vent could no longer be delayed. It

only remained for the Prince to make
himself his master, as he had already
subdued each previous rival. This
he accomplished with his customary
adroitness. It was soon obvious, even
to so dull and so base a nature as that

of the Duke, that it was his best policy
to continue to cultivate so powerfiil
a friendship. It cost him little to

s But three nion were spared, according
to de Thou, vii. 502, liv. Ixiii.

9 Pe Ihou, vii. 629, liv, Ijfiv-
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croucli, but eventa were fatally to

prove at a later day, that there are

natures too malignant to be trusted

or to be tameJ. For the present,

howeTC, Alen9on professed the most

friendly sentiments towards the Prince.

Solicited by so ardent and consider-

able a faction, the Duke was no longer
to be withheld from tiying the ven-

ture,^ and if he could not effect his

entrance by fair means, was deter-

mined to do so by force.* He would
obtrude his assistance, if it were de-

clined. He would do his best to dis-

member the provinces, if only a por-
tion of them would accept his proffered

friendship. Underthese circumstances,
as the Prince could no longer exclude
him from the country, it became ne-

cessary to accept his friendship, and
to hold him in control. The Duke
had formally offered his assistance to

the states-general, directly after the
defeat of Gemblours,"* and early in

July had made his appearance in

Mons. Hence he despatched his

envoys, Des Pruneaux and Rochefort,
to deal with the states-general and
with Orange, while he treated Matthias
with contempt, and declared that he
had no intention to negotiate with
him. The Archduke burst into tears

when informed of this slight, and

feebly expressed a wish that succour

might be found in Germany which
would render this French alliance un-

necessary. It was not the first nor
the last mortification which the future

Emperor was to xmdergo. The Prince
was addressed with distinguished con-

sideration ;
Des Primeaux protesting

that he desired but three things
—^the

glory of his master, the glory of God,
and the glory of William of Orange.'*
The French King was naturally sup-

posed to be privy to his brother's

schemes, for it was thought ridiculous
to suggest that Henry's own troops
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could be led by his own brother, on
this foreign expedition, without hia

connivance.' At the same time, pri-
vate letters, written by him at this

epoch, expressed disapprobation of

the schemes of Alengon, and jealousy
of his aggrandisement. It was, per-

haps, difficult to decide as to the pre-
cise views of a monarch who was too

weak to form opinions for himself,
and too false to maintain those with
which he had been furnished by others.

With the Medicean mother it was dif-

ferent, and it was she who was be-

lieved to be at the bottom of the in-

trigue. There was even a vague idea

that the Spanish Sovereign himself

might be privy to the plot, and that

a possible marriage between Alen9on
and the Infanta might be on the cards.®

In truth, however, Philip felt himself

outraged by the whole proceedings.
He resolutely refused to accept the

excuses proffered by the French court,
or to doubt the complicity of the

Queen Dowager, who, it was well

known, governed all her sons. She

had, to be sure, thought proper to

read the envoys of the states-general a
lecture upon the impropriety of sub-

jects opposing the commands of their

lawful Prince, but such artifices were

thought too transparent to deceive.

GranveUe scouted the idea of her

being ignorant of Anjou's scheme, or

opposed to its success.^ As for William
of Hesse, while he bewailed more than
ever the luckless plunge into

"
coiifu-

sum chaos" which Casimir had taken,
he unhesitatingly expressed his con-

viction that the invasion of Alengon
was a master-piece of Catherine. The
whole responsibility of the transaction
he divided, in truth, between the

Dowager and the comet, which just
then hung over the world, filling the
soul of the excellent Landgrave with
dismal apprehension.^

1 See the reraarka and citaticv* of Groen
V. Prinst., ArcJiives. etc., vi. pp. C<54-370.—
Compare Apologia d'Orango, p. 107, and
Bor, xii. 975.

» Res. J1S3. des Es. Gs., in Groen .
Prinst., vi. 370.

* Archives et Corrcspondance, \i. 404, sqq.
Letter of Des Pruneaux, in Arcmves de la
Maiaon u'Oraui'e, vL 89>.

»
Sleteren, viii. 140*. Bor, xii. 960.

* This was Granvelle's opinion. See letter
from GranveUe to BeLefontaiue, ArcliiveB
de la Maison d'Oran^-e, vi. 426.

* Bemarks and citations of Groen v.

Prinst., vi. 368, 424-427.—Compare de Thou,
vii. 60S.

' Letter of GranveUe to Belle fontaine.
' "

Summa,derconae«uii4 die gross*
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The Queen of England was highly
incensed by the actual occurrence of

the invasion which she had so long
dreaded. She was loud in her denun-
ciations of the danger and dishonour
which would be the result to the

provinces of tliLs French alliance. She
threatened not only to withdraw hei*-

self from their cause, but even to take

arms against a commonwealth which
had dared to accept Alen§on for its

master. She had originally agreed to

furnish one hundred thousand pounds
by way of loan. This assistance had
been afterwards commuted into a levy
of three thousand foot and two thou-

sand horse, to be added to the forces

of John Casimir, and to be placed under
his command. It had been stipulated,

also, that the Palatine should have the

rank and pay of an English genei'al-in-

chief, and be considered as the Queen's
lieutenant. The money had been fur-

nished and the troops enrolled. So
much had been already bestowed, and
could not be recalled, but it was not

probable that, in her present humour,
the Queen would be induced to add to

her favours.^

The Prince, obliged by the necessity
of the case, had prescribed the terms

and the title under which Alen9on
should be accepted. Upon the 13th

of Augi.ist the Duke's envoy concluded

a convention in twenty-three articles,

which were afterwards subscribed by
the Duke himself, at Mons, upon the

twentieth of the same month. ^ The
substance of this aixangement was that

Alengon should lend his assistance to

the provinces against the intolerable

tyranny of the Spaniards and the un-

iustifiable military invasion of Don
John. He was, moreover, to bring
into the field ten thousand foot and
two thousand horse for three months.

After the expiration of this term, his

forces might be reduced to three thou-

sand foot and five hundred hoi-se. The
states were to confer iipon him the

prodigia so diesz jabr gesehenn wordenn,
wollen iliro wirckung h-aben. Gott gebe
dasz sie zu eynom guten eiida liiuffeii."—
Archives et Corresp., vi. 140. Compaio
Strada, ix. 463.

1 Bor, xii. 948, 949, 075, sqq.—Compare
Metcrcn, viii. 14i',

[157a
title of " Defender ot the Liberty of

the Netherlands against the Tyranny
of the Spaniards and their adherents."
He was to undertake no hostilities

against Queen Elizabeth. The states

were to aid him, whenever it should
become necessary, with the same
amount of force with which he now
assisted them. He was to submit him-
self contentedly to the civil govern-
ment of the country, in everything
regarding its internal polity. He was
to make no special contracts or treaties

with any cities or provinces of the
Netherlands. Should the states-gene-
ral accept another prince as sovereign,
the Duke was to be preferred to all

others, upon conditions afterwards to

be aiTanged. All cities which might
be conquered within the territory of

the united provinces were to belong
to the states. Such places not in that

territory, as should voluntarily sur-

render, were to be apportioned, by
equal division, between the Duke and
the states. The Duke was to bring
no foreign troops but French into the

provinces. The month of August waa
reserved, during which the states were,
if possible, to make a composition with
Don John.'

These articles were certainly drawn

up with skill. A high-sounding but
barren title, which gratified the Duke's

vanity and signified nothing, had been
conferred upon him; while at the same
time he was forbidden to make con-

quests or contracts, and was obliged to

submit himself to the civil government
of the country : in short, he was to

obey the Prince of Orange in all things—and so here was another plot of the
Prince's enemies neutralised. Thus,
for the present at least, had the position
of Anjou been defined.

As the month of August, during
which it was agreed'* that negotiationff
with the Governor-General should re-

main ojien, had already half expired,
certain articles, drawn up by the

- Bor, xii. 976-978. Metcren, viii. 140,
141.

» See especially Articles 4, 5, 10, 14, IS,

16, 31.

* Article 21 of the Convention.—See i

xii. S*7S;,Metoren, viii. 141.
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Btates-general, were at once laid before

Don John. Lord Cobham and Sir

Francis Walsingham were then in the

Netherlands, ha-^ng been sent by Eliza-

beth for the purpose of efi'ecting a paci-

fication of the estates with the Gover-

nor, if possible. They had also ex-

plained
—BO far a.s an explanation was

possible
—the assistance which the

English government had rendered to

the rebels, upon the ground that the

French invasion could be prevented in

DO other way.^ This somewhat lame

apology had been passed over in silence

i-ather than accepted by Don John.

In the same interview the envoys made
an equally imsuccessful effort to in-

duce the acceptance by the Governor
of the terms offered by the states. A
further proposition, on their part, for

an " Interim," *
upon the plan attempt-

ed by Charles the Fifth in Germany, .

previously to the Peace of Passau, met
with no more favour than it merited,
for certainly that name—which became
60 odious in Germany that cats and

dogs were called " Interim
"
by the

common people, in derision
—was hardly

a potent word to conjure with, at that

moment, in the oJfetherlands. They
then expressed their intention of re-

tu-ing to England, much grieved at

the result of their mission. The Go-
vernor replied that they might do as

they liked, but that he, at leaBt, had
done all in his power to bring about a

peace, and that the King had been

equally pacific in his intentions. He
then a^ed the envoys what they
themselves thought of the terms pro-

posed. "Indeed, they are too liard,

your highness,"* answered Walsing-
ham, "but 'tis only by pure menace
that we have extorted them from the

states, unfavourable though they seem."
" Then you may tell them," replied

the Governor, "to keep their offers to

themselves. Such t^rms will go but

7oy

1 " Y disculpando a la Rej-na su ama de
lo que avia hecho en favor de los Estados, y
qne avia sido por mejor y porque el frances
no metiesse pie en eUos."—LrO que en sub-
etanria ha passado con su Alteza, 14 A^fisto,
i57S. AcU Stat. Belg. iii. MS. Ilaguo
Archives. 2 Ibid.

little way in any n^otiation with
me."
The envoys shrugged their shoul-

ders.
" What is your own opinion on the

whole affair?" resumed Don John.

"Perhaps yoiu" advice may yet help
me to a better conclusion."

The envoys continued silent and

pensive.
" We can only answer," said Wal-

singham, at length,
"
by imitating the

physician, who would prescribe no me-
dicine until he wa.s quite sure that the

patient was ready to swaUow it. 'Tia

no use waating counsel or drugs."''
The reply was not satisfactory, but

the envoys had convinced themselves

that the sword was the only surgical
instrument likely to find favour at

that juncture. Don John referred, in

vague terms, to his peaceable inclina-

tions, but protested that there was no

treating with so unbridled a people as

the Xetherlanders. The ambassadors
Boon aft«rwards took their leave.

After this conference, which was on
the 2-ith of August 1578, Walsingham
and Cobham addressed a letter to the

Btates-general, deploring the disingenu-
ous and procrastinating conduct of

the Governor, and begging that the
failure to effect a pacification might
not be imputed to them.® They then
returned to England.
The Imperial envoy. Count Sch-

wartzburg, at whose urgent solicitation

this renewed attempt at a composition
had been made, was most desirous

that the Governor should accept the
articles.'' They formed, indeed, the
basis of a hberal, constitutional, repre-
sentative government, in which the

Spanish monarch was to retain only
a strictly limited sovereignty." The
proposed convention requu-ed Don
John, with all his troops and adher-

ents, forth^\-ith to leave the land after

partly in French, partly in Spanish.—
Memorandum, diet. act.

* MS. Memorandum, diet. act.
s Acta SUt. Belg.. iii. f. 71.—MS. Hague

Archives.
' Bor, xii. 979. Hoofd, xii. 5S7.

* "
Que in veritS ei-ano troppo duri."—^The \

~ i Kee the thirteea articles iu Ccr, xii 97?,
ocoYersatiou was caiTied on partly in Itali^i, |

9S0.
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giving lip all etrongholds and cities in

liis possession. It provided that the

Ajchduke Matthias should remain as

Governor-general, under the conditions

according to which he had been origi-

nally accepted. It left the question of

rehgious -worship to the decision of

the states-general. It provided for

the release of all prisoners, the return

of all exiles, the restoration of all con-

fiscated property. It stipulated that

upon the death or departure of Mat-

thias, his Majesty was not to appoint
a governor-general without the consent

of the states-general}
When Count Schwartzburg waited

upon the Governor with these aston-

ishing propositions
—which Walsing-

ham might well call somewhat hard—
he found him less disposed to explode
with virrath than he had been in pre-
vious conferences. Ali-eady the spirit

of the impetuous young soldier was

bi'oken, both by the ill health which
was rapidly undermining his constitu-

tion and by the helpless condition in

which he had been left while contend-

ing with the great rebellion. He had

soldiers, but no money to pay them

withal; he had no means of upholding
that supremacy of crown and church

which he was so vigorously instructed

to maintain; and he was heartily
wearied of fulminating edicts which
he had no power to enforce. He had

repeatedly solicited his recall, and was

growing daily more impatient that his

dismissal did not arrive. Moreover,
the horrible news of Escovedo's assas-

sination had sickened him to the soul."

The deed had flashed a sudden light
into the abyss of dark diiplicity in

which his own fate was suspended.
His most intimate and confidential

friend had been murdered by royal

command, while he was himself aban-

doned by Philip, exposed to insult, left

destitute of defence. No money was

forthcoming, in spite of constant im-

portunities and perpetual promises.^

1 Articles 5 and 12 of the proposed Con-

vention, Bor, xii. 979.
- That event had occnrrcd, as already

plated, upon the 31st of March of this year
(U,78).

' See tho Utter of Philip in Caliera, xn.

Plenty of words were sent him; he

compiained, as if he possessed the art

of extracting gold from them, or as if

war could be carried on with words
alone.*

Being in so desponding a mood, he
declined entering into any controversy
with regard to the new propositions,

which, however, he characterised as

most iniquitous. He stated merely
that his Majesty had' deteiTnined to

refer the Netherland matters to the
arbitration of the Emperor ; that the
Duke de Terra Nova would soon be

empowered to treat upon the subject
at the imperial court; and that, in

the meantime, he was himself most

anxiously awaiting his recall.^

A synod of the Reformed churches
had been held, during the month of

June, at Dort. There they had laid

down a platform of their principles of

church government in one hundred
and one articles.* In the same month,
the leading members of the Reformed
Church had drawn up an ably reasoned
address to Matthias and the Council of

State on the subject of a general peaca
of religion for the provinces.''

William of Orange did his utmost
to improve the opportunity. He
sketched a sj'stem of provisional tolera-

tion, which he caused to be signed by
the Archduke Matthias, and which, at

least for a season, was to establish

religious freedom.^ The brave, tran-

quil, solitary man still held his track

across the raging waves, shedding as

much light as one clear human soul

could dispense; yet the dim lantern,
so far in advance, was swallowed in

the mist, ere those who sailed in his

wake could shape their course by his

example. No man understood him.

Not even his nearest friends compre-
hended his views, nor saw that he

strove to establish not freedom for

Calvinism, but freedom for conscience.

Saint Aldegonde complained that the

Pi'ince would not persecute the Ana-

978. * Stvada, x. 502.
s Bor, xii. 981.—Compare Metei-cn, viil.

140, 141.
6 Given in Bor, xii. 9S1-0S(3.
' In Bor, xii. 971
» Bor, xii. 973.
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baptists/ Peter Dathenus denounced
him as an atheist, while even Count

John, the only one left of his valiant

and generous brothers, opposed the

religiors peace
—except where the

advantage was on the side of the new

religion. Where the Catholics had
been effectually put down, as in

Holland and Zealand, honest John saw
no reason for allowing them to lift

themselves up again.^ In the Popish
provinces, on the other hand, he waa
for a rehgious peace. In this bigoted

spirit he was followed by too many of

the Reforming mass, while, on their

part, the Walloons were already band-

ing themselves together in the more
Bouthem provinces, under the name of

Malcontents. Stigmatised by the Cal-

vinists as "Paternoster Jacks,"
^
they

were daily drawing closer their alliance

with Alencon, and weakening the bonds
which united them with their Protes-

tant brethren. Count John had at

lengthbecome apermanent functionary
in the Netherlands. Urgently solicited

by the leaders and the great multitude
of the Reformers, he had long been

unwilling to abandon his home, and to

neglect the private affaire which his

devotion to the Xetherlaud cause had
thrown into great confusion. The
Landgrave, too, whose ad\-ice he had
asked, had strongly urged him not to
"

clip his fingers into the olla podrida."*
The future of the provinces was, in his

opinion, so big with disaster, that the

past, with all its horrors, vmder Alva
and Requesens, had only furnished the
"
preludia" of that which was to

ensue.* For these desperate views
his main reason, as usual, was the
comet

;
that mischievoios luminary still

'.'ontinuing to cast a lurid glare across

the Landgrave's path.* Notwithstand-

ing these direfulwarnings from a prince
of the Reformation, notwithstanding

Religious Broils. 1 61

the "
olla podrida

"
and the "

comet,**

Count John had nevertheless accepted
the office of Governor of Gelderland,
to which he had been elected by the

estates of that province on the 11th of

March.^ That important bulwark of

Holland, Zealand, and Utrecht on the

one side, and of Groningen and Fries-

land on the other—the main buttress,

in short, of the nascent republic, waa
now in hands which would defend it

to the last.
'

As soon as the discussion came up in

the states-general on the subject of the

Dort petitions. Orange requested that

every member who had formed his

opinions should express them fully
and frankly. All wished, however, to

be guided and governed by the senti-

ments of the Prince. Not a man
spoke, save to demand their leader's

views, and to express adhesion iu

advance to the course which his

wisdom might suggest.* The result

was a projected convention, a draft for

a religious peace,^ which, if definitely

established, would have healed many
wounds and averted much calamity.
It was not, however, destined to be

accepted at that time by the states of

the different provinces where it was

brought up for digpussion ; and several

changes were made, both of form and

substance, before the system was

adopted at all. Meantime, for the

important city of Antwerp, where

religious broils were again on the point
of breaking out, the Prince preferred
a provisional arrangement, which he
forthwith carried into execution. A
proclamation, in the name of the

Archduke Matthias and of the State

Council, assigned five special places
in the city where the members of the
"
pretended Reformed religion

"
should

have liberty to exercise their religious

worship, with preaching, singing, and

1 noofd, xiii. 575. Ev. Reyd. Ann. ii. 23.
- Groen v. Prinst., Archives, etc. vi. 434,

433.
* "Pater noster Knecliten."—lleteren,

viii. 143. Bor, xii. 998.—Compare Benti-
voglio, X. 216.

* Groen. v. Prinst., Archives, vi. 317.
' Archives de la Maison d'Orange, vi. 256.
* LeCMirs of Landgrave Willimu, Archives

et Correspoudauce, v. 34, ii. 256-269.

' Archives et Correspondance, vi. 30S.

« Langueti Ep. Sec. ad Aug. Sax. 147, p.
744.

Aocording to the 8d and 4th Articlea,
the Catholic or the Reformed religion was to

be re-established and freeiy exercised in any
town or vilLige where such re-establishment
should be demanded by one hundred fami<

lies.—Meteren. viii. 11S\
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the sacraments.' The churchyards of

the parochial churches were to be

opened for the burial of their dead,
but the funerals were to be iinaccom-

panied with exhortation, or any public
demonstration which might excite dis-

turbance. The adherents of one re-

ligion were forbidden to disturb, to

insult, or in any way to interfere with
the solemnities of the other. All were
to abstain from mutual jeerings

—by
pictures, ballads, books, or otherwise—and from all injuries to ecclesiastical

property. Every man, of whatever

religion, was to be permitted entrance

to the churches of either religion, and
when there, all were to conform to the

regulations of the Churchwithmodesty
and respect. Those of the new religion
were to take oaths of obedience to

the authorities, and to abstain from

meddling with the secular administrar

tion of affairs. Preachers of both

religions were forbidden to preach out
of doors, or to make use of language
tending to sedition. All were to bind
themselves to assist the magistrates in

quelling riots, and in sustaining the

civil government.*
This example of religious peace, to-

gether with the active correspondence
thus occasioned with the different

state assemblies, excited the jealousy
of the Catholic leaders and of the

Walloon population.^ Champagny,
who, despite his admirable qualities
and brilliant services, was still unable
to place himself on the same platform
of toleration with Orange, now under-

took a decided movement against the

policy of the Prince. Catholic to the

core, he drew up a petition, remon-

strating most vigorously against the

draft for a religious peace, then in cir-

culation through the provinces.* To
this petition he procured many signa-
tures among the more ardent Catholic

nobles. De H(?ze, De Glimes, and

1 See the document in Bor, xii. 974, 975.

Hoofd, xiii. b'ii.

- Bor, xii. 974, 975. Tlie principle of the

religions peace was adopted, and cliurclies

accordingly allotted to tlio members of the
Reformed Church, in the cities of Antwerp,
Brussels, Mechlin, Bergen, Breda, Lier(!,

Bruges, Ypies, and in many cities of Geldcr-
li»nd and Fricslund,—iletoreu, vjii, 142.

Dutch Republic. [1578.
others of the same stamp, were will-

ing enough to follow the lead of so

distinguished a chieftain. The re-

monstrance was addressed to the Ai-ch-

duke, the Prince of Orange, the State

Council, and the States-general, and
called upon them all to abide by their

solemn promises to permit no schism
in the ancient Church. Should the
exercise of the new religion be allowed,
the petitioners insisted that the god-
less licentiousness of the Netherlands
would excite the contempt of all

peoples and potentates. They sug-
gested, in conclusion, that all tlia

principal cities of France— and in

particular the city of Paris—had kept
themselves clear of the exercise of the
new religion, and that repose and pro-

sperity had been the result.^

This petition was carried with con-

siderable solemnity by Champagny,
attended by many of his confederates,
to the Hotel de Ville, and presented

'

to the magistracy of Brussels. These
functionaries were requested to de-

liver it forthwith to the Archduke and
Council. The magistrates demurred,
A discussion ensued, which grew
warmer and warmer as it proceeded.
The younger nobles permitted them-
selves abusive language, which the
civic dignitaries would not brook.
The session was dissolved, and the

magistrates, still followed by the peti-

tioners, came forth into the street.

The confederates, more inflamed than '

ever, continued to vociferate and to

threaten. A crowd soon collected in

the square. The citizens were natur-

ally curious to know why their senators

were thus browbeaten and insulted by
a party of insolent young Catholic

nobles. The old politician at their

head, who, in spite of many services,

was not considered a friend to the

nation, inspired them with distrr.
'

Being informed of the presentatioi :

* Bor, xii. 975. Hoofd, xiii. 576.
* See the Pctitiou in Bor, xii. 989, 0;'

Compare Hoofd, xiii. 578. Meteren, viii. it-.
' Petition in Bor, xii. 989, 990.
* Bor, xii. 988. Champagny was a Ca-

tholic and tlio brother of Grauvolle; ho was
aLso one of the most j)atriutic and honour-
able—as ho was unquestionably one of the

bravest— of tha Netheviarid nobles, HiB
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the petition, the multitude loudly de-

manded- that the document should be

read. This was immediately done.

The general drift, of the remonstrance

was an^-thing but acceptable, but the

allusion to Paris, at the close, excited

a tempest of indignation.
" Paris !

Paris ! Saint Bartholomew ! Saint

Bartholomew ! Are we to have Paris

weddings in Brussels also?" howled
the mob, as is oft«n the case, extract-

ing but a single idea, and that a wrong
one, from the public lecture which had

just been made. " Are we to have a

Paris massacre, a Paris blood-bath here

in the Xetherland capital? God for-

bid ! God forbid ! Away with the

conspirators ! Down with the Pa-

pi.sts !"^
It was easily represented to the in-

flamed imaginations of the populace
that a Brussels Saint Bartholomew
had been organised, and that Cham-

pagny, who stood there before them,
was its originator and manager. The

ungrateful Netherlanders forgot the
heroism with which the old soldier

had arranged the defence of Antwerp
against the "

Spanish Fury
"
but two

years before. They heard only the

instigations of his enemies; they re-

membered only that he was the hated
Granvelle's brother; they believed

only that there was a plot by which,
in some utterly incomprehensible
manner, they were all to be immedi-

ately engaged in cutting each others

throats and throwing each other out
of the windows, as had been done half

a dozen years before in Paris. Such
was the mischievous intention ascribed

to a petition, which Champagny and
his friends had as much right to offer—^however narrow and mistaken their

opinions might now be considered—as

had the synod of Dort to present their

remonstrances. Never was a more
malignant or more stupid perversion
of a simple and not very alarming
phrase. Ko allusion had been made

Art'egt of the Papists. 763

to Saint Bartholomew, but all ita

horrors were supposed to be concealed

in the sentence which referred to

Paris. The nobles were arrested on
the spot and hurried to prison, with
the exception of Champagny, wha
made his escape at first, and lay con-

cealed for several days.* He was,

however, finally ferreted out of hia

hiding-place and carried off to Ghent.

There he was thrown into strict con-

finement, being treated in all respects
as the accomplice of Aerschot and the

other nobles who had been arrested in

the time of Ryhove's revolution.-^ Cer-

tainly, this conduct towards a brave

and generous gentleman was ill calcu-

lated to increase general sympathy for

the cause, or to merit the approbation
of Orange. There was, however, a

strong prejudice against Champagny.
His brother Granvelle had never been

forgotten by the Xetherlanders, and
was still regarded as their most untir-

ing foe, while Champagny was sup-

posed to be in close league with the
Cardinal In these views the people
were entirely wrong.

While these events were taking
place in Brussels and Antwerp, the
two armies of the states and of Don
John were indolently watching each
other. The sinews of war had been cut

upon both sides. Both parties were

cramped by the most abject poverty.
The troops under Bossu and Casimir,
in the camp near Mechlin, were

already discontented, for want of pay.
The one hundred thousand pounds of

Elizabeth had already been spent, and
it was not probable that the offended

Queen would soon furnish another

subsidy. The states could with diffi-

culty extort anything like the assessed

quotas from the different provinces.
The Duke of Alencon was still at

Mons, from which place he had issued
a violent proclamation of war against
Don John—a manifesto which had,

however, not been followed up by

character is interesting, and his services
were remarkable. It is said that he could
not rise to the same tolerance in religions
matters which the Prince of Orange had
•ttained.

1 Bor, xii. 988. Hoofd, riii. 578, 679.

* Ibid. Hoofd, xiii. 579. Jleterec, -riii.

142.

« Bor, xiL SSS. Hoofd, xiii. 579. Me-
teren, viii. 142.—His captivity lasted aevera]

jears.
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very vigorous demonstrations. Don
John himself was in his fortified camp
at Bouge, within a league of Namur,
but the hero was consuming with
mental and with bodily fever. He
was, as it were, besieged. He was
left entirely without funds, while his

roj-al brother obstinately refused com-

pliance with his earnest demands to be

recalled, and coldly neglected his im-

jiortunities for pecuniary assistance.^

Compelled to carry on a war against
an armed rebellion with such gold only
as could be extracted from royal words ;

fcitung to the heart by the suspicion of

which he felt himself the object at

home, and by the hatred with which
he was regarded in the provinces;

outraged in his inmost feelings by the
murder of Escovedo ; foiled, outwitted,
reduced to a political nullity by the

masterly tactics of the " odious heretic

of heretics
"
to whom he had originally

offered his own patronage and the royal

forgiveness, the high-spirited soldier

was an object to excite the tenderness
even of religious and iiolitical op-

ponents. Wearied with the turmoil
of camps without battle and of cabi-

nets without counsel, he sighed for

repose, even if it could be found only
in a cloister or the grave.

"
I rejoice

to see by your letter," he wrote,

pathetically, to John Andrew Doria,
at Genoa, "that your life is flowing
on with such calmness, while the world
around me is so tumultuously agitated.
I consider you most fortunate that you
are passmg the remainder of your days
for God and yourself; that you are

not forced to put yourself perpetually
in the scales of the world's events, nor
to venture yourself daily on its hazard-

ous games."
'' He proceeded to inform

his friend of his own painful situation,
surrounded by innumerable enemies,
without means of holding out more
than three months, and cut off from
all assistance by a government which
could not see that if the present chance

1 Bor, xii. 997, 998. Hoofd, xiv. 5S4, 585.

Tlio States had agreed to pay 600,000 gul-
dens per month. Tlie expenses of the ai-my
were estimated at 800,000 guldens permonth.—Groen V. Priiist, Archives, vi. 397. Pro-
riarnntion in Bor, xii. 996, 997.

' Tlda remarkable and pathetic letter, as

Dutch Republic. [1578.
were lost, all was lost. He declared it

impossible for him to fight in the posi-
tion to which he was reduced, pressed
as he was within half a mile of the point
which he had always considered as his
last refuge. He stated also that the
French were strengthening themselves
in Hainault, under Alen9on, and that
the King of France was in readiness to

break in through Burgundy, should his

brother obtain a firm foothold in the

provinces.
"
I have besought his Ma-

jesty over and over again," he con-

tinued,
" to send to me his orders

; if

they come they shall be executed,
unless they ai'rive too late. They
have cut off our liands, and we have
now nothing for it but to stretch forth
our heads also to the axe. I grieve to

trouble you with my sorrows, but I

trust to your sympathy as a man and
a friend. I hope that you will remem-
ber me in your prayers, for you can

put your trust where, in former days,
I never could place my own." '

The dying crusader wrote another

letter, in the same mournful strain, to

another intimate friend, Don Pedro

Mendoza, Spanish envoy in Genoa
It was dated upon the same day from
his camp near Namur, and repeated
the statement that the King of France
was ready to invade the Netherlands,
80 soon aa Alen9on should prepare an

opening.
" His Majesty," continued

Don John, "is resolved upon nothing;
at least, I am kept in ignorance of his

intentions. Our life is doled out to us

here by moments. I cry aloud, but it

profits me little. Matters will soon
be disposed, through our negligence,

exactly as the Devil would best wish

them. It is plain that we are left here
to pine away till our last breath. God
direct us all as He may see fit

;
in Hia

hands are all things."
*

Four daj's later he wrote to the

King, stating that he was confined to

his chamber with a fever, by which he
was already as much reduced as if ho

well as that addressed to Mendoza, is pub-
lished in Bor, xii. 1004, 1005, and in Ho'

'

xiv. 5S9, 690.

8 Letter to Doria
; Bor, Hoofd, ubi sup.

* Letter to Pedro do Mendoza; Bor, xii.

1005. Hoofd, xiv. 590.
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had been ill for a month. "
I assure

your Majesty," said he, "that the

work here is enough to destroy iuy
constitution aiid any life." He re-

mindel Philip how often he had been
warned by him as to the insidious

practices of the French. Those pro-

phecies had now become facts. The
French had entered the country, whUe
.some of the inhabitants were fright-

ened, others disaffected. Don John
declared himself in a dUemma. With
his small force, hardly enough to make
head against the enemy immediately
in front, and to protect the places
which required guarding, 'twas im-

possible for him to leave his position
to attack the enemy in Burgundy. If

he remained stationary, the communi-
cations were cut off through which
his money and supplies reached him.
' Thus I remain," said he,

"
perplexed

and confused, desiring, more than life,

some decision on your Majesty's part,
for which I have implored so many
times." He urged the King most

vehemently to send him instructions as

to the course to be pursued,^ adding that

it wounded him to the said to find

them so long delayed. He begged to
be informed " whether he was to attack
the enemy in Burgundy, whether he
should await where he then was the
succour of his Majesty, or whether he
was to fight, and if so with which of

his enemies : in fine, what he was to

do; because, losing or winning, he
meant to conform to his Majesty's
will. He felt deeply pained, he said,
at being disgraced and abandoned by
the King, having served him, both as

a brother, and a man, with love Mid
faith and heartiness. "Our lives,"
said he,

" are at stake upon this game,
and all we wish is to lose them hon-

ourably."- He begged the King to
send a special envoy to France, with
remonstrances on the subject of Alen-

gon, and another to the Pope to ask
for the Duke's excommunication. He

Don John. 705

1 " La ord-m d'. como tengo de gobemar."—
These words in Don Jotn's letter were un-
derlined by Philip, who mside upon reading
them the following most characteristic an-
Dot.^tion: "The marked request I will not
grant. I will not tell ;" (lo ravado no yo le

dirfe.)

• '

protested that he would give his blood
rather than occasion so much annoy-
ance to the King, but that he felt it

his duty to teU the naked truth. The

pest was ravaging his little army.
Twelve himdred were now in hos-

pital, besides those nursed in private
houses, and he had no means or money
to remedy the evil. Moreover, the

enemy, seeing that they were not op-

posed in the open field, had cut off the

passage into Liege by the Meuse, and
had advanced to Xivelles and Chimay
for the sake of communications with

France, by the same river."*

Ten days after these pathetic pas-

sages had been written, the writer waa
dead. Since the assassination of Esco-

vedo, a consuming melancholy had
settled upon his spirits, and a burning
fever came, in the month of Septem-
ber, to destroy his physical strength.
The house where he lay was a hovel,
the only chamber of which had been

long used as a pigeon-house. Thia
wretched garret was cleansed, as well

as it could be of its filth, and hung
with tapestry emblazoned with armo-
rial bearings. In that dovecot the
hero of Lepanto was destined to -ex-

pire. During the last few days of his

illness, he was delirious. Tossing upon
his uneasy couch, he again arranged
in imagination, the combinations of

great battles, again shouted his orders
to rushing squadrons, and listened

with brightening eye to the trumpet
of victory. Reason returned, however,
before the hoiir of death, and permit-
ted him the opportimity to make the

dispositions rendered necessary by his

condition. He appointed his nephew,
Alexander of Parma, who had been

watching assiduously over his death-

bed, to succeed him, provisionally, in

the command of the army and in hia
other dignities, received the last sacra-

ments with composure, and tranquilly
breathed hia last upon the fiirst day of

October, the month which, since the

* " Xos van las vidas en esto juego," etc.,
etc.

» Carta (descifrada) del S". D. Juan a Su
Mag^., 20 Sept. 1578. MS. Royal Library.
Hague, f. 41-44™.
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battle of Lepanto, he had always con-

eidered a festive and a fortunate one.^

It was inevitable that suspicion of

poison should be at once excited by
his disease. Those suspicions have
been never set at rest, and never

proved. Two Englishmen, Katcliff

and Gray by name, had been arrested
and executed on a charge of having
been employed by Secretary Walsing-
ham to assassinate the Governor.^ The
charge was doubtless an infamous false-

hood; but had Philip, who was sus-

pected of being the real criminal, really

compassed the death of his brother, it

was none the less probable that an in-

nocent victim or two would be exe-

cuted, to save appearances. Now that
time has unveiled to us many mys-
teries, now that we have learned from

Philip's own lips and those of his ac-

complices the exact manner in which

Montigny and Escovedo were put to

death, the world will hardly be very
charitable with regard to other impu-
tations. It was vehemently susisected
that Don John had been murdered by
the command of Phihp, but no such
fact was ever proved.
The body, when opened that it might

be embalmed, was supposed to offer

evidence of poison. The heart was

dry, the other internal organs were
likewise so desiccated as to crumble
when touched, and the general colour
of the interior was of a blackish brown,
as if it had been singed. Various

persons were mentioned as the pro-
bable criminals; various motives as-

signed for the commission of the deed.

Nevertheless, it mixst be admitted that
there were causes, which were undis-

1 Van der Hammen y Leon, vi. 324. Bor,
xii. 1005. Cabrera, xii. 1008, 1009. Strad;»,
X. 503, 505, 506. Hoofd, 591.

2 De Thou, vii. 699.—Comparo Cabrera,
xii. 1006.

3 "Namqiio in defuncti corpore extitisso

noil obscura vcnenl vestigia affirmant, qui
vidernnt."—Strada, x. 512. The Jesuit does
not express any opinion as to the trutli of
the report.

—Compare Cabrera, xii. 1009.

Van d. Vynckt, ii. 253, 254.
"

liallaron

la parte del coragon seca i todo lo interior i

lo esterior denegrido i come tostado, que so

deshazia con el toque ; 1 lo demas de color

palido de natural difunto."—Cabrera, xii.

1009. The Seigneur de Brantome, after ex-

Vutch Jiepuhlic. [1578,

puted, tor his death, sufficient to render
a search for the more mysterious onea

comparatively superfluous. A disorder
called the pest was raging in his camp,
and had carried off a thousand of his

soldiers within a few days, while his

mental sufferings had been acute

enough to turn his heart to ashea

Disappointed, tormented by friend and
foe, suspected, insidted, broken spirited,
it was not strange that he should prove
an easy victim to a pestilent disorder
before which many stronger men were

daily falling.^

On the third day after his decease,
the funeral rites were celebrated. A
dispute between the Spaniards, Ger-

mans, and Netherlanders in the army
arose, each claiming precedence in the

ceremony, on account of superior na-

tional propinquity to the illustrious

deceased. All were, in truth, equally
near to him, for different reasons, and
it was arranged that all should share

equally in the obsequies. The corpse
disembowelled and embalmed, was laid

upon a couch of state. The hero was
clad in complete armour; his sword,
helmet, and steel guantlets lying at his

feet, a coronet, blazing with precious
stones, upon his head, the jewelled
chain and insignia of the Golden Fleece
about his neck, and perfumed gloves

upon his hands. Thus royally and

martially arrayed, he was placed upo6
his bier and borne forth from the house
where he had died, by the gentlemen
of his bedchamber. From them he
was received by the colonels of the

regiments stationed next his own quar-
ters. These chiefs, followed by their

troops with inverted arms and muffle'

pressing his regrets that such a brave .s

of Mars should have died in his bed ("
commo si c'eust est6 quelque mignon de
Venus "), suggests that lie was poisoned by
means of perfumed boots (certainly an origi-
nal method, and one -which was not likely
to make his ' '

interior" look as if
"
toasted") ;" car on tient tout qu'il mourut om-

poissonn^ par des bottines parfumees."—
Hommes Illust. ct Gr., caj). ii. 140. The
poisoning was attributed to various persons ;

to Philip, to the Prince of Orange, and to

the Abbot of St Gertrude, who is f.aid to

have effected the deed through one Guerin,
a well-known poisoner of Marseillco.—V.

Wyn Aaum. op Wagcnaer, vii. 65. See also

Hoofd, xiv. 691 ; Bor, xu. X004.
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drums, escorted the body to the next

etation, where it was received by the

commanding officers, of other national

regiments, to be again transmitted to

those of the third. Thus by soldiers

of the three nations, it was successively
conducted to the gates of Xamur,
where it was receiv^ by the civic au-

tiiorities. The pall-bearers, old Peter

Ernest Mansfeld, Ottavio Goniaga, the

Marquis de ViUa Franca, and the Count
de Reux, then bore it to the church,
where it was deposited imtil the royal
orders should be received from Spain.
The heart of the hero was permanently
buried beneath the pavement of the

little church, and a monumental in-

scription, prepared by Alexander Far-

ne-se, still indicates the spot where that

Hon heart returned to dust.^

It had been Don John's dying re-

quest to Philip that his remains nnght
V>e buried in the Escorial by the side

of his imperial father, and the prayer

being granted, the royal order in due
time arrived for the transportation of

the corpse to Spain. Permission had
been asked and given for the passage
of a small number of Spanish troops

through France. The thrifty king
had, however, made no allusion to the

fact that those soldiers were to bear

with them the mortal remains of Le-

panto's hero, for he was disposed to

save the expense which a pubUc trans-

portation of the body and the exchange
of pompous courtesies with the autho-

rities of every town upon the long

journey would occasion. The corpse
was accordingly divided into three

parts,
and packed in three separate

bags ;
and thus the different portions,

1 Strada, X. 515. Hoofd, xiv. 591. "Ro-
lacion de la enfermeiad y muerte del S. D.
Juan."—Dooumentos Ineditos, vii. 443-448.

^-Compare Tassis, iv. 326 ; Hoofd, xiv. 591 ;

Haraeus (Ann. iii. 2So). The inscription on
the tablet may yet be read at Xamur, al-

though a new church has replaced the one
in which the heart was originally deposited.

'
Strada, x. 516, 519.—" Relacion de la en-

fermedad y muerte," pp. 443-448. Hocfd,
xiv. 592.

* " ubi ossibus iterum commissis,

Kreique nexu fill colligatis, totam facile arti-

culavere compagem corporis."
—Strada, x.

619. " Quod tomento expletum, ac
Buperindutis armis, pretiosia vestibua exor-
natum ita Regis obtulere oculis quasi pedi-

liemoval of his Remains. 767

to save weight, being suspended at the

saddle-bows of different troopei-s, the

body of the conqueror was conveyed
to ita distant resting-place.*
"
Expende Hannibalem : quot libras in duo
summo

Invenies?"

Thus irreverently, almost blasphem-

ously, the disjointed relics of the great
warrior were hunied through France

;

France, which the romantic Saracen
slave had traversed but two short years
before, filled with high hopes, and

pursuing extravagant visions. It has
been recorded by classic historians,'
that the different fragments, after their

arrival in Spain, were re-united, and
fastened together with wire

;
that the

body was then sttiffed, attired in mag-
nificent habihments, placed upon its

feet, and supported by a martial staff,

and that thiis prepared for a royal

interview, the mortal remains of Don
John were presented to his Most
Catholic Majesty. Philip is said to

have manifested emotion at sight of

the hideous spectre
—for hideous and

spectral, despite of jewels, balsams,
and brocades, must have been that un»

buried corpse, aping life in attitude

and vestment, but standing there only
to assert its privilege of descending
into the tomb. The claimwas granted,
and Don John of Austria at last foimd
repose by the side of his imperial
father.*

A sufficient estimate of his character

has been apparent in the course of the
narrative. Dying before he had quite
completed his thirty-third year,* he
excites pity and admiration almost as

much as censure. His military career

bus innitens, Imperatorii videlicet bacull

adjumeuto, plane vivtrt ax spirare vidertiur."—ibid. The story must be received, how-
ever, with extreme caution, as beinor per-
haps only one of the imaginative era-
broideries of that genial Jesuit, Strada.
There isno raention ofthe circumstance in the
" Relacion de la enfermedad," etc., but, on
the contrary, the body of the hero is there

represented as havingbeenwrapped decently
in a shroud of "delicate Hollands," and
placed in a coiSn covered within and with-
out with black velvet."—^Documeutos Ino.
ditos, vii. 443448.

* Strada, x. 519.
»

Tassis, iv. 326. Cabrera, xiL lOCflt

Strada, x. 503. Bentivoglio, x. 218.
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was a blaze of glory. Commanding in

the Moorish wars at twenty-three, and
in the Turkish campaigns at twenty-
kiix, he had achieved a matchless re-

nown before he had emerged from

early youth; but his sun was destined
to go down at noon. He found neither

splendour nor power in the Nether-

lands, where he was deserted by his

king and crushed by the superior

genius of the Prince of Orange. Al-

though he vindicated his martial skill

at Gemblours, the victory was fruitless.

It was but the solitary spring of the

tiger from his jungle, and after that

•<riking conflict his life was ended in

ctarkness and obscurity. Possessing
military genius of a high order, with

extraordinary personal bravery, he was
the last of the paladins and the cru-

saders. His accomplishments were also

considerable, and he spoke Italian,

German, French, and Spanish with

fluency. His beauty was remarkable
;

his personal fascinations acknowledged
by either sex

;
but as a commander of

men, excepting upon the battle-field,
he possessed little genius. His ambi-
tion was the ambition of a knight-
errant, an adventurer, a Norman pirate;
it was a personal and tawdry ambition.

Vague and contradictory dreams of

crowns, of royal marriages, of extem-

porised dynasties, floated ever before

him; but he was himself always the
hero of his own romance. He sought
a throne in Africa or in Britain; he
dreamed of espousing Mary of Scotland
at the expense of Elizabeth, and was
even thought to aspire secretly to the
hand of the great English Queen her-

self.^ Thus, crusader and bigot as he

was, he was willing to be reconciled

1 This project, among other visions, may
have occupied the dreamy mind of Don Jolin

himself, but it seems astonishing that grave
historians sliould record tlieir opinion that
such a sclieme had ever been sanctionedW Elizabeth. Yet Cabrera, Bentivoglio,

Dutch Republic. [1578.
'

with heresy, if heresy could furnish
him with a throne.

It is superfluous to state that ho
was no match, by mental endowments,
for William of Orange ;

but even had
he been so, the moral standard by
which each measured himself placed
the Conqueror far below the Fatho"
of a people. It must be admitted tha»
Don John is entitled to but small
credit for his political achievements iu

the Netherlands. He was incapable
of perceiving that the great contest

between the Reformation and the In-

quisition could never be amicably ar-

ranged in those provinces, and that the
character of William of Orange was
neither to be softened by royal smiles,
nor perverted by appeals to sordid
interests. It would have been perhaps
impossible for him, with his education
and temperament, to have embraced
what seems to us the right cause, but
it ought, at least, to have been in hia

power to read the character of hia

antagonist, and to estimate his own
position with something like accuracy.
He may be forgiven that he did not
succeed in reconciling hostile parties,
when his only plan to accomplish such
a purpose was the extermination of the
most considerable faction; but although
it was not to be expected that he would
look on the provinces with the eyes of

William the Silent, he might have

comprehended that the Netherland
chieftain was neither to be purchased
nor cajoled. The onlysystem by which
the two religions could live together
in peace had been discovered by the

Prince
;
but toleration, in the eyes of

Catholics, and of many Protestants, waa
still thought the deadliest heresy of all.

Strada, and even the more modern Van dcr

Vyiickt, allude to the report.
— Vida Ca-

brera, xii. 971. Bentivoglio, x. 618. Strada,
X. 503. Van d. Vynckt, ii. 254.—Compare
Green v. PrinBtorer, vi. 4.'i3.
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CHAPTER I.

Birt}i, education, marriage, and youthful character of Alexander Famese—His priTato »d-

Teuturcs—Exploits at Lepanto and at Gemblours—He succeeds to the government-^
Personal appearance and characteristics—Aspect of affairs—Internal disseutions—Anjou
nt Mons—John Casimir's intrii;ues at Ghent—Anjou disbands his soldiers—The Nether-

lands ravaged by various foreign troops—Anarciiy and confusion in Ghent—Imbize and

Kyhove—Fate of Hessels and Visch—S'ew Pacification drawn up by Orange—Represen-
tations of Queen Elizabeth—Remonstrance of Brussels—Riots and image-breaking in

Ghent—Displeasure oi Orange—His presence imiilored at Ghent, where he establishes a

Religious Peace—Painful sitxuition of John Casimir—Sharp rebukes of Elizabeth—Ho
takes his departure—His troops apply to Famese, who allows them to leave the country—Anjou's departure and manifesto—Elizabeth's letters to the states-general with regard
to him—Complimentary addresses by the Estates to the Duke—Death of Bossu—Calum-
nies against Orange—Venality of the Malcontent grandees—La Motte's treason—Intrigues
of the Prior of Renty—Siint Aldegonde at Arras—Tiie Prior of St. Vaast's exertions-

Opposition of the clergy in the Walloon provinces to the taxation of the general govern-
ment—Triangular contest—Municipal revolution in Arras led by Gosson and others^
Comiter-revolution—Rapid trials and executicns—"Reconciliation" of the malcontent
chieftains—Secret treaty of Mount St. Eloi— Mischief made by the Prior of Renty—Hia
accusations against the reconciled lords—Vengeance taken upon him—Counter move-
ment by the liberal party—Union of Utrecht—^The Act analysed and characterised.

A FIFTH governor now stood in the I He was now in his thirty-third year

place which had been successively
—his uncle Don John, his cousin Don

vacated by Margaret of Parma, by Carlos, and himself, having all been

Alva, by the Grand Commander, and bom within a few months of each other,

by Don John of Austria. Of all the
,

His father was Ottavio Famese, the
eminent personages to whom Philip
had confided the reins of that most
difficult and dangerous administration,
the man who was now to rule was by
far the ablest and the best fitted for

his post. If there were living chario-

teer skilful enough to guide the wheels
of state, whirling now more dizzily
than ever through

"
confusum chaos,"

faithful Lieutenant of Charles the Fifth,
and grandson of Pope Paul the Third

;

his mother was Margaret of Parma,
first Regent of the Netherlands after

the departure of Philip from the pro-
vinces. He was one of the twins by
which the reunion of ilargaret and
her youthful husband had been blessed,
and the onlv one that survivecL His

Alexander Famese was the charioteer great-gi-andfather, Paul, whose secular
to guide—his hand the only one which i name of Alexander he had received,
corid control

i
had placed his hand upon the ntjw-

3g
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boru infant's head, and prophesied that

lie wQuld grow up to become a mighty
warrior.^ The boy, from his earliest

years, seemed destined to verify the

prediction. Though apt enough at

his studies, he turned with impatience
from his literary tutors to mihtary
exercises and the hardiest sports. The
din of arms surrounded his cradle.

The trophies of Ottavio, returaing vic-

torious from beyond the Alps, had
dazzled the eyes of his infancy, and
when but six years of age he had wit-

nessed the siege of hia native Parma,
and its vigorous defence by his martial

fathei'. When Philip was in the Ne-
therlands— in the years immediately
succeeding the abdication of the Em-
peror

—he had received the boy from
his parents as a hostage for their

friendship. Although but eleven years
of age, Alexander had begged earnestly
to be allowed to serve as a volunteer

on the memorable day of Saint Quentin,
and had wept bitterly when the amazed
monarch refused his request.^ His
education had been completed at

Alcala, and at Madrid, under the im-

mediate supervision of his royal uncle,
and in the companionship of the In-

fante Carlos and the brilliant Don
John. The imperial bastard was alone

able to surpass, or even to equal the

Italian prince in all martial and manly
pursuits. Both were equally devoted
to the chase and to the tournay ;

both

longed impatiently for the period when
the irksome routine of monkish pedan-

try, and the fictitious combats which
formed their main recreation, should

be exchanged for the substantial de-

lights of war. At the age of twenty
be had been affianced to Maria of Por-

tugal, daughter of Prince Edward,
granddaughter of King Emanuel,
and his nuptials with that peerless

princess were, as we have seen, cele-

brated soon afterwards with much
pomp in Brussels. Sons and daugh-
ters were bom to him in due time,

during his subsequent residence in

Parma. Here, however, the fieiy and

impatient spirit of the future ill\istri-

ous commander was doomed for a time

» btrada, ix. 451, x. 608.
»
Ibid., ix. 458.

Datdt liepublic. [1578.
to fret under restraint, and to coiToda
in distasteful repose. Hia father, still

in the vigour of his years, governing
the family duchies of Parma and
Piacenza, Alexander had no occupa-
tion in the brief period of peace which
then existed. The martial spirit, pin-

ing for a wide and lofty sphere of

action, in which alone its energies
could be fitly exercised, now sought
delight in the pursuits of the duellist

and gladiator. Nightly did the here-

ditary prince of the land perambulata
the streets of his capital, disguised,
well armed, alone, or with a single
confidential attendant.^ Every chance

passenger of martial aspect whom he
encountered in the midnight streets

was forced to stand and measure
swords with an unknown, almost un-

seen, but most redoubtable foe, and

many were the single combats which
he thus enjoyed, so long as his incog-
nito was preserved. Especially, it waa
his wont to seek and defy every gen-
tleman whose skill or bravery had .ever
been commended in his hearing. At
last, upon one occasion it was his for-

tune to encounter a certain Count
Torelli, whose reputation as a swords-
man and duellist was well established

in Parma. The blades were joined,
and the fierce combat had already been

engaged in the darkness, when the
torch of an accidental passenger flashed

full in the face of Alexander. Torelli,

recognising thus suddenly his anta-

gonist, dropped his sword and implored
forgiveness,^ for the wily Italian waa
too keen not to perceive that even if

the death of neither combatant should
be the result of the fray, his own posi-
tion was, in every event, a false one.

Victory would ensure him the hatred,
defeat the contempt of his future sove-

reign. The unsatisfactory issue and

subsequent notoriety of this encounter

put a termination to these midnight

joys of Alexander, and for a season he

felt obliged to assume more pacific

habits, and to solace himself with the

society of that "
phoenix of Portugal,"

who had so long sat brooding on his

domestic hearth.

8 Ibid., ix. 454, 465.
« Ibid., ix. 466.
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At last the holy league was foi-med,

the new and last ci-usade proclaimed,
hiB uncle and bp::om friend appomtevl
to the command of the united troops
of Rome, Spain, and Venice. He could

no longer be restrained. Disdainuig
the pleadings of his mother and of his

spouse, he extorted permission fi-o'm

Philip, and flew to the seat of war in

the Levant. Don John received him
with open arms, just before the famous
action of Lepanto, and gave him an ex-

cellent position in the very front of

the battle, with the command of sever.d

Genoese galleys. Alexander's exploits
on that eventful day seemed those of

a fabulous hero of romance. He laid

his galley alongside of the treasure-

ship of the Tui-kish fleet, a vessel, on
accoimt of its importance, doubly
manned and armed. Impatient that

the Crescent was not lowered, after a

few broadsides, he sprang on board the

enemy alone, waving an immense two-

handed sword—his usual weapon—
and mowing a passage right and left

through the hostile ranks for the v.ar-

riors who tardily followed the footsteps
nf their vehement chief. Mustapha
Bey, the treasurer and commander of

the ship, fell before his sword, besides

many others, whom he hardly saw or

counted. The galley was soon his

own, as weU as another, which came
to the rescue of the treasure-ship, only
to share its defeat. The booty which
Alexander's crew secured was proili-

gious, individual soldiers obtaining
two and three thousand ducata e;ich.^

Don John received his nephew after

the battle with commendations, not,

however, unmingled with censure.

The successful result alone had justifi-
ed such insane and desperate conduct,
for had he been slain or overcome, said

the commander-in-chief, there would
have been few to applaud his temerity.
Alexander gaUy repHed by assuring
his uncle that he had felt sustained

by a more than mortal confidence, the

prayers which his saintly wife was in-

cessantly ofiering in his behalf since

he went to the wars being a sufficient

» 8trad£^ be. 456, 457.
-
Ibid., ix. 4oS. » Ibid., 1.^. 460.

* ' ' Een fel gesicht," says Bor, 3, xsix. 661 ;

General Characteristics. 1

support and shield in even greater

danger than he had yet confronted.*

This was Alexander's firat campaign,
nor was he permitted to reap any more

glory for a few succeeding years. At
last, Philip was disposed to send both
his mother and himself to the Xether-

lands, removing Don John from the
rack where he had been enduriug such
slow torture. Granvelle's intercession

proved fruitless with the Duchess, but
Alexander was all eagerness to go
where blows were passing current, and
he gladly led the reinforcements which
were sent to Don John at the close of

the year 1577. He had reached Lux-

emburg on the 18th of December of

that year, in time, as we have seen, to

participate, and, in fact, to take the
lead in the signal victory of Gemblours,
He had been struck with the fatal

change which disappointment and

anxiety had wrought upon the beauti-

fid and haughty features of his illus-

trious kinsman.* He had since closed

his eyes in the camp, and erected a
marble tablet over his heart in the
little church. He now governed in

his stead.

His personal appearance correspond-
ed with his character. He had the
head of a gladiator, roimd, compact,
combative, with something alert and
snake-like in its movements. The
black, closely-shorn hair was erect and

bristling. The forehead was lofty and
narrow. The features were handsome,
the nose regularly aquiline, the eyes
well opened, dark, piercing, but with

something dangerous and sinister in

their expression.'* There was an habi-

tual look askance, as of a man seeking
to parry or inflict a moi-tal blow—the

look of a swordsman and professional

fighter. The lower part of the face

was swallowed in a bushy beard; the
mouth and chin being quite invisible.

He was of middle stature, well formed,
and graceful in person, princely in de-

meanour, sumptuous and stately in

apparel.* His high ruff of point lace,
his badge of the Golden Fleece, hia

gold-inlaid Milan armour, marked him

and the portraits c-jnSrni tho statement.
' "

Kostolijck en ovcrdadig in kleeaeren,'
—Bor, loc. cit.
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at once as one of high degree. On the
field of battle he possessed the rare

gift of inspiring his soldiers with his

own impetuous and chivalrous courage.
He ever led the way upon the most

dangerous and desperate ventures, and,
like his uncle and his imperial grand-
father, well knew how to reward the

devotion of his readiest followers with
a poniai'd, a feather, a riband, a jewel,
taken with his own hands from his

own attire.^

His military abilities—now for the

first time to be largely called into em-

ployment— were unquestionably su-

perior to those of Don John, whose
name had been surroimded with such

tplendour by the world -renowned
battle of Lepanto. Moreover, he pos-
sessed far greater power for governing
men, whether in camp or cabinet.

Less attractive and fascinating, he
was more commanding than his kins-

man. Decorous and self-poised, he
was only passionate before the enemy,
hut he rarely permitted a disrespectful
look or word to escape condign and de-

liberate chastisement. He was no
schemer or dreamer. He was no

knight errant. He would not have
crossed seas and mountains to rescue

a captive queen, nor have sought to

place her crown on his own head as a

reward for his heroism. He had a

single and concentrated kind of cha-

racter. He knew precisely the work
which Philip required, and felt him-
self to be precisely the workman that

had so long been wanted. Cool, inci-

eive, fearless, artful, be united the un-

scrupulous audacity of a condottiere

with the wily patience of a Jesuit.

He could coil unperceived through un-

suspected paths, could strike suddenly,

sting mortally. He came prepared,
not only to smite the Netherlanders

in the open field, but to cope with
them in tortuous policy ;

to outwatch
and outweary them in the game to

which his impatient predecessor had
fallen a bafHed victim. He possessed
the art and the patience

—as time was
to prove—not only to undermine their

moat impregnable cities, but to delve

Dutch Republic. [1578.
below the intrigues of their most ac-

complished politicians. To circum-
vent at once both their negotiators
and their men-at-arms was his ap-

pointed task. Had it not been for

the courage, the vigilance, and the

superior intellect of a single antago-
nist, the whole of the Netherlands
would have shared the fate which was
reserved for the more southern por-
tion. Had the life of William of

Orange been prolonged, perhaps the
evil genius of the Netherlands might
have still been exorcised throughout
the whole extent of the country.
As for religion, Alexander Famese

was, of course, strictly Catholic, re-

garding all seceders from Romanism
as mere heathen dogs. Not that he

practically troubled himself much with
sacred matters—for, during the life-

time of his wife, he had cavalierly
thrown the whole burden of his per-
sonal salvation upon her saintly shoul-

ders. She had now flown to higher

spheres, but Alexander was, perhaps,

willing to rely upon her continued
intercessions in his behalf. The Hfe
of a bravo in time of peace—the de-

liberate project in war to exterminate
whole cities full of innocent people,
who had different notions on the sub-

ject of image-worshij") and ecclesiasti-

cal ceremonies from those entertained

at Rome, did not seem to him at all

incompatible with the precepts of

Jesus. Hanging, drowning, burning
and butchering heretics were the

legitimate deductions of his theology.
He was no casuist nor pretender to

holiness : but in those days every man
was devout, and Alexander looked

with honest horror upon the impiety
of the heretics, whom he persecuted
and massacred. He attended mass

regularly
—in the winter mornings by

torch-light
—and would as soon have

foregone his daily tennis as his religi-

ous exercises. Romanism was the

creed of his caste. It was the religion
of princes and gentlemen of high de-

gree. As for Lutheranism, Zwinglism,
Calvinism, and similar systems, they
were but the fantastic rites of weavers,

> Btrada. 2. Ui. ISO.
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brewers, and the like—an ignoble herd,
whose presumption in entitling them-
selves Christian, ^-hile rejecting the

Pope, called for their instant extermi-

nation. His personal habits were ex-

tremely temperate. He was accus-

tomed to say that he ate only to sup-

port life; and he rarely finished a

dinner without having risen three or

four times from table to attend to

some public business which, in his

opinion, ought not to be deferred.^

His previous connexions in the Ne-
therlands were of use to him, and he
knew how to turn them to immediate
account. The great nobles, who had
been uniformly actuated by jealousy
of the Prince of Orange, who had been
baffled in their intrigue with Matthias,
whose half-blown designs upon Anjou
had already been nipped in the bud,
were now peculiarly in a position to

listen to the wily tongue of Alexander
Famese. The Montignys, the La
Mottes, the Meluns, the Egmonts, the

Aerschots, the Havr(53, foiled and '

doubly foiled in all their small in-
\

trigues and their base ambition, were \

ready to sacrifice their country to the
j

man they hated, and to the ancient re-
{

ligion which they thought that they 1

loved. The M;dcontents ravaging the ,

land of Hainault and threatening !

Ghent, the "
Paternoster Jacks

" who
}

were only waiting for a favourable
j

opportimity and a good bargain to
make their peace with Spain, were the

very instruments which Parma most
desired to use at this opening stage of
his career. The position of aflfairs was
far more favourable for him than it

had been for Don John when he first

succeeded to power. On the whole,
there seemed a bright prospect of sue-

|

cess. It seemed quite possible that it '<

would be in Parma's power to reduce, I

at last, this chronic rebeUion, and to
'

re-establish the absolute supremacy of
|

Church and King. The pledges of
'

the Ghent treaty had been broken,
while in the unions of Brussels which
had succeeded, the fatal religious cause
had turned the instrument of peace
into a sword. The "

religion-peace
"

773

which hatl been proclaimed at Ant-

werp had hardly found favour any-
where. As the provinces, for an in-

stant, had seemingly got the better of

their foe, they turned madly upon
each other, and the fires of religious

discord, which had been extinguished

by the common exertions of a whole
race trembling for the destruction of

their fatherland, were now re-lighted
with a thousand brands plucked from
the sacred domestic hearth. Fathers
and children, brothers and sisters,

husbands and wives, were beginning
to wrangle, and were prepared to per-
secute. Catholic and Protestant, dur-

ing the momentary relief from pres-

sure, forgot their voluntary and most
blessed Pacification, to renew their

internecine feuds. The banished Re-

formers, who had swarmed back in

droves at the tidings of peace and

good-will to all men, found themselves

bitterly disappointed- They were ex-

posed in the Walloon provinces to the

persecutions of the Malcontents, in the

Frisian regions to the still powerful
coercion of the royal stadholders.

Persecution begat coimter-persecu-
tion. The city of Ghent became the

centre of a system of insurrection, by
which all the laws of God and man
were outraged under the pretence of

establishing a larger Hberty in civil

and religious matters. It was at Ghent
that the opening scenes in Parma's
administration took place. Of the

high-bom suitors for the Netherland

bride, two were still watching each
other with jealous eyes. Anjou was
at Mons, which city he had secretly
but imsuccessfully attempted to mas-
ter for his ovm purposes. John Casimir
was at Ghent,* fomenting an insur-

rection which he had neither skill to

guide, nor intelligence to comprehend.
There was a talk of making him Count
of Flanders,' and his paltry ambition
was dazzled by the glittering prize.

Anjou, who meant to be Count of

Flanders himself, as well as Duke or
Count of all the other Netherlands, was

highly indignant at this report, which
he chose to consider true. He wrote

* Bor, xxix. 661i>. d. iii. « Ibid., 3, xiiL 8. » Ibid.
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to tihe estates to express his indignation.
He wrote to Ghent to offer his media-
tion between the burghers and the
Malcontents. Casimir wanted money
for his troops. He obtained a liberal

supply, but he wanted more. Mean-

time, the mercenaries were expatiating
on their own account throughout the
southern provinces; eating up eveiy
green leaf, robbing and pillaging, where

robbery and pillage had gone so often

that hardly anything was left for

rapine.^ Thus dealt the soldiers in

the open country, while their master
at Ghent was plunging into the com-

plicated intrigues spread over that un-

fortunate city by the most mischievous

demagogues that ever polluted a sacred

cause. Well had Cardinal GranvcUe,
his enemy, William of Hesse, his friend

and kinsman, understood the chai'acter

of John Casimir. Robbery and pillage
Were his achievements, to make chaos

niore confounded was his destiny.

Anjou—disgusted with the temporaiy
favour accorded to a rival whom he
affected to despise

— disbanded his

ti'oops in dudgeon, and prepared to

jetire to France.^ Several thousand
of these mercenaries took service im-

mediately with the ^Malcontents ' under

Montigny, thus swelling the ranks of

the deadliest foes to that land over

which Anjou had assumed the title of

protector. The states' army, mean-

while, had been rapidly dissolving.
There were hardly men enough left to

make a demonstration in the field, or

properly to garrison the more impor-
tant towns. The unhappy provinces,
torn by civil and religious dissensions,

were overrun by hordes of unpaid sol-

diers of all nations, creeds, and tongues
•—

Spaniards, Italians, Burgundians,
Walloons, Germans, Scotch and Eng-
lish; some who came to attack and
others to protect, but who all achieved

nothing and agreed in nothing save to

maltreat and to outrage the defenceless

peasantry and denizens of the smaller

towns. The contemporary chronicles

are full of harrowing domestic tra-

gedies, in which the actors are always

1 Bor, 3, xiii. 3.
«

Ibid., 12. »
Ibid., Meteron, viii. 1U\

Dutch liepuhUc. [1578.
the insolent foreign soldiery and their

desperate victims.'

Ghent—energetic, opulent, power-
ful, passionate, unruly Ghent—wa^
now the focus of discord, the centre
from whence radiated not the light
and warmth of reasonable and intelli-

gent liberty, but the bale-fires of

murderous licence and savage anarchy.
The second city of the Netherlands,
one of the wealthiest and most power-
ful cities of Christendom, it had been
its fate so often to overstep the bounds
of reason and moderation in its devo-
tion to freedom, so often to incur

ignominious chastisement from power
which its own excesses had made more
powerfid, that it^ name was already
becoming a bye-word. It now, most

fatally and for ever, was to misunder-
stand its true position. The Prince
of Orange, the great architect of his

country's fortunes, would have made
it the keystone of the arch which he
was labouring to construct. Had he
been allowed to perfect his plan, the
structure might have endured for ages,
a perpetual bulwark against tyranny
and wrong. The temporary and slender

frame by which the gi-eat artist had

supported his arch while still unfinish-

ed, was plucked away by rude and
ribald hands; the keystone plunged
into the abyss, to be lost for ever, and
the great work of Orange remained

fragment from its commencemi
The acts of demagogues, the conser\

tivo disgust at licence, the jealousy . l

rival nobles, the venality of militm •

leaders, threw daily fresh stumbli'

blocks in his heroic path. It was i

six months after the advent of Farn

to power, before that bold and su^

chieftain had seized the double-ed;_'

sword of religious dissension as fin:

as he had grasped his celebrated bi;'

when he boarded the galley of Mu^

pha Bey, and the Netherlands w
cut in twain, to be re-iuiitcd never-

more. The separate treaty of the

Walloon provinces was soon destined

to separate the Celtic and Romanesque
elements from the Batavian and Frisian

* Bor, b. xiii. Hoofd, b. xiv. Meleren,
b. viii. passim.
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portion of a nationality, wMcli, tho-

roughly fused in all its parts, would
have formed aa admirable a compound
of fire and endvuunce as history has

ever seen

Moacttime, the grass was growing
and the cattle were grazing in the

streets of Ghent,^ where oncff the

tramp of workmen going to and from
their labour was Uke the movement of

a mighty army.* The great majority
of the burghers were of the Reformed

religion, and disposed to make effec-

tual resistance to the ilalcontents, led

by the disaffected nobles. The city,

considering itself the natural head of

all the southern country, was indig-
nant that the Walloon provinces should

dare to reassert that supremacy of Ro-

manism which had been so effectually

Buppre-ssed, and to admit the possibility
of friendly relations with a sovereign
who had been virtually disowned.

There were two parties, however, in

Ghent. Both were led by men of aban-

doned and dangerous character.^ Im-

bize, the worse of the two demagogues,
was inconstant, cruel, cowardly, and

treacherous, but possessed of eloquence
and a talent for intrigue. Ryhove
was a bolder ruffian—wrathful, bitter,
and vmscrupulous. Imbize was at the

time opposed to Orange, disliking hia

moderati m, and trembling at his firm-

ness. Ryhove considered himseK the

friend of the Prince. We have seen

that he had consulted him previously
to lus memorable attack upon Aer-

Fchot, in the autumn of the preceding
r, and we know the result of that

ference.

The Prince, with the slight dissimu-

lation which belonged less to his cha-

racter than to his theory of politics,
andwhichwas perhaps not to be avoided,
in that age of intrigue, by any man
who would govern his fellow-men,
whether for good or evil, had winked
at a project which he would not openly
approve. He was not thoroughly ac-

quainted, however, with the desperate
character of the man, for he would
have scorned an instrument so tho-

1 Van d. Vynckt, iii. 3.
'
Guicciardini, Descript. Gahdav.

» Van d. Vynckt, iii. 3S, 39. Bor, xiii. 5,

and Hessels. 775

roughly base as Ryhove subsequently

proved. The violence of that person-

age on the occasion of the arrest oi

Aerschot and his colleagues was mild-

ness compared with the deed with
which he now disgraced the cause of

freedom. He had been ordered out

from Ghent to oppose a force of Mal-

contents which was gathering in the

neighbourhood of Courtray ;

* but ha
swore that he would not leave the

gates so long as two of the gentlemen
whom he had arrested on the twenty-
eighth of the previous October, and
who yet remained in captivity, were
still aUve.' These two prisoners werf

ex-procurator Visch and Blood-Coun-
cillor Hessels. Hessels, it seemed, had
avowed undying hostility to Ryhove
for the injury sustained at hia hands,
and he had sworn,

"
by his grey beard,"

that the ruflSan should yet hang foi

the outrage. Ryhove, not feeling very
safe in the position of affairs which
then existed, and knowing that he
could neither trust Imbize, who had

formerly been his friend, nor the im-

prisoned nobles, who had ever been
his implacable enemies, was resolved
to make himself safe in one quarter at

least, before he set forth against the
Malcontents. Accordingly, Hessela
and Yisch, as they sat together in

their prison, at chess, upon the 4th of

October, 1578, were suddenly sum-
moned to leave the house, and to enter
a carriage which stood at the door. A
force of armed men brought the order,
and were sufficiently strong to enforce
it. The prisoners obeyed, and the
coach soon rolled slowly through the

streets, left the Courtray gate, and

proceeded a short distance along the
road towards that city.®

After a few minutes a halt waa
made. Ryhove then made his appear-
ance at the carriage-window, and an-

nounced to the astonished prisonei-a
that they were forthwith to be hanged
upon a tree which stood by the road-

side. He proceeded to taunt the aged
Hessels with his threat against Mm-
self, and with his vow "

by his grey

sqq. Hoofd, xiv. 5S8, 599.
« Bor, siii. 5. 5 Ibio.

Hoofd, xiv. 593. Bor, xiii 5.
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beard." " Such grey beard shalt thou
never live thyself to wear, ruffian,"
cried Hessels, stoutly

—furious rather

than terrified at the suddenness of his

doom, " There thou liest, false trai-

tor !

"
roared Ryhove in reply ;

and to

prove the falsehood, he straightway
tore out a handful of the old man's

beard, and fastened it upon his own
cap like a plume. His action was
imitated by several of his companions,
who cut for themselves locks from the
same grey beard, and decorated thena-

Belves as their leader had done. This

preliminary ceremony having been con-

cluded, the two aged prisoners were
forthwith hanged on a tree, without
the least pretence of trial or even sen-

tence.^

Such was the end of the famous
councillor who had been wont to shout
" ad patibtdum" in his sleep. It was
cruel that the fair face of civil liberty

shewing itself after years of total

eclipse, should be insulted by such

bloody deeds on the part of her vota-

ries. It was sad that the crimes of

men like Imbize and Ryhove should
have cost more to the cause of reli-

gious and political freedom than the

lives of twenty thousand such ruffians

were worth. But for the influence of

demagogues like these, counteracting
the lofty efforts and pure life of

Orange, the separation might never
have occurred between the two por-
tions of the Netherlands. The Prince
had not power enough, however, nor
the nascent commonwealth sufficient

consistency, to rejiress the disorganis-

ing tendency of a fanatical Romanism
on the one side, and a retaliatory and
cruel ochlocracy on the other.

Such events, with the hatred grow-
ing daily more intense between the

Walloons and the Ghenters, made it

highly important that some kind of

an accord should be conchided, if pos-
sible. In the country, the Malcon-

tents, under pretence of protecting
the Catholic clerg)% were daily abusing
and plundering the people, while in

1 Hoofd, xiv. 593, £94. Bor, xiii 5, seq.
Meteren, viii. 143. Wugcuaer, Vad. Hist.,
vii. 234.

»
Bor, xiii. HoofJ, xiv. Vau der Vyiickt

[1578.

Ghent the clergy were maltreated, the
cloisters pillaged, under the pretence
of maintaining liberty.^ In this emer-

gency the eyes of all honest men turned

naturally to Orange.

Deputies went to and fro between

Antwerp and Ghent. Three points
were laid down by the Prince as indis-

pensable to any arrangement—firstly,
that the Catholic clergy should bo
allowed the free use of their property;

secondly, that they should not be dis-

turbed in the exercise of their reli-

gion; thirdly, that the gentlemen kept
in prison since the memorable twenty-
eighth of October should be released,*

If these points should be granted, the

Archduke Matthias, the states-general,
and the Prince of Orange would agree
to drive off the Walloon soldiery, and
to defend Ghent against all injury.*
The two first points were granted,

upon condition that sufficient guar-
antees should be established for the

safety of the Reformed religion. Tlio

third was rejected, but it was agreed
that the prisoners, Champagny, Swe-

veghem, and the rest—who, after the
horrid fate of Hessels and Visch,

might be supposed to be sufficiently
anxious as to their own doom—should

have legal trial, and be defended in

the meantime from outrage.*
On the 3d of November, 1578, a

formal act of acceptance of these terms
was signed at Antwerp.® At the same

time, there was murmurmg at Ghent,
the extravagant portion of the liberal

party averring that they had no inten-

tion of establishing the "religii.ius

peace" when they agreed not to molcht

the Catholics, On the 11th of Noven.-

ber, the Prince of Orange sent messen-

gers to Ghent in the name of the

Archduke and the states-general, sum-

moning the authorities to a faithful

execution of the act of acceptaiv-

Upon the same day the Engli.sh env

Davidson, made an energetic reprcsvi.-

tation to the same magistrates, declar-

ing that the conduct of the Ghenters

was exciting regret throughout the

S, iii. 33, sqq.
« Bor, xiii. 5. • Ibid.
' Sec the Act of Acceptance ; Bor, xiii. i

8^J,q.
• Bor, xiii. G. 7.
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world, and affording a proof that it
j

was their object to protract, not sup-

press, the civil war which had so long
been raging. Such proceedings, he

observed, created doubts whether they
were willing to obey any law or any

magistracy. As, however, it might be

supposed that the presence of John
Casimir in Ghent at that juncture was
iauthorised by Queen Elizabeth—inas-

much as it was known that he had
received a subsidy from her—the en-

voy took occasion to declare that her

Majesty entirely disavowed his pro-

ceedings. He observed further that,

in the opinion of her Majesty, it was
Btill possible to maintain peace by con-

forming to the counsels of the Prince

of Orange and of the states-general.

This, however, could be done only by
estabhshing the three points which he
had laid down. Her Majesty likewise

warned the Ghent^rs that their con-

duct would soon compel her to aban-

don the country's cause altogether,

and, in conclusion, she requested, with
characteristic thriftiness, to be imme-

diately furnished with a city bond for

forty-five thousand poimds sterhng.^
Two days afterwards, envoys arrived

from Brussels to remonstrate, in their

turn, with the sister city, and to save

her, if possible,from the madnesswhich
had seized upon her. They recalled

to the memory of the magistrates the

frequent and wise counsels of the
Prince of Orange. He had declared

that he knew of no means to avert the

impending desolation of the fatherland
save union of all the provinces and
obedience to the general government.
His own reputation, and the honour of

his house, he felt now to be at stake ;

for, by reason of the oflBces which he
now held, he had been ceaselessly
calumniated as the author of all the
crimes which had been committed at
Ghent. Against these calumnies he
had avowed his intention of publishing
his defence.* After thus citing the

1 Bor, xiii. 7.
»

Ibid., xiii. 8.
• " Ala naest God niemand kennendc die

de gemeine sake en inwendigen nood beter
verstaet cu de remedien beter kan dirige-
ren."—Bor, ubi suj>.

777ivg at Ghent.

I
opinion of the Prince, the envoys im-

! plored the magistratrti to accept the

religious peace which he had proposed,
and to liberate the prisoners as he had
demanded. For their own part, they
declared that the inhabitants of Brus-

sels would never desert him ; for, next

to God, there was no one who under-

stootl their cause so entirely, or who
could point out the remedy so intelli-

gently.^
Thus reasoned the envoys from the

states-general and from Brussels, but
even while they were reasoning, a fresh

tunnult occurred at Ghent. The peo-

ple had been inflamed by demagogues,
and by the insane bowlings of Peter

Dathenus, the unfrocked monk of

Poperingen, who had been the servant

and minister both of the Pope and of

Orange, and who now hated each with

equal fervour. The populace, under
these influences, rose in its wrath upon
the CathoUcs, smote all their images
into fragments, destroyed all their altar

pictures, robbed them of much valuable

property, and turned all the Papists
themselves out of the city. The riot

was so furious that it seemed, says a

chronicler, as if aU the inhabitants had

gone raving mad.* The drums beat

the alarm, the magistrates went forth

to expostulate, but no commands were
heeded till the work of destruction had
been accomplished, when the tumult

expired at last by its owa limitation.

Affairs seemed more threatening
than ever. Nothing more excited the

indignation of the Prince of Orange
than such senseless iconomachy. In

fact, he had at one time procured an
enactment by the Ghent authorities,

making it a crime punishable with
death.* He was of Luther's opinion,
that idol-worship was to be eradicated

from the heart, and that then the idols

in the churches would fall of them-
selves. He felt too with Landgrave
Wilham, that " the destruction of

such worthless idols was ever avenged

* "Met sulken geraea, getier en gebaer
datmen geseid soude hebbcn dat alle do in-

woonders dol en rasende waren."—Bor, xiii,

9. Meteren, ix. 149.
* Gh. Gesch., ii. 39: cited by Groec, v

Piiust.. vi. i(M.
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by torrents of good human blood." ^

Therefore it may be -well supposed
that this fresh act of senseless violence,
in the very teeth of his remonstrances,
in the very presence of his envoys,
met with his stern disapprobation. He
was on the point of publishing hia

defence against the calumnies which
his toleration had drawn upon him
from both Catholic and Calvinist. He
was deeply revolving the question,
whether it were not better to turn his

back at once upon a country which
seemed so incapable of comprehending
his high purposes, or seconding his

virtuous efforts. From both projects
lie was dissuaded

;
and although bitterly

wronged by both friend and foe, al-

though feeling that even in his own
Holland,'^ there were whispers against
his purity, since his favourable mclina-

tions towards Anjou had become the

general topic, yet he still preserved his

majestic tranquillity, and smiled at the

arrows which fell harmless at his feet.
"
I admire his wisdom, daily more and

more," cried Hubert Lanquet ;

"
I see

those who profess themselves his friends

causing him more annoyance than his

foes; while, nevertheless, he ever re-

mains true to himself, is driven by no

tempests from his equanimity, nor

provoked by repeated injuries- to im-

moderate action."'

The Prince had that year been chosen

unanimously by the four "members"
of Flanders to be governor of that pro-

vince, but had again declined the office.*

The inhabitants, notwithstanding the

furious transactions at Ghent, professed
attachment to his person, and respect
for his authority. Ho was implored
to go to the cit}'. His presence, and
that alone, would restore the burghers
to their reason, but the task was not

a grateful one. It was also not unat-

tended with danger; although this

was a consideration which never influ-

enced him, from the commencement
of his career to its close. Imbize and

[1578.
his crew were capable of resoi-ting
to any extremity or any ambush, to

destroy the man whom they feared
and hated. The presence of John
Casimir was an additional complication;
for Orange, while he despised the man,
was unwilling to offend his friends.

Moreover, Casimir had professed a

willingness to assist the cause, and to
defer to the better judgment of the
Prince. He had brought an army
into the field, with which, however, he
had accomplished nothing except a

thorough pillaging of the peasantry,
while, at the same time, he was loud
in his demands upon the states to pay
his soldiers' wages. The soldiers of

the different armies who now overran
the country, indeed, vied with each
other in extravagant insolence. " Their

outrages are most execrable," wrote

Marquis Havr^; "they demand the
most exquisite food, and drink Cham-

pagne and Burgundy by the laucket-

full."° Nevertheless, on the 4th of

December, the Prince came to Ghent.**

He held constant and anxious confer-

ences with the magistrates. He was
closeted dailywith John Casimir, whose

vanity and extravagance of temper ho

managed with his usual skill. Ho
even dined with Imbize, and thus, by
smoothing difficulties and reconciling

angry passions, he succeeded at last

in obtaining the consent of all to a re-

ligious peace, which was published on
the 27th of December 1578. It con-

tained the same provisions as those oi

the project prepared and jiroposed dur-

ing the previous summer through'
•

the Netherlands. Exercise of both i

gions was established; mutual insv

and irritations—whether by wor

book, picture, song, or gesture,
—v.

prohibited, under severe penalties,
while all persons were sworn to pro-
tect the common tranquillity by blood,

purse, and life. The Catholics, by
virtue of this accord, re-entered into

possession of their churches and cl

I

1 Letter of Landgrave William of Hesse.—Groeu v. Priiist., Archives et Corrcspoii-
darce, vi. 451, sqq.

2 Groeii V. Priiist., Archives, etc., 481,
tS2.

» Letter to Sir P. Sidney.

* Bor, xiii. 0. Apologio d'Orange, pp.

108, 109.

' Kcrvyn do Volkcrsbeko et Diegerick,
Documents Historiques, i. 106, 157.

' Bor. xiii. 10.
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ters, but nothing could be obtained in

favour of the imprisoned gentlemen.^
The "Walloons and Malcontents were

now summoned to lay down their

arms
; but, as might be supposed, they

expressed dissatisfaction with the re-

ligious peace, proclaiming it hostile to

the Ghent treaty and the Brussels
• union. ^ In short, nothing would

satisfy them but total suppression
of the Reformed religion ;

as nothing
would content Imbize and his faction

but the absolute extermination of

Romanism. A strong man might well

seem powerless in the midst of such
obstinate and worthless fanatics.

The arrival of the Prince in Ghent

was, on the whole, a relief to John
Casimir. As usual, this addle-brained

individual had plunged headlong into

difficulties, out of which he was unable

to extricate himself. He knew not

what to do, or which way to turn.

He had tampered with Imbize and his

crew, but he had foimd that they were
not the men for a person of his quality
to deal with. He had brought a large

army into the field, and had not a

Etiver in his coffers. He felt bitterly
the truth of the Langi-ave'a warning—"that 'twas better to have thirty
thousand devils at one's back than

thirty thousand German troopers, with
no money to gire them; it being

possible to pay the devils with the

sign of the cross, whUe the soldiera

could be discharged only with money
or hard knocks." •* Queen Elizabeth,

too, under whose patronage he had
made this most inglorious campaign,
was incessant in her rejiroofs, and

importunate in her demands for reim-
bursement. She wrote to him per-

sonally, upbraiding him with his high
pretensions and his shortcomings. His
visit to Client, so entirely unjustified
and mischievous ; his failure to effect

that junction of his army with the
states' force imder Bossu, by which
the royal army was to have been

Buprised and annihilated; his having
given reason to the common people to

iiuspect her Majesty and the Prince of

Casimir s Farewell. 779

1 Groen v. Prinst., Arcbivea, eta, vi. 507,

•qq. See t)ie Accord in Bor, 2, xiii. 10, 11.
» Bor, xiii. It.

Orange of coUusiou with his designs,
and of a disposition to seek their

private advantage and not the general

good of the whole Netherlands; the

imminent danger, which he had aggra-

vated, that the Walloon provinces,
actuated by such suspicions, would
fall away from the "generality" and
seek a private accord with Parma;
these and similar sins of omission and
commission were sharply and shrew-

ishly set forth in the Queen's epistle.*
'Twas not for such marauding and

intriguing work that she had appointed
him her lieutenant, and furnished him
with troops and subsidies. She begged
him forthwith to amend his ways, for

the sake of his name and fame, which
were sufficiently soiled in the places
where his soldiers had been plundering
the country which they came to pro-
tect.*

The Queen sent Daniel Rogers with
instructions of similar import to the

states-general, repeatedly and expre^y
disavowing Casimir's proceedings and

censuring his character. She also

warmly insisted on her bonds. In

short, never was vmlucky prince more

soundly berated by his superiors, more

thoroughly disgraced by his followers.

In this contemptible situation had
Casimir placed himself by his rash
ambition to prove before the world
that German princes could bite and
scratch like griffins and tigers as well

as carry them in their shields. From
this position Orange partly rescued
him. He made his peace with the

states-generaL He smoothed matters
with the extravagant Reformers, and
he even extorted from the authorities

of Ghent the forty-five thousand

poimds bond, on which Elizabeth had
insisted with such obdiu-acy.'' Casimir

repaid these favours of the Prince in

the coin with which narrow minds and

jealous tempers are apt to discharge
such obligations

—
ingratitude. The

friendship which he openly manifested
at first grew almost immediately cool.

Soon afterwards he left Ghent and

departed for Germany, leaving behind

* .\rcl)ives et Correspondance, vi 479.
* Bor, 3, xiii. 13, sqq. » Ibid, xiii 18.
* IHcL xiii. 11, sqq.
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him a long and tedious remonstrance,
addressed to the states-general, 'in

which document he narrated the his-

tory of his exploits, and endeavoured
to vindicate the purity of his character.

He concluded this very tedious and

superfluous manifesto by observing
that—for reasons which he thovight
proper to give at considerable length— he felt himself "neither too useful

nor too agreeable to the provinces."
As he had been informed, he said, that
the states-general had requested the

Queen of England to procure his

departure, he had resolved, in order
to spare her and them inconvenience,
to return of his own accord,

"
leaving

the issue of the war in the high and

mighty hand of God." ^

The estates answered this remon-
strance with words of unlhiiited cour-

tesy ; expressing themselves "
obliged

to all eternity" for his services, and

holding out vague hopes that the
monies which he demanded on behalf
of his troops should ere long be forth-

coming.*
Casimir having already answered

Queen Elizabeth's reproachful letter

by throwing the blame of his apparent
misconduct upon the states-general,
and having promised soon to appear
before her Majesty in person, tarried

accordingly but a brief season in Ger-

many, and then repaired to England.
Here he was feasted, flattered, cares-

sed, and invested with the order of the
Garter.' Pleased with royal blandish-

ments, and highly enjoying the splen-
did hospitalities of England, he qviite

forgot the "
thirty thousand devils

"

whom he had left running loose in the

Netherlands, while these wild soldiers,
on their part, being absolutely in a

starving condition— for there was little

left for booty in a land which had been
Bo often plundered — now had the

effrontery to apply to the Prince of

Parma for payment of their wages.''
Alexander Farnese laughed heartily at

the proposition, which he considered

1 See the document at length in Bor, xiii.

13-ir.
s Bor, 3, xiii. 17 (ii.).
8 Ibid,, xiii. 34, 35. Hoofd, xiv. 609.
< Ibid., xiii. 34, sgq. Strada, Dec. 2, i.

Dutch Republic. [1578.

an excellent jest. It seemed iu truth,
a jest, although but a sorry one. Par-

ma replied to the messenger of Maurice
of Saxony who had made the proposi-
tion, that the Germans must be mad
to ask him for money, instead of ofiFer-

ing to pay him a heavy sum for per-
mission to leave the country. Never-

theless, he was willing to be bo far

indulgent as to furnish them with

passports, provided they departed from
the Netherlands instantly. Should

they interpose the least delay, he
would set upon them without further

preface, and he gave them notice, with

the arrogance becoming a Spanish
general, that the courier was already

waiting to report to Spain the number
of them left alive after the encounter.

Thus deserted by their chief, and
hectored by the enemy, the mercen-

aries, who had little stomach for fight
without wages, accepted the passports

proS'ered by Parma.^ They revenged
themselves for the harsh treatment

which they had received from Casimir

and from the states-general, by sing-

ing, everywhere as they retreated, a

doggerel ballad— half Flemish, half

German— in which their wrongs were

expressed with uncotith vigour.
Casimir received the news of the

departure of his ragged soldiery on

the very day which witnessed his in-

vestment with the Garter by the fair

hands of Elizabeth herself.^ A few

days afterwards he left England, ac

companied by an escort of lords and

gentlemen, especially appointed for

that purpose by the Queen. He
landed in Flushing, where he was

received with distinguished hospital-

ity, by order of the Prince of Orange,
and on the 14th of February, 1579, he

passed through Utrecht.'^ Here he

conversed freely at his lodgings in the
" German House

"
on the subject of

his vagabond troops, whose final ad-

ventures and departure seemed to

afford him considerable amusement;
and he, moreover, diverted his com-

26, sqq.
» Strada. 2, 1. 27, 28. « Ibid., 2, i. 28.

T Langtiet. ad SrdriKuni, 90; Groeu v.

Prinst., Archives, etc., vi. 671, 572. Bor.

siii. 34 (ii.).
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pany by singiiig, after supper, a few

verses of the ballad already mentioned.^

The Duke of Anjou, meantime,
after disbanding his troops, had ling-
ered fo-' a while near the frontier.

Upon taking his final departure, he
sent his resident minister, Des Prun-

eaux, with a long communication to

the states-general, complaining that

they had not published their contract

with himself, nor fulfilled its condi-

tions. He excused, as well as he

could, the awkward fact that his dis-

banded troops had taken refuge with
the Walloons, and he affected to place
his own departure upon the ground of

urgent political business in France, to

arrange which his royal brother had

required his immediate attendance.

He furthermore most hypocritically

expressed a desire for a speedy recon-

ciliation of the provinces with their

sovereign, and a resolution that—
although for their sake he had made
himself a foe to his Catholic Majesty—he would still interpose no obstacle

to so desirable a result.-

To such shallow discourse the states

answered with infinite urbanity, for it

was the determination of Orange not
to make enemies, at that juncture,
of France and England in the same
breath. They had foes enough already,
and it seemed obvious at that moment,
to all persons most observant of the
course of affairs, that a matrimonial
alliance was soon to imite the two
crowns. The probability of Anjou 's

marriage with Elizabeth was, in truth,
a leading motive with Orange for his

close alliance with the Duke. The
political structure, according to which
he had selected the French Prince as

protector of the Netherlands, was

sagaciously planned; but unfortu-

nately its foundation was the shifting

1 Bor—who heard the Duke singf the son?
at the "German House" in Utrecht, 3, xiii.

S4.

A translation of a single verse may serve
Rs a specimen of the song :—
*
O, have you teen in Brabant, fighting for

the states?
O, have you brought Ijack anytl.ing ex-

cept yoiu- broken pates?
"

0. I have been in Brabant, myself and all

my mates.

Ad'ieux nf Anjou. rt^i

sandbank of female and royal coquetry.
Those who judge only by the result,
will be quick to censure a policy which

might have had very different issue.

They who place themselves in the

period anterior to Anjou's visit to

England, wiU admit that it was hardly
human not to be deceived by the poli-
tical aspects of that moment. The
Queen, moreover, took pains to up-
braid the states-general, by letter,

with their disrespect and ingratitude
towards the Duke of Anjou—be-

haviom* with which he had been

"justly scandalised." For her own
part, she assured them of her extreme

displeasure at learning that such a
course of conduct had been held with
a view to her especial contentment—
" as if the person of Monsieur, son of

France, brother of the King, were dis-

agreeable to her, or as if she wished
him ill

;

"
whereas, on the contrary,

they would best satisfy her wishes by
shewing him all the courtesy to which
his high degree and his eminent ser-

vices entitled him.*
The estates, even before receiving

this letter, had, however, acted in its

spirit. They had addressed elaborate

apologies and imlimited professions to

the Duke. They thanked him heartily
for his achievements, expressed un-
bounded regret at his departure, with
sincere hopes for his speedy return,
and promised "eternal remembrance
of his heroic virtues."'* Thev assured

him, moreover, that should \he first

of the following March arrive without

bringing with it an honourable peace
with his Catholic Majesty, they should
then feel themselves compelled to
declare that the King had forfeited

his right to the sovereignty of these

provinces. In this case they con-
cluded that, as the inhabitants would

We '11 go no more to Brabant, unless our
brains were addle.

We're coming home on foot, we went
there in the saddle ;

For there 's neither gold nor glory got, is

fighting for the states," etc., etc.

* Bor, xii. 12, sqq.
* Archives, etc., de la liaison d'Orange,

vi. 535. sqq.
* "

Sijn bewesen bystand en sijne hoix-ikc

dcugt souden sy nimmei'meer vergeten."—'

Bor, xiii. 12, sqq.
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be tlieii absolved from their allegiance
to the Spanish monarch, it would then
be in their power to treat with his

Higliness of Anjou concerning the

sovereignty, according to the contract

already existing.^
These assurances were ample, but

the states, knowing the vanity of the

man, offered other inducements, some
of which seemed sufficiently puerile.

They promised that "his statue, in

copper, should be placed in the public

squares of Antwerp and Brussels, for

the eternal admiration of posterity,"
and that a "crown of olive-leaves

should be presented to him every

year."* The Duke—not inexorable

to such courteous solicitations—was

willing to achieve both immortality
and power by continuing his friendly
relations with the states, and he an-

swered accordingly in the most court-

eous terms. The result of this inter-

change of civilities it will be soon our

duty to narrate.

At the close of the year the Count
of Bossu died, much to the regret of

the Prince of Orange, whose i)arty
—

since his release from prison by virtue

of the Ghent treaty
—he had warmly

espoused.
" We are in the deepest

distress in the world," wrote the Prince

to his brother, three days before the

Count's death, "for the dangerous

malady of M. de Bossu. Certainly,
the country has much to lose in his

death, but I hope that God will not so

much afflict us."' Yet the calumnia-

tors of the day did not scrujile to cir-

culate, nor the royalist chroniclers to

perpetuate, the most senseless and in-

famous fables on the subject of this

nobleman's death. He died of poison,

they said, administered to him "
in

oysters,"
*
by command of the Prince of

Orange, who had I'.kowise made a point
of standing over him on his death-bed,

for the express purpose of sneering at

the Catholic ceremonies by which his

dying agonies were solaced.'' Such
were the tales which grave historians

1 Bor, xiii. 12, sqq.
* Moteren, ix. 145».—"

Accompanied, how-
ever, by substantial presents to the value of

100,000 livrea Artois. —Metercn, ubi sup.
' Archives et Oorrosp., vi. 613.
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have recorded concerning the death of

Maximilian of Bossu, who owed so
much to the Prince. The command
of the states' army, a yearly pension
of five thousand florins, granted at
the especial request of Orange but a
few months before, and the profound
words of regret in the private letter

just cited, are a sufficient answer to

such slanders.®

The personal courage and profound
military science of Parma were invalu-

able to the royal cause
;
but his subtle,

unscrupulous, and subterranean com-
binations of policy were even more
fruitful at this period. No man ever
imderstood the art of bribery more

thoroughly or practised it more skil-

fully. He bought a politician, or a

general, or a grandee, or a regiment of

infantry, usually at the cheapest price
at which those articles could be pur-
chased, and always with the utmos*

delicacy with which such traffic could
be conducted. Men conveyed them-
selves to government for a definite

price
—fixed accurately in florins and

groats, in places and pensions—while
a decent gossamer of conventional

phraseology was ever allowed to float

over the nakedness of unblushing trea-

son. Men high in station, illustrioua

by ancestry, brilliant in valour, huck-
stered themselves, and swindled a con-

fiding country for as ignoble motivea
as ever led counterfeiters or bravoes
to the gallows, but they were dealt

with in public as if actuated only by
the loftiest principles. Behind their

ancient shields, ostentatiously emblaz-
oned with fidelity to church and king,

they thrust forth their itching palms
with the mendicity which would be

hardly credible, were it not attested

by the monuments more perennial
than brass, of their own letters and r-j-

corded conversations.

Already, before the accesssion

Parma to power, the true way to dis-

sever the provinces had been indicated

by the famous treason of the Seigneur

J. B. Trtssis, Comment., lib. v. 320.
s
Strada, 2, i. 37.

* Comp.aro Groen v. Prin.st.. vi. 611, 512.

B'lr, '.', xiii. 25''. Wagonuer, Vad. Hi»t., vii.

243, 'ZU,



de la Motte. ThoB nobleman com-
manded a regiment in the service of

the states-genercl, and was Governor
of Gravelines. On promise of forgive-

ness for all past disloyalty, of being
continued in the same military posts
under Philip which he then held for

the patriots, and of a " merced
"
large

enough to satisfy his most avaricious

dreams, he went over to the royal

government.^ The negotiation was
conducted by Alonzo Ciu-iel, financial

agent of the King, and was not very

nicely handled. The paymaster, look-

ing at the affair purely as a money
transaction—which in truth it was—
had been disposed to drive rather too

hard a bargain. He offered only fifty

thousand crowns for La Motte and his

friend Baron Montigny, and assured

his government that those gentlemen,
with the soldiers imder their command,
were very dear at the price.^ La Motte

higgled very hard for more, and talked

pathetically of his services and his

wounds—for he had been a most dis-

tinguished and courageous campaigner—^but Alonzo was implacable.' More-

over, one Robert Bien-Aim^, Prior of

Uenty, was present at all the confer-

ences. This ecclesiastic was a busy
intriguer, but not very adroit. He
was disposed to make himself useful

to government, for he had set his heart

upon putting the mitre of Saint Omer
upon his head, and he had accordingly
composed a very ingenious libel upon
the Prince of Orange, in which pro-

duction, "although the Prior did not

pretend to be Apelles or Lysippus,"
he hoped that the Governor-General
would recognise a portrait coloured to

the life.* This accomplished artist

was, however, not so successful s£ he
was picturesque and industrious. He
was inordinately vain of his services,

thinking himself, said Alonzo, spleneti-

telly, worthy to be carried in a pro-

* Reconciliation des Provinces Wallonea,
L 2-12, S02, 213-216, 227-234, 271, 272.
Letters of La Motte and Don John of Aus-
tria, etc., MS., Royal Archives at Brussels.

* Lettres interceptees du Contador Alonzo
Curiel au P" de Parme. Plantin. Anvers,
1879.—"

parece fJ me que son so!dados

oomprados & muy alto procio."'
* " con cien mil remonatraclcnes y

La Motte's Treason.

cession like a little saint,' and as he
had a busy brain, but an unruly tongue,
it will be seen that he possessed a re-

markable faculty of making himself

unpleasant. This was not the way to

earn his bishopric. La Motte, through
the candid communications of the

Prior, found himself the subject of

mockery in Parma's camp and cabinet,

where treachery to one's country and

party was not, it seemed, regarded as

one of the loftier virtues, however
convenient it might be at the moment
to the royal cause. The Prior inti-

mated especially that Ottavio Gomviga
had indulged in many sarcastic re-

marks at La Motte's expense. Tho
brave but venal warrior, highly in-

censed at thus learning the manner in

which his conduct was estimated by
men of such high rank in the royal

service, was near breaking off the bar-

gain. He was eventually secured,

however, by still larger offers—Don
John allowing him three hundred
florins a month, presenting him with
the two best horses in his stable, and

sending him an open form, which ho
was to fill out in the most stringent

language which he could de\-ise, bind-

ing the government to the payment oi

an ample and entirely satisfactory
"mei-ced."^ Thus La Motte's bargain
was completed—a crime which, if it

had only entailed the loss of the troops
imder his command, and the possession
of Gravelines, would have been of no

great historic importance. It was,

however, the first blow of a vast and

carefully sharpened treason, by which
the country was soon to be cut in

twain for ever—the first in a series of

bargains by which the noblest names
of the Netherlands were to be con-

taminated with bribery and fraud,

"While the negotiations with La
Motte were in progress, the govern-
ment of the states-general at Brussels

historias da sua serricioe y heri.ias," etc.—
Ibid.

* Renty to Prince of Parma, Rec. Prov
WaU.. lii 97. MS.

* "
que avia V». Alteza de mandiir

traer en palmas o andas," etc Lettres in-

terceptees de Ciuiel.
* Don John to La Motte, Rec. Prov. W»1L,

US. », 271, 272. I/cttres de Curiel.
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hud Bent Saint Aldegonde to Arras.

The states of Artois, then assembled
in that city, had made much difficulty
in acceding to an assessment of seven
thousand florins laid upon them by the
central authority. The occasion was

skilfully made use of by the agents of

the royal party to weaken the allegiance
of the province, and of its sister Wal-
loon provinces, to the patriot cause.

Saint Aldegonde made his speech be-

fore the assembly, taking the ground
boldly, that the war was made for

liberty of conscience and of fatherland,
and that all were bound, whether
Catholic or Protestant, to contribute

to the sacred fund. The vote passed,
but it was provided that a moiety
of the assessment shoukl be paid by
the ecclesiastical branch, and the

stipulation excited a tremendous up-
roar. The clerical bench regarded the

tax as both a robbery and an affront.

"We came nearly to knife-playing,"
said the most distinguished priest in

the assembly,
" and if we had done so,

the ecclesiastics would not have been
the first to cry enough."

^
They all

withdrew in a rage, and held a private
consultation upon "these exorbitant

and more than Turkish demands."
John Sarrasin, Prior of Saint Vaast,
the keenest, boldest, and most indefa-

tigable of the royal partisans of that

epoch, made them an artful harangue.
This man—a better politician than the

other prior
—was playing for a mitre

too, and could use his cards better.

He was soon to become the most in-

valuable agent in the great treason

preparing. No one covdd be more

delicate, noiseless, or unscrupulous,
and he was soon recognised both by
Governor-General and King as the in-

dividual above all others to whom the

re-establishment of the royal authority
over the Walloon provinces was owing.

1 "
les communs I'orceieut les eccle-

siastiques d'en prendre la juste nioitie aleur
charge—ctde fait la chose etoit vciniejus-

ques de yemr aux mains et jouer des cous-

teaux ponr veoir quy aurait belle aniye—lea

eccl^siastiques n'eussent (hit joucq," etc.—
MS. leltcroftho Prior of Saint Vans t. Rec.

Prov. Wall., i. 76, 135, 136. The whole his-

tory of these Walloon intrigues is naiTated
in "the numerous letters—entirely unpub-
Uahed—of tUo Prior, with much piquancy

Dutch Republic. [l-^'S.

With the shoes of swiftness on his

feet, the coat of darkness on his back,
and the wishing purse in his hand, he

sped silently and invisibly from one

great Malcontent chieftain to another,

buying up centurions, and captains,
and common soldiers

; circumventing
Orangists, Ghent democrats, Anjou
partisans; weaving a thousand in-

trigues, ventilating a hundred hostile

mines, and passing unharmed through
the most serious dangers and the most
formidable obstacles. Eloquent, too,
at a pinch, he always understood his

audience, and upon this occasion vm-
sheathed the most incisive, if not the
most brilliant weapon which could be
used in the debate. It was most ex-

pensive to be patriotic, he said, while
silver was to be saved, and gold to be
earned by being loyal. They ought to

keep their money to defend themselves,
not give it to the Prince of Orange,
who would only put it into his private

pocket on pretence of public necessi-

ties. The Ruward would soon be

slinking back to his lair, he observed,
and leave them all in the fangs of their

enemies. Meantime, it was better to

rush into the embrace of a bountiful

king, who was still holding forth hia

arms to them. They were approaching
a precipice, said the Prior

; they were

entering a labyrinth; and not only
was the "sempiternal loss of body and
soul impending over them, but their

property was to be taken also, and the

cat to be thrown against their legs."

By this sudden descent into a very
common proverbial expression, Sarra-

sin meant to intimate that they were

getting themselves into a difficult

position, in which they were sure to

reap both danger and responsibility.^
The harangue had much effect upon

his hearers, who were now more than

ever determined to rebel against th<

and spirit. They are in the Collection of

Correspondence between Don John, Parma,
and others, and the Malcontent nobles, en-

titled
" Reconciliation des Provinces Wal-

lones,'" five vols., Royal Archives in Brussels.

An examination of these most interesting

documents is indispensable to a thorough
understandinff of the permanent separation
of the Netherlands cQected in the years 1678

and]5V9.
* Letter of Saint Vaast, before cltwL
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government wliicL they had so recently

accepted, preferring, in the words of

the Prior,
" to be maltreated by their

prince, rather than to be barbarously

tyrannLsed over by a heretic." So
much anger had been excited in celes-

tial minds by a demand of thirty-five
hundred florins.

Saint Aldegonde was entertained in

the evening at a great banquet, followed

by a theological controversy, in which
John Sarrasin complained that " he
had been attacked upon his own dung-
hill." Next day the distinguish^
patriot departed on a canvassing tour

among the principal cities
;
the indefa-

tigable monk employing the interval

of his absence in aggravating the hos-

tility of the Artesian orders to the

pecuniary demands of the general

government. He was assisted in his

task by a peremptory order which
came down from Brussels, ordering, in

the name of Matthia.s, a levy upon the

ecclesiastical property,
"
rings, jewels,

and reliquaries," unless the clerical

contribution should be forthcoming.
The rage of the bench was now intense,
and by the time of Saint Aldegonde's
return a general opposition had been

organised. The envoy met with a

chilling reception ; there were no ban-

quets any more—no discxissions of any
kind. To his demands for money,

" he

got a fine 7iihU," said Saint Vaast; and
as for polemics, the only conclusive

argument for the country would be, as

he was informed on the same authority,
the "finishing of Orange and of his

minister along with him." More than
once had the Prior intimated to govern-
ment—as so many had done before
him—that to "despatch Orange, author
of all the troubles," was the best pre-

liminary to any political arrangement.
From PhUip and his Governor-General,
down to the humblest partisan, this

conviction had been daily strengthen-
ing. The knife or bvillet of an assassin

Saint Aldegonde against the Prior.

1 " lis commcncent 2k desestimer leur
Rouart et ont opiuion que si lea affaires bas-
tent mal, il se retirera en sa tasniere. II

semble aux bons que sy Ton peut depescher
le chef des troubles, que ce seroit le moyen
pour reunir co quy est taut divise. S" Aide-
|{Onde s'est bien apercbeu que cbacun se

desgouste du P«« d'Orango. Et oti aupara-

i6-J

j

waa the one thing needful to put lu

i
end to this incarnated rebellion^

Thus matters grew worse and worse
in Artois. The Prior, busier than ever

in his schemes, was one day arrested

along with other royal emissaries, kept
fifteen days

" in a stinking cellar,

where the scullion washed the dishes,"

and then sent to Antwerp to be
examined by the states-general. He
behaved with gi-eat firmness, although
he had good reason to tremble for his

neck. Interrogated by Leoninus on
the part of the central government, ha

bolcQy avowed that these pecuniary
demands upon the Walloon estate.s,

and particularly upon their ecclesias-

tical branches, would never be tole-

rated.
" In Alva's time," said Sarrasin,

"men were flayed, but not shorn."

Those who were more attached to

their skin than their fleece might have

thought the practice in the good old

times of the Duke still more objection-
able. Such was not the opinion of the
Prior and the rest of his order. After
an unsatisfactory examination and a
brief duresse, the busy ecclesiastid

was released ; and as bis secret labours
had not been detected, he resumed
them after his retvurn more ardently
than ever.*

A triangular intrigue was now fairly
established in the Walloon country.
The Duke of Alengon's head-quartera
were at Mons; the rallying-point of

the royalist faction was with La Motte
at Gravelines; while the ostensible

leader of the states' party. Viscount

Ghent, was governor of Artois, and

supposed to be supreme in Arras. La
Motte was provided by government
with a large fund of secret-sen-ice

money, and was instructed to be very
liberal in his bribes to men of distinc-

tion
; having a tender regard, however,

to the excessive demands of this nature

I
now daily made upon the royal purse.

''

The "
little Count," as the Prior called

vant tout le monde I'adorait et tenoit pour
son s;iu!veur, maintenant Ton ose bien dire

qu'il le fault tuer et sou ministre aussi."—
MS. letters of Saint Vaast, before cited.

» M3. letters of Saint Vaast, Rec. Prov.
Wall., j. 269. 270, M.S.

» Parm» to La Motte, Rec. Ptx)V. WslV
U. 140-J4i J.tS.
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Lalain, together with his broth-M-,

Baron Montigny, were considered

highly desirable acquisitions for govern-
ment, if tliey could be gained. It was

thought, however, that they had the
"
jleur-de-lys imprinted too deeply upon

their hearts,"^ for the effect produced
upon Lalain, governor of Hainault, by
Margaret of Valois, had not yet been
effaced. His brother also had been

disposed to favour the French prince,
but his mind was more open to con-

viction. A few private conferences
with La Motte, and a course of eccle-

Biastical tuition from the Prior—whose

golden opinions had irresistible re-

sonance—soon wrought a change in

the Malcontent chieftain's mind. Other

leading seigniors were secretly dealt

with in the same manner. Lalain,

H^ze, Ha\Td, Capres, Egmont, and
even the Viscount of Ghent, all

Beriously inclined their ears to the

charmer, and looked longingly and

lovingly as the wily Prior rolled in his

tangles before them—"to mischief
swift." Few had yet declared them-
selves ;

but of the grandees who com-
manded large bodies of troops, and
whose influence with their order was

paramount, none were safe for the

patriot cause throughout the Walloon

country.''
The nobles and ecclesiastics were

ready to join hands in support of

church and king, but in the city of

Arras, the capital of the whole coun-

try, there was a strong Orange and
liberal party. Gosson, a man of great
wealth, one of the most distinguished
advocates in the Netherlands, and pos-

sessing the gift of popular eloquence
to a remarkable dcgi-ee, was the leader

1 Monchoaiix to Parma, Rec. Prov. Wall
,

21C-218, MS. Emauuel de Lalain, Seigneur
de Montigny, and afterwards Marquis de

Eetity, was brother to Count de Lahiin, go-
vernor of Hainault, and cousin to Count
Hoogstraaten and Count Rcnneborg. He
was not related to the unfortunate Baron

Montigny, whose tragical fate has been re-

corded in a previous part of this history,
and who was a Montmorency.

2 MS. corresiiondenee of Parma with Saint

Vaast, La Motte, Lalain, Montigny, Capres,
Longueval, and others. Rec. Prov. Wall.,
ii. S, 4, 19, 20. 31-42, 44, 61-77, 87, 88, 104,

10.5, 115, 116, 140-142.
e MS. anonymous letter from Arras (Oct.

DiUch RepuUic. [1578.

of this burgess faction.- In the earlier

days of Parma's administration, just
as a thorough union of the Walloon

provinces in favour of the royal govern-
ment had nearly been formed, these

Orangists of Arras risked a daring
stroke. Inflamed by the harangues of

Gosson, and supported by five hun-
dred foot soldiers and fifty troopers
under one Captain Ambrose, they rose

against the city magistracy, whose sen-

timents were unequivocally for Parma,
and thrust them all into prison.^ They
then constituted a new board of fifteen,

some Catholics and some Protestants,
but all patriots, of whom Gosson was
chief. The stroke took the town by
surprise, and was for a moment suc-

cessful. Meantime, they depended
upon assistance from Brussels. The
royal and ecclesiastical party was, how-

ever, not so easily defeated, and an old

soldier, named Bourgeois, loudly de-

nounced Captain Ambrose, the general
of the revolutionary movement, as a

vile coward, and affirmed that with

thirty good men-at-arms he would un-

dertake to pound the whole rebel army
to powder—"a pack of scarecrows,"
he said,

" who were not worth as many
owls for military purposes."
Three days after the imprisonment

of the magistracy, a strong Catholic

rally was made in their behalf in the

Fishmarket, the ubiquitous Prior of

Saint Vaast flitting about among the

Malcontents, blithe and busy as usual

when storms were brewing. Matthew

Doucet, of the revolutionary faction—
a man both martial and pacific in hia

pursuits, being eminent both as a gin-

gerbread baker and a sword-player'*—
swore he would have the little monk's

26, 1578) in Rec. Prov. AVall., i. 440-442.—
The whole episode is also most admirably
related in a manuscript fnagment by an eye-
witness, entitled

" Discours Veritable do ca

que s'est passe en la ville d'Arras," Bibl. de

Bourgogne, N". 6042. The author was PontiiB

Payen, Seigneur des Essarts, a -warm Cd-

thulic and partisan of the royal cause, whose

larger work— also unpuV)lished
—upon the

earlier troubles in the Netherlands, has been
often cited in previous parts of this history,
A chapter in the history of Renom de Franco
is also devoted to tliis scries of events; Trou-

bles des P. B., iv. c. 3.

* " Faiseur des pains d'espices epicier

et loueur d'espee."—Letter from Arras, be-
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life ii he had to take him from the

very horns of the altar ;
but the Prior

had braved sharper threats than these.

Moreover, the grand altar would have

been thd last place to look for him on

that occasion. While Gosson was

making a tremendous speech in favour

ci conscience and fatherland at the

Hotel de Ville, practical John Sar-

ra-sin, purse in hand, had challenged
the rebel general, Ambrose, to private
combat. In half an hour, that warrior

was routed, and fled from the field at

the head of his scarecrows,^ for there

was no resisting the power before

which the Montignys and the I,a

Mottes had succumbed. Eloquent
Gosson was left to his fate. Having
the Catholic magistracy in durance,
and with nobody to guard them, he

felt, as was well observed by an ill-

natured contemporary, like a man
holding a woK by the ears, equally
afraid to let go or to retain his grasp.
His dilemma was soon terminated.

While he was deliberating with his

colleagues
—Mordacq, an old cam-

paigner, Crugeot, Bertoul, and others—whether to stand or fly, the drums
and trumpets of the advancing royal-
ists were heard. In another instant

the Hotel de Ville was swarming with

men-at-amvs, headed by Boiu-geois, the

veteran who had expressed so slight-

ing an opinion as to the prowess of

Captain Ambrose. The tables were

turned, the miniature revolution was
at an end, the counter-revolution

efTected. Gosson and his confederates

escaped out of a back door, but were
Boon afterwards arrested. Next morn-

ing, Baron Capres, the great Malcon-
tent seignior, who was stationed with
his regiment in the neighbourhood,
and who had long been secretly co-

quetting with the Prior and Parma,
inarched into the city at the head of

a strong detachment, and straightway
proceeded to erect a very tall gibbet
in front of the Hotel de Ville.* This
looked practical in the eyes of the
liberated and reinstated magistrates,
and Gosson, Crugeot, and the rest were

fore cited, P. Pajen, Troubles d'Aixae,
MS.

1 Letter from Arras, MS.

76<

summoned at once before them. The
advocate thought, perhaps, with a

sigh, that his judges, so recently his

prisoners, might have been the fruic

for another gaUows-tree, had he planL-
ed it when the ground vras his pv.-u ;

but taking heart of gi\ice, he encour-

aged his colleagues
—now his fellow-

culprits. Crugeot, undismayed, made
his appearance before the tribunal,

arrayed in a corslet of proof, with a

golden hilted sword, a Scarf embroid-

ered with pearls and gold, and a hat

bravely plumaged with white, blue,

and orange feathers—the colours of

William the Silent— of all which

finery he was stripped, however, as

soon as he entered the court.*

The process was rapid. A sum-
mons from Brussels was expected every
hour from the general government,
ordering the cases to be brought before

the federal tribimal, and as the Wal-
loon provinces were not yet ready for

open revolt, the order would be an
inconvenient one. Hence the necessity
for haste. The superior court of

Artois, to which an appeal from the

magistrates lay, immediately held a

session in another chamber of the

Hotel de Ville while the lower court

was trying the prisoners, and Bertoul,

Crugeot, Mordacq, with several others,
were condemned in a few hours to the

gibbet. They were in\-it€d to appeal,
if they chose, to the council of Artois,
but hearing that the court was sitting
next door, so that there was no chance
of a rescue in the streets, they declared

themselves satisfied with the sentence.

Gosson had not been tried, his case

being reserve<l for the morrow.

Meantime, the short autumnal day
had drawn to a close. A wild, stormy,
rainy night then set in, but still the

royalist party
—citizens and soldiers

intermingled
—all armed to the teeth,

and uttering fierce cries, while the
whole scene was fitfully illuminated

with the glare of flambeaus and blazing
tar-barrels, kept watch in the open
square around the city hall. A series

of terrible Rembrandt-like night-pieces

s P. Payen, Troubles d'AiTas, 313.

,
«IWd.
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succeeded—grim, fantastic, and gory.
I'.ertoul, an old man, who for years
had so surely felt himself predestined
to his present doom that he had kept
a gibbet in his own house to accustom
himself to the sight of the machine,
was led forth the first, and hanged at

ten in the evening.^ He was a good
rr.an, of perfectly blameless life, a
sincere CathoHc, but a warm partisan
of Orange.

Valentine de Mordacq, an old soldier,
came from the Hotel de Ville to the

gallows at midnight. As he stood on
the ladder, amid the flaming torches,
he broke forth into furious execrations,

wagging his long white beard to and

fio, making hideous grimaces, and

cursing the hard fate which, after

many dangers on the battle-field and
in beleaguered cities, had left him to

Buch a death. The cord strangled his

curses. Crugeot was executed at three

in the morning, having obtained a few
liours' respite in order to make his

preparations, which he accoi-dingly

occupied himself in doing as tranquilly
as if he had been setting forth upon
an agreeable journey. He looked like

a phantom, according to ej^e-witnesses,
as he stood under the gibbet, making
a most pious and Catholic address to

the crowd.

The whole of the following day was
devoted to the trial of Gosson. He
was condemned at nightfall, and heard

by appeal before the superior court,

directly afterwards. At midnight of

the 25th of October 1578, he was con-

demned to lose his head, the execution

to take place without delay. The city

guards and the infantry under Capres
Btill bivouacked upon the square ;

the

howling storm still continued, but the

glare of fagots and torches made the

place as light as day. The ancient

advocate, with haggard eyes and fea-

tures distorted by wrath, walking be-

tween the sheriff and a Franciscan

monk, advanced through the long lane

of halberdiers, in the grand haJl of the

Town House, and thence emerged
upon the scaffold erected before the

door. He shook his fists with rage at

1 P. Payen, Troubles d'Arras, MS.
SIbid.

The like of the Butch liepnhlic. [1578.
the released magistrates, so lately Ids

prisoners, exclaiming that to his mis-

placed mercy it was owing that hia

head, instead of their own, was to be

placed u^jon the block. He bitterly
reproached the citizens for their cowar-
dice in shrinking from dealing a blow
for their fatherland, and in behalf of
one who had so faithfully served them.
The clerk of the court then read the
sentence amid a silence so profound
that every syllable he uttered, and

every sigh and ejaculation of the vic-

tim, were distinctly heard in the most
remote corner of the square. Gosson

then, exclaiming that he was murdered
without cause, knelt upon the scaffold.

His head fell while an angry impreca-
tion was still upon his lips.^

Several other persons of lesser note
were hanged diiring the week—among
others, Matthew Doucet, the truculent
man of gingerbread, whose rage had
been so judiciously but so unsuccess-

fully directed against the Prior of

Saint Vaast. Captain Ambrose, too,
did not live long to enjoy the price of

his treachery. He was arrested very
soon afterwards by the states' govern-
ment in Antwerp, put to the torture,

hanged and quartered.'' In troublous
times like those, when honest men
found it difficult to keep their heads

upon their shoulders, rogues were apt
to meet their deserts, unless they had
the advantage of lofty lineage and
elevated position.

"Ille crucem sceleris pretium tulit, hio
diadema."

This municipal revolution and coun-

ter-revolution, obscure though they
seem, were in reality of very grave im-

portance. This was the la&t blow
struck for freedom in the Walloon

country. The failure of the movement
made that scission of the Netherlands

certain, which has endured till our

days, for the influence of the ecclesi-

astics in the states of Artois and

Hainault, together with the military

power of the Malcontent grandees,
whom Parma and John Sarrasin had

purchased, could no longer be resisted.

» Letter of Saint Vaast, Reo. Prov. Wall.

il. 41, 42, MS.
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The liberty of the Celtic provinces
waa sold, and a few high-bom traitora

received the pric*'. Before the eud of

the year (1578) Montigny had signified
to the Duke of Alengon that a prince

Bargain and Sale. 78^

the title of Marquis de Richebourg,
the command of all the cavilry in the

royalist provinces, and certain rewards
in money besides. By holding himself

at a high mark, and keeping at a dis-

who avowed himself too poor to pay
}

tance, he had obtained his price.

for soldiers was no master for him.^

The Baron, therefore, came to an im-

derstanding with La ilotte and Sar-

rasin, acting for Alexander Famese,
and received the command of the in-

fantry in the "Walloon provinces, a
merced of four thousand crowns a year,

together with as large a slice of La
Motte's hundred thousand florins for

himself and soldiers, as that officer

could be induced to part with.'

Baron Capres, whom Sarrasin—being
especially enjoined to pm-chase him—
had, in his own language, "sweated •

blood and water" to secure, at last

agreed to reconcile himself with the

King's party upon condition of receiv-

ing the government-general of Artois,

together with the particular govern-
ment of Hesdin—very lucrative offices,

which the Viscount of Ghent then
held by commission of the states-

general.^ That politic personage, how-

ever, whose disinclination to desert

the liberty party which had clothed

him with such high functions, was

apparently so marked that the Prior

had caused an ambush to be laid both
for him and the Marquis Ha%T^, in

order to obtain bodily possession of

two such powerful enemies,* now, at

the last moment, displayed his true

colours. He consented to reconcile

-himself also, on condition of receiving
the royal appointment to the same

government which he then held from
the patriot authorities, together with

1 Memoire de ce qui s'est pass^ d I'en-

trevue eiitre le S'. de Montigny, Comte de
Lalain, Due d'Arschot, Marquis d'Havre, et
tl ; Rec. Prov. Wall., ii 104, 105, MS.

* MS. letters of P;vrtna, Saint Vaast, Mon-
tigny, La Motte, et aL

; Rec. Prov. Wall., ii.

S»-37, 115; iu. 120; iv. 221.
» Rec. Prov. WalL, il 130-133, MS.
* Rec. Prov. Wall., ii., f. 73. MS.—Com-

pare Corresp. Alex. Famese, p. 61.—Parma
to Philip II.

* MS. letters of Vicomte de Gnnd to Philip
n., and of Philip II. to Vicomte de Gand,
ilarquis de Ricnebourg; Rec. Prov. WalL,
K 197, 210.—Compare Correspcoidaace, Aloz.
Firn'!«e, «1, 8», S?. 97.

Capres, for whom Philip, at Parma's

suggestion, had sent the commission
as governor of Artois and of Hes'lin,

was obliged to renounce those offices,

notwithstanding his earlier
" recon-

ciliation," and the " blood and water
"

of John Sarrasin.' Ghent was not

even contented with these ^erdons,
but insisted upon the command of all

the cavalry, including the band of

ordnance which, with handsome salary,
had been assigned to Lalain, as a part
of the wages for his treason,* while the
"little Count"—fiery as his small and

belligerent cousin '^ whose exploits have
been recorded in the earlier pages of

this history
—

boldly taxed Parma and
the King with cheating him out of his

promised reward, in order to please a
noble whose services had been less

valuable than those of the Lalain

fanuly.^ Having thus obtained the
lion's share, due, as he thought, to

his well known courage and military
talents, as well as to the powerful
family influence which he wielded—
his brother, the Piince of Espinoy,
hereditary seneschal of Hainault, hav-

ing likewise rallied to the King's party—Ghent jocosely intimated to Parma
his intention of helping himself to the
two best horses in the Prince's stables

in exchange for those lost at Gemb-
lours,^ in which disastrous action ho
had commanded the cavalry for th^
states. He also sent two terriers to

Famese, hoping that theywould "prove
• Rea Prov. WalL, iv. 223, Lalain to

Parma, MS.
^ Anthony, Count of Ho<^straaten, tho

friend of Orange.
• "

j'espire qtta S. M. na jugera lea
services que j'ay fait et faia joumeUement Sk

icelle moindres que ceulx du dit Marquis de
Richeboiu:^, et que pour son seul respect eUe
ne m'estimei'a si peu, de mo frauder, de ce

que le Comte de JIansfeld m'avait aupara-
viintfait entendre de lapart de V. E.," etc.—Lalain to Parma, Rea Prov. Wail., iv.

278. M.S Parma to Lalain, Rec. ProT,
Wall., ii. 75-77.

• Eec. Prov. Wall . ii 202-204. MP.
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more useful tlian beautiful" ^ The
Piince might have thought, perhaps,
R3 much of the Viscount's treason.

John Sarrasin, the all-accomplished
Prior, as the reward of his exertions,
received from Philip the abbey of

Saint Vaast, the richest and most

powerful ecclesiastical establishment
in the Netherlands. At a subsequent
period his gratefid sovereign created
him Archbishop of Cambray.^
Thus the "troubles of Arras"—as

they were called—terminated. Gos-

eon, the respected, wealthy, eloquent,
and virtuous advocate, together with
his colleagues

—all Catholics, but at

the same time patriots and liberals—
died the death of felons for their un-

fortunate attempt to save their father-

land from an ecclesiastical and venal

conspiracy ; while the actors in the

plot, having all performed well their

parts, received their full meed of

prizes and applause.
The private treaty by which the

Walloon provinces of Artois, Hainault,

Lille, Douay, and Orchies, united
themselves in a separate league was

eigned upon the 6th of January 1579,
but the final arrangements for the re-

conciliation of the Malcontent nobles

and their soldiers were not completed
until April 6th, upon which day a

secret paper was signed at Mount
Saint Eloi.

The secret current of the intrigue
had not, however, flowed on with per-
fect smoothness until this placid ter-

mination. On the contrary, there had
been much bickeruig, heart-burning,
and mutual suspicions and recrimina-

tions. There had been violent wrang-

lings among the claimants of the royal
rewards. Lalain and Capres were not

the only Malcontents who had cause

to complain of being cheated of the

promised largess. Montigny, in whose
favour P.arma had distinctly command-
ed La Motte to be liberal of the King's
secret-service money, furiously charged

' Rec. Prov. Wall., iii. 127, Marquis do

Eichebourg to Parma, MS.
2
Coi-respondancQ Alex. Famese, 41, 46,

65.
8

jrr.ntigny to La Jlotte, Rcc. Prov. Wall ,

lil. 120," imd V. 145. MS. Mnusfeld to Pani:.i.

—Comparo Corrcsp. Alox. Fanicso^ 135.

the Gouernor of Gravelines with hav-

ing received a large supply of gold
from Spain, and of "locking the rascal

counters from his friends," so that

Parma was obliged to quiet the Baron,
and many other barons in the same

predicament, out of his own purse.
All complained bitterly, too, that the

King, whose promises had been so pro-
fuse to the nobles while the reconcilia-

tion was pending, turned a deaf ear to

their petitions and left their letters

unanswered, after the deed was accom-

plished.'
The unlucky Prior of Eenty, whose

disclosures to La Motte concerning
the Spanish sarcasms upon his venal-

ity, had so nearly caused the prelimi-

nary negotiation with that seignior to

fail, was the cause of stiU further mis-

chief through the interception of Alon-
zo Curiel's private letters. Such reve-

lations of corruption, and of contempt
on the part of the coiTupters, were

eagerly turned to account by the states'

government. A special messenger waa

despatched to Montigny* with the in-

tercepted correspondence, accompanied
by an earnest prayer that he would
not contaminate his sword and his

noble name by subserviency to men
who despised even while they p\u--

chased traitors. That noble, both con-

founded and exasperated, was for a

moment inclined to listen to the voic

of honour and patriotism, but rell

tion and solitude induced him to pi

ket up his wrongs and his "merccd
'

together. The states-general also sent

the correspondence to the Wallc

provincial authorities, with an ''

quent adress, begging them to sti;

well the pitiful part which La Mc^

had enacted in the private come
then performing, and to behold a.';

a mirror their own position, if they ;

not recede ere it was too late."

The only important effect prodm-
by the discovery was upon the Pi

'

of Rcnty himself. Ottavio Gonz."

* Green V. Priusteror, Archives, vi. 600.

» MS. letter of the states-general to tlio

est.otcs of xVi-tois, Uainault, lAWe, Douay,
and Orchies; Ord. DepCuhen Boek dor St.

gl. Ao. 1679, f, 200. Royal Archivea at tlio

Haguo.
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the intimate friend of Don John, and
now high in the confidence of Parma,
\\Tote to La llotte, indignantly deny-

ing the truth oi Bien Aim^'s tattle,

and aSIrming that not a word had
ever been uttered by himself or by
any gentleman in his presence to the

disparagement of the Govemor of

Gravelmes. He added that if the

Prior had worn another coat, and were
of quality equal to his own, he would
have made him eat his words or a few
inches of steel. In the same vehement
terms he addressed a letter to Bien

Aim^ himself.^ Very soon afterwards,

notwithstanding his coat and his qual-

ity, that unfortimate ecclesiastic found
himself beset one dark night by two

soldiers, who left him severely wound-
ed and bleeding nearly to death upon
the high road,"- but escaping with life,

he wrote to Parma, recounting his

WTon^ and the "sword-thrust in his

left thigh," and made a demand for a

merced.
The Prior recovered from this diffi-

culty only to fall into another, by
publishing what he called an apologue,
in which he charged that the reconciled

nobles were equally false to the royal
and to the rebel government, and that,

although
" the fatted caH had been kill-

ed for them, after they had so long been

feeding with perverse heretical pigs,"

they were, in truth, as mutinoios as ever,

being bent upon establishing an oligar-

chy in the Netherlands, and dividing the

territory among themselves, to the ex-

clusion of the sovereign. This naturally
excited the wrath of the Viscount and
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by Count Lalain. While in duranco
he published an abject apology for hia

apologue, explaining that his allusions

to " returned prodigals,"
"
heretic

swine," and to "Sodom and Gomor-
rah," had been entirely misconstrued.
He wa-s, however, retained in custody
untn Parma ordered his release on the

ground that the pimishment had been

already sufficient for the offence. He
then requested to be appointed Bishop
of Saint Omer, that see being vacant.

Parma advised the King by no means
to grant the request

—the Prior being
neither endowed with the proper age
nor discretion for such a dignity

—but
to bestow some lesser reward, in money
or otherwise, upon the discomfited

ecclesiastic, who had rendered so many
services and incurred so many dangers.'
The states-general and the whole

national party regarded, with prophetic
dismay, the approaching dismember-
ment of their common country. They
sent deputation on deputation to tho
Walloon states, to warn them of their

danger, and to avert, if possible, the
fatal measure. Meantime, as by the

already accomplished movement, tha

"generality" was fast disappearing,
and was indeed but the shadow of its

former self, it seemed necessary to
make a vigorous effort to restore some-

thing hke unity to the struggling

coimtry. The Ghent Pacification had
been their outer wall, ample enough
and strong enough to enclose and to

protect all the provinces. Treachery
and religious fanaticism had under-
mined the bulwark almost as soon as

others. The Seigneur d'Auberheu, in reared. The whole beleaguered coiintiy
letter written in what the writer

himself called the "gross style of a

gendarme," charged the Prior with

mahgning honourable lords and— in

the favourite colloquial phrase of the

day—with attempting "to throw the
cat against their legs." The real crime
of the meddUng priest, however, was
to have let that troublesome animal
out of the bag. He was accordingly
waylaid again, and thrown into prison

" Rec. Prov. Wall., ii. 270 and 270'». SIS.
letters of Ottavio Gonzaga.

' Pricur de Renty to Parma, MS.,
ProT. Wall., lii. 110.

Hcc.

was in danger of becoming utterly ex-

posed to a foe who grew daily mora
threatening. As in besieged cities, a
sudden breastwork is thrown up in-

ternally, v»-hen the outward defences
are crumbling—so the energy of Orange
had been silently preparing the Union
of Utrecht, as a temporary defen(\.'

until the foe should be beaten back,
and there should be time to decide on
their future course of action.*

s Bee. Prov. WalL, iv. S1-S3, 261, 275, sqq.,
336, v. 25. MS. letters of Renty, Aiiberlieu,
and P.arma.—Compare Corresp, Alex. F'lr-

noso, 74, 9i».

* Groen v. Prinsterer, vi, 687.
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During the whole month of Decern

[1579.

ber, an active correspondence had been
canned on by the Prince and his brother
John with various agents in Gelderland,
Friesland, and Groningen, as well as

with influential personages in the more
central provinces and cities.^ Gelder-

land, the natural bulwark to Holland
and Zealand, commanding the four

great rivers of the country, had been

fortunately placed under the govern-
ment of the trusty John of Nassau,
that province being warmly in favour

of a closer union with its sister pro-

vinces, and particularly with those

more nearly allied to itself in religion
and in language.

Already, in December (1678), Count

John, in behalf of his brother, had laid

before the states of Holland and Zea-

land, assembled at Gorcum, the project
of a new union with "

Gelderland,

Ghent, Friesland, Utrecht, Overyssel,
and Groningen."'^ The proposition
had been favourably entertained, and
commissioners had been appointed to

confer with other commissioners at

Utrecht, whenever they should be
summoned by Count John. The
Prince, with the silence and caution

Ivhich belonged to his whole policy,
chose not to be the ostensible mover
in the plan himself. He did not choose

to startle unnecessarily the Archduke
Matthias—the cipher who had been

placed by his side, whose sudden sub-

traction would occasion more loss than
his presence had conferred benefit.

He did not choose to be cried out upon
as infringing the Ghent Pacification,

although the whole world knew that

treaty to be hopelessly annulled. For
these and many other weighty motives,
he proposed that the new Union should
be the apparent work of other hands,
and only offered to him and to the

country, when nearly completed.
After various preliminary meetings

in December and January, the deputies
of Gelderland and Zutfen, with Count

John, stadholder of these jirovincea.

> Groon v. Frinstorcr, vi. 479, sqq., 53(5,

t Ibid., vi. 479, Fqq.
8 Kluit, Hifct. d«i- Iloll, StaAlsreg., i. 179,

iqq. Bor, xiii. 21, eqq.

at their head, met with the deputies
of Holland, Zealand, and the provincea
between the Ems and the Lauwers,
early in January, 1579, and on the
23d of that month, without waiting
longer for the deputies of the other

provinces, they agreed provisionally

upon a treaty of union which was

published afterwards on the ^Gth,
from the Town House of Utrecht.''

This memorable document—which
is ever regarded as the foundation of

the Netherland Republic
—contained

twenty-six articles.*

The preamble stated the object of

the union. It was to strengthen, not
to forsake the Ghent Pacification, al-

ready nearly annihilated by the force

of foreign soldiery. For this purpose,
and in order more conveniently to

defend themselves against their foes,
the deputies of Gelderland, Zutfen,

Holland, Zealand, Utrecht, and the

Frisian provinces, thought it desirable

to form a still closer union. The con-

tracting provinces agreed to remain

eternally united, as if they were but
one province. At the same time, it

was understood that each was to retain

its particular privileges, liberties, laud-

able and traditionary customs, and
other laws. The cities, corporations,
and inhabitants of every province were
to be guaranteed as to their ancient

constitutions. Disputes concerning
these various statiites and customs
were to be decided by the usual

tribunals, by
"
good men," or by ami-

cable compromise. The provinces, by
virtue of the Union, were to defend

each other "with life, goods, and

blood," against all force brought against
them in the King's name or behalf.

They were also to defend each other

against all foreign or domestic poten-

tates, provinces, or cities, provided such

defence were controlled by the "
gene

rality
"
of the union.' For the expense

occasioned by the protection of the

provinces, certain imposts and excises

were to be equally assessed and collect-

* Tho wliolo document is given by Bor,

xiii. 26-30, and, somewhat abridged, by
Wagenaer, vii. 261-262; Motcron, ix. 151

lo2 ; Tmsis, v. 839, sqct ; Hoofd, iit. Wi-
615. Artides, 1, 2, B.
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ed. No trace or peace was to be con-

cluded, no war commenced, no impost
established aflfcting the "

generality,"
but by unanimeus advice and consent

of the provincea Upon other matters

the majority was to decide
;
the votes

being taken in the manner then custom-

ary in the assembly of states-general.
In case of difficulty in coming to a

unanimous vote when required, the

matter was to be referred to the stad-

holders then in office. In case of

their inability to agree, they were to

appoint arbitrators, by whose decision

the parties were to be governed.
Xone of the united provinces, or of

their cities or corporations, were to

make treaties with other potentates or

states, without consent of their con-

federates. If neighbouring princes,

provinces, or cities, wished to enter

into this confederacy, they were to be
received by the unanimous consent of

the vmited provinces. A common
currency was to be established for the

confederacy. In the matter of divine

worship, Holland and Zealand were to

conduct themselves as they should
think proper. The other provinces of

the union, however, were either to

conform to the religious peace already
laid do\vn by Archduke Matthias and
his council, or to make such other

arrangements as each province should
for itself consider appropriate for the
maintenance of its internal tranquillity—provided always that every indi-

vidual should remain free in his

religion, and that no man should be
molested or questioned on the subject
of divine worship, as had been already
established by the Ghent Pacification.^

As a certain dispute arose concerning
the meaning of this important clause,
an additional paragraph was inserted
a few days aftenvaid^. In this it was
stated that there was no intention cf

excluding from the confederacy any

»
Ai-tkles, 5, '?, 10. 11, 12, 13.

2
Ibid., 10, 19, 22.

» Bor, 3, xjii. 26. Kluit, Holl. Staatsreg.,
i. 17?, sqq. Wageuaer, Vad. Hist. viL 263,

eqq.
* Bor, Kluit, Vragei;;acr, ubi sun.—Count

Renneberjr. as stadboldcr of rriesland,
Ovcrjsse!. Gronirgen, Drente, etc., did not

-a his final a4he»io:i uniU June 11, 1578.
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province or city which was wholly
Catholic, or in which the number of

the Keformed was not sufficiently

large to entitle them, by the religious

peace, to public worehip. On the

contrary, the intention was to admit

them, provided they obeyed the articles

of union, and conducted themselves as

good patriots ; it being intended that

no province or city should interfere

with another in the matter of divine

service. Disputes between two pro-
vinces were to be decided by the

others, or—in case the generality were
concerned—by the provisions of the

ninth article.

The confederates were to assemble
at Utrecht whenever summoned by
those commissioned for that purpose.
A majority of votes was to decide on
matters then brought before them,
even in case of the absence of soma
members of the confederacy, who
might, however, send written proxies.
Additions or amendments to these ar-

ticles could only be made by unanim-
ous consent. The articles were to be

signed by the stadholders, magistrates,
and principal officere of each province
and city, and by all the train-bands,

fraternities, and sodalities which

might exist in the cities or villagea of

the union.*

Such were the simple provisions of

that instrument which became the

foimdation of the powerful Common-
wealth of the United Netherlands. On
the day when it was concluded, thei-e

were present deputies from five pro-
vinces only.' Count John of Nassau

signed first, as stadholder of Gelder-

land and Zutfen. His signature was
followed by those of four deputies
from that double province; and the

envoys of Holland, Zealand, Utrecht
and the Frisian provinces, then signed
the document.'*

The Prince himself, although in

His subsequent treason kept the city of

Groningen out of the union, and it was not
admitted till the year ISM.-^Wag. viL 2C0.)
On the other hand, several cities which were
not destined eventually to foiin parts of the

confederacy became members soon after ita

formation—as Ghent, on Feb. 4, 1570; Ant-

•w-ei-p, Jul7 2S, 1579; Bruges Feb. 1, ia8<>,

«tc.—B^r, xiji. 31, et Kjq.
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reality the principal director of the

movement, delayed appending Lis sig-
nature until May the "d, 1579.^ Herein
he was actuated by the reasons already
el'Ated. and by the hope which he still

entertained that a wider union might
be established, with Matthias for ita

nominal chief. His enemies, as usual,
attributed this patriotic delay to baser

motives. They accused him of a desire

to assume the governor-generalship
himself, to the exclusion of the Arch-
duke—an insinuation which the states

of Holland took occasion formally to

denounce as a calumny.'' For those

who have studied the character and

history of the man, a defence against
such slander is superfluous. Matthias
was but the shadow, Orange the sub-

stance. The Archduke had been ac-

cepted only to obviate the evil effects

of a political intrigue, and with the

express condition that the Prince
should be his lieutenant-general in

name, his master in fact. Directly
after his departure in the following

year, the Prince's authority, which

nominally departed also, was re-estab-

lished in his own person, and by ex-

press act of the states-general.'
The Union of Utrecht was the foun-

dation-stone of the Netherland Ee-

public; but the framers of the con-

federacy did not intend the establish-

ment of a Republic, or of an indepen-
dent commonwealth of any kind. They
had not forsworn the Spanish monarch.
It was not yet their intention to for-

swear him. Certainly the act of union
contained no allusion to such an im-

portant step. On the contrary, in the

brief preamble they expressly stated

their intention to strengthen the G Iient

Pacification, and the Ghent Pacification

acknowledged obedience to the King.

They intended no political innovation

of any kind. They expressly accepted
matters as they were. All statutes,

charters, and privileges of provinces,

cities, or corporations wei-o to remain
untouched. They intended to form
neither an independent state nor an

» Bor, 2, xiii. 30.

s Rosol. HoU., 8 Mei., f. 93. Kluit, Holl.

Staatsrog., i. iOC.
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independent federal system.* No
doubt the formal renunciation of al-

legiance, which was to follow witlun
two years, was contemplated by many
as a future probability ; but it could
not be foreseen with certainty.
The eimole act of union was not

regarded as the constitution cf a com-
monwealth. Its object was a single
one—defence against a foreign oppres-
sor. The contracting parties bound
themselves together to spend all their

treasure and all their blood in expelling
the foreign soldiery from their soil.

To accomplish this pui-pose, they care-

fully abstained from intermeddling
with internal politics and with religion.

Every man was to worship God accord-

ing to the dictates of his conscience.

Every combination of citizens, from
the provincial states down to the hum-
blest rhetoric club, was to retain its

ancient constitution. The establish-

ment of a Republic, which lasted two

centuries, which threw a girdle of rich

dependencies entirely round the globe,
and which attained so remarkable a

height of commercial prosperity and

political influence, was the result of the
Utrecht Union

; but it was not a pre-
meditated result. A state, single
towards the rest of the world, a unit
in its external relations, while per-

mitting internally a variety of sove-

reignties and institutions—in many
respects the prototype of our own
much more extensive and powerful
union—was destined to spring from
the act thus signed by the envoys of

five provinces. Those envoys were

acting, however, under the pressure
of extreme necessity, and for what
was believed an evanescent purpose.
The future confederacy was not to

resemble tlie system of the German
empire, for it was to acknowledge no

single head. It was to di fFer from the
Achaian league, in the far inferior

amount of power which it jicrmitted
to its general assembly, and in the

consequently greater proportion of

sovereign attributes which were re-

8 Kluit, i. 180, ]S1, note 15
4

Kluit, Holl. Staatsreg., i. 1!,2, sqq.—
Couipaio Grocu v. Prinst., Arcliivos, de H
Maisun d'Oi-anjfl, vi. 530-594
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tained by the individual states. It

was, on the other hand, to furnish a

closer and more intimate bond tlian

that of the Swiss confederacy, which
was only a union for defence and ex-

ternal piu-poses, of cantona otherwise

independent.^ It was, finally, to differ

from the American federal common-
wealth in the great feature that it was
io be merely a confederacy of sove-

reignties, not a representative Republic.
Its foundation was a compact, not a

constitution. The contracting parties
were states and corporations, who con-

eidered themselves as representing
Email nationahties de jure et de facto,
and as succeeding to the siipreme

power at the very instant in which

allegiance to the Spanish monarch was
renounced. The general assembly was
a collection of diplomatic envoys, bound

by instructions from independent states.

The voting was not by heads, but by
states. The deputies were not repre-
sentatives of the people, but of the

states; for the people of the United
States of the Netherlands never as-

sembled—as did the people of the

United States of America two centuries

later—to lay down a constitution, by
which they granted a generous amount
of power to the \mion, while they re-

served enough of sovereign attributes

to secure that local self-government
which is the life-blood of liberty.
The Union of Utrecht, narrowed as

it was to the nether portion of that

country which, as a whole, might have
formed a commonwealth so much more

powerful, wad in origin a proof of this
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lamentable want of patriotism. Could

the jealousy of great noble-s, the ran-

cour of religious differences, the Ca-

thohc bigotry of the Walloon popula-
tion on the one sicle, contending with

the dsmocratic insanity of the Ghent

populace on the other, have been re-

strained within bounds by the mode-
rate counsels of "William of Orange, it

would have been possible to unite

seventeen provinces instead of seven,
and to save many long and blighting

years of civ^il war.

The Utrecht Union was, however,
of inestimable value. It was time for

some step to be taken, if anarchy were
not to reign imtil the inquisition and
absolutism were restored. ALreadj',
out of Chaos and Night, the coming
Republic was assuming substance and
form. The union, if it created nothing
else, at least constructed a league

against a foreign foe whosa armed
masses were pouring faster and faster

into the territory of the provinces.
Farther than this it did not propose to

go. It maintained what it found. It

guaranteed religious liberty, and ac-

cepted the civil and political constitu-

tions already in existence. Meantime,
the defects of those constitutions, al-

though \-isible and sensible, had not

grown to the large proportions which

they were destined to attain.

Thus by the Union of Utrecht on
the one hand, and the fast approaching
reconciUation of the Walloon provinces
on the other, the work of decomposi-
tion and of construction went hand in

hancL
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» O mpare K'uit. i. 163, IBi.
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Thg politiccal movements in both di-

rections were to be hastened by the

military operations of the opening sea-

son. On the night of the 2d of March,
1579, the Prince of Parma made a de-

monstration against Antwerp. A body
of three thousand Scotch and English,

lying at Borgerhout, was rapidly driven

in, and a warm skirmish ensued, di-

rectly under the walls of the city.
The Prince of Orange, with the Arch-
duke Matthias, being in Antwerp at

the time, remained on the fortifications,

superintending the action, and Parma
was obliged to retire after an hour or

two of shai-p fighting, with a loss of

four hundred men.^ This demonstra-
tion was, however, only a feint. His
real design was upon Maestricht, be-

fore which important city he appeared
in great force, ten days afterwards,
when he was least expected.''
Well fortified, surrounded by a broad

and deep moat, built upon both sides

of the Meuse, upon the right bank of

which river, however, the portion of

the town was so inconsiderable that it

was merely called the village of Wyk,
this key to the German gate of the
Netherlands was, unfortunately, in

brave but feeble hands. The garrison
was hardly one thousand strong ;

the
trained bands of burghers amounted to

twelve hundred more
;
while between

three and four thousand peasants, who
had taken refuge within the city walls,
did excellent service as sappers and
miners. Parma, on the other hand,
had appeared before the walls with

twenty thousand men, to which num-
ber he received constant reinforce-

ments. The Bishop of Liege, too, had
sent him four thousand ijioneers

—a

most important service; for mining
and countermining was to decide the
fate of Maestricht.^

Early in January the royalists had

surprised the strong chateau of Carpen,
in the neighbourhood of the city, upon
which occasion the garrison were all

» Bor, xiii. 35, 36. Hoofd, xv. 0^0.

*
Ibid., xiii. 36. Hoofd, ubi sup. Strada,

2, ii. 58.

8
Bcniivoglio. 2, lib. i. 235. Bor, xiii. 86.

A'-'oordiag to Strada ('.', ii. 8i), 8000.

« Tetter of G. d« Merodo, Ordinari.? D»-
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hanged by moonlight on the trees in

the orchard. The commandant shared
their fate

;
and it is a curious fact that

he had, precisely a year previously,
hanged the royalist captain, Blomaert,
on the same spot, who, with the ropa
around his neck, had foretold a like

doom to his destroyer.*
The Prince of Orange, feeling the

danger of Maestricht, lost no time in

warning the states to the necessary
measures, imploring them " not to fall

asleep in the shade of a peace negotia-

tion,"
'' while meantime Parma threw

two bridges over the Meuse, above and
below the city, and then invested the

place so closely that all communica-
tion was absolutely suspended. Let-

ters could pass to and fro only at ex-

treme peril to the messengers, and all

possibility of reinforcing the city at

the moment was cut off."

While this eventful seige was pro-

ceeding, the negotiations with the
Walloons were ripening. The siege
and the conferences went hand in

hand. Besides the secret arrangements
already described for the separation of

the Walloon provinces, there had been
much earnest and eloquent remon-
strance on the part of the states-general
and of Orange—manysolemn embassies
and public appeals. As usual, the Paci-

fication of . Ghent was the two-sided

shield which hung between the i^arties
to cover or to justify the blows which
each dealt at the other. There is no
doubt as to the real opinion enter-

tained concerning that famous treaty

by the royal party.
"
Through the

peace of Ghent," said Saint Vaast,
"all our woes have been brought
upon us." La Motte informed Parma
that it was necessary to pretend
a respect for the Pacification, how-

ever, on account of its popuLirity,
but that it was well understood by
the leaders of the Walloon movement,
that the intention was to restore the

system of Charles the Fifth. Parma

pfchcn Book der Statcn-gcn., A". 1579, f. 42.

MS. Ha^fue Archives.
5 Letter of Orange to States-general, Ord.

Dep. Boek, 1579, f. iV", MS.
« Bor, xiii. 17-36, sqq. HoofJ, xv. 663.

628. Btrada, 2, i. 37, 57-^1. Jleteioii, ix.

IM.
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signified his conaeut to make use of
;

that treaty as a basis,
"
provided always

'

it were interpreted healthily, and not

dislocat«d by cavillations and sinister

interpolations, as had been done by the

Prince of Orange." The Malcontent

generals of the Walloon troops vrere

inexpressibly anxious lest the cause of

rehgion should bfe endangered ;
but the

arguments by •which Parma convinced

those military casuists as to the com-

patibility of the Ghent peace with

sound doctrine have already been ex-

hibited. The influence of the recon-

ciled nobles was brought to bear with
fatal efifect upon the states of Artois,

Hainault, and of a portion of French
Flandei-s. The GalHc element in their

blood, and an intense attachment to the

Roman ceremonial,which distinguished
the Walloon popvdation from their

Batavian brethren, were used success-

fully by the wily Parma to destroy the

unity of the revolted Netherlands.^

Moreover, the King offered good terms.

The monarch, feeling safe on the reli-

gious point, was willing to make liberal

promises upyon the pohtical questions.
In truth, the great grievance of which
the Walloons complained was the inso-

lence and intolerable outrages of the

foreign soldiers. This, they said, had
alone made them malcontent.' It was,

therefore, obviously the cue of Parma
to promise the immediate depai-ture of

the troops. This could be done the

more easily, as he had no intention of

keeping the promise.
Meantime the efforts of Orange, and

of the states-general, where his influ-

ence was still paramount, were imceas-

ing to counteract the policy of Parma.
A deputation was appointed by the

generality to visit the estates of the
Walloon provinces.' Another was
Bent by the authorities of Brussels.

The Marquis of Havre, with several

colleagues on behalf of the states-

gereral, waited upon the Viscount of

Ghent, by whom they were received
with extreme insolence. He glared

1 Bor, Hoofd, Strada, ubi sup. Archives,
etc., de la Maison d'Orange, vi. 610-613.

s
Stradii, 2, i. 50, 51.

» Bor, xiU. 37, 38. HoofJ, xv. 622, ana.

Meteren, ix. 150, 151.

upon them, without moving, as they
were admitted to his presence ;

" look-

ing like a dead man, from whom the

Boul had entirely departed." Recover-

ing afterwards from this stony trance

of indignation, he demanded a sight
of their instructions. This they court-

eously refused, as they were accredited

not to him, but to the states of Artois.

At this he fell into a violent passion,
and threatened them with signal chas-

tisement for daring to come thither

with so treasonable a purpose. Ii\

short, according to their own expres-

sion, he treated them "
as if they had

been rogues and vagabonds."* The

Marquis of Ha\T^, high-bom though
he was, had been sufficiently used to

Buch conduct. The man who had

successively served and betrayed every

party, who had been the obsequious
friend and the avowed enemy of Dou
John within the same fortnight, and
who had been able to swallow and in-

wardly digest many an insult from
that fiery warrior, was even faiq

to brook the insolence of Robert
Melun.
The papers which the deputation

had brought were finally laid before

the states of Artois, and received re-

plies as prompt and bitter as the ad-

dresses were earnest and eloquent.
The Walloons, when summoned to

hold to that aegis of national unity,
the Ghent peace, replied that it was
not they, but the heretic portion of

the states-general, who were for dash-

ing it to the groimd- The Ghent

treaty was never intended to impair
the supremacy of the Catholic religion,
said those provinces, which were al-

ready on the point of separating for

ever from the rest. The Ghent treaty
was intended expressly to destroy the

inquisition and the placards, answered
the national party. Moreover, the

"very marrow of that treaty"* was
the departure of the foreign soldiers,

who were even then overrimning the

land. The Walloons answered that

* Report of the Commissioners, Bor, siii.

5 " De sabstantie en prindpael merg vaa
seive pacificatie."

—
^Bor, xiii. 'i^.
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Alexander had expressly conceded the
withdrawal of the troops. "Believe
liot the fluting and the piping of the

crafty foe," urged the patriots.i "Pro-
mises are made profusely enough—but

only to lure you to perdition. Your
enemies allow you to slake j'our hunger
and thirst with this idle hope of the

troops' departure, but you are still in

fetters, although the chain be of Span-
ish pinchbeck, which you mistake for

gold.
"
'Tis not we," cried the Wal-

loons,
" who wish to separate from the

generality; 'tis the generality which

separates from us. We had rather

die the death than not maintain the

union." ^ In the very same breath,

however, they boasted of the excellent

terms which the monarch was offering,
and of their strong inclmation to ac-

cept them. "
Kings, struggling to re-

cover a lost authority, always promise
golden mountains and every sort of

miracles," replied the patriots;* but
the warning was uttered in vain.

Meantime the depiitation from the

city of Brussels arrived on the 28th of

March at Mons, in Hainault, where

they were received with great cour-

tesy by Count de Lalain, governor of

the province. The enthusiasm with
which he had espoused the cause of

Queen Margaret and her brother A njou
had cooled, but the Count received

the Brussels envoys with a kindness
in marked contrast with the brutality
of Melun. He made many fine speeches—

protesting his attachment to the

imion, for which he was ready to shed

the last drop of his blood—entertained

the deputies at dinner, proposed toasts

to the prosperity of the united pro-

vinces, and dismissed his guests at last

v/ith many flowery professions. After

dancing attendance for a few days,

however, upon the estates of the AVal-

loon provinces, both sets of deputies
were warned to take their instant de-

1 " De vijand hem sal bchelpen met het
woorJ van do Rcliuio ^es met eeu bedrie-

pelijk pijpken of fluijken om ons met de
TaiTe te vangen."—Address of the States-

general, March 3, 1579, Bor, xiii. 41. "T
gefluit en gepijp van do gene die komen van
onset vijanden wegen—om uamaels te gecken
ea to spotten met onse bederfenisse."—
Ibid. a Bor, xiii. 38.

8 " Qewooat sijn te beloveii goudo bergo

Dutch RepuhUc. [1579.

parture as mischief-makers and rebels.

They returned, accordingly, to Brus-

sels, bringing the written answers
which the estates had vouchsafed to
send.'*

The states-general, too, inspired by
William of Orange, addressed a solemn

appeal to their sister .pro-\'inces, thus
about to abjure the bonds of relation-

ship for ever.' It seemed right, once
for all, to grapple with the Ghent
Pacification for the last time, and to

strike a final blow in defence of that

large, statesmanlike interpretation,
which alone could make the treaty
live. This was done eloquently and

logically. The Walloons were re-

minded that at the epoch of the
Ghent peace the number of Reformers
outside of Holland and Zealand Vv-as

supposed small. Now the new reli-

gion had spread its roots through the
whole land, and innumerable multi-
tudes desired its exercise. If Holland
and Zealand chose to re-establish the
Catholic worship within their borders,

they could manifestly do so without

violating the treaty of Ghent. Why
then was it not competent to other

provinces, with equal allegiance to the

treaty, to sanction the Reformed reli-

gion within their limits ?"

Parma, on his part, publicly invited

the states-general, by letter, to sustain

the Ghent treaty by accepting the
terms offered to the Walloons, and by
restoring the system cf the Emperor
Chai-les, of very lofty memory. To
this superfluous invitation the states-

general replied, on the 1 9th of March,
that it had been the system of the

Emperor Charles, of lofty memory, to

maintain the supremacy of Catholi-

cism and of Majesty in the Nether-
lands by burning Netherlanders—a

custom which the states, with com-
mon accord, had thoiight it desir,

to do away with.'^

en wonderlijke saken."—Address of tlid

States-general, Bor, xiii. 44.

* Bor, xiii. 44, 45. Hoofd, xv. C22, sqq.

Moteren, ix. 130, 150.

* Bor (xiii. 39-42) gives the text in full.

« Address of the States, apud Bor, 3, xiiL

40, sqq.
' Letter of the States-general—Ibid., xiii

48.
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In various fervently written appeals

by Orange, by the states-general, and

by other bodifc., the wavering pro-
vinces vere warned against seduction.

They were reminded that the Prince

of Parma was using this minor nego-
tiation "as 3 second string to his bow;

"

that nothing could be more puerile
than to suppose the Spaniards capable,
after eecui'ing Maestricht, of sending

away their troops
—thus "deserting

the bride in the midst of the honey-
moon." They expressed astonishment

at being invited to abandon the great
and general treaty which had been
made upon the theatre of the whole
world by the intervention of the prin-

cipal princes of Christendom, in order

to partake in underhand negotiation
with the commissionera of Parma—
men, "who, it would not be denied,
were felons and traitors." They
warned their brethren not to embark
on the enemy's ships in the dark, for

that, while chaffering as to the price
of the voyage, they would find that

the fake pilots had hoisted sail and
borne them away in the night. In

vain would they then seek to reach

the shore again. The example of La
Motte and others,

" bird-limed with

Spanish gold," should be salutary for

all—men who were now driven for-

ward with a whip, laughed to scorn by
their new masters, and forced to drink
the bitter draught of humiliation along
with the sweet poison of bribery.

They were warned to study well the

intercepted letters of Curiel, in order

fully to fathom the deep designs and
secret contempt of the enemy.

^

Such having been the result of the

negotiations between the states-general
and the Walloon provinces, a strong

deputation now went forth from those

provinces, towards the end of April, to

hold a final colloquy with Parma, then

already busied with the investment of

Maestricht. They were met upon the
road with great ceremony, and escorted

1 Reponso des Etats-generaux sur lea

[ettres des Etats d'Artois, Haynault, Lille,

Douay et Orchies; Ord. I)ef)ech. Boek der

8t.-geii., 1579, f. 35-51. MS. Hague Ar-
chives. * Strada, 2, L 49, sqq.

• "
Regiis epulis quas extenuato ad super-

Uam vocabulo, pomeridianam gustationem

into the presence of Famcse with

drum, trumpet, and flaiuiting bannei-s.*

He received them with stately affabi-

lity, in a magnificently decorated

pavilion, carelessly inviting them to a

repast, which he called an afternoon's

lunch, but which proved a most

sumptuous and splendidly appointed
entertainment.* This "

trifling foolish

banquet" finished, the deputies were

escorted, with great mUitary parade,
to the lodgings which had been pro-
vided for them in a neighbouring

village. During the period of their

visit, all the chief officers of the army
and the household were directed to

entertain the WaUoona with showy
festivals, dinners, suppers, dances, and
carousals of all kinds. At one of the

most brilliant of these revels—a mag-
nificent ball, to which all the matrons
and maids of the whole country round
hadrbeen bidden—the Prince of Parma
himself unexpectedly made his appear-
ance. He gently rebuked the enter-

tainers for indulging in such splendid

hospitality without, at least, permit-

ting him to partake of it. Charmingly
afl'able to the ladies assembled in

the ball-room, courteous, but slightly

reserved, towards the Walloon envoys,
he excited the admiration of all by the

splendid decorum of his manners. As
he moved through the halls, modula-

ting his steps in grave cadence to the

music, the dignity and gi-ace of his

deportment seemed truly majestic ;

but when he actually danced a measure
himself the enthusiasm was at its

height.* They should, indeed, be

rustics, cried the Walloon envoys in a

breath, not to give the hand of fellow-

ship at once to a Prince so condescend-

ing and amiable.^ The exclamation
seemed to embody the general wish,
and to foreshadow a speedy con
elusion.

Very soon afterwards a preliminarj'
accord was signed between the King'a
government and the Walloon provinces.

appellabant, excepti sunt."—Strada, 2. L
52.

* StKfla, 2, 1. 53, who describes the scene
with laughable gravity.

* Ibid.—"Agrestes se plus nimio visum
iri, nisi adeo benigni aiuabilisque ingcuii
Tiro manus darent."
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The provisions on liia Majesty's part
were sufficiently liberal. The religi-
ous qutstion furnisliing no obstacle, it

\vas comparatively easy for Philip to

appear benignant It was stipulated
that the provincial privileges should
be respected ;

that a member of the

King's own family, legitimately born,
should always be Governor-General,
and that the foreign troops should be

immediately withdrawn.^ The official

exchange and ratification of this treaty
were delayed till the 4th of the follow-

ing September,^ but the news that

the reconciliation had been definitely
settled soon spread through the

country. The Catholics were elated,
the patriots dismayed. Orange—the
"Prince of Darkness,"

* as the Walloons
of the day were fond of calling him—
still unwilling to despair, reluctant to

accept this dismemberment, which he
foresaw was to be a perpetual one, of

his beloved country, addressed the
most passionate and solemn adjura-
tions to the Walloon provinces, and to

their military chieftains. He offered

all his children as hostages for his

good faith in keeping sacredly any
covenant which his Catholic country-
men might be willing to close with
him. It was in vain. The step was

irretrievably taken
; religious bigotry,

patrician jealousy, and wholesale

bribery, had severed the Netherlands
in twain for ever. The friends of

Romanism, the enemies of civil and

religious liberty, exulted from one

end of Christendom to the other, and
it was recognised that Parma had,

The Rise of the Dutch Repuhlic.

1 The preliminary accord was signed May
17, 1579. A copy was sent by the Prince of

Orange to the united states, on August 1,

1579.—Bor, xiii. 95-98. Tratado de Recon-
ciliacion de las Provincias d'Artois, Haynau,
Liilc, Douay, y Orcbios ;

Rec. ProY. Wall.,
iii. f. 289-296. MS. The terms of the treaty
were not bad. The Glicnt Pacification was
to bo maintained and the foreig'a troops
were to bo removed. Unfortunately the
secret correspondence of the parties shews
that the faithful observance of that pacifica-
tion was very far from their thoughts,
while the subsequent history of the country
wa.s to prove the removal of the troops to

have been a comedy, in which the principal
actor soon renounced the part which he had

reluctantly consented to sustain.

Rec. Prov. Wall., iU. f. 179, ISO. MS—

[1579,

indeed, achieved a victoiy which

although bloodless, was as inrportant
to the cause of absolutism as any
which even his sword was likely to

achieve.

The joy of the Catholic party iu

Paris manifested itself in a variety of

ways. At tlie principal theatre* an
uncouth pantomime was exhibited, in

which his Catholic Majesty was intro-

duced upon the stage, leading by a

halter a sleek cow, typifying the Ne-
therlands. The animal by a sudden

effort, broke the cord, and capered wild-

ly about. Alexander of Parma hast-

ened to fasten the fragments together
while sundi-y personages, representing
the states-general, seized her by the

horns, some leaping upon her back,
others calling upon the bystanders to

assist hi holding the restive beast.

The Emperor, the King of France, and
the Queen of England—which last per-

sonage was observed now to smile upon
one party, now to affect deep sympa-
thy with the other—remained station-

ary ;
but the Duke of Alen^on rushed

upon the stage, and caught the cow

by the tail. The Prince of Orange
and Hans Casimir then appeared with
a bucket, and set themselves busily to

milk her, when Alexander again seized

the halter. The cow gave a plunge,

upset the pail, prostrated Casimir with
one kick and Orange with another,
and then followed Parma with docility
as he led her back to Philip.' Thia

seems not very "admirable fooling,"
but it was highly relished by the po-
lite Parisians of the sixteenth century.

There is something almost comic in the pre-
amble to the ratification. "Certain good
pei'sonages in our provinces of Artois," etc.,

says Philip, "ze.alous in tlie service of God,
and desirous to escape danger to their pro-

perty, and seeing the attempt to establish

over the ecclesiastics, nobles, and good bur-

gesses, a popular tyranny, which, by exor-

bitant contributions, is gnawing the nation

to the bone, having at length opened their

own eyes, have done their best to awaken
their neighbours,

"
etc.

' " Le Prince d'Orenges, qu'ils nommerent
en ce temps Prince des Tenebres," etc.—
Renom de France, iv. c. xii., MS. At least,

in poor Tom's phrase,
" the prince of dark-

ness was a gentleman."
*
Strada, 2, i. 65. »

Ibid., 2, i. 65, fA
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and ha« been thought worthy of record

by classical historians.

The Walloon accord was an auspici-
ous prelude, in the eyes of the friends

of abtolutism, to the negotiations
which were opened in the month of

May, at Cologne. Before sketching,
iis rapidly as possible, those celebrated

but barren conferences, it is necessary,
•for the bake of unity in the narrative,

to cast a glance at certain synchronical
events in diflerent parts of the Nether-

lands.

The success attained by the Catholic

party in the "Walloon negotiations had
caused a corresponding bitterness in

the hearts of the Reformers through-
out the country. As usual, bitterness

had begot bitterness; intolerance en-

gendered intolerance. On the 28th of

May, 1579, as the Catholics of Ant-

(verp were celebrating the Ommegang—the same festival which had been
the exciting cause of the memorable
tumults of the year sixty-five

—the ir-

ritation of the populace could not be

repressed.^ The mob rose in its wrath
to put down these demonstrations—
which, taken in connection with recent

events, seemed ill-timed and insolent—of a religion whose votaries then
formed but a small minority of the

Antwerp citizens. There was a great
tumult. Two persons were killed.

The Archduke Matthias, who was him-
self in the Cathedral of Notre Dame
assisting at the ceremony, was in dan-

ger of his hfe. The well known cry
of "paapen uit

"
(out with the papists)

resounded through the streets, and the

priests and monks were all hustled out
of town amid a tempest of execrations.*

Orange did his utmost to quell the

mutiny, nor were his efforts fruitless—for the uproar, although seditious

and disgraceful, was hardly sanguinary.
Next day the Prince summoned the

magistracy, the Monday council, the

guild officers, with all the chief muni-

cipal functionaries, and expressed his

indignation in decided terms. He pro-
tested that if such tumults, originating
in that very spirit of intolerance which

801

> Bor, xiii. 67.
« Ibid. Meteren ix. 153».

Bor. xiii. es.

he most deplored, could not be repress-
ed for the future, he was determined
to resign his offices, and no longer to

affect authority in a city where hia

counsels were derided. The magis-
trates, alarmed at his threats, and sym-
pathising with his anger, implored
him not to desert them, protesting
that if he should resign his offices,

they would instantly lay down their

own. An ordinance was then drawn

up and immediately proclaimed at the

Town House, permitting the Catholics

to re-entor the city, and to enjoy tha

privileges of religious worship. At tha

same time, it was announced that a

new draft of a religious peace would
be forthwith issued for the adoption
of every city.'

A similar tumult, arising from tha

same cause, at Utrecht, was attended

with the like result.* On the other hand,
the city of Brussels was astonished by
a feeble and unsuccessful attempt' at

treason, made by a youth who bore an
illustrious name. Philip, Count of

Egmont, eldest son of the unfortunate

Lamoral, had command of a regiment
in the service of the states. He had,
besides, a small body of cavalry in im-
mediate attendance upon his person.
He had for some time felt inclined-
like the Lalains, Meluns, La Mottes,
and others—to reconcile himself with
the Crown, and he wisely thought that

the terms accorded to him would be
more liberal if he could bring tha

capital of Brabant with him as a peace-

offering to his Majesty. His residence

was in Brussels. His regiment was
stationed outside the gates, but in the
immediate neighbourhood of the city.
On the morning of the 4th of June he

despatched his troopers
—as had been

frequently his custom—on various er-

rands into the country. On their re-

tvu-n, after having summoned the regi-

ment, they easily mastered and butch-
ered the guard at the gate through
which they had re-entered, supplying
their place with men from their own
ranks. The Egmont regiment then
came marching through the gate in

Ibid., rO-73.
» Ibid., xiii. 63, gqq.

Hoofd, XV. 637, sqq.
Meteren, Ix. XC&

3 i.
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good order^Count Philip at their

head—and proceeded to station them-
Belves upon the Grande Place in the
centre of the city. All this was at

dawn of da,j. The burghers, who look-

ed forth from their houses, were as-

tounded and perplexed by this move-
ment at so unwonted an hour, and
hastened to seize their weapons. Eg-
mont sent a detachment to take pos-
session of the palace. He was too

late. Colonel Van der Tympel, com-
mandant of the city, had been before-

hand with him, had got his troops
under arras, and now secured the re-

bellious detachment. Meantime, the
alarm had spread. Armed burghers
came from every house, and barricades

were hastily thrown up across every
one of the narrow streets leading to

the square. Every issue was closed.

Not a man of Egmont's adherents—if

he indeed had adherents among the
townsmen—dared to. shew his face.

The young traitor and his whole regi-

ment, drawn up on the Grande Place,
were completely entrapped. He had
not taken Brussels, but assuredly
Brussels had taken him. All day long
he was kept in his self-elected prison
and pillory, bursting with rage and
ehame. His soldiers, who were with-

out meat or drink, became insolent

and uproarious, and he was doomed
also to hear the bitter and well-merited

taunts of the towns-people. A thou-

sand stinging gibes, suggested by his

name and the locality, were mercilessly
launched upon him. He was asked if

he came thither to seek his father's

head. He was reminded that the mor-
row was the anniversary of that father's

murder—upon that very spot
—by

those with whom the son would now
make his treasonable peace. He was
bidden to tear up but a few stones

from the pavement beneath his feet,

that the hero's blood might cry out

against him from the very ground.^
Tears of shame and fury sprang from

the young man's eyes^ as he listened

to these biting sarcasms, but the night
closed upon that memorable square,

1 Bor, xiii. 66. Hoofd, xv. 638. hem -van p.assia ontopronghen,"etc. — Bor,

Hoofd, ubl sup.
t Meteren, Ix. 168.—"?alcx dat d« tranen « Bor, Hoofd. Meteren, uW sup.

and still the Count waq a prisoner.
Eleven years before, the summer stars

had looked down upon a more dense

array of armed men within that place.
The preparations for the pompous and
dramatic execution, which on the mor-
row was to startle all Europe, had
been carried out in the midst of a
hushed and overawed population ; and

now, on the very anniversary of the

midnight in which' that scaffold had
risen, should not the grand spectre of

the victim have started from the gi-ave
to chide his traitorous son ?

Thus for a whole day and night was
the bafSed conspirator compelled t(>

remain in the ignominious position
which he had selected for himself.

On the morning of the 5th of June
he was permitted to depart, by a some-
what inexplicable indulgence, together
with all his followers. He rode out of

the gate at early dawn, contemptible
and crest-fallen, at the head of his

regiment of traitors, and shortly after-

wards—pillaging and levying black
mail as he went—made his way to

Montigny's quarters.
**

It might have seemed natural, aftei

such an exhibition, that Philip Eg-
mont should accept his character of

renegade, and confess his intention of

reconciling himself with the murderera
of his father. On the contrary, he
addressed a letter to the magistracy
of Brussels, denying with vehemence

"any intention of joining the party of

the pernicious Spaniards," warmly pro-

testing his zeal and affection for the

states, and denouncing the "pei-verso
inventors of these calumnies against
him as the worst enemies of the poor
afflicted country." The magistrates

replied by expressing their inability
to comprehend how the Count, wl
had suffered viUanous wrongs fr(

•

the Spaniards, such as he could nevi-r

sufficiently deplore or avenge, should
ever be willing to enslave himself to

those tyrants. Nevertheless, exactly
at the moment of this correspondence,

Egmont was in close negotiation with

Spain, having fifteen days before the
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date of hi.s letter to the Brussels

senate, conveyed to Parma his resolu-

tion to
" emtrace the cause of his

Majesty and the ancient religion"
—

an intention which he vaunted him-

self to have proved "by cutting the

throats of three companies of states'

soldiers at Nivelle, Grandmout, and

Ninove." Parma had already written

to communicate the intelligence to

the King, and to beg encouragement
for the Covmt. In September, the

monarch wrote a letter to Egmont,
full of gratitude and promises, to

which the Coimt replied by express-

ing lively gratification that his Ma-

jesty was pleased with his little ser-

vices, by avowing profoimd attachment
to Church and King, and by asking

eagerly for money, together with the

government of Alost. He soon be-

came singularly importunate for re-

wards and promotion, demanding,
Kmong other posts, the command of

the "band of ordnance," which had
been his father's. Parma, in reply,
was prodigal of promises, reminding
the young noble " that he was serving
ft sovereign who well knew how to re-

ward the distinguished exploits of his

subjects." Such was the language of

Philip the Second and his Governor to

the son of the headless hero of Saint

Quentin ;
such was the fawning obse-

quiousness with which Egmont could

kiss that royal hand reeking with his

father's blood.^

Meanwhile the siege of Maestricht

had been advancing with steady pre-
cision. To military minds of that

epoch— perhaps of later ages
— this

achievement of Parma seemed a mas-

terpiece of art. The city commanded
the Upper Meuse, and was the gate
into Germany. It contained thirty-
four thousand inhabitants. An army,
numbering almost as many sovds, was

brought against it; and the number

I Ordin. Dep?chen Boek der Staten-gen.,
A«. 1579. f. 287. Ha^nie Archives, JIS. Re-
conciliation rtes Provinces Wallones, iv. f.

110, 116. Brussels Royal Archives, MS.—
Compare Correspondauce d'Alexandre Far-
nese avec PhiL II., Gachard, 1S63. Kervj-n
and Diegerich, Documents Inedits, i. 428."

«
btrada, 2, ill. 59, 130. At the termina-

tion of the siege, the army of Farms was
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of deaths by which its capture was at

last effected, was probably equal to

that of a moiety of the population.*
To the technical mind, the siege no
doubt seemed a beautiful creation of

human intelligence. To the honest

student of history, to the lover of

human progress, such a manifestation

of intellect seems a sufficiently sad

exhibition. Given, a city with strong
walls and towers, a slender garrison
and a devoted population on one side ;

a consummate chieftain on the other,
with an army of veterans at his back,
no interruption to fear, and a long
season to work in

;
it would not seem

to an unsophisticated mind a very
lofty exploit for the soldier to carry
the city at the end of four months'
hard labour.

The investment of Maestricht was
commenced upon the 12th of March
1579. In the city, besides the popula-
tion, there were two thousand peasants,
both men and women, a garrison of

one thousand soldiers, and a trained

burgher guard, numberingabout twelve
hundred.^ The name of the military
commandant was Melchior. Sebastian

Tappin, a Lorraine oflacer of much
experience and bravery, was next in

command, and was, in truth, the prin-

cipal director of the operations. He
had been despatched thither by the
Prince of Orange, to serve vmder La
None, who was to have commanded in

Maestricht, but had been unable to

enter the city.* Feeling that the siege
was to be a close one, and knowing
how much depended upon the issue,
Sebastian lost no time in making every
needful preparation for coming events.

The walls were strengthened every-
where

;
shafts were sunk, preparatory

to the countermining operations which
were soon to become necessary; the
moat was deepened and cleared, and
the forts near the gates were put in

estimated at twenty thousand men, and
four thousand had fallen in the two assaults
of April alone—Bor, ubi sup.

8 Bor, xiii. .<?6. Hoofd, xv. 628. Metercn,
ii. 15-t.— Compare Strada, 2, ii. 59, who
reckons the civic guards at six thouB&ad,
and the boors at as many more.

*
Btrada, 2, ii- 69. Hoofd, xv. «28.
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thorough repair. On the other hand,
Alexander had encircled the city, and
had thrown two bridges, well fortified,

across the river. There were six gates
to the town, each provided with rave-

lins, and there was a doubt in what
direction the first attack should be
made. Opinions wavered between the

gate of Bois-le-Duc, next the river, and
that of Tongres on the south-western

side, but it was finally decided to at-

tempt the gate of Tongres.
Over against that point the platforms

were accordingly constructed, and after

a heavy cannonade from forty-six great

guns continued for several days, it was

thought, by the 2oth of March, that

an impression had been made upon the

city. A portion of the brick curtain

liad crumbled, but through the breach
was seen a massive terreplein, well

moated, which, after six thousand shots

already delivered on the outer wall—
Btill remained uninjured.^ It was re-

cognised that the gate of Tongres was
not the most assailable, but rather the

strongest portion of the defences, and
Alexander therefore determined to

fihift his batteries to the gate of Bois-

le-Duc. At the same time, the attempt
upon that of Tongres was to be varied,
but not abandoned. Four thousand

miners, who had passed half their lives

in burrowing for coal in that anthracite

region, had been furnished by the

Bishop of Liege, and this force was
now set to their subterranean work.*

A mine having been opened at a dis-

tance, the besiegers slowly worked their

way towards the Tongres gate, while
at the same time the more ostensible

operations were in the opposite direc-

tion. The besieged had their miners

also, for the peasants in the city had
been used to work with mattock and

pickaxe. The women, too, enrolled

themselves into companies, chose their

officers—or
"
mine-mistresses," as they

were called-'—and did good service

daily in the caverns of the earth. Thus
a whole army of gnomes were noise-

lessly at work to destroy and defend
the beleagured city. The mine ad-

vanced towards the gate : the besieged

I Btrada, il. 65, C6.
« Bor, xii'. 38. Hoofd. xv. 628. Strado.
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delved deeper, and intersected it with
a transverse excavation, and the con-

tending forces met daily, in deadly
encounter, within these sepulchral

gangways. Many stratagems were

mutually employed. The citizens se-

cretly constructed a dam across the

Spanish mine, and then deluged their

foe with hogsheads of boiling water.

Hundreds were thus scalded to death.

They heaped branches and light fagots
in the hostile mine, set fire to the pile,

and blew thick volumes of smoke along
the passage with organ-bellows brought
from the churches for the pui-pose.

Many were thus suffocated. The dis-

comfited besiegers abandoned the mine
where they had metwith such able coun-
termining, and sunk another shaft, at

midnight, in secret, at a long distance

from the Tongres gate. Still towards
that point, however, they burrowed in

the darkness; guiding themselves to

their destination with magnet, plunib-
hne and level, as the mariner crosses

the trackless ocean with compass and
chart. They worked their way, unob-

structed, till they arrived at their sub-

terranean port, directly beneath the
doomed ravelin. Here they constructed
a spacious chamber, supporting it with

columns, and making all their archi-

tectural arrangements with as much
precision and elegance as if their ob-

ject had been purely cesthetic. Coffers

full of powder, to an enormous amount,
were then placed in every direction

across the floor, the train was laid, and
Parma informed that all was ready.
Alexander, having already arrayed the

troops destined for the assault, then

proceeded in person to the mouth of

the shaft, and gave orders to spring
the mine. The explosion was prodi-

gious; a part of the tower fell with
the concussion, and the moat was
choked with heaps of rubbish. The
assailants sprang across the passage
thus afforded, and mastered the ruined

portion of the fort. They were met
in the breach, however, by tho un«

flinching defenders of the city, and,
after a fierce combat of some houra,

'

were obliged to retire ; remaining

» "
Maglstr.os ciinicularias anpellabaat."

'

i—Strnda, 70.
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masters, however, of the moat, and of

the mined portion of the ravelin. This

was upon the 3d of April.^
Fi-e days afterwards, a general aa-

eaidt was ordered, A new mine hav-

ing been already constructed towards

the Tongres ravelin, and a faithful

cannonade having been kept up for a

fortnight against the Bois-le-Duc gate,
it was thought advisable to attack at

Assault Repulsed. 805

while, the assault had fared no batter.

;
A herald had been despatched thither

! in hot haste, to shout at the top of his

I
lungs,

"
Santiago ! Santiago ! the Lom-

I
bards have the gate of Bois-leDuc !

"

I while the same stratagem was employ-
! ed to persuade the invaders on the

other side of the town that their com-
rades had forced the gate of Tongres.*
The soldiers, animated by this fiction.

both points at once. Oi. the 8th of ' and advancing with fury against the

April, accordingly, after aniting m
prayer, and listening to a speech from
Alexander Famese, the great mass of

the Spanish army advanced to the

breach. The moat had been rendered

practicable in many places by the

heaps of rubbish with which it had
been encvmibered, and by the fagots
and earth with which it had been filled

by the besiegers. The action at the

Bois-le-Duc gate was exceedingly warm.
The tried veterans of Sp 'n, Italy, and

Burgundy, were met face to f.T'e by
the burghers of Maestricht, to^.-

ther

wi^h their wives and children. All

were armed to the teeth, and fought
with what seemed superhuman valour.

The women, fierce as tigresses defend-

ing their yoimg, swarmed to the waUs,
and fought in the foremost rank.

They threw pails of boiling water on
the besiegers, they hurled firebrands

in their faces, they quoited blazing

pitch-hoops with unerring dexterity
about their necks. The nistics too,
armed with their ponderous flails,

* worked as cheerfully at this bloody
harvesting as if thrashing their com at

home. Heartily did they winnow the
ranks of the royalists who came to

butcher them, and thick and fast fell

the invaders, fighting bravely, but
baffled by these novel weapons used

by peasant and woman, coming to the
aid of the sword, spear, and musket of

trained soldiery. More than a thou-
sand had fallen at the Bois-le-Duc gate,
and still fresh besiegers mounted the

breach, only to be beaten back, or to

add to the mangled heap of the
slain.* At the Tongrea gate, mean-

» Strida. 2. ii 666-671.
« Ibid., 2, il 6S-71.
* Hoofd, XV. 629. Meteren, ix. 154.

Surada, 2, ii. 75. « Strada, 2, U. 76.

famous ravelin, which had been but

partly destroyed, were received with a
broadside from the great guns of the

unshattered portion, and by a rattling

discharge of musketry from the walls.

They wavered a little. At the same
instant the new mine—which was to

have been sprung between the ravelin

and the gate, but which had been

secretly countermined by the towns-

people, exploded with a horrible con-

cussion, at a moment least expected by
the besiegers. Five himdred royalists
were blown into the air. Ortiz, a

Spanish captain of engineers, who had
been inspecting the excavations, was
thrown up bodily from the subter-

ranean depth. He feU back again in-

stantly into the same cavern, and was
buried by the returning shower of

earth which had spouted from tha

mine. Forty-five years afterwards, iu

digging for the foundation of a new
wall, his skeleton was found. Clad
in complete armour, the helmet and
cuirass still soimd, with his gold chain
around his neck, and his mattock and

pickaxe at his feet, the soldier lay*
unmutilated, seeming almost capable
of resimiing his part in the same war
which—even after his half century's
sleep

—was still ravaging the land.

Five hundred of the Spaniards
perished by the explosion,' but nona
of the defenders were injured, for

they had been prepared. Recovering
from the momentary panic, the be-

siegers again rushed to the attack.

The battle raged. Six hundred and

seventy officers, commissioned or non-

commissioned, had already fallen, more

» Five to six hundred, according- to a letter

written between the l-2th and 16th of A'.'ril

1579, by a citizea of Maestricht, and quotaii
by Bor, xiii. 51, 52.
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than halt moftally wounded. Four
thousand royalists, liorribly mutilated,

lay on the ground.' It was time that
the day's work shoiild be finished, for

Maestricht was not to be carried upon
that occasion. The best and bravest
of the siu-viving officers besought
Parma to put an end to the carnage
oy recalling the troops ; but the gla-
diator-heart of the commander was
heated, not softened, by the savage

epectacle.
" Go back to the breach,"

he cried, "and tell the soldiers that

Alexander is coming to lead them into

the city in triumph, or to perish with
his comrades."^ He rushed forward
with the fury which had marked him
when he boarded Mustapha's galley at

Lepanto; but all the generals who
were near him threw themselves upon
his path, and implored him to desist

from such insensate rashness. Their

expostulations would have probably
been in vain, had not his confidential

friend, Serbelloni, interposed with

Bomething Uke paternal authority, re-

minding him of the strict commands
contained in his Majesty's recent letters,
that the Governor-General, to whom so

much was entrusted, should refrain, on

pain of the royal displeasure, from ex-

posing his life like a common fighter.^
Alexander reluctantly gave the sig-

nal of recall at last, and accepted the

defeat. For the future he determined
to rely more upon the sapper and

miner,* and less upon the superiority
of veterans to townsmen and rustics

in open fight. Sure to carry the city
at last, according to line and rule, de-

termined to pass the whole summer
beneath the walls, rather than abandon
his purpose, he calmly proceeded to

complete his circumvallations. A chain

of eleven forts upon the left, and five

upon the right side of the Meuse, the

whole connected by a continuous wall,"

afi'orded him perfect security against

interruptions, and allowed him to con-

tinue the siege at leisure. His nume-

1 Letter from Maeatricht above cited.—
Compare Strada, 2, ii. 79. Hoofd, xv. C29,

who puts the number of Spaniards slain in

this assault at two thousand.—lleteren, ix.

154. Haraeus (I'umult. Belg.), t. iii. 299.
- Strada, 2, U. 77.
* Ibid. The letter of Philip is partly given
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rous army was well housed and amply
supplied, and he had built a strong
and populous city in order to destroy
another. Relief was impossible. But
a few thovisand men were now required
to defend Famese's improvised towUj
while the bulk of his army could be
marched at any moment against an

advancing foe. A force of seven thou-

sand, painfully collected by the Prince of

Orange, moved towards the place, under
command of Hohenlo and John of Nas-

sau,but struck with wonderat whatthey
saw, the leaders recognised the hopeless-
ness of attempting relief. Maestricht
was surrounded by a second Maestricht.
The efibrts of Orange were now ne-

cessarily directed towards obtaining, if

possible, a truce of a few weeks from
the negotiators at Cologne. Parma
was too crafty, however, to allow Ter-
ranova® to consent; and as the Duke
disclaimed any power over the direct

question of peace and war, the siege

proceeded. The gates of Bois-le-Duc

and Tongres having thus far resisted

the force brought against them, the
scene was changed to the gate of I3rus-

sels. This adjoined that of Tongi-es,
was farthest from the river, and faced

westwardly towards the open country.
Here the besieged had constructed an
additional ravelin, which they had

christened, in derision, "Parma," and

against which the batteries of Parma
were now brought to bear. Alexan-
der erected a platform of great extent
and strength directly opposite the new
work, and after a severe and constant

cannonade from this elevation, followed

by a bloody action, the "Parma" fort

was caiTied. One thousand, at least, of

the defenders fell, as forced gradually
from one defence to another, they saw
the triple walls of their ravelin crumble

successively before their eyes. The
towerwas absolutely annihilated before

they abandoned its ruins, and retired

within their last defences. Alexander

being now master of the fosse and the

by the historian.
* Strada, 2, ii. 80. Bor, xiii. 52.
« Strada, 2, ii. 83.
' See a remarkable letter from Panna to

the Duke of Terranova, dated Camp before

Maestricht, May 2i, 1579, in Bor, xiii. 57,

68.
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defences of the Brusaela gate, drew up
a large force on both sides of that por-

tal, along the margin of the moat, and

began mining beneath the inner wall

of the city.^

Meantime, the garrison had been
reduced to four hundred soldiers,

nearly all of whom were wounded.
Wearied and driven to despair, these

soldiers were willing to treat. The

townspeople, however, answered the

proposition with a shout of fury, and

protested that they would destroy the

garrison with their own hands if such
an insinuation were repeated. Sebas-

tian Tappin, too, encouraged them with
the hope of speedy relief, and held out
to them the wretched consequences of

trusting to the mercy of their foes.

The garrison took heart again, while

that of the burghers and their wives
had never faltered. Their main hope
now was in a fortification which they
had been constructing inside the Brus-

sels gate
—a demilune of considerable

strength. Behind it was a breastwork
of turf and masonry, to serve as a last

bulwark when every other defence
should be forced. The whole had
been surrounded by a fosse thirty feet

in depth, and the besiegers, as they
mounted upon the breaches which

they had at last effected in the outer

curtain, near the Brussels gate, saw for

the first time this new fortification.'

The general condition of the de-

fences, and the disposition of the in-

habitants, had been revealed to Alex-
ander by a deserter from the town.

Against this last fortress the lastefibrts

of the foe were now directed. Alex-
ander ordered a bridge to be thrown
across the city moat. As it was sixty
feet wide and as many deep, and lay

directly beneath the guns of the new
demilune, the enterprise was sufficient-

ly hazardous. Alexander led the way
in person, with a mallet in one hand
and a mattock in the other. Two men
fell dead instantly, one on his right

1 Bor, siii. 64. Str.ida, iiL 113-117.
i Strada, 2, iu. 117, 118.
3 Better known as Baron Hierges, eldest

Bon of the celebrated royaUst, afterwards
Count Berlaymont. Hierges had not long
before succeeded to the title on the death of
hia father.—Strada, 2, iii. 119.—Compare,

hand and his left, while he calmly
commenced, in his own person, the

driving of the first piles for the bridge.
His soldiers fell fast around him.
Count Berlaymont^ was shot dead,

many officers of distinction were killed

or wounded, but no soldier dared re-

coil while their chieftain wrought
amid the bullets like a common pio-
neer. Alexander, unharmed, as by
a miracle, never left the spot till the

bridge had been constructed, and till

ten great gims had been carried across

it, and pointed against the demilune.*

The battery was opened, the minea

previously excavated were sprung, a

part of the demilune was blown into

the air, and the assailants sprang into

the breach. Again a furious hand-to-

hand conflict succeeded ; again, after

an obstinate resistance, the towns-

people were forced to yield. Slowly
abandoning the shattered fort, they
retired behind the breastwork in its

rear—their innermost and last defence.

To this barrier they clung as to a spar
in shipwreck, and here at last they
stood at bay, prepared dearly to sell

their lives.

The breastwork, being still strong,
was not attempted upon that day.
The assailants were recalled, and in

the meantime a herald was sent by
Parma, highly applauding the courage
of the defenders, and begging them
to surrender at discretion. Thej
answered the messenger with worda
of haughty defiance, and, rushing in a
mass to the breastwork, began with

spade, pickaxe, and towel, to add
to its strength. Here all the able-

bodied men of the town took up their

permanent position, and here they ate,

drank, and slept upon their posts,
while their food was brought to them
by the women and children.^

A little letter,
" written in a fine

neat handwriting," now mysteriously
arrived in the city, encouraging them
in the name of the Archduke and the

Bor, xiii. 64. Hoofd, xv. 630; Meteren, ix
154e ; Archives de la Jlaison d'Orange, vi.

622 ; Tassis, v. 333.

Strada, 2, ill 118.

» Bor, xiii. 64. Hoofd, xv. 630. Strada,
2. iii. 120, 121.
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Prince of Orange, and aBsuring them
of relief within fourteen days.^ A
brief animation was thus produced,
attended by a corresponding languor

upon the part of the besiegers, for

Alexander had been lying ill with a

fever since the day when the demilune
had been carried. From his sick bed
he rebuked his officers severely that a

temporary breastwork, huddled to-

gether by boors and burghers in the

midst of a siege, should prove an
insurmountable obstacle to men who
had carried everything before them.
The morrow was the festival* of Saint

Peter and Saint Paul, and it was meet
that 80 sacred a day should be hallowed

by a Christian and Apostolic victory.
Saint Peter would be there with his

keys to open the gate ;
Saint Paul

would lead them to battle with his

invincible sword. Orders were given

accordingly, and the assault was as-

eigned for the following morning.
Meantime, the guards were strength-

ened and commanded to be more than

usually watchful. The injunction had
a remarkable effect. At the dead of

night, a soldier of the watch was going
his rounds on the outside of the breast-

work, listening, if perchance he might
catch, as was not unusual, a portion of

the conversation among the beleaguered
burghers within. Prying about on

every side, he at last discovered a

chink in the wall, the result, doubt-

less, of the last cannonade, and hitherto

overlooked. He enlarged the gap with
his fingers, and finally made an open-

ing wide enough to admit his person.
He crept boldly through, and looked

around in the clear starlight.* The
sentinels were all slumbering at their

posts. He advanced stealthily in the

dusky streets. Not a watchman was

going his rounds. Soldiers, burghers,

children, women, exhausted by inces-

sant fatigue, were all asleep. Not a

footfall was heard ;
not a whisper

broke the silence; it seemed a city
of the dead. The soldier crept back

through the crevice, and hastened to

1 This letter is still preserved in the Ar-
chives of Holland.—Groen v. Prinst. Ar-
chives de la Maisoa d'Orauge, vi, 622, note.

Bor, xiii. 65.
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apprise hia superiors of his adven-
ture.*

Alexander, foi-thwith instructed as

to the condition of the city, at once
ordered the assault, and the last wall
was suddenly stormed before the morn-

ing broke. The soldiers forced their

way through the breach or sprang
over the breastwork, and surprised at

last—in its sleep
—the city which had

so long and vigorously defended it-

self. The burghers, startled from
their slumber, bewildered, unpre-
pared, found themselves engaged in

unequal conflict with alert and savage
foes. The battle, as usual when
Netherland towns were -surprised by
Philip's soldiers, soon changed to a

massacre. The townspeople rushed
hither and thither, but there waa
neither escape, nor means of resisting
an enemy who now poured into the
i;own by thousands upon thousands.
An indiscriminate slaughter succeeded.

Women, old men, and children, had
all been combatants; and all, there-

fore, had incurred the vengeance of

the conquerors. A cry of agony arose

which was distinctly heard at the dis-

tance of a league. Mothers took their

infants in their arms, and threw them-
selves by hundreds into the Meuse—
and against women the blood-thirst of

the assailants was especially directed.

Females who had fought daily in tlio

trenches, who had delved in mines and
mustered on the battlements, had
unsexed themselves in the opinion of

those whose comrades they had helped
to destroy. It was nothing that they
had laid aside the weakness of women
in order to defend all that was holy
and dear to them on earth. It w;«^,

sufficient that many a Spanish, Bur

gundian, or Italian mercenary had died

by their hands. Women were pursued
from house to house, and hurled from

roof and window. They were hunted
into the river; they were torn limb

from limb in the streets. Men and

children fared no better; but the

heart sickens at the oft-repeated tale.

» 29th of June 1579.
» Strada, 2, iii. 121.
* Ibid.—Compare Bor, xiii. 65, sqq.

Hoofd. XV. 632, 633. Meteren, ix. 155. sqq.
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Horrors, alas, were commonplaces in

the Netherlands. Cruelty too mon-
strous for description, too vast to

be belltved by a mind not familiar

with the outrages practised by the

soldiers of Spain and Italy upon their

heretic feUow-creatures, were now
committed afresh in the streets of

Maestricht.^

On the first day four thousand men
and women were slaughtered.* The
massacre lasted two days longer; nor

would it be an exaggerated estimate,
if we assume that the amount of vic-

tims upon the two last days was equal
to half the number sacriticed on the

first.
^ It was said that not four hun-

dred citizens were left aHve after the

termination of the siege.* These soon

wandered away, their places being sup-

plied by a rabble rout of Walloon
sutlers and vagabonds, ilaestricht was

depopulated as well as captured. The

booty obtained after the massacre was

very large, for the city had been very
thriving, its cloth manufacture exten-

sive and important. Sebastian Tappin,
the heroic defender of the place, had
been shot through the shoulder at the

taking of the Parma ravelin, and had
been afterwards severely injured at

the capture of the demilune. At the

fall of the city he was mortally wound-

ed, and carried a prisoner to the hostile

camp, only to expire. The governor,

Swartsenberg, also lost his Ufe.'

Alexander, on the contrary, was
raised from his sick bed with the joyful

tidings of victory, and as soon as he
could be moved, made his appearance
in the city. Seated in a splendid chair

of state, borne aloft on the shouldera
of his veterans, with a golden canopy

1
Bentivoglio, 2, i. 239. Haraei, Ann.

Brab.. iiL 299. Hoofd, xv. 633. Bor, xiii.

66. Meteren, ix. 155. Strada, 2, iii. 124.
* This J3 the estimate of the Jesuit Strada.
* Strada puts the total number of inhabi-

tants of Slaestricht, slain during the four
months' siege, at eight thousand, of whom
seventeen hundred were women —P. 127.

* Not more than three or four hundred,
says Bor, xiii. 65. Not more than four hun-
dred, says Hoofd, xv. 633. Not three hun-
dred, says Meteren, i.x. This must, of
course, be an exaggeration, for the popula-
tion had numbered thirty-four thoii&and at
the commencement of the sieae. At any
rat«, the Barvivors were but a remnant, and
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above his head to protect him from
the summer's sun, attended by the
ofiicers of his staff, who were decked

by his special command in their gayest

trappings, escorted by his body guard,
followed by his

"
plumed troops," to

the number of twenty thousand, sur-

rounded by aU the vanities of war, the

hero made his stately entrance into

the town.* His way led through
deserted streets of shattered houses.

The pavement ran red with blood.

Headless corpses, mangled limbs—an
obscene mass of wretchedness and cor-

ruption, were spread on every side,

and tainted the summer air. Through
the thriving city which, in the course

of fovir months, Alexander had con-

verted into a slaughter-house and a

solitude, the pompous procession took
its course to the church of Saint
Servais.^ Here humble thanks were
offered to the God of Love, and to

Jesus of Xazareth, for this new victory.

Especially was gratitude expressed to

the Apostles Paul and Peter, upon
whose festival, and by whose sword
and key the crowning mercy had been

accomplished,^ and by whose special

agency eight thousand heretics now
lay unburied in the streets. These
acts of piety performed, the triumphal
procession returned to the camp, where,
soon afterwards, the joyful news of

Alexander Famese's entire convales-

cence was proclaimed.
The Prince of Orange, as usual, was

blamed for the tragical termination to

this long drama. All that one man
could do, he had done to awaken his

coimtrymen to the importance of the

siege. He had repeatedly brought
the subject solemnly before the as-

they all wandered away. The place, which
had been so recently a very thriving and in-
dustrious town, remained a desert. During
the ensuing winter most of the remaining
buildings were torn down, that the timber
and wood-work might be used as firewood
by the soldiers and va^bonds who from
time to time housed there.—Meteren, Hoofdl,
Bor, ubi sup.

* Slrada, 2, iii. 126.
«
Strada, 2, iii. 130.—Compare Tassis, v.

339.
•
Ibid.

* According to Father Strada, Alexander
considered this ceremony as a payment el

wages due to liis Divine comrades, Peter iud
Paul: "Petro et Paulo gratias 9ua»i tliptn-
dium pcrtoivU con»mUUijhilnu Divu,"—P. 130k
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eembly, and implored for Maestriclit,
almost upon his knees. Lukewarm
and parsimonious, the states had re-

sponded to his eloquent appeals with

wrangling addresses and insufficient

votes. With a special subsidy ob-

tained in April and May, he had or-

ganised the slight attempt at relief,

which was all which he had been em-

powered to make, but which proved
entirely unsuccessful. Now that the

massacre to be averted was accom-

plished, men were loud in reproof,
who had been silent, and passive while

there was yet time to speak and to

work. It was the Prince, they said,
who had delivered so many thousands
of his fellow-countrymen to butchery.
To save himself, they insinuated he
was now plotting to deliver the land

into the power of the treacherous

Frenchman, and he alone, they as-

serted, was the insuperable obstacle

to an honourable peace with Spain.^
A letter, brought by an unknown

messenger, was laid before the states'

assembly, in full session, and sent to

the clerk's table, to be read aloud.

After the first few sentences, that

functionary faltered in his recital.

Several members also peremptorily
ordered him to stop; for the letter

proved to be a violent and calumnious
libel upon Orange, together with a

strong appeal in favour of the peace

propositions then under debate at

Cologne. The Prince alone, of all the

assembly, preserving his tranquillity,
ordered the document to be brought
to him, and forthwith read it aloud

himself, from beginning to end. After-

wards, he took occasion to express his

mind concerning the ceaseless calum-

nies of which he was the mark. He
especially alluded to the oft-repeated
accusation that he was the only ob-

stacle to peace, and repeated that he

was ready at that moment to leave the

land, and to close his lips for ever, if

by so doing he could benefit his coun-

try, and restore her to honourable re-

pose. The outcry, with the protesta-
tions of attachment and confidence

1 Grocu V. Priust, Arcliivcs, etc., vi. 621,

622; Yii. 41, 42. Bor, xiii. Hoofd, xvi.,

passim.
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which at once broke from the assem-

bly, convinced him, however, that he
was deeply rooted in the heai-ts of all

patriotic Netherlanders, and that it

was beyond the power of slanderers

to loosen his hold upon their aifection.^

Jleantime, his efforts had again and

again been demanded to restore order
in that abode of anarchy, the city of

Ghent. After his visit during the

previous winter, and the consequent
departure of John Casimir to the pala-

tinate, the pacific arrangements made
by the Prince had for a short time
held good. Early in March, however,
that master of misrule, John van Im-

bize, had once more excited the popu-
lace to sedition. Again the property
of Catholics, clerical and lay, was

plundered; again the persons of Ca-

tholics, of every degree, was maltreated.

The magistrates, with first senator Im-
bize at their head, rather encouraged
than rebuked the disorder ; but Orange,
as soon as he received official intelli-

gence of the event, hastened to ad-

dress them in the words of earnest

warning and wisdom.' He allowed
that the inhabitants of the province
had reason to be discontented with
the presence and the misconduct of

the Walloon soldiery. He granted
that violence and the menaces of a

foreign tyranny made it difficult for

honest burghers to gain a livelihood.

At the same time he expressed as-

tonishment that reasonable men should

seek a remedy for such evils in tumults
which would necessarily bring utter

destruction upon the laud.
"
It was,"

he obser\'ed, "as if a patient should,
from impatience, tear the bandages
from his wounds, and, like a maniac,
instead of allowing himself to bo

cured, plunge a dagger into his own
heart." *

These exhortations exerted a whole-

some effect for a moment, but matters

soon went from bad to worse. Im-

bize, fearing the influence of the

Prince, indulged in open-mouthed
abuse of a man whose character he

was unable even to comprehend. He

* Archives, etc., vii. 42, 43.
s Ibid., vi. 586, sqq.
«

Ibid., vi. 589.
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accused hini of intriguing with France

for hia own benefit, of being a Papist
in disguise, of desiring to establish

what he called a "reUgious peace,"

merely to restore Roman idolatry. In

all these insane ravings, the demagogue
was most ably seconded by the ex-

monk. Incessant and uiiUcensed were
the invectives hurled by Peter Dath-
enus from hia pulpit upon WiUiam the

Silent's head. He denoimced him—
as he had often done before—as an
atheist in heart; aa a man who
changed his religion as easily aa his

garments ;
aa a man who knew no God

but state expediency, which was the

idol of his worship ;
a mere politician

who would tear his shirt from his

back and throw it in the fire, if he

thought it were tainted with religion.^
Such witless but vehement denun-

ciation from a preacher who was both

popular and comparatively sincere,
coidd not but afi"ect the imagination
of the weaker portion of his hearers.

The faction of Imbize became trium-

phant. Ryhove—the ruffian whose
hands were stained with the recent

blood of Visch and Hessels—rather

did damage than service to the cause
of order. He opposed himself to the

demagogue who was prating daily of

Greece, Rome, and Geneva, while hia

clerical associate was denouncing
William of Orange, but he opposed
himself in vain. An attempt to secure

tiie person of Imbize failed,^ but by
the influence of Ryhove, however, a

messenger was despatched to Antwerp
in the name of a considerable portion
of the community of Ghent. The
counsel and the presence of the man
to whom all hearts in every part of

the Netherlands instinctively timied
in the hour of need, were once more
invokecL*

The Prince again addressed them in

language which none but he could em-

ploy with such effect. He told them
that his life, passed in service and sa-

1 Gh. Gesch., ii. 199, cited in Gr. v. Prinst.,
Archives, etc., vil 81, note

* Archives, etc., vi. 6S6, sqq. and vii. 18.
Van der Vynckt, iii. 29, sqq.

• "Dieu merci, je ne suis pas si pen cog-
noissant que je ne sache bien qu'il faut ue-
ceesaireuMiat traicter, soit de paiz, sou de

811

orifice, ought to witness stifflclently for

his fidelity. Nevertheless, he thought
it necessary

—in view of the calumnies

which were circvdated—to repeat once
more his sentiment that no treaty of

peace, war, or alliance, ought to be

negotiated, save with the consent of

the people.^ His course in Holland
and Zealand had proved, he said, his

wUliugness always to consult the

wishes of his countrymen. As for the

matter of religion it was almost in-

credible that there should be any who
doubted the zeal which he bore the

religion for which he had sufiiered so

much. "
I desire," he continued, fer-

vently, "that men should compare
that which has been done by my accu-

sers during ten years past with that

which I have done. In that which
touches the true advancement of reli-

gion, I will yield to no man. They
uho so boldly accuse me have no liberty

of ^eeck, save that which has been

acquired for them by the blood of my
kindred, by my labours, and my ex-

cessive expenditures. To me they owe
it that they dare speak at all." This
letter (which was dated on the 24th
of Jvily 1579) contained an assxirance

that the writer waa about to visit

Ghent.*
On the following day, Imbize exe-

cuted a coup d'etat. Having a body of

near two thousand soldiers at his dis-

posal, he suddenly secured the persons
of all the magistrates and other not-

able individuals not friendly to his

policy, and then, in violation of all

law, set up a new board of eighteen
irresponsible functionaries, according
to a list prepared by himself alone.

This waa his way of enforcing the
democratic liberty of Greece, Rome,
and Geneva, which was so near to his

heart. A proclamation, in fourteen

articles, was forthwith issued, justify-

ing this arbitrary proceeding. It waa
declared that the object of the some-
what irregular measure "was to pre-

guerre, soit d'alliance, avec le gre du peu-
p!e," etc.—Letter of Orange, Ajrchives, etc.,
vii. 20, sqq.

* Ibid.—The whole of this noble document
should be read atrain and again by all who
feel interested in the character of Williaai of

Orange.
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vent the establishment of the religious

peace, which was merely a method of

replanting uprooted papistry and the

extirpated tyranny of Spain." Al-

though the arrangements had not
been made in strict accordance with
formal usage and ceremony, yet they
were defended upon the ground that
it had been impossible, by other means,
to maintain their ancient liberties and
their religious freedom. At the same
time a pamphlet, already prepared for

the occasion by Dathenus, was exten-

sively circulated. In this production
the arbitrary revolution effected by a

demagogue was defended with effron-

tery, while the character of Orange
was loaded with customary abuse. To
prevent the traitor from coming to

Ghent, and establishing what he called

his religious peace, these irregular
measures, it was urged, had been

wisely taken. ^

Such were the efforts of John Imbize
—such the calumnies of Peter Dathe-
nus—in order to counteract the patri-
otic endeavours of the Prince; but
neither the ruffianism of John nor the
libels of Peter were destined upon this

occasion to be successful. William the

Silent treated the slanders of the scold-

ing monk with dignified contempt.
"Having been informed," said he to

the magistrates of Ghent,
" that Master

Peter Dathenus has been denouncing
me as a man without religion or fidelity,
and full of ambition, with other pro-

positions hardly becoming his cloth, I

do not think it worth while to answer
more at this time than that I willingly
refer myself to the judgment of all

who know me." ^

The Prince came to Ghent, great as

had been the efforts of Imbize and his

partisans to prevent his coming. His

presence was like magic. The dema-

gogue and his whole flock vanished
like unclean birds at the first rays of

the sun. Imbize dared not look the
Father of his country in the face.

Orange rebuked the populace in the

1 Archives et Correspondaiice, vil. SI.

Van dar Vynckt, iii. 38, sqq. Moteren, ix.

161, sqq. Bor, xiii. 84, 85.

s Archives et Corresp., vii. 33, 84.
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strong and indignant language that

public and private virtue, energy, and
a high purpose enabled such a leader
of the people to use. He at once
set aside the board of eighteen

—the
Grecian-Roman-Genevese establish-

ment of Imbize—and remained in
the city until the regular election,
in conformity with the piivileges, had
taken place. Imbize, who had shrunk
at his approach, was meantime dis-

covered by his own companions. He
had stolen forth secretly on the night
before the Prince's arrival, and was
foimd cowering in the cabin of a vessel,
half dead with fear, by an ale-house

keeper who had been his warm parti-
san.

" No skulking," cried the honest

friend, seizing the tribune of the people
by the shoulder

;

" no sailing away in

the night-time. You have got us all

into this bog, and must come back,
and abide the issue with your support-
ers." '

In this collapsed state was the windy
demagogue, who had filled half Flan*

ders with his sound and fury, conveyed
before the patriot Prince. He met
with grave and bitter rebukes, but felt

sufficiently relieved when allowed to

depart unharmed.* Judging of his

probable doom by the usual practice
of himself and his fellows in similar

cases, he had anticipated nothing short
of the gibbet. That punishment, how-

ever, was to be inflicted at a later

period, by other hands, and not until

he had added treason to his country
and a shameless recantation of all his ;

violent professions in favour of civil

and religious liberty to the list of his
\

crimes. On the present occasion he I

was permitted to go free. In com-j

pany with his clerical companion, Peter

Dathenus, he fled to the abode of his
\

excellent friend, John Casimir, who ;

received both with open arms, andj
allowed them each a pension."

Order being thus again restored in

Ghent by the exertions of the Prince,

when no other human hand could have •

• Bor, xiii. Sri, sqq. Meteren, Ix. ".

sqq. Van dcr VjTickt, iii. 38, sqq.
* Bor, Meteren, Van der Vynckt, ill ;

« Vau der Vynckt, iii. 38-42.— Coin]
Hoofd, XV, 145-160.
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dispelled the anarcliy which seemed to

reign supreme, William the Silent,

having accepted the government of

Illustrmts Envoys. 813

Flanders, which had again and again
been urged upon him, now returned

to Antwerp.^

CHAPTER III.

The Colo2-ne conferences—Intentions of tbe parties
—Preliminaiy attempt by govemraent

to purchase the Prince of Orange—Offer and rejection of various articles among the

plenipotentiaries
—Departure of the imperial commissioners—Ultimatum of the States

compared with that of the royal government—Barren negotiations terminated—Treason of

De Bours, Governor of Slechlin—Liberal theories concerning the nature of government-
Abjuration of Philip imminent—Self-denial of Orange—Attitude of Germany—of England—Marriage negotiations between Elizabeth and .\njou—Orange favours the election of

the Duke as sovereign—Address and speeches of the Prince—Parsimony and interp-.tj-

vincial jealousy rebuked.—Secret correspondence of Count Renneberg with the royal
government—His treason at Groningen.

Sn?CE the beginning of May, tho

Cologne negotiations had been drag-

ging their slow length along. Few
persons believed that any good was

Hkely to result from these stately and

ponderous conferences ; yet men were
Eo weary of war, so desirous that a

termination might be put to the

atrophy vmder which the country
was langitishing, that many an eager

glance was turned towards the place
where the august assembly was hold-

ing its protracted session. Certainly,
if wisdom were to be foimd in mitred
heads—if the power to heal angry
passions and to settle the conflicting
claims of prerogative and conscience

were to be looked for among men of

lofty station, then the Cologne con-

ferences ought to have made the rough
places smooth and the crooked paths

straight throughout aU Christendom.
There was the Archbishop of Rossano,
afterwards Pope Urban VII., as pleni-

potentiary from Rome; there was
Charles of Aragon, Duke of Terranova,

supported by five councillors, as am-
bassador from his Catholic Majesty;
there were the Duke of Aerschot, the
Abbot of Saint Gertrude, the Abbot
of Marolles, Doctor Bucho Aytta,
Caspar Schetz, Lord of Grobbendonck,
that learned Frisian, Aggeus van Al-

hada, with seven other wise men, as

' Archives, vii. 60, and Meteren, ix. les*,
bat the Prince says, in his Apologie, pub-
lished eighteen months later (Dec. 15S0),
that he had hitherto, although often urged
to accept, refused the government of Flan-

envoys from the states-general. Thero
were their Serene Highnesses the
Elector and Archbishops of Cologne
and Treves, with the Bishop of Wurtz-

burg. There was also a numerous

embassy from his imperial Majesty,
with Count Otto de Schwartzenburg
at its head.*

Here then were holiness, serenity,

dignity, law, and learning in abundance.
Here was a pope in posse, with arch-

bishops, princes, dukes, jurisconsults,
and doctors of divinity in esse, suffi-

cient to remodel a world, if world*
were to be remodelled by such instru-

ments. If protocols, replications, an-

notations, apostilles, could heal a bleed-

ing country, here were the physiciana
to furnish those drugs in unlimited

profusion. If reams of paper, scrawled
over with barbarous technicalities,
could smother and bury a quarrel
which had its origin in the mutual

antagonism of human elements, here
were the men to scribble unflinchingly,
till the reams were piled to a pyr.-vmid.
If the same idea presented in many
aspects could acquire additional life,

here were the word-mongers who could
clothe one shivering thought in a hun-
dred thousand garments, till it attained

all the majesty which decoration could

impart. In truth, the envoys cima
from Spain, Rome, and Vienna, pro-

ders.—Apologie, etc., lOS, 109 It is probable
that his acceptance was only conditional, ta,

indeed, Meteren observes.

s Bor, xiil, 5". Meteren, iz. 166.
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vided with but two ideas. Wfis it not
a diplomatic master-piece, that from
this frugal store they could contrive

to eke out seven mortal months of

, negotiation ? Two ideas—the supre-

macy of his Majesty's prerogative, the
exclusive exercise of the Roman Catho-

lic religion
—these were the be-all and

the end-all of their commission. Upon
these two strings they were to harp,
at least till the walls of Maestricht had
fallen. The envoys did their duty
well

; they were sent to enact a solemn

comedy, and in the most stately manner
did they walk through their several

parts. Not that the King was belli-

gerent; on the contrary,he was heartily

weary of the war. Prerogative was

weary—Romanism was weary—Con-
science was weary—The Spirit of Free-

dom was weary—but the Prince of

Orange was not weary. Blood and
treasure had been pouring forth so

profusely during twelve flaming years,
that all but that one tranquil spirit
were beginning to flag.

At the same time, neither party
had more disposition to concede than
stomach to fight. Certainly the royal

party had no inclination to yield. The

King had granted easy terms to the

Walloons, because upon the one great

point of religion there was no dispute,
and upon the others there was no
intention of keeping faith.^ With re-

gard to the present negotiation, it waa
desirable to gain a little time. It was

thought probable that the religious

difiference, judiciously managed at this

juncture, might be used to effect a

permanent severance of the provinces
bO lately banded together in a common
union. " To divide them," wrote

Tassis, in a very confidential letter,
" no better method can be found than

to amuse them with this peace negotia-
tion. Some are ready for a pacification
from their desire of repose, some from
their fear of war, some from the difler-

1 This is most evident from the correspon-
dence of Parma, both before aiid after the

treaty of Arras.—Rec. Pro v. Wallones, MS.,
Brussels Archives,particularly vols. iv. and v.

* Archives de la Maison d'Orange, vii. 30.

Bo also Du Plessis Mornay, in ^^T:ting to a
friend three years afterwards, observed:
" Le traits de doloi^^e a sufBsament monstre

[1579.
ences which exist among themselves,
and which it is especially important to

keep alive." ^ Above all things, it waa
desirable to maintain the religious
distraction till Maestricht had been
taken. That siege was the key to the
whole situation. If the separate Wal-
loon accord could be quietly made in
a corner, while Parma was battering
that stronghold on the Meuse, and
while decorous negotiation wassmooth-

ly holding its course on the Rhine,
much disorganisation, it was hoped,
would be handsomely accomplished
before the end of the year." As for a suspension of arms," wrote
Alexander to Terranova,. on the 21st
of May,

" the longer 'tis deferred the
better. With regard to Maestricht,

everything depends upon it that we
possess, or desire to possess. Truly,
if the Prince of Orange can reheve the

city he will do it. If he does so, nei-

ther will this expedition of ours, nor

any other expedition, be brought to a

good end. As soon as men are aware
that our affairs are looking badly, they
will come again to a true union, and
all will join together, in hope to accom-

plish their boasts." •^

Therefore, it waa
natural that the peace-wrights of Co-

logne should industriously ply their

task.

It is not desirable to disturb much
of that learned dust, after its three

centuries' repose. A rapid sketch of

the coui*se of the proceedings, with an
indication of the spirit which animated
the contending parties, will be all that .

is necessary. They c;vme and they
separated with precisely opposite views.
" The desires of Terranova and of the

j

estates," says the royalist, Tassis, "were

diametrically contrary to each otli' .

The King wished tbat the exerci.^i

the Roman Catholic religion should -

exclusively estabhshed, and the ab.-^ j-

lute prerogative preserved in its iiil -

grity."* On the other hand, the i

quelle a este Viutcntion do I'ennemi en
j

jiosant ce beau nom de Paix, Jk scavoii

diviser et rompre les provinces et subm
les villcs."—Mem. de Mornay, i. p. 75.

» Letter of Parma, May 21, 1679, from hie

camp beloro Maestricht, apud Bor, 2, x::i.

67.
* Com. do Turn. Bdg., v. 86r.
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vinces desired their charters and a

religious peace. In these perpetual
lines and curves ran the asymptotical

negotLition from beginning to end—
and so it might have run for two cen-

turies, without hope of coincidence.

Neither party was yet vanqiiished-
The freshly united provinces were no

readier now than before to admit that

the Holy Office formed part of their

national institutions. The despotic
faction was not prepared to renounce 1

that establishment. Foiled, but not

disheartened, sat the Inquisition, like

a beldame, upon the border, impo-

tently threatening the land whence
she had been for ever excluded

;
while

industrious as the Parcse, distaff in

hand, sat, in Cologne, the inexorable

three—Spain, the Empire, and Rome
—grimly spinning and severing the

web of mortal destinies.

The first step in the proceedings
had. been a secret one. If by any
means the Prince of Orange could be
detached from his party

—if by bribery,
however enormous, he could be induced
to abandon a tottering cause, and de-

part for the land of his birth—he was

distinctly but indirectly given to un-

derstand that he had but to name his

terms. We have seen the issue of

similar propositions made by Don John
of Austria. Probably there was no
man li\-ing who would care to make
distinct application of this dishonour-

able nature to the Father of his country.
The Aerschots, the Meluns, the Lalains,
and a swarm of other nobles, had their

price, and were easily transferable from
one to another, but it was not easy to

make a direct offer to WUham of

Orange. They knew—as he said shortly
afterwards in his famous Apology—
that " neither for property nor for life,

neither for wife nor for children, would
he mix in his cup a single drop of

treason."^ Nevertheless, he was dis-
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tinctly given to understand that "there
was nothing he could demand for him-
self personally that would not be

granted," All his confiscated property,
restoration of his imprisoned son, D-

berty of worship for himself, payment
of all his debts, reimbursement of all

his past expenses, and anything else

which he could desire, were all placed
within his reach. If he chose to retire

into another land, his son might be

placed in possession of all his cities,

estates, and dignities, and himself in-

demnified in Germany ;
with a million

of money over and above as a gratuity.
The imperial envoy. Count Schwarfc-

zenburg, pledged his personal honour
and reputation that every promise
which might be made to the Prince
should be most sacredly fulfilled.*

It was all in vain. The indirect ap-

plications of the imperial commission-
ers made to his servants and his near-

est relations were entirely unsuccessful.

The Prince was not to be drawn into

a negotiation in his own name or for

his own benefit. If the estates were

satisfied, he was satisfied- He wanted
no conditions but theirs; "nor would

he, directly or indirectly," he said,

"separate himself from the cause on
which hung all his evil or felicity."
He knew that it was the object of the

enemy to deprive the country of ita

head, and no inducements were suffi-

cient to make him a party to the plot,*
At the same time, he was unwilling
to be an obstacle, in his own person,
to the conclusion of an honourable

peace. He would resign his offices,

which he held at the solicitation of

the whole country, if thus a negotia-
tion were likely to be more succe^fuL
" The Prince of Parma and the disunited

provinces," said he to the states-gene-

ral,
"
affect to consider this war as one

waged against me and in my name—
as if the question alone concerned the

'-
"
Si je ne vexiille iii pour les biens ui

.r la vie, ni pour femme ni pour enfans,
...csler en mon breuvage une seule goutte
de Tenin da trihison."—Apologia, p. 127.

• "
Que je n'eusse rien sjeu demander

pour mon particuliar, qu'on ne m'eust ac-

cordfe, et me donner comptant un millioa."
—Ibid.—Compare Strada, who wrote with
Ul the secret papers of the Fantee« family

before him, si liiec omnia abituro homini
adhuc non sxifficiant, neque banc nequs
quamcuinque persimUem conditionem re-

pudiandam," etc.—2, ii. 86.—Compare, par-
ticularly, Ev. Reidimi, Ann., ii. 29. Com-
pare Gachard, Correspondanca de GuiQaume
le Tacit., vol. iv., preface,

•
Apologie, pp. 127, 12«. Ev. E^idanj, U.

».
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name and person of the general. If it

be so, I beg you to consider whether
it is not because I have been ever
faithful to the land. Nevertheless, if

I am an obstacle, I am ready to remove
it. If you, therefore, in order to de-

prive the enemy of every right to incul-

pate us, think proper to choose another
head and conductor of your affairs, /

promise you to serve and to he obedient

to lirin with all my heart. Thus shall

\ve leave the enemy no standing-place
to work dissensions among us." ^ Such
was his language to friend and foe

;

and here, at least, was one man in

history whom kings were not rich

enough to purchase.
On the 18th of May, the states' en-

voys at Cologne presented fourteen

articles, demanding freedom of religion
and the ancient political charters. Re-

ligion, they said, was to be referred,
not to man, but to God. To Him the

King was subject as well as the people.
Both King and people

—" and bypeople
icas meant every individual in the land"—were bound to serve God according
to their conscience.^

The imperial envoys found such lan-

guage extremely reprehensible, and

promptly refused, as umpires, to en-

tertain the fourteen articles. Others
drawn up by Terranova and colleagues,

embodying the claims of the royal
and Roman party, were then solemnly
presented, and as promptly rejected.
Then the imperial umpires came for-

ward with two bundles of propositions—approved beforehand by the Spanish
plenipotentiaries. In the political

bundle, obedience due to the King was
insisted upon,

"
as in the time of the

Emperor Charles." The religious ca-

tegory declared that " the Roman re-

ligion
— all others excluded— should

thenceforth be exercised in all the pro-
vinces." Both these categories were
considered more objectionable by the

states' envoys than the terms of Ter-

ranova, and astonishment was express-
ed that " mention should again be
made of the edicts—as if blood enough

» See the letter in Bor, xiii. 95-9S.

' See the document iu Bor, xiii. 54, sqq.
•—Cuiuparo Metcren, is. 156, eqq.
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had not been shed already in the cause

of religion."*
The Netherland envoys likewise gave

the imperial commissioners distinctly to

understandthat—in case peace were not
soon made—" the states would forth-

with declare the King fallen from his

sovereignty ;

" would for ever dispense
the people from their oaths of allegiance
to him, and would probably accept the
Duke of Anjou in his place. The
states-general, to which body the im-

perial propositions had been sent, also

rejected the articles in a logical and
historical argument of unmerciful

length.'*
An appeal secretly made by the im-

perial and Spanish commissioners, from
the states' envoys to the states them-

selves, and even to the people of the

various provinces, had excited the

anger of the plenipotentiaries. They
complained loudly of this violation of

all diplomatic etiquette, and the an-

swer of the states-general, fully con-

firming the views of their ambassadors,
did not diminish their wrath.

On the 13th of November 1579, the

states' envoys were invited into the

council chamber of the imperial com-

missioners, to hear the last solemn

commonplaces of those departing func-

tionaries. Seven months long they
had been waiting in vain, they said,

for the states' envoys to accede to

moderate demands. Patience was now
exhausted. Moreover, their mediatory
views had been the subject of bitter

lampooning throughout the country',
while the authorities of many cities

had publicly declared that all the in-

habitants would rather die the death

than accept such terms. The peace-

makers, accordingly, with endless pro-
testations as to their own purity, wis-

dom, and benevolence, left the whole
''
in the hands of God and the parties

concerned."*
The reply to this elaborate farewell

was curt and somewhat ci'usty. "Had

they known," said the states' envoys,
" that their transparencies and worth!-

s Bor, xiii. 58, 59.
* Ibid., 3, xui. 68., 115-113.
» Bor, xiii. 101, sqq. Meteren, Ix. 167,

«qq.
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aesses had no better intention, and the

Duke of Teiranova no ampler commia-

bion, the whole matter might have
been despatched, not in six months,
but in six days."

^

Thiis ended the conferences, and
the imperial commissioners departed.

Nevertheless, Schwartzenburg remain-

ed yet a little time at Cologne, while

five of the states' envoys also protract-
ed their stay, in order to make their

private peace with the King. It is

hardly necessary to observe that the

chief of these penitents was the Duke
of Aerschot.* The ultimatum of the

states was deposited by the departing

envoys with Schwartzenbiirg,* and a

comparison of its terms with those of-

fered by the imperial mediators, as

the best which could be obtained from

Spain, shews the hopelessness of the

pret«nded negotiation. Departure of

the foreign troops, restitution of all

confiscated property, unequivocal re-

cognition of the Ghent treaty and the

perpetual edict, appointment to office

of none but natives, oaths of allegiance
to the King and the states-general, ex-

ercise of the Reformed rehgion and of

the Confession of Augsburg in all

places where it was then publicly prac-
tised : such were the main demands of

the patriot party.
In the secret instructions'' furnished

cy the states to their envoys, they
were told to urge upon his Majesty the
absolute necessity, if he wished to re-

tain the provinces, of winking at the
exercise of the Reformed and the

Augsburg creeds. " The new religion
had taken too deep root," it was urged," ever to be torn forth, save with the
destruction of the whole country."

Thus, after seven dreary months of

negotiation, aft-er protocols and me-
moranda in ten thousand folia, the

august diplomatists had travelled

1 Bor, xili. 101, sqq. Meteren, ix. 157, sqq.—Compare Strada, 2, ii. 110, 111.
2 Bor, xiii. lOS.
» Apud Bor, 2, xiii. lOS-110.

Apui Bor, xiii. 110-113.
' All tlae most important documents of

•

is elaborate but sterile negotiation are
^ven ill full by Bor, iii. 13. sqq. The whole
mass of the protocols and arguments is

also to be found in a volume entitled,
'° Acta

Mare Trtason. 8i;

round to the points fi-om which they
had severally started. On the one

side, unlimited prerogative and exclu-

sive Catholicism ;
on the other, consti-

tutional liberty, with freedom of con-

science for Catholic and Protestant

alike : these were the claims which
each party announced at the con>

mencement, and to which they held

with equal firmness at the close of the

conferences.'

The congress had been expensive.

Though not much had been accom-

plished for the political or religious
advancement of mankind, there had
been much excellent eating and drink-

ing at Cologne during the seven

months. Those drouthy deliberations

had needed moistening. The Bishop
of Wurtzburg had consumed "

eighty

hogsheads of Rhenish wine and twenty
great casks of beer."* The expense of

the states' envoys were twenty-fomr
thousand guldens. The Archbishop of

Cologne had expended forty thousand
thalers," The dehberations were, on
the whole, excessively detrimental to

the cause of the provinces, "and a

great pei-sonage
"
wrote to the states-

general, that the King had been in-

fluenced by no motive save to cause
dissension.* This was an exaggeration,
for his Majesty wovdd have been well

pleased to receive the whole of the

country on the same terms which had
been accepted by the Walloons. Mean-
time, those southern provinces had
made their separate treaty, and the
Netherlands were permanently dis-

severed. Maestricht had fallen. Dis-

union and dismay had taken possession
of the coxmtry.

During the course of the year other
severe misfortunes had happened to
the states. Treachery, even among
the men who had done good service to

the cause of freedom, was daily shew-

pacificationis quae coram sac ces. maj. inter
ser. reg. Hisp. et Priueip. Matth. orainum-
qne Belg. leg. Colnnijc habitasunt." Leyden,
15S0.—Compare Stnida, 2, ii. 82-112 ; Haraci,
Turn. Belg , iii. 295-208; Tiissis, Cora. Turn.

Belg., v. 348-385; Meteren, ix. 155-161;
Wagenaer, Vad. Hist., viL 27S-2S5, and 310-
316 ; Hoofd, xv. 631, 632, and xvi. 65S-672,
6t mult. al. • Bor, xiii. 114.

T Ibid. » Ibid.

3F
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iug her hateful visage. Not only the

great chieftains who had led the Mal-
content Walloon party, with the fickle

Aerschot and the wavering Havr^ be-

sides, had made their separate recon-

ciliation with Parma, but the epidemic
treason had mastered such bold parti-
sans as the Seigneur de Bours, the man
whose services in rescuing the citadel

of Antwerp had been so courageous
and valuable. lie was governor of

Mechlin
; Count Renneberg was gover-

nor of Friesland. Both were trusted

implicitly by Orange and by the estates ;

both were on the eve of repaying the
confidence reposed in them by the
most venal treason.

It was already known that Parma
had tampered with De Bours; but

Renneberg was still unsuspected.
"The Prince," wrote Count John, "is
deserted by all the noblemen, save the
Btadholder of Friesland and myself,
and has no man else in whom he can

repose confidence."^ The brothers
were doomed to be rudely awakened
from the repose with regard to Renne-

berg, but previously the treason of a

less important functionary was to cause
a considerable but less lasting injury
to the national party.

In Mechlin was a Carmelite friar, of

audacious character and great elo-

quence ;
a man who,

" with his sweet,

poisonous tongue, could ever persuade
the people to do his bidding."

^ This

dangerous monk, Peter Lupus, or Peter

Wolf, by name, had formed the design
of restoring Mechlin to the Prince of

Parma, and of obtaining the bishopric
of Namur as the reward of his services.

To this end he had obtained a complete
mastery over the intellect of the bold
but unprincipled De Bours. A corres-

pondence was immediately opened be-

tween Parma and the governor, and

troops were secretly admitted into the

city. The Prince of Orange, in the

name of the Archduke and the estates,
in vain endeavoured to recall the infa-

tuated governor to do his duty. In

1 Archives de la Maison d'Orange, vii. 80,

87; letter of July 31, 1579.
* "En konde met siju soete fenijnige

tonge het volk luiden en bewegen daer by
toe wildo."—Bor, xiii. 80.
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vain he conjured him, by letter after

letter, to be true to his own bright
fame so nobly earned. An old friend
of De Bours, and like himself a Ca-

tholic, was also employed to remons-
trate with him. This gentleman, Do
Fromont by' name, wrote him many
letters

;

' but De Bours expressed his

surprise that Fromont, whom he had
always considered a good Cathohc and
a virtuous gentleman, should wish
to force him into a connexion with
the Prince of Orange and his heretic

supporters. He protested that his
mind was quite made up, and that he
had been guaranteed by Parma not

only the post which he now held, but
even still farther advancement.'*
De Fromont reminded him, in reply,

of the frequent revolutions of fortune's

wheel, and warned him that the ad-
vancement of which he boasted would
probably be an entu-e degradation.
He bitterly recalled to the remem-
brance of the new zealot for Romanism
his former earnest efforts to establish

Calvinism. He reproached him, too,
with having melted up the silver im-

ages of the Slechlin churches, iacluding
even the renowned shrine of Saint

Rombout, which the Prince of Orange
had always respected.

"
I don't say

how much you took of that plimder
for your own share," continued the in-

dignant De Fromont, "for the very
children cry it in your ears as you walk
the streets. 'Tis known that if God him-
self had been changed into gold you
would have put him in your pocket."

'

This was plain language, but as just
as it was plain. The famous shrine
of Saint Rombout—valued at seventy
thousand guldens, of silver gilt, and
enriched with precious stones—had
been held sacred alike by the fanatical

iconoclasts and the greedy Spaniards
who had successively held the city.
It had now been melted up, and ap-

propriated by Peter Lupus, the Car-

melite, and De Bours, the Catholic

convert, whose mouths were full of

» Bor, xiii. 80-83. Hoofd, xv. 636, 637.
* Letter of Pontus do Noyelles, Seigneur

do Bours, apud Bor, xiii. 83.
* Letter of J. v. Bourgoigno, S». de Fnt-

mont, apud Bor, 2, xii. 83.
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devotion to the ancient Churcli and
cf horror for heresy.^
The efforts of Orange and of the

Btatep were unavailing. De Bours

surrendered the city, and fled to

Parma, who received iiim with cor-

diality, gave him five thousand florins

-—the price promised for his treason,

besides a regiment of infantry
—but

expressed surprise that he should have

reached the camp alive.* His subse-

quent career was shoi-t, and he met
his death two years afterwards, in the

trenches before Tournay.-* The ar-

chiepiscopal city was thus transferred

to the royal party, but the gallant Van
der Tympel, governor of Brussels, re-

took it by surprise within six months
of its acquisition by Parma, and once

more restored it to the jiu"isdiction of

the states. Peter Lupus, the Carme-

lite, armed to the teeth, and fighting

fiercely at the head of the royalists,
was slain in the street, and thus for-

feited his chance for the mitre of

Kamur.*

During the weary progress of the

Cologne negotiations, the Prince had
not been idle, and should this august
and slow-moving congress be unsuccess-

ful in restoring peace, the provinces
were pledged to an act of abjuration.

They would then be entirely without a
head. The idea of a nominal Republic
was broached by none. The contest had
not been one of theory, but of facts

;

for the war had not been for revolu-

tion, but for conservation, so far as

political rights were concerned. In

religion, the provinces had advanced
from one step to another, tUl they
now claimed the largest hberty

—free-

dom of conscience—for alL Rehgion,
they held, was God's affair, not man's,
in which neither people nor king had

power over each other, but in which

1 Meteren, 1. 172. Bor, ubi sup. Hoofd,
XV. 636.

2 Bor (xiii. 84) states that he was treated
ith great contempt by Parma, and de-

;
rived of his posts. In this the faithful old

chronicler ts mistaken
; as it appears from

the manuscript letters of the Prince that he
received the traitor with many caresses and
with much greater respect than he deserved.

Reports to the contrary were very current ;

however, in consequence of the Seigneur de
RoMignol having been appointed by Parma

both were subject to God alone. In

politics it was different. Hereditary

sovereignty was acknowledged as a

fact, but at the same time, the spirit

of freedom was already learning its

appropriate language. It already
claimed boldly the natiu^ right of

mankind to be governed according to

the laws of reason and of Divine jus-
tice. If a prince were a shepherd, it

was at least lawful to deprive him of

his crook when he butchered the flock

which he had been appointed to pro-
tect.

" What reason is there," said the

states-general,
"
why the provinces

should suffer themselves to be con-

tinually oppressed by their sovereign,
with robbings, burnings, stranglings,
and murderings ?

'
Why, being thua

oppressed, should they stiU give their

sovereign
—

exactly as if he xcere well

conducting himgelf'^
—the honour and

title of lord of the land?" On the

other hand, if hereditary rule were an
established fact, so also were ancient

charters. To maintain, not to over-

throw, the poUtical compact, was tha

purpose of the states.
" Je maintien-

drai" was the motto of Orange's es-

cutcheon. That a compact existed

between prince and people, and that

the sovereign held office only on con-

dition of doing his duty, were startling
truths which men were beginning, not
to whisper to each other in secret, but
to proclaim in the market-place.

"
'Tis

well known to all," said the famous
Declaration of Independence, two

years afterwards,
" that if a prince is

appointed by God over the land, 'tis

to protect them from harm, even as a

shepherd to the guardianship of his

flock. The subjects are not appointed
by God for the behoof of the prince,
but the prince for his subjects, with-

govemor of Mechlin in place of De B. .iirs.—

Letter of Prince of Parma to Slansfeld, Rec.
Prov. Wall. iv. f. 324-32S, MS., Royal Ar-
chives, Brussels.

> Bor, XV. 288. *
Ibid., xiv. 175.

' " Wat redeu is dat de Landen altijd
sollen van hunnen Heere getraivalleert, b<&-

dorven en met roven, branden, worgen en
moorden continuelijk overvallen en ver-

krachtworden,"etc., etc.—Address of States-
general, July 1579, Bor. xiii. 93i>.

• "
Gelijk ala ob hij wel dede^" etc.—IbicL
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out whom he is no prince. Should he
violate the laws, he is to be forsaken

Dy his meanest subject, and to be re-

cognised no longer as prince."
^

William of Orange always recog-
nised these truths, but his scheme of

government contemplated a perma-
nent chief, and as it was becoming
obvious that the Spanish sovereign
would soon be abjured, it was neces-

sary to fix upon a substitute. "As to

governing these provinces in the form
of a republic," said he, speaking for

the states-general, "those who know
the condition, privileges, and ordinances
of the country, can easily understand
that 'tis hardly possible to dispense
with a head or superintendent."'' At
the same time, he plainly intimated
that this " head or superintendent" was
to be, not a monarch—a one-ruler—
but merely the hereditary chief magis-
trate of a free commonwealth.
Where was this hereditary chief

magistrate to be found? His own
claims he absolutely withdrew. The
office was within his grasp, and he

might easily have constituted himself

sovereign of all the Netherlands.'

Perhaps it would have been better at

that time had he advanced his claims,
and accepted the sovereignty which

Philip had forfeited. As he did not
believe in the possibility of a republic,
he might honestly have taken into his

own hands the sceptre which he cort-

sidered indispensable. His self-abne-

gation was, however, absolute. Not

only did he decline sovereignty, but
he repeatedly avowed his readiness to

lay down all the offices which he held,
if a more useful substitute could be
found. " Let no man think," said he,
in a remarkable speech to the states-

general,
" that my good-will is in any

degree changed or diminished. I

agree to obey—as the least of the

lords or gentlemen of the land could

do—whatever person it may please

you to select. You have but to com-

> Bnr, XV. 277.
2

Ibid., xiii. 93.
» " U nog moet erkeiid worden dat er ge-

legenbeiden warcn in welke zijnu vcr kie-

»!n<7« met eene gtooU meer de rkeid doorgegaan
tOude zija

—eu nuckicn zander tegensj^rack.

[1579.
mand my ser^'ices wheresoever they
are most wanted

;
to guard a province

or a single city, or in any capacity ia

which I may be found most useful. I

promise to do my duty, with all my
strength and skill, as God and my con-

science are witnesses that I have done
it hitherto."'*

The negotiations pointed to a speedy
abjuration of Philip ; the Republic
was contemplated by none

;
the Prince

of Orange absolutely refused to stretch
forth his own hand

;
—who, then, waa

to receive the sceptre which was so
soon to be bestowed? A German
prince had been tried—in a somewhat
abnormal position

—but had certainly
manifested small capacity for aiding
the provinces. Nothing could well ba
more insignificant than the figure of
Matthias ; and, njoreover, his imperial
brother was anything but favourably
disposed. It was necessary to manage
Rudolph. To treat the Archduke
with indignity, now that he had been

partly established in the Netherlands,
would be to incur the Emperor's en-

mity. His friendship, however, could

hardly be secured by any advance-
ment bestowed upon his brother;
for Rudolph's services against prero-

gative and the Pope were in no case

to be expected. Nor was there much
hope from the Protestant princes of

Germany. The day had passed for

generous sympathy with those engaged
in the great struggle which Martin
Luther had commenced. The present

generation of German Protestants were
more inclined to put down the Calvin-

istic schism at home than to save it

from oppression abroad. Men were
more disposed to wrangle over the

thrice-gnawed bones of ecclesiastical

casuistry, than to assist their brethren
in the field.

"
I know not," said Gaul-

therus,
" whether the calamity of the

Netherlands, or the more than bestial

stupidity of the Germans, be most

deplorable. To the insane contests on

indien hij deze cerzucht gchad had. Echter
verneemt men niet dat noch hij noch zijno

a.an1iangeliugeu d;«irtoe immer bet voor3t«l

gewaagd hebbeii," etc.—Van der Vynckt, iii.

72, sqq.
* Bor, xlv. 113. Speech of Nov. 26, 1679.
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theological abstractious we owe it that

many are ready to breathe blood and

slaughter agairst their own brethren.

The hatred of the Lutherans has

reached that point that they can

rather tolerate Papists than our-

selves." ^

In England, there was much sym-
pathy for the provinces, and there—
although the form of government was
Btill arbitrary

—the instincts for civil

and religious freedom, which have ever

characterised the Anglo-Saxon race,

were not to be repressed. Upon many
a battle-field for liberty in the Nether-

lands,
" men whose limbs were made

in England" were found contending
for the right. The blood and treasure

of Englishmen flowed freely in the

cause of their relatives by religion and

race, but these were the efforts of

individuals. Hitherto but little as-

sistance had been rendered by the

English Queen, who had, on the con-

trary, almost distracted the provinces

by her fast-and-loose policy, both to-

wards them and towards Anjou. The

political rivalry between that Irince

and herself in the Netherlands had,
however, now given place to the me-
morable love-passage from which im-

portant results were expected, and it

was thought certain that Elizabeth

would view with satisfaction any dig-

nity conferred upon her lover.'

Orange had a right to form this

opinion. At the same time, it is well

known that the chief councillors of

Elizabeth—^while they were all in

favour of assisting the provinces
—

looked with anything but satisfaction

upon the Anjou marriage. "The
Duke," ^v^ote Davidson to Walsing-
ham (in July 1579), "seeks, forsooth,
vmder a pretext of marriage with her

Highness, the rather to espouse the

Low Countries—the chief ground and

object of his pretended love, howsoever
it be disguised." The envoy believed

both Elizabeth and the provinces in

Hollund aiui Zealand. 821

^ Groen t. Prinst., Archives, etc., vii 7.

Hubert Languet, ti-o, lamented the coWness
of Gennany towards her brethren in blc>od
«nd creed. " Gemiauia suo more," he writes
to S.r Philip Sydney, "est otiosa spectatrix
tra^rediaruai, <iu» apud vicinas ipai g«it«3

danger of taking unto themselves a

very bad master. "
Is there any

means," he added, "so apt to soimd
the very bottom of our estate, and to

hinder and breake the neck of all such

good purpose as the necessity of the

tyme shall set abroch ?
" ^

The provinces of Holland and Zea-

land, notwithstanding the love they
bore to William of Orange, could never
be perstiaded by his arguments into

favouring Anjou. Indeed, it was
rather on account of the love they
bore the Prince—whom they were
determined to have for their sovereign—that they refused to listen to any
persuasion in favour of his rival, al-

though coming from his own hps. The

states-general, in a report to the states

of Holland, drawn up under the super-
intendence of the Prince, brought
forward all the usual arguments for

accepting the French duke, in case

the abjuration shotJd take place.*

They urged the contract with Anjou
(of August 13th, 1578), the great ex-

penses he had already incurred in

their behalf
;
the danger of offending

him ; the possibUity that in such case

he wotild ally himself with Spain ;
the

prospect that, in consequence of such
a residt, there would be three enemies
in the field against them—the Wal-

loons, the Spaniards, and the French,
all whose forces would eventually bo
turned upon HoUand and Zealand
alone. It was represented that the

selection of Anjou would, on the other

hand, secure the friendship of Franco—an alliance which would inspire
both the Emperor and the Spanish
monarch with fear; for they could

not contemplate without jealousy a

possible incorporation of the provinces
with that kingdom. Moreover, the

geographical situation of France made
its friendship inexpressibly desirable.

The states of Holland and Zealand

were, therefore, earnestly invited to

send deputies to an assembly of the

aguntur et ex alienis incommodid sua com-
moda capit.''

—Ep. 71, p. 254.
* Letter of Orange to the " Nearer-aoited

states," apud Bor, 3. xiv. 132
* Archives do la Maison d'Orange, etc.. !.

64^, sqq.
*
B^i/ort ia Jk>r, joiL ej-W-
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Etcates-general, in order to conclude
measures touching the declaration of

independence to he made against the

King, and concerning the election of

the Duke of Anjou.-"
The official communications by

Bpeoch or writing of Orange to the
different corporations and assemblies,
were at this period of enormous ex-

tent. He was moved to frequent
anger by the parsimony, the inter-pro-
vincial jealousy, the dull perception of

the different estates, and he often ex-

pressed his wrath in unequivocal lan-

guage. He dealt roundly with all

public bodies. His eloquence was dis-

tinguished by a bold, rmcompromising,
truth-telling spirit, whether the words

might prove palatable or bitter to his

audience. Hia language rebuked his

hearers more frequently than it ca-

ressed them
;
for he felt it impossible, at

all times, to consult both the humours
and the liigh interests of the people,
and he had no hesitation, as guardian
of popular liberty, in denouncing the

popular vices by which it was en-

dangered."

By both great parties, he com-

plained, his shortcomings were all

noted, the good which he had accom-

plished passed over in silence.-* He
solemnly protested that he desired,
out of his whole heart, the advance-
ment of that religion which he publicly

professed, and with God's blessing,

hoped to profess to the end of his life ;*

but nevertheless, he reminded the
states that he had svvorn, upon taking

1 Bor, xiii. 05».

* " Artes ad regendam plebem," s.ays one
who knew him well,

" iu eo omnes ; quam
licet prsefracti obstinati animi, tandem ad
obsequium flexit : nunc blanda aspera nunc
ac violenta oratione, cujxisf-nquentior Mi usus,

guam lenociniorum. Libertatis atque auto-
ritatis sane adsiduus custos, lit libere plebi
Buaolsicere vitia posset."

—Ev. Rcidan, Ann.
Belg., ii. 69.

8 l-iottcr to the States-general, August
1679, apud Bor, xiv. 97, sqq. This was the

opinion frequently expressed by Languet :

"Cherish the fiiendship of tlie Prince, I

beseech you," he writes to Sir Philip Syd-
ney, "for there is no man like him in all

Chri.-toudom. Nevei'thelcss, his is the lot

of all 1 icn of prudence—to be censured by
all p.i. tio8 Xho pcofile coinjilain that lie
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office as Lieutenant-General, to keep"

all the subjects of the land equally
imder his pi-otection," and that he had

kept his oath. He rebuked the parsi-

mony which placed the accepted chief

of the provinces in a sordid and con-

temptible position. "The Archduke
has been compelled," said he, in August
to the states-general, "to break up
housekeeping, for want of means.
How shameful and disreputable for

the country, if he should be compelled,
for very poverty, to leave the land !"

He offered to lay down all the power
with which he had himself been

clothed, but insisted, if he were to con-

tinue in office, upon being provided
with larger means of being useful.

"'Twas impossible," he said, "for him
to serve longer on the same footing as

heretofore; finding himself without

power or authority, without means,
without troops, without money, with-

out obedience." * He reminded the

states-general that the enemy—imdei

pretext of peace negotiations
—were

ever circulating calumnious statement."

to the effect that he waa personally the

only obstacle to peace. The real object
of these hopeless conferences was to

sow dissension through the land, to

set burgher against burgher, house

against house. As in Italy, Guelphs
and Ghibellines—as in Florence, the
Neri and Bianchi—as in Holland, the

Hooks and Cabbcljaws had, by their

imfortunate quarrels, armed fellow-

countrymen and families against each
other—so also, nothing was so power-

despises them ; the nobility declare that
it is their order which he hates ; and this is

as sensible as if you were to tell me that

you were the son of a clown : (quasi v. dice-
bat mihi, ego sim patre rustico natus)

"—
Ep.

ad Sydii., ep. 76, p. 270.
"
Egonon possum

satis admirari Auriaci prudentiam ot sequ-
aniinitatem," he continues,

" in tanta lugo-
tiorum mole sustincnda ct ferendis tot in-

juriis. Obsecro respice ejus viitutem et no
doteiTcat a colenda cum co amicitia ejus
fortuna, quie tandem etiam forte magis
lacta fulgebit."

—Ibid.
* " hoewcl dat wy nict en willen ont-

kennen dat wy niet uit ganscher herten en
souden begeert hebbou de vordcringe van
der Keligie van do welke wy God lof open-
baro professie doen eu verhopcn 't felve to
doen tot den oindo (user leover.f'," etc.—«

Ijcttcr to the States-geuciul, ubi sup.
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fill as religioua difference to set friend

against friend, father against son, hus-

band against wife.^

He warned the states against the

peace proposi tions of the enemy. Spain
had no intention to concede, but was
resolved to extirpate. For himself, he
had certainly everything to lose by
continued war. His magnificent estates

were withheld, and—added he with

simplicity—there is no man who does

not desire to enjoy his own.' The
liberation of his son, too, from his

foreign captivity, was, after the glory
of God and the welfare of the father-

land, the dearest object of his heart.

Moreover, he was himself approaching
the decline of life. Twelve years he
had spent in perpetual anxiety and
labour for the cause. As he ap-

proached old age, he had sufficient

reason to desire repose. Nevertheless,

considering the great multitude of

people who were leaning upon him, he
ehould account himself disgraced if,

for the sake of his own private advan-

tage, he were to recommend a peace
which was not perfectly secure. As
regarded his own personal interests,
he could easily place himself beyond
danger

—
yet it would be otherwise

with the people. The existence of the

religion which through the mercy of

God he professed, would be saciificed,
and countless multitudes of innocent
men would, by his act, be thrown

bodily into the hands of the blood-

tiiirsty inquisitors who, in times past,
had murdered so many persons, and
60 utterly desolated the land. In

regard to the ceaseless insinuations

against his character which men ut-

tered "over their tables and in the

streets," he observed philosophically,
that "mankind were naturally in-

clined to calumny, particularly against
those who exercised government over
them. His life was the best answer
to those slanders. Being overwhelmed

^ Letter to the States-general, Sept. 18,

1579, Bor, 2, xiv. 131, sqq.
' " Daer is niemand hj soude wel begeren

let sijne te gebruiken."— Letter to the
'^tates-general.

s "Om alsulke goeue vorderlijke condi-
';;'n aen ta ncmen aU de zclvo z\jn gepre-
fcntecrt eu aeugeboden even verre hy daer

of Orange. 823

with debt, he should doubtless do
better in a personal point of view to

j
accept the eaxellent and profitable offei-a

which were daily made to him by the

1 enemy."
^ He might be justified in

' such a couree, when it was remembered
how many had deserted him and for-

sworn their religion. Nevertheless,
: he had ever refused, and should ever

refuse, to listen to offers by which only

j

his own personal interests were se-

cured. As to the defence of the coim-

i
try, he had thus far done all in hia

power, with the small resources placed
at his command. He was urged by
the "nearer-united states" to retain

the post of Lieutenant-GeneraL He
was ready to consent. He was, how-

ever, not willing to hold office a mo-

i;ient, unless he had power to compel
cities to accept garrisons, to enforce

the collection of needful supplies

throughout the provinces, and in

general to do everything which he

judged necessary for the best inter-

ests of the coimtry.'*
Three councils were now estab-

lished—one to be in attendance upon
the Archduke and the Prince of

Orange, the- two others to reside re-

spectively in Flanders and in Utrecht^

They were to be appointed by Matthias
and the Prince, upon a double nomi-
nation from the estates of the imited

provinces. Their decisions were to be
made according to a majority of votes,
and there was to be no secret cabinet
behind and above their deUberations.'

It was long, however, before these
councils were put into working order.

The fatal jealousy of the provincial
authorities, the small ambition of local

magistrates, interposed daily obstacles
to the vigorous march of the gene-
rality.® Never was jealousy more mis-

chievous, never circumspection more
misapplied. It was not a land nor a
crisis m which there was peril of cen-
tralisation. Local municipal govern

oa hadde wiUen luisteren en gedurendo
desen vredeuhaudel tot eenig porticulier
accord verstaen."—Ibid.

• Letter to the States-general, Sept. 13,
1579. Bor, 2, xiv. 131, sqq.

* Bor, xiv. 135. Arciiives de la M.
d'Orange, vii. 107.

« Archivess etc., vii M,
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nient was iu tmth the only force left.

There was no possibility of its being
merged in a central authority which
did not exist. The country was with-
out a centre. There was small chance
of apoplexy where there was no head.
The danger Liy in the mutual repul-
eiveness of these atoms of sovereignty—in the centrifugal tendencies which
were fast resolving a nebulous com-
monwealth into chaos. Disunion and
dissension would soon bring about
a more fatal centralisation— that of

absorption iu a distant despotism.
At the end of November 1579,

Orange made another remarkable

speech in the states-general at Ant-

werp.i He handled the usual topics
with his customary vigour, and with
that grace and warmth of delivery
which always made his eloquence so

persuasive and impressive.^ He spoke
of the countless calumnies against
himself, the chafiFering niggardliness of

the provinces, the slender result pro-
duced by his repeated warnings. He
told them bluntly the great cause of

all their troubles. It was the absence
of a broad patriotism; it was the
narrow power grudged rather than

given to the deputies who sat in the

general assembly. They were mere

envoys, tied by instructions. They
were powerless to act, except after

tedious reference to the will of their

masters, the provincial boards. The
deputies of the Union came thither,
he said, as advocates of their provinces
or their cities, not as councillors of a
commonwealth—and sought to further

those narrow interests, even at the
risk of destruction to their sister states.

The contributions, he complained, were
assessed unequally, and expended self-

i8hl}\ Upon this occasion, as upon all

occasions, he again challenged inquiry
into the purity of his goverament, de-

1 In lior, xiv. 141-143.
~

- "Avoc un accent propre," says one of
his most bitter oncmios, "ct action con-
Tenable, en quoi le Prince d'Oraiigos c\-
celloit—donnant 3, rassembl(?u si grande im-

pression et persuasion qu'il rcmporta le

frniot qu'il desiroit," etc.—Rcnom de Franco,
WS., t. iv. c. xi.

« Bor, xiv. 150-151.

Bor, xiv. l53-i;'5. The estimated ex-

penses of the states' army for the year 15B0,
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manded cha.stisement, if any act of
mal-administration on his part could
be found, and repeated his anxious
desire either to be relieved from hia

functions, or to be furnished with the
means of discharging them with effi-

ciency.
On the 12th of December 1579, he

again made a powerful speech in the

states-general.^ Upon the 9th of Jan-

uary 1580, following, he made an ela-

borate address upon the state of the

country, urging the necessity of raising

instantly a considerable army of good
and experienced soldiers. He fixed
the indispensable number of such a
force at twelve thousand foot, four
thousand horse, and at leact twelve
hundred pioneers. ""Weigh well the

matters," said he, in conclusion, "which
I have thus urged, and which are of

the most extreme necessity. Men in
their utmost need are daily coming to

me for refuge, as if I held power over

all things in my hand." At the same
time he complained that by reason of

the dilatoriness of the states, he was-

prevented from alleviating misery when
he knew the remedy to be within reach.
"

I beg you, however, my masters," he

continued, "to believe that this address
of mine is no simple discourse. 'Tis a

faithful presentment of matters which,
if not reformed, will cause the speedy
and absolute ruin of the laud. What-
ever betide, however, I pray you to

hold yourselves assured, that with
God's help, I am determined to live

with you or to die with you."'*

Early in the year 1580, the Prince
was doomed to a bitter disappointment,
and the provinces to a severe loss, in

the treason of Count llenneberg, go-
vernor of Friesland. This young noble
was of the great Lalain family. He
was a younger brother of Anthony,
Count of Hoo'Tstraaten—the unwaver.

to be assessed upon aU the provinces, was,
per month, 518,000 florins. This provided
I'or 225 infantry companies, amountinij to

32,102 men, at a monthly pay of 350,240
florins ; 3,750 cavalry at 80,590 florins

monthly w,%'cs, besides 1,200 GciTnan
reiters at 40,000 florins per month, with
other incidental cxpcnst-s. A captain re-

cci' ed 90 florins per month, a lieutenant

45, a 60n,'eant 12, a surgeon 13, etc, otc—<

Reuom de France, JIS., t. iv. c. a7.
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ing friend of Orange. He had been

brought up in the family of his cousin,
the Count de Lalain, governor of

Hainault, and had inherited the title

of Renneberg from an uncle, who was
a dignitary of the church.^ For more
tlian a year there had been suspicions
of his fideUty. He was supposed to

have been tampered with by the Duke
of Terranova, on the first aiTival of

that functionary in the Netherlands.*

Nevertheless, the Prince of Orange
was imwilling to listen to the whispers

against him. Being himself the mark
of calumny, and having a tender re-

membrance of the elder brother, he

persisted in reposing confidence in a

man who was in reality vmworthy of

his friendship. George Lalain, there-

fore, remained stadholder of Friesland

and Drenthe, and in possession of the

capital city, Groningen.
The rumours concerning him proved

correct. In November 1579, he en-

tered into a formal treaty with Terra-

nova, by which he was to receive—as

the price of "the virtuous resolution

which he contemplated"—the sum of

ten thousand crowns in hand, a further

Bum of ten thousand crowns within
three months, and a yearly pension of

ten thousand florins. Moreover, hia

barony ot Ville was to be erected into

a marquisate, and he was to receive

the order of the Golden Fleece at the

first vacancy. He was likewise to be
continued in the same offices imder
the King which he now held from the
estates.* TJie bill of sale, by which
he agreed with a certain Quislain le

Bailly to transfer himself to Spain,
fixed these terms with the technical

scrupulousness of any other mercantile

1 Bor, XV. 276.
* B.-T, xiv. 1(52, sqq. Meteren, x. 168.

Hoofd, xtL 6S1.
' ReoDcciliation de Groningen et du Comte
Renneberg, MS., I. f. 59, 69, 75. Under

;s euphemism, by way of title, the orifnn.ol
--.reemonts of Renneberg, together with a

large mass of correspon'lence relative to his
famous treason, ai^e arranged in the royal
archives at Brussels, in two folio vols, of
MS.—Compare Byvoegsel Auth Stukk. tot
P. Bor, ii. 3. 4. The terms of the largain
thus coldly set forth, are worthy attention,
as shewing the perfectly mercantile maimer
la which these great nobles sold themselves.
Aa honest attachment, such as wafc maai-

82-3

transaction. Renneberg scld himself

as one would sell a yoke of oxen, and
his motives were no whit nobler than
the cynical contract would indicate.

"See you not," said he in a private
letter to a friend, "that this whole
work is brewed by the Nassaus for the
sake of their own greatness, and that

they are everywhere provided with the

very best crumbs? They are to be
stadholders of the principal provinces ;

we are to content ourselves with Over-

yssel and Drente. Therefore I have

thought it best to make my peace with
the King, from whom more benefits

are to be got."
*

Jealousy and selfishnees, then, were
the motives of his "virtuous resolu-

tion." He had another, perhaps a

nobler incentive. He was in love

with the Countess Meghen, widow of

Lancelot Berlaymont, and it was pri-

vately stipulated that the influence of

his Majesty's government should be

employed to bring about his marriage
with the lady. The treaty, however,
which Renneberg had made \vith

Quislain le Bailly was not immediately
carried out. Early in February 1530,
his sister and evU genius, Cornelia

Lalain, wife of Baron Monceau, made
him a visit at Groningen. She im-

plored him not to give over his soul to

perdition by oppressing the Holy
Church. She also appealed to his

family pride, which should keep him,
she said, from the contamination of

companionship with "base-bom wea-
vers and furriers." She was of

opinion that to contaminate his high-
bom fingers with base bribes were a
lower degradation. The pension, the
crowns in hand, the marquisate, the

fested by cavaliers like Ber'ayniont and his
fbur brave sons, to the royai and Catholic
cause, can be respected, even while w«
regret that so much bravery should have
been expended in support of so infamous a
tyranny. But while their fanaticism can be
forgiven, no language is strong enough to

stigmatise the men who deserted the cause
of liberty .-uid conscience for hire. It must
be remembered that Renneberg was much
more virtuous than a large number of hia

distinguished compeei-s, many of whom
were transferred so often from one side U>
the other, that they at last lost a]l con-
vertible value.

* liluit. HolL Staatsrcg., i 176, note S,
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collar of the Golden Fleece, were all

held before his eyes again. He was

persuaded, moreover, that the fair

hand of the wealthy widow would be
the crowning prize of his treason, but
in this he was destined to disappoint-
ment. The Countess was reserved for

a more brilliant and a more bitter fate.

She was to espouse a man of higher
rank, but more worthless character,
also a traitor to tlie cause of freedom,
to which she was herself devoted, and
who was even accused of attempting
her life in her old age, in order to

supply her place with a younger rivah^

The artful eloquence of Cornelia de
Lalain did its work, and Renneberg
entered into correspondence with
I'arma. It is singular with how
much indulgence his conduct and
character were regai-ded both before
and subsequently to his treason.

There was something attractive about
the man. In an age when many
German and Netherland nobles were

given to drunkenness and debauchery,
and were distinguished rather for

coarseness of manner and brutality of

intellect ^ than for refinement or learn-

ing, Count Renneberg, on the con-

trary, was an elegant and accomplished
gentleman—the Sydney of his country
in all but loyalty of character. He
was a classical scholar, a votary of

music and poetry, a graceful trouba-

dour, and a valiant knight.'* He was
"sweet and lovely of conversation,"^

generous and bountiful by nature.

With so many good gifts, it was a

thousand pities that the gift of truth

had been denied him. Never did

treason look more amiable, but it was
treason of the blackest die. He was

treacherous, in the hour of her utmost

need, to the country which had trusted

him. He was treacherous to the great
man who had leaned upon his truth,

1 Mcteren, x. 168. Bor, xiv. ICl, and
Iloofd, xviii. 423.

* See the letters of Count John of Nassau
and of the Landgrave William, in Archives,
etc., vols. vi. and vii., passim.

8 Hoofd, Xviii. V73.

* " Soet en lieflijk van convereatie."—Bor,
xvi. 276«.

» "Jo mo £ui8 trouTP," wrote the Prince
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when all others had abandoned him.^
He was treacherous from the most
sordid of motives—jealousy of his
friend and love of place and pelf; but
his subsequent remorse and his early
death have cast a veil over the black-
ness of his crime.

While Cornelia de Lalain was in

Gronmgen, Orange was in Holland.

Intercepted letters left no doubt of

the plot, and it was agreed that the

Prince, then on his way to Amsterdam,
should summon the Count to an inter-

view. Renneberg's trouble at the

proximity of Orange could not be sup-
pressed.^ He felt that he could never
look his friend in the face again. His

plans were not ripe ;
it was desirable

to dissemble for a season longer; but
how could he meet that tranquil eye
which "looked quite through the deeds
of men ?

"
It was obvious to Renne-

berg that Ms deed was to be dona

forthwith, if he would escape discom-
fiture. The Prince would soon be in

Groningen, and his presence would
dispel the plots which had been secretly
constructed.

On the evening of March the 3d,

1580, the Count entertained a large
number of the most distinguished
families of the place at a ball and

banquet. At the supper-table, HQde-
brand, chief burgomaster of the city,

bluntly interrogated his host concern-

ing the calumnious reports which were
in circulation, expressing the hope that
there was no truth m these inventions
of his enemies. Thus summoned, Ren-

neberg, seizing the hands of Hildebrand
in both his own, exclaimed,

"
Oh, my

father 1 you whom I esteem as my
father, can you suspect me of such

guilt ? I pi-ay you, trust me, and fear

me not !

" ^

With this he restored the burgo-
master and all the other guests to con-

in March 1580, to Lazarus Schwcndi, "et
trouve encore Jl present ahandonn^ non seule-
nicnt de sccours et assistance, mais mesma
de communication et de conscil, en la plus
grando difiBculte du temps et danp:er(.usc«
occurrences qui me tombcnt sur lea bras."—
Archives, vii. 231.

« Bor, xiv. 107.
'
Bor, 1C7. M«tcren, x. 1C9. Hoofd, xvl

est
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fidence. The feast and dance pro-

ceeded, while Eenneberg was quietly

arranging his plot. During the night
all the leading patriots were taken out

of their beds, and carried to prison,
notice being at the same time given to

the secret adherents of Renneberg.
Before dawn, a numerous mob of boat-

men and vagrants, v.-ell armed, ap-

peared upon the public square. They
bore torches and standards, and amazed
the quiet little city with their shouts.

The place was formally taken into pos-

session, cannon were planted in front

of the Town House to command the

principal streets, and barricades erected

at various important points. Just at

daylight, Renneberg himself, in com-

plete armour, rode into the square,
and it was observed that he looked

ghastly as a corpse.^ He was followed

by thirty troopers, armed like himself,
from head to foot. "Stand by me
now," he cried to the assembled throng;
"
fail me not at this moment, for now

I am for the first time your stadholder."

WhUe he was speaking, a few citizens

of the highest class forced their way
through the throng and addressed the
mob in tones of authority. They
were evidently magisterial persons en-

deavouring to quell the riot. As they
advanced, one of Renneberg's men-at-

arms discharged his carabine at the

827

foremost gentleman, who was no other

than burgomaster Hildebraud. Ha
fell dead at the feet of the stadholder—of the man who Lad clasped his

hands a few hours before, called him

father, and implored him to entertaiu

no suspicions of his honour. The
death of this distingvushed gentleman
created a panic, during which Renne-

berg addressed his adherents, and
stimulated them to atone by their

future zeal- in the King's service for

their former delinquency. A few days
afterwards the city was formally re-

united to the royal government, but
the Count's measures had been precipi-
tated to such an extent, that he was
unable to carry the province with him,
as he had hoped. On the contrarj-,

although he had secured the city, he
had secured nothing else. He was im-

mediately beleaguered by the states'

force in the province under the com-
mand of Barthold Entes, Hohenlo, and

PhUip Louis Nassau, and it was neces-

sary to send for immediate assistance

from Parmx'
The Prince of Orange, being thu3

bitterly disappointed by the treachery
of his friend, and foiled in his at-

tempt to avert the immediate conse-

quences, continued his interrupted

journey to Amsterdam. Here he was
received with unbounded enthusiasm.'

CHAPTER IV.

Captivity of La None—Cruel propositions of Philip— Siege of Groningcn—Death of Bar-
tnold Elites—His character— Ilohenlo cummauds in the north—His incompetence-—
He is defeated on Hardenberg Heath—Petty operations—Isolation of Orangfe—Dis&itis-
faction and departure of Count John—Remo^i^trance of Archduke Matthias—Embassy
to Anjou—Holland and Zealand oflFer the sovereignty to Orange—Conquest of Portugal^
Granvelle proposes the Ban against the Prince—It is'published—The document analysed—The Apology of Orange analysed and characterised—Siege of Steenwyk by Renneberj—Forgeries—Siege relieved—Death of Renneberg—Institution of the "Land-Council"—Ducliesa of Parma sent to the Netherlands—Anger of Alexander—Prohibition of
Catholic worship in Antwerp, Utreeht, and elsewhere—Declaration of Independence by
the United Provinces— Negotiations with Anjou—The sovereignty of Holland and
Zealand provisionally accepted by Orange—Tripartition of the Netherlands—Power of
the Prince described—Act of Abjuration analysed—Philosophy of Netherland politics—
Views of the government compact—Acquiescence by the people in the action of tha
estates—Departure of Archduke Matthias.

• ^ Van 't hoott ten voete gewapent
"—Bor,

ubi Bup.
" In vollen hamas."—Hoofd, xvi.

682. " Hy sag anders niet dan eeu dood
mensch."—Bor, xiv. IGS*".

" Heel bestorven
om de kaaken."—Hoofd, ubi sup.

' MS. holographic Utter of Reunsbers to

Prince of Parma, March 3, 15S0. — Rec
Groning, et Renneberg, i. CO. Bor, Me-
teren, Hoofd.—Compare Apologie d'Orange,
p. 121. Groeu v. Prinst., Archives, vii. 243-
24S; Strada, 2, iii. 135, 136. Ev. Reidani,
ii. 30. 8 Bor. xiv. 170. Hoofd. xvi. 634,
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The war contluued in a languid and

desultory manner in different parts of

the country. At an action near Ingel-

munster, the brave and accomplished
De la Noue was made prisoner.^ This
was a severe loss to the states, a cruel

blow to Orange, for he was not only
one of the most experienced soldiers,
but one of the most accomplished
writers of his age. His pen was as

celebrated as his sword. ^ In exchange
for the illustrious Frenchman the states

in vain offered Count Egmont, who
had been made prisoner a few weeks

before, and De Selles, who was cap-
tured shortly afterwards. Parma an-

swered, contemptuously, that he would
not give a lion for two sheep.* Even

Champagny was offered in addition,
but without success. Parma had writ-

ten to Philip, immediately upon the

capture, that, were it not for Egmont,
Selles, and others, then in the power
of Orange, he should order the execu-

tion of La Noue. Under the circutn-

Btances, however, he had begged to be
informed as to his Majesty's pleasure,
and in the meantime had placed the

prisoner in the castle of Limburg,
under charge of De Billy.^ His Ma-

jesty, of course, never signified his plea-

sure, and the illustrious soldier re-

mained for five years in a loathsome

dungeon more befitting a condemned
malefactor than a prisoner of war. It

was in the donjon keep of the castle,

lighted only by an aperture in the roof,
and was therefore exposed to the rain

and all inclemencies of the sky, while

rats, toads, and other vermin housed
in the miry floor.* Here this dis-

tinguished personage, Francis with
the Iron Arm, whom all Frenchmen,
Catholic or Huguenot, admired for his
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genius, bravery, and purity of charac-

ter, passed five years of close confine-

ment. The government was most
anxious to take his life, but the cap-

tivity of Egmont and others prevented
the accomplishment of their wishes.

During tliis long period, the wife and
numerous friends of La Noue were
unwearied in their efforts to effect hia

ransom or exchange,'' but none of the

prisoners in the hands of the patriots
were considered a fair equivivlent.
The hideous proposition was even
made by Philip the Second to La
Noue, that he should receive hia

liberty if he would permit his eyes to

be put out, as a preliminary condition.

The fact is attested by several letters

written by La Noue to his wife. The

prisoner, wearied, shattered in health,
and sighing for air and liberty, was

disposed and even anxious to accept
the infamous offer, and discussed the

matter philosophically in his letters.

That lady, however, horror-struck at

the suggestion, implored him to reject
the condition, which he accordingly
consented to do. At last, in June

1585, he was exchanged, on extremely
rigorous terms, for Egmont. During
his captivity in this vile dungeon, he

composed not only his famous political
and military discourses, but several

other works, among the rest. Annota-
tions upon Plutarch and upon the

Histories of Guicciardini.^

The siege of Groningen proceeded,
and Parma ordered some forces under
Martin Schenck to advance to its relief.

On the other hand, the meagre states'

forces under Sonoy, Hohenlo, Entea,
and Count John of Nassau's young
son, William Louis, had not yet made
much impression upon the city.^ There

1 Bor, XV. 194, 195. Iloofd, xvi. 690.
2 "Che egli habbia saputo," gays Bciiti-

voglio. "cosi beu niaueggiaio la peuna como
laspada; e valcro in pace uou punto nieiio

die iu guerra."— Guerra di Fiaiidra, 2, i.

249.
» Ev. Tleidan., Ann. ii. 39.
* Strada, d. 2, iii. 155, 156. Parma is said

to have hinted to Philip tliat De iiilly would
willingly undertake the private assas.sination
of La Nouf.—Popeliniere, Hist, des Pays
Bas, 155C-1584.

* Moyse Amirault : La Vie de Frangois,
fieigueur da la NouS dit Bras de Fer (Loyde,
l«6i), pp. 1:67-277 « Amirault, 267-298.

' " Enfin on en vint jusques a ce degie d*

barbaric que dc luy fairc suggeier sous main,

que pour donner uno suffisante caution da
ne porter jamais lea armes contro le Roy
Catholicque, il falloit qu'il se laissiut crever

los yeux. A peine I'eusse-je creu si ju na
I'avois s(;uu quo par la lecture des histoires

et par le rapport d'un tiers. Mais 7 ou 8

letlres qu'il en a faitcs de sa propre main il

sa fomnio m'ont rendu la chose n indubitahU,

que sur sa foy jo la uonne icy pour telle."

— Amirault, pp. 280, 2S1-298. — Compare
Strada. 2, iii. 156.

« Bor, XV. 203-205. Iloofd, xvi. 691, sqtj.

Meterou, x. 169, 170.
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was little military skill to atone for

the feebleness of the assailing army,

although there was plenty of rude

valour. Barthold Entes, a man of des-

perate character, was impatient at the

dilatoriness of the proceedings. After

having been in disgrace with the states,

since the downfall of his friend and

patron, the Count De la Marck, he had

recently succeeded to a regiment in

place of Colonel Ysselstein,
" dismissed

for a homicide or two.''^ On the 17th
of May, he had been dining at Rolda,
in company with Hohenlo and the

yoimg Count of Nassau. Returning
to the trenches in a state of wild in-

toxication, he accosted a knot of supe-
rior officers, informing them that they
were but boys, and that he would shew
them how to carry the faubourg of

Groningen on the instant. He was
answered that the faubourg, being
walled and moated, could be taken

only by escalade or battery. Laughing
loudly, he rushed forward toward the

counterscarp, waving his sword, and

brandishing on his left arm the cover
of a butter firkin, which he had taken
instead of his buckler. He had ad-

vanced, however, but a step, when a
bullet from the faubourg pierced his

brain, and he fell dead without a
word.*

So perished one of the wild founders
of the Netherland commonwealth—
one of the little band of reckless

adventurers who had captured the
town of Brill in 1572, and thus laid

the foundation-stone of a great re-

jjubUc, which was to dictate its laws
to the empire of Charles the Fifth.

He was in some sort a type. His
character was emblematical of the
worst side of the liberating movement.
Desperate, lawless, ferocious—a robber
on land, a pirate by sea—he had
rendered great service in the cause
of his fatherland, and had done it

much disgrace. By the evil deeds of
men like himself, the fair face of

liberty had been profaned at its first

appearance. Bom of a respectable
> Hoofd. anrt, 691.

» Hoofd, ubi sup. Meteren, x. 170».—
Compare Bor, 3, xv. SO.'i,

» Meteren, x. 170».

family, he had been noted, when a

student in this very Groningen where
he had now found his grave, for the

youthful profligacy of his character.

After dissipating his partrimony, he
had taken to the sea, the legalised

piracy of the mortal struggle with

Spain offering a welcome refuge to

spendthrifts like himself. In common
with many a banished noble of ancient

birth and broken fortunes, the riotous

student became a successful corsair,
and it is probable that his prizes were
made as well among the friends as the
enemies of his country. He amassed
in a short time one hundred thoxisand

crowns—no contemptible fortune in

those days. He assisted La Marck in

the memorable attack upon Brill, but
behaved badly and took to flight when
Mondragon made his memorable expe-
dition to relieve Tergoes.* He had

subsequently been imprisoned with
La Marck for insubordination, and

during his confinement had dissipated
a large part of his fortune. In 1576,
after the violation of the Ghent treaty,
he had returned to his piratical pur-
suits, and having prospered again as

rapidly as he had done during his

former cruises, had been glad to

exchange the ocean for more honour-
able service on shore. The result was
the tragic yet almost ludicrous termi-
nation which we have narrated. He
left a handsome property, the result

of his various piracies, or, according to

the usual euphemism, prizes. He often

expressed regret at the number of
tniders whom he had cast into the

sea, complaining, in particidar, of one
victim whom he had thrown over-

board, who would never sink, but who
for years long ever floated in his wake,
and stared him in the face whenever
he looked over his vessel's side. A
gambler, a profligate, a pirate, he had

yet rendered service to the cause of

freedom, and his name—sullying the

purer and nobler ones of other founders
of the commonwealth—"

is enrolled in

the capitoL"
*

""
Ibid., X. 170. Bor, xv. 205. Hoofd,

xvi. 691. Archives de la Maison d'Orango
vii. 3"0. The namts of the band of adven-
turers who seized Brill are all carefully pre-
served in the old re«)rd3 of the Republic.
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Count Philip Hohenlo, upon vvliom

now ievolved the entire responsibility
of the Groningen siege and of the

P'riesland operations, was only a few

degi-ees superior to this northern cor-

6air. A noble of high degree, nearly
connected with the Nassau family,

sprung of the best blood in Germany,
handsome and dignified in appearance,
he was, in reality, only a debauchee
and a drunkard. Personal bravery was
his main qualification for a general ;

a

virtue which he shared with many of

his meanest soldiers. He had never

learned the art of war, nor had he the

least ambition to acquire it. Devoted
to his pleasures, he depraved those

under his command, and injured the

cause for which he was contending.^

Nothing but defeat and disgrace were

expected by the purer patriots from
Buch guidance.

" The benediction of

God," wrote Albada, "cannot be hoped
for under this chieftain, who by life

and manners is fitter to drive swine

than to govern pioua and honourable
men." ^

The event justified the prophecy.
After a few trifling operations before

Groningen, Hohenlo was summoned to

the neighbourhood of Coewerden, by
the reported arrival of Martin Schenck,
at the head of a considerable force.

On the 15th of June, the Count
marched all night and a part of the

following morning, in search of the

enemy. He came up with them upon
Hardenberg Heath, in a broiling sum-
mer forenoon. His men were jaded

by the forced march, overcome with

the heat, tormented with thirst, and

unable to prociire even a drop of water.

The royalists were fresh, so that the

result of the contest was easily to be

foreseen. Hohenlo 's army was anni-

hilated in an hour's time, the whole

population fled" out of Coewerden, the

siege of Groningen was raised, Renne-

1 Letter of Albada, Archives et Corrospon-
dance, vii. 370. Kv. Reidaui Ann. Belg., ii.

84.
2 "

qui porcis regendis vita et mori-

bu8 magis est idoneus quam bonis piisquo
defendendis."—Archives et Correspoudancc,
vii. 370.

» Bor. XT. 207. Meteren, x. 170, 171.

Poofd, xvi. 693, 694. Strada, 2. iv. 169-172.
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berg was set free to resume his opera-
tions on a larger scale, and the fate of

all the north-eastern proA'inces waa
once more swinging in the wind.'

The boors of Drenthe and Friesland
rose again. They had already must-
ered in the field at an earlier season of

the year, in considerable force. Call-

ing themselves "the desperates," and

bearing on their standard an eggshell
with the yolk running out,—to indicate

that having lost the meat they were

yet ready to fight for the shell—they
had swept through the open country,
pillaging and burning. Hohenlo had
defeated them in two encounters, slain

a large number of their forces, and re-

duced them for a time to tranquillity.*
His late overthrow once more set them
loose. Renneberg, always apt to be
over-elated in prosperity, as he was

unduly dejected in adversity, now as-

sumed all the airs of a conqueror. He
had hardly eight thousand men imder
his orders,* but his strength lay in the
weakness of his adversaries. A small
war now succeeded, with small gener-
als, small armies, small campaigns,
small sieges. For the time, the Prince
of Orange was even obliged to content
himself with such a general as Hohenlo.
As usual, he was almost alone,

" Donee
eris felix," said he, emphatically

—
"multoa ntimerabis amicos,

Tempom cum erunt nubila, nuUus erit ;
"•

and he was this summer doomed to a

still harder deprivation by the final

departure of his brother John from
the Netherlands.

The Count had been wearied out by
petty miseries.' His stadholderate of

Gelderland had overwhelmed him with

annoyance, for throughout the north-

eastern provinces there was neither

system nor subordination. The magis-
trates could exercise no authority over

an army which they did not pay, or a

people whom they did not protect.

« Bor, xiv. 177-178.

» Bor, XV. 221».

« Archives, vii. 231, Letter to Lazi\ru8

Schwendi.
' See the letters of Count Jolin in Ar-

chives, vol. vii. passim ; particularly letters

929, 930, 931, 932, 974, 1019, and the Memoir
on pages 610-530.
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There were endless quarrels between
the variouB boards of municipal and

provincial government
—

particularly

concerping contributions and expendi-
tures.* During this wrangling, the

country was exposed to the forces of

Parma, to the private efforts of the

Malcontents, to the unpaid soldiery of

the states, to the armed and rebellious

peasantry. Little beed was paid to

the admonitions of Count John, who
Was of a hotter temper than was the

tranquil Prince. The stadholder gave

way to fits of passion at the meanness
and the insolence to which he was

constantly exposed. He readily re-

cognised his infirmity, and confessed

himself unable to accommodate his

irascibility to the "humores" of the

inhabitants. There was oft«n suffi-

cient cause for his petulance. Never
had prsetor of a province a more penu-
rious civil list.

" The baker has given

notice," wrote Count John, in Xovem-

ber, "that he wiU supply no more
bread after to-morrow, miless he is

paid." The states would furnish no

money to pay the bill. It was no
bett«r with the butcher. " The cook
has often no meat to roast," said the

Count, in the same letter,
"
so that we

are often obliged to go supperless to

bed." His lodgings were a half-roofed,

half-finished, unfurnished barrack,
where the stadholder passed his win-

ter days and evenings in a small, dark,

, freezing-cold chamber, often without
fire-wood.* Such circumstances were

certainly not calculated to excite envy.
^Vhen in addition to such wretched

1 When the extraordinary generosity of
the Count himself, and the altogether unex-

ampled sacrifices of the Prince are taken in-

to account, it may well be supposed that
the patience of the brothers would be sorely
tried by the parsimony of the states. It

appears by a dociuneiit laid before the states-

'.leral in the \vinter of 1580-1581, that the
aut had himself advanced to Orange
,|J00 florins m the cause. The total of

ney spent by the Prince himself for the
.0 of NetherLmd liberty w:\3 2,200,000.

...vse vast sums had been raised in vario\is

vrays and from various personages. His
estates were deeply hypothecated, and his

creditors so troublesome, that, in his own
j

language, he wa.s unable to attend properly
to public affairs, so frequent and so threaten-

ing were the applications made upon him
for payment Day by day he felt the neces.

parsimony, it is remembered that the

Count was perpetually worried by the

quarrels of the provincial authorities

with each other and with himself, he

may be foi^ven for becoming tho-

roughly exhausted at last. He waa

growing
"
grey and grizzled

"
with

perpetual perplexity. He had been
fed with annoyance, aa if—to use his

own homely expression
— "he had

eaten it with a spoon." Having
already loaded himself with a debt
of six hundred thousand florins, which
he had spent in the states' service, and

having struggled manfully against the

petty tortures of his situation, he can-

not be severely censured for relinquish-

ing his post."* The affairs of his own
Countship were in great confusion.

His children—boys and girls
—were

many, and needed their fathers' guid-

ance, while the eldest, WUliam Louis,
was already in arms for the Nether-

lands, following the instincts of his

race. Distinguished for a rash valour,
which had already gained the rebuke
of his father and the applause of his

comrades, he had commenced his long
and glorious career by receiving a
severe woimd at Coewerden, which
caused him to halt for life.* Leaving
so worthy a representative, the Count
was more justified in his departure.
His wife, too, had died in his absence,

and household affairs required his at-

tention. It must be confessed, how-

ever, that if the memory of his de-

ceased spouse had its claims, the
selection of her successor was still

more prominent among his anxieties.

sity advancing more closely upon him of

placing himself personally in the hands of
his creditors and making over his estates to
their mercy until the uttermost farthing
should be paid. In Lis two campaigns
against Alva (1563 and 1572) he had spent
1,050,000 florins. Ha owed the Elector
Palatine 150,000 florins, the Landgrave
60,000, Count John 570,000, and other suma
to other individuais.—Staat ende kort b^
grip van het geen, M. E. Heere den P. vaa
Orange betalt mag hebben mitsgaders het
geene syne V. G. schuldig is gebleeven. etc.

Ordin. Depechen Boek, A". 1580, 1581, f.

245". sqq., MS. Hague Archives.
* Archives et Correspondance, vii. 108,

113, 328, 329.
3 Ibid., vii. 334, 487.
* Bor, XV. 216. Archives, etc, vii, Sfi^

386. Hoofd, xvii. 707.
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The worthy geutleman had been super-

naturally directed as to his second

choice, ere that choice seemed neces-

sary; for before the news of his wife's

death had reached him, the Count
dreamed that he was ah-eady united in

second nuptials to the fair Cunigunda,
daughter of the deceased Elector Pa-

latine—a vision which was repeated

many times. On the morrow he learn-

ed, to his amazement, that he was a

widower, and entertained no doubt
that he had been specially directed

towards the princess seen in his slum-

bers, whom he had never seen in life.^

His friends were in favour of his

marrying the Electress Dowager,
rather than her daughter, whose years
numbered less than half his own. The
honest Count, however, "after ripe

consideration," decidedly preferred the

maid to the widow. "I confess," he

said, with much gi'avity,
" that the

marriage with the old Electress, in re-

spect of her God-fearing disposition,
lier piety, her virtue, and the like,

would be much more advisable. More-

over, as she hath borne her cross, and
knows how to deal with gentlemen, so

much the better would it be for me.

Nevertheless, inasmuch as she has al-

ready had two husbands, is of a toler-

able age, and is taller of stature than

myself, my inclination is less towards
her than towards her daughter."*

For these various considerations,
Count John, notwithstanding the re-

monstrances of his brother, definitely
laid down his government of Gelder-

land, and quitted the Netherlands

about midsummer.' Enough had not

been done, in the opinion of the Prince,
so long as aught remained to do, and
he could not bear that his brother

should desert the country in the hour
of its darkness, or doubt the Almighty
when His hand was veiled in clouds.

The Rise of the Dutch BepnbUc.

1 Archives, etc., vii. 323, sqq. This con-

viction of Divine interjjosition was inserted
in the marriage contract.—Vide Memorial
von Gr. Ernst zu Schawenburg and Dr.
Jacob Schwartz. Archives et Correspon-
danco, vii. 361, sqq.

» Archives et Coirespondance, vii. 325 and
864, note.—"Item:" says the marriage me-
morial already cited, "tlie widow is a toler-

ably stout person, which would be almost
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" One must do one's best," said he,
"and believe that when such misfor-

tunes happen, God desires to prove us.

If He sees that we do not lose our

courage. He will assuredly help us.

Had we thought otherwise, we should
never have pierced the dj^kes on a me-
morable occasion, for it was an uncer-
tain thing and a great sorrow for the

poor people; yet did God bless the

undertaking. He will bless us still,

for His arm hath not been shortened."*

On the 22d of July 1580, the Arch-
duke Matthias, being fully aware of

the general tendency of affairs, sum-
moned a meeting of the generality in

Antwerp. He did not make his ap-

pearance before the assembly, but re-

quested that a deputation might wait

upon him at his lodgings, and to this

committee he unfolded his griefs. He
expressed his hope that the states were
not—in violation of the laws of God
and man—about to throw themselves

into the arms of a foreign prince. He
reminded them of their duty to the

holy Catholic religion, and to the illus-

trious house of Austria, while he also

pathetically called their attention to

the necessities of his own household,
and hoped that they would, at least,

provide for the arrears due to his

domestics.'

The states-general replied with cour-

tesy as to the personal claims of the

Archduke. For the rest, they took

higher grounds, and the coming decla-

ration of independence already pierced

through the studied decorum of their

language. They defended their nego-
tiation with Anjou on the ground of

necessity, averring that the King of

Spain had proved inexorable to all in-

tercession, while, through the intrigues
of their bitterest enemies, they had
been entirely forsaken by the Empire."
Soon afterwards, a special legation,

derogatory to his Grace. When they should

be in company of otlier gentlemen and

ladies, or should be wallcing together in the

streets, his Grace would seem almost littls

at her side."—Jlcmoir of Dr Schwartz.

• Archives, etc., vii. 390.

Archives et Corrcspondance, vii 818.

» Bor, XV. 212, 213.

•Ibid.
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with Saint Aldegonde at its head, was

despatched to France to consult with

the Duke of Anjou, and settled terms

of agreement with him by the treaty
of Plessis les Tours (on the 29th of

September loSO), afterwards definitely
ratified by the convention of Bordeaux,

signed on the 23d of the following

January.^
The states of Holland and Zealand,

however, kept entirely aloof from this

transaction, being from the beginning
opposed to the choice of Anjou. From
the fijst to the last, they would have
no master but Orange, and to him,
therefore, this year they formally offer-

ed the sovereignty of their proTinces ;

but they offered it in vain.

The conquest of Portugal had effect-

ed a diversion in the affairs of the

Netherlands. It was but a transitory
one. The provinces found the hopes
which they had built upon the neces-

sity of Spain for large supplies in the

peninsula
—to their own consequent

relief—soon changed into fears, for

the rapid success of Alva in Portugal

gave his master additional power to

oppress the heretics of the north.

Henry, the Cardinal King, had died

in 1580, after succeeding to the youth-
ful adventurer, Don Sebastian, slain

during his chivalrous African cam-

paign (4th of August 1578). The
contest for the succession which open-
ed upon the death of the aged monarch
was brief, and in fifty-eight days, the
bastard Antonio, Philip's only formid-
able competitor, had been utterly de-

feated and driven forth to lurk, like

a hunted wild beast, among rugged
mountain caverns, with a price of a
hundred thousand crowns upon his

head.^ In the course of the succeed-

ing year, Philip received homage at

Lisbon as King of Portugal' From

1 Bor, XV. m.
* Cabrera, xii. cap. 29 ; xiil cap. 1, 2, 5, 6,

pp. 1095-1139. Bor, xiv. 178 sqq. Archives
de la Maison d'Orange, vii 39S, sqq.

• He wore on the occasion of the ceremony
'a cassock of cramoisy brocade, with Wge

folds." With his sceptre grasped in his

right hand, and his crown upon his head,
he looked, says his eiithusiastic biographer,
"like King David— red, handsome, and
Tenerable." "Parecia al Rey David, rojo,
hennoto i la tiata, i venerable'en la M^eetad
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the moment of this conquest, he was
more disposed, and more at leisure

than ever, to vent his wrath against
the Netherlands, and against the man
whom he considered the incarnation

of their revolt.

Cardinal GranveUe had ever whis-

pered in the King's ear the expediency
of taking off the Prince by assassina-

tion. It has been seen how subtly

distilled, and how patiently hoarded,
was this priest's venom against indi-

viduals, until the time arrived when
he could administer the poison witii

effect. His hatred of Orange was
intense and of ancient date. He was
of opinion, too, that the Prince naight
be scared from the post of duty, even

if the assassin's hand were not able to

reach his heart. He was in favour of

publicly setting a price upon his head
—thinking that if the attention of all

the murderers in the world were thus
directed towards the illustrious victim,
the Prince would tremble at the dan-

gers which surrounded him. "A sum
of money would be well employed in

this way," said the Cardinal,
"
and, as

the Prince of Orange is a rile coward,
fear alone will throw him into con-

fusion." *
Again, a few months later,

renewing the subject, he observed,
" 'twould be well to offer a reward of

thirty or forty thousand crowns to

any one who will deliver the Prince,
dead or alive

;
since from very fear of

it—as he is pusillanimous—it would
not be imlikely that he should die of
his own accord."^

It was insulting even to Philip'a

intelligence to insinuate that the Prince
would shrink before danger, or die of

fear. Had Orange ever been inclined

to bombast, he might have answered
the churchman's calumny, as Caesar

the soothsayer's warning :
—

que representaba."—Cabrera, liii. 1126.
* Archives, etc., vii. 166.—" Y qualquier

dinero seria muy bien empleado y como
es vii y cobarde, el miedo le pondria en con-
fusion."—Letter of the Caniinal to Philip,
August 8, 1579.

» "Tambiensepodriaal Principe d'Orangea
poner talla de 30 o 40 mil eacudos, & qnien le
matasse o di^sse vivo, como hazen toidos Ice

potentados de It-Uia, puea con miedo solo
desto como ct putiUainn^y, no seria much*
moriisse d« suyo," etc.—Ihid.

3 a
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Danger knowa fall well
That CoBsar is more dangerous than he—"

and iu truth, Philip had long trembled
en his throne before the genius of the

man who had foiled Spain's boldest

generals and wiliest statesmen. The

King, accepting the priest's advice,
resolved to fulminate a ban against
the Prince, and to set a price npon
his head. "

It will be well," wrote

Philip to Parma,
" to offer thirty thou-

sand crowns or so to any one who will

deliver him dead or alive. Thus the

country may be rid of a man so per-
nicious

;
or at any rate he will be held

in perpetual fear, and therefore pre-
vented from executing leisurely his

designs."
^

In accordance with these sugges-
tions and these hopes, the famous ban
was accordingly drawn up, and dated

on the loth of March 1580. It was,

however, not formally published in

the Netherlands until the month of

June of the same year.^
This edict will remain the most

lasting monument to the memory of

Cardinal Granvelle. It will be read

when all his other state-papers and

epistles
—able as they incontestably

are—shall have passed into oblivion.

No panegyric of friend, no palliating

magnanimity of foe, can roll away this

rock of infamy from his tomb. It was

by Cardinal Granvelle and by Philip
that a price was set upon the head of

the foremost man of his age, as if he
had been a savage beast, and that

admission into the ranks of Spain's

haughty nobility was made the addi-

tional bribe to tempt the assassin.

The ban •' consisted of a preliminary
narrative to justify the penalty with

which it was concluded. It referred

to the favours conferred by Philip and
his father upon the Prince; to his

signal ingratitude and dissimulation.

It accused him of originating the Re-

quest, the image-breaking, and the

public preaching. It censured his

marriage with an abbess—even during
the hfetime of his wife; alluded to

1 Archives, vii. 165-170. Letter of Philip
to tho Prince of Parma, Nov. 30, 1579. The
letter, says Groen v. Priusteror, waa doubt-
less dictated by GranveUe.

[1580.
hia campaigns against Alva, to his re-

bellion in Holland, and to the hori-ibk

massacres committed by Spaniards in

that province
—as the necessary con-

sequences of his treason. It accused
him of introducing liberty of con-

science, of procuring his own appoint-
ment as lluward, of violating tho
Ghent treaty, of foiling the efforts of

Don John, and of frustrating the coun-
sels of the Cologne commissioners by
his perpetual distrust. It charged
him with a newly-organised conspi-

racy, in the erection of the Utrecht

Union; and for these and similar

crimes—set forth with involutions,

slow, spiral, and cautious as the head
and front of the indictment was direct

and deadly—it denounced the chas-

tisement due to the " wretched hypo-
crite

" who had committed such of-

fences.

"For these causes," concluded the

ban,
" we declare him traitor and mis-

creant, enemy of ourselves and of the

country. As s\ich we banish him per-

petuallj' from all our realms, forbid-

ding all our subjects, of whatever

qualitj', to communicate with him

openly or privately
—to administer to

him victuals, drink, fire, or other ne-

cessaries. We allow all to injure him
in property or life. We expose the
said WilUam Nassau as an enemy of

the human race—giving his property
to all who may seize it. And if any
one of our subjects or any stranger
should be found sufficiently generous
of heart to rid us of this pest, deliver-

ing him to us, alive or dead, or taking
his life, we will cause to be furnished

to him immediately after the deed
shall have been done, the sum ut

twenty-five thousand crowns iu gold.

If he have committed any crime, hovh

ever heinous, we proinise to pardon him ;

and if he be not already noble, wt will

ennoble him for Aa valour."

Such was the celebrated ban against
the Prince of Orange. It was an-

swered before the end of the year by
the memorable "Apology of the Prince

a Wagenaer, Vad. Hist., vii. 845, S46.

» It is appended to the "
Apologio," iu the

©ditiou of 8ylviu»; pp. 145-160.
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cf Orange," oue of the most startling

documents in history. No defiar.ce

was ever thiiDflered forth in the face

of a despot in more t-errible tones. It

had become sufficiently manifest to

the roval party that the Prince waa
not to be purchased by

*" millions of

money," or by xmlimited family advan-

cement—not to be cajoled by flattery
or offers of illustrious friendship. It

had been decided, therefore, to terrify
him into retreat, or to remove him by
murder. The Government had been

thoroughly convinced that the only

way to finish the revolt, was to "finish

Orange," according to the ancient

advice of Antonio Perez. The mask
was thrown off. It bad been decided
to forbid the Prince bread, water, fire,

and shelter ; to give his wealth to the

fisc, his heart to the assassin, his soul,
as it was hoped, to the Father of EviL
The rupture being thus complete, it

was right that the " wretched hypo-
crite" should answer ban with ban,

royal denunciation with sublime scorn.

He had ilWleserved, however, the title

of hypocrite, he said. When the
friend of government, he had warned
them that by their complicated and

perpetual persecutions they were

twisting the rope of their own ruin.

Was that hypocrisy? Since beconiing
their enemy, there had hkewise been
little hypocrisy found in him—unless

it were hypocrisy to make open war

upon government, to take their cities,

to expel their armies from the coun-

try.
The proscribed rebel, tow ering to a

moral and even social superiority over
the man who affected to be his master

by right divine, swept down upon his

antagonist with crushing effect. He
udiat^d the idea of a king in the
therlands. The word might be
-itimate in Castille, or Naples, or
i Indies, but the provinces knew no

ou.ch title. Philip had inherited in

those countries only the power of

Duke or Count—a power closely limit-

ed by constitutions more ancient than
his birthright. Oi^ange was nu rebel
then—PhiUp no legitimate monarch.
Even were the Prince rebeliioua, it

waa no more than Philip's ancestor.

The Apology. S35

Albert of Austria, had been towards
his anointed sovereign. Emperor Adol-

phus of Nassau, ancestor of WUliara.

The ties of allegiance and conventional

authority being severed, it had becoms
idle for the King to affect superiority
of Uneage to the man whose family
had occupied illustrious stations when
the Habsbuiga were obscure squires
in Switzerland, and had ruled as sove-

reign in the Netherlands before that

overshadowing house had ever been
nan.ed.

But whatever the hereditary claims

of Philip in the coimtry, he had for-

feited them by the violation of his

oaths, by his tyrannical suppression of

the charters of the land
; while by hia

personal ciimes he had lost all preten-
sion to sit in judgment upon his fellow

man. Was a people not justified iu

rising against authority when ail their

laws had been trodden under foot,
" not once only, but a million of times ?"—^and was William of Orange, lawful

husband of the virtuous Charlotte do

Bourbon, to be denounced for moral

delinquency by a lascivious, incestuous,

adulterous, and murderous king ? With
horrible distinctness he laid before the
monarch all the crimes of which he
believed him guilty, and having thus
told PbUip to his beard,

" thus diddesi

thou," he had a withering word for tha

priest who stood at his back. "
Tell

me," he cried, "by whose command
Cardinal GranveUe administered poi-
son totheEmperorMaximilian .- I know
what the Emperor told me, and how
much fear he felt afterwards for the

King and for ail Spaniards."
He ridiculed the efirontery of men

like Philij) and GranveUe, in charging
"distrust" upon others, when it was
the very atmosphere of their own exis-

tence. He proclaimed that sentiment
to be the only salvation for the coun-

'

try. He reminded Philip of the Avorda
which his namesake of ilacedon—a

schoolboy in tyranny, compared to him-
self—had heard from the lips of De
mv^sthenes—that the strongest fortress
of a free people against a tjTant waa
distruH. That sentiment, worthy of
eternal memory, the Prince declared
that he had taken frum the "diviuA
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philippic," to engrave upon the heart
of the nation, and he prayed God that

he might be more readily believed than
the groat orator had been by his

people.
He treated with scorn the price set

upon his head, ridiculing this project
to terrify him, for its want of novelty,
and asking the monarch if he supposed
the rebel ignorant of the various bar-

gains which had frequently been made
before with cut-throats and poisoners
to take away his life. "I am in the

hand of God," said William of Orange;
"my worldly goods and my life have
been long since dedicated to His ser-

vice. He will dispose of them as seems
best for His glory and my salvation."

On the contrary, however, if it could
be demonstrated, or even hoped, that

his absence would benefit the cause of

the country, he proclaimed himself

ready to go into exile. "Would to

God," said he, in conclusion, "that

my perjjetual banishment, or even my
death, could bring you a true dehver-

ance from so many calamities. Oh,
how consoling would be such banish-

ment—how sweet such a death ! For

why have I exposed my property!
Was it that I might enrich myself?
Why have I lost my brothers ? Was
it that I might find new ones ? Why
have I left my son so long a prisoner ?

Can you give me another ? Why have
I put my life so often in danger?
What reward can I hope after my long
services, and the almost total wreck of

my earthly fortunes, if not the prize
of havmg acquired, perhaps at the ex-

pense of my life, your liberty? If

then, my masters, you judge that my
absence or my death can serve you,
behold me ready to obey. Command
me—send me to the ends of the earth

1 Apologie, pp. 140, 141.

'^ Wagenaer, vii. 354.

» Ibid. Archives et Correspondance, vii.

480.—The "
Apologie" wa3 drawn \\\) by

Villiors, a clergyman of learning and taleut.

(Vido Duj)lessis Mornay, note to De Tlicm,
V. 813, La Haye, 1740.) No man, bcrv-evcr,
at all conversant with the writings and

speeches of the Prince, can doubt that the
entire substance of the famous document
was from his own hand. The whole was
.bubwittod to him lor bis final emondations,
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I

—I will obey. Here is my head, over
'

which no prince, no monarch, has

j

power but yourselves. Dispose of it

for your good, for the preservation of

I your Republic, but if you judge that

the moderate amount of experience
and industry which is in me, if you
judge that the remainder of my pro-

perty and of my life can yet be of ser-

vice to you, I dedicate them afresh to

you and to the country."^
His motto—most appropriate to hi?

life and character—" Je maintiendrai,"
was the concluding phrase of the docxi-

ment. His arms and signature were
also formally appended, and the Apo-
logy, translated into most modern lan-

guages, was sent to nearly every poten-
tate in Christendom.'' It had been

previously, on the 13th of December

15S0, read before the assembly of the

united states at Delft, and approved as

cordially as the ban was indignantly
denounced.^

During the remainder of the year
1580, and the half of the following

year, the seat of hostilities was mainly
in the north-east—Parma, while wait-

ing the arrival of fresh troops, being
inactive. The operations, like the

armies and the generals, were petty.
Hohenlo was opposed to Renneberg.
After a few insignificant victories, the

latter laid siege to Steenwyk,^ a city in

itself of no great importance, but the

key to the province of Drenthe. The

garrison consisted of six hundred sol-

diers, and half as many trained bur-

ghers. Renneberg, having six thou-

sand foot and twelve hundred horse,

summoned the place to surrender, but
was answered with defiance. Captain

Cornput, who had escaped from Gron-

ingen, after unsuccessfully warning
the citizens of Renneberg's meditated

and it seems by no means certain that it

derived anything from the hand of Villiera,

save the artistic arrangement of the p.irts,

together with certain inflations of style, by
which the severe sublimity of the genenu
effect is oociisionally marred. The appear-
ance of the Apology created both admiration
and alarm among the friends of its author.

"Now is the Prince a dead man," ciied

iSaint Aldegonde, when he read it in Fnmca
—Hoofd, xvii. 735.

* Bor, XV. 219, 221. Hoofd, xvU. 7ia

Metereu, z. 170> S44-
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treason, commanded in Steenwyk, and
hio courage and cheerfulness sustained

the population of the city during a

close winter siege. Tumultuous mobs
in the streets demanding that the place
should be given over ere it was too

late, he denoimced to their faces as
"
flocks of gabbling geese," unworthy

the attention of brave men. To a

butcher who, with the instinct of his

craft, begged to be informed what the

population were to eat when the meat
was all gone, he cooUy observed,

" We
will e<at you, villain, first of all, when
the time comes : so go home and rest

assured that you, at least, are not to

die of starvation."^ With such rough
but cheerful admonitions did the
honest soldier, at the head of his

little handful, sustain the courage of

the beleaguered city. Meantime Ren-

neberg pressed it hard. He bombarded
it with red-hot balls, a new invention

introduced five years before by Stephen
Bathor, King of Poland, at the siege
of Dantzig.' Many houses were con-

sumed, but still Comput and the citi-

zens held firm. As the winter ad-

vanced, and the succour which had
been promised still remained in the

distance, Renneberg began to pelt the

city with sarcasms, which, it was

hoped, might prove more effective than
the red-hot baUs. He sent a herald to

know if the citizens had eaten aU their

horses yet; a question which was an-

swered by an ostentatious display of

sixty star\-ing hacks—all that could be
mustered—upon the heights. He sent
them on another occasion, a short

letter, which ran as follows :
—

"Most Hoxoubable, most Stead-

fast,—As, during the present frost,

you have but little exercise in the
trenches—as you cannot pass your
time in twirUng your finger-rings,

seeing that they have all been sold

to pay yotur soldiers' wages—as you
have nothing to rub your teeth upon,*

I

I Hoofd, xviL 715. Meteren, x. 17&.. i

* Meteren, x. 169<*. Wagenaer, viL 359.
|

» Meteren, x. ITS'.
I

* The whole letter ij given by Uor, of
j

cC'Urse as a forgerj-, xvi. 239-241. It was
probably prepared' by Assonleviile.—Ibid,

j

Compare Gro«ii v. Prinst., Archives, viL 3S0.
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nor to scour your stomachs withal,
and as, nevertheles.?, you require some-

thing if only to occupy your minds,
I send you the enclosed letter, in hope
it mav yield amusement.—Januarv 15,
1581."^

The enclosure was a letter from th?

Prince of Orange to the Duke of An-

jou, which, as it was pretended, had
been intercepted. It was a clumsy
forgery, but it answered the purpose
of more skilful counterfeiting, at a

period when political and religious

enmity obsctu-ed men's judgment,
"As to the point of religion,!' the
Prince was made to observe, for ex-

ample, to his illustrious correspondent," that is all plain and clear. No sove-

reign who hopes to come to any greafe
advancement ought to consider reli-

gion, or hold it in regard- Your High-
ness, by means of the garrisons and

fortresses, will be easily master of the

principal cities in Flanders and Bra-

bant, even if the citizens were opposed
to you. Afterwards you will compel
them without difficulty to any religion
which may seem most conducive to

the interests of your Highness."*
Odious and cynical as was the whole

tone of the letter, it was extensively
circulated. There were always natures
base and brutal enough to accept the

calumny and to make it current among
kindred souls. It may be doubted
whether Renneberg attached faith to

the document
; but it was natural that

he should take a malicious satisfaction

in spreading this hbel against the man
whose perpetual scorn he had so re-

cently earned. Xothuig was more
common than such forgeries, and at

that very moment a letter, executed
with equal grossness, was passing from
hand to hand, which purported to be
from the Count himself to Parma.*

History has less interest in contradict-

ing the calumnies against a man like

Renneberg. The fictitious epistle of

* This letter, the fictitious character of
which is as obvious .as that of the forged
epistle of Orange, is given at length by Itor.
XV. 211, 212. It is amusing to see the
gravity with which the historian introduces
the ridiculous document, evidently without
eut«rtainiiig • doubt as to its genuineneM.
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Orange, however, was so often repub-
lished, and the copies so carefully dis-

tributed, that the Prince had thought it

important to add an express repudia-
tion of its authorship, by way of ap-

pendix to his famous Apology. He
took the occasion to say, that if a par-
ticle of ])roof could be brought that he
had written the letter, or any letter

resembling it, he would forthwith leave

tlie Netherlands, never to shew his face

there again.^

Notwithstanding this well known
denial, however, lienneberg thought it

facetious to send the letter into Steen-

wyk, , where it produced but small
effect upon the minds of the burghers.
Meantime, they had received intima-

tion that succour was on its way.
Hollow balls containing letterswere shot
into the town, bringing the welcome

intelligence that the English colonel,
John Norris, with six thousand states'

troops, would soon make his appearance
for their relief, and the brave Cornput
added his cheerful exhortations to

heighten the satisfaction thus pro-
duced. A day or two afterwards, three

quails were caught in the public square,
and the commandant improved the
circumstance by many quaint homilies.

The number three, he observed, was

typical of the Holy Trinity, which had
thus come symbolically to their relief.

The Lord had sustained the fainting
Israelites with quails. The number
three indicated three weeks, within
which time the promised succour was
sure to arrive. Accordingly, upon the
22d of February 1581, at the expiration
of the third week, Norris succeeded in

victualling the town, the meriy and
steadfast Coraput was established v.s a

true prophet, and Count Renneberg
abandoned the siege in despair.^
The subsequent career of that un-

happy nobleman was brief. On the
19th of July his troops were signally
defeated by Sonoy and Norris, the

fugitive royalists I'etreating into Gron-

1 Bor, xvi. 239''.
2 Strada, 2, iv. 172. Mctorcn, x. 179.

Bor, xvi. 238. Hoofd, xvii. 717, 718.
8 Bor, xvi. 276. Hoofd, xvUi. 773. Mc-

teren, x. 184.
* "So verdorrct en kleen als een walse

note."—Bor, xvi. 276.
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ingen at the very moment when their

general, ^vho had been prevented by
illness from commanding them, ysan

receiving the last sacraments. Re-
morse, shame, and disappointment had

literally brought Renneberg to his

grave.
" His treason," says a contem-

porary, "was a nail in his coffin," and
on his deathbed he bitterly bemoaned
his crime. "

Groningen ! Groningen !

would that I had never seen thy walls !"

he cried rei:)eatedly in his last hours.
He refused to see his sister, whose in-

sidious counsels had combined with
his own evil passions to make him a

traitor; and he died on the 23d of

July 1581, repentant and submissive.*
His heart, after his decease, was found
"shrivelled to the dimensions of a

walnut,"'* a circumstance attributed
to poison by some, to remorse by
others. His regrets, his early death,
and his manj' attractive qualities, com-
bined to save his character from uni-

versal denunciation, and his name,
although indelibly stained by treason,
was ever mentioned with pity rather
than with rancour.^

Great changes, destined to be per-

petual, were steadily preparing hi the
internal condition of the provinces.
A preliminaiy measure of an import-
ant character had been taken car]y
this year by the assembly of the
united provinces held in the month of

January at Delft. This was the estab-

lishment of a general executive council.

The constitution of the board was

arranged on the 13th of the month,
and was embraoed in eighteen articles.

The number of councillors was fixed

at thirty, all to be native Netlier-

landers; a certain proportion to be

appointed from each province by its

estates. The advice and consent of

this body as to treaties with foreign

powers were to be indispensable, but

they wer(? not to interfere with the

rights and duties of the states-general,
nor to interpose any obstacle to the

s His dentil was attributed by the royal-
ist.9 to regret at his ill suceess in acoorn-

plishing the work forwhicli lie had rceeived
so large a price.

—MS. letter of Henri de
Nebra to Prince of Parma, July 22, 1581,
Ren. Gron. uud Renneberg, ii. f. 184, Royal
Archives, Brussels.
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(vrrangementa with the Duke of An-

jou'
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While this additional machine for

the self-government of the provinces
\\-a3 in the course of creation, the

Spanish monarch, on the other hand,
had made another effort to recover

the authority which he felt slipping
from his grasp. Philip was in Por-

tugal, preparing for his coronation

m that new kingdom— an event

to be nearly contemporaneous with

his deposition from the Netherland

sovereignty, so solemnly conferred

upon him a quarter of a century be-

fore in Brussels; but although thus

distant, he was confident that he

could more wisely govern the Nether-

lands than the inhabitants could do,
and unwilling as ever to confide in the

abilities of those to whom he had

delegated his authority. Provided, as

he unquestionably was at that moment,
with a more energetic rej^resentative
than any who had before exercised the

functions of royal governor in the

provinces, he was still disposed to

harass, to doubt, and to interfere.

With the additional cares of the Por-

tuguese Conquest upon his hands, he
felt as irresistibly impelled as ever to

superintend the minute detaila of pro-
vincial administration. To do this

was impossible. It was, however, not

impossible, by attempting to do it, to

produce much mischief. "It gives
me pain," wrote Granvelle, "to see

his Majesty working as before—choos-

ing to understand everything and to

do everything. By this course, as I

have often said before, he really

accomplishes much less." * The King
had, moreover, recently committed the

profoimd error of sending the Duchess

Margaret of Parma to the Netherlands

again. He had the fatuity to believe

her memory so tenderly cherished in

the provinces as to ensure a burst of

loyalty at her reappearance, while the

irritation which he thus created in the
breast of her son he affected to dis-

regard. The event was what might
have been foreseen. The Nether-

1 The Constitv.tion of the "Land Raed" is

g-iven in full by Bor, xvi. 241-243.
* Archives, etc., viL 5€8.

Landers were very moderately excited

by the arrival of their former regent,
but the Prince of Parma was fiirious.

His mother actually arrived at Namui
in the month of August loSO, to

assiime the civil administration of the

provinces,^ and he was himself, accord-

ing to the King's request, to continue
in the command of the army. Any one
who had known human nature at all,

would have recognised that Alexander
Famese was not the man to be put
into leading strings. A sovereign
who was possessed of any administra-

tive sagacity, would have seen the

absxirdity of taking the reins of govern-
ment at that crisis from the hands
of a most determined and energetic

man, to confide them to the keeping
of a woman. A king who was willing
to reflect upon the consequences of

his own act^, must have foreseen the
scandal likely to result from an open
quarrel for precedence between such
a mother and son. Margaret of Parma'
was instantly informed, however, by

•

Alexander, that a divided authority
like that proposed was entirely out of

the question. Both offered to resign ;

but Alexander was unflinching in his

determination to retain aU the power
or none. The Duchess, as docile to

her son after her arrival as she had
been to the King on undertaking the

journey, and feeUng herself iinjqual
to the task imposed upon her, implored
Philip's permission to withdraw, almost
as soon as she had reached her desti-

nation. Granvelle's opinion was like-

wise opposed to this interference with
the administration of Alexander, and
the King at last suffered himself to be
overruled. By the end of the year
1581, letters arrived confirming tha
Prince of Parma in his government,
but requesting the Duchess of Parma
to remain privately in the Nether-
lands. She accordingly continued to

reside there imder an assumed namo
until the autumn of 15S3, when she
was at last permitted to return to

Italy.-*

During the summer of 1581, tha

» Wagen.ier, vii. 344, 345. Strad;*, 2. iii.

156.
* Strado, 2, iii. 156-166. Wagenaer, vli
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same spirit of persecr.viOn whicli had

inspired the Catholics to inflict such
infinite misery upon those of the Re-

formed faith in the Netherlands, be- i

gan to manifest itself in overt acts

against the Pajiists by those who had
at last obtained political ascendency
over them. Edicts were published in

Antwerp, in Utrecht, and in dififercnt

cities of Holland, suspending the exei'-

cise of the Roman worship. These
statutes were certainly a long way re-

moved in horror from those memor-
able placards which sentenced the

Reformers by thousands to the axe,
the cord, and the stake, but it was
Btill melancholy to see the persecuted

becoming persecutors in their turn.

They were excited to these stringent
measures by the noisy zeal of certain

Dominican monks in Brussels, whose

extravagant discourses^ were daily in-

flaming the passions of the Catholics

to a dangerous degree. The authori-

ties of the city accordingly thought it

necessary to suspend, by proclamation,
the public exercise of the ancient reli-

gion, assigning, as their principal rea-

son for this prohibition, the shocking

jugglery by which simple-minded per-
Bons were constantly deceived. They
alluded particularly to the practice of

working miracles by means of relics,

pieces of the holy cross, bones of

saints, and the perspiration of statues.

They charged that bits of lath were

daily exhibited as fragments of the

cross; that the bones of dogs and

monkeys were held up for adoration

as those of saints; and that oil was

poured habitually into holes drilled

in the heads of statues, that the popu-
lace might believe in their miraculous

Bweating. For these reasons, and to

avoid the tumult and possible blood-

shed to which the disgust excited by
such charlatanry might give rise, the

Roman Catholic worship was suspended
imtil the country should be restored

to greater tranquillity.* Similar causes

led to similar proclamations in other

cities. The Prince of Orange lamented

841, 345.—Compare Meteren, x. 171, who
states, erroneously, that the Duchess retired

during tlie year following her aiTival.
» Bor, xvi. 2C0.
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the intolerant spirit thus shewing it-

self among those who had been its

martyrs, but it was not possible at

that moment to keep it absolutely
under control.

A most important change was now
to take place in his condition, a most
vital measure was to be consummated

by the provinces. The step, which
could never be retraced was, after long
hesitation, finally taken upon the 26th
of July 1581, upon which day the

united provinces, assembled at the

Hague, solemnly declared their inde-

pendence of Philip, and renounced
their allegiance for ever.-*

This act was accomplished with the

deliberation due to its gi-avity. At
the same time it left the country in a

very divided condition. This was in-

evitable. The Prince had done all

that one man could do to hold the

Netherlands together and unite them

perpetually into one body politic, and

perhaps, if he had been inspired by a

keener personal ambition, this task

might have been accomplished. The
seventeen provinces might have ac-

cepted his dominion, but they woidd

agree to that of no other sovereign.
Providence had not decreed that the

country, after its long agony, should

give birth to a single and perfect
commonwealth. The Walloon pro-
vinces had already fallen off from the

cause, notwithstanding the entreaties

of the Prince. The other Netherlands,
after long and tedious negotiation
with Anjou, had at last consented to

his supremacy, but from this airange-
ment Holland and Zealand held theui- M
selves aloof. By a somewhat anoma- 9
lous proceeding, they sent deputies

along with those of the other pro-

vinces, to the conferences with the

Duke, but it was expressly understood

that they would never accept him aa

sovereign. They were willing to con-

tract with him and with their sister

provinces
—over which he was soon

to exercise authority
—a firm and per-

petual league, but as to their owu

* See the Proclamation in Bor, xiv. 260,

261.
8 Bor, xvi. 276. Metereu, x. 187. Strada.

i^ iv. ITS, sqq.
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chief, their hearts were fixed. The
Prince of Orange should be their lord

and master, and none other. It lay

only in his self-denying character that

he haa not been clothed with this

dignity long before. He had, how-

ever, persisted in the hope that all the

provinces might be brought to acknow-

ledge the Duke of Anjou as their sove-

reign, under conditions which consti-

tuted a free commonwealth with an

hereditary chief, and in this hope he
had constantly refused concession to

the wishes of the northern provinces.
He in reality exercised sovereign p>ower
over nearly the whole population of

the Netherlands. Already in 15S0,
at the assembly held in April, the

states of Holland had formally re-

quested him to assimie the full sove-

reignty over them, with the title of

Count ^ of Holland and Zealand for-

feited by Philip. He had not con-

sented, and the proceedings had been

kept comparatively secret. As the

negotiations with Anjou advanced,
and as the corresponding abjuration
of Philip was more decisively indi-

cated, the consent of the Prince to

this request was more warmly urged.
As it was evident that the provinces,
thus bent upon placing him at their

head, could by no possibility be in-

duced to accept the sovereignty of

Anjou—as, moreover, the act of re-

nunciation of Philip could no longer
be deferred, the Prince of Oiunge re-

luctantly and provisionally accepted
the supreme power over Holland and
Zealand. This arrangement was finally

accomplished upon the 24th of July
1581,* and the act of abjuration took

place two days afterwards. The offer

of the sovereignty over the other imited

provinces had been accepted by Anjou
six months before.

Thus, the Netherlands were divided
into three portions

—the reconciled

provinces, the united provinces under

Anjou, and the northern provinces
under Orange ;

the last division form-

1 Groec . Prinst., Archives, etc., vii. 307.

Kluit, Holl. Staatsreg., i. 308, and note 42.

Coprespondence between Prince of Orange
and Stiites of Holland, in Bor, xv. 182, sqcj.,
185*. ijarticularly.

* Bor, xv. 18J, 1S6.
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ing the germ, already nearly developed,
of the coming republic. The consti-

tution, or catalogue of conditions, by
;

which the sovereignty accorded to
'

Anjou was reduced to such narrow
! limits as to be little more than a

! nominal authority; while the power
j

remained in the hands of the repre-

i

stntative body of the provinces, will

! be described, somewhat later, together
with the inauguration of the Duke.
For the present it is necessary that

the reader should fully understand
the relative position of the Prince

and of the northern provinces. The
memorable act of renunciation—^the

Netherland declaration of independ-
ence—will then be brieflv explained.
On the 29th of March 1580, a

resolution passed the assembly of

Holland and Zealand never to make

peace or enter into any negotiations
with the King of Spain on the basis

of his sovereignty. The same resolu-

tion provided that his name—hitherto

used in all public acts—should be for

ever discarded, that his seal shoiild be

broken, and that the name and seal of

the Prince of Orange should be sub-

stituted in all commissions and public
documents. At almost the same time
the states of Utrecht passed a similar

resolution. These offers were, how-

ever, not accepted, and the affair was

preserved profoundly secret,-* On the

5th of July 1581, "the knights,
nobles, and cities of Holland and Zea-

I

land," again, in an urgent and solemn

!
manner, requested the Prince to accept

;

the " entire authority as sovereign and
chief of the land, at long as the tear

'

should continue." * This limitation as

! to time was insert-ed vio^t reluctantly

i by the states, and because it was per-

fectly well vmderstood that without it

the Prince would not accept the sove-

reignty at alL* The act by which this

dignity was offered, conferred full

power to command all forces by land
and sea, to appoint all military officers,

and to conduct all warlike operations,

« Bjr. XT. ISl. 1S2.
•»

Ibid., XV. 1S4, ISo.
* Ibid.—Compare Kluit, HoU. Sta.itsre?.,

i. 213, .sqq ; Groen v. Prinst., Archive*, vU.
i>0i-30».
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without the control or advice of any
person whatsoever. It authorised him,
with consent of the states, to appoint
all financial and judicial officers, created

him the supreme executive chief, und
fountain of justice and pardon, and
directed him "to maintain the exer-

cise only of the Reformed evangelical

religion, without, however, permitting
that inquiries should be made into any
man's belief or conscience, or that any
injury or hindrance should be offered

to any man on account of his re-

ligion."
^

The sovereignty thus pressingly
ofifered, and thus limited as to time,
was finally accepted by William of

Orange, according to a formal act

dated at the Hague, 5th of July
1581,^ but it will be perceived that

no powers were conferred by this new
instrument beyond those already exer-

cised by the Prince. It was, as it

were, a formal continuance of the
fmictions which he had exercised since

1576 as the King's stadholder, accord-

ing to his old commission of 1555,

although a vast difference existed in

reality. The King's name was now
discarded and his sovereignty dis-

owned, while the proscribed rebel

stood in his place, exercising supreme
functions, not vicariously, but in his

own name. The limitation as to time

was, moreover, soon afterwards secretly,

and without the Icnowledge of Orange,
cancelled hy the states.'^ They were
determined that the Prince should be
their sovereign

—if they could make
him so—for the term of his life.

The offer having thus been made
and accepted upon the 5th of July,
oaths of allegiance and fidelity were

exchanged between the Prince and the
estates upon the 24th of the same
month. In these solemnities, the

states, as representing the provinces,
declared that because the King of

Spain, contrary to his oath as Count

a Ibid.

Dutch Republic. [1581,

of Holland and Zealand, had not only
not protected these provinces, but had

sought with all his might to rpduce
them to eternal slavery, it had been
foimd necessary to forsake him. TLcy
therefore proclaimed every inhabitant

absolved from allegiance, while at the

same time, in the name of the pop i-

lation, they swore fidelity to the Prince
of Orange, as representing the supremo
authority.*
Two days afterwards, upon the 2Gt!i

of July 1581, the memorable declara-

tion of independence was issued by
the deputies of the united provinces,
then solemnly assembled at the Hague.
It was called the Act of Abjuration.'"'
It deposed Philip from his sovereignty,
but was not the proclamation of a new
form of government, for the imited

provinces were not ready to dispense
with an hereditary chief.. Unluckily,
they had already provided themselves
with a very bad one to succeed Philip
in the dominion over most of their

territory, while the northern provinces
were fortunate enough and wise enough
to take the Father of the country ioi

their supreme magistrate.
The document by which the pro-

vinces renounced their allegiance was
not the most felicitous of their state

papers. It was too prolix and techni-

cal. Its style had more of the formal

phraseology of legal documents than

befitted this great appeal to the who'
world and to all time. Neverthel(

this is but matter of taste. The Ino-

therlanders were so eminently a law'

abiding people, that, like the Americ; -i

patriots of the eighteenth century, tb

on most occasions preferred punctilior

j^recision to florid declamation. They
chose to conduct their revolt according:

to law. At the same time, while thus

decently wrapping herself in conven-

tional garments, the spirit of Liberty
revealed none the less her majestic

proportions.

» Bor, XT. 183, 184.

« Kluit, i. 213, 214.

* Bor, XV. 185, ISO.

* The document is pven in full by Bor,
x^i. 276-280, by Meteron, x. 187-190. The
natiu-eand consequences of the measure aie
rommouted upon by Kluit, tiio con.sutu-

tionnl historinn of Holland, in a mastc! •

mauiicr (.x. Ilooflt, vol. i. 198-280). Sco
also Wagenaer, vii. 391.—Comji.iro Strnda,
who introduces his account of the abjura-
tion with scjiulchral solemnity :

" Jammihl
dicendum est facimis, cujus a commemorii-
tioue, qu:isi ablioirente animo, hacteniifl

liupcrsedi," etc.—Bell, Bel?., 2, iv. 178, 8<i<?.
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At the very outlet of the Abjura-
tion, these fathers of the Republic laid

down wholesome truths, which at that

time seemed startling blasphemies in

the eare of Christendom. " Ail mankind

know," said the preamble, "that a

prince is appointed by God to cherish

his subjects, even as a shepherd to

guard his sheep. \\'hen, lierefore,
the prince does not fulfil his duty as

protector ; when he oppresses his sub-

jects, destroys their ancient hberties,
and treats them as slaves, he is to be

considered, not a prince, but a tyrant.
As such, the estates of the land may
lawfully and reasonably depose him,
and elect another in his room." ^

Having enimciated these maxims,
the estates proceeded to apply them
to their own case, and cert^nly never
was an ampler justification for re-

nouncing a prince since princes were
first instituted. The states ran through
the history of the past quarter of a

century, patiently accumulating a load

of charges against the monarch, a tithe

of which would have furnished cause

for his dethronement. Without pas-
sion or exaggeration, they told the
world their wrongs. The picture was
not highly coloured. On the contrary,
it was rather a feeble than a striking

portrait of the monstrous iniquity
which had so long been established

over them. Nevertheless, they went

through the narrative conscientiously
and earnestly. They spoke of the

King's early determination to govern
the Netherlands, not by natives but

by Spaniards; to treat them not as

constitutional countries, but as con-

quered provinces ; to- regard the inha-

bitants not as liege subjects, but as

enemies; above all, to supersede their

ancient liberty by the Spanish Inquisi-
tion, and they alluded to the first great

step in this scheme—the creation of
the new bishoprics, each with its staff

of inquisitors.*

They noticeii the memorable Peti-

* Act of Abjuration.
* " eu door da voorsz Canoniken de

Bpaense Inquisitie infirebrc-cht de welke ia
dese altijt so schrickelijk ea odieus aU de
nittsrste slaveraye," etc.—Act of Abjura-
tkin.

* " Ook onder de wreetste en tyrannigstd

Style of the Abjuraiion. 843

tion, the mission of Berghen and Mon-
tigny, their imprisonment and taking
olf, in violation of all national law,
even that which had ever been held
sacred by the most cruel and tyrannical

princes.^ They sketched the history
of Alva's administration

; his entrap-

ping the most eminent nobles by false

promises, and deUvering them to the

executioner; his coimtless sentences
of death, outlawry, and confiscation;
his erection of citadels to curb, his

imposition of the tenth and twentieth

jwnny to exhaust the land
; his Blood-

Coxmcil and its achievements; and
the inmieasurable woe produced by
hanging, burning, banishiiig, and plim-
dering, during his seven years of resi-

dence. They adverted to the Grand
Commander, as having been sent, not
to improve the condition of the country,
but to pursue the same course of

tyranny by more concealed ways.
They spoke of the horrible mutiny
which broke forth at his death

; of the

Antwerp Fury; of the express appro-
bation rendered to that great outrage
by the King, who had not only praised
the crime, but promised to recompense
the criminals. They alluded to Don
John of Austria and his dupUcity : to
his pretendedconfirmation of the Ghent
treaty; to his attempts t<D divide the

country against itself; to the Escovedo

poHcy ;
to the intrigues with the Ger-

man regiments. They touched upon
the Cologne negotiations, and the
fruitless attempt of the patriots upon
that occasion to procure freedom of

rehgion, while the object of the royal-
ists was only to distract and divide the
nation. Finally, they commented with
sorrow and despair upon that last and

crowning measure of tyranny—the ban
against the Prince of Orange.
They calmly observed, after thw

recital, that they were sufficiently

justified in forsaking a sovereign who
for more than twenty years had for-

saken them.* Obeying the law of

Princen altijd onvcrbrekelijik onderhou-
den."—Ibid.

* "
te moer dat in al sulken de»Htire

en cverla-.t de Lauden bet dan 20 jaren van
harea Coning sijn verlaten geweest," etc—
Act of AbjunitiMi.
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nature—desirous of maintaining tho

rights, charters, and liberties of their

fatherland—determined to escape from

slavery to Spaniards—and making
known their decision to the world,

they declared the King of Spain de-

posed from his sovereignty, and pro-
claimed that they should recognise
thenceforth neither his title nor juris-
diction. Three days afterwards, on
the 29th of July, the assembly adopted
a formula, by which all persons were
to be required to signify their abjura-
tion.i

Such were the forais by which the
united provinces threw off their allegi-
ance to Spain, and ipso facto establish-

ed a republic, which was to flouiish

for two centuries. This result, how-

ever, was not exactly foreseen by the

congress which deposed Philip. The
fathers of the commonwealth did not

baptize it by the name of Republic.

They did not contemplate a change in

their form of government. They had
neither an aristocracy nor a democracy
in their thoughts.^ Like the actors in

our own great national drama, these
Netherland patriots were struggling
to sustain, not to overthrow; unlike

them, they claimed no theoretical free-

dom for humanity—promulgated no
doctrine of popular sovereigntj^ : they
insistrii merely on the fulfilment of

actual contracts, signed, sealed, and
Bwom to by many successive sove-

reigns. Acting upon the principle
that government should be for the
benefit of the governed, and in confor-

mity to the dictates of reason and

justice, they examined the facts bj'
those Divine lights, and discovered

cause to discard their ruler. They did
hot object to being ruled. They were
satisfied with their historical institu-

tions, and preferred the mixture of

hereditary sovereignty with popular
representation, to which they were ac-

Dvich RepuUic. [158L

1 Bor, xvi. 2S0.—It ran as follows :
"

I

BOlcmiily swear that I will henceforwardnot
re.spect, nor obey, nor recognise tlie King of

Spain as my prince and master ;
but that I

renounce the King of Spain, and abjure the

ollegiance by which I may have formerly
been bound to him. At the same time I

swear fideUty to the United Netherlands—to

wit, the provinces of Brabant, Flanders,

customed. They did not devise an a

priori constitution. Philip having vio»

lated the law of reason and the statutes
of the land, was deposed, and a new
chief magistrate was to be elected in

his stead. This was popular sove-

reignty in fact, but not in words. The

deposition and election could be legally

justified only by the inherent right of

the people to depose and to elect
; yet

the provinces, in their Declaration of

Independence, spoke of the Divine

right of kings, even while dethroning,

by popular right, their own King !

So also, in the instructions given by
the states to their envoys charged to

justify the abjuration before the Im-

perial diet held at Augsburg,^ twelve
months later, the highest groimd was
claimed for the popular right to elect

or dei^ose the sovereign, while at the

same time, kings were spoken of an
"
appointed by God." It is true that

they were described, in the same clauso,
as

" chosen by the people
"—which

was, perhaps, as exact a concurrence in

the maxim of Vox populi, vox Dei, as

the boldest democrat of the day could

demand. In truth, a more democratic
course would have defeated its own
ends. The murderous and mischievous

pranks of Imbize, Ilyhove, and such

demagogues, at Ghent and elsewhere,
with their wild theories of what they
called Grecian, Roman, and Helvetian

republicanism, had inflicted damage
enough on the cause of freedom, and
had paved the road for the return of

royal despotism. The senators assem-

bled at the Hague gave more moderate
instructions to their delegates at Augs-
burg. They were to place the King's
tenure upon contract—not an implied
one, but a contract as literal as the

lease of a farm. The house of Austria,

they were to maintain, had come into

the possession of the seventeen Nether-

lands upon certain express conditions,

Gueldres, HolLand, Zealand, etc., etc., and
also to the national council established by
the estates of these provinces; and promisa
my assistance according to the best of my
abilities against the King of Spain and his

adherents."
a Kluit, i. 199.
' The instructions are given iu Bor, xviL

824-327,
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and with the umlerstauding that its

possession was to cease with the first
j

condition broken. It was a question ;

of law and fact, not of royal or popu-
j

lar right. They were to take the
|

ground, not only that the contract had
been violated, but that the foundation

of perpetual justice upon which it

rested, had likewise been imdermined.
It was time to vindicate both written

charters and general principles.
" God

has given absolute pcncer to no mortal

man," said Saint Aldegonde,
"

to do his

ovm will against all laws and allreason."^
" The contracts which the King has

broken are no pedantic fantasies," said

the estates,
" but laws planted by na-

ture in the universal heart of mankind,
and expressly acquiesced in by prince
and people."

^ All men, at least, who
epeak the English tongue, will accept
the conclusion of the provinces, that

when laws which protected the citizen

against arbitrary imprisonment and

guaranteed him a trial in his own pro-
vince—which forbade the appointment
of foreigners to nigh office—which se-

cured the property of the citizen from

taxation, except by the representative

body—which forbade intermeddling
on the part of the sovereign with
the conscience of the subject in re-

ligious matters—when such laws had
been subverted by blood-tribunals,
where drowsy judges sentenced thou-

sands to stake and scaffold without a

hearing
—by excommunication, confis-

cation, banishment—by hanging, be-

heading, burning, to such enormous
extent and with such terrible mono-

tony that the executioner's sword came
to be looked upon as the only symbol
of justice

—then surely it might be

said, without exaggeration, that the

complaints of the Netherlanders were
"no pedantic fantasies," and that the

King had ceased to perform his ftmc-

tions as dispenser of God's justice.
1 Archives et Corresp ondance, vii. 277.

* Instructions to the envoys, etc. ; apud
Bor, 3, xvii. 324-327.

*
Ti-an^ctions between the envoys of the

Btates-geheral and the Duke ofAujou.—Bor,
S. xvii. 304-307. So also in the remarkable
circular ad Iressed in the year 15S3 (May 6)

by the States of Holland to those of Utrecht
aud other provinces, the same iutolemblc

Justice. 845

The Xetherlandera dealt with facts.

They possessed a body of laws, monu-
ments of their national progress, by
which as good a share of individual

Uberty was secured to the citizen aa

was then enjoyed in any country of

the world. Their institutions admit-

ted of great improvement, no doubt
;

but it was natural that a people so

circvunstanced should be unwilling to

exchange their condition for the vas-

salage of " Moors or Indians."

At the same time it may be doubted
whether the instinct for political free-

dom only would have sustained them
in the long contest, and whether the

bonds which united them to the Span-
ish Crown would have been broken,
had it not been for the stronger pas-
sion for rehgious liberty, by which so

large a portion of the people was ani-

mated. Boldly as the united states of

the Netherlands laid down their poli-
tical maxims, the quarrel might per-

haps have been healed if the religious

question had admitted of a peaceable
solution. Philip's bigotry amounting
to frenzy, and the Xetherlanders of

"the religion" being willing, in their

own words, "to die the death" rathei

than abandon the Reformed faith,

there was upon this point no longer
room for hope. In the act of abjura-

tion, however, it was thought neces-

sary to give offence to no class of the

inhabitants, but to lay down such

principles only as enlightened Catho-

lics would not oppose. All parties ab-

horred the Inquisition, and hatred to

that institution is ever prominent
among the causes assigned for the de-

position of the monarch. "Under
pretence of maintaining the Roman
religion," said the estates, "the King
has sought by evil means to bring into

operation the whole strength of the

placards and of the Inquisition
—the

first and true cause of all our misei-ies."*

grievance is described in the strongest lan-

guage. "Under pretext of the new bishop-
rics," say the estates,

" the Inquisition and
Coiuicil of Trent have been established.
Thus the S;ianiards and their adherents
have been empowered to accuse all persona
who are known to be not of their humour
to bring them into the suares of the Inquisi-
tion, and to rob them of life, honou];; and

proi.erty."
—Bor, 3, xv. 1S3.
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Without makiug any assault upon
the Roman Catholic faith, the authora

of the great act by which Philip was

for ever expelled from the Netherlands

shewed plainly enough tliat religious

persecution had driven them at last to

extremity. At the same time, they
were willing

—for the sake of conciliat-

ing all classes of their countrymen—to

bring the political causes of discontent

into the foreground, and to use dis-

creet language upon the religious

question.^

Such, theii, being the spirit which

prompted the "jM-Ovinces upon this

great occasion, it maj- be asked who
were the men who signed a docii^yS^
of such importance ? In whose name
and by what authority did they act

against the sovereign ? The signers of

the declaration of independence acted

in the name and by the authority of

the Netherland people. The estates

were the constitutional representatives
of that people. "The statesmen of that

day discovering, upon cold analysis of

faets, that Philip's sovereignty was

legally forfeited, formally proclaimed
that forfeiture. Then inquiring what
had become of the sovereignty, they
found it not in the mass of the people,
but in the representative body, which

actually pei-sonated the people. The
estates of the diiferent provinces

—
consisting of the knights, nobles, and

burgesses of each^:-sent, accordingly,
their deputies to the general assembly
at the Hague, and by this congress the
decree of abjuration was issued. It

did not occur to any one to summon
the people in their primary assemblies,
nor would the people of that day have

comprehended the objects of such a

summons. They were accustomed to

the action of the estates, and those

bodies represented as large a number
of political capacities as could be ex-

pected of assemblies chosen the^i upon
general principles. The hour had not

arrived for more profound analysis of

the social compact. Philip was ac-

cordingly deposed justly, legally, for-

mally—justly, because it had become

nenessary to abjure a monarch who

Dutch RepuUic. [1681.

was determined not only to oppror-

but to exterminate his people ; legall;.

because he had habitually violated tL«

constitutions which he had sworn to

support; formally, because the act

was done in the name of the people,

by the body historically representing
the people.

What, then, was the condition of

the nation, after this great step had
been taken ? It stood, as it were, witii

its sovereignty in its hand, dividing it

into two portions, and offering it, thus

separated, to two distinct individuals.

The sovereignty of Holland and Zea-

land had been reluctantly accepted bj--

Orange. The sovereignty of the united

'vjyiivinces had been offered to Anjou,

but the''
terms of agreement with that

Duke had" n^^ y^^ ^^^^ ratified. The

movement wd;- ^lieretore triple con-

sisting of an abjuration
and of tuo

separate elections of l^erf^^itary
chieis;

these two elections beP&^°<=oo^Pli3^e'^

in the same manner, by 1'^^ representa-

tive bodies respectively ^f^the umtwl

provinces, and of Holland ancf'/®^^*""-

Neither the abjuration noi tl?-'' ^
°°'

tions were acted upon beforehaP ^
the communities, the train-banc?^'

*^'

the guilds of the cities—all repre.^^"^

ed, in fact, by the magistrates ,^'

councils of each; nor by the peasair.
-'

of the open country
—all supposecT

be represented by the knights '^'j

nobles. All classes of
individ:^'.^

'

however, ari-anged in various
j.^""^'''.

or military combinations, gav/^
acquiescence afterwards, togeth'^'"

^'
,

their oaths of allegiance. The\P®"V
api^roved the important steps ta.'^

'

their representatives.''
Without a direct intention o?'^/'"'

part of the people or its
leader*^

establish a republic, the Republic i^^^
blished itself. Providence did

not

permit the whole country, so full
, /

wealth, inteihgence, healthy politicaSR
*

action—so stocked with powerful cities

and an energetic population, to be
combined into one free and prosperous
commonwealth. The factious ambition
of a few grandees, the cynical venality
of many nobles, the frenzy of the

I Groen v. Fricst, Archives, tU. 588. B Klui^ i. 247-260.
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Ghent democracy, tlie spirit of religious

intolerance, the consummate military
and political genius of Alexander

Fameae, the exaggerated eelf-abnega-
tion and the tragic fate of Orange, all

united to dissever this group of flour-

ishing and kindred provinces.
The want of personal ambition on

the part of William the Silent inflicted

perhaps a serious damage upon hia

country. He believed a single chief

requisite for the united states; he

might have been, but always refused

to become that chief; and yet he hiis

been held up for centiu-ies by many
writers as a conspirator and a self-

seeking intriguer.
"
It seems to me,"

said he, with equal pathos and truth,

upon one occasion, "that I was bom
in this bad planet that all which I do

might be misinterpreted."^ The peo-

ple worshipped him, and there was

many an occasion when his election

would have been carried with enthu-

siasm.*
" These provinces," said John

.of Xassau, "are coming very imwill-

ingly into the arrangement with the
Duke of Alenjon. The majority feel

much more inclined to elect tJie Prince,
who U daily, and without intermission,

implored to give his consent. His Grace,

however, will in no v>ise agree to this;
not because he fears the consequences,
such as loss of property or increased

danger, for therein he i^ plunged as

deeply as he ever could be
;
—on the

contrary, if he considered only the in-

terests of his race and the grandeur of

his house, he could expect nothing but
increase of honour, gold, and gear, with
all other prosperity. lie refuses only
on this account—that it may not be

thought that, instead of religious free-
dom for the country, he has ieen seeking
a lingdorn for himself and his own

frivate advancement. Moreover, he

i Archives et Corresp., viL 3S7.
* Bor, xix. 455'>.—Compare Van cL Vynckt,

Hi 73.

» Archives, etc., vii. 332, 333.
«

Ibid., vii. 589.
» Bor, xvL 2S2. Meteren, x. 190. Wa-

genaer, vu. 414, 415.
* He its Iwwever. aecuaed by Met«rea of

rchduke MaUhias. 847

believes that the connexion with
France will be of more benefit to the

country and to Christianity than if n

peace should be made with Spain, or

than if he should himself accept the

Bovereigniy, as he is desired to do." '

The imfortunate negotiations with

Anjou, to which no man was more
opposed than Count John, proceeded
therefore. In the meantime, the sove-

reignty over the imited provinces wa3

provisionally held by tte national

council, and, at the urgent solicitation

of the states-general, by the Prince.*
The Archduke Matthias, whose func-

tions were most imceremoniously
brought to an end by the transactions

which we have been recording, took
his leave of the states, and departed
in the month of October.^ Brought
to the coimtry a beardless boy, by the

intrigues of a faction who wished to
use him as a tool against Wilham of

Orange, he had quietly submitted, on
the contrary, to serve as the instru-

ment of that great statesman. Hia

personality during his residence was
null, and he had to expiate, by many
a petty mortification, by many a
bitter tear, the boyish ambition which
brought him to the Netherlands. He
had certainly had ample leisure to

repent the haste with which he had
got out of his warm bed in Vienna to
take his bootless journey to Brussels.

Nevertheless, in a country where so
much baseness, cruelty, and treachery
was habitually practised by men of

high position, as was the case in the

Netherlands, it is something in favour
of Matthias that he had not been base,
or cruel, or treacherous.^ The states
voted him, on his departure, a pension
of fifty thousand guldens annually,'
which was probably not paid with

exemplary regularity.*

having entered at last into secret intrigues
with the Kin^ of Spain against Wuliam of

Orange.—Nederl. Hist., x. 190*. Hoofd re-

peats the story.—Xederl. Hist., xviiL 779
Wagenaer discredits it : vii. 414.

' Bor, xvi. 2S2. Mettran, lloo.i. Waga-
naer, ubi sup.

« Wagenaer, vii 414, 415. Qroenv. Prinst.
Axchives, vii. 5S8.
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CHAPTER V.

Policy of electing Aiijou as sovereign—Commoda et incommoda— Views of Oi-ange—
Opinions at the French Court—Anjon relieves Cambray—Parma besieges Tournay
Brave defence by the Princess of Bspinoy—Honourable capitulation—Anjou's courtship
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Flushing—Inauguration at Antwerp—The conditions or articles subscribed to by the
DuIvC—Attempt upon the life of Orange—The assassin's papers—Confession ofVonero—
Caspar Anastro—His escape—Execution of Venero and Zimmermann—Precarious condi-
tion of the Prince—His recovery—Death of the Princess—Premature letters of Parma—
Further negotiations vrith Orange as to the sovereignty of Holland and Zealand—Ciia-
racter of the revised Constitution—Comparison of the positions of the Prince before and
after his acceptance of the countship.

Thcs it was arranged ^hat, for the

present, at least, the Prince should
exercise sovereignty over Holland and

Zealand; although he had himself

used his utmost exertions to induce
those provinces to join the rest of the
United Netherlands in the proposed
election of Anjou.^ This, however,

they sternly refused to do. There
was also a great disinclination felt by
many in the other states to this ha-

zardous offer of their allegiance,'' and
it was the personal influence of Orange
that eventually carried the measure

through. Looking at the position of

affairs and at the character of Anjou,
as they appear to lis now, it seems
difficult to account for the Prince's

policy. It is so natm-al to judge only

by the result, that we are ready to

censure statesmen for consequences
which beforehand might seem utterly
incredible, and for reading falsely
human characters whose entire de-

velojjment only a late posterity has
had full oj^portuuity to appreciate.'^

» Bor, xiv. 1S3.
2 See, in particular, two papers from the

hand of Count John upon the subject. Ar-
chives et Correspondance, vii. 48-51, and
162-105.

* Saint Aldegonde, for instance, wrote
fi'oni Paris to an intimate friend, that after

a conversation with Anjou of an hour and a
hairs duration, he had formed the very
highest estimate of his talents and charac-
ter. He praised to the skies the elegance
of his ni.anners, the liveliness of his mind,
his remarkable sincerity

—in which last gifts
he so particularly resembled the Nctlier-
landers tlieraselvcs. Above all, he extolled
the Duke's extreme desire to effect the libe-

ration of the provinces. He added, tli;it if

the op].oriunity should bo let slip of secur-

ing such a prince, "posterity would regret
it with bitter tears for a thousand j-ears to

oome."—Hoofd, xvii. 73(5. The opinion ox-

Still, one would think that Anjou had
been sufficiently known to inspire dis-

trust.

There was but little, too, in tho

aspect of the French coui-t to encoiu--

age hopes of valuable assistance from
that quarter. It was urged, not with-

out reason, that the French were as,

likely to become as dangerous as the

Spaniards ;
that they would prove

nearer and more troublesome masters
;

that France intended the incorporation
of the Netherlands into her own king-
dom

; that the provinces would there-

fore be dispersed for ever from tha
German Empire; and that it was as

well to hold to the tyrant under whom
they had been born, as to give them-
selves vohmtarily to another of their

own making.'* In short, it was main-

tained, in homely language, that
" France and Spain were both under
one coverlid."' It might have been
added that only extreme misery could

make the provinces take either bed-

fellow. Moreover, it was asserted,

pressed by Henry the Fourth to Sully is

worth placing in juxtaposition with this ex-

travagant eulogium of Mamix :
" H ma

trompera bien s'il no trompe tons ceux qui
se fieront en luy, et surtout s'il aime jamais
ceux de la Religion, uy leur fait aucuns ad-

vantages ;
car je scay pour lui avoir ouy dire

plus d'une fois, gu'il Us hait eomme le diahU
dam ion cceur, et puis il a le coeur si double
et si malin, a lu courage si lasche, le corps si

nial basty, et est tant jnhabile il toutes sortes

de vertueux exorcices, que jo ne mo sjau-
rois persuader qu'il fasse jamais ricn ne

gdnereux."—Mem. de Sully, i. 102.—Com-
pare Groou V. Prinstcrer, Archives, etc., vii.

4-13.

4 "Incommoda et commoda," etc.—Ar-
chives et Correspondance, vii. 48.

• " Dasz Franckrelch und Spanien mitohl-

andor luider eiuor aecko liojien."—Ibid
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with reason, that Anjon would be a he might find it ?

very expensive master, for his luxuri-

ous and extravagant habits were notori-

ous—that he was a man in whom no
confidence could be placed, and one

who would grasp at arbitrary power
by any means which might present
themselves.^ Above all, it was urged
that he was not of the true religion,
that he hated the professors of that

faith in his heart, and that it was

extremely unwise for men whose dear-

est interests were their religious ones,

to elect a sovereign of opposite creed

to their own. To these plausible views

the Prince of Orange and those who
acted with him, had, however, suffi-

cient answers. The Zsetherlands had
waited long enough for assistance from
other quarters. Germany would not

hft a finger in the cause ;
on the con-

trary, the whole of Germany, whether
Protestant or Catholic, was either

openly or covertly hostile. It was
madness to wait till assistance came
to them from unseen sources. It was
time for them to assist themselves,
and to take the best they could get ;

for when men were starving they could
not afloi-d to be dainty. They might
be bound hand and foot, they might
be overwhelmed a thousand times
before they would receive succour
from Germany, or from any land but
France. Under the circumstances in

which they foimd themselves, hope
delayed was but a cold and meagre
consolation.'

"To speak plainly," said Orange,
"
asking us to wait is very much as if

you should keep a man three days
without any food in the expectation of

a magnificent banquet, should persuade
him to refuse bread, and at the end of

three days should tell him that the

banquet was not ready, but that a still

1)etter one was in preparation. Would
it not be better, then, that the poor
man, to avoid starvation, should wait
no longer, but accept bread wherever

•
AichiTea, etc, viL 48.

_

* " Une froide et bien maigr* consola-
tion."—Archives, vii. 240.

*
Archives, etc., vii, 240 and 235; Letter

to Laa-ui« Schwendi.
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Such ia our case at

present."
*

It was in this vein that he ever wrota
and spoke. The Netherlands were to

rely upon their own exertions, and to

procure the best alliance, together with
the most efficient protection possible.

They were not strong enough to cope
single-handed with their powerful
tyrant, but they were strong enough
if they tised the instruments which
Heaven offered. It was not trusting
but tempting Providence to wait su-

pinely, instead of grasping boldly at

the means of rescue within reach. It

became the character of brave men to

act, not to expect.
"
Otherwise," said

the Prince,
" we may climb to the tops

of trees, like the Anabaptists of Mun-
ster, and expect God's assistance to

drop from the clouds."* It is only
by listening to these argimients so

often repeated, that we can compre-
hend the policy of Orange at this

period.
" God has said that he would

furnish the ravens with food, and the
lions with their prey," said he

;

" but
the birds and the lions do not, there-

fore, sit in their nests and their laira

waiting for their food to descend from
heaven, but they seek it where it is to

be found."" So also, at a later day,
when events seemed to have justified
the distrust so generally felt in Anjou,
the Prince, nevertheless, held similar

language.
"
I do not," said he,

"
ca-

liunniate those who teU us to put our
trust in God. That is my opinion also.

But it is tnisting God to use the means
which He places in our hands, and to
ask that His blessings may come upon
them." "^

There was a feeling entertained by
the more sanguine that the French

King would heartily assist the Nether-

lands, after his brother should be

fairly installed. He had expressly
written to that effect, assming Anjou
that he would help him with all his

strength, and would enter into cloao

* Archives, etc., viL 576.
* Letter to Count John, Archivea et

Corresp., vii. 576.
* Letter to States-general, apud Bor, sriL

S4£^64 (one of the noblest State p-ijiers that
ever came firom hi« hand).

3 H
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filliaiice witli tliose Netherlands whicL.

>-,hould accept him as prince and sove-

reign.^ In another and more private
letter to the Duke, the King promised
to assist his brother,

" even to his last

shirt." ^ There is no doubt that it was
the policy of the statesmen of France
to assist the Netherlands, while the
''

mignons" of the worthless King were
of a contrary opinion. Many of them
were secret partisans of Spain, and
found it more agreeable to recei\'e the

secret pay of Philip than to assist his

revolted provinces. They found it easy
to excite the jealousy of the monarch

against his brother—a passion which

proved more effective than the more

]ofty ambition of annexing the Low
Countries, according to the secret

promptings of many French politi-

cians.** As for the Queen Mother, she

was fierce in her determination to see

fulfilled in this way the famous predic-
tion of Nostradamus. Three of her

sons had successively worn the crown
of France. That she might be "the
mother of four kings," without laying
a third child in the tomb, she was

gi-eedy for this proffered sovereignty
to her younger. t and favourite son.

This well-known desire of Catharine

de Medici was duly insisted upon by
the advocates of the election

;
for her

influence, it was urged, would bring
the whole power of France to support
the Netherlands.*

At any rate, France could not be
worse—could hardly be so bad—as

their present tyranny. "Better the

government of the Gavd, though sus-

pect and dangerous," said Everard

Reyd, "than the truculent dominion
of the Spaniard. Even thus will the

partridge fly to the hand of man, to

escape the talons of the hawk." * As
for the individual character of Aujou,

proper means woiUd be taken, urged
the advocates of his sovereignty, to

keep him in check, for it was intended

1 The letter dated Bloia, Dec. 26, 15S0, is

given by Hot)fd, xviii. 754. Aucordinj; to

Duplessis Moniay, the Duke Imd, liow-

ever, been express^ instructed by his royal
brothur to withdraw tlie letter as soon as
the deputies had seen it. He was always
commanded never to importune his JIajesty
on the subject.—V. Borguec, Philippe IJ. et

Dutch Repuhllc. [1581.

so closely to limit the power conferrtd

upon him, that it would be only
supreme in name. The Netherlands
were to be, in reality, a republic, of

which Anjou was to be a kind of

Italian or Frisian podesta. "Tlie
Duke is not to act according to his

pleasure," said one of the negotiators,
in a private letter to Count John

;

" we
shall take care to provide a good muzzle
for him."" How conscientiously the
"muzzle" was prepared, will appear
from the articles by which the states

soon afterwards accepted the new sove-

reign. How basely he contrived to

slip the muzzle—in what cruel and

cowardly fashion he bathed his fangs
in the blood of the flock committed to

him, will also but too soon appear.
As for the religious objection to

Anjou, on which more stress was laid

than upon any other, the answer waa

equally ready. Orange professed him-
self "not theologian enough" to go
into the subtleties brought forward.
As it was intended to establish most

firmly a religious peace, with entire

tolerance for all creeds, he did not
think it absolutely essential to require
?. prince of the Reformed faith. It

was bigotry to dictate to the sovereign,
when full liberty in religious matters
was claimed for the subject. Orange
was known to be a zealous professor of

the Reformed worship himself; but
he did not therefore reject political

assistance, even though afforded by a
not very enthusiastic member of the
ancient Church.

"
If the priest and the Levite pass

us by when we are fallen among
thieves," said he, with much aptness
and some bitterness,

"
shall we reject

the aid proffered by the Samaritan,
because he is of a different faith from
the worthy fathers who have left us to

perish?"' In short, it was observed
with perfect truth that Philip had
been removed, not because he was a

la Belgique, p. 147.
2 Quotation iu Archives, etc., vii. 403.
« De Thou, ix. 28-33.
* llenom do France, MS., torn. v. c. 6.—

Compare Strada, ii 214, 215.
6 Kcidani, Ann. Belg., ii. 31.
* Archives et CoiTcsp., vii. 200.
I Ibid., vii. 673.
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Catholic, but because he was a tyrant;
not because his faith was different

from thcit of his subjects, but because

he was resolved to exterminate all men
whose religion differed from his own.

It was not, therefore, inconsistent to

choose another CathoUc for a sove-

reign, if proper guarantees could be

obtained that he would protect and
not oppress the Reformed churches.

"If the Duke have the same designs
aa the King," said Saint Aldegonde,
"

it would be a great piece of folly to

change one tyrant and persecutor for

another. If, on the contrary, instead

of oppressing our liberties, he will

maintain them, and in place of extir-

pating the disciples of the true religion,

he will protect them, then are all

the reasons of our opponents without

vigour."^

By midsummer the Duke of Anjou
made his appearance in the western

part of the Xetherlands. The Prince

of Parma had recently come before

Cambray with the intention of reduc-

ing that important city. On the arrival

of Anjou, however, at the head of five

thousand cavalry
—

nearly all of them

gentlemen of high degree, serving aa

volimteers—and of twelve thousand

infantry, Alexander raised the siege

precipitately, and retired towards

Toumay. Anjou victualled the city,

strengthened the garrison, and then,
as his cavalry had only enlisted for a

summer's amusement, and could no

longer be held together, he disbanded
his forces. The bulk of the infantry
took service for the states under the
Prince of Espinoy, governor of Tour-

nay. The Duke himseh, finding that,

notwithstanding the treaty of Plessis

les Tours and the present showy de-

monstration upon his part, the states

were not yet prepared to render him
formal allegiance, and being, moreover,
in the heyday of what was universally
considered bis prosperous courtship of

Queen Elizabeth, soon afterwards took
his departure for England.*

Parma, being thus relieved of his

* Archives et Corresp., vii. 27S.
3 Bor, xvi. 287. Strada, 2, iv. 186-193.

Tasais, vi 42S, Hooid, xviii. 76&.

Siege of Toumay. 851

I
interference, soon afterwards laid

siege to the important city of Tom*-

nay. The Prince of Espinoy waa
absent with the army in the north,
but the Princess commanded in his

absence. She fulfilled her duty in a
manner worthy of the house from
which she sprang, for the blood of

Coimt Horn was in her veins. The

daughter of Mary de Montmorency,
the admiral's sister, answered the

summons of Parma to suiTcnder at

discretion with defiance. The garrison
was encouraged by her steadfastness.

The Princess appeared daily among
her troops, superintending the de-

fences, and personally directing the

officers. During one of the assaults,

she is said, but perhaps erroneously,
to have been wounded in the arm,

notwithstanding which she refused to

retire.'

The siege lasted two months. Mean-

time, it became imiK)Ssible for Orange
and the estates, notwithstanding their

efforts, to raise a- sufficient force to

drive Parma from his entrenchments.
The city was becoming gradually and

surely undermined from without, while
at the same time the insidious art of

a Dominican friar. Father Gery by
name, had been as surely sapping the

fidelity of the garrison from within.

An open revolt of the Catholic popu-
lation being on the point of taking
place, it became impossible any longer
to hold the city. Those of the Re-
formed faith insisted that the place
should be surrendered

;
and the Prin-

cess, being thus deserted by all parties,
made an honourable capitulation with
Parma. She herself, with all her

garrison, was allowed to retire with

personal property, and with all the
honours of war, while the sack of the

city waa commuted for one hundi-ed
thousand crowns, levied upon the in-

habitants. The Piincess, on lea\-ing
the gates, was received with such a
shout of applause from the royal army
that she seemed less like a defeated

commander than a conqueror. Upon

I
» Bor, xvi. 2Sr, 2SS. Meteren, x. 190.

1 Hoofd, xviii. 785, 78«. Strada, 2, iv. 10»-
>

213t et al.
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fclie 30 til November, Parma accord-

ingly entered the place which he
had been besieging since the Ist of

October.^

By the end of the autumn, the
Prince of Orange, more than ever dis-

satisfied with the anarchical condition
of affairs, and with the obstinate jea-

lousy and parsimony of the difTerent

provinces, again summoned the coun-

try in the most earnest language to

provide for the general defence, and
to take measures for the inauguration
of Anjoii. He painted in sombre
colours the prospect which lay before

them, if nothing was done to arrest
the progress of the internal disorders
and of the external foe, whose forces
were steadily augmenting. Had the

provinces followed his advice, instead
of quarrelUng among themselves, they
would have had a j^owerful army on
foot to second the efforts of Anjou,
and subsequently to save Tournay.
They had remamed supine and stolid,
even while the cannonading against
these beautiful cities was in their veiy
ears. No man seemed to think him-
self interested in public afKxirs, save
when his own province or village was

directly attacked.^ The general in-

terests of the commonwealth were

forgotten in local jealousy. Had it

been otherwise, the enemy would have

long since been driven over the Meuse.
" When money," continued the Prince,"

is asked for to carry on the war, men
answer as if they were talking with
the dead Emperor.'* To say, however,
that they will pay no more, is as much
as to declare that they Avill give up
their land and their religion both. I

say this, not because I have any desire

to put my hands into the common
purse. You well know that I have
never touched the public money, but
it is important that you should feel

that there is no war in the country
except the one which concerns you
all."

The spates, thus shamed and stimu-

1 Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, Strada, Benti-

voglio.
3 Ilemonstrance to the States -general,

Dec. 1, 1581, in Bor, xvi. 2S9, 290.
• " Bo varen sy in de sake voort en

autwoorden doer op als sy spraken met den

[1582.
lated. set themselves In earnest to obey
the mandates of the Prince, and sent a

special mission to England, to arrange
with the Duke of Anjou for his formal
installation as sovereign. Saint Alde-

gonde and other commissioners were

already there. It was the memorable
epoch in the Anjou wooing, when the

rings were exchanged between Eliza-
beth and the Duke, and when the
world thought that the nuptials were
on the point of being celebrated.
Saint Aldegonde wrote to the Prince
of Orange on the 22d of Novembe)-,
that the marriage had been finally
settled upon that day.'* Throughout
the Netherlands, the auspicious tid-

ings were greeted with bonfires, illu-

minations, and cannonading,' and the
measures for hailing the Prince, thus

highly favoured by so great a Queen,
as sovereign master of the provinces,
were pushed forward with great
energy.

Nevertheless, the marriage ended in

smoke. There were plenty of tour-

nays, pageants, and banquets; a pro-
fusion of nuptial festivities, in short,
where nothing was omitted but the

nuptials. By the end of January 1582,
the Duke was no nearer the goal tlian

upon his arrival three months before.

Acceding, therefore, to the wishes of

the Netherland envoys, he prepai-ed
for a visit to their country, where the

ceremony of his joyful entrance aa

Duke of Brabant and sovereign of the
other provinces was to take place. No
open rupture with Elizabeth occurred.
On the contrary, the Queen accom-

panied the Duke, with a numerous
and stately retinue, as far as Canter-

bury, and sent a most brilliant train

of her gi'catest nobles and gentlemen
to escort him to the Netherlands, coirt-

municating at the same time, by spe-
cial letter, her wishes to the estates-

general, that he should be treated with
as much honour "as if he were her
second self." "^

On the 10th of February, fifteen

doden Kayser."—Ibid.
*

Strad-a, 2, iv. 214, sqq. Bor, xvl. 290.

Do Tliou, viii. 636, sqq.
» Bor, De Thou, ubj sup. Hoofd, xviii.

788.
« "OblecUtua distractusquo juvenig, ——
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large vesselB cast anchor at Flushing.
The Duke of Anjou, attended by the

Earl of LeicestT, the Lords Hunsdon,

Willoirghby, ShefiBeld, Howard, Sir

Phihp Si^ey, and itiany other per-

sonages of high rank and reputation,^
landed from this fleet. He was

greeted on his arrival by the Prince

of Orange, who, with the Prince of

Espinoy and a large deputation of the

states-general, had been for some days

waiting to welcome him. The man
whom the Netherlands had chosen for

their new master stood on the shores

of Zealand. Francis Hercules, Son of

France, Duke of Alen9on and Anjou,
was at that time just twenty-eight

years of age; yet not even his fiat-

t«rers, or his
"
minions," of whom he

had aa regular a train as his royal

brother, could claim for him the ex-

ternal graces of youth or of princely

dignity. He was below the middle

height, puny and ill-shaped. His hair

and eyes were brown, his face was
teamed with the small-pox, his skin

covered with blotches, his nose so

swoUen and distorted that it seemed
to be double. This prominent feature

did not escape the sarcasms of his

countiymen, svho, among other gibes,
were wont to observe that the man
who always wore two faces, might be

expected to have two noses also. It

w;is thought that his revolting appear-
ance was the principal reason for the

rupture of the English marriage, and
it was in vain that his supporters
maintained that if he could forgive
her age, she might, in return, excuse
his ugliness. It seemed that there

was a point of hideousness beyond
which even royal princes could not
descend with impunity, and the only
wonder seemed that Elizabeth, with
the handsome Robert Dudley ever at

vidot se in mediis naptiis celebi-are omnia
pncter nuptias."—Strada, 2, iv. 21".—Com-
paie De Thou, viii. 600, sqq. Hoofd, xix.
795. "——

qu'il allast accompagne de la
recoramendation d'une Princesse qui
estime avoir tel interest en tous que Toas
en serez ponsses d'avantage i Lonnorer un
Prinoe qui lui est si cher qu'elle fait autant
de lui omme d'un autre soi-meme," etc.,
etc.—Letirc de la Serenissimo Eeine d'Aut;-
leteiTe aux Etats-generaux, Fev. 6, 1581,
MS. Ordinaris Dop?chen Bock der Staten-

Portrait of Alengon. 853

her feet, could even tolerate the ad-

dresses of Francis Valois."

His intellect was by no means con-

temptible. He was not without a

certain quickness of apprehension and

vivacity of expression which passed
current among his admirers for wit

and wisdom. Even the experienced
Saint Aldegonde was deceived in his

character, and described him aft«r an
hour and half's interview, as a Prince

overflowing with bounty, intelligence,
and sincerity. That such men as Saint

Aldegonde and the Prince of Orange
should be at fault in their judgment,
is evidence not so much of their want
of discernment, as of the cUfference

between the general reputation of the

Duke at that period, and that which
has been eventually established for

him in history. Moreover, subse-

quent events were to exhibit the
utter baseness of his character more

signally than it had been displayed

during his previous career, however

vacillating. No more ignoble yet
more dangerous creature had yet been
loosed upon the devoted soil of the
Netherlands. Not one of the person-

ages who had hitherto figured in the

long drama of the revolt had enacted
so sorry a part. Ambitious but

trivial, enterprising but cowardly, an

intriguer and a dupe, without religious
convictions or political principles, save

that he was willing to accept any creed

or any system which might advance
his own schemes, he was the most un-
fit protector for a people who, whether

wrong or right, were at least in earnest,
and who were accustomed to reJTjd
truth as one of the virtues. He was

certainly not deficient in self-esteem.

With a figtire which was insignificant,
and a countenance which was repul-
sive, he had hoped to efface the impres-

gencral. A", 15S2-1583, f. 1", H.iguc Ar-
chives.

' De Thou, HooM, ubi sup. Bor, xvii-

200. Metereu, xL 192.

* Bor, xvii. 296. Metercn, xi. 192. Hoofd,
ubi sup. Mem. de Sully, loc. cit.

" Fu
piccioli di statura e jwco ben fatto della
riersona."—Bentivoglio, G. di Fiandra, 2, ii.

275.
" Pusillo ac deformi in corpore."—Ev.

Reidan., Ann. Bel?., ii. 34 ; iii. 42. Van d?r

Vynckt, iii. 6l>. fcirad«, 2, iv. 21?.
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sion made upon Elizabeth's imagination
by the handsomest man in Europe.
With a commonplace capacity, and
with a narrow political education, he
intended to circumvent the most pro-
found statesman of his age. And
there, upon the pier at Flushing, he
stood between them both

; between
the magnificent Leicester, whom he
had thought to outshine, and the
silent Prmce of Orange, whom he was
determined to outwit. Posterity has

long been aware how far he succeeded
in the one and the other attempt.
The Duke's arrival was greeted with

the roar of artillery, the ringing of

bells, and the acclamations of a large
concourse of the inhabitants; suitable

speeches were made by the magistrates
of the town, the deputies of Zealand,
and other functionaries,^ and a stately

banquet was provided, so remarkable
"for its sugar-work and other dehcacies,
as to entirely astonish the French and

English lords who partook thereof." '^

The Duke visited Middelburg, where
he was received with great state, and
to the authorities of which he ex-

pressed his gratification at finding two
such stately cities situate so close to

each other on one little island.^

On the 17th of February, he set.

Fail for Antwerp. A fleet of fifty-

four vessels, covered with flags and

streamerSjConveyedhim and his retinue,

togethef with the large deputation
which had welcomed him at Flushing,
to the great commercial metropolis.
He stepped on shore at Kiel within
a bowshot of the city

—
for, like other

Dukes of Brabant, he was not to enter

Antwerp until he had taken the oaths

to respect the constitution—and the

ceremony of inauguration was to

take place outside the walls. A large

platform had been erected for this

purpose, commanding a view of the

stately city, with its bristling fortifi-

cations and shady groves.* A throne,
covered with velvet and gold, was

prepared, and here the Duke took

1 Bor, xvii. 296. Hoofd, xix. 795.
3 Hor, xvii. 297. » Ibid.
* La joyeu3o efc mapilfiqiie eutreo du

Monseigii' Francois, Fils do France, Due
d'Anjou, etc, en sa tr6s renomtnee ville
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his seat, surrounded by a brilliant

tiirong, including many of the most

distinguished personages in Europe.
It was a bright winter's morning.

The gaily bannered fleet lay conspicu-
ous in the river, while an enoinioua
concourse of people were thronging
from all sides to greet the new sove-

reign. Twenty thousand burgher
troops, in bright uniforms, surrounded
the platform, upon the tapestried floor

of which stood the magistrates of Ant-

werp, the leading members of the
Brabant estates, with the Prince of

Orange at their head, together with

many other great functionaries. The
magnificence everywhere displayed,
and especially the splendid costume/i
of the military companies, excited the

profound astonishment of the French,
who exclaimed that every soldier

seemed a captain, and who regarded
with vexation their own inferior equip-
ments.*

Andrew Hessels, doctor ufriusque
juris, delivered a salutatory oration, in

which, among other flights of elo-

quence, he expressed the hope of the

provinces that the Duke, with the
beams of his greatness, wisdom, and

magnanimity, would dissipate all the

mists, fogs, and other exhalations

whichwereperniciousto their nation
'

prosperity, and that he would brii

back the sunlight of their ancient

glory.fi

Anjou answered these compliments
with equal courtesy, and had much to

say of his willingness to shed ever^"^

drop of his blood in defence of the
Brabant liberties; but it might have

damped the enthusiasm of the moment
could the curtain of the not very
distant future havS been lifted. The
audience, listening to these promises,
might have seen that it was not so

much his blood as theirs wliich he
was disposed to shed, and less, too,
in defence than in violation of the

same liberties which lie was swearii.

to jirotect.

d'Anvcrs."—Anvers. riantin., 15S2.—Com-
jirtro Bor, xvii. 297. Hoofd, xix. 795.

* Rononi de France, SIS., v. 2.

« The oration is given in full by Bor, xvii

297.298.
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Orator IIe(5sek then read aloud

Ihe articles of the Joyous Entry, in

the Flemish language, and the Duke
was as''ed if he required any explana-
tions of that celebrated constitution.

He replied that he had thoroughly
studied its provisions, with the assist-

ance of the Prince of Orange, during
. his voyage from Flushing, and was

quite prepared to swear to maintain
them. The oaths, according to the

antique custom, were then adminis-

tered. Afterward^!, the ducal hat and
the velvet mantle, lined with ermine,
were hrought, the Prince of Orange
assisting his Highness to assume this

historical costume of the Brabant

dukes, and saying to him, as he
fastened the button at the throat,

"
I

must secure this robe so firmly, my
lord, that no man may ever tear it

from your shoulders." ^

Th\i3 arrayed in his garment of

sovereignty, Anjou was compelled to

listen to another oration from the

pensionary of Antwerp, John Van der
Werken. He then exchanged oaths
with the magistrates of the city, and
received the keys, which he returned
for safe-keeping to the burgomaster.
Meanwhile the trumpets soimded,

largess of gold and silver coins was
scattered among the people, and the

heralds cried aloud, "Long live the
Duke of Brabant." *

A procession vras then formed to es-

cort the new Duke to his commercial

capitaL A stately and striking proces-
sion it was. The Hanseatic merchants
in ancient German attire, the English
merchants in long velvet cassocks, the
heralds in their quaint costimie, the

long train of civic mUitia with fuU
bands of music, the chief functionaries
of city and province in their black
mantles and gold chains, all marching
imder emblematical standards or time-
honoured blazons, followed each other
in dignified order. Then came the
Duke himself, on a white Barbary
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» Bor, xvii. 298. Ho-fd, xix. 796. ile-

teren, xi. 192.

' " La joye^isc et magnifique entree," etc.,

Bor, syvi. 297, sqfi-, T.ho coascientiously

S'Tea
all the long speeches at full length,

cteren, xi. 192. Tassia, Ti. 4iC

horse, caparisoned with cloth of gold.
He was surroimded wth English,

French, and Netherland grandees,

many of them of world-wide reputa-
tion. There was the stately Leices-

ter; Sir Philip Sidney, the mirror of

chivalry ; the gaunt and imposing form
of Wilfiam the Silent

; his son
; Count

ilaurice of Xassau, destined to be the
first captain of his age, then a hand-

some, dark-eyed lad of fifteen; the

Dauphin of Auvergne; the Marv5chal

de Biron and his sons: the Prince of

Espinoy; the Lords Sheffield, Wil-

loughby, Howard, Hunsdon, and many
others of high degree and distingiushed
reputation.'' The ancient guilds of the
crossbow-men and archers of Brabant,

splendidly accoutred, formed the body-
guard of the Duke, while his French

cavaliers, the life-guardsmen of the
Prince of Orange, and. the troops of
the line, followed in great numbers,
their glittering uniforms all gaily in-

termingled, "like the flowers de luce

upon a royal mantle." The procession,
thus gorgeous and gay, was terminated

by a dismal group of three hundred
malefactors, marching in fetters, and

imploring pardon of the Duke, a boon
which was to be granted at evening.
Great torches, although it was high
noon, were burning along the road, at
intervals of four or five feet, in a con-
tinuous line reaching from the platform
at Kiel to the portal of Saint Joris,

through which the entrance to the city
was to be made.

Inside the gate a stupendous allegory
was awaiting the approach of the new
sovereign.'' A huge gilded car, crowd-
ed with those emblematical and highly
bedizened personages so dear to the

Xetherlanders, obstructed the advance
of the procession. All the virtues
seemed to have come out for an airing
in one chariot, and were now waiting
to offer their homage to Francis Her-
cules Valois. Religion in " red satin,"

holding the gospel in her hand, wa.=?

* "
I.a joyeuse et magnifique entreo," etc.,

Bor, xviL 300, sqq. Hoofd, xix. 797, 893.
* La joyeTose et magnifique entree," etc.,

in which contemporary jiamphlet are ra-iuy
beautifully executeii engravxugs of t'.e won-
ders exhibited cc this occasion.—Bor, xriL
800, 301.
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fcupported by Justice, "in orange vel-

vet," armed with blade and beam.
Prudence and Fortitude embraced each
other near a column enwreathed by
serpents

" with their tails in their ears

to typify deafness to flattery;" while
Patriotism as a pelican, and Patience
as a brooding hen, looked benignantly
upon the scene. This gi-eeting duly
acknowledged, the procession advanced
into the city. The streets were lined

with troops and with citizens
;
the bal-

conies were filled with fair women
;

" the very gables," says an enthusiastic

contemporary,
" seemed to laugh with

ladies' eyes."^ The market-place was
filled with waxen torches and with

blazing tar baiTels, while in its centre

Btood the giant Antigonus—founder of

the city thirteen hundred years before

the Christian era—the fabulous per-

sonage who was accustomed to throw
the right hands of all smuggling mer-
chants into the Scheld.' This colossal

individual, attired in a " surcoat of sky-
blue," and holding a banner emblazon-
ed with the arms of Spain, turned its

head as the Duke entered the square,
saluted the new sovereign, and then

dropping the Spanish scutcheon upon
the ground, raised aloft another bear-

ing the arms of Anjou.-*
And thus, amid exuberant outpour-

ing of confidence, another lord and
master had made his triumphal en-

ti-ance into the Netherlands. Alas !

how often had this sanguine people

greeted with similar acclamations the

advent of their betrayers and their

tyrants ! How soon were they to dis-

cover that the man whom they were
thus receiving with the warmest en-

thusiasm was the most treacherous

tyrant of all.

It was nightfall before the procession
at last reached the palace of Saint

Michael, which had been fitted up for

the temporary reception of the DukC*

Dutch Republic. [1582.
The next day was devoted to speech-

making; various deputations waiting
upon the new Duke of Brabant with

congratulatory addresses. The Grand

Pensionary delivered a pompous ora-

tion upon a platform hung with sky-
blue silk, and carpeted with cloth of

gold. A committee of the German
and French Keformed Churches made
a long harangue, in which they ex-

pressed the hope that the Lord would
make the Duke "as valiant as David,
as wise as Solomon, and as pious as

Hezekiah."^ A Roman Catholic de-

putation informed his Highness that
for eight months the members of the
Ancient Church had been forbidden
all religious exercises, saving baptism,

marriage, visitation of the sick, and
burials. A promise was therefore made
that this prohibition, which had been
the result of the disturbances recorded
in a preceding chapter, should be im-

mediately modified, and on the 15th
of March, accordingly, it was arranged,

by command of the magistrates, that

all Catholics should have permission
to attend public worship, according to

the ancient ceremonial, in the church
of Saint Michael, which had been ori-

ginally designated for the use of the

ne\v Duke of Brabant. It was, how'

ever, stipulated that all who desiied

to partake of this privilege should take

the oath of abjuration beforehand, and

go to the church without arms."^
Here then had been oaths enough,

orations enough, compliments enough,
to make any agreement steadfast, so

far as windy suspirations could furnish

a solid foundation for the social com-

pact. Bells, trumpets, and the brazen
throats of men and of cannons had
made a sufficient din, torches and tar-

barrels had made a sufficient glare, to

confirm—so far as noise and blazing

pitch could confirm—the decorous pro-

ceedings of church and town-house,

» Iloofd, xix. T93.
' "La joyetise eutree," etc.

"Hie fuit Auiigoni castrum insigne
Gifrantis,

Quem Brabo devicit, de quo Brabonica
tellus," etc., etc.

Ancient verses quoted by Ludov. Guicci.ar-

diui, in his description of Antwerp, "but
by whcm written," «ayg that author, "novit

Deas."—Tot. Eelg. Descript., 131.
* " La joveuse entree," etc., Bor, xvii. SOI.
* Bor, ubi sup. Hoofd, xix. 708, 19;*.

" Macr do gclieelo stadt was vol Tortson,
Fackelen ende Vycren op alio de Htradoii,

eude op do kcrck torcn.", dat do stadt scheon
in een vyer te staou."—Meteien. xi. 19''e.

e Bor, xvii. 803.
» Ibid,
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but time was soon to shew the value

of such demonstrations. Meantime,
the " muzzle " had been fastened with

solemnity and accepted with docility.

The terms of the treaty concluded at

Plessis les Tom^ and Bordeaux were

made pubhc. The Duke had sub-

scribed to twenty-seven articles, which
made as stringent and sensible a con-

stitutional compact as could be desired

by any Xetherland patriot. These

articles,^ taken in connexion with the

ancient charters which they expressly

upheld, left to the new sovereign no

vestige of arbitrary power. He was

merely tTiie hereditary president of a

representative republic. He was to be

Duke, Count, Margrave, or Seignior of

the different provinces on the same
terms which his predecessors had ac-

cepted. He was to transmit the dig-
nities to his children. If there were
more than one child, the provinces
were to select one of the number for

their sovereign. He was to maintain

all the ancient privileges, charters,

statutes, and customs, and to forfeit

his sovereignty at the first violation.

He was to assemble the states-general
at least once a year. He was always
to reside in the Netherlands. He was
to permit none but natives to hold

office. His right of appointment to

all important posts was limited to a

jjelection from three candidates, to be

proposed by the estates of the provmce
concerned, at each vacancy. He was
to maintain "the Religion" and the

religious peace in the same state in

which they then were, or as should
afterwards be ordained by the estates

of each province, without making any
innovation on his own part.'' Holland
and Zealand were to remain as they
were, both in the matter of religion
and othti-wke? His Highness was not
to permit that any one should be ex-

amined or molested in his house, or

otherwise, in the matter or imder pre-
text of reUgion,* He was to procure

1 The .articles are given in full by Bor, 3,
xvii. 307-309.

2 Article 12.
s Holland en Zelaud sullen blijven aU .=y

Tioiiwoordlijk sijii in 't stijk Tan den Rc-
^;» ITK aniirsim.—Art. 13.

Bordeaux. 857

the assistance of the King of France

for the Xetherl.inds. He was to main-

tain a perfect and a perpetual league,
offensive and defensive, between that

kingdom and the provinces; without,

however, permitting any incorporation
of territory. He was to carry on the

war against Spain with his own means
and those fiimished by his royal bro-

ther, in addition to a yearly contribu-

tion by the estates of two million four

hundred thousand guldens.' He was
to dismiss all troops at command of

the states-general. He was to make
no treaty with Spain without their

consent.

It would be superfluous to point
out the great difference between the

notions entertainetl upon international

law in the sixteenth centiiry and in

our own. A state of nominal peace
existed between Spain, France, and

England ; yet here was the brother of

the French monarch, at the head of

French troops, and attended by the

grandees of England, solemnly accept-

ing the sovereignty over the revolted

provinces of Spain.'' It is also curious

to observe that the constitutional com-

pact by which the new sovereign of

the Netherlands was admitted to the

government, would have been repudi-
ated as revolutionary and republican

by the monarchs c f France or Englaiid,
if an attempt had been made to apply
it to their own realms, for the ancient

charters—which in reality constituted

a republican form of government—
had all been re-established by the

agreement with Anjou.
The first-fniits of the ban now began

to display themselves. Sunday, 18th
of March 15S2, was the birthday of

the Duke of Anjou, and a great festival

had been arranged, accordingly, for

the evening, at the palace of Saint

Michael, the Prince of Orange as well

as all the great French lords being of

course invited. The Prince dined, as

usual, at his house in the neighbour-

* Art. 14. » Ibid., IS,
* On the other hnnd, this deniiU by Enjj.

land of an asylum to tho refugees, in 1572,
and their forcible expulsion from her shores,
led to the occupation of Bi ill and the foun-
dation of the Dutch Republic.
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hood of the citadel, in company with
the Coiints Hohenlo and Laval, and
the two distinguished French com-

mi?sioners, Bonnivet and Des Prun-
eanx. Young Maurice of Nassau, and
two nephews of the Prince, sons of his

brother John, were also present at

table. During dinner the conversation

was animated, many stories being re-

lated of the cruelties which had been

practised by the Spaniards in the pro-
vinces. On rising from the table,

Orange led the way from the dining-
room to his own apartments, shewing
the noblemen in his company, as he

passed along, a piece of tapestry upon
M'hich some Spanish soldiers were re-

presented. At this moment, as he
stood upon the threshold of the ante-

chamber', a youth of small stature,

vulgar mien, and pale dark complexion,

appeared from among the servants and
offered him a petition. He took the

paper, and as he did so, the stranger

suddenly drew a pistol and discharged
it at the head of the Prince. The bail

entered the neck under the right ear,

passed through the roof of the mouth,
and came out under the left jaw-bone,

canying with it two teeth.^ The

pistol had been held so near, that the

hair and beard of the Prince were set

on fire by the discharge. He remained

Blanding, but blinded, stunned, and
for a moment entirely ignorant of

what had occurred. As he aftenvards

observed, he thought perhaps that a

part of the house had suddenly fallen.

Finding very soon that his hair and
beard were burning, he comprehended
what had occurred, and called out

quickly, "Do not kill him—I forgive
him my death!" and turning to the

French noblemen present, he added,

1 Hoofd, xix. 804. Bor, xvii. 813. Ife-

teruu, xi. 104°. Tassis, vi. 431. Strada, 2,

iv. 219.
" Korte Vorliaal van den rnoord-

dadigen aauslag, bcdrevon op den pcrsoon
Villi den zecr doorluchtigen vorst, den heere
Piins van Oraiije, door Jan Juuregui, ccn

Sjianjaid."
—This is the title of a pamphlet

published at the time with authentic docu-

ments, by Phiutin, at Antwerp. There is

also a French edition, printed simnltanc-

misly with that in Flemish, intituled, "Brof
Ifecueil de I'Assassinat," etc.—Uciffenborg
las rc'publislicd it in his edition of Van der

Vj-cckt. JUetter of Derens, March 27. 1»S2,
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"Alas! what a faithful servant diu

his Highness lose in me !

" -

These wei-e his first words, spoken
when, as all believed, he had been

mortally wounded. The message of

mercy came, however, too late; for

two of the gentlemen present, by an
irresistible impulse, had run the as.=ia8-

sin through with their rapiers. The
halberdiers rushed upon him immedi-

ately afterwards, so that he fell pierced
in thirty-two vital places.' The Prince,

supported by his friends, walked to

his chamber, where he was put to bed,
while the surgeons examined and ban-

daged the wound. It was most dan-

gerous in appearance, but a verystrange
circumstance gave more hope than
c6uld otherwise have been entertained.
The flame from the pistol had been
so close that it had actually cauterised

the wound inflicted by the ball. But
for this, it was supposed that the flow

of blood from the veins which hat!

been shot through would have proved
fatal before the wound could be dressed.
The Prince, after the fii-st shock, had
recovered full possession of his senses,
and believing himself to be dying, he

expressed the most imafFected sym-
pathy for the condition in which the
Duke of Anjou would be placed by hia

death. "
Alas, poor Prince !

"
he cried

frequently; "alas, what troubles will

now beset thee !"* The surgeons en-

joined and implored his silence, as

speaking might cause the wound to

prove immediately fatal. He com-

plied, but wrote inces.^antly." As long
as his heart could beat, it was impos-
sible for him not to be occupied with
his country.

Lion Petit, a trusty captain of the

city guard, forced his way to the cham-

in Archive.'? et Corrcspondance, viii. 77.
* " Doodt hem niet, ik vergoef hem mijtn

dood!"— Koito Vcrhaal. JJor, xvii ST-'.

Hoofd, six. S04. Jlcteren, xi. 194.
* Ibid. Letter of llerlc, Archives et Cor-

rcspondance, supplement, pp. 220, sii<;.

Letter of Derens, Archives et Currespoi;-
dance, viii. 78.

< " Ach avmc vorst, arrne vorst I wp.t Bt:'

gij no.or mocijclijUheden ont moetcn!"—
Korte Verliiia!. Bor, xvii. 313. Metercii,
xi. 1940. Hoofd, six. 805.

s Korte Vorhual, etc. — "Met ceao TMf?
Jiaudcu vlng eohreef'
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ber, it beiDg absolutely necessary, said

the honest burgher, for him to see

with his own eyes that the Prince was

liTing, rnd report the fact to the towns-

people: otherwise, so great was the

excitement, it was impossible to say
what might be the residt. It was in

fact believed that the Prince was

already dead, and it was whispered
that he had been assassinated by the
order of Anjou. This horrible sus-

picion was flying through the city, and

producing a fierce exasperation,^ as

men talked of the murder of Coligny,
of Saint Bartholomew, of the mur-
derous propensities of the Valois race.

Had the attempt token place in the

evening, at the birth-night banquet of

Anjou, a horrible massacre would have
been the inevitable issue. As it hap-

pened, however, circumstances soon
occurred to remove the suspicion from
the French, and to indicate the origin
of the crime. Meantime, Captain
Petit was urged by the Prince, in

writing, to go forth instantly with the

news that he yet survived, but to im-

plore the people, in case God should
call him to Himself, to hold him in

kind remembrance, to make no tiimult,
and to serve the Duke obediently and

faithfully.*

Meantime, the youthful Maurice of

Nassau was giving proof of that cool

determination which already marked
his character. It was natural that a

boy of fifteen should be somewhat agi-
tated at seeing such a father shot

through the head before his eyes. His
situation was rendered doubly grave
by the suspicions which were instantly

engendered as to the probable origin
of the att«mpt. It was already whis-

pered in the hall that the gentlemen
who had been so officious in slaying
tb e assassin were his accomplices, who—upon the principle that dead men
would teU no tales—were disposed,
now that the deed was done, to pre-
clude inconvenient revelations as to

Excitement and Suspicions. goO

1 Korte Verhaa^ J91. Bor, ubi siip. Me-
teren, xL 194. n.x>fd, xis. 804. Strada. 2,
iv. 219. Bor, xvii. 313.

' Bor, Me'even, Hoofd, ubi sup,
Verhaal.

their own share in the crime. Maurice,

notwithstanding these causes for per-

turbation, and despite his grief at

his father's probable death, remaineil

steadily by the body of the murderer.

He was determined, if possible, to un-

ravel the plot, and he waited to possess
himself of all papers and other articles

which might be found upon the per-
son of the deceased.-*

A scrupulous search was at once
made by the attendants, and every-

thing placed in the young Count's own
hands. This done, Maurice expressed
a doubt lest some of the villain's ac-

complices might attempt to take the

articles from him,* whereupon a faith-

ful old servant of his father came for-

ward, who with an emphatic expression
of the importance of securing such im-

portant documents, took his yoimg
master under his cloak, and led him
to a retired apartment of the house.

Here, after a rapid examination, it was
foimd that the papers were ail in Span-
ish, written by Spaniards to Spaniards,
so that it was obvious that the con-

spiracy, if one there were, was not a

French conspiracy. The servant, there-

fore, advised Maurice to go to his

father, while he would himself in-

stantly descend to the hall with this

important inteUigence. Count Ho-
henlo had, from the instant of the

murder, ordered the doors to be fas-

tened, and had permitted no one to

enter or to leave the apartment with-

out his permission. The information
now brought by the servant as to the
character of the papers caused great
relief to the minds of aU; for, till that

moment, suspicion had even lighted

upon men who were the firm friends

of the Prince."

Saint Aldegonde, who had meantime
arrived, now proceeded, in company of

the other gentlemen, to examine the

papers and other articles taken from
the assassin. The pistol w''-h which
he had done the deed was lying upon

Hoofd, xii. S05. lleteren, si. Hi,
* Korte VerhiiaL— *'

Helaa," sai 1 the boy,
"ik ben zoo bevrecst dat hier eenig andere

Korte I booswicht zij. die mij die papiercu afneetut."
» Korte Verhaal, Bor, Metere-ii, H'jofJ, ubi

» Korte Tcrhaal, etc Bor, xviL 813.
[ sup. Strada, 2, iv. 219.
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the floor
;
a naked poniard, which he

would probably have used also, had
his thumb not been blown oft' by the

discharge of the pistol, was found in

his trunk hose. In his pockets were
an Agnus Dei, a taper of green wax,
two bits of hareskin, two dried toads—which were supposed to be sorcerer's

charms—a crucifix, a Jesuit catechism,
a prayer-book, a pocket-book contain-

ing two Spanish bills of exchange—one
for two thousand, and one for eight
hundred and seventy-seven crowns—
and a set of writing tablets.^ These
last were covered with vows and pious
invocations, in reference to the mur-
derous affair which the writer had in

hand. He had addressed fervent

prayers to the Virgin Mary, to the

Angel Gabriel, to the Saviour, and to

the Saviour's 'Son—"
as if," says the

Antwerp chronicler, with simplicity,
" the Lord Jesus had a son

" *—that

they might all use their intercession

with the Almiglity towards the certain

and safe accomplishment of the con-

templated deed. Should he come off

successful and unharmed, he solemnly
vowed to fast a week on bread and
water. Furthermore, he promised to

Christ a "new coat of costly pattern;"
to the Mother of God, at Guadalupe, a

new gown; to Our Lady of Montserrat,
a crown, a gown, and a lamp ;

and so

on through a long list of similar pro-
eents thus contemplated for various

shrines.'* The poor fanatical fool had
been taught by deeper villains than
himself that his pistol was to rid the

world of a tyrant, and to open his own

pathway to Heaven, if his career should

be cut short on earth. To prevent so

undesirable a catastrophe to himself,

however, his most natural conception
had been to bribe the whole heavenly

1 Korte Verhaal, etc., 5S9, 590. Strada, 2,

Iv. 219.—Compare Haraei, Turn. Belg-., iii.

836.—"Tweestukken huid, zoo het scheen
van eenen haas

;
liet g-een velcn aanlciding

ffaf cm te zcf^gen, dat hij padden en toovcry
bij zich had." Korte Verhaal, etc. Bor,
Hoofd, Meteren, ubi sup.

2 "Als of Christus noch eenen sonne
hadde."—Meteren, xi. 194. The following
extracts from the assassin's memorandum-
hook are wortliy of attention. The papers
were published by authority, immediately
after tho deed. " Al Angel Gabriel mo en-

[1582.

host, from tho Virgin Mary downwards,
for he had been taught that absolution
for murder was to be bought and sold

like other merchandise. He had also

been persuaded that, after accompUsh-
ing the deed, /te would become invisible*

Saint Aldegonde hastened to la^v

the result of this examination before

the Duke of Anjou. Information was
likewise instantly conveyed to the

magistrates at the Town House, and
these measures were successful in re-

storing confidence throughout the city
as to the intentions of the new govern-
ment. Anjou immediately convened
the State-Council, issued a summons
for an early meeting of the states-

general, and published a proclamation
that all persons having information to

give concerning the crime which had

just been committed, should come

instantly forward, upon pain of death.

The body of the assassin was forth-

with exposed upon the public square,
and was soon recognised as that of one
Juan Jaureguy, ix servant in the employ
of Caspar d'Anastro, a Spanish mer-

chant of Antwerp. The letters and
bills of exchange had also, on nearer

examination at the Town House, im-

plicated Anastro in the affair. His
house was immediately searched, but
the merchant had taken his departure,

upon the previous Tuesday, under

pretext of pressing affairs at Calais.

His cashier, Venero, and a Dominican

friar, named Antony Zimmermann,
both inmates of his family, were, how-

ever, arrested upon suspicion. On the

following day tlie watch stationed at

the gate carried the foreign post-

bags, as soon as they arrived, to the

magistracy, when letters were found
from Anastro to Venero, which matin

the affair quite plain.' After th'

comiendo con todo mi spiritu ycora50iipai,t
que agora y siempre mc sea mi intercessor a

nuestro yeilor Jesu Chrl.sto y a su hijo preein-

sissimo, y a la Virgen Sancta Maria y a to^V^^

los sanctos y sanctas de la corte del cielo

gnardarme," etc., etc.—Korte Verh.aal.
' Korte Verhival. Meteren. Bor, xv.i.

313.
* Letter of P. van Roigersberg, March 19,

loS-'; apud Van Wyn op Wagenaer, 7, iii.

112. Letter of Hevle, before cited.
' Korte Vorhaal. Bor, xrii. 31 '^. IIooW,

xlx. 505. Meteren, xi, isi.
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had been thoroughly studied, they
were shew-n to Venero, who, seeing
himself thus completely ruined, asked

for pen and ink, and wrote a full con-

fession.

It appeared that the crime was

purely a commercial speculation on
the port of Anastro. That merchant,

being on the verge of bankruptcy, had
entered with Philip into a mutual

contracb, which the King had signed
with hiB hand and sealed with his seal,

and according to which Anastro, within

a certain period, was to take the life

of William of Orange, and for so doing
was to receive eighty thousand ducats,
and the cross of Santiago.^ To be a

knight companion of Sjiain's proudest
order of chivalry was the guerdon,
over and above the eighty thousand

pieces of silver, which Spain's monarch

promised the murderer, if he should
succeed. As for Anastro himself, he
was too frugal and too wary to risk

his own life, or to lose much of the

premium. With tears streaming down
his cheeks, he painted to his faithful

cashier the picture which his master
would present, when men should point
at him and say, "Behold yon bank-

rupt!" protesting, therefore, that he
would murder Orange and seciu-e the

reward, or perish in the attempt.*

Saying this, he again shed many tears.

Venero, seeing his master thtis discon-

solate, wept bitterly likewise, and beg-

ged him not to risk his own precious
life.* After this pathetic conaming-
ling of their grief, the merchant and
his book-keeper became more com-

posed, and it was at last concerted

between them that John Javu-egiiy
should be entrusted with the job.
Anastro had intended—as he said in a
letter afterwards intercepted—"

to

accomplish the deed with his own
hand; but, as God had probably re-

i Kort« VerhaaL Bor, xvii. 313. Hoofd,
xix. a02. Meteren, xi. 194i>.

* " liirad aquel hombre que ha hecho
bancarote." etc—Coafessioa of Venero in
Brcf. RecueiL

* "Todo lo dezia llorando e yo viendole
tau aesoonsolado llorava mucho."—Ibid.

* " Doch het mag wesea dut God
niij noch heefl. willen bewaren om dieusC
en vrundschap te mogen doen mijn ge-
affecUonoerde vrienden, gelijk ik die hebbe
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served him for other things, and par-

ticularly to be of serv-ice to his very
affectionate friends, he had thought
best to entrust the execution of the

design to his servant." •• The price

paid by the master to the man, for

the work, seems to have been but two
thousand eight hundred and seventy-
seven crowns. The cowardly and

crafty principal eaeaped. He had gone
post haste to Dunkirk, pretending that
the sudden death of his agent in Calais

required his immediate presence in

that city. Governor Sweveseel, of

Dunkirk, sent an orderly to get a

passport for him from La Motte, com-

manding at Gravelingen. Anastro

being on tenter-hooks lest the news
should anive that the projected mur-
der had been consummated before he
had crossed the border, testified ex-

travagant joy on the arrival of the

passport, and gave the messenger who
brought it thirty pistoles. Such con-
duct naturally excited a vague suspi-
cion in the mind of the governor, but
the merchant's character was good,
and he had brought pressing letters

from Admiral Treslong. Sweveseel
did not dare to arrest him without

cause, and he neither knew that any
crime had been committed, nor that
the man before him was the criminaL
Two hours after the traveller's de-

p>artvire, the news arrived of the deed,

together with orders to arrest Anastro,
but it was too late. The merchant
had found refuge within the lines of

Parma.'

Meanwhile, the Prince lay in a most
critical condition. Believing that his

end was fast approaching, he dictated
letters to the states-general, entreating
them to continue in their obedience to

the Duke, than whom he affirmed that
he knew no better prince for the go-
vernment of the provinces. These

op UktTt lijtie."
—Lerter of Anastro to the

"
very magnificent Lord, Martin Drc^:ne,

Sea-captaiu in Flushing," dated March 23,

15S2, in Bor, xviL 315. It must have been
disagreeable to the very magnificent Drogue—and to Admiral Treslong, who received a
letter of sinular purport from Anastro—to
find themselves inscribed on the list of
" his aSfectionate friends "

by this consum*
mate vilLiin.

f
Bor, XTii. 314. ^oof..^, xix. 803, 8<H.
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letters were despatched by Saint Alde-

gonde to the assembly, from which

body a deputation, in obedience to the
wishes of Orange, was sent to Anjou,
with expressions of condolence and

fidelity.!

On Wednesday a solemn fast was
held, according to proclamation, in

Antwerp, all work and all amusements

being i)rohibited, and special prayers
commanded in all the churches for

the recovery of the Prince. "
Never,

within men's memory," says an ac-

count published at the moment, in

Antwerp,
" had such crowds been seen

in the churches, nor so many tears

been shed.'"^

The process against Venero and Zim-
niermann was rapidly carried through,
for both had made a full confession of

their share in the crime. The Prince
had enjoined from his sick bed, how-

ever, that the case should be con-

ducted with strict regard to justice,

and, when the execution could no

longer be deferred, he had sent a

written request, by the hands of Saint

Aldegonde, that they should be put to

death in the least pain fid maimer.
The request was complied with, but
there can be no doubt that the crimi-

nals, had it not been made, would have

expiated their offence by the most

lingering tortures. Owing to the in-

tercession of the man who was to have
been their victim, they were strangled,
before being quartered, upon a scaffold

erected in the market-place, opposite
the Town House. This execution took

place on Wednesday, the 28th of

March.'
The Prince, meanwhile, was thought

to be mending, and thanksgivings

began to be mingled with the ])rayer8
I Korte Verliaal. a Ibid.
* Bor, xvil. 314.—Tlie following i."? tlie text

of this incst interesting letter :
—" Monsievir

do Saint Aldegonde: j'ay entcndu que I'ou

doibt dcTnain faire justice do deux prison-
nicrs, estans coniijlices de celuy qui m'a tire

Ic coup. De ma part, jo leur pardonne trcs

voloutisrs do ce qu'ils me peuvont avoir

offense, et s'ils out peut eti-e mevite un
chastoy ct rigoureux, je vous prie vouloir
tciiir la raaiu devera Mess" du Magistrat
qu'iis vo les veuillent faire souffrir grand
lourment et se coutenter, s'ils I'ont nieritu

d'une courte mort. Votro bien bon amy &
'oiw fiftire service, GuUIaiuiie do Nassau."—
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offered almost every hour in the

churches; but for eighteen days ho

lay in a most precarious state. His
wife hardly left his bedside, and his

sister, Catherine Countess of Schwartz-

burg, was indefatigable in her atten-

tions. The Duke of Anjou visited hira

daily, and expressed the most filial

anxiety for his recovery, but the hopes,
which had been gradually growing
stronger, were on the 5th of April
exchanged for the deepest apprehen-
sions. Upon that day the cicatrix by
which the flow of blood from the neck
had been prevented, almost from the
first infliction of the wound, fell off.

The veins poured forth a vast quan-
tity of blood; it seemed impossible
to check the hremorrhage, and all hope
appeared to vanish. The Prince resign-
ed himself to his fate, and bade hia

children "good night for ever," say-

ing calmly,
"
It is now all over with

me." *

It was difficult, withovit suffocating
the patient, to fasten a bandage tightly

enough to stanch the wound, but
Leonardo Botalli, of Asti, body phy-
sician of Anjou, was nevertheless

fortunate enough to devise a simple
mechanical expedient, which proved
successful. By his advice, a succession

of attendants, relieving each other day
and night, prevented the flow of blood

by keeping the orifice of the wound
slightly but firmly compressed with
the thumb. After a period of anxious

expectation, the wound again closed,
and by the end of the month the
Prince was convalescent. On the 2d
of May he went to offer thanksgiving
in the Great Cathedral, amid the

joyful sobs of a vast and most earnest

throng."

Bref Recueil do I'Assassinat commis en la

personue du tres illustro Priuco d'Oiunge
(Anvers. Clir. Plnntin. 1582).

* Bor, xvii. 314. Korte Verhaiil. Bor,
xvii. 316. Hoofd, xix. 806. Jleteren, xi.

194. Letter of Mary of Orange to Count
John, Archives et Corresp., viii. 88.

' Uoofd, xix. 806, ascribes the superin-
tendence of the cure to Botalli (as stated in

the text). Bor and Meteren, however, only
mention the name of Joseph Micliaeli, ot

Lucca. Bor does not speak at all of the

singuLar expedient employed to stop tho
effusion of blood ; Hoofd, Motereu, and

others, allude to it.
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The Princesa left six daughters—
Loiiisa Juliana, Elizabeth, Catharina

Belgica, Flandiina, Charlotta Braban-

tica, and. Emilia Secunda.*
Parma received the first intelligence

of the attempt from the mouth of

Anastro himself, who assured him that

the deed had been entirely successful.

The Prince was saved, but unhappily
the murderer had yet foimd an illustri-

ous victim. The Princess of Orange,
Charktte de Bourbon—the devoted

wife who for seven years had so faith-

fully shared his joys and sorrows—
lay already on her death-bed- Ex-
hausted by anxiety, long watching,
and the alternations of hope and fear and ckimied the promised rewaid.

during the first eighteen days, she Alexander, in consequence, addressed

had been prostrated by despair at the circular letters to the authorities of

renewed haemorrhage. A violent fever Antwerp, Brussels, Bruges, and other

seized her, under which she sank on cities, calling upon them, now that

the 5th of May, three days after the they had been reheved of their tyrant
solemn thanksgiving for her husband's i and their betrayer, to retiim again to

recovery.* The Prince, who loved her

tenderly, was in great danger of relapse

upon» the sad event, which, although
not sudden, had not been anticipated.
She was laid in her grave on the 9th

of Jlay, amid the lamentations of the

whole country,* for her virtues were

T-miversally known and cherished. She
was a woman of rare intelligence, ac-

complishment, and gentleness of dis-

position, whose only offence had been
to break, by her marriage, the Church
vows to which she had been forced in

her childhood, but which had been

pronounced illegal by competent au-

thority, both ecclesiastical and lay.
For this, and for the contrast which
her virtues afforded to the vices of

iier predecessor, she was the mark of

calumny and insult. These attacks,

however, had cast no shadow upon
the serenity of her married Ufe, and
60 long as she lived she was the trusted

companion and consolerof her husband.
" His Highness," wrote Coimt John in

1580, "is in excellent health, and, in

epite of adversity, incredible labour,

peri)lexity, and dangers, is in such

good spirits that it makes me happy
to witness it. No doubt a chief reason

is the consolation he derives from the

pious and highly-intelligent wife whom
the Lord has given him—a woman

the path of their duty and to the ever

open arms of their lawful monarch.^
These letters were premature. On
the other hand, the states of Holland
and Zealand remained in permanent
session, awaiting with extreme anxiety
the result of the Piiuce's woimd.
" With the death of his Excellency,
if God should please to take him to

Himself," said the magistracy of Ley-
den,

" in the death of the Prince we
all foresee our own death." It was,
in truth, an anxious moment, and
the revulsion of feeling consequent
on his recovery was proportionately
intense.*

In consequence of the excitement

produced by this event, it was no
longer possible for the Prince to de-
cline accepting the countship of Hol-
land and Zealand, which he had refused

absolutely two years before, and which
he had again rejected, except for a
limited period, in the year 15S1.^ It
was well understood, as appears by
the treaty with Anjou, and afterwards

formally arranged,
" that the Duke

was never to claim sovereignty over
Holland and Zealand,"

« and the ofier

of the sovereign countship of HoUand
was again made to the Prince of Orange
in most urgent terms. It will be
recollected that he had accepted the

who ever conforms to his wishes, and I sovereignty on the oth of Jiily 1581,
is inexpressibly dear to him." *

only for the term of the war. In a

1 Hoofd, Meteren, Bor, ubi sup.
* "With a stately procession of two thou-

Band moumicg mantles," says Hoofd, xix.
807.

«
Apologie dOrange. AicMves, ota, vU,

-3,

Bor, xvij. 316. Meteren, xi. 155.
s Bor (xvii. 314, 315) gives the lettera

Meteren, xi. 195.
» Bor, xvil. 310. Kluit, i. 292.
'

Ibid., i.2e:i; 201, sqq.
»
Ibid., L 246, 247. Bor, rv. 182, JSi
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letter, dated Bruges, 14th of August
1582, he accepted the dignity without
limitation. 1 This offer and acceptance,
however, constituted but the prelimi-
naries, for it was further necessary
that the letters of " Renversal" should
be drawn up, that they should be for-

mally delivered, and that a new con-
stitution should be laid down, and
confirmed by mutual oaths. After
these steps had been taken, the cere-

monious inauguration or rendei-ing of

homage was to be celebrated.

All these measures were duly ar-

ranged, except the last. The installa-

tion of the new Count of Holland was

jirevented by his death, and the north-
ern provinces remained a Republic,
not only in fact but in name.^

In political matters, the basis of the
new constitution was the " Great Privi-

lege" of the Lady Mary, the Magna
1 Bor, X7. 1S3, 1S4, 1S5.—Compare Kluit,

1. 213, 214. The deeds of offer and of accept-
ance were dated July 5tli, 1581. The oaths
were exchanged between the estates and
the Prince, July 24th, two days before the
act of abj uration. The letter of August 14th,
15S2, is given in Bor, xv. 186, 187.

2 As the measures therefore were, after

all, inchoate, a brief indication of these
dates ana oojects will suffice to shew the
relative position of the Prince and the people
of Holland and Zealand. The act of accept-
ance by William the Silent of the proffered
sovereignty, was dated August 12, 1582.—
(Bor, XV. 186, 187.) The letters p,atent, or
the Renver.sal, as they were technically
called, were drawn up and signed and sealed

by the "three eldest nobles."— (Bor, xv.
187. Kluit, i. 311, 312.) They were then
sent to all the cities, and received their

twenty-five separate seals at different dates.

—(Kluit, i. 311, 312, and Bijlagen, 451-403.)
The original was afterwards delivered to the

Prince, and still exists, with its twenty-
eight seals, among the Archives of the now
royal family of Orange Nassau.—(Kliut, i.

316.) On the Cth of May 1583, the States
of Holland addressed a remarkable circular

(Bor, XV. 187-190), who states that it was
addressed only to the States of Utrecht,
while Kluit (i. 322) shews that it was a ge-
neral circular to the States of Utrecht,
Friesland, Overyssel, Brabant, Flanders,
Gclderland, and to the States-general also,

giving an historical sketch of the life and
services of William the Silent, together with
the weighty reason which had induced them
to urge the ancient Countship of Holland
upon his acceptance. This step they de-
clared them.selves to have taken "after fre-

quent communication with our cities, and
each of them ; after ripe deli))eration and
couucU; after having beard the advice of
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Charta of the country. That memo-
rable monument in the history of the
Netherlands and of municipal progress
had been overthrown by Mary's son,
with the forced acquiescence of the

states, and it was therefore stipulated
by the new article, that even such laws
and privileges as had fallen into disuse
should be revived. It was furthermore

provided that the little state should
be a free Countship, and should thus

silently sever its connexion with the

Empire.^
With regard to the position of the

Prince, as hereditary chief of the little

commonwealth, his actual power was
rather diminished than increased by
his new dignity. What was his posi-
tion at the moment? He was sove-

reign during the war, on the general
basis of the authority originally be-
stowed upon him by the King's com-

the colleges and communities of the citie-,,
as well as that of the magistracies and
senates, and of all other persons whom it
behoved to consult, and whose counsel in
matters of consequence is usually asked."—
(See the Commentary of Kluit, i. 322-326.)
They moreover expressed the hope that
the measure would meet with the appro'ial of
all thei- sister provinces and with the espe-
cial co-operation of those estates with whicli

they were accustomed to act. On the 15th
of November 1583, the Deputies of Zealand
and Utrecht, thus especially alluded to, for-

mally declared their intention to remain in
their ancient friendship and union with
Holland, "under one sovereignty and go-
vernment."—(Kluit, i. 32i», 330.) An act to
this effect was drawn up, to be referred for
ratification to their principals at the next
assembly.—It had, however, not been ratified
when the proceedings were for ever ter-

minated by the Prince's death.—(Kluit, 330,
351, 352, 353. Bor, xv. 186.) Holland ac-

cepted this formality as sufficient, and the
act of Renversal was accordingly delivered
on the 7th of December 1583.—(Kluit, i.

330.) On the 30th of the same month, forty-
nine articles (they are given in full by Bor,
XV. 191-194), containing as sensible a phin
for a free Commonwealth as had ever been
drawn up previously to that day in Ciiris-

tendom, were agreed upon by the Prince and
the estates, as the fundamental conditions
under which he .'should bo Invested with
the Countship. The Prince, however, ac-

cepted the dignity and' the articles, only
upon the further condition that the whole
proceeding should be once more approved
and confirmed by the senates of the cities.—
(Kluit, i. 335.—Compare Bor, iii. xv. lOl^ )

s Kluit, i. S4G. 347. See introduction to

this work. Article 5. Kluit, i. 337, note
63.
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mission jf stadholder. In loSl, his

Majesty hadt>een abjured and the stad- i

holder had become sovereign. He held
i

in his hands the supreme power, Ugis- \

lathe,judicial, exeaitive. The Counts of

EolLmd—and Philip as their successor
—were the great fountains of that

triple stream. Concessions and excep-
tions had become so eitensiTe, no

doubt, that the provincial charters

constituted a vast body of "Hberties"

by which the whole coimtry was rea-

sonably well supplied. At the same

time, jdl the power not expressly grant-
ed away remained in the breast of the

Count.^ If ambition, then, had been
"William's ruling principle, he had ex-

changed substance for shadow, for the
new state now constituted was a free

commonwealth—a republic in all but
name.

By the new constitution he ceased

to be the source of governmental life, ;

or to derive his own authority from
\

above by right di^-ine. The sacred oil

which had flowed from Charles the :

Simple's beard was dried up. Orange's t

sovereignty was from the estates, as i

l^;al representatives of the people, and, I

instead of exercising all the powers not
otherwise granted away, he was con-

'

tent with those especially conferred
;

upon him. He could neither declare
|

war nor conclude peace without the co-
|

operation of the representative body.
Tlie appointing power was scrupulously !

limit«L Judges, magistrates, gover- i

nors, sherifife, provincial and municipal \

officers, were to be nominated by the
local authorities or by the estates, on
the triple principle. From these triple
nominations he had only the right of

selection by advice and consent of his
council He was expressly enjoined
to see tiiat the law was carried to eveiy
man's door, without any distinction of

persons, to submithimself toitsbehests,
to watch against all impediments to

the even flow of justice, to prevent
false imprisonments, and to secure
trials for every accused person by the
local tribunals. This was certainly
little in accordance with the arbitrary
practice of the past quarterof a century.

With respect to the great principle
of taxation, stricter bonds even were

provided than those which already ex-

isted. Not only the right of taxation

remained with the states, but the

Count was to see that, except for war

purposes, every impost was levied by
a unanimous vote. He was expressly
forbidden to tamper with the currency.
As executive head, save in his capacity
as Commander-in-chief by land or sea,
the new sovereign was, in short, strict-

ly limited by self-imposed laws. It

had rested with him to dictate or to

accept a constitution. He had in his

memorable letter of August 15S2, from

Bruges, laid down generally the articles

prepared at Plessis and Bordeaux, for

Anjou—^together with all apphcable
pro\'i3ions of the Joyous Entry of Era^

bant—as the outlines of the constitu*

tion for the little commonwealth then

forming in the north. To these pro
visions he was willing to add any othenS

which, after ripe deliberation, liiight

be thought beneficial to the country.
Thus limited were his executive

functions. As to his judicial authority
it had ceased to exist. The Count of

Holland was now the guardian of tho
1:1ws, but the judges were to administer

them. He held the sword of justice
to protect and to execute, whHe the
scales were left in the hands which
had learned to weigh and to mear
sure.

As to the Count's l^islative autho-

rity, it had become co-ordinate with,
if not subordinate to, that of the repre-
sentative body. He was strictly pro-
hibited from interfering with the right
of the separate or the general states to

assemble as often as they should think

proper ;
and he was also forbidden to

summon them outside their own terri-

tory.' This was one immense step in

the progress of representative liberty,
and the next was equally important^
It was now formally stipulated that
the estates were to deliberate upon all

measures which " concerned justice
and polity," and that no change was to

be noade—that is to say, no new law
was to pass—without their consent as

1 Kkiit, L U-16 emd 346, a^ii. « luicL, L Ui.
3l
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well as that of the council.^ Thus,
the principle was established of two

legislative chambers, with the right,
but not the exclusive right, of initia-

tion on the part of government, and in

the sixteenth century one would hardly
look for broader views of civil liberty
and representative government. The
foundation of a free commonwealth
was thus securely laid, which, had

Dutch Republic. [1582.
"William lived, would have been a

representative monarchy, but which
his death converted into a federal

republic. It was necessary for the
sake of unity to give a connected out-

line of these proceedings with regard
to the sovereignty of Orange. The
formal inauguration only remained,
and this, as will be seen, was for ever

inteiTupteA

CHAPTER VI.

Parma recalls the foreign troops—Siege of Oudonarde—Coolness of Alexander—Capture of
the city and of Niuove—Inauguration of Anjou at Ghent—Attempt upon his life and
that of Orange—Lamoral Egmont's implication in the plot—Parma's unsuccessful attack
upon Ghent—Secret plans of Anjou—Dunkirk, Ostend, and other towns surprised by
his adherents—Failure at Bruges—Suspicions at Antwerp—Duplicity of Anjou—The
"French Fury"— Details of that transaction—Discomfiture and disgrace of the Duke—
His subsequent etTrcntery

—His letters to the magistracy of Antwerp, to the Estates, and
to Orange—Extensive correspondence between Anjou and the French Court with Orange
and the Estates—Difficult position of the Prince—His policy—Remarkable letter to the
States-general—Provisional arrangement witli Anjou—Slamage of the Archbishop ot

Cologne—Marriage of Orange with Louisa de Coligny—Movements in Holland, Brabant,
Flanders, and other provinces, to induce the Prince to accept sovereignty over the
whole country—His steady refusal—Treason of Viui dou Borg in Gueldres—Intrigues of
Pi'incc Chiiuay and Imbize in Flanders—Counter efforts of Orange and the patriot party—Fate of Imbizc— Reconciliation of Bruges—Death of Anjou.

During the course of the year 1582,
the military operations on both sides

had been languid and desultory, the

Prince of Parma, not having a large
force at his command, being compara-

tively inactive. In consequence, how-

ever, of the treaty concluded between
the united states and Anjou, Parma
had persuaded the Walloon provinces
that it had now become absolutely

necessary for them to permit the

entrance of fresh Italian and Spanish

troops.^ This, then, was the end of

the famous provision against foreign

soldiery in the Walloon treaty of recon-

ciliation. The Abbot of Saint Vaast

was immediately despatched on a

special mission to Spain, and the

troops, by midsummer, had already

begun to pour into the Netherlands.*

In the meantime, Famese, while

awaiting these reinforcements, had not

been idle, but had been quietly picking

1 Article 20.—Compare Kluit, I. 348,

« Bor, xvii. 320, 321.

» Ibid., xvii. 320, 321.—Compare Recono.
Prov. WalL, t. v., MS.
4 Bor, vii. 322. Strada, 2, iv. 225-234.

up several important cities. Early in

the spring he had laid siege to Oude-

narde, a place of considerable impor-
tance upon the Scheld, and celebrated
as the birthplace of his grandmother,
Margaret van Geest."* The burghci
were obstinate; the defence was pn
tracted; the sorties were bold; tlio

skirmishes frequent and sanguinary.
Alexander commanded personally in

the trenches, encouraging his men
by his example, and often working
with the mattock, or handling a spear
in the assault, like a private pioneer or

soldier. Towards the end of the siegt .

he scarcely ever left the sc^e of ojn

ration, and he took his meals near the
outer defences, that he might lose no

opjioitunity of superintending the la-

bours of his troops. One day his din-

ner was laid for himself and staff in

the open air, close to the entrench-

ment.^ He was himself engaged in

Metcrcn, xi. 195. The city is in Flanders,
on the Scheld, in the country of the ancient

Nervii, from which valiant tribe, according
to Metcren, it derived its name, Oude-narde,
Oude Naardeii, old Nervii.—xi. l^b'^.

6
Bor, ubi sup. Strada, 2, iv, 225-234-
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planting a battery against a vieak point
in the city wall, and would on no ac-

count withdrar: for an inatant. The
tablec'oth was stretched oyer a number
of drum-heads, placed close together,
and several nobles of distinction—
Aremberg, Montigny, Richebovirg, La
Motte, and others, were his guests at

dinner. Hardly had the repast com-

menced, when a ball came flying over
the table, taking off the head of a

young "Walloon officer who was sitting
near Parma, and who was earnestly

requesting a foremost place ia the

morrow's assault. A portion of his

skull struck out the eye of another

gentleman present. A second ball

from the town fortifications, equally

almost imder the very eyes of Anjou,
who was making a demonstration of

relieving the siege'.*

Kinove, a citadel then belonging to
the Egmont family, was next reduced.

Here, too, the defence was more obsti-

nate than could have been expected
from the importance of the place, and
as the autimin advanced, Parma's

troops were nearly starved in their

trenches, from the insufficient supplies
furnished them. They had eaten no
meat but horseflesh for weeks, and
even that was gone. The cavalry
horses were all consxuned, and even
the chargers of the officers were not

respected. An aid-de-camp of Parma
fastened his steed one day at the door

well directed, destroyed two more of I of the Prince's tent, while he entered
the guests as they sat at the banquet—one a German captain, the other the

Judge-Advocate-General. The blood
and brains of these imfortunate indi-

viduals were strewn over the festive

board, and the others all started to

their feet, having little appetite left

for their dinner. Alexander alone re-

mained in his seat, manifesting no

discomposm-e. Quietly ordering the

attendants to remove the dead bodies,
and to bring a clean tablecloth,^ he
insisted that his guests should resume
their places at the banquet which had
been interrupted in such ghastly fa-

shion. He stated with very determined

aspect that he could not allow the
heretic burghers of Oudenarde the

triumph of frightening him from his

dinner, or from the post of danger.
The other gentlemen could, of course,
do no less than imitate the impassi-

bility of their chief, and the repast was

accordingly concluded without further

interruption. Not long afterwards, the

city, close pressed by so determined
a commander, accepted terms, which
were more favourable by reason of the

respect which Alexander chose t-o ren-

der to his mother's birthplace. The
pillage was commuted for thirty thou-
sand crowns, and on the 6th of July
the place was surrendered to Parma

1 " solus Alexander nee sedem nee
vultum mutavit jubet auferri illinc,

hiunarique cadavera, aUa induci in tanuam
lintta, alia* dapts."—Stradii, 2, v. 233.

to receive his commander's instructions.

When he came out again, a few minutes
afterwards, he found nothing but the
saddle and bridle hanging where he
had fastened the horse. Remonstrance
was useless, for the animal had already
been cut into quarters, and the only
satisfaction ofi'ered to the aid-de-camp
was in the shape of a steak. The famine
was long familiarly known as the "

Xi-
nove starvation," but notwithstanding
this obstacle, the place was eventually
surrendered.'*

An attempt upon Lochum, an im-

portant city in Gelderland, was unsuc-

cessful, the place being relieved by the
Duke of Anjou's forces, and Parma's

troops forced to abandon the siege.
At Steenwyk, the royal arms were
more successfiil. Colonel Tassis, con-
ducted by a treacherous Fiisian pea-
sant, having surprised the city which
had so long and so manfully sustained
itself against Renneberg during the

preceding winter. With this event
the active operations under Parma
closed for the year. By the end of
the autunm, however, he had the satis-

faction of numbering, tmder his com-

mand, full sixty thousand well-appoint-
ed and disciplined troops, including
the large reinforcements recently de-

spatched from Spain and Italy.'' The
* Strada, 2, v. £32-234. — Compare Bor,

xvu. 322. Hootd, xix. 812.
« Strada, 2, v. 242.
* 5^550 infautiy and So37 cavalry—t<rtal(

60,087.—Meteren, xL 198^
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monthly expense of this army—half

of which was required for garrison

duty, leaving only the other moiety
for field operations

—was estimated at

six hundred and fifty thousand florins.^

The forces under Anjou and the united

provinces were also largely increased,
60 that the marrow of the land was

again in fair way of being thoroughly
exhausted by its defenders and its foes.'^

The incidents of Anjou's adminis-

tration, meantime, during the year
1582, had been few and of no great

importance. After the pompous and
elaborate "

homage-making" at Ant-

werp, he had, in the month of July,
been formally accepted, by writing, as

Duke of Guelders and Lord of Fries-

land. In the same month he had been

cei-emoniously inaugurated at Bruges
as Count of Flanders—an occasion upon
which the Prince of Orange had been

present. In that ancient and stately

city there had been, accordingly, much
marching about under triumphal
arches, much cannonading and ha-

ranguing, much symbol work of suns

dispelling fogs, with other cheerful

emblems, much decoration of ducal

shoulders with velvet robes lined with
weasel skin, much blazing of tar-

barrels and torches.' In the midst of

this event, an attempt was made upon
the lives both of Orange and Anjou.
An Italian, named Basa, and a Span-
iard, called Salseda, were detected in

a scheme to administer poison to both

princes, and when arrested, confessed

that they had been hired by the Prince

of Parma to compass this double as-

sassination. Basa destroyed himself
in prison. His body was, however,
gibbeted, with an inscription that he

1 004,356 guldens.—Metereu.
2 Meteren, xi. 197. Tassis, vi. 433. Strada,

2, V. 244, 245.

» Bor, xvil. 328, 329, 332. Meteren, xi.

196. A rising sun, with the motto, "fovet
et discutit," was the favourite device of

Anjou.
* Bor, xvii. 831. Hoofd, xix. 814, 815.

Meteren, xi. 196. Egmont pretended to be
studying alchemy with SiJseda.

6 Meteren, Hoofd, ubi sup. See a letter
of Oi-ange to Josse Borluut, October 11,

1580, requesting him to furnish young La-
moral with needful funds, adding, "le prin-
.•ipal point pour se fair© valoir au chemia do

[1582.
had attempted, at the instigation of

Parma, to take the lives of Orange and

Anjou. Salseda, less fortimate, was
sent to Paris, where he was found

guilty, and executed by being torn to

pieces by four horses. Sad to relate,

Lamoral Egmont, younger son and
namesake of the great general, was
intimate with Salseda, and implicated
in this base design.* His mother, on
her death-bed, had especially recom-
mended the youth to the kindly care

of Orange.^ The Prince had ever

recognised the claim, manifesting uni-

form tenderness for the son of his ill-

starred friend
;
ajid now the youthful

Lamoral—as if the name of Egmont
had not been sufficiently contaminated

by the elder brother's treason at

Brussels—had become the comrade of

hired conspirators against his guar-
dian's life. The affair was hushed up,
but the story was current and generally
believed that Egmont had himself

tmdertaken to destroy the Prince at

his own table by means of poison
which he kept concealed in a ring.
Saint Aldegonde was to have been
taken off in the same way, and a

hollow ring filled with poison was said

to have been found in Egmont's lodg-

ings."
The young noble was imprisoned ;

his guilt was far from doubtful ;
but

the powerful intercessions of Orange
himself, combined with Egmont's near

relationship to the French Queen,
saved his life, and he was permitted,
after a brief captivity, to take his

departure for France.^

The Duke of Anjou, a month later,

was received with equal pomp, in the

city of Ghent. Here the ceremonies

la vertu pour auquel continuer au bien en
mieulx, ay donnc ordre qu'il soit guidd do

Eersonnes
5 ce bien propres et qualifies."

—
loc^arccrits lur dits, par Kcrvyn de Volkaer.s-

beko ct J. rjiogerick, ii. 158.
6 "Wrecde Turkshe wonderlijcko vcr-

haalinge van dit leste verraet, tegheii Duck -

Dangu (sic) en tegen den edelen P. v. Or:*

gien," etc., etc.—Leydon, 1582. Tliis curio.,

pamphct, in the Duncan collection, consiaU ,

of a letter from Brug-es of 25th July, and i

another from Antwerp, of 27th July 1582. {

1 LouisedeVaudemont.wifeof Henry III.,
was daughter of the great Count Egmoni's
sister. She wan, coQSequeatly, first cousin
to young Lamoral
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»rere interrupted in another manner.
The Prince of Parma, at the head of a

few regiments of Walloons, making an
attack on a body of troops by which

Anjou had been escorted into Flanders,
the troops retreated in good order, and
without much loss, under the walls of

Ghent, where a long and sharp action

took place, much to the disadvantage
of Parma. The Prince of Orange and
the Duke of Anjou were on the city
walls during the whole skirmish, giving
orders and superintending the move-
ments of their troops, and at nightfall
Parma was forced to retire, leaving a

large number of dead behind him.^

The loth day of December, in this

year was celebrated—according to the

new ordinance of Gregory the Thir-

teenth—as Christmas.' It was the

occasion of more than usual merry-
making among the Catholics of Ant-

werp, who had procured, during the

preceding summer, a renewed right of

public worship from Anjou and the

estates. Many nobles of high rank
came from France, to pay their homage
to the new Duke of Brabant. They
secretly expressed their disgust, how-

ever, at the close constitutional bonds
in which they found their own future

sovereign imprisoned by the provinces.

They thought it far beneath the dignity
of the " Son of France

"
to play the

secondary part of titular Hhike of Bra-

bant, Count of Flanders, Lord of Fries-

land, and the like, while the whole

power of government was lodged with
the states. They whispered th-xt it

was time to take measures for the

incorporation of the Netherlands into

France, and they persuaded the false

and fickle Anjou that there woiild

never be any hope of his royal bro-

ther's assistance, except upon the

understanding that the blood and
treasure of Frenchmen were to be

spent to increase the power, not of

upstart and independent provinces,
but of the French crown.*

They struck the basest chorda of

1 Bor, xviL 334. Strada. 2, t. 240, 241.

"iteren, xi. 197.

• Bor, iril. 33S. Meteren, xL 198, sqq.
Hoofd, xix. 527. Strada, 2, y. 245,

the Duke's base nature by awakening
his jealousy of Orange. His whole
soul vibrated to the appeaL Ho
already hated the man by whose

superior intellect he was overawed,
and by whose pure character he was
shamed He stoutly but secretly
swore that he would a^ert his own
rights, and that he would no longer
serve as a shadow, a statue, a zero,
a Matthias.* It is needless to add,
that neither in his own judgment nor
in that of his mignoTis, were the con-

stitutional articles which he had re-

cently sworn to support, or the solemn

treaty which he had signed and sealed

at Bordeaux, to fiuni^h any obstacles

to his seizure of unlimited power,
whenever the design could be cleverly

accomplished- He rested not, day or

night, in the elaboration of his plan.

Early in January 1583, he sent one

night for several of his intimate asso-

ciates, to consult with him after he
had retired to bed. He complained
of the insolence of the states, of the

importunity of the council which they
had forced upon him, of the insuffi-

cient sums which they furnished
both for him and his troops, of the

daily insults offered to the Catholic

religion. He protested that he should
consider himself disgraced in the eyes
of all Christendom, should he longer
consent to occupy his present ignoble
position. But two ways were open to

him, he observed; either to retire al-

together from the Netherlands, or to
maintain his authority with the strong
hand, as became a prince. The first

course would cover him with disgrace.
It was therefore necesary for him to

adopt the other. He then unfolded
his plan to his confidential friends. La
Fougere, De Fazy, Yalette, the sons
of Mar^chal Biron, and others. Upon
the same day, if possible, he was deter-

mined to take possession, with his own
troops, of the principal cities in Flan-
ders. Dunkirk, Dixmuyde, Denre-

monde, Bruges, Ghent, Vilvoorde,

» Bor. ivii. 339, sqq. Strada, 2, t. 246,
sqq. Meteren, xL VJ9, 200. Hoofd, lix.
837 S38

*'Bori.xviL 339. Hoofd, xix. 837. Stiada,
4. T. 247.
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Alost, and other important places,
were to be simultaneously invaded,
under pretext of quieting tumults art-

fully created and encouraged between
the burghers and the garrisons, while

Antwerp was reserved for his own
especial enterprise. That important
capital he would carry by surprise at

the same moment in which the other
cities were to be secured by hia lieu-

tenants.^

The plot was pronounced an excel-

lent one by the friends around his bed—all of them eager for Catholic supre-

macy, for the establishment of the

right divine on the part of France to

the Netherlands, and for their shai-e

in the sacking of so many wealthy
cities at once. These worthless mignons
applauded their weak master to the

echo; whereupon the Duke leaped
from his bed, and kneeling on the floor

in his night-gown, raised his eyes and
his clasped hands to heaven, and

piously invoked the blessing of the Al-

mighty upon the project which he
had thus announced.* He added the
solemn assurance that, if favoured
with success in his undertaking, he
would ab.stain in future from all un-

chastity, and forego the irregular
habits by which his youth had been
stained. Having thus bribed the

Deity, and received the encourage-
ment of his flatterers, the Duke got
into bed again. His next care was to

remove the Seigneur du Plessis, whom
he had observed to be often in colloquy
with the Prince of Orange, his suspici-
ous and guilty imagination finding no-

thing but mischief to himself in the

conjunction of two such natures. He
therefore dismissed Du Plessis, under

pretext of a special mission to his

sister, Margaret of Navarre; but in

reality, that he might rid himself of

the presence of an intelligent and
honourable countryman.^
On the 15th January 1583, the day

fixed for the execution of the plot,
the French commandant of Dunkirk,

Captain Chamois, skiKully took advan-

1 Bor, xvii. 339, 340. Meteren, xi. 200,

201. Hoofd, xix. 837, 838. Strada, 2, v.

US, 249.
* Deposition of La Fougere, the Duke's
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t^age of a slight quarrel between the
citizens and the garrison, to secure
that important frontier town. The
same means were employed simul-

taneously, with similar results, at Os-

tend, Dixmuyde, Denremonde, Alost,
and Vilvoorde, but there was a fatal

delay at one important city. La Fou
gere, who had been with Chamois a

Dunkirk, was arrested on his way to

Bruges by some patriotic citizens who
had got wind of what had just been

occurring in the other cities, so that
when Valette, the provost of Anjou,
and Colonel la Rebours, at the head
of fifteen hundred French troops, ap-
peared before the gates, entrance was
flatly refused. De Grijse, burgomaster
of Bruges, encouraged his fellow towns-
men by words and stout action, to re-

sist the nefarious project then on foot

against religious liberty and free go-
vernment, in favour of a new foreign

tyranny.* He spoke to men who
could sympathise with, and second hia

courageous resolution, and the delay
of twenty-four hours, during which
the burghers had time to take the

alarm, saved the city. The whole

population was on the alert, and the
baSled Frenchmen were forced to re-

tire from the gates, to avoid being
torn to pieces by the citizens whom
they had intended to surprise.
At Antwerp, meanwhile, the Duke

of Anjou had been rapidly maturing
his plan, under pretext of a contem-

plated enterprise against the city of

Endhoven, having concentrated what
he esteemed a sufficient number of

French troops at Borgerhout, a vUlage
close to the walls of Antwerp.
On the 16th of January, suspicion

was aroused in the city. A man in a
mask entered the mainguard-house in

the night, mysteriously gave warning
that a great crime was in contempla-
tion, and vanished before he could be
arrested. His accent proved him to

be a Frenchman. Strange rumour.s
flew about the streets. A vague un-
easiness pervaded the whole popula-

maltro d'hfltel, in Bor, xvii. 340. Hoofd,
xix. 838.

s Ibid. Strada, 2, v. 248.
* Bor. xvii 340. Hoofd, xix. 884
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tion as to the intention of tlieir new
master, but nothing was definitely

known, for of coiirse there was entire

ignoraiiee of the events which were

just occurring in other cities. The
colonels and captains of the burgher
guard came to considt the Prince of

Orange. He avowed the most entire

confidence in the Duke of Anjou, but,
at the same time, recommended that

the chains should be drawn, the lan-

terns hung out, and the drawbridge
raised an hour earher than usual, and
tliat other precautions, customary in

the expectation of an attack, shoxild

be duly taken. He likewise sent the

Burgomaster of the interior, Dr Alos-

tanus, to the Duke of Anjou, in order

to communicate the suspicions created

in the minds of the city authorities by
the recent movements of troops.^

Anjou, thus addressed, protested in

the most solemn manner that nothing
was farther from his thoughts than

any secret enterprise against Antwerp.
He was willing, according to the figure
of speech which he had always ready
upon every emergency,

"
to shed every

drop of his blood in her defence." He
Ewore that he woidd signally punish
all those who had dared to invent such
calumnies against himself and his

faithful Frenchmen, declaring ear-

nestly, at the same time, that the

troops had only been assembled in the

regular course of their duty. As the
Duke was so loud and so fervent; as

he, moreover, made no objections to

the precautionary measures which h.id

been taken; as the burgomaster
thought, moreover, that the puljlic
attention thus aroused would render
all evil designs futile, even if any had
been entertained

;
it was thought that

the city might sleep in secvirity for that

night at least.s

On the following morning, as vague
suspicions were still entertained by
many influential persons, a deputation

1 Coi-te Verclaerinj, ghedaen by Biirge-
meesteren, Schepenen ende Raedt der Stadt

Antwerpcn, nopende den aenslaeg tegen de
selve stadt aengerichtet den xvii deser

maendt, Jan. 1333.—Antwerp. Clirist. Plan-

tin, 15S3. This IS ibe oflBcial account—pub-
lished by authority immediately after the
event—and the source whence Bor, Metered.
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of magistrates and militia officers

waited upon the Duke, the Prince of

Orange—although himself still feeling
a confidence which seems now almost

inexplicable
—consentingto accompany

them. The Duke was more vehement
than ever in his protestations of loyalty
to his recent oaths, as well as of

deep aflFection for the Netherlands—
for Brabant in particular, and for Ant-

werp most of all, and he made use of

all his vivacity to persuade the Prince,
the burgomasters, and the colonels,
that they had deeply wronged him by
such unjust suspicions. His assertions

were accepted as sincere, and the de-

putation withdrew, Anjou having first

solemnly promised—at the suggestion
of Orange—not to leave the city during
the whole day, in order that imneces-

sary suspicion might be prevented.^
This pledge the Duke proceeded to

violate almost as soon as made. Orange
returned with confidence to his own
house, which was close to the citadel,
and therefore far removed from the

proposed point of attack, but he had

hardly arrived there when he received
a visit from the Duke's private secre-

tary, Quinsay, who invited him to ac-

company his Highness on a visit to
the camp. Orange declined the re-

quest, and sent an earnest prayer to
the Duke not to leave the city that

morning. The Duke dined as usual
at noon. While at dinner he received
a letter, was observed to turn pale on

reading it, and to conceal it hastily
in a muff which he wore on his left

arm. The repast finished, the Duke
ordered his horse. The, animal was
restive, and so strenuously resisted

being mounted tliUt, although it was
his usual charger, it was exchanged
for another. This second horse startec"

in such a flurry that the Duke lost his

cloak, and almost his seat. He main-
tained his self-possession, however, and

placing himself at the head of his body-

and other contemporary chroniclers havo
derived the details of this important trans-
action.—Compare Bor, xvii. 341, sqq. ; Me-
tereu, xi. 201, sqq. Hoofd, xii. 833, S39,
sqq. Reid., iii. 46.

* Cort4 Verclaering. B->r, Hoofd, 3fo-

teren, ubi sup. Ev. Reidani, 'ii. 46, 47.
»

Iter, xvii. 842. Corte Venlaeringi ere;
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guard and some troopers, numbering
in all three hundi'ed mounted men,
rode out of the palace-yard towards the

Kipdorp gate.^
This portal opened on the road to-

wards Borgerhout, where his troops
were stationed, and at the present day
bears the name of that village. It is

on the side of the city farthest re-

moved from and exactly opposite the

river. The town was very quiet, the

streets almost deserted
,
for it was one

o'clock, the universal dinner-hour, and
all suspicion had been disarmed by the

energetic protestations of the Duke.
The guard at the gate looked listlessly

upon the cavalcade as it approached,
but as soon as Anjou had crossed the

first drawbridge, he rose in his stirrups
and waved his hand. " There is your
city, my lads," said he to the troopers
behind him

;

"
go and take possession

of it!
"2

At the same time he set spurs to

his horse, and galloped off towards the

camp at Borgerhout. Instantly after-

wards, a gentleman of his suite. Count

Rochepot,^ affected to have broken his

leg through the plunging of his horse,
a circumstance by which he had been

violently pressed against the wall as

he entered the gate. Kaiser, the com-

manding officer at the guard-house,

stepped kindly forward to render him
assistance, and his reward was a des-

perate thrust from the Frenchman's

rapier. As he wore a steel cuirass,

he fortunately escaped with a slight
woimd.*
The expression, "broken leg," was

the watch-word, for at one and the

Bame instant, the troopers and guards-
men of Anjou set upon the burgher
watch at the gate, and butchered every
man. A sufficient force was left to

protect the entrance thus easily mas-

tered, while the rest of the French-

men entered the town at full gallop.

TJie Else of the Dutch Jiepublic.

1 Hoofd, xix. 839-843. Meteren, xi. 201.

Bor, xvii. 342.
2 Corte Verclaering, etc. Bor, Meteren,

Hoofd, ubi sup. Strada, 2, v. 249. Ev.
Reid., iii. 47.

* "Dontlenom est enseveli dans I'Dubli,"

says De Thou, adding, "et plttt a Dieu que
I'infamie de son action le f^t aussi 1

"—Tom.
Ix. liT. 77, p. 37. Reyd, however, says it
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shrieking
"

Ville gaignee, ville gaign^et
rive la messe/ vive le Due d'Anjmi/"
They were followed by their comrades
from the camp outside,who now poured
into the town at the preconcerted sig-

nal, at least six hundred cavalry and
three thousand musketeers, all per-

fectly appointed, entering Antwerp at

once. From the Kipdorp gate two
main arteries—the streets called the

Kipdorp and the Meer— led quite

through the heart of the city, towards
the town-house and the river beyond.
Along these great thoroughfares the

French soldiers advanced at a rapid

pace; the cavalry clattering furiously
in the van, shouting

"
Ville gaignee,

ville gaignee/ vive la messe, t'u'e la

messe/ tue, tue, tue/"^

The burghers coming to door and
window to look for the cause of all

this disturbance, were saluted with

volleys of musketry. They were for

a moment astonished, but not appalled,
for at first they believed it to ba

merely an accidental tumult. Observ-

ing, however, that the soldiers, meet-

ing with but little effective resistance,

were dispersing into dwellings and

warehouses, particularly into the shops
of the goldsmiths and lapidaries, the

citizens remembered the dark susjii-

cions which had been so rife, and many
recalled to mind that distinguished
French officers had during the last

few days been carefully examining the

treasures of the jewellers, under pre-
text of purchasing, but, as it now

appeared, with intent to rob intelli-

geutly.s
The burghers, taking this rapid view

of their position, flew instantly to

arms. Chains and barricades were
stretched across the streets

;
the trum-

pets sounded through the city; the

municipal guards swarmed to the

rescue. An effective rally was made,
as usual, at the Bourse, whither a largo

was Count Rochcjiot.
—Ann. Belg. 347. De

ArVeert's MS. Journal also gives the name and
the incident.

* De Thou, Reyd, Bor, Meteren, Hoofd.

5 Corte Verclaering, etc. Bor, xvii. 343.

Hoofd, xix. 841, sqq. Meteren, Reyd, ubi

sup. Strada, 2, v. 249. sqq.
« £trada> 2, v. 252. Ev. Reidaiii,
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detachment of the myadera had forced

their way. Inhabitants of all classes

and conditions, noble and simple,
CathoLc and Protestant, gnve each
other the hand, and swore to die at

each other's side in defence of the city

against the treacherous strangers. The

gathering was rapid and enthusiastic.

Grentlemen came with lance and

cuirass, burghers with musket and

bandoleer, artisans with axe, mallet,
and other implements of their trade.

A bold baker, standing by his oven—
stark naked, according to the custom
of bakers at that day—rushed to the

Btreet as the soimd of the tiimult

reached his ear. With his heavy bread

shovel, which he still held in his hand,
he dealt a French cavalry officer, just

riding and screaming by, such a hearty
blow that he fell dead from his horse.

The baker seized the officer's sword,

sprang all unattired as he was, upon
his steed, and careered fiuiously

through the streets, encouraging his

countrymen everywhere to the attack,
and dealing dismay through the ranks
of the enemy. His services in that

eventful hour were so signal that he
was publicly thanked aftenvards by
the magistrates for his services, and
rewarded with a pension of three
hvmdred florins for life.^

The invaders had been forced from
the Bourse, while another portion of

them had penetrated as far as the

Market-place. The resistance which

they encountered became every instant

more formidable, and Fervacques, a

leading French officer, who was cap-
tured on the occasion, acknowledged
that no regular troops could have

fought more bravely than did these
stalwart burghers.* Women and chil-

dren mounted to roof and window,
whence they hurled, not only tiles and

chimney pots, but tables, ponderous
chairs, and other bulky articles, upon
the heads of tie assailants,^ while such
citizens as had used all their bullets.

The French RouUd. 673

» Corte Vei-daering. Bor, xvii. 343. Me-
teren, xL 201. Hoofd, xix. 841, &42. Strada,
2, v. 250. Tassis, vi 435.

» Et. Reid, iiL 48.

3 Bor, Hoofd, Meteren, Strada.
« Bor, xTiL 343, 344. Meteren, xL SOL

loaded theu* pieces with the silver

buttons from their doublets, or twisted

gold and silver coins with their teeth

into ammunition. With a population
so resolute, the four thousand invaders,
however audacious, soon foimd them-
selves swallowed up. The city had
closed over them like water, and ^vithin

an hour nearly a third of their whole
number had been slain. Very few of

the burghers had perished, and fresh

numbers were constantly advancing to

the attack. The Frenchmen, blinded,

staggering, beaten, attempted to re-

treat Many threw themselves from
the fortifications into the moat. The
rest of the survivors struggled through
the streets—falling in large nimiibers

at every step
—towards the point at

which they had so lately entered the

city. Here at the Kipdorp gate was a

ghastly spectacle, the slain being pUed
up in the narrow passage full ten feet

high, while some of che heap, not

quite dead, were striving to extricate

a hand or foot, and others feebly
thrust forth their heads to gain a

mouthful of air.*

From the outside, some of Anjou'a
officers were attempting to climb over
this mass of bodies in order to enter

the city ; from the interior, the baffled

and fugitive remnant of their comrades
were attempting to force their passage
through the same horrible barrier;
while many dropped at every instant

upon the heap of slain, under the blows
of the unrelenting burghers.' On the
other hand, Coimt Rochepot himself,
to whom the principal command of

the enterprise had been entrusted by
Anjou, stood directly in the path
of his fugitive soldiers,not only bitterly
upbraiding them with their cowardice,
but actually slaying ten or twelve of

them with his own hands,® as the most
effectual mode of preventing their

retreat. Hardly an hour had elapsed
from the time when the Duke of Anjou
first rode out of the Kipdorp gate.

Hoofd, xix. S41, S42, 843. Btrada, 2, r. 259.
"Ut duorum altitudiuem hoDaintun exae-

qaaret cadavemm strues."
• lleteren, xL 201, sqq., -who had his in-

formation from eye-witnesses.— Cotupare
Hoofd, Bor, Metei-en, Strada, loc. ciu

• Boofd, xix. 843. Reidaiii, iii. 47.
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befoie nearly the whole of the force

which he had sent to accomplish his

base design was either dead or captive.
Two hundred and fifty nobles of high
rank and illustrious name were killed;

recognised at once as they lay in the

streets by their magnificent costume.

A larger number of the gallant chivalry
of Francehad been sacrificed—asAn

j
ou

confessed— in this treacherous and
most shameful enterprise, than had
often fallen upon noble and honour-

able fields. Nearly two thousand of

the rank and file had perished, and
the rest were prisoners. It was at first

asserted that exactly fifteen hundi-ed

and eighty-three Frenchmen had fallen,

but this v/as only because this number

happened to be the date of the year, to

which the lovers of marvellous coinci-

dences struggled very hard to make
the returns of the dead correspond.
Leea than one himdred burghers lost

their lives.-^

Anjou, as he looked on at a distance,
was bitterly reproached for his treason

by several ofthehigh-minded gentlemen
about his person, to whom he had not

dared to confide his plot. The Duke
of Montpensier protested vehemently
that he washed his hands of the whole

transaction, whatever might be the

issue." He was responsible for the

honour of an illustrious house, which
should never be stained, he said, if he

could prevent it, with such foul deeds.

The same language was held by Laval,

by Rochefoucauld, and by the Marcchal

de Biron, the last gentleman, whose
two sons were engaged in the vile en-

terprise, bitterly cursing the Duke to

his face, as he rode thro^igh the gate
after revealing his secret undertaking.

'

Meanwhile, Anjou, in addition to

the punishment of hearing these re-

proaches from men of honour, was the

victim of a rapid and violent fluctua-

tion of feeling. Hope, fear, triumph,

doubt, remorse, alternatelyswayed hira.

As he saw the fugitives leaping from

1 According to a statement made by a
French prisoner, move than fifty gentlemen
had been killed, of whom the poorest had
six thousand livres annual income. Bor,
xvii. 343.—Compare Meteren, xi. 202. Ev.

Reid., ill. 48. Strada, 2, v. 202. Hoofd,
xix. 843.
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the walls, he shouted exultingly, with-
out accurately discerning what manner
of men they were, that the city was
his, that four thousand of his brave
soldiers were there, and were hurling
the burghers from the battlements.
On being made afterwards aware of his

error, he was proportionably depress-
ed; and when it was obvious at last

that the result of the enterprise was
an absolute and disgraceful failure,

together with a complete exposure of

his treachery, he fairly mounted his

horse, and fled conscience-stricken from
the scene.'*

The attack had been so unexpected,
in consequence of the credence that
had been rendered by Orange and the

magistracy to the solemn protestations
of the Duke, that it had been naturally
out of any one's power to prevent the

catastrophe. The Prince was lodged
in a part of the town remote from the

original scene of action, and it does not

appear that information had reached
him that anything unusual was occur-

ring, until the affair was approaching
its termination. Then there was little

for him to do. He hastened, however,
to the scene, and mounting the ram-

parts, persuaded the citizens to cease

cannonading the discomfited and retir-

ing foe. He felt the full gravity of

the sitaatioir, and the necessity of di-

minishing the rancour of the inhabitant 3

against their treacherous alUes, if such
a result were yet possible.® The
burghers had done their duty, and it

certainly would have been neither in

his power nor his inclination to protect
the French marauders from expulsion
and castigation.
Such was the termination of t'

French Fury, and it seems sufficiently

strange that it should have been so

much less disastrous to Antwerp than
was the Spanish Fiuy of 1 576, to which
men could still scarcely allude without
a shudder. One wovdd have thought
the French more likely to prove sue-

2 De Thou, Ix. 37, and xxvii.
' Hoofd, xix. 834. Bcntivoglio, 2, 11 268,

271. Do Thou. loc. cit.

< Corte Verclaerinpf. Metoren, xi. 201"'.

Bor, xvii. 343. Hoofd, xix. 842.
6 Meteron, xi. 201<i. Hoofd, xix. 843.-«

Compare Beutivoglio, 2, ii. 271. j
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pesaful in their enterprise than the

Spaniards in theirs. The Spaniards
were enemies against whom the city

had long been on its gnard. The
French were friends in whose sincerity
a somewhat shaken confidence had just
been restored. When the Spanish at-

tack was made, a large force of defen-

ders was drawn up in battle array be-

hind freshly strengthened fortifications.

\Yhen the French entered at leisure

Ihrough a scarcely guarded gate, the

whole population and garrison of the

town were quietly eating their dinners.

The numbers of the invading forces on
the two occasions did not materially
differ ;

but at the time of the French

Fury there was not a large force of

regular troops under veteran generals
to resist the attack. Perhaps this was
the main reason for the result, which
seems at first almost inexplicable. For

protection against the Spanish invasion,
the burghers relied on mercenaries,
some of whom proved treacherous,
while the rest became panic-struck.
On the present occasion the burghers
relied on themselves. Moreover, the

French committed the great error of

despising their enemy. Recollecting
the ease with which the Spaniards had
ravished the city, they believed that

they had nothing to do but to enter

and take possession. Instead of re-

pressing their greediness, as the Span-
iards had done, until they had over-

come resistance, they dispersed almost

immediately into by-streets, and enter-

ed warehouses to search for plunder.

They seemed actuated by a fear that

they should not have time to rifle the

city before additional troops should be
sent by Anjou to share in the spoil.^

They were less used to the sacking of

Netherland cities than were the Span-
iards, whom long practice had made
perfect in the art of methodically
butchering a population at first, be-

fore attention should be diverted to

plundering, and supplementary out-

rages. At any rate, whatever the

causes, it is certain that the panic,
which upon such occasions generally

1 Strada, 2, v. 252. Reidani, n. 53.
- Meteren, xi. 202*>. Hoofd, xx. S18.

Strada, 2, t. 251.
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decides the fate of the day, seized upon
the invaders and not upon the invaded,
almost from the very first. As soon

as the marauders faltered in their pur-

pose and wished to retreat, it was all

over with them. Returning was worse
than advance, and it was the almost
inevitable result that hardly a man
escaped death or capture.
The Duke retreated the same day in

the direction of Denremonde, and on
his way met with another misfortune,

by which an additional number of his

troops lost their lives. A dyke was
cut by the Mechlin citizens to impede
his march, and the swollen waters of

the Dill, liberated and flowing across

the country which he was to traverse,

produced such an inundation, that at

least a thousand of his followers were
drowned.*
Ab soon as he had estabhshed him-

self in a camp near Berghem, he open-
ed a correspondence with the Prince
of Orange, and with the authorities of

Antwerp. His language was marked

by wonderful efirontery. He found
himself and soldiers suffering for want
of food

;
he remembered that he had

left much plate and valuable furniture

in Antwerp ; and he was therefore de-

sirous that the citizens, whom he had
so basely outraged, should at once
send him supplies and restore his pro-

perty. He also reclaimed the prisoners
who still remained in the city, and to
obtain all this he applied to the man
whom he had bitterly deceived, and
whose life would have been sacrificed

by the Duke, had the enterprise suc-

ceeded.'

It had been his intention to sack
the city, to re-establish exclusively
the Roman Catholic worship, to tram-

ple upon the constitution which he
had so recently sworn to maintain,
to deprive Orange, by force, of the
Renversal by which the Duke recog-
nised the Prince as sovereign of Hol-

land, Zealand, and Utrecht
j"* yet not-

withstanding that his treason had
been enacted in broad dayHght, and
in a most deliberate manner, he had

• HoofJ, xix. 8-14.—Compare de Thou
ix. 1. 77.

*
Bor, xvii. 344.
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the audacity to ascribe the recent

tragic occurrences to chance. He had
the farther originality to speak of him-
self as an aggrieved person, who had
rendered great services to the Nether-

lands, and who had only met with

ingratitude in return. His envoys,
Messieurs Landmater and Escolicres,

despatched on the very day of the
French Fury to the burgomasters and
senate of Antwerp, were instructed to

remind those magistrates that the
Duke had repeatedly exposed his life

in the cause of the Netherlands. The
affronts, they were to add, which he
had received, and the approaching
ruin of the country, which he foresaw,
had so altered his excellent nature, as

to engender the present calamity,
which he infinitely regretted. Never-

theless, the senate was to be assured
that his affection for the common-
wealth was still so strong, as to induce
a desire on his part to be informed
what course was now to be pursued
with regard to him. Information

upon that important point was there-

fore to be requested, while at the

same time the Uberation of the pri-
soners at Antwerp, and the restoration

of the Duke's furniture and papers,
were to be urgently demanded.-^

Letters of similar import were also

despatched by the Duke to the states

of the Union, while to the Prince of

Orange his application was brief but
brazen. " You know well, my cousin,"
said he,

" the just and frequent causes

of offence which this people has given
me. The insults which I this morn-

ing experienced cut me so deeply to

the heart, that they are the only reasons

of the misfortune which ha.s happened
to-day. Nevertheless, to those who
desire my friendship I shall shew

equal friendship and affection. Here-

in I shall follow the counsel you have

imiformly given me, since I know it

comes from one who has always loved

me. Therefore I beg that you wiU

kindly bring it to pass, that I may
obtain some decision, and that no in-

jury may be inflicted upon my people.

The Rise of the Dutch Republic.

1 Bor (xvii. 314, sqq.) gives the instruc-

tions, together with the whole corx-espon-
dence.
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Otherwise the land shall pay for it

dearly."*
To these appeals, neither the Prince

nor the authorities of Antwerp an-

swered immediately in their own
names. A general consultation was,
however, immediately held with the

estates-general, and an answer forth-

with despatched to the Duke by the
hands of his envoys. It was agreed
to liberate the prisoners, to restore

the furniture, and to send a sjiecial

deputation for the purpose of making
further arrangements with the Duke
by word of mouth, and for this depu-
tation his Highness wag requested to

furnish a safe conduct. *

Anjou was overjoyed when he re-

ceived this amicable communication.
Relieved for a time from his fears as

to the result of his crime, he already
assumed a higher ground. He not

only spoke to the states in a paternal
tone, which was sufficiently ludicrous,
but he had actually the coolness to

assure them of his forgiveness. "He
felt hurt," he said, "that they should
deem a safe conduct necessary for the

deputation which they proposed to

send. If they thought that he had

reason, on account of the past, to feel

offended, he begged them to believe

that he had forgotten it all, and that

he had buried the past in its ashes,
even as if it had never been." He
furthermore begged them—and this

seemed the greatest insult of all—in

future to trust to his loord, and to be-

lieve that if anything should be at-

tempted to their disadvantage, he
would be the very first to offer him-
self for their protection."*

It will be observed that in his first

letters the Duke had not affected to

deny his agency in the outrage—an

agency so flagrant that all subterfuge
seemed supei-flous. He in fact avowed
that the attempt had been made by
his command, but sought to palliate
the crime on the ground that it had
been the result of the ill-treatment

which he had experienced from the

states. ".The affronts which I have

* See the letter iii Bor, xvii. 34i».

8 Ibid., xvu. 345. * IWd-
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received," said he, both to the magls- i

trates of Antwerp and to Orange,
|

"have engendered the present cala-
|

mity." So also, in a letter written at

the same time to his brother, Henry
the Third, he observed that "the in-

dignities which were put upon him,
and the manifest intention of the

states to make a Matthias of him, had
been the cause of the catastrophe."^
He now, however, ventured a step

farther. Presuming upon the indul-

gence which he had already experi-

enced, and bravely assuming the tone

of injured innocence, he ascribed the

enterprise partly to accident, and partly
to the insubordination of his trooj«.
This was the ground which he adopted
in his interviews with the states' com-
missioners. So also, in a letter ad-

dressed to Van der Tympel, com-
mandant of Brussels, in which he

begged for supplies for his troops, he
described the recent invasion of Ant-

werp as entirely unexpected by him-

self, and beyond his control He had
been intending, he said, to leave the

city and to join his army. A tumult
had accidentally arisen between his

soldiers and the guard at the gate.
Other troops rushing in from without,
had joined in the affray, so that to

his great sorrow an extensive disorder

had arisen. He manifested the same
Christian inclination to forgive, how-

ever, which he had before exhibited.

He observed that "good men would
never grow cold in his regard, or find

his affection diminished." He assured
Van der Tympel, in particular, of his

ancient good-will, as he knew him to

be a lover of the common weal.*

In his original communications he
had been both cringing and threaten-

ing
—but, at least, he had not denied

truths which were plain as daylight.
His new position considerably damaged
his cause. This forgiving spirit on
the part of the malefactor was a little

more than the states could bear, dis-

posed as they felt, from policy, to be

indulgent, and to smooth over the
crime as gently as possible. The

Effrontery. 877

negotiations were interiaiptod, and the

authorities of Antwerp published a

brief and spirited defence of their

own conduct They denied that any
affi-ont or want of respect on theii

part could have provoked the outrage
of which the Duke had been guilty.

They severely handled his self-contra-

diction, in ascribing originally the

recent attempt to his just vengeance
for past injuries, and in afterwards

imputing it to accident or sudden

mutiny, while they cited the simid-

taneous attempts at Bruges, Denre-

monde, Alost, Dixmuyde, Xewport,
Ostend, Vilvoorde, and Dunkirk, as a

series of damning proofs of a deliberate

design.-*
The publication of such plain facta

did not advance the negotiations when
resumed. High and haxsh words were

interchanged between his Highness
and the commissioners, Anjou com-

plaining, as usual, of affronts and in-

dignities, but when pushed home for

particulars, taking refuge in equivo-
cation.

" He did not wish," he said,

"to re-open wounds which had been

partially healed." He also affected

benignity, and wishing to forgive and
to forget, he offered some articles as

the basis of a fresh agreement. Of
these it is sufficient to state that they
were entirely different from the terms
of the Bordeaux treaty, and that they
were rejected as quite inadmissible.*

He wrote again to the Prince of

Orange,' invoking his influence to

bring about an arrangement. The
Prince, justly indignant at the recent

treachery and the present insolence of

the man whom he had so profoundly
trusted, but feeling certain that the
welfare of the country depended at

present upon avoiding, if possible, a

political catastrophe, answered the
Duke in plain, firm, mournful, and

appropriate language. He had ever
manifested to his Highness, he said,
the most uniform and sincere friend-

ship. He had, therefore, the right
to tell him that affairs were now so

changed that his greatness and glory

* Bor ?ives tlie letter, xvii. 348.
* See the letter to V. der Tympel in Bor,

x\ii 34=i, S46.

» Bor, vu. 346, 347, * Ibid. xvii. 347.
» From VUvoOTvie, Jan. 25, li33. Bur,

xvii. 347. 348.
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had departed. Those men in the

Netherlands, who, but yesterday, had
been willing to die at the feet of his

Highness, were now so exasperated
that they avowedly preferred an open
enemy to a treacherous protector. He
had hoped, lie said, that after what
had happened in so many cities at

the same moment, his Highness would
have been pleased to give the deputies
a different and a more becoming an-

swer. He had hoped for some response
which might lead to an arrangement.
He, however, stated frankly, that the

articles transmitted by his Highness
were so unreasonable that no man in

the land would dare open his mouth
to recommend them. His Highness,

by this proceeding, had much deepened
tlie distrust. He warned the Duke
accordingly, that he was not taking
the right course to reinstate himseK
in a position of honour and glory, and
he begged him, therefore, to adopt
more appropriate means. Such a step
was now demanded of him, not only

by the country, but by all Christen-

dom.^
This moderate but heartfelt appeal

to the better nature of the Duke, if

he had a better natiu-e, met with no
immediate response.

While matters were in this condition,
a special envoy arrived out of France,

despatched by the King and Queen-
mother, on the first reception of the

recent intelligence from Antwerp.^
M. de Mirambeau, the ambassador,
whose son had been killed in the

Fury, brought letters of credence to

the states of the Union and to the

Prince of Orange.* He delivered also

a short confidential note, written in

her own hand, from Catherine de

Medici to the Prince, to the followmg
effect :

—
" My Cousin,—The King, my son,

and myself, send you Monsieur de Mir-

Dutch Republic. [1583.

ambeau, to prove to you that we do
not believe—for we esteem you an
honourableman—that youwould mani-
fest ingratitude to my son, and to

those who have followed him for the
welfare of your country. "We feel that

you have too much affection for one
who has the support of so powerful a

prince as the King of France, as to

play him so base a trick. Until I

learn the truth, I shall not renouncfl

the good hope which I have always
indulged

—that you would never have
invited my son to your country, with-

out intending to serve him faithfully.
As long as you do this, you may ever

reckon on the support of all who be-

long to him.
" Your good Cousin,

" Cathebine." *

It would have been very difficult to

extract much information or much
comfort fi-om this wily epistle. The
menace was sufficiently plain, the pro-
mise disagreeably vague. Moreover, a

letter from the same Catherine do

Medici, had been recently found in a

casket at the Duke's lodgings in Ant-

werp. In that communication, she had

distinctly advised her sou to re-establish

the Roman Catholic religion, assuring
him that by so- doing he would be en-

abled to marry the Infanta of Spain.*

Nevertheless, the Prince, convinced that

it was his duty to bridge over the deep
and fatal chasm which had ojiened be-

tween the French Prince and the j"

vinces, if an honoui'able reconcUiat;

were possible, did not attach an undue

importance either to the stimulating or

to the upbraiding portion of the coni-

muuication from Catherine. He ^

most anxious to avert the chaos wL
he saw returning. He knew that \vl i

the tempers of liudolph, of the Eny I

Queen, and of the Protestant princes
of Germany, and the internal condition

of the Netherlands remained the same,

1 The lettor is given in Bor, xvii. 348.
2 Bor xvii. 349. Meteron, xi. 202'«.

» Bor, Motcreu, ubi sup. Iloofd, xx. 849.
* Archives ct Corrospondauce, viii. 148.

Dor, xvii. 349.
» Hoofd is the authority for the anecdote,

having heard it related by old inhabitants

of the place. "Beplantez la Religion Ca-

tholique dans Anvers," said Citherine, "ot

jo me f lis fort que vous vous niarierez avoe

riufu.t.o d'Espaguf."—xx. 846.— Coinjiare
Strad I, 2, v. 258, who alludes to the rumour
whicii was spread

" either by Anjou or by
Orange," that a marriage between the Duks
and the Infanta was in contemplation, and
that Parma was privy to the scheme.
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it were madness to provoke the govern-
ment of France, and thus gain an ad-

ditional enemy, while losing their only
friend- He did not renounce the hope
of forming all the Netherlands—ex-

cepting of course the Walloon pro-

vinces already reconciled to Phihp—
into one independent commonwealth,
freed for ever ^-om Spanish tyranny.
A dynasty from a foreign house he
was willing to accept, but only on
condition that the new royal line

should become natxiralised in the

Netherlands, should conform itseK to

the strict constitutional compact es-

tabhshed, and should employ only
natives in the administration of Ne-
therland affairs. Notwithstanding,
therefore, the recent treachery of An-

jou, he was wilhng to treat with him

upon the ancient basis. The dilemma
was a very desperate one, for whatever

might be his course, it was impossible
that it should escape censure. Even
at this day, it is diificult to decide

what might have been the result of

openly braving the French government,
and expelling Anjou. The Prince of

Parma—subtle, vigilant, prompt with
word and blow—was waiting most

anxiously to take advantage of every
false step of his adversary. The pro-
vinces had been already summoned in

most eloquent language, to take warn-

ing by the recent fate of Antwerp,
and to learn by the manifestation just
made by Anjou, of his real intentions,
that their only salvation lay in a return
to the King's arms.-^ Anjou himself,
as devoid of shame aa of honour, was

secretly holding interviews with Par-

ma's agents, Acosta and Flaminio Car-

nero,* at the very moment when he
was alternately expressing to the states

his resentment that they dared to

doubt his truth, or magnanimously
extending to them his pardon for their

suspicions. He was writing letters full

of injured innocence to Orange and to

the states, while secretly cavilling over
the terms of the treaty by which he
was to sell himself to Spain. Scruples
as to enacting so base a part did not
trouble the " Son of France." He did
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not hesitate at playing this doubly
and trebly false game \vith the pro-

vinces, but he was anxious to drive the

best possible bargain for himself with
Parma. He ofifered to restore Dimkirk,

Dixmuyde, and the other cities which
he had so recently filched from the

states, and to enter into a strict alli-

ance with Philip ;
but he claimed that

certain Netherland cities on the French
frontier should be made over to him
in exchange. He required, likewise,

ample protection for his retreat from
a country which was likely to be suf-

ficiently exasperated. Parma and his

agents smiled, of course, at such exor-

bitant terms.' Nevertheless, it was

necessary to deal cautiously with a

man who, although but a poor baffled

rogue to-day, might to-morrow be
seated on the throne of France. While

they were all secretly haggling over
the terms of the bargain, the Prince
of Orange discovered the intrigue.* It

convinced him of the necessity of

closing with a man whose baseness

was so profound, but whose position
made his enmity, on the whole, more

dangerous than his friendship. Anjou,
backed by so astute and unsci-upulous
a politician as Parma, was not to bo
trifled with. The feeling of doubt and

anxiety was spreading daily through
the coxintry : many men, hitherto firm,
were already wavering, while at the
same time the Prince had no confidence
in the power of any of the states, save
those of Holland and Utrecht, to main-
tain a resolute attitude of defiance, if

not assisted from without.
He therefore endeavoured to repair

the breach, if possible, and thus save

the Union. Mirambeau, in his con-

ferences with the estates, suggested,
on his part, aU that words could efiect.

He expressed the hope that the estates

would use their discretion "in com-

pounding some sweet and friendly
medicine" for the present disorder;
and that they would not judge the
Duke too harshly for a fault which he
assm-ed them did not come from hia

natural disposition. He warned them
that the enemy would be quick to take

1 Bor, xvii. 3-18, sqq.
Hoofd, XX. 849.

Uetereo, xi. 902*'. * Strada, ii. 257.
i Vm,, M. 205-M7 4

JUd., 257.
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advantage of the present occasion to

bring about, if jjossible, their destruc-

tion, and he added that he was com-
missioned to wait ujjon the Duke of

Anjou, in order to assure him that,
however alienated he might theu be
frum the Netherlands, his Majesty was
deteruiiued to eti'ect an entire recon-
ciliation.^

The envoy conferred also with the
Prince of Orange, and urged him most
earnestly to use his efforts to heal the

rupture. The Prince, inspired by the
sentiments already indicated, spoke
with perfect sincerity. His Highness,
he said, had never known a more faith-

ful and zealous friend than himself.
He had begun to lose his own ci'edit

with the people by reason of the ear-

nestness with which he had ever advo-
cated the Duke's cause, and he could
not flatter himself that his recommen-
dation would now be of any advantage
to his Highness. It would be more
injurious than his silence. Neverthe-

less, he was willing to make use of all

the influence which was left to him
for the purpose of bringing about a

reconciliation, provided that the Duke
were acting in good faith. If his

Highness \n ere now sincerely desirous
of conforming to the original treaty,
and willing to atone for the faults

committed by him on the same day in
so many cities—offences which could
not be excused upon the ground of

any affronts which he might have re-

ceived from the citizens of Antwerp—
It might even now be possible to find

aremedyfor the past. He very bluntly
told the envoy, however, that the fri-

volous excuses offered by the Duke
calised more bitterness than if he had

openly acknowledged his fault. It

were better, he said, to express con-

trition, than to excuse himself by
laying blame on those to whom no

1 Bor, xvii. 349.—Compare Meterei), xi.

102, 203. Iluofd, XX. 850.
"
Bor, xvii. 349.

3 Ibid. Meteren, xi. 203b. Uoofd, .vx. 8il.

* It is given in full bj- Bor, xvii. 349-354,
nnd abiidgc<l by ?.Ietercu, xi. 203-205, and
by Hoofd, XX. '851-S5ti.

S Tlio Prince was always keenly .=ei)Sitive

to attacks upou his houotir. On the other
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blame belonged, but who, on the con-

trary, had ever shewn themselves faith-
ful servants of his Highness."
The estates of the Union, being in

great pei-plexity as to their proper
com-se, now applied formally, as they
always did in times of danger and
doubt, to the Prince, for a public es-

pression of his views. =^ Somewhat
reluctantly, he complied with their
wishes in one of the most admirable
of his state papers.*
He told the states that he felt some

hesitation in expressing his views.
The blame of the general ill success
was always laid upon his shoulders;
as if the chances of war could be con-
trolled even by a great potentate with

ample means at his disposal. As for

himself, with so little actual power
that lie could never have a single city
provided with what he thought a suffi-

cient garrison, it could not be expected
that he could command fortune. His
advice, he said, was always asked, but
ever judged good or evil according to
the result, as if the issue were in any
hands but God's. It did not seem
advisable for a man of his condition
and years, who had so often felt the
barb of calumny's tongue, to place his
honour again in the judgment scale of

mankind, particularly as he was likely
to incur fresh censure for another
man's crime.' Nevertheless, he waa

wiUing, for the love he bore the

land, once more to encounter thia

danger.
He then rapidly reviewed the cir-

cumstances which had led to the
election of Anjou, and reminded the
estates that they had emjiloyed suffi-

cient time to deliberate concerning
that transaction. He recalled to their

remembrance his frequent assurances
of support and sympathy if they
would provide any other means of

hand, he was singularly exempt from "the
last hifii-mity of noble minds." "To reply to

what men tell me—namebj, that J hate ren-
dered my name sufficiently faraoua," he ob-
served in a remarkable letter to Iiis brother,
at this period,

" seems quite snpcrflaous,
since luxer did tuck vanity move me to so
much labour, so many losses, and to con-
front such dangerous enmities."—Arcbivey
et Corre.spondauce, viii. 354, Sf 5.
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Belf-protectioQ than the treaty with

the French Prince. He thought it,

therefore, uujiisi, now that calamity
had sp-ung from the measure, to

a.scribe the blame entirely to him,
even had the injury been g. eater than

the one actually sustained. He was
fai- from palliating the crime, or from

denying that the Duke's rights under
the Treaty of Bordeaux had been

utterly forfeited. He was now asked

what was to be done. Of three

courses, he said, one must be taken :

they must make their peace with the

King, or consent to a reconciliation

with Anjou, or use all the strength
which God had given them to resist,

single-handed, the enemy. With re-

gard to the first point, he resumed the

argument as to the hopelessness of

a satisfactory arrangement with the

monarch of Spain. The recent recon-

ciliation of the "Walloon provinces and
its shameful infraction by Parma in the
immediate recall of large masses of

Spanish and Italian troops, shewed
too plainly the value of all solemn

Btipuiations with his Catholic Majesty.
Moreover, the time was impropitioua.
It was idle to look, after what had re-

cently occurred, for even fair promises.
It was madness then to incur the

enmity of two such powers at once.

The French could do the Netherlands
more harm as enemies than the Span-
iards. The Spaniards woidd be more

dangerous as friends, for in case of a

treaty with Philip, the Inquisition
would be established in the place of

a religious peace. For these reasons
the Prince declared himself entirely

opposed to any negotiations with the
(ix)wn of Spain.
As to the second point, he admitted

that Anjou had gained little honour

"by his recent course, and that it would
be a mistake on their part to stumble
a second time over the same stone.

Letters of Orange to the Staffs. 881

He foresaw, ntvertheleas, that the

Duke—irritated as he was by the loaa

of so many of his nobles, and by the
downfall of all his hopes in the Nether-
lands—would be likely to inflict great

injuries upon their cause. Two power-
ful nations like France andSpain would
be too much to have on their hands at

once. How much danger, too, would
be incurred by braving at once the

open wrath of the French King and
the secret displeasure of the English
Queen. She had warmly recommended
the Duke of Anjou. She had said that

honours to him were rendered to her-

self, and she was now entirely opposed
to their keeping the present quarrel
alive.^ If France became their enemy,
the road was at once opened through
that kingdom for Spain. The estates

were to ponder well whether they pos-
sessed the means to carry on such a

double war without assistance. They
were likewise to remember how many
cities still remained in the hands of

Anjou, and their possible fate if the
Duke were pushed to extremity.
The third point was then handled

with vigour. He reminded the states

of the perpetual difficulty of raising

armies, of collecting money to pay for

troops, of inducing cities to accept

proper garrisons, of establishing a
coimcil which could make itself re-

spected- He alluded brieflyand bitterly
to the perpetual quarrels of the states

among .themselves; to their mutual

jealousy; to their obstinate parsi-

mony ; to their jealousy of the gene-
ral government; to their apathy and
inertness before impending niin. He
would not calumniate those, he said,
who counselled trust in God. That
was his sentiment also. To attempt
great affairs, however, and, through
avarice, to withhold sufficient means,
was not trusting, but tempting God.
On the contrary, it was trusting God

1 Discourse ofOrange, apud Bor, loc. cit.—
" vous conseiUer et voiis admonestrer,"
wrote Elizabe'h to the states-general, "que
vous donnez bien garde d'offencer un Prince
<ie sa qvialite aijant deji p»ar k mipris
paxfS re/roidi btaucoup tn lui la premii,-e
ajfiction qu'il vous portoit. (!) Car Vf>u3

pourriez aisetncnt penser que s'il est « u'-a>it

trriti par ttlles fapm de faire qu'il en il©-

vienne votre enneniL Celui sera chose assea
fecile de se venger sur vous avec les moyens
et la force que son frfere lui pourra mettre en
main," etc.—Lettre de la Ser« Roine d'Aug-
let MS.. 20 Ap. 1583. Ord. Dep. Boek der
St.-gl., A". 1582-1583, f. 557".— Compare
Elizabeth's instnicti.'iis to .Sir John Sjniers,

special envoy to the Duke ci Aujcu; ile-

teren, si. Sf>3.

3 K
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to use the ineaiis wbich He offered to

their hands.

With regard, then, to the three

points, he rejected the first. Recon-
cihation with the King of Spain was

impossible. For his own part, he
would mtich prefer the third course.

He had always been in favour of their

maintaining independence by their

ovm means and the assistance of the

Almighty. He was obliged, however,
in sadness, to confess that the narrow

feeling of individual state rights, the

general tendency to disunion, and the
constant wrangling, had made this

course a hopeless one. There remained,
therefore, only the second, and they
must effect an honourable reconciliation

with Anjou. Whatever might be their

decision, however, it was meet that

it should be a speedy one. Not an
hour was to be lost. Many fair churches
of God, 'in Anjou's power, were trem-

bling on the issue, and religious and

political liberty was more at stake than
es'er. In conclusion, the Prince again

expressed his determination, whatever

might be their decision, to devote the

rest of his days to the services of his

"ountry.^
The result of these representations

by the Prince—of frequent letters from

Queen Elizabeth,^ urging a reconcilia-

tion—and of the professions made by
the Duke and the French envoys, was
a provisional arrangement, signed on
the 2Cth and 28th of March. Accord-

ing to the terms of this acc6rd, the

Duke was to receive thirty thousand
florins for his troops, and to surrender

the cities still in his power. The
French prisoners were to be liberated,
the Duke's property at Antwerp was
to be restored, and the Duke himself

was to await at Dunkirk the arrival of

plenipotentiaries to treat with him as

to a new and perpetual arrangement."*
The negotiations, however, were

languid. The quarrel was healed on

the surface, but confidence so recently
Rnd violently uprooted was slow to

* Discourse of Orange, etc.
* Meteren, xi. 203.
» Soo the Accord, in twcnty-ono articles,

In 13or, xvii. 855-357.
* Bor. Eviii. 371, 372, sqq. Meteren, xi.
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revive. On the 28th of June, tho
Duke of Anjou left Dunkirk for Paris,
never to return to the Netherlands,
but he exchanged on his departure
affectionate letters with the Prince and
the estates. M. des Pruneaux remain-
ed as his representative, and it was
understood that the arrangements for

re-installing him as soon as possible in

the sovereignty which he had so basely
forfeited, were to be pushed forward
with earnestness.''

In the spring of the same year,
Gerard Truchses, Archbishop of Co-

logne, who had lost his see for the love
of Agnes Mansfeld, whom he had

espoused in defiance of the Pope, took

refuge with the Prince of Orange at

Delft.^ A civil war in Germany broke

forth, the Protestant Princes under-

taking to support the Archbishop, in

opposition to Ernest of Bavaria, who
had been appointed in his place. The
Palatine, John Casimir, thought it ne-

cessary to mount and ride as usual.

Making his appearance at the head of

a hastily collected force, and prepared
for another plunge into chaos, he sud-

denly heard, however, of his eldei-

brother's death at Heidelberg. Leav-

ing his men, as was his habit, to shift

for themselves, and Baron Truchses,
the Archbishop's brother, to fall into

the hands of the enemy, he disappeared
from the scene with great rapidity, in

order that his own interests in the

palatinate and in the guardianship of

the young palatines might not suffer

by his absence.*

At this time, too, on the 12th < '

April, the Prince of Orange was m:

ried, for the fourth time, to Loui-
widow of the Seigneur de Teligny, and

daughter of the illustrious Coligny.^
In the course of the summer, the

states of Holland and Zealand, always
bitterly opposed to the connexion vath

Anjou, and more than ever dissatisfied

with the resumption of negotiations
since the Antwerp catastrophe, sent a

committee to the Prince in order to

206*.
» Bor, xviii. 860, 861.
« Ibid., ubi sup.
7 Ibid., xviii. 366. Meteren, xi. 205. Hoodd^

XX. 864. I
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persuade him to Bet his face against
the whole proceedings. They delivered

at the same time a formalremonstrance,
in writing {25ia of August 1583) in

which ihey explained how odious the

arrangement with the Duke had ever

been to them. They expressed the

opinion that even the wisest might
be sometimes mistaken, and that the

Prince had been bitterly deceived by
Anjou and by the French court. They
besought him to rely upon the assist-

ance of the Almighty, and upon the

exertions of the nation, and they again
hinted at the propriety of his accepting
that supreme sovereignty over all the
united provinces which would be so

gladly conferred, while, for their own
parts, they voluntarily offered largely
to increase the sums annually contri-

buted to the common defence.*

Very sOon afterwards, in August
1533, the states of the imited pro-
vinces assembled at Middelburg for-

mally offered the general government—which under the circumstances was
the general sovereignty

—to the Prince,

warmly virging his acceptance of the

dignity. He manifested, however, the
same reluctance which he had always
expressed, demanding that the pro-

ject should beforehand be laid before

the councils of all the large cities, and
before the estates of certain provinces
which had not been represented at the

Middelburg diet. He also made use
of the occasion to urge the necessity
of providing more generously for the

army expenses and other general dis-

bursements. As to ambitious views,
he- was a stranger to them, and his

language at this moment was as pa-
triotic and self-denying as at any pre-
vious period. He expressed his thanks
to the estates for this renewed proof
of their confidence in his character,
and this additional approbation of his

course,
—a sentiment which he was

always ready "as a good patriot to

justify by his most faithful service."

He reminded them, however, that he
was no great monarch, having in his

>
Bor, xviii 397, 393.

- Message of Orange to the states-general,
MS.—"Ghe exhibeert by sijne Exe* den "n.

iiovereignty Ktju&ed by Orange. iiiS6

own hands the means to help and the

power to liberate them ; and that even
were he in possession of all which God
had once given him, he should be far

from strong enough to resist, single-

handed, their powerful enemy. All
that was left to him, he said, was an
"honest and moderate experience in

affairs." With this he was ever ready
to serve them to the utmost; but

they knew very well that the means to

make that experience available were
to be drawn from the country itself.

With modest simplicity, he observed
that he had been at work fifteen or

sixteen years, doing his best, with tho

grace of God, to secure the freedom of

the fatherland and to resist tyranny of

conscience; that he alone—assisted by
his brothers and some friends and rela-

tives—^had borne the whole burthen
in the beginning, and that he had
afterwards been helped by the ^ates
of Holland and Zealand, so that he
could not but render thanks to God
for His great mercy in thus granting
His blessing to bo humble an instru-

ment, and thus restoring so many
beautiful provinces to their ancient
freedom and to the true religion. The
Prince protested that this result waa

already a sufficient reward for his

labours—a great consolation in his

sufferings. He had hoped, he said,
that the estates, "taking into con-

sideration his long-continued labours,
would have been willing to excuse him
from a new load of cares, and would
have granted him some little rest in
his already advanced age;" that they
would have selected " some other per-
son more fitted for the labour, whom
he would himself faithfully promise to
assist to the best of his abilities, ren-

dering him willing obedience propor-
tionate to the authority conferred

upon him." '

Like all other attempts to induce the

acceptance, by the Prince, of supreme
authority, this effort proved ineffectual,
from the obstinate ujiwiUingness of his
hand to receive the proffered sceptre.

Sept., loS3." Ordinaris Dep?chen Boek der
8t.-gL A". 15S3, 15S4, f. 21, 22, Hagi.ie Ar-
chives. This very important and charac-
teristic document h«s never been pablished.
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111 connexion with this movement,
imd at about the same epoch, Jacob

Swerius, member of the Brabant Coun-

cil, with other deputies, waited upon
Orange, and formally tendered him
the sovereign dukedom of Brabant,^
forfeited and vacant by the late crime
of Anjou. The Prince, however, reso-

lutely refused to accept the dignitj'-,

assuring the committee that he had
not the means to afford the comitry as

much protection as they had a right to

expect from their sovereign. He added
that "he would never give the King
of Spain the right to say that the
Prince of Orange had been actuated

by no other motives in his career than
the hope of self-aggrandisement, and
the desire to deprive his Majesty of

the provinces in order to appropriate
them to himself." ^

Accordingly, firmly refusing to heed
the overtures of the United States,
and of Holland in particular, he con-

tinued to fui-ther the re-establishment
of Anjou—a measure in which, as he

deliberately beheved, lay the only
ihance of union and independence.
The Prince of Parma, meantime, had

Dot been idle. He had been unable to

induce the provinces to listen to his

wUes, and to rush to the embrace of

the monarch whose arms he described
as ever open to the repentant. He
had, however, been busily occupied in

the course of the summer in taking up
many of the towns which the treason

of Anjou had laid open to his attacks.^

Eindhoven, Diest, Dunkirk, New-

port, and other places, were success-

ively surrendered to royalist generals.*

I Bor, xix. 4551), wlio had his information
from Jacob Swerius himself.—Compare Wa-
genaer, vii. 484.

* ' ' Maer dat het syno Exccllentie afsloeg
BefTfrende den middel van sich solveii niet te

hebben om dat te beschermen en dat by ook
de Kouing van Spangion geen oorsake wildo

geven te seggen dat by anders niot hadde
gesoclit dau hem alle sijue landen of te ne-
men."—Bor, loc. cit.

» Strada, 2, v. 259, sqq.
*
Bor, xviii. 366, 367, 371, 872. Strada, 2,

V. 259-266. Meteren, xi. 206, 207. Hoofd,
XX. 806-872. Tassia, vi. 436, 437, 440.

* See the letters of the various mombera
of the family in Archives et Corrospoiidancc,
vii., passim.
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On the 22d of September 1583, the

city of Zutfen, too, was surj^rised by
Colonel Tassis, on the fall of which
most important place, the treason of

Orange's brother-in-law. Count Van
den Berg, governor of Gueldres, was
revealed. His fidelity had been long
suspected, particularly by Count John
of Nassau, but always earnestly vouch-
ed for by his wife and by his sons.^ On
the capture of Zutfen, however, a docu-
ment was found and made public, by
which Van den Berg bound himself tu

deliver the principal cities of Gueldrea
and Zutfen, beginning with Zutfen it-

self, into the hands of Parma, on con-

dition of receiving the pardon and

friendship of the King."
Not much better could have been

expected of Van den Berg, His pusil-
lanimous retreat from his poet in Alva's

time will be recollected
; and it is cer-

tain that the Prince had never placed
imphcit confidence in his character.

Nevertheless, it was the fate of this

great man to be often deceived by the
friends whom he trusted, although
never to be outwitted by his enemies.

Van den Berg was arrested, on the

15th of November, carried to the

Hague, examined and imprisoned for

a time in Delftshaven. After a time
he was, however, liberated, when he

instantly, with all his sons, took service

imder tlie King.^
While treason was thus favouring

the royal arms in the north, the same

powerful element, to which so much
of the Netherland misfortunes had al-

waj's been owing, was busy in Flanders.

Towards the end of the year 1583,

• See the Agreement (signed and sealed

upon the 25th of August 1583), apud Bor, M,

xviii. 402. Ho had succeeded Count Jolui

in the stadholderate of Gueldres in 1581, but
the appointment had never been particularly

agreeable to the Prince of Orange. When
apphed to by Van den Berg for a recommer,

dation, he had thus addressed the estates of

Gueldres,
" My brother-m-law desirous of

obtaining the government of your province,
has asked for my recommendation. Ho
professes the greatest enthusiasm for the

service and tlie just cause of the fatherland.

I could wish that ho had shewn it sooner.

Nevertheless, 'tis better late than never."—
Ev. Reid., 37. Hoofd. xx. 875.

1 Bor, xvui. 402. Hoofd, xx. 875. Ar-

chives et Cirrcsp., viii, 28S, sqfi.
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the Prince of Chimay, eldest son of the

Dvike of Aerschot, had been elected

governor of that province.^ This noble

was as unstable in character, as vain, as

unscrapxilous, and as ambitious as his

father and uncle. He had been origi-

nally desirous of espoxising the eldest

daughter of the Prince of Orange,
afterwards the Countess of Hohenlo,
but the Duchess of Aerschot was too

strict a Catholic to consent to the mar-

riage,* and her son was afterwards

united to the Coimtess of M^hem,
widow of Lancelot Berlaymont."*
As affairs seemed going on prosper-

ously for the states in the beginning of

this year, the Prince of Chimay had
affected a strong inclination for the

Eeformed religion, and as governor of

Bruges, he had appointed many mem-
bers of that Church to important offices,

to the exclusion of Catholics. By so

decided a course, he acquired the con-

fidence of the patriot party and at the

»»nd of the year he became governor of

Flanders. No sooner was he installed

in this post, than he opened a private

rpirespondence with Parma, for it was
ids intention to make his peace with
the King, and to purchase pardon
and advancement by the brilliant ser-

tice which he now undertook, of re-

Btoring this important province to the

royal authority. In the arrangement
of his pl^is he was assisted by Cham-

pagny, who, as will be recollected, had

long been a prisoner in Ghent, but
whose confinement was not so strict as

to prevent frequent intercourse with
his friends without,* Champagny was
indeed believed to be the life of the
whole intrigue. The plot was, how-

ever, forwarded by Imbize, the roaring

demagogue whose republicanism could
never reconcile itself with what he
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esteemed the aristocratic policy of

Orange, and whose stem puritanism
could be satisfied with nothing short

of a general extermination of Catholics.

This man, after having been allowed

to depart, infamous and contemptible,
from the city which he had endangered,
now ventured, after five years,to return,
smd to engage in fresh schemes which
were even more criminal than his pre-
vious enterprises. The imcompromis-
ing foe to Romanism, the advocate of

Grecian and Genevan democracy, now
allied himself with Champagny and
with Chimay, to effect a surrender

of Flanders to Philip and to the Inqui-
sition. He succeeded in getting him-
self elected chief senator in Ghent
and forthwith began to use all his in-

fluence to further the secret plot.*

The joint efforts and intrigues of Par-

ma, Champagny, Chimay, and Imbize,
were near being successfuL Early in

in the spring of 158-t a formal resolu-

tion was pa^ed by the government of

Ghent, to open n^otiation.s with Par-

ma. Hostages were acconlingly ex-

changed, and a truce of three weeks
was agreed upon, during which an ani-

mated correspondence was maintained

between the authorities of Ghent «nd
the Prince of Chimay on the one side,

and the United States-general, the ma-

gistracy of Antwerp, the states of Bra-

bant, and other important bodies on
the other.

The friends of the Union and of

liberty used all their eloquence to
arrest the city of Ghent in its course,
and to save the province of Flandera
from accepting the proposed arrange-
ment with Parma. The people of

Ghent were reminded that the chief

promoter of this new negotiation was

Champagny,^ a man who owed a deep

1 Bor, xviiL 406, sqq. Metercn, xL 206^
207. *

JieteiBn, xii. 2i>i).

3 Tte same lady whose charms and whose
^er bad 80 fatal au influence upon th«
. .-er of Count Renneberg.
* Bor, jr;iii. 406. Meterea, xii 211. Er.

r.-idani, iiL 55.

* Bcr, xviij. 407. Meteren, xiL 211, 212.

lloofd, IX. SS5, £56. Van der Vynckt, iii.

lOt-110.
« Bor, x-»iii. 407, 410-419.—"There is a
. jit," wi }t« the Fiince of Orangv to Uie

magistracy of Ghent,
" that a passport has

been given to one of our most especirJ
enemies (eenea van onse partiaelstevyanden)
to come within the city of Ghent in order to
converse with Cihampagny by word ofmouth
(mondelinge metChampigny te spreecken)."—Letter of 31 May, in de Jonge, Onuitgege-
vene Stukken. 's'Gravenhage und Amster-
dam, 1827. '"KsChampagny who isat the
bottom of all these proceedings," wrote the
states of Brabant to the magistrates of
Ghent—^Le;ter of March 14, in Bor, xviii.

415, 410l
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debt of hatred to their city, foi the

long, and as he believed, the unjust
confinement which he had endured
within its walls. Moreover, he was
the brother of Granvelle, source of all

their woes. To take counsel with

Champagny, was to come within reach
of a deadly foe, for " he who confesses

himself to a wolf," said the burgo-
masters of Antwerp, "will get wolf's

absolution." The Flemings were
warned by all their correspondents
ihat it was puerile to hope for faith

m PhiHp ;
a monarch whose first prin-

ciple was, that promises to heretics

were void. They were entreated to

pay no heed to the "sweet singing of

the royalists," who just then afiected

to disapprove of the practice adopted
by the Spanish Inquisition, that they
might more surely separate them from
their friends.

" Imitate not," said the

magistrates of Brussels, "the foohsh

sheep who made with the wolves a

treaty of perpetual amity, from which
the faithful dogs were to be excluded."
It was afiirmed—and the truth was

certainly beyond peradventure—that

religious liberty was dead at the mo-
ment when the treaty with Parma
Bhould be signed.

" To look for poli-
tical privilege or evangelical liberty,"
said the Antwerp authorities,

" in any
arrajigement with the Spaniards, is to

look for light in darkness, for fire in

water." "Philip is himseK the slave

of the Inquisition," said the states-

general, "and has but one great purpose
in life—to cherish the institution

eveiywhere, and particularly in the
Netherlands. Before Margaret of

Parma's time, one hundred thousand
Netherlanders had been burned or

strangled, and Alva had spent seven

years in butchering and tortui-ing

many thousands more." The magis-
trates of Brussels used similar expres-
eions.^

" The King of Spain," said they
to their brethren of Ghent, "is fas-

1 Letter of the biirgoraasters of Antwerp
to the authorities of Ghent, in Bor, xviii.

417. Letter fi'om the magistrates of Brussels
to those of Ghent, March 10, 1584.—Bor,
xviii. 414. Letter of states-general to Prince
of Chimay and tl;e bailiffs of Bruges, March
IT, 1684.—Bor. 3, xviii. 410''.

a Letter of matristrates of Biaisscls.—Bor.

[1584
tened to the Inquisition, Yea, he is

so much in its power, that even if he

desired, he is unable to maintain his

premises."* The Prince of Orange,
too, was indefatigable in pubUc and

private efforts to counteract the machi-
nations of Parma and the Spanish
party in Ghent. He saw with horror
the progress which the political de-

composition of that most important
commonwealth was making, for he
considered the city the keystone to

the union of the provinces, for he felt

with a prophetic instinct that its loss

would entail that of all the southern

provinces, and make a united and

independent Netherland state impos-
sible. Already in the summer of

1583, he addressed a letter full of

wisdom and of warning to the autho-
rities of Ghent, a letter in which \\(:

set fnlly before them the iniquity and

stupidity of their proceedings, while
at the same time he expressed himself
with so much dexterity and caution as

to avoid giving offence, by accusations
which he made, as it were, hypothetical-

ly, when, in truth, they were real ones.^

These remonstrances were not fruit

less, and the authoiities and citizen.s

of Ghent once more paused ere they
stepped from the precipice. While

they were thus wavering, the whole

negotiation with Parma was abruptly
brought to a close by a new incident,
the demagogue Imbize having been
discovered in a secret attempt to

obtain possession of the city of Denre-

monde, and deliver it to Parma.* Th -

old acquaintance, ally, and enemy oi

Imbize, the Seigneur de Kyhove, was
commandant of the city, and informa
tion was privately conveyed to him of

the design, before there had been timo
for its accomphshment. Ryhove, being
thoroughly on his guard, an-ested hia

old comrade, who was shortly after'

wards brought to trial, and executed

at Ghent." John van Imbize had rel

xviii. 414.
8 The letter is published, together witlj

others of great interest, by De JoBgo, Onuit'

gegevene Stukken., 81-92.
<
Bor, xviii. 420. Jlctcien, xi. 212. Hoofd^S

XX. SSG. Van dcr Vyrickt, iii. 105-110.
5 Van dor Vynckt, iii. 110. Jlctcrcn, xjfc

213\ III tlic mouth of AuL'Uat. lOSl.
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turned to the dty from which the

contemptuous tiercy of Orange had

permitted him formerly to depart,

only to expiate fresh turbulence and

fresh treason by a felon's death. Mean-
while the citizens of Ghent, thus

warned by word and deed, passed an

tamest resolution to have no more
intercourse with Parma, but to abide

faithfully by the imion.^ Their ex-

ample was followed by the other Flem-

ish cities, excepting, imfortujiately,

Bruges; for that important town, being

entirely in the power of Chimay, was
now surrendered by him to the royal

government. On the 20th of May
1584, Baron Montigny, on the part
of Parma, signed an accord with the

Prince of Chimay, by which the city
was restored to his Slajesty, and by
which aU inhabitants not willing to

abide by the Roman Catholic rehgion
were permitted to leave the land.

The Prince was received with favour

by Parma, on conclusion of the trans-

action, and subsequently met with
advancement from the King, while
the Princess, who had embraced the

Reformed religion, retired to Hol-

land.«

The only other city of importance
gained on this occasion by the govern-
ment was Ypres, which had been

long besieged, and was soon after-

wards forced to yield. The new Bi-

shop, on -taking possession, resorted to

instant measures for cleansing a place
which had been so long in the hands
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of the infidels, and as the first step
in this purification, the bodies of many
heretics who had been buried for years
were taken from their graves, and

publicly hanged in their coffins. All

living adherents to the Reformed reli-

gion were instantly expelled from the

place.^
Ghent and the rest of Flandera

were, for the time, saved fi-om the

power of Spain, the inhabitants being
confirmed in their resolution of sus-

taining their imion with the other

pro'S'inces by the news from France.

Early in the spring the negotiations
between Anjou and the states-general
had been earnestly renewed, and Juni-

us, Mouillerie, and Asseliers, had been

despatched on a special mission to

France, for the purpose of arranging
a treaty with the Duke. On the 19th
of April 15S4, they airived in Delft,
on their return, bringing warm letters

from the French Court, full of pro-
mises to assist the Netherlands ; and
it was understood that a constitution,

upon the basis of the original arange-
ment of Bordeaux, would be accepted
by the Duke.* These arrangements
were, however, for ever terminated by
the death of Anjou, who had been iU

duiing the whole course of" the negoti-
ations. On the 10th of June 15S4, he

expired at Chateau Thierry, in great
torture, sweating blood from every
pore, and under circumstances whicl^
as visual, suggested strong suspiciona
of poison.*

CHAPTER VIL

Tariona attempts upon the life of Orange—^Delft—Mansion of the Prince described—Francis
G (lion or Balthazar Gerard—His aut.xedents—His correspondence and interviews with
Pai3ia and with d'Assonleville—His employment in France—His retTim to Delft and
interview with Orang^e—The crime—^The confession—The punishment—The conse-
quences—Concluding remarks.

It has been seen that the Ban guerdon had been incessant. The
against the Prince of Orange had not

[
attempt of Jaureguy, at Antwerp, of

been hitherto without fruits, for al- : Salseda and Baza at Bruges, have
though unsuccessful, the efi'orts to i been related, and m March 1583,
take his hfe and earn the promised

j

moreover, one Pietro Dordogno was
» Bor, xviiL 420. « Ibid., xviiL •i2(M23. *

Ibid., xviii. 42c! Sleteren, xii. 214.
3

Ibid., 425. Hoof'J, sjc, 8S7.
I Hoofd, s_s. 890, Ryl. Ev. Fsidani, iij. !A.

Bor, xviiL 423. De Thou, ix. 1S;-1»S4.
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executed in Antwerp for endeavouring
to assassinate tlie Prince. Before his

death, he confessed that he had come
from Spain solely for the purpose,
and that he had conferred with La
Motte, governor of Gravelines, as to

the best means of accomplishing his

design.^ In April 1584, Hans Han-

zoon, a merchant of Flushing, had
been executed for attempting to de-

stroy the Prince by means of gun-
powder, concealed under his house in

that city, and under his seat in the

church. He confessed that he had

deliberately formed the intention of

performing the deed, and that he had
discussed the details of the enterprise
with the Spanish ambassador in Paris.*

At about the same time, one Le Goth,
a captive French officer, had been

applied to by the Marquis de Riche-

bourg, on the part of Alexander of

Parma, to attempt the murder of the

Prince. Le Goth had consented, say-

ing that nothing could be more easily

done; and that he would undertake
to poison him in a dish of eels, of

which he knew him to be particularly
fond. The Frenchman was liberated

with this understanding; but being

very, much the friend of Orange,

straightway told him the whole story,
and remained ever afterwards a faith-

ful servant of the states.^ It is to be

presumed that he excused the treach-

eiy to which he owed his escape from

prison on the ground that faith was
no more to be kept with murderers
than with heretics. Thus within two

years there had been five distinct

attempts to assassinate the Prince,

all of them with the privity of the

Spanish government. A sixth was
soon to follow.

In the summer of 1584, William of

Orange was residing at Delft,* v.liore

his wife, Louisa de Coligny, had given

1 Meteret), xi. 205*.
2 [bid. Bar, xviii. <53. Hoofi, xx. 892.
» Metereii, xi. 205, 206. Hoof i, xx. 891,

692. He is sometimes called Gott.
* He had removed thitlier from Antwci-p

on tho 22d July 1583. His departure from
the commercial metropolis had been has-

tcuod by an indignity offcved to him by a

portion of the populace, on the occasion of

Home buildincf which had been undertaken
is, the neighbourhood of tho citadel. A
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birth, in the preceding winter, to a

son, afterwards the celebrated s tad-

holder, Frederic Henry. The child

had received these names from his two

godfathers, the Kings of Denmark and
of Navarre, and his baptism had been
celebrated with much rejoicing on the
12th of June, in the place of his

birth.5

It was a quiet, cheerful, yet some-
what drowsy little city, that ancient

burgh of Delft. The placid canals by
which it was intersected in every
direction were all planted with whis-

pering, umbrageous rows of limes and

poplars, and along these watery high-

ways the traffic of the place glided so

noiselessly that the town seemed tho
abode of silence and tranquillity. The
streets wore clean and airy, the houses
well built, the whole aspect of the

place thriving.
One of the principal thoroughfares

was called the old Delft-street. It

was shaded on both sides by lime

trees, which in that midsummer season

covered the surface of the canal which
flowed between them with their light
and fragi'ant blossoms. On one side

of this street was the "old kirk," a

plain, antique structure of brick, with
lancet windows, and with a tall,

slender tower, which inclined, at a

very considerable angle, towards a

house upon the other side of the

canal. That house was the mansion
of William the Silent. It stood directly

opposite the church, being separated

by a spacious courtyard from tho

street, while the stables and other

offices in the rear extended to the city
wall. A narrow lane, opening out of

Delft-street, ran along the side of the

house and court, in the direction of

the ramparts. The house was a plain,
two-storiod edifice of brick, with red-

tiled roof, and had formerly been a

senseless rumour had been circulated that

the Prince had filled the castle with Frencli

troops, and was about to sun-ender it to An-

jou. Althouuh the falsehood of tho report
had been publicly demonstrated, mid al-

though the better ijorlion of the citizens

felt indignant at its existence, yet the cal*

uniniators had not been punislied. The
Prince, justly aggrieved, retin^d accordiUo'ly
from tho city.—Metcren, xi. 207, 208.

» Bor. xviii. 407"'. Hoofd, xx. 883
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cloister dedicated to Saint Agatha,
the last prior of which had been

hanged by the turious Lumey de la

Marck.
The news of Anjou's death had

been brought to Delft by a special

messenger from the French court. On
Sunday morning, the 8th of July
1584, the Prince of Orange, having
read the despatches before leaving hia

bed, caused the man who had brought
them to be summoned, that he might
give some particular details by word
of mouth concerning the last illness of

the Duke.^ The courier was accord-

ingly admitted to the Prince's bed-

chamber, and proved to be one Francis

Guion, as he called himself. This man
had, early in the spring, claimed and
received the protection of Orange, on
the ground of being the son of a
Protestant at Besancon, who had
Buffered death for his religion, and
of his own ardent attachment to the

Reformed faith.^ A pious, psalm-shig-

ing, thoroughly Calvinistic youth he
seemed to be, ha\-ing a bible or a

hymn-book under his arm whenever
he walked the street, and most ex-

emplary in his attendance at sermon
and lecture. For the rest, a singularly
unobtrusive personage, twenty-seven

Guion alias Cfei-ard. 889

1 Bor, xviii 427, sqq. Meteren, xii. 214,

sqq. Hoofd, xx. 892-S94. sqq. Wagenaer,
vii. 529, sqq. Le Petit, Grande Chronique
des P. B., liv. v.

* The main source from which the histo-
rians cited in the L^st not«, and all otlier

vniters, have derived their account of Bal-
thazar Gerai-d, his crime and punishment,
is the official statement drawn up by order
of the States-general, entitled, "Verhaal
van ds moort ghed.-xen aen den personne dos

doorluchtigen fursten eude heeren Wilhelms
Prince van Oracngien," etc , etc.. Delft, A".

1584, of which a copy may be found in the
Duncan collection in the Royal Library at
the Eague. The basis of this account was
the confession of Balthazar, written in the
convent of Saint Agatha (or Prinzen Hof,
the residence of Orange) immediately after
his arrest, together wiih his answers to the
interrogatories between the 10th and 14th of

July. The confession has bcai rcoo»itly
published by M. Gachard (.\cad. Rov. de
Belg. t. XX. N». 9, Bulletins) from ah old
and probably contemporaneous MS. copy.A very curious iwmphlet — a copy of
which also m.iy be found in the Dunc;ui
Collection—should also be consulted, called
•'
Historie Balthazars Geraert, alias Serach,

years of age, low of stature, meagre*.

mean-visaged, muddy complexioned,
and altogether a man of no account—
quite insignificant in the eyes of all

who looked upon him. If there were
one opinion in which the few who had
taken the trouble to think of the

puny, somewhat shambling stranger
from Burgundy at all coincided, it was
that he was inoffensive, but quite

incapable of any important busiuesa

He seemed well educated, claimed to

be of respectable parentage, and had
considerable facility of speech, when

any person could be found who
thought it worth while to listen to

him; but on the whole he attracted

little attention.

Nevertheless, this insignificant frame
locked up a desperate and daring cha-

racter; this mild and inoffensive nature
had gone pregnant seven years with a
terrible crime, whose birth could not
much longer be retarded. Francis

Guion, the Calvinist, son of a martyred
Calvinist, was in reality Rilthazar

Gerard, a fanatical Catholic, whoso
father and mother were still living at

Villefana in Burgundy. Before reach-

ing man's estate, he had formed the

design of murdering the Prince of

Orange, "who, bo long as he lived,

die den Tyran van 't Nederlandt den Pi-incea
v;ui Oraiigie doorschcten heeft : ende is

darom duer grouwelijcke ende vele tormen-
ten binnen de stadt van Delft openboerlijck
ghedoodt, 15*4

"
(with no name of place or

publisher). This account, by a very bittcj

royalist and papist
—perhaps a personal ac-

quaintance of Gerard— extols the deed to
the skies, and depicts the horrible suffer-

ings of the malefactor as those of a blessed

martyr. A manuscript in the Bibliothequo
de Bourgogne (now the M?. section of the

Royal Library at Brussels), entitled,
" Pu--

ticularites touchant Balthazar Gerard," No.
17,386, contains many important documents,
letters of Parma, of Gerard, and of Cornclitia
Aertscns. The fifth volume of the MS. his-

tory of Renom de France has a chapter de-
voted to the subject, important because ho
wrote from the papei-s of d'^\jssonleville, who
was P;\rma's asent in the preliminary j'cgo-
tiations with GOrard. P:irt of these docu-
ments have been publisVicd by Dewez (Hist.
Gen. de la Belg., tom vi.), by Reiffenl^ei'g,
and stUl more recently by Professor Areut
(" Recherches Critiqu^^ et Historiques sur la

Confession de B. Geilrd, Bnixelles, 1S54 "),
who has ably demon; iratel the authenticity
of the "

Coufcssicn'' publi^ed by M. Q*
chai-d.
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seemed like to remain a rebel against
the Catholic King, and to make every
effort to disturb the repose of the
Roman Catholic Apostohc religion."
When but twenty years of age, he

had struck his dagger with all his

might into a door, exclaiming, as he
did so, "Would that the blow had
been in the heart of Orange !

"
For

this he was rebuked by a bystander,
who told him it was not for him to

kill princes, and that it was not desir-

able to destroy so good a captain as

the Prince, who, after all, might one

day reconcile himself with the King.^
As soon as the Ban against Orange

was published, Balthazar, more anxious
than ever to execute his long-cherished

design, left Dole and came to Luxem-

burg. Here he learned that the deed
had already been done by John Jau-

reguy. He received this intelligence
at first with a sensation of relief, was

glad to be excused from putting him-
self in danger,^ and believing the
Prince dead, took service as clerk with
one John Duprel, secretary to Count

Mansfeld, governor of Luxembiu-g.
Ere long, the ill success of Jaureguy's
attempt becoming known, the "in-

veterate determination" of Gerard
aroused itself more fiercely than ever.

He accordingly took models of Mans-
feld'a official seals in wax, in order

that he might make use of them as

an acceptable offering to the Orange
party, whose confidence he meant to

gain.
Various circumstances detained him,

however. A sum of money was stolen,

and he was forced to stay till it was

.found, for fear of being arrested as the

thief. Then his cousin and employer
fell sick, and Gdrard was obliged to

wait for his recovery. At last, in

1 Confession de B. Gerard.—Bor, Meteren,
Hoofd, Le Petit, ubi sup. et al.

3 " des quelles nouvelles je fns fort

aiso, tant pour estre (comme j'estimois) la

justice faite, que pour avoir excuse de mo
mettre au danger."—Conf. do G(inird.

3 Verhaal vaa de Moordt, etc.—Compare
Bor, ubi sup.

* Ibid.—Compai-c Meteren, Lo Petit, ubi

Bup.
6 This curious ftict was disingenuously

Buppressed in the official account, "Verhaal
tan O.e Moordt," etc, Bud is consequently
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March 1584, "the weather, as he said

appealing to be fine," Balthazar left

Luxemburg and came to Treves.
While there, he confided his scheme
to the regent of the Jesuit college

—a
" red-haired man " whose name has not
been preserved.^ That dignitary ex-

pressed high approbation of the plan,

gave Gdrard his blessing, and promised
him that, if his life should be sacri-

ficed in achieving his purpose, he
should be enrolled among the mar-

tyrs.* Another Jesuit, however, in

the same college, with whom he like-

wise communicated, held very diflerent

language, making great efforts to tuni
the young man from his design, on the

ground of the inconveniences which might
arise from the forging of Mansfeld's
seals—adding, that neither he nor any
of the Jesuits liked to meddle with
such affairs, but advising that the

whole matter should be laid before

the Prince of Parma.'' It does not

appear that this personage,
" an excel-

lent man and a learned," attempted to

dissuade the young man from his pro-

ject by arguments drawn from any
supposed criminality in the assassina-

tiou itself, or from any danger, tem-

poral or eternal, to which the perpe-
trator might expose himself.

Not iniluenced, as it appears, exccj
on one point, by the advice of tli:

second ghostly confessor, Balthaza

came to Tournay, and held counc

with a third—the celebrated Francis-

can, Father Gdry—by whom he wa^
much comforted and strengthened i"^

his determination.'' His next step w
to lay the project before Parma, as tl.

"excellent and learned"' Jesuit :.

Trdves had advised. This he did by
letter, drawn up with much care, an

which he evidently thought well of a

not mentioned by the pieviously cit

authors. The staiemont appears in t!

copy of the Coufossion published by ^1

Gacliard;
" et s'efforQa, lo dit

jibro
i

m'oster de te.ste ceste mionno (ieliberatio;

pour les dangers et iiiconveniens qu'il m';

legoit en pourroient surveiiir, au prt'jucli'

de Dieu et du Roy, par le moycn des caclic

voUans ; disant, au reste, qu'il ne so nieslou

pas voluntiers do telz affaires, ny pareillc-

KHont tons ceulx de leur dicto compa^nio."
« Verhaal van de Moordt, etc lior. Mo ^™

tercu, Le Petit, ubi t-up. ^1
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a composition. One copy of this letter

he deposited with the guardian of the

Franciscan convent at Tournay; the

other he presented with his own hand
to the Prince of Parma.^ " The vas-

Bal," said he,
"
ought always to prefer

justice and the will of the king to his

own life." That being the case, he

expressed his astonishment that no
man had yet been found to execute

the sentence against William of Nassau,
"
except the gentle Biscayan, since de-

funct."- To accomplish the task, Bal-

thazar observed, very judiciously, that

it was necessary to have access to the

person of the Prince—wherein consist-

ed the difficulty. Those who had that

advantage, he continued, were there-

fore bound to extirpate the pest at

once, \vithout oblighig his Majesty to

Bend to Rome for a chevalier, because

not one of them was willing to preci-

pitate himself into the venomous gulf,
which by its contagion infected and
killed the souls and bodies of aU poor
abusedsubjects, exposed to its influence.

Gerard avowed himself to have been
Bi> long goaded and stimulated by these

considerations—so extremely nettled

with displeasvire and bitterness at see-

ing the obstinate wretch still escaping
his just judgment—as to have formed
the design of baiting a trap for the fox,

hoping thus to gain access to him, and
to take him imawares.-* He added—
without explaining the natm^ of the

trap and the bait—that he deemed it

his duty to lay the subject before the

most serene Prince of Parma, protest-
ing at the same time that he did not
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1 This letter, with several others relative

to the subject, is contained in a manuscript
of the Bib. de Boulogne, H". 17,350, en-

titled,
"
Particularites touchant Balthazar

Gerard."
3 " Hormis le gentil Biscayen defunct."
* " Estant de long temps durement piqui

et stimule par ces deux points et poinijonne
extrement de deplaisir et amertume si

finalemeiit me suis advise de douner une
amorce a ce renard pour avoir acces chez-lui,
afin de le prendre au trebuchet en momens
opportuns, et si proprcment qu'ilu'eu puisse
fechapper."

* " et moins encore 6tre vue si pr^
Bompteux que de preferer la liberalite im-
mense de S. M.," etc.

* " Y Jerque til enemigo tuviese castigo,
Andiiva el Prlr-cipo de Parma buecando

contemplate the exploit for the sake

of the reward mentioned in the sen-

tence, and that he preferred trusting
in that regard to the immense hberality
of his ilajesty.*
Parma had long been looking for a

good man to murder Orange,^ feeling—as Philip, GranveUe, and all former

governors of the Netherlands had felc—that this was the only means of

saving the royal authority in any part
of the provinces. Many xmsatisfactory
assassins had presentedthemselves from
time to time, and Alexander had paid

money in hand to various individuals—
Italians, Spaniards, Lorrainers, Scotch-

men, Englishmen, who had generally

spent the sums received without at-

tempting the job. Others were sup-

posed to be still engaged in the enter-

prise, and at that moment there were
four persons—each luiknown to the

others, and of difierent nations—in

the city of Delft, seeking to compasa
the death of William the SQent."

Shag-eared, military, hirsute niffiana—
ex-captains of free companies and

such marauders—were daily offering
their services; there was no lack of

them, and they had done but little.

How should Parma, seeing this ob-

sciu-e, tmder-sized, thin-bearded, run-

away clerk before him, expect pith
and energy from him? He thought
him quite imfit for an enterprise of

moment, and declared as much to his

secret councillors and to the King.'
He soon dismissed him, after receiving
his letters, and it may be supposed
that the bombastic style of that epistle

maneras como quitarle del mundo."—
Herrera, Hist, del mundo en el reynado del

Rey D. PheUpe II., xiv. 10, tom. ii. 550.
* " aulcunsltaliensecsoldatsavoieat

paravant obtenu certaines sommes au
mesme effet sans avoir riena attcnte."—Re-
uom de Franca M8., torn. v. c. 26.—Com-
pare Scrada, 2, v. 2S7.

f ' '

le dit jeime homme," wrote Parma
to the King, "m'avait communique sa re-

solution de la quelle pour dire la verite je
tenois peu de eorapte, pour ce que la disposi-
tion du personnaige ne sembloit promettre
eraprinse de si grande importance. Toutte-
fois je le laisaye aller, aprds I'avoir fait ex-
orter par quelques ungz de ceux qiu scrvent
ici."»—Relation du Due de Parma an Roy.
Phil. II. ; in the manuscript entitled,

" Par-
ticularites touchant B. Gerard."' Bib. do
Bourgogne, N". 17,386.
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would not efface tlio unfavourable im-

pression produced by Balthazar's ex-

terior. The representations of Haulte-

penne and others induced him so far

to modify his views as to send his con-

fidential councillor, d'Assonleville, to

the stranger, in order to learn the
details of the scheme.^ Assonleville

had accordingly an interview with

Gdrard, in which he requested the

young man to dravv^ up a statement
of his plan in writing, and this was
done upon the 11th of April 1584.

In this letter Gdrard explained his

plan of introducing himself to the
notice of Orange, at Delft, as the son
of an executed Calvinist; as himself

warmly, though secretly, devoted to

^
the Reformed faith, and as desirous,

therefore, of placing himself in the
Prince's service, in order to avoid
the insolence of the Papists. Having
gained the confidence of those about
the Prince, he would suggest to them
the great use which might be made of

Mansfeld's signet in forging passports
for spies and other persons whom it

might be desirous to send into the

territory of the royalists.
" With

these or similar feints and frivolities,"

continued Gdrard, "he should soon
obtain access to'the person of the said

Nassau," repeating his protestation
that nothing had moved him to his

enterprise
" save the good zeal which

he bore to the faith and true religion

guarded by the Holy Mother Church

Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman, and
to the service of his Majesty." He
begged pardon for having purloined
the impressions of the seals—a tm-pi-
tude which he would never have com-

mitted, biit would sooner have suffered

a thousand deaths, except for the great
end in view. He particularly wished

forgiveness for that crime before going
to his task, "in order that he might
confess, and receive the holy com-
munion at the coming Easter, without

1 Rondm de Frnnce >[S., loc. cit, who
wrote liis history from tho papers of Coun-
cillor d'Assonleville.

2 The letter is contained in the MS. before

Oifed,
" ParticularitCs touch.int B. Gtinvd."

8 " Eatant povre compngnon," etc.—Vcr-
haal van do Moordt, etc. La Petit. Bor,
loc. cit.
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scruples of conscience." He likewise

begged the Prince of Paima to obtain
for him absolution from his Holinesa
for this crime of pilfering

—the more
so "

as he was about to keep company
for some time with heretics and athe-

ists, and in some sort to conform him^
self to their customs." ^

From the general tone of the letters

of Gerard, he might be set down at

once as a simple, religious fanatic, who
felt sure that, in executing the com-
mand of Philip pubjicly issued to all

the murderers of Europe, he was

meriting well of God and his King.
There is no doubt that he was an ex-

alted enthusiast, but not purely an

enthusiast. The man's character offers

more than one point of interest, as a

psychological phenomenon. He had
convinced himself that the work which
he had in hand was eminently meri-

torious, and he was utterly without
fear of consequences. He was, how-

ever, by no means so disinterested as

he chose to represent himself in letters

which, as he instinctively felt, were to

be of perennial interest. On the con-

traiy, in his interviews with Asson-

leville, he urged that he was a poor
fellow, and that he had undertaken
this enterprise in order to acquir-

property
—to make himself rich •^—and

that he depended upon the Prince of

Parma's influence in obtaining the

reward promised by the Ban to the

individual who should piit Orange to

death.

This second letter decided Parma so

far that he authorised Assonleville to

encourage the young man in his a'

tempt, and to promise that the reward
should be given to him in case of suc-

cess, and to his heirs in the event of

his death.* Assonleville, in the second

intei-view, accordingly made known
these assurances in the strongest man-
ner to Gdrard, warning him, at the

same time, on no account, if arrested,

* " qiiVn procnrcvoit en sa favenr on
de SOS proclios hgritiers les merccdes ct re-

compenses promises par Tedict qui fnt toufo

l;v consolation qu'il recent, ]iln8 proprc pour
lo retirer et divertir quo pour rencournger a

nne cmprinse si hazardeus?,."— Benom de

Franca JUS., loc. cit.
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to inculpate the Prince of Parma.
The councillor, while thus exhorting
the stranger, accoiding to Alexander's

comman Is, confined himself, however,
to generalities, refusing even to ad-

vance fifty crowns, which Balthazar

had begged from the Governor-Gene-
ral in order to provide for the neces-

sary expenses of his project.^ Parma
had made similar advances too often

to men who had promised to assassi-

nate the Prince and had then done

little, and he was resolute in his re-

fusal to this new adventurer, of

whom he expected absolutely nothing.
Gerard, notwithstanding this rebuff,
was not disheartened, "

I will provide
myself out of my own purse," said he
to AssonleviUe, "and within six weeks

you will hear of me." " Go forth, my
Bon," said AssonleviUe, paternally, upon
this spirited reply,

" and if you succeed
in your enterprise, the King wiU fulfil

all his promises, and you will gain an
immortal nrtme beside." *

The "
inveterate deliberation," thus

thoroughly matured, Gerard now pro-
ceeded to carry into effect. He came
to Delft, obtained a hearing of YUlers,
the clergyman and intimate friend of

Orange, shewed him the Mansfeld

seals, and was, somewhat against his

will, sent to France, to exhibit them
to Mardchal Biron, who, it was thought,
was soon to be appointed governor of

Cambray. Through Orange's recom-

mendation, the Burgundian was re-

ceived into the suite of Xoel de Caron,

Seignem- de Schoneval, then setting
forth on a special mission to the Duke
of Anjou.' "While in France, Gerard
could rest neither by day nor night, so

tormented was he by the desire of ac-

complishing his project,'* and at length
he obtained permission, upon the death
of the Duke, to caiTy this important
inteUigence to the Prince of Orange.
The despjilches having been entrusted
to him, he travelled post-haste to Delft,

and, to his astonishment, the letters
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had hardly been deliA'ered before he
was summoned in person to the cham-
ber of the prince. Here was an oppor-

tiuiity such as he had never dared to

hope for. The arch-enemy to the

Church and to the human race, whose
death would confer upon his destroyer
wealth and nobUity in this world, be-

sides a crown of glory in the next, lay

imarmed, alone, in bed, before the

man who had thh-sted seven long years
for his blood.

Balthazar could f-carcely control hia

emotions sufficiently to answer the

questions which the Prince addressed

to him concerning the death of Anjou,*
but Orange, deeply engaged with the

despatches, and with the reflections

which their deeply-import-ant contents

suggested, did not observe the counte-

nance of the humble Calvinist exile,

who had been recently recommended
to his patf-'juage by Villers. Gerard

had, moreover, made no preparation
for an interview so entirely unexpected,
had come unarmed, and had formed no

plan for escape. He was obliged to

forego his prey when most within his

reach, and after communicating all the
information which the Prince required,
he was dismissed from the chamber.

It was Svmday morning, and the

bells were tolling for church. Upon
leaving the house ha loitered about
the courtyard, fiMively examining the

premises, so that a sergeant of hal-

berdiers asked him why he was waiting
there. Balthazar meekly replied that

he was desirous of attending Divine

worship in the church opposite, but

added, pointing to his shabby and
travel-stained attii'e, that, without at

least a new pair of shoes and stockings,
he was unfit to join the congregation.

Insignificant as ever, the small, pious,

dusty stranger excited no suspicion in

the mind of the good-natured sergeant.
He forthwith spoke of the wants of

Grerard to an officer, by whom they
were communicated to Orange him-

1 "
et aianct d'AssonleviUe traicte la

dessus avec le Prince de Parma fut coiiclud

que on n'avanceroit riens a Balthazar Gerard,
non pas les 50 escus ansquela il se restra'n-
loit." etc.—Beiiom oe France. IIS., !oc. c t.

' Iliid. Vcvhaal vande Slowdt. I3or, Me-

teren, Le Petit.
' Confession de Gerard. Verhaal van de

Moordt Bor, Meteren, Le Petit, H lofd,
ubi sup.

* Vtrhaal van de Moordt.
» Verbaal, etc. Bor, Meteren, Le Petite
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self, aud the Pi-ime instantly ordered
n. sum of money to be given liim.^

Thus Balthazar obtainedfrom William's

charity what Parma's thrift had de-

nied—a fund for carrying out his pur-
pose!
Next morning, with the money thus

procured he purchased a pair of pistols,
or small carabines, from a soldier,

chaffering long about the price because
the vender could not supply a particu-
lar kind of chopped bidlets or slugs
which he desired. Before the sunset
of the following day that soldier had
stabbed himself to tlie heart, and died

despairing, on hearing for what purpose
the pistols had been bought.**
On Tuesday, the 10th of July 1584,

at about half-past twelve, the Prince,
with his wife on his arm, and followed

by the ladies and gentlemen of his

family, was going to the dining-room.
AVilliam the Silent was dressed upon
that day, according to his usual custom,
in v£ry plain fashion. He wore a wide-

leaved, loosely-shaped hat of dark felt,

with a silken cord round the crown—
such as had been worn by the Beggars
in the early days of the revolt. A
high ruff encircled his neck, from
which also dependedone of the Beggar's
medals, with the motto,

"
Fkleles au

roy jusqu'd la besace," while a loose

Burcoat of grey frieze cloth, over a

tawny leather doublet, with wide,
slashed underclothes completed hia

costume.^ Gerard presented himself
at the doonvay, and demanded a pass-

port. The Princess, struck with the

pale and agitated countenance of the

man, anxiously questioned her husband

concerning the stranger. The Prince

carelessly observed that "it was merely
a person who came for a passport,"

ordering, at the same time, a secretary
forthwith to prepare one. The Prin-

1 Verhnal van de Moordt. Bor, Mcteren,
Hoofd, loc. cit.

2 "
zig op 't hooren van 't gruuwzaam

gobniik, 't geen er de Booswigt vaa ge-
maolit liadt, uit wanlioop, met tweo of drie

poignaai-d steeken om 't Icven bragt."—Van
Wj'n op Wagcnaer, vii. 116.

* The wliolc dross worn by the Prince on
this trajjical occasion is still to be seen at

the nagao in the National Museum.
* Bor, Meteren, Hoofd, ubi sup.
*
P'«*iorie Balth. Geraerts alias Serach, eto.
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cess, still not relieved, observed in an
under-ione that "she had never seen
so \illanou3 a countenance." *

Orange,
however, not at all impressed with the

appearance of Gdrard, conductwl him-
self at table with hisusual cheerfulness

conversing much with the burgomaster
of Leewarden, the only guest present
at the family dinner, concerning the

political and religious aspects of Fries-

land.® At two o'clock the company
rose from table. The Prince led the

way, intending to pass to his private
apartments above. The dining-room,
which was on the ground floor, opened
into a little square vestibule, which
communicated, through an arched

passage-way, with the main entrance
into the court-yard. This vestibule

was also directly at the foot of the
wooden staircase leading to the next

floor, and was scarcely six feet in

width.* Upon its left side, as one

approached the stairway, was an ob-

scure arch, sunk deep in the wall, and

completely in" the shadow of the door.

Behind this arch a portal opened to

the narrow lane at the side of the

house. The stairs themselves were

completely lighted by a large windov.%
haK way up the flight. The Prine
came from the dining-room, and beg;

leisurely to ascend. He had only
reached the second stair, when a man
emerged from the sunken arch, and,

standing within a foot or two of him,

discharged a pistol full at his heart.

Three balls entered his body, one of

which, passing quite through him,
struck with violence against the wall

beyond. The Prince exclaimed 1

French, as he felt the wound,
" m v

God, have mercy upon my soul! O

my God, have mercy upon this pooi-

people !

" ^

These were the last words he evi

* The ho\ise (now called the Prinsen Ho.'',

but used as a barrack) still presents neai'ly
the same appearance as it did in 15S4.

' Kovte Verluial van den Moordt, etc.—
Boi', Muteren, Hoofd. Doubts have been

expressed by some writers as to the proba-
bility of the Prince, thus mortally wounded,
having been able to speak so many words

distinctly. (See Wafrenaer, Vad. Hist., vii.

532, and note.) There can, however, be no
doubt on the subject. The circular letter of

the States-general to the respective pro-
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f.poke, save that'*liin Lis sister, Catlie-

riiie of Schwartzburg, immediatelv
aftenvards asKcd him if ho commended
his son' to Jesiis Christ, he faintly-

answered,
" Yes." His master of the

horse, Jacob van Maldere, had caught
him in his arms as the fatal shot was
fired. The Prince was then placed on
the stairs for an instant, when he

immediately began to swoon. He was
afterwards laid upon a couch in the

dining-room, where in a few minutes,
he breathed his last in the arms of his

wife and sist«r.^

The murderer succeeded in making
his escape through the side door, and

sped swiftly up the narrow lane. He
had almost reached the ramparts,
from which he intended to spring
into the moat, when he stumbled over
a heap of rubbish. As he rose, he was
seized by several pages and halberdiers,
who had pursued him from the house.
He had dropped his pistols upon the

spot where he had committed the

crime, and upon his person were found
a couple of bladders, provided with a

piece of pipe with which he had
intended to assist himself across the

moat, beyond which a horse was wait-

ing for him. He made no effort to

deny his identity, but boldly avowed
himself and his deed. He was brought
back to the house, where he imme-
diately underwent a preliminary exa-
mination before the city magistrates.
He was afterwards subjected to excru-

ciating tortures
; for the fury against

the wretch who had destroyed the

Courage of Gerard. 895

Father of the country was uncontroll-

able, and William the Silent was no

longer alive to intercede—as he had
often done before—in behalf of those

who as.'saLled his life.

The organisation of Balthazar Gerard
would furnish a subject of profound
study, both for the physiologist and
the metaphysician. Neither wholly a

fanatic, nor entirely a ruffian, he cob&-

bined the most dangerous elements of

both characters. In his puny body
and mean exterior were enclosed con-

siderable mental powers and accom-

plishments, a daring ambition, and a

courage almost superhuman. Yet those

quahties led him only to form upon the
threshold of life a deliberate determi-
nation to achieve greatness by the
assassin's trade. The rewards held out

by the Ban, combining with his religi-
ous bigotry and his passion for dis-

tinction, fixed all his energies with

patient concentration upon the one

great purpose for which he seemed to

have been bom, and after seven years'

preparation, he had at last fulfilled his

design.

Upon being interrogated by the ma-

gistrates, he manifested neither despair
nor contrition, but rather a quiet ex-

ultation.
" Like David," he said,

" he
had slain Goliath of Gath."* When
falsely informed that his victim was
not dead, he shewed no credulity or

disappointment. He had discharged
three poisoned balls into the Prince's

stomach, and he knew that death
must have already ensued.' He ex-

vinces, dated Delft, July 12, 1584, has this

parage :
" Die corts daervan t'onser groo-

ten leedwesen ende verdriete overleden,
segghende deselve out faen hebbende, Mon
Dieu, ayez pitie de mon fime; Mon Dieu,
ayez pitie de ce pouvre peuple !" (Brieven
van de Gen-staten, etc., nopende de dood
van heere P. van Orangien. Ordinaris Dep.
Boek, MS., 1554, f. 162, Hague Archives.)
This is conclusive evidence. See also a
letter from young Maurice of Nassau to the
magistracy of Ghent, relating the death and
last words of his lather in similar terms, but
in the Flemish tongue. "Maer alzoo de
leste woorden van zijne Esc* waeren, mvn
Godt! octfermt U. mynder ziele, niyn
Godt ! ontfermt uwer ghemeente." (De
Jonge Onuitg. Stukken., 10O-103.—Com-
pare Regist. der Kesolut. Hoi!., July 10
1584 ; Bor, Auth. Stukk., ii, 58.) The
QreflBer Conielius Aertseae, writing to

Brussels on the 11th of July from DeUfc,
uses precisely the same language :

' ' Son
Ex"* est trespasse efc fini en Dieu, n'aiant
parM autre chose que ces mots bien hauts—
Mon

dieu,^ ayes pitie de mon ame; et apres,
Ayez pitie de ce pauvre peuple, demeurans
les deux demiers mots quasi en sa bouche."—Relation au Mag. de Brux., N". 17,3-36,
Bib. de Bourg., MS.

1 Bor, Meteren, Hoofd, ubi sup. Histcrio
B. Geraerts alias Serach.

- Haraei AnnrJes, iii 363.
* "

j'ai ce jourd'hni tir6 et d€bend6
celle ijortant les trois balles centre I'esto-
mach dudict Prince d'Orange," etc.—Con-
fession de Gerard. "

en~heeft hem also
met een pistolet onder zijne mantel met
drij fenijnige ende geketende looten aen een
gehecht geladen zijnde aen die treppen van-
der eetplatsen verwacht," etc—Historio B
fieraerts alias Berach,
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pressed regret, however, that the re-

sistance of the halberdiers had pre-
vented him from using his second

pistol, and avowed that if he were a
thousand leagues away he would return
in order to do the deed again, if pos-
sible. He deliberately wi-ote a detailed

confession of his crime, and of the
motives and manner of its commission,
taking care, however, not to imphcate
.Pai'ma in the transaction. After sus-

taining day after day the most horrible

tortures, he subsequently related his

interviews with Assonleville and with
the president of the Jesuit college at

Treves, adding that he had been influ-

enced in his v.'ork by the assurance of

obtaining the rewards promised by the
Ban.-' During the intervals of repose
from the rack he conversed with ease,
and even eloquence, answering all ques-
tions addressed to him with apparent
sincerity. His constancy in suffering so

astounded his judges that they believed

him supported by witchcraft. " Ecce
homo !

" he exclaimed from time to

time, with insane blasphemy, as he
raised his blood-streaming head from
the bench. In order to destroj' the
charm which seemed to render him
insensible to paki, they sent for the

shirt of a hospital patient, supposed to

be a sorcerer. When clothed in this

garment, however, Balthazar was none
the less superior to the arts of the tor-

mentors, enduring all their inflictions,

according to an eyewitness,
" without

once exclaiming. Ah me !

" and avow-

ing that he would repeat his enterprise,
if possible, were he to die a thousand
deaths in consequence. Some of those

present refused to believe that he was
a man at all. Others asked him how
long since he had sold himself to the

Devil? to which he replied, mildly,
that he had no acquaintance whatever

• Verlxaal van de Moordc. Bor, Metercu.

* Verhaal van de Moordt, Bor, Meteren.—
"—^ mais je n'ay ouy de ma vie une i)lus

grande resolution d'homme ny Constance, il

u'a oncques dit 'Ay my,' mais eu tons tour-

mens s'est tenu sans dire mot, et snr tous

interrogatories a repoudu bien apropos et

avec bonne suite, quelquefois que voulcz-

voua faire dc moy? jo suis resolu de mourir

a,ussy d'une movt cruclle que je n'eusse laiss^

iiio(i cntrcprinse ni encore si j'etois libre 1^
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with the Devil. He thanked the

judges politely for the food which
he received in prison, and promised
to recompense them for the favour.

Upon being asked how that was pos-
sible, he replied, that he would serve

as their advocate in Paradise.^

The sentence pronounced against the
assassin was execrable—a crime against
the memory of the great man whom it

professed to avenge. It was decreed
that the right hand of Gerard should
be burnt otf with a red-hot iron, that
his flesh should be torn from his bones
with pincers in six diflferent places,
that he should be quartered and dis-

embowelled alive, that his heart should
be torn from his bosom and flung in

his face, and that, finally, his head
should be taken off. Not even his

horrible crime, with its endless conse-

quences, nor the natural frenzy of in-

dignation which it had excited, could

justify this savage decree, to rebuke
which the murdered hero might have
almost risen from the sleep of death.

The sentence was literally executed on
the 14th of July, the criminal support-

ing its horrors with the same astonish-

ing fortitude. So calm were his nerveSj

crippled and half roasted as he was ere

he mounted the scaffold, that when
one of the executioners was slightly

injured in the ear by the flying from
the handle of the hammer with which
he was breaking the fatal pistol in

pieces, as the first step in the execu-

tion—a circumstance which produced
a general laugh in the crowd—a smile

was observed upon Balthazar's face in

sympathy with the general hilarity.
His lips were seen to move up to the

moment when his heart was thrown
in his face—"

Then," said a looker-on,
" he gave up the ghost."*
The reward promised by Philip to

laisseroie, comnie que je deusso mourir millo

morts," etc.—Extrait d'une Relation f;iite i

cenx du Magistral do Bruxelles, par Cor-
neillo Aertscns alors leur GrefRer, 11 Juillot

1684. Bib. do Bo\u-g. MS., N". 17,386, His-

torie B. Geracrts alias Serach.
3 Extrait d'une Relation de Comeille Aert-

sens (14 Juillet 15S4). He was present at

all the tortures and at the execution, and
drew up his report the same day. Manu-
script before cited.—Comp.ire Mclereu, Bor,
Le Petit, Ipstor^e B. Ger^erts ali is Sera^l^.
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the mau who should murder Orange
was paid to the heirs of Gerard. Parma
informed his sovereign that the "poor
man" had been executed, but that

his fatJier and mother were still living,
to whom he recommended the pay-
ment of that "merced" which "the
laudable and generous deed had so

well deserved." ^ This was accordingly
done, and the excellent parents, en-

nobled and enriched by the crime of

their son, received instead of the

twenty-five thousand crowns promised
in the Ban, the three seignories of

Lievremont, Hostal, and Dampmartin,
m the Tranche Comte, and took their

place at once among the landed aris-

tocracy.* Thus the bounty of the
Prince had furnished the weapon by
which hia life was destroyed, and his

estates supplied the fund out of which
the assassin's family received the price
of blood. At a lat€r day, when the
unfortunate eldest son of Orange re-

turned from Spain after twenty-seven
years' absence, a changeUng and a

Spaniard, the restoration of those veiy
estates was offered to him by Philip
the Second, provided he would con-

tinue to pay a fijced proportion of their

rents to the family of his fathers mur-
derer. The education which Philip
William had received, under the Kings
auspices, had however, not entirely

destroyed all his human feelings, and
he rejected the proposal with scorn.'

The estates remained with the Gerard

family, and the patents of nobihty
which they had received were used to

justify their exemption from certain

taxes, until the union of Franche
Comt^ with France, when a French

governor tore the documents in pieces
and trampled them vmder foot.*

William of Orange, at the period of

his death, was aged fifty-one yeara
and sixteen days. He left twelve
children. By his first wife, Anne of

1 Relation du Due de Parme au Roy Phil.

TI., 12 Aoflt 15S4.—" Le pau^re homme est
demeure prisonnicr. L'acte e«t tel qu'il
merite grande louange, et je mo vaia infor-
mant des parens du deffant, duquel j'ea-
teuds le ^re et la mfere 8tre enoilres vivans,
pour apres supplier V. M. leur faire le mer-
•adde qu'ime si gen§reus« resolution m6rite."

^JfS, before cUe4,
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Egmont, he had one son, Philip, and
one daughter, Mary, afterwards mar-
ried to Count Hohenlo. By his second

wife, Anna of Saxony, he had one son,
the celebrated ilaurice of Xassau, and
two daughters, Anna, married after-

wards to her cousin. Count William

Louis, and Emilie, who espoused the
Pretender of Portugal, Prince Emanuel.

By Charlotte of Bourbon, his third

wife, he had six daughters; and by
his fourth, Louisa de Coligny, one sou,
Frederic William, afterwards stad-

holder of the Republic in her most

palmy days.^ The Prince was en-

tombed on the 3d of August, at Delft,
amid the tears of a whole nation.*

Xever was a more extensive, imaffected,
and legitimate sorrow felt at the death
of any human being.

Thk life and labours of Orange had
established the emancipated common-
wealth upon a secure foundation, but
his death rendered the imion of all the

Netherlands into one republic hope-
less. The efforts of the Malconten:

nobles, the religious discord, the con-

summate ability, both political and

military, of Parma, all combined with
the lamentable loss of William the
Silent to separate for ever the south-
em and Catholic provinces from the
northern confederacy. So long as the
Prince remained alive, he was the
Father of the whole country; the
Netherlands— saving only the two
Walloon provinces— constituting a
whole. Notwithstanding the spirit of

faction and the blight of the long
civil war, there was at least one coun-

try, or the hope of a country, one

strong heart, one guiding head, for the

patriotic party throughout the land.

Philip and Granvelle were right in

i
their estimate of the advantage to be
derived from the Prince's death; in

* MS. before cite 3.

* Van Kampeu, i. 545.
* Van d. Vynct, m.—Xot^s of Tarte and

Reiffenberg.
* Bor, ubi «up. Archives, ubi sup. Mo-

teren, xiL 210.

* Bor,xviii433. Motwen, xiL 215. Hoofd.

S I.
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believing that an assassin's hand could

achieve more than all the wiles which

Spanish or Italian statesmanship could

teach, or all the armies which Spain or

Italy could muster. The pistol of the

insignificant Gdrard destroyed the pos-

sibility of a united Netherland state,

while during the life of Wilham there

was union in the policy, unity in the

history of the country.
In the following year, Antwerp,

hitherto the centre aroimd which all

the national interests and historical

events gi-oup themselves, fell before

the scientific efibrts of Parma. The

city which had so long been the freest,
as well as the most oj^ulent capital in

Europe, sank for ever to the position
of a provincial town. With its fall,

combined with other circumstances,
which it is not necessaiy to narrate in

anticipation, the final separation of the

Netherlands was completed. On the

other hand, at the death of Orange,
whose formal inauguration as sovereign
Count had not yet taken place, the

states of Holland and Zealand reas-

Bumed the sovereignty. The common-
wealth which William had liberated

for ever from Spanish tyranny con-

tinued to exist as a great and flourish-

ing repul>lic during more than two

centuries, under the successive stad-

holderates of his sons and descendants.

His life gave existence to an inde-

pendent country— his death defined

its limits. Had he lived twenty years

longer, it is probable that the seven

provinces would have been seventeen ;

and that the Spanish title would have
been for ever extinguished both in

Nether Germany and Celtic Gaul. Al-

though there was to be the length of

two human generations more of war-

fare ere Spain acknowledged the new

government, yet before the termination

of that period the United States had
become the first naval power and one
of the most considerable common-
wealths in the world; while the civil

and religious liberty, the political in-

dcpendence of the land, together with
the total expulsion of the ancient

foreign tyranny from the soil, had been
achieved ere the eyes of William were
closed. The republic existed, in fact,

The Rise of the Dutch JRejniUic, [1584,

from the moment of the abjuration in

1581.

The most important features of the

polity which thus assumed a prominent
organisation have been already indi-

cated. There was no revolution, n6
radical change. The ancient rugged
tree of Netherland hberty—with ita

moss-grown trunk, gnarled branches,
and deep-reaching roots—which liad

been slowly growing for ages, was still

full of sap, and was to deposit foi

centuries longer its annual rings ol

consolidated and concentric strength.

Though lopped of some luxuriant

boughs, it was sound at the core, and
destined for a still larger life than even
in the healthiest moments of ita me
diffival existence.

The history of the rise of the Ne-
therland Republic has been at the

same time the biography of William
the Silent. This, while it gives unity
to the narrative, renders an elaborate

description of his character super-
fluous. That life was a noble Christian

epic ; inspired with one great purpose
from its commencement to its close

;

the stream flowing ever from one
fountain with expanding fulness, but

retaining all its original purity. A few

general observations are all which are

necessary by way of conclusion.

In person, Oi'ange was above the

middle height, perfectly well made
and sinewy, but rather spare than
stout. His eyes, hair, beard, and com-

plexion were brown. His head was

small, symmetrically-shaped, combin-

ing the alertness and compactness cha-

racteristic of the soldier, with the

capacious brow furrowed prematurely
with the horizontal lines of thought,

denoting the statesman and the sage.
His physical appearance was, there-

fore, in harmony with his organisa-

tion, which was of antique model. Of
his iiioral qualities, the most prominent
was his piety. He was more than any-

thing else a religious man. From his

trust in God, he ever derived support
and consol.ation in the darkest hoin-s.

Implicitly relying upon Almighty wis-

dom and goodness, he looked danger in

the face with a constant smile, and en-

dured incessant labours and trials with
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a serenity wtich seemed more than

humciii. Whi)f, however, his soul was
full of piety, it was tolerant of error.

Sincerely and deliberateh'- himself a

convert to the Reformed Church, he

was ready to extend freedom of wor-

ship to Catholics on the one hand, and
to Anabaptists on the other; for no
man ever felt more keenly than he,

that the Reformer who becomes in his

turn a bigot is doubly odious.

His firmness was allied to his piety.
His constancy in bearing the whole

weight of struggle, as unequal as men
have ever undertiiken, was the theme
of admiration even to his enemies. The
rock in the ocean,

"
tranquil amid rag-

ing billows," was the favourite emblem

by which his friends expressed their

sense of his firmness. From the time

when, as a hostage in France, he fii:st

discovered the plan of Philip to plant
the Inquisition in the Netherlands, up
to the last moment of his life, he never

faltered in his determination to resist

that iniquitous scheme. This resist-

ance was the labour of his Hfe. To
exclude the Inquisition, to maintain
the ancient liberties of his country,
was the task which he appointed to

himself when a youth of three-and-

twenty. Never speaking a word con-

cerning a heavenly mission, never de-

luding himself or others with the usual

phraseology of enthusiasts, he accom-

plished the task, through danger, amid
toils, and with sacrifices such as few
men have ever been able to make on
their country's altar

;

—for the disinte-

rested benevolence of the man was as

prominent as his fortitude. A prince
of high nmk and with royal revenues,
he stripped himself of station, wealth,
aluiost at times of the common neces-

saries of life, and became, in his coim-

try's cause, neai-ly a Icggar as well as
an outlaw. Nor was Lo foiccd into
his career by an accidental impulse
from which there was no recovery.
Retreat was ever open to him. Not
only pardon but advancement was
m ged upon him again and again. Of-

ficially and privately, directly ard

circuitously, his confiscated estates,

1 Ev. Reyd, iii. 59.
• Bor, xviii. 438.
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together with indefinite and boundlesa

favours in addition, were ofi'ered to

him on every great occasion. On the

arrival of Don John, at the Breda ne-

gotiations, at the Cologne conferences,
we have seen how calmlj' these offers

were waved aside, as if their rejection
was so simple that it hardly required

many words for its signification ; yet
he had mortgaged his estates so deeply
that his heirs hesitated at accepting
their inheritance,' for fear it should
involve them in debt. Ten years after

his death, the account between his exe-

cutors and his brother John amounted
to one million four hundred thousand
florins* due to the Count, secured by
various pledges of real and personal
property, and it was finally settltii

upon this basis. He was besides large-

ly indebted to every one of his power-
ful relatives, so that the payment of

the incumbrances upon his estate very
nearly justified the feai-s of his chil-

dren. While on the one hand, there-

fore, he poured out these enormous
sums like water, and firmly refused a

hearing to the tempting oifei-s of the

royal government, upon the other
hand he proved the disinterested na-
ture of his services by declining, year
after year, the sovereignty over the

provinces ;
and by only accepting, in

the last days of his life, when refusal

had become almost impossible, the

limited, constitutional supremacy over
that portion of them which now makes
the realm of his descendants. He lived

and died, not for himself, but for his

country :

" God pity this poor people !"

were his dying words.
His intellectual faculties were vari-

ous and of the highest order. He had
the exact, practical, and combining
qualities which make the great com-
mander

;
and his friends claimed that,

in military genius, he was second to
no captain in Europe.* This was, no
doubt, an exaggeration of partial at-

tachment, but it is certain that the

Emperor Charles had an exalted opi-
nion of his capacity for the field. His
fortification of PhUippevilleand Charle-

mont, in the face of the euemv—hia

8 "
Belli artibus nemiiiem suo tompors

parem habuit," sajs Ev. Reyd, Aan. iii. 6».-
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passage of the Meuse in Alva's sight
—

his unfortunate but well-ordered cam-

paign against tliat general—his sublime

plan of relief, projected and success-

fully directed at last from his sick-bed,
for the besieged city of Leyden—will

always remain monuments of his prac-
tical military slcill.

Of the soldier's great virtues—con-

stancy in disaster, devotion to duty,

hopefulness in defeat— no man ever

possessed a larger share. He arrived,

through a series of reverses, at a per-
fect victory. He planted a free com-
monwealtli under the very battery of

the Inquisition, in defiance of the most

250werful empire existing. He was
therefore a conqueror in the loftiest

sense, for he conquered liberty and a
national existence for a whole people.
The contest was long, and he fell in

the struggle; but the victory was to

the dead hero, not to the living mon-
arch. It is to be remembered, too,
that he always wrought with inferior

instruments. His troops were usually
mercenaries, who were but too apt to

mutiny upon the eve of battle, while

he was opposed by the most formid-

able veterans of Europe, commanded
successively by the first captains of

the age. That, with no lieutenant of

eminent valour or experience, save

only his brother Louis, and with none
at all after that chieftain's death,
William of Orange should succeed in

bafiling the efforts of Alva, Requesens,
Don John of Austria, and Alexander
Farnese—men whose names are among
the most brilliant in the military an-

nals of the world—is in itself sufiicient

evidence of his warlike ability. At
the period of his death he had reduced
the number of obedient provinces to

two; only Artois and Hainault ac-

knowledging Philip, while the other

fifteen were in open revolt, the gi-eater

part having solemnly forsworn their

sovereign.
The supremacy of his political

genius was entii-ely beyond question.
Ife was the first statesman of the age.
The quidcness of his perception was

only equalled by the caution which
enabled him to mature the results of

liis observations. His knowledge of

Dutch Repuhlic. [1584.
human nature was profound. He
governed the passions and sentiments
of a great nation as if they had been
but the keys and chords of one vast

instrument
;
and his hand rarely failed

to evoke harmony even out of the

wildest storms. The turbulent city
of Ghent, which could obey no other

master, which even the haughty Em-
peror could only crush without con-

trolling, was ever responsive to the

master-hand of Orange. His presence
scared away Imbize and his bat-like

crew, confounded the schemes of John

Casimir, frustrated the wiles of Prince

Chimay, and while he lived, Ghent
was what it ought always to have re-

mained, the bulwark, as it had been
the cradle, of jjopular liberty. After
his death it became its tomb.

Ghent, saved thrice by the policy,
the eloquence, the self-sacrifices of

Orange, fell within three months of

his murder into the hands of Parma.
The loss of this most important city,
followed in the next year by the down-
fall of Antwerp, sealed the fate of the

Southern Netherlands. Had the Prince

lived, how different might have beoj
the country's fate ! If seven pro-
vinces could dilate, in so brief a space,
into the powerfulcommonwealth which
the Republic soon became, what might
not have been achieved by the united

seventeen ; a confederacy which would
have united the adamantine vigour of

the Batavian and Frisian races with
the subtler, more delicate, and more

graceful national elements in which
the genius of the Frank, the Roman,
and the Romanised Celt were so inti-

mately blended. As long as the

Father of the country lived, such a

union was possible. His power of

managing men was so unquestionable,
that there was always a hope, even in

the darkest hour, for men felt implicit

reliance, as well on his intellectual re-

sources as on his integrity.
This power of dealing with his

fellow-men he manifested in the vari-

ous ways in which it has been usually
exhibited by statesmen. He pos<<es3ed
a ready eloquence

—sometimes impas-

sioned, oftener argumentative, always
rational His inUueuce over his audi-
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ence was unexampled in the annals of

that country or age ; yet he never con-

descended to Hatter the people. He
never followed the nation, but always
led her in the path of duty and of

honour, and was much more prone to

rebuke the vices than to pander to the

passions of his hearers. He never
failed to administer ample chastise-

ment to parsimony, to jealousy, to

insubordination, to intolerance, to in-

fidelity, wherever it was due, nor
feared to confront the states or the

people in their most angry hours, and
to tell them the truth to their faces.

This commanding position he alone

could stand upon, for his countrymen
knew the generosity which had sacri-

ficed his all for them, the self-denial

which had eluded rather than sought
political advancement, whether from

king or people, and the imtiring devo-
tion which had consecrated a whole
life to toil and danger in the cause of

their emancipation. While, therefore,
he was ever ready to rebuke, and

always too honest to flatter, he at the
same time possessed the eloquence
which could convince or persuade.
He knew how to reach both the mind
and the heart of his hearers. His

orations, whether extemporaneous or

prepared
—his written messages to the

states-general, to the provincial autho-

rities, to the municipal bodies—his

private correspondence with men of

all ranks, from emperors and kings
down to secretaries, and even children—all shew an easy flow of language, a
fulness of thought, a power of expres-
sion rare in that age, a fund of his-

torical allusion, a considerable power
of imagination, a warmth of sentiment,
a breadth of view, a directness of pur-
pose
—a range of qualities, in short,

which wovdd in themselves have

stamped him as one of the master-
minds of his century, had there been
no other monument to his memory
than the remains of his spoken or
written eloquence. The bulk of his

performances in this department was
prodigious. Not even Philip was more
industrious in the cabinet. Not even
GranveUe held a more facile pen. He
rrote and spoke equally well in

Eloquence. 90 x

French, German, or Flemish j
and he

possessed, besides, Spanish, Italian,

Latin. The weight of his correspon-
dence alon*" would have almost sufficed

for the cotamon industry of a lifetime,

and although many volumes of his

speeches and letters have been pub-
lished, there remain in the various

archives of the Netherlands and Ger-

many many docimaents from his hand
which will probably never see the

light. If the capacity for unremitted

intellectual labour in an honourable

cause be the measure of human great-

ness, few minds could be compared to

the "
large composition

"
of this man.

The efforts inade to destroy the

Netherlands by the most laborious

and painstaking of tyrants were coun-

teracted by the industry of the most

indefatigable of patriots.
Thus his eloquence, oral or written,

gave him almost boundless power over

his coimtrymen. He possessed, also, a

rare perception of human character,

together with an iron memory which
never lost a face, a place, or an event,
once Been or known. He read the

minds, even the faces of men, lika

printed books. No man could over-

reach him, excepting only those to

whom he gave his heart. He might
be mistaken where he had confided,
never where he had been distrustful

or indifferent. He was deceived by
Renneberg, by his brother-in-law Tan
den Berg, by the Duke of Acjou. Had
it been possible for his brother Louis

or his brother John to have proved
false, he might have been deceived

by them. He was never outwitted

by Philip, or Granvelle, or Don John,
or Alexander of Parma. Anna o\

Saxony was false to him, and entered

into correspondence with the royal

governors and with the King of Spain ;

Charlotte of Bourbon or Louisa de

Coligny might have done the same
had it been possible for their nature.^

also to descend to such depths oi

gmle.
As for the Aerschots, the Havr^s,

the Chimays, he was never influenced

either by tlieir blandishments or their

plots. He was willing to use them
when their interestmadethemfriendly.
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or to crusli them when their intrigues
against his policy rendered tlieni dan-

gerous. The adroitness with which
he converted their schemes in behalf
of Matthias, of Don John, of Anjou,
into so many additional weapons for

his own cause, can never be too often

studied. It is instructive to observe
the wiles of the Macchiavelian school

employed by a master of the craft, to

frustrate, not to advance, a knavish

purpose. This character, in a great
measure, marked his whole policy.
He was profoimdly skilled in the
subtleties of Italian statesmanship,
which he had learned as a youth at

the Imperial couit, and which he

employed in his manhood in the

sei-vice, not of tyranny, but of liberty.
He fought the Inquisition with its

own weapons. He dealt with Philip
on his own ground. He excavated
the earth beneath the King's feet by
a more subtle process than that prac-
tised by the most fraudulent monarch
that ever governed the Spanish empire,
And Philip, chain-mailed as he was in

complicated wiles, was pierced to the

quick by a keener pohcy than his

uwn.
Ten years Jong the King placed

daily his most secret letters in hands
which regularly transmitted copies of

the correspondence to the Prince of

Orange, together with a key to the

ciphers and every other illustration

which might be required,^ Thus the

secrets of the King were always as

well known to Orange as to himself;
and the Prince being as prompt as

Philip was hesitating, the schemes
could often be frustrated before tbeir

execution had been commenced. The
crime of the unfortunate clerk, Jolin

de Castillo, was discovered in the

autumn of the year 1581, and he was
torn to pieces by four horses.^ Perhaps
his treason to the monarch whose
bread he was eating, while he received

a regular salary from the King's most

1 Bor, xvi. gSS*-. Iloofd, xvui. 791.
* Jletereii, Bor, ubi sup.
3 " A mail b<jni to the gi eatcst fame," says

Bentivoglio,
"

if, conteni with his fortunes,
lie had not soufrht amid precipices for a still

greater one." While paying liomnge to the

txtraordinary genius of tho Prince, to his
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determined foe, deserved even thig

horrible punishment, but casuists muist

determine how much guilt attaches to

the Prince for his share in the trans-

action. This history is not the eulogy
of Orange, although, in discussing hia

character, it is diiScult to avoid the

monotony of panegyric. Judged by a
severe moral standard, it cannot be

' called virtuous or honourable to suborn
! treachery or any other crime, even to

: accomphsh a lofty purpose ; yet the

j

universal practice of mankind in all

ages has tolerated the artifices of war,

;

and no people has ever engaged in a

I

holier or more mortal contest than
did the Netherlands in their great

struggle with Spain. Orange possessed
the rare quality of caution, a charac-

teristic by which he was distinguished
from his youth. At fifteen he was the
confidential counsellor, as at twenty-
one he became the general-in-chief, to

the most politic, as well as the most
warlike potentate of his age; and if

he at times indulged in wiles which
modern statesmanship, even while it

practises, condemns, he ever held in

his hand the clue of an honoiu-able

purpose to guide him through the

tortuous labyrinth.
It is difficult to find any other

characteristic deserving of grave cen-

sure, but his enemies have adopted a

simpler process. They have been able

to find few flaws in his nature, and
therefore have denoimced it in gross.
It is not that his character was here

and there defective, but that the

eternal jewel was false. The patriotism
was counterfeit; the self-abnegation
and the generosity was counterfeit.

He was governed only by ambition—
by a desire of personal advancement.

They never attempted to deny hia

talents, his industry, his vast sacri-

fices of wealth and station ;
but they

ridiculed the idea that he could have
been inspired by any but unworthy
motives.' God alone knows the heart

enerpy, eloquence, pei-spicacity in ;ill kinds
of afiairs, liis absolute dominion over tho
minds and hearts of men, and his consum-
mate skill in improving his own positiona
and taking advantage of tho false moves of

his advei-si'ry, the Cardinal proceeds to

accuse him of "ambition, tr.iud, audacity,
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of man. He alone can imweave tlie

tangled skein of human motives, and
detect the Lisluen Bprings of human
action, but as far as can be judged by
a careful observation of undisputed
facts, and by a diligent collation of

public and private documents, it would
seem that no man—not even "Washing-
ton—has ever been inspired by a purer

patriotism. At any rate, the charge
of ambition and self-seeking can only
be ans^vered by a reference to the

whole picture which these volumes
have attempted to portray. The
words, the deeds of the man are there.

As much as possible, his inmost soul

is revealed in liis confidential letters,

and he who looks in a right spirit
will hardly fail to find what he de-

eires.

"VSTiether originally of a timid tem-

perament or not, he was certainly pos-
sessed of perfect courage at last. In

riege and battle—in the deadly air of

pestilential cities—in the long ex-

haustion of mind and body which
comes from unduly protracted labour

and anxietv—amid the countless con-

903

and rapacity." The last qn^iiication seems
euScieuUy abeard to those \rho have even

Fuperficially studied the life of William the
Sileut Of course, the successive changes of

relifpon by the Princo are asciibed to mo-
tives of interest—"Videsi variare di Reli-

gione sccondo che vario d'interessi. Da &n-
ciullo in Germania fu Luterano. Passato in
Fiandra mostrossi Cattolico. Al principio
della rivolte si dichiara fautore delle nuovo
eette ma non professore manifesto d'alcuna;
Binche finalmente gli parve di seguitar quella
de' Calvinis'i, come la piu contraria di tutte
«Ila Religioue Cattolioa sostenuta dal Re di

Spagna."—(Guerra di Fiandra, p. 2, L ii.

2V6.) The Cardinal does not add that the
conversion of the Prince to the Reformeii

religion was at the blackest hour of the
Keformatiou. Cabrera is cooler and coarser.

According to him the Prince was a mere
iiapostor. The Emperor even had been often
cautioned as to liis favourite's arrogance,
deceit and insratitude, and warned that the
Prince was "a fox who would eat up all his

Majesty's chickens." While acknowledging
that he " could talk well of public affairs,"
and that he " entertained the ambassadors
and nobility with splendour and magni-
ficence," the Listoriau proclaims him, how-
ever,

"
faithless and mendacious, a flatterer

and a cheat."—(Cabrera, v. 233.) We have
esca that Tiissis accused the Prince of poison-
ing Count Bossu with oysters, and that
Strada had a long story of his attending the
deathbed of that nobleman, in order to sneer

spiracles of assassins—he was daily

exposed to death in every shape.
Within two years, five different at-

tempts against his life had been dis-

covered. Rank and fortune were of-

fered to any malefactor who would

compass the murder. He had already
been shot through the head, and almost

mortally wounded. Under such cir-

ctmistances even a br7*ve man might
have seen a pitfall at every step, a

dagger in every hand, and poison in

every cup. On the contrary, he was
ever cheerful, and hardly took more

precaution than usual " God in His

mercy," said he, with tmaffected sim-

plicity, "will maintain my innocence

and my honour during my life and in

future ages. As to my forttme and

my life, I have dedicated both, long
since, to His^epriee.-^He will do thei-e-

with what pleases Him for His glory
and my salvation."^ Thus his sus-

picions were not even excited by the

ominous face of Gerard, when he first

presented himself at the dining-room
door. The Prince laughed ofiF his wife's

prophetic apprehension at the sight of

at the viaticr.m. We have also seen the

simple and heartfelt regret which the Prince

expressed in Iris private letters for Bossu's
death and the solid service which he ren-
dered to him in life. Of false accusations of

this natiue there waa no end. One of the
most atrocious has been recently resusci-

tated. A certain Christophe de Holstein ac-

cused the Prince in 1578 of having instigated
him to murder Duke Eric of Brunswick.
The assassin imdc-rtook the job, but seems
to have been deterred by a mysterious bleed-

ing at his nose ftom prooeeding with the
business. As this respectable witness, by
his own confeaaion, had miudered his own
brother for money, and two merchants be-

sides, had moreover been concerned in the
kiliing or plundering of a "

curate, a moxik,
and two hermits," and had been all his life

a professional highwayman and assassin, it

seems hardly worth while to discuss his
statements. Probably a thousand s'ich ca-

lumnies were circulated at different times

against the Prince. Yet the testimony of

this wretched malefactor is gravely repro-
duced, at the expiration of near three cen-

turies, as if it were admissible in any healthy
court of historical justice. Truly says the

ad:'.ge: "Calomniez toujours, il en restera

quelque chose."—St* Compte Rendu de la

Com. Roy. d'Hist., Utxi. xi., Bruxelles, 1646.

Notice sur les aveux le Chr. de Holstetn,

etc., etc., ixarle D'. Coiemans, pp. 10-lS.

1 Apoiogie, p. 133.
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\as murderer, and was as cheerful as

usual to the last.

Ho possessed, too, that which to the
heathen philosopher seemed the great-
est good— the sound mind in the sound

body. His physical frame was after

death found so perfect that a long life

might have been in store for him, not-

withstanding all which he had endured.
The desperate illness of 15 7 4, the fright-
fid gunshot wound inflicted by Jaure-

gny in 1582, had left no traces. The

pliysicians pronounced that his body
presented an aspect of perfect health.^

His temperament was cheerful. At
table, the pleasures of which, in mode-

ration, were his only relaxation, he was

always animated and merry, and this

jocoseness was partly natural, partly
intentional. In the darkest hours of

his country's trial, he affected a se-

renity which he was far from feeling,
80 that his apparent gaiety at momen-

1 Eeydani, iii. 59.
- "

Imprimis inter cibos hilaris et velut
omnium secunis : quS re et tetricos atque
arrogantioros nonnullos offoudit, qui simu-
Jatam .saepe et coactam cam laetitiam baud
capiebant : cum illius aspectu cuiicti refo-

vereutur, illius ex vultu spei quisque aut

deeperationsicaussamEumeret,"— Kv.Beyd.,

tons epochs was even censured by dul-

lards, who could not comprehend ita

philosophy, nor applaud the flippancy
of William the Silent.^

He went through life bearing the
load of a people's sorrows upon his

shoulders with a smiling face. Theii

name was the last word upon his lips,
save the simple affirmative, with which
the soldier who had been battling for

the right all his lifetime, commended
his soul in dying

"
to his great captain,

Christ." The people were grateful and

affectionate, for they trusted the cha-

racter of their " Father William," and
not all the clouds which calumny could
collect ever dimmed to their eyes the

radiance of that lofty mind to wliich

they were accustomed, in their darkest

calamities, to look for light. As long
as he lived, he was the guiding-star of

a whole brave nation, and when he died

the little children cried in the streets."

ubi sup.
* Literal expression iu the official report

made by the Greifier Corneillo Aertseiis :

*' dout par toute la ville I'on est en si grand
duil tellement que les petits cnfaus en

pleurent par les rues."—Relation faiteaceux
du Magistrat de Bruxolles, 11 Juillefc 1584,

MS., Bib. doBourg., No. 17.88G.

I
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Accord, signed between Margai-et of Parina i

and confederated Netherland nobles,
j

156«, 2S6 ; of i9th of October, 1576, be-

tween Bancho d'Avila and Count Ober-

stein, 632.

Address, royal, issued by Alva after the
fall of Harlem, 519.

Adrian VI., Pope, denounces tbe crimes of

the Church, 41.

Aerschot, Duke of, his birth and character,
53 ; quarrels with Egmont, and refuses

to join league against Granvelle, 192 ; ap-

pointed Governor ff the citadel of Ant-

werp, after its evacuation by Spanish
troops, 674 ; selfishness of his character
and motives, t6. ; is distrusted by all

parties, ib. ; oath of allegi;ince adminis-
tered to him by Escovedo, ib. ; his false-

ness, both to Don John and Prince of

Orange, 694 ; informs Don John that
Prince of Orange is meditating a forcible

seizure of his person, ib. ; gives Orange
private information concerning the go-
Temment, and sends him intercepted
letters from bis enemies, 695 ; deserts

DonJohn, and makes up to Orange again,
after faUure of the former's plan against
Antwerp citadel, 713 ; head of the cabal
to bring Archduke of Austria to Nether-

lands, 727 ; discontent of people with his

appointment as Governor of Flanders,
ib. ; his entry into Ghent as Governor of

Flanders, ib. ; suspicions entertained of

him by Reformed party there, i6. ; capi-
tidates to insurgents of Ghent, 731 ; is

taken prisoner by them, if>.

Alava, Don Francis de, forged letter from,
to Margaret of Parma, 301 ; report to

Philip on state of Netherlands and con-
duct of Alva, 461.

Aldegonde, St Philip dc Marnix, lord of,
j

wid to be the author of the compromise,
24'2 ; his character and attainments, 244 ;

address to congress of Dort, in behalf of
Prince of Orange, 478 ; despatched to

j

Harlem by Prince of Orange, to make a i

thorough change in body of magistracy, j

503 ; his life saved by capture of Spanish
Admiral Do.ssu, 536 ; is released from
prison, and despatched on secret mission
to Orange and the estates, 5S3 ; report
of estates in answer to his propositions,
6S4 ; is sent as chief of a mission to Queen
Elizabeth of England, to offer to her the

sovereignty of Holl;uid and Zealimd, 604 ;

leaves England witlioiit having effected

his purpose, 605 ; lays before estates

meagre result of liis mission, 600 ; Ids

desjKiir at religious tolerance of Prince
of Orange, C37.

Aleu^on, Duke of, and Anjou, intrigues of
Catholic Netherland nobles with, 754 ;

his character and career, 755 ; relations

with Prince of Orange, 756 ; despatches
envoys to states-genend of Netherlands
and to Orange, to offer assistance after

battle of Gemblours, 757 ; engagements
entered into between him and states-

geueral of Netherlands, 758 ; departure
from Netherlands, 780; exchange of

courtesy witli estates, 731 ; pohcy of

electing him for sovereign of Nether-

lands, 848 ; limitations to be put to his

power, S.50 ; arrives in Netherlands in

I.'jSI, at the he.-id of five thousand troops,
850 ; departs for England, ib. ; special
niission from estates proceeds to Eng-
land to make arrangements for his for-

mal installation as sovereign of Nether-

lands, 852 ; returns to Netlierlands, ac-

companied by a number of English gen-
tlemen, 853 ; is received at Flushing by
Orange and deputation from states-gene-
ral, ib. ; his personal appearance, ib. ; hi?

character and capacities, ib. ; ceremonj
of his inauguration, 854 ; procession es-

corting him to Antwerp, ib. ; festive re-

ception within the city, 855 ; prohibi-
tions against Catholic worship r.iised,
856 ; constitution signed by him at Bor-
deaux, 857 ; is suspected of complicity in

attempted assassination of Orange, 85S ;

is fi>nn;dly accepted as Duke of Gueldres
and Lord of Friesland, 868 ; scheme to

poison him and Orange, ti. ; ceremonies
of his reception at Ghent interrupted by
an attack on liis troops by Parma, 869";
first whisperings of treason against
Orange and against the st;\tes, ib. ; plot
for seizing the most imjwrtant cities by
surprise, and making iiimself absolute

master, ib. ; ftiilurc of the plot at Bruges,
870 ; mendacious asseverations used to

allay suspicions of his plot against Ant-
werp, 871 ; attempt mxin the city, ib. ;

tot<U failure, 873 ; indignation of French
noblemen in his sidte at his treacheiy,
874 ; causes of his defeat at Antweip, ib. ;

eflrcntery evinced in subsequent com-
munications witli Orange and with
magistracy of Antwerji, 875 ; dccliires

attempt upon Antwei-p to have been quite
unex)>ectcd by him, 877; efforts at re-

conciliation, ib. ; intrigues with agents
of Parma, 879 ; provisional accord signed
between him and provinces, 2Gth and
28ti\ Mai-ch, 852 ; leaves Ncthcrhuids
never to return, ib. ; enters into renewed
negotiations with states-gcncnd, 887 ; is

taken ill and dies, ii.
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Alkmaar, oity of, its situation, 521 ; is in-

vested by Don Frederic de Toledo, ih. ;

licroie repulses of tlio assault, 623;
ndsing of the siege, 525.

AlvM, Ferduiando Alvarez do Toledo, Duke
of, enmity to Ruy Gomez, 77 ; at first

not beloved by Philip II., ib. ; eclipsed
by Ruy Gomez, ib. ; believed to be licsi-

tatiiig and timid, ib.
;

his conduct of

Italian campaign, 85; signs treaty of

peace \\nth I'opo Paul IV., 86
; negotiates

witli King of Franco a ^chcmc for extir-

pation of Protestantism, 122 ; advises

Philip to dissemble witli Nethorland

nobles, ib.
;

his advice to Philip about
GranvcUc's dismissal, 506 ; accompanies
Queen of Siiain to Bayonno to meet
Catherine de Medici, 2'M ; instructed by
Philip to promote in every way plan for

Bimultaneous destruction of lieretics in

France and in Sjianish dominions, ib. ;

diplomatic talent revealed in the letters

from Bayonne, i6. ; proposes secret

league against Protestants, i6. ; de-

Bpatchcd from Madrid with a Spanish
army to crush the remaining liberties of

Nctlierlands, 32(5 ; his suitableness for

task assigned to him in Kctlierlands,
83(5; his great military attainments, ib.

;

his descent, education, and early career,
ib. ; cause of liis i-atrcd to Egmont, .338;

his character and manners, i&.
;

liis per-
sonal appearance, 339

; exquisiteness of
the army with which he proceeded to

Ketherlands, ib. ; commanders of this

army, ib. ; embarks at Carthafjena on
10th May, 340; order of march of his

army, ib.
;
ai'mies of observation hover-

ing on his flanks, ib.
; encamps within

Netherland territory without having en-
countered any opposition, ib. ; his con-

tempt for Regent and people, 341 : begins
to receive trembling welcomes from
cities and autlioritics, ib. ; his first meet-

ing with Kgmont, ib. ; his reception by
Margaret of Parma, 342; circular letters

from the King and the Regent command
unconditional submission to his orders,
ib. ; distributes his troops througli tlio

princip:il cities, and demands the keys
of them, 343 ; purptise for which he was
despatched to Netherlands, ib. ; trea-

cherous proceedings to entrap Horn,
445; informs Pliilip of success of his

plan, 348 ;
estaUishesComicil ofTroubles,

853 ; is assisted in the choice of members
by Viglius, 354 ; his zcidous attendance
in Council of Troubles or Blood-Council,
356; is appointed Governor-Geneml of

Netherlanas, 359 ; propositions made to
him by French court, 300; despatches an
auxiliai-y force to France, ib. ; his plan
for seizing the person of the C'.unt do

i?urcn, son of the Prince of Orange, 363 ;

ferocious reply to magistracy of Antwerj)
when soliciting mercy for impri.soncd
citizens, 304; his reply to appeals in

favour of Egmont and H' rn, 3ti8; first

measure taken against patriotarm3% 373 ;

his wrath at loss of l)attle of Holy Lion,
884 ; atrocious measures against nobles

taken in consequence, ib.
; his cruelly

ambiguous answer to Countess of Eg-
mont, 385 : increased hatred of him in

consequence of execution of Egmont ant'

Horn, 302; measures taken to avenga
the defeat of Aremberg, 393 ; routu
Nassau near Groningen, 394 ; defeats
him again at Jemmiugen, 396; destroys
Nassau's army near Selwaert Abbey,
397 ; returns to Utrecht and beheads an
old woman, 399 ; repairs to Brussels and
recommences his persecutions against
citizens, 406; his plans of campaign
against William of Orange, 412; inci-

dents of the camimign, 413; returns in

triumph to Brussels after discomfiture
(f AVilliam of Orange, 418; causes monu-
ment to be erected to himself, 419;
quarrel with Queen Elizabeth of Eng-
land, 425 ; severe measures against Eng-
lish subjects, 16. ; continuation of atro-
cious religious persecutions, ib. ; signal
marks of the Pope's approbation of his

pri;ceeuings, 427; new scheme of taxa-
tion laid before provincial estates of

Brussels, 429 ; ati ocious means used for

enforcing new system of taxation. 430;
begs to bo recalled from Netherlands,
433; proclaims an amnesty, 434; re-

newed contentions with estates of Neth-
erlands on the subject of taxes, 451 ;

symptoms of declining power, 452; liis

opinion of scheme against Queen of Eng-
land, 405 ; prudential and artful remon-
strances against Philip's instructions,
ib. ; sends assassins to England to at-

tempt the life of tlio Queen, 456; his
successor in Netherlands appointed, 457 ;

protestations of love for Netherlands,
458

; intei-view with Alava at Brussels,
460 ; open revolt against his new tax,
401 ; his rago at rapid and successful re-
volt of various provinces and cities, 474 ;

despatches his son to lay siege to Mons,
475 ; consents to abolish tax of tenth

jienny on condition of a yearly supply
from estates, 476 ; congratulates Pliilip
on sack of Meoldin, ordered by himself,
494 ; blasphemous account of atrocious

)iroccedings against Naarden, 651 ; rela-
tions with Medina Cojli, 519 ; attemiDta
to win back the allegiance of other cities

after the fall of Harlem, ib.
; letters to

Philip on the subject of Alkmaar, 521
;

suspicions against King of Prance, 525;
his position in Netherl.inds in Vu'i, and
relations with various individuals there,
536 ; suiTcjititious departure from Am-
sterdam, 637; final departure from
Netherlands, 538 ; number of j)ersons
executed in Nctlierlands during his

government, ib. ; close of his career, ib. ;

rctrosjoective view of his great military
talents, 539 ; his ignorance and want of
skill as a financier, 540 ; his character as
an administrator of civil and judicial
affairs, 541 ; parthig advice on leaving
Netherlands, 642 ; his inconceivable

cruelty, ib. ; vindication of the view
given of his character, 513, in note.

Amnesty, proclaimed at Antwei-p in 1570,
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•ioi , o;>.(;i iii.'j,.^ 1;., -..jj ,
-lir^-iLisiaction

with, 4S6"; published 1574, lT2; eflect

produced by it, ib.

Amsterdam, its tritical position during
siego f^f Harlem, 508 ;

refuses to acknow-

ledge tiie authority of Prince of Orange,
747; various schemes set on foot by
estates of the provinces to gain the city,
ib. ; treaty of "Satisfaction" at length
established, ib. ; plot for placing city in

tl'e hands of Don Jdun by aid of Swedish

ships, 751; munioip;il revolution in, ij». ;

incidents of popular movement, 752.

Anabaptists, their excesses, 40 ; persecu-
tion of, 43. »

Anastro, Gaspard d', a Spanish merchant
of Antwerp, saved from bankruptcy by
Philip II. on condition of assassinating
Prince of Orange, 850.

Antwerp, city ofrits commercial greatness,
44 ; origin of its name and escutcheon,
ib. ; its gre;it commercial lujuses, i'.>. ;

its civic institutions, ib. ; btatc of school.-^,

46; gorgeous pageantries in honour of

Philip II., 71 ; rejoicings at supposed
birth of heir of Philip and Mary, 72 ; on
occasicn of truce of Vauoefles, SO; re-

joicings at conclusion of peace of Cateau
Cambresis, 106 ; popular outbreak at, on
occasion of execution of Christopher
Smith, 220 ; effects of republication of
edicts and canons of Trent on prosperity
of city, 237; enthusiastic reception of
William of Orange in 1568, 269 ; tumult
at, in consequence of defeat of sectarian
force at Ostrawell, 317 ; submits to re-

ceive a garrison, 32'j ; building of citadel

of, 361 ; description of citadel, ib
; ma-

gistracy of Antwerp solicit mercy for im-

prisoned ci'Jzens, 364 ; procLunation of

amnesty at, in 1570, 431; seized by muti-
nous Spanish troops, 5^)3; engagements
cuturod into by citizens to rid themselves
of mutineers, 565; is again menaced by
the Spanish rautineei-s, 631 ; its flourish-

ing state in the njiJst of general desola-

tion, j6. ; measures of defence, 632 ; con-
fused councils, 633; zeal of citizens of all

ranks in defence of city, 634 ; first cannon-
ade from the citadel, ib. ; exertions of

Champiguy, ib. ; the morning before
the attack, 635 ; the attack, 63S ; inci-

d'jnts of the struggle, 6i)7 ; destruction
of the city, ib. ; horrible massacre, 63y ;

atrocious acts committed by Spanish sol-

diery to extort gold from citizens, ib. ;

diead:'iil .spectacle presented by the city
iUter tlio massacre andpiilage, 641 ; specu-
lations of victors, ib. ; statistics of the
tlain, 643 ; negotiations with German
troops after seizure of citadel by De
Hours, 708 ; flight of merceuuries, 710 ;

abortive attempt made by Duke of Ai;jou
to seize the city, 871 ; incidents of strug-
gle between burghers and followers of
Duke of Anjon, 872 ; defence of their
conduct pubUsIied by the authorities of
the city, 830.

Antwerp, citadel of, plots and covmterplots
for obtaining possession of, 703 ; event-

ually gained for estates, ib. ; razed to the

g-ound
on tide towards city, 716 ; popu-

r fury against statue of Alva, ib.

Apology of Prince of Orange in reply to
Ban of King of Spain, 8:34.

Architecture of Netherlands, 273 ; destnic-
tion of architectural monuments by
image-breakers, 274 ; cathedral of Ant-
werj), ib.

Aremberg and Meghen despatched with a

Spanish force against Louis of Xassau,
379 ; meets Nassau near the monastery
of the Holy Lion, 3S1 ;

is defeated. 383 ;

his death, ib.

Aristocracy, character of, at commencement
of Regency of Margaret of Parma, 129 ;

views entertained by, with regard to the
Church, 131.

Armenteros, Thomas de, despatched by Re-
gent to Spain, 196 ; his character, ib. ;

his instructions, ib. ; his first interview
with Philip, 197 ; his cupidity and veua-

lity, 2l7; liis confidential intimacy with
Regent, ib.

Arniv, rate of pavment in Netherland.«,
606.

Arras, intrigues at, to weaken the allegi-
ance of Artois and other Walloon pro-
vinces to patriot c-iuse, 785 ; municipal
revolution afl'ected by Gosson, 7!)6;
counter-revolution, 787.

Arsons, Pierre, president of Artois, memo-
rialises Alva in favour of Egmont, 375.

Artois, estates of, their address to Philip
II. on his departure from Netherlands,
111.

Austria, Don John of, his romantic entry
into Netherlands, 647; his birth, 648 ;

early education, 6 19 ; theatrical disclosiu-e
of his imperial descent, 650 ; enmity be-
tween him and Don Carlos, 651 ; his cam-
paigns against the Moors and the Turks,
i'l. ; battle of Lepanto, 652 ; spread of his
fame, 653 ; disobedience to Philip, 654 ;

his plans upon Mary Stuart and the king-
doms of England and Scotland, ib. ; is

appointed Govemor-Genend of the Ne-
therlands, ib. ; stops at Paris on his way
to Netherlands and becomes enamoure 1

of Queen of Navarre, ib. ; his personal
beauty, 655 ; comparison between him
and William of Orange, ib. ; instructions
furnished to him by Philip, 656; false

XKisition in which he Was placed in Ne-
therlands, »6 ; citizens of Namur forbid-
den to ti»ke oath of allegiance to him
until he has complied with preliminary
demands of estates, 653 ; firet interview
wich estates-general at Luxemburg, 659 ;

demands made by deputies, ib. ; reply
to them, t6. ; new disciissions with de-

imties from estates at Huy, 662 ; freedom
of tone used by deputies, it^ ; his reply
to three questions put by deputies, ib. ;

declares his intention not to maintain
Treaty of Ghent, 663; altercations with
deputies, ib. ; concessions offered by him,
ib. ; virtually accedes to Pacification of
Ghent, 664 ; desires and endeavours to
conciliate Prince of Orange, 663; hia
views as to position held by Orange in
estimation of Netherland people, 663;
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repairs to Loiivain, 671 ; bis affability and
populivrity, (6. ; intercedes with Philip
in favour of commanders of Spanish
troops withdrawn from Netherlands, 673 ;

his triumphal entrance into Brussels,
675 ;

his hatred of Netherlands, ii.
;
his

correspondence with, and betrayal by,
Antonio Perez, 676 ; letters to Philip on
his position in Netherlands, 677 ; on re-

lations with England, ib. ;
letters to

Perez on same subjects, 679 ; fui-thcr

communications to Philip on the same
subjects, 684 ; makes new advances to

Orange, 6S6 ; issues edict commanding
strict enforcement of Canons of Trent,
693 ;

his intrigues with German troops
in Netherlands, 694 ; constant fears of

capture or assassination, ib. ; flies from
Brussels to Mechlin, ib.

;
is informed by

Aerschot that Prince of Orange is plan-
ning a violent seizure of his person, ih. ;

repairs to Namur to greet the Queen of

Navarre, 697 ; chivalrous reception given
to Queen of Navarre, 698 ; treacherous
seizure of Castle of Namur, 699 ; plan for

seizure of citadel of Antwerp, 700 ; reit-

erated complaints to estates of conspi-
racies against his life, 706; demands that
soldiers and citizens throughout Brabant
shall be disarmed, 707 ; and that a list of

persons qualified to sit in general as-

sembly shall be submitted to him for

elimination, ib.
; requires that estates

shall cease to hold communication with
Prince of Orange if lie does not fulfil

Treaty of Ghent, ib. ; requests to be pro-
vided with a body-guard, ib. ; reply of

estates to these demands, ib.
;

liis secret

practices discovered by interception of

his letters, ib. ; furious complaints of

intrigues of Orange, 70S; result of his

projects on Antwerp Castle, ib. ; rage at

failure of his plan on Antwerp citadel,

710 ; extraordinary demands addressed

by him to estates in letter of 7th of

August 1577, ib. ; letter to Empress-
dowager his sister, chai'actcrising the
Netherlands as a bad i^eople, and the

Prince ofOrange as a perverse and liorctic

tyrant, 712 ;
his courtiers begin to desert

him, 713; letter to estates, dated 13th

August 1577, expressive of his extreme
desire for peace, ib. ; reply of estates to

this letter, intimating that his intercepted
letters proved him unwortliy of their con-

fidence, ib.; arrangement with Ayamonte
and Idiaquez for return of Spanish troops
to Flanders, 714 ; increasing bluntness
of tone assumed !>}• estates in their cor-

respondence with him, 715; categorical
conditions of reconciliation stipulated by
estates, ib. ; attempted justification of

his own conduct in reply to estates, 710 ;

reqttests a fonnal confei-ence with estates,

accompanied by an exchange of hostages,
ib. ; new and harder conditions imposed
on him by estates after arrival of Prince
of Orange in Brussels, 721 ;

his extreme

Indignation at these proposals, ib. ; leaves

Nannir for Luxemburg after liaving do-

Bpatcheda final connuunicatioii to estates.

722 ; intrigues with Duke of Guise, 725 ;

declared by estates-general an enemy of

the counti-y, 733 ; letter to Emperor of

Germany urging him to adopt the cause
of Spanish Government in Netherlands,
739 ; threat uttered in interview with

English envoy, Leyton, 741 ; collects an
army at Luxemburg, ib. ; change in his

appearance, ib. ;
issues a proclamation

in French, German, and Flemish, ib. ;

military advantages possessed by him,
ib. ; privileges conferred on him by the

Pope, 742 ;
towns taken by him after

battle of Gemblours, and atrocities com-
mitted, 746; preparations for new cam-

paign, 750 ; unsuccessful eflbrts to rouse
the King to a more decisive polioj-, ib.

;

issues manife-to dissolving estates, ge-
neral and provincial, 751 ; renewed at-

tempts at conciliation with estates, 75S ;

converition submitted to him by states-

general, 759 ;
is rejected by him as ini-

quitous, 760; forced to inactivity in his

fortified camp of Bouge, gives himself

up to despondency, 764 ; melancholj-
letter to Andrew Doria, ib. ; idem to

Pedro Mendoza, ib. ;
idem to Philip II.,

ib.; feeling death approaching, appoints
Alexander Farnese to be his successor,
765 ; his death supposed to be occasioned

by poison, ib. ; his funeral rites, 766 ;

mode in which his body was transported
throtigh France to Spain, 767 ; presenta-
tion of the corpse to Philip, ib. ; retro-

spective view of his character and capa-
cities, ib.

Atistria, Maximilian of, marries Mary of

Burgundy, 28 ; his crafty policy, ib.
;

Governor of the Netherlands during mi-

nority of his children, 29 ;
is taken pri-

soner by the citizens of Bruges, ib.
;

is

released by the other estates, ib. ; swears
to the treaty with the Flemings, ib. ;

succeeds to the imperial throne, 30 ; in-

trigues to be elected Pope, 39.

Austria, House of, accession of, 29 ; ob-

tains absolute dominion over Flanders
ar.d other provinces, 29.

Austria, Matthias, Archduke of, invited to

Brussels by Catholic nobles, 723 ; eseapca
secretly from Vienna and repairs to Ne-

therlands, 724 ; opposition of Queen of

England to his nomination, 7"-5 ; is re-

ceived at Antwerp by Orange, ib. ; is ac-

cepted as Governor-General of Nether-

lands, 730; limitation of liis power as

such, ib. ; articles forming basis on whicli

he was accepted, ib. ; ceremony of his

inauguration, 737 ;
summons meeting of

estates at Antwerp toremonstrate against

negotiations with Arjou, 832; departs
from Netherlands, 847; insignificance of

part played by him tliere, 848.

Auto-da- I'e on return of Philip IL to Spain,
114 ; description of ceremonials observed

at, 160.

Avil.a, Don Sancho d', successful operations
against Louis of Nassau at Maestricht,
550: defeats Louis in battle of Mor>k,

557; openscommunie.ition with muthicers
wliilc holding tlio citadel of Antwerp,

i
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623 ; recognised as chief of the mutiny,
ti31 ; ff.xms over tlie leaders of the Ger-
man ibices in the city of Antwei-p, 632.

Bakeracel, confidentlil secretary of Eg-
mont, liis character, and influence over
his master, 231 ; his influence over Eg-
mont, and excessive cruelty, 292 ; ar-

rested the same day as his master, 347 ;

is subjected to the torture to extract his

secrets, 351 ; is executed by order of

Alva, 406.

Ballads, populai% illustrative of Flemish

people's view of Alva's proceedings, 543,
in note.

Ban, against the Pruice of Orange, issued

by King of Spain, 834.

Bandes d'ordonnance, standing aimy of

Xetherlands, lOS.

Hardez, WiUiam, a warm partisan of T'-ince

of Orange, effects a mimicipal revolution
in Amsterdam, 701.

l;artholomew, the massacre of, 483; re-

joicings caused by, in Spanish cnmp be-
fore Mons, 485.

Batavia, isLvnd of, 1.

Batavians, characteristics of, 3 ; esteem in
which they were held by Rome, i6. ;

form an alliance with Rome, 7 ; help !

Germanicus to crush the liberties of
their German Idndred, ib. ; extinction of

name, 10.

Batenburg, is despatchsd, at the head of a
considerable but irregular force, to re-

lievo Harlem, 513 ; his plans di.scovered

by Spaniards, ib. ; is slain, and Id-s troops
utterly routed, ib.

Bavai-ia, Duke WilUam of, established as
Lord of Hainault, 21 ; is succeeded by his

brother Albert, 22.

Beauvoir, Philip de Lannoy, Seigneur de,
attacks and disperses Tholouse's force at

Ostrawell, 317.

Bede, or Request made to the estates in

1556, 82.

Beggais, the Wild, origin ot the brother-

hood, 365, cruelties perpetrated by them,
ib. ; of the Sea, laws given to them by
Prince of Orange, 449 ; of the Sea, assem-
bled by Boisot, for the relief of Leyden,
572.

Bergh, Count Van den, brother-in-law of

Oringe, abandons his trust Mid flics the
country, 497; serious consequences to

patriot cause, ib. ; delivers up the im-
portant town of Zutfen to Parma, 884;
is arrested and imprisoned, ib. ; he and
all his sons take service under Philip, i6.

Berghen, M.irqnis of, his detestation of

system of pei-secution, 175 ; refuses to

sign letter of nobles to Philip, complain-
ing of GranveUe, 193 ; his sickness and
death at lladrid, 351 ; confiscation of his

property, ib.

Bcrlaymont, Biiron, his character, 53;
member of State-Council appointed by
PliUii), lis ;

various opinions of his char-

acter, ib. ; aUempts to conciliate both
parties, and discre.Uts himself with bo:h,
193 ; accepts t(.e office of member of the
Blood Council, 356.

Berty, Secretary, sent by Regeiit on *

special mission to Antwerp, to gain
WiUiam of Orange, 32S ; prevails upon
the Prince to hold an interview with
other seigniors at Willebrock, ib.

Billy, Seigneur de, despatched to Spain by
Margaret of Parma, to represent the inex-

pediency of sending Alva to Netherlands,
326 ; warns Egmont of the coming dan-
ger, 344 ; and lulls Horn into false secu-

rity, 345.

Bishops, number of, increased, 130 ; Bull
of Paul IV., authorising erection of new
bishoprics, ib. ; dissatisfaction created by
this measure, 13S.

Bias, Bertrand le, a velvet m:uiufacturer
of Toumay, takes the consecrated wafer
from the hands of a priest in catiiedral,
and tramples it under foot, 171 ; frightful
punishment invented for him, ib.

Blomberg, Barbara, mother of l>>u John
of Austria, 64S ; her shrewish character
the torment of Alva's life, 649.

Boards of Council, their constitution, 118;
number of, ib.

Bodavero, testimony to Buy Gomez, devo-
tion to PhiUp II., 149.

Boisot, Admiral, assembles a fleet for the
relief of Ixsyden, 572 ; gradual advance
withforce towards Leyden, 573; captures
Zoeterwoude, 577; despairs ot'passine for-
tress ofLammen, 578; is relieved by flight
of Spaniards, ib. ; enters Leyden, 579 ;

abortive attempt to relievo Zierickzee,
616 ; death of, ib.

Boisot, Charles van, slain by his own
soldiers at Duiveland, 601.

Bordeaux, treaty of, signed by Buke of
Anjou, on accepting sovereignty of

Netheilands, 857.

Bossu, Count, appointed commander-in-
chief of patriot army, 753 ; worsts tho
royalist near Rinemants, ib. ; avoids a
general engagement w^ith enemy, «6. ;

suspicions against him. t6. ; his death
calumniously attributed to poison ad-
ministered by Prince of Orange, 7S2.

Bourbon, Charlotte of, her early history,
592; marries William of Orange, 595.

Bours, De, carries Antwerp citadel for tho
estates, 70S ; is induced by Peter Lupus
to become a traitor to Orange and tho
patriot cause, SIS ; surrenders tiie city,
819.

Bouzet, Blaise, a cobblei- of Mons, himged
for Citing meat soup on a Friday, 491.

Brabiint, ancient constitution of, called the"
Joyeuse Entree," 138; compromise in,

between abbeys and bishops, 164 ; four
principal cities of, enter solemn protesta-
tion against edicts, as violations of tho
Joyeuse Enti-ee, 238 ; declared free of th
Inquisition, ib.

Bray, Guido de, a Reformed pre;icher of
Valenciennes, 325; his answer to the
Countess of Roeulx, li. ; his flrmuesa
under the gibbet, ib.

Breda, negotiations for peace opened at»
5S8; closing of conferences, 590.

Brederods, has personal appearance and
character, 63

; his efforts to make Qnin-
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velle ridiculous, 181 ; liia devcitioa to

Egmont, and insulting conduct to Arch-
bishop of Gambray, 225; selected to pre-
sent Request to Regent, 252

;
his genea-

logical claims to sovereignty of Nether-
lands, 253

;
liis habits and character, ib. ;

one of the first to sign Compromise, 244 ;

his famous banquet to confederates, 257 ;

accused of eatinsr a capon on Good Friday,
260 ; his eccentricities during the autumn
and winter of 1500, 311 ; presents new
Petition or Request to Regent, 314 ;

enrols troops against government, and
contemplates an attempt against Wal-
cheren, .S15; proposes to march to the
relief of Valencieinies, 316; his ridicu-
lous conduct at Amsterdam, 331 ; arrests
La Torre, sent thither by Regent to
obtain from magistracy his forcible

ejection from the city, ib.; makes his
submission to Margaret of Parma, ib. ;

dies in Germany, 332
; fate of his fol-

lowers, ib.

.Brill, attack and captiu-e of fortress of, by
Beggars of the Sea, 465 ; vain attempt at

recapture by Spaniards, 460 ; population
takes oath it allegiance to Prince of

Orange as stadholder, ih.

Brucuil, commandant of St Quentin, ap-
plies for reinforcements to resist attack
of Spanish army. 91.

Rrut»es, inhaliitaiits of, present remon-
strances to Regent, against proccedinrz-.s
of Peter Titolm.ann, the inquisitor, 221 ;

successful resistance of citizens of, to
scheme of Anjou to seize the city, 870 ;

city of, surrendered by Prince of Chimay
to Sjianish government, SS7 ; Accord
signed at, allowing Protestants to leave
the country, ib.

Bruges, John of, disciple of Hubert van
Eyck, 25.

Brussels, character of the city, .50 ; meet-
ing of states-general of Brussels at, on
occasion of abdication of Charles V., 51 ;

preparations for execution of Egmont
and Horn, 388 ; forced rejoicings on
occasion of Alva's triumphant return
after first campaign against Orange, 419 ;

revolt against Spaniards, 622 ; new Act of
Union signed 10th Deo. 1577, guarantee-
ing rights of Catholics ai:d Protestant.s,
733 ;

third and last confederation of all

the Netherlands, 734 ; ceremony of the
inauguration of Arc li duke Matthias, as
Qovemor-Genenil of Xotlierlands, 737 ;

rage of people against nobles after battle
of Gemblours, 748 ; complete defence of,
747.

Buren, Count de, son of William of Orange,
kidnapped by Alva, and sent to Spain,
363 ; ciiange in his character under Span-
ish influence, 354.

Burglicr class, power of, in Netherlands,
23.

Burtrundy, Margaret of, manies William of

Hainault, 22

Burgundy, Mary of, succeeds her father,
Charles the Bild, 26; people of Nether-
lands rise against her to recover their

liberties, 27; Louis XI. seizes her Bur-

gandian inheritance, ib. ; grants the
"Groot Privilc.aie

" and other cliarters,
ib.

; intrigues witli Louis XL, 28; mairies
Maximilian, of Austria, ib. ; is succeeded
by her son Pliilip, 20.

Burgundy, Philip of, sumamed The Good,
succeeds to the lord.ships of Holland,
Keal.and, and Hain.ault, 22; his otlier

possessions, ib. ; marries Isabella of Por-

tugal, ib.
;

institutes order of Golden
Fleece, ib. ; curtails the liberties of tlie

Netherlands, 23 ; his death, ib. ; his
numerous grants of charters of mono-
poly, 25 ; his character and adminis-
tration—his encouragement of art anci

literature, ib.

Burgundian Library, founded at Brasscls
by Philip tlie Good, 25.

Cabrera, biogi-aplicr of Philip II , his c\\\<<-

gium of .autos-da-fe, 167; maintains that
Don Cailos died a natural death, 402.

Calais taken by Duke de Guise, 99.

Calberg, Thomas, tapestry weaver of Tour-

nay, l5uriit alive lor having copied some
hymns, 170.

Cambray, Archbishop of, insulted liy

nobles, at banquet given in honour cu

Egmont, 225
;
his character, 227,

Camiciata, or mock assault on Rome in

1557, 86.

Caraffa, Cardinal, endeavours to excita
France against Spain, 83; goes to Pavis
as legate of the Pope, 84 ; his duplicity, ib.

Carlos, Don, son of Philip II., absuidity of
his pretended love for his step-mother,
399 ; Philip's secret letters to the Pope
concerning liim, 400 ; suppositions and
accoinits relating to liis death, ib. ; his

character, 403 ; instances of his excessive

ferocity and malignitj-, 404
;
his hatred

of his father, and indignation at Alva's
nomin.ation to government of Nether-
lands, 405.

Casimir, Prince-palatine of Pfalz, jouis
Nethci'land x'atriots with twelve thou-
sand men, 764 ; his character and mo-
tives, ib. ; is held in contempt by Or.ango,
ib. ; motives of Queen Elizabeth for en-

tmsting him with command of her levies,
755 ; foments in.surrcction at Ghent, 773;
his mercenaries pillage the southern pro-
vinces, 774 ; difficulties of his position,
779 ; repeated rebukes of Queen of Eng-
land, ib. ; is reUcvcd by Prince of Orange,
and rcw.ards hiin with ingratitude, ib. ;

leaves Netlicrlands, 7S0; repairs tn Eng-
land, ib. ; is invested witii the Order of

the Garter, ib. ; liis Gorman troops ex-

pelled from Netherlands by Duko of

Parma, ib.

Castillo, John de. inmi.^hment of, for be-

traying coiTcsiJondencc of Phi'ip II. with
Prince of Orange, 002.

Catcau Cambrcsis, treaty of, 105.

Celtic and Gorman races, charactcri.=^tio

distinctions of, 3; diff.rence of politics,
4 ;

of soci;il arts, 5 ; of religion, ib. ;
of

social characteristics, C.

Ceibelloni, G.abricl d.-, one of the .architeetf

of the famoi;8 citadel of Antwerp, 361.
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Ceivamp, congress of, 105.

Champagiiy, his conduct as governor of

city of Ant'w^erp. during struggle against

Spanish mutineers, 633 ; makes his

C8cav3 from Antwerp, 637; as leader

of Catholic party, presents a jictition

to magistracy of Brussels against the

draft of a reUgious peace, drawn up by
Prince of Orange, 762 : consequent riots

.ind arrest of nobles, 763 ; is carried to

Ghent, ih.

Ciiarles V., his birth. 30 ; issues the docu-
ment called the Kalf Vel or calf skin,

33 ; resolves to quell insurrection in

Flanders, ih. ; entnuice into Ghent, ih. :

pronounces sentence on the city. 34 ;

promulgates new furm of municipal
government, ih. ;

his cruel treatment
of the citizens, 35 ; his h>-pocritic:>l

benignity, ib. ; his proceedings a^inst
the Reformation, 41 ; his sansuinary
persecution of heretics in tl;e Nether-

lands, 43 ; cei emonies on occasion of his

abdication, 51 ; his personal appeara-ce,
54; his address to the ttates o\ alxlica-

tion, 56 ; his oppression of Netherlands,
59 ; introduces Inquisition into Nether-

lands, 60 ; his mock piety, 61 ; his ac-

complishments, t5. ; his popularity in

Netherlands, 62; his personal qu;ilities,

ib.
• and personiU habits. 64 ; difficulties

relative to his abilication, 65 ; his reverses,

67 ; causes which led to his abdication,
6S ; his retirement at Juste, 69 ; his en-

deavours to secure the succesiion in Ne-
therlands to his sisters, ia case of default

01 direct male issue, 71 i his obsequies at

Brussels, 106.

Charles of Burgundy, sumamed the Bold,
his charecter and career, 25 ; extortions

practiswi by him in Netherlai.ds. 26 ; he
removes the supremo court f.f Holland
from the H.ague to Mechlin, ib. ; invests

it with supreme juiisdiction over the

charters of the provinces, ib. ; proclaims
all its authcrityderived from his will, ib. ;

centralises n-oveniment of Netberhmds,
ib. ; establishes a standing army, ib. \ dies,

1477, ib.

Charles, Archduke of Austria, despatched
to Madrid by MaximUiiiu II. on a special
mission concerning state of Netherlands
and proceedings of Wiliiara of Orange,
421 : public and private letter cf King of

Spain, 422 ; is authorised by Maximilian
to offer to Philip the hand of the Arch-
duchess Anne, 423.

Charles IX., of Fi-ance, alarm at the cross-

ing of the French frontier by Piincc of

Orange and his army, 416; letter to

Louis of Nassaii expressive of his clcter-

mination to assist Nctlierh-.nds, 4S2 ;

gives the signal for tl.e St Bartholomew
massacra. 4S3 ; duplicity of his dealings
with Alva and Orange, 4S4 ; chan;^-e of

tone on perceiving the effects if the St
Bartholomew on tlic vai-ious coui-tn of

Europe, 527 ; distress at desertion of hi-5

cause by King of Spain, £28; designs
upon the crown of Poland, 5-^9.

Charters, earliest in Netheilands IS;

ancient, of Xetberland provinces,
13S.

Chimay, Prince of, eldest son of Duke of

Aerschot, is elected Governor ofFlaniers,
SS5 ; immediately opensnegotiatio'.iswith
Parma for delivering up the province to

Piiilip, ib.

Cliurch, depravity of Rim.an Catholic, 39.

Cities, growth of. 17; earliest charters,
18 ; acquire right to send deputies to
estates of the provinces. 20 ; allowed to
choose their chief magistrates, ib. ; num-
ber of, 48.

Claudius Civilus. aBatavian noble, effects a

general confederation of the Netherland
tribes, S ; is unsuccessful, and is de-
sertedby his countrymen, ib. ; entersinto

negotiations with the Romans, 0; meets
Cerialis on tlie bridge across the Naba-
lia, ib.

Clergy, power of, 37 ; decline of power,
ib.

; their opposition to canons of Trent,
231.

Coc-iuaville, De, comm.onding a division
under Louis of Nas8.au, is defeated at St

Valery, 373.

Coligny, Admiral, appointed Governor of

Picaidy, receives orders to make foray
on frontiers tf Flar,dei-s, 87; shrinks
fmm bretiking tnice signed by himself,
ib. ; is foilod in attack on I)ou.\v, S8 ;

attacks and sacks Le;>.s, ib.
;

throw*
himself into St QuenUn. 91 ; is taken
piTsoncr at St Qucntin. 96 ; is converted
to Calvinism during Flemish captivity,
£S; make.^ peace with the Frencl; court,
448 ; memoir on invasion of Nether-
Lir.ds, drawn up by desire of Charies
IX., lb.

Cologne, conferences at, for settlement of
disputes between Kin? of Spain and Ne-
therland provinces, 813 ; failure of con-
ferer.ces after seven months of useless

negotiation. 817; ultimatimi of patriot
p:irty, ib. ; expenses incurred by envoys
to conferences, ib.

Commerce ciuried on with EngLir.d and the
Baltic. 19 ; with Mediterj-anean. 20.

Commission of Troubles established atMens
after capitulation, 430 ; cniel and imjtLst
proceedings of, ib. ; infamous sentiments
of commissioners. 402.

Compromise, foundation of Icfiguo thus
Mlied. 244 ; contents of the document
ugiied, 246 ; chai-acter of nobles who
jouicd in league, 247 ; growing audacity
and turbulence of con:e>ieratcs, i6. ; they
pro!X)se to present a Request to Regent,
2ol ; entiiuice of confederates into Brus-
sels, 253; procession of confederates to
deliver Request, t/j. ; conf.derates pre-
sent a second address promising to main-
tain the anci<»it religion. 25G ; assembly
of members at St Ti-ond, 271.

Conjuring books ci^nsultei by Augustus of
Saxony, 559, in note.

Constitution, new, of HoUand and Zealand,
865.

Consult.1, its constitution, 108; Its mem-
bers, ib.

Convention bt-itwecn England ar^d Spam
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with regard to the Netherlands difBculty,
published 1573, 526.

Cornaille, Pierre, locksmith and Calvinist

preacher, places himself at the head of

3000 combatants to march to the aid of

Valenciennes, 309 ; is defeated atLannoy,
ib.

Cosse, Governor of Picardy, beats army cf

Nethcrland patriots at St Val^ry, 37S.

Coster, Loronz, introduces the use of move-
able types, 'li.

Council of Philip II., how constituted,
77.

Council, royal, of Spain, how constituted,
•2S7.

Council of State, assumes the reins of

government at death of Requesens, 609 ;

names of members, ib.
; confirmed in

government by King, 616 ; members
held captive in Brussels, 173 ;

falls into
j

contempt on account of inabiUty to put
down mutiny, 619 ; is formally an-ested,
62S

;
members again liberated, ib.

Council of Troubles, or Blood-Council, estab-

lished by Alva, 353 ;
its constitution and

functions, ib.
; its first session, 356 ; mode

of procedure, 357 ; number of victims

sacrificed, ib. ; senseless pretexts for pro-
secutions, 358; abolition of the institu-

tion, 582.

Council, general executive, for United Pro-

vinces, established 1581, 838; constitu-

tion of council, ib.

Court, organisation of Flemish, duringi«ign
ofPhUiplL, 76.

Ciilemburg is cited beforethe Blood-Council,
862.

Douay, city of, betrayed byanoldgamblei,
saved by an old woman. 87, 88.

Dathenus, Peter, a converted monk and
Reformedpreacher, 264 ;

his character, if>.

Delft, diet assembled at, mianimou.sly re-

solves to throw off allegiance to King of

Spain, and seeks foreign assistance, 003 ;

the estates of Holland and Zealand assem-
bled at, conclude a new act of union, Oil ;

articles of Union of, ib.
;

character of

league concluded at, 612 ; assembly of

United Provinces at, in 1581, establisli a

general executive council, 838; descrip-
tion of city and the house of Prince of

Orange, 888.

Dondermonde, meeting of nobles at, 301.

Diaz, Francisco, a Spanish soldier, captures
Admiral Coligny at storming of St Quen-
tin, 96.

Diemen, Vrouw -van, a woman of eighty

years, beheaded for having given a night's

lodging to a heretic preacher, 398.

Dirkzoon, Arent, and three other ecclesias-

tics, put to death for here.sy, 420.

Dort, congress of, resolves to support
Orange with blood and money, 477 ; in-

vests the Prince virtually w^ith dictatorial

power, 478.

Duiveland and Schouwen, expedition to,

599 ;
heroism of Spaniard.s, 600 ; con-

guest of the i.slands effected, COl
;

im-

portant results of expedition, 002.

Dunkirk taken by aaaauU, 10 J,

Edict of 1550, its leading provisions, 133;
of 24th of May 1567, against Protestants,
excites the wrath of Philip on account ol
its clemency, 34; against Spanish mu-
tineers, 019 ; dissensions caused by it,
620

; Perpetual, signed at Marche en
Famine, and at Brussels, 665 ; provi-
sions of this document, ib. ; is confiimea
by Philip, ib. ; displeases Orange, 006 ;

tendencies of treaty, 607 ; published in

Holland, suspending exercise of Romisi
worship, 839 ; cause of these measures,
ib.

Education, floiirishing condition o^, 46.

Kgmond, Nicholas of, a Carmelite monk,
appointed coadjutor of Inquisitor-general,
168.

Egmont, Anne of, the greatest lieiress in
Netherlands, mairied to William of

Orange, 123.

Egmont, Countess of, her desolate state
after her husband's aiTest> 367; endea-
vours to save her husb.and, ib. ; her
misery and poverty after her husband's
death, 392.

Egmont, PhiUp, Count of, accompanies
Marquis of Havre to Antwerp, 532; is

taken prisoner by the Spaniards, 643 ;

attempts to seize Brussels to deliver it

over to the Spaniards, 801 ; his complete
discomfiture, ib.

;
is allowed to depart

imscathed, 8U2 ; mendacious attempts to
clear himself of blame, ib.

; base e.idea-
vours to obtain favour of Spanish govern-
ment, 803.

Egmont, Lamoral, the younger, implicated
in Salseda's scheme to poison Orange ana
Anjou, t68; escapes punishment on ac-
coinit of his relationship to Queen of

France, ib.

Egmont, Lamoral, Count of, his personal
appearance, 53 ; his brilliant victories
in Picardy determine the issue of the
Italian campaign, 85 ; his character, de-

scent, and early history, 89 ; persuades
Duke of Savoy to deliver battle to Mont-
morency before St Qucntin, 93 ; conduct
and battle of St Queiitin, ib.

;
assumes the

field against De Thermes, 101 ; conduct at
battle of Gravelines, 1^2; becomes the
idol of the people, 103 ; gains the enmity
of Duke of Alva, t6.'; one of hostages for
execution of treaty of Catean Cambrcsis,
1(15; his enmity to Cardinal Granvelle,

14,4 ; and Orange complains to the King of

Cardinal Granvelle, 147
; joins Orange and

Horn in A letter to Phlhp, shewing danger
of leaving unlimited power in hands of

Granvelle, 191 ; quarrel with Aerschot,
J22 ; and Aremberg, ib. ; his recklessness
and indiscretion, ib. ; declines Philip's in-

vitation to come to Spain, 195; adoption
of foolscap liveries in order to liumiliato

Granvelle, 204; growmg favour at Re-
gent's court, ai6 ; cultivates the goo i

graces of lower classes, ib.
; accepts a mis-

sion to Spain, 223; outrageous conduct of
nobles to Archbishop ofCambray on occa-
sion of Egmont's passing tlu-ough th.tt

city on his w«.y to Bpain, 225; distinction

with which he is treated iu Spain, 227;
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ietnn.s from Spain to Xetherlands ex-

pressing himself perfectly content, 22S ;

gives an aecoim*: to council of his inter-

%iew with the King, and a statement of

the royal intentions, ib. ; bis hi^h com-
mendations of Philip and warm expres-
sions of loyalty, 230 ;

his indiguation at

Philip's duplicity, ib. ; influence of Baker-
zeol over him, 231 ; returns to his govern-
ment of Flauders and acts as an unscrupu-
lous jKirtisan of government, 291 ; views

expressed at meeting at Dendermonde,
301 ; offers tothrowhimselfintoWalcheren
to oppose rebels, 315; proceeds with Aer-
schot to Valenciennes, on mission from

Regent, 322 ; sufrgests point of assault on
Valenciennes, 324: his zeal in carrying
out the wishes of Philip and Margaret.
ib. : declares, in interview with Orange at

WiUebrock, his intention on no accoimt
whatsoever to take up arms against King
of Spain, 32S ; proceeds to Tiiiemont to

receive and compliment Alva, 341; his

infatuation as regards the danger that
threatened himself, 344 ; his intimacy
with Alva's son, 345 ; his arrest, 347 ;

commencement of mock process ajainst
him, 365 ; judgment pronounceil against
him, 367 ; endeavours made to save liim,
ib. ; charges' against him, 372 ; his reply
to these. 373; is sentenced to death by
Alva, 3S5 ; is infonued of his doom by
Bishop of Ypres, 3S6 ; his last night,
3S7; his letter to the King, i6. ; his

execution, 3SS; sympathy of the people,
SCO—in note ; his head sent to Madrid,
ib. ; retrosjjective view of his cuanicter.
391.

Electors of Germany—their appeal to Em-
peror in favour of Netherlands, 420.

Elizabeth of England—quarrel with Duke
of Alva, 425 ; plot against her entered
into by Philip, 454; accused of having
hired an assassin to attempt the life of
Prince John of Nassau, 567, see n"tc ;

coquetting jHjlicy with regard to Nether-
lands, 603 ; sovereignty over Zealand and
Holland offered to, 604 ; first answer to
commissioners from these states, 605 ;

empty promises and paltry concessions,
ih. ; attitude assumed towards Nether-
lands after death of Requesens, 614 ;

makes advances to Prmce of Orau^e,
723; indignation at intrigues of nobles
witli Archduke of Austria, ib. ; her mi-
nister informs Netherland envoy that
ehe will withdraw all succour from pro-
vinces if Orange be deprived of his leader-

ship, T25 ; reply of Jlectkerke, ;6. ; con-
sents to a trejity of alliance and subsidy
with Netherlands, 735; conditions of

treaty, ib. ; threatens to withdi-aw herself
from the cause of Nethcrhmd patriots,
and even to take up arms against them
onaccotmt of their friendly relations with
Alenqou, 758

"Encamisada," of nocturnal attack made
by Don Frederic of Toledo .ind Julian
Romero on Prince of Orange's anny at

Hennigny. 4S7.
[

Ekites, Bartholl, one of the Begg^irs of tlic 1

biea, character and career, 829 ; Ids death
before Groningen, ib.

Erasmus of Rotterdam, his testimony tc
the power and importiUice of Ghent, 32 ;

his moderation, 39 ; upholds Luther, 40 ;

is attacked by the clergy, ib.

Escorial, p;Uace of the, erected in com-
memoration of battle of St Quentin, 95.

Escovedo, secretary to Don John of Aiistri-j,
entrusted with arrangements for depar-
ture of Spanish trooi)s from Netherlands,
672 ; difficulties of his task, ib.

• commu-
nications to Philip on subject of depar-
ture of the troops, 673 ; letters to An-
tonio Perez on state of affairs in Nether-
lands, 678 ; suggests the recall of Don
John and the apjxiintment of a woman
as governor, ib. ; expresses to Perez his

willingness to enter into scheme for as-
sassination of Prince of Orange, 683 ; sug-
gests to Philip the benefit to be derived
trom pitting the Reformed and Catholic
parties against each other, 6S4 ; departs
for Sladrid, and takes charge of a remon-
strance from estates of Brabant to the
King, as to the evil consequences of the
course pursued by his Majesty's gover-
nor in Netherlands, 700; plots against
him at Madrid, 701 ; his death deter-
mined on, 702 ; various attempts at, and
ultimate success of, murder, 703; rewards
fiven to assassins, ib.

Eslesmes, Fraiijois de Glarges, Seigneur
d', au innocent Catholic gentleman, con-
denmed to death by Blood-Council at
Mous, and his pro{>erty confiscated to
enrich Noircarme-s, 4yl.

Espinoy, Mary de Montmorency, Princesa
of, viniertakes defence of Toumiiy, in
absence o: her husband, S51.

Estates of Holland, assembled at Dort to
take formal measures for renoimcing the
authority of Alva, 47S ; and Zealand offer

sovereignty over provinces to a French
prince, 615.

Estates-General, their power, 45 ; their
constituent elements, 47; remonstrance
against foreign troops. 111 ; clamotu* of
people and nobles for convoc-vtion of,
6SS; address letters to Puilip of 24th
August and Sth September 1577, on state
of Netherlands, 717; formally declared
Don John of Austria to have forfeit<.-d
his offices and to be an enemy of the
countrj-, 733 ; dechu^ themselves willing
to accept Archduke Matthias as Gover-
uor-Gener:\l, 736 ; in their own name,
and that of Ai-chduke Matthias, demand
of Philip the rec;il' of Don Jolm, and the
maintenance of the P.-.cification of Ghent,
749 ; summoned in return to obey the
King's commands, ib. ; .iffirm their re-
solution never more to submit to Spanish
tyranny, or return to the principles of
Charles V. aud of Alva. ib. ; efforts to
avert the approaching dismemberment
of country, 701; deputations sent to
W.alloon provinces to endeavour to recon-
cile contending p:irties, 797 ; solemn ap-
jieal addressed to seceding provinces,
798; invited by Paruia t" accept terms

Sm
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offered to Walloons, and to restore system
of Charles V., ib. ; bitter reply, ib.

Estates of Uiiitod Provinces formally offer
the general goi-eninieTit to Prince of

Onmge, SS3.

Estonteville, snccccds to Thermes, 100.

Eyck, Van, John and Hubert, attracted to

Bruges by generosity of Philip the Good,
25.

favea»i and Mallait, Protestant ministers,
condemned to death for reading Bible,
175; attenijit of the people to rescue
them, 176; their escape, ib.; recnpturcd
and burnt, ib.

Flanders, refuses to reeofjnise Maximilian
as governor, 29 ; is subdued and obliged
to make humble siibmission, ib. ; the
four estates of, present solemn address
to King against monstrous proceedin;|s
of Peter Titelmann, 221 ; nominally
pacified by cruel exertions of Egmont,
292 ; outbreak of untiCatliolic revolu-
tion in, 731.

Fleece, order of Golden, instituted by
Philip of Burgundy, 22 ; assembly of
kniu'hts of the, convoked by the Regent
in 1562, 1S3 ; subsequent meeting at
Prince of Orange's, ib. ; meeting dis-

Eolved, 184
; chevaliers of the, declare

to the Regent that it is below the dignity
of any of their order to take a long and
troublesome journey in order to accuse

Granvelle, 195
; golden statutes of, ap-

pealed to with a view to slaving Counts
Kgmont and Horn, 368 ; set aside by
Philip, ib. ; legal mode of proceeding
against knights of, 369, in note.

Fleet, Portuguese, captured by insurgent
patriots, 476.

Flushing, the town of, rises in lebellion
after capture of Brill, and ejects Spanish
government, 467.

Frisians, tenitory inhabited by, 3
; event-

ually subdued by tlie Franks, 11 ; accept
Christianity, ib.

;
tlieir ancient laws, 14.

Friesland, Fast, its political constitution,
20 ; the people of, elect tlie Duke of

Saxony podesta ; ib. ; is sold by him to

the house of Austria, ib. ; separation of
West and East, 30 ; political constitution
of East Friesland, ib.

Fiiente, Ponce de la, his bones burnt at

Seville, 115.

Fury, the Spanish, 641.

Gemblours, battle of, 742 ; defeat of pa-
triots, 744; cruelty of victors towards

captives, 745 ; names of commanders in
victorious Spanish army, ib.

Genlis, is desjiatelied to Prance for rein-

forcements after capture of Mons, 479;
returns with a Huguenot force, which is

routed by the Spaniards, 4SU ; is taken

captive and subsequently put to death, Vj.

Gerard, Balthazar, murderer of Prince of

Orange, receives the protection of Orange
under the name of Guion, 889 ; personal
appearance, parentage, and education,
ib. ; long-nourished determination to

murder Princa of Orange, 890; lays bis

project before Parma, ib. ; is oonsiderea
unfit for the ta.sk, 491

; draws up a writ-
ten staff niont of his plan, by desire of

Assonleville, 492 ; his motives for tho

murder, 493 ;
is at length approved fit

by Parma, i6. ; proceeds to put his plan
into execution, 494 ; the deed done, ii.

;

is seized and put to the torture, 495;
hon-ible sentence passed upon liim, 496 ;

the reward oi his crime paid by Philip to
his heirs, 497.

Germanv, state of religious parties in 1576,
615.

Ghent, convention of, 27 ; its wealth and
power, 32

; its constitution, ib. ; insur-
rection of, under Charles V., 33 ; its pri-
vileges and immunities annulled, 34

;

humiliation of citizens of, 35 ; convoca-
tion of provinces, 109; congress of, in

1576, 627 ; treaty of tmion ^vith William
of Orange and estates of Holland and
Zealand, 646 ; stormy meetings of estates

at, after arrival of JJuko of Aerschot in

capacity of Governor of Flanders, 728 ;

party dissensions at, 729; commence-
ment of revolution, 731 ; nobles and
community of, p)ublish vindication of

revolution, 732 ; effect of revolution

throughout Netherlands, ib. ; pageantries
on occasion of visit of Prince of Orange
after the insurrection, ib. ; dissensions
between malcontents and burghers, 775 ;

act of accord between contending pai-tiea
mediated by Prince of Orange, 776; re-

monstrances addressed to magistracy by
Queen of England, ib. ; by envoys from
states-general at Brussels, ib. ; fresh

riots, 777 ; continiied anarchial state of,

810 ; government of, opens negotiations
with Parma, 885 ; efforts of other states

to dissuade them from proposed step, ib.;

negotiations brought to a sudden close,
886.

Goard, St, French ambassador at Madrid,
urges Philip II. to command the imme-
diate execution of Genlis and other

Huguenot prisoners in Netherlands, 484 ;

statement of reasons of Maximilian II.

for mediating between Netherlands and
King of Spain, 587.

Godclaevus, testimony to emotion of Flem-
isli people, on abdication of Ch.arles V.,
68.

Gomez, Buy, his hatred to Alva, 77 ; early
history, ib. ; influence over Philip, ib. ;

character and acquirements, 78 ;
endea-

vours to prevent the mission of Alva to

Netherlands, 334 ; continued jealousy
and hatred between him and Alva, ib. ;

perfidious conduct to Marquis Berghen
in his last moments, 352.

Gonzaga, Ferdinand, advises Philip II. to

march on Paris after battle of St Quentin,
96.

Gosson, leader of the burgess faction In

Arras, 786 ;
eflects a municipal revolu-

tion in ciiy, ib. ;
counter revolution^

and
retaliation, 787 ; condemned to death
and executed, 788.

Grandfort, Dr, called "tho Light of the

World," 39 ; denounces ecclesiastical cr.
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rors, li. ;
d..-; ; ^^ u.r infalUbilitvof the

Pope and various popi>h doctrines, ib.

Graji^-e, IVregxiae dela, Protestant preacher
at V;ilcucic-uiies, urges citizens to refuse

tg aimit a mercenary garrison. 307;

hanged after surrender of city, S23 ;

bis last words, ib.

Gianvelle, the elder, his influence -with

Ch:irle3 V.. 64.

Grauvelle, Anthony Perrenot, Bishop rf

Arras, aftewards Cardinal, pronounces
address to Flemish people for Philip II.,

on abdication of Charles V., 57 : advises

the re-enactment of edict of 1550, 81 ;

disapproves of war with France and the

Pope, S5; negotiations with Cardinal of

Lorraine, at Peronne, S9; appointed
chief of the Consulta, 126 ; bis parentage
and education, ib. ; acquires the favour

and confideiice of Charles V., 127; bis

mental aud moral characteristics, ib. ;

his political principles, ib. ; his contenipt
for tlie p-jople, 12S ;

his extraordinary

industry, ib. ; his riches and covetous-

cess, ib. ; is appointed Archbishop of

Mechlin, 139 ; his giowing unpopularity,

ib.; in>Iemnifles himself for pecuniary
loss accruing to bim by acceptance of

Archbishopric of Mechlin, ib. ;
liis zeal

in ferreting out heretics, 143 ; Margaret
of Parma obtains for him the cardiu;d's

hat, ib. ; bis growing assumption, and

unfHendly relations with Egmont, 144 ;

bis early intimacy with Orange, 145 ;

breach with Orange, 146 ; prejudices
PbUip a^^ainst Count Horn, 147 ; suggests
to the King his auswersto remonstrances
of Netherlaud nobles, 149

;
his intrigues

relative to tlie marriage of Prince of

Orange with Princess ot Lorraine, 157 ;

his eurry into city of Mechlin, as arch-

bishop, 163 ;
bis baneful iutluence on

Philip, 174; his zeal in carrying out

Philip's views re^-arding Inquisition,
175 ; increasing hatred of the people to

him, 177 ; lampoons directed against

him, 178 ; hostility of nobles towardf.

bim, 179; unfounded accusations oi

cowardice, ISl ; his country house of La
Fontaine, ib. ; shui.ned by great nobles,
surrounds himself with their inferiors,
182 ; his reports to Philip on proceedings
in Netherlands, regarding introduction
of Inquiiition, and accusations and innu-
endoes against nobles, 1S6 ; suggests to

Phibp how to proceed towards Jfether-

Lmd nobles, and in interviews withMon-
tigny, 18S ; lays a scheme with King and
Regent to sow dissensions among nobles,
it. ; acqiures knowledge of joint letter of

Orange, Egmont, and Horn, and instructs

Philip hew to reply, 191 ; his acknow-
ledgment of bis own unpopularity, 19.T ;

continued reports regarding, and artful
insinuations against, nobles, 197 ; recom-
mends Philip to come to Netherlands to

allay the rising storm, 203 ; contemptu-
ous expressions against the people, ib. ;

approaching crisis in his fate, ib. ; ueter-
minatiou ot nobles to insult and hvimili-

. ate bim, 204 ;
is recalled by Philip. i07 ;

departure from Brussels, 208 ; carries

out the deception regarding his retire-

ment, as planned by P.;ilip, 209; his

adherents deceived by his and the King :i

duplicity, 210; his life in retirement,
211 ; turned into ridicule by noblcR at

masquerade in Count JIausteld's iiou-e,

214; abandons all idea of returning to

Netherlands, and repairs to Rome, it. ;

is employed by Philip to negoti;ite treaiy
between Spain, Rome, aud Venice, ib. ;

is made Viceroy of Naples, and retuma
to Madrid in 1575, ib. ;

dies there, libO,
215

; policy devised by him and Spino=a,
for entire subjugation of Netherlands,
326 ; his duplicity as regards capture of

Netherland uoKes, S49; regret at escape
of WiUiam of Orange, 350 ; cruel insin-

uations against Egmont, t6. ; exultation
at discomtituie of Prince of Orange in

first campaign against Alva, 4li
Gravelines, battle of, 101.

Gresham, Sir Thomas, his anticipation of

coming storm in Netherlands, 827 ; tes-

timony to excessive fury of citizens of

Antwerp dui-ing tumult subsequent to
defeat of Ostrawell, 321.

Griet-mann, chief ruler of an East Fries-
land district, 20.

GriJningen, city ol, delivered up to Prince
of Parma by Count Rennet«rg, 827 ; be-

leaguered by patriot forces, ib. ; siege of,

828 ; death of Entcs, 829 ; siege raised by
defeat of Hohenlo on Hardenberg Heath,
830.

" Groot Privilegie," the Magna Charta of

Holland, granted by Mary of Burgundy,
27.

"
GuetLX," origin of the appellation as a
liar'rv name, 255 ; vindication of tiiis

origin in opposition to Gachard, ib. in
note ; adoption of the name and of the

symbols, 257 ; adoption of costume, 259 ;

ultimate fate of the confederates, 540.

Guilds, institution of, 18; military, 46;
literarj', ib.

Guiiies, reduction o^ 99.

Guise, Duke of, is defeated by Alva in
Italian campaign, 85; is recalled from
Italy to take comnianl on Flemish fron-

tiers, imperilled by Egmcnt, t6. ; is

reproved by poj.e, 86 ; assembles a new
army, t'S ; takes Calais by assault, ib. ; re-
news hostilities by attack on ThionviUe,
100 ; neglects to follow up his successes
in Flanders, ib. ; assembles a new army
at Pierrepont, 104.

Hamme), Nicholas de, his zeal in promo-
tion c£ the compromise league, 245; his

imprudent imnetuosity, Hj.

Harang.ic, the, document issued by William
of Crf-nge, and addressed to princes of

Gen-iany, 459.

H.'UTnv. John, heroic conduct in battle at
t'ije jJiemerdyk, 509 ; loses his life in
naval engagement in the Zuyder Zee,
5-6.

Harlem, Lake of, situation of, 503 ; battles

on, 511.

f Harlem, city of, is threatened by Spanisb
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arniy, 501 ; skirmish upon the ice, 502 ;

a portion of the magistracy enter into
aecret negotiation with Alva, 503 ;

situation of the city and natural fea-

tures of environs, ih. ; cliaracter of

fortifications, 504 ; investment of the

city, 505 ; character of tlie struggle, and
incidents of the siege, 506 ; first assault,
507 ; continuation of siege and horrors

attending it, 508; second assault, ib. \

the Spanisl\ general determines to re-

duce the city by famine, ih. ; rescuing
force unfier Sonoy defeated, 509; cruelty
and heroism of citizens, 510 ; miseries of

famine, 512; desperate pi-ojects of tlie be-

sieged, 513 ; the city surrenders at dis-

cretion, 515 ; subsequent plunder and
butchery, 516.

Ha^selaer, Kenan, a lady of Harlem, vv-ho

distinguished Ijerself during the siege as
the leader of a female corps, 505.

Havr^, Marquis of, despatched by Philip to

Netherlands, to try and conciliate tlie

people, 020 ;
is despatched to Antwerp

with reinforcements, 632 ; incompetency
of himself and young nobles who accom-
pany him. ib.

Henry II. of France enters into secret treaty
with Pope Paul IV. to drive the Spaniards
out of Italy, 80 ; resolves upon war with
Spain, 83 ; joins the army of Pierrepoint,
104; his death, 106; arrangement with

King of Spain for de.struction of Hugue-
nots, t6. ;

revelation to Williani of Orange
of plot for extirpation of Protestantism,
122.

Heretics, persecution of, 43 ; increasing
persecution of, 177 ; poUce regulations
excluding them from all share in usual
conveniences of society, 222.

Herlin, Michael, a citizen of Valenciennes,
beheaded, together with his son, by Noir-

carmes, after surrender of city, 325.

Ilerpt, the Seigneur de, a partisan of

Orange, excites the citizens of Flushing
to revolt, 467.

Hessels, member of the Blood-Council, his

cruelty, 356 ; letter from, to Count de
Reux, which precipitates revolution in

Flanders, 729 ; and Vischer put to death

by Ryhove, 775.

Heuteiiis, Pontus, testimony to emotion of

Flemish people on abdication of Cliarles

v., 58.

Hohenlo, Count Philip of, leader of patriot

army at siege of Grb'ningen, 830 ; his

discreditable chaincter and manners, ib. ;

marches to Cocrwcvden to meet royalist

troops, and is defeated by them at Har-

denberg Heath, ib.

Holland, its geogr.aphical separation from
Frie.sland, 20 ;

Coiuits of, 21 ; joined to

the province of Hainault, ib.

Holland, J.aqueline, Countess of, her ro-

mantic history, 22; importance of its

ftsheries, 23.

Holland, union with Zealand, 591 ; articles

of union, ib. ;
ratification of tlicso, 592.

Holland and Zealand rclinquislics tiie
" Great Privilege," 30 ; moral and physi-
cal coudi'*'"*s of province at tlie pcrioil

of IJequesen's death, 611 ; change in

political constitution, t6. ; supreme au-

thority in, conferred on Prince of Orange,
612 ; character of league concluded, ib. ;

estates of, offer sovereignty to Orange,
833 ; new constitution dniwn up on
occasion of conferring sovereign rule oa
Prince of Orange, 864 ; estates of, make
a formal remonstrance against arrange-
ments with the Duke of Anjou, 882.

Hoogstraaten, his disgraceful conduct to

Archbishop of Cambray, 226
; conduct at

Antwerp during winter of 1556, 314; is

cited before the Blood-Council, 362;
charges against him, ib.

; publishes a
reply to act of condemnation, 376; death
of, 415.

"
Hooks," first rise of party of this name,
22.

Hopper, Joachim, takes Viglius's place in

council, 224 ; his previous career and
mental characteristics, ib. ;

his incompe-
tency, 582.

Horn. Count of, his personal appearance
and character, 53 ; joins Orange and
Egmont in remonstrances against power
of Granvelle, 191 ; private letter to Philip
concemhig Granvelle's conduct of affairs
in Netherlands, 195 ; his proceedings at

Toumay subsequent to image-breaking
excesses, 294 ; is recalled from Toumay
by Regent, 297; grants permission to
reformed congregations to preach in
Clothiers' Hall, at Toumay, ib. ; goes to

Brussels, ib. ;
his state of mind and

position after recall i'rom Toumay, 303 ;

comes to Brussels by persuasion of Alva,
346 ; is arrested, 347 ;

his papers are

seized, 348 ; commencement of mock
process against, 365; sentence pro-
nounced against him, 366; endeavoiu-a
made to save him, 367; charges against
him, 369

;
answer to charges, 373 ; is

condemned to death by Alva, 384 ; pre-
parations for his and Egmont's execution,
388 ; his death, 390 ; his head sent to

Madrid, ib. ; retrospective view of his

character, 391.

Hugouet enters into treasonable negotia-
tion with Louis XI., and is beheaded, 28.

Huguenots; new outburst of dissen.sions

between this party and the Guise faction
in Franco, 300.

Hulst, Francis Van der, appointed inq\ii.M-

tor-general for the Netherlands, 168 ;

his character, ib. ; degraded from posi-
tion, ib.

Hungary, Mary, Queen of, regent of Ne-
therlands, resigns her office, 57 ; her
character, 78; her detestation of Nether-
lands, ib.

Huy, deliberations at, between Don John
of Austria and deputies fi'om estates,
662

;
three questions put by deputies,

t6. ; altercitions between deputies and
governor, 663.

Imago-breaking; commencement ofriots at

Antwerp, 277 ; excesses committed, 280 ;

simultanious outbreak of riots through-
out all piovjucos, ?81 ; incidents of riots
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at TourtiAy, ib. ; at Anchin, 2S2 ; at

Valeticienue.', ib. ; deprecated by all

ministers of Reformed religion, 2S3;
remarkable abstinence of rioters from
robbery and personal violence, ib. ; pro-
text furnished by riots for subsequent
oppression, 2S4.

Imbize, leader of a party in Ghent, 728 ;

gives first impulse to outbreak of re-

volution in Ghent, 731 ; imprisons tlie

magistrates, and establishes new form
of government, 811 ; his scheme de-

feated by Orange, 812: neeks refuge
with John Casimir, ib. ; intrigues at

Ghent, with a view to enabling Chimay
to surrender Flanders to Philip, 8S5 ;

his ultimate fate, 8S6.

Imbrecoiut. betrays his country, and is be-

headed, 28.

Independence, declaration of, signed at the

Hague, Ceth July 1581, 840; events im-

mediately preceding this act, 841.

Indulgences, sale of, in Netherlands, 38.

Inquisition: it3 introduction into Xetlier-

lands by Cliarles V., 60 ; number of
victims to, in Hollimd and Friesland,
ib. ;

the real cause of the revolt of the
Netherlands, 164 ; the three varieties of

the uastitution, 165 ; Spanish Inquisition
described, i6. ; intn")ductii .n of Inquisi-
tion into the XetherLinl provinces, 167 ;

distinction between Sjianish and Nether-

land, 173 ; council of c octors and theo-

logians to settle the matters concern-

ing, 231 ; growing wrath of pec^le
against, 233; new mode of punishment
adopted for heretics, 234 ; frenzy of

people at renewed proclamation of, 23S ;

abolition of, insisted upon by Netber-

landers, 287; preposterous death-war-
rant issued against iuhabiiants of Ke-
therlands by, 364.

Inqnidtors, papal, in Netherlands, 168 ;

their powers and {mictions, i6. ; com-

plain to King and Regent of indisposi-
tion of civil functionai-ies to assist them
in their duties, and of other difficulties

encountered in prosecution of their office,

233.

Institutions in NetherLmds, their last form,
43.

Inundation in NetherLuids in 1570, 444.

l-abeUa of France married to Philip II., 115.

Italy, campiugn in, 1556, 85.

J»ureguy, Juan, attempts the life of Prince
of Oringe at Antwerp, 853; is kiUed i

on the spot, ib.
; suspicion of complicity I

against Anjou and the French, 859; re-
j

solute comiujt of Maurice of N;vssau,
ib. ; examination of pajiers fmud on

|

assassin, i6. ; curious indications of I

fanaticism and sujicrstition in murderer, ;

if'. ; result of examination laid before

Anjou by St Aldegoudc, SOO ; tlie crime

pv ivcd to be a commercial specula-
tion, ib.

Jeuuiiiugen, defeat of. 390.

Joughe, Junius de, repre-'eutative of Prince
of Or-.uige, reply to proiiosiUs of Governor

Bcqucscn*, 084.

Junius, Francie, a French Huguenot, in-
vited to Brussels to preach a sermon ia
house of Count Culemburg, 243 ; hia

previous career, ib.

"
Kabeljaws," first rise of party of the
name, 21.

Kalf Vel issued by Charles V., 33 ; destruo-
tion of the document, ib.

Knuttel, William, used by Prince of

Orange, to gain assent of Landcrrave of
Hesse to his marriage with the Princess
Anna, 156.

Koop, van Fandem, tradition of the, 33.

Kopel], Walter, burned for heresy, 170;
singular devotion of an idiot to him, 171.

Koppelstok, Peter, ferryman on the Jleuse,
assists the Beggars of the Sea in the cap-
ture of BriU, 464.

Kopperzoon, Manning, subjected to atro-
cious tortures by Governor Souoy, 598.

Lalain, Cotmt, Governor of Hainault, won
over by Queen of Navarre, promises to
hold hisg..vemnient at service of Duke
of Alencon, 661.

La Loo, Horn's secretary, is executed by
order of Alva, 406.

La Torre despatched by Regent to Amster-
dam to obtain forcible ejectment of Br©-
derode, 331.

Laurens, President of the Grand Coimcil ot
Mechlin, his character, 168.

Lens, town of, sacked by Coligny, 8S.

Leoninus, Dr Elbertus, and Ht'ig^ Bonte,
commissioned by Requesens to treat
with Prince of Orange, 138 ; his .early
career, 139, in note; despatched on
mission from Don John of Austria to
Prince of Orange, 222; instructions

given to him, ib. ; reply of Orange to his

proposals, •.:24.

Letters of Prince of Orange, to principal
ciries of Netherlands, requesting fluids
for the support of Lis army, 477 ; eBfect
of these letters, ib.

Leyden, prepirations f r raising the siege
of. 554 ; commencement of second siega,
566; description of city, ib. ; prelimi-
naries of siege, 567 ; endeavours of the
"
Clippers

"
to persuade their country-

men to submit, 569 ; reply of citizens
of Leyden, ib. ; Orange's plan for rescu-

ing the city, ib. ; called upon to sur-
render by Valdez, 570 ; joy of citizens on
receipt of intelligence that the sluice*
had been opened, i6. ; desponding ap-
peal to estates, 571 ; jiatriots take pos-
session of the Liin ischeidung, 572;
gradual advance of the relieving flotilla

thiough the dykes, 573; jiest and
famine within the city, 675 ; heroic
conduct of Adrian van der Werff, 576;
the providential tcmi>est, 577; progi-esa
of the flotUla, t6. ; the hist night, 578 ;

the city saved, ib. ; flight of the
Spaniards, ib. ; thanksgiving after tho
d:uigcr, 579 ; rewards for suffering. 580 ;

chiu-ter of univcrsi y, ib. ; solemnitiea
of inauguration, ib.
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Lion, battle of tbc Hcly, or Ilciligcr Lee,
3S1.

Lodroiio, Sanclio de, and Srtncho de Avila,
defeat patriot army at Dalcm, 378.

Longchave, ono of the members of the Com-
mission of Troubles at Mons, intercedes
for people, 492.

Loi-eute : his testimony as to mode of death
of Don Carlos, 402.

LoiTaiiie, Christina of, seeks to become
Reg-ent of Netherlands, 107.

Loiivain, university of, 46 ; char.acter of
its teaching, ib.

; merry-makinnf at, on
occasion of presence of Don John of

Austria, 671.

Lnpus, Peter, a Carmelite friar of Mechlin,
forms the design of restoring the city to
tlie Prince ofraniia, S18.

Luxemburg, ncsjotiations between Don
John of Austria and deputies from
estates at, 6J9.

Jfaas, Engelbci-t, Chancellor of Brabant,
openly charged by William of Orange with
knavery and corruption, 223.

Slaestriclit, citizens of, wrest the town
from the hands of Spanish troops, 680 ;

shameful expedient ased by Spanish
soldiery in attempt to regain the place,
ib. ; city recovered by Spaniards, 631 ;

importance of the city as key to the
German gate of Netherlands, 796; is

invested by Prince of Parma, ib. ; narra-
tive of siege, 803; the assault repulsed,
805 ; the successful storm and the mas-
sacre, 808.

JIansfeld, Charles de, signs the Com-
jiromise, 244

;
sent out of the coimtry

by his father before the ariival of Alva,
349.

Mansfeld, Peter Ernest de, betrays and is

sneered at by Netherland nobles, 299
;

entrusted with supreme military com-
mand after death of Hcqueseus, 6rtf); in-

terview with mutineers at Herenthalls,
619 ; aiTives in Netherlands with an army
of well-trained tmops, 741.

Manufactures, influence on ri.se of small

republics, 19.

Slarck, Robert de la, his animosity to

Granvelle, and eiforta to make him ridi-

culous, 181.

JIarck, William de la, chief of the Begg .rs

of the Sea, 462 ; is driven out of the

English poi-ts with his followers by
order of the Queen, 403

;
sails for

Holland, ib. ; summons the fortress of
Brill to surrcndei-, 464 ; attacks and
takes the town, 465 ; requires citizens to

take oath of allegiance to Prince of

Orange, 466
;

is despatched by Or.inge
from Leyden with a force for tlie relief

of Harlem, but is defeated on the road,
504; is deprived of his commission, 506

;

enormities practised by him laid at the
door of Prince of Orange, 527 ; murder
of Cornelius Musius, ib. ;

dies of the bite

of a mad dog, ib.

Mary Tudor, her devotion to Philip II.,

71 ; personal apix:arauce, ib. ; character

andatcomplishraeiits, 72; hor death, 105.

Mason, Sir John, testimony to emotion of
the people at the ceremony of the abdica-
tion of Charles V., 58.

Mau-brul^z, journ^o des, 176.

Maurice, Duke of Saxony, intercedes with
Philip for release of Landgrave of Hesse,
70.

Maximilian II., Emperor of Germany,
intercessions in favour of Netherland
nobles, 419; despatches the Archduke
Charles to Madrid on a special mission

concerning state of Netherlands and
proceedings of William of Orange, 421 ;

public and private answers of King of

Spain, ib. ; change in his views caused

by widowhood of Pliilip II., 423; again
issue-! his injunctions against military
operations of Orange, 481 ; reply of

Oisvnge to tliese, ib. ; new attempts at
mediation between Netherlands and
King of Spain, 587.

Meclilin, city of, abandoned by Alva to the
licence of the Spanish soldiers, 492; de-
livered up to Parma by treason of De
Bovirs, 819 ; recaptured for estates by
Van dor Tympel, ib.

Medici, Cosmo de, reaps the benefits of war
between France and Spain, 87.

Med ci, Catharine de, interview with

Queen of Spain at Baj'onne, 234; pro-
posals made by her, 235 ; refuses to

enter into secret league against Protes-

tants, i') ; letter to Prince of Orange
after attempt of Anjon to make himself
absolute master in United Provinces,
677; letter to Anjou recommending him
to re-establish Catholic religion in Ne-
therlands, i'j.

Medina Coeli, Duke of, appointed Gover-
nor-General of Netherhmds, 457 ; ar-

rives in Netherlands, 475 ; bickerings
with Alva, 519 ; dcpai-tiu-e from Nether-

lands, ib.

Mcglien denounces conspinacy of heretics
and sectaries to Regent, 251 ; convenes

grand assembly of notables, 252.

Sley, Peter van dor, a carpenter of Alkma.ar,
undertakes a dangerous mission for tlia

besieged, 523.

Middclburg, siege of, 650 ; capitulation of,

554 ; restoration of ancient constitution

by Prince of Orange, ib.

Mirambeau, ambassador from France to

Netherlands, endoavoin-s to effect a re-

conciliation between the pi-oviuces and
Duke of Anjou, 879.

Mondoucet, French envoy in the Nether-

lands, by order of his King urges Alva to

put to death all French prisoners taken
before Mons, 480.

Mondi-agon, a Spanish colonel, heads »i most
alventurous expedition for the relief of

the town of Tei-goos, 496 ; is besieged by
))atriots in Middelburg, 651; is forced to

abandon Zierickzeo, 646.

Miinluc, his opinion of treaty of Catean
Cambrcsis, 105.

Mons, capture of, by Louis of Na.ssaii,

472 ; is bcsicTred bv Don Frederic of

Toledo, 479 ; capitulation of, 489 ; brut^il

violation of articles of capitulation, 490;
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establishaieui of a commission of

Tronbles, ib.

Moutigny despatched as envoy to Spain,
185 ; his imprudent revelation to Philip
of his opinion of Granfelle, 190 ; returns
to NctherLinds, ib. ; reports to state-

council result of iiis nnssion, i6 ; violent

Ecene in council occasioned by this re-

port, ib. ; refuses to sign letter to Piiilip

couccmiug undue |>ower of GRinvolle,
193 ; Ber^rhen and Mansfeld refuses to

enforce edicts within their governments,
23&; his nuptials vs-ith the Princess

d'Espinoy, 239 ; iind Bergheu procee^ i on
mission to Madnd; represents to Philip
state of Xciherliuids and detwraination
of people iMt to bo trampled on, iS'3;

tliree gro;\t points of his insti-iic-

tions, ib. ; is cited before Blood-Council,
362 ; is imprisoned at Segovia, 4 .7 ;

Etrat<gem bj' means of which he le;»rn3

the fate of his brother and Egniont, ib ;

unsuccessful plan fir his escaj* fi-om

prison, i6 ; his case brought beii.re the
Blood-Council iu JJetUerlands, 438 ; in-

tercession of has wife in his behalf, 439 ;

sentence of death pronounced against
him by Alva, ib. ; iiis secret execution
deteiTnined upon. i6. ; elaborate and ex-

traordinary jnepitrations for tlus, 410 ;

his last houi-s, 442 ; witnesses of his
deii'.h forbidden to reveal the secret on
pain of death, 443 ; elaborate nicxsures
taken to conceal his.haviug dit;d a violent

death, ib.

Montmorency, Constable of France, takes
command of Frenci) army at Pienw-
poiut, 90; f'rms a project for i-elievin^
St Quentiu, 92 ; is wounded at battle of
St Quentin and taken prisoner, 94 ;

dispute abi tit his ciptuie after Ixittle

of St Quentin, 95 ; decline- of his influ-

ence after battle, t6. ; emi>owerei to

open secret negotiations for peace, 104 ;

death of, 360.

Mock, battle of, 557 ; defeat and death of
Louis of Xassau, 55S.

M'lriUon, a favourite of Graiivelle, cilled
double A B C, 179 ; his rage at Schwendi's
letter to Regent, 203.

Jklotte, Seigneur de la, Governor of Grave-
lines, sells himself and his troops to

Spaniards, 782.

lluler, Geleyn de, schoolmaster of Oude-
narde, executed for crime of reading ti.e

Bible, 170.

Musins, ComeliJis, pastor of S:unt Agatha,
put to de.^th by De la Marck, imder cir-

cumstances of great atrocity, 527.

Mutiny of Spanish troops after surrender
of Zisrickzee, 617; mutiuetrsproceedfrom
Zealand to Brabant, devouring as tliey
go, 613 ; demonstration upon Mechlin,
619 ; alarm created at Brussels, ib. ;

mutinjers declared outlaws by Spanish
government, ih. ; joined by German
regimerits, 622 ; by Sancho dWvila, 623 ;

mutmeers in possession of all the prin-
cipal f rtresses, i*. ; embraces whole
Spanish anny, and is beadv;d bv Sanciio

d'Avila, 631.

Naarden, a small town of HoUand. refuses
to abandon the cause of the Prince ot

Orange, 498 ; is invested by Don Frede-
ric de Toledo, ib. ; surrenders, id. ; the
citizens mas-sacred and town set on fire,

499; atrocities committed by Spanish
soldiery, ib.

Kamiir, city of, description of, ^6 ; festi-

vities on occasion of presence of Queen of

yavarre, 698.

Namuv, citadel of, taken by stratagem by
Don John-of Austri:!, C&9.

Nassau, Adolphus of, brother of 'Wi'.Iiam of

Orange, is killed bj- Aremberg in battle
of the Holy Lion. 3S3.

Nassau, Chalons Ren^ de, leaves his titles

andestiitestohis cousin-gennan, Williani

of Nassau, who thus succeeds to the title

of Prince of Orange. 1 20.

Na£.«au, Coiuit John of, is appointed gover-
nor of Gelderl.and, 760 ; exceeding po-
verty of his hou-selii'ld, 830 ; excuses for
his retirement, i6. ;

his secoi.d marriage,
831.

Nassau, Henry of, governor and confiden-
tial friend of Charles V., by his innueuca

places the imperial crown on Charles's

hcAA, 120.

Nassau, history of family of, 119.

Na.ssjiu, Louis of, t>nc of the firet to sign
the Compromise, 244 ; his diameter and
porsonjil appearance, 245 ; and liis twelvo

apostles despatched to Brussels to lay
proposals of coufedenitcs before Regent,
272; appealed to f.^r intercession in
favour of Reformers persecuted by Ek-
mont, 292 ; is cited before the Blood-

Council, 363 ; looked to as chief of Hu-
fruenots of France, in case of Colignya
f:ill, 376 ; commences to levy troops and
money, 377 ; makes an unsuccessful at-

tempt to capture Alva and Biiissels, ib. ;

his plan of cimpaign, i'j. ; enters Fries-

land, 37S ; sumnions Groningen to join
him, ib ; tiikes up a position nearJIouas-

tery of Holy Lion, 3S0 ; defeats Arem-
l>erg-. 3S2; entrenches himself before

Groningen, SS4; his position after battl"^
of U'ly Lion, £93; his army is routed
near Gixiningeu, 395 ; is .defeated again
at Jemmingen, 396 ; tofcd de.struction of
his army near Selwaert Abbey, 397 '.

takes refuse in Gera:aiiy, 39S ; joins
army of Huguenots iu France, 448 ; his
conduct at battle of Moutcontour, ib. ;

his endeavours to gain frieuds for Ne-
tiierlands, ib. ; ciptures Mons, the capi-
t,il of Hainault, 473 ; his address to citi-

zens of Mons, 474 ; condition of, within
the walls of Mons, 489 ; pays his respects
to victorious generals after capitulation,
ib. ; incidents attending departure from
the city, ib. ; agreement between him
aud representative of France with refer-

ence to Netherlands, 531 ; promises to
use his influence lo procure crown of
PoUnd for Duke of AnjO'.i, ib. ; frai-k
and fearless letter to King of Fi-auce,
532 ; promises of stipport received frcan

Fi"auce, 555 ; assembles a small :uTuy in

Germany, i'j.; crosses tho Rhine in Fei>-
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rnary 1574, and encamps within four
miles of Maestricht, ih. ; disasters en-

countered there, 556 ;
is obliged to aban-

don his position, ib. ; mutiny in tlie

army, 557 ; battle of Mook, ib. ; death of

Louis and his brother Henry, 559.

Nassau, Maiirice of, son of Prince of Orange,
his resolute conduct after attempted as-

sassination of his father, 85S).

Kassau, William of. snrnamed The Rich,
father of the great Prince of Orange, I'-'O.

Nervii, heroic resistance oflfered by this

people to Csesar, 7.

Netherlands, the earliest history of, 1;

physical geogi-aphy of, ih. ; primitive
natural features, original iiiliabitants, 3 ;

state of population subsequent to the

migrations of the nations, 10; become a

province of the empire of Charlemagne,
12 ; pass into the German empire, 13 ;

aspect of country at commencement of

regency of Margaret of Pamia, 129 ;

causes preparatory of revolt, 13^1 ; re-

ceive the ideas of the reformation ft-om

France, 132 ; ancient charters, 15S ; their

industry taxed to enable France to at-

tack tlie Huguenots, JSJ ; anarchy and
confusion after departure of Granvelle,
215 ; public corruption, ih. ; spread of

Reformed religion, and growing enthusi-
asm of its followers, 2iit ; state of country
after departure of William of Orange for

Germany, 533 ; dismay at arrival of Alva,
343; consternation created by arrest of

Egmont and Horn, 348 ; state of dis-

couragement caused by proceedings of

Blood - Council, 357 ; depopulation of

country in consequence of cruel proceed-
ings of Alva, 359; cH the inliabitants of,

condemned to death by Inquisitions, 364 ;

wholesale executions and frightful cruel-

ties, 36p ; severe blow inflicted on their

commerce by quarrel between Alva and
Queen of England, 42^5 ; continuation of

religious persecutions, ib. ; new scheme
< f taxation introduced, in violati"n of

jirovincial charters, 428 ; state of manu-
factui-ing industry in year 1570, 43^*. i'l

note
; opposition to new system of taxa-

tion, 430 ; terrible destruction by imin-
dation in 1570, 444 ; open revolt against
t!ie new taxes, ^1 ; siiccessive insui-rec-

tions in various cities and provinces,

450 ;
state of country at death of Roque-

sens, (ili) ;
state of religious parties in

the various provinces, C?4 ;
state of

couiitiy at period of death of Don John
of Austi-ia, 773 ;

division of counti-y into
three portions, 841.

Nevers, Duke do. Governor of Cliaini:)agne.

disposes his forces to meet an attack of

Spanish army, 91 ; makes his escape
after battle of St Quentiu, 91 ; his escape
deemed impossilslo, ib.

Ninove, the starvation of, 867.

Koblos, disaffected state of, holding com-
maiid in patriot army, 741 ; malcontent

party broiight over by Duke of Parrna,
7S8 ; jealousies, bickerings, and mutual
recriminations among them, 790.

Noircarmcs proceeds to Tournay to disarm

the citizens, S9T ; his calumnious reports
to Regent relative to intended massacre
of Catliolics, 299; invests Valencieimes,
308 ; conduct after surrender of Vakn-
ciennes, 325 ; persuades Egmont to disre-

gard the repeated warnings to him to fly,
346 ; accepts the office of member of the
Rlood-Council, 355 ; his testimony to

desperate state of Netherland citizens in
consequence of Alva's cruel persecutions,
400; cruel proceedings at Mons, 490;
his base cupidity, 491.

None, I)e la, is made prisoner in an action
near Ingelmunster, 828 ; vain endeavours
ol patriot party to obtain his release, ih.

;

is kept in prison five years, and then
offered his release on condition of sacri-

ficing his eyes, ib. ; works composed by
him in prison, ih.

Oyier, Robert, of Ryssol, and his family,
executed for not attending mass, 172.

Oliver, Antony, a native of Mons, Lays a plan
for. the capture of city, with Louis of N.w-
sa\i and other Hugtienot chiefs, 472;

|,
killed at battle of the Dienlerdyk, 51(X

•rOrange, William of Nassau, Prince of, hie

)iersonal appearance, 06; empowered to

(•pen secret negotiations of peace after
battle of Gravelines, 104 ; one of the host-

ages for execution of treaty of Ciiateau
Cambresis, 105 ; learns from King of
France designs agfainst Protestants, 106 ;

supports endeavours of Duchess of Lor-
raine to become Regent of Netherlands,
lo7 ; appointed, together with Egmont,
to command of foreign troops, H2; re-
buked by Philip II. when leaving Ne-
therlands, 113; succeeds, at the .-ige of

cloven, to principality of Orange, 121: is

sent to Brassels for education, ib. ; be-
comes the friend and favcinite of Cliailes

v., ib. ; appointed general-in-ehief of
army on French frontier, ib. ; secret

negotiator of peace of 1559, with France,
!7).

; one of the liost.iges selected by King
of France, lipr execution of treaty, ih. ;

discovers sc'ieme of Heni-y II. and Philip
II., for extii-pating Protestantism, ih.\
cams the surname of " The Silent," 122 ;

tliough s'ill a Catholic, determines to
save Protectants if lie can, ib. ; increases
his possessions by maiTiage with Anno
of Egmont, ih. ; becomes a widower,
1-558, ih. ;

is accuse 1 of having murdered
his wife, 123

;
his character and conduct

in early part of his career, ib.
;

his

splendour and hospitality, 124; his gen-
tleness and winning address, ih. ; ex-

I'Cnsive liabits and consequent debts,
125; his various sources of revenue, ib. ;

is falsely accused of cowardice, 126; hi«

talents and accomiilishments, ib. ; hia^
opposition to institution of new bishops,
140 ; resigns command of Spanish legion,
1-Sl ;

his early intimacy witli Granvelle,
145 ;

his quaiTcl with the Cardinal, ib. ;

and Egmont address joint letUr to the

King, complaining of the undue power
arrogated by Cardinal Granvelle, 146:

his mavriago witli Anna of Saxony, anc
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difficulties attending it, with vindication
of his conduct \vith regard to these,

151; proceedings and festivities on occa-

sion of his wedaing, 159; meeting of

Knighti of the Fleece, at his house, to

discuss public matters, 163 ; supi>orted

by people in his opposition to Granvelle
and the Regent, 185 ; frankness and lega-

lity of this opposition, vindicated, ih. ;

determines that, he will withdraw from

government if Granvelle be not recalled,
190 ; writes joint letter with Egmont and
Horn, to Philip, on necessity of with-

drawing power of Griuivelle, 191 ; quar-
rels witli Aremberg because he refuses

to join the league against Granvelle, 192 ;

Egmont and Horn write second joint
letter to Piiilip, tendering their resigna-
tion as memijers of CoimcU of State,

195 ; hand in remonstrances to Regent,
196 ; abstain from tession of State-Coun-

cil, 197; attempts t') stem tide of comip-/
tion, after departure of Granvelle, 216 ;

his noble ambition and purity of charac-

ter, ib. ; declines in favour at Regent's
coiirt, ii ; his speech on occasion of Eg-
mont's mission to Spain, and Viglius's

instructions, 223 ; effect of this speecli on
members of council, 224; his indignatioii
at Philip's persistence in religious perse-
cution, 230 ; upbraids Egmont with liav-

ing forgotten interests of his country
duiing mission to Spain, 231 ; declares

that the King's ordei-s relative to Inquisi-
tion are too peremptory not to be obeyed,
but washes his hands of conseqtitnces,
236 ; is supported by Egmont and Horn,
t6. ; is not consulted in formation of

compromise league, 246 ; his opinions on
enforcement of Edicts and Inquisition,
ib. ; disapproves of the coniiiroraise

leac?i;c, 248 ; commences system of espi-

ona??e upon Philip, ib. ;
invites leading

nobles to meet at Breda, f' t a conference
on i)ublic affairs, 250 ;

effects change in

tone and purport of Request, 251 ; his

moderation, t&. ; inclines to Luthei-anism,
207 ; repairs to Antwei-p at solicitation

of citizens to restore public tranqtiillity,
208 ; regarded by all parties as the only
man able to stem the rising tide of revo-

lution, 269 ; remonstrates at Ullffel with

deputiition from members of Compromise
as&cmbled at St Trond, 271 ; is not de-

ceived by false promises of Philip, 2:9 ;

Ilia moderate proceeding's at Antwerp re-

lative to imago-breakers, 293 ; draws up
sixteen articles of agreement between
heads of Reformed relijrion and govern-
ment, ib. ; gi'owing libcralitj' of his

views, ib. ; establishes religious peace at

Utrecht and Amsterdam on same basis
ns at Antwerp, ib. ; his personal conduct
at Antwerp when endeavouring to re-

store order after the iconochi.st riots,
300 ;

first thoughts of resistance to tlic

pLans of the Spanish government, nna
propos;ils to Egmont and Horn on the

subject, 301 ; interviews at Dcndcr-
niondc between Oningc, Hom, Egmont,
Hi-OKStnuiten, and Coimt Louis of Niis-

eau, ib. ; his isolated position, 303 ; his

increasing watchfulness, 305 ; publishes
a pamphlet on necessity of allowing some
degree of religious liberty, 307 ; en-

courages citizens to resist 'introduction
of mercenary garrisons, 308; his endea-
vours in favour of Protestants of Amster-
dam, 312 ; refuses to take the new oath
of allegiance imposed by government,
313; tenders his resignation, ib.; is con-
sulted by Brederode and other seigniorn
as to new petition to be presented to
Regent, 314 ; partially connives at prtv
ceedings of Brederode, 315 ; his d.iunt-
less conduct at Antwerp durii^ tumult
caused by defeat of Ostrawell, 318 ; pro-
poses terms of arrangement, 319; avails
himselfofantagonism between Lutherans
ar-d Calvinists to save the city, 320;
meets tlie insurrectionists in the Mere,
and proposes articles of accommodation,
321 ; succeeds in re-establishing order,
322

; his efforts unappreciated by Regent,
ib. ; his re>olute resistance to all efforts
to gain him over to the Spanish partv,
327; interview with Mansfeld and Eg-

• mont at Willebrock, 328 ; endeavours to
s ive Egmont, 329 ; letter to Philip an-
noimcing his intention to withdraw from
Netherlands, 33) ; letters to Horn and
Egmont on same subject, J6. ; is informed
by Vandemese that Alva has orders to
arrest and condemn him at once, 331 ;

and other seigniors are cited before the
Blood-Council, 362; charges ag;unst
them, t6. ; his reply to the summons, ih. ;

his son seized as a hostage, S63 ; pub-
lishes a reply to act of condenmatiun,
376; his exertions to raise troops and
gain allies in Gei-mauy, England, and
France, ib. ; grants commission to Count
Louis, to levy troops and wage war on
Philip, 377; is recommended by hi?
friends among the German princes, to
pause in his attempts to save the Nether-
land provinces, 407 ; enrols himself f.i
life as a soldier of the Reformation, ih.

;

change supervened in his religious char-
acter, 408 ; sincerity of his pietv, ib. ; is

required by the Emperor to lay down
arms under penalty of forfeiting his
rights and privileges, 409 ; his reply to
Emperor's requisition, ib. ; his formal
d- cl.iration of war against Alva, 410;
proclamation to the people of the Netl-.er-

lands, ib. ; crosses the Meuse with his
army, 411 ; entei-s Brab.ant ;ind takes up
« position within a short distivnce of
Alva's encampment. 412; baffling plan
of his adversary, ih. ; incidents of the
campaigfii, 414; effects a junction with
Gcnlis, at AVavcrcn, ib. ; disappointment
at supincness of people, ib. ; mutinous
state of Ids army, ib. ; crosses the fron-
tier of France, 415 ; is summoned by tha
King of Fr.uice to declare his intentions,
416 : his leply, iO. ; is forced to lead back
ai^d disband his ai-my, 417 ; sets forth
with his two bi-others"to join the banner
of Conde, ih. ; proceedings in Prance .'ifter

disbanding his army at Strasburg, 447;
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returns to Germany, 449
; extensive cor-

respondence with, leading j^ersonages in
every i)art of Nctlierlauds, ib. ; issues
commissions to privateers, ib. ; gives
laws to tie Beggars oftlie Sea, ib. ; his
forlorn condition but unbroken spirit
after leturn from France, 400

; persever-
ing efforts to obtain money and allies,

458; instructions to Diedrich Sonoy,
459 ; document called the Harangue ad-
dressed to princes of Germany, ib. ; oath
of allegiance taken by revolted provinces
to him as Btadtholder of King of Spain,
472 ; resumes stadtholdcrate over Holland
and Zealand, Vj. ; religious toleration ex-
hibited in his instructions to function-
aries appointed by him, and in new oath
of allegiance imposed, ib. ; assembles a
new army in Gcnnany, 476 ; addresses
letters to principal cities of N'etherlaiuls,
adjuring them to be true to his and their

cause, ib.
; power conferred on iiim by

congress of Dort, 47S ; ordinance issued
by him as a provisional form of govern-
ment and voluntarily imposing limits on
himself, 479; crosses the Rhine at Duis-
biu-g with a considerable army, 480 ;

takes Roerjiiond, ib. ; difterence between
his character as militaiy commander and
that of Alva, 481 ; his fiu-ther advance,
ib. ; learns the news of the massacre of
the Huguenots in Paris, 4S2 ; advances
with his army towards Mons, in the hope
of provoking the enemy into a pitched
battle, 4SG ; night attack on his army by
Don Frederic de Toledo, 487 ; retreats to
Pgronne and Nivedes, 488 ; is followed

bj' an assassin hired by Alva, ib. ; his
soldiers refuse to remain longer in the
field, ib. ; is obliged to advise his brother
to capitulate, ib. ; crosses the Rhine, dis-

bands his army, and repairs to Holland,
ib. ;

his reception in provmee of Holland
after breaking up his army, 601

;
unfolds

bis plan of futuie proceedings in secret
session of states of provinces at Harlem,
t'j. ; despatches a force under De la
Marck to the relief of Harlem, 504; makes
a fresh eflbrt to succour the town, 506

;

further endeavours to succour Harlem,
609 ; keeps firm in faith and hope in

epite of repeated disasters, 517 ; his lofty
enthusiasm, 620; for want of fands is

obliged to decliiie offer of Spanish sol-

diery to deliver Harlem into ids hands,
622; difficulties experienced by hiui in

i-aisiug funds for his enterprise, 526 ; his

lofty and generous purpose, ib.
;
accusa-

tions against him by bigoted adherents
of both religions, ib. ; his reliance upon
secret negotiations re-opened with the
court of France, 527 ; reasons for con-

quering his repugnance to King of

France, 530 ; outlines of new treaty with
France drawn up by him, ib.

; solitary
and anxious position during tlie mibfor-
tunes of Harlem and Alkmaai-. 6^3 ; aji-

peal to the general assembly of the Neth-

erlands, exhorting the country to union

against the oppress(>r. ib. ; epistle to the

King of Spain, 531 : confidence in God

the mainspring of his eneigy, 535 ; liberty
of conscience for the people his main ob-

ject, lb. ; publicly joins the Calviuist
Church at Dort, ib. ; his fears relative to

impression likely to be produced by tha

King's promise of pardon, 551 ; position
taken up by him during siege of Leyden,
569

; desi)erate plan lor ttie rescue o£

Leydoi, ti. ; his illness at Rotterdam,
571 ; resumes preparations for relief of

Leyden, 572; proceeds on board the fleet

before Leyden, 575 ; i-eceivcs news of the
rescue of Leyden, 679 ; enters the city,
ib. ; grants privileges to the city as a re-

ward for its suflerings, 680 ; reply to

proposals of Requesens, made through
St Aldegondo, 583 ; answer to other ne-

gotiators, 6S4 ; power lodged in hia

hands, 585; complains in assembly of
states of Holland of conduct of cities,

and offers to resign, 586 ; powers vested
in liim by estates, ib. ; refuses to accept
government on these terms unless fur-

nished with a monthly allowance, ib. ;

suspicions of Spanish government and
fear of a disastrous peace, 587 ; accepts
the government of Holland and ZcaLuid,
691 ; results of his marriage with Anno
of Saxony, 593 ; marries the Princess
Charlotte of IJotn-bon, 595 ; enmities
caused by this mamage, ib. ; evil conse-

quences, 696 ; resolution to thrpw off

adegiance to Kmg of Spain, 602 ; difficul-

ties as to choice of new sovereign for the

states, 604 ; financial embarrassments of

himself and brother John, 6U6 ; despe-
rate scheme for rescumg inhabitants of
Holland and Zealand, Hj. ; prompt and
decided conduct after death of Requesens,
610 ; changes introduced by him into

)olitical constitution of Holland and
Zealand, 611 ; supreme authority in Hol-
land and Zealand confcn-ed on him, 612 ;

especial powers vested in him, ib. ; ab-

sence of personal views and ambition,
613 ; honourable title bestowed on him
by people, ib. ; his unswerving religious
toleration, ib. ;

reinstated in his princi-

pality of Orange by King of France, 614 ;

prepares to take advantage of mutiny of

Spanish troops to bring about a general
union ani orgaiusation, 625; letter to

Coimt Lalaui, (6, ; to estates of Gueldres,
ib. ; to estates of Brabant, ib. ; implores
the various provinces to send deputies to

a general congress to efl'ect a close union
between Holland and Zealand and the
other provinces, 620 ; /-ends troops to tho
assist;inco of Flanders against mutineers,
629 ; lettei-s addressed by him to the

states-general, assembled at Ghent,
urging them to hasi en to conclude treaty
of union, 644 ; difficulties suggested by
the arrival of Don Job.n of Austria, 657;
cotmsels to states-general relative to ar-

rival of new governor-general, ib. ; out-

lines of negotiation to be entered into

with Don John, 658 ;
basis of his policy,

ib.
;

his combination disarranged by
amplitude of concessions made by Don
John of Austria, 605; bis dislruit of Don
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John and reasor s for this, 666 ; is irri-

tated at haste with which estates con-

ciuitd trtaty with Don John, it). ; dis-

pleasure ?t provisions of Pci-petual Edict,
tjti" ; reiases to publish or recognise the

taeaty in Holland and Zealand, ib. ; his

written opinion of treaty, given to states-

gener.d at their request, 66S; perfect
accord between him and estates of Hol-
L-vud and Zealand, ib. ; Ijis reply to pro-

posals made by Dr Leoiiinus in name of
Don John of Austria, 670; his un-
bounded influeuee iu Ilolland and Zea-

land, ib. ; respect La whieh he was held
in other provinces, ib. ; his reply to

letters of Don Joiin, 671 ; tokens of sym-
pathy received from his mother, 685 ;

and fi-om his son, 6S0; financial emlxu--
rassments of his ^mily, caused by their

sacrifices to the cause of the Xetiierlands,
ib. ; new advances made to him by Don
John of Austria, 6£6 ; his struggles to
establish a system of toleration, ib. ; in-

t«rviow and uiscussions with envoys sent

by Don Joiin of Austria and by estates-

general of Catholic provinces, 659; eit-

voys malce a f. .rmal f-tatement to him
apd the states of HoUand and Zealiuid
on tue part of Don John, 692; protest
against Perpetual Edict embodied in his

reply to the document, ib. ; encourages
and superintends the re-erectiou ofdykes
in Holland and Zealand, 704 ; toueiiing
love and gi-atitude of people towards
him, ib. ; letter, never hitherto pub-
lished, to estates-general on seizure of
citadel of Xamur and general conduct of
Don John, ib. ; vindiciition of himself

against charges made by Don John and
others, 705 ; repairs to Utrecht, on invi-
tation from Magistracy, 7(J6; hearty
Welcome given to him, ib. ; treaty of
"
Satiafactiou

" drawn up, ib. ; stratagem
for overcoming German troops shut up
in Breda, 711

;
his determination to re-

store the administration to a state-coun-
cil appointed by estates-general, 715; is

invited by estates-general to come to
Brussels to aid them with liis counsels,
718 ; increase of his power and influence,
id. ; memorial presented to him at Ger-

truydenburg by commissioners sent to
invite him to Brussels, \b. ; pei mission
for his journey obtained from estates of
Holland and Zealand, 719 ; reply to me-
morial of comuiiBJuoners, ih. ; enthusias-
tic reception at Antwerp, 720; entry in-
to Brussels, ib. ; future measures con-
templated by him, 721 ; puts a stop to
negotiations with Don J ohn, ib. ; ex-
ceeding devotion of biughera of Brussels
for him, 72U ; his wise conduct with
regard to Archduke Matthias, 725; is

elected Ruward of Brabant, 726; signifi-
cance of this office, ib. ; his new dignity
confirmed by estates-general, ib. ; tlie
crown'within his grasp, ib. ; indignation
at treacherous conduct of nobles, 727 ;

interview with Ryhove previous to out-
break of revolution in Ghent, 730^ pro-
ceedings relative to outbr«ak, 732; re-

pairs to Ghent on invitation of four
estates of Himders, ib. ; brings about a
new act of union, securing the religiouQ
rights of Catholics and Protestants, 733 ;

succeeds in negotiating treaty of alliance

and"subsidy with England, 735; estab-
lislies fundamental terms on which
Archduke Mattiiias is to be received iia

Goveruor-Genei-al of Xetherhtnds, 736 ;

is appointed lieutenant-gener.J for the
Archdike Matthias, 737; jealousy of
him entertahied by nobles, 741 ; loyal
conduct with regard to Amsterdam, 747 ;

prei)aratiou3 for campaign of 157S, 750;
negotiations with England, ib. ; agiuu
confers chief posts of command on Catho-
lic nobles, ib. ; rebukes his own Church
for its intolerance, 752; his reasons for

maintaining relations with Duke of

Alenyon, 756; prescribes the terms ou
whicn Alenjon's assistance may be ac-

cepted, 75S ; causes a system of provi-
sional toleration to be signed by Mat-
tlxias, 760 ; incapability of his contempo-
raries to luiderstand his tolerance, ib. ;

j)rovisional arrangement for religious
toleration in Antv^erp, 761; discontent
caused among Catholic leaders and
Walloon population by his attempt to

establish religious tolei-ation, 762 ; en-
deavours to coiiciliite the contending
parties in Ghent, 776 ; mdignation at

image-breaking riots at Ghent, 777; is

induced to go to Ghent to appease up-
roar, 778; obtains consent of all parties
to a religious peace, published 27th De-
cember 157S, ib. ; import of this docu-
ment, ib.; malcontents summoned to

lay down their arms, refuse, ib. ; grow-
ing conviction of his enemies that his
death alone would enable them to put
down Xetherland rebeiUou, 785 ; effects
the Union of Utrecht, the foundation of
the Netherland republic, 792 ; falsa accu-
sations against, relative to Union of

Utreciit, 794 ; unceasing efforts to coun-
teract the dismembering policy ofParma,
797 ; is blamed for the tall of Maastricht,
and accused of plotting to deiiver the
country into the hands of France, 809 ;

hbellous letter against him laid before tho

assembly of the estates, 810 ; efforts to

allay new disorders in Ghent, \b. ; repairs
a second time to Ghent, and again his

presence restores order, 812 ; accepts the
government of Flanders, and returns tn
Antwerpv 813; attempts to bribe him
madeby members ofCologne conferences,
815 ; their utter fadure, ib. ; offers to cedn
his powers to any successor appointed by
estates-general, ib. ; new schemes of go-
vernment contemplated by him, S20 ; his

arguments in favour of choice of Duke of

Anjou as future ruler of the Netherlands,
821 ; rebukes and warnings and self-vin-
dication addressed to various corporations
and as-embUes hi 1579, 822; speech iu

estates-general at Antwerp, in 1579, up-
braiding the people with the want of a
broad patriotism, 824 ; addiess ui>on the
state of the country iu Janu.<ry loSO,
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urging the nesossity of raising a nnme-
rou3 and efficient army, ib. ; is offered
the soverersTity by estates of Holland
and Zealand, 833

; by advice of Cardinal
Granvelle a price is set upon his head,
834 ; contents of ban, ih. ; replies by his
famous Apology, 835 ; reluctantly accepts
provisional sovereignty over Holland and
Zealand, 842 ; substance of act conferring
this sovereignty, ih. ; limitafinn of sove-

reignty as to time subsequently cancelled

by the states without his knowledge, ib. ;

absence of personal ambition in him in-

jurious to his counti-j', 847 ; his reasons
for wishing Anjou to bo elected .-overeign
ofNetherlands, 848 ; againsummons coun-

try to provide for the general defence and
to t;ike measures for inauguration of

Anjou, 852 ; attemjjt to assassinate him at

Antwerp, 858 ;
his generous forgiveness of

assassin, ih. ; his solicitude for Uuke of

Anjou and his country when thinking
himself mortally wounded, ib.; agitation
of the people, 859 ; investigations relative

to attempted crime, ib, ; discovery of in-

Ptigator,860 ; lettertoestatesgeneral, im-

ploring them, in case of his death, to re-

main Aiithful to Anjou, 861 ; solemn fast

in Antwerp, 862 ; his care that the pro-
ceedings against his assassins should be
conducted with strictjustice, ib. ; his con-
valescence and relapse, i&. ; Leon.ardo Bo-

talH, body physician to Anjou, saves his

life by an ingenious expedient, ib.
; joj' of

people at his recovery, ib.
;
death of his

wile, Charlotte of Bourbon, 863; happi-
ness enjoyed in man-iago with her, ib.

;
is

forced by the excitement, inconsequence
of his recovery, to accept perrnanentlj- tlie

Countship of Holland and Zealand, ib. ;

position assigned to him by the new con-

stitution, 865 ; otlier provisions of new
constitution, ib. ; appeal to Anjou in refer-

ence to invasion of Antwerp, 878 ; letter

from Catherine do Medici, ib. ; efforts to

effect an honourable reconciliation, if pos-
sible, between Duke of Anjou and tlie p;o-
vinces, ib. ; his unceasing desire to see

all the Netherland provinces united into
one independent commonwealth, j6. ; dis-

covers intrigues of Anjou witli Parma
and Philip, 870 ; reply to Mirambeau, de-

spatched to Netherlandsby KingofFrance
to endeavour to effect a reconciliation be-

tween Anjou and the provinces, 8S0 ;

statement of opinions as to necessity of

not breaking witli Anjou, drawn up at

request of estates, ib. ; Accord signed in

consequence, 881 ; m.anied, for the fourth

time, to Louisa, widow of Teligny and
daughter of Coligny, 882 ; refusesthe sove-

reignty of United Provinces offered to

him by the estates, 883; p.atriotic and
self-denying tone of his .answer on the oc-

casion, ib. ; sovereign dukedom of Bra-

bant forfeited by Anjou, offered to him,
ib. ; refuses this also, and continues his

efforts in favour of Anjou, ib. ; indefatig-
able endeavo\u\s to counteract the machi-
nations of Spanish party in Ghent, 886 ;

various new attempts against his life, 8S7 ;

last and successful attempt, S94 ; his last

words, ih. ; children by his four marriages,
807; deep sorrow of the people at his
death, ib. ; effect of his death on country,
ib. ; his pliysical appearance and m^ral
qualities, 898 ; the great aim of his life

and policy, 809
; disinterestedness of his

services, ib. ; hisintellectual faculties, ih. ;

his never-failing constancy, 900
; his poll-

ticalgenius, ib. ; his power ofdealing with
his fellow-men, ib. ;

his eloquence, oral
and written, 901 ; his industry, i6. ; pene-
tration and adroitness, 902 ; caution, ib. ;

false view of his character given by his

enemies, 903, in note ; his calm courage
and cheerful disposition, ib. ; unvarying
love and esteem of the people for him,
904.

Ostrawell, defeat of Jfamix de Tholoiise
and Protestant troops at, 317.

Oudewater, besieged and taken by assault
by Spaniards, 598.

Outreman, pensionary of Valenciennes ex-
cites the fury of his foUow-citizens by
being the bearer of propositions from
Noircannes, 308.

Pacheco, or Paciotti, an Italian engineer
.attached to the army of Duke of Alva,
839 ; employed in the erection of the
famous citadel of Antwerp, 361 ; is put
to death by the populace of Flushing,
468.

Pacification of Ghent, opinion of juriscon-
sults and divines upon, 660.

Panis, Peter, a tailor of Jfechlin, cm-
demned to de.ath on the ch.arge ofhaving
preached the Reformed faith in that city,
693.

Parma, Alexander of, his bearing and char-

actor, 239 ; bis nupti.als with Maria of

Portugiil, 240 ; joins Don John ofAustria
at Luxembiirg with several choice regi-
ments from Spain and It,alv, 741 ;

dis-

tinguished conduct in battle of Gem-
blours, 744 ; his birth and early ch.arac-

teristics, 769 ;
education and j-outhful

tastes, ib. ; mode of life at Parma, 770 ;

heroic conduct at battle of Ijcpanto. 771 ;

his personal appearance, ib. ; his military
abilities and mental characteristics, 772;
his religious sentiments, ih. ; fiivnurable

auspices under which he assumed power
in the Netherlands, 773 ; his subtle .and

tniscrupuloTis policj', 7S2 ; commences
campaign of 1579 with a feint against
Antwerji, and then movesi upon Mae-
striclit, 796 ; continued negotiations and
intrigues with Walloon ]novinecs, 822 ;

signs Treaty of Accord with W.alloon pro.
vinces, 799; pantomime at Paris illustra-

tive of his success, 800; his entry into
Macstricht after capture of the city,
808 ; iiidiarnation at arrival of his mother
in Netherlands to as.sume civil adminis-
tration of provinces, 839 ; declares his de-

termination not to submit to divido

authority, and conquers, ib. ; measures
taken in consequence of jn'oposcd assassi-

nation of Prince of Orange, 803 ; draws

foreigii troops into the country in spite of
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tr^atv to the contrarr witii united Wal-
\

loon "Provinces, S66 ; lays siege to Ouden-
arde, 16. ; traits of courage and coolness

evinced by him duiing siege, ib. ; jeduces

Kinove, 867 ;
unsuccessfuls attack on

Lochum, 16. ; expenses of his army, 16. ;

position at close of autunm 15S2—is

accused of having instigated attempt to

poison Aujou and Orange at Bruges, 868 ;

intrigues with Prinee of Chimay, by
which Bruges is restored to Philip, 887 ;

his share in murder of Prince of Orange,
891 ; intercedes with Philip to secure to

the heirs of the murderer the rewai-d for

the assassination of Prince of Orange,
897.

Parma, ifargaret of, nominated Regent of

Netherlands, 107 ; her descent and early
education, 116 ; Is given in marriage to

Alexander de Medici, ib. ; married a se-

cond time, to Ottavio Famese, 117; her
aversion to her husband, 16. ; remorse at

bis reported death, t6. ; her hatred for

him changes to passionate fondness, ib. ;

reasons for her being appointed Regent
of Netherlands, it. ; her bigotry, 118; her

personal appearance and mental chai-ac-

teristics, iL. ; stratagem used by her to

induce the council to comply with Philip's

request to send troops to France, 182 ; for-

bidden by Philip to convoke the estates-

general, summons ameetiugof Knightsof
the Fleece, ib. ; exerts herself to reconcile

contending facrtions, 184; informs Phiiip
that tlie Prince of Orange is reported to be

revolvingsome great design, 189 ; reports
to Philip dissensions among seigniors,
193 ; despatches Armenteros to Spain,
196 ; her instructions to him, ib. ; her
alann at increasing discontent of nobles,
ib. ; urges Philip to give satisfaction to

Netherland nobles, 205 ; her delight at

having escaped from servitude to Gnui-

velle, 212 ; contumeliou- treatment ofhis

friends, 213 ; her denunciations of Gran-
velle and his party to the King, and
secret protestations of friendship to Gran-
velle himself, ib. ; her mtimacy vLth Ar-

menteros, and disgraceful participation in

his peculations, 217 ;
her contemptuous

treatment of former adherents of Gran-

velle, ib. ; her insinuations against Vig-
lius, 219

;
liiffictilties of her position, 234 ;

urges Philip to change instructions to

inquisitors, ib ; expenses and distress

caused by her son's nuptials, 240
; driven

to despair by disturbed state of country
and discontent of the nobles, 249 ; in-

forms Philip that he must take up arms
or make concessions, 252 ; her agitation
on the presentation of Request, 254 ; her
answer to Request, 256 ; reply to second
address of confederates. 257 , issues the
"Moderation," 261 ; purport of Modera-
tion, ib. ;

issues proclamations to put
down religious assemblies, 205 ; her rage
at bold liuigtiage of members of compro-
mise assembled at St Trend, 273 ; indig-
nation, and terror at im.ige-brcaking,
2>4 ; JcteiTuincs to seek refi.gc in 3Ions,
ib ; ia udviscl by seigniors to remain at

her post, *. ;
is forced to concede liberty

of wi>rship where already established.

286; signs articles of agreement called

the "Accord," ib. ; announces to Philip
that if the three points demanded by
Berghen and Montigny be not granted
she can no longer restrain rebellion, 288 ;

letter to Pliilip on subject of concessions
made to confederates, 290; calumnies
asainst Orange, Egmont, Horn, aud
Hoogstraaten, 291 ; compact agreed to
with confederates for pacification of pro-
vinces, ib. ; begins to assume a tone of

open defiance toward malcontents, 296
;

recalls Horn from T umay, 297 ; de-

spatches Noircarmes to Toumay to dis-

arm citizens and suppress the Accord,
16. ; continued treacherous conduct to

Orange, Horn, and Egmont, 298; in-

fonns the King that a scheme is arranged
for dividing the country and for mas-
sacring the people, 229 ; declares Valen-
ciennes in a state of siege, and all citi-

zens rebels, 308 ; appeals to Orange fr.r

assistance against proceedings of Brede-
rode, 311 ; grants permission to Protest-
ants of Amsterdam to preich in the I-is-

tadge, and immediately afterwaixl with-
draws the same, 312; refuses to accept re-

signation of Orange, 313 ; haughty reply
to Brederode's second request, 314 ; visits

Antw^erp after the pacification of Calvinist

tumults, 326; her expressions on theocav-
sion, t6. ; her indignation at being super-
seded by Alva, i6. ; her efi'orts to gain over
Orange, 328 ; her indignation on arrival of

Alva,341 ; conduct subsequent to arrest oi

Egmont and Horn, 349 ; her resignation
is finally accepted, 359 ; she departs from
Netherlands, ib.

Parma, Ottavio Famese, afterwards Duka
of, married to Margaret, daughter of
Charles V., 116; accompanies the Em-
peror to Barljary, 117.

Parties, three political, in Netherlands dur-
ing government of Don John of Austria,
693.

Passau, treaty of, affirmed by Granvelle to
have been secretly revoked by Charles V.,
424.

" Paternoster Jacks," name given to mal-
content Walloon party by Calvinists, 760.

Patriots, position of, after departure of
Alva, 551.

Paul IV , indignation of, at the truce of
Vaucelles, 82 ; his ambitious character,
ib. ; his hatred of Spaniards, S3; absolves
King of France from keeping fiiith wiUi
Spain, 84; makes peace with Spain, 86.

Peace, universal desire for, in Netherlands,
after departure of Alva, 697.

People, degraded condition of, 17 ; state of,
at commencement of Regency of Mar-
garet of Parma, 132; refuse to repair
dykes if Spanish troops arc not removed,
141 ; their growing terror of and wrath
at Inquisition, 233 ; rJI upon Orange,
Egmont, and Horn, to come forward a»
their champions, 236

; despair at tepub-
licntion of edicts, and renewed pi-oclama-
tiou of Inquisition, 237; fiufifciingg of
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and commencement of cmlgrntion to

England, 249.

Perez, Antonio, confidential secretary of
state of Philip 11., his betrayal of Don
John of Austria, OSl; plottiugs "with Philip
iig.iiiist Doii Joliii of Auj^tria, and profes-
sions of friendship to the latter, 680 ;

conduct toward Escovedo, ib. ; suggests
to Don John the necessity of procuring
assassination of Prince of Orange, 682.

Perez, Gonzalo, secretary of Philip II.,
draws up letterby which the King ro'-alls

Granvelle, 210.

Pcronue, interview of Cardinal de Lonain
and Bishop of Arras at, P9.

Philip the Fair, receives the homage of the
states of Netherlands, 30

;
cm-tails the

pi-ivileges of the states, ib. ; marries
Joanna, daughter of Ferdinand and Isa-

Ijella of Castile and Arragon, ib.
; dies at

Bruges, ib.

Piiilip II., King of Spain and of the Ne-
therlands, his personal appeai-ance, 54 ;

his ingratitude to his father, C8 ; acces-
sion to the sovereignty of the Nether-
lands, 70 ;

his first appearance in Nether-
lands as crown prince, ib. ; his marriage
with Maria of Portugal, ib. ;\swears with-
out reservation to support all the consti-
tutions and privileges of the provinces,
ib. ; his marriage with Mary of England,
IX ; his repulsive maimers, 73 ; his tem-
perament and characteristics, ib. ; his

accomplishments and personal habits,
76 ; determines to re-enact the edict of

1550, 81 ; desires to annihilate provincial
independence of Netherlands, i6. ; qualms
of conscience, occasioned by hostile posi-
tion toward tlie Church, §5; his conces-
sions to Pope Paul IV., ib. ; induces Eng-
land to declare war aga-nst France,
1557, 88 ; refuses to encamp before St

Quentin, Q4 ; neglects to follow up victory
of St Quentin by marching on Paris, 26 ;

causes body of St Quentin to be brouglit
to his tent, 98 ; disbands his army after

victory of St' Quentin, ib. ; proposes to

marry daughter of King of France, 105 ;

recommends the councils of the provinces
to extirpate all heretics, 1_09 ; takes
leave of the estates, ib. ; makes a " Re-
quest" for new supplies, 110 ; nominates
Duchess of Parma Regent, lb. ; his rage
at remonstrance relative to foreign troops
presented by the states-general, 112; his

subsequent dissimulation, ib. ;" issues
further instructions for persecution of

heretics, ib. ; rebiikes William of Orange,
113 ; lands in Spain after quitting Ne-
tlierlands, 114 ; cehbrates his return by
an au'n-da-fe, 115; sweai-s to uphold the

Inqui-sition, ib. ; his reasons for appoint-
ing JIargaret of Parma Regent of Nether-
lands, 117; carries out measures relative
to creation of new Inshoprics, without
consulting Anthony Perronet, 139; di-

rects from Spain criminal informations
against individuals in Netherlands, 1-12;

his rage at complaints against Granvelle,
and opposition to in.stitution of new
bishop.s, 147 ; submission to inspirations

of
Granvello^HO ; state of his cxcher^v.-'r,

ib. ; toniirmS instnictions of Charles V.
to inquisitors in Netherlands, 169; his
characterisation of Inquisition in Ne-
therlands, 175; urged by Granvelle, de-
nies the infcntion to introduce Spanish
Inquisition in Netherlands, 180 ; protests
to Montigny that he has no intention to
introduce fexJ^nish Inquisition into Ne-
therlands, and that Granvelle was not
consulted previously to introduction of
new bishofirics, 189 ; requests opinion of
Alva on letters and remonstrances of
Netlierland nobles, 197 ; orders Margaret
of Parma to proclaim and enforce decrees
of Council of Trent in Netherlands, ^2 ;

endeavours to win Egmontwhen in Spam,
^7; dis-simulation with all parties, 231;
suggestions as to new mode of punishing
heretics, 234 ; instructions to Alva for
his guidance in interview with Catherine
de Medici at Bayonne, ib. ; letters to

inquisitors in Netherlands, 235 ; ex-

presses his dissatisfaction at opposition
of Netherlands to Inquisition, and en-

joins Regent strictly to carry out reli-

gious decrees, ib. ; applauds decision of

theological assembly, 236 ; open and
secret proceedings after arrival of Ber-
ghen and Montigny in Madrid, 286

; com-
munications to the Pope regarding pre-
tended concessions made to Netherlands,
288

;
ftilso promises to visit Netherlands,

2S9
;
deeiares to Regent his determina-

tion never to allow states-general to be

convened, but desires the people to be
deceived on the subject, ib. ; letter to

Egmont' expressive of approbation of his

having taken the new oath, and his
whole course of conduct, 3SP ; letter to

Margaret of Parma expressive of disap-
probation of edict of 24th May 1657, on
account of its leniency, 334 ; the veil of

hypocritical clemency towards Nether-
lands is thrown off, 335 ; is counselled by
Ruy Gomci! to proceed in person to Ne-
therlands, ib. ; intentions with which he

despatched Alva to Netherlands, 343 ;

his joy at Alva's success in capturing
Netheriand nobles, 349 ; perfidious in-

structions to Eboli re-;arding his conduct
to Berghen and Montigny, 351 ; issue

proclamation concernmg the decree of

the Holy Office condemning *o death all

the inhabitants of the Netherlands, 364 ;

expression of determination to sacrTBce
his own flesh, if required by the Lord,
402 ; public answer to Emperor of Ger-

many's intercession in favour of Nether-
lands and WUliam of Orange, 421 ; private
answer to same, 422 ; elaborate prep.ora-
tions for secret and extraordinary execu-
tion of Montigny, 439 ;

instructs Alva to

make known that Montigny has died a
natural death, 443 ; consummate hypoc-
risy evinci il on this occasion, ib. ; plot

against Queen of England, 4fi4 ; orders
Alva to supply troojis to carry out plot
against Queen of Knidan*', 456 ; appoints
Duke of Medina Coeli Governor-General
of Netherlands, in lieu of Alva, 457; r©-
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prt;;..„
.. ::..„,...-.d pro-

vinces,
- n to remonstrate

gainst : i the new taxes,

4^ ; his ^.v — ... . . . .. -.: icassacre of Hugue-
^s in Franc-e, 453; letters to Alva on
the suVject, 434 ; secret endeavours
to obt&ui the imperiiil crown of Ger-

iniiny, 523; pledges himself to with-

draw Spanish troops from Xetherlzinds,
and to aLow the trte exercise of the Re-

formed religion tiiere, 5£^ ; his ministers

and governors mere puppets in his hands,
535 ; dissimu'iatiou as regards his in-

tended policy towards Netherlands, 52J \

expenses of Xetherland rebelliDn, 633 ;

anger at death of Requesens, ^.%\ unde-
cided policy subsequent to this e%-ent,

609 ; despatches Havr^ to endeaTonr to

jadfy the country, 620; letters to estates

of Brabant, and to~state-cotincil, 6C1 ;

plotting with Antonio Perez to ensnare
Don John of Austria, 6SO ; suggests to

Don John, through the "means of Peres,
the necessity of the assassination of

Prince of Orange, ^S2 ; letter to estates-

general CO Xetiierlands in reply to their

communications of 24th August and 8th

September 1577, 74S ; insists uion neces-

sity of maintaining^the royal supremacy
and the Catholic religion on tie basis

adopted by his father, ih. ; issues ban
against Prince ofOrange, §2^ despatches
Duchess Margaret of Parma to Xether-

lai^ds, ^39 ; offers to restore to eldest son
of Prince of Orange the estates bestowed
on the reLitives of his father's murvierer,
on condition of his paving a pension to

them, 897.

Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, his opxK>sition
to marriage of his grand-daughter, Anna
of Saxony, with William of Orange, 153 ;

his protest against said marriage, 159.

Philiberfc de Bruxelles, his speech, oa the

Emperors abdication, 55,

Pierreixjint, French army assembled at, in

1557, SS ; army assembled at, 105.

Plessis les Tours, convention of, between
estates-general of Ketherlands and Duke
of Anjou, 832.

Podesta, chief magistrate of East Friesland,
elected by provinces, 20.

p.>ntus Payen, author of a history of the
times, 90, in note.

Portugal, Maria of; first wife of Philip IT., 70.

Portugal, Maria of, wife of Aiexandn- ofP:u--
ma herbeautyand accomplishments,240.

Protestants, purity of their lives, 239.

Bassinghem defeats secretaries at Watre-
lots, 309.

Katdiffeand Gray, two Englishmen, exe-
cuted on charge of having assassinated
Don John of Austria, 766.

B>3formation, progress of, in Ketherlands,
aS; attempts to suppress, in Nether-

I-inds, 41.

Reformed religion tntmipbant in Holland
and Zealand, 752 ; rapid spread through
the provinces, ii.

Reformers, their increasing boldness and
icligiotis meetings in the fields, 2i>4 ;

their pre-it";. ;rs, t. ; stcts :•: ~':.ich they
principally belonged, 267; commrnce
building Uieir first temple outside Toui--

nay, 296 ; demand permission to preach
inside the city, ib. ; thesr conduct at Va-

lenciennes, 307; their conduct at Ant-

werp after defeat of Thelouse, 317.

Remonstrance of estates of Brabant on do-
struction of Antwerp, 644.

Eeiiaid, Simon, suspected of writing a
stinging lampoon 1^,'ainst Cardinal Gran-

veile, 17S.

Renneberg, Count, brother of Count Hoog-
straaten, and stadtholder ofFrieslandand
Drenthe, betrays patriot cause, S24;

price paid for his trtachery, 825; evil

influence of his sister, Cornelia Lalaiii,

Baroness Monceau, t6. ; his character,
826 ; intercepted letters reveal his treason
to Orange, ih. ; incidents attending his

seizure of the city of Groningen for

Prince of Parma, 827; lays seige to

Steenwyk, 836; is obliged to ab^don
the si^e, 83S; his subsequent career
and death, ti.

Requesens, Don Louis de, appointed suc-
cessor of Alva, arrives in Brussels, 53S ;

his previous career, 544 ; instructions
received from Philip on assuming go-
vernorship of Netherlands, 546; h»3
views of Netherland afbirs on first as-

suming oflScc, 549; opposite opinions
held by him and Alva, xh. ; sends two
fleets, under Romero and Avila, to at-

tempt to rescue Middelburg, 553 ; parleys
\s-ith mutinous Spanish troops, 564 ; vain

negotiations with assembly of deputies at

Brussels, 5S3 ; various negotiations with
Orange, ii. ; hisignoranceas to Philip's real
wishes &nd intentions r^arding peace,
591 ; preparations for takii^ possession of
isles of Zealand, 598 ; his finnnHal difficol-

ties,160; unexi>ecteddeath,607; retrospec-
tive views of his diaracter and career, ib.

Bequest, proposed to be presented by-
Margaret of Parma by confederates of
tiie Compromise league, 250; Orange's
fcteps with regard to it, ib. ; subject of;
discussed in assembly of notables, 252;
presentation of, 254 ; purport of this

document, ib. ; answer to, 256.

Beubc, Count, Governor of Flanders, so-
licits aid from Prince of Orange against
mutineers, 629.

Rhetoric chambers, their liberal tecdencias
and influence on people, 177.

Richariot, Juan, nephew of t'oe Bishop of
Arras, Ids testimony to the incredible
horrors of the sack Cf Mechlin, 495.

Riots of Reformers against Catholics, in
Antwerp, 801 ; in Utrecht, ib.

Riperda, commander of the garrison of
Harlem, warns the citizens of the abso-
lute necessity of making a last effort for

freedom, 503.

Boda, Jerome de, claims to be sole Gover-
nor of Netherlands, 622; his unworthy
treatment of Netherland nobles after

capture of Antwerp, 643 ; writes letter of

congratulation to PhUip. after capture of
the city, 644.
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Rodolph II.. accession to the imperial
tlirone, 664 ; liis sentiments towards
Nettierlands, ib.

Romero, Julian, supposed to have been
the officer wlio urged Egmont to escape,
346 ; disgraceful conduct at Naarden, 52.

Rotterdam, onslaught of Spanish troops on,
after vain attempts to recapture Brill,

467.

Ruytcr, Hermande de, a cattle drover, and

p.artisan of Orange, murders the Gover-
nor of Louestein, and talces ])OSsession
of t)ie castle, 445; blows up the castle,
446.

Ryliove, a nobleman of Ghent, passion-
ately attaclied to Prince of Orange, and
desirous of forming a free confederation
of Netherlands, 728; seeks an interview
with Prince of Orange, at Antwerp, to

propose a revolution in Ghent, 729 ;

incidents and result of interview, -lb. ;

returns to Ghent, and urges on tlie

people to tlirow off the Spanish yoke,
731 ;

is placed at the head of provi-
sional government, 732 ; atrocious pro-
ceedings against Vischcr and Hessels,
775 ; struggles for power with Imbize, at

Ghent, 811.

Rythovius, Peter, Doctor of Divinity,
raises popular commotion by entering
into disputation with reformed preacher,
270.

Saint Quentin, city of, strategical impor-
tance of its position, 91 ; is threatened by
the Duke of Savoy, ih. ; battle of, 93 ; as-

sault and sack of the city, 06.

Saint Winochsborg, taken by De Tliormcs,
100.

Biilseda, a Spaniard, and Basa, an Italian,

detected in a sclieme to poison Anjou
and Orange, at instigation of Duko of

Parma, 808 ; fearful mode of execution at

Paris, ih.

San-asin, John, prior of Saint Vaast, his

zeal in buying over adheients to royal
cause, and services in re-establisliing the

royal autliority over the Walloon jiro-

vinces, 783 ; purchases effucted by him
among Catholic nobles, 789.

Savoy, Emanuel Philibert, Duke of, Regent
of Netherlands ; his character and early

career, 79 ; takes comm.and of army, 89 ;

invests St Quentin, 90; recovers his

sovereignty, 104 ; promises to many
Margaret, sister of Kin^ of France, ib. ;

rebukes csttites for indignity ofifcred to

Philip, 394.

Saxony, Augustus, Elector of, his eager-
ness for marriage of his niece Anna with
William of Orange, 153.

Saxony, Anna of, married to WilU.am of

Orange, 151; lier eccentricity, 593; her

conduct towards Orange, ib.
;
her intcm-

jierance, ib. ; iier letters to Alva, ib. ; Iier

infidelity, 594 ; her solitary confinement,
ib. ; death, ib.

Scheldt, victory of the patriot fleet over

the Spanish fleet, in the year 1574, 552 ;

victory of patriot Admiral Hacmstcd off

Antwerp, 505.

Schetz, Caspar, Baron of Qrobbendonck,
his position, 203

;
his venality, ib. ;

humiliation of Granvelle fixed upon by
nobles at banquet at his house, t6.

Schoonoven, surrender to Hierges, 598.
Schout and Sehepens, chief magistrates
and aldermen of Flemish cities, how ap-
pointed, 19.

Schouwen conquered by the Spaniards,
601.

Schwarzburg, Count Gunther de, de-

spatched to Germ.any, to sue for tie
hand of the Princess Anna of Saxoiiy fcr
William of Orange, 154.

Schweiidi, Lazarus, friend of I'rmco ol

Orange, urges King and Regent to take
means to .allay storm gathering in Ne-
therlands, 202.

Sects, religious, iu Netherlands, 36 ; dread-
ful persecution of, ib.

Segovia, consultatii^ns of Spanish council
at. on the subject of discontent in Ne-
therlands, 286.

Selwaert Abbey, total destniction of
Nassau's army near, 397.

Soi:.sa, Carlos da, burnt as a heretic, 115.
Sienna ceded to Cosmo de Medici, 86.

Slaves and serfs in Netherlands, 17.

Smith, Christopher, a Carmelite monk, con-
verted to Protestantism, put to death at
Antwerp, 220.

Soldiery, Spanish, become mutinous, 316 ;

offer to deliver Harlem into the h.ands
of Orange, 520 ; are appeased by Alva,
521 ; their peculuir situation and consti-
t\ition in NetherLands, 562 ; mutiny im-
mediately after battle of Mook, or Moo-
kcrheyde, 563 ; seize Antwerp, Vi. ;

mutiny settled by treaty with governor-
general, 565 ; departure of, from Nether-
lands, 673.

Sormius, Dr Francis, sent on a mission to
R' 'me to represent necessity of increase
of bishoprics in Netherlands, 136.

Simoy, Diedrich, appointed by Orangre
Lieutenant-Governor of North Holland,
472 ; written instructions given to him
by tlie Prince, ib. ; floods the country to
.«avo Alkmaar, 524 ; discovers conspiracy
.imong certain inhabitants of Holland to
favour a Spanish invasion, 697 ; estab-
lishes a kind of blood-council, and com-
mits horrible cruelty on some of the

con.spirators, ib.

Sorrento, Archbishop of. his mission in

Netherl.ands, 263.

Spa, meeting of nobles at. to lay the foun-
d.itions of the Comjiromisc, 246.

Stadtholders of provinces, their functions
.and ])cwers. 108.

Statistics of life and money expended in
NetlierLandg duiing the struggle for

liberty, 643.

Stoonwyk, the key to tiio province of

Drenthe, is besieged by Rcnuebcrg, 830 ;

is assailed with led-hot b;ills and with

stingless sarcasms, 837 ; protended Inter-

cepted letter of Orange, ib. ; homilies of

Captain Coniput, 888 ; siege .aliandoned

by Renneborg, ib.

Stoibcrg, Juliana of. mother of William ol
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OrtJige, ISO; her piety and beneficial

inRuence on her sons, 121.

Btxaalsn, Autony van, burgomaster of

Aut\*erp, arrested tne same day as

Egini.nt at 1 H<im, 348 ; is executed by
arder of Alva, 406.

Btrozzi, Marshal, commences cirapaiga in

Italy IQ 1556, 83 ; his death, loO.

Strycher, Hermivn, a converted monk,
addresses an assemb'y of eight thou-

sand persons in neighbourhood of Ghent,
264.

Swarte, John de, and other persons burned
for reading tbe Bible, 172.

TaflSn, Nicholas, demands that the com-
munity of Touruay shall defray expenses
of buiidinar Protestant temples, 295.

Tanchelyu, his character and career, 36.

I Teligny, son-in-law of Coligny, shut up in
i St Quentin, makes an imprudent sortie,

[

aiid further increases dangers of the
fortress, 92 ; falls in the eiicounter, ib.

Tergoes, beiie^fed oy Jerome de't Zeraerts,
495 ; position of town, ib.

; expedition to
relieve the place, 496 ; defeat of besieging
army, il>.

Thermes, Paul do. Governor of Calais. 98 ;

attacks and takes Dunkirk, 100; taken
prisoner after battle of Gravclines, 102.

ThionviUe, siege of, 100.

Tholouse, JIarnix de, commands expedition
against Walchercn, projected by Brede-
rode. 315.

Tiskaen, Hans, his execution for heresy by
order of Regent, 260.

Tisnacq. engagement at, between mutinous
Spanish troops and a mass of students,
burghers, and peasantry, 627.

Titelmann, Pet-r, inquisitor in Flanders,
Douay, and Toumay, his character and
cruelty, 170; remonstrances made by
citizena and estates ajjainst his mon-
strous proceedings, 221 ; prognosticates
evil from the escape of Orange, 350.

Trledo, Don Ferdinand de, gra^d prior, na-
tural son of the Duke of Al^a, his friend-

ship for Egmont, 345; urges Egmont to

escape, 348.

Torquemada, first grand inquisitor, 165;
number of inaividuala burnt alive dur-
ing his administration, ib.

Toumay, its Uberties destroyed by Charles
v., 58 ; citizens of, disarmed, 2y8 ; is be-
sieged by Alexander of Pirma, 851 ; de-
fended by Princess of Espinoy, »6. ; capi-
tulation of, 852.

Treaty of Union signed between Prince of
Orange and estates of Holland and
Zealand on the one side, and other
provinces of Netherlands on the other,
642; great cre<iit and benefits accming
from the treaty, 446 ; popularity of tbe
treaty, 647.

Trent, decrees of Council of, ordered to be
enforced in NetherlaU'ls, 222 ; tiieir pro-
visions, it). ; contrary to the privileges of

provinces, ib. ; opposition to their pro-
mulgation, ib. ; opposition of clergy to
Council of, 231 ; orders to publish Council

of Trent Biicts and Inquisition through-
out Netherlands, 237.

Treslong, William de Blois, Seigneur dfl,

one of the leaders of the Begg:irs of tho

Sea, his part in capture of Brill, 464.

Tribaulet, jesterat the court ofCharles v., 64.

Trond, St, assembly of members of Com-
promise league at, 270 ; dissolution of as-

sembly, 27.3.

Truclises, Gerapl, Arclibishop of Cclugne.
seeks refuge with Prince of Orange a<

Delft, 8S2.

Uitenhove, a Flemish noble, roasted to

death by slow fire for havmg been en-

gaged in the capture of BrUl, 537.

Union of Brxissels, 660 ; tenor, motive, and
effect of agreement, i6. ; germ of destruc-
tion contained in it, 661.

Utrecht, foiindation of bLshopric of, 11 ;

city and province of, declared to have
forfeited tdl rights and property by o[>-

position to new system of taxation, 431 ;

appeal to Philip agaiust Alva. 432 ; Union
of, effected by WUli;im of Orange, 792;
object and provisions of Union, ib. ; char-
acterisation of Union, 794.

Valenciennes, city of, its origin and situa-

tion, 307 ; refuses to admit a gfarrison
of Spnnish mercenaries, 3.8 ; Is invested

by Noircarmes, ib. ; appeals to tiia

Knights of the Flecco for assistance,
311 ; terms proposed by Regent, and
counter propositions to these, 322 ; as-

sault and surrender of, 323 ; sufferings of

citizens, 3i5.

Valladoiid, first auto-da-fi at, 114.

Valois, Margaret of. Queen of Navarre,
her exceedmg beauty and great talents,
697 ; her intngues in Hainault in favour
of Duke of Alencon, ib. ; her reception at
Namur by Don John of Austria, 693.

Vandenesse, private secretary to Phihp II.

and secret agent of Orange, infurms the
latter that Alva has received orders to
arrest him, 331.

Varg:\s, Francis de, opinion aa to infalli-

bility of Council of Trent, 222.

Vargas, Juan de, member of the Blood-

Council, his vicious and cruel character,
355.

Vaucelles, truce of, concluded 5th February
1556; rejoicings caused by, 80.

Velleda, a German prophetess, promises
success to Claudius Civilis, and g-ains
coiifedenites for him, 8 ;

is bought over
by the Romans, io.

Venero and Zimniermann, execution of,
the accomplices of assassin of Piince A
Orange, 862.

Verdu^'o. rep rt of state of affairs in Bnis-
sels and Antwerp in cou.<equence of mu-
tiny of Spanish soldiers, 622.

Vervins, town ot, burned and pillaged by
Spanish army, under Duke of Savoy, 81.

Viglius, van Aytta, preei.ient of the
council, his personal appearance, 53 ;

his origin, talents, anii loaming, 118; his

early career, ib. ; nominated member of
Council of state and of consuita, lia;

3k
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odious on account of supposed participa-
tion in composition of edict of 1550, ib. ;

his bigotry and intolerance, ib. ; his

pusillanimity, 179 ; his desire to retire,
and Philip's bribes to retain him in office,
ib. ; his speech to the assembly of Knights
of the Fleece, convoked in 1662, 183 ;

rendered uneasy by uprooting of a mul-
beiry-tree, 184; his uneasiness after re-

call of Granvelle, and contem])t with
which he was treated by the Regent,
218 ; his love of lucre, ib. ; accusations
of Regent against him, 219; being at-

tacked by apoplexy is superseded by
Hopper, 224 ; attempts to smoothe the
troubled waters, 23t5 ; represents neces-

sity for the King's presence in Nether-
lands, 289 ; his obsequiousness to Alva,
854 ; assists in the choice of members of
the Blood-Council, 355; his eulogy on
the prudence and gentleness of Alva,
359 ; opposes Alva's new scheme of arbi-

trary taxation in Netherlands, 430
; his

endeavours to procure an amnesty, 432 ;

adopts the cause of the people in opposi-
tion to Alva, 451

; dissenting statements
as to his presence in state-council on oc-

casion of its arrest by the Seigneur de
H^ze, 628, in note ; his death, 687.

Villages, number of, 48.

Villars, de, commanding a division of

patriot army under Louis of Nassau, is

defeated first at Roermonde, 878 ; sub-

sequently at Erkelens and Dalem, ib. ;

betrays Orange's designs, i6.

Vitelli, Chiappin, his character and extra-

ordinaiy obesity, 602 ;
his death, ib.

Vroedschappen, or councillors elected by
the cities in Netherlands, 20.

Walcheren, horrid internecine warfare in

the island of, 471 ; detestable cruelty of

natives towards Spaoiaids, ib.

^S'alloon, provinces of, Artois, Hainault,

Lille, Douay, and Orchies, unite in a

separate league, 1579, 791) ;
conferences

with deputations from states-general,

797 ; deputation sent to Prince of Parm»
before Slaestricht, 799 ; flattering recep-
tion given to deputation, ih. ; fasciuatiou
exercised by Prince on deputation, ib. ;

preliminary Accord signed with Kind's
government, ib. ; provisions of Accord,
ib. ; effoct produced by Accord through-
out Netherlands on Prince of Orange and
in France, 800.

Walsingham, Sir Francis, and Lord Cob-
ham, despatched to Netherlands by
Queen of England to endeavour to eiTect

pacification between the estates and the

Governor, Don John of Austria, 759 ;

conference with Don John, ib.
;
leave

Nettierlands, having failed in their

mission, ib.

Willebrock, interview between Orange, Eg-
mont, and Mansfeld at, 328.

Willenizoon Dirk, an anabaptist, put to

death un^ier dreadful tortures after an
admirable act of Christian self-devotion,
426.

Women, condition of, in Netherlands, 48.

Ypres forced to yield to Spanish govern-
ment, and dead heretics hanged and

living ones killed, 887.

Zealand, islands of, recovered by jmtrlots,
647.

Zeraerts, Jerome van't, appointed by
Orange Governor of the island of Wal-

cheren, 470.

Zierickzee, besieged by Mondragon, 601 ;

attempts to relieve city, 616 ; smrenders
on advice of Prince of Orange, 617 ; con-
ditions of surrender, ib. ; mutiny of

Spanish troops after sunend»r, ib.

Zutphen, enormous cruelties committed
at, by order ofAlva, 497.

Zuyder Zee formed by submersion of lands

along the VUe, 20
;
naval engagement in,

between Count Bossu and Admiral Dirk-

zoon, 635 ; victory of patriots and cap-
ture of Spanish Admiral, ib.
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